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Summer

Boe§
Headache
Haunt

Wear Fabrics for Town. Couulrv, or
Patterns sent KKEE, send a
postcard Early stating your requirements.
Sec Illustrated Catalogue for Choico
Blouses, Costumes. Sports Coats, Wraps,
Seaside.

YOU

—

Children's Washius
Dresses, etc.

and

often just when you have some
special task you wish to do
or just
when you particularly want to put in a good
day's work at your household duties arc

|-JOW

—

Goods

your plans upset by that malignant demon,
Headache ? You can't tackle your work
with terrible nerve racking headache or
neuralgia much better to take a Daisy

Clouscp,Costuiiies,
flirts, Eaiucoats,
Corsets, Hosiery,
Underwear, Children's
Dresses,
Overalls,
Sheets,
Quilts,
Towels,

—

clear

away the

pain.

DAISY Cures Almost

Embroidered

Catalogue

—

and so

Instantly

'VIGIL' Silk Blouse
Shades: Pink, li-mon, helio. uatnraJ,

pink *jh1 grey, and belioaM
stripe* on cream ground.

saste,

Curtains, etc.

fawn

made

EeantifulJy

the quick, safe, scientific and up-to-date
specific for the complete eradication of headache and
neuralgia.
It never fails to give relief within five
minutes. Don't risk another headache keep Daisy

Daisy

Dress and Blouse
Fabrics

—

Dr.
'

all colours

Silky Poplins.

ROBERTSON WALLACE

Daisy

'

Headache

Cure

my

merits

its efficiency

and

writes:

complete

Theda"

fu.-

..

..

„

Pansv"

and i great

SILKY KNITTED
(as illustration.)

A
f

bv

fori.'-,

and Chemists everywhere at -Zd. each
2 3 60 for 6/-. Daisy Tablets (specially conper box.
DAISY LTD., LEEDS

Stoics

20

foi

venient form),

vcr\ l>c<fOuiuig Coat. I'nJouis:
'ii-aiii,<'haini>a^ni-, l*iuk.>kv.

Putty. S*.\e, Kofic. Arnvtbyat,

LI

Riley's

I

sign

Brank&ome"

12 8

..

..

1 3

RELIABLE CHEVIOTS

He

8

AND

x

I

T

and shades

*,

place

with

implicit

every

Made

trust,

strokes

confidence.

from

the

finest

and seasoned timber under expert workman-

selected

ship.

of

Their high standard
efficiency

created

demand during
1919, much in

a

Send your order

NOW

is

guaranteed.

Write for Summer
Sports
Catalogue.
E.

J.

RILEY, Ltd.,

Ask

your

for

a

guaran-

usual

draper

Wash-resista

Print,

Wash-resista

Overall,

garment.

other

Proprietors

HOLLINSMILL
CO. LTD.
Spinners and Manufacturers, Dpt. P,S„
5, Portland Street,
.AIanche*ter,wboarc
alio

Cedar Work*,

ACCRINGTON.

all

teed indigo or fast red.

THE
!

All Cricket and Tennis requisites
a e stocked by Riley's, „and
quality

many purposes and

The dyes are

the supply.

their

serves so

the season

excess of

•

Jtaps. etc.

is

ideal alike for

overalls, aprons, pinafores, children's frocks

which you

make your

so

116, 18

COATS

WASH RESISTA
rompers, and the serviceable blouse,

can

SERGES.
•,

wrueto
CO.
21 S. Stanninplev Rd.. LEEDS

w

— the
and

10

Oabanlints,
Coverts,
Suitings.,T»c<"Kt n am
Cheeks, Blanket Berg**,

IT

in

••

For

Cricket
Bats
bats

12-

W

Tweed*, fuscly mix-

-

HARTLEY &

rAID.

CAP
uiaLeiiai

oveitheekJXie
Bangor" w, ..1 In
cbdu oveieheck de-

PaU<r<i9lrR££ on receipt of postcard staling rffuircnitHU.

Emerald. Xavy.

1, '3

..

9 8

Han

Effect .neat

-.

ari.ly iu Silks.
M'tilicialSiil^.siik; finished fabiics, printed Cambrics, Creixs, Delainettcs..
Jlaslius. Voiles, Washing
Suiting-. 0x(mr«l Shirtings,
et«.

SPORTS COAT

!

<y

printoJUtiglina
v.'iio

we

Twwda

89

2 4.3

.

lor

Kv

Lanark""

stiipe*

Delia" lovely print ol

8

Komsey"

-.

Zephyr*" clu-. ks ami
ship
1 8, 1 10, 2

you on your commercial courage in placing an unusually costly
formula, at a reasonable charge, at the command of tie public."

Sold

nni^hd.

COSTUMES

.-6 6

2 11, 4

S>ikyTatr«Us..

approval.

and compliment

safely,

Racommended

Rene" HpojigcClolh,

always handy.

" Your

and

30/-

is

I lay great stress both -on

1920.

lsi,

tide

proprietors

" Sunresista,"
ol
" Marplc
Sheets,"
" ScalBecce,"

otc.

shirt

and

or dress.

Piftitrt

Way

Snow,

1

1920.

Pfrotp/TrapRg and

correct list very shortly, with the
the lucky prize winners.

names

of

the Screen.

jnoro. boxing champions are to become
YKTscreen
heroos.
hear that Georges CarI

i

oe Picture

Show."

LANGHORNE BURTON.

No. 17.

you see the popular British film actor,
ABOVE
Langhorne Burton. In a rest moment,
between scenes of " The Amateur Gentletuan," he

The Picture Show.

reading

is

We

shall see Mr. Burton in the character as
he appears here in S toll's film version of Jeffrey
Farnol's famous novel. Mr. Burton also appears
iu the screen version of A. E. W. Mason's
novel "' At the Villa Rose."

Both

American and

British studios the
PrCTtrBE Snow is looked forward to ev ery week,
for the Jatest news of the film world, and the best
and most artistic pictures.
in

—-

Mary's Letter from Filmland.

A

FRIEND

of mine is visiting Los Angelesand she has promised to send me first-hand

information of all the gossip of the film
1 saw her off and was envying her the
tine time she would have, as she is to visit her
people, who are actual friends of a large number
studios.

of

famous
"

I'll

VIOLET MEI.N'OTTE, who the proMISSprietress
of the Duke of York's Theatre.

serial.

Kingsnay

Queenie

Thomas Came to the Screen.

MR. BERTRAM PHILIPS told mo the
day

of the

time when he

first

other

met Miss

Queenie Thomas, the star of the B.P.
films.
He said > " 1 need only to go back to the
time when I was playing on the stage with
Jimmy Welch. Queenie Thomas, then a mite of
fifteen, was in the same company.
She had
previously been pla3- icg a small part for the
she
George Edwards company. I knew
possessed
wonderful abilities, and I took an interest in her
work. She began to talk films, and after a time
the subject obsessed her. 1 remember on one
occasion discussing pictures very earnestly with
her on Clapham Common, about five years ago.

Bertram

and

tell

you everything

I

do," she

promised.
" Write every week and tell me everything vou
see or hear, and I'll print your letters in THiS

Picture Show,"

I said.

And

she promised.
The first of these letters is now on its way.
So very 'oon
for Mary nev er breaks her word.
you may expect to read some really intimate
gossip, red-hot fromffilmland.

Famous Film

i<»

London, has successfully presented at

tlrj

The.ilre, a powerfully written four,
act drama, entitled M Sinners Both," by Mr.
Herbert Thomas. The drama has only tw.j
Miss
characters and plays for two hours.
Francis Ivor and the author appear as the tw-j

characters.

The Youngest Talmadge.

THE

and youngest

third

sisters,

Natalie,

is

to

of the

Talmadg"

have an important

part with Constance Talmadge in " The
Love Expert." Natalie made her debut on
the screen some time ago with her sister Norma,
in " The Isle of Conquest." but this will bo the
first time she appears with her sister Constar, ft
in a ro!e of prominence.

Forty -six Bouquets.

'THE result of all this was that I began to con-

TALMADG who has been spending
NORMA
so pleased
a brief vacation in Havana,

sider.in a practical fashion, the question
producing pictures with Queenie
of
Thomas as my leading lady. Theso pictures have
been milestones in an ever -progressive course extending over five years. During this time Queenie
Thomas has proved herself a star among screen

with the climate of Cuba that she is trying
to persuade her husband, Josoph M. Schenck,
president of her company, to build a permanent
studio there, with a colony of bungalows simitar
This would permit her
to those in California.
entire company to make pictures there every

'•

Phillips' Policy.

l

and the public have received her with
the utmost enthusiasm. My policy I should say
our policy- has been to endeavour to place bofore the public clean British pictures, full of

artistes,

—

—

honest sentiment and humanity."

film folk.

write

London.

Two-Character Play.

penlier is expected shortly to take part in
a screen play, and Benny Lennard, the lightweight champion, is to appear in a 15-episode

How
or "

the record booking it obtained whon it; wa*
before, nine months ago, it has beer rabooked by all the host cinemas both iu and jut j<

shown

—

More Boxing Champions on

Famous Headers

Plaw ana Players

ParayrapKr of Pictures,

Have You Seen

1HEAR

It ?

that " A Romany Lass," the Burma
film, is being re-issued, so those of you who
did not see it, when it was shown before,
will have the chance to see this romantic and
delightful picture.

The popularity of " The Romany Loss " may
be gathered from the fact that, notwithstanding

12,

is

winter.

,

Norma was showered with

attentions on 1 or»
whero she stayed at the Hotel
unknown
from forty-six
admirers were sent to the screen star on the day
of her arrival.
She received scores of lefter-i
and was entertained by' many prominci.t
citizens, diplomats and government officials.
Theatres were decorated and announcements
made that they would show only tho Talmadg-j
pictures during the star's visit.
Norma Talmadge, before leaving for the south, comple'ed
work on The /Woman Gives," by Owen Johnson, which is her latest First National releasa.
arrival at Havana,
Flowers
Sevilln.

'-'

Star's Gifted Sister.

treat in store for you next week
ANOTHER
u short story by Mary Hart, sister of
is

William S. Hart. Both Mary and Big
n re well-known authors, and this story by
Mary, which we have been able to get permission
to print in The Picture Show, is one that will
eharm you. It proves that Mary loves dogs
almost as much as Bill lovos horses.
Bill

—

More and More Double-page

Pictures.

must not forget
the way,
you that
BY there
are many more double-page pictures
to

I

tell

coming. Those of you who have written
me to say that yon are making a frieze for
your own room will not be disappointed by the
number that are coming along. And may I
repeat my warning to be sure that your art
supplement is inside your copy of The Picture
Show before you purchase it. 1 am still
receiving letters from disappointed readers who
find that their" copies were without the inset.
As I told you before, the paper passes through
so many hands, that it is always possible that the
supplement may slip out. This disappointment
can .be avoided if you will take heed of this
to

notice.

—

.

fSfcVi

-

1

f

More Good Things Coming.
coming soon
a splendid new
ALSO
written by the author of " Destiny."
is

I will tell

you more about

this next

serial

But
week.

there is a new competition coming
By the way, the judging of the voting
is
being hurried forward at full
speed, av.-.l I hope to be able to give you tho

Then

shortly.

competition

TSURU AOKI

—

at home.
You will notice that Tsuru has one of the latest automatic telephones,
by which the sender can get on the receiver direct without the aid of exchange, There has been i
lot of talk about installing this system in Britain, but so far it has not been possible.

Tin Fhlurc Shew,

4

PiCTURE SHOW CHAT.

(Continued

page

ft

on

3.)

Plays Three Parts in One Scene.

r'RANCIS FORD

enacts

photoplay

corning

a

another

self

role in a
" Crimson

triple

entitled

.Shoals."
In this we shall
lather, son, and youngor son.
In

actually see

see

him

as

to Screen Star.

of a Los Angeles newsinto
film star has been accomplished
in the screen version ef " Huckleberry
Finn," a fine vizualisation of Mark Twain's
juvonilo- classic.
1-ewis .Sargent is his name,
and he lias become at once a permanent star of
tho screen. His next piece -will be " Young

now boing filmed by director William
for Famous Players-Lasky.

The Story

know

don't
I

for

dumb

" When I am witness to a tragedy of this kind,
I never feel like continuing
day's work. I
seem to brood. It's a sort of ill omen. I usually
get rid of the feeling by calling it a day, and then
going for a dip in the ocean, or a "trip to the

my

mountains."

Warren Kerrigan's Unlucky Number.
Warren Kerrigan
has a horror of the number 7.
" Somewhere during the week there is
an unlucky day," he says; " I am always unlucky on the seventh day. If I start work on
/the Monday, then the following Sunday is my
imlucky day ; if I start work on Wednesday or
Saturday— well, it is just a matter of arithmetic,
as there are seven days in the week."

Richard's Best Pal.

RICHARD
mother,

and

of the Chicken.

AMES
an amusing
GERALD
happoned to him when touring
tells

story that

in Devonshire in search of location for a He/lworth
pi cturo.
Ho was with one of the

been
WORD
Rae, who

received from Henry Mcthe director of Marie Walcamp in her coming big serial, who gives
the information that work is progressing rapidly.
Scenes have been taken in Japan, China, Formosa,
and the South Seas, and a stop will be made at
Hawaii, before the company returns to Universal
City, where they are expected about May.

has

in the

way

of thrills

just recovering

is

is hial

from a

long]

During

illness.

M
in Films.

EDITH
doing

STOREY
several

in filmdom afteri
war work drivingj

back

is

years'

an ambulance. Miss Storey was one 06
tho very first stunt actresses on the screen^
She can ride, swim, or tumble off a cliff, according
to the requirements of any type of story, and J

Uene

needless to say, is feeling particularly fit after!
her long recent experience of outdoor life.

to the screen, selected
for his physical fitness, is to have the title
role, and the name of the picture will be " The
Return of Tarzan." It is to be released soon and

much

who

serious

/

Back

Another Tarzan Picture.

promises

BARTHELMESS'S best pal

her eoiiQ
valescencc at a Long Island sanatorium, heq
son spent every one of his week-ends with herj
and not the most tempting party or invitation!
could induce him to disappoint her. Now shel
is back in New York, and when time permits, fori
he is working very hard just now at the Griffith?
studio.young Barthelmess takes his mother toj
an occasional theatre, or spends a qHiet evening/
with her at home.

Marie's World Tour for Serial.

coming.

1S20.

—

TALKING of superstitions,

is

lit,

Angeles.
small girl,
fesses that she cherished
case ol
hopeless hero worship for John BoweraV
who was then playing in a theatrical stock*]
company at St. Louis. " Little did I guess,
she wa5 saying the other day, " that I should)
ever be playing opposite my hero in moving]
pictures."
And as a proof that fact is frequently!
much stranger than fiction, John Bowers is newt
playing the part of Miss Novak's lover in thd"
O. Henry story " Roads of Destiny."

unnecessarily.

Tarzan picture
ANOTHER
Pollar, a newcomer

May

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and "News from Los
Jane Novak eoni
WHEN a very
a bad

that I have a

nave an- affection

is

THEboytransformation
a

America,"
D. Taylor

but

one scene we*

him play chess with himself, while
stands by and -watches the game.

From Newsboy

:

animals that amounts to almost a superstition.
" Since childhood, I have always been fond of
horses.
It gives 1110 a pain to see a horse suffer

>

HEAR

that Charlie Chaplin, strietly incognito,
I is always among the audience when one of
his new pictures is run off for the first time.
If a scene that he thought was funny fails
to get a laugh, he at once asks himself the reason.
Jf, on the othor hand, a laugh comes in. an unexpected place, ho is instantly trying to analyse
the reason, just why tho public thought that
incident amusing.
He does not think that
comedy should be 0116 long riotous roar, but
Wieves in spacing his laughs, and often setting
thorn off by a pathetic touch.
No one works
harder than does Charlie Chaplin at the serious
business of th_e world's ^pleasure.

J/

answered

superstition,

Charlie Watches Himself.
I

He

" I

Marie Walcamp's Treasure.

ONE

and spectacu-

of Marie Walcamp's most treasured
possessions is a ukulele given her during a

lar scenes.

Fay Filmer.

holiday

Honolulu by Duke Kahanamoku. the famous Hawaiian
swimmer, who gave her her'
1

company's camera men, and
thoy were covering a particularly
rural,
and therefore
deserted district. " Gerry " was
at the wheel, keeping amazingly near the speed limit when,
from a neighbouring farmyard
a venturesome chicken endeavoured to cross the road.
Gerry know that the chicken
cTossod the road, the camera
man could have staked his life

and

that the chicken crossed the
road ; but neither of them

Mrs. Desmond's Hobbies.
ARY McIVOR, who in

swimming lessons; The',
Duke with" theton<rue-twistine;i

first

name,

made

own

M

MITCHELL LEWIS,

the

Metro star, now at work
on a film version of JACK
LONDON'S famous novel
" Burning Daylight."

PEGGY ODARE, whom

TAYLOR HOLMES, who

we

is

shall

opposite

see

EDDIE

playing

POLO

in the
Universal serial
" The Vanishing Dagger."

delighting us in screen
comedies.
Have you
seen him yet in "A Pair
of Sixes

"

?

his

pot

superstition

—

ivory
Buddhas, teniplc>.
elephants, not one of which
is more than an
inch high.
Her, other hobby is bottles
in

most pleasurable

s

recolchild-*

lections of her
lfood were tho holidays spent
at- her grandparents' farm.
[She
used to " help " her

grandfather about the garden,

showing so much interest in
tho work that the old gentle-

man

'

was
tho other day

Mrs.

PAULINE FREDERICK

engine died, and the travellers
alighted,, there was a flutter of
wings.
The chicken made a
hasty exit from the front of
the car.
Whether it had sat
on tho radiator, or clung to
tho crank in its desire for a
joy ride," Gerry can t decide.
Anyway, he's very relieved
that he didn't qualify for a
charge of bird slaughter.

HART

is

Pauline's Recollections.

a chicken, or have we
not ?
and proceeded on their
lournoy.
A few miles farther'
on, they Stopped for refreshments.
As the throb of the

S.

life

sustain
himself
against a
particularly " dry " sermon.

killed

WILLIAM
asked

private

!

days,

Bill Hart's Superstition.

hands.

her collection is a
whisky flask dating back to
18<5j. mado of china camouflaged in the shape of a Prayer
Book, so that the owner could

of the
occult-spiritualism, and
psychic boliefs are prevalent,
so thoy decided that there
was no material reply to their
query in their minds, " Have

we

as he
beautiful -little in-'
entirely with his.

William Desmond) has
two hobbies.
Ono ia her
" Chinese box," it) which she,
keeps a collection of wonderful
miniature objects carved in

One

The Joy Ride.

are weird
THESE
when the study

tho

especially,

souvenir

his

strument

1

-

Walcamp

Mi.ss

values

.

could see any &ipns of it as
the car passed. Gerry leant'.
over the side of tho car, and
looked for the chicken. The
camera man divod over his
sido
and looked for the
chicken, but it had vanished
completely.
Then thoy both
looked backwards, tho cold fear
«>f tho murderer in their hearts
but no corpse lay in the road.

something of ft'
on the Pacific •."'oast,,

is

celebrity

ltad.

specially

some-

made

tiny tools
for her, so tha:

her small hands could handle
" All the.
them with case.
same," she laughod, when
reminiscencing the other day,
on tho subject, "about the
hardest work ho would evei

mo do was to blow. tire
"
insects off the rose-leaves

let

MAY ALLISON
DIRECTOR

has to smoke in her coming photo-play,
OTTO has promised to show her. We shall see

when we

see this Metro photo-play.

"The Cheaters,"
if

he

is

a

so

!

good teacher
'

E,L91E

Codd.

May

The Picture Sf.ow,
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR " THE PICTURE SHOW."

HOBART BOSWORTH,

MARV ROBERT RINEHART

the screen favourite, spends as much time as he
in the saddle.
Here we see him with his
favourite mare.

can spare from his screen work

WILLIAM FARNUM

Miss

Fox

"Roads

as we see him in his latest
success, " Wolves of the Night."
William
is one of the screen's strong favourites.
Have
you seen him in the " Lone Star Ranger " yet ?

They

like jazz

music
plays,

n the Broadwest studios.

STEWART ROME

JANE NOVAK

on her recent

visit

to

is

a famous fiction-writer.

recently

another

had a birthday, so the company making the new Goldwyn picture
admiring the

When CAMERON CARR

to

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS.

of Destiny," presented her with a birthday cake.
It had "A
in pink icing and six pink candles.
You will recognise PAULINE

supplies the jazz.

Here we see her

Southern California being introduced

universal favourite,

A

Happy Birthday " scrawled on

FREDERICK

it

as the other lady

gift.

happy snapshot of WILLIAM RUSSELL getting a light for
The ladv with the match is HELEN FERGURSON.

his pipe

6

The Picturt Show, \fay

IN

1st,

MEMORY OF A GREAT CHUM.
THE STORY OF PINTO BEN.

rHIS

the story of "Pinto Ben,"
horse that paid the greatest
sacrifice of all for his master, for
whom, as you will read, he rode to certain
is

the

death.

DEN

an' mc roped fcr money once'd,
The saddle horn snapped with the cast,
But Ben weavered in, missin' every plunge,

*-*

* Till to

the saddle tree I got

YV7HEN

William S. Hart has a wonderful love
for horses.
He wrote this poem to immortalise the name of one of his greatest

Him, apologisin' like fer the break
Didn't savvy watches, he could only look
With them eyes as big as a plate.

DUT

a thrilling story told in the plain,
simple language of the cowboy, and one
which you will delight to read many

An'

I wus huggin'
We'd won out

*-*

times.

EDITOR.

his sides still a-heavin'

**

chums.
It is

he stood meek,

fast.

lriin

in a minute,

— tied in twenty-eight

;

and swellin' o' chests,
Say son, you should have seen us pullin' our
fer a little buckin'

freight.

V/OTJ can make talk o' your solid colours,
Your bays, an' blacks, or grey
But a fourteen-hand Pinto fer mine,
An' Ben wus a king work or play.

—

THE range wus way back, a rim

the sky,

o'

The

train a belchin' blue smoke
Ahead, the city o' bricks, stickin' high
Where we would be sure to go broke.

r

folks called
a tragedy story,
P ASTERN
An' tragedy — rides herd on me
it

it

;

Fer I know'd Ben, that cow pony,
An' that pink-nosed Pinto know'd me.

CEGUNDO

'"THE beef round-up cut out a thousand
*
The craziest critters on the range.
Five years

To

head,

old, an' beef to the hoofs

trail to Billing's, an'

_

.JIM a-worryin' a heap.
a loosened cinch,
An Ben just trcmblin' with fear,
Wus what wus sent with the bunch.

•J

Mc

feclin' like

load on trains.

YY^E wus

"THAT end didn't pan hard,
*
We had^ho ponies an' the
Ever heard
That's us

men.

of the

Chinook

outfits

Big

Dry—N

bar N.

;

?

wus boss
?

of

'em

gentle a thing

;

could beat any outlaw hcelin',
Yet the pride of the wrangler's

string.

on a pass,
YOUR loop might foulbrush
the way;
on

But Ben would always sabe
If they run on the rope all day.
.

VV7HY

V

Bill,

our boss

trail

Scgundo Jim, or any

TOLD Ben

*

all,

He

You might have

caboose, an' had nose-paint,

folks get used to them cities,
But there wasn't no home feelin' in us
Milk river seemed eight millions miles
From them there Chicago stock yards.
1

AN' Ben, Ben
*? So mild an

in a

An' could buck up now an' then ;
But thac freight car wam-'t no sun-up corral,
An' it sure wus hard on Ben.

foreman,
o' the men.

Couldn't drift in cattle quicker,
Or read a road brand better than Ben.

A

THOUSAND

cattle

wus signed

fcr,

Us not knowin' where they wus

Would Eastern men think
li they'd watered them

pards,

to go,

less of dollars,

cattle

grow

t

r
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TO THOSE

WHO

LIKE "KING" IN
RAINBOW TRAIL."

"THE

a year
FORpictures.
\Y/E

"

couldn't savvy fheir ways,

—

VY/IIEX I go back to
The world seems

that minute.
to stand right still,
We wus to drive through a chute to the biggest pen.
An' the cattle was commencin' to mill.

LIORXS

worked

have not

am

happy

me, as he

I think "Pinto Ben " is great, but I'm
just a horse, and maybe I don't know,
but I'm for anything the boss does even if
it ain't good.
He likes me an' I like him
an' I kin lick him, too!

—

Hopin' this finds you

and hoofs was

beatin' the air,
* f
As they bellowed their fear ragin' cries,
While out o' that bedlam, an' cloud of dust,
Glared them frightened an' blood-shot eyes.

me

well as

all

it

leaves

at present,
1

am,
Your friend,

many

times since,
Why didn't we tear out their throats
They didn't know range-bred cattle,
From a herd o' mountain goats.

JTM

an' me's cussed

BILL HART'S PINTO PONY.

1

A LOCOED

eoycote called a man,
Trailed by a second an' third.
Commenced shoutin' an' wavin' their arms
Right- at the back o' the herd.

/""RACK went Jim's forty-five from the bank,
"^ An' I yanked my smoke machine,
The whole thousand head wus comin' like blazes.
!

Straight into that chute ravine

t

/^EE What's that out in front ?
A gate— iron bound —rearin' hii»!t
A screamin' neigh —an' Ben flattened,
!

An' I know'd

he'

J make

it

or

!

die.

""THEM

lean muscles tightened, an' he cleared it clean,
of them breaths was behind,
Pardeners, I'd cash my checks in 'thout a new deal,
If another look from Ben I could find.

*

make a

IF

I

*

Of the things that happened then,

I

could

AS
Xo

LJE
J*

that sea of cattle stopped comin',

They wus

piled

up mountain

I sat in their blood, Ben's head in
A-listenin" to his last sigh.

high,

my

lap,

I

As though

quirt a-burnin' his flank.

dashed an' whirled at that maddened throng;
While I fanned the old gun but no use,

—

On

they come erashin', a rippin' up earth,
Blind furv an' hell turned loose.

VT/HEX

"

THEX

touched the saddle, he was at 'em,
just a prairie prank,
spur a tearin' his belly.

Or

I

swung

his head,

he know'd,

An' lengthened into that lightnin tride
could only live while out in the lead.
it was sure our death rido.
Four lengths !

We

The scorch

talk

could tell of the greatest thing living
Just a simple cow-pony, Ben.

—

in

in the corral,

an' the boss loves to see
says, "fat and sassy."

—

by an' by
'Long comes a feller-clerk, sayin'
" You're done w hen they're in the big pea."
Didn't try to then

I

I

LJE

wus an ace. never whimpered onee'd,
Though he knew'd he wus goin' to fail,
To go back to them Plains where men live an'
An' that we must soon hit the back trail.
* *

'T'HEX the greatest
*
Come into that

brcal

>

light I ever see'd

Pinto's eyes.
pulled up them poor broken laigs.
An' tried to stand an' died.

He

—

D ECKOX some
"

o'

This heart that

—

Ben all in
So
So long you Son
long,

—

come
Ben had won.

that blood

a day's work
of a Gun.

!

out

o'

my

htfart

—

—

.

!

'
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AN INTERLUDE WITH IRENE ROOKE.
read
above all, a picture of a .fair-haired,
blue-eyed woman, whose sympathetic, ouger
personality seemed at one with her surroundings
Irene Rooke (Mrs. Milton Rosmer).
;

—

Adventure

AS

—Romance— Life

I

—

—

many thousand

feet of celluloid.
To he?
they are what they are to the tens of
thousands of less initiated folk who daily
throng our cinemas a slice, of adventure,
romance, life. Only she sees them with the
clearer, more critical perception of the creative mind.
,And remember, Irene Rooke,
the screen player, who numbers " Lady

—

Windermere's Fan," " True Tilda," " Westward Ho " and " The Story of the Rosary,"
among her film achievements, is also Irene
Rooke, distinguished actress of the stage
!

!

IRENE ROOKE.

ONE

recollect we discussed the, somewhat
I
supercilious attitude sometimes adopted by
stage players towards tho screen.
" Why, only a few days ago," said Miss
Rooke laughingly, " a veteran of the American boards said to me in tones of tho
deepest reproach and concern
Irene, Irene,
I hear that you've gone on the films!'
'And how glad I am that I have done so "
she continued. " I love the work ; to mo it is
much more vital than stage acting, even though
my dramatic experience has been gained on the
'

:

my

pleasantest memories will always
a certain sunny morning I spent
recently in a room, perched high above
ihe turmoil of work-a-day London, yet. for the
town-lover, pleasantly near the kaleidoscopic
thoroughfare of Oxford Street a dear, fascinating sort of room, such as one pictures for
oneself in dreams. Don't expect me to describe
it accurately, to imprison its charm in cold
black-and-white
it can't be done.
I can only
pay that I carried away with me a mental
picture composed of creams and browns and
bhies, delicately and perfectly harmonised ;
quaint gate-legged tables and polished wooden
chairs ; beautiful china on black oakon shelves
intriguing little cabinets ; interesting books
good books, which looked as if they were often

—

;

;

More Adventures Among

!

boards./

Living the Films.
we were making Westward Ho
we went down to a dear little place

WHEN

—

have
customs of
I

tho terrible
dealt
tho cannibals of tho South Sea Islands, it
must not be supposed that our trip was one
succession of honors.
On the contrary, if one could only have wiped
cut these terrible customs, the awful disease due
to ignorance, and tho wicked teachings of tho
witch doctors, who will not allow tho natives
ihey control to take the white man's medicine,
our cruise would have been a procession of
delights.

My pen halts when

1 try to recall those wondershall never forget them, and
travelled
though I have
In many parts of the
world I have never seen anything to equal them.
And the soft breezes which seem to lull one to
uleep, tho rich foliage that grows down to tho
<-dge of the water, tho dreamy atmosphere of
Lotusland that hangs over all these islands,

sunsets.

I

would make them a paradise on earth were it
not for the savage race that inhabits them.
Often, of an evening, when 1 have been leaning
on the roil of our boat watching the sun go
down like a great hall of orange flame, I have
fcen in tho Bush a little wisp of groy smoka
marking tho camp tire of the savages, and from
the sublime beauty of the soene before mo, my
thoughts havo been turned to the barbarous
rites that were most likely being practised
within a rifle shot of where I stood.

Conjuring Tricks That Please the Natives.
SOME of the natives were not so bad. They
•wero

these

more simple than
I

fe>".

sure there

vicious, anil for

is

CIVILISATION.

MARTIN JOHNSON,

in the previous articles
ALTHOUGH
chiefly with

ful

—

:

—

—

——

'

!

in conjunction with the costume of a bygone
day, somehow seems rather unconvincing."

Children at the Pictures.

AS

a matter of fact, Miss Rooke considers
that there is still need for considerable
improvement in the literary framework
she is also of the opinion that tho
of the film
British photo-play, speaking generally, is too
restricted in its appeal, and that it is inclined
to err on the side of sentimentality, though she
readily acknowledges that the American photoplay is not guiltless in this latter respect. And
last, but not least, she does heartily disapprove
of the indiscriminate attendance of children atthe pictures. She thinks special provision should
be made for them.
For the rest, she so loves the films that she
often takes a " busman's holiday " at the pictures, and has been known to attend two cinema
And when I asked her whether
in one evening
she would be willing, under favourable circumstances, to act for the films entirely, she replied
"Dare I say it ? Despite my affection for the
"
;

!

:

stage, I

would

I

May Herschel

Clabke.

the Cannibals.

ON THE BORDERS OF
By

!

'

called Appledore, near Bideford, to
take some of the exteriors. One scone in particular stands out in my mind
the scene in
which a host of women gather on the quay -side
to wait and pray fox tho return of their men
from a perilous adventure on the sea. There
we had to stand, gazing with eyes that anxiously
searched tho horizon, turning every few moments

—

'

;

gratefully refreshed myself with
steaming coffee and little ioed cakes,
we talked on a subject dear to both
our hearts moving pictures.
And that is
exactly what the films mean to Miss Rooke
pictures of that movement which is life.
I don't think she ever thinks of them as.so

of
be of

1

to each other to voice our mutual fear :
\\ ill
our boys return ?
I remember that, as 1
turned to Renee Kelly, with this question on roj
lips, genuine anxiety was in my heart, while
tho tears rose to my eyes
and 1 remember, too.
the earnestness and simple faith with which flhl
'
replied :
Yes, I think so.'
" You see, it all seemed so real to us
the sea.
the cliffs, the simple fisher -folk inhabitants "t
the village all were actually there; and t Inwhole scene took on a reality such as; would
never have been possible on the stage. And
that is one reason why the photo-play is suchjjii
intensely vivid thing to me both as a profession and as an entertainment 'because it can
In
be enacted among natural surroundings.
my opinion this advantage almost counterbalances the loss of the human voice. But I
must confess, despite my enjoyment in making
Westward Ho
that I think the costume
play better suited to tho stage. There you havo
the speech of the period ; on the film' the fin
this instance) all too inadequate subtitle, which,

a future could

World's Famous Explorer and Photographer.

they be kept farthoi

and brutal

A

THE MAGNIFICENT WORK
OF MISSIONARIES.

away from

the

more savage

tribes.

few presents of

bead.*, or bright cloth,
would brins them chattering around us, and in
a very short time they would lose all fear.
1 found the best way to keep thorn amused was
to show them little conjuring tricks.
A favourite which never failed to please was

worked with a glass eye.
This I would palm in

my

hand, and then,
closing the eyelid of one eye I would suddenly
show them tho glass one. They never had any
doubt but that I had take:) my real eye out, but
I used to get a little scared sometimes when
they would start digging their fingers in their
eyes in the vain attempt to do the trick.
All these natives are wonderful swimmers,
and when they are in tho water they seem
more like fishes than human beings, so softly
do they glide about.
One of the ways they catch fish is to spear
them, and though they manage it with marvellous dexterity, ft is a very slow process.
Once I exploded a stick of dynamite in the
water, and naturally there wero a good lot of
dead fish soon floating on. the top. This trick
pleased the natives very much, for they had a
•

good haul. They wanted me to leave some of
tho dynamite, but I did not think It would be
wise.

The Cemetery

of Weeping Widows.
/^V M one of the islands of the Lord Howe group,
\_/ I came across a most remarkable race

different entirely to the other natives in
that f»rt. " They had beautifully -formed -bodies.

a very light brown in colour, and their halt
instead of being kinky, was long and silky
This was the ease with both the men and tlw
women. 1 made many inquiries about their
origin, but could never get any satisfactory
reply.
My own opinion is that some time in the
long aero, some white settlers must have landed
on this island and intermarried with the
natives.

Another curious thing wo came across was
an island where the population, although small,
is
crowded together more closely than the
inhabitants of a city si am. Ami yet within
a boat's row of them are other islands where
is plenty of room for the lot of them.
At another island we saw the Cemetery of
Weeping Widows, and we happened to strike
it while there was a burial service
if such it
can be called. The husband, wrapped in a
grass mat, lay by tho side of his dead wife,
and groaned and moaned while relatives per-

there

—

formed the last riles. These chiefly consisted
of painting the face of tho corpse with red and
yellow colours, and rubbing the body with
cocoautit oil.

The cemetery \h beautifully kept, pure wh'tn
sand Being spread over the graves, and it gets
it*. name from the fact that the widows live in
b'tttc houses made of leaves, and 'remain thero
weeping for their lost husbands for many year-.
The bereaved husbands also livo in the cemetery,
on the other side, but their stay is not so pro.
longed, for, as a rule, they soon get another wife.
lAnothtr of th*Fr imerestin-

•<

til l< ^

n xt week.)
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The Expressions of PRISCILLA DEANE.

Special

to

" THE

PICTURE SHOW."

THE FASCINATING GIRL "CROOK" OF THE PICTURES.
PRISCILLA DEANE

is one of the moat vivacious girls
She has been variously
appearing on the screen.
described as the magnetic star, the spitfire of the

and the essence of vivacity.
As everybody knows. Priscilla is not only the dashing

screen,

girl crook of pictures, but she is also the original " Wild
Cat." Of course Priscilla lias her milder moments.
In real life she possesses an amazing amount of energy
her eyes gleam, her features are keen, she is a sprightly
chatterbox, never still for two moments together, and full
of handclaps, screams, gurgles, and giggles.
A man who has interviewed her confessed that to talk
to her made his pulse beat about one hundred.
" If you don't know Priscilla personally," he said,
" the nest best thing is a shower bath with water' of
pure ice ; this would give you something of the same
:

.

'

in a company playing " Rip Van
Winkle."
The venerable actor, Joseph .Jefferson, invited Iict and
her mother to spend the week-end at his homestead at
Buzzard's Bay, and she accompanied the famous actor
on a hunting expedition since that time she has always
cherished an ambition to own a rifle and go hunting?"
Even before she went into motion pictures. Miss Deane
acquired the ability to hit a target with more than average
regularity, and now whenever her director, who produced " The Virgin of Stamboul " at Universal City,
gives her a holiday, Miss Deane, who is starring in the
picture, jumps into her hunting togs, mounts a horse,
and in less than an hour may be found in one of the many
canyons near -Universal City.

part of Gretehen

;

Her Love

effect."

of Animals.
is very fond of animals, and the mew of
a kitten, or the bleat of a straying kid, or the whine
of a puppy, strike responsive chords in the famous

PRISCILLA
Expert with a Gun.
has portrayed so many
has excited admiration for her
realistic work even among the officers of the law.
By their association with the light-fingered gentry, they
are presumed to have a thorough education in the ways
of crookdom.
Miss Deane recently received from Sheriff Jones of
California a handsome pair of gold handcuffs and an
automatic pistol, as a token of his admiration.
He was also kind enough
to show Priscilla through
the gaol, and lock her up

PRISCILLA DEAXE, who
" crook "

in a cell for a

roles,

moment, and

then he rounded off her
criminal career by appointing her a deputy sheriff.
Priscilla, by the way. is
nn expert with the shot
vua or rifle, and when she
can spare time from lier
studio work, she much
enjoys a rabbit hunt.

She

when

the time
was but five
and playing the

recalls

she

years old,

star's

heart.

In the
Virgin of Stamboul," the star has ample
opportunity to play with her animal friends. Whole herds
of donkeys, a smattering of camels, a flock of elephants,
a thousand dogs, and several scores of cats are used in
the elaborate production.
One of her particular favourites is a bleating little kid,
who squeaks most dismally throughout the day.
Believing that tlie little squeaker was bleating for
milk, Miss Deane ordered that a big can should be
rushed to the street at Universal City, where her
production was being filmed.
To her surprise and annoyance, the little goat
flicked his whiskers at the milk, and turned greedily
toward a pile of tin cans.
'*
That's not a kid," she said sorrowfully ; " he's just
a plain, ordinary goat ; but I like him just the same."
" Me for a Turkish bath," said Priscilla Dean,
when the camera clicked its last click on "The Virgin
of Stamboul." her latest Universal photo-drama.
"I'm going to soak for a month, too," she added,
as she disappeared with a can of scouring-powdcr,
and all the equipment of the bath.
For five months Priscilla Dean has been forced
to wear a complexion not her own.
She was forced,
at the beginning of the picture, to stain her
skin a copper-red for her role, because it
was too much trouble to put on and
take off the stain, and because Tod
Browning, her director, feared that
she would not be able to exactly
duplicate the shade, she wore the
paint
for
five
weary months,
with the exception of from
Saturday to Monday of
each week.
Now that the big production is finished Priscilla is going to resume her

own

alabaster-like complexion.
It will require a
long Turkish bath to re-

move the complexion, but
she is going to get rid of
the colour if she has to
sunburn and

peel.

10

NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED
Fairbanks at Work Again.
OUGLAS FAIRBANKS has resumed
his activities before the"
after ft brief rest, and is

camera,
busy at

work on a picture based upon the old
mlago that " A Man's a Man For AThat."
The greater part of the action takes place
in the West and a generous share of .the
story deals with outdoor scenes, thereby
affording the star unlimited scope for a lot
uf new stunts.
A novel idea in the film
is a sequence of scenes showing Fairbanks
role
several
the
of
generations of his
in
own ancestors, from the diamond in the
rough among the cave dwellers in Arizona
to the man of polish at Monte Carlo.
Douglas Fairbanks has selected an entirely
new cast to support him.

Still

Greater Things to Come.
LINCOLN considers that the

EK.screen
#

is

unquestionably one of the
all of the arts.
It is an

greatest of

educational art, and also it embodies in
its scope all of the necessary features that
wait upon amusement as a pastime. In
less than a quarter of a century, he remarked, we have seen motion pictures
come up out of nothing, and in the coming
years, perhaps months, we shall see even
greater advances and greater achievement, and greater beauty in the art than
wo have thus far dreamed of. Our great
directors are vying with one another for
great plays and our best camera men are
jn mortal combat for greater achievement
Our best
of photography.
in
effects
writers are turning rapidly to screen subjects.
According to this popular artist,
n new group of players must come up and
take the place of those who are passing,

ADAMS.

K.

McWilliams was the head photographer
on that memorable production, " The
Birth of a Nation," as well as many other
spectacular productions. They are both
members of the Allan Dwan organisation
now, and are working together on productions that promise to hold a front rank in
the coming season's offerings.

New

Ideas Welcomed.

Vice-President
THECorporation
has

of

the Goldwyn
expressed
in-

teresting views on the tendencies
of motion picture production.
He frankly
admitted that motion pictures are not
perfect yet, and considers that in the light
of the generations to follow, they will not

even be considered good. His belief is
that ono. of the bis mistakes of the past
has been the failure of the producer to
take the public into his confidence. " One
of the really hopeful indications of the
day," he said.
is the opening of the
studio doors and windows to let in the
light of inspiration.
If the change can be
expressed in a single word I would say
that the motion picture has become receptive.
Producers are ready to welcome
ideas of any sort.

Higher Artistic

Effort.

THIS
of

authority considers the opening
the new era in production finds
all the creative forces in tho industry
keyed up to high artistic effort and ready
to regard technique as a means to an end
The public each year become
in itself.
more critical and exacting, and this is
largely responsible for the impetus to
artistic

accomplishment.

Much

credit

is

also due to the exhibitors who have learned
to reflect tho views of their audience and
communicate thera to tho producer.

We Learn From

Lessons

the

Films.

A man loves a woman when he has time ;
a woman always has lime to love some man.
•

*

Some
till

somebody

»

know what

people don't

else gels it.
•
*

want

they

•

There is one thing that tnosl women desire,
mure than the possession oj much money, and
that is absolute ptjssession oj one man.

The Week's Best Films

.

following
a
the best
THEphoto
plays which are being released
is

list

of

for exhibition at tho cinemas during,
this week, and the names of the btar
artistes

" A Daughter of Eve."
Violet Hopson, Stkwart Rome.
" The Kinsman,"
Butchers
Henry Edwards and CHRissrE White.
" The Hopper,"
Western Import
..
Walt Whitman.
BROENING & GLEN McWILLIAMS, Gaumonl
" The Transgressor,"

Walturdaw

LYMAN

two well-known motion picture camera-men.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Marion Wayne.
Office " The Island

Film Booking

and

wo

stop to consider the innovations
in our art that must follow with the
passing weeks and months, wo are sure
to find a ready subject for deep thought.
The trend is ever up and up.
if

The Men Who Take Them.

OURand

H. Lyman Broening
Glen McWilliams, two of the

portrait

is

of

best-known motion picture photographers in America. Mr. Broening, whilo
still a young man, has been responsible for
lie exceptional
photographic effects in
many of the most notable screen successes
hat have come from the United States, inI'lnding most of tho productions in which
Mary Piokford, Marguerite Clark, and
appeared.
have
Mr,
otlvii
stars

venture,"
Vitagraph

.

of

Ad-

Montague Salisbury.
.

"

Her Bachelor Knight,"

Earle Williams, Louise Lovely.
" Mirandy Smiles,"
..
.
Vivian Martin.
" Red Blood and Yellow,"
G. M. Anderson.

F.L.F.S.

.

Artistic

.

.

" Sacred Silence,"

Fox

William Russell.
Fanwui Flayers" The Haunted Bedroom,"
Enid Bennett.
" Talky Jones,"

Vitagraph

Carol Hollow-ay.
" The Good Bad Man,"
Douglas Fairbanks.

i

Western Import

t

Walturdaw

.
.

F.L.FS

.

" Belle of

New

York,"

Marion Davis.

"The Busher,"
Charles Ray.

^eVOMAN THOU
Adapted from
the famous
novel by

HALL CAINE

GAYEST
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THE DRESSING-ROO
— Becoming

IN

The Fascination

Boudoir Caps

Dainty Negligees

of
— Madge Kennedy's Make-up Box.
—Handkerchief Possibilities

DESPITE their natural delight in daint y

satin ribbon, each layer just meeting the

one abovo it. Ribbon forms tho foundation band of this cap, and is edged at either

quite a number of girls are
of the fact that, apart
from actual wirfer-garments, there are any
amount of dainty little accessories for
bedroom uso that thoy could indulge in
litidic.-i,

forgetful

Tho
for their own comfort and delight.
dressing-jacket, for instance, is an affair
of wonderful possibilities, yet how many
girls choose
the simple plain kimono
style of unbeautiful material, that is not
Yet the possiin the least becoming
bilities of the dressing-jacket are legion,
and should bo one of the daintiest of garments in the possession. Truly, to indulge
in light airy fripperies for every -day wear
would be mere waste of money for girls
who have little tiine to spare on their
toilette, yet it is quite possible to make
the most beautiful garments that are
serviceable into the bargain.
The veriest amateur at sewing can
make the most adorable little dressingjacket out of a couple of yards of voile.
This material, as you all know, can be

side with tho narrowest of soft lace.
If you have a really nice hanky by yon
that is of fairly good size, you can turn
this into quite a charming boudoir cap.
Hun a gathering thread in a circlo round
tho hanky, leaving the four points, and
then run a tapo round to form a slot, so

that elastic can be threaded through. A
band of ribbon is then placed over the
elastic, and the cap is slipped on tho head,
the front point being turned back over
the ribbon to take it off tho faco and to
form a trimming.

I

obtained

in

the most wonderful range of

beautiful colourings, not necessarily light
shades, but lovely art shades, and it has

the added appeal of being easily washed.
All you have to do is to double tho material
over in half, folding the raw edges together.
Then double the material t)ver again, so
that it is four-fold, and from the very
centre of the double fabric scoop out a
circle.
The latter forms a hole through
which to slip the head, and the raw edges
should be bound with satin ribbon or
sateen.

Next bind all the four sides of the garment in the same manner, and cut slots
at either side of the waist-line, both back

Xeaten slots by binding, and
when you have slipped the garment
over the head, all you have to do is

and

front.

then,

A

Handkerchief Camisole.

ANOTHER
hankies

-

pretty idea evolved from
to make a camisole from
a couple of pretty ones that boa a »
of an embroidered or lace edging.
Fold
them both over from point to point, and
then cut across lengthwise.
Lay the four
pieces a little over ono another, tho raw
edges forming a straight lino, and then
hem up the latter, so that an olastic can
bo slipped through. Ribbon forms the
shoulder straps, and the camisole crossea
over in the front. This forms the mosl
delightful pointed camisole imaginable.
is

The Mysteries

1AM

of the

Make-up Bos.

sure you would like a peep into
the beauty secrets of tho delightful
film star, Madgo Kennedy, for her
charm and beauty aro tho envy of all.
Of course, she is naturally as winsome,
sweet and fresh-looking as she appears on
tho screen, but she consented to let me
know a few of her beauty secrets the
other day
the ones she uses when she

—

is

about to make a picture.

to thread a long, narrow br-lt through
wee
the slots and tie in the front.
bunch of tucks formed between the
slots forms added trimming, while a
pretty handworked design would give
an effective finish to the centre-front.
The simplicity of the garment is appealing, and in a blurred patterned
blue voile, edged with rose pink sateen,
it
would be as serviceable for everyday wear as it would be delightful.
You can weil imagine the beauty of
the same garment in pale pink edged

A

.

.

with mauve for bettermost wear, wee
rosebud trimming being brought into
play at intervals.

The Boudoir Cap.
IT

is the idea of many girls that boudoir caps are useless absurdities,
and they usually are very candid in
to girls who confess
their remarks
Yet,
their affection for such fripperies.
despite their attractiveness, such caps
are invaluable for keeping the hair
If you havo
tidy during the night.
yotir hair waved at a hairdresser's, and
ruffle it about in tho night, it is apt to
come out of wave far more quickly than
if you wore a comfy little cap to keep
While the girl with
it
in place.
straight locks will find it still more valuable, for it can be used as a means of
hiding ugly crackers or hairpins, and so
beautifying the appearance in general.
The cap of flowered voile or Jap silk is,
of course, the most suitable for wear every
night, and is quite a simple affair to
]_

.

if arranged out of a circle of silk,
edged with narrow lace, and drawn up to
the head.
Yet for bettermost wear
fit
the one composed of plain cream net,
with latticed ribbons of pale shade across
tho head, and caught here and there with
rosebuds is a real delight. A frill of soft
lace frames the face with such a cap, ami
wee bunches of ribbon fall over the oars.
Another delightful idea with a net foundation revels in frill upon frill of narrow

concoct',

MADGE KENNEDY

is

the possessor of a

wonderful make-up box.

Her make-up box is of black Japan tin,
and is exquisitely lined with blue silk,
and possesses ever so many handy littl<j
pockets for powder puffs, beauty bottles^
etc., and has a mirror in the lid.
Miss Kennedy possesses a very smooth
skin, so she merely uses a liquid powder
for her pictures, and a little reddening for
her lips. Rouge shows up as a shadow
before the camera, so very little of it is
needed in photo-plays except when an
actress wishes to blot out some portion of
her features. But Madge Kennedy has a
face of pure oval contour, and does not
need to resort to any of these arts, so that
when she has finished work for the day
she has only to use a little theatrical cream
to remove aft traces of make-up.
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Domestic Tragedy.

day.

Good-bye

woods which formed part of the
IN" Ember estate, a young man and a girl were
The man was John Sark.
buttcjsflies.
Chasing
(he
i celebrated naturalist, who had recently bought
abounded
in rare specimens
because
it
Ember estate
The
of insect life, dear to the heart, of a naturalist.
Ember,
girl was Rose Ember, the daughter of Harvey
the original owner of the estate. Vntil a few months
girl in
richest
the
as
been
regarded
back liose had
the county, for the Ember estates were of great
mortbeen
Ember
had
Harvey
years
worth. But lor
gaging his property and spending the money in
came
of a
lie
for
man
Once
a
proud
"ambling.
good stock— he had gradually drifted lower and lower
came,
smash
the
last
until,
when
at
through drink,
be was but a wreck of his former selK
And so it came about that-. Tiose Ember was clad
to accept a position as assistant to John Sark.
Kot that the girl was unhappy in her new position.
She had a great, liking for the work, and was happy
enough when she was collecting in the woods or putIt was when she
tin" "her captures in the cases.

To me

the most wonderful in
to-morrow."

till

mv

life.

the beautiful

The White Riders.

John Sark been
HADroom

able to see inside the private
the post-office as he walked away
the Embers' house, he would] have
received confirmation of Rose's opinion of Mike Murden. The postmaster, a big. burly man. with a bard
face and a cruel mouth., was reading a letter. It was
not addressed to him. but to Daniel Guernsey, but
that meant, nothing to Murden. who made a practice
of opening all letter> that he thought might contain
information valuable to him.
He had become an
adept in the art of steaming oy>en envelopes find
re-sealing them, so that only an expert could see the
of

from

—

.

returned home to find her father the worse for drink
that the tragedy of her life struck her.
Then the brown velvety eyes would fill with tears,
and Rose would wonder what would be the end.
Sark had bought the property on the condition that
he would sell it back to Harvey Ember, if ever tliat
gentleman could raise the money, but Err.ber made
no attempt to recover his fortune. So long as the
brandy bottle was full he cared for nothmg else.
But Rose was hot thinking of the dark side of her
life at this moment when she was waiting lor John
Sark's eonung* to Ember
:s:;rk to come up with her.
had meant a lot to Rostr. It was hot, so much because
well-bred, and. enter-handsome,
was
t|\e voting, man
taining, though be had found favour in the eyes
until he caine
because,
from
.start,
but
the
of the girl
Rose li'ad hot bad a soul. to speak to whose symattuned
to "her own.
were
aspirations
pathies and
The inhabitants of Ember w ere, in the main, a narrowwas to get
delight
whose
chief
minded, greedv lot.
the hi tter of each, other. Sark's frank honesty, his
his
hatred of
nature,
human
big, generous belief in
shams and deceit, renewed (he girl's faith, and brought
away
slipping
fast
been
back the ideals that had

from

iter.

\s John Sark came up to where Rose was standing,
he looked up at the blue skv and the tree tops, tipped
with the golden ravs of the fast-setting sun. and gave
a deep sigh ot content as he threw himself on the
ground.
'•
tine cannot, help thinking of the poet s words
on stub a glorious day as this," be said. " Where
"
every prospect pleases, and only man is vile.'
" That's rather hard on you, Mr. Sark." laughed
Rose. " You are the only man about here at present."
" I can only hope that I am not so vile as some of
" I
the h ading men of c.ur town." replied Sark.
den, the postmaster, this morning.
saw Mike
would
kill,
could
looks
which,
if
He gave me a look
have meant that 1 should have heen ready for burial
now. Why is it that Murden objects to mc ? Not
that I wish for his friendship."
'•
Because you are straight and he is crooked."
'

Mm

" I feel certain that my father is in
replied Itcse.
the power of that man. and that Murden. more than
was the means of ruining him."
man.
other
any
" Wcli, wctwon't spoil a glorious day by talking
" The sun has
of Murden." said John Sark. rising.
almost set. We had better te getting back."
They walked in\ silence through the woods until
they came to the old-fashioned house of the Embi i>.
Each was thinking cf the other, and both felt that
they were understood. When they came to the drive
Rose broke t he silence-.
" I would watch Mike Murden. if I were you,"
she said. " 1 feel sure he means mischief."
Sark laughed.
'•
The worst
1 don't intend to worry about him.
he can do is to open my letters, and I believe he docs
that already."
" You don't know all about Ember yet," replied
the girl earnestly. " Mike Murden is something more
than the postmaster of this town. He is the acknowledged leader of the crook citliWlS —if not something
worse.
Do be careful "
She turned swiftly, and as she did so she dropped
John Sark picked it up, and
her handkerchief.
noticed it was embroidered with a dainty fli-ur-de-lys.
" Thank you," said Rose, as be banded it back.
''It's been a wonderful day.
Good-bye."
She held put her hand, and, a< Sark took it. he
looked tip into her eyes.
And though he spoke no
word liis eyes told the story of his love, and in hers
be read that when the time came for him to ask the
question that meant so much to him he would not
be disappointed.
'•
You are right." he said. " It has been a woiulej'

I

.

envelope had heen tampered with. The letter was
from Daniel Guernsey's son, employed hi the offices
of a big railway company, and contained the information that his company contemplated running a line
through the Ember estate, which wouiel make the
property worth a quarter of a million when the
company wanted to buy.
The letter coded with the significant words:
" John Sark does not know anything of this."
Murden re-scaled the letter, and when Daniel
Guernsey called for his mail he handed it to him
without any comment. Rut the postmaster's cunning
brain had already began to work.
He intended
being in the deal somehow.
Guernsey was partner
with a man named Joshua Creed, in a scent distillery.
Roth were cunning rascals, lacking the brute courage
of Murden, but they were none the less dangerous
on that account. Guernsey happened to leave the
letter from his son on his desk -by mistake when Creed
caUed, and the latter promptly proceeded to read it.
When Daniel "returned 'he was fold by his partner
tliat it. would have to be halves'or Creed would' sell
the information to the highest bidder. - Daniel
raved and- swore- ?t what he called 'his partner's
tteaehery in reading the letter though he would
have done the same thing himself but in the end
he had to give way and make it a partnership deal.
But no sooner had the two partners settled their
differences than in came the sinister figure of Mike
Murden. Mike did not mince words. He began by
admitting he had Opened the letter, and ended by
saying lie iutended to conic into the deal and stay in
to the end. The scent distillers knew they had met
their master in villainy, and though it went against
the grain, they were forced to let Murden in for a
third share oi the piolits when they had bought the
estate from John Sark and resold it to the railway
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company for -a huge profit.
But they had reckoned without one

thing.

John

Sark was not a man to be bullied into anything. He
had bought the Ember estate, and given ills word
that lie would sell only to Harvey Ember. In an
interview with the conspirators, he told thein quietly
but firmly that, unless they could get the consent of
Harvey Ember, he would not sell to them, and even
then only on the condition that the sale money was
invested in the name of Rose Ember, with himself as
During the whole of the negotiations
trustee.
Murden kept in the background.
Guernsey and Creed, after several interviews with
John Sark. came to the conclusion that the bughunter, as they contemptuously called the naturalist,
was a man who could not be bullied. They brought
the information to Mike Murden, who listeucd
attentively, and then said quietly
" You can leave the matter to me. Sark is going
to sell that property, and also he is going to be made
to clear out of thi* part of the country. It may not
be necessary to use torcc. but. if we have to well,
you know where I can get it from."
:

—

The two

nodded toinpreVc^dimrly at the
and the postmaster rodc'olf to Har-

distillers

mysterious hint,

vey Ember's hou«c.
He was admitted by Rose, who quickly retired to
hot own room, aiter telling her father that Murden
wanted to see him. The postmaster looked after her
retreating figure with a savage scowl on his iace.
"So that's how you feel, my wild Rose, is itT
You'll be thankful cnouch to bloom in Mike Murdcn's
garden when I've got rid of your insect-hunting lover,
and when you real'tse that unless you marry me your
father will go to prison."
He found Harvey Einbei waiting for him, half
drunk as usual.
,
" Look here. Ember." lie began truculently.
" This man Sark has got to sell the Ember estate,
and then get I stand in a third, share, and 1 will give
you half the profits the day I inairy Rose. Y'ou'vo
got to play to win my hand, or you know what will
happen. Forgery is. a nasty crime, and unless you
swim in with me 1 shall Imnd over the proofs of your
guilt, to Dagberg, the sheriff, and It's jail for yOll."
Harve;. Ember poured ou* a sdiff glass of brandy,
;

.

j

as Rose Ember.
.8

which he drank at a gulp, and then turned to thl
postmasKi.
" Haven't I tried to make him sell ? " he demandc 1
" Haven't Creed and Guernsey tried t:j
angrily.
make him sell ? And doesn't he say that-he will nol
sell unless the whole of the sale money is inverted hi
my daughlei's name. Where do I come in? Am f
to be a beggar ?
" You'll be a convict if you start to kick up roach.,']

Once he is out of the way Rose will give you an\j
money you want. I intend to give Sark a last;- o<
what be may expect if he stops here interfering;
The White Riders' warning will be posted on his
dcor when the sale is completed.' If he is a wise man
he will beat it. If he isn't, he will stay in the hop6
that lie will save the sale money for JtuMi. In the
latter case the White Riders will sec that lie stays
for ever

— but

under the ground."

Having delivered his ultimatum Murden departed,
For long he had ruled the town of Ember by day
by the power of his position as postmaster, which
enabled hiin to open the letters of i'» fifteens and 1
learn their secrets, and by night as head of tho
dreaded White Riders, who nilc by terror.
If any man tried to introduce law and order into.
Ember the White Riders posted a warning ne>ti<aon his door telling him to get out of the county.
If he refused to obey that order he was"~rrragged'
from his bctl aud was never seen alive again. Murden
meant to get a share of the spoils from tin- selling
the Ember estate to the railway company, and In*
also meant to make Rose Ember his bride. That tint;
girl despised him and loathed him only made him thflj
more determined to possess her. When the time eamii
lie felt certain that she would consent to marry him;,
to save her father from prison. The charge of forgery,
was the hold Murden had over weak, drunken Harvey
Ember.
No one knew better than Murden that
Ember was really innocent of the crime. He haifr

made Ember

sign

certain

papers when the latter

was intoxicated anil incapable of knowing' what
he was doing, and since then he had used hi- power,
relentlesslv, even to the extent of forcing Ember
to join the White Ritlers. Rose, though shr had no
suspicion that her father was a White Rider, had
long thought that Murden was in the gang, and' this;
warned John Sark"
was in her mind when she had
*
to beware of the postmaster.
When Rose went over to Sark's bouse two days
later, to take up her duties as assistant to the naturalist, she saw the dreaded warning of the White ltiderj
pinned to the door.'
Sark was reading it with an amused smile. Hai
noticed the look of fear on the girl's face, and turned!
to her reassuringly.
"Y'ou don't suppose I am going to allow iiiyseil
to lie driven out of the county" by anything so si!hj(
as that, do you. Miss Ember ?

Rose shivered
"It is not silly. Mr. Sark," she replied. "Tin
White Riders always keep their word. You are in
real

danger."

Sark looked

"Thev've
" I think

I'll

at the drive leading up to the di«>r.
their tracks pretty plain." be said.

left

follow

them"

started to follow the hoof marks, and Hc«4
after -him. To John Sark's astonishment the
led direct Iv to Harvey Ember's house.
"That's nothing I" he' said to Rose, who li*
gone pale. " These people always make a false li id
They come in the night, remember, and it i- verj wui

He

went

to ride past anybody's house."

(Continued on pas* IS.)
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MOONSHINE.
MORE THAN
STUNTS COMPOSE HERBERT
AND
REAL
REAL ACTING
RAWLINSON'S PERFORMANCES.

lias
NATURE
son, who

been very good to Herbert Rawlinis a trifle over six feet and athletically
with a curl in his hair, a twinkle, in his
For that
line fyes, and a ruddy complexion.
rcKson it would seem that he would always play
the screen lover and hero. But Uawlinson is too
much of a man to let himself be restricted to any such
And that is why his cinema
uninspiring career.
iHTformanccs have revealed him as a member of
that rare band of actors who can really act and also

with contracts, and he finally feigned up with Universal.

built,

do

real stunts.

.,

A True Britisher.
in Brighton, England. Herbert Rawlinson
BORN
enjoyed the usual advantages of a healthy,

normal boy in that famous seaside resort, and
laid the foundation for the perfect physique, for which
he is justly famed. His education was sained at home
with a private tutor, and then at the College of St.
Upon returning to England,
Hcrvan, in France.
Rawlinson joined a travelling dramatic troupe in a
repertoire of plays that gave him the valuable

training to be gained from " stock " work.
Upon
going to the States, the young Englishman was soon
engaged to appear opposite several well-known stars
of the New York stage, and then journeyed across
the Continent to Los Angeles, where he was featured
wi£h the local stock company.
The young actor's d6bnt on the films
was so successful that immediately the
managers at Hollywood bombarded him

His Genuine Ability.
was then that Rawlinson first became known as
a stunt actor, because of the feats of strength
which ho demonstrated in several Alms in which
he acted, in the course of the many liairbreath escapes
which the criminals made from the olliccrs of the law.
His reputation as a depietcr of cinema crooks
began to worry Rawlinson because of his fear of being
known as a one-type actor, so he signed a contract
to appear as the star in the Craig Kennedy serial.
Craig Kennedy is a well-known fiction detective, who
employs ultra scientific methods for the detection of
crime.
In this serial the star was called upon to
perform many other feats of daring and stunts of
various kinds in his pursuit of the various persons
whom he is trailing in the different episodes.
The illustrations on this page show some of the
stunts and feats of strength which Rawlinson has
employed in his more recent productions, and which
make his performances stand out because of his
genuine ability along real dramatic lines an unusual
combination. " Most interesting, however, is the fact
that this cinema actor is determined to give allround performances on the screen, and is willing to
engage in these various feats himself. For in this
respect, as in all others, Herbert Rawlinson is a true
sport in the British sense.
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Broadwest
FROM
WEST
all

§

world ihe BROADCompany and Vtolet Hopson

parts of the

?rc constantly

news

receiving

the

of

wonderful success with which " The Gentleman Rider" has met This wonderful racing
film was released tn this country on April 19th.
The story, you will remember, was published
in this paper recently, so if you have not
already seen the film, take a really good tip
and do not miss it. If you have already seen
it, you will enioy it just as much if you see it
again.

nnn

The

heroine of this film, Violet Hcpson, is
busily engaged working cn t£>e final
scenes of the new BftOADWEST film. " Her
Son."
This story, which is adapted from the
famous stage play of the same name, gives this
popular star one of the biggest chances of her
career, and she herself admits that she has
never enioyed playing a pert so much as that of
Stewart Rome appears as
Dorothy Fairfax.

THE CAMBRIC MASK.

lc

™% j/r
u

e

He
hart

stopped speaking suddenly, for his keen eye
caught sight of something white on the ground. It

was a mask, with two eye-hole*, made out of a
cambric handkerchief, and as John Sark picked it
up, he saw to his horror that the handkerchief was
embroidered with a fleur-de-tys. on exact, counterpart, of the handkerchief dropped by Hose when lie
~

said good-bye on that early evening after the wonderful day in the woods.
He turned swiftly, and sawRose was not watching him. As he crushed the tellta'e handkerchief in his pocket, he muttered

"

What can

it.

mean

?

"

.

John Sark went hack to his house, thinking deeply.
ITc was very much mystilied by the finding of the
cambric mask with the fleur-dc-lys. He recalled that
Rose had warned him that Mnrden possessed powers
outside those of his office of postmaster.
Had she
referred, then, to the power of the White. Riders, and
was she in the secret of this iaw'css gang o' ivurderi r f
John Sark put the disturhing thought from Film.

now

happened, he could not bring himWHATEVER
to believe that of her own
Rose
free will

self

would associate with such scoundrels. He
had formed his plans about the estate. Harvey Ember
had acreed to his terms, and he had soid to Creed and
Guernsey on the understanding that the money would
go to Rose, with himself as trustee. He had wired
the previous day to his lawyer friend Langdon Bruce
to come over, so that he could make arrangements for
the investment of tbe sale money. As to his trustee-

to her weak-willed father.
he arrived home he sent an invitation to
if she would come to dinner to meet
I<angdon Bruce and his wif\ and he was more than
delighted when Rose accepted the invitation.
Rose Ember had been greatly worried in her
mind that day.
She felt certain that the White Riders meant to
drive John Sark away, or kill liim as they had done
being near
others before
It. was the thought of
his side that made her accept the invitation
But
though her heart was heavy with fear, she was outwardly composed as she sat at John Sack's tabic
and chatted cheerfully to Mr. and Mrs. Bruce.
After dinner Sark asked her if she would ea r e to
come to the conservatory to look at a rare kiud of
butterfly he had caught that day.
As Ro*e bent down to the case to examine the
butterfly a shot rang out. and.a bullet ton' through
the glass door of the conservatory. The girl looked
up, to find John Sark reeling, with his hand to his
Iter interests

When

Rose asking her

WALTER WEST.

cheek.
" A near shave." he said coolly, showing where
the bullet had grazed his check. "I suppose 1 — i*
the first attempt of the White Riders."
Rose rushed up to him. In that moment of tense
excitement she flung herself into John Sark's arms,
and their lips met in a passionate kiss.
"Thank Heaven you arc" safe!" she murmured.
**
1 » i

Did. Gasgoyne, and Mercy Hatton as Crystal
and. as Mr. Walter West personally
directed the production, one c*n look forward
to one of the finest pictures of the year in

Wnde.

" Her Son."

nnn

takes you right into the everyday life of
moi.on picture actress.

The

BROADWEST

Company, which

is

a

At

work

at the Catford Studios, has also been
busy during the last month, and not
a moment's sunshine has been wasted.

very

nnn

This month sees the release of

BROADWEST
"

Walturdaw

yet

film

another
entitled

A

Daughter of Eve."
This film shows
popuhr Stewart Rome in his first pari for the

BROADWEST

Company.

The

story

is

a

very deliRhrful one. and there are sotr.e big
But the end of the picture is a
thrills in it.
big surprise.

nnn

you want to know where and when " A
Daughtet of Eve " and any other BROADproductions are being shown in >our
district, write to the Walturdaw Company.
46. Gerrard St.W. I. end they will tell you.
If

WEST

nnn

BROADWEST

Company has created a
With standard of quality in British filmland,
West,
who supervises every
Walter
Mr.
and
production made by this company, is determined
foremost
is
the
English film
his
now
that,
company, it shall retain its pre-eminent

The

B. B.

position.

BROADWEST

tot mc see your wound
She milled out her handkerchief, and as she.
attempted to stop the bleeding with it John Sark
He had seen the embroidered
recoiled from her.
fleur-de-lys on the handkerchief, the same mark
that had been on the cambric mask, the disguise of
the dreaded White Riders.
Rose saw him recoil from her, but she had no
Idea why he did so. All she knew was thot he did not
speak those words of love that she had thought were
on his lips as he kissed her. Bewildered and brokenhearted, the girl went home.
John Sark saw Mr. and Mrs. Bruce off. and then
he sat down hi his chair, n-prry to the deepest melancholy. Why had he acted so hastily to Rose ? Whatever her connection with the White Riders might be,
wilting accomplice, jst last he lei* that
she «'a.i not
he could bear his anguish no longer. He must see her,
He got
if only for a moment, to ask her forgiven" .-s.
1

Whilst finishing the part of Dorothy Fairfax..
Hopson also commenced work on the
title role of "The World's Best Girl."
This
picture will interest you all very much,
because it is the romance of a cinema star, and
Violet

FILMS,

LTD.

!

!

his coat

and

hat.

When Rose

!

!

•

Tell-tale Handkerchief.

ship, Sark did not intend to be driven out of the
county by the threats of the White Riders, for he
shrewdly suspeeted that this was part of a plot to
get him out of the way, so that pressure could be
brought to bear on Rose to make her sign away

Mr.

and

let

readied

himselt out of the house.
noticed a lhrht in

home she

At the
and opened the door.
threshold she shrank back in terror. Harvey Ember
was
and
by
liis
side
a
cambric
ride,
loading
a
was
mask.
Iter father's study,

THREE
FREE
MTTERNS

ues«.

• So it is true " lie muttered. " The woman \U;>
pretended to love mc is in love wit4i a White Bitter
one of the gang who have sworn to kill me."
He turned from the window, to find hitnselt
surrounded by the other White Riders, who attacked
him from all sides. For a few seconds John Sark
held his own. then he was felled to the ground from
behind by Mike Mnrden, who. attracted by tl
sound of the struggle, had rushed from the house
Sark was bound to a spare horse, and the White
Riders galloped away to fndian Swamp, a lake of
quicksands in which lay many of their previous
victims. By this time Sark had recovered from tn
blow, and he heard the mock trial of the White
Ritlers and their leader sentencing him to death
But jnst as he hatl resigned himse f to his fate,
determined to meet it bravely, one of the White
Riders edged his horse close to him with a warning
!

.

"Hish! "
The next second his bonds were severed with a
keen knife, and a revolver was dropped at his feel

Like lightning. Sark leapt from his 1ioim\ ami, pickup the revolver, he began firing, while Jila ui
known rescuer did the same. There was a short,
sluirp struggle. Sark seized one man. and threw him
in the swamp. The gang, swing there was treachery
in their midst, bolted in all directions. Sark got on
his horse in time to see the rider who had saved
life galloping away, and he went in pursuit.
At last
lie reached the side of the flying White Rider, and,
tearing the mask away, he found himself looking
into the face of Rose Ember.
" Rose
Rose " he cried passionately. " I don't
ing

1

!

"You

Wardour Street, London, W. 1
('Phone: CERRARD 2',0.i

i

!

want any explanations.
you "

1 love

I only

want to

tell

you

!

never doubt me again?" whispTe
Rose, as she lay in his amis, ami when John Sark
had assured her many times, and with many ki**e*
she told him much that had been dark and mysterious
to him.
He understood how she had been pleading,
for his life when he had seen her in Murden's arm*
ami how she had got one of her father * d^gota .
and ridden with the White Riders to save him
Anil deep in his heart, John Sark registered a vow
that never again would he mistrust the woman who
will

I

had risked her life for his.
Morning brought a great peace to the town of
Ember. Mike Mnrden and Dagberg. the sheriff,
were anions the White Riders killed. Freed from tinfoils of the villainous postmaster. Harvey Ember
made a resolution to give up the drink, a vow lie
kept. As.for Creed and Guernsey, they learned thai
the railway was not coming through Ember, and
they came whining to John Sark to return (turn tht
money they had paid for it.
" You don't deserve any mercy," said John, " bur,
as I want, the estate for a wedding present for mv
i
wife, you can have your money, and may it
"
le**on to you to ai t straight in future.
(Adapted from incidents in the Vitagraph photcplay, featuring slice Joyce as Rose an J Mauri*:*

m

Costetto as

John Sark.)

JUMPER With the most DELIGHTFUL possibilities BLOUSE that you
can make in NO time — COAT of entirely
new design. ALL with HOME (HA
ell your
The Jumper THIS WEEK.
that
newsagent
vou MUST have
HOME CHAT every week with tbflM
1

1

J

"

patterns.

Head Office:

175,

Iy20.

She ran towards him with outstretelred arms.
"Father! Father! You arc not a White Rid'. r ? "
'•
What has it got to do with vou, girl ? " shoutrrt
Ember, savagely. " Don't you meddle with things
you don't understand "
Hardly knowing what to do, Rose went to her
room and stared through the window. And as sin:
gazed, the stillness of the night was broken by the
sound of galloping horses, and along the road that
led to Harvey Ember's house came the dreaded
White Riders. The leader, jumped from his hers*
and walked straight to the house. Rose heard him
enter, and then site rushed downstairs.
She heard
angry words pass between her father and the visitoi
and when she got to the room, the White Rider was
alone.
Something in his figure seemed familiar,
and Rose made a da=h for his mask, pulling it off.
And there stood Mike Mnrden
" You vixen ! " he shouted, as lie seized her arm*
and drew her towards him. " You know too much
now, so you might as well know all. We ride to-night,
to kill your lover. John Sark, and if you betray us,
you will sliarc his fate."
"'
No
No
You shall not " screamed Rose
" I will get him to leave the country. Promise me y
"
will spare his life.
Promise me. Promise mo:
In the agony of her fear for the man she loved.
Rose hatl thrown tier arms round the neck of the
White Rider, and Mnrden crushed her in his arms
And this was what John Sark saw when he came
to tire window to try to see Rose to beg her forgive
!
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YOU SUFFER

IF

SYD CHAPLIN.
The Screen Comedian Who
is

Also

Business

a

Man.

do
RARELY
business

wc flml n. comedian who in also :\
man. But Syd Chaplin, brother of
Charlie, breaks the rule, for lie not only acts
lot the screen, but lie also controls an air service
running along the whole California!) coast. Beyond
his, he owns a largo women's dress factory in Los
.Angeles, from which he has made a large fortune.
Vet, despite these other interest:; in his life, he is
When I questioned him
returning to the screen.
ibout

it,

he answered

:

love comedy.
It's my life blood.
I've been
on the stage all my days, and my folks were there
My~ruotlier, who lives in England, was
before inc.
a prima donna at the London theatre in (Jilbert and
Sullivan operas.
When I was quite a youngster I
played in such pieces as " Two Little Drummer
Boys," but later joined Fred Karno's companies and
toured on the English music-halls.
eventually
I
persuaded Charlie to join me, and he played
roles
in the province companies.
I cajnc over to America
with one of Karno's sketches, And when the tour
'•

I

Iron} nervous, worried feelings,
lack of energy, self-confidence,
will power, mind -Toncentration,
or (eel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the

Mento-Ncrve Strengthening
Treatment. — GOD F K Y
ELLIOTT-SMITH,

Ltd.,
536,
Buildings,
Ludgatc

Imperial

London, E

Circus,

C. 4.

YOU CANNOT HAVE A M/AYfll
BAD COMPLEXION
AND If
tinw
your
nor matter

It does

complexion

bad

A
HAUUH
WAXOLA
is,

Sold Under Guarantee.

Kven the plainest
the Complexion ia Good. Such a
Complex ion— olear. soft, and fresh as a baby's may be procured Is
by nsinj this Wonderful
Product. Wrinkles and All -km Impurities
disappear magically, Acts while yorr sleep. Get the
will clear

it.

features

look attractive

1,

ir

—

One Week

Wax
11 a

if

New

WAXOLA

Don't Delay, Send To-Day.

and look attractive.

SPECIAL OFFER.-Pot
19

post free a 2 91 box for
triple size box) {or 2/9d.

a short tiure we will send you

(Two boxes 3 3
iTwo for 5/3d.)
1

I

i,

(Surrey)

Preparations.
llO.TbeGreen,
ICcw, Surrey.
Restores

and

my

was over tried to_get into one of the movie combut not one of them would take me."
Later, however, Charlie started in the motion

panies,

picture world, and Syd managed his business.
the business side Syd drifted into acting
lor the tilms himself, and wc are soon to see
him in sonic uew pictures.

or a 4/0.1:

RICHMOND

Preserves
The Shin.

'ARE YOU SHORT?
the Girvan System help you
>om height. Mr. Briefs ecDr i\cv E. F.,
ports 0 inches incr ease

If so. let

From

to increase

;

inches j Mr. RatclifTe. 4 inches ;.Mrss
bedell, 4 inches Mr. Ketley. 4 inches.

;l

;

-ystcrir greatly improves the
health, figure, and carriage. Send 3
p nny stamps for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T.. 17, Stroud Green Road,
London. N.4.

This

Films. Finance. Fame.
wanted immediately to produce three filmpiays
Persons of both sexes firHneins;
by celebrated author.
from £250 and upwards could play in production if
producer retained. Scenarios
American
cipable. Expert
C.ipital

r

given
eady, organisation complete. Strictest references
No money lenders. Write for particulars
:

and required.

SELFR1DGE,

2,

Whitcombe House, Orange

Street,

W.

Haymarket, London,

THE

Academy
nnn 1RalphLynn Cinema
some of the most iJ
-

D

This

Academy

important

is

touch with
producing firms

in

film

RALPH LYNN

VannVvilleTh,eatre)6'

in

Comedian

London.

U

the

r-j

ARTHUR CLEAVE

Z3

'Star

at

D (the well-known Actor and Cinema Star'
§ invite all interested to write for prospectus
ACADEMY.n
n RALPH LYNN CINEMA
Knightsbridge, S.W.I. CDnnni5.

Pavilion Road,

TEACH
WE
We

BY POST

specialise in all Exams, connected with
these subjects :
Clerk of Works' Duties
Aviation
Structures in Concrete
Shipbuilding:
and Steel
Electricity

—

Mining

Draughtsmanship

Engineering:

Civil

Engineering

Boiler Inspecting
Structural Engineering Marine Engineering

Mathematics
Surveying

and

Level-

Hng
Architectural Drawing
Building Construction

Motor Engineering
Wireless Telegraphy
Internal Combustion
Engines

We are prepared to produce ou deruaud 6,000 unsolicited
testimonials from successful students or pay £100 to
If we .have helped 6,000 to
any charity you appoint.
prosperity, surely we can help YOU. If you are Interested
rn any of these subjects write, naming the subject, and
vre will

send you

orrr

FREE BOOKLET.

Please state your age. Advice free.
Parents should seek our advice for their Sons.

THE BENNETT COLLEGE

*

(Dept. 121)

SHEFFIELD

—
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TJa Picture

to

SOME FINE

'IDEAL' PICTURES

"

HANDY ANDY,"

ERNEST MALTRAVERS,"

"TORN

By Lord Lytton.
By Allen Raine.

SAILS,''

"BELPHECOR, THE MOUNTEBANK,"
By Charles Webb.
"LADY AUDLEY S SECRET,"
By Miss Braddon.
"SYBIL,*
By Lord Beaconsfield.
"THE BACHELORS' CLUB,"
By Israel Zangwill.

" IDEAL'S " British Pictures
are the Pick of the Pictures.

IDEAL Film Renting Co.,

Ltd.,

76-78, Wardour St., London, W.l.
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

by

the

St.

Poudre

beau-

Poudre

St.
gives a fresh

The Eyes.

EVER
the

drawing
expanding: ever retiring,
very soul after it. Its expression is
always accompanied by infinite activity
of mind.

The Nose.
fine
THIS
straight

nose, forms nearly a
with the forehead and falls
into the upper lip by two curves, which
balance one another, indicative of that grace of
nature which is more than beautv.

and

film

Why Tom Moore
Tom Moore now
how

IN

opportunities occur lor raun and women in
growing British Industry. There is a demand
trained beginners us Film Artists and Bioscope

this

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and free Quids.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
W.l.

FACTORY TO RIDER
Packed Fiee, Carriage Paid. Fifite" Part Trial
LOW CASH PRICES or 1 2 MONTHS' CREDIT.
Prompt cleliv. ry.
Buy direct from Factory.
Save Dealers' Profits. Shop Soiled and Second.
hm-| Cycles CHEAP,
Tyres and Accessories
at
popular Price-,.
for Monster hize
Free lalst.-in SMc Oi'er of Sample Bicycle
c
f

'
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ALLperson

that is loyal within her will flower in tl.o
she loves. A woman who can
stay at homo, for to her home is the centre

and

strength.

In Health.
to overwork themselves and bring
APTnervous
breakdowns, and yet they

"

I

hope

so

"
!

V^

to cut his

shaves himself, and

own

is.

learn-

hair.

ho had a few minutes between
and so ho chased out of the studio*,

between wltacks.

that,"

6aid

the

How do you like your hotel, Clara ? " asked
one screen beauty of another,
" Very much!" 6he replied.
"-The rooms
are small and dark, and the food
gossip is excellent "

at

work."

—

better pictures
the
FEWER
with many producers in America now.
is

rilling

And

a well-known publicity manager evidently
had this motto in mind the other day when he
was heard to remark, as he shoved back His
chair from tho lunch-table " If I don't get back
to work the gov'nor will have fewer and better
publicity."

.

The Star (coyly) " Can you guess my ago
The Leadinc Man: "No indeed, but
:

it is

you don't look

"
?

it."

at Last.
" 1 hear Jigg« got one of his scenarios
accepted by a film company."
"Yes ; the property man tore up his manuscript nnd used it for snow in the snawfltorni

It

Moore again.

:

bad, but

*•«

Fame

you

continued Moore.
" Oh, it isn't that," said the barber.
" Vou
see, I sometimes make a mistake and snip off
a little bit of a customer's ear."
And that barber still is wondering when he

His Motto.
and

is

— —

!

genial

Moore.
" Yes, sir." from the barber.
" Ho seems to like to watch

—

Girls.

"

ever
dog,

\X2<i m

recently encountered an old
negro on the road near Universal City, who
was using a big stick to make his mule go.
" What do you call your mule J " he asked
after a while.
The negro looked up.
"Does you mean what's his name, or jest
what docs ah call him ? " a»ked the old man

work.
nice

•
.

Difference.

Gallantry.

" Pretty

resistance.

EDDIE LVOXS

Those

Shaves Himself.

on

possess

an enormous power of

thinking to utilise the time to get his hair cut
Shortly after
in a neighbouring barber 3hop.
he had seated himself in the chair, he noticed
that the barber's dog sat down next to the
chair and began intently to watch the barber

will see

Dot.

:

last

Recently
scenes,

Many

AO

(cuttingly)

mv

seen

:

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnunnnnnnn

Street.

Have vou

:

London, E.C.

head

h.-irmonv.

In Love.

A
"

:

to get a gown to match
complexion."
"
But
Constance
aren't those hand-painted
gowns awfully expensive ? "

7, Bolt Court, Fleet Street,

ARE YOU INTERESTED
THE CINEMA ?

Artiste

my

POUDRE ST. LEONARDS,

(VIE

in-

In the Studio.
Stella " I'm going

ing

Ratbbone Place. Oxford

t

"

Jealous Rival

St. Leonards is made
up in six tints, and a Postal
Order for 5s will bring a 4-oz.
box of this celebrated Face
Powder to your door.

Esu}»

suscep-

and

FILM
Fii.m

—

l

sympathy, eloquence and benovoMark the line from the side of the

How Horrid.

Poudre

36,

part of this delightful
EVERY
blended together in perfect

drawing all towards her by her wonderful
power of secret sympathy.

of this face is round, and indented,
fine oval with the outline of the
cheeks, which tells us of a highly sensitive
cultured temperament.

powders.

bloom it eradicates
eruptions or redness and does not
show or rub off.

lo.

The Head as a Whole.

Beautiful Chin.

is

Leonards not only

ELSIE FERGUSON.

Miss

aquiline

line

chin
THEforming
a

Leonards

Leonards

eyes, denot-

sympathetic
perceive, and showing

nature, quick to
independent thought.

The

healthgiving, adhesive, beautifying, imperceptible, and contains nothing
in the least harmful to the skin.
St.

how near they are to the
NOTE
ing a strong, clever, and

of happiness

face

of

The Eyebrows.

dependent thought.

usiiv;

choicest

line

of
FULL
lenco.

skin Nature has given you

Poudre

involutions of the out.
of the forehead, indicative of a
refined, sympathetic and soulful nature,
accompanied by great force of character, and „
intellectual excitement.

yy

tible, full

soft, clear,

is

The Forehead.
A V TE find the exquisite

nose, denoting fino sensibilities,
of grace and charm ; power

to Beauty
— to retain the
tiful

.

The Mobile Mouth.

The Only Way

Ut, 1920

Great Force of Character accompanied by a Refined and Sympathetic
Nature are shown in the Face of
Elsie Ferguson.

Coming Presently:
" BUILD THY HOUSE,"
By S. Trevor Jones.
By Samuel Lover.
THE
WILL,"
By Sir James Barrie.
u THE
MANCHESTER MAN,"
By Mrs. Linnaeus Banks.

May

CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE.

llillllltllll

"

S/iotr.

Worried Him.

In the cinema : " But why do you weep
The acting is certainly not so touching."
" Excuse mo, I am bewailing the money
paid to come in."

?

I

The Reason.

A

to

do

WELL-KNOWN

screen actresiJost her

make-up box and couldn't, proceed
her new pictum. she hadn't tlio
it."

wit hi
tace(

—
The Picture Shac,

May

1st,

:

1920.

THE GREATEST OF SPRING
TIME GIFTS.
!

MAGNIFICE NT HAIR-GROWTH FREE.
1,000,000 " 4 in I " Presents— One for Every Man & Woman.

SO many

people are at present suffering from various forms
a Royal Hair Specialist Mr. Edwards,
the Inventor-Discoverer of " Harlene Hair-Drill " makes
the above most generous offer, and is now distributing no fewer
than 1,000,000 Valuable Free Hair-Health Parcels.

—

of hair failure that

—

nobility

money
This

now
it

and

others, surely that professional secret

is

worth a

lot of

!

valuable and much-prized professional secret Mr. Edwards
a Spring-Time Gift to every reader of this paper. He offers

offers as

to

YOU.

He

asks you for no fees

;

he simply asks you to accept this Hair-Drill
Outfit.

A "4

IN 1"

The

SPRING-TIME

GIFT.
Each

packages contains, in
four gifts, and as there are
1,000,000 packages in all, the total
number of presents being distributed
by this one individual " adds up" to
the enormous total of Four Millions
(4,000,000), the Greatest Spring-Time
that has ever been written
jGKft
about in the Press.

_

of

is

for

Hair-Drill " Foorif you are troubled

you

tliess"

1. Falling Hair.

fact,

A

" Harlene

Fold Gift
with

5. Scurf.
i

3. Splitting Hair.

7.

Over-Dry Scalp.
Thinning Hair.

Dark & Lifeless

8.

Baldness.

2.

4.

Greasy Scalp.

6.

Hair.

WONDERFUL EFFECT OF
SEVEN DAYS' HARLENE

PRESENT INTENDED
FOR YOU.

HAIR-DRILL.

It stands to reason, of course, that

" Harlene
practise
Hairfor a week.
At the end of
seven days there will be no comparing
the condition of your hair with the.
"-poor state" it was in before you
commenced. Under " Harlene Hair-

Just

these 1 000,000 packages cannot all be
sent to personal friends.
No, these million presents are intended for the readers of this paper

Drill "

:

them is intended for YOU.
To obtain one of these packages you
must cut out the Gift Coupon from
the end of this article, fill in your name

,onq of

Drill "

action the hair you possess
have taken on a lovely lustre
which will have multiplied its beauty
by 200 per cent, at least.

will

and address on a slip or sheet of paper,
and post together with four penny
stamps to cover cost of postage and
packing to your address. That is all
you have to do.
No charge is made

This glossy lustre is in itself a
that " Harlene Hair- Drill " ia
Follow Mr.
doing your hair good.
Edwards' advice to you, and send for
sign

-

for the present itself.

your Spring-Time Gift to-day.

A COMPLETE OUTFIT FOR
GROWING AND KEEPING

The
is rtine

possession of beautiful Hair
points of the Law of Beauty.

To a woman

man

BEAUTIFUL HAIR.

it is

it

is

essential.

To a

equally necessaiy.

After a free trial you will be able
to obtain further supplies of " HarThis outfit is not a complex one.
lene " at Is. lid., 2s. 9d. and 4s. 9d.
It consists (as before said) of four
per bottle ; " Uzon " Brilliantine a6
Each one of these four comparts.
Is. lid. and 2s. 9d. per bottle ; and
ponent parts of the Outfit possesses
" Crernex "
Shampoo powders at
valuable merits of its own, but their
per box of seven shampoos
Is. lid.
full perfection is only realised when
(singfe packets 2d. each), from all
they are united in one Hair-Growing From this imposing building at
2QJ26, Hamb's Conduit Street, thou sands Chemists and Stores, or direct from
and Hair-Beautifying Course the full of Free ''Harlene Haii'Drill" Outfits (with instructions) are being Edwards' Harlene, Limited, 20, 22,
f materials " for which are as follow
sent out.
If ijou have not yet received one, cut out and send the following 24 and 26, Lamb's Cfcnduit Street.
Coupon, and you will have the packet delivered at your address post free. London, W.C. 1.
:

1.

2.

3.

A FREE TRIAL BOTTLE OF
HARLENE FOR THE HAIR

The most successful Hair-food
and Hair-tonic ever discovered after long and painstaking laboratory
research and experiment.
A FREE " CREMEX " SHAMPOO POWDER, to cleanse the scalp
and hair from all dust and dryness and to enable " Harlene " to
feed and strengthen the roots of the hair.

A FREE

BOTTLE OF " UZON," the

perfect Brilliantine that gives
is of especial benefit to those

the hair an added lustre and polish, and
whose scalp is inclined to be " dry."
4.

AN ILLUSTRATED MANUAL OF "INSTRUCTIONS"
successful carrying out of " Harlene Hair-Drill
and convenience of your own home.

This book

than
If

it

a

—the fourth part

might seem at

man

n.ibling

first

of the Presentation

"

for the
in the privacy

Outfit— is more precious

glance.

has discovered something (as is the case of Mr. Edwards)
him to secure the honour of catering for Royalty and the

SPRING-TIME GIFT COUPON
Detach and Post to

EDWARDS' HARLENE,
20, 22,

24 and 26, Lamb's Conduit

Street,

Ltd.,

London, W.C.

1.

—

Dear Sirs. Please send me one of your 1,000,000 Spring-Time
Gift Packages of "Harlene" Four-fold Hair-Growing Outfit as
announced. I enclose 4d. in stamps for postage and packing
Picture Show, 1/5/20.
to my address.

NOTE TO READER.
name and address clearly on a plain piece of
(Mark
paper, pin this coupon to it, and post as directed above.
envelope " Sample Dept.")
Write your

full

a

!

77
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IF you

want

know

to

Skin

Looks
"

It

is

Better."
brighter,

clearer,

— just

because
use a
little
Pomeroy
Skin
Food before going to
bed.
In a few weeks
Pomeroy
Skin
Food
has
smoothed
away
firmer

every

the

My

night

I

wrinkles and lines.
face
looks
years

younger."

PICTURE SHOW made

its

old, it is

first
appearance, and
no empty form of ex-

pression in this instance to say that it has already
become during so short a period the leading weekly
paper of its kind. But my object is not, as is customary
on occasions like this, to indulge in self-congratulations.
Rather, I wish to thank the many thousands
of readers who have from the commencement consistently given this paper their support, and who,
besides being unfailing in their appreciation of the
various features that have appeared in these pages,
have volnntarily enlisted the support of others by
inducing them to become readers as well.
For all
this practical appreciation I am exceedingly grateful,
and I only regret that time will not permit me to reply
more fully than I am able to the many interesting

communications

I

receive.

It is inevitable, of course, that with the growing
popularity of a paper like this a certain amount of
disappointment is bound to be experienced by those
who. even as regular leaders, purchase THE PICTURE
every week without having ordered it. Newsagents, it must be remembered, do not take in more
than a limited supply, and as letters from readers
continue to prove it is the first-comers among the latter
who are lucky while others are met with the disappointing retort, " Sold Out." Let me. therefore, impress on
every reader the advisability of placing with his or her
newsagent a definite order for this paper every week.
If you do this, you will find it at once the best and
easiest way of ensuring yourself against disappoint-

SHOW

Pomeroy
SkinFood
and

I/O, 4/-.

concerning

Occasionally I hope on this page to turn from the
discussion of matters concerning films and film players
to things that affect more closely this paper and its
readers.
Nearly a year ago to the date of this issue THE

though only a year

THE EDITOR.

ment.

5/9 Jars.

l/MONTHiy

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next i'<ue.
A ^tamped and addressed envelope must accom-

Every
letter requiring an early reply.
should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
letter

massive Oak Case. 22-hieh
richly coloured Horn, unbreakable
silent- running
Motor. ll-in.nickellecJ Turntable, and extra loud Insulated Sound Box.etc. Large
stocks of Cabinet Gramophones Portable Hornless.
ith

and exquibHcly designed Table
ready for immediate
Gianda
delivery direct from factory at

ON

than shop

prices.

Al'lillOVAI. with 2S tilnc»

-PACKlin FKKK,
Complete aatisfaetlon or monf*>* refnndi-d. Write for
Bargain Lista TO-DAY.
n
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. C.10,
BfPO

nccillrs.

CAIiRlAOE^PAII).
11

'

1

BALSALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM

Address
communications can be answered.
The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
:

£ecnomif

—

—

" (West Hartlepool). You seem to have
unlucky last time, though really I don't
remember you. I cannot discover who in the film
world was born on Uic same date as yourself, but I
expect there were heaps of others, though they
won't tell.
Mary Pickford was born on April 8,
and June Caprice will he just twenty-one on November
You haven't to be old to get on the films, but
19.
you have to be awfully wise nnd very talented.
"

Mona

been

Karlc Foxe and Norma Talmadge
P. B. (Dundee).
were in " Panthea " nnd in " The Belle of New
The artiste you are wanting is probably
York."
John Bronson.
H. H. (Walworth). Yes. Jackie Saunders was
Your dad was right in saving
in " The Checkmate."
that W. S. Hart did not piny iu " The Wliite Man."
Elliott Dexter was the star.
What, another one been having
E. P. (Bolton).
an argument at home ? Yes, Mary Pickford took
a dual r6!e in " Stella Maris," but the part of Mrs.
Risca, the woman who ill-treated Unity, was played
by Mania Manon. and not Dorothy Dalton. The

—

'

Cast Iron Kitchen Utensils
ara an* all-round economy.
ou:last burnishec'

tin-ware or

enimelled steel many times over— a Cast
Iron pan or kettle can be counted ou for
10, 20 or even 30 years' good service.

And they save fuel
It is

actually
.4

> scientifically proved fact that water
in
Cast Iron than
boils >o tier
enamelled pans.

DON'T BE PUT OFF with
short-lived enamelled steel
or tin-ware. /nsi*( on

Cast Iron!

.

—

latter

was not

in this film at all.

"KathlkeS"

—

(Portsmouth). Gordon
Griffith,
who played the part of Tarzan as a boy, is not. the
son of Elmo Lincoln. The latter does not disclose
the precise information you want.
" Boskbcd " (Peckhani).
You wrote six weeks
ago, aud you thought you had been forgotten.

—

Really,

it

isn't

my

fault,

for

you must remember

paper goes to press some weeks in advance,
letters arc dealt wild in rotation.
It was
Wanda Hawley who appeared in " We Can't Have
is only too true.
Everything,'' which, alas
My
opinion of your nom-dc-plumc is charming.
" Daphnk " (Cheltenham). So you think Mabel
Normaud lias improved a lot. and that she is quite
nice-looking girl now. Mabel, of course, is pleased
:t
but, nil the same, she assures me that her face
now is the same one she had years ago. Yes, the
Stall Company is British, and tho Golijwyn concern
is American.
I am glad you devour your Pun UK
Snow, " Daphne," but your now ancient query
tliis

and

all

!

mMntUi
at all Iron-

mongers.

1329

Mary

makes me think

Pickford

yon

must have missed my many attempts to kill the
rumour. Anyway, the answer is. no. There is no
George Clark mentioned in the published cast of
" The Great Love."
M. D. (Newcastle-on-Tyne). I am glad to heat
Wallace Rcid rewarded your patience after fnur
months with a photo of himself.
That comes of
waiting.
No, I did not say that you could writ"
again, because every reader is at liberty to wntr
as often as he or she likes, without watting for special
permission.
Eileen Sedgwick was with 'Eddie Polo
in " The Circus King."
Douglas Fairhank* has
two brothers, John and Robert, but tlicy assist
him on the business side of his productions and are
not artistes.

—

—

"Nora it" (Blaenati Festiniog). Baby Marie
Osborne has not told the world anvthing about
" Destiny " is the name of a film in
her parents.
which Dorothy Phillips is the star.
"Scottie" (Brighton).— You may be rocky
enough to see Houdini in the flesh one dav. Margaret
Marsh was the pretty girl opposite him in " The
Master Mystery."
Do you think she resembles
Mildred Harris ? So your friend in Canada thought
"The Red Lantern," starring Nazimova. was
I am sure your opinion of it will fe tho
same, though I cannot at the moment tell you when
it will come your way.
A. H. (1,'isburn).
Edith Johnson is the leading actress in " The Man of Might." Go ahead with your good
work of getting new readers for the " Boys' Cinema."
" MTBA " (southport).
What can you do t>
convince your friend that she is wrong ? Nothing.

excellent.

—

—

Myra " Despite the resemblance, it
was not Sessue Hayakawa in " Temptation." and
I

am

afraid, "

your friend choose* to think otherwise, you must
Anyway, you are right. Petrovavitch is
her.
real name.
Yes, Earle William- is
married, and his wife is Florence Walz.
M. P. (Westminster). Gladden James was Dick
"
Anncsley in " The Mystery of the Doulile Cross
Yes, Lucille Love (Grace Cunanl) is still on the
Washburn
is
married to Mabel Forrest.
films. Bryant
" York Lassie " (Huddcrsfleld).— So you liked
the old cover with its blue and green best. A change
seemed preferable, however, and that is why we
You are right Hcpworth's produced
made it.
"The Marriage of William Ashe" some time ago
There have been cases, of course, where the Ban
book has been filmed by two different companies.
" The Chance of a Lifetime " is a Bertram Phillips'
if

—

;

,.•

picture.

"Daisy"

—

A. A. H. (Streatliam). Marie Prevost was born
in Sarnia. Canada, twenty-two years ago. No, I am
sorry I have no photos of her for disposal.
" Jack " (Rosytli).
You may have a chance
of seeing tliein acting together again, " Jack."
hut I cannot tell you for certain. Only one of them
discloses when she wjas born, and that is Baby
Marie Osborne, who came into this world in 1911.

—

The?

>f,

let

pany any
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I

Olga Petrova's

OJ High-class Chemists &Perfumcrs.
Mrs. POMEROY, Ltd.,
?o.Old Bond Street, Loodon, W. 1.

Sent
and

.V..\y

anyihiricr about Films or Film PJaverj

BETWEEN OURSELVES.

"My

Pftfow S/«ur,

—

;

—

(Gorleston).
I expect this win give
another " creepy feeling.' seeing nn answer
Gertrude Iteq&HMra acted
to your letter again.
in "AH Baba " as Morgianna, hut the other [out.
you wish me to settle is a difficult one. seeing that
Mae Murrux
this young lady prefers to be silent.
She was born in
is the wife of Robert Leonard.
Portsmouth. Virginia, in 1894, and some of the
pictures in which she has recently appeared ar.-

you

"The Bride's Awakening." "Heart of an Actress,'"
and " Modern Love."
" ANNFj " (Hampton Court). You arc goin^: to
WTite ngain when I have recovered from answeiln J

—

your questions? Well. I am feeling better alieailv.
As you know, the two chief ones in " Daddy LongLegs," the others were Milln Davenport (Mrs. Lippett).
Mi— I" llaswell (Miss Prit chard), Fa> Lemport
(Angelina Wyckoff), Lillian Langdon (Mrs. Pendleton:.
Betty Kouton (Julia Pendleton). Audrey Chapman
(Sally McBride), and Carrie Clarke Warde (Mr*.
"The Silver King" featured William"
Semple).
Faversham. and in " The Man aud the Moment
Manora Thew and Hayford Hobbs were the stars

Acs

—

Pkarsox (West Kensington). Well, sine*
full name printed. I have no objection
Usually it i* the other way about.
I
agi
appreciation
of Belle Bennett.
Watch
with your
the other pages for news about her. "The Fuel ,,1
1

vou want your
at

>

all.

"The Hond of F'ear," and "Ashes of Hope"
some of her films. She is lair and has gre\ eyes.
" MaI'DE " (Catford).— 1 am very sorry,
Maude."
but 1 cannot act you or other readers any pliotoa
1 can only suggest that you write to
of artistes.
your favourites by following the instructions in the
Don't forget. ,,1
Personal Column in this paper.
Life,"

are

''

course, our line sets of
cards.
"Nit;" (Liverpool). -

"All-star"

series

of

pi

-t

and Marjorie
Hume were in "The Keeper (.1 the Door," and Tun
Santschi was in "The Stronger Vow."
R. W. (Blackhrath).--Yes. the report you have
Herbert ltawiinsou was the hero ia
read is true.
" Back to tho Woods."
N. M. (Glasgow.) - You waut to know what 1*1
Peggy

Carlisle

'

1

come over Arnold Daly. Well, he's keeping in IJm
background so much that lie will have to give an
explanation one day. Rene Creste was born in Paris
Ho may be or he may not he. 1 shall have to u nt
he tells me. Eddie Polo was the star
Grey Ghost." William Russell was not In
(More ansurrs on ntxt page.i

till

in
it

"

ft.

!
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Man

Tin Picture Show,

1920.

1st,

" Lone Star " (Belfast).— No, Jerry ha* not
given up screen acting, or else our smiles would
His other name is George, Ovcy.
diminish.
" KITTY "
(Hcckmondwike). - It so happens,
But it isn't
Kittv, that vou have struck unlucky.
really my fa'ult for both your favourites refuse to
you can
So
say on what dates they were born.
come again with something else, and I will sec what
1 can do.
,
,
M. W. (East London).— Well, if you have been
peppering me for- some time, 1 have withstood it
bravely and I cayenne do it again. So you all
have been groaning and crying and grinding your
teeth because there has not been more about Mary
Pickford and Mildred Harris. This is really a bad
state for South Africa to get into, but I hope the
splendid art photogravure of the former recently given

'Answers to Correspondents fzt'Zl.22.)

—

(London, S.E.). Mellaril BarUiolmes*
\
8
win opposite: Dorothy (iisli in " IVnpy Polly,"
and he also played In "The Hope. Chest. - Yes,
Kngene O'Brien was in " Come Out of the Kitchen.
V. 0. (Mcxborough).—Corinne Ciriffith was born
Besides " The Bride in Bond," she has
in Texas.
played In "Miss Ambition," "The (iirl Problem.
" The (Hutc h of Circumstance," and " The Unknown
.

Quantity."
C. H. M. (Aberdeen).— Ralpli Graves was bom in
Ohio, and I will try and persuade him
In "The Master
not to be so shy about himself.
Mystery," Ruth Stonehouse. was Zita Dane, and
Charles' Graham appeared as Paul Balcom.
"Fbedmk" (Doueastcr).—Yes, Bessie Love
is American, and was born in Los Angeles, California,
See
where she was christened Juanita Horton.
reply to " Ivy " and " Mabel " (Grimsby) in the
issue i'or December 27, on the outside of the back

"

Cleveland,

away

a question.

—

and Laura " (Aberdeen). -Owen Nares is married
to Marie Polinl. Floyd Buckley was the Automaton
The part of Wu Fang
in " The Master Mystery."
in ''The Lightning Raider" was taken by Warner
Oland. Now you three ought to be quite happy
G. B. (< 'hat ham). Somebody waiting in Chatham,
you say? Well, if it's \ou, I hope you have not
Mae Gaston, your favourite,
grown impatient.
was born in Spe States at a place called Harper's
Ferry, a little more than twenty-seven years ago.
She claims to liave acted in over a hundred lilms,
whii h shows what a busy little person she is.
M. H. M. (Woking), "GRACE" (Wood Green),
¥. M. S. (Muswell Hill), "Ethel" (Newport), and
'•
Carol's Fan " (Sheffield). There is nothing to be
Let me have your
nervous about, I assure you.
full names when writing, as requested in the paragraph

—

—

/
at the head of these replies.
\nnie" (Durtediu). Yes Juanita Hansen is
still acting, and she ought to be seen in your part
" The Brass Bullet " and " The Beachr>{ the world.
comber " are two of her latest.
'
WINLV'REO " (Whetstone). You will soon bo
ab'.e to open an art gallery of tilra favourites with

—

your collection of autographed portraits. Lew Cody
and Mildred Harris' were the stars in " Borrowed
-Particulars of Eugene O'Brien have
Clothes."
been given in several previous issues.
Yes, Mabel Normand was
I. M. (Hampstead).
at one time with the Keystone Company. Thomas
Holding was the aetur opposite Pauline Frederick
in " The Peace of Roaring River."
So you have been busy
H.. H. (Harrogate).
I hope you will be well-repaid by
tetter-writing.
replies.
No, E. K. Lincoln and Elmo Lincoln are
not the same, and they are not even related.
Charles Graham was the one who took the part of
Gerald
Paul Balcom in " The Master Mystery."
Ames says his moustache is one he has "growed"

—

—

am
is

afraid your derather vague, A. C,

was caHed.
and I am sorry I cannot tell you what
Here are some of Irene Castle's pictures, and perhaps
the title you are wanting may be amongst them
it.

:

"

The Whirl

of Life," " Sylvia of the Secret Service,"

" Patria," and " The Girl from Bohemia."
The
cast of "• The End of the Road " does not give the

names you want.
" Flapper "
(Pembroke Dock). I won't tell
you off, " Flapper," because you have not offended
inc.
But if I were to answer your one and only
question what am I like? I would then cease

—

—

tu»be your
"

—
" Mystery Man "

Gladys "

—

If

—

—

—

I

pictures.

life is 5

happy environment. The dainty

—

He
is in civvies now.
Yes, he is still
is married.
twentygirl
born
Callfornian
acting.
Ann Little a
ft. G in.
six years ago since when she has grown to
Her eyes and hair are brown and dark
in height.
respectively.
Lottie Pickford was in " The Diamond
From The Sky." Louise Huff married Edgar Jones,
who died some time ago. Don't believe rumours
about any players.
" Opal " (Dumfermline), and " Nosey Parker "
(Boscombe). You both see-in nice people, but you
must remember to give your real names as well as
your nom-de-pliuiies.
Army

Formerly known ae "Paisley Floutf

Made by Brown &

Poison.

during the war, but

was boru

in 1803,

and
is

.">

—

(More answers next week.)
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FILM

PERMOL

Recommended by
Obtainable

.it

STAR. — You

are

kindly

BASIL GILL, PEGGY CAKLIsLE, COWLEY

WRIGHT. —Care

of the Stoll Film Co., Ltd., The
Regency House. Park Road, SurMtoii.

Baker-Detwiler
fornia, U.S.A.
902,

—CareLos

Building,

of B.B. Features,
Angeles, Cali-

RICHARD BARTHELMESS, KOBEKT

—

Clare of

D.

H.VR-

W.

Griffith Productions, lxmgacre
New York City, U.S.A.
Care of Ince Studios, Culver City,

Building. 1476, Broadway.

DORIS MAY. —

California, U.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)

PHOTOGRAVURE POSTCARDS— No.
how

Chemists and Stores, price 13, or
post free, 1/3, from

PERMOL PRODUCTS

for

sale.

In

All-Star

this

:

BIND YOUR PICTURE SHOWS— Blue

Cloth

made to hold the first 26 issues
The Picture Show can be obtained, price 2s. 6d.,
binding eases

of

CO., LTD.,
S.E. 13.

LEWISHAM,

by post 3s.. from the Publishers,
Ludgate Hill, E.C. 4.

7-9,

Noet£s
Splendid materia'.*, arlistle
designs, and exceptionally low
price* are characterise of all

our goods. Eojoy these advantages by purchasing direct from
the actual manuNoble's
facturers. Write to-day for

—

S.NOBLE'S New Illustrated
Fashion Book — seat Post
Free.

Charming Coat-Frock.

Model

F4915
Toil Tr.ick iii Saxe Line Grey
Hronn. Bottle Giccn Navy ar.:i
Hlack Galardirc Cloth. Stitched
Ntul Sailor collar an.l
with floss

Pilgrim Street

In

L'armciit.

"

Hock

sizes to

3)-3Giis.
s;.38in=.
SS-lOins.

2>in5.
Witts.
'

SB

I'rlce, 38,'S.

his.
If

useful
fit

Front
SUrt Length

Waist

Bust
Ssins.
iXias.

Wins.

becoming ami

A

rcveis

2

packet are
Beautiful Art Pictures of Charles Ray, Antonio
Moreno, Pauline Frederick, Pearl White, William
Duncan and Milton Sills. Price
Set of 6 complete, Is., post free. All you have to do to get
postal
order, made
shilling
a set is to send a
payable to the Amalgamated Press, and crossed
"& Co.," to. The Picture Show Postcard Department, No. 2 All-Star Series, 7-9, Pilgrim Street,
Ludgate Circus, London, E.C. 4.
Series

CREME

the Medical Profession.

requested

these addresses for reference.

RON.

new lemon-flavoured

DENTAL

TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE

kot to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered
If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the -name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose l^d. stamp to the Editor,
The Picture Show, Room 83, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. Sttch letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Picture
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep

Studio.

ot

which can only

73, High Street,

WHERE

if, when you smile,
teeth of pearl-like
be obtained by the

increased a hundredfold

you reveal two rows
regular use of the

BESSIE BAB RISC ALE.
all

home

o'clock tea with
table
service, the snowy-white table cloth and
some of those irresistible home-made
cakes, scones and rolls, made with
its

But I will extend von my sympathy and tell you
what I know. Tom Foreman joined the American

!

you read

the answers
on this page every week, " Gladys," you will soon
lie a wise girl.
Have you got your back numbers of
THE Pictire Show? If so. you will not have far
to turn back for particulars about Elmo Lincoln
and Eugene O'Brien.
Louise Fazenda
E. L. (Wandsworth Common).
She
is .the funny girl in Mack Sennett comedies.
was born in Indiana, and I believe it is her real
name. " The Kitchen Lady." " Her Screen Idol,"
" .Mickey," and " Her First Mistake," arc some of
the pictures in wliich she makes you smile.
I. E. (Walthamstow).
Yes, Doris Lee and Doris
May are one and the same. Her director thought
the latter name was a better one for her.
Wanda
Hawley was formerly Wanda Petit. Her real name,
of course, is Selma Pittack.
So this will help to
clear up the mystery about the photos you received
from both these artistes.
I will try to get the
other information you want.
C. G. (Southampton).
Well, you have suffered
a loss, but you must not let any other friend accidentally tear up the latest art plate of Mary Pickford.
Mrs. Sidney Drew has not deserted the screen, and
Donald McBridc will be seen with her in coming
(Eutield).

of English

—

—

himself.
A. C. (London, S.W.). I
scription of the film you saw

C'ar-

R. N. (Preston). Well, you had to make a beginning some time, so here you are. Juanita Hansen
was Pollv, the Poppv Girl in " The Poppy Girl's
Husband " with W. S. Hart.
" THE Scamp " (South Shields).
I cannot imagine
you as a pathetic figure, despite the sob in the first
part of your letter. More full of miscluef, probably.

—

.

somewhat.

Ocean Waif."
"Alicia" (Birmingham).— What is it that has made
you so home-sick already that you should want to
hurrv back to the U.S.A. ? Don't you like any of the
tine samples of the different kinds of weather we have
to offer you ? You never cau tell what's coming next.
Glad to hear vour sister in California thinks this is
" the sweUest paper going." When you fill up your
fountain pen to write to me again you can ask me

One of her. recent
see Marv Miles Minter oftener.
pictures 'is " The Eyes of Julia Deep." Viola Dana
was boru in 1898.
" Ivy " (Highgate).— What's the good of believing
Yes, Jack Mulhail is married, and his
in rumours ?
wife played in " Cheating Herself."
" Rosa " (Anerley).
So you lost your heart to the
handsome young man opposite Mae Marsh in " The
His name is Tom Moore, and
Cinderella Man."
the part he played was that of Anthony Quintard.
" Vera
15. C. (Birmingham), G. M. (Charlton), and

•

all

:

(Cape Town).— You ought to be able to

It.

have comforted you

lvle'Blackwell was boru in 1884, and a few of his
" A Leap to Fame," " Broken Chains,"
lilms are
" The Way Out," " Sealed Orders," and " The

cover.

K.

will

Custom*-

mute

specially to

measure, ptice 42 9.
rATlIIRNS SUNT POST EUEE

Write to-day for Noble's
Illustrated Fashion List.

JOHN NOBLER
43 Brook

St. Mills.

Manchester.
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the Drummer to
brighten your home.

Call
help

in

the Dealers sell; and with
packet? that
in
YOU togeldohim
" he Waves his magic drumstick, and, Presto
you have
all

little

!

little

all

Jj

—

Joy inspiring, temper-sweetening, -fresh colours of Spring in your home
the blue of the sky, or the delicate greens and cosy shades of blade and
flower.
Just what shades your fancy wills, the little Drummer puts into
hangings and covers, casements and nooks and all for a copper or two.

—

Drummer
•So
to

Use.

Use

—

Can be obtained in any colour and you can
mix hundreds of pleasing Art Shades yourself
Try Drummers in the following:
at will.

Casement
Curtains
Loose Covers
Cushion Covers
Tea Cosies
Table Covers
Blinds
Chintzes
Tapestries

—

Or are there times when you feel seedy run
out of condition ? Your functional
organs need stimulating to help them to
cleanse the system of impurities and waste
matter. The best and safest way to do this

Easy
to

and Bright ?
down

'So

Dyes

Easy

A Iways Me rry

the

is

—

to take Kkovah Health Salt— a teaspoonin water in the morning on rising.

ful

Pinafores
O'Oylies

Help Nature in a gentle, natural
way, and ensure good health and

Duchess Sets
Valances
Frocks

a bright? r outlook.

Overalls
Children's
Clothes

m

Blouses
Hats

Boas
Feathers
Ribbons
Scarves
Stockings
Ties, &c. &c.

Drummer Dyes
Chemists

&

are sold
Stores everywhere'

eolthlklt

nocj fur Free Rptiklel
a Wrile
"The Art of Home Vtjcint)."

W. EDGE & SONS,

Makes you

Ltd

,

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM, LTD.
Manchester.
9

New

Bedford,
Mass., U.S.A.

The Great
Cinema Adventure
Story Paper

Germolene the Great Aseptic Remedy Draws Out all Wound Poisons, and Heals
Like a Charm.
fiermolene is planned on the modern Aseptic system of treatment, ami makes latest medical methods available in every
T if old antiseptic preparations arc superseded by
Germolene, which cures not merely by killing germs, but by
excluding germs, by cleansing the wound of all poisons, anil
promoting natural healing.
liermojpnc draws out wound
prison- and impurities, and keeps the ulcer or bad leg
sciwutilleally clean.
The ttrst dressing with tiermolcne allaypain and irritation, while its healing power is unprecedented.
1 1< >

Boys' Cinema " is a wonderful paperEvery week
full of thrills and excitement.
there are enthralling real-life stories of filmland and its stars, jokes and pars about
picture players, the latest cinema news and
many other grand features as well as pages
and pages of real photographs. Bill flairs

The

weekly talks are
" Boys' Cinema."

A

Get

Copy

fit.

fins, of grocers, stores
and all Boots' branches.

And at 25, Front Street,
Toronto; and 15, Valentine
Street,

—Keeps you

In

BOLTON.
_

fit

a

special

feature

of

the

I

.

The Salve that Soothes
Germolene

is

at a

Touch.

proved home

remedy for

Eczema

Piles

Rashes

Itching
Eruptions

Ulcer*

Open Wounds
Ringworm

NOW

the

Cuts

&

and

all

Pimples

Chapped Hands

Burns

Chilblains
Poisoned, Itching,

and

Inflamed surfaces.

The Cerm-Killing Skin Cure

e

P,.ice.1/3&3/-f n

':

BOY/'

i

From Chemistsand Stores

every-

Larger size the more
where.
economical.
Itefuse imitations.
tin
There
is
substitute for
Vefinolcne.

FREE OPINION AND

For an opinion as to tlr suitability of
Germolene in your case together with an
exhaustive treatise on skin ailments
VEXO DHUU CO., LIU., Manufacturing

INSTRUCTIVE BOOK.

On

Sale

Everywhere.

address: THE
Chemists, Manchester.

g
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REBD.

Splendid Full-Page Picture Inside.
TWOPENCE.

p
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No. 54.

I
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BILL HART, the Boys'

Idol,

Approves of the Real Wild West Adventure Paper,the "Boys' Cinema/

'

—

:

2

The rkt are Show,

Hartley's

May

8th,

1920.

Fabrics

World-Wide

reputation

For Quality. Style, and

Reasonable Prices.

Soft

Smooth

Have you seen patterns of our Costumes and Coat
Tweeclaand Cloth* ? If not, we shall be pleased

|

forward a selection, along with Catalogue of
Fashions, on receipt of postcard stating requirements. You will save time, trouble, and money by
to

Skin-always
— ever

little— Icilma
Cream rubbed gently into the skin night
and morning (and before going out and
on coming in) will keep it in perfect

a

Just

little

so

buying direct.
;i

Recommended
"Romsey "

SI

Costumes
96

for

I«r«ed

Iji

"Lanark "
oeercheck
110
"Bangor " WoolTwcedn, choiceovereheck >ltsiu>>
12;.
"Branksome " v

condition.

This fragrant foamy non-greasy toilet
cream is the only one that contains the
famous Icilma Natural Water from the
Icilma Natural Spring the one real aid
the one thing that is really
to Beauty

'

)

miMu.es. etc
12 0
Reliable Cheviots and Serges,
8 -, 10 -, 11 6, 18 -.
..

—

—

">"•«

Wool, ffarrja Effect,

Dress and Blouse Fabrics
"Rene "
6 6

j;ood for the skin.

Silkj

Poplins

"TfjwOll

~

2 11,4-. s

-,

Taffetas
Checks and stripes
lii|n

rill

" Zephyrs "

il>j

Reasonable

6 6

Prices

69

1 8, 1 10, 2-, 2 4.3Dainty Printed Muslins \'9

"Pansy n

**T*wH» " Lovely Printed Voile ..
and a creat variety in Silk,). Artificial

Price

113

fey

l-lesli-tinted

FREE TEST.
T

tut.

Cream.

everywhere,
119 Per />"'

3D, 41,

-13.

1%

>.

Write

37.

Pancras. London. N.W.I.

King's Koad. St.

to. itlu»lratiaH).

.oat lined gnod silky lining, tailor built
10 measuie
Carried out In our

"Durham" Wool Tweed

stripe deaigu cn mixture ground*.

£4 14 6

to

Co.^^;^^
See Catalogue for other detigut.

Hartley

&

^—i

.

i

Acute Nerve

.

—

ii

—»

i

Are You Capable

Rheumatism

ACTING FOR

of

Child Rendered Utterly Helpless but Completely Cured
by Dr. Cassell s Tablets.

THE FILMS?
Nothing succeeds like success, and our pupils
succeed because we show them the right way.
LET US
YOU. II vou wish to

Mis. Ivens, Park View, Ansley Coiinnon. near

—

Warwickshire, says: "I consider it
reully marvellous haw Dr. Cassell's Tablet * cured
ruy little girl Doreen when she had rheumatism of
She was about .seven when the illness
the nerves.
came on. I had noticed that she Was ir>dined lo
drop her arms tq her side a good deal then all at
oneaaho lost, the power of both arm and leg on
Ailier-'ioiie,

'

A neat and ladylike design, with
latest style button-through pocket*,

Patterns FREE.
Please state your requirements.

Send a postcard for sample ami a
copy of " The Icilma Way lo Beauty."

International Icilma Trailing Co.. Lid. IDept.

The SOLENT" Costume

Silks
Finished Fabrics, Printed Cambrics!
Silky
Crepes. Uelainettrs. Muslins. Voiles, V/a.hing
anttlttfa, ""turd .Shirting, etc.

SHOW

become

a

Cinema

Artist,

avail yourself of ihe

expert advice and assistance of the

;

1SI10 was in great pain, loo, and would
the loft side,
Finally her speech went, and she
cry for hours.
was as helpless as a baby. Her arm ami leg were
wasted away almost to the bone, and in spite of
medical advice she was -sU'iidily getting worse.
" Then 1 tried her w ith Dr. Cassell's Tablets, and in quite a short
time I could see an improvement. She began to inovo her arm, and
gradually got all the power of her body back again. " Her speech, too.
rcturnod, and now she is a fine little girl of nine, as well and strong as ever."

Dr. Cassell's

cognised

Oil more, a recent
pupil, who has matin a
successful dibul in Garlic k Films', after his ith.

Cinema Firm

of

many

Genuine Re'

years' standing.

YOU

Doubtless
have often longed to be num
bered amongst the successful in this fascinating
profession, but have not known how lo set about

lesson.

COME AND SEE US AND LET US
RIGHT WAY. An interview costs you nothing,
it.

SHOW YOU THE
and

we

new

career,

will put frankly before

and tell you

plainly

you the conditions- good and bad —of this
what we think of
chance of success-

YOUR

Producers And Public Are Demanding Fresh

The

British Talent.
Our

pupils have worked for

Producing

Companies

in

all

Field Is

Open To YOU.

the foremost Mini
England,
including

GAUMONT, BROADWEST, LONDON, BRITISH

Home Prices
13 and 3'-

:

the 8/. size being
thcinoreeconoin-

by

Hold

ieal.

(iieiuiats in

part*
world.

all

tbe

of

Ask

for

I) r. Cause
Tablets and
I

Itefuse

substitute*.

Tablets
jPr. Cassell's

arc the recognised

home remedy

Nervous Breakdown
Nerve Paralysis
Wasting Diseases

for

:—

Malnutrition

Kidney Trouble
Indigestion
Palpitation

Vital Exhaustion
Nervous Debility

Anremia

Sleeplessness
Neurasthenia
Specially
valuable f o
Nursing Mothers
and during th? Critical periods of Lite
-

FREE

INFORMATION

Ttthlets

n-latire to
-nitability
III

.

111"

of

L'StatJ

Tablets in
<ase
sent

l

I

'

»

our

on

mjiust.
Da. Canaii tx'»
Co., Un.,
<~'HK*TKK ltOAII,

LION, WINDSOR. BRITISH ACTORS, SAMUELPRODUCTIONS,
SON'S, CEO. CLARKE'S
CARRICK, MASTER FILMS. BARKER, HARMA.
IDEAL, etc., etc.
Wc can do as much for YOU
as we have don* for them.

PHONE US TO- DA Y.
THE CINEMA BUREAU, 18, CECIL
COURT.CHARING CROSS RD., W.C.
CALL. WRlTE,or

Aftss iVoss, who has
played for Horseshoe
ComeJit*.

—
The

Plilar*.

May

Show,

1D20.

8///,

Pholc grapk?

a

t

A

^ Paragraph

cP Pictures,

World -Famous Magdalene.
wo

HOLIS'l'ER, whom
ANNE
playing leading part

are to see
tho Goldwyn
version of " Milestones," has played till
eorts of parts, ranging from little girls to old
ladios, and from Magdalene to a modern siren.
She appeared in the part of Magdalene in " From
the Manger to the Cross," which was filmed in
Jerusalem. She was one of the company of
players chosen to go abroad specially for this
purpose.
She created a leading role in " Coleen
in

or " loe Ficrurc

Famous Keauers

Show."
No. 18.— STEWART

PERHAPS the most popular of
bachelor heroes

British screen

above with his
Show. Stewart

seon

is

Bawn,"

ROME.

copy of Tub 1'iOTurtK
Rome has always been a great film favourite,
tmt since his appearance with Violet Hopson in
*'
The Gentleman Rider " lie has been inundated
Have you seen him
T. ith letters from ndmirers.
in this film

The

yet 1

horse race

is

a

real thriller.

Mary's First Letter.

YOU

remember

will

friend

little

who

I
is

my

told you about
visiting Los Angeles

?

She has kept her promise, and her first
It would havo been printed
k-ttcr has arrived.
this week, but some most wonderful photographs came as well including one of Douglas
Fairbanks' famous four^-windowed bedroom
and 1 knew you would like to see these intimate

—

They

pictures.

are

now

at

the printers,

and

appear in next week's Picturk Show.
Look out for " The Letters of Alary " for the
very latest gossip of filmland.
will

which

was

made

in

Ireland.

;

aunt was Mother Superior.

?~*

Is

shall see as
the villain in J. Warren Kerrigan's latest
production, challenges any other man for
his title as the worst screen villain.
During the years from 1916 to 1918 he foreclosed on fiye farms, owned by poverty stricken
widows ; kidnapped four young girls
dynamited a hospital
filched
the life
savings of an invalid
murdered
the night watchman of
a bank
exploded a munition factory wrecked
a passenger train cracked four safes.
During 1919 and 1920 he foreclosed
on two more farms ;
sent
an
innocent man to prison ; stole the
wife of a life-long friend ; robbed a
church
poisoned an old man and
forged his will
infected a city water
system with malaria germs
fired a
blouse factory, and absconded with a
tenement children's fresh air fund.
;

and

Players

A Beautiful Home.
PAULINE FREDERICK

lias at last moved
into her new home at Beverley Hill,
California
Sh<»
it is valued at £15,000.
was so enthusiastic over her estate that it is
said by the members of her company that no
other conversation could be carried on becausa
of the boasting of the star and her producer,
;

who owns an improved ranch in tho San Foruendo valley above Los Angeles.

Her

parents are French, and went to Amoriea after
they were married
and Miss Holister was
educated in a convent in Montreal, where her

He The Worst
EDWIN* POLLOCK, whom we

Plaw

With a "

T"

Please.

RATCLIFFE

EJ.who

offers a prize to the editor
will see to it that his name is properly
spelled.
Usually it comes out from th*)
linotype with a " d " where the " t " should be.
•

For years Mr. Ratcliffo says he has been pursuing his name, as it appears on the printed
page, but that " cl" is an obstinate letter. Just
now it is up to the Goldwyn people to see that
it is spelled rightly, for Mr. Rp.tcliffe is playing
an important part in support of Madge Kennedy
in " Trimmed with Red," which is being made

in that studio.

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

The Answer is YES!
answer to thousands of letters asking if
IX more double-page photogravures are coming
in

There

The Pictubk Show,
will

be

the answer

MORE and MOKE. A

is

;

YES.

wonderful

picture of Charlie Chaplin is now being prepared, and will appear in an early issue. This
will be followed by all the most famous 6tars of
filmland.

A Word to

Sweethearts.'

new
told you about
THE splendid
next week's number,
begin
" The
Dupe." Every
who has
has not —will
had a sweetheart— and what
burnings
serial I

to

is

entitled

in

Silent

girl

girl

understand tho heartof our heroine.
To those of us who havo loved and lost, the
" The
story will make a very human appeal.
Silent Dupe " is one of the most realistic love
tories ever written. Be sure not to miss it
I

A Compliment from Bill

Hart.
week is a great compliment
to
companion paper, the " Boys'
Cinema." Everyone knows that Big
Bill Hart is a real Westerner, and has lived a
life full of adventure.
That he is a wader of
the " Boys' Cinema " shows that the stories of
Wild West adventure are true to life. Tell your
boy chums this.

OCR cover
our

this

By Permission.

A WORD

to those of you who enjoyed the
in last week's issue by William
Hart, entitled " Pinto Ben." This story,
•nd the one in this issue, " The Last of His
Blood," by Mary Hart, were printed in the
Picture* Show by permission of the Brixton

poem

Publishing Company.

Her Next

WHAT

Coiffure.

Viola Dana doesn't know
hair-dressing ought not to be

about
worth
the knowing. For her it has been one
queer coiffure after another. In the " Willow
Tree," she had to havo lior hair done elaborately
In the Japanese fashion, and now, in " Eliza
Comes to Stay," her pigtails have to be plaited
they " fairly squirm."
probably cast me" for a sheconvict next," she mourns
when her hair will
have to be shaved right off.
so tightly that she says

" They

will

;

we

PAULINE FREDERICK

having her fortune told. She iooks quite serious, but
her director, showed his hand PAULINE was highly amused. ANN
FORREST is the little fortune-teller. She has made a study of palmistry, and is very clever..
Besides, no one could resist being told of pleasant days in store by such a delightful prophetess,
could they ?

Inset

when

see

FRANK LLOYD,

— —

The Picture Show,
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FROM "OVER THERE."

(Continued from

page

May
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Motes and News from Los Angeles.

Bessie's Best

Chum.

chumminess of Mrs.
THEdaughter,
Bessie Love,

KATHLYN

Horten and her

WE

Bay

in

a

fino

early frontier story, entitled " The
Deserter." In this film there is one of
the most thrilling scenes yet been filmed, when
Charles Ray and his horse plunge over a seventyfoot cliff. Jur.t to add to .the sensation, Ray
has an Indian tied behind him on the saddle.

RUTH STONEHOUSE,
whom we

latest serial thriher. " Tho
Vanishing Dagger," will probably bo
released over here before the end of tho
year.
It is eighteen episodes in length, and
thows Eddy doing many stunts, "some of which,
as jou know, were performed over here, both in
'

.

London and other

British cities.
said that after four more years of screen
will retire from pictures ; but before
then he is to make about ten two-reel stories of
circus life.
In order to do this he will travel
with a large American circus
as most of you
know, Eddy is an old-time circus performer,
and intends telling the story of his own life.
Instead of taking a cast with him, he intends
rising the real circus people.
He believes this*
wiil give the films a real circus atmosphere.
It

is

appeared

Do You Know

in private life

not entirely happy over
next photo- play, in which
for him to rescue a small

Goodnpss knows, one would be enough, for if I
don't kill him there'll be no need for any more
as far as I'm concerned."
for

1

BERTRAM

»

BURLEIGH, whom we

*

coming film,
have seventy films to his credit, during the
of which he has had many thrilling experiences.
Perhaps the most uncomfortable was
when he was playing in " The Mother of Dartmoor," when in convict's garb, fleeing from
justice, ho had to jump from a moving train a
few miles from Princetown. He had to get *°

to

making

a director

?

*

,

student at the* University of California. Of
course, he went to the soothsayer just for a
lark, and did not at the time attach much importance to the solemn prediction that he would
make his namo as a thespSin. However, he
contracted footlight fever when ho made a

is

-

That

man

tho eldest of that famous

?

it

is

week

Conway

Tearle re-

for his services as leading

?

*

*

*

— That

Madame

— That

Maeterlinck him c elf

Maeterlinck, wife of the great
Belgian poet, philosopher, and dramatist, has
played in two French films, and hopes to act
for the screen again ?
*
*
»
his

favourite

an enthusiastic

is

being

star

Bessie

J

*

— That

*

*

Alice Joyce has bought an hotel, which

she has called the Hotel Joyce
*

Peggy Coming

»

be seen in The Poisoned

Peggy made a
her into tho

for Mr.

—That Alan
leading man f

Forrest

is

Samuelson

They

in

England, then move on to

Grace Cunard Back on the Screen.

GRACE

CUNARD,

the lady of a thousand
return to tho screen in a
series of twenty-six two-reel comedydramas, which she will direct herself, in addition
to playing the stellar role.
thrills,

Pen

t

A

is

to'

Real Thrill.

WALTHALL had a nice
HENRY
whilst making " The Boomerang."

little thrill

May

Allison's

new

and Walthall wont with two

Ono

an explosion,
of

tho studio

firemen into the cellar to see to the lighting of
tho furnace. The emotional Henry was

whon a
property boy made a dramatic entrance into tho cellar with a piercing
shriek.
It transpired that the director had told him to put tho powder
in a safe, dry place, so he had consigned it to the furnace !
just about to apply a match,

She Ran Away.

SYLVIA BREAMER,

as

is

well-

known, is an Australian actress,
and from her earliest childhood
wan tod to go on the stage. Hoping to"

lowed to go.

bring her daughter " to reason," her

Taste of the Real Stuff.

mother packed her

WILLIAM FARNUM, who has had
it

threw

Paris and finish up with two in Egypt, before
returning with the Samuelson Company to
California in the autumn.

tending to catch it.
His hopes were
however, for an eagle-eyed
signalman, imagining ho was a real
escaped convict, tripped him. up and
claimed him as his prisoner. The train
was eventually stopped, and after a
lengthy explanation, Bertram was al-

"

picture, in England, they
off Taggett's Island.

Thames

off the Embankment, only
the police wouldn't- let them. Not that it mattered much, for Peggy says the Thames is just
as cold and wet up at Taggett's Island. She
tells me she is going to make a couple of pictures

doomed,

much

England.

to

the Big Drink en route for her native
England. She dropped in to see mo tho
other day and told me how excited she was at
the prospect of soon being home again after an
absence of nearly four years. The last time

of the scenes necessitated

London afterward", and this particular
train was the only one to suit hi? purpose.
He jumped, and the camera-man"
turned his handle, but when the "shot
was finished Bertram thought of rot hing
but the train, and ho raced back in-

A

finally drifted into the movies.

?

*

— That George Bunny, brother of the late John,
will

usual

wanted to throw her

*

*

reported that

ceives £300 per

a college play, and after serving
term of apprenticeship in stock

striking hit in

-

•

•

-

— That Owen Mooro

are to

Lydia Kyasht in her
The Black Spider," claims

now

is

*

That Charles Ray made his stage debut at
the ago of eight, in a circus ?

Love

see playing opposite

he really owes
on the screen to the adv'ico
given him by a palmist when ho was a
his success

PRETTY Peggy Hyland will soon be crossing

-

picturegoer,

Bertram.

Mrs. William Jefferson

is

*

is

ROY

drama,

?

— That George Fawcctt

for Bert.

the script calls
child from an attacking lion.
" Do you know," Mr. Lytell asked, " Metro
is
negotiating the purchase of three lions ?

Awkward

in

— That Vivian Martin

family

LYTELL
BERT
a scene in his

a

Roy Stewart's Confession.
STEWART, says that

the

;

One Enough

bands."

the distance.
There were
quite a number of them, and the fact seemed
to trouble tho outlaws, for they turned their
machine and flew off at h ;h rpeed. And now
Mr. Farnum goes armed
location,

POLO'S

work Eddy

the popular screen star,
who is taking a prominent part in " Blind Hus-

Drury Lane melodrama,
"The Hope."

Polo's Future.

EDDY

GIBSON GOWLAND,

shall see

in
the film version of the

—m—

Eddy

had

.

Ray

in a Real Thrill.
are soon to see Charles

'recently

up

—

Charles

WILLIAMS

narrow escape when her company was
at Mount Baldy shooting some snow
scenes.
Not being required for the moment on
"
the
set," she set out, attired in a long leather
coat and warm fur cap and- gloves, to do a httle'
sight-seeing, on her own.
She was missed when
her call came, and after some time a search
party was organised, as it was feared she had
met with some misadventure. She was finally
located at the bottom of a fairly deep chasm.
Fortunately the snow had thickly cushioned her
fall, so no bones were broken.

proverbial in
film circles.
When ever Bessie goes- away
to make outdoor scenes you will find her mother
with her, not because the mother's presence is
needed although, like all mothers, she is of
great service to the little star in many ways
but because th-y are such fast friends.
is

screen

experience

in

" holding up," had a taste of
himself the other evening when riding

home from location. There is
strip of land near Palm Canyon,

a bad
and it

is a very lonely road, being on a desert
miles away from Palm Springs. Suddenly a machine appeared with four
men in it, and all armed with Winchesters.
The leader ordered Mr. FarHum's car to stop. Mr. Famuni, rather
bewildered, but quite game, got out
to see whether they couldn't be persuaded to liston to reason.
" What's the matter, boys ? " ho If you saw the really funny farce, "Fair and Warmer," on the stage,
nsl'ed cheerfully.
Just what would you will recognise this scene where a large bear rug comes to life, and
have happened is hard to tell, had not the heroine is discovered.' Under this rug is MAY ALLISON, whom we
his own cowboys, also returning from
shall soon see in this screen version.
,

•

off

to a<> uncle's

ranch at a placo appropriately called
Bogga Billa, miles from anywhere.
At first Sylvia found it good fun
watching the sheep shearing and seeing
tho natives go through their quaint
dances. Then sho began to get bored.
She got up Shakespearian performances
and tried to make Shy locks and Rohicos
out of the bewildered ranch hands. At
last, her ennui becamo so acute that,
sho ran away anil joined a travelling
stock company.
Finally sho not only
reconciled her mother to tho idea of
tho stage as a career, but also succeeded
in obtaining her consent to follow tho
company to America, when? the movies
claimed her.

Elste C.mn.

The JHrtvrt

Sfioir,

May

8/4,

1920.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR " THE PICTURE SHOW."

Here we see

RUTH ROLAND

and

HAM

a hurried meal between scenes.

On

the right yon lee

having

A

delightful

photograph, taken in the Selig grounds, showing HEDDA NOVA, FRED
Selig dog.
The Selig grounds and the Selig Zoo are world famous.

ANITA STEWART and RUDOLPH CAMERON

entertaining their mothers on the set -daring the filming of

M ^LATESTA,

"The

snd

Yellow Tvpe

tiia

—

—

The Picture Show,

0

A Splendid

Complete Story

of

May

Sth,

1920.

a Bulldog. Showing That Mary Loves Dogs Almost as Much as Her Brother Bill Loves Horses

RAST^'BLGOD
Well, of all dogs, it stands confess'd,
Your English bulldogs are the best ;
it, and will
Cambdcn records

I say

set

my hand

it,

and

to

%

stand
—Smart.

I'll

to

't.

—

ALTOGETHER, it was a black night outside.
The forked winter branches

he'd never try," retorted Belnord. " and he'd
never know it if ho was beaten. There are, to
this day, in Spain, a few gigantic replicas of our
present dog (descendants of a common English
ancestor) who meet and conquer in the arena a
fierce unfettered bull.
It was in England, to
make the better sport, that the dog was bred
smaller, to show all the greater courage in conquering the bull. Then," he continued grimly,
" years of practice proving that the bull had more
difficulty in throwing off a short-nosed dog, that
the short nose afforded a closer grip, the mastiff
nose with which the bulldog negan life was
gradually eliminated ; the breeding for points
was begun, and grew to the excess that they
became deformities an insult to nature. The
English bulldog has degenerated to a pitiable
uselessness physically pitiable because he still
holds close in his heart the old blindness to
danger that fearless courago^with all the brute
creation and the gentleness with humans."
" Belnord," said the third man, a dwarfed,
shadow-like creature, " 1 haven't heard you
warm up to anything so for ten years. You've
not forsaken the world, after all. And, now
that we're ori the subject, how about those last
"
year puppios of Lady's turn out all right ?
" That's what i was leading up to, Goodrich.
One of them was weakly died ; the other's

of the trees

finely veined a sky but sparsely pierced
by stars ; electric lights gleamed weakly at
regular intervals, throwing more into the background Carl Belnord's straggling old home with
its great colonial pillars and winding drives.
Only the trim modern stables far in the renr
showed evidences of activity ; the house itself
was in complete darkness, save for a light that
showed fitfully through the library windows.
Within, round a great open fireplace, were
grouped, in relief, three men, smoking in the
Carl Belnord, master
silence of congeniality.
of the house, broke the stillness as if in continuation of some spoken word.
They are the most interesting, the most
perfect breed of dog3 in the world,'' he said,
" and the most misunderstood. Look at Lady
Primrose here." And from close under his great
leather chair a huge, burdensome 'dog rose
6lowly at sound of her name. Her head was
large
too large in proportion for her body
her muzzle black and much underhung, and both
head JUld neck wero covered with quantities

—

—

—

—

— body

—
—

a lion, head like a monstrosity.
Now, I wonder 1 wondor if any of
the old instinct slumbers in the blood. Take
a wonder

like

this same pup in his prime, given the opportu"
nity, would that innate hatred awaken ?
Gad, if Belnord isn't going in for bull" But, Carl, you've
fights " laughed Marsden.
got me let's see the pup. The seven-forty
shall go without mo in tho morning for the first
!

—

time in five years."
" Marsden, you're enlisted in the cause.
have Wellington bring tho pup in."

I'll

" Look," continued Belnord, " at the power
that head, those muscular shoulders, that
groat chest, strong loin, and terrible claws,
and then tell me if it means nothing but so many
points in a show so many blue ribbons.

—

Marsden," he went on in measured, emphatic
tones, " this prodigious, squatty ugliness is no
more an accident than her gentleness.
" The bulldog derived his. name from being
The sport was popular
useful in bull-baiting.
through centuries with all classes, even the

and clergy.
As early as
the fourth contury those jaws pinned and held
a bull by the ear the bull -baiting dog is
Moreover, with
sixteen hundred years old
humans he was simple, fond, inoffensive, quiet,
good-temperod, and harmless. He was nurtured
with the breeders' and farmers' children, and
loved by all ; and he knew no fear. That one
last trait was the foundation of bull -baiting.
It meant merely training the dog physically
to such a point as made it possible for him to
catch and hold a bull, and ho had within him the
courage to do it. So matches were made and
^reat journeys taken to witness dogs tossed
forty feet in the air on the horns of bulls bred
fierce and powerful to mako the sport interesting.
" Some dogs clung till their teeth broke, and
many were killed, but none quit. The beast
with deadly grip held down tho bull and the
progeny of these were brought to tasto the blood
'hat flowed from the mangled carcase. As a
final proof of his loyalty and courage, an old
dog who had gotten his grip was often cut to
pieces by bis master, without loosening his

nobility, magistrates

—

1

Yes,

.

it's

Mr. Belnord.

—

.

—

—

excitedly.

" And I," agreed Goodrich.
" The stakes," added Belnord forcefully,
" are the pup's life : he will either win out or he
killed
there's no other possible issue."
The telephone-bell in the darkness behind
them interrupted with startling insistence.
Hello
Yes, Wellington. . .
!
.
.
.
That's right, it's the bull pup I want bring him
around. . . . What ? I don't understand. . . .
Wait, I can't hear. . . . What the dickens
I mean tho
is the matter with you, Wellington J
other one the big fellow.
It's imwhen
Wellpossible
.
.
.
Why,
1
.
.
.
" The receiver dropped from his
ington, I
hand, he paced the room excitedly, and, without
halting, continued abruptly :
" Boys, it's all off— the pup's dead died
a week ago of distemper " ; and, as his friends
closed round him in surprise : " Can't you see ?
Just a littlo hobby of mino
It's over, that's all.

—

!

—

—

...

!

—

gone wrong."
Marsden faced him, laying both hands on

his

shoulders.

"

My

"

car's

ready,

Belnord.

I'm

sorry

—

—

wager my soul tho old instinct is there, right
back of the kindest brown eyes in the world."
A gaunt clock struck three sonorously.
A falling log spread a dull glow over tho
room, lighting a wide stairway as Belnord
ascended it.
" Come, Lady," ho called.

Lady
raise her

Primrose's

head and

only

listen.

movement was

—

" What is it, girl T " opening
half-way up the stairway.

A

low whistle

came

a

to

window

clearly across the night,

and tho dog gave a throaty growl that ended
a whine.

in

—

Wellington " curiously, as
it's
" Probably calling
closed the window.
after James. Come, girl," he coaxed.
The old dog docilely followed, her head
swung dejectedly low.
But when tho house was in completo darkness, Lady, close by an open window. Bit
alert,
ears drawn back, eyes staring with

"

Id."

Why,

!

he

—

1

.

—

" But, Belnord," interposed one of his listeners
?C3ptically, " the modern bulldog is a carica-

ture Wo would have no chance at all he
would be quite ineapablo of these feats ; his
dwarfod body and limbs would not only prevont
bis over being ablo to cutch an infuriated bull,
but would mako Impossible his escape"
" Ho might not mako good his cscap ?, becatise

.

!

?
No, 5Ir. Marsden
but you can come round and,
James, tell Wellington to bring in tho bull pup.,
Yes, he'll know. That's all."
.
.
And now " standing confidently before
them and accentuating his words by a swinging
drive of his mighty closed fist
" for the sake
of the sport, for the sake of the science, for the
sake of the dog, I'm going to make a wager.
I believe that the old grit lives, and I wager
that one year from now, at the maturity of this
pup, without training, he ^will catch and hold
down an unfettered bull."
" I get you, Carl," said Marsden rising

—

:

.

Hello

" Thanks, pardner," rejoined Belnord cheer" Only a hobby of mine. Good-night,
fully.
good-night, Goodrich. Take the south drive,"'
ho called after them. " The other's torn up."
The massive doors closed noiselessly.
" I've always thought," asseverated Pliil
Marsden to his (riend, as tho two men settled
themselves in the car, " and will think, that that
groom, Wellington Wilkins, has in him. the
makings of a very fine liar.
Belnord, once more before the dying fire,
pulled long on his calabash pipe, tho dog close
beside him.
" A brute that is all brute, Lady," ho said,
stroking her, " i3 loyal to none. A brute instinct in a nature gentle as yours would bo all
the harder to kill. Gentle natures are the most
tonacious and stubborn in tho world I found
that out once before, eh, my Lady ? just ten
years ago. Yes " laying aside his pipe and
holding her bead in both his hands " I'd

in

I

!

isn't quite ready,

I'm

of loose skin.

down

" Hello

That you, James

1

While Clarence Minturn is holding Betty
arms I am crouching low."

in his

(

Continued on past S )
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The Expressions of

The Film Comedian Who Has Risen
SEMON', the popular Vitagraph
LARKY
had many varied experiences bofore
settled

down

Ilis earliest

to the

comedian,
he finally

on the screen.
recollections aro of tboxo days when ho
to success

travelled with his father's music-hall troupe of artistes.
This troupe boasted a hypnotist, a singer, a dancer and
un acrobat.

Larry acted as understudy to each of these performers,
ill, Larry had to fill
the vacant placo.
His versatility and determination to do Che best he
was capable of usually saved the situation.

and whenovor one of them became

Larry's Efforts as a Cartoonist.

HE

gained a great
those days, but
with the life and
so ho fmaliy decided to
as a profession.

valuable experience in
he was not altogether satisfied
the opportunities it presented,
leave, and take up caricaturing

deal of

Special to "The
Picture Show."

LARRY SEMON.

Front Rank of Film Laughter-Makers

Larry had, from his earliest day?, aspired to bo a
groat artist.
He secured a situation as a cartoonist
on ono of New York's important daily papers, and
received e salarj' of something like £8 per week.
Unfortunately, however, the oditor of the newspaper
did not think quite so much of Larry's artistic efforts,
and after a while ho suggested that perhaps gardening
or house-building wouJd be more in his line.

Poor Larry took this sarcasm to heart, and immediately
began to look around for some other more suitable
occupation.

A Living Cartoon.
he thought
THEN'
Vitagraph

of the screen and applied to the
for a job. Larrystarted making
weird grimaces and distorting his already wide
mouth, and the producer was so impressed with his comic.il
possibilities that he decided to give him a chance.
Larry soon showed that he could be really funny on
the screen, and during the last few years lie has rapidly
forged to the front as a first-rate film comodian.

company

Indeed

to-day,
Charles Chaplin.
\

Larry

Semon's only equal

is

The seal to his success came recently when
itagraph renewed his engagement for a term of
years, at the immense salary of " three

three

hundred thousand dollars."
The photographs of Larry, shown on this page,
indicate his power of humorous expression.
Larry Seinon believes that natural comedy is
the only sincere kind.
Beards, wigs and greaso
paint give an artificial touch to an otherwise
spontaneous laugh.
So Larry scours the countryside in search of
types to appear in his pictures. He has made a
living cartoon of himself, and he believes in
making others do the same.
million, six

His Mission in Life.

HE

a philosopher, too.
"After all," he remarked recently, " we
were put on earth to make others happy,
and if wo aro blessed with a funny face, we should
consider it an honour to use it in making others
laugh."
" But I can't act," protested a quaint character
that Larry wanted in one of his films called
The Grocery^"
" You don't havo to act." said Larry.
" If
you did, you would spoil the whole show. Just
be natural. Help yourself to biscuits, when the
proprietor's not looking, and the rest will come
easy."
" I know how to do that," chuckled the old
man ; " I've done it for years in the village store."
Thus Larry went through a small town looking
up peculiar typos for his ' The Grocery," and
before he had finished he had convinced half the
people that their objoct iu life was to make others
laugh at them.
is

His Three Assistants
the village grocery store he found a man asleep
and he engaged him to sleep in his comedy. The
man said lie could sleep anywhere, and Larry
never said a word about the treacle he was about
to dump on the sleeper.
What happened afterwards was not acting. It was real.
In another picture Larry has the assistance
of a chimpanzee, a white rat, and a kitten, and ho
has trained them to be three clever actors.
Two of his rocont successes which you will
shortly have an opportunity to see are " Dew
Drop Lin," and " The Head Waiter."

IN

LARRY SEMON.

I

am

hurt.

—

"

—"

—
—

I

:

The Picture
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THE LAST OF

$"Sft

HIS BLOOD.

troubled widcness into the blackness outside,
pinched nostrils draining in the cold air.
Again, and still again, came the whistle.
Certainly it was Wellington ; only, he was
But this only
not whistling after James.
Lady Primrose and one other four-footed
diviner knew. He, being the last of his
blood, and rarely endowed, shall tell his own

—

—

story

:

The Pup

Lady Primrose Tells the Story.
1 am a dog of degree, everyone grants
THAT
that I am a dog of pedigree, many suspect.
My first master I saw but twice. He
of

;

was kind but Wellington was harsh and cruel,
and hid me in a dark corner of the stable, in a
box full of nail-holes and it was day when the
light showed through these holes, and night
when I was turned loose to run in the field
with the lights in the sky above showin'
;

;

through, just like the nail-holes in my box.
Now I yearns for more light and, runnin'

round my field, I sees a big fight on a tall pole,
and one night when Wellington kicks me,
I runs and crouches close in the bushes by

And I hears tho whistle that should
back, and the heavy foot that searches
for me, and tho rough voice that curses me
this pole.

bring

me

I lays like one dead from fright,
till the cold holds me tight, and I sleeps.
.
.
.
I sleeps till a warm hand lifts me, then I opens
eyes to tho real day day so bright I hides
head from it and I am stuffed under a
for

a

fool,

and

my
my

—

—

When I'm took
furry coat, and carried fast.
out, I glows all over.
It is a farm where I've come to. Billy brought
is his sister, and Farmer Ross
his father, and John, tho cop (Copper John,
for short), is their friend.
Fanner Ross says, " Look at the body of
him
He's a mastiff." And Copper John says,

me, and Betty
is

!

" What, with that buttoned-up nose and a jaw
long as a nigger's foot 1 He's a bull, or I'm a
preacher I " and says, too, I must have a name,
and Billy says tho only thing he ever saw as
ugly as me was the bust of Socrates in the
High School hall, and they could call mo

and Copper John slaps
thigh and says " Socky it is
likes
°r John best, but he coughs

"Socky"

for

his
I

O

short,

!

and" as tho days get

frightful,

warm he

firings

him

milk,

and

Copper

lays

and Betty

id tho 'hammock in the door-yard,

John's

eyes

follow Betty everywhere.

By-and-by it's always warm, and Copper
John walks through the country and takes me,
and he stays long on High Hill, and smokes,
and ono day he tells Farmer Ross he wants to
buy tho Hill and build a cabin there and
let Betty plan the cabin, and his voice trembles
as he says, " Not a word till tho cabin's built
"
her way, and with my own hands
Then he whistles me to corne with him into
Now, I
the stables while he gets his milk.
!

loathe the stables (rememberin' the one I used
to live in), and always runs back when Copper
John tries to take me there ; but this day ho
makes me go, and I skulks about the stalls
e-puzzlin' to know why this stable turns mo
wor?o than tho ono where I used to live, yet
huntin' and huntin' for something that draws

mo and

draws me, and

—

I

growls low in

my

throat, and then
then, like a Hash, I coinos
to tho thing I searches,
li s just two burnin' coals first, and I fastens
z
head goes low,
•hem with
eyes, and
»nd
body rolls, and I crawls closer and
eloser till I sco a monstrous horned beast, and
I breathes in tho steam from his nostrils, and
every hair in
spine pricks me, and I know
I hates him and that I loves to hate him.
.
Then I' jumps him, scarce knowin' I
.
.
teeth in his
dees it, and tries to fasten
hide, and he plunges and roars, and someone
the
low. root
against
yells, and I am tossed
and falls back into tho stall close in tho corner,
and lays pantin', and I hears Copper" John
yell, " Socky's in tho prize bull's pen
Tho bull is tranipin' furious now, and Copper
John and Lenny drags him out by a ring in

on

my

my

my

my

my

!

his noso.

notion for tho pup to take," says
but Copper John just picks mo up

"Funny
Lenny,

and strokes mo gentle.
It was that same summer, when Copper
John's cabin was half finished, that another
man camo to live at the farm.

Copper John and I sees him one day when
we comes down from work on High Hill. Ho
was a tall, palo man, wearin' clothes nicer"
than Copper John's Sunday ones, and he -wUstalkin' to Betty so earaest-like they don't "see
us come up.
" Lookin' for someone ? " says Copper John,
sharp.
" No," says the

man, slow, and shewin' white
" I
teeth.
live
here;
engaged board with
Farmer Ross. Clarence Minturn's my name an
artist lookin' for colour and typos
and you
know you you're John Sterling, of the Broad-

—

—

—

—

—

way Squad."
And ho holds

out a hand with a ring on it
that flashes like tho sun. and Copper John, who
has said never a word, goes into tho liouse
thoughtful-like, and then I hears him mutter,
**
" Clarence,"
Minturn,"
then
and then,
" Strange name for a man "
But Betty calls me back, and Clarence
Minturn says there's good blood in me, only
he never saw a bulldog so big, and I ought to
bo entered in the Show.
And Copper John, coming out, says any fool
knows I'm a thoroughbred, and he'd take me
down' just to see them all stand aside.
And that's how it happens that, some time
after, Copper John scrubs me fierce and unmerciful one day, till Betty says I'm white
as an angel, and gets a big pink ribbon and ties
on my collar, and kisses the ribbon, and kisses
me on the nose, and Copper John pots me in tho
buggy and drives me to the cars, so I won't
!

gets off the cars, we goes to a place
full of crowds of people, with hundreds of
dogs barkin* and yelpui', and Copper John
ties me in a cage and goes away.
" Who
Hello " says a dog next to me.
!

are you t " ^
" Socky from Ross Homestead," says I,
" Who're you ? "
proHd-like.
"'
King Norris of Ardsleigh Kennels," says
" Every dog of class has met mo in the
he.
"
ring, and been beat. How did you get in ?
!
'*
Careful " I says, and fho hair rose on my
back.
" I ain't afraid " he laughs.
I tears at the wire with my claws till my
feet bleeds, and all the dogs around takes
sides, and then Copper John grabs my collar
and says the Judge is waiting, and pours' water
on mo, and hurries mo to where peoplo stands
round a ring, and a man outside shoutin',
!

—

" Number two-fifteen
two-fifteen " and it
seems that is me, and we goes just insido the
ring to where a thoughtful man looks at me
curious over his glasses, then closer through
his glasses, and points to a low table, and I
!

sits there.

Another dog come? alongside me, and I wags
my tail and dances friendly -like, but ho never
notices;

Then I offers the thoughtful man my paw,
and Copper John says " Socky " so sharp I
lays down and bogs pardon, and Copper John
says " Up f" sharper still, and I gets up so
!

-

!

my

foot gets caught in the pink ribbon,
I falls off the platform, and Copper John
takes off the pink ribbon, wliisperin', "Socky,
I'm ashamed of you," excited-like, and I hangs
head woeful as he leads me to the other side
of tho ring, where all the dogs stand still as

quick

and

my

China dogs, and not one wears ribbons ; and I
wonders if there's only one Betty in the Nvorld.

Then
little

I
bits

sees the thoughtful man hand out
of ribbon to four men, and King

Norris goes out with the one that gets the blue
when of a sudden from the other side of the ropo,
behind Copper John, comes a sneer and a chuckle,
and a voice that turns me cold says :
,
" So ye thought ye could put 'im over, did
VO ? 'Oo h'evor 'eard of a ninety -pound bulldog ? Aud where dioTye git 'im, eh ? Well, Hi
kin tell ye that : 'e was stole from Belnord Kennels a yoar ago, that's where ye cot 'im ; but 'e
won't take no prizes, net 'im, o'eause 'e's no
thoroughbred, that's w'y, and 'is gran'ma on 'is
pa's sido was a mongrel mastiff.'
Ami right there Copper John's arm slashes
the air swift and strikes Wellington square in
tho jaw, and Wellington falls heavy against
Hi, there
some wiro cages, and then yolls,
Horficer ! " and " horficer ".quiet like
Police
lays his hand on Copper John, and wo all goes
out together.
It's just an empty room that " horficer
!

!

takes us to, and a few

more

quiet-lookin'

men

May

8tk,

1920.

like " horficer
stands around, and one in a
cage looks stern.
" Guilty of tho assault, not guilty of tho
theft," is all Copper John says, and I reaches up
high as I can on the cago and looks at him they
calls " Mr. Sergeant," and, ho says, " Ugly-:

lookin' mutt."

Then Copper John breaks out with, " Samo
good here as at the show
Let the

tiling holds

dog alone
on

!

!

You claim him

*

?

" says Mr. Sergeant, putting

his specs.

" Claim him ? " says Copper John fierce-like
and Mr. Sergeant writes in a book, and says
gruff and loud that Peter Johnson, carpenterwhich Copper John gives as his name and occupation was held to await the results of the
injuries to one Wellington Wilkins, groom for
Carl Belnord, and adds that Wellington Wilkins
might go (which he does).
Then Copper John snaps on my chain and
;

—

holds it short.
Mr. Sergeant says, foolish-like, " What's this
youjra givin' us, Johnny Sterling ! "
And Copper John flushes, and Mr. Sergeant
says, " If you wants to get the baby to bed
before dark, you better hustle, Johnny " ; and
Copper John reaches round quick over the cage,
sayin' hoarse, " Thanks, Jimmy."
The drinks are on me," says Mr. Sergeant,
while he grips Copper John's hand hard.
" You're lookin' fine, all beef and bellows," and
the " horficer " smiles kind-like at me, and I
laughs back, and we goes out.
'

The street" is empty now, and Copper John
up and down it solemn-like, then over the

get dirty.

When we

Shoic,

looks

houses where the sky shows. He stands so long
paws at him. Then ho takes out the pink
tios it on my collar, and we goes

I

ribbon and

home.

The Red Shawl.
were busy days at the Farm, because
THEY
Farmer Ross went west, and Billy was

new

to the work, and cross with Betty,
dislike to Clarence Minturn.
" Ho ajn't square," Billy says one afternoon
when it was just cold enough to want to lie in the
sun, " nor as rich as he pretends to be.
Why,
the boys were saying in town last night that
that tho girl's
he's agoin' to marry for money
abroad, and he's just a-puttin' in time here " ;
and then Billy whispers, " And he's puttin' in
the time sketehin' Betty in all sorts of fool
rigs," and Copper John drops tho gun he's been
cleaning to the ground.
And Betty comes out With some clothes on
her arm, and Copper John says, " Billy, will
you get me some waste ? There's rust in my

and takes a

—

gun-barrel " ; and when Billy's gono Copper
says, " Betty, what have you there T " and
Betty says, " It's a secret from Billy," and shous
hiin a red and yellow dress that she calls
" Spanish," and the rod parlour tablecloth,
which she says is a " mantilla," and that she's
going to put (hem on, and Clarence Minturn will
paint her that afternoon on Knob Hill, and
Copper John says Betty sees a lot of Clarenco
Minturn, and Betty says, " Oh, no I " and
Cooper John says, There's a pretty view from
Knob Hill," and Betty says, eager, she " watches
the sunsets there every afternoon, and tho
leaves are turned beautiful, and Mr. Minturn
knows tho nainos of every leaf, and paints every
and Copper John looks at her close,
colour "
and says slow, " Maybe Mr. Minturn's boen kind
to you," and Betty clasps her hands and says,
" Just noble
But Billy doesn't like him aud
"
do, don't you,

John

;

—

!

Copper J olm ?
comes back with tho waste, and
Betty goes in, and Copper John stands stiff-like,
a-holdin' tho gun tight now.
'"
Where are you goin' ? " says Billy.
" To Knob Hill," says Copper John, and Billy,
excited-like, points to the gun and says :
— " and Copper John says
" You wouldn't
you

And

Billy

—

" No, Billy, I won't neod to. He's going to
act square, and it might look unfriendly to
bring this to Knob Hill, so I'll just leave it with
you. And remember he's going to act fair
and square " ; and I gets up and runs to go with
him, but ho says real sharp :

—

"

You stay hero, Socky.

I'm goin' on business

this time."

So I lays down thoro in tho sun, with my head
on my paws, pointin' to Knob Hill, and

rostin'

waits orders.

(Continued on page IS)
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MISS JESSIE WINTER.

MR. ALLAN AYNESWORTH.

Y

favourites
(1)
(2)

on the

scroon are

:

Miss
Madge Tithcradge
Miss Marv Glvnne
(3) Mr.

Gerald Ames.'

;

;

MY

€
§

Mm

MISS MARIE BLANCHE.

THINK
and

favourites:

Pauline Frederick far
the finest film

away

actress,

~

favourites

are everybody's
Charlie Chaplin,
Mary
cheers rne.
because he
And
Tickford, becauso she delights me.
Henry Ainloy (who is also a footlight
favourite of mine), because he thrills me."

g

both

in

talent

and

appearance.''
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FLICKERS FROM FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED
Poster Proverbs.
order to advertise a new film, with
" Silk
title
the somewhat curious
Wives.
a
Calico
Husbands and
number of maxims have been printed in
large type on posters, aa a change from
the usual pictorial variety. Here are some
of the best of them
" Try not to look shabby in the morning.
Man usually awakes with a grumble."
"If thou wouldst his fancy keep,
Try silk bose and trim-shod feet."
" No man ever lived who didn't like to
be babied."
" If you don t move forward with your

IN

'

:

husband, you will slide backward."
'*
If he compares you to his first wife,
show him the dirt she left under the rugs."
" If you hajig back, your husband will
overtake another woman."
" The divorce courts are full of women
•» ho were too tired to keep up with their
husbands."
" Do you step out when your husband
"
does, or are you too lazy 1
You can't go wrong by having as
fancy steps and fancy, dresses as
'

many
your

husband."

independent pictures has been taken over
Mr. Kane recently
by Arthur S. Kane.
secured the sole distribution for the world
He
the new Charles Ray features.
has announced his purpose to devote
his energies only on behalf of screen stars
whom he considers of the first magnitude.
In fact, his whole career in this field bears
out his statement that he is interested
only in that kind.
It was he who was
largely instrumental in giving international
prominence to Norma Talmadge, Alice
Brady, Constance Talmadge and Clara
of

Kimball Young.
So it is apparent that he is staking his
reputation on Bessie Love with confidence.
Heretofore the worth of Bessie Love has
She has done
been largely potential.

some very fine things, and holds first place
in the devotion of thousands of picturegoers.
Bessie Love's talent and personal

charm were

Colin Campbell.
is

He has attained
directors in films.
this success by directing only the best in
stars, stories and productions', and by
countenance or waste a
refusing to
moment upon things cheap, tawdry or unworthy. He. is an actor of ripe experience,
an artist without an equal, and an in-

first

D.

by

discovered

W

Griffith.

Ernmg Dunn Tells of
Work in Films

First

,

who contem-

advice to anyone

"1V/IY

VI

plates entering the movies is that
they first have two or three years'
experience in a stock company," said
Dunn, the stage actress who recently completed " Old Lady 31 " for
|

CAMPBELL one of the most
COLIN
widely sought after and highest paid

Mexvry

ADAMS.

K.

Emma

Metro.
Miss Dunn declared her advent
into the picture field a "wonderful experience."
" Of course, it's hard work," she continued, " but oh, the gratification such
endeavour brings when one sees the proTowards the end
gress from day to day.
of the picture I could see where 1 made
great improvement.
" I have been asked whether I missed
playing to an audience. I can truthfully
say that never once have I felt its absence.
" I feel, however, that my stage
experience is a big asset. The stage
teaches one to portray emotions, not
only with facial expression but with
every bodily movement and gesture.
" It seems to me that the motion
picture field is still in a state of
Managers put their money
chaos.
into their work, but not themselvos.
It should be the desire of every actor
and actress to stand firmly for the
best things, never to cheapen their
work.
The moving picture has
brought the whole world together,
and the responsibility of the actor
is very great in consequence.
Ono
should always be striving for the
best, to bring the good and beautiful
before tho audience as tli v expression
of true life."

The Week's Best Films
is

COLIN CAMPBELL,

the director of
film successes.

many

.

following
a
the best
THEphoto
plays which are being released
ot

list

for exhibition at the cinemas during
tho names of tho star
this week, and
artistes
"
" Mr.
Moll
•

defatigablo worker, with a real desire to
serve and make humanity happier and
hetter through the medium of the screen.
Colin Campbell has directed over 500
pictures, among which are " The Garden
of

Allah,'

"The

Corsican

Brothers,"

"The Spoilers," and
Cristo,"
Many of his
The Ne'er Do Well."
nrlistes have attained stardom and fame,
of whom we may mention William Fariium,
"Monte

"

Thomas
Mcighan

Santschi, Charles Ray,
and Roy Stewart.

Bes sie Love's

New

Wu

MATHESON LaNC.
..
Ice"
Corinne Griffith, Roger Luton.
"
"
Little
Red
Decides
Import
Western
Jack Richardson.
"
"
Film Cook ing Office The Lure of Luxury

Viiagraph

Rcth Clifford.

EVIDENCE

that the talents of Bessie
be, brought to public
attention with a vigour befitting

"

The Busher

"

Mabel Normand.
"

S

F. L. F.

Charles Ray.
Walturdaw
Ideal

.

Love are to

the true worth of this lino little artiste is
nt'bandi The announcement is made that
the exploitation of Miss Love's new

The Pest

"

Stoll

Thomas

Pictu res.

" Thin

.

Yitaijraph
.

..

..

.

Who

Cares

"
?

...

.

"

.

"A

.

Bird of

Bagdad"

Edward Earle.

Agnes Ayres.

F. L. F.

"

Constance Talmadge.
" She Hired a Husband
Priscili.a Dean,
"

Venus

of the

Bryant Washbvbn.

East

"

rii\"The

lGtvsmcuv
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PHILLIP
DOROTHY

PHILLIPS, the- delightful
I'uiversul IHm actress, has been
railed "the American Bernhardt of the
Screen." In private life
and she has
Dorothy's
Gwendolyn.
was
It
like romance.

she

playing the part of

is

one

llolubar.

Mrs. Alan
daughter,

love story reads

when she was
"Modesty" in the

wonderful play, " Kverywoman," anil
Mr. Holubar had been engaged for (he

—

and he really
part of " King Love "
did fall in love with "Modesty," and
" Modesty " fell in love with
LoVe,"
ho tliey were married.

•

/
DOROTHY PHILLIPS,
who has been called "the

'

W»

4

iff

American Bernhardt of
the Screen."

m
HE

She la *o
rntbaiUitic
flower

gardener

1

Gorgeously gowned in
The Gorgeous Canary."

V^s

-

Ready
Snapped

!3

THE DRESSING-ROOM.
Hands —

IN

Ugly, Unconscious Habits
Ungraceful Gestures of the
The Simplicity of Regular Manicure.

—

BEAUTY of

face

is

a valuahle asset to

any girl, yet if it is not accompanied
by a certain amount of charm and

grace, the whole effect is marred.
The
prettiness or beauty of a faco can be

quickly and unconsciously marred by ugly
and ungraceful movements of the body,
a slouching gait or stride, or ungainly
swinging or posture of the hands.
Graceful gesture of the hands is as necessary as a graceful carriage, yet few girls
pay as much attention to their hands as
they should. They will tako great care of
their complexion and skin, and neglect
their hands. Not only is regular manicure
necessary for a pretty hand, but the way
oiie holds her hands is also worthy of
attention, as it makes a vast difference to
the appearevneo.

Ugly Gestures of the Hands.
the movements
WATCHand
you

of

any cinema

the truth of
statement, for they study tho
"
grace of every liinb.
Few girls really
know how to hold their hands," said one
star,
this

of
our
roeently.

will realise

cinema actressos
wero long,
holding them up solved the problem
but
now, when walking in the street, they either
clutch a handbag in an ugly, cramped
manner, or allow the. hands to swing like
a pendulum." And then she went or to
mention a few of the ungainly— and I must
add unconscious habits indulged in by
best-known
"

When

skirts

;

—

the majority of girls.
" When sitting down, don't sprawl the
hands over the knees, and make them look
big and ugly.
Standing with the hands
hanging limply and expressionless by the
sides will also make you look idiotic.
On
the other hand, if you stand with them
tightly clenched with grim determination you will look stiff and awkward.
Rather adopt the happy medium,
and, although you allow them to hang
loosely by tho side, do not allow
them to hang as limply as though
they did not belong to you.
" A very general habit among girls
is to fiddle with a long chain of beads
that haijgs round the neck all the
time they are talking.
This is
particularly irritating to the person
to whom they are talking, -and also
shows extreme lack of poise. Never
stand with arms akimbo the effect
is as coarse as it is unbeeonung, as
is also the slouched offect given by
standing with both hands clasped on

Simple Manicure.

GRACEFULNESS,

however, is not the
only charm your hands must possess.

They must

also show earo and
Dirty nails or rough, red skin
would take every particlo of grace out of
what was intended to be a graceful gesture-.
If j our hands are given a little daily care,
cleanliness.

1

thoy will not bocomo rough and red. Hand*
should be dried thoroughly, or redness will
ensuo, and tho cuticle should always bo
pushed! back gently with tho towel. The
latter is a small detail in tho care of tha
hands, but it makes a great difference wheu
it comes to manicuring them.

Half- an -Hour a

Week.

a day and half-an-houronce
TENa minutes
that
needed
the
week
nil

is

for

is

manicure of the hands. Before manicuring, mako a lotion of warm water,
into which some soft
soap has been
dissolved, and place in a basin ready
for use.
Then carefully file tho nails,
either forming them into a point at
tho centre or following the outline of
After the nails
tho finger as preferred.
have been filed and nicely shaped, plaea
them in tho lotion for a few minutes.

Remove

them,

and

dry

thoroughly,

—

then, with an orange-wood stick over
the top of which a small piece of absorbent
cotton wool has been bound clean the
nails, and push tho skin back from the
Take
base so as to show the crescent.
great care when doing this, for if the skin
is jagged or broken, hangnails w ill bo the
result.
If, however, there is torn skin
round the base of the nail, soften it with

—

—

to

one

hip.

Unconscious Habits.
these habits are indulged
ALLunconsciously,
but they aro nono
in

the less ugly on that account.
Therefore you will bo utilising time usefully if you study tho gestures of your
hands before a glass, and see how absurd
you look when your hands hive no control
or repose. Study how to take and give a
book or a cup of tea gracefully. Such
attention to the gracefulness of the hand is
essential to the film actress, of course, but
I am quite certain that all girls would do
well to follow her lead.
Then wo should
not see so many ugly gestures among our
girls."

And I am sure that all of you will
agree with the famous film actress's words
when you think for a moment of some of
tho ugly hand movements that you have
noticed.

In the Orient the women are taught from
babyhood to avoid uugraceful gestures
with the hands, and one must admit that
they have a charm of movement all their
own, and utterly in contrast with tho
hcbble-de-hoy methods "of some of our
girls.

ORA CAREW

is

one

of the

most charming

on the films, her every movement
being gracefulness personified.

actresses

cuticle cream, and then cut off with the
scissors from your manicure set, and rub a
little peroxide along the edge of tho skin.
Then apply the nail polish, and rub with
Finally, .soak them again in the
a buffer.
soap and water, and then thoroughly dry.

For

Warm

Days,
and woman's time

girl
EVERY
occupied

now
summer

just

is

fully

looking for ideas

She

will
frocks.
for pretty
find her task a simple one if sho procures
Fashions," which
the Juno copy of
is now on sale, price fourpence-halfpenny,
and contains all the newest fashions.
Pattorns of a charming tennis frock, a
pretty silk frock, and a dress designed
specially for the matron are given away,
whilo directions for knitting one of the
newest jumpers are given inside.

"Home
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A SPLENDID COMPLETE STORY TELLING OF A RANCH WITH A BABY BOSS.
their leave, after promising not to interfere with
Little Keel unless they were compelled to do so for

the child's good.

Tom and his friends watched the visitors depart,
and then, highly delighted with their success, went olS
to find their

little friend.

The Teacher,

,

some time they searched without success.
BUTSuddenly
Tom caught sight of Lu Sang
for

sitting

on a bench beside an old tub in the stockyard.
was an unexpected place to find the Chinaman,

It

but

Tom

did not think of that for the

moment

;

he

was thinking only of the child.
" Have you seen Little Red ? " he cried out.
The Chinaman turned his head and shook
vigorously.
" No, no
ma'.

ui! 'ii!i:[:

,

,

!'.

;!!::,.:::i:!K':.

'.!':;

n;

-vinr

1

"i

Decides

naamu

BY the
Tom

Gilroy and his partner, Two Pair Smith, were
hardened cowpuuehcrs. Life to them was just a scries
of strenuous days, and often more strenuous nights.
\V]i<-n work was over they could enjoy themselves with
their companions. Drink, cards, and tights being more
o* less the order of the evening's amusement. Tonight they were some miles from Aliso Itauch, and
had decided not to return until the morning.
Suddenly out from the darkness came an unfamiliar sound, and the two men were instantly

prepared

With

their fingers on the triggers of their guns, thcy
waitcd, straining their eyes through the darkness.
Then Two Pair cave a gasp of astonishment as the
voice of a child fell on his car and the next moment a
tiny boy scrambled into their line of vision.
Tom Gilroy caught hold ol the intruder and drew
him close to where the light of the fire could fall upon
his features.
" Why, it's Red Antoine's kid 1 " he exclaimed in
" What in the uauio of thunder is
astonishment.

"
doing here ?
child, a boy not more than five years old,
nestled up to the big, strong man confidingly.
" My daddy been asleep such a long time, and he
won't wake up," he announced.
it

The

The two men exchanged

glances.

was a mystery. He had come to live In
the wilds of California with his child.
no friends and so had been left entirely to

Itcd Antoine

* log cabin

in

himself.
"

How

did you get here, kid ? " asked Two Pair
Smith, who had been eyeing the child curiously.
C hildren
were as foreigners to Mm.
He never
n membered to have" spoken to one before.
The little stranger pointed to the lire.
" 1 see d the pretty light," he said simply. " I likea
pretty lights, don't you ?
Tom Gilroy got up slowly.

chubby baby hands clasped him around

his ucck.
Pair followed behind.
In the shanty a lamp was flaring dangerously, and
on the bed lay the still form of a man.
Tom had no need to touch that silent figure He
had seen death too often
With a reverent hand he pulled up the rough quilt
to cover the dead mau's face.
The child had scrambled down and resented the

Two

movement.
" My daddy cau't brcavc if you do that 1 " he cried
indignantly.
Tom stared nt the anery baby hi bewilderment.
" I'd better ride over to the ranch and sec if the
little Doc is there," he said gruffly to his compauion.
" I'll take the kid along will) me: he cau't be left
"
better stay

You'd

He

paused, and his eye fell on a sheet of paper by
the bedside, and picked it Up,
" 1 guess I am going to die," he read.
1 have not
done much with my life, but 1 should like my boy
brought up as a Christian. Tell him t hat his -mammy
an angel, and his daddy has gone to be one, too."
Tom shoved the document into his pocket.
It was all strange to him
as strange as the touch of
those baby fingers.
With the child in his arms he gave a brief farewell
to his pal. and went out into the night.
is-

:

The Newcomer.

LU

"

he

It

announced

up exchanged

glances.

SANG

was very angry.

Of what use for him to make rasties for the
colonel's table when the cowboys sneaked into
Isis kitchci and stole them before his very eyes
His master, the colonel, was the head of the ranch,
and would have to keep his men in order

Lu Sans was not very happy on the ranch.

The

of Little Red.

;

and was talking in a high, childish treble.
Lu Sang crept forward, fascinated.

A

-

A little child 1 Could it be possible ?
colonel glanced up suddenly, and beckoned to

child

The

!

the Chinaman.
" I think this little chap would like something to
cat," he said.-smiling. " He i3 staying here for a time.
Do you think you could sec to him ? "
The Chinaman put out his arms, while his face grew
very tender. And the little one, smiling trustfully,
allowed Lu Sang to carry him off to the kitchen.

The three cowboys who had been annoying Lu Sang
came peeping in at the kitchen door. They had eaten
the pasties they had stolen and had returned for more.
To their astonishment they saw the cook at a new
employment. On the kitchen table stood a tub of
and splashing about in it, like a beautiful
sprite, was a naked, golden-haired infant.

water,

Scarcely believing the evidence of their senses, the

cowboys crowded iu, and Lu Sang, his face all aglow
with a new and wonderful light, forgot his grievances
against them entirely as he showed them triumphantly his new treasure. The little stranger, nowise
abashed by the big, fierce-looking men, put up his
baby arms to each one in turn to hug them round the
ucck and kiss them.

The
IT
of

suppose you and I had better go and sec if
anything's wrong, Two Pair," he suggested.
With the child in his arms Tom led the way to the
(shanty which stood some quarter of a mile away.
It wai a totally new experience to him ami somelow it moved him strangely to feel the soft, warm
little body which seemed to cling against him, as two
I

here.

!

!

men were rough, and held him somewhat in contempt,
only his affection for the colonel kept him among
•
them.
With expostulations against the men all ready to his
tongue, he made his way into his master's presence
but the words were forgotten as the Chinaman
realised that his master was not atone
A tiny personage was seated on the colonel's knee,

of a camp fire two men tolled at their
They had had a hard day, and rest was

liglit

ease.

"

him

Old Lu Sang could always be trusted to take care

eood.

He made

see

emphatically.
" Wherever can he have got to ? " cried Tom
There was a gurgling laugh, a quick movement
from the Chinaman, and Tom saw the glint of curls
from the inside of the tub.
" They no take him " cried the Chinaman
furiously. And Tom and his pal who had just come

;;ti

Little

Me no

!

Little Boss.

was a totally new experience to the men of the
Aliso Eanche. Mauy of whom had never felt before the clasp of tiny, clinging hands, or the touch

feoft

baby

lips.

.

It stirred the sleeping

chords of tenderness

in

each

Something new and wonderful had
come into the ir lives, and not a man among them but
was willing to do anything for Little lied, as they
determined to call the newcomer.
It was no wonder, then, that a few days later the
parson arrived with n delegation from the Ladies'
Aid Society belonging to the nearest town, and
suggested that Little Red should accompany them.
There was consternation in the camp.
The colonel was as keen to keep the child as any of
his men. Out in the kitchen, away from tlfe visitors,
he interviewed Tom Gilroy, while Lu Sang listened
one of them.

i

.

with big, frightened eyes.
" They want to take the
don't think we are exactly

one,

little
fit

to

Tom. They
up the

bring

happen to know they want a new
organ for the church. So here is a fifty-dollar note.
Make a collection among the boys. I'll leave you to
do the rest."
Tom took the money, and clanced at his boss
comprchcudingly.
Then Lu Sang thrust himself

Put

youngster.

I

forward.
"

Here

my

he said hurriedly.
"
ch ?
would.
A few minutes later he entered tlic colonel's
sitting-room, where the visitors were waiting.
In his luiuid he held quite a big roll of notes
The ladies smiled at him. He was somewhat of a
favourite with them all, in spite of his shyness, for
he always treated them with the greatest respect.
" We are all very fond of music, although we are
"

One

is

dollar.

Tom

smiled.

That evening the colonel was surprised to hear a
6trange noise coming from the child's bedroom:
" The child must be ill," he thought as he hastened
across the passage to the room.
But wlien he opened the door it was only Lu Sang
singing to the child.
He stopped when he saw his master.
" Whatever arc you up to, you old heathen ? "
cried the colonel.
For answer Lu Sang drew from his bosom a paper,
and put it into his master's hands.
The colonel glanced at it. It was the letter which
had been found by Red Antoine's bedside.
" We must teachec. Must keep our ploinise," said
the Chinaman very earnestly ; and the colonel went
out marvelling at the wonderful change which had
come over his old servant since the advent of the
child.
Not only in Lu Sang, however, did he notice the
difference.
Fighting and swearing were almost a
thing of the past now in Aliso Ranch. AU the men
were doing their best to reach a standard where it
would be impossible for the parson to criticise them.
Men's voices and faces grew 6oft and gentle when
Little Red drew near. The child was so loving and
affectionate, yet with it all so boyish and manly that

they

all

worshipped him.

But one evening there was dismay in the ramp.
The baby was ill, and the Little Doctor shook his
head very gravely while he stood beside the

The men stood helplessly around.
do something something to help.

—

it

not exactly church-goers," he said,

somewhat apolo-

getically to the clergyman. " And the boys thought
we would like to do something for the church, so we
have made a collection for the new organ, and the
boys have asked ine to hand you over the first contributions 1 have received up to the present."
The minister swallowed the bait enthusiastically.
He took the money with many prott stations of
gratitude before he realised that after accepting it
he could hardly disallow the contributors to have the
custody of the child, which Tom then pleaded for.
With as good grace as possible the visitors took

i'

selves.

But, to their horror and dismay, the parson's wife
and tho parson turned up to fetch the physician, and
they did not take him only. A little bundle wrapped
in a blanket was also carried out to the waiting trap.
" The laddie is not yet recovered.
He wants a
woman's care," the physician informed them, anil as

he finished speaking
hand.

lie

placed a note iu

Red was weak and

Tom

Gilroy's

ne

lay back against
the thin breast of the lwrson's wife, while he nut out
a frail little hand towards old Lu Sang, who was
standing helplessly beside the vcliiclc, his eyes upon
the child.
He could do nothing against these folk, but surely
Little

ill.

the others would not stand it. They would not let
their little ray of sunshine be taken without a struggle.
But the men did not move, and Lu Sang saw (lie
best part of his heart disappearing as the trap went off.
The old Chinaman went slowly back to his workhe did not understand the white man at all.

Sour Milk's Suggestion.

will help,

He thought

They wanted

A famous physician from a neighbouring town was
6cnt for, and in his wake came women to the camp.
They invaded the sick-room and the kitchen, much
to Lu Sang's disgust.
It was not until Little Red was convalescent that
the physician was allowed to leave the camp.
When he did they all turned out to watch his
departure. They were glad that he was going so tlmt
they could have their baby once more only to them-

contribution."

That

suffering

uiitc.

the men were busy reading
MEANWHILE,
doctor had left behind him.

note the
" Little

one of you try matrimony

was the

gist of

the

Red needs a woman's care.
if

Whydo:i-'l
you want him bach "

It.

Tom

Gilroy passed it round, but every man among
them shook his head.
They were quite contented as they were, none of
them had any use for women.
Yet tliere was the child. One and all they agreed

they wanted Little Kcd among them again.
All the eligible young men began to fade awny
froin the rrowd, and as they went they looked vciv
thoughtful.

The cider men, however, were enjoying the discomfiture of the others, and one. nicknamed " Sow
Milk," because of his naturally surly demeanour,
made a suggestion.
[Continued on pane 18.)
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TULLY MARSHALL

lit

MARSHALL
one of the three
TULLY
famous character actors who appear iu
19

l'aramount-Artcraft pictures.
His confreres are Theodore
Roberts and Raymond
Hatton, and it is difficult to make a choice
between the three for realism and versatility.
Marshall, like Roberts and Hatton, can play
any male rfl'.e put up to him, and his art of
make-up is such a rare one that it is more
often than not a difficult job to recognise him.
He cares nothing for his own glory, and, to
create a perfect character-study of the man he
represents on the screen, will go to any length of
facial distortion and unflattering disguise.
His
range of facial expression is absolutely limitless.
was born in America in 1864. Began his

He

Stage career as callboy, working up to tho
position of prompter, and from that to juvenile
His dCtmt as a lead was made in a
parts.

comedy
years

role,

His screen
craft,

i:

-uHrfiii

V

MS;

'

f

and he continued for some
comedy Iead9 under (he
Frohman and 'others.
career began with Art-

playing

management
and

of

it is still

flourishing with

the same concern.
He is 5 ft. 10 in. In height

;

has

dark brown hair, and dark eyes.
His recreations are riding, swimming, music, motoring, golf, aud
yachting
...M.IIIV"

The musician

in "

The Lone Burglar

W hs

As an

old

man

in "

The

Life Line.'

——
I

——

:
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THE LAST OF HIS BLOOD.
ltatty sings,

f

and

and lbe"sun sinks lower and lower,

—

—

—

it's the kitchen door, for Betty is comin'
out with her red and yellow dress on, with the
red tablo-cover on her shoulders.
The sun is pretty low now ; Betty is late for
As she
sketchin', but in time for the sunset.
passes me, she 6ays, " You mind the houso,
Socky," and runs along tho path to Knob Hill.
I watches Betty as far as I can see, then I
Itretches myself and walks round the door-yard,

knows

Kothin

no
I sniffs everywhere
scents— mostly Copper John's

is stirrin'.

fresh prints or

;

;

follows it 'cross tho
card, 'cross the road, and then stops, for there I
somes on that other scent closo by Copper John's;
»ide by side with tho one I loves most is the one t
bates most, and somehow the hate is bigger than
the love, which means it's bigger than me.
I zigzags from side to side, a-trailin' it, and
then follows it straight, straight up Knob Hill
follows hai l.
I comes on them first, not knowing they're

heavy one the

last.

I

—

Copper John, Clarence Minturn, and
near
Betty; and Minturn is puttin' the ring that
dashes like the sun on Betty's finger, and Betty
18 lookin at him as she never looked at any of us
no, not at Farmer Ross, nor Billy, nor Copper
John, nor mo, though we'd all die for her, and
Copper John is walkin' away slow clown the hill,
but I stays, for
ami w histles for me to come
while Clarence Minturn is holdin' Betty in Iris
arms 1 am crouchin' low, close to the trail that
brought me hero, and no one sees what f sees ;
and my eyes burns with the wotchin', for far off,
a-conun' slow, is the prize bull, his neck stretchHe's not lookin' at mo,
in', his tail lashin'.
Betty with her red table-cover
but at Betty
•o

:

—

:

—

in the wind
Copper Johu ia whistlin' again, but I never
moves, only to creep on my belly closer, closer
in his path, and my mouth goes dry with the
thirst for him, for I hates him and I loves to
hate him. and by and by he'll see me, and
His
now I we are in the middle of the field
nose goes to the ground, mine 'most touchin'
his. his breath streamin' hot on all sides of me.
And we circles round. Then 1 hears Betty

tkippin

!

I

»crcam. and, without tuniin' to look, I knows,
she is Htaiidtn' on the stone wall callin' for
and
help, with the red table-cover a-wuvm'
;

LITTLE RED DECIDES.

(Co

"
page

,rom

16.)

Why

should not the young men cut the cards, and
who turned up a knave become a husband.
Ibis method was Anally agreed upon, and that uight
In the his; shuuty the sporting chance was taken.
•'
Sour Milk " was m his element.
He hud put down the names of the only three
anmarried ladies of their acquaintance, and the man
the knave was to ask the hand of each of
who
die one

|

i

these ladies before trying elsewhere.

The Widow Bolton was fat and stern, with a forwhile Miss Hardy,
bidding eye and a caustic tongue
11 hills and flutters, was quite sulllcicut to send any
ot them running at sight. The other lady had views
on most subjects, and aired them on every possible
;

Occasion.
..e h man, as he picked a card, felt his heart in his
boots until he discovered he was saved.
I

It

was

Tom

Gilroy

who

picked the unlucky knave,

was a picture of wretchedness and fear.
What was ho to do ? Where should he go ?

And

his face

The

three formidable faces of the eligible ladles
lose up before him. They were all equally distasteful.
His companions, delighted at their own escape,
were profuse with their congratulations and suggestions Tom went to bed that night utterly wretched
feeling as though it was his last day on earth.

—

The

MEANWHILE,

Little

Mother.

La .Sung had other ideas.
They had taken the one thing in all the
world he liad ever loved.
He did not listen to the other men's talk of
marriage
he only wanted Little ]ted.
And, as the days went by and nothing happened to
bring him back, he started otf to the towu to which
his darling had been taken.
Little Ucd was dressed in a sailor suit.
He was
now always kept bcautitully clean and tidy.
A well-kept garden was bis playground, and Little
Bed was bored
It was no surprise to him when suddenly out from
dump of bushes near the gate the China man

has him

I

him close, close by the ear, and I knows
rage though he may, bellow and pitch
and stamp, and burn me with his
breath, however hard, even crush my foot in
bis jaw, I'll never let go, no, I'll never let go.
So with me still a-clingin' he gives a mighty
roar, and tears 'cross the field for Betty, mo
w hippin' the air till me spine snaps, and 1 sinks
my teeth deeper and deeper, his blood a-blindin'
me then ho stumbles and crashes, and I knows
I am fast between him and the stone wall where
Betty stood a-wavin'.
I sees nothin*
for the hot blood, and I hears nothin' but tho
rushinr- in my head, but I never lets go
no.
even in the dark, with the prize bull layin' so
6lill and so heavy, I never lets go.
" Socky ! Socky
Heavens I man, there's
1 pins

toss

...

—

!

nothing to be afraid of. Tho bull's bled to
death
the pup may be alive yet.
Now pull

t

!

;

"
All together I
I feels a great weight liftin' off me, but
teeth is sunk into it, and it drags me, too

in his arms.

my

hand
in

ft

"

"-We're going
" We're

;

and I feels Copper John's
over my body and stop at a hurt

light flashes,

a-goin'

my

to a pulp," be says, "

and

blecdin'

Then thoughtful

like

:

" Minturn, the lantern. Socky, this'll never
be any more use to you, old man, never." And
something tight ties round my leg above tho

and I knows Copper John is eutliii' off
what he says was " smashed to a pulp."
I can't see the lantern any more, but I feels
Copper John tryin' to lift me
but my jaws is
set In the weight, and he pries and pries, and I
locks them tighter, and everything is black
hurt,

and

Socky," he say.".
heaps the wood

me

?

"

Copper John is beudin' over mo, too, for
something drops hat and stingin' on my face.
1 loosens my jaws and the weight drops.
I
sideways.
groaniu'-like.

"I'll

tend

Then he lifts me from where 1 sinks.
" Not done for, Socky," he says, close

in

it

was

And he smokes and smokes and watches tho
flames, and oneo he. coughs, and though i'-;
long since he's coughed at all, this is just ««

to

He just smiles, as
so 1 licks the throb
in my leg till 1 snuffs something familiar and
then 1 knows that the thing that's tied round
so tight is the pink ribbon I wore at the Show.
hard as

my

if it

" surely not done for." And I licks the
hot drops that streams down his face. And
then he stumbles down the hill with mo in his
arms.
Ugh
I feels the cold water of tho
ear,

I

over heard him.

didn't hurt

any more

;

I

lake all roiuid'me,

and

I fights

and

splashes,

and

(By permission oj
Company. All riyhts

Copper John shouts

" Hullo, Sang ! I been 'specting you to come and
pet me," lie exclaimed, delighted now his arms were
once more round his old friend's neck.
Two happy children arrived at Aliso ltancho some

hours

the Drillon
reserved.)

Publishing

from their house, came to demand him buck,

decided. formally to adopt the boy,'' l.o
told them, courteously but iirmly.
Lu Sang, from his kitchen window, watched tUnu
go. He was bathing his boy before carrying him up
to his little white bed.
The Chinaman's heart was full of song, and his face

later.

was beaming with smiles.
He had his darling buck,

anil

the colonel

ipjicmcd.

hud

promised that he should never be taken fcom him
again.

A few minutes later and the colonel heaid him
crooning from the child's room
" Let the sun sine let the sun sine,
Open wide the doors anil let the sunslnc in."
And Tom (iilroy, watching from tin- ftockyurtl
I
seeing the two figures enter their trap without tho
boy, heaved -a profound sigh of relief.
He was saved. No woman now need claim hiiu, lor]

—

:

Ked had decided.
{Adaoted from incident*

Little

play, " Little

Red

in the 7riansle photoDecides." featuring Tiny Bats

Connolly and Jack Curtis.)

PRPU
M\
d
M_i

t
•

mwhi^m
NOW!

o

"I have

The Chinaman's face was wreathed In smiles as he
skipped and jumped about to amuse his companion.
The cowboys stared in wonder as they entered tho
yard, and Little ltcd ran up to them. Tom (iilroy,
returning from an unfortunate encounter with one
ol his prospective lady loves, made fresh resolutions.
Little ltcd must have a mother. Why, after all. as
it meant so much to him, should the child nut decide
who It should be.
Little ltcd was asked the question.
,
He lifted clear baby eyes inquiringly.
" I don't like any of them ladies," he said at last,
very decidedly. Then he tiuned to Lu Sang. " You
can be my mother," he said simply.
And old Lu Sang, with the tears streaming down
his face, clasped the boyish little figure in his arm.-,
" Oh, if only it could be somehow arranged 1 "
The colonel, too, had been thinking, and when the
parson and his wife, indignaut at the child's removal

Order

1

interfered

^ la " v

tiours of enjoyabh reading
yourself and tin-, free picture
paper for the children a- wellchat's what you get in Wednesday's
lot

:

i

all

1 agrees.

Take Betty home. Minturn," Copper John

6ays, his voice
the rest."

Socky." he says, when

gone, and 1 had licked his hands. " now. Socky,
we'll talk business. We've won out to-day, boy,
both of us, and I've a proposition to nuke."
* I listens, but he seems to have forgot inc.
and lights his pipe, then his eye? looks into tlm
tire with that far-away look that 1 had so often
seen when Betty
"Socky," he says again, sudden -like, "I
think you and me could face it out together."

only, like a dream, f hears Betty's voice, sayiu' :
" For me, Socky, for in,c.
Can't you hear,

"

he

feeds me.

" Now.

;

rolls

And

;

quarts."

boy. for

to celebrate,

elected."

high in the new fireplace, and lights it.
It burns with a roar, and I sniffs the heat
and stretches out while Copper John leans on
tho mantel, shivcrin' a little
thea he comes
over, and, with a knowin' wink, takes a lumpy
paper bag out of his pocket, and holds it up.
" Guess, Socky," he says. 1 licks my chops
and pounds the floor with my tail.
" Right you arc." he says, and seats himself
alongside me and slices off great pieces of live*

leg.

Smashed

1920.

what Betty planned.
When 1 wakes I'm on a blanket on the floor
before the big stone fireplace, and I'm alone.
I'm afraid I worries some there, and whines «
bit with the loneliness and the ache in my body
and the hurt in my leg. and I gets thinkiu'
of that thing in me that's bigger than rue, and
was tryin' to rise when
"Socky, Socky," says Copper John, shakin'
a warnin' finger at me as he comes in at he door,
his lantern a-swiugin', a great pile of wood

;

then

B'.h,

M

!

that,

and

May

Shorn,

" There's lifo in you yet, boy ! " And
I tries to scramble out, he lifts mo and wrap*
me in his coat. There's something wet and
cold on his hand that 1 tries to get at, but bo
lays me down and covers me, then digs in tho
ground. I rises and sees hirn lay a stone where
he was diggin', then I'm wrapped tight again,
and Copper John goes pantin' 'long the road.
And, though I'm covered so I can't see, I
knows he's not takin'me to the farm, but to hu
cabin what he built with his own hands, and

the prize bull almost takes his eyes from mine

2;t£h

anil I dreams. ... I dreams Ira at the Show,
just King
in tlie ring where tho sawdust is
N'orris and me, and we're walking round and
round and closin' in and I gets him and
goes something, and when 1 jumps up I
Uirtg I

this

—

.

your

The

copy
Itltle

ones mill
as
be
pleased as Punch
tetlh Jolly Jungles.
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"
A

PIMPLE— HIMSELF."

Chat with Fred Evans— the British Comedian. Famous on Hall and Film.
been my experience throughout my picture career
IKE the rest of us,
a day — but I kept my eyes open, and determined

L'

I have, often met
" Piinplo " on tho
screen, but tho other

evening

my

was

it

pleasure and privilege
to moot, as tho come-

dian himself puts
his music-hall

" Piinplo

—

it

on

poster?,

Himself."
Cut, though the meeting took plaeo at one
of the halting-stages of
his present tour of the
halls, "

Pimple," who,
you .know, is Fred
Evans in private life,
was more than willing

as
"

PIMPLE.

to discuss his pictorial

experiences, for 1 found that not only do his
inclinations strongly tend in the direction of
the film field, but his ambitions as well. Where-

—

upon you will immediately remind me though
no reminder is necessary that " Pimple " is

—

already exceedingly well known on tho British
Yes
but that he has by no means
screen.
yet fully realised his celluloid ambitions you are
;

about to hear.

A

1910

I

—

—

'

Oh, Fred'll do

The Pimple
"

TV /ELL,

'

it

was acting as manager for my
Evans," said my host, in

Will
response to

my

request for particulars of

" I lived near a film studio in
Mitoham, where the Lion's Head comedies
were made, and from watching the actors at

his film debut.

fork 1 gradually drifted into the business
myself. 1 started as a super at «ix-and -sixpence

More Adventures Among

— cheapness.
there

is

And whero

opportunity

thero

cheapness

is

— and encouragement

T

His Nickname.
know,
YOUchanco
as

have never had a proper
an Englishman," continued
" I spent two years in the
Servico, and yet, after making an enormous
personal sxieccss in films, and then throwing up
my place in tho film market for two years'
absence in the Army means something to a film
I

Mr. Evans.

—

!

Series,

my

now
I steadily advanced, in
profession, and eventually appeared
in the first English film of 800 feet.
In those days British pictures used to be but
400 feet, and it was said that no one would
dare to buy a film of greater length, but I
disproved that assertion, and the sales of this
comedy were so enormous that the company
for which I was working was able to buy
After
a new studio out of the proceeds
this success I was signed on at the munificent
sum of two pounds per week, and then produced
series, which enjoyed a
the
Charlie Smiler
great run.
Later I left the company for a
better offer of three pounds per week, and in
1912 started the ' Pimple series.

W

I

'

'

'

General Helper.

IN untie,

to reach better things. To this end I did everything I could to gain knowledge. In addition
to acting, I helped to develop and cut tho films,
assisted with tho sots, and painted tho scenery,
while if thero happened to be anything out of
the way to be done, such as falling into a river,
or taking a crack over the head all for the sake
of art, you know why, everybody would say i

" It was this series which made my name on
the British screen, but it by no means made my
fortune, or that of my brother, Joe Evans, who
used to appear as Raffles in these pictures.
When he joined me, we worked for a joint salary
of ten pounds per week, and for this sum we
used to paint the scenery, select our own artists,
and produce the films ourselves. And all the
time the people for whom we worked were making
And that has
thousands of pounds out of us
'

'

—

I wasn't onco given a chance, though,
actor
as regards my work on the halls, I have just
signed, through tho good offices of Lew Lake,
a "contract for £40,000.
" Yet Pimple still reigns, and remains what
Britain's Greatest
he has so often been called
Film Comedian.' In Lancashire and Yorkshire,
following, and
tremendous
especially, I havo a
children everywhere love and worship tho charWei!, if producers over
acter I have created.
here don't realise that I've got somo of the
going,
and make it worth
finest comedy plots
my while to produce them, I shall look in
fact, I am looking now, for a big American

—

'

'

'

—

producer who will take a keen interest in what
I have to offer."
In conclusion, Mr. Evans told mo how he
came to adopt the name of " Pimple " on the
screen and halls.
" Twenty-seven years ago I was known as
'
Little Pimple ' in Sanger's Circus, and bo,
when I went on the films and needed a distinctive
minus tho
title, I took up tho name again
But " this with fond pride " "I
little
all girls
at
home
Pimples
little
have three
'

—

—

'

I

'

'

May Herschel

!

—

—

1

Clarke.

the Cannib als.

ON THE BORDERS 0F~ CIVILISATION.
POWER.
THE SECRET OF THE WITCH DOCTORS'

I

By MARTIN JOHNSON, World's Famous Explorer and Photographer.
HAVE often been asked since my return
Contrast this with a farm I saw run
from the South Seas, whether

I think the
natives of these islands are really better off
'after they come under the influence of* Christianity and civilisation than they were in their

savage state.
Leaving the question of Christianity out for
the moment, I have no hesitation in saying that
these natives are immeasurably better off under
the banner of civilisation than under the
dominion of their savage chiefs.
There is no comparison.
Take as a first instance the question of freedom.
In a savage state the men and women are
They have
really nothing more than slaves.
few rights and fewer privileges. They are ruled
not only by the chiefs but by the witch doctois.
Tho whole secret of the witch doctors' power lies
in their ability to keep the natives in the deepest
ignore nee.
If the deluded savages were allowed to think
out the most commonplace questions they would
soon see through the miserable chicanery of tho
witch doctors ; therefore, the natives must be
kept from thinking.
If one of them dares to question the rulings
of these savage priests of idolatry he is a
marked man, and if he stays with the tribe he
will be persecuted till the day of his death, even
if Ilia death is not hastened by poison.
The witch doctors know that with the coming
of the white man follows not only prosperity
but knowledge, and once the natives gain
knowledge the power of the witch doctors, based
on superstition, ignorance, and fear, goes for ever.

A

Comparison.

only
two
ONEthehasinhabitants
are
to visit

—

islands
one where
in a savage state

still

and the other whero civilisation is at
to note the difference.
In the former, men and women are living like
animals, scratching a bare living from the earth,
dirty, disease-ridden, without any interest or
joy in their lives. Their houses are hovels not
fit for animals to live in, let alone human beings.

work

—

by a
native and Ms wife who had come under
the influence of a planter named Kerr and
his wife.
This was on the island of Santo.
On this farm the native grew corn, potatoes,
tomatoes, beans, and many other vegetables.
They were also rearing chickens and pigs,
and the latter were kept in a sty away from tho
house, not living in the same hovel, as is the
custom with the savages.
The home of this native was spotlessly clean,
so clean, in fact, that we stayed to lunch.
The woman had got a cooking-stove, in which
she was keenly interested, and she cooked us
chicken and string beans.

The

Benefits of Civilisation.

served
excellent
THEandmealwewas
thoroughly enjoyed
noticed
in really

style,

it.

1

particularly that the faces of these two
showed a keen interest in life, quite different from

the look of hopelessness that one sees on the faces
of the savages.
They had, in fact, just begun to
live life, and they found it good.
The wife was
a mate to her man, not a slave, as she would

have been in the bush. They were a thousand
times healthier and happier than they could ever
have hojicd to be had they stayed with their
tribe, and they knew it.
Quite apart from
religion, can any man deny that in the case of
these islanders civilisation does bring countless
benefits ? And when you picture in your mind
these two islands as I have endeavoured to
draw them, remember that the soil is the same
on both. One is just as rich in Nature's gifts
as the other.
But where the island of the
savage is a waste the other is a flowering garden.
The great trouble in the first instance is to get
the natives away from the tribe. The witch
doctors have so worked on their fears and
superstitions that they are afraid to leave.
The best method of persuasion is to send
civilised natives as missionaries to tell them of
the good tilings they are missing, and this
8yst3m is being carried out with considerable
success.

The

Effect of

Uniform.

method in connection
ANOTHER
enforcement of law and order

is

local police.
average nativo will
It does not matter

with the
to raise

astounding what the
do if you put him in uniform.
what kind of a uniform it is.
It is

A

white cotton jumper and a belt will make
if he were wearing the full-dress
uniform of a guardsman. And onco ho takes
to the uniform his loyalty may be relied upon.
I was accompanied on scores of trips by native
police boys, and, apart from the three who led
us into the hands of the cannibal chief, I
had never reason to question the honesty and

him

as proud as

loyalty of these men.
Naturally, the witch doctors hate them, and
many of these police boys have paid the penalty
of their loyalty with their lives.
(More of these adventure stories next week.)

—

"

"
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CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE.
Power

and

What

Eyebrows

the

Force Accompanied by a Resourceful
Depicted in the Face of Eddy Polo.

Brain

'

are

Tell.

eyebrows close to the eye itself denote
BUSHY
keonness in the perceptions, magnetism,

and the power to dominate over

others.

The Eye.

NOTli the lid coming down over the eye. which

denotes a strenuous soul who hates cheap
successes.
Note the expression, illustrative of indomitable courage.
Labour is the
pleasure of this virile man of Nature.

The Nose.
for possession.
A man who would
EAGER
seldom lose his head and in a crisis would

act directly and tirmly.
Noto the fulness
at the base.
A man who has faith in himself,
and, all hough at times this is .liable to land
him in difficulties, it moro frequently assures
him of success. Few people are so equipped
for the battle of life as Eddy Polo, who

LOVELY

instinctively
hurtful.

HAIR.
v

my

m

out to a dance to-night, and I do
want to look rather specially nice
'cos I've got a new frock, and
some rather nice people are going
and. well, you know !
to be there

—

I'm an

idiot to

wash my hair

for

days

my

after a

I

I've discovered

SOMETHING RATHER
WONDERFUL
You use
in the shampoo-line.
a bid tcaspoonful of stallax
granules, which, by the zvay, you
obtain from the chemist, dissolved
It foams
in a cup of hot water.
up gorgeously and makes it so
Well,
easy to wash your hair.
after that, it dries ever so quickly
and you can

:

his

is

not the nature that

is

easily flurried

away by the excitement of the
Steady in most things, and having
a thorough control over his actions.

or

carried

moment.

and

UP AT ONCE

IT

be quite sure that

to

look

its

very

it

good

of

me

But

this?

must

nicest.
to

Vm

it's

tell

so

going
Isn't

you

excited.

all
I

someone.
I've only
two or three times, and my
is already much thicker,
ever so glossy,
and is even
developing a decided tendency to

used
hair

tell

it

curl.'

Your

overjoyed,

flat

and

A man

tion.
direct.

lie

l

of untiring energy, honest

CAPABLE

of tho most devotej affectim] u>
tho being loved ; usually they marry Into
They have a strong tendency to
iu. life.
" grow away " from heir early associates, ;md
should be absolutely sure they have met their
affinity before marriage.
I

TtTJL2<[m

Life in the Wild West.
" All ready now !" said the Wild West photographer, addressing his sitter, "' Two-gun
" Picaso look plcasnnl."
Joe, tho cowboy.
" 1 can't look pleasant," replied tho sitter, iu a
tone of one' who had suffered much. " I've
been bavin' tho toothache so long that it has
plumb took all thcsunles out of me. I've got tho
headaohcan' the backachcuan' the boncachoan' -

dog take

it

!

— I ache

" Well, try

all

over."

and try to
hclpin' to lynch a boss thief, for instance."
'"
It hain't no ii«e, perfessor," replied the
I don't feel pleasant, an'
cowboy peevishly.
Mebby 1 hain't cnouuh of a
I can't look so.
I'm in so burcussed much misery
hyppercrit.
I'd be in bed right now instead of fooliu' around
picture took if it wasn't for
ycre to havo
the fact that wife is so set on it that she sticks
an' hangs to have it done right away to send
oldest daughter that married an
back to
Indiana man an' moved back thar to livo. You
sec. tho Grand Jury is about ready to set, an'
wifo 'pears to bo sorter afearcd that I'll be
jerked tip before 'em an' mebby put away
whur I can't be photographed for quite a spell.
1 keep lollin' her to rest easy, but she insists
pleasant

my

that you can never tell what these yerc fool
Grand Juries will do when they git started
But, anyhow, I'm so
an' inobby she's right.
;

burcussed miserable
pleasant if I was paid
go on an' take mo jest
" No, I'll bo danged
urbane photographer,

that

couldn't

I

look

for it, so you'll have to
as you find me."
" returned tho
if I will
jerking out his ready
revolver and levelling it at his sitter's head.
" My reputation is lit stake, and I'll bo swizzled

if

Something Wrong.
First Leading Lady:
son told me I was-pretty."
Second "Leading Lady

"
:

Your

"

He

clever

did

?

little

I flnnal

take him to an oculist."

—»

A Tonic.
Madge "I always like lo see tragic picl'tr.-:
during the hot weather."
Marel " Why, dear ? 1
Madce : " They make my blood run cold."
:

:

Think about something
smile.
Jest imagine you are

anyhow.

!

I'm goin' to havo any half-made photograph

sent back to Indiana with my name on it
Smile, now, blankity-blank you, or I'll blow tho
"
whole top of your rippity-blanked head off I
It is to be recorded that the cowboy smiled.
Such is life in the ercat West !

!

ESTELLE.

how
to the hoad, nnd how
hey
NOTE
well shaped, denoting lovo of acquisi-

H FILM

my

DO

The Ears.

In Love.

theretype can never he disconcerted
THIS
For
fore, ho can never play his last card.

the

usually is
I'd I,

hair

shampoo.

EDDY POLO.

the head.

going out. for you
know how distressingly limp and
impossible

is

Temperament.

Vm

very day

and what

of the upper lip, illustrative of eloquence,
wit, and genius.
This strength of mind, how .
ever, does not keep pace with the warinih
of his feelings or the quickness of his con.
ceptions.
J lis virtues are more of the heart t han

KNOW YOU WILL SAY

I

useful

of persuasion, that are at the same lime
LIPSkindly
and thoughtful. Mark tho fulness

writing to you while
drying,
I am going

is

is

The Mouth.

Dear Barbara,
bait

knows what

—

Strange.

Well-known Stah "June. I've found iny
now suede shoes in jour box
Jane (the servant): " 'Ave yvr, mum ? Ami
you thought you had lost them Fancy that "
:

!

— »-»—

Modest.
Hilda: "The man

'

!

marry musl be hand-

1

eome, brave, and clever."

Harold

How

(the stunt artiste):
fortunate wo have met

—n —

" .Hear hJ#j

!

Half Hearted.
Horace (tho

scenario writer) : " You say she
"
only partially returned your affection ?
Clarence (his pal) " Yes, she returned all
(ho love-letters, but retained all the j<-wcllrry."
:

—

—

No

Doubt.
Ardent Admirer: "Thai «tarh.i_- ihepretli' -I
mouth iu all the world."
" Oh, I don't know
Keui.u
I'd jmt foim
up against it any lime!"
'.

:

—>

Signals.
Mabel,"

tho young screen Mar's
that young nuisance making
such a din with his motor-lion: in fr.>nt of tic
"
house last night I
It was Harold, father." nhe replied. " Eight
honks mean I love vou !'*"
father, "

asked

who was

'

The F!Hurc

Shorn,

May

8th,

21

1920.

Iwikaht after
Sunlicfht!

you come

end
* *
of a perfect wash-day,
then is the time to sum up the
to the

advantages of Sunlight Soap.

When

comes on wash-day you
know exactly what benefits the purity
twilight

The
of Sunlight has brought you.
clothes are spotlessly clean and wholesome—you are free from all suggestion
of lassitude and fatigue— the children
are not fretful, because you have
been able to study their cleanliness and
comfort as well as your own.

£1,000
Purity

/ever
S 37G—31

on

Guarantee of
every

Bar,

SBrot/iters JTimitecC, £Port

S2*

SunRgfil ^jf

The name LEVER on
Soap is a Guarantee of
Purity and Excellence.

—

d

"

H
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HAVE
NICE

IF you

CURLS

Every lady can have a beautiful

head

want

to

know

onythino' aboul Films or Film Piayeryi

PRESENTING THE PICTURE.

Henry Edwards

We. in this country, have become so familiar with
tbe ordinary presentation of film plays that the absence
of anything that might tend to make them still more
attractive has probably not been noticed.
But this
is not likely to be so any longer.
Now that at the moment of writing London is having
the opportunity of seeing D. W. Griffith's masterpiece,
" Broken Blossoms," presented for the first time
over here with an enacted prologue and epilogue, it
will create, not only in the capital, but elsewhere, a
desire to see something of the same sort done in
regard to other photo-plays also.
One recognises,
of course, that such additional attractions will not
be possible in every picture-bouse. The smaller
places which have insufficient stage accommodation
will be obviously at a disadvantage, and, except for
any minor improvements, the presentation of films
will doubtless continue to be on much the same lines
as it is now.
It will be the big theatre that will be
able to create a kind of " atmosphere " which will
help (o make the scenes on tbe screen seem more real.
In this direction there should be plenty of scope, for
ingenuity and artistic display. Instead of sandwiching
the whole of a picture play between only two stage
settings, there will probably be several, each being
shown at an interval, and suited to that particular
part of the story with which it is intended to correspond.
Thus where a scene in the play is laid in the country,
the stage settings and lighting effects would be such as
to heighten the. illusion.
Additional attractions of
this kind may not be possible, or even worth while, in
the case of every picture.
It is the special features
which will have them and which will be given an
added attractiveness in this manner. The idea is not
new, and it may not be very long before it is carried

of

CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair.
One
bottle of VETROS will keep the hair in lovely
months, also invaluable for making
Guaranteed absolutely harmless.
Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.
Von will be delighted with the results.

curls for

the hair grow.

Price 2 'G per bottle, or three bottles for 5/6.
post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (0ept.232),16, Red Lion So.., London, W.C.I.

THE EDITOR.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addressed enveloped must accom-

Clears the skin by thoroughly cleansing Ibc pores,
removing the dirt that soap and water do not and
cannot reach. It is tbe secret of beauty.

Ask

for

OATINE CREAM,

vanishing cream

and

1/6

3/-,

or

-If

OATINE SNOW,

is preferred.

an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered.
Address

pany any

a

1/3

letter requiring

:

rH

The

nRalph Ly nn Cinema Academy

This Academy is in touch with some of the most D
Important 61m producing firms in London. tX
RALPH LYNN (Star Comedian at the

j

]
3

5
0

VaudevilleTheatreXy ARTHUR CLEAVE
(the well-known Actor and Cinema Star)
Invite

13

interested to write for prospectus to

RALPH LYNN CINEMA ACADEMY. p
all

inni5. Pavilion Road, Knight»brld £ c, S.W.I.DDD

LADIES'
STOCKINGS
Simply
huge Advertitement
as a

we oSer splendid wearing Llama
finished bose in Black, Bottle
Green, end Navy, at g/j pair,
oat tree. Also ALL WOOL, eU
shades, «/«, Ask tor bargain list
•1 general drapery.

R.

Town

2/3

j

BARNSBEE'S.

i

POST FREE,

The Picture Show,"
Street,

Room

85,

The

London, E.C.4.

—

" Phtllis."
Watch with an eagle ere the other
paces in this paper for news of your favourites. No,
did
not play in " A Pair of Sixes."
Tom Santsclii
Tavlor Holmes was the star, and others in it were
Mann, Kdua Phillip Holmes,
Alice
Robert Cannes,
Cecil Owen, Maude Elburne, Byron Aldciui, Virginia
Bowkcr, and Tommy Carey. Where do you happen
live,

D. S.

Phyllis f
W. (Norton).

—Glad

i

St., Armley, Leeds.

Henry Edwards. Poppy Wyndham is the wife of
Dennis Wyndham, and the daughter of Lord Inchcape.
She was born in Simla. India, but was brought over
Wanda Hawlcy is
here when quite a wee thing.
twenty-three and was born in Seattle, Washington.
Her husband is J. Burton Hawlcy
M. M. (Kirkdale). Your namesake, Mary Moore,
sister of the four Moore brothers 01 Hint fame, is not
on the screen at present.
W. L. (Coventry). So you arc nil smiles when
reading our Film Fun page. An art plate of Tom
"
Moore was given away with " Woman's Weekly
dated March 20th, so try to get It.

—

Eileen " (MosscI Bay). —Just a line to tell me
that you have fallen in love again with one of the
Well, which one does it happen to fie this
actors
time T I hope you arc careful to keep a list aud that
"

I

MOUTH ORGANS BEATEN.
t

h e

Chella-phone.
The only pocket
natr%aent oa vbicb
t*n«a r.r be correctly
played in any key. " Knocks the Oirnu mo-nth organ Into a
»•
»
bat." PoatilM lit each (better quality S/«|trom the maker,
•'

t.

FIELD (Dept.

!9),Hall

Arenac.

HUDDERSF1ELD.

5 DAYS FREE TRIAL
Packed Free. Carriage

LOW CASH PRICES

or

InunedJate delivery.

Rand Cycles CIIUAP.
popular

1'riceJ.

Money refunded.

Paid.
1

I

Direct from Works.

MONTHS' CREDIT.

Shop Soiled and Second.
Tyresand Accessories at

Sali«f.«clK>n

guaranteed

or

Write for Monster Si« Free
lalst and sptaal vffir of Sample Bicycle.

Ml

t,U3Yi

C" A r.
IflCiML/

CYCLE COMPANY.

Inc.

Opt B.669BIRMINGH AM.

who arc unkind enough to get
married. Eugene O'Brien Is all light, lor no one has
got him as yet. And .loe King, whom you saw In A
Ah, well, Joe is a quiet sort
Prisoner of Love " ?
He won't tell.
of chap.
" M.usiE " (Nottinglinm).
You implore mo not
to answer yon by post, so 1 will listen to your pleaddo
you
dislike
the
postman's kqock ?
why
But
ing.
Patricia."
LibMarie Walcamp has appeared in
"
"
Child," and
Bed
Ace,"
The
Moon
The
erty."
" The Bed Glove."
"
P. B. (Birmingham). V. B. (Worthing)." CARRIE
(Dundee), " Bohby " (Hereford), M. .1. G. (Worthing),
It.
(Pence),
(London.
H.
E.),
S.
N. S. (Liverpool), M.
M. E. (Oswestry), " Kins " (London. E.). K. M. M.
Do you reverse ? Because, it you don't
(Wakelleld).
mind turning just a little way back, you will llnd
particulars about Elmo Lincoln aud Wallace Reid,
you

Gladys Leslie was born in New York City, and reached
her twenty-first birthday on March 5th.
" Kathleen " (Maida Vale).
never worryI
about rumours, Kathleen. There are always bo
many flying about of the kind that " So-and-so in
filmland is going to marry So-and-so," that the
wisest course is just to wait and see what actually
happens. Your question about that wig is like a
ghost from the past.
You will find it was given a
decent burial in The Pictcee Show dated January
31st, in
Mary Pickford's own words. Garrlck
Aitkcn is a bright -little youngster of about seven,
with fair hair and blue eyes. He is a British artiste
I have answered your other questions elsewhere.
"Mick" (Lenton). Elliott Dexter was born in
Galveston, Texas, and, as you may know, he is thn
husband of Marie Doro. John E. Bowers, who plays
for Goldwyu, has dark hair and eves.
He was born
in Indiana, and is just C ft. in height.
Your typing
and brevity, Mick, are both good.
" Paddy " (Lewisham).
Are you Irish also, or is
it merely camouflage ?
So Gerald Ames caused yon
to " weep a few weeps." He must have played a
moving part. He is a man of Kent, and his birthday falls on September 12th. Some of the plays in
which this Uepworth star has appeared are " Rupert
of Hcntzau," " The Middleman," " She Stoops t»
Conquer," " A Fortune at Stake," and " A Turf
Conspiracy."
A. B. C. (Newcastle).
Yon flatter me. Roy
Wcisberg is the artiste who assumed the screen nama
of Billy West, the imitator of Charlie Chaplin. the
incomparable.
" Wyndham " (Dalbeattie). I seem to remember
you, but you need not be afraid of approaching mo
again.
Harry Pilccr played opposite the late Gaby
Deslys in " Gaby."
B. M. C. (Lowestoft).
I expect, by this time, flm
art plate of Scssuc Uayakawa adorns your collection
of portraits of the great ones in filmland.
Herbert
Heyes was the hero Id " The Heart of the Sunset
He played the part of Dave Law.
" Curious " (Burton-on-Trent).
You were right.
Mary llckford played the part of Judy when she wa*
in the orphanage as well as later on.
H. N. H. (Holloway). Yes, " Qolnaeys !" was produced in this country by Samuelsons. You must not
give up hope— tor the postman may one ef thus*
days have a nice little surprise for you.

—

—

—

strike off those

—

—

etc.

" Dolores " and " Damaris " (Oudtshoorn).
Mary Miles Minter, I am sure, will be pleased to hear
from her South African admirers. Baby Marie
Osborne was born in 1911. The other two will not

say whether they are married or single.

"Gladys"

(Leigh).

—

—

—

—

—

(More answers next week.)

yon have heard from

—

i

PAIR

|

Editor, "

Fleetway House, Farringdon

to

—

:

out.

OaTine

to send you, but if you write nicely
to this great man, he may oblige you.
N. S. (Bradford). I have not heard what tha
relationship is as yet.
Elsie Louise Ferguson was
born on August 10th, thirty-seven years ago, ami is
married to Thomas B. Clarke, jnr., a New York
banker. She has golden-brown hair and grey-blua
eyes.
She is American. Louise Lovely, whosa
real name is Carbassc, is of French-Swiss parentage
and she was born in Sydney, Australia, in 1S'J6.

—Sony,

1

have no photo

of

PICTURE SHOW")
PERSONAL.

I

\

TO WRITE TO YOCR FA VOFRITR
WHERE
FILM STAR.— You are kindly
requested

not to ask for any addresses by poA, owing to His
large number of other queries that have to t>a
answered.
If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
the
name of the star on the envelope, and
putting
enclose

it

with a loose l)d. stamp to the Rditor,

THE PlCTl'RB Show, Room 83, The Fleetway llou-.e.
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. and it will ba
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by tbe Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention Thk Pii'ti'ki
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
he hndcrslood. however, that » cannot guarantee
that eiieh letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.

PEARL WHITE. —Care

Los

Fox Studios. 1 101.
Angeles, Callfoi uia,

Qt'KEXIE THOMAS.— Care

of B. P. Film's, ltd..

North

Western

Avenue,

of

V.9.A.

Cranmcr Court,
S.W. 4.

High

Street,

JAMES KNIGHT. —Care

10,

of

Clapbatn,

London.

Hanua Film Studio*

Limes Bond, Croydon Surrey.

MONROE SALISBURY,
of Universal

Film Co.,

EI.MO LINCOLN

—Car*

I'nlvrnal City, California,

U.S.A.

(More addresses nevl nt-ek>

Picture Show,

Th--

May

St.',,

1920.
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STEP DANCING G3

s

n AH styles taught by a Dancer, who specialises in
n BUCK. SCHOTTISCHE. CLOG, SAND.
DUTCH, and WALTZ-TIME. Proficiency
0 Guaranteed. Dancing Mats & Bandbooltstupplied.
PUPILS COACHED at their own
0
PRIVATE RESIDENCE if desired.
n
CALL OR WRITE:
n
121 Loughborough
Sr-lf,»»ni-tTP
I TOOK
nueoige J.tuwa,

•

Rd. Brixton,
,

Oirvan Syntfin help you
to i iic reuse your height. Mr. Mtigijs reports 3 incites increase
Driver
P„
3 Inches Mr. Katclide, 4 inches Miss
Lisle... 4 inches Mr. Ketley, 4 inches.
This system greatly improves the
un-, and canlaKC; .Send 3
health,
p-nny stain ps for further particulars
and £100 Cuaranteo to Knquiry
Dept. C.T., 17. Stroud Green Road,
London, N.4.
If ko. 1ft ttas

:

THE ZOX

11,

Hatton Garden, London,

\

the

re often ignored and looked dow
upon. Tall
people ircctve favourable consideration ami
attention iu cvciy walk of life.
By my easy
scientific and safe method you can grow
sevrial inches taller. Many people have added
1! to 1 inches to their height by My System.
Write at once (or FREE p.uticulars.uieutwn.
in? •The Picture Show." Address:

'a

Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treat-

ment. Guaranteed Cure in ISdagrs, treed by Yice-AoiniraJ to.
Seaman. Colonel to Private, D.S O.'s. M.C.'s. M.M.'s. and
Merely send u pennv stamps for particulars.—
D.C.M.'e.

;

GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

Ltd.,

Imperial

53G.

Enquiry K Dept.. 51, Church St,,
South Shore, BLACKPOOL.

Buildings, Ludgate Circus. London, E.C.4.

WAYlll
A
HHAUI-H

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
BAD COMPLEXION AND

It does not matter how bad youi complexion
wiUciwit. Sold Under Guarantee.

ORDINARY WATCHES MADE INTO

WRISTLET WATCHES
"DAPTABEL^^ U?

1/3

WAXOLA

if

One Week

Wax

Wonderful

Product. -Wrinkles

and

Vfl

^ k "'

live

2

post
fn
'

9.1

hi

to

Inrpvrrities

WAXOLA

disappear magically. Acts « hile you steep. Get the

SPECIAL OFFER--

each.

is,

Bjven ttreplai
Such a
the Complexion is Good.
Complexion— clear, soft, and fresh as a babv's— may tie pr"iur.,1 in
Newbj using tin-

features look attractive

Don't Delay, Send To-Day.
P01

1 9

short

time we

hr

-

(t

3 3

era

4 So

RICHMOND
.

(Surrey)

Preparations,

110, The Green,

Hew,

Surrey,

E.C.1.

SHORT 1V1E N
ANDWOMEN

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERYES.

:

i

The

CO.,

Nervousness depi ives yon of employment, pleasures, and many
advantages in life.
If you wisir to prosper and enjoy lit,-,
strengthen your nerves, and regain confidence iu yourself !>y

I

;

FREE

s.w.9.pn

'ARE YOU SHORT?
j

These little Zox Powders arc instantly effective In hanhshinf; headache,
You iust take one in a cup of tea or water, and Ihfl pain
and Neuralgia.
goes like magic.
we that they will give you instant relief that tve will 14I idly send
arc
confident
So
upon receipt of stamped addressed envelope.
two Zox Powders
Zox Powders can be bought at all Chemists or Stoics in 1 - and 2 '6 boxes,
or post free at the same price from

PERSONAL CHARM
increased a hundredfold if, when you smile,
reveal two row* 01 teeth of pearl-like
lustre, which can only be obtained by the
regular use of the new lemon-flavoured
is

you

PERMOL

DENTAL

Recommended by

CREME

the Medical Profession.

Obtainable at Chemists and Shies, price 1/3, or
pott free. 1 3, from

PERMOL PRODUCTS

CO.. LTD.,
LEWISHAft', S.E. 13.

73. High Street,
DON'T TAKE A
SUBSTITUTE.

DAPTABEL

FINEST A>"D CHEAPEST NOVELTY EVER INVENTED.
From all Watchmakers, Jewellers, and Fancy Dealers. Or
from the " Daptabel" Advert. Dept., 150, Otlcy RoaJ,

|

IN

opportunities occur for men and w.i
this growing British Industry.
There is a demand
for traiued beginners a? Film Artists and Bioscope
and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

/MONTHLY

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,

36, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.l.

with massive Oak Case, 22-inch
k-lUy coloured Horn, unbreakable
silent - running
Motor. 11-in.nickeHed Turntable, and extra loud Insulated Sound Box.etc. Large
stocks of Cabinet Gramophones Portable Hornless

and exquisitely designed Table
Grands
ready fcr immediate
delivery d-rect from factory at

less

SHOP-bv-POST

Many

Yorks.

Biailford,

ARE YOU INTERESTED
THE CINEMA?

than shop

prices.

ON APPROVAL with 2« tunes
PACKED FREE.
needles.
CARRIAGE PAID. Complete satisSent

and 600

money refunded. Write for
monster Bargain Lists TO-DAY.
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. C. 10,
faction or

BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM,

EASY

Privately on Easy Terms
Suits,
RainHoots,
coats, Rings, v'u'.lrry,

tile

FOR

WHE^C

CONSTSPATBON
INDIGESTION

Take

HEADACHE

communicating
with
Jldoertisers,

BILIOUSNESS
AND OTHER

please

LIVER OR

STOMACH TROUBLES

mention

A TONIC TO

THE
PICTURE

In oval boxe;, 1/3 and 3'-, at all
Chcmkts, or post free Irora
C.

WHELPT0N & SON,

HammertielU,

specialise in all Exams, connected with
these subjects :
Aviation
Clerk of Works Duties

—

Shipbuilding

Structures in Concrete

Electricity

and Steel
Draughtsmanship

Mining
Engineering

Civil

Engineering

Mathematics
Boiler Inspecting
Structural Engineering Marine Engineering
Surveying

and

Level-

'ing

Architectural Drawing
Building Construction

Motor Engineering
Wireless Telegraphy
Internal Combustion
Engines

We

are prepared to produce on demand 6,000 unsolicited
testimonials from successful student* or pay £100 to
any charity you appoint.
If we have helped 6,000 to
prosperity, surely we can help YOU. If you are inter ested
in any of these subjects write, muring the subject, ant
we will send you our

FREE BOOKLST.

Please slate your a^c. Advice free.
Parents should seek our advice for their Sons.

THE BENNETT COLLECE

(Dept. 121)

SHEFFIELD

THE

WHOLE SYSTEM.

SHOW.

WE
TEACH BY POST
We

BOOTS

HON
fCTjUC Watches, Sc., ;o 5'- THLVmonthly.
1 CKtUJ worth,
for Fiic Caiufogu,
MASTERS LTD., 94, HOPE STORES, RYE.

During the war no

Ltd,,

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.

than

less

750,000,000 Tins of

NESTLE S & IDEAL MILK
were
every

supplied

time

to

the

Sold every where.

NESTLE'S,

6-8,

the

clock

Allied
ticked

Forces

—

5

tins

during 4h years.

If unobtainable locally, write

to:—

EASTCHEAP, LONDON,

E.C.3.

;

DISAGREEMENT IMPOSSIBLE '^t^^ofJ^ON. JELLOIDS.

very sad

It's really

Upon a

But now

And

How

to see

Iron Jelloids

they consider wrong or right.

That Doctors are of one accord
Right well supply a crying need.
they've agreed

pleasant

'tis

often Doctors disagree

Which

point however shght,
to

record

To maintain the vitality of the body
To maintain the blood rich and

is

the duty

strong

is

of the

blood.

the duty

of

Iron Jelloids. Poorness of blood (Ancemia) causes Breathlessness on slight exertion, Pallor of cheeks, lips and inside
of eyelids, Depression, Lassitude and Loss of Appetite.
If you experience any of these symptoms, start a course of
The Great and Reliable Tonic Iron Jelloids to-day.

M

ANDREW

Dr.
WILSON wrote:—
" To those who suffer from a deficient
"quality of blood Iron Jelloids will act
"in a most favourable manner by pro" ducing a more natural circulation,
"which will in turn replenish every part

Dr. J.
B., writes:— '.'After a long and
study
"careful
of the different phases of
"Anosmia, I find that no preparation is
"so easily taken by the patient and so

"of

Dr. R. writes

the system with fresh
"energy, greater strength

life,

Poorness

of

"conditions.

"known

A

"quickly assimilated as Iron Jelloids."

:—" Iron Jelloids give the
" greatest satisfaction, the usual disagree-

increased

and

healthier

blood

"able effects
"absent."

is

as Anosmia."

Fortnight's Trial (price

of taking

hop

being

1/3) will convince you.

Iron Jelloids
Pronounced Jell-Lloyds.

Men
Men and Women

Reliable Tonic for

...

...

For Anaemia in
For Growing Children

...
...

A

Of

all Chemists.
Manufactured only by The Iron

Printed and nubilohfd every
OHices,- J he

Treatment,

I

'

\3.

Jelloid Co.. Ltd.. 205. City Road. London. E.C.

1.

Monday by Hie proprietors, Tim AMU.(mi.m:i> Pkfss, LIMITED, Tin ftreiwiy Houie. Farringdon sin-.-t. l.on.|»n. K " 4. \dvertl*enient
Farriixtdon Street, Uynclon, K.Q. 4. Jtedtftered for transmission by Canadian Maiia/lnc Post. Subscrijrtion rate*: Inland. ii« 2d. tier
Abroad 13s. per aiiiiiini Hingis copies. 3d. Sole luaefit.s (or South Africa. Thh Ckntkji. Nrws AtlKNCV, I.tli
Sole novnts f-.r Viiktralln
and New Zealand, Mkssrs. QobdOH * COTi h, Ltd. and for Canada, Thk ImteriU Nkws Co., Ltd.
5 i;>->o,

Hretway House,

fttinuinj. single copies, 31d.

A

Fortnight's

IRON JELLOIDS No. 2A.
IRON JELLOIDS No 2
IRON JELLOIDS No. 1.

:

;
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CHARLIE CHAPLIN. — Splendid Double-Page Art Plate INSIDE.

PRISCILLA DEAN, with her Rabbits Sent

A KING FOR A DAY."

as an Easter Gift from a "Picture

Splendid Complete Circus Story by

EDDY POLO,

the Circus King, in this week

Show"

s

"

Reader.

BOYS CINEMA."

—
The Picture Show, Ufay

Summer

StcfwnyMtin,

Wear Fabrics for Town, Country, or
Patterns sou* FltKte, send a
postcard Early statins your requirements.
Bee Illustrated Catalogue for Clx>i< o
Blouses Costumes Sports Cnata, Wraps,

Seaside.

Schema. tfauAed iJQHUoA

Children's Washing
Dresses, etc.

Germolene Instantly Allays Itching, Heat,
and Irritation, and Heals Like a Charm.

and

The first touch of Gerrnoleue allays the intense itching of eczema
and similar skin maladies. The sufferer gets relief- at once

Embroidered

Catalogue

;

Goods

Germolene not only soothes but cleanses
from all wound poisons and impurities, while its healing effect
is altogether astonishing. Unlike other preparat ions, Germolene
is planned on tho great Aseptic system of treatment, which has
superseded the older, antiseptic system in medical practice.
This system means-scientific cleanliness, the exclusion of germ
life, and free action for the natural healing processes.
relief, too,

that

lasts.

Blouses.Costunn'S,
Shirts, Italucoats,
Corsets, Hosiery,
Underwear, Children's
Dresses
Overalls,
Sheets,
Quilts,
Towels,
Curtains, etc.

The Salve that Soothes at a Touch.
Eczema

The proved home remedy
Piles
"ices

Psoriasis

Ringworm

Rashes

Cuts

and

all

an

opinion

as

gwnwtem

SPORTS COAT

i

'

.
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-

Pluk.Sk>.
AJUvtl»«V

and

ARE YOU INTERESTED
THE CINEMA?

|
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ready
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Covert*.
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Maps. etc.
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HARTLEY & CO.
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21S, Stanningley Rd., LEEDS.
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l««t free a

2
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box lor

2 9
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-
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1

WAXOLA

th

Don't Delay, Send To-Day.
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1

181
(Twi

<T»o boxes
>'
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>

3 .Srt.l.

1
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(Surrey)

Preparations,
10, The Green,
Surrey,

1

Hew,

Restores

and
Pr-strv 4
The Skin.

Write for

>
Bargain List, TO-DAY.
Dept. C.10,

MEAD COMPANY,

BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM,

:

most wholesome and

nutri-

containing just those
food
elements thatgrowingchildren require.
Don't be put off with substitutes.
tious,

See that you get

.
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communicating
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9>1

Structures
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Concrete
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Phob <7rapKs
,

and

ParayrapK? of Pictures.

Phyt and

Player,

that if a man doesn't give a
somebody else will. In his
"
latest picture,
The Beloved Cheater," he has
made the announcement that only fifty-seven

His theory

woman

is

lots of love,

of his varieties of love-making were disclosed.
In his next picture, " The Butterfly Man," he
is going to reveal a new flock of love angles.

A Fine Combination.
combination of Willard Mack and
THIOGeorges
Carpeotier should make
ecreen

Famous Readers of " The Picture
Show."
No. 19.— MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN.

YOUThis

will all recognise the

Snow

PlOTOKls

dainty reader of
above. Mildred

been very much in the limelight since her marriage to Charlio Chaplin.
We are shortly to see her ia a number of new
Harris

which she is to take the star part.
you hear that she recontly had
the honour of dancing with the Prince of Wales ?
the way. did

Have You Sent Yours Yet

?

you sent the secoud volume of The
HAVE
Picture Show to
binders yet
The
the-

?

Picture Show
and the binding cases

is now in its second year,
for No. 2 can now be had.
are of pale blue cloth with black lettering
and look particularly smart, as well as keeping
the copies of The Picture Show in order.
These volumes are invaluable to everyone
interested in the cinema as they form a lasting
record of film folk on and off the screen.
You
can order your cases to day. All you have lo
do is to write to the Publishers, 7-9 Pilgrim
Street, Ludgate Hill. E.O.4., enclosing a postal
order for three shillings for case and postage.

They

A Real Treat.
you
AREYarns

reading the

Eddy

Polo Circus

in
the " Boys' Cinema " ?
As
of you know, Eddy has spent many
years with the circus. These reminiscences of
his ore the finest stories of the sawdust ring
that I have ever read. Don't miss them
unless you wish to lose a treat.

most

The Story of Charlie's Dog.
you are collecting
double page photoIF gravures. I am sureour
you will be more
delighted

with

Every admirer

centre

this

Minn
week.

knows

11k>

dog that helped him in " A
just a mongrel that won.
way into Charlie's heart by his forlorn ap-

story of the

Dog's Life."
his

our

of Charlie Chaplin

little

He was

—

—

-

WHEN

the night scenes in " Burning Daylight " were being filmed at the Metro
Studio one evening, a meek little woman

approached Helen Ferguson, who is playing
opposite Mitchell Lewis in the picture, and asked
the Alaskan-clad actress if she had anything to
do in the scene. Helen explained that she was
one of the cast, to which the curious one replied
" Who ev er would havo thought that such a
sweet little girl could be a movio actress "
:

—- —

!

Welcome Back.

WE

are to see Mary Charleson again on the
As you kno.w, in private life
she is the wife of Henry Walthall. She
is to play opposite Harry Carey in a coining
photoplay entitled " Closed Claims."
screen.

Charles Ray Has

Had a

had a birthday anniversary
the other day which was celebrated with
a dinner given in his honour at the Los
Angeles Athletic Club by about twenty of hi3
close friends.
Of course, he received several
tokens of their personaj admiration. By a coincidence the day marked tho actual beginning

work on his first picture in his own studio,
from which will emanate all of his features
hereafter.
The first will be George M. Cohan's
comedy, " 45 Minutes from Broadway."
of

World's Record.
much has been

SO Brunette's
Warren

KING BAGOT,

the hand-

some

bero ol filmland,
This is the latest portrait
ol the famous film star,

record
Kerrigan

his .present contract.
will, -without doubt, constitute a world's
record of this kind for an actress, and will be a
testimonial, the like of which few have received.

This

—

Kind-hearted Mabel.
HEAR that Mabel Normand is so popular
I in Mexico that one of tho young dandies of
Mexico City got himself arrested rather
than give up one of her pictures, which ho had
taken from a lobby display. Miss Normand
heard of the incident, and sent the young man
an autographed photograph, to console him for
the loss of the one which the police forced hira
to part with.

Tennis Court and

Swimming Pool Com-

bined.
the Goldwyn star,
has contracted for one of the most
unusual buildings, a combination tennis
court and swimming pool. On her premises is
a fine tenni3 court, but Miss Frederick had it
excavated, and tiled for a swimming pool. The
borders of the pool are indented so that light
girders can be placed in position to support a
board tennis court. When it is finished, Miss
Frederick will have her pool for the summer,
and her tennis court for the winter months.

Praise Indeed.
a
NO marked

about

said

as

—she
—

leading
is

Fritzio
lady for

now on

her

sixth successive picture
that it was believed
hat there was nothing more to record. It now
t ranspires,
however, that Robert Brunton, the
producer of the Kerrigan pictures, has signed
Frilzie for the remaining four pictures to be
t

play-

" Cherry " in a coming
pboto-play entitled, " The
Shoeblack of Piccadilly."

PAULINE FREDERICK,

Birthday.

CHARLES RAY

A

EILEEN MACiRATH
ing

made by Kerrigan under

Just Fancy.

lias

stories, in

By

a
Willard Mack,
play well worth seeing.
who, as you know, is the husband of Pauline
Frederick, is one of America's foremost dramatists.
His latest work over here was "Tiger
Rose," the famous Bellasco play, that was an
instantaneous success at the Savoy Theatre,
London. Now I hear lie is to write the first
screen play for which Georges Carpenticr has
gone to America.

less
person than Geraldine Farrar rethat Paulino Frederick is one of
the best-dressed women she ever knew.
" She dresses in perfect taste," said the

Goldwyn star. " And Madge Kennedy, too,
knows the value of clothes. Her style is more
6imple than Miss Frederick's, but it suits her
exquisite self perfectly."
And Miss Farrar knows a thing or two about
clothes herself.

pearance, and he. repaid Charlie's kindness with
his life.

For when

the'

comedian was away

ill,

the dog died, and bis friends said il was of a
broken heart. Don't you "agree with mo tliat
it is one of the finest pictures you have yet seen
of this imitarble 'comedian 1
And let me whisper it— there are still more and more of these

—

pictures coming.

'Too Realistic.

I
"'

HEAR

that Joe King was so seriously injured in his realistic fight with Tom Santchi

in a coming Rex Beach picture, entitled
North Winds Malice." that he had to go to

New York to have an X-ray taken'of his
He fell twenty foet down a cliff, striking a
*
with Tom Santchi on top of him.

Lew Cody's Love Maxims.
LEW CODY claims that love is

ribs.
tree,

a science that
should be carefully considered by every
young man who expects to become a
husband, and by every husband who wants to
remain a benedict.

You wiU
HEIFIZ.

recognise the central figures here are of CHARLIE CHAPLIN and the world-famous violinist,
Heifiz was recently a guest at the Chaplin studio.
Charlie himself is an accomplished musician,
so he got out bis David Mantegna and asked the young maestro to give him a tune.
The great virtuoso
played a jolly little rag and a couple of Old-English barn dances.
At first he was a bit bewildered bv tu«
arrangement of the strings on Charlie's violin, till Charlie explained that, being left-handed, he sort of preferred
to play his fiddle upside-down.

—

,

The Picture

4
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{Cmt

SHOW CHAT

PICTURE

He Deserves

Congratulation.

NOEL
Aubrey

directs the Jimmy
comedies for Vitagraph, recently

SMITH,

The " Good " Old Days.

PLAYERS
"

picture,
in the new Goldwyn
Milestones," had all kinds of trouble in
accustoming themselves to the dress and
the queer vehicles used in the first scenes of the

picture, which occur
in 1860.
Take, for
instance, poor Mary

Alden,
who plays
" Rose," and elopes
with her lover. Mary
had to mount a high
English tandem dog-

—and
hoop

do

skirts

"

it

was ever more

would

flus-

finished the

pic-

EMMA

DUNN,

has been
as one ol
portrayers
of
" mother " roles.
We are
shortly to see her on tbe
screen in tbe part o! Angie
In " Old Lady 31," a part
she created in the original
stage production.

known
tbe

ture."

tor
best

yean

Lost His Voice in Wordless Play.

PARADOXICAL,

isn't it, to say a man has
through acting in motion
pictures ?
Yet that is what has happened to Sidney Vautier, who is at the Goldwyn
Btudio now.
He is playing a Bolshevist leader
in " Trimmed With Red," starring Madge
Kennedy. He is a radical who " goes in for
oratory," burning words are always falling from
hi3 lips.
So far, in the picture he has addressed
three meetings at radical headquarters and two
gatherings of society women. And his voice
has given out. This, despite the fact that Mr.
Vautier is of French descent and volubility goes
with such ancestry. The worst part about it is
that he has been compelled to give up smoking
Terrible
cigarettes until his throat is better.
sacrifices one must make for one's ait

lost his voice

—

* I

-

—

Do Yon Know

?

— That

Carmel Myers haa gone into musical

comedy

?

•

•

Mixville,

and displayed some astonishing
The star had not intended
taking part in the contest, but was asked to do
He had
so by the chairman of the gun club.
not brought along his guns, and did not care to
use any of the club's weapons. Finally someone brought forth a 45-calibre revolver, and
Mix no longer could resist the opportunity for
some practice.
The members of the club all stopped shooting
California,

marksmanship.

-

while the star blazed away at the released clay
pigeons, halting only to reload, until one hundred of the imitation birds had been flown.
When the score had been tallied it was learned

" toy "

Charles Ray's favourite
marvellous electrical piano ?
•

•
star,

•

—That

ia

19th of July, 1919

•

*

that she didn't get
a chance to go to college, though she now has

her chief regret

set hours for study
•

?

is

a

— That Tom Mix
•

is

•

•

•

dancer
*

t
-

•

•

,

years

T

Notes and News from Los Angeles.
is being starred out
in " At the Mercy
of Tiberius," told me that as a small child
she used to be very fond of private theatricals.
Unfortunately, her sisters, who usually got them
up, considered her absolutely lacking in any
dramatic ability, so she was only allowed to
appear in " walk-on " parte. Later on, sho
was sent to school in Belgium, and her great
hour came when she was given the star part
in a Christmas play.
She says that on that
memorable occasion the only drop of wormwood
in her cup of happiness was the fact that her
6isters wore not present to witness her triumph.

HYLAND, who
PEGGY
by G. B. Samuelson

New

Pet.

NORMAND has added a new pet
MABEL
to her already extensive menagerie,
namely, the beautiful little spotted horse
she rides in " Pinto." When he was first trotted
out for her inspection, she looked at him for a
moment very reflectively, and then said : " Of
" But
course, he's got to be called
Legs.' "
why t " queried her director. " Well, he's got
four of them, hasn't he 1 " retorted Mabel.
Which, of course, if you like to look at it that
way, is logical enough.
1

•
fine

-—That Betty Compson, who has made such a
hit in The Miracle Man, played the violin on
the " halls " at one time in her career t

—That

we shall see him in " Tbe Shoeblack
You will notice he is reading the
paper, the " Boys' Cinema."
Mr.

FROM "OVER THERE."

Mabel's

•

t

*

*

as

ot Piccadilly."
real Wild West

a

•—That Mary MacLaren was nineteen on the

— That

ERIC GRAY,

Gray has been a midshipman, bat says be would not
go back to tbe sea for anything after aim work.

,

in her income that she is approaching big stardom is shown in the
emulation by Marjorie Daw of others
who have reached the pinnacle of success before
the motion picture camera. The 18-year-old
screen favourite has just followed the example
set by the others, having purchased a handsome
new home and a touring car. Having finished
work on " Don't Ever Marry,' Marshall Neilan's
latest production for First National, Miss Daw
i? visiting England.
She was Mary Pickford'a
bridesmaid when Mary married Douglas.

Mix's Triumph.

Fox cowboy
recently attended
TOMa MIX,
trap-shooting
contest at
.

of the

EVIDENCE

girl

be
we

Tom

now an honorary member

club.

•

in

before

broken

15th, 1920.

out of a

Another Star.

tered than I, climb,
ing into that high
cart and managing
my hoop skirt gracefully at
the same
time," says Miss
"
Alden.
And those
horses
pranced
so
that I was sure my

neck

is

hit seventy -five

1

!

No runaway

Tom Mix
gun

had

May

who

drove a motor-cycle through a garage
w.ndow because he couldn't find anyone else to
do it the way he wanted it done. After he had
been restored to consciousness, the members ol
the company congratulated him on not having
broken his neck. He had only some severe
lacerations of the scalp and face and a broken
finger.
He was back on his job after a few days.

cart

that the Fox star
possible hundred.

Sho'w,

she was in Christie comedies for four

He Was No

Use.

LOUISE GLAUM

lias a very beautiful home
the Beverley Hills, full of priceless
antiques, and so forth.
Recently she
engaged a watchman to guard her treasures
at night, and was much surprised when he caino
to her the other day with the usual complaint;
of the high cost of hving, and demanded a rise.
After some strenuous and fruitless argument,
to which the man gave her the most bewildering
replies, Miss Glaum made the astounding discovery that her watchman was stone deaf.
Furthermore that he never carried a revolver
with him on his rounds for fear it might go off.
Needless to say there is at present a vacanry
in the Glaum household for a capable keeper
of the door.

in

,

Three Kinds of Rope.

WILL ROGERS'
he

hobby is "ropnot called upon to do a
lasso act in his picture, he just keeps on
roping in his off-time for the love of tbe thing.
He evolves and practises new tricks several
hours a day, and keeps three sets of ropes ono
at home, one at the studio, and one in his dressing
room, so that he always has them handy. Il»
cotton, Mexican
also uses three different kinds
The fibre ones cost about
fibre, and raw hide.
five dollars each, the rawhide as much as twenty.
ing."

if

favourite

is

—

—

He

believes that his ropes have life, and when
But
life goes out of them they are useless.
he never throws them away. They are put tu
rest in trunks and cupboards, and still treasurcil
as old and tried friends, who after a long ctrwr
of usefulness have been pensioned off and

the

EILEEN SEDGEWICK and EDDY POLO who
Circus King."

are appearing together in tbe fine lerial entitled,
real-Iile circus stories in Ibe " Bon' Cinema."

Are you reading Eddy's

" The

allowed to

retire.

Elsie Codd.

Tht Picture Show,

May

15f//,

"5

1920.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR

Those
game.

ol

TOM MEIGHAN'S

you wlio play chess can imagine

RAYMOND HATTON

deliberation.

No wonder

is

interest in this

about to move the knight after i6\ hours'

his opponent,

THEODORE ROBERTS,

puts his

"

THE PICTURE SHOW."

This delightful snapshot .shows that there is a land where the sun shines and
shines.
You will recognise BRYANT WASHBURN at the left, and behind
him in the centre LOIS WILSON. On the left is Mrs. DONALD CRISP.

hat on.

JACK HOXIE and ANN LITTLE

with a little child that plays a
part in their coming big serial, "Lightning Bryce."
You will
be able to read this thrilling story in " Boys' Cinema."

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS is more than ever in the public
car with HIRAM ABRAMS (solicitor to the Big Four).
him and

Pretty

PEGGY HYLAND

ANTONIO MORENO

friends

have done

serial.

is smiling too happily to know what her kind
to the back of her car.
This is a scene in a coming Fox
photo-play, entitled "Black Shadows."

This

is

Here we see him in his
Three pressmen have caught

eye.

are taking notes.

prepares for a daring leap to aid the heroine in a coming
only one of the many thrills which Antonio packs into his
sensational photo-plays-

I

I

May

Tin Picture Show,

Who

Him Most?

Loved

A

Don't

Serial

the office

stairs and out into the street.
It was barely six o'clock,

but Mona

LEVERIDGE

was in a hurry. It was Wednesday night, and
Jack Arlingford always came to see her on
Wednesdays.
A cold, south-westerly wind was blowing in
gusts around the corner of the building, and the
girl involuntarily pulled her fur collar up closer
to her neck as she made to join the group of
people already waiting for the No. 15 'bus.
" I shan't wait behind and let the others
crowd in front of me. I must get on the first
which comes," she told herself as a half-smilo
rested for a moment at the corner of her lips.
The No. 15 'bus came trundling along, and
Mona was the first to catch hold of the brass
rail and draw herself up on to the step.
Just as she did so, however, she caught sight
of a familiar figure on the opposite side of the

road.

Sacrifice for Love.

By EMMIE ALLINGHAM.

her.

Mona caught but a fleeting glance at the
(shabby hat, gloveless hands, and the pale little
face as the crowd behind her pushed her forward.
Acting on a strange impulse Mona turned
round.
•'
I want to get off," she explained to the
indignant faces which glared at her.
The conductor uttered a rude remark as the
people made way for her, but Mona took no
heed.
A moment later she was speeding across
the road.
girl who had arrested her attention was
leaning against a lamp-post. She smiled
in a tired way as Mona came up to her, but sho
appeared too exhausted and unhappy to speak.
Mona, who had taken in the girl's appearance
at a glance, placed a strong protecting arm

The

shocked.
nonsense," she said briskly.
You must come home with me. I only have
littlo
place,
but it is quite comfortable.
a tiny
You are all run down and disheartened. I will
take care of you until you are well and strong
Here, take my muff for your cold little
again.
hands."
Sylvia smiled at her radiantly as she took
the muff.
Mona could not help noticing how quickly
Sylvia could change from one mood to another.
" Oh, Miss Leveridge
How just awfully
sweet of you " said the girl.
" Well, come along. We must catch the next
I don't live very far away," said Mona.
'bus.
The 'bus was coming towards the stopping
place, and they both managed to scramble
inside.

dressing-table

many
"

could die

people about.

Oh, I do wish I

!

Mona was
" Don't

talk

"

!

Mona had

to stand, but she was glad that
kindly offered Sylvia a seat.

someone
Mona's

soft,

brown eyes grew very tender as

down

at her companion.
She would take care of this poor child, who
apparently had no one to look after her. v.
Mona experienced a sudden indignation
against the world in general which* made no

they gazed

young girl like Sylvia.- It
was terrible to think what might have happened to her if she had not come along and
protected her. She was so very pretty, and so
provision for a

frail

now

delicate.

around

without a wave or a curl to soften the effect:
She often wished that she had been pretty,
but sho did not believe in assisting nature, as

her.

How

"

you

ill

consternation.
"

home

look,
" Tell

Sylvia," she cried in
me. Shall I see you

1

Sylvia Pcarks ollowed her golden head to
fall on Mona's shoulder.
" I'm just done up," 6he said in a weak,
voice.
looking for a job.

pitiful

littlo

day
nobody wants you,

— have been out
— " just awful when

I
I
It

all

it's

isn't it ?

Weak

tears filled her big blue eyes.
Mona's generous heart went out to her in pity.
She knew very little of Sylvia. Tine girl had
b?en in her office for a month, and Mona had
admired hor fragilo prettiness.

Sylvia had disapjieared from her desk
Mr.
Coombe, the head partner, had said some hard
things of her, but Mona did not think of them
now. The girl was ill, and evidently unhappy.
"'
You poor, little thing," she said. " Come,
Let me take you
dear, where do you live ?
home."
;

Home

"

"

!

Sylvia gave an hysterical little laugh, while
her mouth worked pitifully.
" I don't know where that is," sho said at
last. " My landlady turned me out this morning.
She she is keeping my clothes until I I pay
her what I owe.
Mona stared at her companion in consterna-

—

—

tion.

"

You

hero"
to

A

don't

say you aro stranded

to

1

peculiar expression passed

over the
"

mean

around her — "with
—glancing
Where do your parents

go to

I

girl's face.

have no people.

I

—I

she cried in a shaky voice

;

sudden quick movement of
her companion.
"'
Don't leave me, Miss

live
for a

am
and
fear,

on

nowhere
?

"

my

own,"
a

then, with

6he clung to

—

Loveridge. I
don't know what will become of me. I am so
cold and and miserable and hungry.
1 went
this afternoon to the Embankment, but thcro

—

Mona knew that her own skin was sallow.
She wore her hair drawn back from her forehead

many

girls did.

The

A

'bus stopped, and the two girls alighted.
short walk brought them to the modest littlo

flat.

Mona opened the door and they entered.
Sylvia had recovered herself in a remarkable
She followed Mona into the sittingroom and allowed her to draw up tho one
easy-choir for her.
The fire was already laid, and Mona lit it
before taking off her clothes.
" There now," she said cheerfully, " I'll put
on the kettle, and we will soon have a cup of
tea.
Why, Sylvia, you ^ro looking better
already."
"I fee! splendid," cried the girl cheerfully.
" Quite warm now." She glanced around her.
" This is a jolly little room.
May I call you
Mona ? Miss Leverhlge sounds so stiff."
manner.

" You may call me just what you like," said
Mona, smiling down at her.
" Take off your things when you want to,
dear, and make yourself comfortable," sho
went on. " That's a dreadful hole in your stockWould you like to mend it t You will
ing.
find a work-basket in the next room, and there's
pair
of slippers under the bed you may borrow.
a
I'm just running to the butcher's at the corner
I am expecting a visitor this
evening, but I don't suppose he will get here
If he does, I can trust you,
before 1 get back.
I hope, to entertain him."
" Oh, a gentleman " exclaimed Sylvia with
"
a merry little laugh. " I hope he is nice ?
Mona only smiled and nodded before she
went out of the room, and Sylvia continued to

of tho street.

!

moment

with books, tlie^ quaint brass ornaments on the
small oak sideboard, and the neat rush-bottomed
chairs.
Then she wandered into the bedroom.
It was very small, but spotlessly clean.
The
inexpensive white furniture, the polished floor

covered with threo pieces of blue felt sewn
round with white wool, the white muslin curtains at the small window made a very dainty
apartment.
i
Sylvia glanced at them all. .Then she went
to the dressing-room and studied her reflection
in the glass.
She took off her shabby hat and flung it on to
the bed.
Her coat followed it.
How crumpled and dirty her blouse was.
She glanced at it disapprovingly ; then her
gaze travelled round the room again.Behind the door hung a peacock -blue coloured
dressing-gown.
L _
,
It was rather dowdy, and she made a grimace
as she put it on.
Now where would Mona keep her stockings,
she wondered. She always wore black to
But then
business, and Sylvia detested black.
her own were soiled, and had such terrible holes.
Sylvia opened the bottom drawer of the

were so

!

It was a girl, and there was something
Btrangely pathetic in the bend of her shrinking
shoulders as she stood irresolutely gazing around

BEGINNING TO-DAY!

Story

Wonderful Story of a Girl's

Chance Meeting.
ran down

MOXA

Human

Miss This Very
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gaze around her.
She noticed photographs on the shelf ; the
shining silver- plated tea-pot, with jug and sugar
basin to match ; tho frail apostle spoons, and
the dainty tea cups and saucers.
Then her gaze wandered to the furniture.
Tho old oak bookcase with glass doors, filled

•',

'

,•

and peeped

'

:

in.

Then sl^c gave a bubbljng little laugh,, and
her eyes sparkled.
This was a real bottom drawer. Mona was
evidently preparing a trousseau.
Sylvia pulled out a pair tot dainty blue
quilted slippers, folded in tissue-paper, inside
them were silk stockings to match.
Underneath, in more tissue-paper carefully
was a dressing - gown
a gorgeous
with beautiful shaded
pink apple-blossom worked in a trailing design
all over it.
Sylvia laughed aloud.
A few minutes later she was turning and
folded,

;

affair of pale blue silk,

twisting before the glass again, clad in the bor-

rowed

A

finery.

loud ringing at the bell startled her.

—

That would be Mona or perhaps the visitor.
She caught up the comb and quickly arranged her golden hair until it fell like a cloud
over her shoulders.
The bell rang again. Sylvia, with a laughing
grimace at her reflection in the gloss, ran
through to the tiny hall.
" I'm coining, dear " she cried.
" How
"
impatient you are
She flung open the door, and then stood in
well-acted pretty confusion, for it was not Mona
but a stranger who stood there.
He was very tall and dark, and his eyes appeared enormous as he stared at the radiant
vision before him.
" Oh, I am so sorry
Please forgive me
I thought it was Mona," said Sylvia, thoroughly
enjoying the effect she saw she had produced.
" Is she in ? " asked the stranger, recovering
himself with an effort.
" Yes. I mean will you please come in T
She is expecting you, I know."
Jack Arlingford could not take his eyes from
!

!

!

—

the vision.
" I do
" I am Mona's friend," said Sylvia.
hope you don't mind me being here ?
I'm
delighted.
I
er
Of course not.
can't take my eyes off you " Ho laughed some-

— —

!

what nervously.
" It's your voice," he continued quickly la
he followed her into the room. " The tone of
your voice is just like Mona's. When you
called before you opened the door, I was cerYou are not by chance a
tain it was she.

"

relation ?
" Oh, no, I'm only a friend.
I wish I were a
Mona is such a dear, isn't she, and
relation.
"
clever
!
so

Sylvia wrinkled her brows and shook her
" I'm not a bit clever, I do wish 1 were,"
head.
she said with well -acted wist fulness.
" But I am sure you are," cried tho young
{Continued on page 8

)
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A BEAUTIFUL DANISH STAR WHO INTENDS BUILDING A
In " Riders of the Purple
ono of tlic beautiful screen
NN FORREST
AN!
is

actresses who is rapidly
that leads* to fame.

climbing

the ladder

Only a few years ago, though Ann was then a tiny
tot, sho left her native land of Denmark, and, with her
parents, went to seek fame and fortuno in America.
Ann has found it in filmland.

The True Mark

Special to " The
Picture Show."

ANN FORREST.

The Expressions of

of the Danish Girl.

DREAM HOUSE.
Sage."

to
AFTER a number of small parts, Ann was chosen
particu-

play opposite William Farnum in that
larly thrilling Fox photoplay, " Riders of the
Purple Sage," a film version of Zane Grey's famous
novel.
As Jane Withersteen she won universal praise,

and established

herself so firmly in the hearts of the
cinema-loving public that she was offered an important
role in Allan Dwan's production, " A Splendid Hazard."

maid with beautiful flaxen
SHEhair—athedainty
A Star in a Night.
— and she
true mark of a Danish
absoher wonderful acting in a coming photoplay,
very accomplished.
Added to this, she
NOW,
entitled " Dangerous Days,"
said to have
lutely without fear.
She volunteered for any part which
is

little

girl

is

is

is

required daring horsemanship, swimming, or daring
high dives, or any scene where a particularly thrilling
incident was to be taken and someone who was not
afraid of risking her neck was wanted for the part.

gained her the coveted heights of stardom. The
part was not thought very much of when it was offered
to Ann, being one of the so-called minor parts, but
Ann loves her work, and meant making the very 'best
of it.
She worked and worked by day, and
rehearsed and rehearsed by night, with the
result that she acted the part with so much
realism that both director and author declared
that it was one of the most remarkable bits of
acting they had ever witnessed. This is saying
something when we remember some of the
wonderful pieces of character acting we have
seen on the screen.
So this delightful little actress has made, her
name, and I prophesy it will be a big one.

She Read Their Hands.

AMONG

the

many

accomplishments of

this

a real gift for palmistry,
which the other players in the studios and
her friends arc not slow to take advantage of.
There is not much spare time between scenes
for Ann, for one or other of the stars will ask
Ann "to study her hand, and try to tell what
Fate has in store for her.
The belief that Ann is gifted is also shared by
the men folk. Only the other day Frank Lloyd,
who is directing Pauline Frederick at the Goldwyn Studios, caught Ann looking at Miss
Frederick's hand. He insisted on her scrutinising
his palm, and was caught by the camera-man.
little

.

star

is

You will remember this photograph appeared
in The Picture Show a few weeks ago.

Her Dream House.
all real patriots, Ann
has never forgotten her own land, though it is many
years since she has seen it.
And her
greatest ambition is to build a house that at
present is only to be seen in her dreams.
It is
the house in which she was born, its memory
kept green by a photograph that is one of her
most cherished possessions. For it was to this
house that her father took her much-loved
mother when a blushing bride, and where they
lived happily before and after Ann came to be
their much-spoiled darling.

LIKE

Green Gables and Triangular Windows.
architect is now preparing the plans of

AN

which is to be set in the footnear Los Angeles.
From Ann's description, it sounds particuIt is to have green gables,
larly attractive.
this house,
hills

oak beams in the side, and the most delightwindows shaped in triangles. Then, again,
it is to have a thatched roof, which, though we
have many over here, is something of an innovation in dwellings in the United States.
Thus Ann's dream is to come true.
big

ful

Other Photo-Plays.
photo-plays we are
OTHER
her in are " A Splendid

shortly to see

Hazard," with
Norman Kerry " The Great Accident,"
with Tom Moore. " In Dangerous Days " she
plays opposite Roland Lee.
;

WHERE TO WRITE TO HER
Qoldwyn Studios, Culver

ANN FORREST.

When

Ann Forrest,
City, California.
:

writing to stars, if a reply is wanted, please mention
"The Picture Show."

8

The ricturt Show,

THE SILENT DUPE
man earnestly.
You mustn't
I am sure
He paused in some confusion.
'

{Continued

from page

6.)

talk like that.

'

Jack Arling-

was not accustomed

to utter compliments,
figure in the dainty clothing, with
her fair hair falling over her shoulders, looked
like some fairy vision.
And Sylvia, thoroughly realising and enjoying the effect she had created and utterly regardless of the pale-blue dressing-gown, seated
herself on the fender before the fire and began
to talk in her pretty artless way.
Mona, coming in out of the wind and the
rain, heard her merry laughter and chatter,

foid

but the

little

and smiled.
Sylvia was such a

child.

How

quickly she

forgot.

At Mona's entrance into the room Sylvia
glanced across at her smilingly.
She saw the amazed astonishment which came
into her friend's eyes and laughed merrily.
" Now don't scold me, Mona," she cried ap" I just could not help it.
pealingly.
It was
so awfully pretty, and I knew you would never
want

to

wear

it."

Mona

said nothing at all.
Sylvia's cool
assurance

almost took

her

breath away.
She greeted Jack, and then went into the
other room to take off her wet clothing.
Sylvia's clothes lay on the bed, her dress a
heap on the floor ; the bottom drawer stood
open just as she had left it.
Mona stared around her somewhat stupidly.
That Sylvia should dare to open the sacred
drawer and take her things quite bewildered her.
She went to the door, and then changing her
mind, came back and tidied the room automatically.
She could not bear to see anything
out of its proper place.
Sylvia from her seat on the fender clapped her
hands when Mona finally entered.
" May we have some tea 1 " she asked.
" I

am

so hungry,

Mona

"

?

Mona

looked at her very steadily.
" I can't have you go about in that gown,"
" Go and put on your own clothes
she said.
again."
The corners of the girl's mouth begnn to
droop, she sprang up and flung her arms round
Mona's neck.
" Oh, do let me wear this !
My blouse is so
dirty.
I can't wear it as it is."
" You must take that off, Sylvia, and do up
your hair."
Mona knew that her voice sounded harsh
and cruel, she also knew that Jack was looking
at her disapprovingly. He had never looked
at her like that before, and her heart was crying
protest.

in

home
"

Oh,

why had

she brought Sylvia

?

lend you a blouse," she went on, turning
" Now, come along."
to the girl.
Sylvia glanced at Jack and shook her shoulders
like a spoilt child.
Her golden hair gleamed in
the firelight, and her eyes filled with the everI'll

ready tears.
" I hate wearing blouses and skirts," she
cried passionately.
"I do wish I need never
wear them."
Mona did her best to keep calm, although she
<vas sorely tempted to remind the girl that
what she was then wearing did not belong to her.
Some shy sense of reticence, however, kept her
quiet.'

Suppose Jack should guess the secret of (he
bottom drawer. Her face burned at the
th<

ught.

Sylvia, behaving exactly like a naughty child,
followed her out of the room.
Mona treated her coldly.
Sylvia began to be afraid.
" Don't be cross with me, Mona," she
cried,
suddenly placing her arms around the other's
neck.
"I I haven't hurt it, and I did so want to
I thought you said I could borrow
look nice.
anything I liked, didn't you ? "
" I don't allow
No, I did not," said Mona.
people to touch my things."
Oh, I am so sorry
I quite misunderstood
you. I'm sure you said I could. I I oh, I
am so lonely and unhappy "
She was crying again, and looking at Mona
with her big innocent blue eyes, her frail hands
clinging to Mona's arm.

—

'

!

——

!

Mona found herself in spite of her disapproval, comforting her naughty little friend.
" You must not touch any of my things," she
" Promise me, Sylvia, that if I
said lamely.
let you stay here you will leave my things
alone, dear."
Sylvia nodded while little hard, dry sobs
broke from her lip?.
Mona opened a cupboard and took out a lace
blouse.
It was her second best, the one she
usually wore on Sundays.
" Put this on," she said gently.
Sylvia examined it and then she smiled.
" This is quite nice," she said in a pleased
voice
and Mona noticed that the sobs had
completely disappeared.
" Mona, dear, you are a darling."
The pretty baby face was pressed against her
own, the thin arms clasped her round the neck.
Mona kissed her passionately.
" Be good, Sylvia," she said, scarcely conscious of what she was saying.
Then, after
folding up the precious blue kimono and replacing it carefully into. its tissue wrappings,
she went out and left the girl to dress.
As she cooked the chops for tea she heard
Sylvia singing happily as she dressed herself,
and a curious despondency swept over her.
The pretty dressing-gown which comprised a
year's savings, and which she herself could only
touch with reverent fingers, had been desecrated.
It would never be quite the same to her again.
It was a part of a dream which she had once
dreamed so hopefully. It was to have been
worn on her honeymoon. She had intended to
wear it down to breakfast with the pretty
stockings and slippers to match.
She had
;

bought them all for one man's eyes. Now he
had seen them but not on her. Sylvia had
destroyed the dream.
Mona suddenly clasped
her hands in an agony of sudden fear.
" Don't let her take him from me," she whispered under her breath.

—

"

" Will You Marry Me ?
had come and gone, but Sylvia
continued to live af the flat.
Mona had found her a new place, but

A MONTH

she kept it for only a few days.
Sylvia was no good for office work, and when
Jack appeared one luncheon time at his favourite
A. B.C. he was surprised to discover Sylvia sitting
disconsolately waiting for him.
" I've lost my job and I'm just frightened to
" Mona will bo
death," she confided to him.
She took such trouble to
so angry with me.
promise
her I would
get me it, and she made me
stay.
I wanted to, but they would not let me."
Her big eyes expressed her helplessness. "I've

made a mistake
did understand

in their silly figures.

I

how many noughts went

never
to a

thousand."

There was a patbetie break in the girl's voice,
and the ever-ready tears came into her eyes.
Jack took the girl's hand between his own and
pressed it understandingly.
Sylvia went on talking she could never keep
Words bubbled
silent for any length of time.
from her lips as easily as water flows in a brook.
Suddenly she stopped and her face grew
ghastly as she recognised a man who had just)

—

in and was sitting a few tables away.
" What is it, Sylvia I " asked Jack, trying to
follow her gaze.
short, thin man, dressed in a well-cut suit
and bowler hat was just ordering himself a

come

Sylvia snuggled up to him in her pretty,
" This is lovely," she cried,
" Oh, I do like to
ride in a taxi-cab.
I wish we could go through
the Park
wouldn't it be lovely."
" I can't to-day, Sylvia.
I'll take you some
other time," he said impulsively, as he watched
the delicate colour which came and went in her
;

'

almost transparent cheeks.
" Will you really ? Oh, Jack, you are a dear !
" I
I am so fearfully grateful," she replied.
think you are the most wonderful man in the
whole wide world."
Jack laughed to hide his embarrassment.
" My dear child," he said, " don't talk sucb
nonsense."
" Do I ? "
She glanced at him innocently.
" Oh, but I think you are " she said.
No one
else would be as kind to me as you are.
You
are never angry with me.
Mona often is. She
gets so impatient.
She thinks I don't try. She
will be so angry to-night if you are not there
so
do please come. She treats me so differently in
front of you
you would not believe."
" Mona has been a very good friend to you,
" She is one
Sylvia," slid Jack reproachfully.
!

;

—

" Don't let him see me."
Jack rose at once,
mystified.

cried the girl hoarsely.

although

somewhat

" Oh, yes, I know she is " cried the girl
- I don't mean to speak against her.
hastily.
!

That would be very wicked

—

Oh

I

must you go

to
"

business.

Couldn't you take me home first T
She glanced behind her as though in fear, yet
all the while she knew that George Harcourt,
the man in the A.B.C. would be the last man in
the world to trouble to speak to her unless she
addressed him first, but Sylvia was playing her

game.

Jack glanced at his watch. He had an important engagement at three o'clock ; yet how
could he leave her T
He hailed a taxi-cab and handed Sylvia in.
It was a great extravagance, but time was
precious.

of

me, because she

a perfect dear, but when one is always strong
well they don't know what it is to feel
and— 1
I get so tired and weary, and
I do.
don't know just what will happen to me. Mona
told me last week that she finds there is not
room for us both at her flat and she wants me to
go.
Of course I know I must. I must find
some work to do."
She turned suddenly to the man.
" I suppose you don't know of anyone who
would give me some work, do you T
is

and

—

" There must be some mistake, Sylvia," cried
Jack, ignoring the last part of her sentence.
" Surely Mona did not actually say that she

wanted you

to go."
Sylvia, her eyes filled with tears, nodded her
head.
" She did. She did. really," she said, ending
up her words with a big gulping sob ; " and now
What shall I do l-**
1 am frightened, Jack.
She was leaning the whole weight of het
slender body against him, and turning round and
round in her fingers a button on his jacket. Her
big blue eyes were lifted to his face, the corners
of her mouth drooped dejectedly.
Jack placed his arm around her.
" Little girl," he said thickly, " I'm not very
Will you
well off, but I can give you a home.
marry me T " he said.
For a moment she stared up at him, scarcely
believing that the moment she had striven foi
so earnestly the last few weeks had actually

arrived.

Then she lifted her head and kissed him.
eyes were shining with triumph.

Hei

" Oh, Jack
do you really mean it 1 I would
just love to be married and have a little borne ol
my own," she cried. " No "one could turn me
out of it then, could they T
" No, child.
My poor little Sylvia."
He was holding her close again3t him, while
be covered-her face with kisses.
!

She laughed and drew herself away from him.
In a moment her whole attitude had changed.
"

You dear

silly

boy.

You

are knocking

my

you be able to buy me a new hat.
do hate this old thing. She gave the
offending hat a vicious stab with a hat pin.
" I guess we will manage it somehow, be said
Will

off.

Jack

?

I

smiling.

" Who is he, Sylvia ? " he asked.
Outside in safety she took his arm.
" That man follows me. He terrifies me," she
" He has never
said, clinging to Jack's arm.
spoken to me yet, but 1 know he will, and I'm
frightened.

women."

of the best of

hat

me out, please,"

15/A, 1920.

charming way.

A

coffee.
" Take

May

"Jack, you are a perfect darling. Won'l
surprised T " she added as an afterthought. And there was just a trace of spite in
her words which, try as she would, aha could

Mona be

not conceal.
Jack, however, did not notice it.
He knew very few women, and very little
about them except that he thought they were
all

good.

His face grew grave as he thought of Mona.
Mona and he had been lifelong friends. Sometimes he had thought that she might one day
He put the thought resolutely from him.
care.
she needed him. She
Sylvia wanted him
was just a pretty, helpless child. His clasp on
the girl beside him grew tighter.
Mona, he knew, would understand.
;

(Another instalment of this fine story in next
week's issae.)
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MARY.
LETTERS FROM
—A Dream
Man—
Won-

My Meeting
derful

with Douglas Fairbanks

Bedroom— Dancing with

I.os Anokli:s.

wonderful
DEAREST Fay, —Tho mostand
have

thing

has happened
Alico
I
boon
riding at eight overy morning since wo
arrived.
have bought the most gorgeous
Western saddles, all trimmed with sterling
silver stars, and with high horns— like Bill
Bart's and last week we rodo out into Beverly
Hills, hunting dirt romls.
Suddenly, as. we rounded a hill, we saw there
had been a fire at a wonderful country place.
People had piled things on the lawn and were
still fussing around.
Alice spurred right over
stopped, in
a low hodge so I followed
the midst of five gramophones, gorgeous velvet
amazed
draperies, and drawing-room furniture
!

We

—

—

!

of a

all the

We

—

man was

playing those gramophones
because a
and passing coffee. Just imagine it
He stopped to look, when we leaped the
hodge, and as we rode up he exclaimed :
" Merry Engalnd, or I miss
Welcome! Have some
my guessj
"
coffee ?
!

His

Stars—Wonderful Wally Reid.

So bo said ho would lake pleasure in tolling her
thai two girls, all the way from Merrie England,
« ere coming.
doar, he has tho most wonderful place,
and he was so jolly nice. I felt as if 1 was in a
trance, but Alico rattled on like a magpio.
Ho
took us all through about two dozen big,
beautiful rooms
not all stuffed up with
furniture, but with plenty of space.
He saw
camera, and must have known I longed to
use it, so he asked me if I wouldn't, " just shoot
anything I fancied." And then he roared, for
I did not see his meaning at first.
I got the
best " shot "
" snap " in his sunny bed-

My

—

my

—

room

—such

a mannish room.

Gorgeous

!

My dear, I absolutely lost my heart to Douglas.
But

Alice chattered so eternally I could not say
a word.
Then we had to leave Mr. Fairbanks.
Isn't this a strange co-incidence in connection
with tho marriage of Douglas Fairbanks to

Ho was Douglas Fairbanks
But for my high pommel I should
have fallen from my horse
" Of all the luck " said Alice.
Wo have wished we could see you
!

WALLACE REID

!

parchment

is

with his famous banjo. The
autographed all over by celebrities

!

of the screen.

'

ever since we reached America,"
" And here I am " said Mr.
Fairbanks.
He jumped over a gramophone,
whirled airily around, and said
" So won't you have breakfast
with us just a cup of coffee, you
know, or do you prefer tea ?
And when they get the house
fussed up a bit we'll enjoy show •
ing it to you."
I should have been in a funk,
but Alice fairly tumbled from her
mount, and soon we were hearing
all about the fire, mostly water
damage. A beastly shame, for he
lost some ripping pictures.
You
could see he really felt badly about
kept up a jolly good face.

sure I was having a cinema dream.
Pauline Frederick, Tom Mix, Tony Moreno,
adorable Bebe Daniels, and Gloria Swansoa
Somborn yes, she was married Christmas
time—and then Mary Pickford. Oh, I shall
felt

!

—

:

have to

—

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS' home

in the Beverley Hills, bright
with green trimmings and striped awnings,

it,

but he

!

:

?
Marjorie Daw told me the
the picture she had just finished a fow
hours before she stood before the altar with
Doug and Mary and helped tie tho knot.
What do you think it is ? " Don't Ever
Marry." And in order to finish the final ecene
Miss Daw had to work at the studio Sunday
morning, a few hours before the marriage.
Of course, we bought some new frocks and
made mother take us to the Benefit Dance on
Wednesday night, that Wallace Reid gave.
He is just as handsome as can be, with the

Mary Pickford

longest lashes ever.

Oh, if you could have seen Mrs. Wally
She is sweetness personified. Aubuin hair,
lips, and the most wonderful brown eyes
soulful.
Douglas had told her about us, and
she introduced us to dozens of people, till I
!

cupid

you about them

—

later.

—

studio.

title of

So we had coffee and buns and fruit cn a side
pergola, all covered with floworing vines.
And Alice told him how we had been dying to
meet him and some of the other Stars, so we
could swank when we got back to our friends
He laughed, and said
" You must go to the Benefit Ball Mrs. Wally
n giving next week. You will meet them all !"
" Ripping ! " exclaimed Alice.
" But who'll
introduce us to Mrs. Reid 1 "

tell

Mrs. Reid Dorothy Davenport is on tha
screen again, and you will love her more than
ever.
She was stunning in a silv:r and black
gown. Wallace Reid is a gorgeous dancer.
He invitod me over to the studio, and she asked
us to tea. So yestorday we had tea at her home,
and she gave me some pictures to send to tha
Their little son, Billy, only two, is tha
boys.
Then she took us to tho
cleverest little chap.

Never had I been in one before. We went
on to a big stage, where Mr. Reid was making
picture.
He was playing on his banjo,
new
a
waiting to work. And I do wish I could own
that banjo. It is literally covered with
signatures of dozens of famous Stars.
The stage is like a very large barn,
several " sets " are built on one stage.
Reid's set, a bedroom, was at one end,
t here were many people working there :

camera men,

his director

and

his assistant,

tha

and
Mr.

and
two
and

Mr. Reid asked a photographer
us a picture of him with that banjo I

electricians.

to make
so long to possess.
Alice says she is perfectly mad about Wally
Reid, but she is fickle. J adore Douglas, both
on and off the screen.
How I wish you were with us in Califilmland I

More next week.

Good-bye, with love, Mary.

:

FLICKERS FROM FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED

A

Films and Eye Trouble,
COMPLETE study of the effect

ADAMS.

not always attract an audience, he conBut if we give that audience a
human characterisation in a good story
that is logical, and embellish it in presentation with beautiful sets and wondorfv!
lighting effects, then we are making progress in meeting the demand of our public.
" I find that tho producers everywhere are

will

siders.

of
has just

motion pictures on \he eye
been completed by the United
States Public Health Servico, and it has
come to the conclusion that films do not
cause eye trouble, but merely warn of it.
If a person's eyes are troublesome after a
visit to the cinema, then glasses are needed,
but films in themselves are no more to
blame than the book for eye-strain after
Mailing.
It has been proved that employees in moving picture theatres who
spend all day looking at the screen show no
higher percentage of trouble than any
other class of individuals. A person with
normal vision should be able to spend an
hour and a half a day at a moving picture
theatre without experiencing any distress.

A Change at Universal
POWERS, one of the real " powers"
FA. behind
the film industry, has re.

.

tired from the Universal Company,
thus leaving Carl Laeinmle and R. H. Cochrane in control. These two magnates held
an option on Mr. Powers' stock, which they
decided to exercise. The deal is said to
involve several million dollars, and it is
one of the largest in the history of the in-

dustry.

The

K.

three principals of this deal havo

been associated throughout the history of
the Universal and were original stockholders.
The company was formed in May,
1912, by a consolidation of several independent film manufacturers, the most important of which was the Imp Film Com-

pany, owned and operated by Mr. Laemmle.
The new combine was formed to wage

fully aware of this demand for better pictures." said Mr. Cochrane.
"Every company is putting forth great effort to obtain
the best story material. The stars of today and the stars of to-morrow are, and
will be, players who can interpret thencharacters so well that their own identity
in many instances will be lost in that of
the character." It is also a notable fact,
in the opinion of Mr. Cochrane, that all

companies now demand the utmost in realism by that I mean that every scene in a
story being filmed must be absolutely true
to life and historically and scenically cor-

—

every respect.

rect in

Mercanton

Film " Miarka."

to

LOUIS MERCANTON,

the producer of
"The Call of the Blood," is now in
the South of France selecting "locations" for his screen version of "Miarka,
the Bear Girl," by Jean Richepin, of the
Academie Francaise.
"Miarka" was written by Richepin
nearly-fifteen years ago, and is probably
one of his most fascinating works.
It
deals with the adventures of a beautiful
K'psy girl who has a performing bear for a
foster mother.

We Learn From

Lessons

the

Films.

A

—sooner

an umbrella
bound to steal

girl's heart is like

some fellow

or later

it.

•

*

•

No

is

one has ever risen in the world by

jumping

at conclusions.
•
»

•

Many

people waste lime as freely as if it
really were money instead of being infinitely
more precious.
•

•

•

takes a really great leading lady to
realise that she isn't the whole show.
•
*
•
It

Every pleasure
lot

is

a possible cause for a

of pain.
•

*

•

.

The

ride of l&ve is usually more effective
than the rule of might.
•
•
•

The

of to-day is the old

flirt

maid of

to-

morrow.
•

•

•

Too many people spend

•

gelling

their

money

before

it.

The Week's Best Films
following
THEplays
which

WILLIAM

D.

exhibition

TAYLOR, who

of the films featuring

is

the director

Mary Miles Minter.

war against the Patents Company, an

or-

ganisation endeavouring to prevent the in-

dependent manufacture and

s.ile

of

moving

pictures in the United States.
It took up
the fight of the Motion Picture Sales Company, the distributing agency for independent film manufacturers.

and

this week,
artistes
1

itagraph
.
.. "The Cambric Mask."
Alice Joyce uud Maurice Costello.
" Sunken Rocks."
Alma Taylor and Gerald Amks.
.

William Desmond.
" Tho World to Live In."
M'allurdaw
Alice Brady.
. .

.

" His Better Self."

BETTER

Kit ui cis

and

trip

around the world by some company

Ford and Jack Richarhson.
" Desert

Law."

John Bahrymore.
F.L.F.S

" The Test of Honour."

Ruth
Ideal

Fox

pany.
scene, a costly set, or a

.

n.O

Western Import

A spectacular

" Closin' In."

IVestcm Import

Cochrane on "Better Pictures"
better presentation
methods
that are original, artistic, and dilTcrout aro necessary to satisfy the increasingly
insistent demands of a discriminating
public, according to R. H. Cochrane, who
is the vice-president of the L'nivorsal com-

.

list,

liutrher

F.

stories, bettor characterisation

a

of the f e-t photoare being released for
at the cinemas during
the names of the star

i*

F.L.F.S

Clifford.

" The Game Is Up."
Albert Ray.
"Vagabond Luck.'
Elinor Fair.

" You're Fired."

Wallace Reid.

La

THE DRESSING-ROOM.

IN

The Charm of Lace—How to Renovate Your Dance Slippers
with it— The Piquant Effect of the Lace Hat for Summer Wear.
Jt

than anyone
MORE
actress

elso

does the film

charm and
realise
the
lace, and she is lavish in
her use of it when dressing for the screen.
The soft daintiness of lace most certainly
beauty of

has an undeniable feminine charm, and
shows up to better advantage on the film
than it does on the legitimate stage. Its
delicacy of pattern, its soft, clinging folds
all tend to make it the most delightful
material to choose, while it also has the
knack of giving a youthful touch to the
wearor.

Miss Marie Dunn, the popular film
actress, is a great lover of lace, especially
for her lingerie and negligees.
In the
photograph on this page you see hor attired
in the loveliest of nighties imaginable
composed of pale blue soft satin, trimmed
with soft foamy lace, and pink and blue
satin ribbon.
Wide lace panels adorn
each side and comprise the entire top,
while shirred pink ribbon acts as trimming.
A bow of satin ribbon ties in the front of
the nightie, and ends are loft hanging to
the hem.

The same combination is repeated in
the delightful boudoir cup, which is made
in tammy fashion, a circle of pale bluo
satin forming the foundation.
To this
deep lace is added, forming the lower half
of the cap, and a wee frill to fall over the
forehead.
A bunch of satin ribbon
catches down one side of the cap, and ends
hang over on to the shoulder.

When Washing

Lace.

confesses her
MISSforDUNN
lace, which, she says,
delightful

against

the

affection
;l

feels so

skin,

and

hangs so softly that you can get any effect
you wish for with it. Besides," she adds,
it is so easily laundered," which is a
truth that is welcome in these days of
high laundry prices.
By the way, when washing lace, always
remember to add a wee drop of turpentine
to the water, which should be moderately

warm, and soapy.

The turpentine

up

a now loaso of life in the ball room.
Threads of whito canvas may be showing
through the worn satin— well, remedy this
by applying a layor of dye. Thon get a
pioce of silver or gold laco and cover the
shoos with it entirely.
Do not choose a
lace with too much pattorn upon it.
You
will find that the finished shoe will have a
brocaded effect, and look like now.
for

The Lace Hat.
a subtle charm about the hat
THERE
that boasts of a brim of shadow lace,
is

especially when the lace droops over
the brim and forms a becoming shade to
the eyes.
TVe lace hat is always a
favourite, and one should bo included in
every girl's summer outfit, for the shadowy
hat of black can be worn with any summery
frock and for any occasion. Truly they
are rather extravagantly priced in the
milliners, despite their airiness and scantiness of material, but even this should not
debar you from indulging in one.
There is no need to pay a high price for
it, for you can quite easily make one yourself with the assistance of a wire shape

and some

lace.
Choose shadow lace of a
fairly stiff quality, and buy it by the piece.
First of all cover the wire shape with

chiffon to hide the ugliness of the frame.
Then place a piece of the lace over the top
brim of the hat, allowing it to extend over

the brim about an inch

all

the

way round.

The

latter is finished off with the narrowest
of lace edgings, while the crown can be
covered with lace or silk, according to
taste.
ribbon encircling the crown, and
a posy placed lightly upon the brim,- forms
ample trimming for this hat, although the
younger girl can indulge in streamers.

A

A

helps to

keep the lace white. It should also be ironed
when fairly wet and on the wrong side
last to bring up the pattern.
If you wish
your lace to be a pale cream or ecru colour,
you can quite easily manage this by
adding some coffee water to the rinsing
water.
This will give just the tint required.

Accompanying the nightie

of satin and
wears delightful satin
slippers trimmed with lace, which gives
me an idea for using up old dance
lace,

Miss

Dunn

shoes.

Renovate Your Dance Shoes.

SATIN

dance shoes have an annoying
habit of wearing through so quickly
as to render them useless for the
dance room after a dozen times of
wear.
Yet the soles are good, and it
6eems a great pity to cast them aside on
that account, and if worn in the house in
that threadbare state they look slovenly.
Old satin shoes of a pale colour can be
converted into the most delightful bedroom slippers with the assistance of a
piece of lace.
First of all clean the slippers with petrol
or benzine, and then get a piece of soft
lace and cover, the entire slipper

Miss

MARIE DUNN

lace,

and

is a great lover of sou
here seen wearing a delightful
nightdress and boudoir cap of lace and satin.
is

will do worlds to softt -i
the effect of a hard brim.
If you are the lucky possessor of any
old lace, now is the time to bring it forth

narrow lace edging

shadow

from

with it. This should be adjusted first
with pins, and then neatly stitched to
the extreme edges of the slippers.
This
lace will entirely cover the threadbare
part of the shoe, and the coloured satin
will gleam through the lace prettily.
A
length of rose trimming would form an
effective finish to the top of the slipper,
especially if arranged in a posy at the
centre front.
If, however, your worn dance shoes are
of a dark colour or black, you can fit them

decrees that it is to be a whim of hers
during the summer. Frocks for garden
party wear are boing composed entirely of
it, the favourite style showing it in tiers,
and with a bright sash at the waist.

its

hiding-place, for

Dame

Fasliioi.

Smaller pieces of good old laco can be
converted into the loveliest jabots and
neck frills, while the merest scrap can be
attached to a piece of silk and camouflaged
as a handkerchief for tho wee pocket of
the new costume.
A DftESSEE.

—
IG

The Picture Show,

^^*°

stage-manager
THEtown
Oban was

pf the

of

.

rehearsed the

Opera House in the little
and pleading as

perspiring

company

in that thrilling
drama *' The Girl from the Backwoods." Tlic only
audience, apart from the orchestra, were three charladies, or rather, two charladies and one chaighi.
Of these only the girl was taking any notice, and
she was not looking at the actors but at Teddy
Lawrence, the young, good-looking leader of the
orchestra.
The girl made a pretty yet pathetic
picture as she stood in a rough homcspuu gown
many times loo big for her, drinking in the mu^ic
which she described as " just heavenly."
As a matter of fact, it was the cheapest of sentimental sob stuff, to which the heroine went our,
into the cold and bitter world, friendless and alone
bnt Mirandy .Tudkins had received little education
musical or otherwise.
So enthralled was Mirandy, that in moving with
the music she forgot she was on the edge of the side
of the box overlooking the stage, till suddenly she
toppled down into the orchestra, followed by her
bucket and scrubbing-brush. It was Teddy Lawrence
who picked her up. and Mirandy did not mind the
wetting since it brought her into the arms of the
young conductor.
"Your music must be mighty powerful, Mislcr
Lawrence," she said. " X clean torgot where I
lie

:

was."
" Good job you were not in the gallery," said the
young man with a smile.
You're wet through.
You'd better run straight home aud get that frock

Mirandy looked up with that quaint, elfish smile
that was one of her greatest charms, and then surveyed her dripping gown.
"Beckon that last trembly hit was worth it," she
" I feel so happy that 1 could die when you play
paid.

you

'elp

A

rehearsal ? " echoed her mother. " Whatever
"
for, child 'i
" For the boarder," explained the girl.
" if we
don't rehearse it he'll never get any lood when the
kids get round the stew."
" What a 'cad you've got," said Mrs. .Tudkins.
"You're right. Mirandy. We'll have to serte the
boarder fust, an' if it don't go round reckon you an'
me will 'avc to go short."
There was nothing new in thffl to Mrs. Judkins.
She had gone short of everything except work all her
lite, and-latfi ily Mirandy had done .the same to that
the little ones could have the best of what little
there was.
Mirandy's rehearsal was a brilliant idea, but when
it came to carrying it out there was one big defect,
I!? hoarder 1 in
absent. Mirandy easel tb:
inul.v
rot dog to play his part, and it was not till Kido had
got a third helping of the stew that little Tommy and
Susie realised that they were at the wrong end of

the table.
" There ain't goin' to be no grub for us
hoarder eats as fast as Fido," said Tommy.

if

the

'

"

•

•

that the piano has a lot of notes tliat don't sound, so
when I come to these you must all sing louder."
The announcement was greeted with loud applause,
which Miranda stopped with upraised hand and a

frown on her

i

I

collection.

While Mirandy was walking round with the bag,
out to get a bit of cake h«
earlier in the day, came running up to his
sister with the startling information that the rector
and Miss White had arrived and were coming in.
" We didn't ought to have taken them surplices,
Mirandy," he said with a shake of his little head.
" It's all for St. Mark," said Mirandy stoutly.
" St. Mark himself said we had all got to give, and

Tommy, who had gone

had noticed

mother and

you can't give when you
but

ain't got anything.
It
of a collection, only thirty-seven cents
it's all they could afford."
went out to meet the visitors, and in a rush of
told them the full story of the sacred concert.

much

ain't
t

;

reckon

She
words
" And here's the thirty-«even
eagerly

"and

if

cents,"' she added
we've hurt them surplices, I reckon

mini and m? can wash them." *
It was as much as the Rev. John Kenneth could
do to keep a straight face, but he patted Mirandy's
head and spoke in a grave voice.
" You have done very well. Mirandy, and you
must allow me to put something in the collection
He gave the girl a dollar, and^Miss White
box."
gave a similar amount.
Radiant and 'triumphant
Mirandy rushed back to the concert.
" Folks, the collection now comes to two dollars
and thirty seven centi. St. Mark gave me a dollar and
Miss White another dollar. You can now go, thanking
you all for what you have done for St Mark."
But Mirandy's cup of happiness was not yet
When she got back to the rector, she
complete.
found him talking to Tommy.
The Rev. John
Kenneth had heard the toy singing the solo, and
though Fido had s|K>iled the effect, he had rcogni^d
that the lad had a really good voice
Turning

—

Miranda, he said
" You most let your brother come to church to
be trained for the choir by Mr. l-awrence. He has a
splendid voice, and I think, with training, he will
become our treble soloist."
" And wear a surplice like Mr. LawTcnce ?
" Oh, that will be tine
cried Mirandy eagerly.
I wish I was a boy
" Vou'llflnd plenty* fhappinrssnsa girl. Mirandv,"
said the rector kindly. a« he took his departure.
He, too, was feeling very happy that day
For
months he had been in love with llosc White, and
he made <ip his mind that he would propose on the
way back to the church. But he could not find
words till be liad escorted R*so to the door of her
mother's house : then, as the girl turned to go in,
tie blurted out
" Rose dear. I love you ! I feel that you are tho
only woman in the world for me
Will you marry
"
me, dear ?
The sudtbn declaration and the feeling that
:

'

nni-d all give,

—

—

girl

We

face.

" This ain't a theatre." she said severely, " it's a
sacred concert, and there ain't no applause which
means clapping allowed at a sacred concert."
"Ain't Mirandy cute?" whispered one 'of the
women to her neighbour.
" She's sure some kid. She's alius smiling,"
returned the other.
The concert began and proceeded more or laes
satisfactorily till it came the time for the star item o
the programme. Tins was a solo by young Tommy,
which would liave gone down well, for the boy ha
a really fine voice, bnt, unfortunately, Fido, feeling
that he was being neglected, joined in with a canine
chorus.
Order having been re-established. Mirandy
gravely announced that she would now take the

—

portunity.
" The preacher told us

she could.

ail

borrowed surplices, and when all was ready Mirandy
advanced to the trout of the improvised platform.
" I want the choir and you folks to understand

along."

1

1920.

delight the neighbours turned up in good numbers.
All the members of the family were arrayed in the

rector

I

Never mind," said Mirandy. " You and Sue can
have my share. 1 ain't hungry to-day. Perhaps the
boarder won't have such n big appetite as Fido."
To the delight of Mirandy and her mother, tlie
boarder tamed out to be a very moderate cater and a

Mirandy

something.
As the congregation crowded out Mirandy saw the
coming towards her, followed by Teddy
Lawrence and a very beautiful young lady.
Some feminine instinct mad'- her realise that her
hat and gloves were all wrong as the daintily gowned
lady approached. She felt herself flushing as Teddy
Lawrence introduced her to the lady whose name was
Miss Bose White.
" You are employed at the Opera House, are you
not?" asked Miss White kindly
" Yes and 1 help main with the washing as well,"
" We do an awful lot ol Washing,
replied Mirandy.
but we could do with some more."
The rector and Miss White exchanged glances.
" I think I could let you liavc the choi surplices,"
said the rector.
And I will give my laundry," said Miss White.
" You must conic to church regularly now you liavc
started, and I w ill call round and see your mother."
Mirandy and Tommy rushed home with the great
news and Mrs. Judkins was delighted. The surplices
and the laundry .from Miss White would mean a
substantial increase in the family exchequer, and
what with the boarder's money, things were certainly looking up in the Judkins family.
But the surplices had given Mirandy' a grrat idea,
which she confided lo her mother at the uarlicst op-

tub.

15f/,,

The scheme was carried out with great enthusiasm
by the younger Judkinses, and to Mirandy's great

A few minutes later a gentle snore told that Mrs.
Judkins was asleep, and Mirandy found herself hoping
that her tired mother was enjoying the delight? of the
country in her dreams, since poverty decreed that
she would never again experience them in reality.
Then the girl's thoughts turned to her own affairs.
Ever since the day Teddy Lawrence had told her that
she ought to come to the church and hear him play
the big organ, Mirandy's mind had been busy with
the problem of how to eet there.
She knew that folks who went to church had to be
dressed up, and dresses were as scarce in the home of
the Judkins as money. But Mirandy fixed it up the
next day. An old hat of tier mother's, and a shawl
that Mrs. Judkins dug out from somewhere, made
Mirandy as proud as a princess.
She decided that she would take little Tommy, and
as Tommy's suit was almost new from the Judkins'
standpoint Mirandy felt that she could face the
swells without shame.

—

Mrs. .Tudkins

;

money when you kids came

May

she said.

The sermon cast a heavy gloom over Mirandy. She
did not quite grasp it all.
" We must give give give," said the rector.
" Every man, woman, and child amoncst iw."
Mirandy wondered what she and her mother could
give, but she Mt that she must make an effort.
At
the end of the sermon she was still in doubt, but she
was more than ever determined that she would do

we'll

:

the

!

'
We ain't got nothing ourselves, but I
reckon I've got a plan to raise some money for the
church. When we get the surplices, I am going U>
give a sacred concert.
I can play the piano and the
kids can sing. We'll invite all the neighbours; and
we can make a collection same as they do in church.
Then we can give the money to St. Mark."
Mrs. Judkins was a little bit dubious about the
idea, but she gave it her blessing and promised to help

He

name was

himself."

me with the washing."
have to have a rehearsal lik«' thev
do at the theatre," said Mirandy as she bent over tlic
"

his

church always wore gloves.
There were many curious glances and not a few
suppressed titters as tho pair walked down the aisle
and took their seats, but Mirandy never noticed
them. She had eyes only for the organist whom she
t hought
looked more
heavenly " than ever in his
white surplice. And when the Rev. John Kenneth,
the rector of St. Mark's, came into the pulpit. Mirandy
could only whisper to Tommy " It must, be St. Mark

laundry and living room.
" There now, you're dry again, an'

y°ung man.

';

little

mam

Mam,

'

off to church.
looked like a comic drawing in her
mother's old fashioned hat and a pair of cheap cotton
gloves many sizes too large for her.
The latter had been suggested by Mrs. Judkins.
who had a dim recollection that people who went to

'

"

'&\ c

The

:

can come and

u e

them

made a quaint couple, the
THEY
her baby brother, as they inarched

that sort."

replied

<l

Joe Tebb, and that he was
""—
r—.J^**^"^
"
working at the gas works
He confieled to Mirandy
that he was saving up to buy a farm, and that as
soon as he had made enough money he was going
to get married. The news came like a gleam of
romance into the lives of the Judkin family, and was
discussed by Mirandy and her mother every night.
" It must Jbe wonderful to live in the country, and
see real live cows and pigs and cream and butter."
mused Mirar.dy. " Perhaps he'll ask us there, mam,
when he gets married."
" P'raps .'e will," replied Sirs. Judkins sleepily.
" Your poor father once took me to tin; country.
We never went again. Somehow we never seemed to

The Sermon and a Concert.

" Yon must come to church and hea r me plav the
big organ," said Teddy, giving the girl a little pal on
the shoulder. '* And now run oil before you catch
told."
Mrs. .T.id'.in-. Mirandy's mother, was in the throes
of a big washing when the girl burst in the little backgarden. She was a pale, thin woman who had never
known anything in life but povcity and hard work
but she bad been a good mother to Mirandy and her
lour younger brothers and sisters.
She bustled Mirandy into the kitchen, and listened
to the adventure as she took off the girl's wet thing*.
" And I got some dcws for you, Mirandy," she
said.
We're going to 'avc a hoarder."
" Where's he going to sit,
? " said the girl,
looking round the little kitchen which served as a

manage somehow,"

m '°
told

—

off."

" We'll
hopefully.

f^^

-'^WE-^'^

"

!

:

!

mam,"

(Continued on page 18
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BRITISH TALENT
"Plenty over here," says

ADOLPH

you know Anita Stewart had a brother
DIDYou
met
Neither did
didn't

ZUKOR.

A

T

I until I

?

FEW

luxurious
in a
apartment
in

the Carlton

whose

life

Hotel,

I

man

has been a

romance, and

one,

moreover, which has
brought romance into
the lives of countless
others

him at the

weeks ago,

sat talking with a

— into

your

and mine.
I remember the

life

feel-

ing akin to excitement
with which, on entering
the room, I caught
sight of my host, and
low, almost diffi,,,
•,.>
,,,
ADOLPH ZUKOR. the
denJ tQne9 jn whjch
he bade me be seated did not dispel it.
The romantic career of Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
is too lengthy to record here, although its hero
is still a comparatively young man.
Suffice it to
*ay that it is the story of a young Jewish boy
who rose from the position of sweeper in a fur
store to be a successful furrier ; who from the
fur trade migrated, via the penny arcade, into
the moving picture business then in its infancy becoming first an exhibitor, then a manufacturer, and finally, president of one of the
largest film corporations in the world, which he
himself founded.
.

—
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"MY BROTHER GEORGE."
studio.

Ho

is

a handsome

boy of about twenty, and has the same clear
eyes and shining hair as his sister.
But although Anita has no objection to her
brother acting for tho pictures while he is
still young, she is anxious for him to eventually
become a business man or even a director.
" I would like to be a good actor," said
Mr. Stewart, when I joined him. " I have had

—

experience, you see."
" With your sister 1 "
" Oh, no ; I was in pictures before she was,
I played with Alice Joyce at
you know
Kalem when I was thirteen years old. AVe
lived in Brooklyn then.
Anita went about
She
boasting she had a brother in pictures.
never imagined she would be an actress."
George played in tho Kalem studio only
during a vacation, after which he continued
his school work.
He attended St. Paul's
Academy on Long Island and the New York
Military Academy, one of the finest places in
the world for making men.

a

little

!

ANITA STEWART
and

a future favourite has mado his start, not
through any intercession by his sister, but
on the strength of his own personality and
initiative.

Eager To Prove His Worth;

AVHTH your education and a sister who
a star you should have

is

trouble
in landing soft in films," I observed.
" That's just it," he remarked soberly.
" I don't want to bo looked upon as the
brother of Anita. I want to prove myself.

\ty

little

Seeking British Talent'
way, Mr. Zukor's history is the history
the motion picture, for it was as a
the first
-pioneer, as an
originator of
feature programme, that he made his reputation,
with the result that the film was lifted to an
eminence undreamed of in the days before his
a -sociation with the industry.
It was for the purpose of extending the activities of his vast organisation still further that
Mr. Zukor paid his recent visit to England ; to
Ret in motion the studio machinery of the newlyorganised Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., at Islington.
Naturally, the first question I asked Mr. Zukor
was whether he intended recruiting his players
for the new studio from the British ranks.
Yes," was the reply. " It will be a British
institution.
I am convinced that a great deal
of talent lies over here, and no effort will he
spared to discover it and develop it to the full.
There are plenty of good-looking girls this side,
and any who seem suited for a particular role
will be given every opportunity to prove whether
they have the ability to till it. There will be
plenty of chances.
a
IN of

The

British Atmosphere.

OURbe

Zukor added, " will either
adaptations of British novels and
stage successes such as '.The Admirable Crichton,' which wo made in America or
originals by British authors."
" And how about the British atmosphere, Mr.
plays," Mr.

Zukor

t

—

—

"

" I think we shall combat any difficulties in
that direction quite
successfully," was the.
smiling response, " especially as we are bringing
across special lighting apparatus for our studios."
I enquired whether Mr. Zukor considered the
fato of the film rested with the director to the
extent some would have us believe.
" The success of a film does not depend upon the
director or any one individual," was the reply.
but upon the efforts of everybody connected with
the production. But if it depends upon ono
thinp more than another, it is certainly the story."
Remembering how many luminaries of Mr.
Zukor's organisation had first graced the boards,
I asked him whether in his opinion stage training
wms helpful to a film career.
It is certainly very useful," he replied,
" though not essential to success on the screen.
You see, a film actress receives nil the training
e.he requires for her profession in the studio, and
because she is anxious to mako good she is
inclined to respond moro readily to direct-on
than an artiste who has already made a big
theatrical reputation."
'

May

Hekschet. Claree,

A

delightful

view of

Brother,

ahead that way."
Three days after I met Goorgo Stewart he
was engaged by William Russell for an imBruce of tho Circlo A." Thus
portant role in

,

"

Her

" I hardly think I will want to bo an actor
for ever," ho said, when I referred to his sister's
u It
hopes that ho would be a business man.
is a branch of the film industry worth knowing,
The
though, if I am to be in the business.
I don't
only way to start is at tho bottom.
want to bo in Anita's company. People around
hero would fcol they had to stand too no matter
I wouldn't get
how atrocious I might bo.

ANITA STEWART'S

lovely

home,

I

;

—
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More Adventures Among

CIVILISATION
BY CINEMA.

World's Famous Explorer and Photographer.

By

MY

Since these ideas have come into my head I
have thought that the subject is one which
merits sxipport from the Governments of all

experience among the cannibals and
natives of the South Sea Islands has
impressed me with the belief that one of
the greatest factors for spreading the benefits
With savages
of civilisation is the cinema.
seeing is believing. You can teach them more
in five minutes by showing thorn a thing than
you could in a month by trying to explain it
by words. You can get things home to a savage
•much quicker through his eye than through his
brain.
As a matter of fact, they are wonderfully adaptable to visual teaching, and, in some
respects, are quicker than their white brethren
when it comes to picking up new ideas.

to Believe.
return visit to them which I am
arranging as I write these articles
intend to carry films from the Western
world, showing how the white man benefits by
civilisation.
These films will, of course, be
carefully chosen, and will be progressive. There
is only one way of teaching a native, and that
is the slow but sure route.
I feel confident that these films will help my
good friends the missionaries as no other resource of civilisation can. If my efforts succeed,
"
a- teel sure they will, " Civilisation by Cinema
will be another answer to the cranks who are
always attacking the moving pictures. The one
fear that the savages may think the pictures
are faked can be got over by taking pictures of

—

ON

—

I

in their own islands and showing them
alternately with Western ones.
If possible, I intend to run these pictures in
pairs, in such a way that they will be forced

them

nations, but in the meantime I am
quite happy in the thought that J shall be a
pioneer in civilising the savage by the cinema.
One thing is certain. I shall get some fun out
of the job.
I can picture the astonishment,
not to say fear, of the natives when they seo a
screen express apparently coming right on top
of them. There will be a stampede to the doors
then, but they will be sure to come" back, for
one of the greatest characteristics of the savage
civilised

is

to see the advantages of civilisation.
Take,
for instance, the making of a boat.
I shall
contrast on the, film the laborious method of the
6avage hollowing out the trunk of a tree with the
quicker and more satisfactory system of modern
boat-building. I shall, as far as possible, confine myself to showing the making of things
used by savage and white men alike. One pair
I think of running will demonstrate the different
methods 6t "cooking a family dinner.
The
natives heat stones in a fire to get their initial
heat, and when they see the modern method, of
cooking by stove, they cannot fail to recognise
the advantage of the white man's way. I feel
that such advanced subjects as electricity and
potrol power would be far beyond them for these
first lessons, but I intend to be guided by the
manner in which they receive the films. It may
be that they will be quicker to grasp than I
anticipate ; in which case I shall have all the
material at my command to move with them.

"«^.{wm

" I don't know, what I should do without you,
Mirandy," said her mother. " I wonder where you
"
got that beautiful milk from ?

someone might see her blushes caused Hose to run
up the steps of the house.
" I will let you know soon," she whispered.
And the rector went on his way with a smile,
for lie felt sure that Rose's answer would be " Yes."
As Hose weHt to her room she saw the rector's
surplice which she had been mending for Mrs. Judkins,
and a thought struck her.
" I will 6end my answer pinned to lus surplice."

" Pon't worry about the milk. mam.
I got it
honest enough to please St Mark himself."
But in her heart Mirandy wondered what the
rector would liave thought of the way she had got
She had sneaked out and taken it from
the milk
a large, well-fed cat tliat was looking at the big dish
disdainfully, probably because he had liad more
than sufficient food already; and Mirandy, thinking
of little Tommy crying out tor milk, had not hesitated
to take it.
" I'll give that cat something real nice when we
get some money " she said to herself, to salve her

"MIRANDY

SMILES."

(Ca

1920.

the Cannibals.

OF CIVILISATION.
ON THE BORDERS
MARTIN JOHNSON.

To See is
my

15/7*,

she said.
Pitting down at her table, she wrote:
" Two minutes ago you asked me a question.
My answer is that 1 love you better than anybody
in all the world."
Tinning the note to the inside of the surplice,
Ehe sent it round to Mrs. Judkins by her maid,
Jceling certain that the rector would pet it.
For
the knew that was the day Mrs. Judkins sent back
the laundry to the rectory. But, alas, for Rose White's
romantic post
When the surplice got into Mrs
Judkins's hands the note had become unfastened,
and it slipped to the floor.
There it was found
some minutes Liter by Fido, who picked it up and
tame trottina to Mrs. Judkins with it in his mouth.
" It must have dropped out of that Mouse,"
said Mrs. Judkfns to herself, referring to a blouse
that Miss White had given to Mirandy
an she
put the letter in the inside pocket of the' Mouse.
The next day, when Rose went to the church,
she could not understand w hy the Rev. John Kenneth
looked at her so stonily.
He had not received her
note, and his sensitive nature was hurt that she
elrould not have even replied to his proposal.
Rose
could not understand his attitude, and could only
think that he regretted pro|>osing to her. She was
as proud as she was shy, and she would not for the
world have asked him if he had received her letter
and so began the misunderstanding between these
two that gradually widened i:iu> a complete breach.
And as troubles seldom come singly, bad luck
fell on the Judkinses.
Little Tommy" was struck
down with scarlet fever, and the whole family
were put into quarantine by the medical officer
of health. That meant they could not do any washing,
«nd Mrs. Judkins's meagre savings were' coon exhausted.
Joe Tebh advanced some of his hardearned money to tide things over, and one dav
I

;

1

Teddy Lawrence came with several dollars tlia't
had been collected for Mirandy by the char ladies

at the Opera House, to which he r.dded five dollars
lrom his own pocket.
" It's wonderful good of them and
you to remember
" l think we must be
us
raid Mn .i -1y
a powerfully
mil ifkj tiinwl), hut there's one good thing.
If tho
i. -i
o; us do catch the- fever, we can starve it, for
v< ain't got nothing to cat."
ft was Mirandy's smile that kept the family
together in the dark days that followed. She acted
as nurse to Tommy and general comforter to the

Mirandy flushed

uneasily.

!

conscience.
But at last the day came when Tommy was
declared to be cured, and the family. After being
fumigated, were released from quarantine. And then
Joe Tebb electrified the household with a bit of
news he had been keeping back till brighter days

had come.
" I've fixed it with Anni» May to get married,'
he "said sheepishly. " Mr. Kenneth is going to marry
us
" Ooh "
" A real wedding
cried
irandy.
Can I be a bridesmaid. Joe ? "
" Annie May wrote saying I was to ask you.
Like me, she's aH alone in the world I was wonder!

M

ing

Jle stopped abruptly and looked at Mrs. Judkins.
" I know what you mean, Joe," said that lady.
You can have my house for the wedding, an''"
welcome. There should be two bridesmaids, though
* Little Susie wouldn't
Bhe went on reflectively.
do she's too young."
"I know mam!" cried MiranTlv. "We'll nsk
Miss White. She'll be glad to be a 'bridesmaid with
"

;

me."
Sirs. Judkins and Joe Tehh protested against
the idea of a lady like Miss White being asked to
be a bridesmaid at a i>oor man's wedding, but
Mirandy would not listen, and ran off to Miss White.
That lady felt a little choking sob come into her
throat as Mirandy told her the news. She had honed
that the first wedding she would be present at would
be her own, but she readily consented to act as
bridesmaid.
''
And I'll get you a dress, Mirandy," she said.
" so that we can both be dressed in white."
In the excitement that came with the preparations
for the wedding, the trouble over the scarlet fever
was forgotten. Mirandy was in the seventh heaven
of delight.
To be a real bridesmaid in a real white
dress was a dream she had dreamed many times,
but had never dared to hope it would come to pass.
The bride came to the Judkinses on the morning
of the wedding, and it was while she was talking to
Annie May in her bedroom that Miranda experienced
her first unhappy feeling since the scarlet fevtr
eptodc.
" 1 ain't got no white dress to be married in,
" Vou see, I knew Joe
Mirandy." said the bride.

curiosity.

Christianity, Justice,

end Charity.

respects they are just children. Yon
are parents will know if you are trying
to amuse the baby by playing a game say
imitating a bear with the hearthrug over you
the child may -at first be frightened, but in the
" Do
end will come the little one's command
it again."
And so it is with savages. You must
first get into their confidence, and you must
treat them fairly. It is given to few nations to
be colonisers in the best sense of the word.

many

IN who

—

:

There have been empires founded on fear,
but they have not lasted. If civilisation is to
found a dominion in the South Sea Islands there
'

must be the

triple foundations of Christianity
the fullest sense of the word), Justice, and
Charity.
(in

(More about Martin Johnson's adventures with
the Cannibals next week.)

was saving tliat hard to buy the farm that T did
not care to spend the money on a wedding dress.
I thought it was just going to be a plain wedding."
Mirandy's heart went out to the bride without
a white wadding

diess,

and her eyes

filled

with

tears.

" Von
Annie May " she said.
ii
il
would fit you, because Miss
but it would be much too
Rose wouldn't mind
small for you."
" I'm so sorry,
could liave mine

!

.

Then her

face brig! i~-icd.

"I know!" she cried. "I'll lend you a white
It's all beautiful lace.
blouse Mi«s Rose gave me.
It will make a lovely wedding dress."
She rushed to the wardrobe and got out the
blouse, and as she handed it to Aunie May she saw
the note.
Mirandy's mother came in at that moment, and
the sight of the note brought back recollection.
" I reckon that note belongs to the rector." she
" Miss Rose was asking me the other, day
said.
something about a note. You'd better take it to
the rectory at once, Mirandy."
And in this wry the misunderstanding lictwecn
Rose and her lover wa< healed, for the Rev. John
Kenueth lost no time in seeing Rose White and
exnlaining matters.
It was a happy party tliat sat down to the wedding
breakfast.
The ructor and Rose White gave away
their secret by their smiling faces, and Teddy Law
renee, as he looked at Mirandy. realised that the
friendly leeling he had had tor the " littlest cliar
lady," as they calted her at the theatre, had ripened
into love.
But it was more good news that changed Mirandy's
smiles to tears.
Mrs. .Indian- had been nursing a,
surprise tor her daughter
,Z'
The insurance company had paid her a sum of
two hundred dollars that had been in dispute for a
long time.
An' I've put the money into flic .Toe Tebb's
farm, Mirandy, an' we're all going to live there,"
she explained.
To her surprise, Mirar.dy burst Into tears and
.

-

rushed from the room.
" It's the good news that's upset her." said Mrs.
Judkins. " She's crying because she's so happy."
But Mrs. Judkins was wrong
She would have
understood, could she -have heard Mirandy sobbing
out her grief to Teddy Lawrence.
'"
I don't want to live in the country " she wa*
saying, between her sobs. " If I live in the country
be able to hear you play the big org;:n.
I -in
and I shan't be able to go to church nor the «•;•••>
house 1
" Don't cry, Miranda." said flic young musician
" I heard Miss White and the rector talking about
fending you to school, and when you liave finished
well, never mind.
1 shall have something to say
"
to you, then
And Mirandy understood.
!

'i

i
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(Adapted from

incidents

in

the

Paramount-

Artcraft photo-play, featuring Vivian Martin as

Mirandy.)
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JOE MARTIN,

almost human, and after every meal he

insists

tbe

on

Famous Screen Orang-Outangs

He

is

gentleness

itself

and can be trusted with a

little child,

cleaning his teeth.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Martin are two of the most marvellous animals to be seen either on or off the screen. As you see above they are almost human, Joe
has just celebrated a birthday, and among his many gifts was a beautiful box of nuts. Joe cannot talk, but the pleased smile on his face at the present
was interpreted by members of the Universal Studio as "It is as it should be, sweets to the sweet, and nuts to the nut."
:

n
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CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE.
benevolent, and have a love of beautiful surroundings. The beautiful susceptible chin tell*
that she is as changeable as the wind, yet clever.

The Face
tSL
All garments ssnrchased from
Noble's are made of tha vary beat
snaterials and are aold at the lowest
possible prices because Nebla's era the
actual manufacturers.

as a Whole.

the gay conceit, the play of
NOTE
features raised in exhilarating emotion,

^

all

Hit*

especially the eyes and tlie lips, the latter
being the most susceptible of action.
see her in all the delights of perfect'
physique, the indication of a susceptible nature'
melting into beauty by the force of sentiment.
Hence the acuteness of her observations and the
'
refinement of her reasoning.

We

MATERNITY SKIRT.
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The Head.

abrt and

the way the head
on the shoulders.
NOTE
Denoting that strong desire for conquest
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x pleat at earn, aad elestic belt
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In Love.

ENID BENNETT.

USUALLY

very exacting, all or nothing, but
sometimes her little sins can be more bewitching than any virtue. There are some
people who are always enjoying themselves,
who have self-existence and self-help. Extremes
meet. Surely from a heart so benevolent and
loving can proceed no mean or selfish thought ?
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^ytalphLynn Cinema Academy
Become a Cinema Artist. %
RALPH LYNN

(Star

VaudevilleTbeatre) ff
(the

3

3

Comedian

at the

ARTHUR CLEAVE

well-known Actor and Cinema

g
p

Star)

invite all interested to write for prospectus to

RALPH LYNN CINEMA ACADEMY.

bnniS, Pavilion

"You

THEandromantic
gazed

Cannot Always

film actor on holiday stood
wonder at the hill such a
amazing ! lovely !
gorgeous
magnificent
enough to make an emotional poet swell with ecstasy.
The beautiful
flowers, studded here and there among the deepgreen fields, opening out their gaudy petals to
drink in the warm rays of the summer sun, w< re
splendid.

in

5

Road, Knightsbrldge, S.W.I.rjDn

picture
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on now

Packed Free, Carriage Paid. Fiftetx Days Trial
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Prompt delivery.
Buy direct from Factory.
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IfibHlal

increased a hundredfold if, when you snv'\
you reveal two rows ot teeth of pearl
lustre, which can only be obtained by the
Is

PERMOL

new lemon-flavoured

DENTAL

Recommended by

CREME

the Medical Profession.

Obtainable at Chemists and Stores, price 1/3, or
post free, 1/3, from

PERMOL PRODUCTS CO.,
LEWISH AM,

73, High Street,

was

!

Tho actor ghnost ran past the
sitting there

LTD.,
S.E. 13.

girl

he had scarcely taken two steps up

bttt

sloping
bank when the girl jumped up with a scream.
" You you brute
" How
she shrieked.
"
dare you trample
hat

Suitable.

—

was at the cinema, and behind him
a lady with a child on her lap which
was crying unceasingly.
Unable to stand it any longer. Jones turned
smilingly to the lady and asked

JONES
sat

Couldn't Stand

its

!

over

my

T

It.

AS cheon

:

Has that infant of yours been christened
ma'am T "
" No. sir," replied the lady.
" If I wero you, I should call it 'Good Idea,'
said Jones.
" And why .' Good Idea ' 1 " said the lady indignantly.
Because," 6aid Jones, " it should be carried
out."

who was

— to climb this Fairy Mountain,

yet,

.

a certain_ producer was having his lunin a country hotel, he was much
annoyed by another visitor, who. during
the whole of the meal, stood with his back to the
fire wanning himself and watching him eat.
At
length, unable to endure it any longer, the actor
rang the bell and said to the waiter who answered
it

" Waiter, kindly turn that gentleman round.
done on that side ' «,

I think he's

!

CYCLE COMPANY, Ipc.
Dpt. B.669BIRMINGH AM.

PERSONAL CHARM
regular use of the

It

!

T

"

FACTORY TO RIDER

—

in

hill.

" he inquired, as
the programme girl escorted him along to his scat.
" You Cannot Always Tell," innocently answered the attendant.
"Then," blurted out the old gentleman,
" what the dickens are you hero for t "

What

of nervous force,

His Awful Mistake.
entitled

was being 6hown

seat.

WCJ

amount

yet

T?XJL

a provincial
picture theatre recently when a fussy old
gentleman entered and asked to be shown a

(Dept. 29)

TREMENDOUS

naturally mentally and physically
strong.
The best medicine is fresh air,
and the finest doctor, regular habits.
Climate has the greatest possible effect upon
the health of this temperament. Living in a
bright, dry atmosphere may ward off the attacks
.of insommia which victimise this type from time
to time.

Satisfied.
Tell "
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Laboratories
.
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Such natures are •emotional and

A COMEDY
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In Health.

showing independence

FILM

•Iter motoring.
**
Eydol " i* recommended by leading
actresses, including -Miss Kyrle Bellew
Hiss Phyllis Bedells. Mdlle. Luclenae
I>ervyle,
etc.
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Believes
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eye-strain

to

nostrils

a brilliant, impulsive, and impetuous nature with enormous imagina-

them, making them

and headache. Indispensable
all
whoa* eyes are weak

open

its

of action, careless of public opinion, and
self-reliant, a character that cannot brook
interference or control from others, depending
on tact and diplomacy to gain her point.

The Mouth.

ey.'i

vivacity, and expression*
which men find so
appealing.
It
clears the eves, freshens and strengthens
ktrvutifol.

artistic

The Nose.

Mills.

MANCHESTER.

I

and

ability by
the expression in the eye indicative of a
passionate nature, wilful, capricious, desirous of government, unconquerable yet extraordinary sensitive to the magnetism of
others.
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DOES THE CAMERA LIE?

HOME REMEDY

By JANET ALEXANDER,
Famous Dramatic Actress.

the

Well, perhaps " lie"
the camera
DOES too
does seem to
strong a word, but

FOR ALL PAIN.

lie ?

it

is

prevaricate a little, and even to obscure
the truth at times.
My own theory is that it is not impartial. It

Trial PackageFreeTo-day

will have its favourites, and be kind to them,
but if it takes a dislike to anyone it will not do
thorn justice, charm the camera never so
wisely with lights and devices to humour it.

The Habit

in pain ?
This is the question you
hear daily, and to be able to relieve pain,
it be a slight nervous headache or the
most excruciating sufferings of neuralgia or
rheumatism, brings the height of .pleasure to
both patient and doctor.

Are you

will

of Caricature.

whether

ONEcamerathe

most baffling things about the
distorted sense of humour,
works ofi in a painful habit of
caricature.
For instance, the loveliest thing in
^ii'ls once wafted into a studio where I was
working, and was promptly engaged for a small
part.
She had the prettiest hair and teeth
and smile imaginable. Alas
On the screen
these beauties went for nothing, and her face
was as one seen in a spoon. Another beauteous
damsel with story-book blue eyes had to abandon her ambition to become a cinema star as
licr lovely eyes photographed white.
Up till
then I had always had a grudge against Fato
of

is its

which

it

!

because

my

of blue.

It

1

Miss Alexander

the possessor of eyes

film.

asset.

Another important point
" Beauty is only skin deep "

is

"as green as leeks "
which photograph
admirably lor the

instead
eyes are
green as leeks
only shows how such an affliction

may one day prove an

Touching this point, Dr. H. Englc, M.D.,
become
says
Antikamnia Tablets
have
favourites with members of the medical profession, they are very reliable in all kinds of
pain, and act at once.
Antikamnia Tablets never fail to give relief
in all pains due to rheumatism, headache,
sciatica, neuralgia, toothache, gout, a*id are
especially useful for all conditions known as
women's aches and pains.

that the adage
will not hold good
for lie camera.
It will penetrate through flesh
and muscle and bone formation, and reveal
unsuspected beauties or uglinesses in the most
uncanny fashion. I remember seeing two
women in a film some years ago, and mentally
raving over the beauty of one of them, until the
story took them to a wind-swept cliff.
Here
my admiration was transferred to the other
woman the glory of her poise, and the beautiful
proportion of her as the wind wrapped her garments closely round her, entirely subdued the
impression made by the owner of the beautiful
face, whose figure under these conditions appeared clumsy, and her movements awkward.
is

Antikamnia Tablets are quite
no unpleasant after effects, and

safe,

and leave

in 92' per cent.-

of all cases they stop the pain immediately.

1

—

Forget the Camera.

ONEhidething

—

is certain
it is no use trying to
faults from the camera, as it always
finds them out with varying degrees ofbrutality, and the slightest hint of self-consciousness on the part of the victim over some
shortcoming gives the camera its cue for
exaggeration.
At this point I feel a wave of

pessimism sweeping over me, so I will combat it
by concluding with a sound piece of advice.
Make a firm ally of the man who turns the
handle, and, leaving the camera to him, score
oil it by forgetting it utterly and entirely.

TRIAL PACKAGES FREE.
10,000 packages of Antikamnia Tablets have
been set aside for free distribution. If you
will send your name and address (a postcard
will do) to the Antikamnia Tablet (Dept. A 78),
46, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C., you will
receive one of these presentation packages
with interesting booklet absolutely free of
charge.

HOW FAT FOLKS
MAY GROW SLIM
If

you have been taking on

flesh

and your

figure has become lost in rolls of annoying,
if you are shortdisagreeable, useless fat ;
winded, puff when you walk and puff when you
talk ; if your skin is sallow and pasty because
You can now
of excess fat, don't despair.
treat this condition easily in your own home,
without annoyance or inconvenience.
Simply go to your chemist to-day and get
soma oil of orilene in capsule form, take one
Even a
after each meal and one at bed-time.
few days' use should show you a reduction in
weight, and with the reduction you will notice
that your skin becomes firm and smooth, and
a light buoyant feeling has possession of your
whole body. Almost like magic five to twenty

years drop from your appearance, and you feel
your strength and appearance come back to
you again, and, best of all, oil of orilene capsules are so safe, simple, and inexpensive.
Get a packet of the capsules at your chemist
to-day, or a packet will be sent you, post paid,
by the D. J. Little Co., 37, Hatton Garden,

London, E.C.I, upon receipt

of 3s.

CHARLEY'S

FREE
SECRET
BEND NO MONEY
Violet Vanbrugh, and leading Stars use
lecommend Fragrant " Cinema
teeth can be as
beauty aids.
while as Chailey's it you use "Cinema'" dentrifrice,
writes:
"It is a wonderful preparation,
Fred Barnes
which does actually whiten the teeth without injury."
"Cinema" Soap will make your face a picture.
" Cinema " Crashed Rose Face Powder A Crash**!
Violets and Lilac Toilet Powder are a revelation.
30
A 30 days trial ot •Cinema" Dentrince sent
FREE
to «li applicants who enclose Two stamps.

and

YOUR

—

DAYS

In "God's Clay," Janet Alexander proves herself to be a wonderful
dramatic actress.

TRIAL

THE CINEMA SOAP CO., LTD.,
(Dept.8), 22, Finsbury Park Rd., London.

—
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CLEANSE POISONS

FROM THE

LIVER.

What Everyone Should Know.
To

feel perfectly

fit,

we must keep

the liver

to pi-event its sponge-like pores from
clogging with indigestible material, sour
bile, and poisonous toxins.
If
If you get headaches, it's your liver.

If you

clean,

furred

you \vake up with a bad taste,
nasty breath, or" your stomach
tongue,
becomes lancid. it's your liver. Sallow skin',
muddy complexion denote liver uncleanliness.
Your liver is the most important, also the
most abused and neglected organ of the body.
functions or how to release the
damrr.cd-up body waste, bile, and toxins.
people,
so
Most
"to speak, bombard the livet
by taking purging drugs, which leave the
Btomach and bowels in a weakened condition.
Every man or woman, 6ick or well, should
at this time of the year take a Cazo tablet,
followed by a drink of water at bedtime, to
cleanse the liver and bowels, and thus sweeten
and freshen the entire alimentary canal
before putting more food into the stomach.
Cai'O tablet will give you the nicest,
gentlest liver and bowel cleansing you ever
experienced. Cazo tones up the bowels an J
makes you feet fit. These little tablets are on
sale at all chemists, and may also be obtained
from the D. J. Little Co., 38, Hatton Garden,
London, E.C.I, for Is. 3d., post free.

Few know

its

A

want

to

know

onyihiricr aboul Films" or Film Playonr

WHAT SHALL THE END BE

?
The desire to produce film plays which shall bear
in their construction a closer
resemblance to the
realities of life, has again brought into the foreground
the question of happy endings.
Recent reports from
America mentioned that in order to gauge public
opinion on this point, the experiment was tried of
presenting two versions of the same film play, one with

the usual happy denouement, and

the other with a

tragic termination following the lines suggested by the
story.
The effect produced on the audience, however,
does not appear to have proved much either way.
But how would the public accept the idea of the
happy ending being dropped in more frequent cases ?
The belief held by some is that it would be welcomed
rather than otherwise.
They base their argument on
the fact that the absence of bliss would make for
reality, since, in actual life, the villain does not always
get his deserts
the good and innocent often have to
suffer at the expense of the guilty, and the end does not
always leave the hero and heroine living " happily
Why, then,
ever after."
All this is perfectly true.
they argue, should not the film present things to us
Theirs may be regarded as the
as they actually are ?
intellectual view.
On the other hand, people do not go to the cinemas
They are in a mood
in an intellectual frame of mind.
which cares nothing for logic particularly when applied to endings.
Their primary object is to seek enter;

tainment, and the happy climax, even when illogical, is
preferred, because it transports them for the time
being into a dream world which corresponds to their

own

ideals.

D. B. (East Finchley).— The part of Tom Norton in
" The Lightning Raider " was taken by Henry Gscll.
Yours was a nice short letter.
T. S. G. (Nottingham).
The film publication you
refer to ceased to exist some years ago. I am unable
to say how many issues there were altogether.
" Willie " (Ipswich).
"The Mystery of the
Double Cross," " The Heart of Wetona," " Thou
Shalt Not," and " The Third Degree " are pictures
Born in
in which Gladden James has appeared.
Zanesville, Ohio, he commenced his stage career at
the age of six, and later on started on the films with
Vftagraph. Margery Wilson do you remember her
in " Desert Gold "
has sparkling brown eyes, and
played child parts in a stock company before taking
up a screen career. Koy Stewart was born in San

—
—

'!

—

—

Diego, California.
G. D. W. (Olton), D. G. (Twickenham). J. A. H.
(Portllanfraith),
D. M. (Bournemouth), M. II.
(Southend), " Two Schoolgirls " (Gosforth), M. H.
getting
(Alfrcton), and " Quirzy " (Rhondda).

—lam

the information you want aud will publish it as soou
as obtained.
" Ella " (Gravesend). Mary Pickford's mother,
Mrs. Smith, is alive, and they live together. Mary's
father, however, died some years ago.
R. H. (Inverness).— D. W. Griffith, the great
Richard Bartheliness, who
producer, is married.
took the part of the hero in " Broken Blossoms,"
pronounces his name as " Bar-tel-mess," with the
" h " silent. Charles Bryant, the husband of Ella

—

Nazimova," was born

in this

country in 1887.

He

three inches over six feet, and has brown hair and
blue eyes.
Conway Tearle is Norma Talmadge's
new leading man.
" Violet " (Caversham). Stanley Wharton was
in " Peg o' the Sea," and Quccnie Thomas was the
Meg o' the Woods."
star in
" Shoemaker " (Bacup). Your list of favourites
All df them arc working in
is quite impressive.
America at the present time. Here arc a few of
George Walsh's films " On the Jump," " For Luck
and Pluck," " Never Say Quit," " I'll Say So." and
" Help Help Police." That last one sounds rather
tragic, doesn't it ? Fatty Arbuckle in " The Butcher
Boy," "Good-ni2ht, Nurse." " His Wedding Night,"
" Camping Out," and " Back Stage."
G. II. M. J. (Ba«sein).— Thanks for the handbills you have kindly sent me, but as they appear
to be in Burmese, i have given up the attempt
to try and translate them. I am interested to learn,
however, the great interest tiie films create in your
part of the world. " The Tiger's Trail " is the most
Eddy Polo's
recent serial featuring Ruth Roland.
next picture after the " Cyclone Smith Scries " will
and Irving
Pickford
Lottie
be announced later.
Cummings were in "The Diamond from the Sky."
" ANXIOVS " (Luton).
born in
was
Under
Max
Bordeaux, France, in 1883. His parents intended
chose
canvas,
but
he
him to learn how to paiut on
instead to be an artiste on the screen.
is

reason, why, in more than threefourths of the literature of the past and present day,
logic has been thrown to the winds, and, where
grief should have ensued at the end, we have been
And how
given the sound of wedding bells instead.
many of you are there who would have it otherwise
on the screen ?
It is for this

same

THE EDITOR.

—

—

:

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

!

!

Brown

Corn Flour
Every atom is

Poison's

6c

the problem.

solves

—

every particle pure.
nourishment
Combined with milk, Corn Flour constitutes a complete food for all ages.

Corn Flour

helps

and served

digestible,

or custard,

it

to

make milk

as a hot

pudding

forms a valuable addition

to the family dinner.

The

children's

demands
such fare, and
remember "The future of the nation
lies with the young generation."

—

health

Broun & Poisons
Corn Flour
—

FREE

the ideal partner of milk.

&

Send for the "A" Recipe Book
Brown
Poison, 6, Boutertt Street, London, E.C.4.
Enclose a penny stamp for pottage.

•

Buy

Direct from Bradford

LADIES' and GENTLEMEN'S WEAR,
INDIGO SERGES. GABS, WORSTEDS.

TWEEDS,

etc.

PATTERNS FREE BY POST.
A ny
L.

length

cut.

TYAS &

CO., "A" Dept., Manufacturers,
28, Barry Street, Bradford.

fARE YOU SHORT?
If to, let the Gtrv&n System help 70a
to increase your height. Mr. Bliggl repor te 51]

Inched Mi B&tcliflTe, 4 tnchcn .Mi*.*
t>d«U, 4 ru bM Mr. Ketley. 4 inches.
Tb.il Bysten urestly improve* th«r
3

.

;

i

;

he&ltb, figure, and carriage. Krnrt
penny »tau>i>* for fnrthei particulcri
and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
>ept. C.T., 17. Stroud Green Road,

London. N

.4.

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue.
A stamped and addressed envelope must accom-

pany any
letter

an early

letter requiring

should give the

full

reply.

name and

Every

address of

no anonymous
Address
The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 85, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
the writer (not for publication), as

communications

can

be answered.

:

,

—

(Neweastlc-on-Tyne). Anna Q. Nilsson was
Ystad, Sweden, but has not given away too
much about herself ns yet. And Richard liarthclmcss
is twenty-five, and will doubtless marry some day.
" Douglas
(Welling).
Wesley Barry's favourite
Bonir is " Put. Me Among the Warts." He has got the
most valuable collection m> far of any kid or grown-up.
He is only twelve, so has started early. Baby Marie
Osborne is nine, and Madge Evans will be able to add
two more on to that on July 1st. The other little
kiddie says she will nsk her mother and let us* kuow.
P. M. (Totley).— Miss Vesta Tilley (Lady de Freee)
has not told us what she is going to do. The rumour
you have heard may be true, or it may not. That's
the funny thing about rumours, isn't it ?
" Golliwog
have your
(Chelmsford).
Let's
name, " Golliwog." Have you read the paragraph
Please do.
at the head of these replies
Alma Taylor is in her " twenties "
J. P. (Islington).
anoTis single. She has blue eye*. Sorry, but the only
give
to your last question is-^ I don't
answer I can
know because she won't tell.
" Flapper " (Pembroke Dock).
You can unburden your soul to me by degrees, and I shall do
what I can to help you out of the store of my knowledge. Many things, ©f course, are secrets tl at have
not been divulged even to me, such as, for instance,
the information you want al>out Chrissic White and

D.
born

S.
in

—

—

—

'!

—

—

Ivy Close.

You

liked

Mahlon Hamilton

in "

Daddy

Legs."
The Danger Mark," " Her Kingdom of
Dreams " and " The Hidden Hand " are other films
of his. He was born in Baltimore, and has brown hair
and blue eyes.
You are not alone. Thomas
S. T. (SouthcndL
Meighan has captivated many a fair one with his
Yes, Harry Hilliard is still
looks and his noting.
playing, and you may be able to sec him opposite
Gladys Brockwell.
"Alice" (Hastings). If you 'have written some
stories for the films, you will find several film companies mentioned in the cinema trade papers,
Kathleen " (Portland).— I keep no information
concerning the weights of artiste, Kathleen, because
a person's weight is a thing that is apt to vary, and
the information, therefore, could not always bo
regarded as being quite accurate.
1

'

—

—

"PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL.

<
<

kAAA*AAAAA4*AAAAAAAA4
TO WRITE TO YOrR FAVOi'P.ITK
WHERE
STAR. — You arc kindly requested
I'lL.M
not to isk for any addresses hy post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to he
If you wish to communicate at once with
answered.
anv artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose ljd. stamp to the Editor,
Tut PictI'rk Snow, Room 85, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot
Remember
l.e spceiallv acknowledged by the Editor.
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention Thf. Picnttl
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, Jiowever, that wc cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.
CODY.—Care of Astra Film Corporation,
Glendale, California. V.S.A.
ENID BENNETT. BILLIE BUB.KE.—Care ol

LEW

luce Studios, Culvei

GREGORY

W

(

SCOTC.

Broadwest Films,

itv,

California.

1

.S.A.

CAM RON (AUK.

Ltd., 175,

I'.

Wanlour

(ire of

Street, LofMton,

HARRY CARTER GRACE DVRMOXD M\U

GASTON.

—Care

City, Oalifomla,

of

I'nlvcrsal

Film

Co.,

I" .S.A.

(More addresses next week.)

I'nivcrsdl

the Picture

Sfiou;
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The Nation's
Health

'THE
**

What

are the problems awaiting us ?

the health of the people.

A

little

One h

ooer a year

It

I had occasion to say here that you could
make an A I Empire with a C 3 population.
is perfectly true.
The health of the people

is

one of the dominating questions of the hour."

ago
not

— The

Premier.

55

health of the people certainly

* demands the greatest care, and
one of the most valuable precautions
safeguarding the nation's health
is
the constant use of Lifebuoy
Soap.
Its healthy antiseptic odour
proclaims its worth.
in

Our Young
the

Hopefuls

—

— the

nation's

hope

for

future love
the
health-giving lather of
Lifebuoy Soap.
They take to it as a duck
takes to water— they cannot help liking Lifebuoy.
It is health-giving as well as cleansing.

Lifebuoy Soap

Wash

is

brimful of Health.

and hands with
Bathe with it — Shampoo with
face

—

it

it.

MORE THAN SOAP- YET COSTS NO MORE.

The name LEVER on Soap is a
Guarantee of Purity and Excellence.
Tj
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LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.

Simple Appliance ReplacesTruss
Sold All Round the World and
Sent on Trial to Prove it.

Wear

Don't

a Truss any Longer.

Over 170,000 People
Have Accepted this
Offer.

Reasons Why
Should Accept
This Offer To-day.

Ten
Yoy

Why Not You?

r\0KSX T

that proye that the- Brooks
is not an experime nt but
a positive success that, it does all wo
claim forit T Among these 170,000 men,
women, and children there must be hundreds whose condition was identical with
yours. Can you aftord not to investigate
and satisfy yourself when it costs you
nothing to prove what the Brooks Appliance will do for you T

Appliance

It is absolutely the .only Appliance of
the land on the market to-dey, -and. in it
are embodied the principles that" inventors have sought after for years.
1.

—

Tho Appliance for retaining the
rupture cannot be thrown out of position.
3.
Being an air-cushion of soft rubber it
elinga closely to, tho body, yet never
blisters or causes irritation.
2.

Unlike the ordinary so-called pads
used in common trusses, it is not cumber-

No man

or woman ever can look and
or her l:est while suffering tho
torment, pain and discomfort of rupture.

feel

4.

his

Every

day

— every

you

that

some or ungainly.
It is small, soft
positively cannot bo
the clothing.
6.

suffer from
truss torture

hour of
that you endure
after you read thij
pag<" is jour own fault.
Tor many years we havo been telling
you that no truss will ever help you.
We have told you about tho harm trusses
are doing.
We have told you that tho
only tiuly comfortable, sanitary and
rupture

—

scientific device for

holding rupture

is

a photograph of 3Ir. C. E. Broolt, inventor of th«
Appliance, who cured himielf, and whose experience has since
benefited thousands.
If ruptured write to-day.

Doctors Recommend This Rupture
Appliance.
It is Sent on Trial.
Til E

fact that physicians in all parts of the country arc en_thusl&sttc over the many merits of the Brooks Ittipt.ure
is in itself a weighty testimonial to its worth.
The l<rooks Rupture Appliance is made to the order of
the weaver. Therefore it satisfies completely. Because of tho
tact that it has no springs it may be worn with comfort in bed
Put your case in our hands, and 1t will be handled by n
competent Institution, not by a factory. It will receive
most careful thought and consideration.
You owe it to yourself to learn fiiore about this Applianea
which is proving a relief to thousands of ruptured sufferers.
Dou't delay the day of your relief.

the

Appliance

l

to-day.

Instead of wearing a steel spring or
harness,

try

tho velvet

Where you can buy

soft

London: Brooks Appliance

Brooks Appliance.
Instead of the hard pad of a truss, use
the soft rubber automatic air cushion of a
Brooks Appliance.
The Brooks Appliance clings to you
wi'hout force, and you are ^ardly conscious of its presence.
And above all

The soft pliable bands holdirg the
Appliance do not uivc^ne the unpleasant
"sensation of wearing a harness.
7.
There is nothing about it to get foul,
and when it becomes soiled it can bo
washed without injuring it in the least.
There are no metal springs in the
Appliance to torture one by cutting and

the Appliance

Co., Ltd., 80,

London. YV.C.

bruising the flesh.
All the material of which the Appliances are made is of the very best that
money can buy. making it a durable_jind
safe Appliance to wear.
9.

"

10.

by an experience
'

:

:

Zealand

Oflice .Na 3 b irmtt a 1 tuldings
Street, Wellington, S.

i»4,

:

Willis

Remember

At Brooks Building, Marshall, Michigan. Ktc, etc.
Vou will be most welcome, and will receive inbst careful
personal attention in any of the Brooks Institutions, either
l/'.S

A.

:

We

send you the Appliance on rial to
prove that what we say is true. You aiv
to be the judge. Fill in the free coupon
below and post to-day.
If in London, rail at oyr (<>».\itlli>ig room *.

HOLDS always.
in this country or abroad.
Dorit take our word for it.— Read what these people say:—
"Made a New Woman of Me." "Cured -Doctors Interested." "Improvement in a Week.'
..

Manchester-road, Clifton,
Manchester.

lte,

Foster, 4431, J) Co., 13
Platoon, 60th ITovl.'Baft.,
*
Lowestoft, Suffolk.

AY..

-

63, Atbelstone-road,

llrst week of his wearing it. He wore
truss, for three months before I
v.rdtc to you, and received no benefit whatever.
I have told lots of

a

My friend also finds It a wonderful
invention. We thank you with all
our hearts tor easing our suffering.
Make whatever use yuu like of

Your Appliance has quite cured
my.rupture. Three different doctors
have examined and passed me for
the Army, although I still wear your
Appliance, just for the comfort I get

people about it, and you can mako
what use you like of my letters, as I
shall be only too pleased to recommend the Appliance to any ruptured

this letter.

from

life,

and only wish

I

earlier. Will strongly,

(Mrs.) E.

hud sent

for It

recommend

It.

VALENTINE,

"Delighted to Recommend."
Lisoraudawn. Mohlll, Gorrau<:h,
Co. Leitrim, In land..
Dear Sir,- I cannot find Wofd«

good enough to thank you for the
perfect cure your Rupture Appliaiue has done in my ruse.
I shall be delighted t<> recommend
to anv friend as a perfect cure.
•

\otus

quite different to the
old steel trusjl that is generally supplied by doctors at the hospitals.
The doctors who saw me were very
interested in my case, and were
it.

.It

anxious to know If it was quite effective.
This I was able to prove to
them. Mine is a remarkable cure,
seeing I am 50 yeurs of n«e. You are
at liberty to use any statement I

have made.

trill v,

BDW

\K1>

REYNOLDS.

Yours

Yours

sufferer.

(Mrs.)

is

faithfully,

\T.

FOSTER.

I

Free Information Coupon.
Brooks Appliance Company,

Ltd.,

(I795A) 80, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
|

faithfully,

WOODHOL'SK.

|

|

'Medical Board Says —Cured.'
24, l,inden-rd.,

1

K rjierienccd and capable fittrra for ladies
and gentlemen. Special attentiontochildrr n.

Conisboro', near Kotherham
My little boy is quite cure'd. and I
noticed an» improvement- from the

Brooks Appliance Co., Ltd.

ture since wearing it. ,It haV acted
like a miracle, ns I had no pleasure in

thoroughly established
of- over thirty
years

of dealing with the public, and the prices
are so reasonable, the terms so fair, that
there certainly should bo no hesitancy
in sending the free coupon to-day.

2.

:

Sew

Our reputation for.honeslv and

fair dealing iS so

:

Chancery Lane,

Amsterdam. Holland At So. 4, Paleisstraat.
Norway At Haakonsuatan, 1, pcrgen.
Singapore At Purmca House, Kainpous, Balirie-road.

else it

Can honestly say' the Appliance
lias made a new woman of me,' as I
have not been troubled by my rup-

and

pliable,

detected through

0.

From

Brooks Rupture Appliance.
Kow we oiler to prove it to you, entirely at our risk.
Wo will send you a
Brooks Rupture Appliance on trial. If
you really want to be id of your rupture,
till
in the coupon below and post it

inflexible

and

I

Please send me by post, In plain wrapper,
your Illustrated Hook and full iuionu.it ion
about your Appliance for the cure oi rupture.

Dewsbury-rd., Leeds.

With regard to the Appliance sup-

me

a short time ago, I have
nothing whatover unsatisfactory to
report.
I do not now require the
Appliance. After wearing your Appliance for a month or 6ri I was
stated to .be^curcd by the Medical
Hoard, and ran now climb heights
in theT'iakc District without Inconvenience.
You ran use" this testimonial as you please.
plied to

Yours

faithfully,

C.

Nam;
Address
i
•

;

BENSOJJ.

L

Mean

f

write plainly.

1
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PEGGY HYLAND.

Beautiful

"THE THREE GRACES."

New

Full-Page Picture iOsitF.

Constance, Norma, and Natalie Talmadge at Home.

-

The Picture Show,

Indigestion and
Sleeplessness

New

hoc our

Catalogue. Charming Blouse's'
Costume? Sports Coats, Wraps etc.
Have -you seen patterns of our latest fasluouable fabrics lor Costumes, Dresses, liloa«es,
etc. Patterns FltElO?
please semi
It not
postcard stating renuirc menrs.
High Quality.
Re. e'orable Prices.

1
suffered tor years from Indigestion, with
Nervousness and Sleeplessness, and was as ranch
away from worU a.s at it. There was no rest
for me at all
uo sleep at night, and I had

Recommended

for

COSTUMES
Romsey

violent shivennii or tremblnifi turns, like tjiiie.
At all times ] suffered from severe pain after

Stripe

Wool

lUlli- KfTcct, nest

nv-rcheck

Whit Va

trimmed

pi-ttily

I

Blonde

le

'

eiiiMfrnfery

5 6

1

..

..

"Bangor "

11/6

•

w.d-.L.h(ikcovei.
..
..
check
1

9/6

Tweed

'Lanark"

lood.wth nuantitieaof wind and a dizzy sensation
that 1 could not shake off.
Headaches, too,
were trequent and severe
1
had to take to
was C4\ute unfit for anything
bed, as
" I tried all sorts ot things but it was only when I began taking Dr.
Caswell's Tablets that 1 found any benefit.
" It was really wonderful how they relieved me. 1 got sleep at nights,
food ceased to hurt me. and rapidly I picked up strength.
Now I am
in bettor health than I have known tor years, and it is all due to Dr.

twl

| ej

Brankscme"

"

Reliable Cheviots and Series

8

10

-.

11/6. IS

-.

cloth.

colour.-

»11

Si.ky Poplins
2 II, 4 -. 6

"Tbeda"

Dr. Cassell's

Tablets

and

3.'-

The Universal Home Remedy for
Nervous Breakdown Kidney Trouble
Nerve Paralysis
Indigestion
Ma'nutrition
Wasting Diseases

Itbe3/-r,iz 'tiling

the mare economical.. Sold
by Chi mists in
pert! 01 the
woild.
Kcfuse
all

Neurasthenia

Palpitation

Sleeplessness

Exhaustion
Nervous Debility
and

Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers
daring the Critical Periods of Life

i

..

66

c/Q

ueatri*.

Taffeta

-ilfcy

..Vt9

..

*0T,»»yrs, cb^eVv and
-trip-M.

I8.II0.2-.2 4.3-

"Pansy"

davntj
p.intcd Muslins ..

"Delia"

lo»*dj

* i9
I' >*

O/

printed Voile .. .. <*/
.treat variety to st'ks.

and

Voiles.

as to tbc suitability ot
Dr.

I)r.

}.•:„

i

-.

-

Oxford Snirtiuiis. etc.

Cvwrll's Tablets

Address:
CaaarH'sCa.

u.
(AS tHu*tial
24-iiHK wlrt^. *ifi.>n*. Umj.
rtn* knit, bill Haul -J

<

Washing

*>ate

only

FREE.

i-,tt. r.i-

your

I

requirements.

ShailfB
paKiie,

White

Voil«» Blo'ise

hand-embroidered.
aud heiustitch-d. Vcryslnart
>

.itl>

and

L'<l.,(:h<«t«rKd.

Manchc.tei.Kne:.

1

0,

ladylike.

:

—

15

-

< rviiin.
CbaniPink, Sky. Putty,

B»m\ Grov,

Hartley

&

Em

Co.

Purjllv.

raid.

4 6, 7
Catah 5ns.

Otb-r qualities

25 '••

2iT,StanningleyRd

-

Scarf

Artl. Silk

Fabrics, irlnted I'aiul.rii.-.
r- pw. Pelajnettce. Muslins,

INFORMATION

iu aoj partlcu)
case will he
nt
on request.

Rich

i

Artificial Silks, silky rlnished

FR E

Vital

Aneemia

substitutes

..

& Blouse Fabrics
"Rene" .-poue:- fi/ft
VI v

Dress

t'asseli's Tablets.'

1/3

Wear

Creations for Present

Life Miserable. Complete Health
Restored By Dr. Cassell s Tablets.
Mr. J. .Weinlhatn. ot 21. I'rinces Road Old
Fletton. Peterhornuuh, says —

Prices

22ml, 1920.

Charming

Made

Home

May

Stf"

refunded

Mi'Dey

if

not

LEEDS.

YOUR COMPLEXION
Keep your complexion clear and bright, cleanse
the pore« of dirt and dust that soap and water
Oatine will do this.
alone cannot remove.
It contains no animal fat or dangerous mineral
For men it is invaluable after shaving.
salts.

WHEN.

Get a jar of Oatine Cream now from any
Ask for

sped,

—

i

communicating
with
Jldoerplease

Engin«e>trrg

1/3;

4d„

—

pud Suel
Draughtsmanship
Civil E Kinecrum

ctricity

Mlnlnii

Mitnerrat.es
Boile Inspecting
Structur ,1 Engineering Marine Engineering
SurveyiriK and Level- Motor Engineering
ling
Wirel ts Telegra. hy
In ernal

Building Construction

U%E

SHOW.

Ei.

:

Clerk ct Works' Duties
Structures in Concrete

Arch isctural Drawing

THE
PIC1

Fxams connected with

theie mbjccti

mention

Oatine Tooth Pule,
Oatine Snow a vanishing cetm, 1/3 ;
Soap,
Face f-owdcr,
1/6; Shampoo Powders, 3d, each;
10 J. and 1'4; S vlag S'.ick and Shaving Cream, 1 3.

list in alt

Avla'lon
Shipbuilding

Users,

PREPARATIONS

WE
TEACH BY POST
We

I

chemist. 1/6 and 3/-.

We al* pn>palvd topn tlttcv

Combustion

Engi' es
,

n cVeaaud «;000 nuvl iiitcd

H

trtttwontola fu.ni >n eawfnl stueaints ur pay £100
If v.. have bel|nd H.m» to
r<'« appoint.
\
surely we can belp YOl'. If
u ale inl.-iv-lrd
-I
in any oi tbes" snkjeet*. wiite. uanahm tbc subject. umI
we a ill a, i»d yon ui

uuyrban'i
;

i

\

;

«

I-KKE BOOKLET.

Ad. km free,
Pleaae « ata your arf
fanaita skeuki «<k our advice fur tb. lr

THE aiNNEIT COLLEGE

Intensify the joy of

(Dept.

til).

s. d-.

SHEFFIELD

the open road
The parched soreness of the mouth and throat
irritated by the dust of the road is quickly
re ieved (and prevented altogether) by occasionally dissolving in the

FILM ACTING TAUGHT BY POST

mouth

EVANS' fiastiltes
An effective recauiionary ineas I'eada' st he mil rubes
of Inf.uenz.t Catarrh, Pneumonia Diphtheria, etc.
.

SM the

1i
/
'

l

Hiuscd

liar'

on each

l'astille,cxcluiive to trans'.

tin from 0b«m
or post
from the makers.
n< per
Hanover
EVANS S0N8.LESCHER* WEBB. Lti
Ir-e

sti

.

Liv

pool,

V

vj.Iu tholo

new

St

LI

Cio.e i.omlon.E C

1

.

a4\

There i- no need to nenhvt the pn-^ibilit v r.i \ mir I" .-.1111111
for your eoua Mini A 1 tor. because > on live) out o| London,
M iiii iire a vtell-kiinivn l.omkni I'rmluivi has written " verv
instruetive Conine oi Praetleal Tuition In the art of Him
Kveiythinuthatistobc learnt is -el loith in plAiu
Aet ins.-.
lanmi.i^e.aml il you follow it through eonstieiitloii-ly there Is
no na-on «h\ \otir name slumltl not be ailclcii to mil long
ses.
list oi sueei
IS YOURS. Writ" I -day
enelosiim iMistal order for or'- tor this <x>urse(t lie only one of
it- kind) to
BUREAU. 18. Cecil Court.
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<

wood, but I certainly whittled my finger
I nearly cut it off.
But from that time on
carving held a fascination for me.
I took it

up

as u

hobby when

The Origin

of

HE

1

began travelling."

Pla\/,->

is an expert carver, and fashions t he
clovorost filings out. of wood, amber, and
ivory; all with the aid of a pocket-knife.
Ho has made a careful study of amber. " It has
a most interesting history," he says. " It comes
from the Baltic seas, and they drodgo for it
it was originally a pitchy substance which oozed
from trees.
The land in that vicinity sunk,
and the sea covered it, the chemical action of
the sea petrifying the pitch.
Amber is the

Plavety

there was a mysterious clicking heard. Again
was silence. Sid Jordan closed his eye-

all

;

once moro the clicking sound.
" Eva," said Sid Jordan, " the
that you will scoro
Alice Spencer."

Amber.

and

Naturally Miss

i-pirit3

say

your biggest success as

Novak was

mystified by the
uncanny sound which had disturbed the stillhad started to talk

ness before Sid Jordan
to tho departed.

;

result."

Famous Readers of " The Picture
Show."
No. 20.— MANORA THEW.

ANOTHER
Picture

British

Show

picturos and

full

(ho

film
star finds the
of the latest beautiful
most interesting film

Manora Thew. whom you

news.

see above.
little actress playing
the lead in the Stoll version of A. E. W. Mason's
famous novel " At the Villa Rose."

We are to see this delightful

— —

:

2.

Show has had
THEday,Picture
and wishes
thank the readers who

its first birthto
sent greetings on this great occasion.
are now beginning Vol. No. 3, so those of you
who are having their Picture Shows bound
will soon have two volum? s complete on their
bookshelf. Binding cases of pale bluo cloth with
black lettering, can be obtained post free for
3s. from the publishers, 7-0, Pilgrim Street,

We

Ludgate

A

Hill, E.C.

>-»

the most interesting articles which
Powell has carved from amber is.
scarf-pin with a tiny fly ombedded in it.
During what age of tho world's existence the
fly alighted in the pitch on a treo is a question.
At any rate, he is now preserved for all time.
When Eddie Foy, the comedian saw tho scarf" Why, the little cuss is buried
pin, he drawled
in his own tombstone."
of

:

Mix's

HOUSE

at

film

Tom

at lunch.
winked at Sid Jordan, who
in his turn gave the tip to Pat Chrisman. Then
turned to Miss Novak.
"Eva," he said, "you're young and pretty.

Tom

don't suppose that the outdoor life you have
you nrach chance to study spiritualism. Sid Jordan has made a study of it. He can
talk with the departed spirits, and whenever
I am stuck I go to Sid and ask him to ask them
what I should do. Is there any question you
would like Sid to ask for you 1 "
" Why, yes," stammered Miss Novak, a bit
" But whore is he going to conbewildered.
"
verse with tho spirits ?
" Right here," was Tom Mix's reply, and he
didn't smile when he said it.
" Oh, Sid." smiled Miss Novak, looking her
prettiest, " do .ask the spirits if I am going to
"
bo a hit in this picture ?
One could have heard a pin drop. Not a soul
in the group moved. After a few minutes' pause
I

led has gi\ en

was not

sun was setting and the

until the

IT company was

homeward bound after a
hard day's work that Eva Novak knew that
she was the victim of a practical joke. She and
Tom Mix were riding side by side. Just at the
back of them wore Sid Jordan and Pat Chrisman.
" Eva, when we get back to Mixville it's your
treat."

Why so ? " asked Miss Novak.
" Well, Eva. it's like this," said Tom. " When
Sid Jordan and Pat there and myself were
punching bronchos on the border, Sid broke hi-»
big toe.
I sot it, but it never did knit right,
and when it healed and tho soreness left it
Sid found that ho could click it with very little
effort.
And so one night down in Texas, wo
pulled off that stunt, and took in all the boys.
It occurred to me this noon that you might
want to know something, so I gave Sid the wink
before I sprang the question. But don't get sore.
Eva, because whether the spirits say so or not,
I can assure you that you'll be a hit in this
picture."
"

—

Will Polly Accept ?

HEAR

I

that Polly Moran,

THE

whom you may

in Mack Sennett comedies, but
left for a Vaudeville tour, and who is

have seen

who
now back with another

Brilliant Success.
youthful success of Athalie Davis, who
has played the lead in " Uncle Dick's
Darling," the second production of the

film

company,

ha:;

received a flattering offer to tour tho music
halls. I have not yet heard whether Miss Moran
has accepted. I hope she has. I'd love to see her
in the flesh, wouldn't you ?

Xcw British Standard Company, makes interesting reading. At the age of three-and-a-half she
won first prize in a beauty competition. At
five-and-a-half
she was
painted by Allen
Williams as the prettiest child in England.
At eight she played the part of Mamilius in
" A Winter's Tale " at the Court. Theatre, and
at nine took first Shakespearian prize in an opeu

Society Beauty as

Cinema

Star.

THEgradually

to join the ranks of the
increasing numbers of the
English aristocracy attracted by the lure
of the film, is Lady Sybil Eden, of Windlestono
Park. Ferry Hill who is regarded by her friends
as possessing the film " sense " in a marked
latest recruit

—

competition judged by Martin Harvey.
Now at the age of seventeen she is a cinema
star, and the possessor of a wonderful mezzo
soprano voice, and during the war she hassling and danced at over 150 concerts.

degree.
Sybil Eden is tho daughter of tho late
William Grey, K.C.S.I., who was LieutenantGovernor of Bongal and, later. Governor of
Jamaica. Lady Sybil is a very cultured woman,
and is very fond of travelling. Throughout the
late war Windlostone was used as a hospital
for
our troops, under tho supervision of
Lady Eden, and whose name was included in the
recont list of war honours as an Officer of tho
Order of the British Empire. She is also a Lady
of Grace of Order of St. John of Jerusalem. Lady
Kden lost two sons in the war, and her second

Lady

Sir

Mabel's Wonderful Necklace.

MABEL NORMAND has a wonderful
MISSnecklace,
the links, pendant and

of

which have beon carved from one piece
of wood. It was made by Russ Powell, when he
was killing time between the scenes of " The
Slim Princess."
" I was seven years old when I began
" I found my
whittling," says Mr. Powell.
father's knife one day, and sneaked out to
fhe wood shed with it. I didn't whittle much

the

beautilul screen star.

The Explanation.

practical

4.

all

MARY ANDERSON,

bis

Joke.

Eva Novak tho butt
a
TOM MIX made
joke the othor day. The company
— which had been work on a Mix
was

PETERS,

latest portrait.

Little

of

all anxiously waiting the
result of our " Finding the Stars " competition.
When I tell you that each coupon
(and there were thousands and thousands of
these) has to be checked one hundred and
twenty two times, you will know the work
attached to this competition.
But judging <his way ensures a correct
estimate of public opinion, for the voters themselves decide the result.
Just a whisper
I hear that so far Mary
Pickford, Warren Kerrigan and Charlie Chaplin
head the first three questions so far, but there
are more coupons to go through before this can
be spoken of as a fact.

No.

—
Flies Go.

ONEMr.

Tom

„

Who Has Won ?
EXPECT you arc
I

Vol.

Where

Timothy (the present baronet), who
was studying in Germany at the outbreak o!
the war, was interned,

son, Sir

OLAF FONSS.
we

the world-famous Danish screen star
are shortly to see in " The Devil's Kingdom."

—

—
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Anna Adopts Anna.

ANEW
Hollywood

addition

to

Anna

Q.

Nilsson's

Anna
Nordja, a diminutive orphan, who has
travelled all tho way from Stockholm alone.
Some time ago Miss Nilsson's parents, in
bungalow

is

little

Sweden, wrote to her about the plight of the
hi tie one, who lost both parents in ah accident.
Miss Nilsson, always having wanted to adopt
and educate a youngster, cabled them to send
l

he child to her.

The little Nordja girl, who is nearly six years
not come through tho post or accompanied with a tac, but rather rode across the
continent in a Pullman. Miss Nilsson has made
arrangements to educate her in a private school
ni Hollywood, and will immediately take steps
old, did

legally to

A

May

Tht Piciufe Show,

adopt

her.

is

rising cost of clothes.
heard to sigh on a

bemoaning the ever.
" Oh, dear," she was

shopping expedition,
if we didn't have to spend a good share of our
income for elaborate clothes for our pictures,
our salaries would lie just as lovely as they look
in print.
As a matter of fact, any girl in my
profession comes out at the end of the year with
a very small net sum. But there's some compensation in wearing clothes. Every girl likes
that."

Do You Know

— Thai

started her stage career at

?

*

*

*

— That

Elsie Ferguson numbers
swimming among her pastimes ?
••

recently staged one of the most
" thrills " ever screened.
hair-raising
The stunt consists of a man dropping
from an aeroplane to tho roof of a Pullman
t rain going at seventy-five miles an hour.

*

riding

and

*

is

Louise

?

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
at

Notes and News from Los Angeles.

SINCE

the recent announcement in the Press
Charles Clary is to have his own
company, he has been besieged by persons
seeking positions on his staff. In one week he'
has received forty-three original stories, four!
that

offers to direct his pictures, six offers to write
liis scenarios, seventeen applications from young
and untried leading ladies, and thirty-four
from " handsome " leading men at least, thus'

—

they describe themselves, and, of course, they
ought to know.

?

Dean

Priscilla

the age of four

•

FOR

,

"

— That her second Christian name

Real Thrill.
a new First National picture,
Marshall Neilan, who is over here,

FROM "OVER THERE."

Clothes Cost Money.

FR1TZI BRUNETTE

22ni, 1920.

Palm Beach by the Sea Waves

U

To Her Who Waits.
FORREST, the

ANN

girl

whose wonderful

acting in
Dangerous Days" has made
her a star overnight, has been working
at the various Los Angeles studios as an extra,
waiting for her big chance to come. The rolo
that has raised her to stellar heights did
not seem to offer many opportunities at
first sight, being one of some half dozen
so-called " minor parts."
But little Ann
'

prepared herself for days, putting into'
the part all her life's hopes and ambi-.'

and injected so much realism into

tions,

her "bit," that director and author
looked on petrified by what they both
declare to be one of the most wonderful
pieces of acting they had ever witnessed.
Everything conies to him who waits, hut
the readiness is all.

a scene was taken showing the
man returning to the 'plane from the
top of a train, by leap ng into the air
and catching a rope ladder from tho
plane. To get these scenes a camera man
n OS strapped to the wing of the aeroplane,
and two others were stationed on the top
of the train, where a special platform
had heen built.
-Later,

:

Fatty to Forsake Farce.

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE

is to definitely
forsake farce-making for feature
His contract called for
twenty two-reoled comedies, but on his
recent visit to New York, the rotund
Roscoo evidently succeeded in persuading Mr. Zukor to let him off.
Somo
weeks ago Roscoe went over to Lasky's
to play the fat sheriff in a five-reel
feature called " The Round-up," and
apparently this first flight in the legitimate drama has caused him to decide
to forswear custard pies for ever.
As
some wit remarked, on hearing the news:
" Next thing we shall hear is that Roscoe
has started reducing "

specials.

Waiting for the Clouds to Roll By.
SAW Henry Edwards, the famous
I Hepworth producer and player, tho
other day.

It

was

not.

far

from

Charing Cross.
He was sitting in the
driving-seat of a Rolls Royco, which also
contained other " filmy " people, amongst
them being Chrissie White. And just
behind the Rolls Royco I espied another
car, in which E. Phillips Opponheim was
fitting, gazing, as were the rest of tho
company, skyward?. But tho clouds tool;
on a Macknoss as of the night, and tho
camera-man shook his head sadly.
The company, 1 learned, had been
waiting about in tho vicinity of Trafalgar
Square for four hours in the hope of being
al io to record a few hundred feet Of
short scenos," but the famous author,
\< lio had como to see the filming of some
<
the episodes in one of his stories, which
Henry Edwards is producing in screen
lorm, was disappointed.
Mr. Edwards
{.ave tho order to " right about- turn,"
informed
and
everybody with a cheerful
u'-'ignation worthy of recording, that,

!

A

this day of writing,
his two hundred
and eighteenth scenario to Biograph
cents,"

the

Tailor-Made-Man," and tho offer was
Times have changed.

refused

We've had a healthy day in the air,
dear friends and to-morrow we may

!

For One Film Only.

—

KENNEDY
MADGE
thousand
on

—

spent

five

dollars
her wardrobe
two last tioldwyn picture-,
and woroeachof her beautiful gowns just"
for her

Riverside Stars.
EL the Hepworth players are getting
busy nowadays, preparing lor tho

A

One orchid -coloured opera-cloak,
valued at one hundred and eighty-five
was worn in order to deliberately

ence.

river " season," for they all love
the Thames and either own boats, canoes
or punts, or are the lucky possessors of

dollars,

get

it

spoiled in an artificial rain-shower,

according to script requirements.

Small white bungalows nestling on tho
river bank, where thoy can revel in all
the glory of a riverside existence when
work is through, and the camera has
»€>ased to record their movements.

The Will

to Live.

would never believe
look at
YOUHobart
Boswort h that wenty years
to

t

ago his physician gave him up as«
hopeless tubercular case. Ho was told
by living in Arizona ho might prolong his life by a brief span, but that
anyway his doom was sealed. So to

Alma Taylor and
ALMA TAYLOR

Leslie Henson.
has just como back
from the seaside looking bonnier
than ovor, and very enthusiastic
ahout studio work. It rained hard [most
•J tho time she was away, but tho
rlemonts never worry this little lady.

'.hat

I'erhaps

sufficient

;

m

fifty

highest price that till that time had ever
been paid for a photo-play script. Tho
other day two hundred thousand dollars
were offered for the screen rights of "A

'*

her radiant, hoaUhy smilo is
proof of the truth of her
contention that "The weather doesn't
really
Matter
if Nature's roof ehoo'os
»« leak wo can't slop it, and Nature's
tho most wonderful tonic in the world."
By the way, we are shortly to see her
« play with Leslio Henson. I wonder
»f I.cshe will be as funny on the screen as
Ik- is on the stage J

seventeen dollars

for

1

have another."

Slight Difference.

years ago on
TENFrank
Woods sold

What

ii

the sand

and

bis

CONSTANCE

coin* to
is Sister Natalie with
false beard.
Norma

do ? Sitting on
David Kirkland
is laughing in

ber deck-cbair at tbe back.

Arizona Bosworth went, lived a free lifa
in tho open, and occupied his mind so
much that he had no timo to think of
dying.
After a number of months he had
himself overhauled by a specialist, and
was told that there was not a trace of a
gorm in his whole system. Now at fifty two he is six foot, tall, weighs two
hundred pounds, and is in perfect health.
See him fight in that grim picture " Hehind the Door,".and you will realise that
sometimes the sheer will to live is the
best means of cheating the undertakers.
Elsik Conn.

The

i'icture

Show,

M«u

"Picture

22n<l,

i

1920.

Snow" Pbotograpbs

of Prominent Picture Players.

is being directed by MAURICE TOURNEUR in a film version
This world-famous novel of Robert Louis Stevenson's promises
of the most wonderful photo-plays of the year.

SHIRLEY MASON, who
of

"Treasure Island."
to

make one

In the centre you will recognise

GLADYS BROCKWELL.

This photograph was taken

"At Home."

Mr. & Mrs. SESSUE HAYAKAWA practise the one-step
between scenes at the studio. Both Sessue and Tsuru love the
Western dances and are always anxious to learn new steps.

when

the star

was an honoured guest
/

at a fashionable artist's

I"

The Picture Show,
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Who Loved Him Most?

MONA
an

Don't Miss This Very

*

it

fire

*

After the Wedding.
burned a dull red glow

THEwas almost

— the

room

in darkness.

Mona Leveridge

sat in the one easy
chair, her slippered feet on the fender.
Outside the wind and rain lashed against the

window.
sat forward, her elbows on
her chin resting on her hands.

Mona suddenly
her knees and

Exactly a year ago to-day Mona had witnessed
the marriage between Jack Arlingford and the
pirl she had befriended, and as she stared into the
lire certain pictures rose up and confronted her.
There was the wedding. Jack, visibly excited
and nervous ; Sylvia, clad in simple white voile
and a hat that Mona had made for her, trimmed
with foamy white tulle.
without conJust a pretty radiant child
science and without a thought for anyone but
;

herself.

The girl before the fire sighed a little wearily
as another picture came before her.
This time it was in their home, a little villa in
suburbia with one sitting-room and a roomy
kitchen on the ground lloor.
Sylvia had telephoned her at the office and
asked her to go to her, for she never went unless
she was invited.

—

and chaos,
sitting-room was in disorder, the fireplace
ashes,
the carpet soiled and dusty,
choked with
the pretty chintz covers- already dirty and
In the kitchen soiled clothes, waiting
neglected.
to be washed, were dumped about untidily,
piled
crockery
up in the little washhouse.
Sylvia did not appear to notico these things,
she sat in a soiled dressing-gown and bewailed
her lot.
Three months

i

Wonderful Story of a

LEVERIDGK,

a typist, befriends
Sylvia
acquaintance,
old
office
Pearks, when the girl is " down and out."
thought
girl,
with
Sylvia is a feather-brained
for no one else but herself, and she is not long
in capturing the affection of Jack Arlingford,
who has been Mona's lover for a long time.
Jack experiences a strange, protective instinct
for this helpless girl, and one day, when she
pathetically tells him that she has lost her job,
asks her to marry him.

The

She was ill. Jack had had to go North on
Sho
business, and she was lonely and unhappy.
had no money, Jack was mean. He had even
gone away angry with her.
She poured out her miseries and Mona, tired
as she was after her day at the office, set to
work to make the rooms habitable, and while she
did it, she realised fully as she had never done
before, the terrible waste and shiftlessness which
some women are capable of showing in managing
a house.
the time she had finished, and Sylvia was
it was well past midnight.
" Now, don't get in a muddle again, Sylvia.
Clean up as you go, dear," she had said, as she
kissed the girl before taking her departure.
" Jack usually' does it.
1 hate washing up,'
said Sylvia, snuggling among the bcd-elothcs.
Yet another picture came up before her eyes.
It was the same sitting-room, and Jack was
there Jack with streak* of grey already showing

By

in bed,

—

in his crisp dark hair.
" She is such a child,

Mona such a baby," he
paced the room. " 1 give her what I
to
manage a house, and she
she
is
not
lit
tan, but
lias no idea of the value of money.'
From the room above came a movement.
Sho did- not want a family, Mona poor
If anychild, sho has been terrified at the idea.
thing should happen to her 1 should never for:

"

But

it

won

t,

Jack.

Don

t

worry,

old

tcllow.

Sho had patted Tiis. shoulder encouragingly,
juSt as she had in the old days when he had told
her his troubles, and he had looked eagerly into

Mona,

you

are

wonderful.

You

are

so

feared that, besides other complications,
is completely destroyed.
" Yours faithfully,

it is

his eyesight

" E. J.

His

child.

A

wailing,

mite of

little

hunianity, and a white-faced childish little figure
with deep dark rings around the big blue eyes.
" Sylvia
My poor little baby girl "
Jack had thrown himself down beside the bed,
and his arms had gone out to his wife, but Sylvia
!

!

had pushed him away.
" Leave me alone, Jack. I am so wretched.
That child keeps crying. Horrid little thing!",
she cried pettishly.

And Mona had crept out

of the

room and gone

The

Cowen."

Mona

the easy -chair before the fire raised
her head suddenly as the door-bell rang. She
that the tears were coursing
aware
was scarcely
down her face.
On the doorstep stood a girl. She was dressed
in a smart tailor-made costume and expensive
girl in

furs.

Mona gave a little gasp of astonishment as she
recognised Sylvia.
"* came in a taxi-cab
Tin not very wet,"
snid Sylvia airily in answer to her friend's question as sho followed Mona into the sitting-room.
Mona lit the gas and stirred up the fire. She
was somewhat bewildered by the visit. Sylvia
had never called on her since her marriage.
" It's about Jack.
He is
I've had a letter.
in the North, you know," began Sylvia, speaking
"
I did not know what to do,
a jerky way.
and so 1 thought I had bettor coino to you,
;

m

Mona."

Mona
Sylvia was evidently very ill at ease.
had never seen her before in quite this mood.
" Nothing wrong. 1 hope ?
she said.
" Something terrible " cried Sylvia, opening
a heavy silver bag which jingled against her

%

covered her face with her hands. A)
Jack ill!
horrible, dull pain was filling, her soul
blind
Oh, it could not be true
Sylvia suddenly closed her bag with a snap
which brought Mona back to the fact that she|
was in the room with her.
" Of course, I can't go," she was saying, as she
" I shouldn't!
pulled on her white kid gloves.
know what to do. I'm always frightened of ill-

—

—

!

!

1

;

Mona

ness,

dear."
voice changed into a sweet, caressing

Her

tone.
" Mona, couldn't you go up and explain to
him ? You are so much cleverer than I am, and
you know always the right thing to do. I should
be silly. I should cry out and make a scene. lb
can't mean he is always going to be blind, can it ?
You go to him, Mona."
Isn't it just awful
Mona turned and looked steadily into the!
1

!

pretty baby-face.
" How can I go

?

" she said dully.

"

Yon

are

Only you would be allowed to see him."
You can say you are a relation.
You have alway9 been so kind to
Mona. dear
us both. You go and explain to him. I
want " the voice faltered and the blue eyes
drooped " I want you to keep him quiet, so
that I can go on as I am. I'm getting on so
his wife.

" Oh, no

!

—

!

home.

——
—

I made quite a lot of money last week
I
and my cousin is awfully kind to me. She
costume and these furs. They are
me
this
gave

well.

real

skunk."

Mona gave a little crying sob.
" And you can talk of t|iese things now.

—

You

think they matter when when your husband,
the man you love, is lying ill and alone," she
said, in a trembling voice.
.
Sylvia began to cry, but Mona knew by now
she always did cry if she could not get her own

way.
It's na use you
I can't go to Manchester.
bullying me, Mona, I know now 1 ought never
but
I
did
not know what
him
to have married
;
else to do at the time."
She dabbed her eyes with a muslin handker-

chief.

"

How

do you make

all this

money

t

asked

'

Mona.

!

bracelets.

Mona stared

at the girl's finery.
" Sylvia, wherever did you get your clothes

"
?

she said bluntly.

Her companion glanced

at her

and laughed a

nervously.
" Don't worry. Jack has not got to pay for
them," she said.
Mona placed a firm hand on the girl's arm.
" What do you mean by that, Sylvia ? " she

trifle

" You have no money of your own except
what your husband gives you."
" That is all you know, old sober face.
I've
got a job, and one that suits me. 1 can have all

said.

the things

I

like."

the job ? " asked Mona bluntly.
Sylvia hesitated, and the cunning expression
which often marred her beauty now came into,

What

"

is

-

Sylvia hesitated for a moment._
" If I tell you cau 1 trust you not to tell anyone else ? You'll never tell Jack 1 Promise me 1
" I should nover tell him anything which I

thought would mako him unhappy," said Mona
steadily.

Sylvia threw hor arms around her companion.
" I knew I could trust you, Mona," she said.
" Well, suppose you tell me now T "
" I I don't know quite how to begin."
Sylvia laughed nervously.
" You see, I met my cousin as I was coming
off ICuston Station, after seeing Jack off, and
1 was feeling fed up.
" Slie was dressed very beautifully, and sho
It's beautiful, Mona.
invited me to her house.
She's got some lovely things. Her her husband
is in the jewellery business, and she asked him
to take me on."
" What
to sell jewellery ? Where 7 Behind
"
a counter t
" No or not quite like that. Sally ami I
go to restaurants and shops. Mind. Mona dear,
you havo promised. You must never tell, or
wo should got put into prison, or or perhaps
worse."
" Sylvia .What do you mean ?
Mona was staring at hor companion with a
horrified expression in her dark eyes.
Sylvia laughed.
" 1 thought it would shock you. but you

—

—

!

hc.r-cyes.

" I'm working for

my

cousin. Mrs. Hareoirrt
later, but just at present

you all about it
I'm so worried about this."
She held a letter towards Mona.
Her companion took it and opened
she gave a littlo cry of dismay.
I'll tell

•

it.

Then

— —

—

!

Mrs. Arlingford.

"

Madam, — We have

to inform you that
Dear
your husband, Mr. Jack Arlingford, was brought
here yesterday suffering from a serious accident.
"

His

life,

necessitates

although not in immediate danger,
you coming up here as soon as

possible.

her eyes.
"

but

I feel a different man when
strong and capable.
"
you are with me. Sometimes I feel
He paused and glanced restlessly round the
room. His hands were twitching with agitation.
Mona had moved away from him, and stood
by the fireplace.
A lump had risen to her throat, she felt a great
overwhelming desire to take his head and lean it
on to her breast and comfort him. She knew,
without him telling her, something of what he
was suffering.
Later they had gone up together to see the

To

give myself.'

Girl's

By EMMIE ALLINGHAM.

child.

22nd, 1920.

Serial Story.

Sacrifice for Love.

said, as he

—

Human

May

"

We

do not wish

to

alarm you unnecessarily,

would know. Now remember, Mona, not a
word to anyone. You'vo promised."
" But but Sylvia
Do think of what you
(Continued cn page 8 )
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TheExpressions of MONROE SALISBURY.
The Hero who Belongs

to the

Land

that

Background

the

is

Special

to

"THE

PICTURE SHOW."

of His Stories.

told you that Monroe Salisbury was the greatest
expert on an nvocade, you would wonder what
In America- they call it the Alligator
I meant.
pear, and it makes the most delicious and expensive
salad that the Ritz Hotel in New York, or the Alexandria Hotel in Los Angeles can provide for their guests.
It is as^the chief grower of this pear that Monroe
Salisbury would like to be known, apart from his work
on. the films, but to his screen admirers, according to
letters received by the Pirri'RE Show, his greatest

had been worn by the great chief Gcronimo when ho
went a scalping; he has also a blanket of his, which he
wore in " Ramona.
It was during the filming of
this famous novel that
Monroe Salisbury became
fascinated with the place where the incidents on which
the book is based actually happened.

As one
attraction as a film artiste is his naturalness.
" He seems to belong to the land which
reader wrote
is the background of his stories," and that is Monroe
Salisbury's secret.

man such as he is. His stage career has been
an exceptionally interesting one. He had a big stage;
experience before making his debut in " Ramona,"
on the film. He loves playing western parts, he
" Being a backdoesn't like " Gun men
roles.
ground for a six-shooter is not my idea of acting, and
if I have to hold my audience with a revolver.. I would
rather not hold it at all," he says.
His idea of a story is one with the appeal of " The
Virginians," "The Girl of the Golden West," and
" The Great Divide "

IF

I

:

Why

the Indians Adore

MONROE

Him.

SALISBURY

is

a stickler

for realism,

ever since he played the
part of Alessandro in " Ramona." he has
numbered many Indians as life-long admirers

and

It

is

it

seems

that

said

that

when

picture was first
every
shown, nearly

-

'

A

Western Ranch.

MONROE
perfect

SALISBURY
background

has a ranch which is a
for the big western type of
His Broad Smile.

!

the

Indian
fornia

them

in

Southern

saw

it.

Cali-

Many

of

travelled miles over

Filmed

HE

in His Coffin.
has a unique part in

"

his coffin

see the reincarnation of
They
their hero.

in

have brought him
the
hundred, baskets,
blankets and necklaces.
He has a whole room

Indian handiwork
from the Princess Neola.

full of

He received a necklace of
bear and elk teeth that

latest film, entitled
filming of

which he allowed himself to be laid to rest in
listened to his own obituary, and be buried
a vault from which he afterwards made his escape.
Very few people have had the questionable privilege
of seeing themselves as they will appear after they
have thrown off the mortal coil, and what is
more, very lew people would care to see themselves in that position.
As far as I
know, Sarah Bernhardt is the only
person who has had the temerity to
have her photograph taken in a coffin.
Now Monroe Salisbury tells us of his
feelings during the
filming of this
" It was the strangest feeling
scene.
I have ever experienced," he said, after
the Clin had been photographed. " I

mountains and deserts to

presents by

his

The Phantom Melody," during the
;

thought
that I

every
was

Transformed by a Beard.

moment

really passing

out, as I felt the warmth
of the soft, padded coffin,

and the perfume of the
flowers.
I was glad," he'
" that the coffin
incident only took up three
of the five hundred scenes
of the story."

added,

Do Vou Know Me

?

Have you
him yet

seen
in

"THAT

DEVIL
BA'TEESE

t"

Wrongfully Accused

WHERE TO WRITE TO
MONROE SALISBURY

Monroe Salisbury,

Universal City Studios,
Universal City, California.
to Mr. Salisbury,
mention " The
Show " to ensure a reply.

If you write
Picture

His Look of Hate.

—

'

The rieiurc Show,

s

" I'm Glad

(Continued

THE SILENT DUPE.

from nape

0.

in

You surely don't mean to
are doing, child.
tell me that these relations of yours are common

side the great iron gates

at

liieves."

i

so many languages.
They know an awful lot
of people, and I am having a really beautiful
lime.
I just love it, it's the kind of life I've
.

always longed for."
" But, my dear child. You must leave them
at once. You cannot realise what you are doing,
Sylvia.
Think, dear; think of Jack and your
baby."
A hard expression came into Sylvia's eyes.
" It's no vise, Mona, I suppose I am wicked,
but I never wanted baby. I don't love him a
He is always crying,"and then he is
little bit.
so ugly.
And as for Jack
closer to

Mona.

*'
I I want you to go to Jack and tell him
that I am happy in London, and don't want to
Tell him anything you like so long as
leave it.
You want him
it
isn't what I have told you.

"

" Too late
What do you mean ?
She was leaning against the iron gate for
!

be happy, and he wants me to be happy."
She gave a little laugh.
That will please
Tell him I am happy.
him, and keep him satisfied."
Mona stared at the childish face framed h>
golden hair.
" Sylvia, you must be mad," she said hoarsely.
You can't realise what path you are taking."
to

her face was ghastly.
The porter shrugged his shoulders.
" I'll go and inquire, but I think it was a
Mr. Arlingford we carried out last night. He
"
accident,

support

was

Cannot

?

can't.
1
It ii all

I persuade

You

No, dear.

dear old

am

my

going to live
You
right for yon.

you
life

A

did as she was told.
For the moment she had forgotten where
she was. Suddenly, however, as a man's voice
sounded beside her, sho started up.

just

Where

as 1 please.

him

to have
quite satisfied

I

little

had

'

old girl."
The door closed on Sylvia, and Mor.a was left
"
alone.
:
,
Outside the rain beat pitilessly upon the
-ye.

w indow.

A great desolation swept over the girl as she
stood Staring down at her crumpled letter which
Sylvia had left behind her.
What should she do ? Ought she to c:o ?
Ami then, as she gazed at the paper, she suddenly
'

became aware
days old.

of the date.

The

letter

was four

Tears did not come readily to Mona as a rule,
but to-night was an exception. Four days
W hat might not have happened in that timo ?
Jack, suffering and alone crying out for
Sylvia w ithout getting a word or a sign in answer.
But if she went,
If only she dared go to him.
w hat could she say Y
I

—

The

clock struck a quarter past the hour.

to
to go to him
him know that ho was not
all alone in the teriiblo darkness which had
overtaken him so cruelly.
The clock struck the half-hour.
Then tho
She glanced suddenly up ut it.
moved to the bedrowm door.
She could get to Enston in half an hour.
Sun ly there would be a train to Manchester that
)

I«jr

w hole soul was crying out

comfort him, lo

night.

let

;

?

is

he

?

Where have they taken
came towards

" she cried, as the porter

her.

'.

j

to

Don't you get
•'That's all right, ma'am.
agitating of yourself," ho said, in a conciliating
"
whisper.
I'm afraid as I gave you a bit of
a fright. It was a Mr. Harkington who was
took away.

Your man,

1

find,

is

all

rifcht,

yet off the danger list. They
will let you see him in a minute or so."
Mona sank back into the chair.
For half on hour sho was kept waiting, and
then the door openod to admit the sister.
" You have come to soe Mr. Arlingford.
We thought, perhaps, a telegram would rouse
you to the necessity."
Sister Agatha was elderly, and the natural
milk of human kindness had dried up within her
long ago.
In the hospital she was disliked by old and
young, but her efficiency and ableness could
not' be disputed.
She had taken it for granted that the palefaced, dark-looking young girl was Mrs. Jack
Arlingford, and she did not believe in asking

t

hough

22ivJ, 1920.

Mona fell on her knees beside the bed and
took the hand between her own.
" Jack, old fellow, it's—it's I," she said

—

brokenly.

the injured man roove<T Sho
bent nearer to him, dreading the question sho
felt he must surely ask ; but the words, when
they came, surprised her.

The

"

of

lips

Dear

little

girl,

I

knew you would como

as soon as you eould," ho said, with a sigh of
complete satisfaction.
For some seconds there was a silence between
them, and Mona could hear her heart- beating.
In spite of herself she could not help a delicious thrill of satisfaction passing through her
at the thought that Jack had expected her to
come after all.
He had evidently found out the selfishness of
his wife, and had known sho would send Mona,
and that Mona would come to him.
.

His next words, however, shattered her
d ream.
" Have they told you, darling ?
Have they
told you the dreadful news ?
I am blind, little
girl.
I shall nevor be able to see your pretty
blue eyes and golden hair again, and the kiddy
our kiddy
His voice faded into a
whisper.
" Sometimes, while I have been lying heie,
I

have thought

I

should go mad.

You seemed

to have grown tired of me these last few months,
Sylvia, and 1 used to say to myself : ' What
shall I do if she does not, come ?
What shall
dear, I
I do if she no longer cares ?
Oh,
have tried so hard to make you happy. Some'

my

times 1 have felt I ought not to have married
you, but I was then only thinking of you. II
wanted to give you a home, to protect you.
And now now I'm just a helpless log, and it'

—

makes me

horribly afraid."

His voice sank once more into a whisper.
A quivering cry, which, strive as she would,
she could not check, Ibroke again from Mona's

and she buried her face in the bed-clothps
to stifle it.
" There, there, little girl "
He patted her
lwwed head very tenderly. " You must not
aro here at
cry.
that
you
I'm so glad
last.
I've been lying here counting tho days,
the hours, even the minutes, and praying that,
you would come. Nothing seems to matter
now. my dear. I feel strong again now that
lips,

!

Mona

hole of a house, but it
Everything in it went shabby
it. even poor old Jack."
She laughed merrily, and then glanced at her
wrist watch.
" Ten o'clock.
T'vo got that
Oh, gracious
taxi-cab waiting. I'm meeting Sally at the
King's Restaurant at eleven, There is a dance
on there. And I have to get dressed first. You
should just see my dress. Pink satin and blue
It's
tulle with silver butterflies worked on it.
a perfect dream of a dress."
She kissed Mona effusively, and then moved
towards the door.
'"
Give old Jack my love and let me know how
he is getting on," she said, as she went. " 'Jood-

that pokey

in

senses

head down, so."

suffocates me.

as soon as

Her

wailing little cry broko from her lips,
there was a rushing sound in her ears, and then
*she felt herself falling, falling
When she came to herself again she was seated
on a chair and a woman in uniform was holding
a cup of water to her lips.
" There, now, that is '.letter," she said in a
" Sit quiet now, and keep your
gentle voice.

"

you

terrible giddiness assailed her.

A

ought

You would be

married Jack.

?

silly,

?

grew suddenly numbed.

!

"

wasn't he

an

man turned away as he was speaking,
and Mona watched him enter the building.

I

upon you

in

:

The'

" I know I
do," cried Sylvia, hastily.
want pretty things, and that. I have never had
a chance to livo until these last few weeks. If
you were to play me false, Mona, I should just
run away and disappear."
" But your child. Sylvia."
" Oh
I've left Bobby with the woman next
door.
She often looks after him for me. She
won?t turn him out if I leave him with her a bit.'
Mona had not released the girl's arm while sho
had been pleading with her, but now she did.
" You can have no soul or heart, Sylvia," she
" I brought, you here in the first
said miserably.
Have I no claim
place and gave you a home.
"'

it.

faint tight showed here and there through
the windows of the grim building.
The grey dawn of a murky morning was just
breaking, and the girl shivered as a curious
prosentiment of fear swept over her.
She discovered tho porter's bell and rang it.
There was some little delay, but finally the
man appeared.
He was a big, sleepy -looking person, and
ditl not appear in the best of humour at being
disturbed at such an early hour.
"I have come to see a Mr. Arlingford. I was
sent for," said Mona desperately, as she held
out the letter which Sylvia had left behind her.
The man examined the note, turned it over,
and then glanced at Mona again.
" I think you are too late, missus," he said,
" Anyway, you wait here and
in a deep voice.
I'll go and soe."

!

—

and peered up

A

Mona's voice had sunk to a whisper.
" Oh, no
Not common. Sally is quite a
She can play the piano, and talk in ever
lady.

She came

You Came."

darkness as
hospital was almost
THEMona,
weary and heavy-eyed, stood out-

May

he" ain't

unnecessary questions.
Mona did not reply, but followed her meekly
into the ward.
There was a screen placed round one of the
The nurse in charge
beds, and on it lay a figure.
came noiselessly forward, but the sister moher
away.
tioned
" Here is your wife, Mr. Arlingford," sho
said, addressing tho heavily bandaged figure.
" I have told her sho is on no account to excite
you, and that she may not stay more than five
minutes now. She may come again this afternoon, howover, if she wants to."
v
Then sho made a sign to Mona that she
could approach.
The man on tho bed hold out a bandaged
hand, and tho upper part of his faco was entirely concealed.

Mona gave a little cry. The words she had
intended to say fiozo on her lips. There was
something so strangely pitiful in that bandaged,
Not until that moment had she
helpless figure.
fully realisod' how terribly he must bo suffering.
The bandaged hand moved
searching for something.

feebly, as

though

you are near me."
Again there was a silence, .whieh was only
broken by the girl's^weak sobs.
" Sylvia, my dear, come close to me," l;e'
" Let me feel you near, and tell me tho
said.
truth.
You never meant it when you told ine
before I went away that you regretted marrying me, did you ? That you did not want my
child ?
It's just a horrible nightmare which
comes to me sometimes. You never meant it !
Tell me, little girl."
Mona saw that he was trembling with tho
intensity of his emotion.
" No, Jack " she cried impulsively, thinking
" Of course,;
only of putting his mind at rest.
!

one'says anything when ono is angry."
" Yes, yes "
He uttered tho words eagerly..
" I knew you could not mean 'it, kiddy.
Do;
you know it makes mo almost reconciled to
lying here to have such a proof of what you
really are.
I knew that you wore good, kiddy.
No one could be so beautiful as you are, my
L've told
dear, and not have a good heart.
myself so over and over again. But you liked
You never realisod
to toaso me, didn't yon ?
!

quite how much it hurt."
big sob was Mona's only answer.
The position in which she found herself was
awful.
Every word uttered by tho sick man
made it more impossible to toll him tho truth.
Tho poor, bandaged hands were seeking for
her again.
" God bless you, lit t lo girl I "
Again there was a silence.
Jack's breathing became soft and regular, and
Mona realised that ho had fallen asleep.
She stayed on hor knees beside him, not daring
to move until the nurse in charge stole round tho.
bed and smiled across at the visitor.
" You havo done him more good than all the!
medicine," she said softly. " Go and get a rest,
yourself now. You look quito ill yourself. Cornel
again this afternoon; you will always bead-'

A

initted."

(Another instalment of
ueek.)

this

splendid serial next

—
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FROM
MARY.Why
LETTERS
New
Jumper —

Mary

is

Her Mother's Eyes-

Style

Pickford's

Dorothy Gish

Chocolates"

called

— Theodore

Roberts' Wonderful

Airdales.
62H> Frem /.a a Avenue;
dearest Fay,

/IV

IV

jVl

about

IO

Ik*!"

in

Califilmlaud,

-

you

if

take

me

And Marv

did.

will

"

Holly wood. Cat iforn ia.
know you are eager

you*

our

Theodore Roberts
must know

—I

adventures
been

latest

they

for

lia\e

quite wonderful.
The night of Wallace Raid's dance. Mary
Piekford told us she was beginning a new
picture, and would send US word about it later.
We feared she had forgotten, but no Yesterday
she invited us to tea, and we went to her
beautiful palm-shaded home and met
her
mother. Miss Piekford came through an arbour
by the driveway to meet us, and took us into
her library. She wore a new-style blue jumper
with short sleevos and a girlish white frock.
And oh Betty dear, she is ten times prettier
than her pictures ; for they don't show her
lovely hazel eyes or how pink -and- white her
cheeks are. You see, her new picture is to be
" 'Op o' My Thumb," and she said we must
give her some English "atmosphere.''
!

!

Mary

Like Her Mother.
you see Mrs. Piekford you know
their eyes are
is Mary's mother
so much alike just alike in shape and
expression.
Miss Piekford adores little Mary
Piekford Rupp, Lottie Pickford's baby.
Mrs.
Piekford told us about when Marv Piekford

WHEN"
she

;

!

at

the

lo

wilh

ludi

Home.

YOUpleaded with

that for week-; Alice has
her mother for an Airedale,
and yesterday mother surrendered. Immediately Alice and I started for a " kennel."
climbed Vine Hill, and arrived at the
home of Theodore Huberts
" Now. Mary." Alice commanded. * don't
tell mother, but Mr. Roberts has line Airedales
and maybe he will sell us one "

We

!

—

!

Schemer
She only wauled to meet Theodore
Roberts, for both of us are absolutely mad about
him
we never miss a picture he is in. When
you see " Every wo man " you will see him as
Wealth.
I've seen the film over here ; it is
!

;

fine

!

in my throat as we climbed
door
then I forgot myself
in the wonder of the gorgeous view .spread far
south below us for miles and miles sunny Los
Angeles "valley," with the blue ocean beyond
twenty miles at least and north the colourful
Hollywood hills a perfect inspiration
dust
the place for a poet and artist such as Mr.
Roberts is. (You do not have to write verses
and paint picture* to be that, you know, a great

my

Well,

heart

a dozen step* to

was

hi*

;

—

—

—

—

MARY

!

actor is a so poet and adtist.)
" Fato " admitted us, then Mrs. Roberts
graciously listened to Alice's tale, but assured
iis that they did not sell their puppies.
!

wore a new

style blue jumper with
short sleeves,

told him we wanted to buy an Airedale, bill h*
just smiled and said: "Come and see
cork
oak tree
It is one of about five on the coaS.

my

I

and such a Leauty that
though

it

is

I

won't cut

dowtr

it

right in the way of the library
we want lo add to the house!"
Do you know yon peel the bark

from cork oaks for corks

I wish
could tell you all wo learned
from Mr. Roberts about cork and
Airedales -and their Siamese cat.
"Chang." Then he took us over In
the puppies, and said. " Here,
George, say good-bye to Tommy
Atkins, I'm going to give him
away! " But I said, " Oh. please.
"
Mr. Roberts,
us
'!

I

let

pay

for

him

!

think ? He
said, " Well. I think we always
appreciate thing* more if WC pay for
them, so I'll charge you
fifteen
cents "
Wasn't that ripping ?
Believe me. nothing shall separate
Alice and me from " 'Tommy "
Oh, and we're invited to tea
with Mrs. Roberts next Monday,
when she has promised to introduce me to a number of delightful
From this seat in front of Theodore Roberts' house you
people in the east of " Every:
woman."
You shall hear all
the waters of the Pacific shimmer in the distance
e.bout this next time 1 write.
"Come with rue. though, and we will ask
Dear Fay, I must close now, or I shall miss the
Mr. Roberts about it," she laughed.
post, and you have tpld me you must have a
weekly letter, for you wouldn't disappoint Che
So she took us to I he back yard, and there
readers of The Picture Show for worlds.
was Theodore Roberts playing with a big
Neither would 1.
pelican, "Big Bill"
Oh, 1 was so thrilled!
Everywhere I go, round tho
Four Airedale puppies were pushing against
studios, I see your paper. The Pjutture Show
is a
welcome weekly visitor to Los Angeles
the wire of their run way to get to him, and a
splendid big Airedale. ''Boy Scout." ran to us.
believe me.
Yours lovingly till next week.
My doar, Mr. Roberts was wonderful to us
Mary Lewis P.ussei,.
I kept pinching myself lo

And what do yon

—

!

!

DOROTHY

is

known as "Chocolates" among
You can guess why.

her friends.

!

went into pictures with D. W. Griffith, back
and Miss Piekford showed us the
funniest pictures of herself and Lillian Gish
They are very dear friends,
and Dorothy.
and she had some new pictures from Dorothy
Oish (they call her " Chocolates " for fun;
because she is so fond of mixed chocolates and
first

in the East,

ice-cream).
" 1 miss Lillian so." she said.
" It seems
odd for her to be directing Dorothy now.
but if Lillian undertakes it she will succeed.
Dorothy has a new pet, " Mickey," I have only

my

parrot, " Gus," now."
" Gus " must have heard her, for ho called

from

his perch

" 'Lo,
Jlftle

Mary

:

'Lo,

!

Mary

!

Where's

"
sweetheart ?
ran to give him a biscuit.

Such a Tiny Little Thing.
-X/'OC would never guess Mary Piekford is
a—-the big star, to see her at. home.
J
Why, she curls up in a big chair till she
looks no bigger than 'Op o' My Thumb.
She
tiny
is a
thing.
Little Mary Piekford Rupp

—

tSp to her,

"Aunt Mary.

I'll

and

said

:

be most ticklish to death

—

sure I was awake,
talking lo this great man
who is so kindly, so

be

human.
I

Admired Lloyd
George.

he
WHEN
were from

learned

my

And Mary

snuggled

—

and

we

Eng-

land, he chuckled,
said we must surely

see "George."
Then he
whistled, and a fine white,

wire-haired fox terrier ran
to him. "This," said Mr.
" is
Robert.-,
Lloyd
George
Isn't he a fine
fellow ? "
'

'

'.

Mrs. Roberts (you know
she was Florence Smythe,
well

known on

the stage.)

LILLIAN

is

directing

DOROTHY

in

'She

Made Him Behava

—

FLICKERS FROM FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED
A Warwick

Deeping Novel.

the new CairnsTHETorquayproduction
Film Company has been
of

first

completed. This is entitled " Unrest," and it is the only novel c£ Warwick
Deeping's to be screened at present.
Dallas Caims, who has been responsible
for the production, plays tho part of
Martin Frensham, and supporting him
in the cast are Mary Dibley, Maud Yates,
Marjorie Hoare, George Harrington, and

Edward O'Neill. The company travelled
extensively on the Continent in order to
secure local colour, and the film includes
n scene showing the famous " Battle of
•flowers," at Nice.

The Need

Films

of the

MY

.

recent note recording the views of
Select Picthe Vice-President of
tures," on the scarcity of men of
education in the film industry has brought
'.*

an interesting letter from "Undergraduate."

He

writes
" Being

:

a young university undergraduate myself 1 was particularly atThe
iracted by the following paragraph.
motion picture industry is crying for fresh
minds who have been trained in colleges
'

or universities to

"

Now

know how
men who

to think.'

(he very

possess these
certainly be the last individuals to enter the cinema profession,
? bealthough they may wish to.
None of
cause, as Mr. Morris remarks
qualities

will

ADAMS.

" Undergraduate " considers that the"
cinema will never reach its zenith until

men

and

of education, refinement,
tive ara enrolled in its ranks.

initia-

Writing for the Screen

THOMAS
the

.

INCE

H.

recently addressed
composition class at Columbia
University on the subject of scenario
writing.
""It is a difficult subject," he
said,
and there are no hard and fast
Through
rules to guide the beginner.
experience such as I have had, however,
certain facts have been made clear to me
which may be of help to others. Producing
pictures for nearly nine years is apt to
have taught one what to avoid, at least.
Of paramount importance in the construction of a play for the screen is the
human appeal of your subject as well as
the way you develop it. Just as the best
actors are the most natural ones, so the
best stories are those which are closest to
real

life.

There must be intrigue,

conflict,

suspense, and climax, no matter what
characters are involved, or what expedients are employed.
And they must
be natural."
The idea, according to Mr.
Ince, is what counts with a producer.
Study the screen is his advice. Learn
what the various companies are doing,
watch the star you have in mind for the
story you are creating, and you will profit.

Why

:

K.

The Big Idea.

'

INCE said, in answer to

MR. put

a question

him by a student, that

to

was not expected

it

the outside
writer to develop the continuity of the
story submitted, that a synopsis as brief
or as elaborate as tho theme was worth,
answerod all requirements. Ho remarked
upon the importance of the " big
idea," or tho pivotal thought of the
That, said Mr. Ince, must be
story.
brought out clearly, irrespective of the
length of the narrative. The unhappy
ending, as opposed. to the "'kiss and
clinch " for tho final scene, he is not
opposod to, if it is the logical conclusion of the story, or if it teaches
something.
of

'

Lessons

We Learn From

the

Films.
Some people who pretrnd to be original
are not even good imitations.
•'

*

»

Some folks

go through life looking as
they were sorry they had ever started.

ij

Films of the Week.
following
TUKphoto-plays

a

is

list

of tho best

whiclu, a-o
being
for exhibition at the
released
cinemas during this week, and the
names of tho star artistes:
Little Child Shall Lend
Mote Empires "

A

Thenj."

Qceenie Thomas. Bruce Gohdos.
" The Hidden Truth."
Walturdaw. ...
Vitagraph

GILSON WILLETS,

the

manager

of

Pathe West Coast Productions.
He
has written all the Pathe, Ruth Roland
serials, and many other film serials
and photo plays.
the elements that ara characteristic of a

commercial

institution

is

.

Acrele Sydney.
*'

Butcher*
J!',

db

P

Walker

lucking considerably, and until ho receives
hat encouracement, well, tho cinema
industry raav hope in vain."

Sunken Rocks."

Gerald Ames.

" Social Hypocrites."

UUal
Henderson-

.May Allison.
" General Post."
Hi. \nd.

....

Joyce Dlarsley.
The Z^ro Hour."'
'*

Jcne Elvidue.

'

i

Tayi.oh,

in

Refinement,
education, and
initiative appear to bo lacking, not altogether, but sufficient to deter a young
'•undergrad
from making any efforts to
enter such a profession.
Encouragement is

Degree."

Alice Joyce.
" The Flame of Life."
Western Import.
Edith Ehaston.
"Tho Groan Terror."'
(Janmont

Alma
high-class
evidence.'

Anna Cwe.
"Tho Third
..

..

Western Import

..

" Closic' In."

William Desmond.

F

I

F

" Girls."

.<?

.Mar'Ji:i;rite (.'lark.

2ntf, 1920.

au age when other girls are still interestt.il
mother would take her to New York
that kept Hay satisfied in the convent to which

ictress at

>mise that her

when sixteen years of age, May found herself in
just like hundreds of girls are doing to-day.
hen funds were very low," she got a small part in
|" The Quaker Girl," and the lead in a screen play,
Harold Lockwood, and played opposite to him until
ers' offices,

and is always cast for sunny parts, but her greatest
know I have an ingenue face," she says, " but I have
Ophelia was a blonde, yet no one could
estimated.
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IN

ESSING-ROOM.
—

Discarding the Winter Garments A Film Star's Method oj
Storing How to Pack Your Furs During the Summer Months.

—

our keenness to don the new warm
outfit, we are apt to neglect
those of thicker fabric that wo have
just discorded, and let them hong or lay
about the house just as they are, all through
the summer months, heedless of moth or
dust, and regardless of the fact that they
will have to be worn again next winter.
The winter's big coat will, perhaps, be
hung behind a door and loft, with mud on
the
its hem, and dust on its surface
velvet or velour hat will also bo allowed to
lay about uncovored, while furs will be
just haphazardly flung into a cupboard
or on, to a shelf just in readiness for the
moth that are only too ready to como
along and take advantage of your care-

IN weather

;

.

Tho rooflon for being so sure about
cleaning out the store cupboard for your
winter clothes and furs is to ovoid leaving
any moth eggs in it. Tho moth in itself
is not dangerous.
It is tho egos that this
little animal lays that do all the damage.
So you see that, although you may have
swept all moth from your cupboard, once
a few eggs are stored away in tho garment
or cupboard, damage will bo done, no
matter how much camphor, black pepper,
or othor preventatives aro sprinkled among
the garments. The odours of these ropellants are so disagreeable to the moth
themselves that they will not go near a
place infected in this way, but they do not
affect the eggs in any way once they are

and they

lessness.

laid,

Half a day's energies expended on these
garments will make a world of difference
to their appearance and length of life, for
if they are carefully cleaned and tended
before being put away they will come up
quite fresh for next season, and will be
guarded from the danger of moths. The

damage

remember when putting away
is to brush them
vigorously, first going over every seam and

point to

your thicker clothes

crevice where dirt might collect, for these
aro fine harbouring places for moth.
After the garments have been thoroughly

— and

perhaps cleaned with ammonia they should be exposed to the
warm sunshine for at least a day, and
then put away immediately.
brushed

—

A

Film Actress's Method.
FILM star who is the

A

—

—

despite

batch and do their

will
all

precaution.

So much for preparing the store cupboard

itself.

Use Tarred Paper Bags.
one step remains to make
ONLY
mothproof. When you are ready
it

to put the winter furs away hang
cheesecloth bags of camphor ball all
This will serve to
it with
that penetrating odour of

little

round the cupboard.
fill

camphor.

You can then place your furs in the
closet just as they are, although the wiser

possessor of

some wonderful furs tells me her
method of storing cold weather

garments

First
is eminently satisfactory.
all her heavy clothes are all brushed
thoroughly and then exposed to sunshine.
Then they are sprinkled with
black paper which is disagreeable to
of

moth

—
—and wrapped

— tho printer's

ink.

in old newspapers
on which is especi-

ally offensive to these destructive little
pests, and afterwards packed in tailor's
boxes.
The latter are stuck down at

edges with

all

strong

gummed papev

so that the garments themselves are
proof from moth.
When they aro taken
out again next season, tliey only need
an airing and pressing, and are quite
ready for wear again.

Velvet or velour hats should be
cleaned and steamed before they are
put away in a large hat-bag or box,
while furs should have especial attention given to them.

Many women prefer to store their
best furs in a storage vault at a large
furrier's, and whon an expensive fur
coat is in the question this is by far
the wisest plan. The cost for storing
will be small, and the furrier will see to
it that the coat is absolutely protected
from moth or any other danger. In
some of the biggest stores the storage
of tho furs is estimated by their value,
because in caso of fire or any destruction
they guarantee repayment.

Storing Furs at Home.
there is no reason in the world
why you should not store your furs

YET

Juliet Hollis

and

is all

is

secretly in love with

attention

when he

Wingrave

reads to her.

(Photo: Paramount-A

rtcroft.)

t

—i/££)fS
p^TJqv):
*

ENID BENNETT,

the

Paramount

star,

And the best way is to set
at home.
aside a whole compartment in your wardrobe for their storage, so that you
do not have to open it again all "the

chooses the Japanese kimono for her
bath gown on account of its extreme
comfort.

summer.

plan w

Start, your campaign by thoroughly
scrubbing out this compartment and see
that every nook and crany is perfectly
clean, for dust and dirt are the very best
friends the moth has.
When the compartment has been
thoroughly cleaned, let it stand open
for a day or so, with the nearest windows
wide open so that the winds can blow
into

it.

ill be first to place them in tar paper
bags.
These bags are made of thick
tarred paper, and aro tightly sealed at the
top, and they hove proven themselves
very efficacious in keeping out the dreaded
pest.
You can buy these at practically
any very large stores.
Tar paper sheets should also be used for
preserving feathers or fur trimmings.

A Dresser.

—
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A SPLENDID COMPLETE STORY TELLING OF DREADED POLICE COURT METHODS IN AMERICA.
was
THEIiK
whole

no prouder

man

in

than young
Howard Jeffries, as lie drove up to
his father's magnificent mansion in Upper
fifth Avenue with his >oung trid;
Anuit
Sands was only a waitress at the college
restaurant when Howard married her, but
the young man forgot all about ber
parentage when he looked at her exquisite
oval

her

faec,

allocable

He

the

Now York

of

mouth, and

XTHI&D

it is

most men would have done the same had
they been in his place.
I feel a bit afraid of your father,"
said Annie, as they were approaching the
house.
She had never seen Howard
Jeffries senior, but from the photograph
ber husband had shown her— a stern,
square-jawed man with a hard mouth
Annie had judged that he was the kind of
man that would expect his son to- marry
well, and they had not even told liim of
the marriage.
•'
Dad will like yon all right," said her
husband easily.
And dbn't forget be
has just got married himself.
I wonder
what my new mother will be like ? "
"Very beautiful, according to the pictures of ber we saw in the society papers,"
" But I think she is as
replied Annie.
kind as she is pretty to judge by her
photographs."
" Well, here we are," said Howard.
" Don't let the house scare you."
Annie trembled a little as, having passed
through a lofty hall which must have cost
a liuge fortune to furnish, she found herself
standing in front of Howard's father.
his wife, and Annie felt
if Howard Jeffries senior was more
and stern than his photographs, his
was kinder than she had imagined
she would be.
Annie dimly heard her husband introducing her,
and praising her qualities to his father, but in the

cold bow she received from the financier, Annie's
worst fears were confirmed.
The millionaire looked upon her as an adventuress,
who bad married bis son because he was rich.
Then Mrs. Jeffries carried her off.
" You must not mind the apparent coldness of
my husband's reception," she said. " He is naturally
a reserved man, and the news of your marriage to
his son, coming as it did so suddenly, has stunned
him. as it were. But I am sure he will get to like
you, dear, as I do now."
" You are very good," said Annie, trying to smile
" but t know Mr. Jeffries looks on me as
a woman
who has inveigled bis son into marriage, not for
himself but for his money.
For Howard's sake I
(gladly make friends with his father, but 1
afraid he will never like me."
Annie was rij.ht. Days passed ind tit" millionr.ir:
never relaxed his polite hut icy attitude towards
\imic. The climax came one afternoon, when Annie,
passing the open door of the library, heard her name
mentioned.
With her father-in-law and his wile
was Mr. Richard Brewster, the attorney who had
barge of the millionaire's legal business.
Mr.
r.rew.-tcr wa< reading from a document which was
he private history of Annie and her family.
" Her father died in prison," read Mr. Brewster,
" but there is a doubt as to whether he was rigidly

would

am

i

"
convicted. As to the young woman herself
" She is here to speak for herself 1 " cried Annie,
coming into the room, her cheeks aflame with indigna" You need not have gone to all this trouble
tion.
and expense to find out about me and my family,"
she went on scornfully, as she wheeled round to the
" I would have told you it all myself.
millionaire.
There is nothing
ashamed of in myself or my
family. My father was wrongfully convicted, and I
have had to work for my living, but 1 have never

lam

known shame till this moment when i think I have
allowed myself to live under your roof and on your
"

What

is

the matter

?

"

husband had come into the library

in

time to hear her last sentence. Mr. Brewster drew
him on one side and explained the situation.

ALICE JOYCE

a strong man in any sense of the
hid been made loo easy for him to
but his love for Annie
was real and abiding. He walked up to his father
with a new expression on his face.
But before lie
could, speak Annie broke in.
"I shall leave this bouse immediately," she seid,
in ,1 qui.
mined vi.icc
Howard :an
is
iv II

His

life

bring out hi?

best, qualities,

;

.

as

i

be wishes, but so far as I am Concerned, 1 refuse to
stay another minute."
Wo go togethi r, Annie," said her husband, taking
the girl's hand.
And together they passed out of the library.
Mrs. JeffcleS tried to induce Annie to stay, and
Mr. BrEwster made every effort to get Howard to
accept bis father's offer of five thousand dollars a
year, but both proposals were refused by the young
couple.
Youth is ever optimistic.
Howard and Annie
secured some cheap lodgings and settled down to
make a home of their own. But in the weeks that
followed, Howard found out what many a rich man's
sou had done before, that his college education had not

morrow."
as

Annie

in the Vitagraph photo-play".

" I want it now," said Howard sullenly.
lurched round and iwinted to the many
" You can't be poor
valuable curios in the room.
with all these," he added.
Underwood was getting desperate.
At any
moment Howard's stepmother might come along,
and if he could not get rid of the young man his
nicely plauncd scheme would ttfrnblc down like a
pack of cards. A thought struck him. Howard was
breathing very thickly.
Another drink would put
him to sleep.
" Have a drink while I think of some way out," lie
said, helping the young man to a generous measure.
Howard drank it mechanically, and the effect was
even more sudden thau Underwood had anticipated.
Howard made another ambling demand for the
money, then he collapsed in his chair. A grin of
triumph spread over Underwood's face as he picked
the young man up and placed him on a settee, and
placid a screen round him. Howard was now quite
oblivious to anything, and Underwood's practiced
eye told him that -lie would remain in that state for
His preparations were hardly coma long time.
pleted when the hall telephohe bell rang. It was Mrs.
Jeffries asking if she could come up.
Underwood thought a moment.
" Yes, tell the lift boy. No, don't do that
Walkup the stairs. It will be safer."
He sat down to await his victim. He stood before
a mirror, trying to get a suitable expression on his
face for the despicable part he had set himself to
play. He felt certain of> success, but when the door
opened, and he saw the cold look on Mrs. Jelfrics "s
face, he was not so confident.
He stepped towards her, but she put up her hand.
" The further we arc apart the better. Your presence is contaminating," she said, in a cold, con" What do you expect to get by
temptuous voice.
"
these threats ?
" I want your help, and you must give it me,"

He

fitted

dim

labour market.
always there were

for a place in the world's

He tried hard to get a
many more competent

job, but

than

lie

for the few berths

he could have filled.
But while poverty was waging war on the domestic
happiness of Howard and Annie, trouble of another
kind was creeping in through the richly gilded gates
of the mansion in Upper Fifth Avenue.
Mrs. Howard Jeffries senior was a good woman, but
in her younger days she had been a very foolish one.
She had become entangled with a young man named

Robert Underwood, a

roiid

and a rogue.

Too

late

mind she found out his true character,
but she had strength enough to end her friendship
with him. He had passed out of her life, she had
hoped for ever, but a few days after her return from
her honeymoon he tiad written to her.
It was the sort of letter that only a scoundrel like
Robert Underwood could have written, lie began
by reminding her of their old friendship, referred
to his desperate financial position in the middle, and
wound up by saying that unless she citme to see and
helped him over bis money troubles, he would
for her peace of

commit

suicide.
a bankrupt, and going mad," he wrote.
sec mo to-morrow- night."
Mrs. Jeffries well understood the threat that was
conveyed between the lines of that letter.

"

"

I

am

You must

.

Underwood meant that if she refused to help him,
and he did commit suicide, he would leave behind
him the full story of her folly.
If he went out a ruined man, he meant that she
Mrs. Jelfrics could not
make up her mind what to do. She knew that if she
yielded to Underwood's blackmailing demands she
would never know any more peace. The first demand
would be followed by others, for no sooner would he
get out of debt tbaii be would get entangled again.
At the same time she dare not face the risk of him
betraying her to her husband. At last she made up
her mind to see him, and face him with the statement
that she did not intend to allow herself to be blackmailed, and that she would not have anything more
to do with him in any shape or form. ( hoosing a
dark tailor-made costume she set forth the following
evening .to keep the appointment, carrying the letter
from Underwood in the pocket of her coat.

should be ruined socially.

The Murder.

Howard was not

word.

weakening

" My dear boy, I should be delighted,
but I haven't a dollar in the world, and I
am over head and ears in debt. But I am
expecting a client in a few minutes, and I
hope to bring off a profitable deal. If 1 do
so, I wilt send you on the two hundred
dollars to-morrow.
The drink had made Howard obstinate.
" I must have it to-night," he insisted.
" Don't he a fool ! " retorted Underwood angrily. " You can't get it when
it's not there to get.
Run away now, and
promise that if I get the money I
I
am expecting, you shall have yours to-

Behind him was

Annie's

himself

face.

•hat
cold
wife

charity."

see

drink and ordered another.
Howard was
not used to drinking, and the potent spirit
got into his head.
When he got to Underwood's art store?
lie was more or less intoxicated, but be
had enough sense left not to send up his
name, for in that case lie would have
been told that the art dealer was out.
And so it was when Howard reeled into
the stores Underwood was pacing up and
down waiting for Mrs. Jeffries, who had
telephoned to say she would be there in
b.ih an hour's time.
It was an awkward
situation for the art dealer", but he tried to
make the best of it. To Howard's demand
for the repayment of the loan he allowed a
smile to play over his darkly handsome

eyes, and
safe to say that

velvety

dark,

could

Underwood told his usual tale about hard
and coming away without a dollar.
To brace up his resolution not to come
away without getting something, he turned
into a saloon and ordered a brandy. He
felt
more certain of himself after the
luck,

has often been said, and with great truth, that
the world is a very small place. There could
not have hern a better instance of 'this adage
than the Met that almost at the very moment that
Mrs. Jelfrics decided to visit Robert Underwood,
her stepson made the same resolution. Young .Howard Jelfrics had shared rooms with I'nderwood at
college, and the elder man had borrowed considerable

IT

Bums of money from the millionaire's son.
Thus it was that at the end of a heart-breaking
round of the city in search of employment Howard
remembered that just before he left college he had
He told Annie
lent Underwood two hundred dollars.
it. and set off to try to collect the loan, or at
It was a job the young
a little on account.
did not like at all. He had always lieen generous
in money matters, and had never troubled to ask for
the money he lent. It would be very galling to him
to ask Underwood, but when lie thought of Annie
he stiffened his lip and went on. But, as he walked
along, he realised that lie would have to be very
firm if he hoped to get the money from Underwood.

about
least

man

:

replied

Underwood

sullenly.

"
So yon have sunk to blackmail ?
" You can call it that if you like.
I'm in too
desperate a position to be hurt by your insults. Yon
thought differently of me at one time. Why have
"
you turned against mc ?
" Because 1 found you were deceiving me as you
deceived others. I might as well tell you that 1 do
not intend to supply you with any money. You can
My mind i»
carry out your threats if you wish.
made up. I would sooner be ruined socially than
buy my freedom by putting niysclf in your power."
Something in the tone of her voice told Underwood
that she was not to be moved from her decision, and,
with a snarling cry, he sprang at her.
" I swear 1 will carry out all my threats if you
don't help me," lie shouted, catching her by the
You must help me. You must "
shoulders.
" I won't " answered Mrs. Jeffries, and, using all
her strength, she broke away from him and ran down
the stairs.
For a moment Underwood stood in the centre of
the room, as if he could not grasp the fact that Mrs.
Then he walked unsteadily into
Jeffries had gone.
A minute later there came the
an inner room.
Robert Underwood had
report of a revolver shot.
solved his troubles by taking his own life.
it was the sound of that shot that roused Howard
The room was in
Jelfrics from his drunken stupor.
darkness, for Underwood had mechanically s\vi»< hed
(!
roping
with his hand*
otf the light as he went out.
lie at last loiind the door, and he staggered into the
Inner room.
I

I
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As he stopped in. a cry of horror broke from liis lips
as be saw the dead body of Underwood lying on tin;
Hour, a sarcastic smile on the face that was set cold
In

i

loath.

Wildly Howard Jeffries tried to find a way out of
the place, but all the doors he tried were locked.
At all costs he must get out of the house. If he
were found with the dead man it would be awkward
for him.
But it was in trying to get out of the shop
that Howard was seen by a policeman wiio had
rushed round to investigate the cause oi the shot,
Balf an horn- later Howard Jeffries was charged with
the murder of Robert Underwood.

The Great
IT

Sacrifice.

would have been excusable

if

Howard

Jcftrics's

best friend had been unable to recognise him as
he sat on the bed in his prison. For six hours
he had undergone the torture of the Third Degree.
Jle bad been dragged from his cell and questioned
about Robert Underwood's death till his brain had
reeled.
Tired out mentally and physically, he had
collapsed under the torture, only to be roused again
while- they hissed in his car
"You
killed Robert Underwood.
How did you
"
do it
" No, no " he had screamed, but his tortiucrs
bad taken no notice oi his denials.
Mercilessly they had questioned him, till he had
been unable to give even incoherent replies. Then
they had led him to his cell.
He turned his aching head to the pillow, but hardly
had he got off into a troubled sleep than Sergeant
Maloney entered the cell, and took him, more asleep
than awake, into the torture chamber once more.
This time Captain Clinton had arranged the place
:

•>

1

for his last effort.
As Howard came into the room
the lights were suddenly switched off, and then one
single beam like a search light was allowed to play on
his face.
As he sal there, with horror in his eyes,
he felt something eold stealing along his neck. As it
Came into the beam oi light and across his eyes he
saw it was a revolver, lie screamed with horror as
(he voice of Sergeant Maloney grated into his ear
"You Killed Robert Underwood, and you killed
him with this."
:

" Yes. yes " screamed the unfortunate ,-nan.
Anything you say. I killed Robert Underwood,
"
but let me alone let me alone
The Third Degree had triumphed over human
!

"

—

!

endurance.
" I
ake him back," said Captain Clinton.
let him sleep now."
this confession, got by the infamous Third
Degree methods, that proclaimed to Hew York
through the newspapers next morning that the son
si the millionaire financier had admitted the charge
of murdering his old college friend. But when Annie
was allowed to see her husband, he had recovered
from the torture of this modern inquisition, and he
was able to tell her a more or less connected story
of what had happened, but, try as he would, he could
not remember what the woman whose voice he had
beard had said to Underwood.
" That woman murdered Underwood, or she knows
who did," said Annie
and front that moment
she devoted all her efforts to getting Richard Brewster
t.> taking up the defence of her husband.
But, as the days wore on and there was no clue
to the woman who had visited Underwood, Brewster
began to get despondent. Not so Annie. She never
gave up hope. One day, when she was calling on
Mrs. Jeffries senior, who, unknown to her husband,
had been helping Annie, the girl said, speaking more
to herself than to Mrs. Jeffries :
" We must find this woman who visited Underwood."
She raised her eyes as she spoke, and saw that Mrs.
Jeffries was deadly pale.
More by instinct than reasoning the truth dawned
on Annie.
" You are the woman. Howard said it was a highpitched voice like yours. You alone can save him."
The wretched woman broke down at Annie's
words, and between her sobs told the whole story.
" Then he was not murdered
he committed
'l

reckon you can
It

was

;

;

suicide," said Annie.

"

And

that letter he wrote to

you will prove it."
But when at last the

letter was found, Mrs. Jeffries
could not bring herself to back it up by telling her
part of the story. It was then that Annie made Ingreat sacrifice.
She let Captain Clinton understand
that it was she who had visited Underwood, and
that the letter was addressed to her. She saved lua
husband, but it was at the expense of her honour.
And to make her misery complete Howard's father
ordered his lawyers to prepare a divorce suit against
Annie, using the false confession she had made
about the letter as the grounds of divorce. These
plans were unknown to Howard, who, despite Annie's
confession, had never ceased to believe in her.
He
knew it was not her voice that he had heard that
fatal day.
He believed his father when he told him
Annie was being looked after, and that it was necessary for him to take a sea voyage to regain his heal Hi
But when the day came for Mr. and Mrs. Jeffries
to sail with Howard to Kurope, Mrs. Jeffries could
I

i

no longer keep silent, and let Annie sutler for her sins.
She confessed to her husband, who not only forgave
her, but, realising how unjust he had been to Annie,
begged her forgiveness, and insisted upon her joining
them in a long voyage, where they would all be able
to forget the past.
i(

(Adapted from incidents

in the

Vitagraph

serial,

The Third Degree," featuring Alice Joyce as
Annie.)
'

Bryant Washburn at Home
Washburn home
THEresidences
in

this

Hollywood is one of (he handsomest
wonderful section of tho Southland,

in

and Mr. Washburn, the Paramount star, is never so happy
as when sea'ed on his One, stately verandah in the midst of
his family.

*

*

*

WASHBURN
a charming .young woman who
MRS.been
a constant. source of inspiration and aid to
is

lias

her

husband in his profession. Ho has two children) Bryant
Washburn, nicknamed " Sonny," ago about four
and
Dwight Ludlow, who has not yot reached his first anniversary.
Hy his witty sayings and unusual brightness "Sonny" has
received almost as much publicity as his handsome and talented
father.
Mr, Washburn's second son gains his name from tho
fact that Dwight Moody, tho celebrated evangelist, was a
relative of Mr. Washburn. Whether either of his children will
;

follow in their father's footsteps is, of course, impossible to state, but certainly
"Sonny" displays au, unusual amount of ability as a
mimic, and possesses as well
a fund of latent humour
that is almost extraordinary
in a child of his age.

—
Thr Piclurt Show,
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"WHAT'S

CATARRH,

S a

A"

Paradise,"

No

Cure.

—

Ear

Deafness,

Noises,

Bronchitis and

Especially useful in chronic
all other means have failed.

cases

One Doctor
Thousands already cured.
(M.D., London), going so far as to say that
the immediate relief obtained is almost
magical.
Sufferers should lose no time
in acquainting themselves w ith
the discovery. A book called
the "Home Doctor." teeming
with useful information, will be
sent gratis and post free to all
who send

their

addresses
do) to:

(a

names and

postcard

will

SIR HIRAM MAXIM'S

ItO'On OF Mt„o u(
FOOM THE

Sole Licensees, Dept. P.E.,
46, Holborn Viaduct,

London,

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
BAD COMPLEXION AND
ltdoes notm&ttei

FRENCH

GOVERNMENT

E.C.

bowbad

WAY
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"HAVUH
WAXOLA

joni complexion

,».

Under Guarantee!

will clear It. Sold
feature! look attractive

Even the plainest
the Complexion . Good.
Sncn a
Complexion clear. Roft, ami fresli a* a "baby's may be picbe uaing this Wonderful
tured in
Product. Wrinkles and All Skin Impurities
I., tppear magically. Act* while von sleep. Get the
Hahl and look attractive. Don't Delay,
To-Day.

Wax

If

—

—
One Week

New

WAXOLA

•

Send

t

SPECIAL OFFER.-I'or

a Bhorl tin.. IN rill Bend you
post free a
9d. box for 1,'9't. (Two u.o-s 3 3d. or :i 4 9.1.
(Xwo for 5/Sd.l
(triple size box) for 2/9d.
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RICHMOND

(Surrey)
Preparations,
110, Tbe Green.
Kew, Surrey,
Restores

and
Preserws

""The

in

Maxim, t he great inventor and scientist, who
has done so much to help our brave soldiers in
the righting line, has invented a remarkableappliance for home treatment, and repeated
tests prove conclusively that it will euro in a
very short time most eases of: Catarrh,

is

already
to you,

but at the moment
his solo claim to film
fame lies in his fine
portrayal of the late
H. I?.' living's io!e

need to continue suffering. Sir Hiram

Asthma.
and where

the

of

known

well

Send for Free Copy of Sir Hiram Maxim's
New Book and learn of a quick and easy

Home

actor

stage, Lyn

Harding, who. by the
way, is now appearThe Bird of
ing in

EAR NOISES.
Sense

disfinsruisliecl

Barton

which
hove recently

Mystery."
Stolls

pictiirisecl.

LYN HARDING.

'"

However,

am

I

going to .do another
film

shortly," he told

rne,

we

as

dressing-room at the Lyric Theatre

—

sat

in his
" 1 love

the work
it really is splendid."
Since Mr. Harding expressed such pleasure in
acting, 1 asked him whether he might
ever be tempted to desert the stage altogether
in favour of the screen. This is a time-honoured
question, but it often provokes some very
interesting discussions.
It did in tliis case.
film

':

my

" Yes." I owned. "

Harding replied.
when I was in America a few years
ago, I had several offers from film
companies who wanted me to join them, but
then, as now, my contracts prevented my

The Movies

as a Domestic Institution.
no film offer over
it financially worth a

stage actor's while to abandon the
boards entirely. The field is too small!
" In America, the movies are far more of a
domestic institution, and a much more formidable rival to the theatre, than in this country,
and when one considers the vast area over

which an American picture

:

urn unstiitocl."
" But in England

—

supposing you received a
very, very flattering offer to devote tho' whole

The Shin.

Eg

FILM.

She Hated Publicity.
married for the third time or not."
"I admit it," replied the newspaper re" Excuse me for asking. Good-bye "
porter.
" Wait a minute; please
If you care to pub!

!

entirely to film acting."

of Finance.

the British film too
SO inyou consider
appeal. Mr. Harding ?"

a picture of mo in connection with it I shall
be glad to give you one. I've jutt had somo
new ones taken."

A Pardonable Error.
picture theatre

a

!

Masters' "CYCLOPS" is a good hard-wearing allBritish Boot, which will give satisfaction under all
-. Over 5,000 pairs have been
conditions, price
sold to Police, Post, and Railway Employees, mcr,

35

who must have good

boots.

Ltd., 94,

performers ?
" Why, m-man alive, I w-wairn't hissing
I
w-was s-simply s-s-saying to S-S-S-Sainmie
"
that the s-s-sccnery is s-s-superb
'.

!

Why

An Awful

"42

Leading Max " They say. dear, that people
who live together get to look alike."
" Then you must consider
LiiADiNO Lady

not have a pair ol
these good boots yourself? Send 6/- now with size,
and you have the boots to wear while paying the balance
-. Price List Free.
of 5/-monthly. Boots12 Gi

MASTERS,

of the attendants in

approached a man who appeared to b,c annoying
those about him.
" Don't you like the show ? " he asked him.
" Yes, indeed " was the reply.
"•'Then why do you persist in hissing the

The

Hope

Stores,

RYE.

Fate,
:

:

my

refusal as final."

insular

its

*'

There

is

certainly something in that."

" In fact. I think that the film
be admitted.
this country, if it is to be a tremendous
success, must be done on a big scale : that it
can only be good in a great way ; but here again
one touches on the question of finance, though
at the same time 1 am thinking more of theme
/
than expenditure.
During his visits to the States Mr. Harding
made the acquaintance of a number of the
foremost screen stars, and I only wish I had tie
space to record in full his impressions of them.
Mary Pickford he characterised as a " sweet
child." and an artiste of the highest eminence in
her profession.
As an emotional actor Mr. Harding considers
Henry B. Walthall pre-eminent, while as the king
of jesters he. of course, awards the palm to
in

Charlie Chaplin.
" Chaplin, 1 consider,

is

a

benefactor

to

mankind," he remarked. " I have the most
charming personal recollections of him, too. Sir
Herbert Tree was very fond of him, and it was
delightful fo see the two together and hear their
amusing conversations. Ihev were just two
children, for. to the day of his death, Tre*
retained that characteristic which Chaplin Mid
all

great artistes possess

— the heart

May Heuscukl

of a child."
C.'iabkl.

Pr-UCZvTED
" Please send
aspirant
as to how I ran become a
film stftr at forty -five year- of age. I enclose
a ftump for reply."
Considering the age t4w
lady has roa.-hed we should have expected a
prepaid wire
The Ideal's " Idealetter."

week's
THIS
particulars

film

!

lish

"CYCLOPS

it

Cruel.

said the American
IT'S nobody's business."
film actress. " whether I intend to get

Ono

shown before

is

ever reaches these shores, thereby ensuring a
profit totally independent of its reception here,
it is not difficult to understand why the American
producer has greater capital to expend than wt>
ha_ve, not only upon the actual production, but
upon the salaries of the artistes he employs.
From the point of view of money, then, it may
be worth an artiste's while to devote himself

fact, "'Mr.

—

want your opinion on our

dear young lady,
MY* here
could make

"

considering such propositions."
" Was that your 6ole reason for refusing ':" I
probed.
" Well, perhaps not altogether," he admitted.
" Some of the greatest successes on the screen
have been mediocrities on the stage, and so hail
littlo to lose tvhen they deserted the boards
in
fact,everything to gain, for it was then that they
entered their true sphere ; but where an actor
who has acliieved a certain reputation on the
boards is concerned the case is rather different.
He signs a contract which covers, say, three
years, during whicrrtime he may be called upon
to play a numl>er of parts for which he is quite
unsuited, as well as those which his talents find
congenial, but in either case his services are
firmly secured.
In America one's name is
everything, and it is not infrequently exploited
irrespective of one's suitability for the role for
which one has been cast. I do not care for this
sort of thine
I must be at liberty to choose my
io!es.
I will not take a purt lor which I feel I

I

financial position in the film world."

The Question
a matter of

the Screen.

of your time to film work " I persisted, anxious
to got another view-point.
Ah, now you are touching on the financial
aspect of the matter," smiled Mr. Harding,
seeing through
ruse.

Unsuitable Characters.

AS

13:0.

A NAME?"

IN

Lyn Harding Speaks His Mind on Unsuitable Characters on

DEAFNESS,

Common

.V'r.v 22tr?.

:

—

The High Cost

of Living.
LYONS and Lee Moran. reoontly
two
engaged
old hens for a scene in A
new comedy. Strangely enough, each
of the hens laid an egg while at the studio.' Tha
hire of the hens was £2 foe the day, and the
" boys " think they made a good investment.

EDD1L

A Good Idea.
LITTLE Reeves
who

Eason. tbe boy film artia'e

Western picttirex,, was
proudly showing Hoot Gibson, I'mver-ul
his
money-box
and its content*
cowboy star,
plays

in

'*
Where did you get all that money T "
Hoot Gibson asked the youngster.
" Mother gives me a ponm every time I tal:o

castor oil without crying," replied Peeve*.
" And what do yon do with all the money.? "
"Mother buys castor oil with it." answer, diho young capitalist quite cheerfully.

—
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JAZZ AND

THE IRON STAIR"
Famous Convict Story on the Screen
years sinco " Rita" wroto her
IT great story of convict life, M The Iron
Stair," but at this time, when there is
Rita

is

GENTILITY.

many

much talk of an increase of crime, duo in
many ways to the aftermath of the war.

so

THE BALLS OF FIFTY
YEARS AGO.

such a film as this, showing without exaggeration but with absolute clearness, where
crime leads is of enormous value. It is an
all British Stoll production, and nothing has
been spared to make it a complete success.
One of the locations used for this film
were the gates and courtyard of a large
London prison that stands in one of the

13
rather amusing to turn over an old
of " Punch " and sno pictures of
tho balls of tho 'seventies
tho women with
voluminous skirts and olaborato coiffure, tho
men with ultra-long trousers and side-whiskers :
tho rows of bored ehaperoncs.
AVhat would
these decorous ladies have said to our scant,
frocks and bare arms, or to the " deplorably
masculine " faskion of " bobbing " tho hair ?

IT

poorer districts. Much consternation was
caused among the people living near-by
when they saw both warders in Government
broad cloth, and convicts in their dun.
coloured suits with the mark of the broad
arrow on them, and their white striped
stockings showing what further length of
service yet to run, walking about talking
together between scenes. Many of the
prison scenes were taken at Dartmoor.

A

A

—

in those days was a far more formal
The debutantes were chaperoned by

dance

affair.

discreet mammas ; they did not dance too much
They
for fear of getting unbecomingly flushed.
did not display their arms in the bold fashion of
the 1919 girl
all defects were hidden under
long white kid gloves. Only in a very natural
vanity did the girls of those days resemble the

Dual Role.

screen
THEalready

work of 'Reginald Fox is
known, but all his previous
triumphs have been surpassed by his
"
acting in
The Iron Stair." He plays the
double part of the two brothers, Geoffrey
and George Gale, both of them in love with
the pretty heroine, Renee, and so coming
first of all to disaster and misery because the
one man was careless, and the other envious
of his brother, and bringing their lives to
shame and misery, and then to the making
of the great atonement by one, and to the
strengthening and purifying of tho other.
Madge Stuart is taking the part of Renee
well

Jessop, with

volume

;

maidens

of

own

our

time.'

has a harder task to keep
and pretty through a long
and arduous evening of '' Jazz," " Hesitation,"
and " Fox-Trot." Dancing is too apt to make
one look '" shiny " and hot, and tho enthusiastic
dancer will not spare a second to disappear into
the dressing-room to powder her fate.

The modern

girl

herself looking fresh

" \Vouldn"t it be lovely," several girls have
said to me, " if there was something to put
on your face not real make-up. you know
that would look nice all the evening without
any further trouble ? "

whom

the twin brothers are
both in love. For a time she was a little
anxious over her part, as she was at the
fame time taking the part of Lady Cleone
in "The Amateur Gentleman," and as the
two characters were in different periods, she
found it difficult to change from one to the
other part. However, she worked remark- George Gale
ably hard, and made a success of both roles.

—

And
is

in love

with Renee, but his advances

are not desired.

to these I reply

:

something. Get an ounce ot
cleminite from your chemist, dissolve it in
water and bottle it. Before you go to your
dance shake the bottle well and bathe your
face with the lotion, rubbing lightly until it is
That will give, you all the nice " Bloom
dry.
of powder without hurting your skin in the
:i

There

is

'

least)

and the

effect will last for several hours."

GLOVES

v.

BARE ARMS-

The Victorian miss and her

The great court

scene.

mamma

would

cerlainly deplore our casting aside, of the conventional long kid gloves as " excessively
So also does the woman of to-day
ungenteel."
whose arms are bettor hidden than displayed.
Certainly, though a pretty arm gains much
admiration, an xigly, hairy one ruins the prettiest
Many girls, whose arms are otherwiso
toilette.
white and shapely, suffer from a growth of
superfluous hair on them which is far from
These, of course, can be removed
attractive.
with very little trouble. Shaving is undesirable,
for not only is it very tiresome, but the hairs
grow again with increased vigour. Electrolysis
Tho best method is
is painful and expensive.
to procure some safe home remedy. Pheminol is
reliable
drug to use.
most
safest
and
by far the

ready for use in small
necessary is to add a
a teaspoonful of the
little water
paste to the
resulting
the
powder, and to apply
superfluous hairs. Directly it has thoroughly
dried the hair can he easily and painlessly
scraped away with a thin piece of cardboard
a visiting card will do.
Pheminol seems a little expensive, but only
a very little is required. This pure drug leaves
no bad effects whatever, and it reduces tho
future growth of hairs to a minimum.

Most chemists stock
1

oz. bottles.

it

All that
to about

is

all who have pretty arms, then, show
but those who aro less well-favoured
be wise to moderate fashion a little, and
produce a little illusion with " camouflage
sleeves of ninon or tulle.

.

Let

them

:

will

Parker Belmont's Clykol Berries for

A

keen contest in the

ring.

Obesity.

(Advt.)

—
Way
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CURES HEADACHES

WHY BE TOO FAT
Regain Your Health
ami

vprincc

&

These little Zox Powders are instantly effective in banishing headaches
You just take one in a cup of tea or water, and the pain
and Neuralgia.
goes like magic.
So confident are we that they will give you instant relief that we wtlf gladly send
upon receipt of stamped addressed envelope.
two Zox Powders
Zox Powders can be bought at all Chemists or Stores in 1 6 and 3 - botes,
or post free at the same price from

Beauty

your weight qnickl* h»

never'* IfcUing
the
Antlpon treatment NOW. It h»s3>
yciuV reputation, and is the only
cniintH-iwrint:

FREE

saff sine; aorl pleasant rc-inerty for
ovrr-stoutnebs. No change of diet,
t>ut a reduction of Soss. to3?bs. in a
single day and night. Sold by Roots
and Chemists and Stores the world
over. I'riee 3'. and 6>» 01 in (.lain
.

wrapper from the

:

THE ZOX

St..

ARE YOU INTERESTED
THE CINEMA?

IN

11,

Hatton Garden, London,

E.C.1.

Chemists, Taylor's and
all Chemists.

for

Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,

!!llini!lil!i!lllli!!!!l!!i!

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If so. let

men and women in
occur
this growing British Industry.
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the Girvan System help you

to increase your height. Mr. Brings re*
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Icilma Cream, the world-famed aid to Beauty, is
so different from others— it vanishes better than
vanishing creams it cools, refreshes and clears the

—

is

too a splendid base for powder.

From the moment you start using Icilma
Cream the skin shows improvement, and will make
the hands soft and smooth, the arms firm and
white, the neck clear and beautiful, and the
complexion fresh and attractive.

FREE TO
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card for a
dainty free
and
sample.
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More Adventures Among

the Cannibals.

ON THE BORDERS OF

CIVILISATION.

THE OLD ARISTOCRATS OF FRANCE.
By

MARTIN JOHNSON,

World's Famous Explorer and Photographer.

ON K

of the saddest, sights 1 saw in ray
journey ings in the South
Sons had
nothing to ilo with t ho savages, but was
concerned with white men, and not only white
men, but descendants of one of t lie proudest,
aristocracies that ever ruled in a civilised
country.
And yet when 1 saw these men,
many of them we:o scavenging the streets
looking for rags and bones, and- -ay, some of
them glad to cat what a self-respecting dog
would have refused to touch.
This was in

New Caledonia, in the city of Noumea, which
would better bo described as " The City
of Broken Old Men."
They were the remnants and the descendants
of the French aristocrats who fluttered it so
gaily at the court of the last Napoleon.
When
France, smarting under the humiliating defeat
by the Prussians in 1870, determined that
royalty should reign no more, the titled aristocrats who had for so long ruled the destinies
of France were sent as prisoners to the island
of New Caledonia.

Broken

in

Mind and Body.

years they laboured
FORandfiveoven
when their period

in the mines,
of imprisonover, they were not allowed to
leave the island.
They landed proud, polished,
and stately men, even in the hour of their disgrace.
They came out of the mines broken
men, with bent backs and twisted limbs. A few,
animated by the spirit that had taken their
forbears smiling to the guillotine, conquered the
terrible influences that work in the mines and
existence in hovel and dungeon had left on them,
and began life again. A few of these are now
fairly prosperous traders and keepers of ca fes
But the majority were broken in mind as well

ment was

as body, and they had no heart to fight any
more. They gradually drifted lower and lower
until even the natives pitied them, though even
in the last stages of their degradation there
was something about these old aristocrats that
gave an indication of 'their former greatness.
A few of them managed to escape to the

South Sea Islands where they married native
women, which accounts for the light-coloured
natives with European features that one occasionally encounters on tho islands.
for their Native Land.
one of the most pathetic .--lories
of the war is told about these poor arisWhatever their faults may have
tocrats.
been when they were in power, and history tells
us they had many, they retained in their exile a
deep-rooted love for ha Belle France, and when
war was declared they made pathetic appeals to
be allowed to go back to their n.it ivo land and

£1,000
CASH PRIZES!

IN

PATHE'S

Thoughts
I

THINK

It was,
give their lives to the sacred cause.
They
of course, impossible to grant their wish.
would
when
they
the
age
had long since passed
have been of use as soldiers, and even bad it
been desired to grant their wish from sentimental reasons, all the carrying room of the
ships that, could be got together was wanted for
lighting men. guns, ammunition, and food.
It must have been a wonderful sight to have
seen these old, broken men when they heard of
the victory of the Allies.
Apart from the tragedy of the old Frenchmen,
1
found New Caledonia a pleasant and prosperous place. There are plenty of markets for
the ever-increasing production of the plantations, "and there is a go-ahead spirit about tho
poople that promises well for the future.

Memories

Screen

Beauty

COMPETITION

Happy Days.

of

thing I
ANOTHERCaledonia,

saw

in the harbour at
brought back many
fragrant memories, saddened alas by the
recollection of a. marvellous friendship never
It was the dear
to be renewed on this earth.
old Snark on which the late Jack London and I
spent so many happy days. It was being used
as a trading boat with a black crew, but as I
looked at it through the mist of memories of the
past, I caught once more a breath of the flower
of romance that ever wafted its soft, fragrance
over the adventurous wanderings of Charmain
and Jack.

New

!

LAT>IES
Your Last Chance

CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE.
the perceptions and greet reasoning powers.
The nose bespeaks the artistic temperament.
A nose that will suffer no insult, the breadth at
the base significant of intense activity.

in

The Mouth.
exquisite tenderness, showing
mouth
THEgenerosity,
benevolence, and excess
symis

of

of

A woman

with a mouth like Aliss
Priscilla Dean will nreet sentiment and ideas
with careful reasoning. The modelling of the
chin and cheeks denoting love of all that tends
to
beauty.
Capable of
quick judgment,
prompt action, and the instinct of the permasses
ception of the
who adore her.
pathy.

In Temperament.
temperament that
THISby isthetheheart
than the head,

is

ruled

more

their feelings

is

rapidly approaching, as after

JUNE

1st no photographs can
be accepted by the Cinema

Theatres.

Enquire immediately
Cinema about

at

your

this

unique opportunity of winCinema Fame and Fortune.

ning

local

n n n
Leading British Producers
form the Selection Committee
in this Competition which is
run in connection with

PATHE'S

arc acute, their influence over the masses

extreme from their power of communicating
their enthusiasm to their fellow-men, appealing
alike to the intellectual and the ignorant, suiting
themselves instantly to the company in which
they find themselves. Usually great favourites,
as their wonderful personality is sure to make
is

PICTORIAL

itself felt.

PRISCILLA DEAN.

The Forehead.
the fullness
the lower part of the
NOTE
forehead, which indicates ability toanalyse
in

with ease.

The eyes show

great keenness

The Famous Weekly

In Love.

CONSTANT

in

love,

powerful

and

fervid.

She will demand an undiv ided fidelity, and
a romantic form of adoration. In love she
w ill be governed by impulse and inspiration, by
sentiment and fancy. Love, instinct, and faith
are

all

made subordinate

to reason.

"INTEREST"

Film.

—

—
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HOW FAT FOLKS
MAY GROW SLIM
have been taking on flosh nml your
boeome lost in rolls of annoying, disagreeable, useless fat
if you are short-winded,
puff when you walk and puff when you talk
if
your skin is sallow and pasty because of excess
If you
figure has

;

1920.

Qsk t& 'fik&rfkoo
IF

you want to know anything" about Films or Rim Player^

;

fat, don't despair.
You can now treat this condition easily in your own home, without annoyance or inconvenience.
Simply go to your chemist to-day and pet
some oil of orilene in capsule form, take one
after each meal and one at bedtime.
Even a
few days' use should show you a reduction in
weight, and with tho reduction you will notice
that your skin becomes firm and smooth, and a
light, buoyant feeling has possession of your
whole body. Almost like magic five to twenty

years drop from your appearance, and you feel
your strength and appearance come back to you
again, and, best of all, oil of orilene capsules are
so safe, simple and inexpensive.
Get a packet
of the capsules at your chemist to-day, or a
packet will bo sent to you, post paid, by the D. J.
Little Co., 37, Hattoii Garden, London, E.G. I,

upon receipt

of 3s.

NERVOUSNESS
the greatest draw back in life to aDy man or woman. If yo-i
nervous, timid, low-spji ited, lack self-confid-nce. will
power, mind concentration, blush, or feel awkward in the
presence of others, send 3 penny stamps for particulars of the
Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treatment, used in the Navy from
\ ice-Admiial to Seaman, and in the Armv from Colonel to
Private. D.S.O's, M.C.'s, M.M.'a. and D.C.fil.V
are

QODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,
Imperial

Ludgate

Buildings.

Circus,

Ltd.,

arc of ten ignored and looked down upon. Tall
people receive favourable consideration and
attention in every walk of life.
By my easy
scientific and safe method you can grow
several inches taller. Many people have added
1} to 4 inches to their hetglit by My System.
Write at once for FREE particulars, mentioning "The PictureShow." Address:

Enquiry K Dept.. 51. Church St.,
South Shore, BLACKPOOL.

n"n Ralph Lynn Cinema Academy
Become a Film Artist. n
n
RALPH LYNN

(Star

Comedian

at

rjj

j-j

Road, Knightsbridge,

S.W.I.Dna

CHARLEY'S

FREE
SECRET
SEND NO MONEY
YOUR

1
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THE CINEMA SOAP

CO., LTD
(Dept.S), 22, Finsbury Park Rd., London.
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Those who seek to extend it will not go without their
reward. Cinema patrons may not all like the ordinary
educational films because of their natural dislike to
being " taught," though such films will have their
value nevertheless. But while the travel picture is
also educational, it has the advantage of appealing to
that innate curiousity in us in wanting to know something about other lands and other peoples.
And in
these days of expensive travel what can be better than
to sit comfortably in a theatre while the magic square
shows the whole world to us for a mere trifle ?

THE EDITOR.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publicati on, letters cannot be answered in the next issue.
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
Address
communications can be answered.
The Editor, " The Picture Show," Room 85, The
:

Fleetway House, Farringdon

—

Did you write to me ages ago ?
J. (Liverpool).
vou gave your nou-de-pliime only, that explain*
heard. How can I answer you In the

I.

If

London, EX. 4.

Street,

" next issue but one," I. J. ? Really quite impossible.
Road carefully the paragraph at the head of these
Harry
replies, and then you will know the reason.
Carter and Emory Johnson were both iu " The

Grcv Ghost."

" Giad Eves " (Birkenhead),
Kate " (Xottinghad), R. J. F. (Coventry), M. W. (Crewe), G. A. I.
(Worcester), " Mabel and Edith" (Bridgend).
" Elsie "
C. V. B. (Malvern), F. W. C. (Hull),
(Birmingham), H. R. s. (Mcaford), G. B. (Paisley).
"
Picture
(Crit-klewood),
(Tufnell
(
M. T.
Park). A. M. (Plymouth), H. G. F. (Chiswick)
" SHE "
W. K. A. (Cloland). and
(Cirencester),
All of you arc welcome, but
E. B. (Warrington).
you will find most of your questions answered in
back numbers of this paper besides the following :
April 3rd, March 27fh, March 13th, and February
in the above means
28th. Anything you cannot tin
that the information you are wanting lias not bedn
made public as yet.
" BUBBLES " (Leek).
Elliott Dexter was the star
in " The White Man," and Ann Little was opposite
him. Of course, when you have a number of favourites it is hard to choose the one you like best. There is
no particular part of America in which films are taken,
although a great deal is done in California. In this
country, too, producers have to choose their open-air
scenes in different parts.
D. A. T. (Bristol). There are several comic film
actresses, so I am not quite certain which one you

Mad"

Violet Vanbrugh, and leading Stars use
and recommend Fragrant " Cinema
beauty aids.
teeth can be as
white as Charley's if you use *'Cinema" dentrifrice,
It
Fred Barnes writes:
is a
wonderful preparation,
"
which does actually wh ten the teeth without injury
"Cinema" Soap will make y»m- face a picture*.
"Cinema" Crushed Hose Face Powder Crushed
Violets and Lilac Toilet Powder are a revelation.
A HO days trial of "Cinema" I>entrifice sent
to all applicants who enclose Two hUuii.s

'

—

why you never

the

VaudevilleTheatre) ff ARTHUR CLEAVE
Q
d (the well-known Actor and Cinema Star) D
n invite all interested to write tor prospectus to n
0 RALPH LYNN CINEMA ACADEMY.

I

place to the picture play, there is increasing evidence
of its desire to accord a welcome to travel films also.
The enormous success which has followed the showing
of " Adventures Among the Cannibals "
the story
of which is appearing in these pages
and Sir Ernest
Shackleton's moving pictures of the polar regions, are
but two examples out of a list which is as yet none too

London, E.C.4.

MEN
SHORT
AND
WOMEN

Dnni5, Pavilion

—

large.

is

536,

THE TRAVEL PICTURE.
Considering the large number of films which have
been produced during the many years that the motion
picture has had time to establish itself as one of the
arts, it is somewhat difficult to understand why there
have not been more pictures in which the camera could
have brought the world before our eyes.
The desire to make tbe screen a popular mode of
entertainment would appear to have led to a craze in
which producers have vied with each other in their
efforts to crowd the market with plays
good, bad, and
indifferent.
This kind of thing, of course, is inevitable
in anything that is new as the cinema was, and is, to
a certain extent, even now. But while the public
that wants to be entertained will continue to give first

—

I

—

—

A
I

li massive Oak Case
tSz-iflfil
coloured Horn, unhreakable
silent - running
.Motor. 11-in.nickcllcd Turntable, and extra loud Instiated Sound Bbx.ctc. Large
stocks of Cabinet Grnmophoncs Portable Hornless

'

mean unles3 it is Mabel Xormand as she sometimes
pet- herself up in the garb you mention. Chrissie and
Pearl arc both White in name, but they are neither
sisters nor cousins.
Sessile Havakawa's recent
pictures are " The Temple of Dusk." " The City of
Dim Faces," " Bonds of Honour," " His Birthright,"
" A Heart in Pawn," " The Debt," " The Soul of
Kura-San," " The Grey Horizon," and " The Man
Beneath."
N. P. (Newmarket).— I will ask Gladden James
one of these days to unburden his soul to me. Trevor
Bland was Hugh Fraser in " The Woman Wins."
No, I am not fired of your questions, but there is
ji deep mystery surrouuding some tilings in thin
world.
E. R. (Manchester).
So yon think Taylor Holmes
quite different from the usual screen lover.
Ho
was once on the stage, and made his first films for
Essanay.
Here are some of his many pictures :
" Upside Down," " Nothing but tbe Truth," " Uneasy
Money," " Two Bit Seats," " A Pair of Sixes," and
" Ruggles of Red Gap."

—

is

—

" Doiiiiie " (Long Eaton).
me for 0 lone time ?

You have wanted to
Well, what have you
Mabel Xormand has brown eyes, dark
hair, and is twenty-six.
Brownie Vernon as Nellie
Hazelton was opposite Tom Mix in " The Coining of
the Law."
" Essie " (Bedford Park).—" The Code of the
write to

been up to

?

Yukon" is a recent picture featuring Tom Santsebi
but I am unable to say when or where you will be
able to see it by the time this is published.
The
picture theatre advertisements in the daily parcrs
might help you.
" Mabel " (Bo'ness).
Montague Love was the
hero in " Vengeance," but he was certainly not in
*'
A Fight for Millions." William Duncan was in the
latter.
The " very handsome fellow " in the other
film won't give his name. Perhaps he will do so when

—

be becomes more famous.
T. W. (Whitstable).— Beth Sully, the former Mrs
Douglas Fairbanks, is at present the wife of a broker
named James Evans. Miriam Cooper, 'of course, is
married to Raotil Walsh, but she is no relation whatever to Gladys or Margaret Cooper over here.
" Viviese " (Brixton).
Somebody, I expect, must
take a fancy to your letters before they get to their
This one seems to have made tbe
destination.
journey all right. Your question about Fanny
Ward was answered recently, so let me pass on ti>
your next. Mary Miles Minter is not allowed to
marry under her present contract. When this exYou hare
pires "she will be free to mak* her choice.
come late. Viviene, and 1 can hear you sighing when
I
tell yon that an art plate of Pauline Frederick
was given away with the second issue of this paptr
dated May 10th. 1919, and one of Mary Miles Minter
with tbe issue dated August 2nd, 1019. " Woman's
Weekly " for January 10th, this year, had an art
'lite others will come along
plate of Wallace Reid.
in due time.
Ann Little Is not married now.
E. R. (Glasgow).
Of course you know she Is n Calilornian lady born at
Percy Marmont confesses to lieing married.
Sisson.
And the others ? Well. I hate to disappoint anybody,
but what can 1 do wheu some of these actors won't
sav a word about their matrimonial affairs?
J. B. W. (Bombay).— Hmr>' Ainley ought to feel
Immensely pleased at nil the nice things you have
Violet Hojwon and Charles R; y
said about him.
arc botlnnarried, but they evidently do not wish the
names of their imrtners to be made public. Geial I
Ames Is married to Mary Dibley, anil Marie Walc.inip
to Harlan Tucker. 1 am glad to know you think

—

—

so highly of British productions.
" Flapper " (Dundee). So you

—

were quite impressed with Houdint when you really saw him. Ho
in Applcton, Wisconsin, V S. A.
Mary
Odette is about eighteen, but Vivian Martin and Ohra
Petrova have not disclosed their ages or birthday*
up to the prcseut. Yes, the latter really has red hair
aud green eyes, and was born in Warsaw, Poland.

was born

(More answers on next page.)
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Margaret Pedler's recent Novels, "T!ie House of
Dreams " and " The Splendid Folly " achieved

enormous

The

success.

editor of the

"RED"

MARGARET

has secured her latest and greatest romance

PEDLER,

opening chapters appear
Ask
Do not miss them

"

THE LAMP OF DESTINY "
!

and the
the Current issue.
for the May 14th
in

^uhp^-RED Magazines
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Answers to Ccrrespondeots

from nnpe 22.\

" CONHTANI E " (Waliseml-oii-'i yiic).— I exiieot you
be scciim EliZiilK'Ih Riscl.ni on the (thus again,
Kline is -till acting for the serpen, anil " When
Men Betray " is a re ent picture of hers. I'exey farThe Brut tilm in
lisle is Ivimlish, ami has lair hair.
which she ap|>eared was " Oumrailcsl.in," anil smco
IIik ks
then she has |>layeil in " Keeper ol the Door,"
of- ValpnV' and " find's Coorl
Man." Other \\nrtieulars, I regret to say, are not disclosed.
"Ann:" (York). I feci 1 cannot refuse you for
hoina so good. Lillian Gtab has a()|>eared in " Intolerance," " liirtli ol a Nation," "The Greatest Tiling
Broken
in Life," " Hearts of the World." and
Bwesonis." She was born in ^'liuirtirkl, Ohio, on
started
screen
career
in
18(16,
and
her
October 14.
1012. Owen Naves, who has brown hair and blue
is
to
other
informamarried
Marie
Poliui.
No
CMB,
tion at the moment.
A. I.. (Chelsea).
As you are a new reader, here's
something about JOhno Lincoln, and it wiH do for
other admirers of hint also. He is thirty one, ami
wants only half an inch to measure 6 ft. in height, lie
lias brown hair and blue eyes, and is no relation to
hat other tine artiste also named Lincoln, whose
initials are E.K.
Of the other three you mention,
only Louise Lovely does not iniud saying that she is
twenfy-four.
"Toots" (Old Tm Kuril! .My many thanks for
those eleven new renders.
May you li\e to a good
old age.
Norma Talmadge has brown eyes. The
cast oi " The Brand " is as follows
Kay Laurel!
Andrew), Kobert McKim (Barclay), Robert
( Uice
Kunkel (Hopper), Russell Simpson (Dean McGill).
1. V. B. (Camberwell).
Bill Hart began his stasc
I'axecr at the age of nineteen, to you can reckon he
has been an actor always. The tihn-world did not
.-ee him, of coarse, till 1011.
A. S. C. Warren Kerrigan was the handsome hero
will

flail

—

1

"XOR1V0R" (Pi'blin).— Tvor HoVoUo 1 ran c ro
how you have got your nom de plume- was born in
Cardiff.
He blossomed out as a composer at fourteen,
ami though still young, lias written many well known
"

songs.

—

in " The Drifters."
N. t\ (Dartford).

— True

Bonrdman

left

a widow

known

professionally as \ Irgtnja Ames.
He died in
Uttobcr, 1018.
W. C. F. (Batligate).- Who played tlie part of the
-.un maiden in " Hanoi! Up " 9
1 canuot tell you, for
her name is not mentioned in the cast. Here are the
names of the others: Ruth Roland (Eiho Delane),
Raster Walters (Judith Strange). George Larkin (Two
Gun Gaiter), and George Oheseboro (Hands Up).
E. B. (West Didsbury).
I fancy it must be George
Beban you are thinking of. if so, be was first a singer
and then a comedian on the stage. He has written a
number of film plays, and some of the pictures in
" An Alien," " Lost in
which he has appeared are
Transit," ' His .Sweetheart," and " Hearts of Men."
" Mabjorie " (East London).
Glad to hear from
you and your South African friends. Some of your
favours have already been granted, and I expect ere
this you will have received some of tho art plates
mentioned in your letter. The rest will come along
Marshall Nellan was in " Rags," and
in good time.
Douglas MacLean in " C'apt. KUld, Junior."

—

:

—

Blood "

is

ids

lir-t

Rlra,

" Harold" (Scarborough).— Yes, Niles Wch h has
been in this country, but it was years ago. He was
brought over here by his parents when he was quite
young, and after a brief spell of education in England
went back to America, where he was born, to finish
his learning.
His wife is Adele Boone. Alma Han-

lcu married Louis Wyll.
("i

rtarttadMI

throughout

the country through the medium ol the cinemas, and
we advise all screen aspirant* to obtain ut once
particulars from Uteii local ball showing tin " Pathe
Pictorial," ana then hand or send in their photographs
accordingly

ie

answers next week

WHI.RE

WRITE TO YOUR KAYO!

TO

"

Ill

I

K

FILM ST A R You are kindly requested
not to isk for a'iy addresses by post, uwing to the
latge number ol other queries that have to he
If fog wi-h to communicate at once wit ii
answered
any artiste not lamed below, write your letter,
putting the name ol the star on the envelope, and
enclo.-e jt with a loose Ijd. stamp to the Editor,
Thl PlCTIBI Show, Room ho. The Fleet way House,
Fatringdon Street. London, E C 4, and it will he
forwarded by Lie next mail
Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remrarher
when w-it,ing to artistes, to give your full
name and add ess, including the name of your
county and country and mention
HE Piiti kb
.Show to eu.-ure the safety of a reply
It must
bi- understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will he replied to
Please keep
aiways

>

I

**

—

—

Call of the

Thousands of leaHeta containing full
of the competition nave been circulated

'

i

:

The

Kenneth Harlan, who was born in New York twentyHe lias
has dark hair and bla k eyes.
The Whim," ami
One Clear Call."
al iened in
" The Price of a Good Time."
Norma Talmadge is
Mrs. Joseph Schem k, William Russell is the husband
of Charlotte Burton, and Harrison Kord says he is also
married.
Details about these artistes have been
given many times on this page, so, perhaps, you won't
mind looking them up. Let's have your others.
live years ago,

—

.

'

PICTURE SHOW " «
PERSONAL.

these addresses for reference

EDDY

MARY M ACL A REN. —Care

POLO,

PAULINE

FREDERICK.— (are

Pictures Corporation.

the search tor
feminine beauty and grace, the rapidly growing
film industry has now entered into energetic
Competition with the theatres and halls which previously enjoyed a virtual monopoly in this respect
The gigantic £l,0n0 competition launched by
" Pathe's Pictorial " film is the first serious endeavour
that has been made to link up the leading British produced with the most beautiful gins and women of
the nation, and no expense is being spared to overcome the difficulties of putting cinema aspirants in
personal touch with busy producers
All over the country the photographs oi prospective
prize winners and future screen stars are pouring
into cinemas, and a strong committee has been
formed consisting of the following gentleman
Waiter West, Esq
Managing-Director and Chief
Richard Garrirk,
Producer, Broadwcst Films, Ltd.
Maurice
Producer, Broadwcst Films, Ltd.
Esq
Elvcv, Esq., Chief Producer, Stoll Film Co., Ltd.
Welsh,
G.
Esq.,
Welsh-Pearson
&
Ltd.
Co.,
T. A.
Albert
Pearson, Esq., Welsh-Pearson & Co., Ltd.
British

:

,

,

Ward, Esq., Samuels Film Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
E .1 Brunn, Esq., London Film Co., Ltd. Chappell
Dossett. Esq., London Film Co., Lt<l
Edward
(iodal, Esq., British & Colonial Kiueiuatograph Co.,
be

ol

Goldwv.i

Studios, Culver City,

THOMAS ME1GHAN. HARRISON FORD. INN

—

LITTLE. Con: of Famous l.asky Studios, Hollywood, California, U.S.A.
(More addresses next week.)

eyelashe
EYDOLASH
f im will dark n your
biow*. and
make, them thick. Ion?,
and silky, thus giving t

C

lashes and

th pyes tbjU fascinating,
pressive look which
n find
so appealing,
ky dola.sh is
uot a ''make-up."
a, real ilftrksnei
O ct e c 1 1 o n
t

m

—

"

WILLOW AVE

"

transfoini* straight

b*ir into <; mas» of
beautiful wa« es.

Ltd.
will select
screened in the "

Goldwyn

California, U.S.A.

BEAUTY COMPETITIONS. — In

They

of

Universal Films, Universal City, California. U.S.A.

twenty-four cinema beauties to
Pathe Pictorial " film, and placed

19

Per bottle
3 3. Postag-

before the public for their final verdict.

6d.

Impossible
Haimlem,
dainty

I

In
vorine pots
Of all"
bail ll
ami Mores, at din*ct
t

piWe 1-6.
chetni>-tfi

from
170.

EYDOL
Sirana,

CO.
London,

W

C
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One spoonful only

— no

Milk is expensive. Use half milk and half water
your next pudding of rice, sago, or tapioca, and to
each half-pint of milk add a tablespoonful of "Atora
The pudding will be delicious and far more nourishing.

1 '

There is no food so beneficial as good beef suet
and maintains the body in a healthy condition.
nourishes and renders it cold-proof and vigorous.
builds up

Shredded
apart.

"ATORA"

It

is

Beef suet
It

warms,

refined and
added to keep the shreds
handy and economical, and no food can be more

with just a

little

is

the

finest

quality suet,

all-pure rice flour

sustaining or nourishing.

Atora
BEEF SUET.

Refined
In

BLOCKS

for Frying.

Sole Manufacturers

:

53

S

DE FRECE'S AGENCY, who
now opened up

a special

have
department

SHREDDED for Puddings, Pies,
HUGON & CO., Ltd.. MANCHESTER.

etc

i—

^
S

for dealing with FILM ARTISTES at
W.C.
Charing
Cross Road.
18.
Callers between 11 a.m.and 4p »/.S3S2)SSS5

SSSS

more.

in

sterilized,

Engagements

during the coming season should immediately register at the well-known

Requiring

a
I

£eon<muf

might as well begin in the
a kichen as anywhere else,
B and if your pots and pans
are CAST IRON you can
take it as a east iron example of what economy really
is. CAST IRON cooking uten.

not only cook better, but
are cleaner, safer, and laat a
sils

lifetime.
Procurabl ?t all li onmoncei-s.but DCN'T BE
PUT OFF with shortlived enamelled steel
or tin-ware. Insitt
«

Cast
I TOO I

m

Hudson's Soap
ROUGHT up in the sweet atmosphere
from girlhood, the
mothers of to-day are
faithful to the good old traditions of
yesterday, and keep their homes fresh
and clean with Hudson's Soap.
of

1

cleanliness

wives and

I

I

1

I

The

I

I

familiar packet revives tender memories of happy days in
the old home, when the delicious perfume of the old-fashioned
flowers that Granny loved floated in from the cottage
garden and mingled with the pure, fresh odour of cleanliness
in the spotless kitchen.
Merry little feet ran to the shop for
Hudson's Soap, just as they do to-day in town and country.

Hudson s Soap has always been associated with
clean x happy homes. It still remains unequalled
for making linen as fresh as the sea breezes, for
all home cleaning, for washing-up after meals.

IN
R.

S.

Liverpool,

II

PACKETS EVERYWHERE.

HUDSON

LIMITED,

West Bromwich

ar.d

London.

Printed and published every Monday by the Proprietor*. Thb AmaLoam at$i> PkksS, 1
'Wtringdnit! Street, -London, I'. C. 4. -Advertisement
u m Tlie Fleet*
-r
he H< otjvay House, t'arrlngdon Street, London, K.C. 4'. Jteaistercdjnr transmission bv faitadi&Msmr.bie Post * "*vl>irHpti.>ti rat<>a Inland, 15* 2<l
Ofltot
Sole agent* lor Australia
; single copies, 3Jd.
Abroad 1.1a. p^r annum slnule ropier;, ad. Sole iij;i-nU (or South Airira. Tinrf>':i4a M. Jinvi AaS' v, l.U<
iiw.
-a
S "
and New Zealand, Messrs. Gordon A Ootch, Ltp and {or Cnnada^TiiE Imperud'Xenvs Co., Lid
i
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LILLIAN GISH .— Beautiful Double-Page Art Picture INSIDE.

MISS EDNA MAY>
ELVEY,

the original " Belle of New York," with Mr. A, E.
the producer of the Stoll Film Company.
Is MISS

MASON, the

MAY

famous

novelist,

and

(left)

Mr.

MAURICE

contemplating acting again for the screen

?

-

"

.

)

Muy

The Future Shut;

Charming

©SB
perfect

style,

in

moderate

in

price,

in

Wear

Creations for Present

Sec our Xew Catalogue, Charming Blouses,
Costumes, Sports Coats, Wraps etc. Have
you seen patterns of our latest fashionable
fabrics for Costumes, Dresses, Blouses, etc.
Patterns FREE ? If not, please send postcard

SPORTS COATS
Smart

all

in

stating requirements.

High Quality,
Reasonable Prices.

fit,

Recommended

artificial

silk,

"Romsey"

silk,

'

Coat
Jumper two

—

They

the

are

.

many

the

of

and

Wool Tweeds,

qualities

—

women and

Illustration*

1

"Pansy"

/

lorely

punted Voile .. ..
aud a great variety In

«J/"

styles

Bull Collar. Double Cuffs, and
Taasellcd Gelt.

Crew*, Dclninettes, Miislrl
Voiles.
Washing
Suitinjs,

FREE.
your

CAP

lai

shown) same

Burns & Scalds

"RIPON"

in the

&

I

Co.,

LEEDS.

COME

BACK TO YOU."
Wonderful New Love Song
Till I

Come Back To You," written by Roy 'Barclay,

one of the

linest love songs ever published.
Its
tender words and cioqtirut chords aptly
express the longing for the loved one.
It Is easy to
siim and to play, yet tlurnhs with true depth of
feeling.
Published in two keys, hinh for Soprano or
Tenor, and low for Mczao, Contralto, or Bari to ie.
is

'

simple,

Suppuration.

Soothes

OTUBR CLOTtlS

21R, Stanningley Rd.,

•*

pain of burns and scnlJ? is relieved on tl-.o instant when
Genrrolene is appli' d. Incomparably soothing, clcansing-ond
healing, Germolene prevents all possibility of suppuration or
wound poisoning, because germ life and air-borne impurities
Germol«ie
cannot enter the wound that is drtissed with it.
is not merely antiseptic or cerm-destroying, but Aseptic or
genn-oxcludini.*.
Thus it follows Iate6t medical usage and
supersedes old-fashioned preparations which, in killing germs,
injured the tissues, and left the olTcte matter in tho wound.
Gcrmolcno menus cleau wounds and rapid healing.
it

76 6
RKK CATALOOUK FOR
DESIGNS AND PRICKS

Hartley

WHEtK

The

Soothes at a Touch—Heals as

cut,
t»

CHEVIOT SERGE.

IN

1/6

Germolene - the New Aseptic Remedy
Instantly Relieves Pain and Prevents

Wade

built.

measure farm our

I

reiioirements.

"TILL

.

proved home remedy for

Cczema

U'cers

Piles

Pimples

Psoriasis

Ringworm

Itching
Eruptions

Chapped Hands

all

tailor

Write to

37

Manche

material

and

silky lining, correct

Oxford Shirtings, etc.
state

Colours: Cream, Champagne,
Piuk, Sky, Putty, Saxe, Row,
Auiethyst.
Emerald,
Navy.
Post
Paid.

CO., LTD.,

Rashes

very serviceable style,
self
covered
bnttons, coat lined good

trimmed

Silks,

Silky flni I, .<
printed -Cainluics,

Paluics,

SILKY KNITTED
Sp orts Coat ski-ten

obtained from

Germolene

A

Artificial Silks,

if

of neatest sup-

25, Dale Street,

I/O
I <J
o/

dainty
printed Muslins

THE OAK TREE
HOSIERY

b

8.1 10,2 -,2 4,3'-

" Delia "

Bodmin "
Costume

"

6/9

silky TafTcta

.

Zephyrs,

men,

olhet

12/6

Silky Poplins
Z 11, 4 -, 5 ., 6 6
" Theda " B«
no.

children.

of

and the name
may be
Dept. 18.

12/-

&

unsatisfactory.

plier

lovely

8-, 10'-, 116, 18-.
Dress
Blouse Fabrics
'Rene" Sponga g /g
L'L>tll,

— with

Garment replaced

11/6

Reliable Cheviots and Serg;s

pro-

for

er-

mixtures, etc.

styles.

Underwear

Hosiery

i

Branksome"

'

super-wearing

the

.

Word

choice
check dear
Mts.

duction of the manufacturers of the " Oak

Tree"

Wuol

"JBangor'
"

9/6

Tweed

Harris Effect, neat
overebeek
.

shows the " Joyce
and the " Helen

illustration

Sports

laew

Lanark "

'

and mercerised cotton,

The

for

COSTUMES

woo),

Stripe

cashmere,

29th, 1920.

communicating
with
Jldoerlisers,

please

mention

2/-

SONG FOR

6d.

In order to popularise this song the Publishers have
decided to send to all regular readers of "The Picture
Show," who write at once, a complete 2/- copy at tire
reduced price of Oil. postage Id. Send P.O. for 7d.
to thi' London Institute ot Music, Dept. 70, l'ullwood
House, High llolbnrn. London W.C.I, and you will
receive the >im^t li> return 01 pu^t.
;

THE
PICTURE
SHOW.

Chilblains
Cuts & Burn*
Poisoned, Itching, and Inflamed surfaces.

ARE YOU INTERESTED
THE CINEMA?
opportunities occur 'or men and
growing British Industry. There is

Man>
hi;

IN

women in
demand

a

Film Artist* and Bioscope
and Camera Operator*.

lor trained beginners as

Prices1/3&3/-fi„:

Write for particulars and Free Guide.

From

Chemists and Stores everyLarger size the more
where.
economical.
Refuse imitations.
There is no
substitute
for
(Jermolene.

FREE OPINION AND
INSTRUCTIVE BOOK.
For

nn opinion as to tho
In
of Ocrmolcnc
your case together with an ex-

BUY

THEM

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE.
36. Rathbone Place. Oxford Street. W.l.

The
The CermKilhng Skin Cure

Children's

FACTORY TO RIDER

suitability

Packed Free, Carriage Paid. Fi/tttn Dmy\ Trial
LOW CASH PRICES or 1 2 MONTHS' CREDIT.
Prompt delivery.
Buy direct from Factory.
Save Dealers' Profit*, Shop Soiled anil Second.
T,re» ami Accessories
h.r«.| Cycles < III-.aP.
Write for Monster Sire
popular Prices.
at
Tx%% List a " J Sfecta Ofltr of Sample Bicycle.

Newspaper

haustive treatise on skin ailments, address: THK VKJfO
CO., LTD., Manufacturing Chemists, Manchester.

DRUG

1

EVERY

ill

FRIDAY

I2O.

mm r Afi

EsUJYrj

ITlKLAl*!

cycle company, ipo.
B.669BIRMINCH AM.

Out,

—

The I'UI ure

May

Sf,oir.

29///,

1920.

Phdb/yrapkg
It

ami Paragraph?

cP Pictures. Playy; and Playery*

sounds unbelievable, but Tom says it, and
why he has always insisted on paying his

tells

oivn way.
All my life, ever since I was a kid in Ireland," he said, " I have wanted to make my
Independence may he a fetish with
me, but I cannot bear the idea of being under
an obligation to anybody for anything, and
that is why I have never been a deadhead at a
theatre."

own way.

From

Famous Readers of "
Show."

I

the Court of Napoleon.
HEAR that Vivian Rich has among her
I
jewellery a pair of antique garter buckles
worn by a Castilian ancestor of the dainty
star at the Court of the first Napoleon.
They
are set with diamonds, and are of rare blue
enamel inlaid with gold. In their day they
were very costly, and are now virtually priceless,
since this enamelling is a lost art.

he Picture

21— HEATHER THATCHER.

No.

YETfessed

another beautiful soreen star has conher appreciation of

Above

The Picture

we
and

see the 'charming
screen, Miss Heather
Thatcher, with her favourite film paper. Have
you seen her yet in the Gaurnont picture. " The
Green Terror," the film adaptation of Edgar
Wallace's story ?

Show.

British star of stage

A Beautiful Picture
LILLIAN GISH is

of a Beautiful Girl.
on our centre page this

week.
Don't you think it
D. \Y. Griffith chose the right

beautiful
the
screen stars

You Want

BY

to Collect

Our Art

Pictures.
the way, I am still receiving letters from
disappointed readers who have
been
unable to get a copy of The Picture

Show

containing some special picture they
were waiting for. There is only one way to
avoid this. Order your copy to be saved for
you regularly. This enables your newsagent to
order the number of copies he requires. Otherthere is
wise something special is announced
an extra rush for the paper on Monday morning,
with the result that when you arrive the Picture Show is sold out. Don't let this disappointment be yours. Order your copy to-day.

—

A

like screen serials

?

DO pastime

favourite
a 'busman's holiday ? She
her spare time going the round
of the theatres.
Although the star earns her
living on the screen, she is very enthusiastic
over the stage. She admits that she gains a
great deal from the careful study of leading
stage artistes, and she also insists that many of
the actors of the footlights could get many
ideas if they would similarly go to the picture

spends

theatres,

is

all

and study the work

of the best film

stars.

Buck Jones Back.
BUCK JONES has
severe

injury

at last recovered from the
to his foot, which hap-

pened on January 28th

last.

The accident occurred while the star, famed
for his horsemanship and daring, was attempting
a feat mounted on his big horse Silver.
The details of the accident show that it was

is

as great as

There

is

ARTHUR GADSBY
is

who

appearing in a series
of screen comedies.

some people

GILL BRYAN, a
ing

artiste

promts-

appearing in

new Gaurnont

films.

policy, and a body guard, it is unsafe to wander
at large in a picture plant.
Gloria Davenport, 16 years old, weight 300

pounds, was the unconscious and
cause of Mrs. Garrison's accident.
the fat girl of the picture,
of being an actress she fell

and

in

unwitting

Gloria is
the excitement

down

a flight of stairs,
part of the stairs

carrying Mrs. Garrison and a
with her. The terrific impact knocked both
women unconscious, but latest reports say they
are recovering nicely.
Miss Davenport not
only succeeded in breaking the staircase, but in
declaring a holiday for the " extras."
Work
was suspended for the day.

— —

No

Light Bout.

ROSCOE, who
ALBERT
"the " Branding Iron,"

is

a fine

playing

now

in

One.

director of the Goldwyn photoplays
THEwrites
that he thought he knew every

and tribulation

How Mabel

liich

new one.
He and his company were out in a forest
making scenes, and work was going on swimmingly, when' practically the whole company
were afflicted with poison ivy. This, you must
know, is not dangerous, but extremely painful
and disfiguring. For days the company just
waited for their faces to resume their natural
size and colour, and the only diversion they
had was to boast about their afflictions.

SHOULD

think Tom Moore stands alone in
statement that although an actor ho
has never accepted a pass to a theatre.

Fit.

ALMA TAYLOR is an ardent amateur photographer.
Here is one ot her snapshots of Teddy Taylor,
Alma's brother, on the left, and Tommy, the only son
of Cecil M. Hepwortb, the British film producer.

for exercise ?

a stunt tha' comes
along.
She gets enough exerciao out
of her work in her pictures to lame an ordinary individual. One of the secrets of her popularity is the fact that she is always bubbling
over with high spirits.
However, she is not satisfied with the exercise
sbo gets out of her pictures. One afternoon,
in the palace garden, in "The Slim Princess."
she amused herself between scenes by turning
somersaults on a pile of cushions on which, as a
princess, she had been lolling a moment before.
Shortly before that, during the lunch hour, she
grabbed a convenient bicyclo and pedallo I
furiously around the studio grounds. It wouM
be a hardship for her to remain still for very Ion;;.
sot t of

a

Never Been a Deadhead.

Keeps

does Mabel Normand do
WHAT
Answer—any

ran befall the
making of a photoplay, but he has just learnt
trial

his

motion pictures

think.
Up to a week ago she enjoyed her role
of Grande Dame in the coming Talrnadge picture, but after having 300 pounds deposited on
her, she has come to the conclusion that,
without a life assurance policy, an accident

which is being
filmed at the Goldwyn studio in Culver
City, is a boxer, and he never has any difficulty
in finding someone to box with him, for his wife
is very handy with the gloves, and just to keep
themselves in trim they go several fast rounds
every day.
Mr. Roscoe says there are few men
who can beat his wife, and bitterly resents
anyone thinking that he considers it a light
bout when they are opponents.

hero part. The story is now running serially
If you like real
the 'Bo\s' Cinema."
in
exciting stories, don't miss this.

I

GARRISON hasn't
MRS.madeELIZABETH
up her mind whether acting in

Ruth's 'Busman's Holiday.
you know that Ruth Clifford's

being shown just now, " Lightning
Bryce," with manly Jack Hoxie in the

A New

—

She Can't Make Up Her Mind.

Paris as a bride, and searched for months to
find the buckles.
By almost miraculous detective work she succeeded in recovering them,
and handed them on in her family with strict
injunction that they should go to a member of
the family who would promise faithfully never
to part with them.
This is how they came into the possession of
Miss Rich's mother, and thence to the Fox star.

Fine Screen Serial.

you
DO one

He was removed to his home, where ho
was confined for weeks, unable to move.
feet.

'!

girl for

heroine in his masterpieces.
Of all
no one can puH at our heart-strings harder than
Lillian Gish.
She is so appealing, so childishly
Everyhelpless, you just long to comfort her.
one who loves this little star will want to possess
Show it to
this very artistic picture of her.
vour friends, and tell me if thev do not agree.

If

A strange romance attaches to these buckles,
which Miss Rich proposes to wear in a coming
picture.
They were pawned by the heir of the
above mentioned ancestor, who followed the
falling fortunes of Napoleon III.
Miss Rich's
grandmother made a special trip from Spain to

not due to any fault of Buck Jones's, but rather
to faulty work on tho part of the harness maker
who built the special saddles used. At tho
crucial moment one of the stirrup straps, which
pla3' an important part in a cowboy star's outfit,
parted, and Jones was thrown headlong
from his horse, which was running at Wfeh
speed.
The animal stepped on one of the star's

—
«

The Picture Show,
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Notes and News from Los Angeles.

A

grotesqueries,
hides the light of her good looks under
"
the bushel of
make-up," thus refuting
the slander about women and their vanity.
With calm disregard for the rights of beauty,
SI iss Fazenda goes about her task of obliterating
it, and presenting herself for the world to laugh
at a truly courageous duty, admirably and

believes that a girl earning
dollars a week ought to be able
to put aside five dollars every week for

and

this quality has the additional advantage
within the roach of not only the]
wealthy woman, but also of the girl who has'
her weekly problems of making the most out

of being

of very

MR. DENNIS TRENT, the young Scottish actor, now
" The Young Visiters," on the stage,
in
is to play for a new company just starting.
Mr. Trent, who is seen here as himself, and in $

playing

who
has been said of Charlie Chaplin that his
fantastic humour would long since have
palled on the public palate had it not been
for the undernote of human appeal that shines
through his most extravagant episodes. There
is something of this in Miss Fazenda's comedy
antics on the screen.
Her biggest role will soon
be presented to the public through the United
Artists, which distributing organisation, composed of Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin,

Mary Pickford and D. W. Griffith, will handle
Mack Sennett's five-reel super-production,
" Down on the Farm," in which Miss Pazenda
plays the part of the rustic heroine.

In Case of Fire.

CHARLES RAY
soda water

tells

us that a syphon of

an excellent

extinguisher.
He says that the carbonic acid gas in tho
soda water helps to extinguish the flames, and
the syphon can be tilted so that the water
reaches up a considerable distance, such as to
the top of a blazing curtain. Charles Ray has
studied chemistry, and recently had an opportunity of the syphon test when visiting at the
home of friends and a fire broke out.
is

fire

character part, firmly believes that he is one of the
unluckiest of mortals, at least, as far as cinema acting
" I've been going to play for the films for at
goes.
" And
least half a dozen occasions," he told me.
then, at the last moment, something had come in the
way. Bat at last, I believe, I've broken the spell and
realised

my

There's

ambition."
nothing like the old motto
try, try again."

:

"

If at first

you don't succeed,

A

Costly Hug.

are
THEY
Goldwyn

around at the
about " the hundred
dollar hug " which Jack Pickford unintentionally gave Edyth Chapman during the making of his new Goldwyn picture, " The DoubleDyed Deceiver," by O. Henry. In this picture
Miss Chapman plays the part of Senora Uriquo,
" a stately white-haired Spanish mother,"
whose long lost son is restored to her. Jack
Pickford plays the son. As part of her costume
Miss Chapman wore a beautiful black lace
mantilla shawl, which is over a hundred years
old and is valued at a hundred dollars.
In
giving the embrace of welcome to his picture
mother," Pickford caught the leather cuff of
still

laughing

studios

'

cowboy suit in the
shawl, and tore a gaping
his

man

delicate mesh of the
hole in it. Miss Chap-

called'it the hundred-dollar hug,

Try This.

KATHLEEN

MACDONALD'S

greatest joy

making up new recipes. Here is one
Cut up left-over meat into small pieces,
put into deep dish with very small, thin-sliced
onions and potatoes, sprinkle with salt and
pepper, and so on till the dish is filled. Then
sprinkle dried breadcrumbs on top and bake
is

:

until brown.

—

Jolly Schooldays.
joy in the hearts of the children
THERE
of Texas.
I hear that every new school
is

building to be put up in this town must
bave a projecting machine, and be so arranged
that motion pictures can be shown in the schoolroom. What child would not like to go to
such a school ?

underwear and expensive

frocks,
but for clothes that are
attractive as well as being serviceable. Miss
Brady believes that it is simplicity above all
other things that makes for distinction in dress,

never entirely successful

IT

silk

evening

in her efforts to obliterate herself in favour of
her characterisations in Mack Sennett comedies,
for there is always disclosed a wistfulness of

The Comedian's Charm.

Not

clothes.

—

expression and a winsome charm that eludes the
camouflaging art, and helps to make her friends
of all that have the imagination to see aright.

Problem.

BRADY
ALICE
twenty

effectively performed.
is

29th, 1920.

FROM "OVER THERE."

ed

The Queen of Grotesqueries.
LOUISE FAZENDA, queen of

But Miss Fazenda

May

Do You Know.

— That

the most common reason for changing
the name of a novel after its conversion into a
film play
apart from the question of its boxollico value
is in order to have the film copyrighted ?

—

—

— That

•

•

*

Geraldine Farrar pronounces her
with the accent on the last syllable !
•

—That William
her professional

— That

•

*

name

*

Farnuni's wife was an actress,
Olive White 7

name being
»

»

Dorothy Phillips' real name before she
married Allen Holubar was Mary Strible f

Fay Filmer.

Bill's

little.

Big Heart.

FARN'UM
BTLL
bigness

has a heart to match the
of his physique.
Part of his
weekly earnings go as a kind of pension'
to half a dozen old actors who would otherwise,
be penniless. They do not know from whom this
monoy comes, and nobody would ever have'
learnt of this big-hearted typical Bill Farnuni
charity if it had not been for the income-tax

man who somehow

let

the secret out.

It was'

when he started filling out the blank form, and
was asked to state the names of those to whom
he paid out the sum coming under the heading
of charity funds that he refused to give the
of those who were benefiting by his

names

kindness.
So he is paying the Government the
extra tax to save the pride of these six old-i
timers.

Alice Joyce's Wedding.

JOYCE,
ALICE
ment from

according to an announcoA
lil' ole New York, has become!
the bride of James Regan junior, son of
the proprietor of the Knickerbocker Hotel.

A

Novel Comedy.
NOVEL comedy has

A

just been screened'

hero under the title of " Uneasy Feet.
There's not a single subtitle or a human'
face in the whole production, the whole of thei
" story " being told in " footnotes."

Too Great a Hurry.
GEORGE BEBAN,

the famous character
overslept the
other
morning.:
his clothes in record time, he
dispensed with breakfast, rushed out of the'
house and hailed a passing taxi. "Drive like
blazes !" he shouted, jumping in and slamming
the door. After some thirty-five minutes of fast
and furious driving, in the course of which they'
had upset the traffic of the entire Hollywood'
district, the taxi came to an abrupt stop in at
narrow street before tho sign " Road up." " Are'
wo there f " Beban queried through the speaking
tube.
Then the imperturbable chauffeur turned
in his seat and with a blase air enquired :l
" Where did you want to go, sir ? You didn't',
give me any address."
actor,

Hurrying on

A Wonderful Collection.
LOUISE GLAUM is a collector
fans.

picture

of beautiful!

One that she uses in a recent
is made of selected ostrich fronds in

the shades of the Chinese pheasant with, something of the dappled effect of a rattlesnake.'
Another is of uncurled cerise coloured ostrich'
feathers made to form the design of a harp,'
mounted on a tortoischell handle studded will),
oriental stones.

"Practice Makes Perfect."
CHARLES RAY takes his work very seriously^
He was once called upon to play the part-

of a species of " Piccadilly Johnny,"!
which necessitated the wearing of an eye-glass.'
However, it seems he wasn't architecturally'
built that way, or his eye prevented him from'
" keeping the bally thing " in the proper place.
Being a persevering young man, he then decidedl
on a systematic course of training. He took!
his eye-glass home with him and wore it about
the house and managed by constant practice to
Achieve such remarkable results that ho was
even able to wear it at dinner without it falling'
into the soup.
In fact, he says, he got so used
to it, that ho quite missed it when the play was
finished, and the " prop " was no longer needed^
Klsis Codd.

I

'
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR

OLIVE THOMAS
surprised in her

life

has a parrot.

She was

told

it

could talk— it can.

In

tact, Olive

says she has never been so

It is a good thing the camera cannot register sound, otherwise
photograph would not be in " The Picture Show."

Stars

V
the deli ht!ul
»
^
beiig zoo at^r
Los Angeles.

^,^?

We

THE PICTURE SHOW."

as at Folly's flow of language.
this

HED

"

ss
s ree
? star a. f ew
£?
The tiger is interested Irom

an

,j-

8

^''
"'takS^n'^h^^nl^
taken in the mountains near

-

weeks since

-

w° od * nd m °" n
Truckes.

his

visited the

cage xn the wall.

and

star

hand

a

beautiful

whom we
number

shall
shortly see
of fine picture plays.

maker— MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN, Manager
WILLIAMS, and ANITA STEWART.

ANTONIO MORENO
his

EDNA MAY COOPER,
actress,

screen
in a

J.

P.

may have to wear the wig he holds m
Antonio doesn't seem very pleased, does he ?

has just been told he

in his next photo-play.

' a n scenes "<* seen on the screen in the coming
Goldwyn photo-play " The Branding Iron." This sceae w.u
j
The three
playeis near the tree are BARBARA CASTLETON, JAMES KIRKWOOD, and RICHARD TUCKER.

May
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Who

Loved Him Most?

MONA
an

•

Miss This Very

Don't

a typist, befriends
Sylvia
acquaintance,

office

Sacrifice for Love.

Pearks, when the girl is " down and out."
Sylvia is a feather-brained girl, with thought
for no one but herself, and she is not long in
capturing the affection of Jack Arlingford, who
has been Mona's sweetheart for a long time.
Jack experiences a strange protective instinct
for this helpless girl, and marries her. A baby is
born to them, but Sylvia, with her butterfly
instincts, does not want the trouble of looking
after it. She becomes involved in some shady
Jack meets
jewel schemes with her cousin."
with an accident while he is away which results
in him losing his sight. He sends for his wife,
but she does not want to be bothered, so sends
Mona in her place. Jack mistakes Mona for
his wife, and she does not have the heart to
enlighten him.
•

»

—

»

me.

!

before himself.

In her humble room above a small greengrocer's shop, Mona wrote her letter to Sylvia.
It was not an easy letter to writo.
She wanted to tell Sylvia in plain and simple
words all that was in her own mind. Sho
wanted to rouse the wife's sense of duty and
Sho smiled a little sadly. It was so
ove.
lifficult with a girl like Sylvia.
Sheet after sheet Mona started and tore up.
'hen at last sho wrote
" Dear Sylvia,
Poor Jack is getting better,
I am very thankful to say, but a most peculiar
thing has happened.
" He has mistaken me for you, and 1 have
not had the heart to undeceive him yot.
"jl have been thinking that if you will come
tip hero we noed nevor let him know, poor
He has opened out his heart, thinking
fellow.
that I was you, and I know it would hurt him
very much indeed if over he knew the truth.
" You have not been a good wife to him,
Come up
Sylvia, but now is your chance.
here and be a true woman and take your
1
1 will help you.
rightful place by his side.
have a little money saved up which I will lend
you until you are able to earn for yourselt
You can get a typewriter. Jack is very ill,
and will want careful nursing for some time,
*but I will holp you with the work.
" How is the dear baby ?
" Sylvia, doar. be good. This life is not everyThink of
thing, and the present soon goes.
your old age, Sylvia, when you will want the
:

who really care for you.
" Break away from the people you are with
they do not mean you well. Conio back to
your husband, who is one of the best of men.
" I shall expect you to-morrow.
love of thoso

;

sincere friend,
" Mona."

Sylvia replied by return of post.

!

;

!

Your

Mona took

" Dear Mona, What a joke
I did laugh
over your letter. Fancy Jack taking you for
me. I think it's a scream. Keep it up, my
dear.
I know you will.
You always did like
him, you dear old thing.
" I am having a lovely time.
" I went to a dance with Clara and George
last night, and w e are going down for the
week-end to stay with some people George
met the other week.
".They are very rich, and George has won
quite a lot off them already at cards.
" Clara has bought me a new evening dress.
It is black, with a flame-coloured satin lining
and feather trimming to match.
" I do look nice in it. 1 wish you could see

always declared their voices were exactly alike.
What happiness the belief had brought to him
Surely she would be wrong to confess to him the
mistake that he had made.
How could she do it ? How spoil his
dream ? Sooner or later he would have to
know, unless
She would write to Sylvia and tell her
Yes.
She would explain the position,
all he had said.
and ask her to come to him, and be kind. Poor,
As romantic as any knight
chivalrous Jack
No
of old. He had married Sylvia out of pity.
one knew it better than Mona.
She remembered how he had told her of the
engagement.
Sylvia needs someone to look after her,"
he had said. He had always thought of others

•'

God

his

bandaged hands between her

own.

A

—

bloss you, my dear, for thoso words."
released his hold on her and sank back
exhausted among the pillows.

"

He

EMMIE ALL1NGHAM.

By

Heartless Girl.
walked out of the hospital as in a
She realised that all the time
dream.
she had been with Jack she had been
feeling so intensely that there had been little
time for thought. But now, once out of his
presence, the whole of his conversation camo
back to her, and she found herself repeating it.
He had
Jack believed her to be Sylvia.

MONA

Story.

Serial

Wonderful Story of a Girl's

LEVEK1DGE,
old

Human

2Sth, 1920.

" Clara is very kind, but she takes most of
the money I win. I think 6ho does not
altogether like me. I think myself she is
jealous.
I get such a lot of attention, and
the other day, when we were out, someone
took her for my mother. You should have
seen her face.
She is not young, but she
makes herself up and dyes her hair, and
thinks no one knows she does it.
" I am just going to dress for the evening.
We always dress for dinner. We are soma
toils, I can tell you.
" Your loving friend,

" Sylvia."
Mona's face grew very grave as she returned
tho letter to

envelope.

its

She was just going to the hospital. Jack was
She hoped to hear to-day
better, much better.
that he was now out of danger.
Sylvia had made no mention of her child.
Where was little Bobby ? Was " the woman
next door," as Sylvia described her once, still
looking after him ?
Jack "was propped up among the pillows,
Something was agitaeagerly waiting for her.
ting him, sho could tell it by tho restless movements of the poor bandaged bands.
" Sylvia, is that you, my dear t "
Mona bent down and kissed him.
" What is it, Jacky 1 " she said in her calm,
/
gentle voice.
He did not speak again for a moment he
Boemed to be listening.
" Kiss me again, Sylvia," he said.
The girl obeyed him.
He caught hold of her, and she was surprised
at the strength he had in spite of his injured
hands.
" Sylvia, he said, " my little wife, do you
know 1 Ilave they told you about me 1
Mona glanced swiftly at the nurse who stood
on the other side of the bed gazing compas;

'

—

sionately

" You

Jacky

down

—you

" Yes.
shall be

at thorn.

"

?

mean

— about

Do you know

?

your

They

poor eyos.

— they

say

1

always blind."

"1 know,

jjoor old fellow."

•

Mona's voice trembled in spite of herself.
" And
and you still care I You are not
afraid

—
"

?

intensity in his voico made the
out.
" Jacky, my dear, nothing matters if we
1 will help you to bear it,'
love one another.
Ehe cried uiipulsivoly, all her love revealing itself
in her anxiety to ease his generous heart. _ Even
now she knew ho was thinking of others before
himself.
Sylvia, everybody, was forgotten at that
moment. Mona only know that the man she
loved and admired above all others was holding
out mute hands to. her for comfort in the darkness, and she was but giving him what was his

The piteous

girl

want to cry

right.

"

You have only to get well and strong again,
Jacky," she said cheerfully.
The man made an impatient, restless movement.
" I suppose I shall be able to do some work,"
he said feverishly.
Mona gave a. gentle little laugh. Her one
anxiety was to cheer.
" I have some money saved up.
"that sur" But
prises you, Jacky, doesn't it t " she said.
I've been saving, and
and I've bought a typewriter.
I used not to be clever at it, but I am
now. I can get all the work I want to do at

—

home."
" But
writer.

—but—you

always

You always

said

hated
"

the

typo-

Mona

kissed him on the lips.
Never mind what I've said. I've turned
over an entirely new leaf, Jacky. I am going to
6how you
She did not finish her sentence.
"

Quite suddenly she realised that iu her
impulsiveness she was promising for Sylvia what
the girl would never be able to perform.
" There will be some way out, Jacky.
Mona
would always help us. Mona is a real friend.
She will do anything for either of us," she cried
desperately.

The man on the bed did not reply. He only
hold the girl's hand very tight between his own.
" Mr. Arlingford is much better," said tho
" I was
nurse, speaking for the first time.
telling him, Mrs. Arlingford, before you came in,
Hun this day week 1 think he will be able to be
removed.
" Let mo see,"

We

Friday.

Monday, and
will

she went on,

are getting
next Friday,

" to-day

is

him out
if

of bed on
all goes well, you

be able to take him home."

"You Can Take Him Home."

"

\/OUR
J

husband

taken

will

be well enough to be

homo next Friday."

The words were ringing in Mona's ears
as she stood without speaking, a frightened
expression in her eyes, gazing at the nurse.
She was aware that the woman was looking
Mona had scarcely
at her in some surprise.
received the news as she had expected her to.
This pale-faced girl who had shown such
devotion to her husband while he lay on his
bed of sickness had not taken the good news as a
devoted wife should.
But Mona was off her guard for the moment.
Sho had never thought how the future would
shape itself ; the difficulties which would beset
her path

if

she allowed herself to be taken for

Sylvia.

A

sudden panic swept over her.
Thore was no time to be lost. She must go to
(ind Sylvia and make her return to her home.
Sho had dono her best for them both up to now.
Sylvia must be brought face to face with
realities, and Jack could be deceived no longer.
Her hands wore cold and clammy, and her
knees trembled under her.
A terrible loneliness- a frightened fear of the
dark future swept over her.
Despite all her worries and anxieties the last
few weeks had been tho happiest she had ever
known. She had had Jack to herself she had
been able to lavish on him all the love of her
poor starved heart.
Although he believed her to be Sylvia, it had
been sho Mona who had brought the eunRhino back into his heart. It was nhe who had
been the recipient of hia confidences, and

—

—

—

received his caresses.
No one could ever take those hours spent by
his bedside from her, but now sho realised that
they inust end.
[Continued on page 8)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF IRENE

IRENE
THE DELIGHTFUL STAR

HaWCS

RICH.

RICH.

WHO REFLECTS HER OWN PERSONALITY ON THE
BENE RICH, whom we arc shortly to
I
"A Man in the Open," has one of the

SCREEN'

a Goldwyn photo-play,
most valuable assets a screen
player can possess the ability to portray emotion through facial expression.
This is much more difficult than is generally supposed. Try it yourself in front of a looking-glass.
It is so difficult not to grimace or exaggerate,
and the camera reflects the finest shadings of expression.
sec

in

—

A

Fine Combination.

photographs on
THEPicti're
Snow, show

this page,
which were taken specially for The
what a wonderfully expressive face Irene Rich
Beautiful
features
are
no
rarity
on the screen, perfect technique
has.
is not at all
uncommon, but facial expression so exceptional as hers is
rarely seen.
It is that quality, combined with beauty and sincerity, that
makes of Irene Rich a screen player of unusual merit.

Satisfaction.

Her Expressive Eyes.

IRENE RICH is an optimist, and a

good deal of a philosopher. It
are students of humanity that
the possession of these qualities is generally stamped on the face
Character is in the face of Irene Rich, and
of the individual.
character is always expressive.
For her screen work she is undoubtedly helped by her colouring.
will

She has

be noticed by those

a fair skin,

who

masses of dark brown

hair,

and

large,

dark eyes.

Her Personality

Reflects on the Screen.
delightful little lady has achieved great popularity
in the comparatively short time since her picture debut.

THIS

She came

directly

to

the screen

from

private

life,

without stage experience, and at once proved her ability to
play appealing heart-interest roles with sympathy and understanding. She plays opposite Will Rogers in " Jes' Call Me Jim,"
and her work with him has been especially successful, for her
natural inclination is towards the type of role required b\' his

and her interpretations are

pictures,

Grief.

perfect.

" By the Street Called Straight."

A NOTHER

big part entrusted to her was the part of
Drusilla Fane in " The Street Called Straight." a
picture version of Basil King's famous story.
Here
she had to portray the difficult part of a society girl who
loves a man already engaged to her friend.
In this play Charles Clary has the part of Henry Guion,
Naomi Chiklers as Olivia Guion, and Milton Sills as Peter
Davenant. There is no villain in the story, and the leading
parts arc played by the two men and the two women mentioned
1

above,

thereby

presenting

something

different

from the

eternal triangle.

V.Jt

By

the way, Irene Rich tells how Basil King came upon this
title for his book.
He had written the first pages of the story without a title,
when one afternoon there dropped into tea at his house a
charming little lady. As people do, she asked him if he was
writing anything. Whereupon Mr. King, being still in the first
flush of enthusiasm, gave her a brief sketch of what he had
begun. Her comment at the end seemed to sum up the entire
content of what he had projected. She quoted " By the Street
Called Straight We Come to the House Called Beautiful."
" There," said Mr. King instantly, " is my title."

MISS

Interest.

The Steep Road to Fame,
RICH was bom in Buffalo, N.Y.,

and was educated there,
girl in 1917.
She had no
about the length or steepness of the road to fame,
and she began at once to use the fine intelligence and understanding
which are hers to make of her characterisations something unusual. She
has an intense dislike for " vamp " roles.
She is, in herself, typically
a
fine-hearted young woman, and her screen interstraight-t hinking,
and entered pictures as an extra
illusions

1HH^^|.
%

YOU WANT
write to
ADDRESS
tour letter
Mist IRENE RICH,
IF

to

HER.

Goldwyn

^flim.

^m^UUKKK/^KSiT^^^r^^ ^^T^^^K-

:

Contentment.

pretations in roles of this sort reflect
the girl herself.
Her personality attracted the notice
of the director, even as an extra girl,
and gained her the initial opportunity to prove her worth on the
screen. She is beautiful in a manner
which gains not only empty admiration, but lasting regard and interest.
She knows the value of work, and is
one of the most
conscientious
workers
outers
w

^MjH^^^^^BBte.

-JBtfek.
:

"'lMiBL

011

*

lle

screen.

Studios,

Culver City. U.S. A
' Ike P.ctnre
Show" foeiisnre a rtply.
Mention

IRENE RICK.

Fear.

Enquiry.

May
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In a few days he would be up and about again.
Sylvia must return to him. and he must never
know that it was other than she who had been
by his sido all the time
" 1 must go back to town
to
to make
arrangements," she managed to falter.
Jack raisod the hand ho held to his lips.
" Must you t " he said wistfully.
" Must
"
you really go f Couldn't you wait ?
Ho paused, listening intently for her reply.
Mona was struggling with herself.
She meant to play her part to the end. She
would give Sylvia every chance.
" I have left the house in an awful state,
Jacky," she cried suddenly, striving to speak in
the happy, careless manner which Sylvia
assumed. " And I must go to Bobby. Poor
little kiddy, 1 left him with the woman next

— —

She promised to see to him but I've
been up here quite a long while."
" The woman next door. Ah, yes
What is
her name 1 " Jack asked the question quite
naturally; but the girl, in her present wroughtup state of nerves, felt that he was listening
intently for her reply.
She gave a nervous little laugh.
" I've forgotten it, Jacky.
I never could
remember names. You know her," she said,
striving to speak lightly.
The man's fingers tightened suddenly over her
hand which he still held.
" If you must go to London, you will come
back 1 You won't leave mo for long ? Promise
me, little girl," he said in a low, tense whisper.
" What a strange boy it is."
Mona managed a laugh, but her lips were
Every moment she
working treacherously.
feared the tears would come.
It was terrible for her to see this big, strong
man brought so pitifully low ; to hear the fear

door.

!

in his voice.

me yet. Stay a
" I feel brave
her.

" Don't

more
when you

few

leave
days," he begged
are with mo. Even the darkness does not hold
terrors for me when I can feel your dear hand in
But I feel a coward—the terrible lonelimine.
ness catches hold of mo when you aro not hero.
1 know I am not behaving
1 know 1 am selfish.
like

a man.

It

is

not

fair for

me

to ask

you

to

stay with me, but until I am stronger I fear to
live without you beside me."
He was trembling with the intensity of hia

His fingers clung to hers.
all her prudeneo to the winds.
thought of bringing comfort and
only
She
peace to the man lying so helpless before her ; the
man it was her greatest happiness to serve.
" You foolish old fellow ! Why do you speak
You know quite well
like this, my dear ?
Jacky, that I would not leave you. You aro
just my great big baby, and I mean to spend
feelings.

Mona throw

life in trying to make you happy."
Her arms had gone round him in a

my

strong,

protecting clasp. All the pure Jove in her soul
was expressed in her embrace. He gave a littlo
cry ns ho clasped her to him.
" Heaven forgive mo. I am a selfish brute,"
he whispered.

Her

lips silenced

him.

She had never kissed him of hor own accord
She had always borne in mind that ho
before.
Sylvia's, and had striven by word and deed
to bo true to her own self-respect ; but now,
quito suddenly, all tho passionate depths of her
nature sprang to life.
The fierce, fighting spirit which had made her
a person to be reckoned with even' in the office,
sprang up within her. All her fears and anxieties
for the future were suddenly swept away.
She would go to Sylvia and do her best to
make her return to her duty. But if she refused.
Mona drew a deep breath.
If Sylvia refused her responsibilities ; if sho
refused to bo to. Jack the wife he deserved,
then she, Mona Leveridge, would take her place.
Jack was ill, a cripple in his blindness. He
had nothing nothing to provide even the
He and his child would be
necessaries of life.
objects of pity, without a friend in their helpWhat else could she do under the
lessness.

was

—

circumstances ?
Jack broko in upon her thoughts.
" You aro trembling, little girl.
What is
"The future frightens you ? So
it t " he said.
What right have I
it does me when I am alono.
What
to ask you to stay with me, I ask myself.
once I get about
But
when
offer
?
liave I to

again I shall find some way, I promise you. 1
can do something surely, and I will. I have a
little money owing to me. and 1 sba'n't mind
what 1 do if only 1 can have your companionship and trust

That

and

will

love."

never
"

she whispered.

fail

And

sou. Jack, my dear,'-'
don't worry about the

future."
An idea came into her mind.
" Mona has given mo her typewriter.
Did 1
" And she
tell you ? " she went on brightly.
I don't know if
to live with us.
yet, but it is her suggestion.

coming

talks of

come off
Would you mind
will

it

"

What
her heart beating loudly.
His next words would perhaps
J
alter all her future life.
" There is no ono I would rather havo in my
house than Mona," he said at last, very steadily.
Mona let her head fall on their clasped hands.
She dared not trust her voice for the moment.
" 1 must go on Monday, Jack," she said at last,
" I shall
rousing herself with a supreme effort.
bo back on Friday to fetch you."

" And you will come yourself ? "
" Yes, dear, I shall come myself."

surroundings.
But nothing could appear more respectable
and substantial than the well -polished heavy
mahogany furniture, the Turkey carpets, the
steel engravings, which covered the walls, and
the trim, elderly maid who had answered tho
door.
1
came up from Manchester yesterday,
" Jack is better.
He is
Sylvia," said Mona.
coming home to Golders Green on Friday."
"

really ?"

'

have done

I

all

I

Now

can.

carry on."
Sylvia came close

up

to

it is

for

you

to

Mona.

'

Mona

DIDguessed.

hesitated a moment.
No. His sight is impaired. He is also
weak
and ill and will want you to look after
very
him. But he is better and will soon be strong
"

and

The question haunted Mona through
the long dark hours of the night, as she strove
to think of past conversations, while tossing
from side to

side.

awful shame swept over her.
he had guessed the truth. What would he
think of her ?
She had let him kiss her ; sho had told him of
her love.
Sho writhed miserably as sho tortured herself
with her fears.
Yet how could he know ? He had opened his
heart to her. Ho had accepted the faQt that
nevor, never once had he
sho was his wife
acted as though he doubted .it.
Yet, if in his inmost heart he did, why had he
spoken to her to-day as he had ? Why begged
her to come back herself to take him home T
A sudden flood of happiness swept over her.
Could it be possible that, after all. he cared
Mona ? Had he guessed that it was
for hor
6he T Had he realised that Sylvia would never
as
sho had f
behave
Sho stifled tho cry that rose to her lips. If
that was so if he did know what was Sylvia

An
If

;

—

—

—

him now

Not

Sylvia turned from the mirror and gazed at her
visitor with big, trouble-filled eyes.
Mona nodded her head.
Yes, he is," she said, " and you must return
home at once and prepare for him. He believes
you have been up beside him in the hospital.

Do you mean he is quite well, that he has
recovered his eyesight ?" she said.

Did He Know ?
Was it possible he had
he know 1

to

Now don't look

?

'

felt

would he say

restlessly

the nows

is

You have not come to scold
me. have you ?
Mona Had come to the flat m Maida Vale
rilled with misgivings.
She had expected to
see vice written in big letters on all Sylvia's

so disagreeable.

'

?

There was a pause.
Jack did not answer for a moment.

Mona

What

backagain.

29th, 1920.

well again."
Sylvia burst into tears.
Mona placed an aim around the heaving
shoulders.
She naturally supposed that the girl was crying
for Jack, but Sylvia quickly undeceived her.
" Oh, how awful
Clara
It's just my luck.
has promised to take me up to Scotland next
Need 1 go home, Mona ? I hato that
week.
poky little house, and baby always crying, and
then there are the meals to get, and the washingI
1 can't do it.
up, and the sweeping.
" Mona
ask him to release me. Tell •him
tell him 1 never loved
I want my freedom
tell him what you like, only don't
him. Oh
!

—

!

;

!

him know where I am. Don't let him come
hero and make a scene, because Clara would

let

never forgive mo.
know, and then

She would turn
I

me

out, I

know what would

don't

me."

become
Sho was talking and crying at the same time.
Her face was the picture of misery, but Mona
knew that when once she had achieved her ends,
the smiles would return immediately.
" But, Sylvia, you must, if only for appearof

ances' sake."

Sylvia laughed harshly.

?

A

sudden, strange, unaccduntablo jealousy
took possession of her.
In those old days when Sylvia had married
him there had been a dull ache at her heart ; a
feeling of hopeless misery, but never this alldevouring fire of mingled hate and 6trange

" You call me selfish. I like that," she said.
What do I care for appearances ? I am not
the first girl who has not been able to live in tho

desire.

glass.

It frightcnod her as she realised that it would
be impossible for her to see Jack and Sylvia
together again. Sho in her favourite position

let

on

his knee,

and ho playing with her golden

"

homo

hor husband provided for her.
I could
not help Jack falling in love with me," cried
Sylvia, with a smirk at her rofloction in the
" Ever so

What have I
Oh, what havo I done ?
done ? " she whispered passionately. " I meant
well for them both. I acted with tho best inten"
now now
tions,

and

—

Sho buriod her face in tho pillow, while great
hard, dry sobs shook her frail form.
" If only I could have done as I have done yet
kept myself from caring so much," was the cry
in her poor, bruised heart.

" Suppose I

Him

LADY

to soe you, miss.

to Release Me."
She says her
and she
Miss
Leveridge,
J-\ name is
I told her that you
refuses to go away.
wore engaged."
The maid-servant was interrupted by Sylvia
springing up from her low seat by the window
"

A

and coming towards her.
"Oh, show hor up, Banks!" she cried
" Wait a minute. Is my hair all
eagerly.
Whore's that new frock I bought yesterday ? Just fling it ovor that chair so. Now
show her in here."
Mona entered the room, and Sylvia ran to
right

T

—

mce°t her.

Sho wore a negligee of silk and lace, but it
was soiled, and her satin shoes were rubbed at
the toes.
" Sit down,

do.

me

tell

darling.

So you havo got

Of course,
but

if I

I

don't

"

liked

she said desperately.

grateful, really

most

grateful."

"

that ?"

You mean
" Why, of course I do. What do you think
What good is a blind husband to me T"
Mona shrank back at the heartless words.

T

" Jack

is one of the best." she said hoarsely.
are a very wicked, selfish girl, Sylvia."
" I don't seo it. «-lf you think such a lot of
You have a squalhim, you try living my lifo.
ling kid and a house to attend to, and you go out
and carry home the shopping. It's fine for you

You

to talk,

You, who have a woman to come

in

every day to tidy up for you, and havo only
yourself to think of."
Mona wont towards tho door, but when sho
reached it, she turned and confronted Sylvia
again.

"

I shall take you at your word," she said.
shall tell Jack just what yon have said unless
you return to Golders Green before his return.
This gives you three days. At the end of that
time I shall tell Jack the kind of people you aro
It will be no ose you coming after
living with.

»I

that.

You

wilt

be too late."

(Another instalment of

you

;

Jack the truth and ho divorces

you. What then ?"
"Mona! I should be

"

" Ask

to

" Look here, Sylvia,

curls.

"

many men

them make love

She smiled again at her reflection, and Mona
had to restrain a strong desiro to slap her.

week.)

this splendid serial next

—

May
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LETTERS FROM
MARY.
-Room—

Mary

Pickford's Cottage Dressing
Roberts An Oriental Retreat

—

6210, Franklin Avenue,

Holhnrood, California.
clearest Fay,
I simply must tell you
about Mary Pickford's dressing-room,
which is really a whole cottage
Hor dressing-room is adorable in rose and grey
wicker, with lovely ferns and pink roses. Beyond
that is her reception-room in delf and Roman
pink, the wicker cushioned with blue-and-gold
cretonne.
There was a lovely portrait of Mis*
Pickford as Pollvanna's mother, quaint as could

—

MY

!

bo.

You see, wo went in through an arbour into
the back-door, and Miss PickfBrd said we tfust
come out the same way we went in— bad luck
otherwise
She has a tiled bath and kitchen
and pantry right off her dressing-room. Perfectly gorgeous
Of course wo left through the
!

!

The Wife of Theodore
Delicious Recipe.

—A

The walls are old-gold, hung with black velvet
drapes, black wicker furniture decorated with
Chinese figures of blue and gold. Chinese gods,
and East Indian incense, peacock feathera
everywhere instoad of flowers, two little green
parrots, the comfy lounge piled with Persian
figured pillows, and one of scarlet silk that had
a black cat, " Zigaboo," appropriated. Ripping
And oh
The gown she put on, probably dosigned to show her lovely shoulders, for the
bodice is mostly pearls and chiffon, and the
skirt is of rose-lined metal cloth, brocadod,
silver, with adorable hip ripples, and she carried
a fan of a single scarlet ostrich feather, amher
handled.
Stunning
To-night we ore going
*. 11-1
8
... i
u
„ \'
r
down to see
her :„
Your \Wife
?
Why iChange
!

!

—

!

i

Where Mary

is

:

<,

Living.

have asked
YOUwhere
am

me

to describe the place
It is really delightful,
and I feel I am right in the midst of all
the celebrities of filmland.
Only just across the street lives one of your
favourites.
I

living.

BEBE DANIELS

gues3 who I mean when I tell yon
that it is he whom we saw in the star part on
the screen the last time we went to a picture
show together. None other than the great
Sessue Hayakawa himself.
He lives in an absolutely entrancing place
a big castle named " Glengarry." which faces
"Castle Sans Souei." the much photographed

home

of Doctor Castle.

Robert Harron's Home.
just down the

looks

really beautiful as

a Spanish dancer.

You can

cream and eggs and sugar were not the luxuries they are now.
It was at a luncheon given in Betty Blytbe's
honour that I tasted this dainty tit-bit.
However, here is the recipe, and I hope you
will be truly grateful, for it required a lot of
persuasion of the hostess and cook before I
was able to get it for you.

The Recipe.

ONLY

road, about
two
streets and a half to the left, there is the
Robert Harron family, and Pat Moore

two
YOUputrequire
a tablespoonful

basins.
In the first,
of flour and a

you

teacup of

spoonful of baking-powder
one
dates that have been washed and
stoned, and one cup of walnut
;

kernels.

In the other, you put one cup of
sugar and add the yokes of three
new-laid eggs which have been well
beaten.

You pour the contents of the
second basin into the first, mixing
well, then add
the stiffly beaten
whites of three eggs, which have been

BEBE DANIELS
Chaplin"
Persian

even

takes

slightly flavoured with vanilla.
You
then must pour it into a buttered caketin, and bake in a moderately hot
oven from twenty to thirty minutes.

"Charlotte

Her
"Charlotte Chaplin"

to the studio occasionally.

cat

called

is

because she has a moustache!

Then comes the
serve

arbour! Miss Pickford won't allow anyone to
whistle on her set. either. You see, she was on

—

"

watch when

to

Thumb

'Op

o'

!

A Charming

Little

Woman.

that
YOUtoremember
tea with Mrs.

you we were going
You cannot
imagine how
is.
She took
tis down Vine Street, three streets away, to the
Lasky Studio, anoTintroduced lis to Bebe Daniels,
I told

Roberts.
charming she

stunning as " Vice." in " Everywoman." 1
suppose Alice and I are perfectly transparent
to clover people like Mrs. Roberts
but how
many would bother to delight us ?
,
" B.V.D." She met
Bebe Virginia Daniels
us at the studio stage door, dressed in a smart
braided street costume, and carrying a beautiful
Persian cat. Oh, she is so jolly nice
She
took us to her new dressing-room— the most
gorgeous Oriental-Egyptian-Chinese-Persian retreat
and wo talked while her maid dressed her
glossy black hair.

—

!

!

—

Full of Fun.

"—for the Bebe in Ouida's " Wooden
BEBE
Shoes " —she
animation
is

and fun,

all

her big, brown eyes sparkled as she said :
'" You see. I fairly jumped from the
ridiculous
rto the sublime.
But how I love it here
Do
!

you

like

my new

dressmg-room

?

"

Did we

!

final

plenty,

touch
of

!

You

whipped

As you can guess, it is delicious.
Write to me very soon.

Fondly yours,

Me

" gets under way.
I adore her
The sun shines every daj- here, and we see
famous people driving on the boulevard. Sometimes we even see pictures being made on the
streets. Jolly good time here. Fay.

with

cream.

—

the stage long before she was in pictures when
she was about three years old and she has
stage superstitions.
She was splendid to u-.

and one day we are

it

THEODORE ROBERTS

loves animals.
Wang, his Siamese
cat,js after a birdie with a yellow btU that is hiding in the

orange

tree.

P.S.

— Miss Daniels was

party

at

niclit,

and

us to him

!

door to them.
Theodore Roberts also lives
just a street away, only in
another direction. His house
is
on ft hill, just across
next

lives

from where
Williams

is

home. By
photograph

Kathleen

building her new
the way this
will

show you

that Airedales are not his
only pets. He has a won-

Siamese cat, whom
he has called Wang.
You
can see him in the picture.
derful

A

Delicious Recipe.

asked me
YOUacross
any

if

I

came
very

special
recipes
beloved of the stars of stardom,
that I was to let you have
them. J have got one. and

send
it is

But

it
herewith, although
dreadfully extravagant.

you

must

remember

that, it is Betty
Blvthe's
favourite pudding, chosen
by her before the war, when

MARY

owns a palm-covered home

Mary.

at a dinner
Roscoe Arbuekles's last
she is going to introduce

in

Los Angeles.

:

The rictun I
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FLICKERS FROM FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED
Picture-Goers as Shareholders.

A

NOVEL

idea in film

company

pro-

moting, which seems to have some
possibilities in it, has been tried in
America.
The Frohman Corporation,
which has Ruth Clifford and Jack Sherrill
as stars, has launched a plan to enlist the
interest of picture-goers in its productions.

The company is inviting 5,000 picture
patrons to become interested in the company for a nominal sum. The scheme is
not primarily financial in its purpose, but
more to create a large circle of devotees
who will take a practical interest in the
boosting of the productions made by the
company. If the idea becomes popular,
the admirers of stars will have an opportunity in future of supporting their
favourite players by a hard cash investment.

A

British

Film Pioneer.

D. TIPPETT is one of the
JOHN
pioneers of the British film trade.

Ho

dealt with pictures from the
Universal City Studios for many years,
and recontly started a now company, called
" Tippett Productions, Ltd.".

Ho

is

now

in

Amorica on an important

mission, which it is said will create con•8iderabie interest in British trade circles,

ADAMS.

K.

being made under the most favourable
conditions.
There will be no stint in the
cost of the studio, the sole object being to
give the producers and the artistes, who
will

be subsequently engaged, the utmost

possible aid in the technical side of their

work.
Mr. Tippett's two companies, the TransAtlantic Film Co., Ltd., and John D.
Tippett Productions, Ltd., are completely
organised for the efficient handling throughout the entire world of the pictures it is
intended to produce.
Mr. Tippett's intention is essentially to
produce pictures for world distribution,
and it is hoped that his great plans when
they mature will go a long way towards
placing the British-made picture upon the
markets of the world.

The Screen for Poets.

MR.

WOLPER,
lights

one of the leading
Mayflower photo-

the

in

play company predicts that before
long productions of famous poems on a
large scale will become an established fact.
The steady absorption by picture producers of past and current stag* plays,
and works of printed fiction, has brought

about a serious shortage of screen stories.
For this reason the works of celebrated
poets contain " a vast reservoir " of
splendid picture themes waiting to be
tapped.
In the mad scramble for highpriced stage plays, books, and magazine
stories, says Mr. Wolper, producers havo
neglected almost entirely a fertilo source
of picture themes of the most desirable
kind. This critic firmly believes that the
ideas and beauty of thought expressed in
poetry can be transmitted to the screen.
He considers that many of the great
pictures of the future will be those inspired by works of poetry.

We Learn From

Lessons

Films
A

man

young

the

.

an

loves

heiress for

himself alone.
*

*

•

The bee that
around the

loaf

*

gets
hive.
*

honey doesn't

the

•

A

second arrow from Cupid's bow
'/uickly heals the wound made by the
tirst.

*

The wise

*

*

girl smiles at

and then proceeds

to

a compliment,

forget

*

*

it.

»

However, the man at the bottom of the
ladder hasn't far to fall.
•

•

•

A man

never knows what a woman
really thinks of him until after he has
been married to her fur at least two weeks.
*

*

*

Self-lore is better than self-neglect.
*
•
•

A

flow of words

is

no proif of wisdom.

The Week's Best Films.
following
a
the
THEphoto
plays which are being
is

list

for exhibition at the

and the names

this week,
artistes

Walturdaw

JOHN
the

TIPPETT, the President of
British film company bearing his

and may conceivably influence the future

of
British productions to a striking degree.
Mr. Tippett will personally visit all the
finest
studios that exist in America,
including those in Los Angelos, California,

and

return with material that will
enable him to erect a studio that will
permit of the irost ambitious subjects

best
released

of

the

star

The Probation Wife

Norma Talmadge.

D.

name, who recently went to America
on an important mission.

"

..

..

of

cinemas during

" The Mantle of Charity
..
Margarita Fisher.
L.l.F.T. .. " The Case for the Defence
Francesca Bertini.

Astra

..

Western Import

.

.

"
"
''

" False Ambition."

Alma Rubins.
Astra

. ,

.

.

" Wives and other Wives."

Mary Miles Minter.
" Who Will Marry Me

Ideal

"
f

Carmel Myers.

will

F.L.F.S.

.

"

TheCareerof Katherine Busb'

Catherine Calvert.

Show Art

Sifplement, Mat/ 29fA, 1920.
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ace
Screetx.

VA/ALLACE
BBID,
"
'

(if

as well a* being one
the most courageous darc-dcvlln

In also an ideal MKMI lover.
Yet his ambition lias always been to play
bearded villain parte but he liKikn tr.o much
of a -i r.rii hem to be allowed to do ho.
On this pouc we see him wiHi five b.-r

uf

IveethearV

Hi.

Itl

in

to ulioni he lias made Ideal love (ill the
screen. Ah you know. In - Hpare time b> Hpent
inmakinx real love to hisbrown-eyed Titianhaired wife, pretty Dorothy Davenport, who
stand* " just as hiuh as hi- heart."

AiJ.-Vja-iVVV; t. s -y>i jr.

WALLACE
REID

A

pathetic love scene with

KATHLEEN WILLIAMS.

With

GERALDINE
FARRAR in
" The

Woman

God Forgot."

With

"The

GRACE DARMOND

in

Valley of the Giants."

With

NINA BRVON

in

'The Dub."
iPMotv*

:

PmrimoHHt-Arlrrttfl

•

29/A.
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THE DRESSING -ROC

The

Woman Who is Always Rushed — The

—"Ragged-Edged"

woman who has time
THEduties
that are hers seems

Nerves

for all

tlio

be
rare indeed, to judge from the constant eomplaints that are heard, of "never
having a moment to call her own " or
"'
being rushed off her feet." Yet I am
inclined to think that all the present-day
hustle and bustle is unnecessary, and that
if every woman knew how to take care of
the time, and fit her work and play in
more methodically, she would be less
rushed and feel bettor in health and temper
to

accordingly.

Few women seem to realise that mental
attitude has much to do with physical
effort.
If hor brain is not absolutely clear,
then her temper wilt suffer in consequence,
and she will in time worry herself into a
nervous wreck. The girl who gets up late
in the morning and rushes off to business,
hastily clothed and fed, and who leaves her
bedroom in a state of disorder to be tidied
when she comes home tired in the evening
will naturally not feol so clear-headed
for the work of the day as the girl who
gets up early and takes time over her food
and preparations for tho office. The slipshod girl will carry that sense of hurry and
dissatisfaction into all her tasks of the day.

—

—

The Value of Early Rising.
be surprised at the difference
SHEinwould
her health
she would only get
if

up a little earlier and give herself
good time to prepare for the tasks of the
day.
Xot only will the extra time be of
benefit to her, but the crisp, healthy air of
the early morning will do her no end of

— The

Value of Early Rising
of Rest.

Power

should endeavour to have eight or even
nine hours' rest at night w henever possible.
Just a day or two off -now and thou from
exertion will also work wonders to the
health of the busy worker.
One Sunday
out of overy four should be reserved for
Let her have
tho practice of this luxury.
her breakfast in bed, and spending the day
in tho luxury of a wrapper and a lounge
will male the difference between a blithe
and active woman and one who goes about
with a constant ache and fatigue. One
hour lying at full length upon a sofa or
bed will refresh tbo mind and body nioie
than three hours sitting in a chair.
A warm bath followed by a cool spray or

sponge is restful and refreshing. And
w hen an hour's rest is taken lying flat upon
the bed immediately after the bath, all nervous breakdowns will be prevented. Always

remember that work and ropt should be
equalised.
"Rest as you go " should be
the motto of every girl and woman who
wishes to preserve her youth and beauty.
Cver-Fatigue.

SLEEPLESSNESS

is often tlio result of
over-fatiguo, especially in the case of
the brain -worker, and when this is the

case no brain-workshouldbeindulgedin for
at least an hour heforo retiring. It is often
caused, too, by lack of exercise in the open
air, and for this a brisk walk in the evening
will be found a most satisfactory cure.

good, and instil into hor lungs the best,
clean air of the day.
During the summer
months indulgence in a good game of
tennis before the morning meal will
brighten one up wonderfully for the
day.
The modern girl is far too inclined to
turn her life into one long hustle, l ushing from one thing to another, whether
it be work or play, and allowing herself
not a moment for recuperation and
rost.
By so doing she depletes her
usefulness and lowers the vitality that
might be used more successfully. The
nerves suffer in consequence, and she
finally ends in a complete breakdown.

"Ragged-Edged" Nerves.
the nerves reach the ragged
WHEN'
edge stage, you must smooth

-

them over or run the risk of
nervous prostration. In the first place,
stay out in the open air as much ns
possible.
It is the open air that makes
you sleep, and you certainly need a
great deal of sleep to help rebuild a
shattered norvous condition.
There
is a wonderfully recuperative effect in
just the shutting of the eyes and then
relaxing all tension of the body for a
few minutes a day, banishing all
thought as well. This little habit can
quite easily be indulged in for a few

minutes each mid-day, and when it is
acquired it will be found a balm to
the nerves, and a great boon to
general health.
It
enables one
accomplish more work with less strai
than the customary rushing fashion, whe
wo make our wills supply the place c
strength, only to suddenly break down
altogether.
Eat plenty of nourishing food,
and when possible take a glass of milk
meals,
in the mid morning and the
betweon
afternoon, and again before going to bed.
A wafer or two can be taken with it, and
it must be sipped slowly, and not drunk
quickly down.

The Power of Rest.
EVERY woman should

take especial
care to have enough rest, for it is
that which controls the suppleness
of limb.
Seven hours' sleep is said to be
enough for a woman, yet the busy worker

Soft filmy lace is combined with crepede-Chine in this delightful rest gown
that is worn by Dorothy Dalton.
If the eyes feel tired, dip a linen handkerchief in cold water, squeeze it out lightly,
then fold as a bandage and lay over the
This soothes and refreshens them,
eyes.
and braces up tho tired muscles, removing
the strained, drawn look that is the result
of fatigue.

A

Djiesscu.

JD

A

T/u Picture Show,

Fine Complete Story, Telling of a Terrible Tragedy That Stood Between a

Man

was arranaing some flowers id the drawing-room
her husband came in suddenly.
" How many people are coming to dinner tonight ? " he asked abruptly.
" There's Mr. Gurney. Mr. Smart, and Miss Smart,
"
and Dr. Purnell if he can manage it. Why ?
" Only that I sha n't be able to be here," replied
her husband. " I forgot that I had made arrangements to dine at my club. You must do the best

you can without me.

If possible, I will

come back

before the party breaks up."

Evelyn, by this time was quite used to Farrar's

murmured a toneless "Very well," and
went on arranging the flowers. Her husband never
teemed to find any pleasure in her society, and they
had become so estranged that in her heart she was
glad when he was away.
But she could not help
indifference,

ALMA
TAJLOR
as Evelyn
Farrar,

feeling resentful when, as in this case, he did not
even go to the trouble to act as host to the people he

The Empty Nursery.
"

IT

my

duty as a physician to tell you the
The illness your baby
Mrs. Farrar.
from can be traced only to one cause.
Someone in your or your husband's family must
have been addicted to alcohol to the extent of the
craving being a disease. It would be better if you
did not have any more children."
I

Is

truth,

died

Dr.

Purnell.

the young

physician

who had

at-

tended Mrs. Farrar's baby, and who was now much
concerned about the health of the bereaved young
mother, placed his hand kindly on Mrs. Farrar's arm

went on.
" For your own sake you must try to forget, your
sorrow. No regrets will bring back your baby. It
is now your duty to look after your own health."
As' the doctor was speaking, Evelyn Farrar's husband came in and looked suspiciously at his wife and
the doctor.
" I was just telling your wife that she must look
after her health," said Purnell as he reached for his
hat and stick. " She is by no means well, Mr. Farrar,
but the cure lies with herself and those around her.
She requires the greatest care and attention for the
present.
I
should strongly advise a change of
residence."
"1 have made arrangements for taking a house
" It is her
in the country," replied Farrar sullenly.
own fault that she does not get better. Sitting and
moping over what has happened won't do any good."
Dr. I'urnell did not make any reply, but with a
bow to Mrs. Farrar and a nod to her husband, he left
the house.
as he
"

As soon as he had gone Farrar turned on his wife.
" I suppose you have been telling that, doctor all
" I won't have
about my faults ? " he said angrily.
you discussing me, do you hear ?
" We were not discussing you," returned his wife
" Does it
quietly as she took a seat on a conch.
strike you as being very strange that a mother
should be unhappy at the loss of her baby ? Dr.
Purnell was only telling me at, length what he has
told you in fewer words."
was easy to see that there was little in common
between these two. James Farrar was a thick-set,
bullying type of man.
His somewhat coarse face
was blotchy and seared with the lines of dissipation,
and the dominant characteristic of the man was
selfishness.
His wife was a young woman with a
beautiful and refined face.
There was a story of
silent suffering written in (he deep brown eyes.
The coining of her baby had filled her heart with the
sacred love of motherhood, and had given her something to live for. Farrar had never really loved her.
Ho was the kind that thinks only of self, and his sole,
reason for marrying her had been to gratify a certain
selfish pride, that she woidd look well at the head of
It

his table to entertain his guests.

When

that novelty

had worn off, he had returned to his bachelor haunts.
Every night saw him at his club ; every night, or
more often early morning, saw him staggering into
his house the worse for liquor.
And so matters had
gone on until Evelyn Farrar, robbed of the love she
had a right to expect from her husband, had found
the great consolation in the birth of her child. She
looked at her husband now with a dull feeling of
despair in her heart as he helped himself to a big
whisky-and-soda, and t«ld her about his plans for
removing to the country.
" After all," she reflected, " I shall be happier
there."
Never so long as she lived would she forget that
empty nursery. Kieht after night, while lying in bed
unable to sleep, listening lor the return of her husband, she had been compelled to get up and visit
the nursery, and the sight of that empty cot had
opened once more the floodgates of sorrow. She
would at least be spared t his agony if she went down
into the country.
Sho acquiesced in her husband's
plans, as", having got himself into a more cheerful
mood by repeated applications of whisky, he gave
her details of the liew house he had bought.

The Farrars hod been settled down in the country
about a month, when one afternoon, as Evelyn

for

had himself invited to his house. Evelyn went to
her room, and soon afterwards ?he heard her husband drive away in his ear.
A little later Dr. Purnell came, and Evelyn showed
genuine pleasure as she went forwaril to meet him.
Since her baby's death she had grown to look upon
the doctor as the one friend she could rely upon,
and almost unconsciously she found herself hoping
that be would continue his visits after his services
as a physician were no longer needed.
" I began to be afraid that you would not be able
to come," she said.
"I am very pleased to be here." he returned with
" By the way, was that
his usual grave courtesy.
Mr. Farrar whom I saw driving to the village as I
came along ? He did not seem particularly glad to
see
"

me."

He

does not like you because you have been
good to me, and also because he knows that you
despise him for his drinking habits," replied Mrs.
Farrar.
She spoke with a bitterness she had thought she
could never feel.
" If it had not been for you I should not have got
better.
I felt, that 1 did not wish to live after baby
died. You must have seen that I am a wife in name
only.
My husband has long since ceased even to
pretend to love me.
I am useful for entertaining
Ins guests, and even then he often insults me by not
when
dinner
he has invited people here
appearing at
as he has done to-night."
" Come, come." said the doctor kindly.
" You
are still weak from your illness.
You will take a
brighter view of things when you are stronger."
He placed his hand on her arm as he spoke, and
Mrs. Farrar fell forward on to his shoulder and burst
into tears. Dr. Purnell threw his arms round her,
or she would have fallen to the floor, and there he
held her till she had recovered. Then, as she looked
up into his face, her eyes revealed her secret. The
respect she had always had for him liad deepened into
love.

And in that same moment that the secret of Evelyn
Farrar was revealed, so did Dr. Purnell realise that
there could never be any other woman for him. Utit
she was not free. The doctor was the soul of honour.
Very tenderly he withdrew his arms from Mrs.
Farrar.
" This

won't do, my dear. I can't stop here
We must say good-bye. I will
I do.
leave to-morrow," he said.
His voice was tender, but there wa« a finality in

knowing what
his words.

He gave Evelyn a

chaste kiss on her forehead, and

left the room.
For a few minutes Evelyn Farrar stood like a
statue.
She had not meant to give way, but the long
years of insult and suffering had made her heart
yearn for the sympathy and affection her husband
had never given her. And now she had lost the
friendship of the one man who had proved such a
great help to her.
Her momentary weakness hod
turned friendship into love, but it was a love that
would have to be crushed. Henceforth she would bo

slowly

alone in the world.
Wlien Dr. Purnell, having dressed, came downStairs he was met by Mr. Gurney.
Gurney was one
of those men who K'lie the tradition that n love of
gossip is a woman's weakness.
He was always
probing Into other people's business, and ninetenths of his conversation was tittle-tattle.
As the doctor approached he gave a sly wink, and,
taking his arm confidentially, he drew him on one
side.

" Ah, doctor, doctor, you medical men are all
Lotharios. That was a very pretty scene just now.
Well. I don't
to be passing, you know.
blame you for llirting with our hostess. Mrs. Farrar
is a very beautiful woman."
Purnell changed colour. That the scene between
him nnd Evelyn Farrar had l>een witnessed was bad
enough, but that Gurney had observed them was too
terrible to think about.
" Mrs. Farrar is not the kind of woman one flirts
>
with," he said coldly.
"If you saw me kissing her
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because I love her. When I tell you that I leave
this house to-morrow never to return, 1 think you
will understand as a man of honour that you will
not mention what you saw to a living soul.
woman's honour is in your keeping."

it is

A

"My

dear chap." replied Gurney, "don't take it
too seriously. These little things -will happen. Ol
course, I shall not say anything unless I am asked.
Then it would be different, wouldn't it ? "
Dr. Purnell had no time to say more, for Mr.
Smart and his sister came in at that moment. It
was not a pleasant evening for the doctor. He knew
Gumcy's reputation as a gossip, and he could not
rely on the man keeping a silent tongue.
The only
thing he could hope for was that Gurney would not
speak for a long time. Then, since it would be known
that he had not been to the Farrars for the period
of Gurney 's silence, the incident would not look so
serious.
Also there was some slight consolation in
the fact that Gurney was such a confirmed gossip
that some people did not take him seriously.
After dinner, while the party were playing cards,
Gurney suddenly got up from the table and pointed
to the open French windows which locked out on
to the lawn.
" Did you see that ? " he exclaimed excitedly.
The others rose, and following Gumcy's hand, they
Eaw a tramp disappearing over the wall.
Gurney, swelling his little form like a peacock,
went to the window and out on to the lawn.
The tramp had disappeared, and as Gurney
returned to the table with a swagger, he remarked
" It's just as well to let those gentry know there's
a man about the place.
He won't dare to return
:

now he's seen me."
In spite of his troubled mind Dr. Purnell could not
help smiling at the silly bravado of the little man.
Had there been any real danger, Gurney would have
been the last to face it.
The evening was over at last and Purnell was one
of the first to retire.
As he was undressing lie thought
he would like a cigarette before turning in. He went
to his dinner jacket, but his case was not in it.
Then
he remembered that he had left it on the mantelpiece
of the -library.
Putting on his coat, he went downstairs.
When he entered the library he saw that
Farrar had returned. He was seated in a big armohair in front of the fire, very drunk, and evidently in
a bad temper.
Gurney and Smart must have decided
that his company was not desirable, for there was no
sign of them, though when the doctor had left them
they had intended to stay up for some time.
" Hello " said Farrar.
" Have a drink ? "
" No, thank you," said the doctor, going to the
mantelpiece and taking up his cigarette case. " I
only came down to get a smoke."
He lit a cigarette and looked at Farrar, as the
latter lurched over his chair and helped himself to a
big whisky.
Don't you think you would lie better without
another drink ? " he said. " Can't you give up this
"
only
the sake
wife

.

!

of your

for

life, if

?

There was an aggressive glare In Farrar's bloodshot
eyes as he faced Purnell.
" What do you mean ? " he demanded.
" And
what are you doins wandering about my house at
t his ti me of night ?
How
do I kuow you are not going
"
to meet my wife ?
" I can only attribute your insulting remarks to the
" I told
condition you are in," replied Dr. Purnell.

—

you what I came down for my cigarette case.
Having got it I will go."
" No, you don't
" I'm going to
roared Farrar.

>

!

settle

with you."

He threw
almost

sent

himself, he

himself on the doctor with a fury which
Purnell olf his feet, but recovering
pushed the drunken man away from

him.

Then, as he turned to leave the room, Farrar picked

up the heavy decanter and aimed a blow at his head.
Purnell ducked under the blow, aud Farrar fell
heavily to the ground.
Purnel! bent down to pick
him up, and then, to his horror, he realised that
something had happened. In falling Farrar had
struck his temple on the decanter which he had retained in his hand as he fell.
One glance was enough to tell the terrible truth.
Farrar was dead
Purnell rushed to the bell-pull, which he knew
communicated with the butler's room, and gave it h
tug.
Then he sat down and waited, scarcely able
to realise the tragedy that had happened so suddenly.
Two minutes passed, and there was no answer to his
ring.
Then the situation began to dawn on Purnell.
Here he was alone with a dead man. If he were discovered, he would certainly be suspected of killing
!

He saw the circumstantial evidence against
It would be assumed that Farrar bad been
with a blow on the temple.
Nobody would
ever believe that he had met his end in such a remarkable way as he had done. Then there would
be the evidence of Gurney the scene lietweeu
Mrs. Farrar and himself, which would convince any
Farrar.

him.

killed

—

(Continued on page i8.)
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THE LUCKY THIRTEEN
The Story of Mrs. Jean Trebaol and
Her Family in Filmland.

THIRTEEN

children in one family and
That's
ton of them in motion pictures
the explanation of
the happy smile
with which Mrs. Trebaol greeted the census
enumerator and told him proudly that Edouard,
who is only fifteen, has just beon engaged for
an important role in " The Penalty." And she
told him how the rest of the youngsters are
appearing in Goldwyn plays, and are in demand
whenever children's parts are found in a story.
Mrs. Trebaol doesn't find thirteen an unlucky
!

number when it comes to children, particularly
Little
when all of them are wage-earners.
Jeanette, who is only four, can shake her curls
is earning her bit and is always
ready for a now job.
As for Edouard, why,
for he's one of the
he's in tho plutocrat class
star contributors to the family exchequer.
Not to be outdone, the pets of the household,
the horse, the cow and calf, the chicken, rabbits,
dogs, and cat, have added their bit to the
"
treasury,
and, liko Barkis, are " willin'
to answor a call for their services at any time.

proudly, for sho

;

A

Unique Opportunity.

in
are seven boys and six
THERE
the family.
Mrs. Trebaol does not permit
girls

for motion-picturo
work to interfere with their schooling. The
six oldest speak French fluently, and the others
are learning fast, for their mother and the
older children talk French to them at home.
Yoves makes clever cartoons, using the film
actors and actresses he meets at the studios for
his subjects.
Oliver is employed in a filmdeveloping laboratory at the studio, and hopes
Mrs. Trebaol
to be a camera-man some day.

her children's liking

all the younger childron are going
if they have to give up their
motion-picture work.
As
for
Edouard,
he says that some day he's
_
going to havo a motion-picture producing
company of his own, with actors and actresses,
camera-man, director, and " types " selected

says that

to college, even

exclusively from
"

when you

get

his director, to

"

among

his sisters

and brothers.

Who is going to be president of this company
it

he was asked by
?
he explained his plans.

started

whom

"

course " lie replied,
tho answer was obvious.
Mrs. Trebaol seems to havo made a pretty
good record as business manager of a large
family, and, as Edouard says, that's a harder
job these days than running the biggest motion
picture concern you could think about. May bo
ho isn't far wrong at that.
as

Why,

mother,

of

!

if

FOUR TO TWENTY-FOUR.

The

calf

is

a particular favourite with

some

of the

younger members

of the Trebaol family.

The thirteen children of Mrs. Trebaol. Jeanette, who is four, is the youngest. Next comes Isabelle, Francis, Philip, Marie, Annie,
Yeves, Edouard, Yvonne, Cecilia, Herve, Oliver, and Jean. All, except Jean, Cecilia and Herve appear regularly in Goldwyn productions.

—

—
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first glimpse of
Maidie
was of a shock
of rod
not reddish,
red
hair, and a pair

—

of

—

inquisitive

briglit,

peeping at me
from her dressing-room
as I came towards it
down one of the long

eyes

corridors of tho Palla-

dium.

Arrived at

my

destination I found,
curled up on the sofa,
a childish figure,
in some loose
garmont of terra-cotta
hue, which managed

attired

MAIDIE SCOTT.
(Vholo: Claude

Iliirris.)

to

with

well

was

tho

red

sleeveless,

hair,

two

hlend surprisingly
and displayed, for

prettily

rounded arms

into the bargain. Polite preliminaries being concluded 1 sealod myself in a comfortable chair.
" Miss .Scott,'' 1 began, somewhat nervously,
" I've come to ask you rather a strange question
Have you ever thought of going on the
films ?
It seems strange, because somehow
one does not associate the screen with vaudeville to tho extent one does with the legitimate
:

drama,

arid to

my

knowledge you have never

publicly evinced any porsonal interest in films.
Yet your peculiar gifts of mimicry and pantomime seem so well adapted to film acting that
I think a great many pooplo must have won-

dered whether you have ever thought of appearing on the scroon.
I
I wish you would tell
me whether you have," I concluded lamely.

—

Her

First

Camera

if

at the

moment

— though only a possibility

—of my acting for tho

films. In
not strange at all, save as
a coincidence, for, as it happens, I have just had
my first camera test. The very first shots were

fact,

your question

is

my

most

unsati-ifactory, for
make-up when
registered was appalling ! a positive libel.
They say that the camera never lies anyway,
1 know that it can exaggerate very much, and
if one is badly made up.it brings out overy tiny
fault to a startling degree, especially when, as

—

;

"

SUNKEN ROCKS."

lloor.

also.

The second time the test was made
know myself. My make-up was quite

JzV m

I

didn't

correct,

and my movements, so tho director was kind
enough to tell me, were perfect. He says that
I certainly have a film personality."
" May 1 know the name of this director. Miss
Scott t " I askod,
" Well, I'm afraid I am not at liberty to give
it at the moment," was the reply, " but I may
say that I found myself amenable to his direction, or, rather, that his direction
reacted

sympathetically upon my temperament.
I
think that such a tremendous lot depends on
the director— that in a way he should act with
the artist.
This particular one
talked
my
little test part through once with me, suggesting
the various emotions he wished me to portray
tragedy, fear, hunger for love
and 1 found
myself responding so well that, after- the shots
had been taken, he told me I was so responsive
th.it in a few moments I had produced effects
that ho had obtained from other people onlyafter two hours' rehearsal.
It was very nice of
him, but when I saw myself on the screen in
the projection-room afterwards— saw the different shades of feeling crossing my face and
the tears welling in my eyes, I remembered how
he had called them into being, that it was he
who had obtained the effects.'
'

'

;

Her Remarkable

Vitality.
Miss Scot t is one of the
I
most expressive people it is possible to
meet, and by that I mean that she is ah
actress, an artist, off the stage as well as on it.
Every word and she is fond of emphasizing
her words is illustrated by a speaking look or
an expressive gesture of the hand, while her
absolute concentration js amazing.
Even to
this short interview she brought to bear all the
force of her remarkable vitality.

MAY here remark that

—

She went on to speak of Broken Blossoms."
which she had recently seen, and of her admiration for Lillian Gish, and this little girl's wondorful performance in the Griffith masterpiece.
" Amazing ! " she said. " How I should have
loved those Gish scenes could I have portrayed
such a role. You know my forte is tragedy,
roally— in character roles, of course. But what
Oh, I would go
a director Miss Gish had
!

Then he went to the mantelpiece.
" The master has been robbed, ma'am

{Cont

jury that their secret love was sufficient motive for
the crime.
He found himself thanking his luck that
Mis next
the butler had not answered the bell.
thought was, should he tell Mrs. Farrar. He decided
Very cautiously he mode his way to her
to do so.
bedroom. He tried the door of her room and entered.
Just as he was walking over to wake her, he heard a
footstep outside, and then the voice of Arnold the
butler, asking
" Did you ring, ma'am ? "
Purnell stepped back into the shadow of the room
as Mrs. Farrar awoke, aud told Arnold that she had
not rung.
A new thought now came into the doctor's head.
He saw that if lie told his story he would not only
not be believed, but that Mrs. Farrar would l>e suspected of complicity in the crime. He waited till
she had fallen asleep again, and then crept out of the
room. A way out of the trouble had come to lilm.
He remembered the tramp that fJurney had seen in
the garden.
He would Ux up the death to look like
robbery and murder.
Once having made a plan of campaign, he worked
swiftly.
He took the notes from the dead man's
pockets, his watch and rings, overturned a chair, and
pulled the cloth from the table to make it appear that
there had been a struggle.
He used a handkerchief
to cover his hand when he touched anything, so that
there should he no tell-tale lingcrprinti.
Then, with
his diamond ring he cut out a circle in the glass of the
French window to make it appear that the burglar
had entered the room in this manner by putting his
hand through the hole and drawing back the bolt.
He found a pair ol boots, and putting them on,
walked out on the lawn anil back to leave the lootprints of the supposed burglar.
After that he took
olf the boots and burneu them on the (Ire.
Quite
satisfied now that the police would be certain that it
was a case of robbery and murder he went to bed.
It was the parlour maid who discovered the dead
body of her master the next morning. She at once
ran for the butler, and Arnold rushed up to his
mistress with the terrible news.
As Evelyn stood
horror-stricken over the body, Arnold noticed some
loose change that Purnell had scattered about the
:

bad

—

Test.

ropliod Miss Scott slowly, as
she
YES,"
were weighing up her words, " there is

a possibility

so often happens over hero, the studio lighting
is
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Maidie Scott Tells of her Experiences Portraying Tragedy, Fear and Hunger for Love.

TESTING A FILM FACE
MY
Scott

it

.

!

" he said,

"

ana the murderer has also taken away Dr. Purnell's
gold cigarette case.
It was on the mantelpiece when
I went to bed.
I spoke nbout it to Mr. Granny."
When the rest of the household were aroused,
everybody was certain that the crime had been committed by the tramp whom Uurncy had seen on the
luwn.

The police were communicated with, and Scotland
Yard sent Inspector Weir aud his assistant to take
up the case.
In the meantime. Dr. Purnell had found an opportunity to get Evelyn Farrar alone, and tell her the
true story. She realised that he had acted its he had
done to save her good name, and believed implicitely
The only man who did
his account of the tragedy.
not believe that the tramp was the murderer was
He had wormed out of Uurney the
Inspector Meir.
story of the scene between Dr. Purnell and Mrs.
Farrar, and his assistant had found out from the
servants that Farrar and his wife had never been
happy. Also, the detective had noticed that the
tracks made by Purnell were not continued to the
other side of the garden wall.
Weir determined to trap the doctor into a confession.
Two day< after the murder he asked Purnell
to meet him at Mrs. Farrar's, ns he wished his assistance on a clue he had discovered. He secreted his
assistant behind a curtain, and when Purnell appeared
he told him that he was satisfied that the tramp had
murdered Farrar, and that he was going to arrest him
He judged rightly that Purnell, if guilty,
that day.
as the detective felt certain he was, would confess
rather than see an innocent man arrested.
And he
was right, Purnell was just on the point of telling
the true story, when the telephone hell rang.
It was
Walking in the grounds -she had seen
Mrs. Farrar.
the assistant hiding behind the curtain, and she realised that Weir had set a trap for the doctor.
After
she had warned him, Purnell turned Hie conversation,
anil walking to the window he pulled buck the curtain
disclosing the detective.
" So that is your method of trying to trap people.
Inspector Weir.
I shall make it my business to let
the Chief Commissioner know about this."
He went to the writing-table and wrote a note.
" You might cive this to the Commissioner with
my compliments," he sald> as he left the room.

—

anywhere " this with a funny little smile and
an expressive wave of the hand " to have
Griffith direct

"

—

me

!

He

is

marvellous

!

"

Would you

care to go to America, if the
possibility of your acting for the films became
"
Miss Scott

an actuality,
" Not unless

?

could be directed by Griffith."
she replied with twinkling eyes then, soriously
" No, I do not want to leave England. I love
it. and my people here.
I think, too, if I di<l
make some pictures over here, and my first
ventures were not very successful, my dear
public would forgive me, for it is so verv faithful.
But in America it would be different. One would
have to be a very wondrous person over there."
I

:

;

A

Severe Critic.

a just, but a severe, critic,
MISSwhoSCOTT
frankly confesses that she
hard t«
is

is

please.
her
For
instance,
though
admiration for Mary Pickford as an artiste is
great, it is by no means blind. While she loved
little Mary in " Daddy Long-Legs," she severely
censured her performance in " Less Than the
Dust."
And the person on whom Miss Scott is hardest,
from whom she exacts most, is herself.
''
Jf I should do any film acting," she told mo.
" I shall expect to do it in the spirit of a beginner,
knowing nothing. I think the reason for, if not
the failure, nt least the mediocre success, of so

—

many

legitimate stars in films,

lies in

the fact

that they knew so much about the stage that
they forgot they were entering a new field of
expression. Of course, I should know that my

my natural abilities, and in
return I should trust implicitly in him, bowint;
to his superior knowledge. Indeed, I shoidd not
entertain any film project unless I could choose
my director and camera-man or, for that
matter, unless I were pretty sure beforehand
of my suitability for the work, because, apart
from any personal consideration, I feel I have
a duty towards my public, and I wouldn't
disappoint it for tho world.
" But," added Miss Scott, " 1 must confer
that the screen does attract me. especially from
tho point of View of the opportunity it affords
for versatility.
I think it is the big thing of the
future, and somehow," she finished quaintK
" 1 should like to feel that I had poked my nose
"
in it
May Heeschel Cl.\«ke.
director relied on

;

!

Baffled at the very moment when he looked like
succeeding, Weir tore up the note and left the house.
Weeks passed, and the police were as far as ever
from discovering how Farrar had met his death
Occasionally Dr. Purnell came to sec Evelyn Farrar
There was no legal bar to their happiness, but as the
doctor pointed out they could never wed.
" There are sunken rocks Itttwcen
that prevent
our marriage," he said. " The tragedy of your husband's death is a shadow that will never be lifted."
One night, when he had come on one of these visits,
he was just on the point of departure, when there was
a noise in the drawing-room. Purnell, followed byMrs. Farrar, stole out of the house and crept up to
Peering in he saw the tramp
the French windows.
who had been seen by Ourney on the night of the
tragedy. He had come to rob the house, and had
knocked o\ct a table as he was crossing the room.
In a few seconds Dr. Purnell had overpowered the
tramp, who, as he faced lus captor, suddenly Shouted

w

out
" You're the

man wot 'ad
the scuffle with the
"
drunken bloke that night
" Did you see everything ? " exclaimed the doctor
excitedly, for he realised that here was a witness who
!

could corroborate his story.
" I saw
" All the lot, guvnor." replied the tramp.
''im try to 'It you with the bottle, and you dodacd
stopped
down.
'Is
'cad
and
Then 'e fell on
I know
"
You never 'it 'im I
It was an accident.
" Will you swear this ? " asked the doctor.
" Yes, If you make it worth my while, and say
nothing about this job to-night."
Backed by the tramp's statement, Dr. Purnell
went to the police and told them the true -tory. lbwas arrested, but the evidence of t!ie tramp secured
an acquittal without the jury leaving the box.
Evelyn Farrar, at the doctor's suggestion, had gone
to. a quiet part of Devon to await the remit of the
trial.
It was here that Dr. Purnell found hfX after
he followed his wire announcing his acquittal
" There are no more sunken rocks between us, dear."
he said, as he folded her in his arms, " only the .-mouth
seas for our argosy of happiness."

(Adapted from incidents in the Hepwor h photoSunken Rocks " featuring A ma Taylor as
Evelyn Furrar. and released bv the Butcher Film
play. "

Company.)
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MARJORIE

VILLIS.

The Star Who Owes Her Screen Success
to E. Temple Thurston.

MARJORIE

VILLIS was born

in London,
wore
induced her
to take up a professional career at a very
early age. In fact, she was still at school when
she had hor first engagement as a fairy in a
play called " Hans Anderson."
After playing
many othor small parts, sho was east for the
principal part in " Driven," a play by E. Temple
Thurston.
He was the first to suggest that
she should take up film work, and told her
that one of his books was shortly to be filmed,
adding that he thought that she was particularly suited for the leading part. The play
was filmed, and Miss Villis scored an immediate
success in it.
Soon afterwards she appeared
in " Traffic," a photo-play founded on another
of Mr. Temple Thurston's novels.

and the

that

fact

hor

parents

connected with the stago

Off to America.
on she went to
LATER
appeared in a revue

America, and there
entitled " The Century Girl," in which Elsie Janis and Fred
Tinney took star parts. But she still possessed
a desire for film work, and joined the famous
Lasky Players corporation.
However, three
months later the war broke out, and she felt
a keen desire to help the Old Country. This
brought her back to England, where she immediately took up a position on the Ministry
of Munitions.
It was while she was working on the ministry
that she was booked to appear in a film entitled
" The Rugged Path," and later she played
leading parts in three films for the Harma

Company, namely. " The Silver Greyhound,"
''The Power of Right," and "A Romany Lass."
Her portrayal of Rilka, tho gipsy girl, in the
last-named established for her a high reputation
as a character actress.
Her reputation has
been not a little enhanced by her forceful
interpretation of
Who Forgot."

a

fisher -girl

in

"

The Man

Miss Villis has a wonderful power of interpreand with it all she is perfectly natural.
Her favourite authoress is Mrs. Gertrude
Atherton, and she has a great ambition to
play the heroine in the novel " Patience Spartation,

hawk."

When not engaged in productions, Miss Villi9
spends a good deal of her leisure in gardening,
and is quite an expert in the cultivation of
vegetables, many of her products having gained
the envy of experienced professional gardeners.

A
As a cave woman

in "

The Power

ol Right,

thrilling incident

with

BERNARD DUDLEY

in

"A Romany

MISS VILLIS 'S most outstanding success on the screen was in
which was a great success in America,

this

Lass."
British

»

film,

—

!

—
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On

the Borders of Civilisation.

By MARTIN JOHNSON,
World's Famous Explorer & Photographer

WHEN

we had

S/ioic,

May

29lh, 1920.

CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE.
Tenacity of Purpose and Ruthless
Determination are Indicated in
the Face of Lillian Gish.

finished our wanderings in

the South Sea Islands, it was necessary
for us to find some place where wc could
slay till the steamer we had arranged to call
lor us should appear.
As we had a considerable time to wait we
chose a suitable island, and then came the
question of where we -were going to live.
It would have been impossible for us to have
lived in one of the native huts, for, as I have
stated in previous articles, they were too filthy
to think of.
In the circumstances I decided to build a
house.
As soon as we had started we saw we should

such forms delight in order and
accuracy. They also love applause, but more
others
for the sake of giving
pleasure to

cannot soe

:

than their

own

The no.-e is indicative
and determination,

sake.

energy, perseverance
and benevolent fidelity.

of

The Mouth.
remarkably tender and of exquisite musical
taste. The lips denote caution and circumgenerosity'
bespeaks
also
spection
it
and a profound nature.

IS

;

have no lack of help.

A

The Contour

Cunning

Flatterer.
whole of the village

THE

turned

out

face of Miss Lillian Gish is indicative
of honesty of purpose, a woman who
hears more than she speaks, a mind

assist us.

They were very

friendly,

and a few

accurate and comprehensive, and
turned away from her purpose.

presents of beads, mirrors, and bits of bright
cloth soon made them forget their natural
shyness.-

tion.

Spiders Six Inches Long.

ONEwas

of our chief troubles in our new home
the presence of spiders.
Some of
them were fully six inches long, and one
old chap used to come round regularly 'every
night to get his dinner off me.
It was no use chasing him away.
He came
back regularly for another bite, and would not
depart till he had had his fill.
The natives on this island were a very finely
built race. They had wonderful teeth and very
bushy hair. Some of the women had bits of
calico for dresses, but mostly they wore only a
broad sort of belt round the waist, made out of

woven

The

fibre.

LILLIAN GISH.

The Forehead.
outline
the forehoad gives
THEperfect
expression
a
of

of

VV

home

the fullness of the eyes themdenoting imagination, love of
approbation, comprehension, and
extreme sensibilities the eye of the idealist.
Note how the upper eyelid is inclined to droop,
as if in thought or contemplation.
The eye,
with such a forehead, can see what others

—

warm

sea.

But there comes an end to all things at last.
The natives were genuinely distressed when
we set sail.
They had come to know us and we them,
and there were many tearful faces as they lined
up on the beach to bid us farewell.
the END.

they

possess

gives

of self-approbation.

In Love.

CAPABLE

affection
tenderness
and
of
to the person she loves, for his strength
enjoyed
by all
character
can
be
only
of

that is strong in her. So we read her thoughtin sparkles of light, a charming woman crowned
with the glory of her youth.

In Health.

USUALLY

inelinod to be fanciful regarding
Very
ailments, excitable, and nervy.
dry climates and plenty of sunlight in
and
variety
change
of
their greatest safeguard,

and

travel.

PTTLI

The Idea
" on
THEa camera-man.
country house

location," called at
for some dinner.
The
fresh air had given him a big appetite,
and he did ample justice to roast beef and
vegetables.
"
Thiscourse finished, heasked forthe " sweets
to be brought

said.
" Dearie,

me

!

dismay. *f As if
without sweets
!

ould
"

The

Giles's

"

exclaimed the hostess, in
a good diiuier is not enough,
But here, Bridget, slip down
for

threepen'orth

o'

brandy

-

—*

!

cake.

"No, mum." replied the tramp, setting forth
his journey, " it reminds -me of
the stones I used to break at Portland."

once more upon

—

The modern mother compressed

her lips.
the contrary, my love," she said, " he
too eligible to be consideied old."

On

is

Actor (playing a small part in a film)
" Ah, yes, I've had a very hard life, sir."
Kuxnv Friend " Mjjstly on the boards.
"
:

suppose

i

I

!

Actor

" Harder eveu than that, mostly on

:

the rocks."

over
FORtalking

en hour the salesman had been
about the marvels of the motor
car he was trying to sell.
" And the price of the car is £000." the
customer murmured thoughtfully. " Does that
"
include everything ?
" Yes
of course the lamps are
oh. no
extra." replied the salesman.
" Lamps extra," said the customer sharply
" but they are shown in this illustration."
" My dear sir," said th«* salesman smoothly,
"so is a very beautiful film star, but we do not
give a lady with every car."

—

He'd Had Some.
came a
THERE pretty

Too Bad.

Only a Picture.

Difference.

" Yes, mother dear. I like Mr. Lotsagold,"
said the youthful cinema girl. " But isn't he too
"
old to be considered eligible T

"

" Does it remind you of the cakes your mothei
used to make, poor fellow 1 " asked the artiste
sadly, as she looked proudly at her rejected

in.

Tho servant hurried to her mistress.
" The gentleman wants sweets now," she

our island
Mrs,

which

talent

them the contentment

FILM
balls

while waiting for the ship.

natural

of

selves,

to

Johnson desigued a stove and kitchen
out of doors, and it was very amusing to see tho
native women round her when she was cooking.
They tried hard to follow out her system,
but from what I saw of their cooking I should
not have cared to tackle their dishes.
Wo had a garden also that was just getting
fine when we had to come away.
Looking back on our time on this island I
often think they were some of the pleasantejt
days my wife and I have ever spent together.
It wns glorious to sit outside in the sun or
walk down to tho beach and to swim in the luke-

this type belone the ideal, guided by
love
idealism, and by their natural
and attraction for the beautiful in all
They not infrequently have the gift
things.
of prophecy. Genius is a thing to them infinitely
superior to common sense, and the calmness

OBSERVE

natives.

in

under-

The Eyes.

old chief

Farewell.
had a very pleasant time

the most

clear

standing, as does the elevation abo\e
the eye of elegance and originality.
Note
the width of the lower part of the forehoad
where the faculty of comparison is situated.
The upper part of the countenance shows
more the seat of reason, and the under of
imagination.

Justice of Solomon.

A Sad
\y;K

easily

TO

quite
THEway he ruledwas
the

a Solomon in- the
While we were
there, there was a woman brought before
him charged with fighting with her husband
and quarrelling with her neighbours.
While she was being tried she continually
interrupted the witnesses and convinced the
chief by her garrulous tongue that the charges
against her were well founded.
He hit on a very ingenious punishment.
Saying that a woman who talked too much
was a nuisance, he ordered her to be gagged
for a certain period each day by her husband
and the woman she had quarrelled with.
At the end of a week she was to be released,
but if she did not then keep silent the gag was
to be used again.
I bolieve the woman was cured by this unique
punishment.

nt>t

Temperament

The only one I had any trouble with was
the old chief.
He immediately proclaimed
himself a great admirer of Mrs. Johnson, and
praised her hair to the entire village.

He was a very cunning flatterer, too, for he
asked Mrs. Johnson if I was her father. This
subtle compliment proved that the art of
flattery is not confined to the centres of civilisa-

of the Face.

THE

to

;

:

weary tramp, so weary that

moving-picture actress of
the'
whom he asked assistance, gave him a
whole cake, which she had recently baked.
" Take back your cake, pretty lady." said the
traveller, wiping a tear from his eye, " 1 cannot
touch it."
" What is the matter with you. my poor
man ? " inquired the would -he benefactress.
" Are you not hungry ? "
" It is not that, lady." sobbed the traveller
" but it brings back sad, sad memories."
;

— —

Naturally.
" They say there are more
First Actor
marriages amongst blonde picture stars than of
"
brunettes. Why is it, I wonder ?
:

StCON'D

"

H'm

fi.st."

I

Actor
Naturally

(a

the

confirmed
bachelor)
lig'it -headed ones go
:

The Picture Show,
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DRAWING
made easy
Aro you

out, to

make more money

?

Are you

jl prepared to listen to a proposition that will increase your income by leaps and bounds ? Then
learn to
FOR
PRESS. Artiste are
urgently wanted the demand for men an
women who can draw sufficiently well for reproduction purposes is enormous. Editors, publishers,
and advertisers aro at their wits' end to know
where they are eoing to get all the sketches they
need for 1920. They had greatdilliculty with supplies last year
they will have the same this year.

DRAW

THE

—

I

—

Many new

Jjl

artists

have, appeared recently,

and many more are entering the lield because they
realise there is MONEY in Commercial Art Work,
ft pays
and pays handsomely.
{JJOur Postal Tuition Course of 12 complete
lessons teachesyou to draw in easy and rapid stages,
ft begins at the root of the subject and covers every
principle to the most advanced stage
embracing
every phase of General and Commercial illustrating.
JIT A few hours of your spare time spent on each
J lesson will make you a highly-trained and efficient
illustrator
enabling you to command high prices
jI

—

—

—

Many of our pupils are now earning big salaries as a direct result of thelesssons—
one earned no less than £189 in FOUR WEEKS.

for

*lf
jI

your work.

Individual tuition is the keynote of this
Course. We develop originality show you how to
do creative work. Your lessons are returned with
candid criticism and helpful advice and original
sketches are loaned to pupils to help them in master-

—

ing the principles laid

down

in the various lessons,

Course also enables you to EARN
™ The
WHfLE YOU LEARN and many of our students

tflj

have earned the tuition

fee long before they hao}

completed the Course.
in da ly touch with many London firms
who purchase our students' work and who pay
high prices for accepted illustrations.
fn Write to-day for Illustrated Art Prospectus, with
Coloured Plates. Sent post free if will interest you.

fjTWe are
Til

—

The LONDON
69,

I

will tell you Free

to

The

film

Is full

of

dramatic incidents, one of them showing the heroine
threatened with vitriol.
tPltolos

:

Sto'.L)

SKETCH SCHOOL (Studio 180)
LUDGATE HILL. E.C.4. h.p.l.

how

Reduce Your Weight

I was just a strong young woman, full of life and
vigour, and fond of good things to eat, enjoying life
to its fullest extent, when suddenly my weight began
to increase, and, strong as I was, I began to feel
the burden, especially as I am a business woman
and have plenty of work to do. While my earthly
self was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the
progress in this direction brought sorrow and consternation, because I knew that I must give up
I began to feel
business or reduce my weight.
lonely, because I felt that my company was no longer
desired, and I made up my mind that I was at the
dangerous point of my life.
One day an inspiration came to me, after I had
spent time, money, and patience in vain efforts
I acted upon this inspiration
to become slim again.
and succeeded, for 36 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in five weeks. I did not use drugs, practise
tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home
method, and although this is some time ago, I have
never gained any weight since, and my health is
as good as I could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have
done, and I will tell you how, free, if you will enclose
two penny stamps to pay postage.

W. Grace Hartland

(Dept. 885),

Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

1.

Diamond Hous

1
,
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IF

Removes
Unwanted Hair

you want to know anything about Films or Film Qlayerj

Painlessly

THAT RE

FUT/FJO.

2TC!TV

While a great many producers still cling to the
idea that the picture play need never be anything more
than a pictarisation o! the novel, Mr. William de Mille
has expressed the view that the next few years will
witness more originality on the screen.
Meanwhile, the scenario writer remains the orphan
of the film world, though he still continues to cherish
the hope that one day the producer will be kind
enough to adopt him. Bat for the present, at any rate,
this gentleman is too deeply engrossed in the novel that
might be picturised to worry mnch about his would-be
protege.
The latter, it is true, has had a few favours
bestowed on him by having had some of his ideas
utilised for the screen.
Bat that is not his whole
grievance.
What he complains about, quite justly,
is the altogether unreasonable delay concerning the
fate of the manuscripts he submits.
There are two
cases I might mention, in both of which the writers
submitted scenarios to two different companies in this
country. That was months ago, bat although stamped
and addressed envelopes were enclosed for their
return in the event of unsuitability, no answer of any
sort has been returned, in spite of repeated applications. This kind of thing is something more than bad
business.

The safe and easy way to
remove unwanted hair
"PRUH"

Scenario writing, as we all know, is not an accomplishment that everyone can successfully achieve.
Like journalism, it has its difficulties, and only the
gifted few may succeed. At the same time, no scenario
department of any film-producing company shortld be
whichever
so understaffed or so badly organised
may be the case that rejected scenarios should not
be returned more promptly when stamps' are enclosed
for that purpose
I prefer to believe, of coarse, that
there are exceptions in which this is done, despite the
fact that there are many more cases than those I
have cited. Bat. unfortunately, it is the other kind
which create a bad impression.

—

—

positively the only depilatory in the

is

world that is guaranteed to remove all superfluous
hair from face, neck, or underarm, without irritating
or reddening the skin.
" PRUH " is free from risk it is far superior to all
ordinary depilatories, which merely replare one

—

disfigurement with another.
'PRUH" can be applied whilst preparing the
toilet
leaves the
it takes but a few m iments, and
skin perfectly soft and smooth.
Simple instructions in each box, 2'9.

THE EDITOR.

—

"WIMflWAVP"
niLLUnHYE.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue.
A stamped and addressed envelope must accom-

A WAVE
EVERY HAIR

PUTS
|

N

quite easy to transform straight, lank hair into
" WILLOWAVE," the
a mass of lovely waves.
marvellous hair-waving fluid, makes the hair
beautifully wavy and glossy, imparting to the user
It is

youthful
admire.

that attractive

Every
an early reply.
name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
Address
communications can be answered.
The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 85, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

pany any
letter

men

much
MTILLOVCAVE

so
1

which

appearance

" has a beneficent, cleansing
follicles to spring
thus inducing a thick, luxuriant growth,
full of beauty and charm.
Equally good for ladies
and children. Per bottle, small size, 1/9 (postage
6d.) ; double size, 3/3 (postage 6d.).
into

life,

ON SALE
LONG. DARK

EYELASHES

" Eydolni-h "

Use

dram

daikcn
your fyrlirowH and
to

lushes.

than

It

makes

thick,

anil silkv.

Impossible.

long;,

Detection

Hai

til-

In dainty * i g%
not*. 1 /t>
Iio.lne

ings.

—

etc.,
Lewis
&
Burrows. Holt, Green & Co.,
Boots 620 branches, and most
Hairdressers,
Stores,
and
Chemists, or direct from

chester),

"

Hands I n" see elsewhere.
Vkra (Duiilcy). You are welcome. There Is
restriction to the number of times a reader may
write to me.
Eddy Polo in the film series of Cyclone
Smith Is enough to keep one breathless. Yon will
notice how Eddy is s;ielt now well, that's the correct
way to spell it. He was born at Los Angeles. This
'

—

no

EYDOL LABORATORIES
28), 170,
London, W.C.2

full

" Miss U. S. A." (Liverpool). Buth Roland bag
thousands of admirers, but all the same there are one
or two things about herself she prefers riot to disclose.
Why should she not have her secrets like the rest of
us ? She says she was born in 1896 in San FranHer
cisco, and has brown Irnir and dark blue eyes.
For
screen career began at the age of sixteen.

D. H. Evans,
Selfridges, Harrods, Barkers,
Whiteleys, T. J.
Harries,
Lewis's (Liverpool and Manat

(Dept.

letter requiring

should give the

:

on the scalp; assists the

effect

Strand.

:

event took place in a circus, and he was only a
youngster wiien be started acrobatic feats in the ring,
bam Polo Is hi* brother.
" N'imi'ortante Pas " (Sheffield).
Violet Hopson's
husband is not a screen actor, and I rnnnot tell yon
She was born in California of British iwrents,
her age.
spent some time on the stage, and has' done a tremendous amount of good Him work. She has black hair,
is
ft. 5 in. in height, and has a son named Nicholas.
An art plate of tier was given away with TllK PlCTCM
Snow dated December nth. No, the (iaumont Film
Co. is not the largest film concern in this country.
Two or three other film companies here are busy at
the moment making big extensions to their business.
You wish you could obtain
I. C. (Birmingham).
I
a photo of Bransby Williams as Father O'l-eary.
photo
will take some finding.
am afraid, however, the
He is more of a stage artist than anything else, and 1
cannot remember him in any films other than those
you mention.
" Freckj.kk " (Sheffield). Indeed there Iinve been
inquiries about Elliott Dexter, but I expect you have
missed them. Anyway, I don't mind obliging you.
Marie Doro Is his wife, and Galveston, Texas, Is the
place where he was Iiorn.
He Is with Famous Lasky
" The Prince
now, and some of his pictures are
"
Helene of the North," " The White Man."
Chai>,"

—

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
BAD COMPLEXION AND

Uf
AYAI A
"HAULrt

WAXOLA

Jt does not mutter h<>« hud ibni Bomplralos la,
» ill clear it Sold
Guarantee. Rvsc tin plainest
features look attractive if the Complexion is I.
Such a
Complexion— clear, soft, and fn'sh as a baby's— may t>e procure*" to
by uslm: this

Under

One Week

Wax Product.
disappear

Wrinkles

Wonderful

and

All

maidcally. Acts while von sleep

tie!

Habit and look attractive.

New

skin linpurltl

I

WAXOLA
Don't Delay, Send To-Day.
I

he

SPECIAL OFFER, — For

a short time we »lll..„„ , u
a 9d. box for lf9*. (Two henrea 3,3d. I. or a 4 9
(triplesln box)Iora/9d. (Two for 5'3'l.l
i*i«t free a

RICHMOND
(Surrey)

Preparations,
110. The Oreen,
Vt-w, Surrey,
He stores

and
Preseruts

The Skin.

YOUR FRIENDS
<<c
Uhe Picture Show."

them, I admit would tax the wisdom of the wisest.
artistes, you see. would rather have their ages
guessed than say what they are. Peggy Hyland lias
reddish liair and blue eyes. I will remember your

Some

.request.

—

" Meuxdrosa " (Rio de Janeiro). So all tlie
Brazilian flappers, or " melindrosas " as you say they
are called, have given up worshipping George Walsh,
and have now taken to adoring Wallie Reid instead.
Poor old George. I liave not seen the statement,
which you say yon read in a Brazilian review, that
William S. Hart had renounced his bachelor ways by
getting married.
I doubt if it is true.
At any rate
Bill Hart himself lias not said a word about it.
"Admirer " (Rotherham). Marguerite Snow was
" The
in
Million
Dollar
Mystery." Constance
Talmadgc was born on April 10. 1900, in Brooklyn,
New Y'ork. Her height is 5 ft. 6 in., and she has
golden hair and brown eyes. Her film career began
with Vitagraph.
N.S. (Parkstone). Tom Norton in " The Lightning
Raider " was played by Henry Gsell. Yes, " The
Black Secret," Pearl White's next serial, will be
released this year.
*'
Billie " (Upper Mitcham). What a lucky thing
you remembered to give me your real name. In
answer to your first instalment of your " hundreds of
questions," which I shall await quite bravely.
Mary Pickford has been on the speaking stage. As
regards Constance Talmadge, all I can do is to
eebo the old saying " wait and see." One lias to be
cautious where nrmonrs are concerned. Eugene
O'Brien is thirty-six. J. Warren Kerrigan will he
thirty-one in July, Elsie Ferguson will be thirty-seven
in August, Ann
Little is twenty-six, and Haroltl
Lloyd is twenty-seven. The others arc looking up
their birth certificates.
H.D. (Antwerp). Your English is by no means bad
considering the manner in which you learnt it. I have
no doubt there are many girls and young men in
Belgium who are eagor to get on the films, but it
happen- to be the same everywhere. I really could
not tell you, however, how the two artistes you mention managed to get on the screen. They are both new

—

—

—

—

and

time we shall see more of them.

in

—

The part of Bertram! de MontC. S. (Hounslow).
ville in " The Rocks of Valpre " was taken by Cowlev
Wright.
D. B. (Eastbourne). Y'ou were right about the last
name on your list of favourites, for it was Thomas
Meighan who played as John Worden in " The Forbidden City." I presume, however, that you have
already read on this page the iwrticulars given about,
him and Norma Talmadge. So, if it is additional
information you are wanting, don't forget to watch
the other pages in this paper.
" Meo " (Blaekrock).— I expect ere this you have
seen the reports published in the daily i>a|iers so
that I sliall not be able to tell you anything new.
Y'es, Dustin Famum is married, and he was born in
In " The Riders of the Purple
1874, on May 27th.
Sage," the principal artistes were
William Fanium
(Lassitcr), William Scott (Venters). M. B. Bobbins
(Dyer). Mary Mereh (Jane Wltherateen), Kntherinc

—

:

Adams

(Millie Erne, the Masked Rider), and Charles
Clary (Oldring).
"BLACK Cat" (Prestatvn).— William Scott was
born in 1893, and " The Devil's Wheel." " The Call of
the Soul." and " The Pitfalls of a Big City " ore three

of his pictures.

—

" MAVFAIR "
who played in

(Southend). It was Dorothy Dalton
The Flame of the Yukon," which
was released before 1919. Will that settle your
argument ?
Yon have eagerly scanned
Svi.vik (Darlington)
Sylvie, like a good many other
this page, but alas
not
read carefully the small parareaders, you have
graph- at tlie head of these replies. If you do so.
then you won't liave to sign yourself " yours dis-

—

!

.'

—

—

:
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For Better, F'or Worse." You have my blessing
for all the good work you are doing, so push The
Picture Show for all you can. Oh, no, l shu'n't
forget, about Elliott Dexter when he tells us more.

nnd

"

ADMIRER of Peo

to being

—

" (Sheffield). I am quite used
questions, though wine of

bombarded with

appointedly."
" Banalaise " (La Rochelle). I hope you will lie
lucky again. Marie Prevost was bom in Sarnia.
Canada. An article about Charlie Chaplin appeared
Maybe you have seen it.
in the issue for April 17th.
Ethel Clayton does not disclose the information you
are seeking.
E. G.R. (Amberstone). Jackie Saunders, was born
Besides Eddy Polo in " The
in Philadelphia in 1892.
Vivian Held (Cora
Bull's Eye/' the others were
Rn\
Clavton), Frank l.aniiing (Nathau loose)
Hanford (John Clayton), Win. Welch (John North).
Hal Coolcy (Lee McGulre), and Nobel Johnson

—

—

:

(Sweeney Bod in).
A.B. (London. E.V

Ruth Roland

Is

— George

twenty-four.

married she does not say

"Lrtv"

Larkin

is

thirty,

and

If theotlier a rtiste is

so.

(Reading).— At

vealed the secret which he

last.

lias

Tom Mix

lias

re-

so carefully guarded

some time. His age, it appears, is thirty-nine, so
now you nnd other admirers who have been thirsting
for this information about the " Cow-boy King" cau
for

jot

it

down in your note-books.
{More Answers on page

iv

of cover.}
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55^RalphLyiin Cinema Academy
n Become a Film Artist.
§
D paiph
vmm rc>..
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RALPH LYNN
Comedian
(Star r
Behind every tfarment purchased from Noble •
(hero is upward* of fitly year*' reputation far
Quali y and value. Beini the actual manufno,
sell the finest quality
8 ,!ers.Nob!e »areable to
tfooJs at

lowest

the

price*.

Q
n
0
t3

CLEAVE
VaudevilU-Theatrelc*
vaudevil'e Theatre) ty AK
ARTHUR
i ntlK lllavl
well-known Actor and Oinema Star)

——————
(the

invite

all

interested to write for prospectus to

RALPH LYNN CINEMA ACADEMY,

nnni5. Pavilioo

Edwards' Hair Stimulant
REMOVES GREASE AND DANDRUFF.
PROMOTES GROWTH.
Send P.O.

n
rj
U
0

PREVENTS HAIR FALLING

EDWARDS. 403.Wii!himan
Road, LONDON. N.8.

21-

Road, Knightsbridge, S.W.I.nClD

CHARMING COAT.
Model

S4S76
Lady'; Smait

C0.1t.

made

Fine

iroin

Poplin « loth, oilh collar and re»erl
ttimntcd fancy ornamemts The sleeves
hue cuffs, and the pockets are trimmed
Single-breasted front,
with buttons
with rord and I fail! button fasteners.
Uulined,
Fiil< btck and all-round b*U.
Length. 46 inches. Stock
Black only
sizts to

fi:

04, 36

and 38

ins.

round Lust.

Price, 63'-.

PATTERXS POST FREE.
Material* by the yard
Fur

ladies

wh"

prefer lo have their

made up themselves. John
Noble, imited, will send a selection
o materials post Iree. Please le us

cl .the:,

l

I

exactly what you would like us lo
.e- d to y u.

Write to-day for Noble'.>
Illustrated Fashion Lilt.

JOHN NOBLE
43 Brook

ld.

Street Mills,

MANCHESTER.

YOU SUFFER

IF

from nervous, worried feelings,
lock of energy, self-confidence,
will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the

Good food— buoyant health.

Mento-Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. — GODFRY
ELLIOTT-SMITH,
Imperial
Circus,

Ltd.,
536,
Ludgate
Buildings,

London, E

.

C.

Life is good when Health is good
and sound
health is built up in childhood from sound food.
;

ARE YOU SHORT?

If so, let the Oirvan Pyst'-m help you
to Increase your height. Mr. Briggsreports 5 inches increase ; fHivtr E. F..3 inches; Mr. RattlitTf, 4 inches ; Mi?s
Udell. * inches ; Mr. Ketley ..4 inches.
This system greatly iin proves the
health, figure, and carriage. Send 'A
pi*nny stamps for further particulars
and £100 Gxxarantee to Enqoiry
Dept. C.T.. 17, stroud Cn-cn Koad,
London. N.4.

Bird's Custard with fresh stewed fruit, changing
is an unending joy and
health benefit to children. They revel in it and
thrive upon it, as they daily absorb and store up
the abundant nutriment it contains.

as the seasons swing round,

a^natnmmanwzivvwi

HARLEY'S

For in rich creamy Bird's Custard there is that
which adds food value to the milk used to make it.

FREE
SECRET
NO MONEY
SEND
Violel Vanbtugb, and leading Stars us?

recommend Fragrant "Cinema
teeth can be as
aeauty aids.
dentifrice,
white as Charley's if you use "Cinema"
"It is a wonderful preparation,
Fred Barnes writes:
which does actually whiten the leeth without injury."
'* Cinema "
Soap will make your face a picture.
"Cinema " Crushed Rose Face Powder & Crashed
Violets and Lilac Toilet Powder ire a revelation.
A 30 days trial of "Cinema" Dentifrice sent
to aU applicants who enclose Two stamps.

and

YOUR

—

THE CINEMA SOAP
(Dept

S), 22,

CO.,

eVHTBETOO FAT
Regain Your Health

& Beauty

and reduce your weight qvflekly by
commencing the nexei - fail in?
Antipon treatment NOW. Ithas20
yars* reputation, and is the only
sate, snre, and pleasant remedy for
over-stoutness. No change of dtet,
but a reduction of Soss. to 3 lbs. in a
and night. Sold by Boots
ami Chemists and Stoves the wrrld
and
or in plain
wrapper from the
TIP
CO* (Desk id, 27. Store St< 3

single day

orer. Price 3/*

AN

ON

London. W.C. 1.

3
From

-

& 5Boots

Bird's

LTD.,

Finsbury Park Rd., London

the Perfect

instantly changes milk into a lovely
golden cream with 25% added nourishment.
Bird's Custard is prepared in a minute, but it
could not be a more refined or more delicious dish
if it took hours to make.

solves the Sugar problem once again !
Housewives are reminded that while BIRD S Custard requires
only a" spoonful or two of sugar, it has a sweetening effect with
fruit and puddings several times greater than the same quantity of

sugar directly used

Cash

Chemists, Taylor's and
all Chemists.
illlliilllllillililll

Custard

in fact

BIRD'S Custard

in them.

/or

Fortnight'-;
Trent,

!

WDOUBLE

PAGE ART PICTURE OF LILLIAN GISH INSIDE THIS ISSUE

mm £2ve pictlike 6ho^ vsm

Answers

(Aberystwyth). No, it was not Fatty
A r buckle in " Suniiysidc." It was Cliarlie Cliapliu.
according
to one report, is not yet thirty,
Owen Moore
So which
is over that.
while according to another he
"
believe?
ire you going fo
"Billy" (West Ham). The statements which
appeared in this page in two recent issues that Mary
Pickford
had been married only onco " and tliat
she was " not married now " were both correct at the
tune they wire actually in print. It Was immediately
after herdivorce, and before she had married a second
time. You must not forget, Billy (and other readers
as well) that the Picture Show is .not published till
some weeks after it has gone to press, and information
cannot be altered at the last moment when some
unexpected change occurs.
" Irish " (Glasgow).-*=H<**isi«r isnot on the screen.
hope-you
Albert Kay and Charles Kay are cousins.
have not lost your argument on this second question.
Warren Kerrigan lias a sister on the- films, and in
" A Mile a Minute Kendall." Louise Huff was the
heroine. The answer to your P.S. will be found in the
laragraph immediately above the aildresses in this
"
issue.
v
"Winifred" (Exeter). The name of the actress
y. xi want is not mentioned in the east of " The
Shielding Sliadow," but the heroine in this linn was
Grace Darmond.
" Vert ANXIOUS " (London, E.). Charlie Chaplin
9 English, and Mildred Harris is American. So much
1 can tell you, but I am sorry I cannot help you with

Bkttt (Withington).
not heard that BilUc

night over

art plate of

'

J. (Belfast).

— William

you know.

Mary Melvor.

It

name

He

two.

She

is

Mrs. Jefferson in private

'

•

C.

i

—
>

'-'

(Newtown). --If your friends manitgi bo
nom dc plume, they will be astute.
such a dark hone about hiy. identity that"
yoii don't know whether to address mo as Sic, Madam.
Miss, or Mrs. ? You can scrap all these and just write
Editor.
Gladys Leslie, "is married.
I

am

ol

Avciiuc, I.oa

BRYANT WASHBURN.—

CAVAL1F.KI.

PHOTOGRAVURE POSTCARDS— No!

2. All-Star

now for sale. In this packet are
Art Pictures of Charles Ray, Antonio
Moreno, Pauline Frederick, Pearl White, William
Duncan and Milton Sills. Price: Set of 6 com
All you have to do to get
plete. Is., post free
a set is to send a shilling postal order, made
payable to the Amalgamated Press, and "crossed
"& t'o.,"'to Thb Picture ShCW Postcard Depart
menf. No. 2 All-Star Series. 7-9, Pilgrim Street,
Ludgate Circus London, E.C. 4.
Series

Rcaulilul

life.

(Nele-on-Tyne).
Deal "gently with your
brother, oven though he wafe wrong in his argument
with you. " The Forbidden City
was produced in

L.

— Blue Cloth
BIND YOUR PICTURE SHOWS.first
second

and
binding cases made to hold the
seta of 26 Issues of TilK PICTURE Show can be obtained, price 2s. 6d.', by post 3s., from the Publisliers,
7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 4.

A

FREE
JUMMER,
HOLIDAY

"Ohio"

see through your

UNA

Western

Care of Famous Playeis-Lasky Studios, Vine Street,
Hollywood, California, U.S.A.
JAMES CAR KW.— Care of Hepworth Picture
Plavs, Ltd., Hurst Grove, Waltou-on : Thamcs.
POPPY WYNOHAM. (are of I'.roadwcst Films.
Ltd.. 17.>. Wardour Sir etl London. W.
(More addresses next week.)

;

time.

KAVOCKIT*

EDA BARA. WILLIAM FARNVM.-Cait-

Studi'B, 'MM, NorMi
Angeles, California, U.S.A.

:

1

t KioiiR To Learn'" (Southampton). J ha.vc not
heard that Jaue and Katherlne Lee's parents are on
the films. The-lnformation,,you want about. Prjscilla
Dean and Edith Johnson will come along hi due
course, and then you will have something more to
add to your store 6f knowledge.
" GVP ' (Calcutta).— Pleased to hoar from yon, so
there's bo need to approach nic in hesitation. Dorothy
Phillips is married to Allan Holubar, and May Allison
was born in Chicago. You don't know B6\» OKI the
latter actress is.
Well, bIic isn't quite as old as that,
though she may be more or less.

So

'I'll

Is

D It. (South Shields).— Mary Miles Minter is not
married at present. She was born on April 1st. The
birthdays of the others arc
Mary Pickford, April 8th;
iKniglas Fairbanks.
•Charlie. Chaplin, April Hitli
May 23rd. -The other artistes won't give theirs at
present, but wc must hope for better luck another

K

.

Fox

Wynne, her Christian name. being
Gladys.
Milton Sills, who was born hi Chicago
thirty-eight years ago, stands six feet nigh, and ha*
fair hair and grey eyes.
Vivian Martin is twentywife's

—

.

"The Other

—

TO WRITE TO VOI

STAK. You are kindly requested
not to ask for any addresses by post, owing tb tin
number
of other queries that have to b«
large
If you wish to communicate at once with
answered;
any artiste not named below, write ycoir letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope," and
enclose it with a loose ljd. stamp to the Editor,
Thk Picture Show, Room 85, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.. and "it ..will be
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Retnemhet
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention Ths Piciirs
Suow to ensure the safety of a reply. It mu>t
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that sucT) letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.

'

Diplomatic Mission."
" CHRI9 " (Myott'8 Park).
You have not erred in
yoiir judgment, for Louise Lovely's name suits her
looks as well as her acting.
She was born in Australia,
and has fair hairand blue-grey eyes. 1896 was the
year of her birth, and her real name is Carbassc.
" Kaykav " (Sidcup).— Milton Sills, you think,
deserves to win tlio heart of some nice young lady.
That is what he has done already, and, as it happens,

is

—

WHERE
FILM

Man," "The Seal of Silence," " A Gentleman
of Quality," and " A

'Ms

PICTURE SHOW V
PERSONAL.

quite

W

Hillman,"

.

!

'*

•Wil iam
Desmond is
thirty, and Kosroe Arbuckle'is thirty-three.
Some of Grace Darmond's films are " The

artistes us

Desmond isn't so bad as
has only one wife, and she is
true lie first married Lillian
Lainsnn r but she is dead. The other lady iu quest ion
Both being Willirtws
is the wife of William RussVll.
they must have got mixed somehow. This ought to
smooth away the anxious furrows from your brow.
I wilMry and discover the .birthdays' you want, though
they sometimes need a lot t)f. finding... Yes, Albert
Koscoe was opposite Constance Taliundgo iu
The
Shutflf." 8o ypii have been told that when >ou die
"
"
will
with
Picture
you
be buried
Shows round you
Well, let^us not discuss such a grave matter.
•ISOltEL (Kirkcaldy).
Yes, 'twas King Ba got who
appeared in "Count Bernstorlf's Secrets " and in
*'
Kildarc of Storm." . You arc wondering if your
three favourites are married. " Well, if they' arc,
lsohcl, they aro keeping jolly quiet aliout it.
M.

all t!iat,

(More answers next week.)

—

—

A. M C. H. (Edinburgh).— Yes, the address you
gave was quite correct, though 1 understand that
Carol Holloway has since joined Ecrilart.
Anyway,
your letter would be re-addressed by the Vitagraph
.

I

standing."
George
Fisher made quite a
hit on the stage before
he was persuaded to
take up screen work,
w hich ho began doing
t with the Triangle Com| pany.
»
M. O. (London,
).
Crcighton
Hale is
twenty-eight this year,

I ear.

.

is

—

—

bert

—

serial

It

Jack Gilwas Ira Beaslcy iu
"The Dawn of Under-

(Newport).

I

not forget the

—

pillow fight

"Sospan Fach"

'

1 sliall

A

a novelty.

—

requested.

1

cent. note.

'

Company.

it

born in 1897, and is at
present with Universal.
Thanks for your ten

Norma Talmadge was

.">

—

—

addresses given in tlie
Personal Column
of
this paper every week
will help you to write
to your favourites, and
also to those film companies you wish to send
scenarios to.
In the
latter case, address the
Scenario Editor of the
company concerned. 1
have not heard the
rumour about Tom Mix.
Juanita Hansen was

Riven away with " Woman's Weekly " dated November 29th, and it was a fine one, too. Harry Houdini
it American.
•"Peach Blossom " (Wrexham).— Of course, Earle
Williams is married, but his wife, Florence Walz has/not
appeared on the screen as yet. "But how -did you
manage to miss his photo as a regular reader ? There
was a splendid one of him in the issue for October 18th
while he adorned the centre of our art supplement
I expect you liave had the latter,
for April 3rd.
Kieliard BartheJmess was iii " Peppy Polly."
"Dot" (Brighton). As your lirst.question h»3 |
l<ecn answered iu two or three repent issues, you
I
will probably have seen the information ere this: £
Mary Pickford has hazel eyes, ami her height is
It may have been a real octopus, but
have
ft.
not been let into the secret to tell you just how it
was done.
J. A. C. (Brondesbury Park). —At the moment of
writing, it is difficult to say when the film you mention will be shown hy the time this issue is published.
Why not ask the manager of the picture theatre iu
your locality ? He may be pleased to tell you.
Helen (St. John's Wood). Why should you suppose that your letter was never forwarded ? Cheer
up, and your patience may have its reward. Barney
Fcuray was Lewis Craven in " The Iron Test." You
want to know quite a lot about Pell Trenton, so 1 will
get on his track. Kobert Warwick is* thirty-nine, this
•

have

—

—

An

I

Kb odes

would have been more fun,
Alice
H. A. C. (Penangi.
Brady Ls married to James
She was born in 1897,
Crane.
and plays for Select Pictures.
Y'es, you can correspond with any artistes
you want to.
The

J

your bet.

—

and Ethel Lynn are sisters.
Fancy you and your sister having a long argument the other

—

—

hat do you get for being right ?
F. A. G. (Forest Hill).
Yes, I remember M. Prince
quite well
at least, on the screen, when he. used to
de light us before the war under the name of -Widles.
Will try and get' you the information required.
Eva (Erith). Did it require nerve to write to me ?
Your " pretty man," as you term Lew Cody, says he
will tell us another time.- Cullen Laudis is twentyfour, Gale Henry is three years his senior
being so
thin she is always out of brea(d)th
Baby Mario
Osborne is nine, and Francis X. Bushman is all but
a year equal hi age to the total of the last two named.
You can figure this out without getting a headache.
Betty (Barry). You ask me if I can credit it' that
you are now sixteen and have only just discovered
such a delightful paper " as this. Well, I'll believe
it since you ask me ; but what a terribly dull existence
Soraetlung about
you must have led at fifteen
Eugene O'Brien ? Here it is again, for I know It' will
interest other inquirers as well.
Born in 1884, lie has
light-brown hair, blue eyes, and is 6 ft. of tine
physique. He happens to be unmarried, and may he
bo considerate enough not to change his mind before this is published.
;

1

'

M

"The

from page 22.

—

"Mart"

America, and was released over here by Gaumcnt's-

Miss Sophie Grant dressed to represent
Picture Show" at a recent Fancy
Dress Dance, where she was a prizewinner.

,c

to Correspondents

Would YOU like to have YOUR
summer holiday expenses paid by
" Woman's World" ? Some happy
reader
this

.

is

gelling a Free holiday

famous

weekly

may

week.

It

For

further

particulars
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Page Art Picture of

TOM MOORE

NAZIMOVA, the Incomparable Dramatic Actress Arrives on the

FREE PATTERN

t^SF&^U
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British Screen.
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Creations for Present

Catalogue, Clrarmin<* Blouses,
Costumes Sports Coats, Wraps, etc.
Have you, seen patterns of our latest fashionable fabrics for Costumes, Dresses, Blouses,
- etc.
Patterns FJREIS ? If not. please scutl
postcard stating requirements.
High Quality.

YOU

you be sure your day will not be
made a misery-—your work ruined
your nerves racked by those terrible headaches to which you are so subject ?
Far better to banish the uncertainty by
taking a box of those wonderful little
Daisies with you
then you have the means at
hand to wipe away the pain almost instantaneouslv.

Reasonable Prices.

Recommended

"Romsey"
Hants

oveicheck

IV

..

Wool

Tweeds ,chc
check design

Eranksome "

"

so be ready for instant action.
its presence will give you is

ROBERTSON WALLACE

if

IC
|1
lM.lv

Effect, neat

"Bangor"

rweeda.lovely

J JJ^g

Reliable Cheviots and Serges
11/6, 18'-.
S7-, 10,'-,

immense.
Daisy is a pure, harmless preparation the result of 30
years scientific experiment and investigation it has
no effect on the system beyond removing the pain
which it does absolutely.

Dr.

Qin

New
Tweed
Wool

Stripe

"Lanark"

DAISY Cures Within Five Minutes

—

for

COSTUMES

—

Keep Daisy handy and
The feeling of safety

Dress

—

& Blouse Fabrics

"Rene"

Sponge

R/fl
all
colour* VI
Silky Poplins
2 II, 4 -, S -.6 6
cloth,

"Theda"

writes:

Bn

silky Taffeta

..

6/9

.

Zephyrs, checks and

" Your

'Daisy' Headache Cure merits my complete approval.
I lay great stress both on its efficiency and safety, and compliment
you on your commercial courage in placing an tutusually costly
formula, at a reasonable charge, at the contlnand of the public."

I

8,1 10,2 -,2 4,3

"Pansy"

.

"Delia"

.

O/

lovely

printed Voile

<*/

..

..

-

A /o
l/<*

dainty
printed Muslins

Rich

and a great varistyin Bilks,

FREE.
your

state

by Stores and Chemists everywhere at 2d. each
Daisy Tablets (specially confor I'-; 20 for 2/3, 60 for 6/-.
DAISY LTD., LEEDS
venient form), 1/3 per box.

8

White Voile Blouse
ntifully

hand-emb

hemstitched.

Vei

and ladylike.

10

only

ricasc

Saxtr,

&

15/-

Shades :— Cream.
Champagne, Pink, 8k>\ Putty,
Rom*. Grey, Purple,

Emerald.

Co.

Other 4 uali*.ios 4 6, 7
26
» c Catalogue.
Muiicy rpf untied
if
not
approved.

2lT,StanningleyRrJ.

LEEDS.

no good trying
to be cheerful when
you're "run-down"
It's

SHARP'S

SUPER-KREEMf

TOFFEE

Kreemy

Postage

(as illustration.)
24*ins. wide, 66- ins. long,
tine knit, brilliant sheen.

requirements.

Hartley

Silk Scarf

Artl.

ArtiticialSilks.Siiky finished
Fabrics, printed Cambrics,
Crep«s, Llclajnettcs. Muslins,
Suitings,
Voile*. Wasbiug
OxturdSliirtinK*. etc.

Sold

Wear

New

See our

CAN

•

1920.

Charming

Does
Headache
Haunt

5th,

Knut's

advice

do

^so the best thing to

Send the Kiddies

is

to take

willingly to School."
There seems

to be something about
the orange tin with the Parrot and
the " Knut " upon it that has mighty
big interest for children
see how they
rush for it see their radiant happy
faces as they trot away with their
mouths bulging. What brings such
joy to the children might bring joy to
Why not buy a tin of Superyou.

—

—

Kreem and find out? There is no
sweet more pure, more wholesome,
more

delicious or

Sold

more nourishing.

—

in

4-lb.

"

&i-lb.

tins.

loose -by weight,
decorated tins also
J,

You should

—

alto try

SHARP'S

ROYAL NOUGAT

Makes you

m

or
\,

fit

-

Keeps you fit
and ensure good health.

Kkovah

"

is

safest aperient

the best and
you can take,

will
cleanse the system,
it
purify the blood and invigYou'll feel
orate the liver.
fitter and happier, once you
have acquired the "Kkovah"

habit.
In tins of grocers,

store*,

and

all Boots'

Branches.

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM.
KlM

MANCHESTER

1

LTD..
<9

——

The

Piclar,<

Show, June

5th,

1920.
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Photographs

a ml

Paragraph? cP Pictures. Plays

look back on tho days of
interesting
IT old and knowtowhat our favourites were
doing before they appeared on the screen.
Tom Alix was giving exhibitions of riding and
roping in a circus twelve years ago.
Eileen Percy was a model for Charles Dana
is

Gibson and other well-known artists.
Wallace Reid started his career as a newspaper man.
Wanda Hawlcy was a successful concert singer
and composer, and Alico Joyce in the days of old
was a hello girl.
'

!

A Real
Famous Readers

M The Picture

of

Show."
No. 22.— MADGE

STUART.

pretty star in a number of all-British
photo-plays under the direction of Maurice El vey,
of the Stoll Film Company.
She has the onlv
woman's part in " The Amateur Gentleman
and the lead in the film version of Rita's famous
convict story, " The Iron Stair."

HAVE

of keeping

THE

You can imagine the fun Leslie Henson gets
out of the incident where he finds that one of
the buttons on his khaki tunic was made from
the metal of the original Aladdin's lamp, and
that every time he polishes the metal a genie
appears to obey his slightest command. The
genie's taste runs to plenty of slaves and dancing
girls, and so the granting of Leslie Henson's
wishes are most often very embarrassing, but
very amusing.
gem

of
is

the

your favourite pic-

—

P Choosing the Stars."
counting
votes
our Choosing the
THEStars
competition
nearing the end.
in

It

is

has been a colossal task, but it has been
worth while. So many voters taking part, when
he final lists are made, it will prove representative of the taste of " the- British Public."
The
Picture Show will also know the stars you
prefer to see and read about.
The prizewinners will appear as soon as the
lists are complete.
I hear, also, there is to be
another fine competition shortly in this up-todate paper, but I will tell you more about this

Alf 'Iggins, Leslie
of characterisation.

Henson

gives

us

The Crowd
I

!

the scene.

Lucky Boy.

BARRY
WESLEY"
children

is the envy of all tho
in U.S.A., and out of it for that
matter, because he is a real film star,
and has his own car, pony, and plenty of money
to buy marbles.
He is to accompany Marshall Neilan on his

1

in Trafalgar Square.

passing Trafalgar Square the other
day and was attracted by a huge crowd
on the steps of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields,

the famous church where so many society weddings take place, you know.
Having a few minutes to spare, I joined the
throng, and saw Henry Edwards, in a silk hat
and frock coat, and Chrissie White. Then I
saw tho camera man, and the mystery was explained.

Henry Edwards told me that it was for a scene
The Amazing Quest of Mr. Ernest Bliss,"
and, as the script called for a scene to be played

in "

J.

CLEAR MORTON

rising

young

British

Strangers

WHEN

he

;

show of various

Yukon."

are to see June Elvidge in the leading
role when we see "The Law of the
Yukon," the big photo-play of the
Noi th now in the making. This film is based on
•the verse classic by Robert W. Service.
You

member

:

" This is the law of the Yukon :
That only the strona shall thrive.
That surely the twafr shall perish,
And only the ft BWVwe.V

we

"

see

The Mutiny." which

is

but Jttabel
says it pays to get careful
figures of the weight of each of the
players before consenting to tako the part of
the person who is vaulted over.
Lilian Silvester, who. tips the scale at 250
pounds, went into the Coldwyn studio the other
day and found Mabel Normand playing l?apfrog with Joe the property man.
Lil was invited to play by Mabel.
She stepped back
about six paces, turned, measured the distant s
with her eye. and ran
They pulled Mabel
fainting from beneath the wreck, and since then
Mabel only plays leap-frog with someone her

—

of the

— but Sweethearts.

Normand

Martin in " Mirandy Smiles," is the son
Well he is and so well liked aro
photo-plays by his dad that a regular feature of

Law

stories.

A Tip From Mabel Normand.
LEAP-FROG is a fine old game,

DO

church's activities is a cinema
specially selected pictures.

cinema

EDDY POLO
"Cyclone Smith"

Helen and Cosson Ferguson. The two
Fergusons who bear the same surname are not
related.
In fact, up to the time of writing they
have never met, but in this Metro picture play
they are to be sweethearts on the screen.

Douglas MacLean's Father Approves.
you know that Douglas MacLean, whom
we. now see playing opposite Vivian

jiis

SEDGWICK,

beautiful

shall see

?

of a minister?

the

actress, playing opposite
in
the

the picture version of Jack London's
story " The Mutiny of Elsinore," wo

SOME

is nice, isn't

EILEEN

the

cinema

We

are shortly to
see him in the character
study ot Spider Conoily in
" The Definite Object."
star.

picture-making tour through England. Spain.
France, Belgium and Italy, so perhaps we may
see him.

photographs 6f Bert Lytell have so
often been asked for that I am pleased
to tell you to turn to our centre pages.
I know the Art Picture of Tom Moore will also
gladden the hearts of many of my readers. He

r

came along. The director put tho
problem up to him, and when everything was
ready for the scene he called " Hey, you Bessie "
The cow answered him, and the camera caught

WAS

In Answer to Yours.

WE

is easy when you know how,
and making a cow bellow is no exception.
During the filming of Tom Moore's next
picture. " Tho Great Accident," the director was
having a hard time trying to do the stunt when a

a

later.

" The

When You Know How.

EVERYTHING

The

ture paper together, and the binding covers aro
in keeping with this artistic production.
Pale
blue cloth with black lettering.
As you know,
you can get these covers for 3s. post free from
the publishers, 7-9 Pilgrim Street, Ludgato Hill,
E.C. 4.

of

m

rancher

British Comic.

story of " Alf's Button," the new Hepworth picture play in which we shall see
Leslie Henson, is one of the finest screen
comedies ever produced, and worthy of a British

As
Pale Blue and Black.
you had your second volume
Picture Show bound yet ? It

way

—

!

company.

STUART reads our paper, as you
MADGE
see above.
We are shortly to see this

bes,t

Playenr

Square in Trafalgar Square it WM
played
Although tho actual taking only
occupied a few minutes, the whole afternoon
was taken up in recording these moments,
tho crowd was so dense, and invariably one or
another of the people got into the picture, even
gazing right into the lens of tho camera.
in Trafalgar

Looking Back.

an.-)

I

own
Mme. OLGA PETROVA snapped in her garden at
home with " Mascot," a tiny pig. The delightful
actress is also a short-story writer and a composer,
and has made a number ol records for the Emerson

Phonograph Company.

Besides her

favourite in her present repertoire
St.

Mary."

ii

own

songs, her

" The

Bells ot

size.

— —
»-»

Betty Blythe Not to Leave the Screan.

B YTHE denies the report
BETTY
is to leave the screen because of

thai she
her mar-

Paul

Goldwyn

I.

riage
director.

to

Scnrdon,

the

—

—

—

—

Show, June

27iC Picture
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(Continued from

CHAT.

naoe

3.)

"

I couldn't if 1 wanted to," says Miss Blythe.
have a contract to appear in Nomad of the
1 cannot
North.' for First National release.
say what I will do after that, but 1 certainly have
my
work."
intention
of
giving
up
no

"

'

I

Shirley's

New

Screen Friend.

elephant that plays an
THEpartbig with
Shirley Mason

important
the Fox
Her Elephant Man," which we
film,
arc shortly to see, has become a close friend of
little Miss Mason, and has already leai ned to
in

"

-

recognise her and greet her in a friendly fashion.
Miss Mason has discovered, from her acquaintance with Jumbo, that an elephant has four
teeth, and for the sake of variety every now and
then drops a tooth. Miss Mason and Director
Scott Dunlap are eagerly watching the elephant
every day to see if the tooth shows indications
The little star declares that as
of being loose.
soon as the tooth is shed she w ill hove it polished

and mounted in silver, and will then wear it on
a chain as a souvenir of her first picture with
William Fox.

—

PERHAPS

the reason

why M.

Maeterlinck

Love

best of all our film stars
has been discovered. It is said that the
Belgian poet's wife, who is quite young, strongly
resembles Bessie. The Madame's comment on
this resemblance is : "1 do not luke lak Bessie
Luve. She is ver' pretty.''
likes Bessie

" Milestones " Screened Again.

ALLby

sorts of heirlooms are being hauled out
members of the cast playing in the
new Goldwyn picture version of " Mile-

stones."

Mary Alden, who plays Rose, wears an oldfashioned gold brooch containing locks of hair
of her grandmother and grandfather.
The pin
is one of those which was so popular at the time
of the second period of this picture is placed
in 1885.
She also wears a heavy gold chain
which belonged to Lewis Stone's grandmother.
Mr. Stone plays the part of John Rhead in
" Milestones." The utmost pains aro being
taken to have the picture absolutely correct,
even to the smallest detail. The first scenes are
laid in 1860, and the second in 1885.

What Colour Could She Go

go-to-meeting

day

clothes to indulge in
as an idle pastime.

However, negro mammies are about as confirmed

optimists

as

can be found in the

RONALD POWER, who

MADAME

land, and Lucretia is
no exception. So she
limped three times
after
arnica,
and
grinned as she said :•
Ah can't see it,

a leading part in
of
Ages," in
which Queenie Thomas

now

but ah knows

I'se

" Rock

We

plays the star role.
are
shortly to see Mr. Power
in another big screen play.

"AH and

—

can't eee it , but ah knows I 'so black
blue," said Lucretia Harris,
Lucretia's bruises resulted from her
efforts in one of the scenes in a coming picture,
to rescue five-year-old Charlie Pomeroy from an
open sewer ditch into which ho had fallen.
Rehearsal of the scene and the taking of the
various phases of the incident necessitated a
good deal of tumbling and unwilling acro-

?

— That Harry Carey was once champion middleNew York
»

reel

feet of film

•
is

*

approximately one thousand
•

•

— That Marc MacDermott was born

in

Fay

p

C

tern

is

London

?

Filmer.

— Have
this

civen

We

Henry comedies.

are shortly to see
as star and head of

bis

own company.

<

A Stickler for Punctuality.
PAULINE FREDERICK was the first woman

to become a member of the Pacific Aero
Club, which is composed of Goldwyn
Studio folk. She made a long overland flight
the other day from Culver City and much
enjoyed the experience. Miss Frederick, or
Polly," as she is affectionately called amongst
her friends, is a great stickler for punctuality,
and has never been known to be late for her
work. The other morning, in fact, she was " on
the lot" chatting with the electricians, before
even her director or camera man put in an
appearance.

"Miss Los Angeles."

DUSTIN FARNUM

is
a great salt-water
enthusiast and owns a yacht, the " Ding,"
besides a swift lit tle motor-boat with which
he hopes to carry off all the cups this season, and
which has been appropriately named "Mis?

Both Dust in and his brother
William are members of the Catalina Tuna Club,
and are crazy on the subject of fishing. Last
summer between them they nearly caught two
tons of tuna.
Los Angeles."

?

'!

*

in Gale

him

Notes and News from Los Angeles.

wonderful sunsets, the party did not return to
camp, but decided to sleep in their blankets
until morning.
About midnight there was a
terrible commotion not far distant, and Mr.
Fairbanks and his aides bustled out of their
blankets and approached tho scene of conflict
with revolvers prominently displayed. It was
a terrific battle between three dogs in the camp
and some prairio wolves that had wandered far
afield.
One of the animals was killed outright,
and the others took flisht when the revolvers
began to bark defiance at them.

-

Critics

FROM "OVER THERE."

black and blue."

The little company had wandered
from the regular camp at Palacco, which is 100
miles from tho nearest railway station, and
because it was possible that. day to film some

weight boxer of

appearing

screen.

recently.

Do You Know

MILBURN MORAHTI
whom yon will remember as leading man

SEVILLIS

on the
say that
Madame Senilis possesses a wonder! ulscreen
lace.
Have yon seen
her in B. and C. films ?

plays

quite thrilling to be alone in the desert at
IT ni?bt and to wake up and. find tho camp
dogs waging a bitter battle with prairie
wolves. This is what happened to Douglas
Fairbanks, Tom Geraghty, Victor Fleming, Ted
Reed, and others, while on location in Arizona

— That a

?

1920.

as you know.
The task was made
as easy as possible for
her, but to slide headlong into a deep ditch
is
not a stunt for
portly ladies in Sun-

is

This the Reason ?

5th,

batics on the part of
Lucretia, who is a
large, portly, comfortable sort, of mammy,

Douglas Fairbanks in a Real Thrill.

»-»

Is

*

you seen " Woman's Weekly "
week ? A mo^t simple blouse pat-

free.

A

Beautiful Garden,

KENNEDY glad to
MADGE
California.
For one thing,
is

be.

back

she

is

in-

a

native daughter of the Golden State, for
another, she is again revelling in the Japanese
garden of hor beautiful Hollywood home. It
has lakes and canals, and cute little bridges, ami
when the day's work at the studio is done, Miss
Kennedy and her mother like to fuss about with
gloves and shears, and the water hose, and
pretend to do some really strenuous gardening.

—«

A

Lover of Ice- Cream.

WHEN
over

people from the Old Country come
here and settle in California they
invariably find that one national dish
of the country does not come under the heading
"acquired taste." You would not.
of an
perhaps, care to sell your birthright for a mess of
corn, sweet potatoes, or tamales, but I defy
anybody to resist the lure of the "soft drink
and the ice-cream sundae. When William
Duncan emigrated from Scotland, he says he ate
so much of the latter delicacy on the occasion of
the first time of asking, that medical assistance
had to be hastily summoned. You might think
that this experience would have put him off icecream for the rest of his natural existence.
But no. If you happen to visit Mr. Duncan's
favourite cafeteria during the studio lunch hour,
the chances are that you will see him enjoying,
not one, but a double portion of his favourite
will

dish.

A

—

Lover of Sport,

DOROTHY DALTON loves strenuous exercise'

She hulds a record for
fancy diving, plays a good game of tenuis,
loves fishing and can pilot her own motorlaunch.
She is very keen on winter sports, and
is quite proud of the fact that once she was able
to stand upright long enough in a pair of snow
shoes to have her photograph taken in them.
in all its forms.

.NICHOLAS, the son

ol Violet

Hopson,

wuom we are to
" My Son."

see

in

the Broadwest

nlm appropriately

titled

Klbik Codd.

Tin Picture Show, June

5th,
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

These camera men ate on a special platform built on top of a train. They are ready to film
a thrilling scene in a Marshal Neilan production.
The actor in an aeroplane is to drop
on to the train going at sixty-five miles an hour. It is a thrilling scene for the camera
men as well as the actor, for they have to keep their balance ai well as get a good picture
of tha aeroplane and the actor.

MABEL NORMAND

never

lets

Between scenes when filming "
director

" played " one

anyone

A

rest during working hours in the studio.
Slim Princess," she organised a concert. Her

of the unique instruments,

man

while Mabel and the camera

warbled.

LOU CHANEY makes

a fine screen villain in the coming photo-play
The Penalty," in which he plays the part of Blizzard. So much ~
that Claire Adams gave him horns in the bust she mad« of him.
,

" PICTURE

SHOW."

During the filming of the Goldwyn Picture, " Jes, Call me Jim," in which
we are to see the lariat-throwing comedian, Will Rogers, the above
ingenious wind machine was made.
As you see it is a light motor-car
from which one of the rear wheels has been removed and an aeroplane
propellor attached.

From extra girl to leading woman in a few weeks is the story of VIOLET ROSA'S
short cinema career. Here we see her with MAURICE TOURNEUR, the famous
director, who noticed her good work in a small part, and who gave ber her
chance.
Miss Rose wants to know if her success is marked on her palm.

There are many discussions in a studio before a particular scene is screened. You will recognise
JACK PICKFORD in the centre. SYDNEY AINS WORTH on his right. Director AL GREEN
seated on his left.
It is a scene in "The Double Dyed Deceiver," that is being discussed.

The Picture
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Who Loved Him Most?

MONA
an

Don't Miss This Very

LEVERIDGE,

a typist, befriends
Sylvia
acquaintance,
office
old
Pearks, when the girl is " down and out."
long
not
is
girl,
and
feather-brained
Sylvia is a
iii capturing the affection of Jack Arlingford,
who has been Mona's sweetheart for a long time.
Jack marries her. A baby is born to them,
but Sylvia does not want the trouble of looking

She becomes involved in some shady
Jack meets
jewel schemes with her cousin.
with an accident while he is away which results
for
his wife,
sends
He
in him losing his sight.
but she sends Mona in her place. Jack mistakes
after

it.

Mona for his wife. Mona pleads with Sylvia to
see her husband, but Sylvia says she is sick of
him, and tells Mona to kee,* up her pretence.
You can now read on.)
(
Choose Between the Old Friends and the

New.
the door had closed upon
her visitor.
Then she stood for some minutes in
thought, staring out of the window.
She saw Mona cross the road and hail a bus.
" Go back to the old life ? No, never !"
The girl clenched her hands, and the expression which so often marred her face these days

SYLVIA waited until

swept oyer it.
She turned quickly as the door behind her
opened.
A tall, elderly woman, dressed in a smart
walking costume, and a large hat trimmed with
bird
of paradise plume, had entered.
a
" Who was your visitor, Sylvia ?" she asked

m

a calm, cold voice.
Sylvia ran up to her and put her arms round
the other's neck.
' Don't bo cross, Clara. It was Mona. That

who went up

girl

to

Manchester

for

know."
"

How

—

did she

know your

me

— you

address,?"

" I
I wrote her from here."
" You did what ?"

tears came into Sylvia's eyes.
" Please don't bo cross with mo, Clara.
I
suppose it was foolish, but 1 did not want to have
to keep going to Golders Green for my letters,
and you told mo that whatovor 1 did 1 was not
to havo Jack making inquiries."
The oldor woman placed her heavily bejowellod
hands on to tho girl's shoulders.
" Yoti are a torriblo little fool, and I can see
you getting us into trouble if wo are not careful.
I'm a good mind now to send you homo !"
" Oh, Clara, please
pleaso I"

The

!

Sylvia clung to her appealingly.
" You don't want to go, eh
" No, no.
Do keep mo with you, Clara."
" Well, t hen, tell me.
What did your friend
want with you ?"
Sylvia hesitated.
Clara fixed her cold grey eyes on tho girl's faeo.
" 1 want no lies.
What
Tell mo the truth.
did she want with you ?"

V

" She came to tell mo to go home.
She said
that Jack was coming out of the hospital soon
and that ho would oxpoot to find mo at home."
" And you don't want to go."
" No, no, indeed I"
" And I suppose you told your friend you

were not returning ?"
" Yes,
" I

I

A

Wonderful Story of a

thought so."

Clara gave a harsh laugh.
" And sho throatenod to toll your husband
where you are ?"
" Oh, sho won't do that." cried Sylvia.
Sho
would never do that."
" Well, I prefer not to tako tho risk.
Fortunately wo had only taken this flat for threo
I'aclc
months, and the time is up next weok.
up your clothos, wo will bo leaving hero in a
day or so, and mind you. no more letter writing.
You have to chooso between your old friends
now and your now ones If you stay with me,
you must forgot all those connoctod with your
'

!

Girl's

and bo

loyal only to

Do you

me.

under-

stand ?"
" Yes, yes, Clara. Where are we going ?"
Clara smiled grimly.
" You will know quite soon enovtgh.
Mrs.
Bullen and her husband are coming to-night,
I shall want you to
so put on a pretty frock.
make up tho four with George for Bridge."

MONA

A

btk, 1920.

No

devoted slave.

trouble

was enough

for her

to take.

By EMMIE ALLINGHAM,
past,

June

Serial Story.

Sacrifice for Love.

Half the night, with the child in his
cot beside her, she sat

up making

;

him-elf.

He was a tiny, fair-haired child with his
father's brown eyes, but his face was puckered
and puny.
Sylvia had complained of his crying fits,
but when tho child was clean and comfortable
he was a happy little soul.
Tho woman in the adjoining house had dono
her best for him, but she had numerous children
of her own, and it had been a groat effort for
her to get sufficient milk for the little stranger.
Mona had paid her generously for what she
had done, and taken charge of the child herself.
What tears sho had shed on that first night
when she had given him a bath
Tho wasted little limbs ; the wailing, pitiful
cry had wrung her heart.
What kind of a woman could Sylvia bo if she
could let her own child go neglected and forgotten ?
A fierce ai ger rose in Mona's heart against
the butterfly girl who so wilfully ignored all
her responsibilities, and as she clasped tho
baby to her breast and felt the downy head
nestling up against her. all the flood of her naturally passionate nature was suddenly let loose.
This child should be hers by rights. If Sylvia
had not come between her lover and herself,
Bobby would havo been hers
She held him closely to her all her motherlove aroused a* she felt his tiny fingers scratching at her neck.
!

!

;

A

great, overwhelming pain, so fierco in its
intensity that sho trembled, swept over her as

little

little clothes.

His wardrobe was shamefully neglected, and
now, as she stood glancing round the clean,
wholesome room, the only fear in her heart
was for the morrow.
If Sylvia should not return to her home
to-morrow
Mona would liave to travel to Manchester,
and if she went, Bobby must go with her.
She woidd never let him out of her sight,
she told herself. His baby hands could comfort,
all the ache in her heart.
She would never let
him go not for all the Sylvias
If Sylvia should return, she would not leave
Bobby. She would talk to Sylvia straight she
would hold a threat over her head, if necessary.
Restlessly she moved to the window, and
!

—

Night of Anguish.

stood in the little sitting-room of the
house at Golders Green and looked
about her critically.
For tho last three days her time had been
spent cleaning up the house.
The cretonne covers on the furniture had
been washed and carefully replaced the wholo
house had received a thorough spring-cleaning.
Baby Bobby lay in his cot cooing prettily to

!

;

glanced

down

Then she looked at tho

tho road.

clock.

Sylvia come, or did she mean what
she had said the other night.
It was six o'clock time for her to put Bobby
to sleep for the night.
Yet she hesitated.
Tho thought of the long evening before her
in the silent house, waiting and watching in
anxious uncertainty, sapped at her courage. Why not go again to Sylvia and get the
question settled once and for all ?
Sho dressed Bobby in his little woollen coat
and ridiculous fluffy hat, and then she dressed
herself for the street.
She left Xhe key of tho door with the woman
in tho adjoining house, for fear Sylvia might
come in her absence, and then she mado her

Would

;

way to Maida Vale.
The flat was in darkness

as she knocked at

the door.

But a few minutes later a
and the maid who had opened

light appeared,
to her on her

previous visit appeared.
" Is Mrs. Arlingford in

Tell her I must seo
?
" said Mona.
The woman glanced at the girl and then at
the child before sho answered.
" Mr. and Mrs. Harcourt havo left here,
madam, and Mrs. Arlingford went with them.
They had only taken this place furnished for t hree
months. They wont tho day before yesterday."
" The day after I was hero ? "
" Yes, madam. The following afternoon."
" Do you know where they have gone to T "
her, will

you

?

" No, madam.
I havo no idea.
There ytffl
talk of them going abroad, 1 know, becaus
I heard them talking about their passports.
But, of course, I could not say where."
" Thank you so much."

some

i

she pressed her lips again and yet again on the
upturned face, as the big brown eyes so like
his father's, regarded her with a wondrous
stare.
And then suddenly, he laughed.
A chuckling, gurgling laugh, as his baby
fingers caught in her hair and pulled it with
great glee.
Sho buried her face in his little body, and ho
laughed and gurgled again.
When at last she put on his nightdress which
she had washed that morning and had kept
drying by tho fire, sho could not let him out of
her arms.

slowly home.
•
Perhaps Sylvia was there.
But the woman, in answer to her inquiries,
handed her back the key. No one had come for it
" Mona went up to the bedroom and placed tho

have been hungering for him
now at last they
all these months, and now
were satisfied. She had discovered what they
had been unconsciously yearning for.

Sho covered her face with her shaking hands.
She could see the terrible horror which would
reveal itself on his face sho could hear the awful
cry which would break from his lips.
Sup|X)se in his despair ho sent her away. What,
could he do ? Where coidd he go 1 Who would

They seemed

did."

Human

S?iow,

to

—

to sleep, darling-," she said to him in her
soft, crooning voice, " and then I can nurse you,
"

my

Go

angel."

Hut the chilil had never been played with
before no ono had ever noticed him, oven, and
ho liked the attention.
His big brown eyes regarded her with a
mischievous light shining in their usual sombro
Ho murmured in his baby way, and
depth.
;

"tried to

From

catch at her hair again.
that night. Mona had been tho child's

Mona turned away and went

now

sleeping child tenderly in his cot.

Then she stood staring down at him.
" Heaven help mo "
The cry broke suddenly from hor lips.
" I shall havo to go to Manchester and
!

tell

Jack the truth. What will he say ? What will
ho think when he knows how 1 have deceived

him

?

"

;

—

blind, ill and alono t
face grew grey with anxiety and fear.
Sho had put the facts away from lrar until
now she had cx|>ectcd hoped that Sylvia
would come to her senses and return. It had

look after him

Her
;

way out that sho could soo.
think of Jack and little Bobby

been the only

"I must

(Continued on page 8 )
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF HAROLD LLOYD ("WINKLE")

fcSWCft

HAROLD LLOYD.
The Creator of " Winkle," who, with only a Pair of Horn Spectacles for Disguise,
Makes us Laugh.

BEING

happy, and making others happy, is the
philosophy of Harold Lloyd, known to the pictureaffectionately
called
goer as " Winkle," and
" Speedy " in the studios.
Most nicknames have strange beginnings, and this
is the case with " Speedy."
The story goes that one
day Harold and Hal Roach, his special pal, were at a
music-hall show, when one of the turns: was a couple of
cross-talk comedians.
One of them -was a very deliberate sort of a chap,
who was named Harold, and every time he was called
by that name he said " Don't call me Harold, call me
Speedy."
This so tickled our friends they couldn't
forget it, and from that day Harold Lloyd has been
"
called
Speed}' " at the studios.

Himself.

His "Lonesome Luke" Parts.
most of his admirers know. Winkle, the

AS

bespectacled, is not his only character part.
You will remember his funny antics as " Lonesome Luke," and when he first hit upon the idea of
wearing horn spectacles, it was no easy matter to persuade the producer to allow him to drop the popular
Luke for an untried idea.
Many people t hink that Winkle needs these glasses, but
this is not so. In fact, there is no glass in the horn rims.

Just wondering.

His First Appearance.
was born in Denver, and

HE

as a boy he played child
parts on the stage. He played in " Nell Gwynn."
" The
" Tess
Private .Secretary,"
of
the
D'Urbervillcs," and other popular plays.
Then he
was taken away from the lure of the footlights to finish
his education at school.
But his ambition to become an actor never left him.
If you wanted to find Harold Lloyd you had only to visit
the theatres at one or the other
}'ou were sure to come across him.

—

His First Hit.
turns he was
boy,
BY property
boy he even sold
call

;

I

sweets " in front " to be
near the place of his ambition.
Finally he got behind the footlights, and played in character
roles until he found his forte

can share the joke

filmland.

in

His

first
hit
was in the
Lonesome Luke " series, but
he was always dissatisfied. He

"

that

felt

everyone

looked

on

him as a mere imitator. He
wanted to do something absolutely original.
Then he hit on
the idea of his present bespectacled character the rest

—

you know.

His Idea of a Good Time.

HAROLD

You

are mistaken

LLOYD

living in

the realm of film-making,
has kept his boyish tastes.
His idea of a good time is to fill
his car with studio boys and
drive down to the beach for
a swim, or to

!

invite them out
to
a
merry
party
at
his

bungalow
home.

He is extremely
fond
of
chocolate
eclaires,

and

nice
sweet
things.
He
confesses

Don't believe them

!

he

is

that
very fond

HAROLD LLOYD

everything fattening, but as he says, he doesn't
keep still long enough for the fat to catch him.
Harold Lloyd has now quite recovered from tl.e
1
accident that might have had such fatal results.
refer to the bomb explosion, which at fust was thought
to have disfigured him and taken his eyesight away.
Fortunately the only effects resulted in the loss of a
The films he has made with
part of one of his hands.
Mildred Davis, his new leading lady, are as good, if not
better, than his previous work.
' n one cpm n ? wc arc
^M-m^srsee
n ' s Mother
*°
£0-'
'"J^^k^&f
Gayland, who has a
great resemblance to
brother.
famous
his
This resemblance call?
of

"

i

'

'

for

st)

me amusing

scenes as you rnay gu
If you want
him, here

-

as.

to write to

his ad-

is

dress

;

Harold
Pathe Exchange,
25, West 45th
Lloyd,

New York

St.,

City.
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THE SILENT DUPE

The doctor and nurse had

'iT'^Vi

their backs

just what io best for them." she told herself
feverishly.
The clock. ticked loudly on tho mantelpiece.
No other sound broke the stillness of tho night
the child slept poacofully in his cot, and tho
woman stood as the hours went by, battling

with

herself.

woman who

rushes
biindly into a situation without weighing tho
Sylvia
With
actions.
probablo result of her
behind her, sho had felt justified in going to
Manchester. Then tho outcome had been unforeseen. It had created a situation which did
not matter if Sylvia had returned.' But now,
if she went again, and did not tell the truth
Could she shield Sylvia for his sake or,
rather, should she ? There was herself to think
of too. The terrible risk she would be taking
her whole life ruined, her honour destroyed.
And if ever he found out ? If Sylvia returned
and denounced her ?
The child stirred in his cot. His tiny hands
heat the air for a few moments, and then a cry

Mona was not

the type of

!

—

of

hunger came from his lips.
Mona rushed for his hottle, and

taking him in
her arms, began to feed him.
Then tho
smiled.
He looked up at her and
tiny hand began to pat the bottle affectionately.
Mona bent her head and kissed the. little
fingers. His smile grew broader as his hand went
up to her face.
Could she ever let them go theso tiny
clinging hands that had twined themselves
around her heart ?
" Never ! " she thought, as she clasped tho

—

talking in a low tone together.
Jack suddenly pressed his lips to those of .the
girl he held in his arms.
For a moment they clung to each other then
he released her.
" My dear, my brave little girl,' he said.
;

She felt his fingers on her face. Mona felt her
heart stop beating.
Now he would discover his mistake, and realise
that it was not Sylvia that he held in his arms.
She would have to explain before these strangers
What would they
the doctor and nurse.
think of her ? What would he think 1
The hot colour burned her face as she waited
in trembling suspense.
But to her astonishment, Jack drew her again
to him and kissed her passionately.
" My own
" My dearest " he whispered.

—

!

dear, brave little girl."
" Jack
Jack, dear
!

!

I

—

I

must explain."

lips were spoken
almost before she realised it.
She was gazing up at him, and she saw tho
strained, startled expression which passed over
his face at her words.
His grasp on her tightened.
" It does not matter," she said. " It is
nothing of importance really. I can tell you

Tho words trembling from her

in

the train."

Bind your "Picture Shows."

a

protest.

little

He wanted

to bo

" I

so

am

much

!

little

A Hope

filled

spring in tho air.

room.

glass with three
daffodils in it on the bare, deal table in the
hospital waiting-room.
Whenever Mona saw daffodils afterwards thoy
always took her memory back to that day.
In spite of all her endeavours to keep calm
her mind was in a turmoil of uncertainty, not

made up

her mind

dark eyes.
Jack had put out his hands in a vague way ;
he was groping around to find her.
" Where are you, little girl I " he cried.
" Como to me, dear.
Why do" you keep away
from me ? Where are you ?
The nurse stepped forward, and taking hold of
the girl's hand, led her towards the stricken man.
" Hero she is," she said gently.
" Speak to him, my dear," she went on,
" Ho has been, so
glancing round at the girl.
He has done
looking forward to your coming.
nothing but talk of you since you went away."
Jack's arm had fastened round her in an
Ho strained her close to
eager, hungry way.
him, holding her us though he would never again

soft,

Sho lay passive in his arms. All her anxieties
were forgotten in that exquisite moment.
Just as a weary, frightened bird seeks refugo
in its nest, all its fears forgotten in finding itself

once more in safety, so did

Mona

feel

with his

strong, fierce clasp around her.

That
n

)t

it

was intended

enter her mind.

for another

woman

did

?

unstrung.
could the doctor want to say to her
? she wondered.
As she followed him down the passage she
kept worrying what she ought to do. Should
she confide in him, and ask him to tell Jack tho
truth ?
What would she do if Jack came home with
his sight restored, expecting to find Sylvia ?
It would be easier for her to explain then, she
told herself, and decided to keep hor own counsel.
The doctor drew up a chair for her and then
seated himself.
" There is just a little question of money, Mrs.
" It is essential that
Arlingford," he began.
your husband is not troubled with anything at
present, and when I suggested the idea to him
I was astounded to find how anxious he was.
Of course," went on the doctor, " I migh' ha\ e
guessed how he" was feeling, but he had appeared
so cheerful and contented these last few weeks
that I did not dream he felt as he evidently does
all

What

alone

f

She

hesitated.
had sixty pounds in the bank.

It

was her

against illness, and it had been saved at considerable cost to herself, but sho was not thinking
of that.
Jack could have the money and
welcome. Nothing would please her better
than to give it to him, but she was wondering
how he would feel if ever he came to know about

He was

it.

Larry Senionis very interested in his bound volume
THE PICTURE SHOW. He has just received
Volume 2 back from the bookbinder's, and he is
Have you had yours bound yet P
delighted with it.
These cases, of pale blue cloth, can be obtained price
Two Shillings and Sixpence, by post Three Shillings.
Send your order to-day to avoid disappointment, and

of

enclose postal orders for the amount to the Publisher,
7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C. 4.

Tho doctor turned and came towards her, almost, it seemed, as though he had been listening.
" Mrs. Arlingford," he said, " I have a propoone which requires
sition to put before you
your consent, as there is a certain risk. I would
havo written you, hut there were certain arrangements to bo made and they were not concluded
until this morning.
" I want to take your husband abroad with
mc. There is a doctor, a famous oculist, who
lias spent years of his life studying his subject.
Ho claims to be able to restore the sight to any
eyes where tho sight has been destroyed by this
particular gas which occasioned your husband's

thrift

accident.
" I should like to take Mr. Arlingford out to

you I have little faith in the
far as I can tell, there is no
hope atall ; but in the interest of science and for
the good of the future I should like the experiment to bo tried."
There was a brief silenco as ho stopped

him.

1

must

idea myself.

tell

So

Mona glanced from him to Jack.
" What do you say, dear T " she said,

slipping

her hand into his.
" I think I ought to go. If there is a chance,
I ought to take it."
She rend all tho eagerness in his voice.
she said.
"Why, yes, of rourso you ought,"
"
will you
to go

When

have

'/

a proud man, and careless, spendwould never have saved the

Sylvia

money.
The doctor was waiting her answer. He
had a kind, shrewd face. She wondered if she
dared confide in him, but her pride made her
keep her own counsel.
I can send you on the money," she said.
" Of course I have not got it with me."
" No, of course not, Mrs. Arlingford.
That
will be quite all right."
'

He
"

smiled across at her.

We

;

shaking.

releaso her.

you go

" I will come now if you like," said Mona.
She was. just a little ill at ease, her nerves were

all

;

Footsteps along the stone passage came and
went, but no one entered the room.
A whole hour passed, and then at last the
door opened to admit Jack, a nurse who was
leading him, and an elderly man, whom Mona
took for a doctor, followed.
Jack's eyes were bandaged and covered with
a dark shade.
He looked extraordinarily tall and emaciated.
Mona had stood up at his entrance. Sho
did not know how her soul was shining in her

laugh.

the room besides themselves.
" That is settled, then.
There are just one or
two preliminaries, Mrs. Arlingford, which I
would like to settle with you. Perhaps you will
come along to my study for a few minutes
"
before

procured

how

were so many to consider besides
but of one thing she was certainno one, nothing, should stand in tho way of
Jack and little Bobby's happiness.
Both must be secured at all costs.
She was kept waiting quite a long time.

—

Mona

There

herself

little

" That will be splendid
a splendid idea," sho
concluded lamely.
" I knew you would say so."
His arms wero round her again. He did not
seem to remember that there were others in

position to pay for my patient.
" The whole undertaking will cost you about
thirty pounds, and tnat is without the doctor's
fees.
I might be able to arrange with the hospital for those, but I am afraid that is all we
can do.
" Can you arrange the thirty pounds ?
Can
"
this sum be

Someone had placed a

unmixed with dread.
Even now she had not
she would act.

forced

CrewJ

I

of Recovery.

was a touch of
THERE
the
The sunlight

Mona gave a

starting to-night.
Dr.
me straight from here."

" I know that you are not rich people, and so
should not think of charging you with my own
expenses, but, unfortunately, I am not in a

laugh broke from her lips.
so sorry, baby, but I love you, dear,
" she cried, unsteadily.

tremulous

wero

on the subject.

quiet after his meal.

A

We

suggests taking
'"
Oh, yes."

.

child tightly to her.

He made

"

discreetly turned

upon the two young people, and were

5<A, 1920.

said.

shall bo gone about a fortnight," he
" I shall let you know as often as 1

can how we are progressing. Your husband has
a splendid constitution, and will without doubt
pull through quite satisfactorily.
Should we
not be successful I shall bring him home to you
myself.
It will be a great blow to him, poor
fellow, but we must hope for the best.
When
he does return ho will want careful attention and
nursing for many days to como.
" Now go back and say good-bye to him, and
l>e brave and wish him good luck.
1 want to
keep up his spirits.
It will help him on the
*

jonrney.
" Good-bye,

Mrs).

Arlingford.

1

sincerely

hope that when you two meet again your husband's sight will be completely restored. D>
not stay too long with him now, as I would
like him to take a rest before we start on our
journey.
He bright and cheerful and say
nothing to him which might worry him."
He pressed her hand as he held open the door
for her to pass out.
Mona went slowly back to the room where
Jack was waiting for her.

(Another

fine

Story next weeh.)

instalment of this

powerful
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LETTERS OF MARY
THE
The

Bungalow on the Hill—Tipping Warren Kerrigan—
His Sweetheart— Bessie Barriscale as a Bride.
6201, Franklin

Ave,

reed-and-mahogany living room, with

Hollyvood, California.
My Disakest Fay, Never talk about the
" moral.- of the movies " to me, after the disgraceful way Alice has been acting
Why, she
drags me into all sorts of embarrassing situations, and then expects me to leave such an
impression of a nice English girl that her transgressions will be forgiven ! It is all jolly nice,

—

!

till

we return

to

mother

The Bungalow on the

SATURDAY

its

open

to talk to Mrs. Kerrigan.
Mr. Korrigan came back, too, and hung over
the back of her chair, solicitously. He gave me
a picture of a harem scene in his picture, ''Thirty
fire,

Thousand Dollars."
" Plenty of girls there," he said, " but my
mother is my sweetheart " And that is the
atmosphere of that charming Kerrigan home
!

sweetheart -mothept

!

Married to a

Hill.

we rode north

into

the

hills,

and were returning to Hollywood, when
Alice, from afar, spied a perfectly charm-

ing whit* bungalow, so distinctive, so absolutely
}>oised upon a hillside, that our curiosity was
roused.
Leave it to Alice ! When we reached the
young orange orchard below it, she swung from
her horse and spoke to a gardener, who was
lovingly tending the trees,
" Will you please tell me whose charming
"
place this* is ?
His face was smudgy, his hands black with
tho soil, he wore torn overalls but he was a
very polite gardener. He stood, then hastily
sat down again on a box, and I noticed his

Man She Does Not Love.

OF

course, Alice should have had a jolly
good scolding. But guess what happened
next ?
He invited us to come to the
Brunton Studios, and we vent, as you may
guess.
Mr. Kerrigan introduced us to Bessie Barriscale
Then a perfectly wonderful thing
happened
Miss Barriscale (she is Mrs. Howard
Hickman, you know, and he is directing Mae
Marsh in "Mary Carey ") well, Miss Barriscale
invited us to come
on location " with her
Tuesday to see a wedding.
!

!

—

—

overalls were split

church gate.

Of course we went,

—

:

:

—

—

oched

Alice's

bob and said

felt

He
it

liked

!

!

hair like Bessie Barriscale

laughed hotv he
and he tossed
was " some souvenir "
!

beautiful bride.
She has snob
wonderful big brown eyes and

masses of real golden hair.

Wasn't it nice of him ? Alice was blushing
furiously.
Then his lovely sister, Kathleen, brought us
delicious hot chocolate, and took us through
to their patio sunken -garden-like, where Mr.
Kerrigan has canaries, finches, a parrot, and all
sorts of flowers.
But I slipped back to the homine3s of that

!

Dear Fay, if only you were here
There is no
telling what we shall see next.
Alice never
misses a chance now. Of course I have to trail
!

;

BESSIE BARRISCALE made a

—

who

anybody

;

just

laughed

said

a shower of rice until the walk looked snowy
(They always take every scene several times.)
Oh, Fay. I wish I had big brown eyes and golden

!

all

Barriscale

the

right at the top of the steps, whore, we could
and she ran to her car through
see everything

then Mr. Kerrigan himself came in
JUST
and he was our handsome gardener
You

we

Miss

for

might get in the picture, if they would please
not look at the camera. She had Alice and mo

!

till

there

him.
time we took the outside scenes
was a perfect mob looking on, tmd

By

Warren Kerrigan's Sweetheart.

—

!

!

—

he's a dear.

flio

!

—

can guess how we

They made

!

—

;

But

dearie.

picture at a beautiful church in Pasadena, and
we were so excited to be right by the camera
When you see her in " The Notorious Mrs.
Sands," just look for Alice and me right out in
front. Miss Barriscale is not one bit
stagey."
but talked to us whenever she could so gracious
and entertaining. And she made the loveliest
bride you ever saw
Her gown was short,
thank goodness! for the beautiful train was
simply ruined before they finished. Everything
was just like a real wedding the bridesmaids'
gowns of lovely lace over silver cloth, rr«f
everything
She marries the rich
flowers, rice
man, you see, and then at the church sees her
poor lover (whom she loves).
Oh, it was
thrilling
Harry Myers is the rich man, ar.d
Forrest Stanley the poor lover. My heart really

!

" Warren Kerrigan's," he said.
Alice just gazed, in a sort of trance
a speaking trance
and he read her thoughts, and
"
asked if she would like to meet
Jack's
mother and he told us to go right up to the
front door, but Alice said, " Oh, which one ? "
So he had to lead the way, and, my dear, it
was too killing, for he had to carry the box
along to hide the rip in the back of his overalls !
the handsomest gardener you ever saw ; and
he took our horses.
Alice gave him her sweetest smile, thanked
him, and handed him a tip, and he went awayThen a most gracious grey-haired lady— Mrs.
Kerrigan, of course greeted us, and asked us
to come in and rest by the open fire.
She was
so regal, dear, that I felt wickedly bold ; but
Alice
well, it wasn't three minutes till Mrs.
Kerrigan was telling us about Jack and his twin
brother Walter, who is married, and how Jack
loves to work in the garden, and with his chickens!
I looked at Alice in horror

laughed

BESSIE had just been married to the rich man
when ber true but poor lover met ber at the

WARREN KERRIGAN
with bis mother outside

bungalow

bis delightful

on the

A scene

in

WARREN
GAN'S

bills.

one of
KERRI-

plays.

along to pull her out of deep water. It is
more fun than anything I ever did meeting
these wonderful people. Delightful Califilmland
Good-night.
Your sleepy

—

—

!

Maky Lewis

Russell.
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED
Comfortable

British

Theatres.
BRAY, the wife of

the inventor
of the Bray Pictograph, recently
returned to America after a tour
of Europe, and she has given her impressions of her journey to the newspapers.
Mrs. Bray dispels the illusion that the
majority of American theatres are better
han the British, and says
"All the smaller theatres show care in
lie appearance of the lobbies, interiors,
und in the method of showing the pictnres.
For example, the English know
how to decorate a theatre with plants and
so lend an artistic and intimate atmosphere to the interior of the house. More
are seems to be taken with such important details as ventilation ; and there
is a general desire to see their audiences
This is, of
comfortably entertained.
The
course, a fine trait of the English.
courtesy of the house attendants is unfailing ; and a theatre patron is a guest
So cheer up,
rather than a customer."
Britons, you are not so badly off after
all, in spite of building restrictions.

MRS.

producers into makina five reel features."
Mr. Howells points out that
one of the

motion picture art, Cabirea,'
Italy," and this picture was as
great a commercial success over there as
any other production in the history of the
business.
Mr. Howells is convinced that

classics of

'

camo from

will not be many months before the
British Isles " sends something over that
it

will

amaze us "
!

More Tarzans.

:

'

i

ADAMS.

K.

Still

" Tarzan of the Apes,"
AFTER
Romance of Tarzan," and

"

The

" The
Return of Tarzan," comes " The
Son of Tarzan." The latest production,
however, will be a fifteen episode serial,
instead of a five-reel film.

MADGE EVANS,

•

New

the popular little

Movie Star, certainly has a bunch of
young men on her list who are all
most anxious to become the only
sweetheart she has. Here is a set

School of Screen Acting.

Swedish production, " A Man
THEThere
Was," featuring Victor Seas-

of pictures showing one of the
love affairs of Madge.

trom, has had a great reception in
the States, and the critics " over there "
have discovered and appreciated just those
qualities which our own picture-goers did
when it was shown here. One paper
describes it as "a wonderful
picturisation
with an entire cast of Swedish
players, and if you think they can't act
as well as our American favourites, just
take a tip from us and go and see. For
sheer naturalness in acting, and simplicity
in getting over the desired effect, we commend the attention of everybody to these

home

'

Britain to the Fore.

THBproducers

evidence that American
about
concerned
are
comes from
competition
foreign
-David P. Howells, the well-known international distributor. Mr. Howells speaks
with a knowledge of what is going on
outside the States, for he has recently
returned from a long tour. His slogan is
that " America must make better films
Mr.
in order to retain its leadership."
latest

'

The

artistes."

success

of

this

film

is

worth noting, for many people interested
only in American films have contended
that the more restrained school of screen
acting would not be successful in the
States.
There are indications, however,
that the arrival of British and Continental
films will add a now era to the art of the
screen, and the most noticeable featuro
about the productions of the future will be
a more serious and truthful representation
of life.
Many picture-goers are tired
of the type of hero who vaults over
a gate instead of lifting the latch,
and climbs up the 6ide of a house
and enters a window in order, to gain
admittance.

We Learn ~From

Lessons

Films
The
is

way

best

AU

of shortening our days

ii lovely until mother unexpectedly retorni and chaiei the
whole gang, flowers, tweets, canes, broken hearts, and all.

by lengthening our nights.
•

•

the

.

•

*

Too many of the things we wait for are

not worth the delay.
•
•

A man who

•

talks to himself hears

a

of compliments.

lot

•
It is

•

•

far easier to drive a s^ft-headed
a hard-headed man.

twit than

•

•

Many
cause

*

girl fails to make a catch beshe docs too much angling*.
a
*
•

a

The world

loves to laugh at

a

lover.

Films of the Week.
following
a
the best
THEphoto-plays
which are being released
is

EARLE CARLTON,

the president of
the Vanderbilt Producing Company, who
recently filmed "Irene," with Edith
Day in the cast.

Howells states that people

in various parts

America actually prefer British and
continental pictures to their own, for the
r ason that they are more true to life.
" They depict more nearly," he.says, " the
in >de of loving and the mode of expression
ni the people of Latin America, and they
h ive a greater appeal.
We can recall that
<> n first features came from Europe, and
tb it European producers forced American

list

for exhibition at the
this week,
artistes:

Walturdaw

<>f

J

and the names
..

"A

of

cinemas during
of

the

Great

star

Coup."

Popry Wvnpham.
The Career of Kathcrine Bueh."
Catherine Calvert.
"An Eye for an Eye."
..

.L.F.S. "

Jury's
J'.L.F.S

Qaumoni

.

.

Nazimova.
" Jane Goes a-Wooing."
Vivian Martin.

"What am
Mae Mvrhav.
.

.

1

Bid."

Three get bred after a while and vote to go home. One. however,
piece o! luck and stays behind in the hope that he can lea

PiCTrRF.

Show Art

S

TYTELJJ
LYTKLL come.- of a family of stage
players, both on his mother's ami
his father's side.

BERT

Bert was hum in Kew York, ami
although some of his boyhood was spent
he was raised in the
in the West,
atmosphere of the playhouse.
At the age of seventeen he made his
debut on the stage, and from tliat time

had a leading role in practically every
big play produced during his time.
His niotion-pictnre career has been
He has just completed
equally successful.
two of his greatest screen achievements.
"The Right of Way." and " Lombard!,
Ltd.." and is now at work on " Alias
Mininv Valentine."

Tr
With ALICE LAKE
'

BERT LYTELL

—

in "

and ALICE
Lombardi, Ltd."

LAKE

Lombardi. Ltd

'
'

BERT LYTELL
in

All dreued up lor " Al

VIOLA

DANA

appeuil

and his leading lad
an amusing scene in " It s Eal

Picture

The Engagement Ring.
in

"

Hnmaa

CORINNE GRIFFITH

Collateral."

MADGE KENNEDY

Show Art

Supplement, June 5tk, 1920.

is pleased with Tom Moore's choice
(#»•«.
•'The Danger Game."

iTOIcfMjIt)

9$>

in

I,

132U.

IN THE
New Trimming

—

DRESS
—

Novelties The Vogue for Patent Leather
Brightly Coloured Raffia on Frocks and Hats The

—

Newest Handbag.
truly said that it is " the little things
that count," especially when applied
to tho world of dress.
The whole
appearance can be made or marred by the
little etcetras of dress, and if care is taken
in their choice you will always be gratified
with the result. This applies particularly
to trimmings this season, for there appears
to be an absolute craze for weird and
wonderful ideas. Their effect is usually
bright and bizarre, yet there is a certain
charm and fascination about them that
Not
renders them pleasing to the eye.
only are imusual colour mixtures being
adopted, but the most unusual materials
are being employed to form the new
trimmings.

IT

is

To Weather the Storm.
PATENT LEATHER, for

instance
usually confined to footwear
and belts is being used in multitudinous ways to trim our garments, while
hats are being entirely fashioned from this

which

is

—

Unlike most whims of Dame
Fashion, this one is a really sensible idea,
for hats of patent leather—or its less
expensive substitute, American cloth
are invaluable for all weathers, and keep
their shape and smart appearance despite
the heaviest downpour.
Truly, there is
a certain sombreness about this kind of
headgear, if it is left untrimmed,but fashion
has decreed that their adornment shall be
in the brightest of colourings, for motifs of
brightly hued chenille silk, wool, or even
raffia are worked on the leather.
The
fabric.

mention of raffia leads me on to an even
more unusual vagary of fashion one that
takes us back to our days at the kindergarten school
that is, the profuse use of
raffia.
This material has always been
classed with mats, baskets, and bunching
flowers, and, as a trimming for wearing
apparel, it comes upon us as a surprise.

—

fashion on tho hat or garment you wish
to trim.
When working raffia trimmings,
specified design, but
meroly form your design as you go along.

do not follow any

Tho

raffia is

simply laid on the top of the

material, and caught down hero and there
in position with a stitching of ordinary
sewing cotton.

The Ivorine-Topped Bag.
you yet possossed yourself
HAVE
one
the new smart ivorine-topped

of

of

handbags?

True, they aro an expensive luxury, but their appearance is
so smart that it tempts one to be extravagant. Three or four guineas is the
price asked for them in the shops, yet you
can mako one at homo for about a pound.
The actual ivorine bag-tops can be bought
for about twolve and elevenpence each,
and these are made with a row of hole9
at either side by which to attach the
silken bag.
The latter requires only lialfa j%rd of eighteen-inch wide material
the same quantity of lining and both
must be cut into circles. First of all,
neaton the lining into the dark silk, and
then gather it up evenly, and attach to the
bag-top.
This circular type of bag is
much more spacious than the usual straight
style.
Corded ribbon can be used to
form handles.
To be a real pleasure to the owner a
handbag must be as beautiful inside as it
is outside, and for this reason I commend
those beautiful floral silks that are such a
rage for the lining of your bag.
However,
these are rather expensive, so the little
colour scheme evolved by Elaine Hammer-

—

—

However, used with discretion, it is
pretty fashion, and adds a touch of
distinction to an otherwise simple
toilette. Of course, care must be taken
in the blending of the colours, for despite the fact that many bright hues
are used together, the effect will be
crude rather than pleasing if they are
applied without thought of contrast.

An

a

Oriental Touch.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN,

t he well film star, who is famous
for her good taste in clothes is
an admirer of raffia as a trimming,
and is seen on this page wearing one
of her favourite hats.
This is a cosy,
small shape of Navy-blue satin, that
fits closely to the head, and that, apart
from the top, is entirely trimmed with
raffia straw.
Red, green, blue and
yellow are effectively allied and worked
in a zig-zag pattern over the hat, a
touch of novelty beirig added by the
addition of a few oriental coloured

known

wooden beads placed among the straw*
Used in straight lines, raffia forms a
unique brim to a small hat. Just placo
strips of it straight from tho base of the
to the edge of the brim until the
latter is entirely covered.
Loose strands
of
it
intermingled with a wreath of
flowers gives an uncommon touch to the
trimming, and would look charming on a

crown

Miss

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN 'S

Navy

of

coloured

satin

leghorn hat.

ige of this

It

Madge

finally conies out, bat passes

be wasn't there.

Isn't that

bywthougb^^r

bke a

giil ?

•

v

As a trimming for frocks of gabardine,
heavy satin and crepa-de-Chino, raffia is
ideal.
It does not rub through so quickly
as silk or wool, and keeps its colour,
needing only an occasional brushing to
remove the dust. The charm of raffia
trimming lies in the fact that it can be done
by the veriest amateur at dressmaking.
Buy some strands of coloured raffia at a
fanoywork shop, and, keeping an eye to
the colour scheme, work it in zig-zag

relies

upon

hat

brightly

straw and beads for
effective trimming.

raffia

its

may appoal to you. Mako the outer
cover of heavy ribbed Navy silk, and line
with cherry -coloured crepe-de-Chine. Then
neat en in the- top edge of the lining with
a row of silver flower trimming. As a
professional' tovich, buy an initial
final
motif in ivorine and stitch this to the
centre of the handbag.
A Dres9eb.
stein

P.S.— Don't forget the Free Blouse Pattern
this

week's

WOMAN'S WEEKLY.

in
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WHO

A CHARMING RO MANCE OF A GIRL

IS

J ane

Before putting on her hat and coat, Jane
thought she woiUd liave just one glance at the

was raining heavily as little Jane Neill
her way from the Wall Street office
where she was employed as a shorthandtypist, to go home.
The rain increased in volume and intensity so much that before she had gone
two hundred yards it had penetrated the girl's
c icap umbrella and gone clean through the

IT made

ballroom.
She was peeping over the bannisters at the
scene when Monty Lyman came along.
The
boy's face was flushed with pleasure, and he ran
up to Jane.
" Pity you're not in there," he said, pointing
" You're prettier t han any one
to the ballroom.
of them. Let's have a dance in the hall."
Before Jane could protest, he had caught her
by the hand and they were waltzing round the
hall.
After a few turns the girl begged to be
allowed to sit down for a moment.
" I guess dancing doesn't go well on an empty
6tomach." she said, with a little smile.
Monty was weak, but he was very good-natured.
" You wait here a moment," lie said, " and I

well-worn serge costume, and, her thin shoes
were squelching like miniature pumps as she
walked.
" I think I'll call in and get a cup of hot
coffee at Micky's, and wait till it clears a
bit," she said to lierself.

A few more yards brought her to a coffee
dignified by the name of the Cafe
Europe.
_
Behind the long counter a youth with a
rlain but honest face was wiping up cups

shop,

VIVIAN MARTIN and NILES WELCH.
would suit him better than the kind of woman he
had advertised for, and he engaged her on the spot.
His manner of dictating was as weird as his appear-

of the

thick slabs that the proprietor of t lie Cafe Europe
called cake that the business knew.
As he saw the girl enter,- his homely face was
wreathed with smiles, and he let a cup roll unnoticed
•
to the floor as he hurried towards her.
"Oh, kid, you're just, about drenched," he said.
" Wait till I get you a cup of special before you say

ance.

He walked about, the room shouting and pulling
at his wisps of liair until he had exhausted himself.

Then work was over

for the day.

anything."
He rushed away, and came back with a special
cup of colfee and some real cake, for which the girl
thanked him with a bright smile.
" You are good to me, Micky," she said, as she
drank the fragrant coffee.
"Any guy would be good to you, Jane," replied

So far as Jane could make out Lyman had only
one relative, Monty Lyman, a good-looking young
man who did nothing but squander the handsome

" But say, I'm forgcttin'.
t lie young man, fervently.
Your dad left a letter for you."
Micky put his hand in his white jacket, and drew
out a letter. The girl put down her cup of colfee
and read it.

Mrs. Arliss had long since decided that Monty was
the husband for her daughter, a very pretty girl, but
as lieartless and scheming as her mother, but Mrs.
Arliss knew well the eccentricities of old David
Lyman, and she had made up her mind that if Monty
were cut otf with a shilling, as the old millionaire
often threatened, Nita would have to look elsewhere
for a husband.
Jane, who had decided that Monty was more weak
than- wicked, quickly saw how the land lay with
Mrs. Arliss.
She felt sorry for the young man, but at the same
time she thought he was very simple not to see

allowance his uncle made him.
Monty was guided through the social life of New
York by Mrs. Arliss, one of the fashionable Four

Hundred.

" That's finished it, Micky," she said, as she
handed over the letter for the young man to read.
She spoke quietly, but there was a little tremor in
her voice. It was another of the many blows she had
suffered in her young life.
Her father had written
to say that by the time she received the letter he
would have disappeared for pitrts unknown. He could
no ionacr support tier and the twins. The best advice
he could give her was to get the twins in an orphanage,
and then slic would be able to keep herself. He would
expect nothing from her.
"Shouldn't think he would!" exclaimed the
" Well, there's one thing, .lane.
indign int Micky.
He never gave you much money, so 1 guess you won't
miss him too much. If it wasn't for the twins."
" The twins will be all right," replied the girl.
I shall
"They're not going into any orphanage.
have to get a job with more money, that's all."
.She spoke bravely, but at the same time she quite

the terrible position her shiftless father
had left her in. It had been a hard struggle before,
but now
She applied herself resolutely to the coffee and cake,
and refused to contemplate the dark picture that
had came before her mind.
She was young, and she could work.
"Oct the paper, Micky, and see if there's any real
sparkling jobs going for a young and expert secretary,"
she said.
Micky handed over the evening paper, and presently
the girl called him.
"Here's a good one." she said, reading from the
"
paper.
Wanted, shorthand-typist, strong as a
horse and willing to work.
Homely-looking and

through his so-called friends.

'

"
middle-aged.'
" You don't fill much of that bill," said Micky
with a grin, as he looked at the girl's delicately pretty
face with her soft grey eyes and wealth of sunny
brown hair. " You're not homely-looking, and you're
certainly not middle aged."
" No, but I'm as strong as a horse, and I can work
all day for those twins,
said Jane.
"You know.
Micky, if you want to get anything in this world,
got
and
I'm
going
to go out for it,
out for
you've
that job."
" Well, I hope you get it, Jane," said Micky.
" Wish you luck, old girl."
"Thanks, Micky. I'll let you know at once, if
1 do."
And that was how Jane Neill became secretary lo

David Lyman.
Her new employer was a multi-millionaire with
one foot in the grave.
lie had devoted the past few years of his life to
writing a morality play, and his one remaining
ambition was to sec it staged before he died.
So far he had not been able to find a typist who
would put up with his eccentric ways, except those

whom he did not want.
Whey Jane first saw him

she felt like running
big wide staircase of his mansion in Fifth

Avenue.
a gaunt, white-haired old man who
he. had escaped from a lunatic asylum.
strange kink in his brain he thought Jane

Lyman was
looked as

if

By some

.

One day Mrs. Arliss and her daughter called on
Monty in' reference to a party the young man was
giving, and Monty began to talk rather freely about
his uncle ignoring the fact that Wicks, the butler,
was in the room.
" Uncle gets more crotchety every day, Mrs. Arliss,"
cheque,
There's always trouble about
he said.
but he will have to cough ni> something haudsome
party."
for
As soon as they had gone, David Lyman sent for
Wicks.
.
" Was that
nephew I heard just now ? " he

my

mv

realised

town the

MEN.

oo

mem

and saucers.
Micky Donovan was the most export sheer

TWO

LOVED BY
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my

asked.
" Yes, sir," replied the butler.
"
Did he ask about me Y
" Well, not exactly, sir, but he was talking to
Mrs. Arliss about you.
" Oh
What did he say ? " 6akl the millionaire,
pricking up his ears.
" Well. sir.
He said something about he hoped
!

you would eoHgh more."
.

David Lyman's reply to this was to telephone
to his solicitor and tell him to stop the cheque for
his nephew's allowance.
The next morning Monty came to his uncle in
great alarm.
" Mr. Harmon says you have given orders to stop
my cheque, uncle," he began.
" Harmon is quite right " snapped the million" Hoi>ed I'd cough more, did you ? Well, I'm
aire.
healthy enough to cough for a long time yet. Now,
go I'm busv, if you're not."
Very much alarmed. Monty telephoned to Mrs.
Arliss, asking if it would be possible to postpone the
party, as his uncle had stopped the cheque.
That worldly lady lifted her eyebrows at the news.
But she persuaded Monty that his uncle would think
better of his action. In any case the party must, go
on. The tradesmen could wait for their money.
!

:

The Night

of the Party.

the night of the party old David Lyman
engaged on the last scene of his play.
sat taking down notes from his
dictation, she heard the music from the great reception room where the. guests were dancing, and, despite
She
herself, she found her thoughts wandering.
would have given anything to have been one of
the KiiestS.
The old millionaire noticed her absent manner,

ON was
As Jane

and

cried out irritably

:

" How do you expect me to think when you are
Then there came a kinder
looking like that?"
look in his eyes, as he said " You may go, child.
The play is almost finished now. I will write the
:

remainder."

you something nice."
Wliile the girl was waiting, old David Lyman
of his study, and seeing Jane, he cried

will get

came out

out
" Ah There you are
Just take this down."
Apparently he had forgotten all about telling Jane
!

I

to go.

The girl had her book with her, and she began to
make notes.
While the old man was dictating,
some of Monty's young friends came
and seeing the old man, they began

into the hall,
to imitate his
strange gestures. Turning his head, the millionaire
hapi>ened to see them, and like a mad dervish lie
picked up his stick and drove them away. Then he
went into his study, closing his door with a loud
bang. Jane thought it best to retire at this juncture,
and she dashed out of the door without waiting for

Monty.

A

Tragic Surprise.

was a dramatic and tragic surprise for
THERE
Jane when she went to work the next morning.
Old David Lyman had been found dead in
head buried on his beloved manuscript
died completing his play.

his study, his

He had

As Jane stood awed in the presence of death.
Monty came up to her and handed her an envelope.
It was addressed to her in David Lyman's writing
" To my secretary in case of my death."

:

Jane opened the letter, which read
" I enclose my will, leaving you all my wealth,
on the condition you produce my play with Deronda
:

The rest of the fortune is yours."
The room seemed to swim round Jane as she
read the letter.
Mi. eoukl not grasp the fact that she, poor little
Jane Neill, the typist, was the heiress to David
She felt she must get outside
Lyman's millions.
into the fresh air to think things over.
That night, as she lay in bed, Jane began to get
things in a clearer perspective.
She realised that Monty Lyman, the man whom
she had innocently robbed of a fortune, meant
more to her than any man had ever done. He had
brought, romance into her life.
I love him
" she cried through
"I love him
the night. " But I haven't a chance. I don't want,
him to pity me, or marry me for my money. If
he loves mc, he will be willing to work for roc. Money
must not come into our lives."
The next morning saw Jane at Mr. Harmon's
office with a plan in Tier head.
She showed the solicitor the will, and, after
examining it, he pronounced it genuine.
"Of course, it will have to be proved." he said'
"but that will be merely a formal matter. 1 am
I had
very much surprised at this development.
In
no idea that Lyman had made a fresh will.
fact, I told Monty yesterday that, he was the heir,
pauper."
leaves
him
a
will
this
but
"It is about Mr. Monty that I wish to speak
" I liave an idea that he has
to you," said Jane.
been ruined by money. I want you to let him know
that a new will has been found, disinheriting him,
and that all he has is two rooms in a tenement in
Then he will try to get work, and
Biver Street.
when he has made good I will consider what "to" do
with the fortune. 1 feel that he ought, at least, to
liave a share; but for the present I think it will
do him good to work for a living."
"Yon may rely on me carrying out your instructions to the letter," said Mr. Harmon, "and 1
agree with you that it will do Mont) the world of
good to hustle around for his bread-and-butter."
as producer.

!

I

t

Monty Lyinan soon found out what a lot of
money makes in thus world— at least,

difference

with the people he tiad been associating with.
When he rang up Mrs. Arliss and told her he wa*
a pauper, that lady expressed a polite regret, and
then added that he would not be able to see her
or Nita for some time, as .they were going out of
town.
That was her way of telling him that they had
no further use for him now that his money was gone
Monty tried to get work, but he had few qualiflca-

(Continued on page

18.)
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THE FILM STAR " O^J
OF A THOUSAND MOODS.
NAZJMOV.A,
ALLA
as tho foremost

tho noted Russian actress,

is

classed

dramatic actress of both stage and
and her name has been coupled with those
of such famous actresses as Sarah Bernhardt and Ellen 'Jerry.
Right back in hor childhood days her great artistic gi£t began
to find expression, and she lias steadfastly worked until
screen,

sho has achieved marvellous success.
Sho was born in the wayside hamlet of Yalta, down in the
south-western corner of Russia, not far from tho Black Sea.
Her parents were of humble birth, her father being a chemist
in the village.
Nazimova first sought fame as a pianist.
She threw herself, heart and soul, into the study of music,
and her talent was so marked that she received a scholarship
to tho Conservatory of Moscow. However, her succoss in
music did not satisfy hor. She wanted further expression, so
sho decided to become an actress.
Sho joined a touring
company and travelled (hrou-rli Russia with them, enduring
ull sorts of conditions and discomfort*.
However, Nazimova
was determined to win through, and not only existed through
this severo test, but gloried in it.

Her Talent Discovered.
tho
LATER
Theatre

company played

at tho Russian
Mow York, and it was while
Alia Nazimova was playing in one of Ibsen's
plays that a manager from ono of tho large Broadway
theatres saw her and realised her genius.
He
couldn't understand the words, as they were
playing in Russian, but he could understand the
magnetism, the finished artistry of the young
woman with the black hair and the deep blue'eyes
who gave the Ibsen characters an appeal and
charm entirely new, and he lost no time in securing
an interview.
The actress found it difficult to
understand him when he tried to make known to
her his desire to engage her in Broadway. However,
with the aid of an interpreter she was made to
understand, and the result of the interview was
that she agreed to learn English, and was booked
to appear in Ibsen's plays in six months time.
in

Makes Naught

of Nationalities.

few months
THESE
for Nazimova,

meant sheer hard work
but, with her usual determination, she managed to accomplish the
task she had set herself to do.
Her appearance
on the American' stage created a furore.
Her
knowledge of the language being slight, she
depended mostly upon her facial mobility and
expressive gestures of body and hands to convey
her meaning to tho audience. All this was very
excellent preparation for the cinema work which
she took up a little later. " War Bride " marked
her advent to the screen, and in this she created
nothing short of a sensation. Since then she has
appeared in pictures that were few but good.
Nazimova is quite unlike any other screen actress
in the fact that she makes naught of nationalities.
She is married to Charles Bryant, the tall blonde
•who usually plays lead with her, and their dual

work

is

most

Nazimova

effective.

as Sally

Snape in " The Heart of a Child."

Nazimova

is

hnown

as " the star with a thousand

Nazimova's rehearsal costume is as comfortable as it is simple.
The loose-fitting
trousers and straight jumper allow perfect

moods."

freedom

of

movement.

(Photos:

Jury.)
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"Shots"—from
Broadwest

JANE GOES A-W001N6."

{.Continued

from page

16.)

worst of all, lie lacked backbone and
win through.
Those who might have
trial, had he shown more determination
to get there, turned liim down because they saw
lie lacked grit.
The rooms left to Monty by Jane were on the
same floor as her own in River Street.
The girl had chosen these so that she could, at
least, see that Monty did not starve to death, it
be could not find work and it was to these rooms
that the young man returned one day, tired out
with looking for work and despondent to the point

tions, and,
the will to

given him a

EVERYONE at both the Walthamstow and
Catford BROADWEST Studios are so
that they scarcelv find time to eat and
wonderful
sleep.
At Waltham'stow the
" behind the screen " film has iust becn completed, and has
been christened "The
Romance of a Movie Star." Violet Hopson
plays the part of Vanna George, the motion
picture actress; Stewart Rome is a solicitor's
son who is crazy about films and the film
star; Gregory Scott, has a part extremely
well suited to his personality; Mercy Hatton
is Cynthia Justice, Cameron Carr is Philip
Justice, and Violet Elliott is Mrs. Slade.
'All these players are well-known to lovers of
films, who will realise that
with such a fine cast the picture can be
nothing but a big success.

busy

BROADWEST

nn
'"Her Son" (the beautiful story of a selfsacrificing womanl was Trade Shown by the

Walturdaw Company

recently, but it will not
be released until later in the year. However,
it
is one of the finest British productions
It
e. er screened, so it is worth waiting for.
is certain that when the film is released,
Violet Hopson will achieve oneof the biggest
successes of her career in the part of
Dorothv Fairfax.

;

of despair.

While be was

sitting on bis little bed in an attitude
misery, the smell of fried bacon came
through
the door.
wafting
In bis ricb days it was a dish that Monty would
thought
of eating after breakfast, but
have
not
now he was genuinely hungry, and he thought
such an appetising smell.
never
smelt
he bad
At last, despite himself, he felt he must go and
having
this glorious meal.
He gently
see who was
opened a door on the other side of the passage,
astonishment,
saw
Jane
bending
over
and, to his

of

abject

the frying-pan.

Monty

flushed as he stammered out an apology.
I'm very sorry, but it was the smell of the
" I have
bacon that made me look in," be " said.
never smelt anything so delicious
" Why not join us, then ? " returned Jane. " Come,
There is
and I will introduce you to the twins.
!

plenty for all of us."
Monty accepted the invitation, and under the
influence of the meal he grew more hopeful.
" Do you know," lie said, as he thanked Jane
and rose to go, " yon've put new heart into me "?
I reckon I'll go out right now and hustle for a job
And Jane prayed in her heart, as she wished him
luck, that in the bard school of poverty Monty
might yet prove himself a man.
!

But she would have been disappointed had she
followed the young man.
At first he made a real effort to impress employers
that he would make good if they gave him a chance,
but after the first few refusals he again lost heart,
and returned to the tenement more despondeut
than ever.

The Old Love and the New.

AT

the very moment Monty was lamenting his
luck and giving in to things, another young
man, Micky Donovan, had received the

biggest blow of bis

life.

Micky knew nothing

STEWART ROME.
BROADWEST

ComAt present one of the
panies is at work on " The Case of Lady
Camber," and although this film is not very
far advanced, it is hoped that given good
weather the month of April nearly turned
the production should
everyone's hair gre\
be completed within the next fortnight.

—

—

nun

.

Now

I

have

a

•

surprise

BROADWEST Company

for
is to

—

you the
produce a

film.
Not the ordinary thriller in
which the heroine seems to have nine lives
at least, but a thoroughly English film in
which English customs, scenery, and people
will figure. The cast has not yet been selected,
but it will be a verv strong one, and many
BROADWEST favourites will appear in this

serial

first

BROADWEST Serial.

nnn

number of original
stories down for production by this Company,
Then there are quite

a

Gay Road," by Tom
"Trent's Last Case," "In Full
Richard Marsh, and "The
bv

as well as ''The Great

Gallon,

Cry,"

Jane's newly acquired
fortunej and, in the hope that be might show the
love
by
helping
her in her struggle
I>owcr of his
to keep herself and the twins, he had written proposing marriage.
But Jane, lost in the romantic ambition to make
a man of Monty, had refused him with the old
words that she could only be a sister to him.
But Micky was not of the Monty tyi>e. He was
a man who fought all the harder when he was up
against it. There was a set to Ids jaw and the light
ot battle in bis eyes as he replied to Jane.
"You once told me," be wrote, "that if anybody
wanted anything they should go out and get it.
I want you, and I am going to get you for my wife.
You can cut out the sister stuff.
of

The crucfc but direct and manly letter touched
Jane's tender heart, but Komance with a capital K
had her in its grip. She meant to make a man of
Monty, and when a woman gets that sort of idea in
her bead, there is no stopping her.
One day, when she was mending Monty's coat,
the young man turned to her with a very tender
look in bis eyes.
" You know, Jane, when I see you doing that. I
feel that it would be line if you were always doing
things for me."
What else Monty would have said will never be
known, for at that moment the belt rang, and Mrs.
Arliss, accomiwtnicd by Nlta, stood at the door.
Mrs. Arliss had chanced to meet Mr. Harmon,
and the lawyer, who well knew her selfish designs
on Monty, had determined to give the heartless
woman a lesson. He told her that David Lyman's
will had yet to be probated, and that it was quite
possible that Monty would get the money.
As soon as she heard this, Mrs. Arliss got Monty's

5th, 1920.

address from the lawyer and hurried oft to find
the young man.
" We must find him at once, Nita, before he hears
this
and don't forget, when you see him, to tell
him you want to share his poverty. Of course, you
won't marry him till we find that Harmon is right,
and that Monty is really the heir."
"I understand, mamma," replied the dutiful
daughter.
Poor Jane knew nothing of this. She only saw
her castle of Romance being shattered by this
;

heartless society

woman.

Mrs. Arliss, after a very effusive greeting, in
which she poured out sympathy for Monty like oif
gushing from a well, insisting tliat he must stay ~
with her till he found some congenial employment,
soon contrived to leave Monty and Nita together.
Mrs. Arliss had not even spoken to Jane, but she
had referred to her by commenting on the pokey,
stuffy rooms, and, by the tone of her voice, gave
Jane to understand that she had no right to breathe
the same air as Monty.
Then Nita. choosing a moment when she knew
Jane must bear what she said, though she was in

the other room, forced as much passion into her
voice as her eold, calculating heart would allow,
and told Monty that, \>ooi though lie was, she
would not give him up.
" I love you, Monty, and love Is worth more than
riches " she said, putting her arms round bis neck,
" But. I am poor " replied the bewildered Monty.
" Far too iwor to wed a society girl of your position "
" Never mind poverty, my dear boy " gushed
Mrs. Arliss, coming in at this moment. " You must
come and stay with us till things turn round."
Monty felt that it would be a poor return for
Jane's kindness to go away at the bidding of Mrs.
Arliss.
He made a half-hearted sort of protect,
but Mrs. Arliss quickly bver-ruled all objections
!

!

!

!

and

carried

him

otf.

Jane was sadly disappointed in Monty, and
even love could not blind her eyes to the fact that,
he was a weak reed. In- the meantime, she found
scope for her energies in helping Deronda to produce
the play.
After weeks of hard work the play was
put on, and proved a huge success.
Mr. Deronda gave a great party to celebrate
the occasion, and Jane was invited. To her great
surprise, Mr. Deronda made a speech, in which he
said the success of the play was due more to Jane,
than himself, for it was she who had been able to
catch the idea that the author had in mind.
Then Mr. Harmon sprang another surprise by
announcing that Jane was the heiress to Lyman's
millions.

as she could, Jane made her escape,
she realised that the congratulations of the
were meaningless.
people
smart
She had not been long at home when Monty

As soon

for

came.

"I suppose you have eome to see the will?"
" Here it is, but I do not
6aid the girl bitterly.
From the first I never
intend to benefit by it.
the
money
I only wanted you to
meant to keep
;
But
prove tliat you could earn your own living.
you have disappointed me."
As she spoke, she threw the

The

will in the fire.
uusclflsluiess of her great love moved Monty.

" Jane
Jane, won't you marry me ? " he cried,
throwing himself at her feet. " You can do so" much
for me, and you have taught me so much
"No, Monty!" said Jane Ssdly. "A few weeks
.ago I would "have given the world to have heaitt
those words from you, but. now I would not marry
you. I could only marry a man who was dead sure
"
of himself every .time
And once more Monty proved what a weakling
dismissal without making a
accepting
his
he was bv
1

!

!

tight for

it.

After he had gone, Jane sat in her fine hall dress,
miserable at her failure to reclaim Monty, but
glad she had finished with the shallow world in
which he moved. And It was here that- Micky found
her Micky, the man who knew what he wanted
and he told Jane he wanted her so many times
tliat she consented to marry him.
"Now that I have left off dreaming. Micky,"
she said, with a wan smile, "I know it was you I
"
loved all the time

—

I

(Adapted from

incidents

in

the

Paramount

photo-play, "Jane Goes a-Wooing." fea'urint?
Vivian Martin as Jam, Niles Welsh as Monty,
and Casson Ferguson as Micky.)

Penniless Millionaire."

nnn

This

month

BROADWEST

sees
the release
racing film, entitled

of

the

"A Great

Coup." Stewart Rome, Gregory Scott and
Poppy Wyndham play the leading parts in
the him, and the final reels contain some of
the most thrilling racing scenes possible.
This film is released through the Walturdaw

Company.

BROADWEST FILMS.LTD.,
Head
1

75,

Oflicc

:

Wardour St., London, W. 1
('Phone: Gerrard

24'J.)

GRAND
DERBY
NUMBER
NOW ON SALE.

MANY

superb

and

photos

interesting

articles

on

the

great race.

A bumper

issue

no one should miss. Buy

it

NOW!
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EUGENE O'BRIEN co*™1>We

Beauty Midway

A RUMOUR

was current in Bcreendom
Eugene O'Brien had hired a
three-ton motor truck for a very secret
It
was further
and mysterious mission.
rumoured that the chartering of the motorv»>hiclo had something to do with the thousands
of letters he receives from his hundreds of

Uglinesses.
EASTERN &WESTERN

thousands of admirers.
I sought out 'Gene one afternoon at the Selznick Studio in the Bronx, which, for the benefit
of those
who are not familiar with the
geography of New York, is one of the outlying
boroughs of the greater city. There, along with
Robert Edcson and Lucille Stewart, I found

IDEALS.
says
"VIRTUE,"
between two

him

in the throes of rehearsing a difficult scene in
his next photo-play.

A

Question for Him.
unoccupied
somo
minutes, when director Ralph

!

and dropped his cigarette.
" It most certainly is'not true," came from
him, "I know a score of screen people whose

much heavier than mine."
What about that three-ton truck
is

load of
letters, it is said, you had transferred to the
studio ? " I quizzed tantalisingly.

HTHIS
|

Some

Impossible Requests.
never asked
BUTmenI have
or women to write

"

But let me tell you about these
letters, now that you have started on the subject.
some
letters brought up to the studio.
did
have
1
They accumulated while I was away from the
city.
I am going to read them over up here,

when not busy.
"

the place of applause you get when you work
on the spoken stage.
" Comment and criticism in the newspapers is
good, of course, but after all, the people themselves, the audiences, are the court of last
appeal.
You must know, if you are a theatregoer, how many plays were roasted alive by the
critics the first night, and still went over big."

Letters."

time Mr. O'Brien smiled broadly.
"I see the boys are talking again," he

said.

Now

please get this straight ," continued
" I'm always glad to hear from folks
whom I please or displease on the screen. I
think their criticism or favour is the finest
It takes
incentive a photo-play actor can get.

'Gene.

or encouraged
to

To do

me.

so may lead them to make requests
impossible to fulfil, and then there is only sad
disappointment on their part. When they,
however, do write and make some such reasonable request, as for my photo, I always try to

send

to

it

them."

That was pretty straight stuff from a mere
movie actor, and I was glad to hear it. And
take tin first opportunity to
readers of The Picture Show.
I

pass

it

on to

CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE.
chin

indicative of an heroic nature, also great
for the feelings and sorrows of others.

is

sympathy

The

Beautiful Mobile Mouth.

EXPRESSIVE of
ate

and

great generosity, is passionfascinating.
Her imagination

ever in motion, sympathising with her
surroundings.
It also gives her strength and
ardour, enterprise and courage.
is

The Chin.
INDICATIVE
is

of great strength, of will, deter-

sometimes ruthless, not cunning,
but on her guard. Very little colouring
necessary to deceive her on any occasion.
initiation

The Width

;

of the Face.

acquisition
GIVES
accompanied svith
:

Though

it

is always so when
a prominent nose.

liberal in expenditure, this

type
desire to accumulate more than they spend.

Personality.
have great power of cool understanding.
Observe the sharp indenture
in the middle of the chin, which denotes
dignity and propriety of manner.
A personality
which gives out of her best to others. There is
a certain method in her reasoning, denoting a
well-balanced mind, and the actions of such a
typo are usually governed by reflection and
Reason will always be with her
deliberation.

THEY

the prevailing instinct.

BLACKNESS

pupil of the eye itself
denotes good health and a true, honour-

able, and
great acts.

in the

courageous mind.

Capable of

In Love.

capacity for attachment; true and
GREAT
steadfast where they love.
Ruled by her
heart and soul," her feelings are

which
most prominent,
In Health.
THEnature'snose,
evidence
a love and appreciation
USUALLY very good health
the
the
The deep
each
Great
is

beautiful.

a mean

Thus generosity is a mean between foolish
extravagance and avarice
modesty a mean
between prudishness and wanton-ness a good
comedy a mean between a revue and a propagandist play.
I suppose the reverse is true, i.e., that a vico
is a mean between two virtues.
But there is
probably something wrong in the assumption.
"
Like the converse of
All cabbages are vegetables," which is " All vegetables are cabbages,"
and which landed one in a logical muddle in

lines

side

from the wing of the nose extending down to the

lies in

throat.

recuperative powers.

one's schooldays.

The axiom holds good when applied to
a beautiful figure is the mean between
the ugly extremes of leanness and obesity. A
beauty

;

beautiful face has neither too much nor too
little hair upon it
crudely, in a woman, the
eyebrows and lashes are luxuriant, yet lit)
downy growth blurs the outline of cheek and

—

Our convention which demands
should have long eyelashes but no
moustaches would probably seem curious to
certain savages who shave eyebrows and lashes,
and admire moustaches in women, just as our
partiality for white teeth would astonish the
Hottentots who prefer them black or yellow
In Europe, however, and among the civilised
Eastern races, the beauty that long curling
eyelashes and delicately marked brows cannot
be over-estimated.
What glorious lashes one sees in the East
especially among the Greek girls in the native
quarter of Cairo. The tendency among such
beauties to grow superfluous hair on the fac.^
is combated by the razor or by depilatory
upper
that

lip.

women

!

;

paste, recipes handed down sometimes from
the days of Cleopatra or the glory of Carthage.

In England women are beginning to realise
that neither shaving nor electrolysis are idea!
for

removing unwanted

;

weakness
endurance and
their

hair.

A method

which

steadily gaining in popularity is that of
treating the superfluous hair with a paste
made of pure pheminol and water. The paste
is spread rather thickly on the hair, and
allowed to dry thoroughly. The hair is completely destroyed, and can then be painlessly
removed with a very blunt knife or a piece uf
is

cardboard.

The application of a little tckko paste is
recommended after the hair has been removed
with the pheminol.
The trouble with most English women, however, is not that they have too much hair on
Scanty eyebrows,
their face, but too little.

and poor, light lashes are common in this
country, and often render an otherwise charmIt is a good
ing face insipid or even plain.
and safe plan to encourage the growth of brows
occasional
application
of a
and lashes by the
mennaline.
Mennaline is rather a
little
use,
and
it
has
substance
to
-the
pleasant
advantage of not only increasing the growth
of the eyelashes, but also of giving them a
delightful inclination to curl at the tips.

The eyes owe half their expression and
charm to the lashes surrounding them, just
as the face owes so

is

of

of

most

acute.

The Fine Nose.
fine

"is

.

:

" I Did Have

.

;

Ince had called for a rest,
I asked him this question
" Is it true, Mr. O'Brien, that you receive more letters from admirers of both
sexes, and especially from the weaker
"
sex, than any other screen actor?
Wooh 'Geno jumped clear out of his chair,

"

Aristotle,
vices."

;

DURING

mail

Two

Between

lately that

much

to its frame of hair.

parker belmont's clyxol berries
FOR OBESITY.
fAOTT.

|
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OFFER
PATTERN
"WOMANjT WEEKLY

BIG FREE

TO READERX OF

Vo-^

ouse Pattern Qiuen

THEon greatest
record!

money-saving pattern offer
You can make ALL your
new summer clothes with the aid of the
splendid "Woman's Weekly" free paper
patterns.

n n

BOTH

these charming Blouses are
from the pattern given inside "

made up
Woman's

Weekly" this week.
A delightful
Tennis Frock can also be made by combining
the patterns of this Blouse and next week's
Full instructions and diagrams for
skirt.
making no end of lovely clothes are given.

Make

sure

with

your

of

all _

the

newsagent

patterns by placing
a regular order for

WEEKLY
N.B. -Next weeh a

delightfully simple

pattern will be given
a lovely
after

.

.

.

SKIRT
the week

JUMPER BLOUSE.

CURES HEADACHES

Cinema Acting
a

g
B
g

A WONDERFUL OFFER

These little Zox Powders are instantly effective in banishing headaches
and Neuralgia.
You just take one in a cup of tea or water, and the pain
goes like magic.
So confident arc we that they will give you instant relief that we will gladly send
two Zox Powders
upon receipt of stamped addressed envelope.
Zox Powders can be bought at all Chemists or Stores in 1/6 and 3'- boxes,
or post free at the same price from

i

TO BEGINNERS.
RALPH LYNN aSmy;

FREE

i

Write for Prospectus:

:

15,

Shopping

Everything on Easy
Raincoats,
Terms.
Trench coats, Boots,

Easy.

WHEN

Shoes, Cutlery, Cos-

tumes,

made

:

THE ZOX

KN1GHTSBRIDGE.

Pavilion Road,

Rings,

Watches, Jfcc, on Lasv Terms.
30 - worth 5 • monthly, 60 •
worth 10,. monthly, <fcc. Write
and order
lor free catalogue
Foreign orders cash onlv.
form
MASTERS, LTD., 94, Hope
St;re», Rye. (Estd. 1869.)

^
I
$

communicating

w

mention " The

I

Picture

with
tisers

^

Adverplease

Show."

^
I

CO.,

11,

Hatton Garden, London,

E.C.I.

Oa+ine
It is the dirt that is in. not the dirt that is on, that
spoils the complexion.
OATINE removes all din
from the pores of the skin thoroughly.
.

OATINE CREAM
OATINE SNOW

oil, 16 and 3/-.
vanishing cream, and non-

contains natural
a

is

Of

greasy, 1/3.

all

Chemists.

— and the stain will
soon disappear
1

.

>

^

-

-

-

'

—

Ink and ironniould stains ouickly vantouch of Movol ana not a trace
of the stain remains. Anil it is so simple too
Ju*t a touch of Movol on the
stain, a wait of a few minutes, ami
behold
the stn in his vanished.
ish at a

Intensify the joy

I

the open road

!

of the mouth and throat
by the dust of the road is quickly
relieved ( and prevented altogether) by occasion-

The parched soreness

~

ally dissolving in the

'

TWADf MARK.

MOVOL

irritated

mouth

STAIN

K.EMOVER

EVANS'

Removes Ironmould, Rust, Fruit

An eflccthe precautionary measure against the microbes
Pneumonia, Diphtheria, etc.
See the 'Raised Bar' on each Paslille.cxcluswe to Evans'.
per tin from Ohem'iU or post tree from the maker,,
EVANS SONS, LESCHIR A WEBB.Ud ,56.Hanover8t.,

Follow carefully the directions given with
each tube.
Chemists. <
etc.. la l/ andSd.
r
tubes; or, if you can't obtaiu it, tend 1,1! fat
large tube to

and Ink Stains from Clothing
Marble,

of Inlluenzu, Catarrh,

1/3

Ltverpool.dfc 60.

Bartholomew

Close. London, E.C.I.

s

,

^

A thimhletul -of Movol in the rinsingwater rill remove the yellow 4inge
jtom while clothes.

W.

etc.

EDGEBOLTON.
& SONS.

LTD..
|||
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says

The Cinema Help the Theatre
his
ALTHOUGH
experifilm

not
been extensive, Hoiman Clark can claim
the proud distinction
of being something of
has

ence

" old-timer "

an

in

pictures, for he ap«
peared in one of the
earliest made in this

"A

Message
country,
From Mars."
" It wa« produced
about three years before the war," he told
me the other evening
as we sat chatting in
his dressing-room at
the Queen's Theatre.

HOLMAN CLARK.
(Photo: Claude Harris.)
I

was the Messenger, and

I

remember walking

Regent's fark, attired in chain armour.
Then 1 appeared in The Brass Bottle.' Later
came] 'Rod Pottage,* and finally 'Her Heritage.' These, I think, are about all the pictures
You see, I am so busy that
1
have done.
for, in
1 have not much time for film work,
addition to inv performances here I go in for
producing : 1 am produc ing Barrie's latest play
in

'

at present."

A Boon

The Value

1DO

an Overcrowded Profession.

to

producing

of

?

I do not consider that I know
enough about them. I think such work requires
long and careful study before one is capable to

" No,

HOW
Proper

time."

Your opinion

of film acting as a profession ?"

queried.

A great boon to

an overcrowded profession,"

" Also. I think that the more
einemas there are, the better it is for the
theatres.
A surprising statement, you think 1
Ah, but you see, the cinemas get the public
into the habit of going out at night, and that
is a very great thing.
reply.

whose duty

artiste,

part

of

the

it

was to

dashing

hero

play
in

an

American film, was rather disappointing.
He laid his hand on his heart too often, and.
what was worse, he rolled his eyes about like

QUIN QUENNA.

so

ness.

beyond

QUIN QUENNA

description.
is

a revelation of hair lovelinexs.
Just say to yonrdealer,"I want
QUIN QUENNA." He stocks
he knows its value.
In
packets (containing sufficient
ior two sn
hampoos)
am poos two lor
for \
six packets, 2/0. // unabU to

procure Quin Qutnna or Quinofox,

send direct

;Quinol 0#
GUARANTEED

a triumph,

HAIR GROWER.
into
brushed

I
I

I

dull, flat, lifel^J
hair, makes it look and frvi
pretty, fresh,' wavy, brigh*. I

ordinary

all day loni*
and abundant
«:
'
7
Z
• Fre lf, l * f ?°£ i
t™S
.

|_ 2 >

to ug,

Leighton Labs., (DR.

48), 35,

.

Quinolox

w

"

^LVi

,

.

I

. -

I?£fl£;

I

-J)

Gray's Inn Ed.. London, W.O.i

.

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
Nervousness deprives yon of employment, pleasures, and many
advantages in life.
If yon wish to prosper and enjoy J if-,
strengthen your nerves, and regain confidence in yourself by
using the Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treatment- Guaranteed Cure in 12 days. Used bj Vfce-Admira) to
Seaman, Colonel to Private, D.S.O.'s. M.C.'s,
an
D.C.M.'s.
Merely send 3 penny stamps for pajtienlars.
Ltd., 536, Imperial
Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

MM-

—

!

—-

" Are you any
visitor to studio
to Montgommery Harold, the well"
film artiste ?
" I am Mr. Montgommerv
Actoh

Old Lady

ior men aDd women in
this growing British Industry.
There is a demand
for trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36. Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.l.

SHORT MEN
AND
WOMEN

are of ten ignored and looked down npon. Tall
people receive favourable consideration an t
attention in every walk of life.
By my ea*»
scientific and safe method yon can grow
several inches taller. Many people baveadde »
1 J to 4 inches to their height by My System.
Write at once for FREE particulars. mention-

Evil.

ing

"The PictureShow."

:

-

:

did."

Scenario Writer
that out

?

Film Artiste
ill

if

I

bills

:

*"

"

don't get

:

it,

How

elo

you make

"

Because I shall fret myself
and you know what doctor's

are."

WAYO!
WAAULAA

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
AND
COMPLEXION
BAD
does
matter how bad yom complexion
It
Dot
« ill clear it

Too

Difficult.
" Why don't
"

you take up cowboy roles, old
chap ?
" Not suited for 'em."
" Nonsense
You can fake shooting."
" But you can't fake rolling a cigarette
with one hand."

is,

the Complexion is Good. Soeh a
Complexion clear, soft, and fresb as a baby's may be pt..by using this Wonderful
enred in
Product. Wrinkles and All Skin Imparit* a
disappear magically. -Acts while you sleep. Get
Habit and look attractive. Don't Delay,
To-Day.
For a short time we will send
post free a 2 9d. box for l/9d. iTwo boxes 3 3d.), ora 4/flo
(triple size box) for a/0d. (Two for 5 3d.)
if

—

—
One Week

SPECIAL OFFER,—

RICHMOND
(Surrey)

Preparations.
110, The Green.
Kew, Surrey.

— -•

Restores

and

Do you have any trouble now
with your leading lady who is playing the part
of the little girl of fifteen in your new picture ?
Screen Director " No whenever she has
a tantrum now I threaten to publish portraits of
:

New

tbeWAXOLA

Send

She Was Old.
Producer

WA2COLA.

Sold Under Guarantee. Even the plainest

features look attractive

Wax

:

"

Address:

Enquiry K Dept., 51. Church St
South Shore. BLACKPOOL,

:

!

Quite Like Him.

IN

Many opportunities occur

Scenario Writer " My dear, I can't afford
to buy you that hat."
" You'd save money if you
Film Artiste

.

!

ARE YOU INTERESTED
THE CINEMA?

May Herschel Clarke.

:

"

I

GODFRY ELLXOTT*SMITH,

'

!

from the hall
" Oh, he's going to sing to her

"

Presents
The Shin.

'*

!

Old Lady

" Ah,

then that explains the
extraordinary resemblance."
:

;

:

her two sons, taken with .their wives and two

Misunderstood.

little

" It would please me very much. Miss Prim,"
said Mr. Muchly, " i£ you would go to the
pictures with me this evening."
" Have you secured the seats ? " inquired the
girl.

" Oh, come now,
all

it

thick-

QUIN QUENNA makes

Beanty

" From an educational, scientific, ayid dramatic
that the
standpoint, I believe," he added,
film of the future will rely more and more on its
dramatic values and pictorial possibilities for the
telling of its story, and less and less on its subtitles, and that when subtitles are used they will
be employed far more skilfully than at present."
Mr. Clark confesssed that as an entertainment
he does not care greatly for pictures, and that
But
he has never seen Douglas Fairbanks
of the film artistes he has seen his favourites,
if he can be saiel to have any favourites, sre
Elsie Ferguson and Pauline Frederick.

!

so fat as

wavy

the hairfresh, clean. bright and
fluffy, aDd so easy to dry and
do up afterwards.
Id evyry
packet there awaits yon Hair

:

The

different,

such lifeand vigour, such

ealth of heavy,

producer can employ."
Mr. Clark then went on to discuss the future
which he considers to be enormous

out of water.
These things combined made him very
Just before the crisis of the film
unpopular.
he clasped the heroine to his manly bosom,
and said, according to the sub-title
" Sweetheart, keep a brave heart
The
"
worst is yet to come
Thereupon there tame a pathetic voice

Harold

shampoo with

first

d.-ligbtfully
ca

of spectacular production, for instance ?
" Xo, though I admit it possesses peculiar
advantages in this respect. The magnificent
Habylonian seenes in Intolerance,' for instance,
could never have been produced with such
effect within the comparatively small compass
of the stage, while it is, of course, a platitude
to remark upon the beauty and spectacular
value of natural scenery which only the film

fish

known

il!

DONE

IT IS

Shampooing with

After the

DO

A Worse

For Worse.

relation

hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiift.

QUIN QUENNAthe hair is OH* V
deniably better, ami it grown /
more and more beautiful after
every wash. QUIN QUENNA is

Pictorial Possibilities of the Films.
you think the screen has assisted the
stage, Mr. Clark ? From the point of view
"

unlimited.

As regards appearing in pictures
it.
would certainly do so if sufficient leisure
presented itself, and the role proved interesting,
but I would not go out of my way to seek
picture work with so many other calls upon my

a

QuinQ'denna

of Repose.

;

again, I

THEthe

re sultsfrom

!

undertake

"

Hair Beauty

in Pictures.

not think it is necessary for one to bo
a good actor, and by that 1 mean good
according to the standard of the theatre,
to be a success in films," continued Mr. Clark,
"any more than it is necessary for an actor
to haves proved his ability in pictures before
An artiste, for
he appears on the boards.
instance, may possess the 'beauty, but, alas
the rnrri also of a peacock, and yet be a success
on the screen, whereas nothing could save that
person from being a failure on the stage.
Naturally, it is possible to be good in both
mediums, but I think the legitimate actor
stands the greater chance of a dual success
because he has the inestimable advantage of
being able to see and correct any faults be commits in his new artistic sphere, thereby enabling
him quickly to adapt himself to its demands.
For, of course, some adaptation is necessary apt
to exaggerate his actions before the camera at first,
ho quickly learns the value of repose after he
has seen himself once or twice on the screen."

of the film,

was the

Old-timer

Astoniihirg

Clark, an

'

you ever thought
HAVE
" 1 asked.
films

I

Hoiman

that."

he protested,

_

3

ou are not

BUY THEM

girls."
•

Seem

+4

Real.
The movie actor was honestly and truly in
love, but when ho tried to propose the object
of his affections seemed slightly cynical.
" Are you in earnest," she inquired,
or
"
are von just rehearsing a scene ?

Didn't
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WHY BE TOO FAT
Regain Your Health

& Beauty

and reduce your weight quickly by
commencing the never- failing
Antipon treatment NOW. Ithas20
years' reputation, and is the ODly
aafe, sure, and pleasant remedy for
over-stoutness. No change of diei>
but a reduction of Sozs. to 3 lbs. io a
single day and night. Sold by Boots
and Chemists and Stores th 3 world
over. Price 3> and 6/«» or in plain

wrapper from the
CO. {De»k 11 .27,

ANTIPON

London, W.C.I.

From
i

Store St„

Cash
and

Boots

IF

to

know anything^ about Films

ORIGINAL SCREEN STORIES.
Several months ago, when discussing the subject ot
film adaptations, this paper was practically alone in
the coarse which it then took of protesting against the
too-frequent use of the novel for screen purposes.
Now that the subject is again under discussion, it is
good to notice that the point of view already expressed

here

is

being upheld.

Apparently

liemists, Taylor's
all

you want

it

has proved an easy road to success

on the reputation of a wellscreening a few of some popular
where the film versions of them
bear no actual resemblance to the originals. But
though there will always be a welcome tor the picturised novel of the best type,. it is not a wise procedure to
overdo the practice by exclnthng originality from the
Even in America, where the tendency towards
screen.
film adaptations of books is tar less pronounced than
it is in this country, it is being admitted that the constant use of the publisher's bookshelf has been overdone. There is, besides, plenty of evidence to prove
that numerous successes have been scored by the
original screen story, and the British producer would
not find it a bad policy if he were to cut out of his
programme some of the many books o! which he is
making such a feature at present.
There are scenario writers in this country who have
taken to sending their scripts to America because there
That is not a
is practically no market for them here.
good thing when everything possible should be done
all
material
assistance
there is for
to utilise
the
and
our'own purpose. What is needed also is a published
lor producers to trade

Chemists.

known name by

novelist's books even

PERFUME OF A THOUSAND
BLOSSOMS.
If you have ever stood upon a hillslope
overlooking some garden-valley of India, you
w U vividly remember how the soft wind came
den with strange, delicate perfume from a
thousand blossoms and stole deliciously upon
I

your senses.
Thf> makers of " Amo-Del " have captured
It may not
his fragrance for your delight.
lc possible to purchase "Amo-Del" from your
t

Chemist, and therefore the concessionaires
will send a large trial bottle of this rare
Please
Indian perfume for 3 - post free.
mention "The Picture Show" and address
your envelope: Beaz (Blackpool), Ltd., 36,
(Advt.)
Hjchanan Street, Blackpool.

scale of remuneration for original scripts for British
production, with some idea of the kind of subjects
that are wanted.
The journalist who wishes to contribute to some publication knows where to took for
the information be requires, but the scenario writer
over here is completely in the dark. He hears of

fabulous sums being paid by the American producer,
but of what the British producer's attitude may be he
has no inkling at all.

THE EDITOR.

CHARLEY'S

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FREE
SECRET
SEND NO MONEY
Vi

/let

a. i J

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue.
A stamped and addressed envelope must accom-

Vanbrugh and leading Stars us?
recommend Fragrant "Cinema

YOUR

teeth can be as
beauty aids.
white as Charley's if you use "Cinema
is
F ed Barnes write*:
It
a wonderful preparation;
which does actually whiten the teeth without injury."
' Cinema " Soap will make your face a picture.
"Cinema" Crushed Rose- Face Fowderi: Crushed
30 DAYS Violet* and Lilac Toilet Powder are a revelationA 30 day* trial of '• Ciueina " Dentiilice *ent

—

pany any
letter

letter requiring

'

FREE
TRIAL

Two stamp*.
CO., LTD.,
(Oept.S), 22, Finsbury Park Rd., London.
to

all

who

applicants

enclose

THE CINEMA SOAP

theCiirvan System help yon

to increase your height. Mr. Briggurets Sinc-hes increase ;
Drivtr B, F.,
Sin hes; Mr. P.atcliflY, 4 iucbea ; Mi*a
Ledell, 4 Inches ; Mr. Ketley, -linen***.

Every

the writer (not for

communications can be answered.
Address
Editor, " The Picture Show," Room 85, The
Fl ?etway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.
:

The

—

M. W. (Burley-'m-Wharfedale). In " Judex," the
only names mentioned arc those of Millie. Andreyor,
Rene Create, and Mmc. Musidora. Jacqueline was
played by Mdllc. Andreyor.
M. B. S. (Coventry). As far as I am aware at present
your namesake in filmland uses his own name on the
screen.
See answer to " Knykay," of Sidcup, elsewhere.

i-ei

This system" greatly
health, figure,

reply.

full

—

.ARE YOU SHORT?
If »o, lft

an early

name and address of
publication), as no anonymous

should give the

improve* the
and carriage. Semi '

any stamp* foi further particulars
£100 Guarantee to
net
Enquiry
Dept. C.T.. 17, Btrcnul Ofeen Itoad,
fir

it

London. HA.

(i.
H. (Pontefract), I. L. T. (Watford), F. A.
(Ambe), li. K. 8. (Hartlepool), E. S. (Dunfermline),
A. H. (Cardilf), Jeanne (Shawlands), A. D. K. (Alexandria). 13. W. (Great Yarmouth), S. J. (Reading),
N. B. (Hull), Dora (West Ham), and A. P. (WestThirteen is supposed to be unlucky, but you
clilf).
all can consider me one of the company to make it all
Your answers as follows Ben Webster with
right.
Marie Doro ht " Twelve-Ten." Lew Cody In " For
Husbands Only." Hottditii is married. Eva Brent
in " The Master Mystery," was Margaret. Marsh
Noble Johnson was Sweeney Bodin in " The Bull's
Eye." Edith Johnson is twenty-five, and Tom Mix
William S. Hart will be forty-four on
is thirty-nine.
:

LADIES'

STOCKINGS

Smplyasabuge Advertisement

,

we oBer splendid wearing Llama

:

Mushed hose in Black, Bottle
(.teen, and Navy, at 2l% pair,
tost tree. Also ALL WOOL, all
shades, 4/2. Ask lor bargain list
01

:

|

R.

BARNSBEE'S,
St..

Armley, Leeds.

^
m—J

mm j %0

t

paid
rAltf

•

POST FREE,

•

general drapery.

Tcwn

,

/
I

;

_

j

j
i

.

:
j
i

December 6th. Ralph Graves, Warner Richmond,
Constance and Fair Binncy, in " Sporting Life.
Harry O. Moody was Tiger Face in " The Tiger's
Casson Ferguson and Mary Pickford in
Trail!"
" How Could You, Jean V "
Charlie Chaplin was
thirty-one on April 16th. Thomas Holding in " One

Week

of Life."

Max Under

Packed Free. Carriage

Paid.

Direct from Works.

LOW CASH PRICES

or 1 2 MONTHS' CREDIT.
Immediate deliver*-. Shop boiled and Second,
hand Cycles CHEAP. Tyresand Accessories at
popular

Prices.

Satis! id ion

yuai^iiteed

or

Money refunded. Write for Monitor Size Free
List and SfeciOT Offer of Sample Bicycle.

ftA
IWl

C AH
CHU

CYCLE COMPANY,

Inc.

Opt B.669BIRMINGH AM.

on the

films.

—

;

5 DAYS FREE TRIAL

still

Scssue Uayakawa was born on June 10th, 1889.
(Dundee).
Are you satisfied with this
issue, in which your answer appears '! 1 hope yon are,
best 1 can in answer to your
tried
do
the
to
for I have
request that it should have an art plate in it. Dorothy
Moore has-eyes of the
and
Glsh bas blue eyes
same colour, while his hair is light -brown, in height

"Dor"

-

is

he
is

is

5

ft.

10J

in.

Tom

Your query about Eugene O'Brien

answered elsewhere.

"PAT"

a-c constantly appearing on this page, and I do not
think the other plan would make any difference.
Thanks all the same for making the suggestion. You
want to know why it is Mia hero in pictures is nearly
always clean shaven. Cannot say. D. ft, unless it
is to show more plainly his stiff upper lip in times ol
difficulty.
Pearl White gives her height as 5 ft. 3 in.
Crei^hton Hale was born in 1892, and Dorothy Gish
was twenty-two on March 11th. Mildred Harris is>
nineteen this year. I am afraid there is little hope
of the others telling us just when they were born.
JIakjoeie (Queensland). Yes, Mahkm Hamilton
is married.
Dorothy Dalton married Lew Cody.
Mary Anderson was born on the same dav as yourself,
viz., June 28th.
L. T. (Kirkby Stephen).—The part played by
Pearl Grant was a small one, and it was not mentioned in the cast of " The Circus King." So you'd
hi in the seventh heaven of delight if only you could
»"t on the films. Alas
many who also feel that way
often come down to earth with a nasty shock. But
you -Will And plenty of happiness elsewhere as well.
Eileen Sedgwick, who is Mrs. J. H. McCleskey, was
born in 1897.
" Lrish Lass " (Brussels). I am sorry I do not
know when the play you mention will be shown in
Brussels cinemas, as it is not released over here as
yet. Buttonhole in a kindly way one of the managers
in your locality, and he may be able to give you the
information.
" Charlotte " (South Tottenham). Your friend

—

!

—

—

happens .to be right, for Grace Cunard and Lucille,
Love are one and the same. The latter name was a
role she appeared in some time ago.
As regards
your other question, any post office would be able to
help you.

"

" (NechellsV

Dolly

Dorothy Dalton

1893.
She has grey eyes,
5 feet 3 Inches in height.

who

is

;

— Here

is something about
Born on Sept 22nd,
dark brown hair, and i»
She married Lew Cody,

in a nutshell

:

also a film artiste.

—

" Nellie " (Sheffield). Theda Bara does not come
from Russia, but Olga Petrova was born next door
to it in Poland. The first-named actress is American,
and was christened Theodosia Goodman.
Harold
Lloyd is also of the Stars and Stripes. British artiste*
have their time to come, so don't give up hope.
-W. A. C. (Cannock). Rumour seems to be constantly killing somebody or other ; but Ford Sterling,

—

am

much alive. He played in
in Berlin " as the Kaiser.
(Sheffield).— Herewith the cast of " The
Houdini (Quentin Lo''ke),
Master Mystery " :
Margaret Marsh (Eva Brent), Ruth Stonchouse f/.ita
Dane), Edna Britton (Dc Luxe Dora), ("has. (iraham
(Paul Balcolru), Jack Bttrnes (Peter Brent), and Floyd

I

"

glad to say,

Tommy
G. M.

is

very

Atkins

S.

Buckley (The Automaton).
H. L. (Kincton). No large photos of your favourite)
have appeared so far. In A Daughter of Destiny,"
the principal* were Thomas Holding aud Olga

—

Petrova.
Jerry (Exmouth). All queries are answeted on
this page as quickly as possible, "Jerry," but
remember I have a very large number to wade through
each day. Let me introduce you to Milton Sills, a
well built man of six feet, with kindly grey eyes and
His portrait appeared in Thi; Picti RK
fair hair.

—

Show

for

September

6th,

" The Savage
are
" The Hushed Hour."
:

Wynne.

and three

Woman,"
Yes, he

is

of his recent tilms
" The Claw," nnd
married, to Gladys

—

" SOSSHIXK " (Brighton). Glad to hear you hav«
arranged all your art plates so artistically.
You
another twelve question* next
threaten me with
Sunshine," for I have tons ol
Go easy,
time."
other queries. So don't, like a good soul, make it
more than two or three at a time. Now as to tour
Creighton Hale, Tom Mix and CtkffMta
first lot.
•White do not disclose, unfortunately, the precise
information you want, which disposes of your first
All the particulars I
four ami last two questions.
at present about Fannie Ward were given
recently in two or three issues during April. William

have

Kussell was born in New York, and William Farnuiu
has blue eyes and brown hair.
" SL'NSHINK " (Brienbank).
Did you give your
For, remember,
real name when you wrote first ?
do
answer
letters
which
not give the full
J cannot
names of the writers. 1 have not beard of the person
vou name. Jean Paige, of the Vitagraph, was born in
1897.
" VIVIEN" (Cardiff).— Alice Brady, who plays for
They
Select Pictures, is the wife of James Crane.
were married last year. She Is now twenty-litre 1,
and favours brown hair and eyes. Her height is »
Some of Iter pictures are
little over !> feet 6 inch**.
" Her Great. 'Chance," " The Death Dance," " The.
"
Bought and Paid For," and " I'll Come
Knife,"

—

:

—

Besides having appeared in
Pearl of the Army," Ralph Kellard has also acted
"
The Shielding Shadow," " The Precious Packet,"
in
and " Her Mother's Secret." He is 6 ft. high, has
reddish-brown hair, and brown eyes to match.
D. C. (Wolverhampton). 1 have already thought
of your idea, but it would amount to the same thing
as Hie present method. Potted biographies of players

*

(Fleet).

or Film Players

—

Back

to

Yon."

—

M. A. R. (Gillinghnm). Yes, they often have to
speak their parts, as you will notice by the movements of their lips on (Ire screen. " Tltdtna " was
a British trim.

(More answers next week.)

The Picture

SFtoic.

June

bth,

1920.

ONE MILLION

" HAIR

BEAUTY " FREE GIFTS
-an-

Harlene Hair-Drill " Outfits FREE.
an
Abundant, Wavy Tresses for All Who Post the

1.000.000
Luxurious,

'<

COUPON

GIFT

AS

surely as the magic words " Open, Sesame " revealed
to the hero of the Arabian Nights story priceless
treasures in gold, silver, and precious gems, so to-day
!

the golden treasury of beautiful, healthy hair, by the wonderful gift Offer made here, placed in the possession of the tens of

2.

men and women

packet of the unrivalled " Cremex " Shampoo, the

A

finest,

pures',
for

and most soothing hair and scalp cleanser, which prepares the head

"
3.

is

thousands of

To-day.

4.

Hair-Drill."

" Uzon " Brilliantine, which gives the final (ouch of beauty
and is most beneficial to those whose scalp is " dry."
A copy of the newly published "Hair-Drill " Manual, the most authoritative and clearly written treatise cn the toilet ever produced.

A

bottle of
to the hair,

readers.
Hair poverty unquestionably means a dowdy a ppearnncc. Hair
Theie are no restrictions attached to this four-fold gift. Simply s<nd
health brings with it the return of youth, a fascination of appearance
your name and aJdross, written clearly on a blank piece of paper,
•and charm which is irresistible in its appeal.
together with the coupon
It is hair health and
below,

abundance that

hair in

and do not

flw " Harlene HairDrill" four-fold gift is for
you if you are troubled
with

realise

Falling Hair.
Greasy Hair.
3. Splitting Hair.
4. Dank
or
Lifeless
Hair.
5. Scurf.
6. Over-Dry Scalp.
7. Thinning Hair.
8. Baldness.
Be resolved that as the
springtime wakes to life
the millions of winterhidden buds and blossoms, the ''Harlene HairDrill" free gift shall wake
to life the hidden beauties
of your hair. Every day
that you neglect, the
more j our hair increases
1.
2.

REMARKABLE
KfcVELATION.

As you brush your hair
a powdery scurf falls on
your shoulder, or perhaps
lies dank and
when you part it.

the hair
lifeless

Perhaps in the comb there
a mass .of hair pulled
from the head, or perhaps
is

—

well, there are

a host

symptoms that clearly
tell you hair poverty has

of

set in.

You may

may

way.

the alarming secret that
is being revealed to you.

A

you

to gain hair
beauty in the delightful
" Harlene
Hair Drill"

Hair-Drill
offers you to-day.
Every morning of your
life, and perhaps several
times during the day, you
stand before your mirror
to brush and comb your
hair,

and

commence

Harleno

banish that

its
poverty ; but no
hair poverty to-day.Take
matter how difficult your
the opportunity
now,
case may be, no matter
whilst you are thinking
what disappointments
of this important matter,
you may have had,"Harand send at once for the
lene
Hair- Drill"
.
will
,
.
Free Gift that awaitsyou.
,.„
„„
,
„
The eeetetl
Jlotr different!
ly hiiii !
, •
\r
i
i
To every man or
ene 'llair-Drifi." of course. Just two minutes « fltojf never tail you. Vouched
woman who writes there
this delightful Unlet task, and the most impoverished for by Royalty itself as
hairmakestomagniftcentbeauty._ You arc im ted to
ell as by a host of the
will be sent a full week's
Harlene flair-Drill'' to-day FREE. Send the form
o u t fi t , everything below, togilhcr with your name amladdress, and a Four-Fold Hair health (lift will ut once be posted to youroun door. world's most beautiful
actresses andsocietynien
necessary to commence
a delightful j-et scientific course of healthy hair culture.
and women, tlus scientific method of hair-cukurc awaits j our test and trial.
And chief of all in the wonderful gift parcel which will be sent you is
Harlene Hair- Drill " enrich your hair, increase its value to j-ou.
Let
the trial bottle of " Harlene " itself, that wonderful golden liquid which, Simply send 4d. in stamps for postage and packing, and a Free " Harlene "
like wine to drooping spirits, stimulates and revives the drooping hair.
Cut out the
Outfit will be sent to j'our address in any part of the world.
coupon below and post as directed to-day.
After a Free Trial j ou will be able to obtain further supplies of " Harlene " at Is. l£d., 2s. 9d., and 4s. 9d. per bottle ; " Uzon " Brilliantino
Everybody should try the delightful experience of "#farlene Hair- at Is. l£d. and" 2s. 9d. per bottle ; " Cremex " Shampoo Powders, Is. lid.
Drill," and, of course, particularly those who have thin, weak, straggling
per box of seven shampoos" (single packets 2d. each) ; and " Astol " at
hair that is always falling out, splitting at the ends, or losing its brightness
3s. and 5s. per bottle, from all Chemists and Stores, or direct from
"
and tone."
Edwards' Harlene, Ltd., 20 22. 24, and 20. Lamb's Conduit Street,
"
"
Here in detail is the actual contents of your gift Harlene Hair-Drill
London, W.C. 1
parcel
.

.

,

,

:

A GIFT EVERY READER WANTS.

1.

A

trial

bottle

of

" Harlene "

—the

scientific

linuid

hair-food

r

and

natural growth-promoting tonic.

|

:

:

:

;

I

i

:

SPECFAL NOTICE TO GREY-HAIRED PERSONS.
your hair

Grey, Faded, or quickly losing its Colour, you should
try at once the wonderful new liquid compound, " AstoU" a remarkable discovery which gives back to grey hair new life and colour in
a quick and natural manner. You can try l; Astol," free of charge,
by enclosing an extra 2d. stamps for the postage and packing of the
" Harlene Hair-Drill " parcel i.e., 6d. stamps in all when, in
addition to the splendid 4-fold Gift described in this announcement,
a trial bottle of "Astol" will also be included absolutely free of charge.
If

is

—

—

W

"HARLENE" FREE GIFT COUPON.
Detach and post to EDWARDS' HARLENE, LTD.,
and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C.

20, 22, 24,

I

Dear

•

Sirs,

my

I

1.

—'Please send me your free " Harlene " Four-fold Hair-Growing

Onttit as announced.
address.

I

enclose

4d.

in

stamps

for postage

and packing

The Picture Show,

to

3/6/

NOTE TO REAPER.

;

j

;

Write your fall nume and address clearly on a pldin piece of paper, pin this
(Mark envelope "Sample Dept.")
coupon to it, and post as directed above.

j

!

hair is GREY, enclose extra 2d. stamp— 6d. in
bottle of " Astol " for Grey Hair will also be sent you.

N.B.—If your

FREE
j

all— and a

WASHRESISTA
SPORTS COATS
Very smart

IT

in style, perfect in

fit,

These moderately priced coats
will commend themselves to
ladies wanting A smart and
durable garmen ^without paying an extravagant price. They

Ask
for

productions of the
manufacturers of the 'AOak
Tree" Underwear— the underwear with the super-wearinc:
qualities— and
in
addition
there are "Oak Tree" Jumpers,

other

style*

reproductions of fit
Oak Tree" Sports
of

Coats

&• .Junipers, together with

25 Dale

Street,

draper
Print,

Overall,

or

garment.

THE
CO. LTD.
SpinnersandManu:

:

Alanchcster.whoare
:

i

(actiirers.Dpt. P.Jf.,
5, Portland Strcgt,'!

;

also the proprietors
•" Snnresista,"
" Marple '.' Sheets,
" Stalflcecc,"
etc.

ol

supplier,

THE OAK TREE HOSIERY CO.

usual

HOLLJNSMILL

See the "Oak Tree"
Trade Mark
on every garment.

Dei>t.

and

or dress.

Proprietors

Children's Jerseys, Kilties, etc.

name of nearest
Maybe obtained from

your

Wash-resista

Wash -resista

are the

the

shirt

The dyes are all guaran
teed indigo or fast red

or mercerised cotton.

Colour

ideal alike for

is

rompers, and the serviceable blouse,

with wide skirt to suit the new
modes. In all wool, cashmere, silk,
artificial- silk,

many purposes and

serves so

overalls, aprons, pinafores, children's frocks

1
i

;
•

1>*.

LTD.

Manchester.

"Baby Was Just a
Little

Shadow."

Professional Nurse's Little Girl made
Strong & Well by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.
Mrs, Hope, ;i professional nurse, residing: nt
110, Gloucester Rood',' Tuo Brook, Liverpool,
" It is a great pleasure t.<> eae to tell people
N.13 s
\i h it a lot of pood
Dr. Cuasoll's Tablets have
:

done

my

little gfirl, Violet.

tSho

was a

fine

baby

during her first year, but after that Bhe fell into a
very low statu of health, and lx>fran to vasto
away dreadfully. .She lost appetite, and nothing
seemed to tempt her. Poor little Violet only
ore v.- worse, till she was just, a little shadows She
seomed in much paid at times and Ih> -anio so
very ill at last that nhe did not know anyone,
medieal advice, and
not oven injx if.
I "had
attended hor day and night, but it was all in vain.
"Then I decided to try lit. CassaH's Tablets, and in -quite a short time
there was improvement. Her strength returned, she began to eat with a
relish, and steadily she improved, till soon she was running about again.
Now she iaa line little girl of six.as bright and active us any child could be."

The

Drummer

great
dispelling drabness

QNS'wave

Dr. Cassell's

Tablets

HOME
PRICES

are the recognized"

Home Remedy

for

is

and
on new and

of his magic vvVnd

and furnishings

put

lamo shades —all express

—

Presto! ugly, faded hangings

delicate tints

the. wonderful

power

;

cushion covers,

of this

little

dye -chap.

DRUMMER DYES
One Dye

for

ALL

Iuibtics

—so Easy

AicioldbyChem stiandSioreicv;rywneie

Free

to use.

Be sure lo see the little chap, and pay
nu mote than the price printed on the packet. Dmmmei dyet can be obtained in
any shade. Try "DrunimrrsV on the following Casement Curtatna. Cushion
Covers. Table Covera.D'Oyleys.Duchease Seta. Blinds, Overall.. Blouses,
Scarves, Stockings, Sucks, Hats, Children'aClothea, Tie*. Ac.
/)/ ummer Dve\ are so.'./ 'n' Chemists and Stores .e%erywht
II 'rite fur free booklet : ." J he Art of Home Dyeing.

Information

.

:

I

3 and 3

[Uh*

::

-.

nhatai an

the iniTe tea.
DOtntCaD. fc«ld
h\ Cberolata in
ill jjaru of the

world.

,

Hi fuse
"
anbatitiltel.

Nervous Breakdown
Malnutrition
Neurasthenia
Sleeplessness

Ansmia

Indigestion
Wasting Diseases
Palpitation
Nervous Debility

Special'y valuable for Nursing Mothers
and during the Critical Periods of Life.

Printed :;nd nublial

I

Offices,

The
~ho Fleetway
F"

1MI1IIII)

in?lo topic

M

Kidney Trouble

«h to Ibf inlt*
Dr.
ability c.(
.

CaaKlVi TsbMs
our

ttM

in

j

on

rv.iucal.

Add/ess

scut

:

"

W. EDGE & SONS, LTD.,

'

Qusell'aCa.,
Ud.,ChcaterBd.,

r>r.

Bolton.

VJHJLEy J

And;
M

ttamibeiter.Efig.
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every .Monday l»y tin. Proprietors, THK A >*..« M.AMaTF.Ii PBJKSfc l.iMiTKn. The fleet way llutisolT'.-iriinjdoii Street, Lot. don E.C.-4. Advertisement
Hons.-,
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I'arrinadon E&xet, London, K.C.-i. Registered for fransthatslon by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription rjj.es Jnlutnl, ITper
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PAULINE FREDERICK.

DON'T GIVE ADVICE.

Double-Page Art Picture

MARGERY DAW

IS IN

inside

NO MOOD TO TAKE

IT.

FREE SKIRT PATTERN ^5 "SSVSS WOMAN'S WEEKLY.

2
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12//,
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Summer
Wear Fabrics for Town, Country, or
Seaside.
Patterns sent FREE, send a
postcard Early stating your requirements.
Sec Illustrated Catalogue for Choice
Blouses. Costumc.=, Sports Coats, Wraps,
Children's Washing and Embroidered
Dresjes, etc.

Strong and
Beautiful

Hair
Catalogue
you want strong, healthy, beautiful
hair (that will win admiration) here is
the simple secret.
Brush the hair and
scalp vigorously night and morning
— this is important. Then from time to
time cleanse it with Icilma Shampoos
(WET and DRY). No other shampoos

Goods

If

are so good for your

hair— none

so easily improve

will

ISlouses.Costumes,
Shirts, ltaincoat-;,
Corsets, Hosiery,

Underwear, Children's
Dresses
Overalls,
Sheets,
Quilts,

VIGIL'

so

30/- jgg

it.

DrCSS and Blouse

Recommended

"Romsey" New

"Bene" Sponge Cloth.
all

colours

..

Silky Poplins.
*

Theda

..

6

s,

OP
18 110,2
..

.

2

*•

SILKY KNITTED

SPORTS COAT

of Icilma Cream, sent on receipt of a
International
postcard.
Icilma
Trading Co., Ltd. (Dept.24\, 37. 39,
41, 43. King s Road. St. Pancfas, N.W.1

(as illustration.)
A very bct-oniing[Coat. -Colours:
'ream Champagne, )*i nk :8k y,
Putty. Saxe, Jtoac. AHiothyst,
Kineinld, Navy.

<

,

shown tsain-'
and shades

w>it "°

Soothes at a Touch.

Cuts

&

And

is

Skin Eruptions

Pimples

Ringworm

Chapped Hands

Burns

Chilblain'.
all poisoned, itching, and

I

1/3 St

For an opinion as to the suitability of Germolene
y0,,r
as
wi h ,r tis ' °°
in ?''raents.
fj'
P ,7
,
address T
The
Vcno Drug
to., Ltd., Manufacturing
Chemists, Manchester.
,

,

:

May

LET US

SHOW

YOU.

If

vou wish

become a Cinema Artist, avail yourself of the expert advice and assistance
of the Genuine Recognised Cinema Firm of many years' standing.
Doubtless
have often longed to be numbered amongst the successful in this fascinating profession, but have not known how to set about it.
SEE
LET US
US
YOU THE RIGHT WAY. An interview costs you
nothing, and we will put frankly before you the conditions
good and bad— of
this new career, and tell you plainly what we think of
chance of success.

3/"pertln.

in

•

latest!

NOTHING

Stores everywhere.
Larger size the more economical,
Ask
distinctly for Germolene.

Instructive Book.

porwNi

to

From Chemists and

Free Opinion and

-

W

illustration

in the

one of our

because we show them the right way.

inflamed surfaces.
Pric©9

Oabardinee,

18

appeared in the Editorial Column of the
uMIW
15th issue (reproduced by the courtesy of the Editor) and
successful pupils. Mr. Eric Gray.
Vt'c arc now able to announce ihc successful debut of iwo further pupils.
Miss Mary McLean and Mr. John Hayes, both having appeal ed successfully in
one of George Clarke's productions last week. \\\ hope to be able to publish
photographs of these two pupils in a near issue.
SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS, and our pupils succeed

The above

Show"

Piles
Itching

Ulcers

6,

FILMS?

advanced- age.

Rashes

11

FOR THE

;

Psoriasis

-.

COATS

ofACTING

for their effect on germ-destroying antiseptics.
It is not enough
to destroy germs, they must be excluded
and it is because
Germolene excludes them, and also draws out all toxic matter,
that it is so immeasurably superior to these products of a

:

10

8

For

SERGES.

ARE YOU
CAPABLE

dressing with Gornioleno brings relief, not merely for
the moment, but relief that lasts.
Gerruolene is planned
on the Aseptic or latest system of medical treatment, and
entirely supersedes old-fashioned pile ointments which depended

as a remedy for

AND

HARTLEY & CO.

Ono

s

12 6

RELIABLE CHEVIOTS
I

21S, Stanningley Rd.. LEEDS.

'
i

Cermolene Instantly Stops the Irritation and
Pain of Piles and Gives Long-Lasting Relief.

matchlc

Wool

tures, etc

Checks, Blanket St*ige>
Napa, etc.
PnttcriitTIiEE on recciptofpotteard stating rcQuiremml*.

o

|

*

12>

S 'S»

Voile
3.
andngreat variely inSilks,
Ait:«clalSilk3,8ilkyniiished lahiics. printed Cainbiics. Crepes, Uelainettes.
Muslins. Voiles, Washing
Snitings, Oxford shirting.,

PAID,

CAP

6
6

Tweeds, lovely mix-

•

pilnted Muslins l.fi
"Delia" lovely printed

BEAUTY BOOKLET and FREE sample

is

3

'

Branktome"

.,

•Pansy" dainty

FREE TO YOU

Eczema

66

"Zephyrs" check* and

Both Shampoos 3d. per packet.
Box of seven
packets 116.
Of Chemists and Stores everywhere.

Germolene

'

fine stripe.

Silky Taffeta*.

Shampoos

.,

Stripe

*«•«*!
9
Lanark' Wool Harris
Eflect.neatoveK'heckll
"Bangor" W.:ol Tweeds
choiee overcheck de-

66

.

2 11, 4 .,

.

lor

COSTUMES

Fabrics

less

Silk Blouse

Shades": Pink, lemon, lielio, natuial.
saxo, pink and grey, anil heiioand
I'"" stripes on cycaui gioanl.
Ueav.tifiilly
u-ade
and finished.

Towels,

Curtains, etc.

"

YOU
AND

SHOW

Producers

And

British Talent.

COME AND

—
YOUR

Public Are Demanding Fresh
The Field Is Open To YOU.

Our pupils have worked for all the foremost Film Producing Companies in
England, including GAUMONT, BROADVC'EST, LONDON, BRITISH LION.

WINDSOR, BRITISH ACTORS, SAMUELSON'S, GEO. CLARKE'S
PRODUCTIONS, GARRICK, MASTER FILMS, BARKER, HARMA.
IDEAL,

We

The Aseptic Skin Dressing
S3

etc., etc.

can do as much for YOU as we have done for them.
CALL, WRITE, OR 'PHONE US TO-DAY.

THE CINEMA BUREAU,

V"^

»5^Jj?ra

E°ffi!!T
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Phdbc grapkg ami Para ? rapfig cP Picture.?. Plays and
t

the hero's ambitions to become an orator, too.
I was christened Patrick Campbell O'Malley,
because it was my mother's fondest hope that
If I had my way,
I should become an orator.
I should play nothing but struggling young
men's parts. I have so much sympathy with
them, because 1 know exactly how they feelt"

Player/

1

Mr. Adrian Brunei is the director and producer, and other well-known members of tli»
company will bo Nigel Playfair, Aubrey Smith
and Leslie Howard, all of which are already
You v. ill
famous on the stage and screen.
remember Mr. Playfair is now appearing in the
"
Hcpworth photo-play, Sunken Rocks."
**
!

He

Them.

Doesn't Like

PICKFORD says he never wants to see
JACK
During the filming ot
a banana again.
Deceiver,", Jack had
to eat a banana in one scene. Something went
wrong with the lights, and the scene had to bo
done over and over again, and all the time Jack
had to munch a banana, and " I'm not over-fond

"The Double-Dyed

of thorn either," he says.

Now
I

Playing on the Stage.

RECOGNISED

in

Claudio

in

"

Much Ado

About Nothing," the Shakespearein play

Mr. Fred Terry is now touring. Leslie Barrio,
the voting actor who did such good work n*

Robert in " The Greater Love." and Franz in
" The Impossible Woman " on the screen.
I expect wc shall see him in several new photoplays shortly.

1

The Picture
Famous Readers of
Show."
No. 23.

— CECIL HUMPHREYS.

HUMPHREYS, by reading
CECIL
Picture Show regularly, learns the

the
very

" The Amateur Gentleman."

of

Our Art

Plate.

AM

glad to- see " Sapho " has been re-issued
I on the screen. It- is certainly one of the
finest films Pauline Frederick has yet done.
By the way. don't you like our beautiful centrepage picture of her in this issue ? There are
more and more of these splendid art reproductions coming. Look out for them.

Our Competition.

THEthecounting
Stars "

of the votes in our "

Choosing

nearing commoment the
pletion.
result will be announced, together with the names
and addresses of the lucky prizewinners.

competition

At the very

is

earliest

—-

News

who

is

why

tells

" Copy the Butterflies."
playing opposite
LUCILLE LEE STEWART,
"

William
a

Farnum

scheme

in
for dress.

the emotional Russian actress,

now appearing

in

An Eye

for

An

Eye," has won universal admiration from
readers of the Picture Show who have seen her.
Charles Bryant, who plays the strong hero part,
has also gained attention, and I've received
numerous questions about him.

Have You Heard This

?

the way. have you
BY Warren
Kerrigan

heard this story of
?
He has a decided
Ono
sympathetic fondness for cliildren.
morning, while strolling across an empty stago on
the Brunton lot, he came upon a forlorn ht.tlo
tot sitting in a dark corner and crying pitifully.
" Come, now," said Jack, producing a coin,
" be a good boy and stop crying."
'

Eastward Ho," has

It is this

:

" Copy the butterflies."
She thinks this is why she has been able to
gain the wonderful effects in her gowns for the
screen.
An ardent lover of nature, she was
examining one day a case of wonderfully
coloured butterflies, and the idea came to her
that here she had a wonderful model for a gown.
Nature had provided the first aid to costumiers,

and Lucille seized it. She says :
" The butterfly can be used not merely for
hints in the making of attractive gowns ; it can
be utilised also to suggest figures and combinations of hues in neckties. It will serve to render
the handbag, the parasol and the hat more
attractive than ever. The wings of the butterfly will help to make women's clothes, more
artistic."

New

NAOMI
who

British Film Company.,
'

'.'

stars of the

all

keep so young-looking.
" It's the life," she says. " Up early in
the morning, in the open air all day, and to bed
at nine.
I tell you one need never grow old
out there no one does."

British Comedy
ANOTHER
just been formed.
The

of Nazimova.

NAZIMOVA.

CH1LDEP.S
NAOMI
screen in the West

;

latest news of his fellow* artistes at home
and abroad. Mr. Humphreys, as you know,
generally takes the viHain's part on stage and
We are to see him in the following
screen.
Stoll Film Company's photo-plays : Star in " The
Swindler," in ™ The Elusive Pimpernel " and

The Heroine

To Keep Young.

Company

is

the

Company

A.

A.

Milne,

the

and the author

has

Minerva Film

name adopted by

company.
writer,

well-known

"

the

Punch "

first

WRITTEN.

the nine year old son of
Norman Whitten, the
plays
prodncer, who
the part of St. Patrick
at the age of ten, in tha
new Irish production
"In the days of St
Patrick."

coming Goldwyn
production " The Street
It is
called Straight."
said that this beautiful
ttar possesses an ideal
film face.

of the successful play

now running at the Playhouse Theatre, London,
" Mr. Pim Passes'By," is writing the scenario for
the

VERNON

CHILDERS,

has a leading part

in the

production.

" I can't

!

" wailed the child hopelessly.

Jack found another

—

coin.

" Stop it now like a little man."
" I c-c-ean't " howled the mourner.
"Nonsense," said Kerrigan, picking the child
" Why can't you be a good boy and stop
up.
crying !."
" 'Cause I'm a girl."
!

Played in London.

CHARLES BRYANT

is
the husband of
Nazimova. He was a young business man
London, before beginning his theatrical
He appeared at the Garrick Theatre,
London, in Pinero's " Iris," the counsel for the
defence in " Justice." and Mahmound Barondi
in " Bella Donna." It was when the run of this
play ended in London that Mr. Bryant went to
America for the third time, and here he played
again in " Bella Donna," but this time as the
Doctor, and Nazimova played the part of Mrs.

—

in
career.

Tramp

Airedale Becomes an Actor.
an important part in Tom Moore's
new play, " The Great Accident," now
being filmed at the Goldwyn studio, fall*
to "Patsy," a tramp Airedale, who wandered into
6tardom while Mr. Moore was locking for a dog

QUITE

Chepstowe.

Here

was that these two first met. and
when Nazimova went on tho screen, Charles
Bryant played leading man in all her productions
it

except in

''

The Red Lantern."

— —
*-*

He Knows.
O'MALLEY, who
PATyoung
man in a

plays the struggling
coming photo-play

Madge Kennedy, says he doesn't
have to imagine how the poor hero feels when
he is working his way through school, and is
opposite

|ridiculed by the other boys,
i.
".I know all about it," he says.

"I went

'through the whole experience myself in a
small mountain town. I had only one blouse
and two pa>rs of overalls. I can sympathise « it

PAT and MICKY MOORE.
three and a half.

number

Pat is aged five and Micky
Both the«e bonny boys have a large

of screen successes to tbeir credit.

to use as " Muldoon," in the picture.
Mr. Moore plays the part of Wint Chase,
a dissolute youngster liked by everybody in
spite of his bad habits, and worshipped by hi*
dog, " Muldoon." who is his constant companion, trails him when he goes off on a spree,
goes wit h him when he is thrown out of his fat her's
house, helps him upstairs to bed after a hard
session and watches over him while he sleeps.
Furthermore, " Muldoon " has to aid Wint
in getting undressed, because Wint gets his
shoe-laces so tangled in trying to untie them that
"Muldoon" has to get them loose with his teeth
Then
before Wint can get his shoes off.
in the last of the picture
you see " Muldoon
seated beside Wint in the office of tho mayor,
when the good-for-nothing youngster is elected
rmyor by a political trick and makes good.
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FROM "OVER THERE."
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Notes and News from Los Angeles.

He Found

PATSY
Mr.

a

Home.

One Back on Douglas,

"

wandered into the studio while
Mooro and his director wore discussing the question of getting a dog
to play ""Muldoon." Ho seemed to know that
Mr. Moore was looking for a dog, and went to
him and thrust his nose into Mr. Moore's hand.
" Here's Muldoon," said the star as he saw him.
Sure enough, " Patsy," as he was named,
promptly got tfie place and went right to work
He
a"? soon as Mr. Moore got him some dinner.
didn't seem to need any training or instructions,
but took to his part right away. " Patsy " not
only wandered into the picture as a result of his
visit to the studio, but has found a home with
the

Goldwyn

star.

SOMETIMES

star,

stage fever
when he used to watch the rehearsals in
the theatre building at Syracuse, where
his father had an office. He found himself his
first job with " Palmer Cox's Brownies " as an
Indian Brownie, but he grew so fast that by the
time the show closed down he was playing_the
part of a giant.

—>

A

Live Barometer.

KALLA
role

PASHA, who

plays the flirtatious
Sennett's newest two-reel
comedy,
Gee Whiz," is the barometer
The directors look to
of the Sennett studios.
in

Mack
"

for warning of approaching storms and make
ready for picture taking indoors whenever Los
Angeles is threatened with an infrequent visitation of rain.
Kalla Pasha locates his meteorological observatory in his hair that bushy, curly black hair that
lends itself to Kalla Pasha's ferocious appearance,

who

tbe newest screen
Los Angeles,

at

whose mdtto

From Brownie to Giant.
MITCHELL LEWIS first got the

EMMY

KATHLEEN KIRKBAM,

is

:

" No

WEHLEN,

well-known over
as
musical
a

comedy

matter how small the
part you play in life,
do it the best you can."

"

is

here

star.

We

are

shortly to see her in a
new series of photoplays.

He won't

do, he is too quiet.
He wouldn't
bite a hole in a piece of meat," he said wither ingly.

As he spoke he attempted to stir the dog
up a little with his foot. No sooner had he
moved, however, than the dog, with a snarl
and a snap, dug his teeth into the director's
pants, and it was all he could do to shake him off.
As the director made a hurried exit for a
change of costume, he shouted :
" He will do all right "

Memories of the Orient.

Shirley's Favourite Diversion.

CLAYTON much looking forward
ETHEL
to her approaching visit to England this

!

him

—

lias frightened as many would-be
wrestlers as ever John Sullivan scared with his
bull voice in the prize ring.

and which

It is

His Hair.

how Kalla Pasha arrives at his proJUST
phecies by the state of his hair has never
been made entirely clear, but if you ask
him whether it is going to rain, he will fondlo
a curl or two and toll you " Yes" or " No." Ho
says, " when it is about to rain I can't do a
thing with my hair," but that statement would
require somo qualification it would seem, for it

always in a state denoting a storm.
In " Gee Whiz," the barometer was closed for
Kalla Pasha, besides playthe day for business.
ing a flirtatious role, had to masquerade as a
negro wonch taking in the family wasliing. His
kinky curls were stiffened in moro directions
than Bon Turpi n's gaze can take at once. The
It rained that day,
set was placed in the opon.
which fact automatically rolieves Kalla Pasha
of future attempts to play the prizod roles of

favourite
ONEShirleytheMason,
the Fox
of

of Miss
shopping,
be seen
riding into the shopping districts of Los Angelea
or Hollywood on such errands. The dainty
little star
differs from the average picture
actress, for while the average girl is hunting for
personal adornment, Miss Mason spends her
time and much of her income in buying pretty
things for her home. Above all, she is a home
girl, and she certainly has a talent for making
things homey and attractive about her.
Her honr© and her dressing-room at tho Hollywood studio, the two places where she spends
most of her time, both bear abundant evidences
of her magic touch
a touch of feminine daintiness, cosiness and comfort that wins the admiration of all her associates.

diversions
star, is

may

and between pictures she

—

Harry's

HEAR

New Hobby.

coloured ladies of the wash tub.

He Spoke Too Soon.

Do You Know

TALKING

That Henry B. Warner
interested in criminology ?

Laud sakes, what have we here?"

PAULINE DEMPSEY, some

—

?

*

»

•

*

— That Rita Stanwood
— That

An

Auction of Frocks.

is

ia

very

much

»

his wife"

—his second

T

*

she is returning to the screen, and will
play opposite her husband ?

Charles Ray's leading lady,

is

of those fortunate girls who can be iii
pictures just because she loves them, and
not merely to earn a living. She is an heiress
and can afford to buy all the pretty things her
heart desires without even touching her salary.

But she

is a thoroughly unspoilt little girl and a
good sort. She lives at the Studio Club in
Hollywood, which is a sort of " home from
homo " for the screen girls who need a littln

real

mothering, and lots of little sisters to prevent
them fooling homesick. Ono of the favourite
indoor sports of the club is to try and got Ann to
sell some of her clothes. She wears such stunning
droams of drosses and when she gets tired of
thorn, she holds an auction and sells them to tho
other girls for just a song. And if any girl needs
a dress for a picture, it's not a question of buying
.

and

soiling, she's just

" Listen here, honey."
"Take my advice."
don't approve."
wonderful expressions in tbe part of Manny in " Glorious Youtb," a coming photo-play,

"I

'

autumn. She is going to make a picture
there for Lasky's, and says it is to be a real
English story with a real English setting. Last
yeaj Miss Clayton spent a memorable holiday
in the glamorous Orient, and brought back
with her all manner of treasures for her pretty
home. Her collection of ivories and porcelain
is one of the finest in Los Angelos.
Ono little ivory group of which she is particularly fond represents a Chinese father, mother
and child sitting in front of a fire, the child
playing with a toy on the ground. Every detail
is exquisitely carved, even to the curious headdress which the woman wears in her hair. And
tho wholo group is so small that it could bo
covered .with an ordinary glass tumbler.

ANNoneMAY,

that Harry Carey has just purchased
I a herd of seventy buffaloes, which he has
installed on his spacious ranch in tho San
Francisquito Canyon. The Universal Western
star will go in for raising theso animals on a
commercial scale, for their meat, hide and byproducts. He intends to spend several weeks
on his ranch as soon as ho completes his present
photo -drama, " Bullet Proof."

'

'

is

is

about animals, an amusing incident occurred in a studio the other
day, when a scene called for a small
snappy dog.
The casting director brought a dog which
nppeared to be a peacoful creature. The
director looked him over and shook his head.

in the matter
practical
of
joking Charlie Chaplin manages to get his
own back on Douglas Fairbanks. He was
showing an American millionaire of the nouveati
riche variety round his studio the other day,
and in the course of their conversation the plutocrat coyly owned that he, too, had been bitten
with the scenario-writing craze and had perpetrated a screen story.
" Really ?" said Charlie with a sickly sort of
smile, and diplomatically tried to change the
subject.
But having once broken the ice, the
other was not going to be stopped by anything,
and the unfortunate victim had to listen to a
story, which, judging by the time it took to
relate, must have been intended for a serial in
forty thrills.
I will say for Charlie that he
bore it very well, interspersing the constant
stream of his visitor's eloquence with quite
intelligent
remarks and looking generally
interested and profound.
But then, of course,
Charlie always was considered quite clever at
acting.
Anyhow, when at last the millionaire
departed with expressions of undying gratitude,
Charlie dropped limp and exhausted into the
" How did you get rid of him ?"
nearest chair.
we asked. " Oh, I told him to send his story to
Doug. Fairbanks, and to be sure and address the
envelope Private and Personal !"

welcome to it.
Elsie Codd.

"Now

we're

starring Olive

all

happy.

Thomas.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

Ad
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BRIGHAM

"
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YOUNG

is standing on the right ot
S.
interesting photograph taken at Universal City Zoo.
man wearing a bowler hat. He is Mayor Charles E. Sabastian, ol Los Angeles. You will recognise
as the one lady ol the gronp.
MARIE

WALCAMP

The Metro Studios claim that CAROL JACKSON,
eight years old and a fully fledged cinema actress,
Here we see Alice
another Daisy Ashford.
Lake reading Carol's impressions of life in a

is

Can yon imagine anything more restful on a hot afternoon than this ? Here is WILLIAM RUSSELL with
The sea is just beyond, and its lazy murmur has wooed him to sleep.
pipe, his dog, and a book.

There was great excitement the other say when TOM MOORE and his director,
HARRY BEAUMONT, played draughts for -the championship of the Goldwyn
Studios.
Before you study this too hard I will tell you Tom lost.

—

r

A little

Of the yast

amount

his

cinema

studio.
style ot

It

is

said to be quite after the
Visiters."

" The Young

CONSTANCE TALMADGE has to win a bachelor in her next photo-play, entitled " Two Weeks." Here we see her demonstrating one of the best method]
A smile and a chocolate, what man could resist her ?
she has yet found.

EDWARD GODAL

of work that is done before a play is produced can be gathered from this snapshot, showing Mr.
of the B.
C. Film Co., with his producing staff holding a conference about a novel he is going to produce shortly.

&

(with the book),

The Picture Show, June
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Who

Loved

MONA
an

Him Most?

Don't Miss This

for his wife. Mona pleads
with Sylvia to see her husband, but Sylvia
says she is sick of him.
Mona keeps up the
pretence and looks after the baby, and visits
.lack in hospital. " There is a chance of Jack's
recovery, and arrangements are made to send
him abroad.

Jack mistakes Mona

*

A
IT

was

*

*

Chance Meeting.
in tho afternoon when Mona

late

arrived at Euston. The journey had been
long and tedious.
All the way going up to Manchester she had
l.een filled with a half-frightened joy, believing
that on her return she would be accompanied
oy Jack.
She was going to bring Jack Arlingford back

home.
she was at a loss.
Everything had somehow gone wrong.
She wan tod Jack to have every chance, she
told herself vehemently that she did, but somohow the dreams which had come to her all
unbidden these last few weeks were now all
fading away.
She had so dwolt on this home-coming with
him.
She had meant to place his child in his
arms and then break gently to him the truth
and then she would ask him to let her stay and
to his

Now

take care of them both.
Thon she would have nothing to foar from
Sylvia's return.

Now

it

would be quite

different,

somehow.

She woxild be already in the house when he
returned, and he would look at her, and she
would have to start an explanation at once.
How could she tell him that Sylvia had gono ?
.

That she had let her go ?
Ho might turn on her and upbraid her. Men
ho might misconstrue
wore strange creaturos
;

the motive of her being at the house at all.
Hor face burned at the thought.
How torriblo that would be ; how unspeakably awful
The fit of depression which hold hor in its
cloudy grip evort since she had left tho hospitul
settled down yet moro firmly upon hor.
Hor head was aching ; she had forgotten to
!

oat.

Life was all wrong somohow, sho told herself.
Sho had acted with the highest of motives, sho
had only wanted to save him pain. If only
thcro was some chance of finding Sylvia
If
!

only

Story.
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Sacrifice for Love.

By EMMIE ALLINGHAM.
do you want ? Please go away. I have an
important engagement, and I shall lose my
train."
" You

must lose it, Sylvia," said Mona very
steadily.
I have just got in from Manchester.
All the way I have been praying that in some
way or another I might get to hear of you."
She held the other's arm yet closer.
" Sylvia," she went on very earnestly, " Jack
'-'

was coming home to-day.

I went to Manchester
to fetch him, but the doctor suggested that he
should undergo an operation. They say there
is a chance of restoring his sight."
" Oh, do they ? Well, I am glad for old
Jack's sake."
Sylvia glanced hastily around as she spoke,
she was in mortal fear that Clara would come
along and find Mona with her. She would be so

annoyed
hor.

—perhaps

even she might go without

Mona guessed something of what was passing
in the girl's mind;
" Look here, Sylvia," she said very steadily,
" you have got to come home with me.
Jack
be back in a few days, and then you can do
you please about leaving your husband and
child, but when ho arrive3 he must find you
will

as

there."
"

Oh," Sylvia shrank away from her companion, " but Mona, I can't. 1 have a most
important engagement. I have really," Sho
" Do please
glanced fearfully around her again.
lot

mo

go.

I will

como to-morrow.

Truly

I

will."

" Mona's grip tightened on Sylvia's arm.
" No, my dear.
I cannot trust you," slw said.
" Now that I have found you, I am taking you

homo."
Sylvia tried to pull hersolf away.
" Lot mo go
'
she criod, while the tears
came into her eyes. " 1 am going to Beccles
with George and Clara. I will write and send
"
you tho address. Honost, I will
" It is no use, Sylvia," said Mona.
You
must know by this timo that I am not going to be
trirlod with.
If you like we will wait and seo
"
those friends of yours
!

!

Sho pausod

significantly.

" Mona, you can't.
Clara would be furious."
Sylvia glanced hastily round hor again. " Just
lot mo go over thoro " (she indicatod the entranco
" I will come back in five
to tho platform).
minutes. Indeed I will."
Mona shook hor hoad.
" I am not lotting you out of my sight, Sylvia,
not for one moment."
Sylvia glanced wildly around hor, tho tears
wore falling down her cheoks, and sho mado no
effort to check them.
" It's already ten minutes past five, and the
train starts at fourtoon past " she criod
!

The

train
alighted.

had come to a

standstill,

and she

Mona

stared in incredulous astonishment.

It

was Sylvia— Sylvia dressed in a protty spring
hat of grcon straw trimmed with soft filmy
foathers, and a smart now blue sorgo coat and
Sho wore silk stockings and very highskirt.
hcoled patent shoes and l%er hands wore encased
white kid gloves.
girl was evidently waiting for somoone.
Sho turned suddenly and caught sight of Mona,
and a frightonod expression passed over her
in spotless

Tho

weak

dosperately.
•

As sho was passing through tho booking-hall
hor eyes foil suddenly upon a familiar figure

protty

Human

Wonderful Story of a Girl's

LEVERIDGE,

a typist, befriends
office
acquaintance, Sylvia
old
Pearks. Sylvia is a feather-brained girl,
and is not long in capturing the affection of
Jack Arlingford, who has been Mona's sweetheart for a long time. Jack marries her. A baby
is born to them, but Sylvia does not want the
trouble of looking after it. She becomes involved
in some shady jewel schemes with her cousin.
Jack meets with an accident while he is away
which results in him losing his sight. He sends
for his wife, but she sends Mona in her place.

Very

face.

She made a movoment ns though to run away,
and thon stood undecided.
Mona wont up to her, and placed a firm hand
on hor arm.
Sylvia shrank away, tho colour roso in hor face.
" What is it, Mona ? " sho exclaimed. " What

it.

You must make up your mind
Come,

littlo

Bobby

Don't

Sylvia.
?

He

is

"

not to catch

you want to seo

Sylvia stamped hor foot ; on evil expression
into her bluo oyes.
"
" I won't," sho criod, " I won't
So there !
A policoman had como and now stood a few
paces away from thorn. Ho did not appear to
bo giving tho two girls any special attention, but
ho glanced in their direction once or twice.
Mona glanced meaningly at tho girl besido her.
" I
" You had bettor come along," sho said.
shall tako that man into my confidence if you
warn
trouble.
And
1
you
give me any more
that if you run away boforo Jack comos back I
I
shall at once put tho polico on your track.
I have tried
shall havo no scruples whatever.
you
for
Jack's
sake.
But
now
shall
to shield
I
do it no longor."

came

1

12th, 1920.

It had
Sylvia gave a whimpering little cry.
already turned the quarter past.
Clara
train
to
Beccles
must
have
gone.
The
and George had no doubt seen her talkhig to
Mona and had left her behind. She had nowhere else to go now. She would have to go
'

home.
She would have made a scene, but she was a
little afraid of Mona, and more afraid of the
policeman.
Mona, without releasing her arm, led her out
to where they could get a taxicab.
She could not really afford it, but she was
tired out, and she knew Sylvia of old.
No one could be quite as trying as Sylvia
whon she had been thwarted, and to lose her
temper with the girl in a. public place
Mona shrank from the idea.
In the taxicab Sylvia started to sob and cry
aloud.
She knew that it worried Mona, and
she meant it to.
Her life was ruined. She would rather havo
been taken to prison than back to that horrid
little house.
Mona had come between her and
hor friends. Mona was jealous. She always
had been jealous of hor, but she, Sylvia, was not
going to be put upon. She would start on her
own. This last with an air of defiance;
Mona let her ramble on. She was heartily
Sho did not even know
tired of the whole affair.
now whether she was glad or sorry that she had

met

Sylvia.
She had thought it a gift of providence at the time now she was not so sure.
As she gazed out at the traffic, sho looked like a
woman who had received her death blow.
This was the end, she told herself. Perhaps it
was best, for hopes of the future were steadily

—

dying.

How she had deceived herself ! She had
fondly imagined that she had been thinking
ontirely of Jack and his child, but her own
inclination had also gone that way.
She had been folded in Jack's arms. She had
They had
felt his kisses and returned them.
awakened something within her something
afraid
of
the
future.
her
afraid
which made
Sho glanced across at Sylvia. The girl had
dried her oyos when sho discovered that Mona
was not taking any notice of her.
Sho had taken out a powder-puff, and, with
the aid of a small mirror, concealed in hor bag,
was putting hor face to rights.
It was a handsome bag, Mona noticed it
afresh.
It must be worth quite ft largo sum of

—

—

monoy.

The taxicab stopped
and the two

at last before tho house,

girls alighted.

A fresh stab of pain went through Mona's
hoart as she reniomberod the happy eagerness
with which sho had left it. Could it only havo
been yosterday ?
Mrs. Brown, tho woman who lived next door,
camo running out of her house with Bobby in
hor arms. The child was grubby, and thore were
marks on his faco which revealed tho fact that
had beon crying.

lie

'

Mona took him

in tier arms, she folt a strong
resentmont against his mother rising within hor.
" I've taken you a loaf, and there is a drop
of milk left in the can," said Mrs. Brown, while

her eyes were fixed with undisguised admiration
oil

Sylvia's smart clothes.

Mona thanked

her, and then waited for
Sylvia to precodo her up the narrow path.
" Nasty, pokoy little place " muttered tho
" Fancy a man pretending to caro for one
girl.
and not providing better than this."
Mona appeared not to hear, but her heart,
They were in tho
burned with indignation.
passage now, and with tho child in her arms
Mona proceeded to light the gas.
" Havo you been living here, Mona ? How
tidy it all is " cried Sylvia suddenly, glancing
round the sitting-room. " If it would always
look like this I should not mind it quite so much."
" Then keep it like it " cried Mona irritably.
!

!

I

{Continued on page 8
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF KATHLEEN O'CONNOR.

(Special to "Thet
Picture Show."*

KATHLEEN O'CONNOR.
Daring Kathleen, the Serial Star,

KATHLEEN

O'CONNOR,

Who Owes Her Smile

the fearless serial star,

has been giving her idea of an ideal husband.
" He would have to be a man I wouldn't
have to look up to," she says. " He would have to be
very human, and a real eomrade one with whom I
eould share joys and sorrows, and meet success or
failure with perfect sympathy.
In short, he would
have to be a sort of combination of Tom Mix, Jim
Corbett and William Farnum, all poured into one.
And what's more," she added, with an emphatic little
I
jerk of the head, " he would have to like onions.
"
simply love them
Although her home town is in Ohio, Kathleen's
ancestors were Irish.
It is to them she owes her
charming smile and her happy-go-lucky disposition.

—

!

to the

Emerald

Isle.

Into the Pictures.
entry
filmland was not the easy one
HERbeing
connected with a picture studio
her
into

of

all

life.

When

she finished school, she began work
and while there, won a prize for
most popular and prettiest telephone

as a telephone

being

the

girl,

operator.

This made her known round the film studios, and she
got her first ehance with the old Essanay Company.
Later she made three pictures with Toto, the Clown.
Then came a small part in " Missing," under the
directorship of J. Stewart Blackton.
Later a few
pictures with Tom Mix, and so well did she play
the Wild West heroine that she was offered the serial
part with James Corbett in " The Midnight Man."

Her

Life in

Here

I

am

Her Hands.
may guess. Kathleen O'Connor

S you

is as
fearless as she is beautiful.
She knows that
to take the leading part in a film serial she
must almost daily take her life in her hands.
She is also very dramatic, which helps
her greatly in her work for the film.
She keeps herself fit by a course of
physical culture, of which she is an

Riding before breakfast, a daily
climb on the big head of Charlie, the
Universal elephant, and then for a ride
on him around the lot is a daily part of
her programme.
We are shortly to see her in another
big Universal serial, entitled "The Lion
Man," in which she plays opposite Jack
expert.

I'm not

afraid

Perrin.

While the Studio Burned.
HIS, like most serials,

T

many

is

full

of

which, are as dangerous as they look on the screen.
For instance, in one scene an elaborately
appointed interior was burned to the
ground at Universal City, for a scene in
which Kathleen O'Connor and Jack
Perrin had to remain in full view of the
thrills,

of

camera

until the flames actually singed
Yet they enacted their
dramatic roles while the battery of
camera-men filmed the action.
Even then the scene was nearly spoilt
because the flames almost consumed the legs
of one of the tripods at which the cameraman was grinding.

their

hair.

Help!

Deserves a Holiday.

AS soon

as Kathleen had finished this serial
sensation, she had planned a visit to
New York, and incidentally to her
own home town in Ohio. Miss O'Connor
deserved a holiday, for she has been working
without a day's rest for over a year. First
in. "The Midnight Man,"
an eighteen episode serial, then with Harry
"
Carey in The Cun Fight Gentleman," and in

with James Corbett

eighteen chapters of the current serial. When
she comes back she will begin work in another
serial, entitled " The Path She Chose." .

His Marriage Line.
Perrin, who is now co-starring with
lost a wife and family in record

the way. Jack
BY Miss
O'Connor,

time the other day.

Address

;

KATHLEEN

O'CONNOR,

Universal
Studios,
Universal City,
California.

Miss O'Connor, who is somewhat of a palmist, was
reading Jack's hand during a short rest. Gazing at a
particularly dark line, she told Perrin that he would
boon marry and be the father of four children.
Jack looked hard at the line, rubbed it vigorously
with a pocket-handkerchief, and it disappeared, and
he thereby lost all chances for matrimony.
Kathleen O'Connor confesses that her greatest
ambition is to act about one-third as well as Elsie
Ferguson, who, she says, is her ideal star.

On\j

tired.

I
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Be a woman, Sylvia, and do your duty. You
ought to be one of the happiest girls alive when
you think of this dear baby and Jack."
Sylvia shrugged her shoulders.
" But I never wanted a baby," she said.
" And as for Jack, I like him all right when he is
nice and will take me out, but he is always so
''

unreasonable."
There was a sharp knock at the door.
A telegraph
Sylvia ran to open it.
handed her a yellow envelope.
" Missed Boat. Bringing Arlingford
Crewe."
to-night.

of her voice.
go his hold of Sylvia, and put up his
hand as though he would tear off the bandages
which covered his eyes.
" Who is that ? " he said, in a low, tense voice.

Sylvia heaved a deep sigh and shrugged her
shoulders impatiently.
" I don't see what is the good of you," sho
" What did you want to
said complainingly.

"

like to

Jack started at the sound

(Continued

THE SILENT DUPE,

He

home

let

"

is that you ?
" Yes, Jack, she has come to stay with baby
and me while you are away. Isn't it sweet of
her ? " said Sylvia, with her gay laugh.
Mona had clasped the groping hand which had

Mona, dear,

been feeling for
"

boy

Gqd

her.
bless you, old girl

!

" he said.

Sylvia ran back into the room, flourishing the
flimsy paper.
" Here's a joke," she cried. " Jack is coming."
Mona was preparing a bath for little Bobby,
she glanced up hastily.
" There is nothing wrong, is there ? " she said.
" No, you old silly." Sylvia had quite recovered her usual spirits. Mona read the few brief
words ; then, without comment, she went on
with her job.
" I wonder how long before they get here ? "
cried Sylvia. " What a good thing for you I am
here, Mona." She gave a silly little laugh. " If
I stay to-night and behave myself you must let
me go off to-morrow after he has gone, won't
you ? "

Sylvia stood on tiptoe and patted him on the

me, Jackie," she said. " You are my
husband, you know. You belong to me and not
to Mona, and I want you to anmse me, especially
as you are going off again to-morrow, you gay
boy, you. I guess you are having a time gadding
about like this."
A dark flush appeared on Jack's cheek as she

uttered the thoughtless words.

" Don't

Mona
" I

?

"

be

foolish,

" I shall

tell

him

I

little

Where

girl.

is

am

here, old fellow," answered Mona; as,
with a supreme effort of will she managed to
speak cheerfully.
Come along in now, and let
ua have something to eat, I am starving."
" So am I," cried Sylvia. " I was meaning t<

have something at Euston when
Mona."

I

met you

;

filled

"

with

tears.
a terrible

muddle

life

seems to

Boyj'Chveitva
Life story of

won

of Jack.

heard a taxicab stop outside as she was
SHEchanging
her dress, and she saw the two
figures alight.

Dr. Crewe was leading Jack towards the door.
She must go down she told herself feverishly,
while she struggled with the fastenings of
Sylvia was not to be
Bobby's nightgown.
trusted.

She hurried to the stairs, but Sylvia was
already at the door.
" Jack
Jackie, my dear old boy "
She had flung herself into his arms, and was
laughing and half-crying hysterically.
I should like a word with Mrs. Arlingford."
It was the doctor who was speaking.
Mona ran swiftly down the stairs, and shook
hands with tho doctor silently.
" Are you glad to come home to your little
wifie, Jackie ? " Sylvia was saying in Jjer uffectcd
•

the boy

who

" Daddy Long-Legs."
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!

!

way.

Mona was keenly aware that the doctor had
heard, and was watching her somewhat curiously.
The hot colour flamed her face.
" I shall coll for Mr. Arlingford about twelve
" You will have
o'clock to-morrow," he said.
"
ready to start, will
him

WESLEY BARRY,

screen fame for his work with Mary P.ek-

iKnextwcck/

The Coming

you not

?

Mona nodded, but she did not speak.
Dr. Crowo dropped her hand as Jack called
out :
" I shall be ready-, doctor "
He was holding Sylvia close to him with one
hand, the other he held towards the doctor.
" You see I shall bo well looked after," he
!

said brightly.
" Then I Will bid you all good-ovenin'g."
Dr. Crewe bowed and departed.
Mona closod the door after him.
" Shall wo have some supper ? " she said,
speaking now for the first time.

OWEN NARES:

should

Police.

" cried Sylvia,

The postman
and ran
out into the passage. Almost immediately, however, she came back. There was terror in her
!

eyes.

She went up to Mona and clutched hold
"

of her.

You

go," she said in a frightened whisper.
repeated.
" Why do not one of you go ? " said Jack,

The knock was
half -starting

from his

chair.

Mona saw

that he was nervy, so she went out
closed the door behind her.
As she opened the street door she found
herself confronted by two men.
" We want to see Mrs. Arlingford " said one

room and

!

of

them in a sharp, business-like voice.
Mona drew a deep breath.
Instinctively
she knew the men

were

detectives.

For a brief moment she hesitated, and then
she remembered the sick man in the room
behind her. She summoned up all her courage,
and glanced at the two men fearlessly.
" Who are you ?
What do you want with
!

" she sai9.

who had

be,

baby," she whispered.

1

" This is one of the women I noticed on the
station this afternoon," said one of them to his
companion ; and Mona recognised the policeman

ford in

What

what

just

me

callously.

But, to her disappointment, even this threat
did not rouse Mona to reply.
Mona went on attending to the child, then
lifting him in her arms she carried him off to
bed. As she bent to kiss him her eyes suddenly

is

-

am

run down and need a change and I shall tell
him I have had an invitation from some people
As he can't see, he won't be
I used to know.
worrying me to show him the letter," she finished
all

The

That

?

was thankful that
at that moment
MONA
there came a knock at the outer door.

of the

Mona dared not trust herself to speak.
Sylvia, however, was not going to let such an
opportunity pass. She knew that Mona would
never give her away to Jack. She would never
do anything which would harm Jack, and she
hated her for it.
" I shall get him to give me permission to go
to Beccles," cried Sylvia.

come home for, anyway
know."

"

face.
" Talk to

for

12th, 1920.

She smiled at the pale-faced girl seated
opposite her wickedly.
You should have both gone in and had
" Fancy, if wo had
so'iiething," said Jack.
known we could havo travelled together."
" So we could.
What a pity, wasn't it ? "
cried Sylvia, with another smile at Mona.
Jack was seated in an easy chair, and Sylvia
went and sat on one of the arms.
She teased Jack to drink out of her cup, and
then she had to drink from his.
She persisted in feeding him with pieces off
her plate, and Mona could see that ho was not
in the mood, but she dared say nothing.
She
knew Sylvia of old.
Every time Jack tried to start a conversation
Sylvia interrupted with a foolish question. She
saw she was making both of them miserable, and
it filled her with a cruel delight.
Mona saw the man before her lean back
dejectedly in his chair. Tho lines of pain and
suffering which had not been noticeable in
Manchester had now returned quite plainly.
He put Sylvia suddenly away from him, as
she was about to sit on his kneo again.
" Don't, Sylvia," ho said, gently but firmly.
" You seom to forget that 1 am considered an
invalid, my dear."

stood watching Sylvia and herself.
She put out her hands suddenly towards him.
" Must I come with you now ? " sho said.
" What is the charge against me, anyway ? "
" Pocket-picking.
You know all about it.
There is more than one case against you and
your gang. I don't mind telling you that we
have your two companions. It was the woman
who gave you away."
" What, Clara ? "

The policeman nodded"
" Yes, Clara, as you call her."
" I know nothing about her affairs

and she
knows nothing about me," cried Mona;
The policeman smiled in the darkness.
" Well, come along now and spare us a fuss.
Don't say more than you want to, for all you do
say will be written down and may be used in
evidence against you."
Mona had been thinking quickly.
It was, after all, best that they should take
her.
They would not find out their mistako
until the following day, and by then Jack would
be safe away on his journey. She must manage
to protect Sylvia until then.
She glanced up at tho man who held her.
" I will just go in and explain^my^ absence.
Lot me go in alone,
my husband is very
ill.
He is to undergo a very serious" operation.
"
Let mo see him ?
The two men moved yet closer to Mona.
" By all means," said the one who had been

my—

speaking.

Mona gazed up at him sharply.
" Let me go alone," she said.
" Wo can't do that.
Wo must accompany
you."
Mona shrank back.
" Oh, no " she said hastily, thinking of
Sylvia. " That would never do. It would upset
him so," sho added to the policeman. " I will
come along without."
" I would," said the man kindly. " Get your
hat and let us be off. It is always best to got
these things over quietly."
Sylvia's hat lay on tho hall-table, Mona
caught it up. Under it lay her handsome silver
bug, and one of the men took hold of it.
One of the missing articles t " he said
excitedly. " I must get a warrant to search this
He placed the bag in his pocket, and
place."
then turned to Mona again.
They moved towards tho door, the next
moment it had closed after them.
!

-

(Another instalment of this splendid serial next
ueek.)

Beautiful Art Picture, 16 x 10. in next week's "Picture

Show."
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OF MARY
THERayLETTERS
Home—
Ray
and Mrs.

Charlie

His Queer Little

at

Mannerisms— A Lovable Man — Wallace Reid Mahing a
Picture— Nazimova— Mitchell Lewis's Career in London.
Hollywood, California.

My Dearest

Fay,

— I've had such luck — such

perfectly ripping luck
Out of a rain storm, too
Alice and I wore out near Silver Lake tho
other afternoon looking for Julian Eltinge's
beautiful place, when a shower caught us.
rodo hard for Hollywood, but the deluge
!

!

We

caught us, and wo huddled under a doorway,
leaving our horses tied to a fence.
Then the door opened, and wo fairly fell into
You
the arms of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray.
see, ho has just moved into his own studio, and
was there " pottering around " his dressing
rooms. Thank heavens there was a fire, and a
'phone the latter to quiet mother's fears, as
you may guess she would be anxious.
And Mr. Bay's father was
there, too.
We stayed two
solid hours, and had the
best time. " Swanky," Alice

—

wrote the

boys

that

a dear, and so shy about talking of
himself so Bay, pere, had to do the talking.
He showed us dozens of pictures, ono of thoir
new home in Beverley Hills, a white stucco,
half-English cottago, with beautiful grounds.
And somehow that bouse reminds mo of Charles
Bay—dignified, yot full of quips and cranks
jolly nice
Can I help you, Charlie " Mr. Bay,
he's

—

!

'!

senior, called.

"
" No, thanks
don't spoil my fun !
Presently the furniture was re-arrangod to
suit him, and ho came back with " Whiskers,"
the funniest little dog ever.
So I told him about " Tommy Atkins," and
we had a gorgeous time.
;

very

night.

Charles
Bay's
dressing
and den are very
mannish looking
in brown
mostly, and natural reed
a long reed couch upholstered in brown, big comfy
oak chairs and desk. You
know Charlie Bay is tall and

room

;

Charlie loves his garden and works in

it,

too.

—

me

Oh, bow

muscular boxes, plays golf,
and swims wonderfully well.

where Nazimova works, dearie,
watched for a glimpse of her

He sat and talked to us
a while, smoothing his cigar
ash in the tray in a queer

Mitchell Lewis in London.
went at eleven, and mot Mitchell

—a

little

way

and

raising

WE

trick of
his eyebrows

CHARLES RAY'S

big
glassed-in stage,
and are very, very busy
starting his new picture, " Forty-five Minutes

Charles Ray's Fun.
you know he used

DIDwith

to be in vaudeville
Chester Conklin, the funny man in
Mack Sennett's Comedies ?
And he was half -ashamed to go into pictures.

bis

beautiful

new home

Mr. Ray, senior,

man, and

is

in the Beverley Hills.

a very youngish looking

jolly, too.

You

From Broadway."

that. But when Alice began to talk about
work, he slipped away to his hammering

Fancy

I

!

bis —

when he laughed.
They ore building a

He

snap him with my camera when he wa?
giving his lawn a much needed shower bath.

let

—

could tell they are father and son easily.
All too soon the sun came out and we had to
leave.
But Charlie Bay invited us to come
back and see him working " on a set " next week.
Isn't it wonderful, and aren't you jealous ?
Oh, Fay, you would love to be here
It rained Monday and Tuesday.
Tuesday night Alice suddenly declared she
must go to the library. I refused, but she
whispered, " Blue lights over there. Come on!"
"^Believe me, I hurried.
!

T.cwis,

who

is
Mr. Shurtleff's star in Jack
London's " Burning Daylight."
Never have I been in such a maze of stages.
We went through doors and doors, then out
into a lovely little Japanese garden, on into
stage after stage a gorgeous hotel set, then
around " bed-rooms " and " drawing-rooms,"
finally to an indoor set, with ferns and Sowers
around, to Mitchell Lewis.
He is certainly an ideal type in appearance

—

—

—for Elain Harnish.

Big, strong, rugged.
Helen Ferguson plays Dede Mason. 1 wish
you could see her in her big warm parka.
Mother saw Mitchell Lewis in London, with
William Faversham, in '' The Squaw Man,"
and later as Nobody in " Even'woman." He
was with Holbrook Blinn at the Princess, too,
and with Nazimova in " Ception Shoals."

Now

Rain for Luck.
for luck
Tho library
RAIN
from the foot of the
!

is

two streets
and one block

just

hills,

he is a star.
" Burning Daylight " will be released through
Metro, and you must be sure to see it. The

away.
On a short dirt road we found
Wallace Beid making a picture. They had four
huge motor lorries, canvas covered, in the
pouring rain.
It makes you wonder what it
is going to be.
Those big powerful lights they

snow scenes
Good-bye

use for night pictures.
To-day is bright and sunny, and mother
accepted an invitation for all three of us to go
to Mr. Shurtleff's studio at the Metro Studios

one broke his right forefinger roping" a steer,
a hundred miles from a railroad, down in
Arizona.
We saw him yesterday, on Franklin,
and he remembered us. Wasn't it nice of him?

—

are beautiful.
for to-day,

Fondly yours,

Mary Lewis

P.S.

—

Bussell.

— You know poor " Doug " —there's only

One

of the wonderful snow scenes in Jack
London's "Burning Daylight."
Here you see
Mitchell Lewis as Elam Harnish.

HELEN FERGUSON, who

plays the part of

Malamutes

in

Dede Mason

in

"Burning Daylight," and her team »

one of the beautiful Alaskan scenes.

The Picture.
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED
Heart Interest "Stuff."

MARSHALL

NEILAN,

young
director who recently formed his

own

the

producing

is
organisation,
perhaps one of the most successful producers in the presentation of " heart
interest stuff," as they call it in the film
vernacular.
His expression on the matter
" In
will undoubtedly prove of interest.

staging a photo-play we are only too apt
to overlook the little notes of human appeal
in our eagerness to bring out the bis;
situations of tbe story," says Mr. Neilan.
" To my mind, it is just as important to

necent the little every -day touches of life as
is to present the high-lights of the plot.
" Every story for motion picture prod notion must necessarily contain a wealth
of interest compelling situations, and
every care must, of course, be taken to get
the most out of these situations. At the
same time, a study of the most popular
motion pictures will disclose the fact that
the human note played an important
part in achieving their success. One of
our most successful films now being shown
a heavy dramatic story uses various
situations with a little lame boy.
it

—

—

The Pretty Baby Touch
""THERE has been too much promiscu.

''

ous placing of close-ups in pictures
of pretty babies and animals in the
hurried effort of bidding for human appeal.
In
stories, if there is evident a lack
of human interest material, I have the
scenario changed to allow for the logical

I

my

Britirk Bat

ADAMS.

K.

a stait had been made on " Little Dorrit."
The unqualified success of last season's

experiment of producing entirely by daylight has justified him in attempting even
bigger things this year, and no effort or
is being spared in the endeavour
to make " Little Dorrit " a picture worthy
of
its
author.
Tho old Marshalsea
debtor's prison has been elaborately reproduced in the studio, and the costumes
to be worn are historically correct in every

expense

—

many of them being
nearly a hundred years ago.

detail

gowns

Are Films Too Long

of

?

THE

interesting topic of "long v>
short " pictures is again down for
discussion, and Stanley Shaw, the
well-known scenario writer, has contiibuted an interesting letter on the
subject.
" Every producer is wrong who labours

under the delusion that audiences like
sit continuously through five reels of
even a D. .W. Griffith masterpiece," he
" Who would care to sit through
states.
an entire evening's play, even one of the
best, with no intermission 'between the
acts ? It would be too irksome, too much
of a nerve strain
and yet a film drama,
with its absence of descriptive dialogue,
requires many times the brain and sight
concentration that a spoken play docs."
to

;

We Learn From

Lessons

the

Films.
An engagement ring
round of pleasure.
*

it

a girVs idea of a
»

*

No doubt you are talked about as much as
you talk about others.
Fishing for husbands or fish is much
same. The big ones get away.

the

•

r

*

*

astonishing how quickly possession will decrease the value of a thing.
It

is

No matter hou> bad a man may be,
one woman who can find some
good in him.
there is

*

»

»

If a girl doesn't own a mirror, she has
lost all interest in life.
*

•

•

Nature heals, but
makes out the bill.

the

doctor always
*

»

*

Too many things are not worth
necessary

effort

Many
a good

know

to

man

a

wife,

the

obtain them.
•
»

to

*

has sense -enough to get

but

hasn't

sense enough

it.

The Week's Best Films.
the best
following
a
THEphoto-plays
which are being released
list

is

MARSHALL NEILAN,

the producer of
pictures, includ-

many great American
ing some in which Mary Pickford has
appeared, intends to visit this country
shortly.

presentation of a theme that will offset
the dramatic tensity of the plot."
Human interest material in films is^one
if the pet hobbies of Marshall Xeilan, for he
considers the suitable introduction of this
material can accomplish big things towards
attaining success for a picture, but such
incidents demand careful handling, or the
effect is easily overdone.

More

British Activity.

for exhibition at the
this week,
artistes:

in at the Shoreham-by-Soa
studios of the Progress Film Co. recently, and Mr. Sidney Morgan, the
director of productions, informed me that

and the names
"

Broadwest

Violet Hopson

of

tbe

star

The Great Coup."

& PorrY Wysdkaji.
" Heart of Cold."

Walkers

Louise Huff.
Yitagraph

.

" The Defeat of
Acnes Ayres.
.

Western Import

..

..

"

the City."

By Prosy."

Roy Stewart.
" Square Deal Sanderson."

F.L.F.S.

rathe

..

Phillips

Astra

..

LOOKED

I

of

cinemas during

W. S. Hart.
The Great Gamble " (Serial).
Charles Hutchison.
" The Fire Flingers."
" Tho Masked Heart.''
..
William Russell.
"

Walturdaw

" Jacques of the Silver Xorth.'

Grangers

Mitchell Lewis.
.."In Bondage.'
..
..

i

"

A long pull and a
strong pall."
Miss May Heme.

!

Picttk Show Art Spppixment, Jun>

12rA, 1980.

Just

room

for

two in a canoe.

Mary is introduced to Doug's English collie.
of sugar from her pocket seated the

A piece

Both Mary and Doug enjoy the delights of the

river

Everywhere she goes she wins all hearts. The
gardener cuts for her his choicest blooms.

Pictuh*

Show Aht SrmxiiExT. June

12th. 1320.

or HERCTRj
/^HAKLKS CLARY

^

is over six feet in bright, handsome, ;in«l smil.s
most winninsly yet every part he has been cast for on the
screen has been as the " villain of the piece." Now we are to see
him as he really is— particularly good-natured, |>oases8ing a whimsical
smile, and a very attractive mannerism, caused by drawing his
eyebrows to a centre point. He is to have hero parts in cumin-

Coldwyn photo

;

plays.

CHARLES

u

CLABY
'

the doctor ia 'Tat
Pemilty." a iinalai
picture

Soldwra

120,,

1C

1920.

THE DRESSING-ROOM
—

IN

Beavitie/

The Disadvantage of Straight Hair How to Coax it into a
Wave— Good Tonic and Curling Fluid The Simplicity of
the Water Wave.

—

BEVY

_

of British bathing girls that will rival the American
Slack Scnnett beauties are soon to make their appearThe photoance on the screen in Tom Aitken comedies.
graphy of these films is excellent, having been taken at various
English seaside resorts. Although still a young man, Tom
Aitken has travelled almost all over the world in his search for
good material for pictures. He k really a Scotsman,
although his parents emigrated to America when Tom
was quite a young bey. Hence Tom has not seen much
of his native countrv. Bud Fisher, the famous cartoonist
of Mutt and Jell fame, is an intimate friend of Mr.
Aitken's, and has been instrumental in advising and
guiding him in his career.
Tom Aitken was himself once a comic artist on a
daily paper, and has done many humorous cartoon
films. During the war, however, lie was official photographer to the British armies iu Trance.

possessing
WOMEN hair
weo
their

or

natural waves in
curls at tho ears or

neck do not, as a rule, half
appreciate this charming and envied gift
of Nature.
They have never experienced
the maddening and wholly despairing way
even the most expensive Marcel waves
straighten out with a few moist breezes, or
a slight shower, and the eternal bother of
resorting to artificial curling and waving
at home, the resultof which is burnt and
in the

straggly ends.

Furthermore,

,

!

a

becoming

and

tidy

coiffure is always assured at all seasons of
the year, and in all weathers, the dampness of the seashore having a tendency to

deepen the waves and tighten the curls.
The straight haired girl is at such a disadvantage while on her seaside holiday,
especially when 6he emerges from her
morning swim with straight straggly
locks, that refuse to be coaxed into respectability for the rest of the day.

Coaxing a Wave in the Hair.
mode of hairdressing

present
THEdemands
a

long, undulating wave,
just as near to Nature as one can

it.
The prevailing mode that calls
for a " squif " pulled down over the forehead, is more or less responsible for the continued vogue for waved locks, likewise the
knot in the nape of the neck, which makes
the ripples along the profile from the
temple, over the ears to the back of the
head a becoming coiffure, breaking severity
of line and effect.
When the hair is worn in this manner,
it gives a particularly youthful look to the

make

quantity of paraffin. Shake the bottle
well, and rub the mixturo well into the
scalp every night before going to bed.
This
is a splendid «trongthencr for the hair and
also prevents it from falling.

An

Old-Fashioned Method.

QUINCE seed

lotion

is

curling liquid w hich

an old-fashioned
is

quite effective.

Take a teaspoonful of quince seeds,
and mix them in a pint of soft water. Thenboil the mixture gently until it is reduced
to half the quantity. When cold, strain and
add two tnblespoonfuls of eau-de-Cologne.
Use a small sponge, when applying, and.
then place the hair

in soft curlers as usual.
this curling fluids is used, you will
only find it necessary to curl the hair every
If

three or four days.
The " water waves " which many hairdressers employ are not difficult to achieve
at home.
After the hair has been shampooed and blown half dry in the wind and
sun, or by the use of hot Turkish towels,
the front and sides of the hair are separated
from the back. The front part is then
arranged in undulating waves with the
assistance of a comb and held in place by
invisible hairpins.

They must be

laid

inv

the way desired and carefully held down by
a strip of ribbon, which is tied round the
head.
When the hair waves easily, halfan-hour is sufficient time to leave the hair
in position ; when it is difficult to train, it
will be better to leave it in all nights

When

the pins are taken from the hair, it

appearance, while the kinks in the wave
to greater advantage the glint of
~colour in the hair.
But a lot can be done to coax

show

straight

hair

into

less

severe

lines.

in a healthy condition and
well cared for may be trained in the
way it should go with a little persis-

Hair that

is

*

tence.

Hair that is naturally soft and_ fine
can be coaxed t^Vwa^e^lfcnl remain
more disciplined IbngeKthan hair that
is coarse and bushy.

A Few

Tips.

hairdressers suggest a sham
MOST
poo before waving, which makes
-

the work easier for them, and
satisfactory to you in the result.
Therefore, it is well to keep in mind
the clean condition that is required,
especially when the 'waving process
takes place at home.
A thorough
brushing twice daily adds materially
towards making the hair " behave,"

more

as also'does a tonic rub, and waving the
hair while it is still moist. These hints
are well to know, especially to the woman
who wishes to appear well-groomed, and
has little time to spend on her toilette.
While there are scores' of curlers on the

market embracing

all sorts of

magic waves

the old-fashioned kid curlers,
of tissue paper or silken
rags will be found to be the most successful
and the least harmful. The manner of
curling the hair is a sore point with most

JOSEPHINE HILL

effects the full style
of hairdressing that covers the ears and
gives a piquant effect when a large hat

in their use,

is

and those made

However, if a little experimenting
done with the method of rolling and
tying the silken curlers, you will soon discover the most effective way to use them.
True, they are rather unsightly for night
wear, but their ugliness can be hidden by
the wearing of a boudoir cap. If the hair
is dampened with a little eau-de-Cologne
before curling, the wave will be found to
stay in much longer and extra fluffincss
will be given to the hair.
Talking of eaude-Cologne reminds me to tell you of a
really fine tonic for the hair.
Mix a small
bottle of eau-de-Cologne with the same
girls.
is

OM AITKEN.

will

be found to

worn.
fall

in

delightful

waves

that will keep in for quite a long time.
Hair that lacks lustre may bo improved
by polishing it with a silk handkerchief.
In addition to tho glossiness it gives to the
hair, it seems to impart a certain amount
of electricity.
Tho rubbing should not
be done in haphazard fashion, but each
strand should receive a certain amount of
rubbing.
Always bear in mind to rub
from the scalp downwards.
Ventilation is a good tonic for the hair,

mid you will find an improvement if, when
you take it down at night, you gi<e it a
good loose shaking, strand by strand.
This ventilates tho head and scalp, and.
also rids the hair ol the clay's dust.
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To Dominie's surprise, neither the Judge
room.
nor his daughter had the slightest suspicion that
they were being duped. The judge handed to Dick
a thousand dollars he had collected that day from
property belonging to Richard Castlcman.
" We'll put it in the safe, Dick," he said. " The
sheriff told me to-day that there are a lot of tramp;
about, and he is going to round them all up tomorrow."
The two pals exchanged glances. Evidently tliey
had been seen walking along the road.
The judge and Jean left at last, saying they
would come in the morning, and the two tramps
were left alone.
Danny at once went to the safe and began to
Old Dominie
manipulate the combination lock.
looked on with admiration as the young man worked.
" I believe you could open one of those locks
by singing to it," he said, as the lock yielded to the

mis

deft touch.
Danny pulled out the thousand dollars and a big
envelope. On the back of the envelope was written :
" The last will and testament of Richard Fentress

Castleman."
Danny read

it, and then turned to Dominie.
" That fellow Castleman must have loved Jean.
left her all his fortune."
" That doesn't concern
us," replied Dominie.
" Get hold of that thousand and let us beat it.
It won't be healthy for us to be found here in the
morning when that sheriff comes to round up tlie

He

tramps."
" I can't touch that money, Dom," replied Danny.
" Don't you see it belongs to the girl ? "
He put both the will and the notes back" in the
safe, while Dominic looked at him with amazement.
"Don't talk like a lunatic, Danny!" he said.
" Luck's come our way.
We don't want to stop

RUBY DE REMAR
as Jean.
(Jury.)

here and lose what we have got."
But the young man would not consent to taking
the money. Dominie got very angry.
" I don't know what game you are trying to work,

ACompletcSt^r'y^^
the denizens of the underworld there is a
any oath taken by
is as binding as
The words
respectable members of society.
' Pals First," spoken three times with the right
hand across the heart make the pact, and if at any
time after one or the other does not respond to
the words, then the pact is broken, and from being
pals the two become bitter enemies.
"Pals First" pact that united two
It was the
men who were wandering along a dusty road in
Tennessee one summer's afternoon. They were dissimilar in every resnect except in dress, for both
were in rags. One wis a tall, well-built, good-looking
young man the other a short, fat man about old
enough to be the voting man's father.
The young man was Danny Rowland, burglar
and forger, wanted, by the police on several charges.
The fat man was called Dominic. He was an Englishman w1k> ha<l left his own country under a cloud.
To Danny he had confided that he had been a priest,
but that he had been unfrocked on a charge of

TO

sign that

;

which he was not guilty.
Dominie was very tired, and at

by Aunt Caroline.
The old darkic showed Danny into a spacious
bedroom with the remark that nothing had been
then the servant left to
tell him the news.
the dressing-table Danny saw r a miniature
of a very beautiful girl. Under the miniature was a
letter which read
" Dick
Oh, Dick, they say you are dead but I
I feel sure you are coming back
cannot believe it
some day to meet your loving Jean "
Danny turned as Dominie came into the room
and showed him the letter.
" Love is a wonderful thing, Dominie
This
There was a
girl won't believe her lover is dead.
girl once who loved me like that."
" We've not much time for sentiment, Danny,"
" That old darkie is ringing up
replied Dominie.
the Judge, and we can't expect to deceive him.
Should we get hold of what we can and beat it
"

touched since he left it
ring up Judge Logan and

;

On

:

!

:

!

I

he threw

last

himself on the bank of the road.
" It's no use, Danny ; I must have a rest, and,
for that matter, I don't see much use in going any
There's no chance of getting a meal, and
further.
we might as well sleep here as anywhere else."
"This road must lead to somewhere," replied
the young man, "and we'll get hold of some grub
Lean on me and never
wlien we strike a bouse.
"
sav die
" You're a good lad, Dannv," said the older man.
!

Too good for this kind of life. I'm old, and it
but you
docs not matter what becomes of me
could make good yet."
" We're going to stick together," said Dnnny
";
" I believe in vou, and I'm going to stand by you
All that afternoon the two tramped on, and it
was night when they came to the firs* house that
"

;

!

looked like yielding anything in the shape of food

money.
was an old-fashioned mansion with high iron
The gates were not
gates guarding the entrance.
locked, and as the two wanderers were planning
the bcit way to approach the house an old negro
came ambling up the path with a lantern.
"He's coming to lock the gates," whispered
the voung man. " I'm going to ask him for a square
meal .lor the two of us. If he won't give it to us, I
or

It

shall take it."

I

now ?
"No," replied the young man. "We'll play the
game till they call our hand, and you had better

begin calling me Dick. And don't forget I told the
old Darkies you were Dr. Blair, of England."
" Well, whatever happens, they can't get that
" My, but
supper back " remarked Dominie.
1 liavcn't
that woman Caroline can cook chicken
another
wing
With
for
years.
meal
like
that
had a
and another* glass of that Burgundy, I could face
other judges in the county
Judge Logan and all the
"
But" what's the plan ?
" Why, play up us far as we can," replied Danny.
" It's just possible we may get away with it.
If
they fasten me, I shall say that I got a knock on the
head which has affected my memory.- There's a
picture in the hall of this Dick Castlcman, and
there is no doubt that I am his dead image. Anyway,
we've done all right "so far, even if we are thrown
out in the morning
It was with mingled feelings that old Dominic
awaited the coining of Judge Logan and his daughter.
The judge had insisted upon coming over that
As soon as he entered tho
night, late as it was.
room, he rushed forward and shook the young man
heartily by the hand.
" This is great, Dick
I knew you would come
back. I always told Jean you would come back."
" Where is Jean ? " asked Danny.
" Just behind, Dick," said the judge.
" Now for it " murmured Dominie, as a girl,
more beautiful than the miniature he had seen in
the bedroom, rushed into the roon and threw her
arms round the neck of his pal.
" Oh, Dick, Dick
To think you arc safe home
at last
Taking the girl
Danny rose to the occasion.
'
in his arms, he kissed her.
"What a nerve! muttered D»miuic. "But It
Tin- judge and his
seems to be going stronger.
daughter are easier than the old servants, but it
!

I

!

It's
pals first,'
Danny, but it won't come off
"
and I'm going to make you stand by the pact
Throwing his right liand across his heart, Dominic
called the words twice.
" Don't do it the third time " pleaded Danny.
" Trust me "
As he spoke there was a sound of footsteps in
the hall, anil the two tramps quickly rushed behind
Hardly had they got into their
some curtains.
hiding-place when a dark young man with a rather
saturnine countenance came into the room.
He walked very softly, like a thief in the night.
Going straight to the safe, he opened it. First
he saw the notes, which he calmly put in his pocket.
He next turned his attention to the will, which he
read carefully and then threw on the fire.
At this stage Danny decided to* take a hand in
the game. He walked up softly and then sprang in
'

!

!

'.

!

front of the intruder. The man gave a gasp of horror,
as if he had seen a ghost then, with a cry of " Dick
Castlcman ! " he fell to the floor in a faint.
The two pals laid him on a couch, and with, the
aid of a little brandy brought him back to consciousness.
"This is rather a peculiar time to visit a gentleman's house," said Danny.
"Give me a minute to explain." said the man.
" I have only just got hack from New Orleans with
"
proof of your death, Dick
He put his hand in his pocket and pulled out a
telegram. It was addressed to Dr. Chilton, and read :
" No question about Richard Castlcman's death.
Dr. Carlton."
I saw his body lowered into the sea.
" Well, your friend is wrong." replied Danny
" I am very much alive, cousin Harry,
coolly.
I saw what
and very much alive to your game
you tried to do to tliat Will, and also that you took
money
aud get
over
that
those notes.
Just hand
"
out of this house for ever !
went
from
Chilton
With a muttered imprecation,
;

I

!

the room.
" That gentleman will bear watching

'.

remarked

Dominie.
" Yes, and

I

propose we stop

here to look after

sec he docs not rob that girl," replied Danny.
" Well, we're in for it now," remarked Dominie.
" I don't supi>ose wo shall get any longer in gaol
1
if wc carry on a bit

him and

A Narrow

Escape.

!

stepped forward as the negro came up to the
The
gates, and then a surprising thing happened.
old negro threw up his hands, and, in a choking

He

voice, cried
" Massa Hick
:

Massa Dick, you done come back
Dominie pulled Danny's coat-sleeve, as he whispered
" We're in luck
The old man mistakes you for
Keep it up it will mean a bed and
someone else
supper, and we can be away in the morning before
"
'

!

!

:

!

;

!

they find out

reported drowned at sea, and, according to Alex,
a cousin of Richard Castlcman's, Dr. Harry Chilton,
had gone to New Orleans to get proof of the death.
Also, through the old servants, they learned that
there was in the neighbourhood a Judge Logan,
who appeared to have been the legal adviser of
ltichard Castlcman, and that with the judge was
his daughter, Jean, to whom Castlcman had been
engaged when he went away. All these facts they
noted as, attired in some clothes old Alex had found
for them, they sat down to a splendid repast prepared

!

" You know me, then ? " said Danny to the negro.
" Trust your old uncle Alex, Massa Dick
I'll
just tell Aunt Caroline. That or wife ob mine wull
me,
Massa
Follow
jest be plum crazy with joy
"
Dick, with yore friend
Chuckling with joy, the old negro hobbled down
the drive. In the house they were met by a massive
ncgress, who ran up to Danny and put her arms
!

I

!

round

his neck.
" Dcy tell us you am drowned, Massa Dick, but
"
yore old auntie Caroline don't berlicve dem
As the two old servants rambled on the adventurers
learned that Massa Dick was ltichard Fentress
He was
Castlcnian, the owner of the mansion.
!

!

!

!

I

.

can't last it can't last."
Danny introduced his friend as Dr. Blair, and
the four sat down in the old-fashioned drawing
;

so strangely
THEnewtwosurroundings,
found
pals,

established in their
there was
that

keeping up the deception.
They knew they had a deadly enemy in Chilton,
but as he made no move they did not worry much,
but waited till he should show his hand. But they
had one very narrow escape.
One night, at a party given in honour of Dick
Castleman's safe return. Dominie, glancing casually
from the dinlng-tablc to the big French windows,
saw a tramp peeping in. To his horror, he recognise I
The
in the tramp a thief named the " Squirrel."
man knew both of the pals, and Dominie realised
that he would most certainly blackmail them.
He told Danny at the first opiwrtunity, and the
two waited up after the household had gone to bed.
lie
Shortly after midnight flic thiet appeared,
If
had guessed the pals would wait up for him.
they didn't-, he meant to get away -with what valuables
he could. Danny caught him in an iron grip as he
came through the French windows.
Finding himself cornered, Sqnirrel demanded a
share of the loot or he would split.
little

difficulty

in

(Continued on

oage

18.)
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THE

DAWN

OF EDITH DAY.

artiste discusses the star question and
admits she goes to a Picture Show to see the star.
third and latest,
Children
dawn of Edith Day on the London
Not

The American

THEstage

—

Her Three Films.
you may know,"

"AS began

sa-sa^.

made

Wanted.'
not a propagandist one, as you
might think, and has nothing to do with the
birth-rate.
It deals with the apartment house,
'

has boon of so sensational a
charactor that it is unnecessary to do
more than refer to it by way of introduction.
You have but to visit Irene " at the Empire
Theatre, London, to witness its splendour for
yourself.
What concerns us here is not the
success of that musical comedy, but the fact
that Miss Day, who has scored so heavily in it,
is about to dawn on another horizon over here
on the British screen, in British pictures.
It was with reference to this branch of her
artistic activities that I called upon her at the
Empire the other evening.
I may here remark that despite her sensational
6uocoss, no one could strive less after personal
sensationalism and effect than Miss Day. She
is as sincere and unaffected as a child, and
gives one fin immediate impression of friendliness.
Her voico, with its delightful but unobtrusive American accent, is soft and well
modulated.
she said, when I
to question her, " I have already
a few pictures in
America.
One in particular, made
during the war, proved very

This film

is

and the announcement

so

often

inserted

in

advertisements by lodging-house keepers to
the effect that children are not wanted. The
question of apartments in America is a big
one just at present, as it is over here."
" Is this film a comedy ordruma, Jliss Day ? "
" Well, it lias a little of everything comedy,
drama, mystery, the latter in connection with
a murder, and also some cunning little bits with

—

children.

" These three pictures were directed by
Carle B. Carlton for the Crest Pictures Corporation, of which ho is president.
About your picture plans here" I asked.
" Can yon tell me anything about them ?
Miss Day smiled.
" Really," she said, " we have been here so
short a time that neither Mr. Carlton nor myself have been able to make any definite arrangements yet. All I can tell you at the
moment is that, in addition to my performances
Irene I intend to appear in several films
in
over here, and that I am hoping just hoping
to act in some picture versions of works by Arnold
Bennett and Bernard Shaw. We are dealing
with these two famous writers, but nothing is
settled.
It is all just
in the air
at present."
'

'

—

—

'

'

The Star System.

DO

popular.

Romance

A

It was called
of the Air,' and I
'

with Lieutenant
BertVHall. Another was A
Grain of Dust,' a picture
version of the book by David

played in

it

'

Graham

Phillips,

and

my

you think of bringing any American
studio equipment across, Miss Day ? "
" That, also, I do not know," she
" The first thing will be to settle on
replied.
productions. You seem, though, to have everything that is necessary here already."
" What type of picture do you propose appearing in ? " I queried.
" Well, of course, on the stage my speciality
is musical comedy, but on the films I shall' go
in iov^ more serious things, though in no sense
'
heavy stuff,' " was the answer.
" How about the star system in the States,
Miss Day. Any sign of its being on the wane ? "
" Certainly the American film companies are
featuring their directors more and more, but
whatever that may indicate, and despite the importance of the director, I believe that the
primary object of the public in going to see a
picture is to see the star it features.
Personally,
1 think it is wrong to attempt to do away with
the star system, and as for myself, I always g'j
to see the >tor."

A

Regular " Film Lover."

WHEREUPON

I at once discovered that
Day is a regular " Film Lover,"
" even as you and I."
She confessed
that she considered Mary Pickford the greatest
artiste, but that her own preference lay in the
direction of Norma Talmadge.
In the particular branch of screen comedy she places Charliethe-One-and-Only as pre eminent among the

Miss

men
"

He

has such a wonderful sense of humour,
littlo things he dees are so very
deep.
Shoulder Arms,' his best picture, I saw five

and the
'

times."

And among the comediennes, Constance
Talmadge, " in her own particular way," and
Dorothy Gish, though the latter Miss Dsy
considers to have been rather unfortunate with
,

her stories.
In'conclusion, I asked Miss Day whether she
it is her first visit here
and
liked London
whether she had any message for the reader's of

—

—

Thk Picture Show.
" Mercy, yes " she exclaimed, in answer
to the first question, and to the second she said
" Please tell them that I hope to stay over here
"
!

:

a long time
" And please
!

tell them," put in Miss Day's
whom the star affectionately calls
" Gunnie," " that I hope so, too
I've been
here at the Empire fifteen years, and she's the
We just
best little lady I've ever dressed
"
won't let her go
We just won't let you go So there you are,
Miss Day 1

dresser,

!

A

!

happy studio

portrait of

DAY.

UL

MISS

!

As she appears in " Irene," at
the Empire Theatre, London.

!

May

Hjerscbxx Clahke.
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PALS FIRST."

(Continued from
page 16 i

They walked in silence to the house. It was that
moment when love speaks with the eyes,

glorious

when words
" You don't rorne in a cent on this game, Squirrel."
" And, as for squealing well, yon
Baid Danny.
know what happens to those who betray their pals
iu the underworld."
" 1 didn't mean it, Danny. I wouldn't 'ave
butted into your game, but me old mother's near to
dyin", an' I must get some money to go to her."
" That's different talk," said Danny.
" Here's
three hundred dollars. You get right to your mother,
Squirrel, and let us hope you are in time to save her."
With tears in his eyes the thief was making liis way
out through the windows when they opened and
Chilton stepped in.
His sly face wore a look of triumph as he faced

—

FREE
/KIRT
PATTERN

Danny.
" I. have heard every word," he said.
" You are
an impostor I I have received another wire saying
was
buried
there is no doubt that Richard Castleman
at sea.
You are Danny Rowland, burglar and
forger, and these are your friends."
Danny laughed as he stopped Squirrel hitting
Chilton with a life-preserver. " Don't worry about
I can look after hiin."

this gentleman, Squirrel.

Then turning to Chilton be said " Suppose I am
an impostor, you daren't squeal. What about the
"
time you tried to burn the will ?
" I'll get you yet," snarled Chilton as he went back
the nay he had come.
" That man means miscliief, Danny," said Domiuie.
" 'E's the sort of snake that would," added the
Squirrel. " Yer outer "ave let me 'it 'im, Danny.".
" Don't you worry, Squirrel," said Danny. " Leave
that fellow to me, and get off to your mother by the
:

first

You can make this
summer frock with
this
skirt

week'*

free
pattern and
week's free
jumper
blouse

next

pattern.

You could run up
few

hours

—

it's

as easjr

make.

Every reader of the
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"PICTURE

should get this free skirt
pattern in " WOMAN'S
KLY"
to-morrow.
It is free with every
copy.
Next
week our great
companion paper gives you a free
pattern of a jumper blouse.
To
make quite sure of both these
splendid gifts, give your newsagent
TO-DAY a regular order for

WEE

=

Sale Everywhere

TO-MORROW.

=

ran to him with fury in liis eyes.
" You're not going to do this, Danny Rowland,"
he cried. " You're not going to ruin that girl's life.
I've lived a hfe of crime, but I have got some sense
of decency.
Y'ou can't marry Jean.
You and 1
are going away. Do you hear me ? "
" I hear you, but I am not taking any notice of
you," replied Danny. " You've got to stick to me.
It's

'

pals

first."

He made

"

the sign, and repeated the

words a

second time.
" For the last time," he said. But old Dominie
made no sign. The third time the binding words
came, but there was no answer from Dominie.
" The
pact is broken, Danny," he said. " I'm
going to tell the girl that you are not Richard Castleman, but Danny Rowland, burglar and forger."

Explanation.
the young man could stop him he
BEFORE
run to Jean and told her the whole story,

had
jtag

a moment the girl was too stunned to realise
what he had said. Then she burst into tears. Old
Dominie stood by her, trying to comfort her, but
under his breath he was cursing Danny Rowland.
Then Jean dried her eyes and~went to find Danny.
She stopped within three yards of him and said one
word " impostor " Then, without another look at,
the man she had trusted, she turned on her heel and
went to her horse.
In the meantime, Chilton had not been idle. He
had gone to the sheriff and sworn information that
the man who was masquerading as Dick Castleman

Pic ure*.)

!

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli?

To her surprise the old man seemed to be stunned
Mumbling something about seeing
Dick at once he hurried away. He found his partner
coming down the steps of the houc e, and he at once
by the news.

else."

I

On

secret.

" And for always," said the old man, tears slrcaniing down his face.
It waa Dominie who tactfully called the others
away so that Dick could be alone with Jean.
" Can you forgive me, dear ? " asked Dick.
" It is I who ought to ask forgiveness, Dick, for
doubting my heart. It was my heart that told m«
I ought
It was really you the night you returned.
to have trusted, in sjiitc of all."
" All the shadows are gone now. dearest," Raid
Dick as he lifted her face to his, " There is a world
of sunshine for you and me."
(Adopted from incidents in the photo-play
" Pals First." by permission of Jury's Imperial

'

a two-piece
pattern just front
and back with an
added pocket.
It

are not needed.

While Danny went to change his muddy suit,
Jean saw Dominie, and to him she confided her

With many protestations of gratitude the thief
departed, and Danny and Dominie sat down for a
final smoke while they discussed what Chilton would
be most likely to do. Eventually they came to the
conclusion that in face of the fact that he had tried
to burn the will, he would not attempt anything in
the open, but that he would be pretty sure to get in a
stab in the back if he could. But Chilton was a little
more dangerous and certainly more desperate than the
two pals thought.
He decided he would strike through Jean, and
the next day, armed with the telegram, he set out
in search of judge Logan's daughter.
He met her as she was returning from a ride, and,
trying to force liis hard face into a smile, he raised
his hat and stepped in front of the girl.
" Well," she said coldly, " what is it you wish,
Mr. Chilton ? I trust you are not going to propose
to me again, for I have already told you that I would
not marry you to save my own life."
" You need not remind me of you unreasoning
hatred to me," replied Chilton, trying to assume an
" But, despise me as you
air of injured dignity.
will, I must do my duty.
If you will read this
telegram, you will see that I am trying to save you
from being victimised by a scoundrel. That telegram proves that Dick Castleman Is dead, therefore
the man who is assuming his name is an impostor."
" Mr. Chilton," returned Jean with an emphasis
on the " Mr." " You have been so anxious to prove
that Dick is dead, that I feel you must, have some
ulterior motive in going to all tliis trouble.
1 never
believed your stories, and I do not believe this latest
one."
The girl gathered np her reins to canter away, but,
before her horse could start, Chilton had thrown
himself on tier and dragged her from the saddle."
" You shall pay for all your insults, my lady, and
pay for thom with your lips ! " he shouted as he
Etrove to embrace her.
Jean struggled desperately, but she was fast being
overcome when help came from an unexpected
quarter.
Danny Rowland had seen the struggle, and he
reached the spot in time to save Jean.
Chilton was now mad with passion, and he struck
out wildly at Danny. It was a lucky blow, and it
staggered Rowland. But he quickly recovered, and
fought his assailant. Finding liimself getting the
worst of the light, Cliilton ran to the roadside and
picked up a hedge stake with which he struck at
Danny's head. It would have brained the young
man had it hit him, but he ducked under ft, and
with a short drive to the point of the jaw he sent
Chilton down, with all the tight knocked out of him.
Leaving Chilton to pick liimself up as best he could,
Danny turned to the girl.
" It was lucky you came when you did, Dick,"
" The brute was trying to kiss me."
6aid the girl.
Danny turned as if to administer further punishment to Chilton, but that gentleman had moved off.
As they walked to the house Danny guessed that
Chilton had told the girl about the telegram he had
received, but she made no reference to it, so he decided
he would not mention the matter.
The following day while Danny and Jean were
returning from a canoe trip on the river, Danny
suddenly caught her in his arms.
" Jean," he cried, " I want to marry you. I
know we are engaged, but I want to hurry matters
up. dearest."
You know I am yours, Dick," said the girl
" I am ready to marry you at any time."
softly.
" Then say to-morrow " cried Danny, embracing
her once more.
" To-inorrow
To-day if you like, dear. I love
you and you only," replied Jean. " If you had not
come back I should never have married anybody
,

this skirt in a

as easy to

train."

12th, 1920.

1

wa= Danny Rowland.
The sheriff made out a warrant, and, accompanied
by one of his men and Chilton, he went to the house
of the Castlemans.
But as soon as he saw Dauny he
went up to him with outstretched hand.
" How are you, Dick ? " he cried. " 1 was away
when you returned, or I should have come over tt>
see you before.
But the joke is I came here to arrest
a man named Danny Rowland, who I was told was
masquerading in your name."
" He is Danny Rowland," almost screamed Chilton.
"I can prove it. I have sho»vn\vou the telegram
where it is proved that Dick Castleman died at
sea."
'•
Prove nothing," said the sheriff. " Do you
think 1 could be mistaken.
Dick here used to swim
with my son."
" I am Richard Castleman," said Danny quietly.
" Rubbish " shouted Cliilton.
" Where's your
"
proof ?
" Well, there's one thing that will do it." said the
" In the police description of Danny Rowsheriff.
land, it says he has a tattoo-mark on liis right arm.
Have you got such a mark, Dick t "
For answer the young man turned up his sleeve.
There was no sign of a tattoo-mark.
" Tattoo-marks can be erased," said Chilton.
" You'll need more proof than that before you can get
oter this telegram. It is signed by a doctor who
saw Richard Castk-man buried at sea."
" The proof is here."
The words were spoken by Judge Logan, wan
came into the room followed by Jean. Here are
letters written to me by Dick all the time be lias
been away. He will tell you why he practised this
deception."
" The story is tlUs," said Dick. " While I waj
waiting to catch the boat to Australia, this man.
Danny Rowland, entered my bedroom, and at the
1

point of liis pistol forced me to give him my clothe*
and papers. I looked upon the whole thing as a joke
at the time, but when I read In the papers that the
man had died at sea under my name, I meant to
return and clear' matters up. By tills time Judge
Logan had discovered that my cousin Harry Chilton,
was plotting to get the fortune I had left in my %\ ill to
Jean. Iu order to catch him we had to keep secret
the fact that I was still alive. We have all the
evidence we need against him now, sheriff. You may
arrest him, and the judge and I will charge him."
As the sheriff's assistant handcuffed the scheming
doctor, Dick Castleman turned to Dominie.
" Forgive me for deceiving you, Dominie, but it.
was all for your good. When I first met you, I could
To restore that
see vou had lost faith in everything.
faith and enable you to begin life again, I brought
vou to my home. The pact will be renewed.
Pals
'

First."
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"MISS DETERMINATION."
WHO WON THIS NAME FOR
HERSELF IN THE STUDIO, SAYS "ALL THINGS
COME TO THOSE WHO WORK WHILE THEY WAIT."
MISS ZENA KEEFE,

ALL

come

tilings

wait.

to

For tho

those who work while they
greater part of Miss Zona

Keefe's life sho had wanted to become a
star, but sho was not content to hit down and
wait for a big opportunity. J riBtead, she worked hard,
and every step she took up the ladder was gamed by
sheer hard effort, and in the autumn of this year we
are to witness the result of her persistence, when sho
will bo featured in the leading role in several Selznick
productions.
Zena Keefe is an enthusiastic and joyful girl,
entirely wrapped up in her work. She is of the ideal
screen type, with large, deep brown eyes, and beautiful

movie

wavy

haii'.

This talented

actress has had a long course
the theatrical profession.
Sho
bom in San Francisco, and started on her
footlight career as a little girl by doing an act in
vaudeville.
This caused her to travel all over the
country, and brought her to New York, where she
deserted the variety stage for a Broadway show.
After appearing in several plays she next tried the
pictures, and worked her way steadily forward until
she arrived at her present enviable position.
Her greatest ambition is, of course, towards her
future on the [screen, but she admits having two
tho first is to be a real good cook, and tho
is to
be a feminine champion, behind tho
steering-wheel of a high-powered car, and
those who know her well say she is already
an adept at both. Her next part is to be in
" His Wife's Money," when sho
will play opposite Eugene O'Brien.
of

training

little

in

was

A

Miss ZENA KEEFE
is a great lover of
animals and is de<%'

ZENA

snatches a hasty meal between scenes,
while her producer explains the next set.

*^

voted to her dog, who
to be seen almost
everywhere with her.^
is
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BY THE FACE.
CHARACTER AS TOLD
Courage.
and

SARGOL

Great Power

MAKES YOU NICE

AND

PLUMP.

make

men and

sturdy

strong,

healthy women.
Sargol increases

beautiful,

keen

growth, makes perfect
assimilation of food, increases the number of
blood corpuscles, and as a necessary result
builds
up muscles and solid, healthy flesh

The Inquisitive Nose,
INDICATIVE of an inquiring

rounds out the figure.
That is why
thousands of boxes are sold annually. Try it.
Sargol costs little, comes in tablet "form and
is easy and pleasant to take.
Sold" and recommended by good chemists everywhere.

A WONDERFUL OFFER

The Mouth

I 15,

Prospectus

for.
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single
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KNIGHTSBR1DGE.

Pavilion Road,

EUGENE O'BRIEN.

& SELF-CONFIDENCE

Are you clearof your mind f
Tnindedl strong-willed, aelf -confident, and successful ?
Learn th5 secrets of Kind- Master; and Strong Nerves. Banish
awkwardness, timidity, worry, self -fears, and
fchyness,
Are ytm "Master"

" Nerves." Learn how to more than hold your own in the Navy.
Army. K.A.F., the Professions, Business, and Society. Send
only 3d. stamps for particulars of confidential Mento-Nerve
strengthening method*. Used in the Navy from Vice-Admiral
to Seaman, and in the Army from Colonel to Private. SI.C.'b,
D.C.M.*b. and M.M.'s — UODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH. LTD..53U,

Imperial Buildings, Ludgate

Circuit,

London, E.C.4.

'ARE YOU SHORT?
the Girvan System help you
Mr. BriggsreDriver E. F.,
Mr. Ratcliffp. 4 inches Miss
3 inches
Ledell, 4 inches; Mr. Ketley, 4 inches.
This system greatly improves the
If so, let

combat.

The Ears,
are indicative
the
stand out
WHICH
with,
of a temperament not to be
top.

at

The Forehead.

IND-MASTERY

Champion.

of the

more of the lion in their constitution than
the hare, and delight in fortitude as much as
they detest humility. Hardy and venturesome
by nature, their bravery would not fail them in

j

Write

turn of mind,
which is as

the modelling at the outside corners."
NOTE
They havo
denoting physical courage.

!

TO BEGINNERS,
RALPH LYNN academy!
j

shrewdness

that

possessing

essential to their well-doing as their wellbeing ; enabling them to adapt themselves to
circumstances ; and to get as much out of life
without being unjust to others.

Cinema Acting
:

sensibilities.

cell

and

\

Physical

lying in the curling and shooting of the muscles,
as seen in the corners of the eyes and mouth.
The intellectual part manifested' by a developed
and intelligent forehead. Satire is to this type
the very essence of wit. There is no reflection
intended here, and-we do not confound it with
sarcasm, for the compliments paid to the understanding of a satirist will more than atone for
the reflection, as satirists are generally men of

you want to increase your
IF weight and strength, have
better health, a clear complexion and sparkling eyes—try
Sargol.
For years it has helped
to

12th, 1920.

THEthe

line of the forehead

gently arched at
top denotes excellent propensities
of intense and profound thought. At all
times disposed to enjoy life, he pardons himself
much, and is broadminded enough to pardon
others. Comprehension is here dopicted also.

The Eyebrows,

are
WHICH
give broad,

thick, and close to the eyes,
strong, intellectual perception.
The eyes, which are not only
penetrating, and reflecting, include in their
expression a look of satire ; the satirical part

trifled

and that will brook no interference. The
eyebrows and the ears are highly contradictory

:

the one giving us the man of quick perceptions
and eloquence, while the ears betray magnetism,
detesting to be under any restraint ; self-willed,
and headstrong.

The Face

as a Whole

The

highly pleasing.

IS mouth

fascination of the

Great
without an equal.
The eyes set directly in

is

power.

is

his

front

indicate physical courage.

to increase your height.

ports Cinches Increase

.

;

;

health, figure, and carriage. Send S
penny statu p» for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee to
Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 17, Stroud Green Koad,
London, N.4.

All In It.
" A few years more will see the end
cinema business."
Jorkins " Why ? "
Jenkins " Lack of attendance."
Jorkins
"Nonsense! Their popularity is

Jenkins

NOBLES
garments are distinctive in quality, style and
beauty of design, and Noble's being actual
manufacturers are able to offer their goods at
manufacturers' price*. Send to-day for Noble**
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Saving Expense.
Artiste

" Beforo

:

we

another

produce

to get a lot of new clothes."
" I can't wait that long.
We'll
put on a desert-island drama."

picture,

I'll

have

Producer

:

:

increasing every day."
Jenkins " May be so. but mark-my words,
my friend, at the rate things are going now, in a
few years time everyone will be either acting for
films or else owning a cinema of his own, and
there will be nobody left to watch pictures."
:

At the Cinema

Ball.

Snr: (anxious to put him at his ease) " What
Your step exactly
a nice dance, Mr. Jones.
suits mine."
(so nervous) : " I'm so glad ; I know I'm
:

He

Overheard

at the Studio.

Star " Let me introduce you to my mother."
" Is that your mother ! Why.
Friend
she doesn't look old enough to have a daughter
a
as
ahem as er as young as you
:

:

——

— — —

!

There Are Exceptions.
" How wonderfully some
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EDITH STOREY HOW FAT FOLKS
MAY GROW SLIM

Popular Screen Actress Returns to
the Film.

THEto camera
picturing

is

actress.
dignified and

impression, as

apt to prevaricato when it eomos
Edith Storey, the popular screen

Hor photographs imply that sho is
haughty, yet this is qui to a wrong
I found when first I met hor. I had

been prepared to find her beautiful, but I certainly
hadn't anticipated the magnetism of her personality.

Her frank

sincerity

and charm attracted me

far

more

than her physical beauty, which is, albeit, striking.
A wealth of soft, wavy hair frames her patrician
features, and her eyes are of a most unusual shado
of grey.

I asked Miss Storey if sho were glad to be back
in pictures
she lias been away from Filmland for

—

some time, you know

—

and she confessed that
although she had not intended to do so, sho simply
had to return to her screen work, as she felt " just
homesick " for it.
" Yet," she added, " so many strides have been
made even in the short timo I have been away that, in
some respects, it is like taking up a new line of work."
During the Great War, Miss Storey was an untiring
worker.
She drove an ambulance for two years
while doing Red Cross work.
Miss Storey has been caste for a crook part in
one of her new films, and is soon to bo seen in a film
entitled " The Greater Profit" in which she has
shown fully her sterling ability as an actress.

If you have been taking on flesh and your
figure has become lost in rolls of annoying, disagreeable, useless fat ; if you aro short-winded,

whon you walk and puff when you talk if
is sallow and pasty because of excess

puff

;

your skin

You can now treat this conyour own home, without annoy-

don't despair.

fut,

dition easily in

ance or inconvenience.

Simply go to your chemist to-day and get
oil of orileno in capsule form, take one
after each meal and one at bedtime.
Evon a
few days' use should show you a reduction in
weight, and with the reduction you will notice
that your skin becomes firm and smooth, and a
light, buoyant feeling lias possession of your
whole body. Almost liko magic five to twenty
years drop from your appearance, and you feel
your strength and appearance come back to you

some

again, and, best of all, oil of orilene capsules are
so safe, simple and inexpensive.
Get a packet
of the capsules at your chemist to-day, or a
packet will be sent to you, post paid, by the

D.

J.

E. C.

Little Co., 37, Hatton
upon receipt of 3s.

Garden, London,

1,

YOU CANNOT HAVE AUVAVHI A
BAD
COMPLEXION AND VYAAUL.A
It does
not matter

will clear

t

i

how bad yonr complexion

is,

WAXOLA
plainest

Sold Under Guarantee Even the
.

.

features look attractive

the Complexion is Good. Such a
Complexion clear, soft, and fresh as a baby's may be procured in
by using this Wonderful
Product. Wrinkles and All Skin Impurities
disappear magically. Acts while you sleep. Get the

—

Was

il

—

One Week

New

WAXOLA

Habit and look attractive.

Don't Delay, Send To-Day.

post free a 2/9d. box for
(triplesize box) for2/9d.

a short time we will send yau
l/9d. (Two boxes 3/3d. ), or a'4/9d
(Two for 5/3d.)

SPECIAL OFFER.— For

RICHMOND

(Surrey)
Preparations,

110, The Green,

Kew, Surrey,
Restores

and
Preserues
The Shin.

ARE YOU INTERESTED
THE CINEMA?

IN

Many

opportunities occur for men and women in
this growing British Industry.
There is a demand
for trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36, Rathbone Place. Oxford Street, W.l.

A CORN CURE
THAT REALLY

No matter how long
suffered, how
many other " Cures "

you have

you have
CURES ipr-iNVICTA
CORN

tried

you relief.

will give
\ finally

—

It

stops the

that's its speciality.

i)
AJS£ ej-2?ty-J?°2lr EASTERN
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.

PAIN

at

CURE
once and

In packets, 1/6 post

IMPORTS CO.

3, MarketSt..

Margate

i

CHARLEY'S

SECRET
FREE
NO MONEY
SEND
Violet Vanbrugh and leading Stars use
and recommend Fragrant "Cinema"
teeth can be as
beauty aids.
white as Charley's if you use "Cinema" dentifrice.
"It is a wonderful preparation,
Fred Barnes writes:
which does actually whiten the teeth without injury."
" Ciuema " Soap will make your face a picture.
—
'*
Cinema" Crushed Rose Face Powder* Crushed
30DAYS Violets and Lilac Toilet Powder are a revelation.
Ar30 days' trial of " Cinema *' Dentifrice sent

YOUR

—

FREE
TRIAL

to all applicants

who

enclose

Two

stamps,

THE CINEMA SOAP CO., LTD.,
(Dept.S), 22, Finsbury Park Rd., London.

FACTORY TO RIDER
Packed Free, Carriage

LOW CASH PRICES

Paid. Fifteen

or

Days Trial

12 MONTHS' CREOBT.

Prompt delivery.
Buy direct from Factory.
Save Dealers' Profits. Shop Soiled and Secondhand Cycles CHEAP.
Tyres and Accessories
Prices.
Write for Monster Sizj
popular
at
Fre* list and Special Offer of Sample Bicycle.

Dressed id tbe smart uniform she wore while
doing Red Cross work.

CYCLE
CAH 0pUB.669B(RMINGH^i.
lYICAU

BUI
EsU3Yrs

COMPANY,

Inc.
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• Ginger" and
" Sadie " (Court street).— Yon
both forgot, evidently, to put the name of your
town George Alan Larkin was born in 1890 and is
married to Ollie Kirkby.
If you two believe in
"
reading The Picture Show and " Boys' Cinema
at all meals, your parents must save a lot in food.
" Max " (Wimbledon).
Barney Fueray was Lewis
Craven, and Chet Ryan appeared as Peaky Flynn iu
" The Iron Test," that fine and thrilling serial.
" Devoted Header (Taunton).
Henry Edwards.

—

If vou

want

to

know

COMING CHANGES.

anyfchincr about Films or Film Playenr
A stamped and addressed envelope must accom-

odd nowadays to And the cinema
It was
referred to as being " still in its infancy."
certainly so at one time, when the popularity of the
It

seems a

pany any

trifle

letter

phrase might have been justified by this fact. But those
who continue to give it currency now should remember that the growth of the industry has left the
infant stage far behind.
Yet no one could rightly regard the cinema as old.
It is still in its youth, and while it enjoys the distinction of being the youngest of the present-day arts
it has before it the prospects of greater developments
that do not usually fall to the lot of industries that
Already it has accomplished much
are old and tried.
in some directions, failed somewhat in others (as
everything new must do) and displayed at times a
certain hesitancy in using to the full the best powers
But, to-day, those who are behind it are
it possessed.
benefiting by the experience of years and by the
public
for greater improvement all round.
desire of the
Eminent authors are being called in to assist by original
making
the
screen story of higher quality,
work in
and with it one may expect to see still better productions in which colour and artistic effects will completely ontdo the present photography.
But apart from what we may see on the screen,
other changes are being foreshadowed. Better plays
must mean longer runs in many more cases than at
present, or else their production will not be worth
while.
It is certain, also, that for the sake of its own
reputation, the average picture theatre will find it
advisable to drop the existing circus methods of
displaying lurid and inartistic posters in the lobby.
Publicity instead will be effected in a more dignified
Then, too, comes the
yet not less attractive manner.
news that the problem of showing pictures in a lighted
auditorium has been solved, which will do away with
any further need of people having to grope their way
to their seats in the dark.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?

letter requiring

an early

the writer (not for
Editor,

"The

Every

reply.

name and address of
publication), as no anonymous

should give the

full

communications can be answered.

The

I

Picture

Address

85, The
Street, London, E.C.4.

—

of Life."

—

:

No, it was not Sessue Hayakawa.
married to Fred Niblo.
" Tableau " (New Maiden). I do not know which
companies pay most for scenarios.
" Cecile " (Stamford Hill). No, you haven't
taken my breath away this time, but I shall be
prepared for the next hurricane of questions you
mean to send me. Herbert Bawlinson was the hero
in " Back to the Woods," and in - Breed of Men,"
Scena Owen was W. S. Hart's charming opposite.
S. S. (Brixton).

Enid Bennett

is

Wanda Hawley

—
—

Mrs. Burton Hawley.
L. S. (Huddersfield).
So, having noticed so many
other people asking questions you felt, of course,
that you must do the same ? Yes, that sort of thing
is catching, but not dangerous. Margaret Bannerman
was in " Hindle Wakes."
Probably she was the
artiste you saw.
" Bunny " (Glasgow). Did yon ever have anv
doubts about my existence ? Anyway, I note that
you are overjoyed to find I am a man because for
some unexplained reason you dislike your own sex
with the exception of Norma Talmadgc. But surely
there are others as good whom you have met in the
"
flesh 1 The " gent " you are " rather quizzy about
is Eugene O'Brien, who was opposite her in " The
"
Safety Curtain." He also acted in A Perfect Lover,"
" Her Only Way," " Scaled Hearts," and
A
Broken Melody." Filmland contains some very
is

—

—

human

folk.

A. K. (Plymouth).—

Alma Hanlon married
Louis Wyll over a year
ago.
He Is a stage

I am afraid it
be no use, as Harold
Lock wood died in

actor.
will

October, 1918, throuah

Spanish

SPORTS COATS
A Jumper

or Sports

Coat finds a

every holiday outfit tO'
It may be in wool or silk,
day.
cashmere, artificial silk, or mercerised cotton, but whatever
your choice you will find the
place

in

Oak Tree" mark

the surest

guarantee of satisfaction.
There
are
also
very
charming and moderately
priced "Oak Tree" Jerseys
and Kilties for Children.

Influenza.

.

I

believe he was thirty at
the time of his death,
and had acted in " Tesa
of the Storm " with
Mary Pickford, " Hearts
Adrift," " The River of

Romance,' * and others.
Jack Sherrill's wife is
1

Lillian Forbes.

T. F. (Birmingham).
How could I let you

—
have

an answer in
a week's

"about
time "

?
If still puzzled, read very carefully
the small paragraph at
the head of these replies. Very few readers
seem to haw read it at
all.
Was it Mary Carr
you were thinking of ?
She was in " Sirs. Wiges
of the Cabbage Patch."

©
picture shows
No.
16 J — a very popular tiwdel
in two-colour effects. Illustrations of other styles and
your nearest retailer tnay

be had front Dept. 18,

THE OAK TREE HOSIERY CO.
LTD.

25 Dale

Street,

Manchester.

Splendid idea of yours to substitute the
10th.
words " Picture Show " for the usual T.S., when
adding something more In your letters to friends.
I am glad to hear you
F. J. H. H. (Tottenham).
keep a reference book of artistes. It is certainly a
useful thing if vou want to know anything quickly.
Olga Pctrova was in " The Black Butterfly," and
Matt Moore and Hazel Daly were the leads in " A
Lillian Walker has fair hair
Wild Goose Chase."
and blue eves. She was born in Brooklyn, New York,

—

and

in 1888,

is

5ft.

7Jins. in height.

Originally

a

photozrapher's model, she began her film career
with Vitagraph. Can you let me know what are the

vou have had damaged ? I know your
for the " Answers Man " is genuine, and
vour compliments are enough to make one blush,
but come along again, for Worry and 1 are not even
on speaking terms.
" Inky " (Shepherds Bush).— So you liked Maurice
Costello in " The Cambric Mask " ? I dare say you
will see him oftener in time. Yes, he is married, but
Mae Tresham, his wife, is a non-professional. Irving
Cummings was In " The Diamond from the Sky."
He is married to Buth Sinclair. Yes, Harrison Font
has certainly missed the joys of dancing.
" Zam Buk " (Moseley).— Although you rub it in
for English films, there arc American pictures as
well which have not been quite accurate in regard to
However, let's hope the future will sec an
detail.
improvement all round. I am glad, all the same,
vou have favonrttes on cither side of the Atlantic.
Harrison Ford is twenty-eight, and married.

art plates

sympathy

„

.

The reader who sent a small packet to this office
to be forwarded to Flora Revalles, the Goldwyn
artiste, Is asked to note that the request has not
been complied with for reasons which need not be
explained.
_ ,
" Joseph "
(Birmingham). Arnold Daly wai

—

r
born in Brooklyn. New York, on October 4th, 18". >.
Anita Stewart," who comes from tbe same place,
was born on February 17th, 1896, while Earle
Williams was born in Sacremento, California, on
The last-named married
February 28th, 1880.
Florence Walz, a non-prof cssional.
(Afore answers next week.)

SnOWS. — Blue Cloth
BIND YOUR PICTURE
made to hold the first and second
binding cases

sets of 26 Issues of The Picture Show can be obtained, price 2s. 6d.. bv post 3s., from the Publishers.
The Picture Suow, 7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgato
Hill, E.C. 4.

Refrain Vour Health A Baauty
and reduce youf weight qnlokJy be
commencing tbe never • failing

WHEK

Antlpon treatment

tisers,

Adver-

andChemlats and Storea the world
S '• and BS onn plain

please

over. Price

wrapper from

mention

THE
PICTURE
SHOW.

NOW. Itbn»

rears' reputation, and la tbe only
aate, anre. and pleaaant remedy for
ovcr-atoutneaa. No ch&ngc of diet,
but a reduction of Sosa. toSlba. la •
elngl? day and night. Sold by Root*

communicalin
with

The

" Fifteen "
as
are
(Burton-on-Trent). —You
welcome as the rest, so make yourself comfortable
the
but
right awav. Mahlon Hamilton is American,
other two, Basil Gill and Wyndham Standing, are
both Englishmen. Basil Gill's birthday is on March

WHY BE TOO FAT

®

Seethe "OakTree"
Trade Mark
on every garment.

—

'!

The Firing Line," was David Powell.
You happen to be ricrht.
L. M. (Birmingham).
Eugene O'Brien was the " fine and dashing hero " in
" By Bight of Purchase," Thomas Holding in " One

Week

A«he," Henry Ainley was William Ashe, and Stewart
Borne was Geoffrey Cliffe. Jane Novak is the wife of
Frank Newburgh. .Some of your other questions you
will find were answered just after you wrote. Other
information required is being diligently sought.
A. N. (Leaminzton Spa). Do ycu think AKce
Brady and Marserv Wilson resemble each otlier 1
The former was born in 1897. Isn't it Mary Merch
The
you are thinking of in " The Rainbow Trail "
otlier named artiste was not in it.
Kidlet " (Eltham). So you are very small, but
I expect very good. Your strong man of the screen is
silent on the matrimonial question, but I'll coax him
to tell me. Always coax someone who is bigzer tharr
vourself. It's the' safest way. Lucille Love, otherwise
Grace Cunard, was Lucille Gray in " Elmo the
Mightv." " Quinnev's " featured Henry Ainley as
Quinnev, Isobel Elsom (Posv).-Eric Harrison (James >,
Tom Reynolds (Sam Tomlin), Marie Wright <Mrs.
Quinnev), Constance Backner (Mabel Dredge, the
secretary), and Roland Pcrtivee (Cyrus Huusaker).
'(

—

N. C. and H. W. A. (London, S.W.). I shall not
forget about Harrison Ford. Opposite Irene Castle,
in "

—

sure, deserves the bunch of nice adjectives you
for him. In " The Marriage of William

—

:

Show," Room

Fleetway House, Farringdon

am

have gathered

io<-

ANTTPON
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all
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of Cleanser & Polisher
is

the

most economical.

THE UNIVERSAL CLEANSER AND POLISHER.
BENJAMIN

BROOKE &

CO. LTD.

The Joy of Health.
Health, Strength and Vigour depend upon rich, vigorous
Without it one feels run-down, "nervy," depressed
blood.
To enrich and strengthen the blood take
or exhausted.
Poorness of blood is known as ANALMIA.
Iron Jelloids.
For

ANALMIA (shown

Depression and
well-known Iron Jelloids
Pallor,

by Breathlessness on slight exertion,
Weakness) Doctors prescribe the
No. 2.
there is nothing better.

DEBILITY, WEAKNESS and NERVINESS, Men find
The Ideal Tonic and Restorative in Iron Jelloids No. 2A.

For

DR.
"of

ANDREW WILSON
blood, Iron

Jelloids

wrote

will act

:— " To

those

who

suffer

from a

deficient quality

most favourable manner by producing a more
turn replenish every part of the system with fresh life,
in

a

"natural circulation, which will it)
"increased energy, greater strength and healthier conditions.

Iron Jelloids
Pronounced Jcll-Lhyds.

Men
Men and Women

Reliable Tonic for

For Anaemia in
For Growing Children

Of all
Manufactured only by

...

Chemists.

The Iron

A

IRON JELLOIDS
IRON JELLOIDS
IRON JELLOIDS

No. 2A.
No. 2.
No. 1.

Fortnight's Treatment, 1,3

Jelloid Co.,

Ltd.,

205, City Road,

London,

E.C.
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Double Page Art Picture of

OWEN NARES
I

"SAFETY FIRST "

IS

JUNE

19,

INSIDE

1920.

THE CAMERA MAN'S MOTTO AT THE SELIG ZOO.

In filming this picture the usual positions are reversed. It is the camera man, not the tiger, who is in the cage, and he
good judge too. This is a scene from a coming Selig film where real wild animals take " reel " part in the play.

is

a
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Sleepless and Fashionable
Summer

Nervous

Wear

Creations for
See

New

Catalogue.
Charming Blouses.
Costumes, Sports Coats, Wraps, etc.
Have you
our

seen

Brought to Vigorous Health by

patterns of latest
Fashionable Fabrics for
Costumes, Dresses, Blouses, etc. (patterns FREE) ?
not, please send postcard, stating requirements.

Dr. Cassell's

If

Tablets.

High Quality,
Reasonable Prices.

Mr*. E. M. Johnson, of 12, Maryland Road,
Stratford, London, E. 15, says
"It was in 1915,
during the air raids, that I began to feel ill, going
from bad to worse, till severe nervous breakdown
resulted.
1 could neither eat nor sleep, and the
pain I was in after food was simply awful.
" I was a martyr to headache, too, and so weak
that I could do nothing. I was just a nervous
wreck, wasted to a shadow, and afraid to be left
alone.
To go out by myself terrified me ; and at
last I could not go out at all.
So I went on for
about twelve months in weariness and pain all day, and sleepless all
night.
I had medical advice and medicine, but it was no use.
At last I got Dr. Cassell's Tablets, and they surprised mo. I began
to feel better directly ; I could eat, I could sleep, and my health
returned rapidly. Now I am as well and strong as ever."
:
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CURES HEADACHES

IN

These little Zox Powders nv instantly effective in banishing headaches
and Neuralgia. You just ta'tc one in a cup of lea or water, ami the pain
goes like magic. What a boon in this changeable weather
So confident arc we tn.it ihcv will give you instant relief that we will gladly send
two Z ix Fuwdcr,
up»n receipt of stamped addrcs cJ envelope.
Zox Powders can be bought at all Chemists' or Stores in 1 G and 3 -

opportunities occur for men and women in
There is a demand
this growing British Industry.
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FREE
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NERVOUSNESS WHY BE TOO FAT
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i.vr.i.
Kuoulry
an<l
4160
to
Stroud Crccn Koad,
Dept. C.T.. l
l^ndon. K.4.
;

;

.

EVERY FRIDAY-

ANTIFON

OO. |I>oek 11 .37. Store
London, W.O.I.

At

.

.

FACE POWDER
Use Swan Down and look year

best all the time-

Sold in Five Tints at 1/3 Per Ho*.
White. Cream. Pink. Flesh and Brunette,
by ell Stores, Chemists and Perfumers.

H;;NRY C OTrUCH
4 and 5

&

Co.. Ltd., (DtTt

Lodgalc Squaie, London,

EC

S.A.
4-
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Playety

Phob/yrapk? ami ParaympK? of Pictures, Piay^
ly

It is said that this,

The

We

AS

is one of the most elaboratecostumed pictures ever made.
shall also see her in a blonde wig, which

she woars for the first time in her life: when she
plays the rolo of one of the twin sisters.

—

Irene Likes Simple Clothes.
a comparison, Irene Rich has a wholesome contempt for Dame Fashion, and a

AS

liking for simple costumes.
" Fashion is a bother." she says. " That is
my private opinion. This ridiculous fashion of
wearing stuffy furs in summer, and light things
in the depth of winter, makes me laugh. I don't
do it. except for the camera. Simple costumes,
and sports clothes of all kinds are what I like,

Famous Readers of The " Picture
Show."
No. 24.

find

— MERCY HATTON.

"
during the waits at the Broad west
Studio where she is taking part in a coming
photoplay entitled " Her Son.'' In this film we
shall see, for. the first time on the screen,
Nicholas, Violet Hopson's bonny sen.

I

AM

Pictures.

expecting

many

letters of thanks from
see our centre page this
Nines is a favourite of stage

readers

when they

week.

Owen

and

screen, and I think the photograph chosen
for our art plate quite the nicest lie has yet
had taken, don't you 1 Now let me whisper
illinm
who you will see there next week
S. Hart (I beg his pardon. William Shakespeare
Hart), the idol of the girls, who love his strong,
silent lover parts.

W

Bill

Hart Has Written His

the way.
BY that
Big

don't

and has
publish.

let

me

sent

it

Life's Story.

you

forget to tell

has written

Bill

bis

own

life

I

wear

story

to his pet boys' paper to

The opening chapter; appear

in this
Bill is very fond of
week's " Boys' Cinema."
this real adventure paper. He edits a page in it
himself each week. Did you know that Big Bill
spent some of his early life in London ? He did.
But I mustn't tell you of his adventures over
here, or you will not enjoy reading them in his
own words so much. I dislike people to tell me
looking forward to
the story of a book I

am

Do You Want

to

Keep Slender

?

OHADWIck says that the woman
HELEN
who desires to retain a slender figure has
Chadwick's recipe a

How

to be Happy.
the Rolin Studios, Mildred Davis, Harold
Beatrice
Lloyd's leading
lady,
and
La rlante, the hew comedienne from
gay Paree, hold a daily discussion to eolve a
" To take a
weighty and serious problem.
husband or to remain happy," is the question.
With true French insoticianeo Beatrice declares
that if he is rich and generous, and has at least
three hairs left upon his head, she asks no more.
But the fair Mildred stipulates that hers must

AT

—

be good-looking.

AGNES AYRES who
has starred successfully
with E. K. Lincoln and

dramatic and comedy

William Russell, who is
now to star in Marshall

roles to his credit.

Neilan productions.

ments

of (heir most athletically -built patrons.
Kerrigan's measurements were handed in by a
Angeles
Los
tailor.
Against a field of several
hundred he was rated one of the first three.

—

-

He

Didn't Worry.

because one small boy liad Hie measles,
JEST
a motion-picture company was held

up

for days
dollars a day.

at

a cost of

thousand

several

The small boy was Jimmie Rogers,
appearing in the new Goldwyn picture, " Jes'
Call Me Jim," starring little Jimmie's famous
father. \\ ill Rogers.
Jimmie has quite an
important part, so there was nothing to do
but wait until he had recovered from the

:

—

I

that

suppose the

is

now

'

The

the directors beg for him.

—+

THEPaul

romance is Betty Blythe and
Seardm, the Goldwyn director.
This romance began some time ago when
Mr. Scardon was directing for the Vitagraph
Company. One day lie was talking to a number
of " extras," who had come on, when his eye
latest Trim

Newspaper."
The., title is ''The
Mystery Man," and it is b v that popular author
Mr. T. C. Bridges.

fell on a tall, dark girl. He immediately gave her
a part, declaring that she was the prettiest girl
he had ever seen.
As you know. Miss Blythe had stage experience
before going on pictures, and she studied music
Paris and Vienna. Her most important part,
so far. is that of Mildred Wayland, the society
girl, in Rex Beach's novel. " Tlie Silver Horde."

Good Advice.
is one thing to give advice,
quite another
IT thing to take it._ Betty arid
Bouton had no
sooner finished her part with Marjorie Daw

m

Don't Ever Marry," than
love, honour and obey"

— —

she at once promised to
Arthur Jackson.

"

Anita's Costly Frocks.
see "The Yellow Typhoon " we
shall see Anita Stewart in some wonderful gowns and jewelry.' For this play,
Anita .spent over £i,0C0 on her frocks, and it is
estimated that the jewelry she will wear is
valued at more than £ 0,000. One gown alone
13 trimmed with 10,000 pearls, ranging in size
from a pinhead to a large pea.

all

The Latest Screen Romance.

Children's

Mary

A

WHEN we

1

man"

measles to film the concluding scenes. And all
said w hen he was informed that he was
" Well, I
holding up " Dad's " picture was
should worry." "It is quite probable that this
is the list picture in which the yoxmgster will
appear for some time, as both his mother and
father think he is too young
he is only four
to embark upon a film career. But he is so cute

"

written about the boys of C'layeroft School
appearing in the fine little weekly paper,

'.'

old

Jimmio

most popular school story ever written is
"Tom Brown's Schooldays." The adventures of Tom Brown, Slogger William? and the
other boys of Rugby have, all been enjoyed on
the films.
Another very clever school story

in

EDELSTEN,

"grand

of
tbe
Australian
movie who has many

try.

—

and Mat Moore

DAVID
tbe

two groat assets in swimming and salad.
Both of these are within the reach of every
girl at this time of the year, so we can give Miss

Story.
heroep,

Tailor's Association.
In deciding this unique contest, managers of
various tailoring houses throughout the country
submitted to a committee of judges the measure-

—

?

boys'

was

Franco U
Despard,
the
distinguished
French
sculptor.
Now he has received word from
Chicago that he has been named one of the
nation's three physically perfect men, by n
vote taken during a convention of the American

Life-size Painting of Antonio.
that Antonio Moreno, the Vitagraph
star, is posing for a life-size painting which
done by Ros Menendez, pupil of
is being
Sorrolla, the most famous contemporary artist
of Spain.
Sedor Menendez arrived in America
from Spain last month.

this week, if
his own story for yourself.

A Fine School
TALKING of

Kc/rigan

Em tie

in private life."

Get the " Boys' Cinema
you admire Big Bill Hart, and read

reading, don't you

Warren

recently asked to pose for

1HEAR

HATTOX, the charming young
MERCY
British actress, reads the Picture Show

Our Art

what

Perfect Man.
you know, J.

LAKE

ALICE
impersonating Bert Lytell with his
moustache. This is how Alice says we shall see Mr.
Lytell as Beauty Steele in Metro's picture version o(
Gilbert Parker's famous novel, " The Right of Way."

Pickford Does

It

"
!

READER

scuds me the following anecdote,
which, she vouches for as true
It was in the slums of Edinburgh, and
two little girls were having a real fine quarrel
The first opponent endeavoured to show her
contempt by drawing down her eyes with her
two fingers. With a finger of her other hand
she pushed up her nose.
" Well, T wouldna' dne that, anyway " said
her antagonist, scornfully.
:

!
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{Continued from

page

3.)

in

due course

my
"

wouldna' yo 1 " the other scoffed.
" There's better than, ye doos it. Mary Pickford
"
does it. See
She had seen " Daddy Long Legs."
" Oli,

!

—

To Play

—

eacli

communication

will receive

personal attention.
greatly appreciate

the receipt of these
numerous letters conveying as they do, the
interest of so many in films and my connection
therewith, and to such readers I send my
greetings until I am able to writo them personally."

GRIFFITH believes that the
screen should be helpful to young girls.
In a coming picture, in which we shall
see her as a typist, she lived and clothed herself
on the average salary of the working girl.
She says she was surprised to learn how
many luxuries girls with a small salary can have
The
if they would use their money carefully.
first thing Miss Griffith did was to make out a
for
much
for
hoard,
so
lL- t allocating so much

CORRINE

Do You Know

— That

Should

— —

Women

most successful

after a
is

taking up producing,

Propose

is that she's more subtle
yourself that it's far nicer
to be asked than to ask. And a man seldom asks
unless he's pretty sure that the woman is in love
with him. If they're both in love, I can't sco
that it makes much difference who pops the
"
question.'

MARGUERITE MARSH,

LI LIE

sister of Mae, who we
shall see in the coming

villainess
with
roles
Shirley
Mason, Madelaine Traverse, and other

"Wits

photo-play,

v.

Wits."

LESLIE

playing

screen stars.

Dining With (Not By) Himself.
of Carlyle Blackwell will like
None But the Brave," a coming
in
picture, in which ho plays the double role

possible that f6r tho future he'll jn^
go on giving orders instead of taking them from
someono else. It wasn't so long ago either that
D. W. Griffith, on leaving New York for a while,
entrusted Lillian Gish with the honour of directing her sister Dorothy during his absence.
But
Lillian says " Never again !" She is still marit

how any human being with only ono
headpiece and one pair of shoulders can manage*
to copo year in, year out, with the problems andresponsibilities that directorship entails.
velling

picture stars also have yearnings to
OTHER
shine in other spheres, and, incrediblo

him

though

young business man and a ne'er-do?

readers,

who

temporarily change identities.
In one or the other character, Blackwell is on
the screen throughout almost the entire length
of the film, and is frequently seen in both parts
at the same time.
One particularly difficult
scene to photograph was where the handsome
young picture star appeared simultaneously in
two different parts, and shook hands with him-

it

some

may seem

hor feet both solidly established on terra firma,
but sho also has a most unfeminine oraze for
mechanics and is quite equal to the task of
taking her husband's place and selling an

—

automobile.

DEAR

— m—

Charlie in the Clouds.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
day by a couple

LYDIA KYASHT.

world-famous dancer, and
coming B. and C. photoplay " The Black Spider."

RONALD COLMAN

the

in the

publish

this, as

most

but it is quite
answer them personally, as so many of their
writers desire, so I havo chosen this way of
thanking them all for their congratulations and
good wishes.
" As you know, I am passionately fond of
animals, and am collecting quite a little menagerie here, so if any of your readers want to find
a good home in beautiful surroundings for any
quaint or pretty animals (tame preferred) I
shall be delighted to hear from them."

ANOTHER
Knight.

message

comes

from

" I should be
writes
, Ho
greatly obliged if, through themeliumof
your paper, you would inform those of your
readers who havo written to mo recently, that
owing to the vastness of my correspondence
(emanating as it docs from abroad as well as
England), it is impossible for each individual
lettor to be answered promptly.
This delay,
however, will be, I trust, of short duration,*and
:

NILES WELCH,

EDYTHE CHAPMAN,
who

a favourite young hero on
screen, now appearing
in the Paramount Artcraft film " Jane Goes

takes the role ol

Lady Budgeminster in
the photo-play " Tower
oi Fury," shortly to
be shown.
"

James

—

accusod him, quito wrongfully
'

very charming,
impossible for mo to

Message from James Knight.

— who

Anyhow, ho
Charlie asserts, of " speeding.
started taking names and addresses, and Kono
tho Faithful also started an argument to convince him that ho was entiroly mistaken, whilst
Charlie, supremely, bored, got out and took a
Ho gradually became
Stroll to stretch his limbs.
aware of the buzz of an aeroplane, overhead, and
before he knew what had happoned the machine
had landed close to where he was standing and
he was soized by a couple of desperadoes.

of the letters I receive are

— -»

yester-

Ho had

who tried to persuade him to return with them
Charlie, however, proved
via tho aorial route.
obdurate, having a perfectly good car.
Charlio's
car was stopped
lonely
road
a
On
by a " traffic cop " identity still wropt in
mystory

?
will

was kidnapped

of air bandits.

been spending a few days at San Dirg >
and Coronado Beach, and there ran up against
Jack Pickford and Lieutenant Oriner Locklear,

dying down.

hope you

Show

proper place for a picture star is in the clouds.
Wanda Hawley owns that she prefers to feci

Message

DO

Picture

whatovor to do with moving pictures. Jack
Pickford would like to be a full-blown oviator,
is qualifying hard for his pilot's certificate.
Viola Dana is another picture star who is
apparently labouring under the delusion that tho

In another scene Blackwell is shown, not
only talking and smoking, but dining With

I

to

yearnings have nothing

of these

and

self.

Can You Supply

far proved successanother popular member

Stars and Their Ambitions.

ADMIRERS"

for You.
Mr. Picture Show," writes Qneenie
Thomas, " you published my address
in your charming little paper, and the
result has been an extraordinary proof of how
very widely it must be read, as I have been
simply overwhelmed by letters from all parts of
the country, most of them, of course, asking for
my photograph.
" My Producer, Mr. Bertram Phillips, has just
asked me if I have any idea of the amount this
has cost him in postage, and although I shrieked
with laughter at the poor man's reply, I must
admit I was surprised, as it would have been
sufficient to pay for two or threo very nice and
This morning I
quite expensive new frocks.
had only 127 letters, so perhaps the rush is

have so

'.'

thinks

— >-

A

hearts,

Tom Forman,

Round-Up," and with so much success that ho

You know

'

A

damaged

He

?

:

himself.

—

for

reason that she doesn't

of the smart
well cousin,

which ho has been appearing and has
long been considering the possibility of launching
out on his own. Quito a number of greater and
lesser stars have directorial yearnings
Wallace
Reid amongst the number.
Mr. Lasky's representations, however, that
the withdrawal of tho Reid countenance from
the matinee girl's range of vision would undoubtedly result in action against the company
oi the Lasky forces, has deserted the silver sheet
to wield the megaphone.
recently directed
a photo -play from his own pen entitled
Tho

Should women propose ?
"I've thought it all out," said Miss Dana,
" and I really believe that a woman should have
The
as much right to propose as a man has.
as a rule.

of Bryant Washis
to enter the field
as an independent producer has caused a
great sensation amongst the " fan " section
of the moving picture community.
Mr. Washburn's friends hint that he is tired of the type of

ful.
•

DANA was recently asked the same
VIOLA
old question that crops up every four
years

Notes and News from Los Angeles.
recent announcement
THEburn
that ho
going

stories in

?

Frank Keenan,
stage and screen career,

:

dress, etc.

FROM "OVER THERE."

I

the Part.

19th, 1920.

The Mastor Man

vohiclo under his

A-Wooing."

"

boing his

first

own management

•

•

*

«

starring

t

»

— That his favourite flowers are tiger
*
— That Bebe Daniels eighteen years old, and
lilies t

is

is

of Scotch apd«.Spanish parentage
*

"".

'*

— That Betty Blytho
the writer

*
is

?

*

a niece of

Samuel Blythe,

?

Fay

Filmer.

Tho next minute lie was in mid -air and what
Lieutenant Locklear didn't do with that machine
of his beforo they eventually landod in Hollywood isn't worth mentioning. Charlie, who wart
attirod in his ordinary- street togs was deaf to!
tho world when ho got bock to terra firma, but?
ho certainly ha.nded Locklear t he surpriso of his^
life, when he calmly thanked the intrepid air-?
pilot for a pleasant ride and said how much ho^
had enjoyod himself.

Two

.

.

'

I

Weddings,

WILLIAMS, the noted screen actressi
CLARA
has just been married to Reginald Barker^
one of filmland's most famous directors.-?
Theda Bara, whose engagement leaked out IohM

Tom Bodkin^
manager of a New York musical comedy, The'
pxiest-i
Catholic
a
performed
by
ceremony was
week, announces her marriage to

as tho bridegroom is a
Miss Bora is a Jewess.

member

of that faith!
3

El-SIE

Codd.

1
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

Wbile filming scenes for " Athalie " in Truckee,

BREAMER

and

BILL DUNCAN

SAM DE GRASSE

is

a big

man, but

are together, and
sweater.

BLANCH PAYSON

dwarfs him. Blanch is the tallest woman in pictures.
She is 6 ft. 3 in. in height. By the look on Bill's
face, she has a strong grip, as well.

this

SID

snap was taken.

FRANKLIN U

SYLVIA

" PICTURE SHOW.'

Even a private motor-car is too public for proposing in if there is a window
behind. Bat it is only HELEN DARLING and BOBBY VERNON in an Al

in the white

Christie

MABEL NORMAND doesn't waste much time. In
between scenes of her latest comedy she attends to
letters, not a few of which are from " Picture

her

Show "

it

ANTONIO MORENO must spend a good bit of time posing for artistes.
Here we see a charcoal head being drawn ; and I hear he is also
posing for a life-size painting to Senor Menendet, the Spanish artist.

admirers.

comedy

LILA LEE and

film.

RAYMOND HATTON

spend their

Lila has a sweet.voice,
spare time at the studio piano.
and she can play well, too. Raymond Hatton hurries
her to the piano whenever he gets a chance.

&

Taking a scene for
in

front

of

the

HARRY CAREY'S

camera following
soft

new

the

pictnre,
directions

music played while

" Crossed Claims."
of

this scene

the

producer,

was taken.

We see Harry
There was very

The Picture Show, June

Don't Miss This Very

Human

Serial Story of a Girl's Wonderful Self-Sacrifice for Love,

A

befriends
LEVERIDGE, a
MONA
acquaintance, Sylvia Pearks.
an old
typist,

Wonderful Story of a

It was a moonlight night, and there was a
touch of frost in the air. Sylvia experienced a
sudden sense of freedom as she turned into the
High Street and clambered on to the last 'bus
which was going back to town.
Seated on the top, she lifted her face, threw
back the thick veil she was wearing, with a little
She
sigh of relief, and a smile parted her lips.
gaye not a thought to the stricken man, helpless
and alone whom she had left, or even to the
child who would shortly awake and expect to
be fed. Her thoughts, as usual, were entirely

had been standing by the sittingroom door, her ear against it, straining to
catch some indication of what was going

Summoning up

her courage at lust, she
cautiously turned the handle of the door and
all

peeped out.
All

was

she wanted to

;

know what had

happened, and how Mona had succeeded in
getting the men to go away.
But a brief inspection soon proved to the
girl that Mona had also gone, and then all her
fears

came back.

Moria had gone with them so as to give her,
Sylvia, a chance to get away.' Mona had
known that they would take her if they found
her, and she had gone out with them to put
them off the scent.
At any minute they might return. Where
could she go to be safe ? She wrung her hands
Why had Mona met her that
Oh
in despair.
afternoon ? If only she had caught the train
There was nowhere now that she
to Bcccles
could go and bo safe.
She was standing in the kitchen, and as these
thoughts passed through her mind, she glanced
despairingly around her. Suddenly she darted
!

!

forward, a

new eager

light

in

her eyes, for

hanging on one of the hooks of the dresser she
had caught sight of a key.
She recognised it instantly. It was the key
.

seemed hours to him before he found himand then on the stairs,
him he sank on to a
stair and buried his face in his hands.
Suppose they did not cure him ? Suppose
he was to be left always in this terrible darkness ?
What would happen to him and his child ? He
had imagined that Sylvia had changed, but he
knew now that she never would. It had never
It

let

me

alone

crossly.

"

Do

!

But Mona was furious.
She had gone through all the degradation of
being taken to the police-station, and being
ordered about by loud-voiced men who pracneither politeness or courtesy, in their
dealings with those who have transgressed the
law.
And when il was discovered that Mona's
description neither tallied with the photograph
they had of Sylvia, they had let her go, and
ticed

-

Mona

tired out

with excitement had decided

that she would go to her own flat, instead of
letuxning to the house, as the police would
scarcely. disturb the household at Golders Green
until the morning.
Mona had received a shock when she had
discovered that the flat was already occupied
and when she discovered who the intruder was
hhe lost no time in disturbing her.
Sylvia began to cry.
" I thought you meant ine to get away," she
paid miserably.. " How could I stay there
without knowing if those men were coming

back

?

"

" But what about Jack and Bobby ? Fancy
"
you leaving them, Sylvia
" Well, what else could I do ? "
Mona turned impatiently away.
What was the vise of arguing ? But. the
idea of resting when little Bobbie and the
blind man were alone without anyone to
attend to them was unthinkable.
Without speaking another word to Sylvia,
Mona fastened on her cloak and went out once
more into the night.
A belated taxieab took her part of the way,
but it was not until the dawn was breaking that
she at last arrived at tho house.
As she went up the path she heard a child's
It was Bobbie.
cry.
Mona hastened her steps, all her own weariness forgotten at the sound of tho pitiful sobbing.
" Poor darling, how hungry he must be."
Jtb she oponed the door she started back ;
someone was in the passage. She recognised him,
however, almost at once.
Jack was endeavouring-to feel his way up the
!

silent.

Gaining confidence she stepped into the hall
and glanced around her. Mona must have gone
Sylvia went
upstairs, or out into the kitchen.
to look for her

self at last in the passage,
and as the girl went by

Sylvia opened her sleep-filled eyes to find

dreamy way that it had ceased.
Sylvia had heard the men enter the hall, she
had also heard the man's exclamation as lie

scarcely believing the evidence of her senses.
Had they really gone ? If they had why did
not Mona come in ? What had become of Mona?

in his ears.

and, pulling the bedclothes over her head, was
soon fast asleep in a dreamless slumber, utterly
forgetful of all the worry and trouble of which
her wicked and shallow nature was the cause.
In an hour or so, however, she was rudely

Mona standing over her.
" What is it ? " she muttered
"

?

She leaned against the door, her eyes dilated,
and then as she stood there, half-fainting with
terror, she heard the outer door suddenly close,
and departing footsteps sounding down the
narrow garden path.
For some minutes longer she stood listening,

of herself.
Once safely in the flat she quickly undressed

Someone was standing over her shaking her
by the shoulders.

Jack had fallen into a peaeeful doze. The
journey had tired him, as also had his wife's
He was glad in a vague,
incessant chatter.

felt

his way himself.
He had knocked himself
against the furniture again and again. There
was nothing to guide him. He was so bewildered
that he could not remember ih which room he
was. It was a terrible experience for the blind
man, and the sweat stood out in great drops
upon his forehead, as he tried to find the door,
while the wail of liis baby sounded all the time

awakened.

on out there in the dimly lit hall.
She was horribly afraid, and it was with
The
difficulty she kept herself from screaming.
two men out there were police men. She knew
it instinctively, and that they had come for
her. What should she do ? Where should she

occurred to her to help him upstairs that
evening even. She had gone herself and left
him.
Suddenly he raised his head. Had she
been upstairs ? Had she not come in through
the outer door a moment ago. A doren different
suspicions swept through his mind, and a groan
escaped him. Where was the gentle sympathetic

who had come to him in Manchester ?
Could he have dreamed all those wonderful days
when she had spoken so bravely ? His shoulders
girl

heaved.

Mona coming down the stairs suddenly called
to him.
" Jack, dear, just hold Bobbie a minute,"
she said.

Sho had placed her arm to assist him to rise.
As Jack did so he suddenly became aware of
a new sensation.
This strong but distinctly feminine arm was
strangely familiar, yet it did not belong to
Of that lie was now quite certain.
With strangely tender hands he was guided
and then his child was placed in his

Sylvia.

to a chair,
aim.-.

" Now I slia'n't be a moment," the pretty
voice °aid hurriedly, and he knew she had gone
out into the kitchen and left tho room.
And even as he tried to quiet his fractious
infant, the truth was slowly simmering in his
brain.
It was Mona who
chester.
It was she

had come to him in Manwho had comforted him,
and been so gentle and kind.
His hands trembled with agitation. Somehow he realised now that he had always suspected it in a vague sort of way.

Mona came

in With the child's bottle.
can have him now, Jackie," Ehe crieel
speaking in the affected way that Sylvij

"

.

"

.

I

generally used.
Tho blind man cnught tho hand which wa
stretched out to take the child, and pressed
passionately to his lips.
Mona tried to draw it hurriedly away. She
had been crying in tho kitchen. The sight of
the strong man's helplessness had been too much
for her already overwrought nerves, but for hi*
sake she meant to play her part to the end.
#
" Don't bo silly, Jackie
When I have puj
Bobbie down I must get tho breakfast it
nearly eight o'clock."
She was striving to talk as she had hears
Sylvia apeak so often, and Jack realised it wit J
!

;

stairs.
" Is

that you, Sylvia ? " he cried anxiously,
turning his bandaged eyes towards her.
" Yes, Jack."
Mona spoke quickly as she
" Bobbie
hurriedly closed tho door after her.

wants

his bottle.

I

will just

the

her pass him on the stairs, and
then the cries of Bobbie suddenly ceased.
Jack gave a sigh of intense relief.
He had been awakened from 6leep slowly by
the distress of the child. It had mingled with
his di earns for some time before he realised
what it was, and when he was aroused he
expected at every moment to hear someone
move in the room above. Sylvia could hardly
sleep through the noise.
But the child's cry had continued, and Jack,
unable to bear it any longer, had tried to find

st reet

The Truth Dawns Upon Jack.

longer.

The man

Mona's flat. A few minutes later she
cautiously opened the front door and, after
peering out, made her way quickly down the
-

warm

food."

of

SYLVIA

discovered the bag.
Now they would come and look for her.
Mona would not be able to keep them out any

perhaps you could hold him while I

By EMMIE ALLINGHAM.

place.

hide

Girl's

Sacrifice for Love.

office

Sylvia is a feather-brained girl and is
not long in capturing tho affection of Jack
Arlingford, who has been Mona's sweetheart
Jack marries her. A baby
for a long time.
i5 born to them, but Sylvia does not want the
trouble of looking after it. She becomes involved
in some shady jewel schemes with her cousin.
Jack meets with an accident while he is away
which results in him losing his sight. He sends
for his wife, but she sends Mona in her place.
Jack mistakes Mona for his wife. Mona pleads
with Sylvia to seo her husband, but Sylvia
Mona keeps up the
says she is sick of him.
pretence and looks after the baby, and visits
Jack in hospital. There is a chance of Jack's
recovery, and arrangements are made to send
him abroad. Mona meets Sylvia and insists
upon her accompanying her to her home. Soon
after Jack is sent home for the night, prior to
travelling the next day, and Sylvia fusses over
him. A knock comes, and Mona opens it to find
two men who have come to arrest Sylvia on the
charge of pocket -picking. Mona takes Sylvia's

19th. 1920.

run up to him

;

a mingled wonder.
(Continued cn page 8
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF ROSCOE A RB UCKLE.

(Special to" The

g'icture

Show."}

ARBUCKLE.
ROSCOE
ROSCOE
ARBUCKLE,

"Fatty of the Films,"
Mirth-Maker.

is

a

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE,

the fat boy of the screen, was perhaps the first
stage player to break into pictures.
It was over ten years ago that the
At that time
first motion picture company was taken to Los Angeles.
Arbuckle was playing in a little theatre devoted to tabloid musical comedies.
A friend introduced him to the manager of the cinema company, with the
He had
result that he was engaged at £1 a day to play in single-reel comedies.
only worked in three when Mack Bennett induced him to join the Keystone

Company.
That was over

five years ago, and, though Fatty has worked very hard since
then, he has never lost any weight, and he says he is sure that hia unreduced
weight is a direct contradiction to the old belief that energetic and hard work
makes for leanness.
Fatty is a very human, if famous, person he never talks shop out.-ide the
studio, nor does lie think he is funnier than Charlie Chaplin.
;

How He

Gained His Nickname.

Kansas about
HE was"Fatty" when
was

thirty years ago, and he gamed the nickname
The nickname has stuck to him so
at school.
.
long and faithfully that he now announces that he has cast off any claim
to the name of " Roscoe." and has adopted the nickname of '" Fatty."
Personally, he is a very good fellow, full of good nature, and big heartedness.
He loves motoring, dogs, and all animals, and owns a lot of trained dogs, chickens,
thicks, and other poultry which he likes to have about when he can.

horn

in

he

of

•

Always Ready For a Joke.

HE

still has a lot of the boy about him, and loves fun for its own sake.
He
is always ready to enjoy a joke, even if it is against him
but he has
never been Known to play a mean or ill-natured joke, that is not his
nature.
Perhaps it is this love of fun that makes him such a favourite with the
c

;

hildren.
11

" Children like the purely physical comedy," he says.
The fall, the knock
down, and the more exaggerated the comedy the more they enjoy it. For the
most part people do not want to think about the comedies they see, that is

why
by

T never deal with satire or the little subtleties that are enjoyed
clever people."

His Funny Hats.
FT'ATTY can take common things, and make them screanvngly
funny. The frying-pan, the garden hose, the brace of pistols or

Rothim " Fally" or
coe" or whatever you will,
The joy of his presence will
clii)'/ round him still.

r

Call

the shot-gun, in his hands may become real mirth-makers.
The funny bowler hats Mr. Arbuckle wears he buys by the gross,
because they are usually smashed in every picture. These funny
little undersized hats are almost identified with the wearer, as are
also his funny trousers and his big shoes, but most of all his everready and peculiar smile, which is the comedian's chief asset. Indeed,
it is only the cherubic countenance of Fatty that could so reflect
the good nature that is part and parcel of his very nature.

An Amazing Athlete.
spite of Fatty's size and weight he is an amazing athlete, he
IN has
a record that would surprise the hardiest circus performer

If

yea want

to-

write to Fatty.

address your letter

Despite his avoirdupois he often performs
acrobatic feats which are unexcelled in the history of comedy.
alive.

'

:

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE,
Hack

Sennett Studios.
1712, Alessandro
Los Angeles,

In Ms latest picture, " The Sheriff," we shall see him "as a
formidable rival to Douglas Fairbanks. He climbs church spires
at record speed; he leaps on to balconies to the rescue of lovely
ladies, and he makes fierce bandits timid by the use of his six-

St.,

U.S.A.

shooter.

Fatty says he has taken to drama because he is naturally lazy, and drama is twice as easv to do as corned v.
It doesn't cost any more, and one gets twice the credit for it*
"You can work your head off in comedy,"
he says, "and people forget all about you the minute they are out of the theatre." This is what Fatty savs.
but 1 know him as a prodigious worker, and he will work a3 hard for drama as he has done for his comedv
parts.
Just wait and see.

•So

good

He's hurtine me.

It

wasn't me.

His look of innocence.

Leave

Do you

it

to

like

me.

me ?
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THE SILENT DUPE

" The magistrate remarked that the prisoner,
who seemed very upset at her position, might
have been, led away by undesirable companions
but ho understood there were a number of

The tears came into her eyes as she gazed down
at the unconscious child.
" Oh, darling " she whispered under her
" What will be your fate if you ere
breath.

other charges against her, and so he would
remand her for a "week, while the police court
missionary made further inquiries."
" There, now
What do you think of that ? "
cried Mrs.' Brown. " I must say I \ised to wonder
where she got all her line clothes from, thoxigh
it was none of my btisiness so to speak.
She is
laying \ip trouble for that poor husband of her's,
isn't she?
Poor gentleman! She don't deserve him, and he so fond of her, too.".
Mona said nothing, but handed th'e paper
back to the neighbour. Then gathering up her
washing basket she went into the house.
She felt she ought to do something. Yet
what could she do ?
She glanced across to where Bobby was taking
his mid-day dose.
After all she was doing her
best in taking care of Bobby.
That evening, Mona, having sat up later than
usual to finish the ironing, carried it upstairs

your mother to guide you 1 What
chance will you have, you poor little man 1 " "
Then she fell on her knees beside the bed, and
a faltering prayer broke from her lips that He
"who knew all things w-ould hold them both in
His own safe keeping then she lay down, but
not to sleep.
Her mind would revert to Sylvia. Sylvia in
prison.
Oh
If Jack ever came to know of it.
She turned and tossed in sleepless anxiety.
Suddenly a faint noise in the room underneath
her caught her attention.
It was repeated.
Mona sat up in bed and

:

He still retained her hand, and he felt it
tremble.
It was on the tip of his tongue to ask
her to explain, when it occurred to him the utter
impossibility of their relationship afterward.
If once he allowed her to think ho guessed)
sho would go out of his life and Bobbie's, to say
nothing of Sylvia's.
He released her hand and let her take the boy.
Of one thing he was quite certain. Mona
was acting from the highest of motives. If she
was trying to deceive him, she had her reasons.
Some day he would know, meanwhile he would
trust her for was she not tho most wonderful
woman in all the world ?
And when Dr. Crewe arrived to take him on
his journey, it was Mona he knew whose soft
arms went round his neck as she wished him GodThere was a terrible anxiety in his mind
speed.
which he dared not show, but kept him wonder;

ing

the time.
Sylvia

all

Where was

What was

?

sho doing

Why

had she not come to wish him good-lne
She was his wife, and yet she allowed another

The hot blood rushed

?
'!

to his face.

Mona was trying to deceive him. to' shield
What was the mystery ? Of one
Sylvia.
Sylvia
thing he had quite made up his mind.
did not love him. She never had done so.
The train was speeding him to the coast. He
was leaving England and all his domestic w orries
after that he would return strong
for a time
and well, and better able to cope with the
:

situation.

only this new doctor could cure his sight.
clenched his hands as the intensity of his
emotion swept through him.
Make them
He prayed under his breath
If

He

:

Don"t let me
successful in restoring my sight.
be just a helpless log at the mercy of those
"

around

me

all

my

life

!

Jack's Return.
by,

later

It

sign.

Mrs.

Brown, the woman next door, leaned over
Mona was hanging out the weekly

the fence as
wash.

is Mrs. Arlingford ? " she asked.
"
staying with friends V
" Yes," said Mona smiling.
She rather liked Mrs. Brown, who, if she wbs
untidy, did her best for her numerous family.
Mrs. Brown watched Mona for some minutes,
and then she remarked
.
" Did you see that funny cose in the paper

"

,;

And how

Still

:

this

morning

!

.

to p*ut it away.
hopeless disorder,

.

The linen cupboard was
and Mona set about to tidy

in
it.

There were articles of clothing shoved carelessly at the top, and Mona pulled them out.
As she did so a parcel fell to the floor.

Mona

picked it up intending to replace it,
but as she did so sho could not help wondering

what it contained.
The happenings of the last few weeks had made

Mona

suspicious.

Steadying herself on a chair she was standing
on, she undid the string.
There was a washleather bag inside.
Mona thrust in her hand, and then as she
drew it out again she uttered a little cry.
Springing off the chair she ran to the light.
There were earrings and brooches, rings and
bracelets in a glittering heap.
Mona caught her
breath
never had she seen such beautiful
jewels except in the shop windows.
And then, as she stood admiring them, she
realised with a sudden thrill of horror that they
were stolen property
Sylvia had put them
;

Sylvia made no
THE dayswaswentabout and
that
a week

"

?

" No.
I seldom see a paper," replied Mona,
going on with her work.
" Don't you, now " remarked her neighbour.
" Well, you must look at this.
My husband
pointed it out to me, and he says at the time, he
says:'' I wouldn't mind hotting as that nice
young lady next door doesn't know nothing
about this, not at all,' he says, and 1 think it's
someone's business to toll her what sort of
"
people she is making friends with.'
As she was speaking sho had produced a newspaper from the folds of her skirt, and held it
out to Mona.
Mona took it somewhat reluctantly.
Instinctively she knew it was connected with
what sho had been daily expecting, yet dreading
!

;

there.

Instinctively she clasped them tighter while
the gazed around her.
What should she do with them ? What
ought she to do ? Return them to the police,
or place them back where she had found theui !
They should be returned to the police, she
decided, as she gathered them up and thrust
them back into the bag.
She replaced it whero she had discovered it,
and then passed into the little back room whero
who and the baby slept.

Sylvia Arlingford, a married woman, resides at Golder's Green.
Sho joined a band of criminals soma months ogo.
is

;

-

!

listened.

Her heirt was beating wildly, but even as she
waited she heard a loose board" creak on the
stairs.
Someone was in the house
Her thoughts flew to Sylvia. They had released her, and she had come home
Mona
sprang out of bed and hurried to the door, which
she liad left open.
She was just aboutto call out
when the moonlight fell full on the face of the
!

!

stranger.
It

was a man.

,

Mona gazed at him with frightened wonder.
What could he want ? Who could he be ?
to wonder
straight to tho linen cupboard,

The stranger did not give her cause

He made

long.

and with the aid of an electric torch soon found
what he was seeking.
He had stuffed tho packet into his pocket,
and was about to turn to descend, when Mona
stepped out and confronted him.
For a second they stood staring at each other,
and then the man spoke.
" I beg your pardon," he said, with a forced
laugh "I must have got into the wrong house."
He made as though to pass her, but Mona did
not move.
" I must trouble you for that parcel you have
.

taken," she said steadily. " I know it
does not belong to you "
For answer he flung her aside and rushed down
the stairs where he stood, panting, at bay, for
someone else stood in the open doorway barring
his exit, and then as Mona who had followed him
rushed forward with an hysterical little cry,
hoping it was the police, she came to a sudden
just,

!

standstill.

For the man who stood in the doorway staring
from tho stranger to herself in undisguised astonished bewilderment, was the master of the
house, Jack Arlingford.
(Another fine instalment of this powerful
Cory next ueek.)

His Sympathetic Eyes.
in their expression, sunny eyes,
FKANK
sympathetic, tender to women. The more

cornerless the outline of the eye the

more

sympathetic the nature.

The Long, Fine Nose.

WITH

dilated nostrils tells us of keen
sensitive nature, love of
home.
A man greatly loved, whose
highest attribute is benevolence.

Mona

name

to

personality.
The modelling at tho outside
corners of the eyebrows tells us of the man of
intuition and quick instincts.

to hear.

following facts.
" Tho prisoner, whose

!

left

CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE,

'

glanced at the paragraph.
" At the police court to-day a well dressed
young woman was brought before the magistrate
charged with stealing among other articles a
silver bag, belonging to Mrs. Craigo, of HomeMrs. Craige, who gave evidence against
stoad.
the prisoner, said she made tho acquaintance of
at an hotel at Brighton, where she
prisoner
the
went for a holiday. The prisoner, who was
known as Miss Sylvia Gordon, eamo to stay in
the hotel with her elder brother and sister.
Mrs. Craige missed her bag, also some articles of
jewellery from her room, and notified tho police.
" Mrs. Craigo was much upset when giving
ovidenco. • She told tho court that sho had
looked upon the prisoner as a personal friend,
and had had her at her own houso to stay on
more than one occasion. She had never thought
of connecting her with her numerous losses.
" Thomas Wells, a police officer, gave the

12th, 1920.

its

sensibilities,

The

Sensitive Mouth.

PLACID and full of repose, the mouth
tip

at

th,e

corners

somewhat

is

drawn

indicative of

humour, wit, and eloquence. The mouth is
remarkably tender, and of exquisito musical
ta

te.

The Oval Face

DEPICTS
In

it

his

love of tho beautiful in nature.
see the beauty of his character,
tact, courage, and loyalty.

we

optimism,

In Love.
J.

WARREN KERRIGAN.

The Eyebrows.
bow neur
NOTE
overhanging
great

foice

they are to the eyes, almost
like
of

an arch, indicotive of
and clean-cut

character

CAPABLE of great

tenderness and affection,
and his strength of character etui be only
enjoyed by alt that is noble in the being
loved.
He is undoubtedly a man who would
contribute his share to the general harmony ip
the home.
His would be the love that would
last,

hyper sensitive and hyper

i

ritical.

—
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LETTERS OF MARY
THE
Lew Cody—
The Humour
Betty Blythe's Wonderful

of

Gowns—The Little Orphan— Mae Marsh's Adorable Baby

Hi ill y wood. CullJo rn id.
FAY, Alice and I have been
lost
in the cinema milky way for ft
whole week, and have had such fun 1
scarcely know where to begin. Best of all, we are
We owe
going to be in a picture
Dear, dear
11
it all to Wallace Reid's ball, and to
Tommy
Atkins."
Dear little fuzzy Tommy has paid for himself
i;i gold.
We put him in a basket on my saddle
and take him to the hills every day. and Friday
he ran away when wo let him out for exercise ;
ran away, but led us straight to Lew Cody"s
from his
house.
Air. Cody was returning
morning " hiko," and had three dogs with
him.
Wo heard Tommy barking, then other barks
then a voice calling, " Cootie
Cootie
Pest !
Down Booze ! " Amazed, we hurried to rescue
Tommy.
We found Mr. Cody having one
gorgeous tussle with all four dogs— Cootie,
wirebaired terrier
Pest, Airedale
and Booze,
a beautiful collie. He remembered meeting us
at the studio, and carried Tommy in his arms to
his charming bungalow, nestled just over the
brow of the hill, not ten minutes' walk from

—

DEAREST

!

!

;

!

!

world champion, came to see Mr. Cody. Ho
noticed " O.H.M.S." on our Jack's card, tolling
us brother's ship the Cordelia, has been ordered
to the Baltic. And he and Mr. Cody were jolly
good, and made us a picture right there on the
set for our Jack. Won't Jack feel swanky with
that adorning his cabin
keen
Alert I That is the word for Low Cody
!

—

and talented. Have yotl seen him yet
BcMoved -Cheater," or "The Butterfly

in "

The

Man"

?

Miss Blythe is exceedingly popular here. ,Sho is
Blue-grey eyes and
Personality Plus to me.
black hair", lovely profile altogether charming.
11
Just Outside the Door."
You'll see her soon in
" The Third Generation." and with Frank Mayo
She always wears such
in " Burnt Wings."
bnt she says she is delighted
stunning gowns
that she is next to be " Nanette Roland," a

—

:

who

hundred miles from
part where her portrayal of the
gowns,
will give her
her
character, and not
opportunities that she has long cherished.
forest girl

Montreal

—a

lives fifteen

:

;

Mae Marsh's Baby.

AS we

left

little

Mr. Cody's

girls

in

set,

plaid

two woe-begone
gingham dresses

Then we heard a bright,
passed us.
How do
clear voice saying in surprise, " Oh
"
And
Mr.
Cody's
reply. " How is Mary
you do ?
!

LEW CODY coaches FATTY ARBUCKLE
the art of wooing the fair

nurse (Scotch) wheeling Baby Mae. the prettiest
golden-haired, blue-eyed cherub ever. But
the nurse would not even let any of us touch her

Marsh Arms ? " The little orphan was Mae
Mr. Cody introduced us, and she
Marsh

little

invited us over to see the scene they were just
going to take. Only fancy, as Mary Cary (you
know we read the book together^ Mae Marsh is"
Pinky
too comical and pathetic when she and
give her pet rooster a bath (for 'J cleanliness 13
''),
and then the rooster gets
next to godliness
We enjoyed that bath immensely
terribly sick.
But when poor Mary Cary
oh. so comical
grieves over her pet I just simply lot the tears
roll down my cheeks, and even the camera man
looked suspiciously blinky to me.
Miss Marsh w as in a hurry to get home to
Mary Marsh Arms. She lives on Alexandria, not
many blocks from us. and is so very sweet and
considerate.
She said
" You know Mary, my baby, is the chubbiest,
most adorable baby in the world, of course. You
just ought to see her. Would you like to now,
on your way home ? "

till

!

' :

—

!

:

1

in

EILEEN PERCY.

Mae Marsh Arms said
"Oh, yes, do let us see how heavy she is. And
not a tooth in her rosy littlo gums " she looked
:

—

—

worried " I am sorry, she will be teething in
the summer time."
Just then a handsome
little, dark-eyed boy came running to " Aunt
Mae " her sister's son. George Bertholm
" but we call him John Henry," laughed Miss
Marsh. " You know, Up the Road with John
"
Henry.'
It is very evident that Mae Marsh is a most
worshipful mother.
" I used to like to go from the studio for a
swim," she said, " but I have no time now for a
"
single thing but my baby
Well, no wonder, with such a love of a
Kewpio. Miss Marsh is really going to send ina
a picture of Mae Marsh, Jr. /soon.
Good-bye, dear. I am too sleepy for words

—

'

!

!

So we trailed along
Woirtd we ? Well, rather
after her car till we came to Mrs. Arms' home,
and there was a most formidable, wonderful
!

LEW CODV and JACK DEMPSEY

Your own,

Mary Lewis

Russeix.

practise

the fox-trot between scenes.

He called to " Lucile," his housekeeper, and " William," her husband, to bathe
little Tommy's scratches, and, asked us to have
a glass of cold milk.
Hollywood.

A

Great Tease.

WHEN
wink

Lucile came, he said, with a merry
at us, " Lucile, this is Lady Alice,
and this. Lady Mary all the way from
England to see us." But he did not fool Lucile,
who is Scotch. With a sunny smile, she said
" Dirina mind Mr. Cody, he brings all the
champions up here Jack Dempsey and Babe
Ruth everybody that fights or swims or races,
•and they box and have great times
but he
"
•
is a gr-r-eat tease
Yes, he is
full of fun and good humour.
But when we went to his studio office that noon
(he invited us to bring mother) we found him
ibusy attending to business details actor,
.manager, producer.
He would give his full
attention to every detail, with quick comprehension of each situation nothing escaped him.
Yet he had most thoughtful consideration for
each person who entered.

—

:

—

—

;

!

;

!

—

—

A

Special Picture.
went to the "

WE

set "—an artist's studio
den, hung with gold and blue Chinese
runners where we met charming Betty
jBlythe. who plays the heroine in " The Mischief
Man." And while we \vere there Jack Dempsey,

—

Poor

little

MARY CARY

and

PINKEY"

give

a fatal

BILLY
chill

1

—the

rooster

— a bath,

and incidentally

Tht Putun

10

Shv,

A
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED
an

AMERICAN

both

picturization material.
" When, a few years ago, some producers
sought material among past stage successes and works of famous authors,
their lead- was quickly followed by nearly
all
of the manufacturing companies,"
says Neilan, " with the result that competition became very keen between them
for the procuring of well-known stories and
plays adaptable to the screen. Now
these sources have become almost depleted as the result of the heavy drain
upon them for the last few years. The
result is that the producer will have to
select his material from the fund of

A

A Cinema

Press Club.

is to be formed
The membership is to
confined to pressmen and those
directly connected with the trade. Apart
trom the usual functions of a club, the new
institution will be a debating hall, where
nil
manner of questions affecting the
cinema industry will be discussed. A club

in

Press Club

London.

l^e

original scenario

who is also the

producers aro rinding a
scarcity of books and stage plays
suitable for film productions, and
Marshall Neilan believes that directors
aro about to revert to the practice of
looking to the original photo-play for

CINEMA

ADAMS.

by Maurice H. Binger,
producer. Miss Villis appears
alternately as a lady of fashion, a governess,
a nurse, and a jgipsy, and imparts to each
characterisation a distinct individuality.
Once a " Gaiety Girl," Marjorie Villis has
had a lengthy experience on stage and screen

Scarcity of Plots.

original scripts."
This scarcity, however, does not seem
to worry Mr. Jeffrey Bernerd, of the
British Stoll Company, who has, I understand, quite a formidable array of masterpieces for early production.

K.

England and America, and has
from her

in

also travelled considerably apart

of
at

Her hobbies are gardening, boating,
and she spends a good deal
her spare time when she is in England
her bungalow on the Thames. " Haarlem

is

delightful," she writes us, "

work.

and

golfing,

thoroughly enjoying

my

Dutch

and

am

I

visit."

Wesley_Barry's Ambition.
B ARRYT^Iarsha "Neilan
WESLEY
freckle-faced youth, who has
11

's

re-

peated his success in " Daddy Long•Legs " in his latest production, " Don't
Ever Marry," is keeping in the sun these
days to acquire bigger and better freckles.
Recently ho read in the newspapers that
Commissioner A. Harry Moore, of Jersey
City, is to hold a freckle-face contest on the
.

occasion of the amateur athletic meet at
Pershing Field in June, and immediately
wired his entry. Wesley will be in New
York at the time of the contest preparatory
to his trip abroad with Mr. Neilan. who will
make pictures in all the chief foreign
locales.
Before sailing he expects to dash
across the Hudson River, which keeps the
two states on friendly terms, long enough
to take the prize.

Frederick's Dream.
PAULINE FREDERICK, who has just

Pauline

new

contract with Robertconfesses that it is the

signed a
son-Cole,

dream of her life to appear in a well-cast
costume play. She believes that so much
more real romance could be put into a
love scene wjth a Shakespearean setting, in which the characters aro not
restricted in their emotions by starched
shirt fronts and tight skirts.
She
thinks that one of the reasons why cos-

tume plays have

hitherto proved a
that the same care is not
exorcised in the casting of the "extra"
parts as is done in the case of the stellar
roles.
A man has to be born, a.-, it
were, to doublet and hose, and any awk-'
wardness or touch of the ridiculous in
the aspect of the minor characters simply ruin the atmosphere of the ensemble.
failure

is

Lessons

We Learn From

the

Films.
It's

hard

as easy

to

begin loafing as

•
it

is

love something, even

only a man.
'

•

•

man who knows

The
/•nows

•

*

A woman must
if

is

it

to stop.

all

it

uiually

all,

wrong.
•

*

•

.Vany a mushroom

is

a toadstool in

disguise.

EDWARD

SLOMAN, who

Jack London's

is

producing
the Metro

stories, at
Studios, California.

this sort has long been needed. At the
present time producers pay too little
attention to the story of the cinema piny.
Thousands of pounds are spent in producing a play, but the connecting captions
:md other details are not given sufficient
This is one of the many subattention.
jects that will boar discussion when the
cinema club is started.
<if

The Week's Best Films

.

THE

following is a list of the best photoplays which are be ng released for
exhibition at the cinemas during this
week, and the names of the star artistes :

" Some Artiste,"
..
Campbell Guli.an.
.." Tho Final Close-Up."
Shtri.ey Mason.

Granger's

.

Artistic

..

.

" Other Men's Wives."

F.L.F.S

DonoTHY

I)ai.ton.

" Men,

del ght ul

H. d l\

.

Women, and Money."
Ethel Clayton.
."The Poppy Girl's Husband,"

British actress, is playing the title
role in the new Anglo-Hollandia film

Oaumont

.

.

Marjorie

Villis

ARJORIE
p oduction.

at

VILLIS,

Haarlem.
the

"Nurse Brown," which

is

from

J-

.L.F.8.

.

.

"

W.
.

S.

Hart.

.

"

Dorothy

What

Am

Daito.n.

I

Bid

f

"

The art side of cinematography, showing how the
sub-titles are inset into a photo-play.
the early days of the cinema,
producers paid but little attention to the effect of titles upon
the audience, and merely used them
when they were forced to explain

IN

some vague twist

Now, however,

in the story.

as

much

attention

paid to the sub-titles of the picture
as the actual play and film itself, and
the result is artistic and attractive
indication of the plot of the play.
Goldwyn artists have worked unceasingly in their efforts to advance the
quality of art titles, until they have
reached an advanced state 'of per-

is

fection. There are now fourteen staff
artists at work on Goldwyn titles,
each one not only a specialist in his
own particular line, but long experiAppropriate
enced in the work.
are
backgrounds and letterings
sketched, and the two are then com
bined and photographed.
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THE DRESSING-ROOM.
—
—

IN

Frocks and Their Frills The Charm of Organdie Keeping
the Light Frocks Fresh Other Tips for Summer Garments.

—

THEonoquestion
that

of

summory garments

is

absorbing the mind of
every girl at the present moment,
and she is on tho keen look-out for novel
ideas that will not only be inexpensive,
but that 6he can " do up " easily. Sho
cannot do better than watch the toilettes
is

worn by screen artistes, for from their
stylo will she be able to gain heaps of
Especially for summer frocks
inspiration.
will she find ideas galore, for who knows
Ije^t what to wear than the lovely film
artistes who live in sunny California 1
Even rf some of the frocks appear elaborate
on tho screen, the same ideas can bo
utilised in simplified style and less elaborate material.

A

their light frocks up carelessly on tho back
of a door, and leave them thero to collect
any amount of dust. This renders them
grubby-looking far too quickly, and means
more washing than is really necessary.
It is a simple thing to prevent this.
Make
a couple of long bags the length of your
frock, and fully wide
with a hem and
drawstring at the top. These can bo made
out of old sheets or old nightdresses as
long as the material used is quite clean.
Immediately upon taking off your frock,
slip it on a hanger, and then put it in
one of the bags, pulling up tho tape and
tying it at tho top. The frock is entirely
encased, and will keep perfectly clean and,
neat.
Three frocks and hangers could
easily be placed in the one bag.

—
—

Vision of Daintiness.

actress, Harriet.
bewitching
THAT
Hammond, of Mack Sennett comedy,
little

an absolute vision

of daintiness in
one of her new film summer frocks. Sho is
a keen lover of frills, and in the particular
gown has allowed her affection to bo amply
displayed.
The frock itself is of white
organdio muslin, and the very essence of
simplicity, but it shows just one mass of
is

The bodice

frills.

is

baby -like

in its sim-

plicity, being finished off at the low-cut
neck with a frill, while the came trimming
is attached to tho edge of the short sleeves.
The skirt is quite plain, but is almost
entirely hidden by narrow frills that extend
from within six inches of the waist-line
to the hem. These frills are not gathered
on, as is the usual fashion, but they are
put on in wee pleats all along. I expect
you will at once conjure a vision of the
crushed appearance of the frock after the
wearer has sat down. Not so with thia
frock of Harriet's, for she has thought out
a cunning little device that avoids such a
tragedy
The foundation skirt is made
with a tunic, that is bcfrilled to correspond
She
with the lower part of skirt.
merely lifts this befrilled tunic when
sho sits down, and yet the standing-up
A
effect is that of an all-in-one frock.
clever notion this, and one worth noting.

Light Cloth Garments.

THERE
or the

no smarter wear for tenni3
than the skirt or sports
coat of white cloth. Yet it has the
drawback of showing every little mark. Too
many washings will spoil the appearance of
the material, so small spots should be
cleaned individuallj- Merelj' rub magnesia
or cloth ball well into the spot, and leave
for an hour or two. Then brush the powder
off, and you will find that the mark has
is

river

.

been entirely obliterated by this treatment.
Extreme energy at games during the

summer months tends

to perspiration,

and

nothing looks more unsightly than tho
marks of it showing under the arm of a
frock. And if carelessly washed the marks
will become ingrained in the garment, and

!

Frills

and Muslin.

alwajs conjure up visions of
muslin an old-fashioned idea that
has been revived this season, and
that appears ever more fascinating in
Organdie muslin in
its now guise.
particular is to have a vogue all its own
this summer, and few dresses will escape
it, whether it is used entirely for tho
garment or as a wee collar or vest.
And it is so dainty and fine, and such a
welcome change from the overy-day

FRILLS

—

mu.-lin that is so coarse of texture and
It has the advanloose of weaving
tage, too, of being obtainable in many
dainty colourings, all ^of which -wash
like a rag and keep their colour. Alwajs
bear in mind when washing organdie,
that it should only be very lightly starched,
a thin mixture of flour-and water being
tho best to use.
!

A Few

Tips.

HAMMOND,

summery garments
an
care
THEall-important
item, but
one
of

is

it

is-

of

most girls aro extremely
Coming in hot and tired from a

HARRIET
the Mack Sennett star, looks cool and dainty in her
frilly frock of organdie muslin.

which
careless.

of tennis or a long ramble in the
countrj', they will take off their frock an 1
fling it over the bed-rail or chair-back
without thought of its folding, only too
delighted to quickly slip into a loose
garment in winch they can rest their
weary limbs. No attention is given to
the discarded frock until, perhaps, next
daj% when it is full of creases, and cannot
be worn again until it lias bean pressed.
What a waste of time this is when a little
care would keep it fresh for further

not move on any account. Here is a
remedy. Prevention is, of course, better
than cure, and for this reason, girls subject
to perspiration should always well powder
under the arm with powdered starch
before putting on a light frock. If, however, the trouble is done, and j-ou wish to
get the stain out of tho frock, rub it well
with lemon-juice before washing the froek
with warn? soap and water. If the article
is put into the soapy water before the
nibbing of lemon -juice, (he soap will set

wear
Another habit among

the stain.

game

!

girls

is

to

hang

will

A Dresser.

M
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A COMPLETE SHORT STORY, TELLING OF A GIRL

fierce

The Coming of Ariel.
was the wind that old Sandy MacTavish

SO could scarcely close the door of
he

entered

with

dripping

his cottage, as
oilskins,
almost

His good
breathless from the buffeting of the storin.
wife rushed to help him off with his outer clothes,
and placed a chair for him before the peat fire in the
open hearth.
It was indeed a wild night, even for that wild part
of the Scottish coast.
The fisherman ate his supper
in silence, and was just settling down for a final pipe
before going to bed when the little loom was lighted

up by a

flash.

" A signal rocket " cried Sandy, as he rushed to
the window and peered out into the storin. " Ay,
there she goes," he said, as by the light of another
rocket he saw a big ship drifting straight for a rocky
promontory known as the Headlands.
" Nae power on earth can save her," muttered
Sanely. " but it may be the will o' God that some puir
body is washed ashore."
He flung on his oilskins and went out info the night.
The storm now began to abate, and as the fisherman
came in sight of the Headlands the moon peeped
from behind the clouds, showing the vessel a complete
wreck.
Bits of wreckage were being washed ashore, but
there was no sign of any survivors.
As MacTavish
passed along the shore fie caught sight of a bundle
lashed to a lifebelt, and as he approached it the
hundle moved. When he cut away the lashings he
saw the form of a little girl, still alive. As he worked
to release her from the lifebelt the fisherman noticed
that the child s cbthing was of a vers expensive
!

kind.
" Born wi' a silver spoon ye must hae bin, hut by
God's will ye're now a fisherman's bairn," he muttered as he hurried to his cottage.

Under the careful attention of Mis. Ma<Ta>Mi.
the baby recovered from its effects 61 its immersion
in the water, and grew up to be a very sturdy chilli.
They called her Ariel, because she cam" to them
from the storm, and. never was name more appropriate.
It seemed as if the storm had breathed its
spirit into the girl.
She revelled in the shrieking of
the tempest, and the wilder the waves tiic louder
she laughed.
She had no playmates, only the fairies n|io had read
about in the few books that came her way, and her
vivid imagination made her see the fairies as she
went down to the little cove, where tin local legend
said they used to dance in the days when fairies

^

1

WHO THOUGHT FAME WOULD BRING

them that his name was Franklin Shirley, and
that he went in for aviation as a hobby.
A doctor was sent for, who, after a careful examination, said that the young man would get well with
care and good nursing.
The latter was provided by Ariel.
The coming of the " Bird Man," as she called him,
had brought a live figure into her fairyland which
hitherto had been populated only by people of her
dreams.
And Shirley found his period of convalescence
made very pleasant by the companionship of this
shy, wild girl.
One day, when the two were seated on a bench
outside the cottage, Shirley said to the girl
" Who is this Storin Man that your mother tells
me you are always thinking about ? "
Ariel blushed slightly as she turned away iier bead,
but the young man persisted.
" What is lie like V
Tell me," he urged.
" Well, first of all, he has dark curly hair," began
the girl. (Shirley's hair was dark and curly). " And
he has nice brown eyes. (Shirley'^ eyes were brown).
" And a nose
" Ariel hesitated.
" And a nose
like yours," she concluded quickly.
Franklin Shirley smiled.
" I have a dream girl who comes to mo out of the
London mists," he said. " She has golden hair, all
fluffy like yours, and deep blue eyes, a sun-kissed
complexion, and an adorable month just like yours."
" It must be wonderful to live in London," began
Ariel, when the sound of a motor-car caught her ear.
" That must be my friends, Mrs. Shackleford and
her daughter, Elaine," cried Shiiley, jumping up
with the aid of his stick. " I am leaving you tn-day,
you know. They have come to take me away."
told

—

A

The "Bird
KIEL made

Man"

Departs.

no reply as she followed the young

A terrible loneliness
man
the cottage.
crept over her, as Shirley went, as fast as
to
his
friends.
meet
he could,
Apparently he had forgotten all about her. She
saw a woman of about forty, with a handsome but
to

hard face, step from the car, followed by a girl about
twenty-three years of age. The girl was fairly
pretty, and looked much more amiable than her
mother.
" My d^ar boy, what a terrible time j'ou must

have had in this poky hole " said the elder lady.
She looked round the small but scrupulously clean
!

When they reached the. spot they saw a young
man imprisoned in the wreckage.
He was alive and conscious, but it was evident

cottage with a disdainful air.
"Oh, I assure you I couldn't have been letter
looked after anywhere, Mrs. Shackleford," protested
Shirley. " Besides, had it not been for these people I
should have died in the wreckage of my machine.
" Of course. Franklin, I am not forgetting their
kindness, my boy, but we should have liked to have
given you the best medical skill and the best nursintr.
And now, if you are ready, we will make a start,"
said Mrs. Shackleford.
Shirley-came to say good-bye to Ariel. He found
her looking strangely quiet and subdued. Taking
some notes from his wallet, he thrust them in her
hand.
" Good-bye, and thank you for jour kindness to
me " he said.
Before Ariel could answer he was out of the house
and into the motor-car.
The girl looked at the money, and then with a cry
She understood now
of rage threw it on the floor.
that Franklin Shirley, by giving her money, had as
good as told her that she was not in bis class. A
paroxysm of tears followed her rage, and then a bitter
Something
indignation took possession of her.
within her told her that she was as good as the women
who had taken Franklin Shirley away.
" I am prettier than she is," she said to herself,
looking through the glass. " It is because I have not
had the same chance as they have that 1 cannot talk
as they do.
But I will yet prove that 1 am his
"
equal

he was severely injured. Together they got
to the cottage, and MacTavish then saw that
one of the airman's less was broken. He was also
badly bruised and shaken
When he came round he

she determined to go.
When she was wadicd ashore
from the wreck old MacTavish had found a sum of
money in her clothing, evidently placed there b\

really

came

to earth.

Old Sandy MacTavish, a Strict Calvinist, shook his
head despairingly at wh it he termed " these heathen
ideas/' but be and his wile realised that their adopted
daughter was not like them, and, though thfiy never
understood her, they were kind to her.
And so Ariel grew to young womanhood living in
a fairyland of her own imagining, and wondering
what the big world must be like.
One Sunday she was whistling to her canary when
Sandy MacTavish bade her be silent.
" Stop breaking the Sabbath wi' that sinful
" Sit yc doon an' listen to the
whistling," he said.
Word of God."
But Ariel's spirit was in revolt. She ran from the
house, followed by MacTavish vowing that he would
have no woman defy him. But when he. got to the
rocks where Ariel was standing, the girl shouted out
and pointed to something in the sky. It, was an
aeroplane,' ami had Sandy MaeTavish bad experience
of aviation, he would have known that- the aim an
was in trouble.
But it was the first aeroplane the fisherman had
seen, and he could only stand open-eyed in wonder,
while the airman sought to regafli control of the
'

machine.

and the

that,

him

Suddenly, to the horror of the old
a stone to earth.

man

girl, it fell like

!

!

To

Ariel.

England meant

I

19th. 1920.

Ion,

and to London

LOVE.

those who had lashed her to the lifebuoy, and this lie
had given to"Ariel as soon as she was old enough to
know the value of it.
With this money the girl set out for London. The
only address she knew was that of a shoemaker in
Shaftesbury Avenue, which she had copied from a
tag on the boot of Franklin Shirley. She had only
a few shillings left when she got to London, but
fortune came to her aid. She found a friend in an
old Frenchman named Roger Bontemps, wlio took
her to his humble lodgings and looked after her like
a father.

Through Bontemps and his friend, Jules Picarde.
a violinist, Ariel got an introduction to Abe Strohman,
one of the leading theatrical producers, for the two
friends had found out, that Ariel possessed a natural
genius for dancing.
_
Strohman was a man of the world, by no means a
good man, but with certain redeeming qualities, one
of wliich was that he never went back on his word.
He was a man of about forty years of age. with a
strong, square face, very cold grey eyes, and a hard
mouth.
Ariel was very much afraid as she sat facing the
big man in his office.
" So you want to become a famous dancer ? "
said the producer, with a smile expressing more

amusement than sympathy.
" I want to become worthy

of the man I love."
replied Ariel simply.
The innocence of the reply interested Strohman.
"And suppose you became famous and worthv of
him '! Are you sure that he would marry yoii ? he

asked.
" Yes, I feel sure he would," said Ariel eagerly.
As a general rule Abe Strohman would have sent
such an applicant to one of his managers and nsked
him to report on the girl's prospects of becoming a
dancer, but her ambition interested him.
He saw the girl dance, and realised at once that
what Bontemps and Picarde had said about her
not exaggerated. She had in her the teal genius for
dancing.
All she needed was a teacher to bring out
her talent.
" Very well," he said. " I will mak" you famous,
but I will do so on one condition. If, when >on
have reached the pinnacle of your art, the man \<mi
love refuses to marry you, yon must come to me.
And Ariel, confident that through her art she could
win the love of Franklin Shirley, consented to this
ftrange bargain. Months of hard work followed,
and Strohman proved as good as his" word. Ariel
made her debut, not in tlie chorus, but -ns Mdlle.
Yvonne, the principal dancer in a spectacular ballet
which Strohman had produced regardless of expense.

Km

appearance was not merely
was a triumph.
London went mad over Strohman's

Ariel's first
it

ci

•very.

a success,
gre.ii

dhv

4

At the supper given to celebrate thCsuceess of the
production. Ariel met Franklin Shirley. Strohman.
the young man as a regular patron of the
theatres, at once realised that Sliirley was the young
man Ariel was In love with.
He also knew that Shirley was engaged to Flnlne>
Shackleford, the girl he had brought with hint to the

who knew

supper.
A cold smile played round his mouth as he arranged!
that Ariel should sit on one side of Sliirlev and
Blaine on the other.
He fplt certain that before the night was over Ariel*
would find out that the man she loved wut bound to'
another.
His scheme worked exactly as he had planned.:
Shirley complimented Ariel on her great triumph,
and the conversation gradually turned on ainhittojsr
" l)o you still go in for flying ? " she asked.
" Very little." he replied. " I am still as fond of ii
as ever, but my fiancee "
he indicated the gttyttl
" objects to me. taking too many risks." €
Ids. side
As he uttered the words "my fiancee," the nxfff

—

—

swam round
The man she
little

Ariel.
Her struggles had been in vaStj
With
loved was engaged to another.
moan, she collapsed in her cliai'. She had
t

fainted.

(Continued cn page 18.'
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CHILD STARS of the CINEMA AT PLAY

JOHNNY JONES, who we
tares, spars with

are to see as

" Edgar "

MARSHALL RICKSON, who also

Marshall's sister

NELLIE, though fond

in the

coming Goldwyn

has a part in the same

picseries.

has a mix np with BUDDY MESSENGER.
lands a beavy right to Baddy's stomach.

MARSHALL RICESON

of a bout, resorts to the female expedient of pulling her opponent's
one or two punches in while be is down.

Having defeated bei brother, LUCILLE challenges

JOHNNY JONES.

hair, and,

Lucille's fistic

having sent

MARSHALL

fame makes Buddy Messenger

to

Rickson

the ground, gets

afrfcid,
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THE CYNIC AND
THE BEAUTY
COMPETITION.
POWDER-PUFFS

IN

THE

BALANCE.

MAID

'0

^^Vr

THE STORM.

Everybody rushed to her, but it was the calm voice
Strohman which stayed ttie excitement.
He made a sign to Ariel's (fencing master, and the
two went to the girl, who was still looking^-ery dazed.
Leaning on their arms Ariel left the room.
By the time she bad got to her house Ariel was
quite recovered.
She thanked Strohman and her
dancing master, and dismissed them with the in-

of

timation that sl>c intended to retire at once.
As he turned to leave, Strohman handed her the
souvenir programme that had been printed for the
first night.
Written across the page in the manager's
" You know Shirley is
firm haud, were ttie wrfrds
"
engaged to Elaine Shackleford. I think I win.*'
" Not till he is married," replied the .girl.
Strohman bowed low and left her.
:

THE

recent " Daily Mirror." Beauty Competition seems, like a stone dropped in

a pond, to have awakened a scries of
which penetrate to all parts of society.
Hardly can one go to a " Victory Ball " or
" American Night " for a few hours* undiluted
merriment, not entirely unconnected with jazz,
without finding that the dancing is to be
interrupted by a " beauty competition."
Certainly the winners of these affairs do not
leap into fame and fortune at a bound like

There was no sleep for Ariel that night, and the
morning found her still in a state of despair. Her
love for Franklin Shirley had become an obsession.
She determined she would not be beaten. She
was beautiful, where Elaine Shackleford was barely

the " Daily Mirror's " lovely find, but they
probably enjoy a certain amount of private

asking him to

ripples

cynic inviting his lady
They
guest to a beauty-competition dance.
appear painted, powdered, and marcelled.
They dance until the small hours in the

tempered glare of electric lights. Comes the
dawn, the lights are turned out, the curtains
pulled back to let in the cruel morning light.
" Ladies," says the host, " will yoirtakeyour
Need
places for the Beauty Competition ? "
any more be said ?
Few of us claim the perfection of beauty as
set forth in someone's criterion
" If you can face the sun when all the
towards
others are sitting with their backs
the light," but under more kindly illumina:

it is possible to look one's very prettiest
at a dance. One must admit that the heat of
ballrooms and the ardour of dancing are foes
to the complexion, and what maiden in these
days of serious dancing dare retire too frequently to powder her shining little nose ?

tion,

Yet even

this has its

remedy, as the wise

knows. Before coining to the dance, Phyllis
bathes her face and neck with a solution of pure
cleminite, which she rubs well into the skin
with her finger-tips until it is quite dry. This
done, her complexion assumes a peach-like
finish which will remain unchanged during a,
whole evening's dancing.
I suppose every girl would like a new frock
for each dance she goes to ?
But even the
unemployed would find that rather a strain on
the exchequer. It is a consolation, even if a
poor one, to reflect that no amount of frocks
which is what
will give a girl real prettincss
counts in the end.
A pretty complexion,
which is the beginning of all beauty, is quite
cheap, you know. For about one half-penny
you can have a clean, fresh, new skin {not
the old one cleaned up for the occasion) for
every dance you go to.
I expect anj girl could explain this apparent
mystery. For the benefit of those who cannot,
here is the solution. Get some mcrcolized wax
from the chemist. It is rather expensive, but
it lasts a long time, with care.
Smear it over
your face before going to bed, not using too
much, and wash it off in the morning. The
oxygen contained in the wax absorbs the outer
skin which has become rough and coarse, and
gives the new skin below a chance to show
itself.
Quite simple, isn't it ? If the skin is
inclined to be dry, it is a good plan to treat
it
with some ordinary cold cream beforo
using mcrcolized wax.
Certainly, the sort of complexion you get
from using simple preparations' like the abovo
shouid bo an asset in any beauty competition
even the cynic's
girl

—

r

—

!

PARKER

BF.I,M0NT\s Cr/VNOl/ BERRIES

FOR OBESITY.

lAuVT.]

misjudged her.
" I thought I had awakened love in vour heart,
but I find I have only seared my soul to light the
flame of passion."
" You are wrong. ArieL I swear to Heaven von
arc wrong!" cried the young mau fervently. '"I
love you, and yon only. I want to marrV yon:
Marriage with any other woman would be a tragedy."
" Yon must leave me now," said the girl gently.
" If yon are still of the same mind to-morrow, come
and see me. Till then, good-bve "
!

It is Good-Bye.
the morning found another Ariel. The words of
Mrs. Shackleford had made her think. Although
she realised that Elaine's mother had onlv
worldly ambition in her mind when she spoke of her
daughter's happiness, the fact remained that she,
Ariel, had come between Elaine and Franklin Shirlev.
She would give Franklin his freedom. It was her

BUT

call.

that afternoon.

The Proposal.
received him in a luxuriously furnished
ABIEL
apartment. In the centre was a fountain, on

!

"

Do

I ? " replied Ariel.

"

Many men

tell

me

that,

but though I hear them, my heart does not listen. I
am one of those women to whom love comes only
once."

Her expressive eyes melted as she stood for a
poised like some fairy flower on the brink of
the fountain. Then, with a shrug of her beautiful
shoulders, she said in a light tone
" It was very foolish of me to faint last night."
Shirley did not know what to say.
He realised it
was his announcement that he was going to be married that had caused the beautiful dancer to faint,
but he could think of no suitable reply.
He made a stammering and conventional remark
about the great strain her performance must have
put upon her. and then Ariel began to talk brilliantly
about her art. She made him feel at home, anil
that she had no anger against him
but when at last
he left, two thoughts were in his mind. One was
that Ariel was. broker-hearted i>ccause he was going
to marry someone else, and the other, that he was
madly in love with Ariel.
The visit led to others, and before long Ariel had
acliieved her object.
Franklin Shirley loved her as
he could never love Elaine.
Hut he was still engaged
to Miss Shackleford, though he had caused the date
of the wedding to be postponed.
Presently Stories
of Shirley's infatuation for the beautiful dancer
began to come to Mrs. Shackleford's ears. She
decided she must act at once if she wished to gain
her ends.
Apart from Franklin's love for her daughter
having changed, there was another danger. She
knew that Elaine had never been really in love with
-Shirley.
Her heart had !>een given long ago to a
young man named Dicky Yale, but Yale was poor,
and Mrs. Shackleford had told him that she would
never give her consent to their engagement.
One day she called on Ariel and insisted that the
girl should give up seeing Franklin Shirley.
" You know he- H engaged to my daughter," she

moment

:

;

said.

" But I love him.
I loved him before he was
engaged to your daughter," replied Ariel.
If you really loved him yon would not sacriliro
him on the. altar of your ambition," replied Mrs.

Shackleford angrily.
" It Is for the man to choose between us," replied
Ariel coldly.

—

duty.
Many great women had sacrificed their love
that the men they worshipped might act with honour.
She would do the same. At least, she would prove,
worthy of. the great love that had inspired her life.
When Franklin called he found a pathetic figure
dressed in black.
He was about to speak, when
Ariel raised her hand.
" Please don't," she said. " I can see bv vour eves
that you have come to tell me that you still want' to
marry me. Two days ago those words would have
made me the happiest woman in the world, for l.love
you. Franklin, as I feel that few women 'have ever
loved before.
Kven now I am proud and happy
that you love me. but we can never marry.
You are
bound in honour to your fiancee. We must part.
You must marry her, and I alas must go to another."
It was in vain that Franklin pleaded for his happiness and her own.
Ariel had made up her mind.
At
last, when he saw that he was hurting her by his
repeated pleadings, he left, cursing the hour he had
first met Mrs. Shackleford
As soon as he had gone Ariel rang up Strohman.
" 1 have last," she said simply.
I am coming to
pay my debt."
As she went to keep her appointment .vith Strohman, Ariel remembered her friends. Papa Bontemps
and Jules Picardc. she must say good-bye to them
before going out of their life for ever.
But as Ariel's ta\i whirled away. Fate was weaving
a new thread in the loom of Destiny.
When Franklin
Shirley returned home, he found a telegram from
Elaine.
It read
..<q
" We have never loved each other. I have run
away vith Dicky. By the time this reaches you we
shall be married."
Wild with joy, the young man rang up Ariel, only
to be told by her maid that she had gone to NtrohmatvV
house.
Then the words of Ariel came back to Shirley :;
"
" I, alas, must
.

!

:

1

go to another
Putting an automatic pistol
:

In his pocket. Shirley
ran out, and jumping into a taxi, he drove to
Tollman's house. Tie forced his way in, and covering
the producer with his pistol, he demanded
" Where is Mdll<\ Yvonne ? "
" You cau put that pistol down," said Strohman
coolly. " Wliy do you want to know where she is
" Because I want to marry her."
" What of Miss Shackleford ? "
" Miss Shackleford is married to the man she
loves," replied Shirley, showing the telegram.
Strohman sank in his chair and looked blankly at
the message.
" Sit down." he said quietly.
" Ariel told me that
she wanted to l>e famous so that she could come up
to your level," he went on with a strange tenderness
in his voice. " I want to tell you that she is far above
your level, or the level of any man. 1 should have
been a proud man had she been my wife."
As he finished speaking the door opened and Ariel
appeared.
" I have lost, Ariel," said the producer.
" Abe
Strohman never welshed a bet. May you be \cry
"

M

:

happy
Then he went out, leaving the lovers together.
(Adapted from the photo-play, fea'uring Bess r
Barriscate as Ariel bv permission of Renters film
I

Mrs. Shackleford went away hi a furious rage.
At
cost the marriage must take place without further
delay.
She would force Franklin Shirley to keep
all

his

in

" Why should we study conventions ? " he Dleaded
to Ariel. " Your eyes tell me that you love me.
l et
us go away together."
Ariel's checks burned.
To think that he had so

steps of the altar.
That- morning she sent a note to Franklin Shirley

the waters of which floated beautiful flowers.
In a Sjmple but costly gown, which set off the beauty
of her face and figure, Ariel presented a picture that,
woidd have moved the soul of an anchorite.
Shirley stood in rapt amazement as he entered the
room.
" Ifow beautiful you look " he exclaimed, his
eyes shining his admiration.

man

He

honour to marry Blaine, but hit *
heart told him tliat the marriage would be a mockcrv. I
He had never really loved her, amj now that he had *.
met Ariel again he could never love Elaine.

She had brains, ami the great desire to give all Iter
life to the one object of making him happy.
She
would not give in. She wonid win the man she
loved, even if she took him from the other girl at the.

He came

wliile she was looking" for the young
he
Ariel's house.
was becoming desperate.

He was bound

pretty.

satisfaction.

One can imagine a

But
was at

19th, 1920.

word.
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EVERY boy and girl who wants to get on in the
world, should try for this £100 grant which
offered by the Editor of Children's Newspaper
for the best attempt at painting a simple picture;
100 other prizes.
For further particulars see
is
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TENNIS.
LAWN
LEARNING TO PLAY Your
Racquet—Keep Your Eye
Tips for Tennis Players— How

on the Ball

THE

essential in lawn tennis is to learn
how to hold the racquet correctly.
simple thing, porhaps, yet nine out of
every ten English players cannot, or at least do
not, do it.
They grip at it as they would a
horizontal bar. It should be gripped, with the
fingers and thumb lying along the handle, so
that when tin- arm is held otit the forearm, wrist,

A

Norman Brookes,

I got
one straight line.
the famous ex-champion of

in

the world, to illustrate this for me last time he
was in town, and here you see the photographs
of his way of holding for the forehand stroke
the correct one. Gerald Patterson, Miss Ryan,
and Mdlle. Lenglen all use this hold now.

When To Hit The Ball.
PEKHAt'S the most important
give you
sentence,
until

it

is

advice I can
contained in a single simple

"Keep, your eye on the ball.''
you actually hit it. You should

have judged your distance from the net before
the ball comes to you. When it reaches you
and you should contrive to hit it when it is
about two to two and a half feet to the right ot
your left foot all your attention should be on
the ball. No other way of doing things will do

—

—

Methods Explained.

Don't try to win

first

and racquet are

Watch

Hold

to
— Champions'

off

every shot.

If

it

is

a

be content to get it back, keeping
as " long " as you can.
When you are serving don't bo content to
get one fast one over and then serve the whole
of the rest of your first services into the net.
Here again practise position and length instead
Even McLoughlin could not win off
of speed.
his services alone, and he was the fastest server
we have ever known.

difficult ball
it

Choosing a Racquet.

A

FASHION

with huge handles
a few years ago owing to an
American with a leg of mutton fist being
There
successful for a time with one of these.
is nothing in the world to recommend them.
Choose a racquet with a handle you can grip
comfortably. For a man, 15 ounces is heavy
enough for a woman, 14 ounces. The racquet
should always be kept in a press.
If your opponent sends over a shot which
gets you into difficulties, always try to return
it straight down the court into or near his base
line.
A cross-court shot in such circumstances

came

for racquets

in

;

means the

often

loss of the rally.

so well.

Swing well back before you hit, whether it is
a -forehand or a backhand stroke, and when you
hit follow through
try to throw the head of the
racquet after the ball.
Don't hit the ball into the net. That sounds
rather foolish, doesn't it ? But I am hoping you
will remember my advice best by that phrase.
What I mean is that you had fifty times better
hit the ball outside the court than hit it into the
net.
Go a yard above it rather than into it.
Your first aim must be accuracy, and the first
part of accuracy in lawn tennis is to get over the
net somewhere.
;

The Importance

of Accuracy.

DON'T
will

be too anxious for speed at first. It
be no use without accuracy, and it
will come of itself.
Go for length and
position
they win more games, even in the
highest class, than mere badly directed speed.
Don't " cut " your balls. It seems very clever
to got under a ball, cut a lot of back spin on it,
and make it stop almost dead, but it is bad lawn
tennis. Good players never use this feeble stroke.
If you use it against a good player you will have
every shot killed.
;

,

Playing at the Net.
on the other hand, you get your
WHEN,
opponent on the run, don't hesitate to
go up and take a chance of finishing
away. But go up. Don't hang
about between the base-line and the serviceline.
Baddeley, one of the greatest players of
all time, used to call this part of the court

him

off right

forbidden ground. It is when you are standing
here that you get shots coming at you about
knee-high, or at your feet the most difficult
If you do go
shots in the world to deal with.
up, then get on to the net, and when you get
the opportunity smash so that thejre is no chance
of the ball being returned.

—

How

to Get Practice.

great
EVERY
agreed that

player I have known has
for the beginner, and even
for the expert who is out of form, the
best practice can be had against a wall. Mark
the height of the net in chalk, and put down a
couple of handkerchiefs to show what would be
the corners of the court.
Then you can play at

any speed you

like.

NORMAN BROOKES,

the famous tennis player, illustrates for the "Picture Show" the correct grip.
Forearm, racquet, and wrist are all in one line. Norman Brookes is a left-handed player, but you can
copy this grip by placing this picture beside a mirror and watching your own reflection in the glass.

PRISCILLA DEAN

is

an

enthusiastic tennis player.

Play your backhand strokes if they come to
the back hand. All you have to do is to slip
the hand round, placing the thumb up the
handle at the back.
You must learn to hit
your backhand strokes, not pat them.

The Drop Stroke.
a liint for the
JUST
these elementary

player

the " drop stroke."
the ball "plain."
still kept at right
angles to the court straight up sideways, so to
speak but you hit upwards so that the racquet
glances or sweeps across the back of the ball.
This makes the ball spin rapidly over and over
and, when it is doing this, even if it goes two
feet above the net, this " top spin " will bring it
down before it goes out of play. It wants a lot
of mastering, and, like every other stroke, COL'
etant, untiring practice.
stroke in lawn tennis

is

To get this you do not hit
The face of your racquot is

—

A

back view of Norman Brookes' hold for his famous forehand drive.
turn your back and look over your shoulder at your

To follow
reflection.

this in the

mirror

who has mastered
The greatest

principles.

—
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Acting for the Cinema*
ALFRED BISHOP EXPLAINS HIS METHOD.

FREE

1" caught"

Mr. Alfred

Royalty

Theatre
minutes

Bishop at the

about

JUMPER

five

before he took his cue,'
and found him, appro-'
priately
enough, en-

perusing!
Chevalier's:

gaged

PATTERN

in

Albert

pamphlet,
"Thej
Theatre and the
Cinema."

This
"

is

the

third

of

''Have you read
inquired Mr.

it?"

the

WOMAN'S WEEKLY"

Bishop, after his cordial
greeting. " A most admirable little treatise."
Confessing my ignorance. I took the prof-

free
paper
patterns
and,
possibly, the best.
Make sure

Order "WOMAN'S
from your newsagent TO-DAY and tell him
to keep a copy for you every

you get

it!

week

booklet

fered

WEEKLY"

turned

and

few

pages.
attracted my attention
(r/toto: Claude Harris.)
(the italics are mine)
" There is a great similarity between the
rise of the cinema and the music-hall.
Each
institution has derived much benefit from
reconciliation with its parent, the theatre, and
the mere fact that reconciliation involved
competition has resulted in all-round improve-

ALFRED BISHOP.

in future.

a

One paragraph

ment."
I commented on this to Mr. Bishop.
" I quite agree," he said.
" The stage is
undoubtedly the parent of the film, though,

VOU
*

somehow, people seem lo lose sight of the fact.
As Mr. Chevalier remarks further on, Dramatic
pantomime had reached a very high plane of
artistic excellence long before the cinema washeard of.' Witness L' Enfant Trodigue.1 "

can make up the jumper
blouse in either or both of the

'

two styles shown here.

'

The Success
"

\ /OU

closely

J
"

of the Legitimate Actor.

think

tho
allied

"

stage

— that

and

screen

the

one

are
helps

the other ?
think the drama helps the film, but I

I

do not consider that the stage

under any

is

obligation to the screen."
" Then, in your opinion, a legitimate actor'
stands a greater chance of success on the
screen than a player whose experience has
been gleaned solely in the studio I
" Undoubtedly. In iact, I consider that o'l
the screen successes hove been made by those
who first were stage players."
Mr. Bishop's film career includes such pictures
as "The Brass Bottle" (for which company
"
"
neither of

us could

(this a

The (luardsman
and "His LaM

recall),

British Actors' picture),

Defence," a Vanity him,
Neilson-Terry is appearing.

in

which

Denui*'-

Knowledge of

YOC

the Scenario.
have found no difficulties attached

to film

With paper patterns at their
present price this is an opportunity you can't afTora to
miss.
Dainty jumper blouses
like these are an
absolute
necessity for the summer and

=

work

"

?

Mr. Bishop, sitting very upright
regarding me with round, bright eyes,

and
answered decisively
" None whatever "
:

!

"

Somo

legitimate actors do, you know,"
" Or, rather, they find
hurriedly.
conditions of filmmaking irksome,
even irrational ; the topsy-turvy method of
scene-taking, for instance."
" All, that is because they so rarely know
what tho whole sconario is about " was Mn>
" I mean, they so rarely,
surprising reply.
have the scenario given them to read straiehv
taking
up their roles, and t4wM
before
through
If 1 had my way, P
aro at a disadvantage.
should insist on every member of the cait
having the scenario to read first, so that
might enter thoroughly into the spirit aiid
meaning of the photo-play, instead of hi
to rely solely on the information of the direct^
concerning it prior to the shooting of a sees
" And your method of acting for the cqM|
do you find your technique requires
I

put

in

certain

you

certainly
won't
find
another pattern even half so
simple and economical as the
one you get in your copy of
this week's issue of

!

2*M

WEEKLY
On

Sale Everywhere

TO-MORROW.

"

adaptation ?
Mr. Bishop's eyes twinkled.
"My method." he answered, is to ii-tj-fc
to all the director has to saw agree with him
and then go my own way
May Hkrscbel Ci. kukI
,

=

'

!

,

•

—
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'EJLL^k
Then He Faded Away.
." I wish 1 was a star," the callor sighed,
smiling at his own pontic fancy.
" I would rather you were a comet,'' said the
screen artiste dreamily.
His heart beat frantically.
" And why ? " he asked tenderly, at the same
time taking her unresisting little hand in his
own. " And why ? " he repeated.
" Oh," she said, freezingly, " because then
you would come round once only in fifteen
yenrs.''

And

took his hat anil went out into the
shimmering moonlight.
lie

Dolly

'

:

CJi.adys

Dolly
Gladys

Wasn't he Kitty's suitor

?

"

'

!

;

he said, looking into her eyes.
" And the wind," she went on, " how soft
and low, as it gently moves the chestnut trees."

:

to her nephew)
" And before an Indian goes on the warpath he
adonis his belt with locks of human hair, and

:

:

don't you fry the same
:

?

"

" Thanks, I think I will.
"

First Lead
your wife at home now

I

it> ?

"

Why, that's just what you
Only you put the hair on your

:

Is

?

£1,000.

After tho claim was settled the lawyer sent
for his client and banded him a one-pound note.
Tho actor examined tho pound carefully.
Then he looked up at tho lawyer and said
" What's the matter with this pound ? Is it
"
a bad one ?
:

— —

" There is a golden ring in those tones," said
the pretty star, who had been listening to tho
sweet tones of her lover.

—

Juvenile Lead " She asked me to meet
her by the garden gate."
His Friend " Well, what are you worrying
"
over, old man ?
" I'm afraid she intends
Juvenile Lead
to throw mo over."
:

:

:

That man made a reputation as a producer

of film comedies in one night."
"
"
did he do it ?
" In assembling a picture, he got a comedy
and a serial mixed up, and the result was a
real scream."

How

" I have a terrible toothache
First Lead
and want something to cure it."
" Now, you don't need any
Second Lead
medicine.
I had a toothache yesterday and
wont home, and my loving wife kissed and so
consoled me that tho pain soon passed away.

awarded

Too Risky.

paints his face."

"

The Cure.

Why

:

Too Funny.

!

performing a
a leg. Ho -engaged
a famous lawyer, brought an action
against tho company for damages, and was
actor,

**

History Repeats Itself.
l'lcrritE Star (reading

head."

Yes, but he didn't."
Didn't what ? "
Didn't suit her "

"

It.

lost

"

:

:

of

picture
AMOVING
dangerous stunt,

Same Old Story.
" How bright the heavenlv stars are to-night,
Harold "
" Ah, yes, Gladys
but they are dim and
lustreless compared with certain earthly ones,"

do, isn't

Didn't.

Had Most

T7-CI-ZSTP

Small Boy

He

a

Flattered Her.
Publicity Manager

" That star complains
that her portraits are not a bit like her."
"
Camera Man
Complains, does she ? The
woman ought to be very grateful."
:

:

you Free how
Reduce Your Weight

A

Confession.

moving-picture director was
THEtrouble
getting one of
in

The

right.

having
scenes

his

girl

was supposed to

resist

an attempt to kiss her, but the rehearsal was
far from satisfactory.
" Think, now," said the director. " Haven't
you ever tried to stop a young man from
kissing

you

?

"

" No," was the

girl's

frank reply.

will tell

to

Why allow Superfluous Hair
to disfigure

Your Looks

?

Don't tolerate this

DAY

There's no nee d-Send TO
for the Secret of the Painless,

Permanent Antidote— it's FREE
Not a thorough Cure

t

in

Hatton

(.iarden,

London, E.C.

—

Her gallant husband
surgeon as well as a soldier saved the life of a Hindoo soldier, who,
He told
in eratitude, imparted the closely guarded religious secret.
Hindoo women, free themselves from superfluous hair, their
religion forbidding them to grow hair on any part of the body except
The officer naturally gave his wife the formula. She
the head.
In a matter of a day
tried the remedy, and its success was immediate.
All traces of superfluous
or two the treatment had done its work.
Thus,
hair were removed, and have never shown Signs of returning.
the affliction endured from youth to middle-age, was removed quickly

—

my

1.

failed.

thing was tried to cure the
by happy chance, fate brought the remedy.

am

proportions, the
progress in this direction brought sorrow and consternation, because I knew that I must give up
business or reduce my weight.
I began to feel
lonely, because I felt that my company was no longer
desired, and I made up my mind that I was at the
dangerous point of my life.
One day an inspiration came to me, after I had
spent time, money, and patience in vain efforts
to become slim again. I acted upon this inspiration
and succeeded, for 36 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in five weeks. I did not use drugs, practise
tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home
method, and although this is some time ago, I have
never gained any weight since, and my health is
as good as I could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have
done, and I will tell you how, free, if you will enclose
two penny stamps to pav postage.
W. Grace Hartland (Dept. 923), Diamond House,

tressing

Officer.

my

was rapidly assuming abnormal

you among the unfortunate women suffering from that disdisfigurement— SUPERFLUOUS HAIR? If so, 'tis
good news for you that you can rid yourself of those hideous
without the aid of the Electric Needle without
blemishes forthwith
pain without difficulty and the cure will be permanent.

ARE

—
—
—
—
The method of treatment — hitherto a well-guarded Hindoo religious
secre — was introduced into this country by the widow of a British
This lady was a victim of the hideous growths — she was
public.
Consequently everysensitive — she was ashamed to appear
Then,
affliction— but everything

i was just a strong young woman, full of life and
vigour, and fond of good things to eat, enjoying life
to its fullest extent, when suddenly
weight began
to increase and, strong as I was, I began to feel
the burden, especially as I
a business woman
and have plenty of work to do. While
earthJy

self

!

Neither

is this

HOW

.

— completely — permanently. -

The lady's name is Mrs. Frederica Hudson, and she will be pleased
She suffered for twenty years before the
to convey to you her secret.
discovery, and desires that all those afflicted should be able to take
advantage

of

her knowledge.

So write to-day. Don't waste your money on any other so-called
Send the coupon below, or a copy of it, giving your name
remedies.
and address, and stating whether Mrs. or Miss. Enclose two penny
stamps for postage. Then all instructions will be sent you, arid you
need never have a trace of superfluous hair again.
for immediate use
FREE COUPON—
Please send me free your

only.

To MRS.

full information and
I enclose
confidential instructions to banish superfluous hair.
two penny stamps.

HUDSON.

Shopp

made

Z w%
I

Raincoats, Trenchcoats, Boots, Shoes,
Cutlery, Costumes,

Rings Watches,&c,
on
Easy Terms.
30/- worth 5/- monthly, 60/worth 10/- monthly, &c. Write
for

catalogue and order
Foreign orders cash only.

free

form.

Easy.

U

II
AUC^'

MASTERS, LTD.,94,Hope
Stores, Rye.

(Estd. 1869.)

FREDERICA HUDSON, Desk V.4,
:
No. 9, Old Cavendish Street, London, W.I.

Address

IMPORTANT NOTE:

Mrs. Hudson belongs toafamilyhighinsociety,andisthe
confidence.
Officer, so yon can write her with perfect

widow of a Prominent Army
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SARGOL

ft

MAKES YOU NICE

f^fa

AND

PLUMP.

If

you want to increase your
weight and strength, has-e
better health, a clear complexion and sparkling eyes try
Sargol.
For years it has helped

you want to know anything aboub Films or Film Viewers

IF

make strong, sturdy men
healthy women.

HLaw
and

to

THE COMPLETE EPISODES SERIAL.

g¥

—

beautiful,

Sargol increases cell growth, makes perfect
assimilation of food, increases the number of
blood corpuscles, and as a necessary result
builds
up muscles and solid, healthy flesh

rounds out the figure.
That is why
thousands of boxes are sold annually. Try it.
Sargol costs little, comes in tablet form and
is
easy and pleasant to take.
Sold and recommended by good chemists everywhere.

and

MEN
SHORT
AND
WOMEN

are of ten ignored and looked down upon. Tall
ppople receive favourable consideration a
attention in every walk of life.
By my easy
scientific and aafe method you can grow
several inches taller. Many people have added
] *
to 4 inches to their height by My System.
Write at once for FREE particulars. mention-

ing

"The PictureShow."

Address:

Enquiry K Dept.. 51, Church St.,
South Shore, BLACKPOOL,

J.

Tbe advantages, or otherwise, which may be claimed
for the film continuation serial, in which each episode
leaves yon wondering what is to follow next, are such
that they can be praised or condemned according to
one's point of view. Nor is it likely that any single
expression of opinion will make much difference to the
popularity of this kind of serial.
It is one of those subjects on which the views of
picture theatre patrons will always be divided, and
managers who cater for those who are in favour of it
will accordingly reap the benefits in increased box-office
receipts, and, at the same time, turn casual patrons
into regular ones.
The secret of the success on which
this type of serial depends, of course, is in the appeal
which it makes to one's curiosity till the end of the
whole story has been reached. No matter how improbable the main incidents may be, there is always
the exciting climax to every episode, which leaves you
speculating and anxious to see in what manner the
characters concerned have extricated themselves from
The trick
the positions in which they have been left.
is as old as the printed serial, yet why should not the
But
film producer also employ it. for that matter ?
there are many who, for several reasons, cannot be
drawn in this manner to visit the same picture theatre
every week, 'and for them the words " To be Continned " are often a source of disappointment.
There is much more room, therefore, for the serial
in which the adventures of the central character can
have
be depicted in a series of complete stories.
had a few of this type, but hardly enough to meet the
The fact
tastes of those who prefer it to the other.
that we are to have a British seriallin which every
episode is complete shows that its scope in this country
is recognised.
In this way it should be possible to
attract those who now look upon tfie continued story
with disfavour.

We
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Cinema Acting

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue?
A stamped and addressed envelope must accom-

pany any
lette.
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Every
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letter requiring

should give the

the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered.
Address
The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room &5, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.d.
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TO BEGINNERS.
ma
RALPH LYNN
e my:
j

—

A. H. (Brussels). You are one of many delighted
Yes, it was William Farnum in
" A Talc of Two Cities," but the other artiste who
took the minor part is not mentioned. Jane Novak
Treat 'Em Rough."
was opposite Tom Mix. in
Some of Mary Miles Mi titer's latest pictures are
" Eyes of Julia Deep," " .Social Briars," and " The
Ghost of Rosic Taylor."

I

readers in Belgium.
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Sold Under Guarantee. Even the

features look attractive

tbe Complexion
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Good.

a
—clear, aoft, and fresh al a baby's— may Such
be proOne Week by using this Wonderful New
It

la

Complexion

rnnd

Wax

in

Wrinkles

Product.
and All Skin
distppi'ar magically. Acta while you sleep. Get the
llal.lt and look attractive. Don't Delay.

SPECIAL OFFER.
free a 2'»d. box for
fin He eize box) tor 3/9d.
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Irnpiirlrlea

WAXOLA
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T. Harry Thompson (late of California).
Will you
write your mother, Mrs. John Fenton, 29, Roves
Bcechburn, Near Crook, Co. Durham, England t
" M i/i' mi " (Oswestry).
Wreaths and crosses I
don't like, but at the " spuds " and cauliflowers, etc.,
mentioned at the top of your letter, I shouldn't
grumble. Mahlon Hamilton has appeared in " Her
Kingdom of Dreams," " The Final Judgment,"
" The Death Dance,'' and others, not forgetting, of
course, " Daddy Ixmg Legs." Arline Pretty, Charles
Rirhmnn, and Dorothy Kelly were in " The Secret
Kingdom." Cullen Landls and Kathleen Clifford in
" Who Is Number One ? " William Parke, Jnr., is
married to Gladys Hullettc.
" Wi:i.sh Girl " (Solva).
No, I cannot remember
any other correspondent from your little spot, so
you. can regard yourself as first. The cast of " The
does not contain the name you
House of Hate
want. Yes, Ann Little was In "The Black Box,"
and Kathlyn Williams in " The Rosary."
You
will have seen before this that Mary Pickford and
Douglas were married, but 1 have no' information
regarding the other affair. " The Thundercloud " Is
Unity Moore's latest picture. Were you able to see
her when she eaine your way ?

—

darken your
blow*, and

make them

for

5/3<M

I.

or a

4

i
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RICHMOND

(Surrey)
Preparation.,

HO.TneQreen,

Hew, Surrey,
Restores

and
Preserves
The Shin.

19th, 1920.

" LILY " (London, K.C.).

—

I

am

sorry,

Lffy.

but

I cannot help to settle the innumerable disputes
you say you have been having. As mentioned on
this page before, I cannot tell any reader whether
certain artistes ate Jews or Gentiles.' Let us leave
out these questions of religion altogether.
R. R, I am afraid I cannot decipher tlie name of
your town, so 1 will give up trying to guess it. Yes,
Charlie Chaplin was quite a poor lad at one time,
and all the more credit to him, therefore, for having
pushed his' way to the top. Syd Chaplin Is now in
the Him business on his own. and you will bo able to
see him on the screen again. If you read what I have
said to " Lily " just above. It trill answer your other
question.

—

day.

—

W. (Manor Park). You may go to America one
Emory Johnson was the artiste in " Johanna
" The

Thundercloud," featuring
Unity Moore, is a British production. I expect you
have seen it ere this.
" Bubbles " (Southborough), C. H. W. (London
S.W.), D. G. (Newcastle-on-Tvne), E. M. A. (Birmingham), " Brownie " (Wymondham), E. M. F. (Westcliff), " Typist " (Glasgow), E. R. (Southampton),
L. U. (Milford Haven), P. B. F. (Edmonton), N. M. H.
Yes,

Enlists."

(Minehead), W. G. (Stockport), P. H. (Manchester),
"
J. W. (Plymouth), T. B. (Pontefract), " Spidei;
(Worthing). E. W. (Poulton-le-Fylde), Q. J. (Read"
ing), L. S. (Shoeburyness), G. P. (Oxford), " Sugar
and N. G. (Bristol), " FUJI STRUCK " (Southport),
" Peter Pan " (Southampton), M. P. (Birmingham),
J. P. (Winchester), C. O. (Barnes), P. J. (Wolverton).
" Doris " (Muswell Hill), D. W. (Johannesburg),
B. McK. (Johannesburg), D. E. (London, N.),
D. T. (I. of W.), N. F. (Warsop), G. W. (Liverpool),
D. K. B. (Liverpool). Y. M. (Penarth), L. A. D.
(Binley), and L. M. B. (Edmonton).
For all your
letters many thanks.
You will find your questions
have already been answered, some of them in tliis
issue and others in previous ones.
" Dolly " (Camden Town). Here's something
aliout the Talmadgc girls which I know will do for
other admirers of them as well. Constance Talmadge
was born on April 19th, 1900, in Brooklyn, New
York, and has golden hair, brown eyes, and is 5ft. Gins,
in height.
Norma Talmadge, who is married to
Joseph Schenck, was born at Niagara Falls, on May
2nd, 1897. Her height is 5ft. 2ins., and she has brown
eyes and dark hair. Natalie Talmadge, the youngest,

—

—

was

bom in

1903.

—

W. I. (Enfield) and I. G. (Bcrktiamsted). I have
not heard that the two artistes are in any way related.
N. P. (Ebbw Vale., A. W. (Kentish Town), W. P.
(Rushden), " Pauline's Admirer " (W. Kensington),
" Babs " (Brockley), and " Nobby " (Walthamstow).
Sheldon Lewis Is married to Virginia Pearson.
Francis Carpenter was born in 1911. Annette Kellerman, who was liorn in 1887, is married to J. A.
Sullivan. Pauline Frederick has blue eyes.
Edith
Johnson was born in 139a. The " Dawn of a Tomorrow " was produced in America.
" Vim " (Chi&wick). So you have not had the
pluck to write to me before. Believe me. I am harmless. Yes, F.arle Foxe is married to a non-professional.
He was born in Oxford, Ohio, and is now t!iirty-tw<>
Edith Johnson took the lead with William Duncan
in " A Fight for Millions." Your second question was
answered about two or three weeks ago, to you have
probably seen the information.
" Paddy " (Old Trafford).— With the exception of
Mary Pickford, no art plates of those you mention
have been given away as yet. But "Faddy, the Next
Best Thing " you can do Is to look forward to thefla,
for they will all come along in time. In " Th# Hear'
of the Sunset," the following played Herbert Heycs
(Dave Law), E. L. Fernandez (Longorio), Anna Q.
Nilsson (Alairc Austin). William Frederic (Bkute
Jones), Robert Taher (Ed Austin), Jane Miller (Rosa),
and Irene Boyle (Paloma).
" Maisie " (Cheshunt).— So you think I must l>e
very jolly. Well, I am experimenting with the old
proverb " Laugh and grow fat." It seems to be the
cheapest way nowadays of trying to put on flesh.
Charles Ray's wife is Clara Grant, but she does not
act.
Louise Glaum married Harry Edwards not.

—

—

:

—

Henry Edwards, remember. The former is American
and the latter is English. Hal Coolcy is married t<>
Elizabeth Bates, and Hazel Daly to Harry Beaumont,
her director. They are all quite happy, as far as I
know.

—

" Enquirer " (Monkseaton). In " Intolerance.'"
Constance Talmadge was the Mountain Girl, Robert
Harron, the Boy, Mae Marsh, the Girl, and Margery
Wilson-, Brown Eyes.
Among others in it were
Miriam Cooper, Elmo Lincoln. Lillian Gish and
The Mary Miles Minter query was
Seena Owen.
answered recently.
" DOREKIN LAS8 " (Salop).
So you had a " spanking " time for treading all over the garden in a little
tit of anger ? Sorry 1 couldn't send you an Easter egg.
Roxana McGowan and Leo Dclnney were rnvii on
March 15th. Alice Brady is married to James
but I cannot tell you why her hair is alwuyj

—

frizzly."

I'll

try

and get to the root

of

it.

II.
W. P. (Gloucester).— In " The FightingK Trail."
I i
William Duncan was the star, and Fraud
.is M„rd.
Grace Cunard ami Eddy Polo were the Ir.ii- m
it

" The Broken Cohr."

(More answers next week.)
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Sunlight!

It

you come

end
of a perfect wash-day,
to the

then is the time to sum up the
advantages of Sunlight Soap.

When

comes on wash-day you
know exactly what benefits the purity
twilight

of Sunlight has brought you.
The
clothes are spotlessly clean and wholesome—you are free from all suggestion
of lassitude and fatigue the children

—

are not fretful, because you have
been able to study their cleanliness and
comfort as well as your own.
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Simple Appliance Replaces Truss
Sent on Trial to Prove It.
Wear a

Don't

Truss any Longer.

we have
produced an Appliance for Men, Women,
and Children that actually Cures Rupture.
After

Years' Experience

Thirty

TEN REASONS

F
IF

you have tried almost everything
come to us. Where others fail is
success,
greatest
where we
have
our
Send attached coupon to-day, and we
our illustrated book
will _send you free
on Rupture and its cure, showing .the
giving you prices and
Appliance,
and
names of many people who have tried
is
It
it
and are extremely grateful.
Reinstant relief when all others fail.
member we use no salves, no harness,
no lies.
i

else

We

send on

once

'

will

be

It is absolutely the only Appliance of
kind on the market to day, and in it are
embodied the principles that inventors have
sought after for years.
2. The Appliance for retaining the rupture
cannot be thrown out of position.
3. Being an air-cushion of soft rubber, it
clings closely to the body, yet never blisters

or causes irritation.
4.

in

Unlike the ordinary so-called pads used
trusses, it is not cumbersome or

common

ungainly.
soft, and pliable, and
5. It is small,
positively cannot be detected through the

hun-

as

the

Appliance

1.

what we say
and having
book and read'

enthusiastic

as

Rupture

WHY

for

its

judge,

our illustrated

seen

you

it,

the

are

Brook*

to prove

trial

You

true.

is

You Should Send

clothing.

6. The soft, pliable bands holding the
Appliance do not give one the unpleasant
sensation of wearing a harness.
From a photograph oj Mr. C. E.
It is well worth your
and post to-day.
Brooks, inventor of the Appliance,
7. There is nothing about it to get foul,
time, whether you try our Appliance or
who cured himself, and whose experiwhen it becomes soiled it can be washed
and
ence has since benefited thousands.
not.
without injuring it in the least.
If ruptured, write to-day.
8. There are no metal springs in the
Appliance to torture one by euttuig and bruising the flesh.
Trusses
Earthly Use.
9. All the material of which the appliances are made is of the
High Street, Seal, near Scvenoaks, Kent.
safe
I should like to say that I find jjreat comfort in wearing your Appliance. very best that money can buy, making it a durable and
I never thought I should have been able to tako up my occupation as Appliance to wear.
blacksmith again. Trusses were no earthly use to me, and causod me great
for honesty and fair dealing is so
10. Our reputation
pain, but now I can go to my work with ease and feel quite safe.
1 shall
always take great pleasure in recommending your wonderful Appliance to thoroughly established by an experience of over thirty years
those 1 come in contact with suffering from hernia.
of dealing with the public, and the prices are so reasonable-, the
Thos. Collinson.
terms so fair, that there certainly should be no hesitancy in

dreds
also

whose

patients

of

read.

in

Fill

you can
coupon below

letters

the free

.

Were No

'

A

Cheap and

Remedy.

Infallible

C. E. Brooks.

•

'

,

i

sending the free coupon to-day.

Remember.

Macclesfield.

—After a fewryears' wearing of your famous Rupture Appliance,
I «m find no words to express my admiration of such an excellent invensend the Appliance on trial to prove that what we say
All you claim for it in
tion, and the benefit I have derived from its use.
be the judge. Fill up the free coupon
your book, and all that your clients have said in its favour in their printed is true. You are to
testimonials, 1 can. fully bear out and confirm from personal experience. below and post to-day.
I am sure that, hundreds of your Appliances would be instantly ordered if
If in London, call at our consulting-rooms. Experienced and
the unfortunate sufferers only knew of its oxistence. For my part, I feel
that you deserve the univerdhl gratitude of mankind for inventing such a capable fitters for ladies and gentlemen.
cheap and infallible remedy for so widespread a complaint, and you are

Dear

Sir,

We

perfectly free to

Yours

make what

faithfully,

use you please of what

1

say in this letter.—

Free Information Coupon.

.

Ellen J arrett.
I

am

Brooks Appliance Co., Ltd.
Chancery Lane, London,

(1795), 80,

Entirely Cured.

W.C.

2.

Pleaso send mo by post, in plain wrapper, illustrated book
and full information about The Brooks Appliance for the Cure
•

12,

Union

Street, Clydebank,

-

great pleasure to add my testimony to the real worth' of
your Kiipture Appliance. Jt surpasses'a great deal, in my opinion, oven
what you yourself claim for it, and that is saying a good deal. 1 reckon it
a rare combination of simplicity, neatness, and usefulness in its. line, so
much so that, although I quite beliovo I am ontirely cured, I have no
desire to dispense with it, as it causes no inconvenience whatever.
I can
indulge in any kind of exercise common to men, without the slightest fear,
which I could not do before J got it. I am pleased to be' able, to give this
report, and consider it my dutv to do so.
Yours faithfullv,
It gives

me

of Rupture.
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SPORTS COATS
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or Sports Coat finds a
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Own
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Life Story

Written by Himself
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great story of a wonderful life, now
" Boys'
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in
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running

Buy your copy TO-DAY.

cerised
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but
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whatever

your choice you will find the
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Oak Tree
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guarantee of satisfaction.
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®
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on every garment.
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Every Wednesday.

picture shows
hio.
a very popular model
in Iwo-colour effects. Illustrations of other styles and
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be had from Dept. 18.

THE OAK TREE HOSIERY CO. LTD.
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Manchester.
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of.

through the rest of his cinema days. In " The
Virgin of Stamboul " he was called upon to do n
te'e-a tete with a fiendish gentleman armed with
a largo -knife, who succeeded in leaving some
lasting remembrances on Wheeler's hands and
arms.
Now Wheeler is nursing some largo
abrasions caused by his being called upon to

The " Picture
Famous Readers
Show."
Na. ,25-VIOLA DANA.
of

DANA, one of the three famous
VIOLA
sisters, of whom Edna Flugarth and .Shirley
Mason are the others, never lets a nook
hy without reading carefully her copy of the
Picture Show. We are soon to seo Viola in
"

;_'(>

what she considers her best part, as a little,
Japanese heroine in " The Willow Tree."

Prizewinners

in

Peeping

Com-

Stars

petition.

AM

last

of

J

am

our

'"

able to

tell

you that the judging

Finding the "Stars Competition

and it is hoped to print
the names of the prizewinners in next week s
issue of the Pictthe Show. Like most women,
I can't keep a secret, so I can't resist telling

now

is

finished

you that I've heard Wallace Reid has the

largest,

number of votes, as the ideal screen lover, and
Pauline Frederick wins as the best - dressed
screen actress.

Vol. 2 of the Picture Show.
1b' vou have mislaid or been unable to get

all

2 of the Pktuki:
of
Show to bind, don't forget there are a
few bound volumes to be had. Send for your
copy early if you want, one, as th«y go
s> fast, and no more copies are going to the
bindors.
If you want one the price is 10s.- 8d.
pjst free to" any address in the British Isles,
and abroad (with the exception of Canada,
Australasia, and South Africa), price 12s. 3d.
post free, from The Publisher, Picturk Show,
The Fleetwov House, Farringdon Street London,

numbers

the

Vol.

,

E.C.

— —
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More Davis Lloyd Films.

Itolin Company can lake the
rather several thousand of them.
When the daily post brought in throe or
four bags full of admirers* letters to Mi hired
Davis, Harold Lloyd's pretty leading L.dy
they decided that a new contract
So
would be best for all concerned.
Mildred has signed her name for another year with the goggled Harold.

IT'S evident the
hint

— or

Pictures. Play,? and

subdue a charming group of murderous thugs
in Annette Kellennmi's new comedy, " What
Women Love."

man tied the rat to a chair leg. When they
were ready to film the scene, the players were
astonished to see that the rat was a perfect v
« hite creature again. He hud licked or chow ed
all the lamp-black out of his fur.
Before the rat could finally bo photographed,
lamp-black had to be applied three times, tirvJ
the property man had to hold hirn in his nrnrn
between scenes, for every time the little fellow
got away, he gobbled up his unique make-up.

To Shave

Made

or Not to Shave.

SANTCHf, working on the
TOMGoldwyn
photoplay, " North

coming
Wind's

Malice." went
unshaven for sevoral
weeks in order to live up to the requirements
of his :oe.

I

—

in
"

America.

Love
TO Granger
photoplay,
of

which have been mado

it is

amazing the difference

it

makes

to one's

appearance .not to shave, and how the cleanshaven man dislikes to kt nature have her
way with his face.
1 hear that Bert Lytell is once again appearing
on the streets in daylight. He has shaved the
tramp beard he wore for about three weeks
during the opening scoaes of his new picture,
" The Price of Redemption."

He

Likes

It.

has
WILLthereROGERS
a new one

many admirers, but
he had not counted
long-whiskered
lives on a ranch near the Goldwyn
is

upon.
goat, who
studios.

This'

is

the old

Every day, when the cowboy humorist has
work before the camera, he gallops off
with some friends to this ranch, and spends
a.delightful hour or so roping goats.
Goats are really hard animals to rope, but this
old fellow now comes trotting up to Will Rogers
his head held out invitingly.
" I have roped him about 200 times," says
Rogers, " and he likes it so well that he now
comes and asks for it.- As a sporting proposition,
he makes it rather too easy."

MARY

MATT

MOORE, brother of
BEATON, the beauJoe, and Tom, who tihil young film star, who
plays the leading part in is a member of the Metro
the coming Marshall Neilan Stock Company, is a great
photo-play, " Don't Ever tavourite with film goers.
Owen,

Marry."

finished

—-

Eats His Make-Up.

A

koop
It

PET

white rat used for scenes in " The
of Dawn," held up production
for several hours, because it refused to

Temple

its make-up on.
was necessary to rub lamp black on Mr.

in order to have him appear on the screen
the colour of his common variety brothers.

Rat

After

applying the

make-up, the property

story
it is

founded on Gertrude Page's noveh and
the South African scenes that were filmed
is

in California.

Madge Titherage and
stars,

C.

M. Hallard are the

and aro supported by an

all-British cast.

The Great Appeal.

VARIOUS

love themes have been used in
motion pictures, but none hold a strong'
appeal than the old, old one of motherlove.
So.it is no wonder that oven the eyes of
the stage hands were suspiciously wet w hen
Edythe Chapman recently played the scene in
" The Double Dyed Deceiver," where the heartbroken mother goes to the room of her boy who
is lost,
and lovingly fondles the playthings
which belonged to him. Tears were on the

cheeks of Miss Chapman, also, for in spite of the
widely -printed story about the "glycerine
^ tears." in motion pictures it is nevertheless true that the best player-

HBfi\

feel their

tears

are

parts deeply, and that their
" The Double
very real.

Dyed Deceiver " is a new Goldwyn
picture starring Jack Pickford.

has received a

provided for in that

"The Son

'"

serial

months

for
in France,

seems doomed to battle his way

now running

in

the" Boys

is to take a leading r&o
tho last of the Edgar Rice Burrough scries, " The Son of Tarzan."
I
hear that the whole company is
to go immediately to a South Pacific
island, where the picture will
be
taken.

Cinema."
in

Problems

line.

OAKMAN remarks
WHEELER
that because he served

of Tarzan."

HOXIE. who is now starJACK
ring in
Lightning Uryee," the

THE

In the Wars.

fourteen

The

regularity.

!

•

America.

When

from an English Miss,
who writes that she enjoyed
seeing '* In the Claws of the Hun."
but that she did not like Charlie's
pyjamas
Let me know when you are
going to wear-pyjamas in a pieturo
again," she says-, " and I will send
you a nice pair of silk ones."
Charles .Ray says that if the offer
had come a few years ago, he believes
he would have made an excuse to
wear night-clothes in a picture, bepyjamas would have
cause, silk
sounded mighty good at. that time.

h

in

-

he came back to civilisation. Tom had
to got some of his frionds to come with him to a
hotel, but even that didn't satisfy the proprietor,
who presented him with his bill with extreme
•

letter

Now he is well

the Wilderness." the conen;;
belongs the distinction
photoplay scenes

in

of being the first British

To Him That Hath.

CHARLES RAY

Playety

»It-

An amusing
Mary

scene in the coming Anglo-Hollandia film, " As God Made Her."
Odette, as Rachel, mistakes the butler for a guest, because he has on a
dress suit.

suit

tne
slept

of Producers.

cinema director has many

prol lems to solve during
a
day's work.
is
very difficult to make :i
clothes
look
shabby on
°^

screen.
all

The

star

may have

night in his clothes, but

if
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Speed Record.

is said that Nazimova has established a
speed record for her new picture, " The
Heart of a Child." It was accomplished
in forty working days, in spite of the fact that
she was ill with a cold for three 'days during the
making of it
this as the result of working all
night on location in extremely cold weather.
As you know, the Russian star is enacting the
role of Sally Snape the Limehouse gutter snipe.

IT

ho is wearing a dark suit it will not appear
wrinkled when thrown on the screen. A light
suit may appear a bit crumpled, but it lakes a
" eloso up
of a dark suit to reveal the creases.
A' problem arose during the filming of one of
the scenes of the latest Universal serial in which
Eddy Polo stars.
In tho hard, white light of the studio, the
players have to put on a great deal of make-up,
for if they did not, they would look like negroes.
Strange as it may seem, the scribbled notes
we see on tho screen are not written with
ordinary black pencil we see the writer using,
but with red crayon, as red photographs black*.

;

That Did

It.

MONTANA,
BULL
and ex-wrestler,

the heavy-weight actor,
has a quick brain. The
other day he was about to leave his bank,
when through the door he saw a traffic officer
sounding the horn of his car. Bull realised then
that he had left his car in front of a fire hydrant,
and that the officer was waiting for the owner to
appear, to take him to court and impose the
heavy fine or even imprison him; according to
the law. of that town.
;
Bull thought quickly, with the result that he
went- out of the bank by another door, found a
telephone, and reported to the'police that his
car had been stolen, giving the number and
liconce, and also his studio address, and
went

.

'

.

•

—

to lunch.

A few hours later his friend the traffic officer
drove up to the studio and turned the car over
to its owner.
Bull says that the officer's chest expanded
with pride as ho related how he traced the
stolen car to its lair,
•

JACK HOLT,

a favourite
screen villain, now appearing in " The Woman

Thou
Gavest
Me."
Though Jack Holt is
ideal as a screen " bad "
man, he
is
equally
successful as a hero.

Eddy Swallowed

POLO
EDDY.
a luscious
him
from a

BERT

DARLEY,
young

rising

Do You Know
a

British

screen star who played
heavy lead in
the
episodes of the screen
serial Eddy Polo recently filmed over here.

was

telling some friends about
bit of Spanish pastry sent to

by an admiring senorita
Mexican town near tho Arizona

border.

The cake was liberally sprinkled with little
candy hearts, and was accompanied by a note in
Spanish, which being deciphered, read
" Next to my pony, I love you best."
" Did you consider it an insult ? " asked a
:

?

made her

*

*

»

*

*

*

stage debut at

— That Tom Mix speaks four Indian languages
— That

Henry King ha> given up acting

directing

?

for

?

•

*

*

Kelly has not appeared before
tho camera since her marriage ?
*

— That
Semler

— That
hair,

»

-

*

Richard Barthelmcss'" middle name

and weighs 112
•

lbs

eyes,

— That

Monroe Salisbury

married

?

is

thirty 'eight

Fay

Filmer.

dis-

Kathleen's

New

Car.

KATHLEEN KIRKHAM has a ripping

new

automobiles for movio queens being equipped
with a marble bath, sleeping porch, and a com-

,
I

|
J

plete wireless installation^

Kewpie the Luck Bringer.
HAWLEY, who is now

9

WANDA
a

going to
star in hoi' very 'own right, has jus*
her old dressing-room ovk
the Lasky lot into a special star .suite at tilCT
Realart Studio. The first thing that she t°OQE
over with her was a battered old doll, a relic of
her post days of big ambitions and their attendant,
" Kewpie has brought mo good
struggles.
luck," sho declares, " and I'm going to keep her?
even if I have to throw everything else away."

moved from

I

|

Doug's Indian Friends.

shooting scenes in tho Arizona
WHILST
desert, one hundred miles away from the

mo. Any girl who can make a camera man
laugh has no business being pretty.
1 have been
doing clumsy stunts ami awkward tumbles over
since, though I admit 1 somotimos yearn for a
chance to bo pretty, like Cinderella, if even for
no longer than an hour."

nearest

railway

station, for

his

new

United Artist's picture "The Mollycoddle,"].
Doug Fairbanks made friends with tho Indians
They came to tho
of the Hopi reservation.
camp one night when the company were eating
a rather meagre supper, having run short of
provisions, and begged to be allowed to buy
some food, as some of them were nearly starving?
Generously the actors shared their meal with
their red brothers and went huugry to bed.

Douglas Has a Kind Heart.
is a now town in
Arizona, named
Fairbanks.
It is tho location of tho camp'

THERE

recently occupied by Douglas and his
of 75 people when they woro filming
scenes in his coming picture " Tho Mollycoddle."
Douglas has a kind heart. When he was
h aving Arizona ho was riding post haste, for ho

company

i

great

— and

thinks it is
better to be homely in front of the camera
than to bo pretty.
" Beauty is not always an asset," sho says.
" I found that out several years ago when 1 made
my first bow in front of a camera. I don"t
know how it happened, but I slipped and fell.
It
happened on a sido hill out on location, but
before
could stop myself I had bumped tho
^motion picture camera and knocked it over. My
comical plight caused an amazing laugh. Even
tho camera man laughed.
That settled it with

On his return to bus Angeles, the genial star
sent tho Indians several reels of the motion
picture weekly gazettes to show them \fiiat
had been going on *in a world from
they aro so far removed, also some scene:
had shot on his own trip, together
a screen, a projecting machin", opir

his finger,

.

his

mirrors, a special lighting systom, electri^l
curling-tongs, and a folding toa-tablo.
In thrtCj
near future we shall hear of really up-to-date

says she

and was out to find adoctor
moment.
Hut as they rushed along they wore attracted
by the agonising screams of a suffering animal.
Douglas leaped from his horse, toro- across tho
desert, and arrived a few minutes later to where
a wild horse had got entangled in a wire fenco
and was unable to freo itself. Douglas released
bo horse, and watched it cantor away before
ho resumed his rido in search of a doctor.

to

appointment, will not be able to accompany his wife, Tsuru Aoki, after all oft"
that long anticipated trip to Japan. According
to an announcement he is going to launch out as
an independent producer, and preliminary busi-"
ness arrangements will keep him so much occupied that he cannot find the time to take a
holiday.
It will interest his many admirers to
learn that his name, literally translated from lh%
Japanese, means " lucky fisherman." Japancas \
names always havo a history of their own, and:!
one of Mr. Hayakawa's ancestors was noted fqr
his big catches whenever he cast out his net. .J

room when she goes on location. It has com,
partments for gowns and make-up, disappearin J

*

What Louise Fazenda Found Out.

bad broken

Notes and News from Los Angeles.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA,

brown

?

»

—

at tho earliest possiblo

FROM "OVER THERE."

car with all the usual modem conveniences.
In addition, sho lies had it
fitted up so that it can be used as a dressing-

*'

*

Swanson has blue

friend.
" I certainly did," replied the Universal star,
" and I promptly swallowod it."

LOUISE FAZENDA

never forget that dogs like juicy steaks and bones.

is

?

Gloria

II., appearing in Lasky photo
He likes to play dining-room scenes with
Wallace Reid and Bryant Washburn best, as they

plays.

i

— That Dorothy

the Insult.

recently

little

—

That Vivian Martin
the age of four ?

PETER NICCO-BOY

.

and

TWINKLES PERUGINI, who has appeared in many
m plays, and is now studying ballet dancing under
lil

Rinka Ivanova.

electric

equipment

all

complete

kindly act was done, not only to enliven
monotony of their desert existence, but also
return for the many courtesies shown to
and his company by tho Red Men during!
sojourn in their midst.

M

Elsie Codd. 1

"'

u
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

Very few will recognise in this pbotograpb, DONALD
CRISP, who gave such a wonderful performance as Ibe
bully in

" Broken Blossoms.''

SYLVIA BREAMER and

her friend appear very
Miss Breamer will play the title-role in
Robert W. Chamber's novel " Atbalie."

interested.

"

It

was that big," said the poet, " and
and Mr. Morris

bis favourite fishing story,

it

is

KATHLEEN O'CONNOR

and

JACK PERRIN

"

rejoice

over tbe ending of the Universal serial " Tbe Lion
Man," in which they took the principal parts.

PICTURE SHOW."

BILL1E

BURKE

and spends much

is

a keen lover ot tbe open.

of her time in her
her pet dog.

garden with

quite safe with me." says ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN to JAMES MORRISON, wnom sfi?
has promised to take for a spin. James demurs about going, for he knows what a dare-devil driver Elaine is.
She is using all her powers of persuasion to entice him to go for a ride.

" You'U be

took some time to land him." MAURICE MAETERLINK is telling Gouverneur Morns, the American novelist,
deeply interested, while Madame Maeterlink looks at him, just warning him not to believe every word of her
husband's fishing yarn.

The Picture Show, June

SYLVIA PEARKS,

a.

feather-brained, selfish girl,
of, and marries,
who was formerly the sweet-

Our Splendid

Serial Story, telling
of a Girl's Sacrifice for Love.

captures the affection

JACK ARLINGFORD,

By EMMIE ALLINGHAM.

heart of

NONA LEVERIDGE.

Jack loses his sight in an
accident, and while he is away undergoing an
operation Sylvia becomes involved in some shady
jewel thefts.
She is arrested and remanded,
and Mona tikes care of Sylvia's baby while she
.One morning Jack returns, his sight
is away.

she answered him.
" No, Jack," she answered, striving to speak

recovered.

lightly.

"

her sensitive

mouth quiver

"How

Will

it all

End?"

You have come back so unexwe have not prepared for you

of

that
.

!

Oh, but this is wonderful
it really you ?
He glanced down at her and smiled at her
evident pleasure at seeing him, then his gaze
turned towards the stranger who had taken
advantage of tho respite and mode a dash
through the back of the house.
" Who is that man ? " demanded Jack.
Mona instinctively clung yet tighter to Jack's
arm.
Just as a few moments ago she had been
eager to catch the intruder now sho was as
anxious for him to escape.
In the joy of seeing Jack Arlingford with his
sight restored she had almost forgotten the
stranger ; and all the trouble in store for the
man before her if she could not keep the truth
away from him.
Jack noticed the expression of fear which
•wept over her face, and all the vague suspicions
which had been torturing him lately returned
!

him again.

to

that man ? What is ho doing here
at this hour ? " he asked sternly.
Mona shook her head.
" He said he had entered the wrong house by
mistake," she said, with a nervous little laugh.
Jack looked at her sharply, and tho blood
Bow to her face as she realised that ho knew
she was not saying what sho believe'd to be true.
Without another word ho put her asido and
lashed after the stranger. But the man had
had a good start.
Tho scullery door stood open and when Jack
reached tho garden there wits not a sign of tho
;

'

Who

we meant to have done. Sylvia is away,' she
" She paused
has gone to stay with friends
and appeared engrossed in counting the three
rashers of bacon she was placing in the pan.
She felt his eyes were fixed on her, and she
did not dare look up.
" Oh, indeed
Who are these friends ? Do

vis

there was not the
slightest doubt, and miracle of miracles,
those dark eyes that were regarding her
with such astonishment, were as she remembercd them in the old days' before his accident.
Ho had returned with his sight quite restored.
In tho joy of the discovery Mona rushed
forward and caught him by the arm.
" Jack " she cried tremulously. " Jack, is
"

was Jack,

is

•

intruder.

Having quite decided that the man had completely disappeared, Jack rc-entored the house.
There was a curious expression on his face.
The doctors had operated at once on his
arrival abroad, and when tho operation had
proved successful, he had persisted in returning
to England by tho next boat, and without telegraphing he had come straight homo, hoping to
discover what was tho cause of his wife's
strange behaviour, and why a girl such as Mona
should lend herself to such a proceeding as to
assist her in deceiving him.
Ho had opened tho doer with his latchkey,
intending to get an hour's rest or so in tho easy
chair in the sitting-room, bofore tho inmates
were astir.
Ho had been quite unprepared for tho two
Hying figures on tho stair-case. For the
moment he bad thought tho woman was
Sylvia, especially when sho had given that
frightened little cry and run towards him. Ho
had taken it for guilt until ho had recognised
the girl as Mona.
Somehow ho could not think evil of her.
All tho years ho had known her sho had always
been so true and straight. So loyal to her
friends, and with a heart of gold.
Mona had slipped on a dressing-gown and was
preparing breakfast.
There was a tonso expression on her features
which tho man did not fail to notice as ho passed
through tho kitchen.
" Havo you told Sylvia I am here, Mona ?
ho said.

wait until she returns. You will find, a
great improvement in her I am sure."
Jack smiled at the girl's earnestness.
•" Well,
where is sho ? What is tho address,
"

!

I

know them ? "
" I don't know if you
Mona was doing her

upon her.
" The truth is, Jack," she said desperately,
" Sylvia wanted a change, and wo thought this
was a good opportunity for her to take it. She
You see," sho
will be back in a week or so.
Went on, " we did not think you would be

home

quite so soon."
sudden, wild impulse swept over the man
to take hold of the girl before him and force
her to tell him tho truth. Sho was holding
something back from him something which
he felt he had a right to know.
Yet, when he gazed into her pale, sweet faco
and realised afresh all she had done for him,
he was silent.
What would havo happened to him in those
terrible dark days when ho lay in the hospital
a stricken and broken man, if Mona had not
taken compassion on him and come in Sylvia's
stead that terrible time when he had been
fearful of the future, a frightened coward ?
He pulled himself together with an offort. "
"
people Sylvia
visiting

A

—

—

ho

are thesfc

is

1

said.

" They arc not known to mo, Jack, but

right," she answered.
his shoulders.
very mysterious' " ho exclaimed.
" I come home and find
wife away and meet
a strango man in the house." He stopped
abruptly, Mona was in the act of placing the
breakfast on the table and she glanced up at him.
" I told you the reason the man gave me,"
she said, very steadily.

Sylvia

is all

Jack shrugged
"

It is all

!

my

" I beg your pardon, Mona, but did you
"
honestly believo him ?
Mona shook her head.
" I did not, that is why I was following him
down the stairs."
" Was he a complote stranger to you T "
" Absolutely."
There, was a moment's silence while they gazed
into each othors eyes, thon Jack held out his
hand to the girl.
" Mona," ho said, " I cannot help feeling that
queer, this home-coming of mine and finding
Sylvia not here. This stranger, too. Will you
look me in tho face, dear, and toll mo that tho
man did not come here to see Sylvia ? That his
coming was in no way in connection with my
wife *
She saw the doubt and anxiety in his eyes and
hastened to reassure him.
" I am quite certain," sho said emphatically,
and. then added : " Sylvia would never look
You
at anyone else, Jack, I am quito sure.
must never think that of hor."
Jack gavo a mirthless little laugh.
" I am afraid I have not tho faith in her that
you have, Mona, bless your innocent little
heart."
" Now you are not being your usual kind
" Sylvia is, perhaps,
self," said Mona quickly.
a littlo thoughtless at times, but she is quito
unconscious of hurting anyone. Sho is young
and very pretty, and people naturally spoil her.

it is

expecting the question.
Jack," she said, " I know it must sound
strange, but in the rush I must have lost it.
Sylvia did give it me, I think, but I don't know
what happened to it. I know it is silly, but
honestly I don't know it, although it's my
fault entirely."
-Jack got up from his chair
the* room.
Mona heard him

and went out of
moving about in,

the room.

She began her household duties and then =ho'
heard Jack descend the stairs.
Ho came into tho kitchen wearing his hat and
coat.

do."
best to speak unconcernedly, but she realised that she would havo
to act more convincingly if she wished to carry
conviction to the man whose eyes were fixed

Who

?

Mona had been

before

pectedly that

IT

1920.

You

anyway

He saw

26//*,

'i I have to
get to Manchester on business
" I've
just as quick as I can, Mona," he said.
patent.
It came to ine whilo
an idea for
I was lying in the hospital trying to see with
mind, as I thought I might never do so with ray
eyes again. It s a wonderful invention if it
comes out, as I think it will, and should moan a
fortune."
"

my

my

How- splendid
could see she was pleased at the thought
of him making good, more than tho idea of the
money and his heart warmed to her.
She was holding Bobbie in her arms and tho
man noticed the difference in tho child's
appearance.
'
Why, what a fine little chap he is growing "
'.'

Oh, Jack

!

!

He

!

he

cried.

" Yes, isn't he

" said Mona laughingly, as
Bobby, realising that ho was the object of
attention, gave a gurgle of satisfaction and
made a grab with his chubby hand at her hair.
Tho man watched the pretty picture, and
his face

?

grow grave.

" I don't believe that Bobbie would havo
survived if it had not been for you," ho said
earnest ly.

Mona felt the hot colour riso to her faco.
Jack bent over and kissed his child. Then
he glancod at Mona.
I havo left my address pinnod to tho cover
of tho dressing-table along with tho housekeeping cosh. You might drop me a line as
soon as you hear 4rom Sylvia. When sho is
likely to be expected home."
Ho spoko half ironically, but there was a
wistfulness in his voice which pierced the girl
•

to the heart, and she instinctively knew that
Jack Arlingford was making himself an outi ost
from his home in consideration of herself.
With the child in her arms sho watched him
down tho street and then, as ho passed out of
sight, she suddonly surprised Bobbie by bursting

into tears.
" Oh, Bobbie,
all

end

?

How

my

can

precious

it all

end

T

How

!

will

it

sho wbispcred>

'.'

Sylvia's Ruse.
with Sylvia's child in her
MONA,
on a bench in tho police-court.

amis, sat

Sho had made inquiries and hod been

was to be brought' before the
magistrate that day.
There was just a ehaneo that the prison^
would bo released,, and Mona was praying it
might be so. If only Sylvia could return to her
homo Jack might never know tho disgrao*
which had been brought by his wife upon his

told that Sylvia

name.

The police-court missionary came and spoko
Sho wanted to know if Mona would
to her.
but when she
likte to speak on Sylvia's behalf
noticed tho hesitation in the girl's manner she
. did not press tho point.
" Sho has had a thorough scare, and I shall
keep an eye upon her," sho said.
;

Mona looked at tho kindly -faced w oman
before her.
" Her husband need not know ? " she askel
eagerly.
{Continued on paoe 8 )
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF GLADYS

GLADYS

LESLIE.

(Soezial to "Tht
Picture Shot

LESLIE.

The Dainty Ingenue Girl With the Wondrous Smile
vou remember " The Vicar of Wakeproduced a few years ago ? It
wasn't particularly memorable except
for the discovery of a little girl with a wondrous smile and camera individuality.
"
11
The Girl with the Million-Dollar Smile
was the title given her by a New York critic
She was comin his review of the picture.
paratively unknown, but the smile made her
famous in a day. With the first showing of
" The Vicar of Wakefield," the name of Gladys
Miss Leslie
Leslie was written in headlines.
had made her first step on the way to stardom.
To-day she is one of the girls whose popularity is to be reckoned in hundred thousands.

DO

field,"

Luck Was Against Her.
all sounds very much like luck, as do ma*t
iT stories
we read of stars. But Miss Leslie
assures us that luck had nothing to do with
her advancement. Indeed, she felt luck was
Before her " bit " in " The Vicar
ngainst her.
<>f Wakefield." she had been a weary little extra
seeking opportunity. For a year or more she
had persisted in her attempt to secure a part.
It's no fun waiting about for days to gain a
ha nee to play one da}' in a mob scene at the
wage of fifteen shillings. Miss Leslie's pcrst-aency is the more remarkable because she
was not compelled by circumstances to earn a
i

living.

"
so

Had I been,
much time

I

iu

could never have afforded
watchful waiting," she

mirers to know that
she can play serious
parts.
At present
we have only seen
her in lighter roles,
but in the coming
" The Girl
plays,

W

"The
0 rn an,"
Grey Towers Mystery."
and '" The
Golden Shower," we
see Gladys Leslie is capable of
something stronger. These plays show
her as an emotional actress. There are
more tears in them than laughter.
shall

Stage Plays on the Screen.

RECENTLY Miss Leslie has

appeared
two stage plays adapted to

in

the screen,

"A

Stitch in

Time"

and "Too Many Crooks."

Both were
declared to surpass in amusement quality
the stage originals, and "the girl with
the millon-dollar smile" had not a little
to -do with the improvement.
A new
picture, " The Girl Woman," starring
her, will soon be released.
The title
would indicate that Miss Leslio had
attained maturity.
As a star she has, but in
appearance she is the fragile bit of femininity
to be found in the early 'teens period.

GLADYS LESLIE,

A

Her

First Part.
it was time shrewdly invested.
Albert
E. Smith, the famous star-maker of Vitagraph, who is ever observing new talent
on the screen, discerned in Miss Leslie the

BUT

ability and a certain personal charm of girlishncss so popular with the public.
He placed
her under contract to star in Vitagipph

commencing with "His
whimsical tale of old Erin.

pictures,

Own People,"

Strong Parts.

was w h e n
IT Gladys Leslie
appeared
photo-play
that an enthusifirst

in

a

astic

newspaper

writer described

as "The
Girl with a
Million-Dollar

her

The
Smile."
name so aptly described her
stuck,
it
though Miss
lie is pleased

Innocence.

that
but
Lesthat

Practical Miss.

WHEN

Miss Leslie
Vitagraph, she

not in the studio of
is to be found in her
bungalow home a few streets away.
It is a quaint house, the romantic sort, with
honeysuckles over the porch and roses crowding down to the front gate.
But the back
garden is the star's pride. It contains neat
beds of al) varieties of vegetables.
Gladys Leslie confesses her pet hobby is
her garden, not the flower garden, but the
edible variety.
The flower garden at the
Leslie home is very beautiful, but that is
under the personal supervision of Gladys'
mother ; the vegetable garden is the one
Gladys is proud of, and well she might be.
Gladys says she is very practical in caring for
the kitchen garden, but she has also found an
invaluable beauty secret.
We all know how
fresh salads beautify the skin, and the exercise
of gardening is splendid to keep the figure
youthful.
Not that Gladys needs this, as
she has only just had her twenty-first birthday. (It was March oth, by the way.)
Gladys doesn't care very much for pets.
'"
I had a nice dog once." she replied, in
answer to a query, " but he died, and I haven't
found another to take his place. I hate silly
poodles."

I'm interested.

is

t

Her wondrous

smile.

the Vitagraph Star.

Her Greatest Wish.
MISS LESLIE declares she is
in fads

remarks.

a

her smile has charm,
she wants her ad-

utterly lacking
in
is,

and hobbies, that she

reality, a freak among actresses.
She
hasn't a poodle nor a kitten. She doesn't case
for motoring. She dislikes restaurants and social
functions.
Her diversions are chiefly reading
and gardening. And she actually enjoys long
walks.
Her ambition is to excel in bright
comedy dramas that carry the message of gladness.
Particularly docs she wish to appear in a
film version of Ouida's "Two Little Shoes."

A

Full Description.

A

FRIEND who has

spoken with this
her in appearance
as "a child of sixteen, with short, curl in »;
blonde hair, brown eyes full of expression, and
a fragile, rose-petal prettiness. Her smile is
as much with her eyes as her lips, with them
she can tell the mood she is in much plainer
than if told with mere words. They can be
naughty, pleading, merry, flirtatious, demurs
and sinister, but mostly they are merry."
It is with her eyes and her million dollar smile
that Gladys Leslie has won her high place Li
the beauteous armv of screen stars.
If

little

lately

star, describes

you want to write

to her, address

your

letter

:

GLADYS LESLIE,
c o Vitagraph Studios,

Hollywood, California.

Just shy.

Her look

of fear.

The Picture Show, June
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THE SILENT DUPE,
"

Oh

no.

Not unless she

fZ?Zt

tells

him

Then sho turned to Mona. " Do you think that
Jack will ever make money like he used to say

6 .,

he would

herself !"

He may," said Mona quickly.
I think it
quite likely.
What you have to do is to
encourage him, and make his home as comfort-

Sylvia who appeared very weak and ill, turned
suddenly in the dock and held out her arms
towards where Mona was sitting with Bobbie.
" My darling
My darling baby !" she cried,
and then collapsed into a torrent of tears.
Even Mona, who know her so well, could not
help a deep feeling of pity at Sylvia's distress,
and a fresh hope stirred in her heart.
Perhaps, after all, Sylvia having learnt her
bsson, would now settle down and make Jack
a good wife.
The police-court missionary assisted the weeping girl from the Court, and beckoned Mona to
follow them.
" You can take her home," she said, when
they were in her tiny little sitting room at tho
end of one of the numerous passages.
*'
I shall have to visit her and see she is keeping
a good girl."
Sylvia had caught hold of her baby and was
The other two
smothering him with kisses.
w omen exchanged glances.
No doubt the week's imprisonment had done
tho girl good, and brought her to her senses.
Sylvia and Mona left the Court, Sylvia carryShe drew a deep breath as they
ing the baby.
mingled with the folk in the street.
" Oh, Mona
I thought
It has been awful.
Clara has got fix months',
I should have died.
when that
scared
to
deat
I
was
h
isn't it terrible.
funny old man said it, I thought he meant the
!

!

same for me."
As they passed into the broader thoroughfares
she gave Mona back the child.
"Isn't he a weight, Mona? But it was a
splondid idea you bringing him. I think that
little scene went down all right with everyone,
don't yovi ? One of the girls I met put me up to
that. She told me that just because she giggled,
she got a month.
If you could cry and appear
dreadfully ashamed, you stood a chance of
getting off much more easily."
Sylvia was now speaking in her usual lighthearted manner, and Mona stared at her with
" Oh, Sylvia, How can you talk like this," she
" 1 can't believe you mean it, dear. You
svid.
should not. There must bo some good in you,
Sylvia, or Jack would never havo loved you."
There was a sob in Mona's voice which, try as
she would, she could not conceal.
Sylvia glanced up at her and the smilo passed
from her face.

" Have we heard yet from Jack ? Does he
know anything about me ?"
" No.
He has come back though, and isn't it
wonderful, his sight is restored. 1 told him you
wore away visiting !"
"

That was dear

a decent sort.

Where can

I

say

of you,

Mona'; you really aro

What had
I

ablo as you can."
" Oh, do stop lecturing, I've had enough of
t hat,"
cried the young wife irritably.
And then
she flung herself .into a chair and, burying her
face in her hands, began to cry.
" You are run down and upset, I'll make a
cup of tea," said Mona kindly. " I have some
new laid eggs and some real butter I got
especially in tho hope of your return."

1

hotter

tell

him

?

have been ?"

" I don't know, Sylvia."

They wcro Hearing the little house when Sylvia
spoko again.
" Jack is not at homo waiting for us, is he ?"
" No, ho went away as soon us ho discovered
you were not at homo. I promised to let him
know as soon as I hoard from you."
i'iiey had reached he garden gate, and as they
went up tho path Sylvia caught sight of her
neighbour, Mrs. Brown, and nodded to her.
But Mrs. Brown only responded with a stoney
•

t

stare.

" Sho saw a paragraph in tho paper.
It was
she who showed it to mo," said Mona in a low
voice.

" Oh, dear !" Sylvia mado a flippant grimace,
her hand sought for Mona's.
" Don't take any notice of anything I may
have said to hurt you, old girl ; I don't mean it.
I'm very grateful for all you have done, honest
.on. and if you don't stay with mo I sha'n't
J
have a friend in tho world."
They had ontored the sitting room now, and
Mona placed tho sleeping child on tho couch.
" I should write Jack at once, if I were you,
Sylvia.
I will stay until you hear from him, but
1 want to get back to my own place and start
work again."
" How ghastly it is to be poor. Oh
how I
hate it." Sylvia threw her hands abovo her head
and glanced contemptuously round the little room.
" I ought never to have married a poor man."
lint

!

" Look here, Sylvia," she said sharply.
" I
standing no more nonsense. You will put
will
on your hat and come out with me. We
send a wire to Jack and when he arrives we
will tell him all the truth, so that ho can take
the responsibility of looking after you in future."
" Mona, you would not dare " Sylvia was
genuinely startled, and Mona quickly seized
her advantage.
" Why should I keep shielding you ? " she
" You mxist see for yourself that
said coldly.
sooner or later Jack must find you out. You
can't go on deceiving him."
" But but, Mona, I do really mean to go
!

—

straight in future."

" Well,

The Right Thing.
went out of the room and soon appeared
SHEwith
the tray.
Sylvia went up to her.
Mona," she said eagerly, " I have just
thought of something. I've a bracelet upstairs
that belonged to my mother. I wonder if you
would take it to the pawnship for me."
"

Mona

glanced at her strangely.
Sylvia caught hold of her and kissed her.
" I do so want the money, I want to get some
things in for Jack," she added as an afterthought.
Mona did not reply-.
Was it possible that Sylvia had not learned her
lesson after all, but was still thinking of getting
rid of some of the stolen jewellery after her
experiences of the last few days ?
Sylvia taking Mona's silence for consent ran
lightly up the stairs.
Mona heard her at the linen cupboard, and the
suspicions sho had tried to dismiss grew to a
certainty.

She poured out the tea and waited.
Sylvia canao down the st airs ; there was a pecuugly expression on her face.
She seated herself opposite Mona and leaned
her elbows on the table.
"Now I know why you have been so conYou've
siderate in staying here," she said.
robbed me Where is tho parcel that was up in
What has happened to it ?"
that cupboard ?
Mona's face was burning with indignation, but
liarly

!

she
"

unconcealed horror.

•

"

is

man and a woman.
Mona recognised Clara.

She suddenly made up her mind.

am

?

"

Sylvia was brought into the Court along with
a

"

2bth, 1920.

managed to explain briefly.
He was a fair man with a

and a scar on
recognise

his face," said

ljght

Mona.

moustache
" I should

him anywhere again."
was silent. She recognised the man

iSylvia
easily by the description but she was' not confessing Unit to Mona.
" It really does sound a most improbable

yarn, and if you saw the man taking them why
ever did you not tell Jack about it ? I should
think that Jack thought your story very weak,
didn't ho t I should not have believed it and I
don't seo how he could anyway !"
Mona got up from her chair.
" It is no use, Sylvia,
" I am going," sho said.
I will not stop with you another moment."
" Yes, now you have taken tho jewellery you
want to be off," exclaimed Sylvia, her eyes
gleaming with malicious pleasure to feel that,
at lost, she had somothing to say which she could
It also gave her a certain satissee really hurt.
faction to say these things, although in her heart
she had to confess they were all untrue. Yet she
If there had only been an
wished they were.
opportunity of getting Mona into trouble.
always
did
only what was right.
who
Mona,
Mona did not trouble to reply.
.

The week on remand had not improved Sylvia.
There was a certain hardness dnd a coarseness
which Mona had not noticed before.
Mona went upstairs and collected her few
belongings and then once more entered tho
sitting room.
Sylvia had not moved, but she glanced up.
Mona wont to where Bobbie was sleeping.
Her whole heart was crying out for him.
Should she leave him to the tender mercies of
his unnatural mother, or should she humble her
pride and ask to take him with her ?"
Love

for the child prevailed.

" Shall 1 take Bobbie with me for a few days ?"
she said.
Sylvia stood up suddenly.
" If you go and leave me alone here I shall
nui away," she said. " I would be frightened
out of my life. I simply could not stay here."
Mona realised with a sudden helplessness that
Sylvia might do as she said, and in her anxiety
to get her from the police-court, had she not
promised to be responsible for her?

tell him so, and no doubt ho will give
yon another chance."
Sylvia was by now thoroughly frightened.
" He would never forgive me," she said, in a

trembling voioe. " I know he wouldn't."
" Then behave yourself now. Write him at
once and tell him what you like. Or, better
still, why not go up to Manchester and bring
him home with you ? You can then tell him
what you please. And I will take charge of
Bobbie and the flat until your return. We can
send a telegram to say you are arriving."
Sylvia's eyes sparkled.
" I should like that " she said, and then her
face fell. " This wretched money. How can I go
when I have not got my fare ?
" 1 will see to that," said Mona quietly.
".Will you, really ?
Oh, Mon?>, you are' ft
"
dear
!

!

Sho would have thrown herself into Mona's
arms, but Mona held her off.
" This is your last chancp, Sylvia," sho said
very steadily. " If yon play false now I am done
with you, and Jack shall know everything."
" Who is going to play false, Mona ? How
could I, even if 1 wanted to ? Besides, I wont to
go to Jack. He is so big and strong, I always
feel safe when I am with him. And I feel I want

.

someone to love me and mako a fuss of me,
now."
'You had better go and get re."dy, then,''
said Mona, speaking sti'.l in that hard, cold
voico. " Wo can wire at the station, and I will
see you on tho train."
Sylvia went singing up the stairs. She was
delighted at the thought of a change besides,
she was afraid of London, without Jack. She
wanted him move .than sho had ever before
;

life.
Tho terrible consequences of her
wickedness had not yet worn off. Sylvia had
a
thorough
ncare during her week on remand.
hod
Mona heard hor moving about tho room
above, and half an hour later she descender).
She was wearing a black satin ettpe over a vivid
green frock, and a large picture hat trimmed
with wavy green plumes.
It was not by iny means a suitablo costume
for travelling, but Mona had to adn.it that
Sylvia looked extremely girlish and young.
" Jock likes mo in a big hat," she said, smiljng
I rape
"I. do look nice, don't I 1
at Mono.
Jack is staying at a nice hotel."
Mona had taken little Bobbio in her anbr,
and dressed him once more in his shabby tiBle
garments.
She had not dared to look at her own reflection.
Sho knew that her eyes were hard anil unsmiling, and that there were grim lines around
her mouth. She knew that sho was plain, and
that no man would glance at her twice.
Sylvia went on talking sho evidently meant

in her

;

to ignore tho othor's coolness.
" She is bad-tempered," she

" but

I'll

told

herself

soon be away fjoin her, tho

j

dis-.

aereeable old thing."
Mona sent the telegram, bought the girl her
ticket, and watched until the train sped out
of tho station. Then, and not till then, did hi r
face relax. In spite of herself her mouth drooped
at t he cornors, and a sob escaped her. Try as sho
would, sho found that no longer could she control
the burning misery which hod steadily kept
growing in her heart all through the day.^Jn
va n she told herself that sho had done tho right
thing in sending Sylvia to her husband. It. was
the tit and proper place for her to be. Jealosy
had fixed its cruel claws in her heart. The ugere
thought of S\ 1\ ia and .lack together was torWlv.
She had acted on the impulse, feeling that iMaa
tho right thing to do, but now she was sufMjfog
;

—suffering

!

[Another instalment of
ueek.)

this splendid serial next

—
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MARY
OF
LETTERS
THE
A
A
Ann

"Farrar"
Jolly Family—
Forrest's Beating—
Feast— A Great Fight— A Generous-Hearted Boy.
6210, Franklin. Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

DEAR FAY, —Lovely

MY

Ann

Forrest has
a wonderful part as Anna, Hie munitions
factory girl, in Mary Roborts Rinehart's
" Dangerous Days," and I am glad, for she was
sweet
so
to us the night of Wallace Reid's ball.
She looked perfectly ripping, too, that night, in
a stunning gown of canary brocade and pale
green chiffon. With her yellow hair and little
gold slippers, and a big yellow fan of ostrich
feathers, sho was positively bewitching.
She
wears the same gown in " The Splendid Hazard,"
so you may see for yourself.
The" drapery is
very odd, and is held in place at the left side

bunch of French flowers.
Do watch for " Dangerous Days " at the New
Gallery Kinema, for it is a splendid picture.
Anna's father finds she has accepted a wrist
watch from her employer's son, and gives her a
most fearful beating
And that beating is not
faked, either. Ann told them she would put a
pad under her nightgown, but she did not, for
fear it would be clumsy and show, so sho got
the beating with only a cambric nightgown on
her shoulders, and was really in bed for two days
afterwards
But she did some wonderful
acting.
When they found out what she had
done about that pad they gave her a scolding—
but admired her nerve. All the studios want
with a gay

little

!

!

her

!

.

You

see,

she

always

has

been

from director to stuge-hand, singing

studio),

her praises

A

I

Picture in the Making.

WHEN woRiding

left Miss Forrest's we started for
Academy across from the
the
now Hollywood Studios very attractive

pink

—

—

Spanish type where
many independent companies are making
pictures
Bessie Love, King and Florence Vidor,
Marshall Neilan, David Butler, etc. (they say
Bryant Washburn soon will be making his
stucco

buildings,

—

own

!)

motor

—

and
cars,

as

just
filjed

we arrived a

with

camera

string of

men,

and

actors in make-up, left the studios and turned
south, towards the far hills.
Of course we
followed, thrilled
I wonder why someone does not make a
motion picture of a motion-picture-in-themaking
You have no idea how many peoplo
work on a picture besides the ones you see, and
Not many
the camera man and director
spectators are allowed, but there are always
some some writers, several electricians, property men, a secretary-typist to keep a record
of everything that happens (like what each
person wore, in what order they enter the
I

!

!

—

A

'

'

of

GERALDINE FARRAR,

taken specially for the "Picture Show."
just swaying, back and forth, and working his
fists, muttering, as he watched
every blow.
"Good stuff! llullg oh, bnlhj ! Best I ever

very

and she has a strong constitution.
little girl, in Denmark, she skated,
ski-ed, and tobogganed with her brothers. She
rides superbly, and plays golf and tennis.
And in " Dangerous Days " she proves she can
act.
She is in " The Priuco Chap,"' too, and
" The Great Accident."
athletic,

When

charming study

a

—

—

saw bang, biff
At first I couldn't bear to watch them, but
the camera men kept grinding, and reminded mo
it was only a picture.
They might be well
battered, but certainly would not kill each other
Then all of a sudden it was all over
David
!

!

!

A

Butler's father, who is his director, threw hi3
arm affectionately round David's shoulder,

Jolly Family.

RECENTLY

sho had her tonsils removed,
and Alice and I rode over to take her some
roses.
Her mother and sister are brunettes and she has two big brothers and a
little one, and the jolliest big father.
We found
them in a big swing, with " Bunny " a cunning

Maltese

come

Woman

I

feet.
She is planning to
She was at GoldGeraldine Farrar made " The
and the Puppet,"' and, like me. adores

So we had a "Farrar"

,

feast.

people

everyone

"on

— and

engagements

—she

has
the lot" (which means at the

DAVID BUTLER
in "Sitting

in a scene with

on the World."

Eugenie Besserer

He has most

expres-

sive hands.

what is on the set, etc.). " On location "
there must be someone to hold the big mirrors,
or the silver-sheet reflectors, and drivers -for the
several cars, three or more camera men, assistants, carpenters, etc.

picture,

Fight.
reached this "location" two
having the most terrible
fight'
hitting each other, biff, bang!
so hard you could hear the thuds of their blows*!
I always supposed fights were planned so that
nobody of importance got hurt, but this was
David Butler and a man standing by us was

—

—

love scene.
in "

ANN FORREST
A

and

Splendid Hazard. "

all

was agreeing

remember David Butler, Fay
He
YOUplayed
" Greatest
the poilu
big and muscular—
Thing
He
— " the Cheer -up Boy
ju9t a handsome boy
?

"Some"

NORMAN KERRY

they were

else
a perfectly splendid fight.

in Griffith's

we
WHEN
men were

A. delightful

was

— and

and everybody

Talks With His Hands.

England next year.

Alice and I are going to see " The Woman and
the Puppet " to-night.
Everyone says Miss
Farrar has the most marvellous way of remem-

bering

it

when

Miss Farrar.

i

off in big cars,

—

—curled at her

to

wyn's

congratulated both fighters

.

—

•

'

in Life."

of

the Screen."
We met him and Mrs. Butler at a
dinner dance at the Athletic Club last night.
He has the most expressive hands, and seems so
thoughtful about his work all fun till you
" Calvin "
" Sitting
mention
in
On tl.o
World " then a serious look comes into his
eyes, his voice takes on a new note, ho is all
interest, and he begins to " talk with his hands."
He has played with Dorothy and Lillian Gish,
with Olive Thomas, with Zasu Pitts in "The
Better Half," and Edith Roberts in " The
Triflers," and ho says David Wark Griffith is
the greatest director in filmland
I wish you
could know him no pose, no affectation just
Cheer up. Alice is
a generous-hearted boy.
calling me.
Good-bye for to-day, Yours,

Woman

—

—

—

—

Miss Farrar's parents visited her at the Goldwyn studios,

making "The

is

when

—

!

—

Mary Llwis Russi

ll.

Geraldine and Lou Tellegen were

and the Puppet."
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FLICKERS FROM FILMLAND.
NlWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
Canadian Films

MUCH
Canadian

activity

is

to the Fore.
new

motion picture company,

near future, dealing with

"out-door"

great

fine films
life in our

"Canadian

colony.

Photoplays Ltd." is fin need by a number
of prominent Canadian gentlemen, and
they have already produced a great success
The men
in " Back to God"s Country."
behind this great Canadian movement for
" better pictures " include the soundest

men, economists, and patriots
Dominion, and they are determined

business
of the

that the screens of Canada shall show
" 100 per cent." British pictures.

Some Good

MANY
" Back

Stories.

remarkable scenes in
to God s Country," were
filmed on the bosom of Lesser Slave
Lake, north of parallel r»6, in a temperature of 60 degrees below the zero mark.
An option has been secured on the wellknown stories of Ralph Conner, the
majority of which deal with woodland
romance. Among stories which are being
considered for production by " Canadian
of

the

J'hotoplays " are "Cameron of the Royal
Mounted," and " The Forge in the Forest."
It is certain that all their productions will
be well received in the mother country.

A

ADAMS.
a worth-

establishes

while studio in China.

being shown by a

and we are promised some
in the

who

producer

first

K.

Chance

in China.

at present
CHINA
touched field in

practically an unregard to the exploitation of motion-pictures, and
according to Judge Hing, one of the richest
is

Screen Writers Wanted.
ILLIAMLe'baRON, a well-known

W~

scenario editor, recently issued a
statement on the relation of the
scenario writer to the screen of the future.
" The greatest need of motion picture
producers to day," he says, " is to develop
writers for the future specialists in screen
material— because only in that way will
the motion picture ever attain the standing of true literature, the highest form of
pictorial expression, which is its destiny."
•To-day there are several scenario writers
whose weekly salary mounts up to one or
two hundred pounds a week, but there is
not a single writer for the screen who is
an expert in his line as any one of the
scores of playwrights working for the"
legitimate stage. The same thing applies
to the magazine and short story writer
who has achieved a higher degree of
excellence in his calling than has the writer
of film stories.

—

What

Needed.

is

THE

important thing is to encourage
able writers to take up the screen.
A magazine writer writes his story
with the magazine in mind. The playwright writes his play with the stage in
mind. The technique of the photo-play is
different from the technique of either of
these.
To adapt a magazine story or a
play to the screen, and to do it as it should
be done, requires a thorough knowledge
of the screen. Summing up, Mr. Le Baron
expresses the opinion that
" What we need is able technicians
writers who can adapt for the screen as
successfully as playwrights adapt for the
s/age._
We must interest able writers in
this new form of expression.
We mu t

make

it profitable for them, both from
literary and artistic point of view,
and the financial point of view, to
devote their best energies towurds tho
production of screen material. To do
so we must cotn]>ete with the stage.
must establish some sort of basis
of reward whereby the writer will profit
from his writings in accordance with
their value as established by the

a

We

public."
Briefly, the salvation of

the screen
the establishment of a story
source within itself.

lies in

We Learn From

Lessons

Films
A

husband

what

is

the

.

of a

is l-ft

street-

heart after the nerve has been extracted.
*

*

•

li'ads of perspiration arc the jewels
of honest labour perhaps.

—

The Week's Best Films
GEQRGE

L. COX, who is directing for
American Film Company, at their
West Coast Studios, at Santa Barbara,
Some of Mr. Cox's recent
California.

the

"The

Tiger Lily,"
"Payment Guaranteed," "The Thirteenth Piece of Silver," and "The
House of Toys.

productions are:

following
THEphoto-plays

star artistes
Stoll

list

of

:

..

"Hidden Fires"

..

Mae Marsh.
..
"The Argument"

Western Import

Barney Sherry.
" The Kingdom of Youth
Madgb Kennedy.
" The Day She Won Him

J.

Stou
the Celestial Republic! ample capital
awaits the first producer enterprising
enough to mako films amid the Sceni<:
wonders of interior China. This oriental
financier, who is head of the Kwongtung
Tramway, the first electric railway in that
country, recently made a prolonged tour in
order to investigate the possibilities of
motion pictures in lys country, and he says
1 he Chinese have confidence in native stories
und scenery, and will hack to the limit the

.

the best
which are -being released for exhibition at the cinemas
during this week, and the names of tho

'

men

a

is

.

.

in

yitagraph

Broadwest
F.L.F.S.

.

"
"

.

Jean Paige.
" A Son
Violet Hopson.
.

.

.

.

.

.

"A

"
of David

Society Exile

Elsie Ferguson.
F.fi.F.S

Crangers

"Tho Poor Booh"
Bryant Washburn.
..

..

" Sweethearts

JSOBEL ElSOM A^D MALCOLM CurRI.Y.

Picttbe

Show Art
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Your Feet in the Summer The Comfort of Frequent Bathing
Dusting Powders Choice of Hosiery Care of the Nails.

—

—

AT

—

seasons are we made to suffer
the abuse or neglect of our
but at no time are wo mado
to feci such extreme discomfort as during
tbo hot summer months. Tennis, walking, and other outdoor pursuits aro so
fascinating as to be overdone, and our
feet suffer in consequence.
It is only by persistent daily care of
our feet that we are assured comfort and
freedom from ills incidental to the trying
Of first imeffects of the hot weather.
portance is absolute cleanliness, and this
is only possiblo where the feet are bathed
daily or even twice daily, on rising and
retiring.
The feet are very sensitive to
strong soap, on account of its drying
and astringent properties. Tho extreme
heat absorbs tho natural oil of tho skin,
and with water and strong soaps the skin
soon becomes irritated, and where there
is pressure from the footwear, the trouble
all

for

feet,

is still

The casting man
looking for
possible types.

larger film productions lias many interesting points quite unknown to
The majority of plays are written with a view to starring a particular
iveo then, the casting of the minor parts is a difficult task,
be chosen to fit in with the character of the story. Most
holographs taken of all their cast, and from these choose
M cannot always find what they want. It is then that the
all over the country to find suitable characters.

more complicated and

painful.

Use a mild soap, one containing oatThe latter is
or Italian castille.
more expensive, but far better than the
Few
women tako
more general white.

In the Hottest Weather.
Net

pci-spirc
lar more in tho
if
left (intended thia
bo found a most stubborn
ailment to conqrer. However, duily
bathing and change of hosiery will go far
in alleviating this, while astringent baths,
and powders, persistently applied, will
relievo and cornet tho tendency to excessivo
perspiration.
A good dusting
powder is composed of one ounce of zinc
oxide, and four
ounces of powdered
I

I

'J

I

I'j

summer, and
will

starch.

Look After the

Nails.

remember
ALWAYS
thoroughly, after

to dry the feet
bathing, taking
care to dry well between the toes.
It is the moisture left between the toes
that causes soft corns, and these are ex-

tremely painful, and difficult to remove.
(Jive a little attention to any corns you
have every time you bathe the feet.
Callouses of the solo and heel are frequent,
painful,
and sometimes actually
cripple tho sufferer.
A smooth piece of

meal,

and

the trouble to use prepared oatmeal for
the feet, but those who have done so
appreciate to the full its value to the skin.
First moisten the feet in a bath of
warm water, then dip a cloth into a saucer
containing oatmeal and rub all over the
flesh.
Leave on a few minutes, then
wash off in a couple of waters. A tepid
temperature is better for bathing purposes
in summer than hot water.

off

For a Dry Skin.
the skin of your foot
IF a dry nature, you

footwear and improper methods of cutting

massage

excellent,

is

pumice-stone will bo efficient in shaving
the thickened skin.
Before applying,
however, rub tho parts affected with cold
cream.
If you have a soft corn you may protect
it by placing a piece of cotton, sprinkled
with alum, between the toes. Unless you
insert the absorbent cotton to prevent
the toes from rubbing together, a second
corn will appear on the opposing surface
of the adjoining toe.
Cut the nails carefully.

Uncomfortable

apt to be of

will

using

foot

find

a little
minutes

Massaging for five
after bathing is iriost beneficial, especially
cold cream.

where the skin is harsh, dry, or drawn.
It is most refreshing, and tends to

make the

feet shapely.
Cream the soles, and spaces between
the toes, this remedies any cracks that
may have been made by tho extreme
heat.
Be sure to massage the whole
foot, including the insteps and anldes,
for these are the muscles that get most
tired and the massaging gives relief.

The Choice

of Hosiery.

girls are
MOSi'
that the skin

slow to discover
on the soles of t he
very sensitive to the
material and colour of the hosiery.
They will constantly complain about
the painf ulness of their feet, and not
dream of looking to their stockings
for the remedy.
Very few feet can
stand the harshness of cotton hose, So
that this should be eschewed by all
who seek comfort for their feet. Some
women will find that lisle will suit their
feet, others will find solace in silk ; while
again, quite a number will only find ease
with woollen hose.
Dark -col oured stockings irritate some
foet ; while, white, champagne-tinted, or
light groy, or fawn, are undoubtedly the
most comfortable. And as Dame Fashion
bids us wear light hosiery with black
slippers, and light footwear, we can take
advantage of the caprice to our benefit
while it lasts.
After a day's tramp or continual standing, tho spraying of the feet with a little
toilet water will be found most refreshing.
Rub this well into the feet and then
powder with boracic powder. The latter
will be found invaluable for the feet during
the summer months, and should be
applied to the feet, and" powdered inside
the' shoes very frequently.
Sea-wator is also a splendid tonic for
the feet, so that bathing will do them a
world of good when you are on holiday.
Rubbing the feet with lemon, especially
the soles, is also most refreshing. feet

The casting

man

studies

a

likely

Act film work.

Chinaman

is

ROSEMARY THEBY, playing an important part in "Athalie," adopts the
fashion for her evening

bare-back

gowns.
If you cut
causes ingrowing toe-nails.
your nail too short, or wear a shoe that is
too short or too narrow, you will force the
skin of the toe over the nail so that it
happens that by further growth of the
nail the flesh of the toe is pushed still
farther over until a point is reached where
inflammation sets up.
Cut the nails squarely across, and do
not trim them too close. If there is a.,
tendency for the flesh to grow over tho
nail, push the flesh back from the nail,

and fasten

it

in position with a strip of

plaster.

A

Duesser,

The Picture Show, June
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A THRILLING STORY OF A GIRL

WHO LEARNT THE BITTER LESSON THAT HAPPINESS CANNOT
it

was worth a hundred

dollars

2tth, 1920.

BE BOUGHT.
to have his eyes

opened.

Once the spell was broken he knew that he loved
Felicity, and could never have been happy with
Judith. So he went back to Felicity and worked
harder than ever at his veterinary studies.

The

Plot.

the fashionable suburbs of the city where Judith
set. up as Zariska, lived the family of Peter
Howard Van Dixon.
It consisted of Mr. Van Dixon and his wife, their
son Peter, and their ward Lucy Vernon, who was
engaged to young Van Dixon. Staying with them
was Paul Vincent, a brother of a Mrs. Pemberton.
who was a great friend of Sirs. Van Dixon.
One beautiful summer afternoon, Mrs. Pemberton
called on the Van Dixons with the news that Sylvia
Dorian, a relative of hers, who had just lost her
husband, was coming from California to stay with her
" I have never seen her," she said, " but front
what I have heard about her, she is a delightful
woman, still very young. I knew you would beglad to help me in making her forget her recent
sorrow, so came straight over to tell you about her
coming."
"I shall be delighted," replied Mrs. Van Dixon.
" You must bring her along and stay yourself.
Howard and I were just saying we ought to get a
party together this summer to amuse the young folk!"
She pointed across the lawn, where her son Peter
and Lucy Vernon, attired in riding costume, were
A very liandsome pair they
strolling to the house.
looked, flushed with their healthy exercise. Peter
was a well-built young man with a merry, goodlooking face, and Lucy was very pretty, but some-

IN had

what shy.
" Good afternoon, Mrs. Pemberton," cried Peter.
" Have you came for Paul V He's in his laboratory.
We couldn't persuade him to leave his mouldy
experiments for a ride."
"I should think you enjoyed yourselves very well
without him," replied Mrs. Pemberton with an
amused twinkle in her eye as she looked at Lucy.
" But you might tell him I am here.
he is not
too busy I should like to see him for a minute or so."
in
the
house
which
up
to
a
room
Peter went
had
been fitted up as a laboratory for his friend, who was
an amateur chemist of some distinction. Thougl
Paul Vincent was of a very grave
still young,
demeanour, due to a habit of always thinking about
one or another of his experiments.
He motioned to a chair while he went on with his
work. Peter knew his friend of old. and took up a
paper to while away the time till the other had
As he glanced at it casually he saw a big
finished.
advertisement drawn up by Judith as Zariska.
"Here's that woman they are all talking about."
up. Should we go and see her
he said as Paul looked
"

H

a lark

just for

the little hamlet of Fishers Cove a young man
a girl were walking slowly through one of
the leafy lanes that led to the farming lands
beyond the village.
David Strong, son of the village blacksmith, and
Judith Blackwood, were both filled with the ambition
to get out of the hamlet, and make their way in the

IN and

big world outside.

But while David's ambition was tliat of a naturally
clever man. wlio is restricted by his environment, and
wishes to advance by honourable paths, Judith meant
to achieve her ends by any means, fair or foul.
She was a very good-looking girl, dark with a clear,
white skin which somehow defied the sun and sea
breezes of Fishers Cove.
Her restless ambition was mirrored in the big black
eyes, which just now were smouldering with sullen
resentment at " being cooped up in this hole," as she
had just told David.
Had David known what was pausing through her
mind he would not have been so sympathetic.
He was engaged to Judith's sister, Felicity, a fairhaired merry girl, who had no other ambition in lite
but to make a good wife to David.
Judith was engaged to Will West, a young fisherman, but she had never taken t he young man seriously.
He came in useful for taking her to the few attractions
that. Fishers Cove could boast, and Judith had never
had the slightest intention of marrying hini. Neither
had she any love for David, but she was planning
how she could get him in her power so that she
could use him as a means to the end she had determined to gain
" We are both engaged to the wrong people,
David," she said after a long pause.
" I can see nothing but misery for the four of Its.
You and 1 have ambitions. We shall never settle
down in Fishers Cove.
You have studied hard to
become a veterinary surgeon, and I feel sure you will
succeed.
But you want a wife who will share your
Felicity Is a dear
ambition)) and work with you.
girl, much better in every way than 1, hut she is too
contented.
She is just, like Will West. What wits

cood enough for their fathers and mothers is good
enough for them. 1 could never be a good wife to
Will."

"We must keep our word," replied David, but, all
unknown to himself, Judith's specious reasoning was
beginning to wear down his sense of honour.
This was but one of many conversations of a similar
•haracter that Judith had artfully led up to.

She was beautiful, and knew that she possessed a
power over men.
Like a clever woman, she did not press her point
further.
She could see her words had made David
hink, and she felt confident that she would make him

t

do as she wanted.
As they walked along they came to a gipsy encampment, and Judith insisted that they should nave thcir
fortunes told.
David demurred.
His natural strong commonsense told him that there was nothing but trickery
in the so-called art, but he compromised by agreeing
that Judith should have her fortune told by gaziug
In the crystal.
And it was a pretty clear picture that the old crone
had arranged for Judith. When the mists cleared
away from the crystal Judith saw herself seated on
a throne. Servants in gorgeous llvcrlea stood awaiting
her commands and presently a handsome young noble
came and bowed low before her. She was a queen
or at least a prince-*.
As the crystal clouded and the dazzling picturefaded away Judith made up her mind. She would
leave Fishers Cove and David should provide the
money to get her away. Before they parted she had
persuaded David to elope with her.
" But first 1 must have some clothes to get married
in." she said, ''and I have no money.
I suppose it
will mean waiting till I can save enough money."
By this time David was completely under the spell
of the designing girl.
" I have a hundred dollars saved. Would that
do " he asked.
Judith hifil expected more, but she had already
made one rule in life to take all she coidd get.
" It will do splendidly, David.
You arc a dear.
I am sure we shall be very, very happy."
It was arranged that Judith should go by early
train the next morning to the city and return with
the wedding trousseau.
David was to sec her off and
meet her when she came back.
Judith started, but she did not return by the
evening train. Backed by her beauty and Dnvid's
hundred dollars, she began a career in the big city as
a fortune-teller, and in the course of time she set up
a palatial establishment as " Zarlska, the Seer."
She wrote a short note to David, thanking him for
giving her a start in life, and hoping that he would
bo happy with Felicity, and David, whose heart had
uevcr really been in the proposed elopement, decided
'!

—

?

"I don't mind," said Paul. "I've been working
too hard lately, and that kind of foolery will come as
a relief.''
" You don't believe there is anything at all in it ? "
said Peter.
" Yes. There's plenty of money in it' for those
who practice it," replied Paul.
"That's the worst of you scientific men," said
You look at life through a test tube."
Peter.
" Better than looking at it through the glass of
" Was that my
superstition," remarked Paul drily.
"

who drove up just now ?
" Yes. By George. I forgot what I came fori
She wants to see you for a minute," replied Peter.
Late that afternoon Peter and Paul went to
Madame Zariska's. They sent in their cards and
were told after waiting a long time that Madame onlysaw people by appointment. Paid could liave a
seance on Friday and Peter on Saturday. This was
an old trick of Judith's. The days between then
and the date of the appointment would give her an
opportunity of gathering some information about her
This, coupled with a little shrewd guessing,
clients.
would enable her to sjieak with some certainty about
the past, and as for the future well, nobody could
deny a thing that had yet to liappen. As soon as
they had gone Judith looked up particulars of the
Van Dixon family, and decided that. Peter would
prove a very profitable client. When he came for
his seance on the Friday, Judith was ready with all
the panoply of her profession. She was dressed in a
glittering Egyptian dress, her face covered with u
mask of diamonds. She pretended to look Into a
crystal and told Peter a lot about himself that she
had got from her records, and then she began to talk
about the future.
"You are engaged to a fair girl, but you will not.
marry her," she said. "The woman Destiny h,.,
marked out for your mate is quite another type of
woman. Come and see me again, and I will tell >(mi
who holds your future in the
the name of the woman
"
hollow of her hand
Judith said come again, because she had not
decided who t lie woman was to be, but she meant
break the engagement between Peter and Lucy, if
she could do so by playing on the superstitious &i
the young man.
8ister

—

I

M

The Stranger From
was

IT ment
read

fate in the shape of a

the Sea.

newspaper adven la-

that decided Judith's course of action,

It

:

"Judith Blackwood

will

hear something to heri

—

—
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advantage concerning her nncle's death if she will
communicate with tar mot tar and slater."
The fact that she had so basely deceived her sister
and Imposed on David Strong did not worry Judith-.
Slie left for
Fishers Cove by the first available

A Recipe^

By

for Happiness

DOUGUS FAIRBANKS

train.

There she found that her mother and sister had
not only forgiven her, but were delighted to see her.
David had forgiven her, but he. was certainly not
pleased to see her; but his reticent manner did not

won

v Judith-.

She learned that she had come

in for

two thousand

dollars under the will of her late Uncle Pringle,. and
that Felicity had Inherited a similar amount.
To her family she said that she was earning her
living as assistant to Professor Wake, a hypnotist.
Having arranged for the transfer of her money to
her city address, Judith was as anxious to leave
Fishers Cove as she had been when she had cleared

out with David's money.

But though Judith played fate as a card in her
fortune-telling swindle, the real Fate was taking a
hand in the destinies of her future.
That afternoon as they were all sitting down to tea,
the " Caledonia," nil which was Sylvia Dorian, was
~~
wrecked on the shore of Fishers Cove.
Among the few passengers washed up by the tide

»»\iii#bL3iii((IJIl

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
of his Happiness.

Try

tells you the secret
now, advises Doug.

it

one thing in this good old world
THEREpositively
sure — happiness
for
who
to be happy — and those who

that,
all

is

is

is

strive

personal
the other

what assistance they could, but Judith had calmly
stayed indoors. When, at Mrs. Blackwood's suggestion, the fishermen brought in the unconscious
body of Sylvia, Judith made no attempt to
help restore the girl. It was only when she heard
who the dying girl was that she took any notice.
She had heard about the proposed visit of Sylvia

Dorian to Mrs. Pembcrton, and a cunning plan came
into her head.
As soon as the girl was dead, Judith

H

marry.

By this means she would get herself a position in
society, for as the wife of Peter Van Dixon she would
have the entree to the very best houses.
At a wayside station she sent a telegram to Mrs.
Pemberton saying, in the name of Sylvia Dorian,
she bad been rescued from the " Caledonia," and
that she was coming on by the first train.
There was no suspicion in the mind of Mrs. PcmVerton when Judith presented herself.
She told a circumstantial tale of how she had been
rescued, and how another girl to whom she had given
her visiting card had been mistaken for her.
Mrs. Pemberton took her to the Van Dixons, who
promptly invited her to stay with them.
Judith was jubilant.
Her scheme had succeeded even better than she
thought.
Her first action was to excuse herself on the grounds
Of important business, and get back to her apart-

ments as Madame Zariska.
There she had another interview with Peter, to

whom

she described herself in her role as Sylvia
Dorian, and urged him not to mock at her words,
but marry the woman destiny had marked out for
him.
• Peter had no suspicion of Judith's real identity,
for as Madame Zariska she was not only disguised
by her mask, but she altered her voice.
As "Sylvia Dorian" Judith so madly infatuated
him that he forgot all about Lucy Vernon, and he
proposed to the woman who was so callously deceiving
him.
Judith's moment had come.
She accepted him, but she felt so sure of her ground
that she cancelled her first idea of a secret marriage.
No she would walk into society through the doorS
cf a fashionable church.
The on)y person Judith was really afraid of was
Peter's friend; Paul. The young scientist attracted
her against her will, but Judith instinctively felt he
did not approve of her. He even went so far as to
mention to her that Lucy hod felt Peter's neglect
very deeply, and Judith knew that if she had allowed
him Paul would have accused her of spoiling a pretty
love-story.
But Judith was fired with ambition,
bhe told Paul she was engaged to Peter, and she

meant to marry him.
" But you do not love him," said Paul bitterly.
" I love him as well as I could love any man,"
answered Judith.
" Your soul is dead.

Tou do not know

the mean-

ing of the word love," said Paul scathingly.
After this Judith avoided Paul, but it decided her
to hurry on the marriage.
But it was at this stage that real Fate took another

hand.

David Strong got an appointment as veterinary
Burgeon in charge of all the stock on Mr. Van Dixon's

IN

starting I'm going to ask

I

question

'

number

you

ever laugh ?

*

I

up

foolish

—

*

to laugh.

—makes me

*

It is a tonic.
It braces me
feel fine
and keeps me in
!

—

prime mental condition.
Laughter is a
physiological necessity.
The nerve system
requires it.
The deep, forceful chest movement
in itself sets the blood to racing, thereby livening
up the circulation which is good for us.
Perhaps youjradn't thought of that ? Perhaps
you didn't realise that laughing automatically,
re-oxygenates the blood your blood and keeps

—

—

red ? It does all of- that, and besides,
relieves the tension from your brain.

it

*

LAUGHTER
it

*

it

*

more or less a habit. To some
comes only with practice. But what's to
is

hinder practising ? Laugh and live long
you had a thought of dying laugh and grow
well
if you're sick and despondent
laugh and
grow fat if your tendency is towards the lean
and cadaverous laugh end succeed if you're
glum and " unlucky
laugh and nothing can
faze you not even the Grim Reaper for the
if

—

—

—

—

—

—

man who

—
—
—

has laughed his way through life has
nothing to fear of the future. His conscience
is clear.

*

*

WHEREIN,

*

magie of laughter ?
For magic it is a something that manufactures a state of felicity out of any
condition.
We've got to admit its charm
automatically and inevitably a laugh cheers us
up. If we are bored nothing to do just
laugh that's something to do, for laughter is
synonymous with action, and action dispels
gloom, care, trouble, worry, and all else of the
lies

this

—

;

—

—

same

from

—

ilk.

Seal

laughter

*
is

*

spontaneous.

Like

water

bubbles forth a creation of
mingled action and spontaneity two magic
potions in themselves the very essence of laughUr
the unrestrained emotion within us 1

—

the spring

it,

—V'*-.

'*.'.

,f

-

*

...

••

',

the average man on tho
for
TAKE
example. Watch him go plodding along
—no spring, no
no vim. What

it

—

lie

needs

is

spirit

I

himself into action
unless he
take

!

mO

form ^hat

Energy^-the power to forco
For him there is no hopo

up

physical training in

—

somo

put him in normal physical conafter that everything simplifies itself.
Svill

—
mind you, physical
AND,
necessarily mean going

dition

*

*

*

training doesn't
to an expert for
advice.
Get out in tho fresh air and
walk briskly and don't forget to wear a smile
while you're at it. Don't over-do. Take it
easy at first and build up your effort day by

—

day.

A

night.
sure of

—

morning a little more tochance you have, when you're
your wind and heart, get out upon tho
this

little

The

first

country road, or cross-country

hill

and

dale.

Then run, run, run, until you drop exhausted
upon some grassy bank. Then laugh, loud and
on the road to happiness.

long, for you're

*

*

—

LIKE

for each individual to seek
for himself.
Many of us already
but many of us do not.

1."

I mean, do you ever laugh right out
spontanjust as if the police weren't listening
with drawn clubs and a finger on the button
connecting with the " hurry-up " wagon ? Well,
if you don't, you should.
Start off the morning
with a laugh and you needn't worry about the rest
of the day.

eously

grounds

with Peter, David passed.
Judith saw him coming, and, drawing the brim of
Vier hat over her eyes, turned away.
Through the corner of her eye she saw David start,
(Continued on page 23.)
L

—

—

*
in the

*

all a state of mind, I tell you
and I'm
sure of what I say.
That's why I have taken
up my fountain pen. I want to talk to my
friends you hosts of people who have written to
me for my recipe. In moving pictures all I can
do is act my part and grin for you.
What I say
is a matter of your own inference, but with my pen
I have a means of getting round the " silent
drama " which prevents us from organising a
" close-up " with one another.

estate.

One day when Judith was walking

*

/T'S

Do you

matter

elasticity,

—

'

;

a state of

controls.
possible to stand with one foot on
the inevitable " banana peel " of life with both
eyes peering into the Great Beyond, and still bo
happy, comfortable, and serene if we will
even so much as smile.
*

am

going back to the city to-morrow." she said,
"and if 1 can be of any assistance in taking the
jewellery and private papers of the poor girl to Mrs.
Pembcrton, I shall be only too pleased."
All unsuspicious, the doctor gave her the jewellery
and papers, and Judith departed.
she had fixed her plan of campaign. She would
impersonate the dead girl, and moreover, in her rOle
as Madame Zariska, describe herself to Peter Van
Dixon as the woman Fate had decreed he should

•

fundamentally
of body.

it is

saw the doctor.
" 1

is

—not a state

And mind

Indeed

not stick

street,

APPINESS
mind

Why

!

and acquire
possess

fellow.

,

found her on the beach.

to laugh

is

The experiment won't hurt you.
wo need is will power, and that is a

All

-you — me —

VER YBOD Y is eligible-

•

it

?

laugh are happy.

was Sylvia Dorian, but she was dying when they
Mrs. Blackwood and Felicity had run out to give

for mo
SO along

TRY

it

now

—don't

*;.-

wait.

To-day

is the

day

Or, if it is night when you run
across these lines, drop tliis book and trot
yourself around the street a few times.
Then
to begin.

come back and

you'll enjoy

would otherwise.

more than you

it

Activity makes for happiness

as nothing else will, and once you stir your blood
into little bubbles of energy you will begin to
think of other means of keeping your bodily
house in order. Unless you make a first effort
the chances are you will do very little real thinking of any kind.
*
*
*

what an opportunity
THINK
stripped at night
we

we miss when

if
fail to give our
bodies a round of exercise.
It is so simj le,
so easy, and has so much to do with our sleep
each night and our work next day that to neglect
to do so is a crime against nature.
And laugh
Man alive, if you are not in the habit of laughing,
get the habit.
Never miss a chance to laugh
aloud.
Smiling is better than nothing, and a
chuckle is better still but out and out laughter
js the real thing.
Try it now- if you dare
And
-when you've done it, analyse your feelings.
!

—

!

*

*

MAKE

—

*

this prediction
if you once start the
habit of exercise, and couple with it tho
habit of laughter, even if only for onr> short
week you'll keep it up ever afterwards.
And, by the way, Friend Reader, don't bo
The personal pronouns " I " and
alarmed.
" you " give place in succeeding chapters to the
more congenial editorial " we." I couldn't
resist the temptation to enjoy one brief spell
of intimacy just for the sake of good acquaintance.
Have a laugh on me.

I

—

—

*

EXPERIENCE

*

*

the

real teacher, but tho
matter of how wo are going to succeed in
life should not be left to ordinary chanco
while we are waiting for things to happen.
Our first duty is to prepare ourselves against untoward experiences, and that is best done by
taking stock of our mental and physical assets
at the very outset of our journey.
What weaknesses we possess are excess baggage to be
thrown away, and that is our reason for taking
stock so early. It is likely to save us from

riding to a

is

fall.

{Doug, gives us more good advise next week.)
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THE YOUNG PERSON

Braithwaite's Clever Daughter.

Lillian

—

ppeaking, " The Young Person
In Pink " was not living up to her
appellation when I called upon hor the
other afternoon, for I found Miss Joyce Carey
attired, not in garments of that roseate hue,
l.ut in a fascinating negligee of quite another

However, l"d counted on this interview appearing under the above heading, and

my

'

looks. I might remark on the resemblance sho
bears to her famous mother, Lillian Braithwaite, both in appearance and. I think, in voice,
only we ail know the handicap of having a
famous relation, and then, too, I'm sure Miss
all

From January to August.
" I I AVE you had any amusing

counts simply

herself.

of hostilities it seemed that
there might not be an interview at all owing to

At the beginning

thrilling

tell you," said Miss Carey, when I
asked her for some details of her picture
experiences, " because I have- appeared in. so few
films just Because,' God and tho Man,' and
The Newcomes,' or. as I believe it is being

to

I

—

'

'

*

called,

"

'

Colonel Newcome.*

"

What

prompled you to take up film
" I asked.
I
entered pictures for the most
prosaic of reasons," admitted Miss Carey,
_ because I happened to be out of work, and
receiving a film offer from an agent promptly
took it, but I must say that I found the work
interesting, though the stage holds first place
work

T

" Well,

in

my affections.
"To my min^

there

a

is

cold -blooded ness

never found on tho
stage.
1 refer to the manner in which one
must depict an emotion before the camera
without anything to lead up to it. And then,
again* thero are tho long waits between the

about film acting winch

And

is

addition to those little things
there is my preference for working at night theatre—and
my dislike of earlv
as I do at the
scenes.

in

FILM

Pketty Film Wife: •'Here I am, roasting
myself to death cooking you a nice steak, and
you are making fun at mo "
Handsome Film Husband " I was only
laughing, my dear, to think what an easy thing
"
it is to be burned at the steak
!

:

!

A Noble

Sacrifice.
Mother, I may as well tell you tho
truth. I've married a film actress."
Mother : Oh Oh, how could you ?"
Alcy " I did it to save father. He was
desjicrately in love With her."

Alcy

:

'•'

!

:

— —
his

on his father's
mother getting ready
(She
was performing

sitting

for tho studio.
the very delicate operation of doing her hair
in a most becoming wave effect.
"No waves for you, pa!" said the infant
philosopher, as he fondly polished his parent's
Laid head. " You're all beach ! "
**

— —

The Wrong Man.

WYNNE, tho film producer,
ho
BERT
lias just finished " The; Town of Crooked
v»

Ways,"

tells

an

amusing

JOYCE CAREY.
(Photo

:

Doro'.hy Wilding.)

rising !
For instance, one may catch the
b.30 train iivtbe morning en route for the studio,
and then not be used for a scene till four o'clock
in the afternoon, by which time," Miss Carey

remarked somewhat alarmingly " one's face
is all gone
I mean," she explained, seeing my
surprise, "that all one's sprightlincss has
!

vanished by then.
However," she concluded, " beside these
disadvantages one must place the advantages,
among the chief being tho interest the work
affords, and the. value of being able to study
one's pcrlormance afterwards on the screen."
1

Her Face

(HAT

Is

adv ice on the possibilities of tho stage v. screen,
in which branch of art would you consider she
had the best chances of a speedy success, pro"
vided, of course, she seemed suited to either 1
" 1 am afraid I cannot speak with much
authority," confessed Miss Carey. "You Ree,
I was fortunate in making mv screen debut in

chase after an actor whom he- wanted to play
in a picture.
He had motored up to town in
connection with tho "casting" of the film,
and was held up by traffic in Shaftesbury

Avenue.

He

—

espied Bertram Burleigh the very man
- walking
quickly along in tho
direction of Wardour Street, and Bent his
chauffeur after him, with instructions to " bring
back that man with the parcel."
The chauffeur wended his way among the
stream of vehicles, and presently returned
with a funny little man of the "soft goods"
persuasion, carrying a big parcel wrapped in a

ho

wanted

story

of

a

Burleigh, and Bert Wynne, in spite of his
apologies, was severely rated for liis " poor
sense of humour " by the man who had been
brought on a wild-goose chase.

Charlie Chaplin's Double.
amusing adventure recently

AN

—

!

I

'

'

'

—

Her Fortune."

your opinion of film acting as a
career for a girl. Miss Carey t " 1 next
" Supposing a young friend of
asked.
yours, with dramatic inclinations, asked your
is

waterproof cloth.
Needless to"say. the F. L. M. was not Bertram

-»

No Waves.
small boy was
THEknee
watching

—

TlXJLN m

A Household Martyr.

experience*

during the making of your pictures,
Miss Carey ? "
" Nothing wildly so, I'm afraid," was the
reply, " though there is always a certain amount
of humour —-and a very great deal of embarrassment -attached to working on exteriors in
I/ondon. The remembrance of being dressed
as a Puritan maid, and having a violent scene
with the villain of the piece outside my cottagedoor in the [lounslow Road, at the busiest time
of the day, will always remain with me.
You
can imagine my feelings, with a great crowd
gathered round watching us, and even tho
people in the trams standing up to form an
appreciative audience at least, I hope it
"
was appreciative
At least, it wasn't hostile
And Miss Carey laughed at the recollection.
" This scene," she added, " occurred in God
and the Man.'
" Then do you remember the bill-room scene
Because ? I remember when Mum and
in
Mr. Ben Webster and I first made it the weather
was so cold that our breath was quite a photographic difficulty, and yet, token it was taken
again—for some of the film was burnt the heat
was so great that wc couM hardly endure it..
Rather amusing to think that we entered the
"
room in January and made our exit in August
" Do you think you will be appearing in any
more pictures ? " was my parting shot, tesj
having joined in Miss Carey's mirth, I rose t<>

1 1

the vigorous demands of a second party for
attention, said party being " Mimsey," a very
diminutive " Peke
given to Miss Carey by
Constance Collier : but upon my promising to
include him in the interview he consented to
subside gracefully in his mistress's lap, and
peace was restored.

Cold Bloodedness of Film Acting.
" I'M afraid I haven't anything very

'

'

:

in view of Miss Carey's treat success as tho
" young person " of Gertrude .lennings' clever
comedy, I think I'm quite justified in sticking
to
original title.
And, anyway, I'm quite
correct in designating Miss Carey as young
she is, very, with all youth's enthusiasm ; tall,
dark, and with more than her share of good

—

—

a big part in Because
and so I have never
known the struggles of the film aspirant : but.
as far as my limited experience allows me to form
an opinion, I should say that it is easier for a
girl, once she has got her film entree, to succeed
on the screen than on the stage, especially if
she -has A pleasing and expressive face. So
much depends on the face in fact, to my mind,
it is the chief asset in film work, and if a girl
had that asset, then I think she stands a reasonable chance of success, even though her dramatic
abilities are not above the aveiage.
Of course,
there are many players on the screen who are
great artists as well as being
good-lookers,'
but I was speaking just now of people with' just
average dramatic talents, and these. I think,
if
possess fine photographic
their features
qualities, will win greater success in pictures
than on the boards."

colour.

for

1920.

A Cinematic Chat
With Joyce Carey.

IN PINK.

STRICTLY

Carey prefers to be taken on

2bt/,.

!

depart.
!

There

is

every possibility of

my

doing

she replied, " but I am afraid, at present,
not at liberty to divulge t.ny details."

so,*'
I

am

,

May Herschei. Clarke.
Trafalgar Square, and, going up in the lift,
tho liftman asked Percival if his little daughter,
aged three, might bo allowed to shake hands
The liftman explained, " It will
with him.
be so nice for her to say. in after years, that
Cyril
sho shook hands with Mr. Chaplin."
tho
Percival was too iionplusaxl to dispel
illusion.

His Scheme.
"

X/OU

seem to have no ambition," asserted
the high-spirited film artist.
" But I have/' said the leisurely film
" I intend to be rich."
hero.
"Then why don't you woik. like Gordon, for
instance."
" Ah, said the leisurely hero, " I've l.ad niv
eye on him for some time. Good fellow, Gordrnv
He's working
1 like to see him piling up wealth.
J

for

me."

" Working for you

?

"

he's killing himself making a fortune,
I plan to get it by marrying his_ pretty

"Yes

;

and
widow.

Like Another Language.
befell Cyril

Percival, the film actor, who plays the
i6'e of " Clarence t^iiampordene," in
" The Town of Crooked Ways.'
The c har,
ncter demands that he shall wear a small
moustache. A scene had to be taken from
the roof of one of the shipping offices in

WHEN Wild West, went

Bill Biggs, the picture

eowboj from

to London for the
time, an Englishman, who did not
feel sure of Bill's nationality, asked him, " Do
"
yuii understand English ?
" We-el ye-es." said Bill. " tol'rable. tol'rpole,
sure I kin git it if y' go slow."

the

first

!
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writes:
"It
Fred
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preparation,
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— and you said you
'

;

weren't hungry

;

— but

gave in

the never failing temptation of Bird's

Custard
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make
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and no can
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all

fruit.
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The Masterpiece Library of Short
The Thousand Best Complete Tales
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man, by

civilised

men and women everywhere,

appeal than any other form of

literature.

men and

has cradled

It

children.

\IEVER

all

of

and

monument

countries fn ve been searched,

short

The

generation.

and

from each the gems have been rescued for
and entertainment of the present

The twenty

as first subscription.

storytellers

Board

by making the

of universal literature

of

"The

grand
evoted to

first

c

the delightful, vivid, popular art of the

prose

little

tale.

Magnificent Library.

volumes, each a masterpiece" in

story

Editorial

Masterpiece Library of Short Stories " has
rounded off the work of thousands of years

the delight

A

5/-

has

It

before has any work with the
scop? and interest of " The Masterpiece Library of Short Stories " been presented.
The realms of literature of all ages
all

paid

carriage

has acquired

it

cemented human society by quickening sympathy with
the dramas and humours of common life.
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sent

on payment of only

and general power of

range, variety of interest,

the imagination of primitive
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by
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all

constitute

ilerature,

a

rich

its

library

department of
in

themselves.

Paper, printing, binding— all are worthy of the contents.

You

have in the library volumes that are, from their artistic appearance
a delight to read not only
on your shelves, a joy to possess
from the quality of their contents, but also from the clearness of

—

printing,

and

richness of the bindings.

of Literature who banded
noil
themselves together lo select what
worthy .in the whole rea'm of the World's Short

The

living

Leaden

wu

Story Literature are men whose names carry
Sir Arthur
weight among all book-lovers.
Quiller-Cooctr, Professor of English Literature
at Cambridge ; Sir William Robertson Nicoll.
the most variously gitted personality among
London Editors ; Mr. Edmund Gosse. one
.
of the greatest authorities on English and
Continental literature: ProfessorSaintsbury,
Sir
most erudite of all the literary critics
- Frederick Wedmore.
author and critic of
wide, rare and refined taste Mr.Clement
;

.

Shorter,
opinion

whose
is

influence on literary
so far-reaching ; Mr. Thomas

Seccombe. whose delight it is to discover buried literary talent;
Mr. Richard le Gallienne.as highly honoured for his achievements
in prose and poetry in America as he is in this country
Professor Brander Matthews of Columbia University, who
j

has made the art of the shor.1 story his special sphere of lileracv
research and interpretation :
Professor
P. Trent, of
Columbia, an eminent leader of cultured America Professor
Carl van Doren. leader of the younger school of American
literary
men these under the general direction of Mr.
J. A. Hammerton. the Editor-in-Chief, whose wide knowledge and critical judgment make him a past master in the
production of interest-compelling works, collaborated in the
selection of the Thousand Best Short Stories of all times and
countries that are presented in the great literary achievement
now offered to the lovers of what is best in the world of boots.
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BEATRICE LA PLANTE
The Screen-Famous Eccentric Comedienne Who
Was the First Female " Happy Hooligan.

a new star in
L.\ PLANTE
MISS
the film firmament, but her special
is

line of eccentric comedy is sure
Miss La
to make her a fast favourite.
l'lant is a dark -eyed beauty ol French

mid Spanish parentage, and was born
In her
Paris nineteen years ago.
native country sho studied to prepare
in

a grand opera career, but
her voice broke under the strain of arduous work, and so she decided upon film
work, where her voice did not matter.
She is soon to bo seen
herself for

pn a number
Jtolin

of

Pathe

Comedies.

Beatrice

La

Plants,

now

the

Patho Rolin comedienne, claims
original female
the
to be
"

Happy Hooligan."

embarking on

Before

comedy work,

much dramatic acting
She was
the pictures.
leading
Scssue Hayakawa's
lady in his recent picture, " Tho
Beggar Prince," and has played
opposite both William Fox and

she did
for

Bill

Desmond.

Taking her rrvuning exercise.
" It's just as exhilarating a9
horseback riding, and much
expensive," says Beat-

less

Tht Picture Show, J«nc
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was born In Weston-super-Mare, has brown hair grey
and is an inch less 6 ft, in height: He was
on the stage, and is actor, playwright,
and producer. He is not married.
Molly (Millom).— Page Warren in "The Bar
Sinister " was Victor Sutherland. He has also played
in " Daredevil Kate," " The Barrier," 4nd " The Sign
Invisible."
He was born in Paducah thirty-one

eyes,

fifteen years

IF

ARE SUB-TITLES NECESSARY?
probably the secret ambition of many a producer
one day, to produce films that shall depict
every incident in a story by means of pictures alone.
If this elimination of the sub-title can be achieved
successfully, without the substitution of any spoken
sounds, then the art of the motion-picture may be
said to have reached its perfection, other things in it,
of course, being equal.
The fact that we have still to rely upon the sub-title
In order to obtain an intelligible conception of the
screen play might seem to be one of the few weak
spots that have not yet been removed in its progress.
Yet the problem of being able to dispense entirely
with any explanations between scenes is a very difficult
ore.
It will call for a much higher form of acting
from the artistes and even greater abilities on the part
of the producer.
For the latter will have to resist the
temptation of padding the story with scenes that may
e either repetitions or detrimental to its interest.
In the circumstances, it is not to be wondered at that
sub-titles will continue to be necessary until the superartistes and the super-producer can be found to give
us the perfect story without words.
But it ought to be possible, meanwhile, to effect a
vast amount of improvement in the sub-titling of all
screen plays.
Many sub-titles even now appear so
unnecessary that they could easily be cut out without
It is

to be able,

I

injuring the story in any sense.
Others, again, are
lengthy dissertations that would not be so wearisome
to remember if they were boiled down.
The ideal subtitle should be brief and to the point, one that can
te quickly read and easily understood.
A picturetheatre audience does not like it when good acting is
sometimes chopped up at dramatic moments in the
play in order that the caption writer may have several
seconds' worth of reading matter on the screen.
Let us have it when essential, and if served up occasionally with a touch of humour it will go down well.

THE EDITOR.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next is^ue,
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered.
Address
The Editor, " The Picture Show," Room 85, The
Farringdon
rleetway House,
Street, London,E.C.4.
:

R. J. C. (London, N.).—" Stolen Hours" was produced by the World Film Co.
•'
Arbutus " (raisley). You've pot the acting
craze badly, but as Paisley folk are reputed to be
cautious, I take it you won't be in too great a hurry to
part with your fees, and you will be wise In not ,|..u.
i-o.
That is the best advice I can give. Particulars
of one of your favonrites wrre given recently, but I
l.now it's some little time since I Rave details about
William Farnum and Marguerite (.'lark. The former
was born on July 4th, 1878, in Boston, Mass. His
colouring is brown hair and blue eyes, and his wife's

—

•

name

is

Olive White, a non-professional.

Marguerite

was thirtr-threc on February 22ml last, and
no more than 4ft. lOins. in height. Drown hair
and hazel eyes, and married to II I'almcrson Williams.
T. W. (Southampton).
liasil (illl is married
Be
was bom on March 10th, 1877, in Birkenhead. Marie
l'oiini
was the maiden name of Owen Wares' wife,
isobel Elsom was bom in Cambridge. Alice Joyce,
formerly Mrs. Torn Moore, is now married to James
Regan, a non-professional. Cheerio, thou merry soul
E. J. (Newport).- Why should 1 be offended with
(

lark
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.
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you because you have written for the first time ?
You have got to make a start some time, and I exact
no penalties from first comers. Warner Oland was
born in 1880 in Vmca, Sweden. Pretty cold lip there,
I should imagine.
Percy Marmont was born in
London, but he denies that he has changed the colour
of his hair since you last saw him with Alice Brady.
Charles Ray does not tell me what you want to know,
but I'll try and find out somehow. Now you can go
forth and tell your friends that you did nave the"
pluck to write to me in answer to their challenge.

Toxl

S.K.).
Thanks for your nice
I have added to my ever-growing
would be an interesting thing if the
Charles Hart you mention, who was reported to be a
descendant of William Shakespeare, was also a relation of William Shakespeare Hart, thus making the
latter a descendant of the great English bard.
I do

collection.

—

P. F. <Govan).
No bothcrat all, but. as it happens,
friends are both wrong. Neither Ella
nor Lucille Love was in " The Black Box."
The leads in this film were Ann Little and Herbert
Rawlinson. It seems to me you two will have to
start another argument.
"Ellen" (Dover). Norma Talmadge is dark.
Will Rogers is also keeping dark the information you
want.
What do you want to " fade away " for f
YOn arc not an old soldier ?
Yes, it's a stroke of ill-luck to
P. W. (WUmslOW).
fall in love with Robert Warwick, because he is already
married to Josephine Whittell. He was christened
the year
Bien and he has been and done a lot -it
1881, when he made his very first appearance in
Sacremento, California. Of course, Olive Thomas is
awfully sweet. You ask Jack Pfckford.
"Pip" (Reading). Do you get it often? No,

I.IL-(Welling), May (West Ham), FLORRIE (London),
James (Dundee), M. L. K. (Dundee), E. C. (Ashtonon-Mersey), "Interested" (Southport), W. II.
(Sale), " Curious " (Lowestoft), D. E. K. (Reading),
E. B. W. (Glossop), M. S. (Barnton), M. L. (Wavertrce), D. E. M. (Merton). and K. J. (Bath).
What
has made you all so late ? Somebody else has been
here before you with the same questions and got
answered, so perhaps you all have seen the information given quite recently.
, " Tiie Jockey Girl " (Halsingborg).—So you are
passionately fond of horses, and are also longing to
come to this country in order to see our scenery }

—

—

Ralph Graves is an American artiste. " The chap
with the monocle," as you call him. must have been
Harrison Ford opposite Constance Talmadge in " A
Pair of Silk Stockings." Alan Forrest was the hero in
" The Eyes of Julia Deep."
M. M. (Birmingham). Your name ought, to have
been Daniel, though the Hon of the. editorial den is
not so fierce. You will have seen, ere this, the address
of Lillian Glsh. Born in 181W5 on October 14th, she
did not begin her screen career til! 1012, and two of
her latest films are " The Great Love " and " Broken
Blossoms."
Here's the published cast of
J. McC. (Soutlisea).
" The Woman in the Web."
Does it Include tlie
names you want ? Hedda Nova <Prineess Olga
Mirrntoff), J. Frank Glendon (Jack Lawford). R.
Bradburv (Baron Kovsky), Otto Ledercr (Colonel
Borusk),"Chet Ryan (Ivan the Cossack), Hoot Gil>son
Ivan's brother), and Patricia Palmer
(Yassily,
(Countess Irsky).
Maggie (Codham). So yon wished you lived nearer
to me so that you could always ask me about film
stars.
I expect you would want to keep me rather
busy.
Who is Florence Dj^ ? William Duncan says
she is the lady he married. You have doubtless seen
something about Edith Jolinson since you wrote to
me. " Beliind the Lines," " The .Scarlet Car," and
" In the Talons of an Eagle " are three of her films.
" Pauline's Admirer " (Gloucester) and H. D.
(Islington).
As I am writing some weeks in advance,
I am sorry I cannot tell you when you will be aide to
The dailysec in your localit y the Alius you mention.
papers will doubtless advertise them.
" Constant Header " (Banbury).
All that has
been printed about Pearl White in previous issues
is correct.
But as regards what you have heard about
her now, I have no conflrmatiou.
Some people will not disclose
L. M. (East Ham).

—

—

—

—

—

Do you blame them t I don't, nelcn
Gibson is twenty-six, Tom Mix is thirty-nine, and
Edith Johnson is twenty-five. Yes, Francis Ford is
their ages.

I shall luive to ask him.
" Laiuh&YLLA " (Redruth).--- Jack Sherril was
born in Atlanta, Georgia. He has brown -hair, blue,
His height is
eyes, nnd is married to Lillian Forbes.
r> ft. 10 in., and on April 14th he reached his twentysecond birthday. Quite a young man, as you will
tee.
More about him later.
Piivi.MS (Hereford).
Let us consider that the
handshaking has been done, and, since we can't chat,
you may write. So Henry Edwards disappointed
you T Of course, he may have been very busy. Ho

married.

1

—

It

notjthink, however, that tlus is the case.
" Petit Moi " (Grimsby), " Mickey " (Rushden).

Hall

—

—

(London

photograph, which

you ami your

—

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

she

years ago.
A. H. (Cork). So you mean to make this the beginning of a lasting correspondence ? Let it be so.
I will remember your request, but even if vou do not
see the particular addresses you want don't forget
you can still write to any artiste by sending your
letter to this office, from whence it will be forwarded.
n
,.

vou want to know anything about Films or Film Playeru

Some day you may, and then you

'

will have piore
chance of seeing~your favourite Gerald Ames and
more British films than are shown at present in
Sweden. I am pleased to hear that this paper is so
popular among the members of your English club.
" Lightning " (Maidenhead). I expect you must
be pretty quick greased, in fact. I don't remember
your trying to make my acquaintance before, but vou
are welcome, anyway. Good old Ralph Graves,
about whom you inquire, is an American, sure. He
was born in Cleveland. Ohio. " The Master Mystery "
cast included Houdini (Quentin Locke), Margaret
Marsh (Eva Brent), Ruth Stonehouse (Zita pane 1 ,

—

;

Edna Britton (De Luxe Dora), Charles Graham (Paul
Balcolm), Jack Burncs (Peter Brent), and Flovd
Buckley (the Automaton]). The principal parts in
"The Sorrows of Satan" were taken by Glad v.
Cooper, Owen Narcs, and Cecil Humphreys".
" GLADYS " (Romford). Y'ou seem to be having a
strenuous time of it following the exercises of Doris
May. E. D. Horkheimer is the husband of Jack;.
Saunders. She was horn twenty-eight years ago.
and has fair hair and blue eyes. Sorry I cannot lay
who were the kiddies in the comedy you saw, as

—

names are not mentioned.
C. M. B. (Tunbridge Wells).— There's going to be
heaps more about British artistes in this paper. »>
don't miss a single number. Isobel Klsom" and
Andre Beaulieu were in "The Way of an Kagle "
Herewith the cast, of " Comin' Thro' thc__Kvc "
Attn* Taylor (Uelen Adair), Margaret Tilanehc
(Sylvia Fleming), Stewart
Rome (Paul Vastier).
Campbell Gullan (George Tempest), and Lionelle
Howard (Dick Fellows). Among the others In It were
Violet Hopson and Chrissie White.
" PAUL " (Croydon).
I trust I have dulv earned
your undying gratitude for the east of " The Magtar
Mystery " was published, just after yon wrote to mc.
in the Issue for June 5th. Also above. There you will
see that it was Charles Graham who took the part
of Paul Balcolm.
You must have found his acting
wonderfully captivating to have made you so cxcitel.
" CEORGE " (Abbey Wood). —Daphne Glenne In
" The Life of a IxhhIoii Actress," Irene Howley and
Frank Currier in " Her father's Keeper." (ieralduu
Farrar and Wallace Reid in " The Devil's Stone." and
Alice Brady and H. E. Herbert in " The Whirlpool.''
their

:

—

How

do

lor the present ?
(Cambcrley).
You may write again.
will promise to do nothing dreadful if you do.
1
William Duncan's age remains a mystery, but bis
height is 5 ft. 10 in.' Edith Johnson was born in
Rochester twenty-five years ago and has light hair
and blue eyes. Her height is
ft. 4 In.
" Dorox " (Streathani) and " Opoposax "
(Ebbw
Yale).
You are welcome. Wanda Hawh-v wits,
Ixirn in
1807 in Seattle, Washington, and \\y
Close hi Stockton-on-Tees In 1894.
It wan Casern
Ferguson in "The Gipsy Trail." No. Ivy Duke and
Marjorie Hume are two different persons.' 'Your tan
American favourites. " Opoponax," do not give 6 n'
months or dates of their birth.
" Primrose " (Fulham)
The leads in " ijiuc
Women " were taken by Alice Brady and Coihad
Nagel.
Re the art plates you mention «cc replv to
Yivlenc of Brixton in the Issue for May, 22nd.
D. O. (Bristol). Elsie Ferguson is American,

"

will this

—

Daphne "

,',

—
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having been born in New York City, but Wvndh.im"
Standing, who was opposite her in " The Marri.igc
Price," was born in London in 1880. and wits educate.
at St. Paul's College.
The others In this play
were Lionel Atwlll, Robert Srhnabe, Maud llorsawj
Marie Temper, and Cla'riette Anthony.
ml
'

(More enstrfTt next u
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blance to Judith in the woman known as Sylvia
Dorian, but he decided it was a resemblance and
nothing more. He would have dismissed the matter
from his mind had he not gone over to Fislu-rs Cove
for the week end.
There he casually mentioned tliat
a lady was staying at the Van Dixons" wlio bore a
strong resemblance to Judith.
"As a matter of fact," he said, "she "rs a Mis.
Sylvia Dorian, who is on a. xJsit to * relative named

requested

kindly

are

owing to the
other queries that have to be

of

post,

you wish to coinimiuioite at once with
not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the ntar on the envelope, and
stamp to the Editor.
»Htelo3c it with a loose
If the letter weighs more than 1 oz. it will require
.in additional
I'd. stamp For each extra ounce.
THE PICTURE SHOW, Room 85, The Fleetway House,
Bxrrinudon Street, London, B.C. 4. and it will be
forwar led bv the next mail. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and aduress, including the name of your
county and country, and meution The I'icti'RE
show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
l)c understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
I'lease keep
that such letters will be replied to.
answered.

miy

If

artiste

Jlrs Pemberton."
Felicity and her

then the

RHODES. —Care

Productions,
U.S.A.

Broadway,

1600,

ALAN FORREST,

New York

LOl'ISE

Hl'FF.

Accompanied by Mrs. Blackwood and Felicity,
David took the first train to t lie ctt>% first sending oil
the telegram.
It was this telegram that Judith saw.
Her tare
went black with rage as sno grasped its meaulug.
She saw it handed in at Fishcra Cove, and that it
meant that David had boen told the truth about

of

Forty-

Sylvia Dorian's death.
" To be beaten at the eleventh hour," she muttered.
'
But I will not be beaten. I whi »i>peal to Peter's
love, and when they come here to denounce me they
will iind we have gone."
She sought Peter, and. adopting an expression of
virtuous indignation, told him that his family were
trying to part them.
" Don't ask me how I know, Peter," she pleaded,
as ?he looked up into liis eyes with all the power ot
her will. " You know how i love yon. I love you so
that if I lose you I shall die. Oh. Peter, Peter, don't
let them part us !
If yon tove mc as you say—as I
love you—take me away and marry inc.
Marry me
now, so they can never part us."
She broke into a passionate Ot of weeping, and
Peter tried to comfort her.
" Don't distress yourself, darling. Nobody can
part us. I will see. my father an<l mother. I will
tell them al! that we love each other, and tliat. nothing
shall part us.
There is no need to run awa.v% i am
I like
my own master, and I will marry wl
" No !
No ! " almost shrieked Judith. " They

Gladys Leslie, alice joyce.—care of
Vltagraph Studios, Los Angeles. California, U.S.A.

RATHER INE
National

McDONALD. — Onre

Exhibitors

Circuit,

New York City,
JACK HOLT. — Care

Street,

6,

;

First

of

West Forty-eight

U.S.A.

of Famous Lasky, Hollywood, California, U.S.A.
(More addresses next week.)
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binding.
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bound

doth
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lined

These volumes can be obtained, price

10'fl,
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and South Africa) price 12/3 post free. Send your
order to-day to avoid disappointment, enclosiiu!
PtO's for the amount above to The Publisher, TUB

PirrrRt Show, Fleetway House, Farringdon
Loudon, E.C.*.

rose to her feet.

said. " Sylvia Dorian died in this
Judith was here and offered to take her
jewellery and papers to the Mrs. Peinbrrton you
speak of. It is Judith that is masquerading as the
dead girl. We cannot let tihis go on."
They talked the matter nrer. and decided tliat it
was their duty to tell Mr Van Dixon at once.
•'
I will send him a telegram asking him to meet
me at the hotel in the town, where we can talk tilings
over quietly," said David.

City,

— Care

Ami/rican Cinema Corporation. 220, West
second Street, New York City, U.S.A.

and

"David," she

Robertson-Cole

of

at each other,

house.

these addresses for reference.

BILLIE

girl

mother looked

mm

about me. We must go away. I wiil
not be insulted, even by your father and mother.
You must choose between them and me."
will tell lies

Street,

Aud Petri-, helpless in the net tliat Judith baJ
aroiuid him, confute I.
Telling her to pack as few things as *\v eo il I
possibly do with and meet him in the library in ;t p.v,
inlnntes, ha went lo bis room and packed a bag.
Taking a* much money as he could find in his room,
ho went to the library and found Judith waiting for
woven

17.)

and a puzzled expression came over his face. She
was not quite ccrtaiu whether he had recognised her
or not, but after a moment's reflection she decided
tliat he had not done so.
As a matter of fact, Judith was right.
David had noticed what he thought was a resem-

i

i"

any addresses by

page

<

TO WIUTK TO YOUK FAVOURITE

FILM

not

m

i

—

-

him.

There wo? no sign of any of the family, and tin v
weie just going towards the door when it was thrown
open, and Mr Van Dixon, looking very stern, paused
on the threshold.
To her horror, Judith saw that behind bird were
David strong, her mother and her sister.
"

mil just in time. I see,

I

Peter." said

'

sister."
""
1 don't Mtav« a word Of it," began Peter, when
Felicity stepped into the room.
" It is true.
She is toy sister. Judith, you dare
not deny it."
The young man fumed to Judith. One look at
fact told him fcha truth.
" Yea, it is true," she said sullenly. " Now, if you

hw
an

not going to send for the police, please

wavy and

You may go

And then tlie liard -casing that Judith had built
round her heart was melted dissolved in the first
roar- tears she had she*l since ehildlwod.
" If you can trust me so much, you need never
fiar that the old Judith will return, "-she said. " She
is buried in the grave of False Ambition."
(Adapted from incidents in the Western Import
photo-play, "False Ambition," ftaturing Alma
Rubens as Judith.}
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me

" said Mr Van Dixon. " I have no
desire to advertise my son's folly through the police
court reports."
Judith went out a broken woman. For the first
time in her life slie felt asliamed.
But for the generosity of Mr. Van Dixon she would
have been irtaced" in the dock and convicted as a
swindler, forced to herd with vile criminals.
She
drove to her apartments, and there anotlicr blow was
waiting for her. Her servants had ail gone, taking
with them everything they could carry away.
Broken in spirit, she sat in the bare room. She
was ruined and disgraced. Wrapped, up in her
melancholy thoughts, she scarcely heard the door
open, but looking up she saw Paul Vincent standing
by her side.
" Have you come to gloat ovrr my downfall ? "
she said bitterly.
"No," said Paul softly "I liavc come not wi>h
pity, but with love.
I believe you have discovered
what faLse ambition is. I want you to be my wife.
I knew you were not marrying Peter for love," bat I
have loved, you all the time."
"

It is

imparting to the tiger tbat
aJtiaetUeyonrhfivl appearance
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let
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is
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Mr Van

Dixon, looking at the hag in his son's hand. "This
woman is an imprister. Sylvia Dorian was drowned
when she was washed ashore when the Caledonia
went down. These good people tried to save her,
l>nt she died from exhaustion.
The lady you propose
to marry, afire barely giving up your sweetheart, is
Judith Blackwood, nerc are her mother and

»ave
"WILLOWAVE"EVERY
HA/R
beautifully
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EUGENE O'BRIEN.— Splendid Full Page Art Picture inside
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PEARL WHITE— TOM MIX— CHARLIE CHAPLIN GET MOST VOTES IN OUR " CHOOSING THE
STARS" COMPETITION. (FULL RESULT ON PAGE 18.)
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not let the possibility of those terrible
headaches mar your enjoyment. Sunshine
heat or excitement might easily
bring on an attack. But you need not fear
this if you have wisely taken Daisy with
Daisy never fails to cure even the
you.
worst headache it gives relief almost instantaneously,
and within five minutes the pain is absolutely gone.

—

Who

Banish the Dread for. Ever

I

There's a sunshine

headache rob you of your precious hours
remember Daisy is the, quick, safe, scientific and upto-date specific for the complete eradication of headache and nerve pains. Get a supply of Daisy to-day
when the next attack comes it will be the shortest
Don't

let

perses
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Sold
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Sharp's Super-Kreem

Headache

formula, at a reasonable charge, at the

flavour that

only happy

writes:

Cure merits my complete approval.
I lay great stress both on its efficiency and safety, and compliment
commercial
courage
on
your
in placing an unusually costly
you
'Daisy'

in that

the thunder clouds of

all

peace and contentment

you ever had.
" Your

could be sulky and bad tempered

when Sharp's Super- Kreem is about ?

— also
and
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tins.

everywhere at 2d. each.
Daisy Tablets (specially con-

DAISY LTD., LEEDS

venient form), 1/3 per box.

Heart Neuralgia,
Nerves & Hysteria.
Young Lady Cured by
Miss Caroline

Mary Hawkins,

1,

Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

Road, Upper Stratton, Swindon",
seems nothing short of a miracle that Dr. Cassell's
Tablets should have restored my health as they
have done. I have been nervous all my life, and
a severe illness when I was fourteen left mo
worse than ever. For fifteen months I lay helpless, and when at last I recovered I was simply
a wreck, wasted to a shadow, and just a bundle
Ever after I had queer turns at
of nerves.
intervals, which I was told were a severe form
of hysteria, and during these attacks I was quite
Next I began to suffer with neuralgia.
helpless.
At first.it was in the face, but soon it affected my. heart and even my broa* flThe pain was agonising, and I breathed i gasps.
ing.
" Tins state of things had gone on for eighteen months or more when my
mother decided to try me with Dr. Cassell's Tablets. In a very short
timo my breathing became quite free, and I got proper rest. Then tho
neuralgia ceased, my nerves became steady, and I felt liko living in
another world. 1 am now ever so well and strong."
-
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Together on the Stage.
popular
TWOtogether
on

mBm

1

picture Shog

Not

the

making of some of the storm
a coming thrilling serial, "The

scenes in
Veiled Woman,"

one of the schooners
used by Antonio Moreno broke loose from her
moorings and treated those on board to a
drenching and fl deadly fear jjf being smashed
to pieces on the rocks. The lifeboats had to be
used to rescue the company. Apparently all the
thrills in serials are not fakes.

Famous Readers of The M Picture
Show."
No. 26. MARJORIE DAY.
STILL we are able to add to our collection
pictures

famous

of

film

Snow- is acknowledged by

all

stars

The

very latest photographs, beautifully reproduced,
have won for our favourite paper this praise. The
approval of our readers has always been the aim
of everyone on the staff of the Pic-runt: .Show.
It is good to know we have it.

ha? taken to flying,
is
part in a film which
being made at Hendon. A great feature
of this new production is the number of exciting
is

the Time.
admits that he was
once " Little Lord Fauntlcroy " with all

interested in the

cinema as the Premier Picture -play Paper.

in the Air.

WYNDIIAM
POPPY
and
now taking

He Was Only Ten at
ALBERT ROSCOE

who

The Picture

enjoy our picture paper.

I

Poppy

All Fakes.

DURING

RSfi

of

now appearing

the speaking stage.
News
has come from Los Angeles that Mildred
Harris Chaplin is playing opposite Wallace Reid
in a play entitled " Si< k-A-Bcd.'

1

costume to ap|x-ar as apes. It is said but
£4,000 was paid by the company for the screen
rights of t lii- book, in which Jack Holier Iho
hero of " Lightning liryee," will take tho star
role.
"Lghtning Bryce," 03 you know, u
running as a serial in the " Boys' Cinema."
in

film artistes are

the usual trappings of lace and curls that
go to make up the part. However, he was only
ten years old at the time, so he hopes that no one
will hold that against him when he is seen in
stalwart hero parts.

Wesley's Ambition.

Must Not be Kissed.
Shirley Mason has just
to this
signed a novel contract with her producer.
It states that she is not to be in any
pictures where she is kissed by her leading man.
or by any other member of the cast. If it is
necessary to meet certain demands of the
picture. Miss Mason may be embraced, but she
must not be kissed.
This is one of the most novel contracts ever
drawn up.

LISTEN

!

BARRY, the twelve-year-old. towWESLEY
headed, freckle-faced boy of the movies,
takes a great pride in his chicken -coop in
Los Angeles. Before Wesley became a star be

used to make practically all his spending-money
by selling eggs and breeding pigeons. He is still
giving much time to his feathered flock, and
searching for their eggs, he says, has won him
as many friends as he has gained through the
screen.
" If I ever fail on the screen,"
going in for raising chickens."

—

A " Model " Man.
Monroe Salisbury has had the
IHKAR that
honour of posing as a model of an Indian

lie

says. " I

am

Real Apes in Tarzan Picture.

figure for a Los Angeles sculptor, who made
his selection because of his remarkable physique.
physique," said
"I had nothing to do with
the modest -Sc.lisbury, "except to keep in shape."
" Still," said ft member of the company,

THE

cast for "The Son of Tarzan " are on
their way to the South Pacific Islands,
where, 1 hear, this story is about to be

my

produced.
I hear that, as far as is practicable, only live
monkeys will be used. Over 3fi0 apes, ourangoutangs. chimpanzees, and gorillas have been
contracted for, in order to make the production

" you've done the hardest thing a man could
Many of us have broken into print, but.
do.
you're the only one who lias broken into stone.-'

realistic.

Mary Joanna Desmond.

.

and Mrs. William Desmond are
MR. receiving
the congratulations of many

still

friends on the birth of

In previous
filmed by this

Edgar Rice Burroughs

Company

stories,

extras were rigged

up

ROBERT WARWICK,

RICHARD BARTHEL-

favourite in strong
silent bero parts on the
screen.

MESS, now appearing as
the Chink in " Broken

a

Blossoms."

and before one of these was successfully
recorded by the camera, she had to be thrown
from a motor bicycle no less than five times.
" Every time the dr ver and I were thrown
off," sho says, " we were thrown too far away.
I was the unlucky one every time, for I was the
first to fall in the ditch.
Then followed the
driver, and last, but not least, the heavy motorcycle I was bruises ami cuts from head to foot,
to say nothing of a perfectly good costume being
stunts,

;

ruined,
" I am looking forward to next week,

when

higher

go the safer I

I

feel.

The descent makes

one were travelling down a scenic
railway miles long. My two dogs have been up
with me, but 1 am afraid they did not appreciate
the trip, as they suffered severely from air-

one

feel as

sickness.

1

if

'

their daughter,

who has been christened Mary Joanna. Mary
is the first name of the mother, who, as you know,
was known on the screen as Mary Me Ivor, and
Joanna is a tribute to the mother of the popular
As perhaps you know, the
Mr. Desmond.
Desmonds have always been known in moviehind as the happiest of married

A Message From

folk.

Blanche.

BLANCHE SWEET
she

tells me to tell you that
certain that all your chances of
as a movie star will vanish if you

is

fame
bob your hair.

""Bobbed

hair will never do on the screen,"
" I am surprised at the number of
girls who send me their photographs, and ask
my advice on how to get into the movies, only
f.he says.

to reveal in their pictures the fact that their
hair is bobbed.
"They may play certain small type parts,
with bobbed hair, but never will they reach an
important place on the screen.
woman's hair is her crown of glory, and
she needs that crown more in mot ion -pictures

A

than anywhere

else.

The

lights

under which

pictures are token have a way of accentuating the
appearance of the hair, so that it is a vital part
It must lie long and
every girl actress.
and most of those with bobbed hair
show up on the screen in a freakish way. So

Cross,

don't -bob v.nir hair."

world-famous impersonator.

<>f

natural,

You are wrong. This is no
demure-eyed sister in the Bed
but

Julian

Eltinge,

the

I

have to do some spinning nose-dives in an
aeroplane. When I went up first I felt just a
trifle nervous, but I've got over that now, and
I love flying. I have been up 3,000 feet, and the

Here we see Julian Eltinge
His women characas himself.
ters are as well known on the
stage as on the screen.

Julian
Another of
wonderful make-up;.

Eltinge's

He

is just
as successful as a lady of fashion
as be is in other characters.

The rkture Shew, July

t
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presence of mind and grit in preventing a
possible tragedy, congratulated Tom, but he
laughingly replied that he wanted to be considered now for a dashing hero role.

ed f
3

t7e

great,

Bert's Brother Wilfred.

WHEN

we see Metro's all-star production
of Cecil Raleigh's Drury Lano drama,
" The Marriages of Mayfair," we shall seo

Wilfred Lytell, brother of Bert Lytell, who ia
playing the part of Nigel Villers. a lieutenant in
the Coldstream Guards.

How It Was Done.
HIGH-DIVING through

Can

One From

Tell

MANY
They

of

the Other.
seen the Terry Twins.

you have

that their
are so much alike
simultaneous appearance from different
is very bewildering as well as
amusing. I hear that they are to appear on the
sides of the stage

Gaumont

screen in n coming

photo-play.

a glass window is
thrilling sensations, seen
Eddy Polo serial, " The

Pretty Nita Russell, who, in the screen play,
has to receive a proposal from one brother

Vanishing Dagger." A jump through glass may
cause terror to even the most plucky cinema
star glass has a nasty way of splintering, yet,
in this serial, the leading lady really jumped
through a window, but the way was made safe

never could tell the difference between them,
but can do so now by the expression of thejr
eyes.
Cyri} Smith says he has an invaluable

one

of the

in the

many

coming

;

Do you know how

tor her.

?

was

Clear toffee, an eighth of an inch thick,
substituted in the window -frame for the glass,
of the realism intended was lost. The
leading lady's only trouble came when she began
to comb the splinters of toffee from her hair.

and none

>

Such

is

a Life of Villainy.

KENNEDY, who appears
ED Comedies,
that
bewails the

in Sunshine
fact
he is the
gets hissed on the screen.
He tells of a friend who took his bride to see
him, and her only comment on Kennedy after
she had laughed at the comedy was " There
should be a law to do away with the people who
have dispos'tions like that."
He says he has been on the screen eight years,
and has only received one letter, and that was
from a man. Ho has not the least desire to he a
matinee idol but he is pathetic in his complaint
Such is the life of screon villains."

man who

on behalf

of

bashful twin, says that she

his

mark in their teeth.
their differences, however, I
sure that unless you know them very well
will be unable to tell one from the other.
identification

It

Had

Done Again.

to be

a street scene, such as appears in
Goldwyn's version of Arnold Bennett's
" Mitestonee," requires a lot of patience.
Only the other day a scene was taken showing an irate' parent who is pursuing the lovers,
being held up by a cart being overturned in the
middle of the road. The driver is supposed to
fall backwards, and lie did so, but unfortunately
his wig fell off his head to the ground in full view
of the camera.

Frightened the
Dogs.
t hie

heroic role in real

life

of the speciallytower, when the stairs gave way not
because he was so heavy, but through structural
defects. At any rate, Lingham grasped a pro-

—

built

beam with one hand, and wound his
other arm round Miss Roland's waist, and hung
on until ladders could be put tip for them to get
jecting

safely to the ground,

Spectators,

although

Lionel has a

times.
voice so big that

twenty

who aver

feet below.

that the actor

won

lie

needed a

man

with,

a voico that could be

heard abovo the
ETHEL DOUGLAS, the
rising
young cinema
who

actress,

orchestra.

The other day the
company were filming
a street scene when

appeared

with greit success in the
All-Britisb dramas, "

Ye

were

they

Banks and Braes." " The
Autocrat," and " Father

by

disturbed
couple of dogs

ft

O'Flynn."

Lionel's

big voice
the frightened

boomed out " Stop that " and
dogs ran down tho street.

A /Lucky

Girl.

a lucky
THERE
the seventh grade

Grammar
girl

is

of

Hollywood

the

who has

School,

installed as Sessue
little

of fourteen, in

little girl

is

The

Suddenly

fighting.
!

showed

it

him a job with the late
Sir Henry Irving when

recently.

was ascending tho stairway

Bel more,

Lionel

assume the

It was while the company was taking a scene
snowing the heroine being rescued by an aviator
from the top of a tower.
.'
Mr. Lingham, who is playing the heavy role,

in this
shall see

big qualification that is no use
to him as a screen
it
actor,
comes in handy at

LINGHAM, one of the screen's most
villainous villains, whom we shall soon see
in the role of " The Hound," in Ruth
Roland's coming serial, " The Adventures of
to

just beon
local secretary.
of a friend of

Hayakawa's

the daughter

and her special work is cataloguing
the famous star's letters, and to pack up the
photographs which are sent by Hayakawa to his
S.

-

admirers.

—

> i

FROM "OVER THERE."

Thrilling Love Scene.
is not all honey taking one of the principal
IT parts in a love scene, as you will acknowledge when you hear this story In " Leona
Goes A-Hunting," Blanche Sweet plays the
heroine, and her director, Henry King, plays
:

In the big love scene, he
the leading part.
Ho
elopes with the heroine in a hydroplane.
knows nothing at all about flying, so the real
pilot perchod himself on the wing and shouted
down directions to the amatour, who divided
his time and attention in obeying them, and
making love to Blanche Sweet. You can guess
lior nervousness was not all the dissimulated
shyness of a young girl eloping.

Do You Know?

— That

Clara Kimball Young started her stage
carocr at the ago of three T

— That she

•
first

acted

•

Notes and News from Los Angeles.

Claire's Ideal.

CLAIRE WHITNEY'S

mascot is the photograph of a little unknown actress who was
once leading woman in a suburban stock
company. When she was a school girl, Claim
used to worship this little actress from afar,
in the manner of school girls all the world over.
However, she never screwed up the courage to
approach her goddess, beyond writing her a
letter and asking for her photograph.
Now
she keeps the picture in a prominent place in her
pretty homo to remind herself that perhaps
some girl somewhere has made an idol of Claire
Whitney, and is thinking all sorts of beautiful
things about her, as onco she did of her own
" And that makes
little, bright particular star.
mo wish to do nothing that could make me
unworthy and destroy an ideal," she says with
a smile.
'

An Odd Inducement.
MARY MILES MINTER

received last week

a request from a schoolboy for an autoEvidently distrusting
graphed photo.
his own powers of persuasion, her youthful
admirer held out as a special inducement, for
" And if you'll only
her to grant his request.
send me one," he wrote. " I'll mail you a snapshot of my pet rat." It is hardly necessary to
add that the boy got his photo, but, not being
particularly keen on rats, little Miss Minter
did not press ,1m, to keep his part of tbe
i

A

iHepwoith.)

appearance was when she was only eighteen months
old. when she played her first part in " Her Lonely
Soldier," written by Dulcie's aunt, tbe well-known

who has one

Only on the Screen.

had an opportunity

Bab; Dulcie Parsons is one of Britain's youngest
film actresses.
At the age of three she is taking part
in tbe film version of " Little Dorrit."
Her first

novelist, Mrs. Irene Miller.

BY play way,
we

TOM
Ruth,"

you

TAKING

:

Villain

am

Whatever

'

A
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in pictures for

Vitagrnph

T

bargain.

Back To Japan.
wife
AOKI, the charming
TSURU
Sessue Hayakawa, has started on her
little

sho
she

Macbeth and Othello over there. Shakespeare
and music are her chief hobbies. She wants to
interpret the great British dramatist to her

countrymen

in

such a way that they

will

own

under-

stand his point of view through their own history
and great traditions. Miss Aoki is extremely
musical, and has a very pleasant singing voice,
which is being carefully trained. She is a
constant visitor at the home of Leopold
Godowsky, the celebrated pianist, who also
Dagmar Godowsky, his
lives in Hollywood.
daughter, has taken up the screen a* a career,

and

until recently

was

also, like Mrs.

Hayakawa,

working at Universal City.

Fay Filmer.

of

|trip

Before leaving,
to her native country.
said that whilst in Cherry-blossom Land
wants to supervise the production of

•

Elsie Codd.

The future Show, July lid, 1920
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE "PICTURE SHOW."

Appropriate music
acting for a

MARGUERITE CLARKE,

the

wonderful

always played while a picture is being made.
This picture shows MILDRED HARRIS
musician playing pathetic music to help her to look very sad.
John Stahl, her
by the camera to give notice to the camera-man at the crucial moment.

little

has a vast amount of correspondence to
deal with each day.
Here you see her with a few
of her answers ready for the post.

star,

is

new film, the
director, stands

The Governor of California recently visited Universal City, where he met all the most famous American film
•tars.
Here you see him with VIRGINIA F AIRE, EDITH ROBERTS, PRISCILLA DEAN, and her mother.

Us

A bunch of film folk, including JOHN EMERSON and ANITA LOOS, authors
" The Love Expert "
CONSTANCE and NATALIE TALMADGE, Director
CARL LeVINESS. and Mr. and Mrs. JOHN HALLIDAY m flying kit. DAVID
KTRKLAND is seen wearing a false beard and with a bandaged head.
of

;

:

&

.

«' You can't
catch me," says LC-iS HANSON, as he dodges through
away from LILIBEL CHRISTIONSEN. These two clever 11film artistes
The Flame
principal parts in a new Swedish B.W. production, called

which has

just

been released.

the trees
play the
of Life,"

The Picture Show, July 3rd,
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SYLVIA PEARKS, a

feather-brained, selfish girl,
"
of, and marries,
Who was formerly the sweet-

Our Splendid

captures the affection

JACK ARLINGFOKD,

Englishman's dislike for appearing at all conspicuous, but he did not hurt her by showing
her his feelings.
" Come, dear," he whispered. " Let us get
out a little, somewhere where we can talk without being observed, eh ? "
She clung to his arm, sho was radiant in her

of a Girl's Sacrifice for Love.

By EMMIE ALLINGHAM.

heart of

MONA LEVERIDGE.

.lark loses his sight in an
and while he is away undergoing an
operation Sylvia becomes involved in some shady
jewel thefts.
She is arrested and remanded,
and Mona takes care of Sylvia's baby while she
One morning .Tack returns, his sight
is away.
recovered.
He goes to Birmingham to attend
to some business, and when Sylvia is released

Serial Story telling

accident,

Mona

sends her

oft

to him.

A

Selfish Woman.
t
THEN Sylvia gazed out on to the station
as the train slowed down, she saw the
tall form of her husband waiting for her.
She sprang out of the carriage and threw herself into his arms.
" Oh, Jackie, I am pleased to see you " she
" It has been such a terrible journey.
.^riod.
1 rame away just as soon as Mona told me you
were in England. I was angry with Mona.
Fancy her losing my address
I gave it to her.
As
lirsiues. I thought she knew it, anyway.
soon as sho told mo where I could find you, I
came along at once. 1 do hope, Jackie dear,
you have missed me ? "
Jack was looking at his wife admiringly.
Sylvia was ono of tho few women who could

V

W

!

!

She had
look charming aftor a long journey.
slept in the train, and her eyes looked heavy,
dark and mysterious.
Sho was clinging now to his arm in her pretty
confiding manner, and Jack, gazing down at
hor, felt his heart beat a little quicker, in spite of
himself.
He had quite intended to have a
There were quite
straight talk with Sylvia.
a number of things which he wanted cleared up
to satisfy his mind, but her engaging manner
took him quito off his guard.

He was not naturally observant. He did not
notice that his wifo was expensively dressed, ho
only knew that sho was looking remarkably
sweet and pretty, and that sho was evidently
very pleased to bo in his company.
His own

little wifo.

Sylvia was explaining her absence.

" I

met

a cousin of mine, Jack, tho ono I told you about
Don't you
that had married a wealthy man.
remember » I did mention her to you surely ?

You must have

forgotten.
I met her first
months ago; soon after wo were married.
Her husband had to go to America on business.
And I met her again in tho Tube, and sho invited
mo to go and stay with her." "
" And you had a good time ?

soino

" Yes, quito
"

all

must meet

I

right."
this cousin," said Jack, ac-

cepting tho explanation.

—

" Oh, you can't do that, Jack
at least,- not
for some timo," she went on, hastily correcting
herself as she noticed the inquiring expression
" Sho has
which had passed over his face.
gone to America to join her husband now," sho
went on.
Sylvia was clinging to his arm, and she went
on talking abovit her journey and the trivial little

things which passed through her mind.
Jack found his attention wandering, it
always did somehow when his wifo talked. Tho
pretty voico tinklod on, it was so like and yet
They entored a commercial
tinlike another.
hotel where Jack was staying.
Jack had
ordered a supper, and Sylvia clapped her hands
beforo sho sat down to the table
" It is just lovely
It is hko another honeymoon " sho cried, laughing happily. And Jack
hod to smilo at her.
!

!

What a child sjie was! Just a selfish but inMona was right. Sho always was
nocent child
light, ho thought, with a sigh.
Sho had said
that there was no harm in Sylvia, and ho was
Sho was only
quito convinced there wasn't.
!

thoughtless, that

was

it,

and that made

it

all

ho mora important that ho should look after
her and shield her from tho world.
And so tho questions ho had moant to ask
hor were never put.
Sylvia was so obviously
happy and in love with him. Sho was his wife.
Tho futuro looked bright ahead.
I

" I do wish I could always live in hotels
believe I could be a perfect angel if I could
only have all the nice things other people have,"
exclaimed Sylvia suddenly as sho caught sight
of a large diamond -ring on a woman's finger
who was seated at a table near them.
" I have been wondering when you were
going to talk about me," said Jack, smiling
" You are an amazing !it*Je girl,
across at her.
you have not asked me a single question."
" Oh, well, Jack, I can seo you are all right,"
began Sylvia.
Jack flushed. Somehow her words hurt him.
" I didn't mean tliat, kiddy," he said quickly.
" I was thinking of my invention."
" Your invention " cried tho girl ; and then
as she noticed the expression on his face she
gave a little shriek of delighted surprise.
" Tell me " she cried eagerly.
Jack leaned across tho little table towards

!

delight.
" Jack, dear,
she said.

I

When I received your wire, I thought for
tho moment you might have heard," he said,
" and that was why you decided to come up to

becoming."
" I saw a

me."

any good

Is it really

?

there

wo

are."

lightly, but his faco was shining
with triumph.
»
Sylvia starod at him wonderingly.
" Well," she said anxiously, " go on
tell
"

Jack spoke

;

mo

?

you what ? " he said.
Sho tapped tho table with her slender hands
impatiently.
" You silly old pet
You luive left out the
" Tell

!

most important part. How much money will
"
you get how much !
Jack shrugged his shoulders.
" Oh, thousands, I dare say.
It seems all
you women think about," he said very quietly.

—

Ho

could not help thinking at that

spito

of

himself,

would havo taken

how

differint

moment

someone

in
else

news.
Sylvia thought
work, her chief consideration
his

nothing of his life's
was tho monoy.
And yet he understood his wife's attitude.
" All your troubles aro now over, kiddy," he
" You can have a
said, smiling across at her.
good maid and someone to tako chargo of
Bobbie, and you need only wear jiretty frocks
and bo happy."
" Oh, Jack, you darling "
Sylvia sprang from her chair and made a dash
Utterly regardloss
for Jack's side of tho table.
of waiters or tho other occupants of the room,
sho throw her arms round her husband's neck
and kissed him.
" Is it really and truly true ! " she cried.
"
'•
Oh, Jack, how exquisitely lovely
Jack had risen from his seat. Ho had all an
!

Unfortunate Meeting.
stood, before

long

a

mirror

in

a

!

.

vention.

a motor-car,"

!

!

" Sylvia, it is a great success only this morn;
I went out to lunch with
ing it was all settled.
He is the head of a big
a Mr. Wilson to-day.
engineering firm here, and I am to call at
his ollico to-morrow ond sign a few papers, and

GIRL

me

do please buy

handsomely appointed room.
On a chair were piled a number of
frocks, and a tired-faced maid was bringing
another garment from the wardrobe.
" How can I wear that thing
I look horrible in it, you know I do
cried. Sylvia
furiously as her eyes fell on it.
" What will you wear then, madam ? It is
getting quite late.
Mr. Arlingford has been up
twice to ask when you will be ready."
" How can I get dressed when I have nothing
"
to wear ?
Tho maid glanced with a sigh at the gowns
sho had already brought out.
" I have only been with madam six weeks, and
all
these dresses havo arrived since.
This
apricot tulle, madam, with the green is most

her.
"

.

An

A

!

Sylvia was doing full justice to the piece of
salmon on hor plate. It was a favourite dish
of hers, and Sylvia always lived entirely for (ho
moment if it was pleasant. Jack had a tiresome
way of leading up to a subject, but she knew his
news was good, or ho would never waste njoney
in an hotel or buy her favourito dishes, as well
As a rule, Jock
as partaking of them himself.
always selected the cheapest dish on tho menu
Bofor himself, but to-night it was different.
Sylvia's
sides, there was a bottle of wine.
She was very glad she had
spirits soared high.
come ; her experiences of Hie post -week faded
.
right into tho background.
" I came because I wanted to see you, Jackie,"
she declared smilingly.
" Is that the real truth. Sylvia t "
" Honest injin.
Now tell mo about
the in"

1920.

like

it,

girl

and

I

at the theatre with a frock just
it as- a Paris model," said

bought

Sylvia crossly.
"

this blue satin, madam, with the
panniers."
" No, I wore that last night. I can't live in a
frock. -Go and ring up Estelle again, and see
now if you cannot get on to her. I can't understand her not sending the frock. I told her
distinctly I wanted that green and gold for tonight, I am sure 1 did."
The maid turned away, and Sylvia st.v»i
waiting with a discontented frown on her brow.
Sho was going out to her first dinner-party,
and she had ordered a most expensive gown for
Sylvia lived now as sho had
tho occasion.

Then

silver
'

—

always done entirely for herself.
Thero was a knock at the door and Jack
entered. In his hand he held a sheaf of papers.
" "While 1 have been waiting for you. Sylvia.
I have been glancing through these bills," he
exclaimed, holding them out towards her.
" You must go through them, dear.
The
amounts have taken my breath away. There
must bo some mistake. These bills, which are
all for clothing, como to just on seven hundred
pounds."
" Well, what of it ?
You can't expect me to
look as I do without it costing something "
" It is always tho fame
cried Sylvia sharply.
with you, you ore always grousing about
something."
" But, my dear girl, you must be reasonable.
!

You know
" No,

quite well that

and never

bitterly.

lam not a millionaire.'

will

be

!

"

cried

Sylvia

,

Jack smiled

in spite of himself.

Was

ever a

woman

so utterly unreasonable !
" Since I have been able I have denied you
but you are
nothing, Sylvia," he said ;
behaving absurdly, and this has got to stop.
You are to order nothing elso without consulting
me, and when I settle these bills I shall tell the
proprietors that they give you credit at theii

own

risk."

.

" Jack, you would not dare
blazing with anger.

My

dear child,

I

must

I

for

" Her eyes were

my own

protec-

will have mo in the bankruptcy
you go on as you are."
The maid returned, and Sylvia very disconsolately drew a black frock from amoi>g theso

You

tion.

court

if

on the chair.
"

this," she said miserably. " I can'
going to have a horrible evening."
Jock went up to kiss her. but she turned
impatiently away.

see

I'll

I

wear

am

!

(Ccn invtd en p:g: 8

)
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Special to " Tht
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HENRY B. WARNER.

The British Actor That Won Stardom on the American Screen.
" on the stage ?
see " Merely Mary Ann
some years "ogo now that the play was the
success of the London theatrical season, but the

DTD

you

It' is

of this pathetic little story is still preen in the
Eleanor Robson took the
hearts of those who saw it.
part of the little heroine, " Mary Ann," and Henry
Ainley played the leading man.
When the play went to win fresh success in America,
the British actor who travelled over as leading man
He went to
in the company was Henry B. Warner.
America- and he never come back. His success in this
play was followed by a play entitled "The Battle."
Following this came his great success, when he starred in
" Alios Jimmy Valentine." After this, the screen.

memory

When Dreams Come

AS

vou know, he

is

married to Rita Stanwood, and

we

When

Dreams

C'omo

'

True.'

you
don't
appropriate,
think i "
Mr. and Mrs. Warner
"
Gray Wolf's
played together in
Verv

Ghost."

There

is

always

one

spoilt

darling in every household, and in
the Warner home it is Baby
Joan. She has the

some

coloured fair
hair as her father,

eyes,

Joan promises

to

be a

beauty.

On

Stage and Screen.

has
MR. ofWARNER
Alias Jimmy

just finished his screen version
His success on
Valentine."
stage anil screen in this part has been attributed
He
to his wonderful understanding of human nature.
has always been interested in criminology, and has
been through every large prison, not only in the United
States, but in Great Britain and France.
Studying
prison conditions is his hobby.

A

His look of enquiry.

Sporting Chance.

HE

True.

are to see them together in his next picture.
After years of tragedy, Mr. Warner lias found
happiness. His first wife, you will
remember, was killed in a motorcar accident, as he sat beside
her holding her hand.
Mr. Warner first met his present
wife when they were both playing
in Chicago, when, as Mr. Warner
puts it, " Rita was playing in
'

and her mother's brown

>J

_^jt*W$

tells of how, one night, when he was in England,
he woke, hearing strange noises downstairs. He
took a pistol, and crept down into the diningroom, just in time to see a man enter by the French
windows, which he had been able to open.
Mr. Warner covered him with his revolver, and
switched on the lights.
To his surprise, he recognised a man to whom, the day previously, he had
given an old suit. The burglar was actually wearing

the suit.

When Henry Warner pointed out to the burg'ar
nerve in coming to rob a house dressed in the
owner's clothes, the man questioned
' What kind of a fool would I be taking an offhis

:

chance of finding something worth stealing

in a crib

crack.
I saw when I got the clothes that you
had something worth taking."
Do you know what Mr. Warner did then ? He
gave the man a choice of two things either to be
taken up by the police, or to take a running chance
of thirty seconds, after which he would start shooting.
I

—

The burglar chose the second course

His thoughtful frown.

of action,

and to prove he appreciated Mr. Warner's giving
him a sporting chance, he forsook his way of making
a living.
How did Mr. Warner know 1
A few weeks later he met his burglar
again.
It
was up the Thames, and
he was working, offering to tow boats
up the river. Mr. Warner tells us that
" the unwritten law of the criminal world
is that a man must be game.
One of
the most interesting experiences of my
life was an afternoon
performance of
" Jimmy," given at a San Quintin prison.
It proved
so trying that during the
regular evening
performance at San
Francisco practically every member of
the company was hysterical with excitement. However, it was a gala day for
San Quintin. The women went to Warden
Hoyle, and asked that they be permitted
to wear their own clothes instead of the
prison garb for just that day, and he
let them do it.
Many of the dresses were
fifteen, twenty, and twentv-five years
old.

"But perhaps the climax came at the
when the long line of prisoners filed

end,

cells.
A little Jap, defying
the guards, left the line and came over
to where the actor was standing.

out to their

"'Good-bye, Jimmy,' he said.
" When he had rejoined the line, the
warden remarked thoughtfully
:

"

You

can't beat the nerve of those
Orientals.
We're going to hang that man
"
at five o'clock to-morrow morning.'
Mr. H. B. Warner has been instrumental in freeing hundreds of innocent
men. and guilty men too, that they might
run straight afterwards.

—

'

you want

Grim and determined.

to write

to him, address your
letter

Henry B. Warner,

Hampton

Studios.

Hollywood,
California.

Pleased to meet you.

Will you stay and talk

?
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THE SILENT DUPE
"

You always

{Continued
from page

are a spoil-sport

!

G.)

" she said

angrily.
'*
Madam looks charming in black," ventured
the maid.
Sylvia turned on her sharply.
" Be quiet " she cried ; " and do not speak
to me unless I address you first."
But once on their way in a taxieab Sylvia's
spirits returned.
Jack looked very handsome in his new dress
suit, and she was proud of him.
It was only when she saw other women with
expensive things that she wanted to have more
She was naturally of an envious
than they.
disposition, and thought that other9 were guilty
of the same failing as herself.
" I do trust we are not late, Sylvia," said
Jack as he anxiously consulted his watch. " We
are to meet a friend of Mr. Wilson's, and there is
some talk of them st arting a company and taking
me on as manager with a share in the profits."
" Would that be a good thing ? " asked Sylvia,
stifling a yawn. She was not interested in Jack's
business concerns so long as she had all sho
!

wanted.
The cab drew up before a house, and Jack
6prang out and assisted her to alight. She ran
up the steps and the door was opened instantly
by a manservant.
She followed the elderly maid up the stairs
to a room where she was assisted with her cloak,
and she gave a little sigh of satisfaction as she
entered the drawing-room, where quite a number
of people were assembled.
Jack was talking to his hostess and a lady to
whom he had evidently just been introduced.
He turned a beaming face towards her. Sylvia
had met their hostess before, ar.d Mrs. Wilson
brought forward the gentleman who was to take
her into dinner.
" Mr. Slick
Mrs. Ailingford," she began.
Sylvia cast a startled glance at the stranger.

—

a tall, fair man, with a long, drooping
moustache, and on his cheek was a deep scar.
He was smiling at her, and ho held out his
hand.
" How do you do, Mrs. Ailingford ?
I am
delighted to make your acquaintance."
To Sylvia's relief, Mrs. Wilson had turned
away as just at that moment dinner was
announced.
Mr. Slick offered the girl his arm.

He was

Sylvia let the tips of her fingers rest upon it.
All the colour had left her face, and there was an
expression of fear in her eyes.
Mr. Slick seemed in no mood for conversation
other than the usual polite trivialities of a
stranger who is not prvticularly interested in
the person beside him.
Sylvia glanced at the man the other side of
her.

He was

elderly

and then turned

you here on business

?

" she asked, in a

A

smile passed over the man's features.
" Are you ? " ho rejoined.

Sylvia glanced up at htm, and a flush
over her face.
" I came hero with my husband."
real

husband

came

"

?

Sylvia hesitated a moment ; she was wondering
what was her best course to take.
Mr. Slick sho knew as a crook. That he was
very successful and that he had a hold over a
Clara had
great many, people she also. knew.
warned her, in a veiled way, against Mr. Slick.
Now that Jack was able to provide her with
everything she needed she had intended to bury
Sho had religiously avoided nil the
the past.
places where she and Sally, and afterwards
Clara, had been in the habit of going, and this
was her first encounter with anyone who
recognised her.
" You must introduce mo to your husband.
1 shall bo delighted to make his acquaintance,"
said the man besido her.

A

footman was removing their plates, and
Sylvia did not reply until ho had gone.
" My husband is an invontor. 1 do not think
you and he would be interested in each other,"
" Besides "—she dropped her voieo
sho said.
yet lower " I heard that you paid a midnight
visit to my house and took away a parcel. My
husband knows nothing, of course, but he would

—

me

He was away

at the time."
you forget, my dear young lady. You
just now that he was at home, for you

doesn't.

say he saw me."
" Oh, well, there is an explanation," said
" I only want you to forget you ever
Sylvia.
saw me before, and I will do the same to you."
" It sounds very simple," said Mr. Slick.
Sylvia glanced at the man beside her a little

What was the story she had heard about
Mr. Slick ? He was mixed up in some way with
the disappearance of Sally. Sally had been the
girl whose place Sylvia had taken in Clara's
houso after Sally had mysteriously disappeared.
Sylvia had not troubled to think of Sally until
this
"

moment.

Mr. Slick, I do hope you are going to be a
nice kind man," she said, with a sudden change
of manner. " I w-ant to tell you something. 1 was
led away by Clara and that crowd.
I was very
silly to mix up with them, and it is best that we
do not know each other. You see, Jack is a very
particular sort of man, and if he thought it was

duty to give you
sure he would not hesitate."
" And what about yourself ? "
" Me ?
Oh, he must never know "
Mr. Slick was enjoying his dinner; the conin charge, for instance, I

his

am

!

versation did not disturb his appetite.
" I wonder how you mean to manage that,"
he remarked as he helped himself to a couple of
cream meringues from a dish which was being
offered him.

" Surely you recognise an old acquaintance
here ? " he added.
" There is no one else but you," said Sylvia
but Mr. Slick noticed she glanced hurriedly
around.
" Strange " remarked the man.
" Did you
not notice the Jady whom your husband is
"
sitting beside
ho took her in to dinner ?
Sylvia craned her head forward.
" I don't see him. Where are they ? " she
said, turning again to her companion.
" They are on our side the fourth down,"
replied Mr. Slick, in a low voice.
Sylvia leaned forward again. Then suddenly
she shrank back. Hor face went pale and there
was an expression of fear in her eyes.
" So you have recognisod her, and she, without doubt, has had sufficient cause to recognise
you," said Mr. Slick's voice in her ear.
Sylvia turned to him.
'"
What shall 1 do
Oh, pleaso help me, I
I am going to scream."
;

!

—

—

'!

Your Wife

is

a Thief.

act of lifting her hands up to
SHEherwasmouththewhen
she
them caught in a
felt

strong grip and pressed down into her lap.
" Don't be a little fool
Pull yourself toI only wanted you to recognise what
gether.
you wero up against. Tako a drop of wine, and
bo careful not to attract attention."
Sylvia did as sho was told.
" What shall I do ? " she said desperately.
" Oh, do please help me.
I must talk to you.
After all, wo are in the same boat, so to speak."
Across her mind came tho vision ot Jack
standing beforo her with her unpaid bills in his
hand. How ill and worried he was getting again,
and he had not bought her half the things sho
wanted. >Sho had scarcely any jewellery, and
she did so like pretty things.
"
" sho said suddenly, turning to
k hero
" Ge% mo out of this, and
tho man beside her.
if yon want help at any timo I'll go in with you."
" " Is that a bargain, Mrsl Arlingford
?
" Yes. Only get mo out of this and I'll work
in with you, providing I get my share in any
This, of courso, is understood."
little deal.
Mr. Slick gazed sharply at tho girl beside him.
" You mean you will work again on tho
cross ? " he said.
!

I

Tho

!

girl

nodded.

You must help mo to keep out of Mrs.
Craige's way," she faltered.
".'Don't think any more about it, just leave
it to mo.
Keep out of her way when you get
into tho other room, nnd when I come in I will
engage Mrs. Oraigo's attention while you
persuade your husband to take vou homo."
"

door, however, he released her.
She was the last of the ladies to enter the
drawing-room, and she managed to slip behind
one of the heavy curtains which covered the
windows. There she stood, apparently gazing
out of the window into the darkened street.
And this was the dinner-party to which she
had so wanted to come.
She would be afraid to come to this house
again.
Fancy Mrs. Craige knowing the Wilsons
It was most unfortunate.
What would happen
if she were recognised ?
Suppose the worst happened and Jack was
told the truth
To whom could she turn ? Her
mind flew at once to Mona. Mona had always
helped her ; she was sure she would again.
She made vip her mind there and then that
she would go and see Mona, or, better still,
invite her to the flat.
She had not asked her
!

anxiously.

in

relief,

low voice.

Your

But

told

Tho ladies were already rising from the table,
and the girl felt Mr. Slick's hand rest suddenly
on hers, as though holding her back.
When Mrs. Craige had nearly reached the

?

He

"
"

deaf.
Sho gazed
could not see him from

to Mr. Slick.

"

home

Sylvia nodded.

and

around for Jack, but
where she was seated.
She gave a little sigh of
" Are

recognise you again, so if I wei e you I should give
him a wide berth."
Mr. Slick smiled.
" Do you want to give me to understand that
the gentleman in question knows absolutely
nothing about that week of yours away from
"

Zrd, 1920.

!

She remembered uncomfortably how she
had gone to Mona's flat with the new nurse in
uniform whom she had engaged, and they had
taken Bobbie from Mona's charge.
yet.

The gentlemen entered the room. Mrs. Craige
moved to a couch, and glanced expectantly
Jack and Mr. Slick entered

towards the door.
together.

Sylvia notieed that Mr. Slick, after a hasty
glance round the room, went straight up to the
widow and endeavoured to get her interested,
but Mrs. Craige waved him aside, and beckoned
with her fan to Jack.
He was
Jack was looking for Sylvia.

wondering what had become of her. Jack was
proud of his wife's beauty. He liked to see her
admired, and he had expected to find her
surrounded by all the other women, the centre
of attraction.
Jack was very ignorant where
women were concerned.
Jack knew that tho Wilson's were anxious for
him to make a good impression with the wealthy
widow, whom they hoped would purchase a

number of shares in the now company, so
he went across to her.
Mr. Slick moved away as the other man
approached
he looked towards tho windowwhere Sylvia was standing. As he moved
towards her the girl stepped forward.
Mr. Slick drew the girl's hand through his arm.
You are an amazing little idiot," he said,
in a low tone as he did so. " Why in the world
could you not have waited a few minutes until
they were all settled down. People will now bo
large

;

noticing us."
" I can't help

it

;

I

am so

frightened.

I

must

go home."
" You can't go yet.
Come into the conservatory for a little while and then perhaps
will
finished
his conversation
your husband
have
with Mrs. Craige."
" Oh, I can't
I want to get away."
Sylvia glanced across to where Jock ami Mrs.
it was at this moment that
Craigo were. seated,
the widow glanced across the room, and saw
them. Sho half rose in her chair, and then sat
down again. Sylvia saw that she was feeling the
!

different articles of jewellery about her.
Mr. Slick had to almost carry her out, for
Sylvia was on the verge of hysterics.
" Pull yourself together," ho murmured

"

savagely.
it

If

only you keep calm

1

ran bluff

for you."

Jack had noticed

his

companion's sudden

agitation, and following her gaze, saw his wife
just disappearing through the door on Slick's

arm;

Hp turned to Mrs. Craige.
Have you been introduced

"
to that lady ?
he asked her smilingly.
Ho wanted to tell her that she was his wife,
"

and was trying to lead up to

it.

Craigo leaned forward and placed a
plump, bejewelled hand on his arm.
"I can't understand it. 1 wonder what I
ought to do ? " sho saiil in an agitated whisper.
" Why
What's tho matter T " Jack looked
at her in astonishment.
Mrs. Craige gazed at him uncertainly.
" It serins such an extraordinary thing to
he one
confess, but that lady in the black dres>
"
that has just gone out she once stole my baj;
she said helplessly.
Mrs.

!

—

—

(Another

fine

glory next week.)

instalment

t

!

of

thii

powerful

—
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OF MARY
THE LETTERS
A

Love of the English Lan=
Princess of the North— On and Off the Screen.

TracKing Eugene O'Brienguage-

The

0210, Franklin Ave.,
Hollywood, California.

FAY. — Califilmland
MY>DEAR
most delightful place ever
!

or so. on rides or drives,

is

truly the

Every day

we meet,

or pass,

some famous star. But I must tell you about
two that seemed iusl to have left wherever we
happened to be
just
Invariably Anna Querentia Nilsson had
gone " from Allan Dwan's to Goldwyn's, or from
Laskv's to William Hart's and Eugene O'Brien
"
had just gone up in the hills with Henry
!

'.'

;

!

and assiduously, Mr. O'Brien retains it because
he considers it the more perfect. Whatever his
critics may say, they will have to concede his

He is a great admirer of Southern,
Forbes-Robertson, and Walter Hampton.
sincerity.

As we left the beauties of distant San Fernando
valleys behind us and neared the hotel, Sir.
O'Brien said his mother was waiting for him.
and asked us to stop and meet her. You may
be sure wc were delighted, especially when she
explained proudly that wherever 'Gene was he
managed to have her with him a part of each
year.

"

On

Track of Eugene O'Brien.

the

NOW

Mr. O'Brien was here for only a few
weeks, so why should " Henry " monoAlice and I decided to track
polise him ?
them into the wilds I to vamp Henry (of
course), while 'Alice smiled upon handsome Mr.
O'Brien
After three successive days of

—

Come

said he
surprise

over to Brunton's to morrow at one,"
left, !' and I shall give you a

when we
"

!

And he did
— Anna Q.

!

When

was

Nilsson

srene where she

is

he reached his set. there
They were making a
!

his secretary, in

some

political

story.

!

EUGENE O'BRIEN

is devoted to his mother, and
always manages to have ber with him part of
each year.

beastly luck, we tried cold Water Canyon, and
the bridle paths back of Beverley.
We had dismounted, to pick flowers, when we
hoard someone say: "Well, Henry, old scout,
we'd better go back " And over "the hill came
Eugene O'Brien, on a beautiful Kentucky bay
Alice wa3 having a horrible
but no Henry
time with the girth of her saddle, when a cheery.
"
English-y voice inquired, " May I assist you
Then, handing me his bridle, " Will you please
hold Henry for me ? " Henry was bis horse
Alice just laughed till she cried, and we had to
tell him the joke
and how we had trailed him,
and Miss Nilsson, everywhere.

The Clever Anna.

WE

Anna Nilsson is not only very beautibut very clever. We had just seen her
William S. Hart's " Toll Gate " and
she played in his " Sand," too. I like her best in
Dwan's " In The Heart of a Fool," and she has

!

'!

you

a

secret

— Eugene

O'Brien

!

that a big artist is trying to persuade her to
pose again for him.
With her beauty she is so gracious and charming why, a publicist sa d to me that Anna
Nilsson is one of the very nicest, most thoughtin! sirls he knows
A publiiist they are chary
of praise, for no one knows the real star better
The variety of leading roles she portrays prove
her ability and versatility as an actress.
And
off the screen she wears such stunning gowns
not showy, or gaudy, but simple and smart
best accentuating her beaut v
Princess of the

is

—

— not

the least bit spoiled. His
English, not the accent affected by
British enough to sound
like home to us.
He says he is American and
proud of it, but that he thinks the language is
more beautifully and correctly spoken by the
English.
He thinks all English-speaking people
should study the language, to perfect and beautify
Certainly he makes a serious study of diction.
it.
If more of us were half as careful, we should
be guilty of far less slang and provincialism
For that matter, Mr. O'Brien thinks it would ho
ideal if Easterners could have two years of Western college, Westerners two of Eastern college
Americans all two years of Oxford, and English
collegians two years of American college
accent

'"

Lesley's "

'"

much handsomer in the flesh than on the
screen
And he is just as jolly nice as he is
handsome

—

Luck of the Irish." She is
The Fighting Chance," and with
Ceorge M. Cohan in Seven Keys to Baldpate."
If you could see her wonderful eyes, golden
hair, and creamy skin you would not marvel

—

tell'

ful,

a ripping part in his

in

!

I'll

IJ,,

in

!

is

some Americans, but

;

—

!

!

—

North

!

!

The Tedium

let

suggested that I should stay on awhile,

and try

hand at writing

maga-

for the film

that
of
Atmosphere," you
a part of a crowd, or background
setting for the principals.
AYe thought it would
be great sport just to danee around in a ball-

know,

His Mother.

OF

my

— think

zines

know Mr. O'Brien has

generally played English parts on the stage
and often in England two years with
Kyrle BeltewTin " The Thief " and the " Builder
of Bridges " (Sutro)
and it surely would have
been perfectly stupid to use an American accent
in an English part.
Having cultivated the
English accent (for this purpose) most carefully

Film Acting.

in "

!

course you

of

offered to
us play atmosphere
MR. CODY
The Mischief Man," and Mr. O'Brien

—

!

—

is

room

—

scene, or play bohemian in an artist's
studio, for seven dollars and a half a day
but,
my dear, it is very tiresome and tedious
You
wait and wait around then when it is time to
begin you have to do the same thing over and
over again, and we began at one-thirty in the
afternoon and were there until three o'clock
;

—

!

—

ANNA
sbe

is

Q. NILSSON is as well dressed off the screen as
Here you see her in the smartest of
on.
velvet toilettes.

next morning
It was no more informal than being in an office,
or any other sort of work not a gay lark at all
for everybody either worked before the camera,
or sat around and \ awned.

—

—

Firm

as a Rock.

me

tell yon. Lew Cody is a marvel
and gay on the surface, firm and
underneath always pleasant, always per/inly courteous, not a bit upstage.
You like him better every time you see
hhn, not because he has vamp qualities the

BUT

let
jolly

—

business-like

"You have been such

ANNA

a help to me," says EUGENE to
NILSSON,
Secretary to him in a political photo-play.

who

takes the part of

screen portrays, but because he is fascinating in
a more admirable way.
He is business-like, and
iio matter how- inconsequential a thing may
seem, you know he has grasped its real import.
You respect him, whereas you often detest his
sereen-varnp character.
Likewise Eugene O'Brien, the rather despised
screen-perfect-lover is in person most attractive
and fascinating, because of his sincerity. He
could not be more perfectly- courteous. Why
don't they give him a genuine role on the screen t
I wish you could meet them both, Fay.
They
could both vamp me. though not as they do on
the screen at all. at all
Good-bye, dear, Your loving friend,

—

!

Mahy.

10

FLICKEl
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
Education Through the Eye.

THE

President of Harvard University,
Dr. C. \V. Eliot, strongly advocates
the use of the moving picture in
schools throughout the country as a mean3
of education. In a recent speech he said
" We are trying at this moment to utilise
nil means of education through the eye.
We have been accustomed to depend upon
the ear very largely to begin with. The
:

whole lecture business,

for instance, in
universities has been
It is a very inferior
through the ear.
method to education through the eye. I
learned that early in life because I wanted
to be a chemist, and I found when I began
to study chemistry that that was largely a
work of the eye." It is interesting to note
hat educational films have atready been
shown in a number of American schools.

schools, colleges,

and

t

An Important Touch.

on the first of each
This arrangement means that the
exhibitors of America can expect a firstclass film every month.
So far, the " big
their big productions

month.

four " have made eight films, and these.are
Douglas Fairbanks in " His Majesty, tho
American," D. W. Griffith's " Biokon
Blossoms," Douglas Fairbanks in " AVhen
tho Clouds Roll By," Alary Pickford in
'*
Pollyanna," Mack Sennett's- " Down onthe Farm," Doris Keane in " Romance,"

in *' The Alollycoddle,"
in " Suds."

Douglas Fairbanks

and Alary Pickford

Charlie Chaplin has not yet contributed
to the programme, and it is said that his
visits to the studio arc getting fewer and
fewer, and his hours of labour shorter and
shorter. Alention of his name reminds me
that the manager of a large South London
picture theatre lias the following significant
item of news printed on his programmes
" We shall show all the Chaplin pictures
which are being reissued, and those which
million dollar
are still to come under the
"
contract,' and then
goodness knows
This, of course, is a sly dig at Charlie's
latter-day inactivity, so far as film-making
:

'

of
MR. American HUTCHINSON',
Film Company, who
S.

ADAMS.

K.

tho

S.

has

extensive knowledge of the
motion picture industry, discussing the
matter of interior scenes advocated the
more extensive use of draperies. They are
a home-like adjunct to the furnishings, lie
thinks, capable of adding a charm and
softness to the whole photographic effect.
With this additional touch the hospitable
and realistic aspect of a house that is lived
the house which
in is subtly presented

an

—

!

concerned.

is

*

•

" The

spirit of a grown-up tit the body of
elf" is the latest description oj OHtt

an
Thomas.

We Learn From

Lessons

;

Films
Matrimony may cure
»

it

the

trouble for the

purpose

•

who would miner

people

barefooted while trailing fir a dead
shoes, than get out and earn
sufficient money to buy a nrtt pair.

go

man's

*

You

*

spilt milk- is

/>(•.

•
«
•
Those who hare nothing

It

Itace

is all

*

right to

jfco

arc

?•/•«

to

*

p snulinj

you

if

NDi(e about.
•
•

to

The man who make*

the best of every-

should hace no trouble

tiling

tlvt

m

it.

•

anything

•

rot lidiee:

worth crying

quite willing to low.

y

•

_

make a

can't

lit

disposing

of his goods.
•

»

»«

•ork*:rcw
llave patirni-e..
u
doesn't gij straight to the point,'lnU it gets
there.

*

«

Two-thirds
imaginary.

•.

The Week's Best Films
B.

SEITZ,

director, star,

producer of Pathe's

serial,

and

"Gagged

and Bound."
contains a real woman ; without it there
is
the feeling of something temporary,
something lacking, a gap between the
spirit of the story and the nctors and

Such

things, Air. Hutchinson
may °ccin to bo unimportant
details, but they are tools in the hands of
an adept in the art of suggestion by which
he makes a really finished production, ono
scenes.
considers,

w

hicll satisfies in

every way.

.Air.

Chaplin,
Criltith,

.

of the best
a
photo-plays which ara being released for exhibition at the cinemas
during this week, and tho names of the
star arti-us
list

is

:

)\'

iltnrdaw

.

"

.

The Splendid

Folly

Havfoud Hoobs. AlANonA Tiinw.
Jury's
Romeo and J ulift
'"

''

"

FkANCIS BcSHMAN.
" Restless Souls

Caumont

Rubens.

At. ma.

" Possession

ll'pworth

''

Hknby Edwards, Chmssik Whitk.
Western Import

.

.

" Faith Endurin'

V

Roy Sthwaht.

" Big Four " News.
PICKFORD,
MISSFairbanks,
and Mr.

THE

following

an

tr^ubhs

"<!/•

of

I

'.

L. F.

S

Air.

havo

given tho president of the United
Artistes "'positive assurance" that they
« ill soon be in a position to release one of

F. L. F. S.
'Jranger't

"

The Dark Star
Marion Davis.
' The Lone Burglar
Wallace Reid,
.

.

.

,

.

•

\

.

to others.
»
*

There are

|

love's blindness.
»

•

Some people borrow
of giving

C.EORGE

I

. .

" Ea^y Atonfv

Kthtl Clavtov

'"

"

!
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LESLIE

AND TALKS OF LUCK ON THE SCREEN.
are
many
not
THERE
dressing-rooms, however

theatrical
luxurious,

which promote a desire for rest and
meditation
or, rather, though the desire
may already be there, the necessary atmos-"
phere and "far-from-the-madding-crowd
feeling are absent
for, not unnaturally,
such apartments are usually pervaded by
the adorable but mercurial Spirit of the
Theatre.
Not so Leslie Henson's dressing-room
at the Winter Garden, in which, with a
little pardonable imagination, jou might
think you had dropped into a room in
some old-world cottage, or perhaps I
should say, one of these modern dwellings
which so artfully counterfeit the genuine
thing.
(The genuine thing so often is
dingy, musty, and generally unhygienic on
;

;

close investigation.) From which you will
receive (I hope) a mental picture composed of such elements as chintzes and
Windsor chairs a cosy settee and, beside
;

it,

a quaint

little

table

suggestive

of

strawberries and real Devonshire cream ;
gleaming brass utensils, and, oh, the most
fascinating old brick fireplace you could
possibly imagine.
Almost the only concessions to theatrical tradition are the powerful electric
lights, the row of grease paints on the
simple dressing-table, and the many celebrated countenances which adorn the
walls. But here, again, is something in
keeping with the old-world picture
portrait over the looking-glass and in
the place of honour, simply inscribed,
" Mother."

—

are tremendous, provided a man is a good
actor, a distinctive type, and has th>3
luck to fall into tho hands of the right

producer. Luck, indeed, plays an important role in the moving picture business,
but if you happen to be tho right person,
then the rewards are rich.
" These are general considerations, and
while they were, of course, in my mind
when I made my film debut, one of the
strongest inducements the picture offered
was its good story, without, however,
undue demands that I should be ' intensely funny
that bane of the comedian's life. Chaplin, I consider, is the one
great genius of the film world he made
the comic film possible, and what Dan
Leno was to the stage he is to the screen
and his pathos is every bit as wonderful
'

—

—

—

as

is

his

humour.

Wrongly Accused.

SPEAKING

of Chaplin, reminds me of
thing I should like to say
in connection with my role in Alf's
Button.' Some of the film critics accused
me of emulating Chaplin's moustache.
As a matter of fact, I wore a similar
hirsute adornment when I played in the
sketch called
In the Trenches,' and in
Alf's Button
I wore it only because the
book demanded it.
I hate wearing a
moustache as a rule. This particular one
is really quite large, but unfortunately in
some scenes it appeared to be much
smaller, hence the accusation.
But though

one

little

'

'

'

'

Misses The Audience.
door
THEalluring

flung open, letting in the
strains of " Kissing Time,"

is

and a young man attired in
(musical
comedy) French officer's

a

uniform enters, greets me cheerily,
lights a cigarette, lolls back comfortably in the Windsor chair before the
dressing-table

and,

my

at

request,

commences
" Yes,

'

to talk :
All's Button

star film," Mr.
I

'

Henson

have done tiny

is

my

initial

says, "though
bits before

little

with the British Actors.

This picture

is a Hepworth, and, as you doubtless
know, is adapted from W. A. DarlingI have always
ton's popular novel.
been keen on films, and this experi-

ence has served

to

make me even

more keen. Some people complain of
the boredom of film acting, but personally I

have never

felt

it,

perhaps be-

cause I was so thoroughly interested
that I never felt the tedium of the
waits between scenes, and also because
I am so keen on the mechanical side
of film production.
" It is, however, more difficult to play
a humorous role before the camera than
behind the footlights ; there is a certain
lack of spontaneity in the work, and then
again one misses an audience acutely. On
the stage one feels the audience, as it
were, and senses just what it wants
accordingly.
But I must confess that I
have learnt a great deal from film work.

The Rich Reward.

ON

the other hand, stage experience
helpful to film acting, even
is
though the arts are quite different,
because one has a valuable dramatic inIn fact, I
stinct already well developed.
think that stage folk should turn their
attention to the screen more than they
are doing at present. I don't see why the
two arts should not be welded together.
" The advantages attached to film work
are manifest. - Apart from the endless
artistic possibilities of it, there are the
material advantages of becoming interna-

and earning far more money than
a career confined solely to the stage

tional,

affords.

The prospects

of

film

acting

LESLIE HENSON.
{Photo

:

Claude Harris.)

admire Chaplin immensely, I certainly
shouldn't try to imitate him, or any
I

other artist, for that matter.
" Aa regards my future film work, 1
hope, one of these days, to take a yearorf
which I shall devote to picture making,
but that will not be for some time, as I
am so tied at present. My part here at
the theatre is too stremtous to allow of my
doing the two things, and I don't think it
would be fair to my public to attempt
Moreover, the film needs much more
it.
careful study than I am at liberty to give
But when I do take up tho
it just now.
work again and I like it very much
shall want good laughable stories and

—

—

droll

parts,

Button.'

"

such as I found in

May HerscheX

'

Alf's

Clahke.

The Picture Show, Jutu 3rd,
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4 Pathetic Story of a Household Drudge.

IN
MISS MARY ELIZABETH BRYANY was as sour

pression of distrust and disapproval.
Time bad not softened the hard heart of Miss
Bryany, though she was nearly eighty years of age.
She made a forbidding picture as she sat in her
drawing-room one September afternoon.
Her snow-white hair did not soften the severity
of her harsh features.
The forehead was puckered into a frown, and the
thin lips were set in a grim, uncompromising line.
Her withered hands were folded on the top of her
stick, for she could only get about with great difficulty.
She had quarrelled with all her relatives years

She was a pale, spiritless creature, whose pride had
been ground to dust in the mill of servitude.
Her thin figure showed that she had not enough to

Her painfully plain face was a sickly pallor, and
lier poor thin hands moved restlessly in and out, just
as the limbs of an ill-treated dog shiver in the presence
of a cruel master.
The hard eyes of her mistress searched Lavmia's
face, and a cruel smile crept over her lips as she
enjoyed the spectacle of the poor servant's obvious
eat.

women who

fully

believed in carrying out the
Servants
Scriptual injunction

,

very

!

silver wrapped
a table cloth.

book

in

up

Lewis,

That

to be.

monument
lasting

what

I

My relatives
coffin
will
be

;

irritation

a
a
to

them."
"
is

I think the
being wasted.

money
It

is

wicked to do this thing,"
said her cousin.

Miss Bryany smiled.
" It does me good to
hear you disagree with
me, Lewis. None of the
others ever dared to do

of plate she possessed,
and began to check the

They

it.

" Where is the
Queen Anne salt

things."

exactly

is
it

tlat

tcring

thought by
I should

me

remember them

de-

MIRIAM FERRIS
as Lavinia Brooker
in the early days of
the story.

you.

{Photo

:

Granger.)

in

my

will.
I've half a mi nil
to alter my mind, and
leave you the lot."
" You will do nothing
of the kind," said his
lordship hastily. " There
are other people with
far greater claims on

Miss Brooker for

instance."

I hate Catholics."
wish you good-bye," said Lord Lewis,

" Come again before I die, Lewis," said Miss Bryany.
" It makes such a change."
" Change is good for all of us, cousin Mary. May I
hope you get a change on your outlook of life before
it is too late."
A grim chuckle was the only reply Miss Bryany

made.

The Last Straw.

AS

he went out Lord Lewis asked Lavinia what
she intended to do if Miss Bryanv died.
"I don't know what I shail do," replied
Lavinia as meekly as ever. She paused for a moment
and then added. " There's one thing you could do
for me, Lord Lewis.
You know that crucifix in the
drawing room. For forty years long that has been
my only friend. To the Holy image I have confided
all my troubles, and as 1 have prayed before it I have
gained strength to bear my burdens. I should like
to buy it.
All I have in the world is six ]>ouiids live
shillings, but I would gladly pay that for the

crucifix."
" I
afraid

am
it will cost more than that, but I will
my best to get it for you if there should be a sale,
Miss Brooker," said his lordship.
That night when Lavinia put Miss Bryany to bed
she broached the subject of the crucifix.
" I should like to buy it," she said simply.
" I
have six pounds live shillings, and I will gladly give
you that for it."
The old woman literally shook with rage.
" So that's it, is it ? You have got your eyes on my
'
things already
before I am dead.
Pack your box
and get out of here at once. I always knew you
meant to rob me. Get out at once."
" But I can't leave you alone, Miss Bryany.
You
know I would not touch a thing," pleaded Lavinia.
But the more she pleaded the more angry Miss
Bryany became, and at lost Lavinia went down to
pack her box.
" And bring it up here before I pay you your
wages," screamed the old woman as the drudge went
through the doorway.
When Lavinia came back with the tin Ik>x Miss
Bryany reached for her purse. Taking out one pound
live shillings she passed it over.
" I know it is not enough, but it is all I have in my
purse, and you will have to be satisfied with it," said
" And now unpack your box Brooker.
Miss Bryany.
You may be taking some of my
it looks heavy.
do

-

;

rest

expensive

silver.

her head.
V L can't think what
can have become of it.
1 saw it while I
was
cleaning the other

the

would not be able to see an

Miss
up a

she

and

unequal," replied Lord
trying to
keep his

intended

in

manded.
Poor Lavinia looked
at the pile and shook

funeral,

temper.

took
which was
every piece

cellar?"

" I will

for you alone among
relatives is that you never

the money spent
on a
monument."
" The division appears to be

the room.

stiffly.

because I shall be dead in two
days' time.
I shall die on
Wednesday night."

pound

left

she's a Catholic.

old woman greeted him with a sardonic smile.
" Well, Lewis, I won't ask how you are, and don't
say you're pleased to sec me because nobody ever is.
Tne reason I sent for you is

of

shall see for yourself."

.

This house and
furniture
should realise four thousand
pounds.
I
want a twelve

expect the silver in the dining
room to be cleaned."
" It's done. Miss Bryany,
and put away," replied Miss
Brooker.
" Put away, is it " cackled
" Well get it
the old woman.
out and let me count it. Do
you think 1 trust you. There's
iio telling what you might be
up to, with me too weak to get
about."
Without a word of
protest Lavinia went
out of the room and
returned in
a few
minutes with the

all

Lord Lewis turned with savage anger to his cousin.
" Your sense of humour reminds me of a small boy
crushing flies against a window pane and calling it
sport.
You have bullied and browbeaten that poor
woman for forty years. If you left her everything
you possess, you would not pay half the debt you
owe her."
Not a penny I tell you," almost shrieked Miss
Bryany. " She's no spirit I tell you, and besides

were afraid to tell me what you
thought about me.
I have
appointed you my executor,
and I want to tell you how 1
stand financially.
I have an
annuity of two hundred a year
which, of course, dies With me.

though you are a fool you've
wit enough to know it is
Monday, and on Monday I

up

Then with bowed shoulders she

The

my

" Lavinia Brooker you're a

flare

fool."

have

The harsh voice of Miss
Bryany snapped out the words,
and her eyes gleamc.d with
as she saw tlie
satisfaction
" But
poor drudge wince.

" A poor
She hasn't had the courage to
the forty years she's been with me.

spirited tiring.

!

door.
" For goodness sake, Lewis,
don't try to be polite.
it
irritates me.
The only respect

fool."

")

up," jeered her mistress.
Lavinia looked round like a frightened rabbit as
if seeking some hole in wliich she could escape from
the acid tongue of her mistress.
Lord Lewis's face flushed with anger.
He was about to utter a strong protest when the
meek voice of Lavinia broke in.
" I am a fool, Lord Lewis. A poor, weak-spirited

drawing room.

.

Show

She rang the bell and poor Lavinia came in.
" Brooker
You're a fool. Aren't you ? Speak

" I wish you wouldn't talk
that," began her cousin,
but Miss Bryany stopped him
with a bang of her stick on the

soul crushed.

Bryany

You

it

like

obey your masters."
She had thought it her duty
to put up with serfdom, and
when, at last, she did think of
she had not the
turning,
Her body
strength to fight.
had been starved, and her

recorded

You put

—

a slave.

meekest of

"Picture

Not a penny," snapped Miss Bryany.

have a

it up.
there to see if I would miss it," said
" Take the silver away, and don't
her mistress.
forget if ever you try to steal from me it will be
prison for you. And try to make yourself a bit
smarter.
I am expecting Lord Lewis this afternoon."
Staggering out with the heavy silver in her arms
Lavinia went back to the dungeon wliich was called
a kitchen. Throwing herself into a hard chair, she
Her thoughts
sat with her face between her hands.
went back to forty years ago, when, as a girl of sixteen,
she had first entered the service of Miss Brya.iy.
She might never have stopped but for the fact at the
first interview she had with Miss Bryany, she knocked
r, vi.'
down a vase. " I don't like the look of you at all, but you'll stop
till you've paid for that vase out of your wages."
had been the first words Miss Bryany had spoken to
her, and the poor country girl, terrified at the threat
had been glad to remain to pay for the vase. Since
that hour she had only had one chance to escape at
least, one chance that she would have had the courage
A young man had fallen in love with her
to take.
and had ottered to marry her, but Miss Bryany had
intercepted the letter and destroyed it. Her lover
had gone off and never returned.
Her thoughts were interrupted by the ringing of the
front door bell.
The visitor was Lord Lewis. He
was a kindly, well preserved man about forty years of
age, with a handsome, kind face.
He had always pitied Lavinia, and had tried his
hardest to make his cousin treat her better.
" Well, Miss Brooker," he said pleasantly, " I
hope you are well."
" Yes, thank you, my lord," replied Lavinia
" I think Miss Bryany is expecting you."
meekly.
Lord Lewis sighed in sympathy for the tired white
face of the drudge as he passed into his cousiu's

"

Lord Lewis, a middle-aged man of
kindly nature, who was the only one Miss Bryany
had the slightest respect for, had tried to make her
take a. more charitable outlook on life, but, at last, lie
had given up the attempt in despair.
Nobody knew what had hardened Miss Bryany's
heart against the world, but hard as flint it was.
Presently Miss Brvanv stretched out her hand to a
bell that rested on the lid of the piano by her side, add
rang it as hard as her weak arm would allow.
In response to the ring there appeared a woman
every bit as strange as Miss Bryany, but in a different
way. Lavinia Brooker had been engaged forty years
ago, as a companion, but Miss Bryany had made her

_

"

mean

Lavinia found the missing salt cellar in a tea-pot,

cousin,

For forty years the only pleasure Miss Bryany had
allowed herself was the inhuman one of baiting and
bullying Lavinia Brooker.
No other woman in the world would have stood
.
Miss Bryany for forty days, but
Miss Brooker was one of the

(Special to the

and mutely held

before.

tear.

in this issue.

" Find it," ordered the tyrant, banging her stick
on the ground. " Trying to steal my things before
I am dead, are you 1"

a spinster as ever tyrannised over a servant.
On her wrinkled face was a permanent ex-

Her

Complete

BONDAGE

.

1920.

.

things."

That was the last straw that broke the long-sufferiug back of the drudge. The colour came to the pale
thin cheeks as she stood up for the first time iu her life
to the tyrant.
" For forty
" I won't, I won't " she shouted.
years you have sucked my blood, and now that I am
too old to look for another place you turn me out of
doors in the middle of the night."
A grim chuckle came from the bed.
" But will
" You can laugh," screamed Lavinia.
you laugh when you come before your Maker ?"
another
burst
of
laughter
The Only answer was
from the dying woman on the bed. And with the
Lavinia
went
grim merriment ringing in her ears
downstairs.
As she passed the drawing-room she wont in to
pray before the crucifix.
All the pent-up agony of forty years was poured
out before the Holy image, and then Lavinia Brooker
went out into the night.
For some minutes after Lavinia had left Miss
Bryany sat in bed chuckling with glee.
" Why didn't she do that before t" she muttered
to herself.
Then with a great effort she got out of bed. Painfully she dragged herself downstairs to her writing
!

:

The
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and there alone, with the hand of death hovering
over her she made a new will leaving everything to
JLavinia Hrookcr.
A queer sense of humour had Miss Bryany. She
had to summon all her strong will to get upstairs,
but once there she picked up her bell, and rang it
through the window. No one will ever know why she
table,

Q2DON

rang.

But the

bell

Lord Lewis, who had put

was heard.

up

at the Mitre Hotel, so that he could be near at
in case anything happened to his eccentric
cousin heard the bell ringing, and got into the house

SELDOM

hand

through the window.
He helped Miss Bryany upstairs and got her some
medicine.

To

his surprise, as soon as she
began to laugh. Bewildered by

had recovered, she

her extraordinary
conduct he stood there not knowing what to do.
" Don't be alarmed Lewis," gasped the old woman.
" I've just turned Brooker out.
You should have
seen her.
She turned on me at last. Don't speak.
You don't understand. Go downstairs and you will
find a

new

will."

stairs anil brought back
he read it his face beamed with joy.
You have done justice at last," he said gently.
But Miss Bryany only chuckled. She was enjoying
Then
the joke of Lavinia daring to turn against her.
Lord Lewis suddenly remembering that the will
ought to be witnessed, rushed into the street and
was fortunate enough to find a belated reveller whom
he dragged in and made witness the will.
Then he brought the doctor, but Miss Bryany was
past all medical aid. That night she died with a queer
sardonic smile on her face as if she was chuckling in
death -at the wonderful tiling that Lavinia Brooker
had turned at last. She died as she had lived, having
her grim joke with life while death held out his

Lord Lewis ran down the

the
"

When

will.

shroud.

The Lost

Crucifix.
awoke after a troubled
the next morning as meek as she had

LAVINIA BROOKER
sleep

always been.
of begging Miss Bryany's pardon
she walked past the house.
To her horror the blinds were down.
She hesitated, and then opened the door with her
latch key.
Once more she prayed before the crucifix
for forgiveness from the soul of the woman she had
never wronged. Then she stole away as silently as
she had come.
Two days later Lavinia again entered the house.
She had seen the auctioneer's notice of the sale, and
she thought she would like to look at the place that
had been her prison for so many years before the
furniture was taken away.
She went straight to the crucifix, and to her horror,

With some idea

saw on

it

an auctioneer's ticket
this was sacrilege.

:

is

do we find anyone

graph, where he played with
Bessie Love, Sylvia Brcamer,
and Mary Piekford.
Bob fancied he had attained
the zenith of his professional life
when engaged to act opposite

inako rt success of life
without, clothes, yet this
exactly what Robert Gordon

did.

He commenced his film career
a smock extending from
shoulders to thigh, and with
black grease paint the rest of
He was representing
the way.
a native of Tarsus, and earning

Mary

in

dollars a day in "
Soul of Tarsus," when one
five

a wagon

1'ickford in "
1

to dance with
salon, but he

clothes

The
day

!

Mary

it

Mother Hubbard's

with Tarsians
spilled the contents over the side of the cliff,
and thus ended the company. Gordon sorted
out his smocked personage, and blackened legs,
from the squirming heap, and made for the
shower bath. Then Wallace Reid discovered
him, and, after being draped, he took part
in " Joan of Arc," in which Geraldino Farrar
and Wally Reid starred. His characterisation
was splendid, and Thomas Ince immediately
procured him to play with Charles Ray.
Robert was delighted with the opportunity
of studying at close range the technique of Ray,
whom he considers the world's greatest film
Later, he played with Bill Hart, and
actor.
eventually stepped forth to fame as the lover
in " The Beast of Berlin."
Five companies offered him contracts, and
he accepted J. Stuart Blackton's offer to
appear in " Missing."
He was just about to
sign a starring contract w hen the world war
broke out, and he immediately enlisted.
Upon demobilisation he returned to Vita-

savings he

Little

in the ship

had no suitable

He went

robe and found

filled

The

His business was

American".'

to his wardas bare as
!

managed

From

his

to hiro a
after war

first civilised equipment
But alas, when it was time to shoot the
togs.
scene, Cecil B. de Miller gaVe a fastidious eye
to Bob and straightway assigned Mary to an" I felt like a snubbed debutother gallant.
ante," commented Bob with a wry smile.
His latest work is with Alice Joyce, in
"Dollars and the Woman," of which he

dress suit, his

remarks

my best to play the gentleman in
anyone is bound to be a gentleman
when playing with Alice Joyce. I consider her
the greatest actress and the finest woman with
whom I have ever had the privilege of working.
I'd rather be the leading man with such an
artiste than be a star on my own."
From this you might deduce that young
Gordon is enamoured of the lovely Alice.
However, Alice is in love with another her
husband, and Bob is infatuated with beautiful
" I tried

this,

for

—

A'.ma Francis, the musical comedy star,
is known as Mrs. Robert Gordon.

who

at

home

Lot 39."

To Lavinia
At

costs the Holy image must be saved from the
degradation of being sold in a public auction room.
Counting out her six pounds five she took it upstairs
anjl placed it in her late mistress's purse which she
found on the dressing table. Then she went out clasping the crucifix under her cloak.
The morning of the sale arrived and Lord Lewis
went down to the auction room. He had commissioned a friend to buy the crucifix for Lavinia,
but some sentiment 'prompted him to get some small
thing for himself in memory of the eccentric relative
who had made restitution on her death bed.
As he entered the assistant rushed up to him and
told liim the crucifix was missing."
" Don't you think we ought to "tell the police,
my
lord ?" he said.
all

Lord Lewis thought a second. He had no doubt in
mind as to who had taken the crucfix. It could be
ne other than Lavinia.
" No
you may leave this to me," he said.
He had no longer any desire to stay and buy something.
Moodily he walked over to the house of his
late cousin.
He wandered about the house half
hoping he would find the crucifix had been returned,
but there was no sign of it in any of the rooms.
Jn the room where his cousin had died he found her
purse, and slipped It in his pocket without opening it.
" It's a great pity that she took it," he said to himself, " but, cousin Mary, you drove her to be dishis

;

honest."

That night, carrying a cheque from the auctioneer
for £4,340 9s. 2d., the amount realised by the sale,
lie visited the lodging house where Lavinia was
staying.
He handed the letter with the cheque to the
landlady with the instruction that it was to be given
to Miss Brooker.
After dinner that night Lord Lewis was feeling
in his pocket for his tobacco pouch when he touched
the purse. Mechanically he pulled it out of his
pocket and opened it. It contained exact! v six
pounds five shillings. And thru he understood.
Poor Lavinia had not stolen the crucifix, but bought
it with the only money she had in the world.
There was a great joy in the heart of Lord Lewis as
he went to his desk and wrote a letter. " Dear Miss Brooker, I have much pleasure in
sending you a cheque for £6 5s., the amount due to you
from the private sale of the crucifix. This brings the
total amount due to you as sole heir of my late cousin
•to u.:>4«; 14s. 2d.
I 'trust you will live long to enjoy
the inheritance you so well deserve."

—

(Adapted from incidents in the Samuelson
by permission cf Granger's Exclu-

photo-play,
sives, Ltd.)

ALICE JOYCE and ROBERT GORDON
be

take the lead in " Dollars and the Woman.'
Joyce better than any other film actress-

likes playing with Alice

Robert says that
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RESULT OF THE "CHOOSING THE STARS" COMPETITION
MY DEAR

READERS,—It

pleasure that

you

nm

1

names

(lie

of

groat

until

is

able at last

to

Keen voted by readers of the PlCBintE Show
:i< thoir favourite stars on the silent eereen
also to announce the names of the winners of
the five hundred pounds in prizes.
As you know, this list will be fairly representative of the stars who are (he cinemagoers' favourites, as the voters themselves
have decided the winning list.
Over seventy thousand readers entered the
competition, in which, as you see below, Alary
favourite " and the
I'ickford was voted the
" most beautiful " screen actress.
J. Warren
"
Kerrigan was adjudged the " handsomest
film actor, with Douglas Fairbanks as the
" favourite " and " best athlete.*'
Charlie
C haplin scored as the " funniest " and " best
knockabout " cinema comedian, but Ben

THE PRIZE-WINNERS.

.

Turpin beat him easily for the " funniest face,"
and was second in the first competition.
Mabel Normand won the prize as the " funniest " screen actress, and Poarl White was
second to Mary Pic.kford as " favourite,"
third as " most beautiful," and won as the
''
most daring," " bravest," and " best heroine."'
most
Eddy Tolo topped the list as the
daring " and " best fighter," Pauline Frederick
"
"
"
finest
was voted the
bost-dressed
and
' ;

emotional " actress, and Sessue Hayakawa
the " best emotional " actor.
Wallace Reid was the "' idoal screen lover,"
Warner Oland tho best or worst 5 villain,"
Tom Mix the " best cowboy," and Baby
Osborne the " best baby."
Among British stars Alma Taylor uafourth as the " most beautiful," Violet Hopson
fourth as ", best-dressed," Cameron Cart second
as " villain," with Gregory Scott fourth and

—

' :

Ames

Gerald

—

YOUB

fifth.

In this competition the First Prize of £200
for the most correct list of cinema stars sent
in
as decided by the voting of all competitors
has been awarded to

whose

contained three errors only.

;

,

The Second

May

:

;

Daisy Walker,
78, King Street,

;

;

;

Gillingham, Kent

;

:

and.

;

Lily Wade,
0, Regent Terrace,

;

0 a t eshead -on -Ty ne

;

;

;

;

Sixteen competitors each sent in a li»t
containing five errors and forty-five competitors with six errors each. The Third Prize
of £25 and the Fifty Prizes of £2 each have,
therefore, been added together and divided
among these sixty-one competitors

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

Mis. R. Tarran, Kentish Town
Jeanie McKellar,
Glasgow-; Elizabeth Hart, Norbiton
Cora Allen,
I.ongsight
Edith A. Lavender, North End
L.

B. Hopkins, Abertillcry
stance Byle; Swahvcll
Mrs. E. Barrou
Clarence W, Chapman, South Shields
Herne Hill Doris Overy, Hernc Bay.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

FINAL RESULT.
Name of

Who is the most beautiful film actress
Who is the best -lookiyg film actor
3. Who is the funniest film actor !
« Who is the funniest film actress
0. Who is your favourite cowboy star
Who is your favourite film actress
Who is your favourite film actor
8. Who is your ideal lover on
be screen (man)
0. Who is your ideal screen heroine
10. Who plays tho part of the villain be.-t ? ..
Who is your favourite child film ar-tor or
1.

.

;

i

!

;

1

;

;

;

Von s.

Mary Pickford
Warren Kerrimui

.

i

;

;

KM:

1

actress

22.020

Mabel Normand

Tom Mix

7.G08

..

18,087

..

Maty Pickford

11,430

'.

Douglas Fairbanks

5

Wallace Reid

0,038
3.525

Pearl White

1

Warner Orlnnd (Wo Fang)
Baby -Marie Osborno

1.

;

;

Chaplin

}

.

;

'harlie

.

t

Albert Price. Moxley
Elsie Price, Moxlcv
Miss F. Kosscr, Kentish Town, N.W.5
Janetta B.
Ramsay, Dundee; Amy E, Goff, Cubitt Town,
Annie Buswell, SnarkhUl ; Miss w. Batdlftesmall.
Tcddington-oh-Thaincs
Nora JohnstonsAnderson, Edinburgh
Alfred C. Ast ill, Nottingham
;

(

.

;

;

.

g.i no

J.

1

Peterhead

Itnluh,

OF

No-.

Star.

No

;

;

;

;

o

;

;

;

Prize of £75 has been divided
1-etweei) the following two competitors, whose
lists contained four errors each

;

3,880
6.101

16,860

?

;

K. Murphy, Govan Annie Howard, Streatham
Annie-Crump, Brighton; Mabel Hammond Holloway
N.7; Miss E. Clayton, Newcastlc-on-Tyne ; Miss
bishop, Croydon
Adam W. Wilson. Midlothian
Mrs. P. Ralph, Wot Duiwich, s.E.
Elizabeth Glen,
Oatlands
W. Eddleston, Opchghaw : Maud Wooldridgc, Lyc
Elsie Dell, Carlisle
Helen Seddon.
Castleton
C. G. Williams, Waterloo
Mabel Staato)
stoke
Miss C. Morgan, Salop
D. M. L. Sout.ar
ISowcs Park
Gilbert Holdsworth, Shipley
Percy
I.
Cage, Croydon
Iris Haider, Hull
Winc't'red Cane,
•lean

;

16.

Who
Who
Who
Who

is

10.

M ho

is

the most daring screen actor

is

the best screen fighter

12.

:

;

13.

:

1 1.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Who
Who
Who
Who

17.

;

.

;

List of Question «.

;

;

Wallasey

;

;

£1.

( amberwell, s.e.5
Albert Brown, Kirkdale
Miss
Gladys Thomas, Cardiff
Lilian Taylor, Manchester ;
M. McGarry, Kamsgutc
David Elliott, Co. Durham
Nancy Howard, Newcasfle-on-Tync
Miss
M.
Wilcox, Eidston
M. C. Allport, Reading
Norman
H. Anson, Walsall
A. P. Hirklin, Burton-on-Trent
Dorothy O. Ivcns, Worthing; A. Pater, Winsort

IS.

:

Miss Everett, liarnsburv
Geo. Driver,
Levy, Walworth; 'May Hollands,
Gillingham;
Molly Naylor, Scarborough;
Win
Martin, Stamford
Jessie M. Clark, Brixton
Dora
Lee, Dublin
Kathleen Ede, Worthing
Florence
Dawes, Fppcr Holloway, N.
Miss L. Humming*.
Aston
Annie Turner, Marsden
Mabel BoUcrts,
Carlisle;

;

Havelock Road.
Addiscombe. Croydon,

;

Gertie Imlah, Peterhead ; V. C. Alexander, Teddington ; J. A. Lines, Hands worth: Donald McBeth.
ilovan; Miss D. Bonehill, Hoylakc ; I'" red Haneock

Ircen

list

;

;

;

Enid M. Drew,
17,

;

;

—

:

•

Miss E. Wood, Pinxton
Nancy
Bridgeton
Peggie Glen, Glasgow
Robert W. limes, Northumberland
Harry Sanden,
Shepherd's Bush
E. Carmichael, Plymouth ; Miss
Mabel Thomas, Levenshulme Richard Jones, Ashton-undcr-Lyne ; Nellie Fletcher, Holloway Emmie
Ellwood, Dudley
Nora Finegan, Droghcda ; Miss
Elsie M. Lovesey, Wandsworth
H. G. Brown,
Brierley Hill
Miss Gwen Harrison, Boot.lc
Miss M.
Hall, Camberwell
Molly ltestall, Handsworth
Doris McDonald. South Hackney
Marjorie I.
Jenkins, Ellesmere Tort
Miss F. Haynes, Old
Kent Road, S.E. 1 ; Florence Mansfield, Clapham,
Miss B. Bull, Gillingham;
S.W.
D. Griffiths,
Liverpool ; Nancy Howat, Preston
James Lindsay,
Jean
Dorothy Sheldrake, Mitcham
Co. Durham
Bamber, Liverpool
Annetta S. Jaques, Bristol
Muriel Whitney, Ryde : John Hampton, Sunderland ;
Lilian M. Gurney, Gillingham
Miss Louie Beams,
Stoke Ncwington
Miss Dorothy Anten, Liverpool;
Robina Findlay, Ayr ; Miss Dorothy Burnham,
Gladys E.
Sunderland
Margaret Howat, Preston
Lawrence. Yeovil
Miss Victoria Matthews, Rugby ;
Arthur Dimmock, Luton
Imclda Winkley, Great
Harwood ; Dorothy Hechle, near Birkenhead
F. Compcr. Stockwell
Nellie Beglcy, Glasgow ;
Frank M. Clcgg,
Ellen E. Ryman, Gillingham
Betty
Norah Hinder, Clifton
Ravensthorpe ;
Busley, Barnes
G. W. Kennedy, West Hartlepool
Mrs. E. Pawley, BatIrene C. Fcarnley, Morcton
ConMiss Betty Shaffer, South Tottenham
tersca

McQuillan,

-

100 Prizes of £1 each have been divided
151 competitors, whose lists contained

seven errors each
Ivy Hartley, Nelson

Mann, Leicester

—

Editor.

ONE HUNDRED PRIZES OF
The
among

WON

FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS

tell

who have

stars

tlie

;

;

H.

;

19.

20.

the best .dressed film actress

is

the best film athlete

is

the finest film emotional actor

the finest emotional

si

0.703

.

the bravest film actress

the funniest

;

face on

Hayakawa

SesBuo

i

Pauline Frederick

1

Eddy Polo
Eddy Polo

12.080

..
?

1.020

1

.

!

the best knockabout comedian

screen

.

'/

is

make

;

rcen actress

is

can

'

DouglaS Fairbanks

?

;

;

Pauline Frederick

is

»

,

8.082
%

1,003
8.821

Pearl White

25,501

Charlie Chaplin

11.850'

Ben Turpin

15.808

the

?

;

;

;

Next

;

Edgwarc Boad. W.2
on-Sca

Maude W. Boncev, Southeud-

;

Wm.

Mitehison, Newcastlc-on-Tvne
Irene
Stanley, Devonport
Dorothy M. Howe.' Stratford.
E.15; Doris Sargent, West Itromwich
I rsula
J.
Hall, Earl's Court:
Harold Jones, Dingle; Mabel
Hoar, Leicester; Alice C. Stanger, Glasgow; Winifred Wilde, Burnley
Victor Stanger, Sunderland
Mrs. Smith, Wood (ireen
Minnie Burchill, Palmers
Jrccn; Grace Forryan, Billcadon
Louisa folium,
salford
Lilian Latter, Penge
Mrs. K. Humnhrcv*
Earl's Court
Elizabeth Cttlev, Rochdale; E. M
;

w eek

the

names of

;

;

:

•

;

:

;

;

"

Winehmorc Hill, N.21
W. Nuttall. PadW.2
Minnie Cooper, Walsall
Miss J
Fletcher,
Bradford
Kathleen Bawn, Bristol
Mollie Moffatt, Nelson
Dora Johnson, West HartleGladys Barnes, Crouch End. N.8
l>ool
Miss A. A
Copsey, Hackney, E.9
(iladys Humphreys, Earl's
storrar,

;

;

;

•

;

;

;

Court,

;

j

S.W. 5;

I{.
Harmsworth, Surrey; Sylvia
Alice A. Hose, York ; Mercy Hopkins
llanwcll; Ernest Lee, Blackpool; Ed. P. Miller'
Chalk Farm;
Elsie Stewart, Streatham;
Miss
Stroud, Forest Gate
Gertrude Ashton, West Gorton

Shaw,

Staffs

came 2nd

ONE HUNDRED FRIZES OF

;

dington,

the stars that

in the toting will be given

;

;

;

'

;

Florence M. nartleg. Holbeek
Florence M. Parfitt,
Thornton Heath; Gwendoline Rossllnd, Clapham
Junction; Joseph Beglcy, Partick
Charlie WiLson.
Longsight
Mabel Thomas, I.eveushulme
Maud
Williams. Liverpool
Kathleen Farmcrv, Mo-s Mde
Nellie Rosamond, Kentish Town
Master R. Con;

;

:

;

;

;

;

tanche, Parkstone
F. J. Simonds. Westcliff-on-Sea
Mrs. Amy Lewis, Penarth
Katlierine Bradlev,
Forest Hill
Miss G. E. Cann, Walton-on-Thamcs
Ian Gouldcr, Grantowu-on-Spev ; Miss E. M. Harvey,
Neasdcn
Lydia M. Masters. Gilfach
Hilda J.
Vango, East Ham
Adele (irav, Southsea
Elsie
Dent, Hartlepool
Ethel Chubb, W. Plvmoiith
Edith Mosen, Birmingham
Gordon Rule, Wallasey
Leslie Allen, Brivton Hill
Hilda E. Russell,
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Muswell

Sheffield

£1

Continued.
Gladys M. L. Budge. Nottingham

;

;

Win

A. Davis, Portsmouth
Mrs. A. L. Mitchell, Newbury
Elgar Howarth, Nelson
Ethel Fletcher
;

;

llollowav
Icon (ireeu.
:

Mi-

;

I.

Mioud

lituin.

I

Westclitf-on-Sea

(irfen

Kill,

Charles Orton ,st
Mabel Little, St. Helens
Mrs y
( henery. Manor Park
Finlav Carson, Saiteo.its
Vivian Shelley, Great Cumberland Place
I
Mabel Shuttleworth, (Jillingham Mrs. Fred Brookes'
I hipping
Norton
Mrs. C. Nutt, Oxford
Mary
Singleton, Bayswater
Lily E. Alcock, Formhy
I. 1\ Hunt, Teddington
Queenie J eunard, ManAlbCrt U * T * ylor> EliSt Ul,m J v Edwards,

John's

Wood

;

;

j,

;

;

W

'

;

•

;

;

:

Cud iU

'

.

-

;

Dorothv Singleton, Bav.swatn
Bessie Robins, Brick Lane
Alys Plerey, Highbury
Clarice
Thornton,
Harrogate
Annie Butterv.
Hill;

;

;

;

Through lack o! space the whole of the address
cinnot be givon. but tbey can be seeo at " The Flctway House ," Farrmgdoa Street. London E.C

—
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Hartley's

Fabrics
Reasonable Prices.

YOU

invited to send foi
of Materials
Costumes, Blouses, Coats.&c

are

FREE Patterns
for

Costumes
Cloths,
Serges, Tweeds,
Coverts.

Gabardines,

etc.

Blouses
Crepe de Chenes,
"Vigil" Silks.
Silky Reps,
Silky Crepe,
Silky Taffeta,

Tartans,

Winceys.
Printed Fabrics, etc.
Patterns and Illustrated
Catalogue FREE.

NAZIMOVA

plays.
On the
of a big street scene in " The Red Lantern," in which
CAPELLANI, with the megaphone,
platform at the right may be seen the Director,
and the camera-man. Another camera is set up on the upper platform so that two films will
be made at the same time, showing different aspects.

The filming

ALBERT

"Ringwood"
Costume

Catalogue Goods.

A

Blouses. Skirts. Raincoats. Corsets,
Overalls.
Hosiery,
Underwear.
Children's Wash Dresses. Sheets,

Towels,

Quilts,*

Wnle

CurtaiDs,

Cloth, Tweed, or
Serge, Tailor-made

etc.

'

smart, ladylike

style, suitable for

to measure.
lined good

to

lining

HARTLEY &

CO.,

Coat
silky
.

n~

FP
L-EjEiVS.

,

21V, Stanningley Road,

,

SHORT MEN
ANDWOMEN
are of ten ignored and looked down upon. Tall
people receive favourable consideration and
attention in every walk of life. By my easy
scientific and safe method yon can grow
several inches taller. Many people have added
li to
inches to their height by MySystem.
Write at once for FREE particulars, mentioning '.The Picture Show." Address
-1

'

:

Enquiry K Dept., 61, Church St.,
South Shore, BLACKPOOL.

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
BAD
COMPLEXION AND
It does

W
AYftl A
WrlAULft

not matter how bad your complexion

Sold Under Guarantee.

is,

V7AXOLA

Even the plainest
the Complexion is Good.
Such a
Complexion clear, soft, and fresh as a baby's may be procured in
Week- by using this Wonderful
Product. Wrinkles and ah Skin impurities
disappear magically. Acts while you sleep.
will clear it

.

features look attractive

—
One

Wax

if

—

New

GettheWAXOLA

Don't Delay, SendTo-Day.

Habit and look attractive.

SPECIAL. OFFER. —For
tost free a 2/9d. box for
Itriple size box) for 2/9d.

a short time we will send you
l/9d. (Two boxes 3,'3d.), nr a 4/9d.
(Two for 6/3d.)

RICHMOND
(Surrey)

Preparations,
110, The Green,
Kew, Surrey,
Restores

photograph showing a theatre scene in "The Brat." DARRELL FOSS (standing), AMY
VIENESS, FRANK CURRIER, and CHARLES BRYANT are in the box to the left. Director
HERBERT BLACKE, with his megaphone, and the camera-man, show in the dim silhouette to

and

A

^^^^

the right.
Astonishing

Hair Beauty
results from

Gradual Economy.

Nearly Fatal.

" I

at a cinema wedding the other day
telling everybody, in a very loud
voice, that a good wife was capable of
turning this gloomy earth into a joyous heaven.
"
good wife can make a veritable angel of

OOK here, Lucy," said

the star's husband,
more in sorrow than in anger, " only
I j
last month I paid a dressmaker's bill
for £20, and here, after nil your promises to
economise is another one for £15."
Well, dear," she retorted in an injured
tone, " doesn't that prove that I'm beginning
spend less "
to

?

"

was

A

a man," he declared.
" You're quite right there," one of the mar" Mine came near to
ried men exclaimed.

[

new

fellow."

actor is certainly a fine- looking
" A fino
said the producer.

head."
" He
" Yes," answered the scenario writer.
ought to have a fine head. It's brand new ; he
it."
lias never used

—

Changed Her Mind.
DON'T quite like the shape of
I

of

me

with her

first

pie."

Brains.

T^HAT

Groans and Tears.

MONTGOMERY and Rock, the screen comedians, were walking along the street. One
of them, pointing to a house, said
" That's a beautiful place, but it's enough to
make a man sad to look at it."
"
"
-.

Why

"

these shoes,"

said the pretty star.
" They conform exactly to the shape of
your foot, and nothing could be more beautiful than that," said the polite salesman.
They were sold.

Quir.Qiienna

A MAN

making one

No

Preserves
The Skin.

On

so

?

account of its history
for despite its
calm and serene surroundings, it was built upon
the tears, wailings. and blood of widows, orphans,
old

:

men, and struggling women."

"You

don't say so. Was it built
scrupulous financier, then ? "
" Oh, no, by a dentist."

HOW
Proper

llltlUI!

iiitiiiisy.

DONE

IT IS

Shampooing with

QUIN QUENNA.
After tbe

first

shampoo with

so d'*li£hj;fully different, it
gives such lifeand vigour, such
& wealth of heavy, wavy thickness. QT'INJJUENNA makes

the hairf iesflt?lean. bright and
fluffy, and
easy to dry and
do up afterwards.
In every
packet there awaits you Hair

iQuinolo*;

Beauty beyond

1

m

QUIN QUENNA

description.
is

a triumph,

P

a revelation of hair loveliness.
Just say to your dealer. "I want

QUIN QUFNNA." He

|

for two shampoos) two for l, six packets. 2 9. If unable to
procure Quiti Qttenna or Quiiiolox, scud direct to us,

Leiohton Labs., (DR.

48), 30,

A GUARANTEED
HAIR GROWER.
brushed
into

Quinolox

*

I

1

'oidinary

stocks

he knows its value. In
packets (containing sufficient
it,

1

by an un-

l"

QUIN QUENNAthe hairisun-\
deniably better, and it grows £
more and more beautiful after
every w.i<h. QUIN QUENNA is

dull, flat, lifelessl
makes it look anil feci i
pretty, fresh, wavy, bright, J
.and abundant all day long. '

| hair,
I

Frees it from dust and dirt.

g

^

2.6 and

4•

a bottle.

Gray's Inn Ed.. London. W.C.I

|
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
of his Happiness,

Try

it

is one thing we don't want along
We will never get anywhere with
nor with any of its uncles, aunts, or
cousins Envy, Malice, and Greed.
In justice
to oiu- own best interests we should learn every
crook and cranny of our hearts and minds lest
we venture forth with any such impedimenta.
There is no excuse, and we have no one to Mam?
if we allow any of them to journey along with us.
We know whether they are there or not, just as

that,

want

don't

I

must say
rather

vain, but

and

it,

quite a pleasure to brush

brush

I

a quarter

for

it

is

it
it,

TAKES SUCH
LOVELY POLISH.

IT

is

so

my

run

I

I

hair

feels

It

when

silky

through

fingers

my

think

satisfactory.

and

thick

do

I

be

to

for

A
an

of

and morning, and it
looks like burnished bronze, and
seems to spring into waves of its
hour, night

own
much

accord.

Well, after so
I
must confess

boasting,

that three

months ago

was the

it

most

since

you ever saw.
But ever
I have taken to shampooing

every fortnight with Stallax,

it

seems

to

have

astonish ng

And

and

vitality

although

it

developed an
so long,

is

it

lustre.

and goes up without any

two
all
I

IT

it is

diffi-

even within an hour or
of being washed.
After

done

that Stallax has

think

it is

only

into the secret.

fair to
I

for

me,

others

let

find that

GIRLS

WHO

USE IT
just

their

the same,

hair

is

and whether

black,

chestnut, or brown,

impart

a

it

golden,

seems to

wonderful

gloss to every

life
and
woman's crowning

glory.

ESTELLE.

•

"

—

*

*

*.

rO

thine own self be true," says the great
Shakespeare, and how can we be true
our own selves if we train with
inferiors ?
We are known by our companionships.
We will be rated according to association good or bad. The two will not mix for
long, and we will be one sort of a fellow or tho
other.
Weren't be both.'

to

—

*

*

was a time, long years ago. in the
THERE
days of our grand fat hers, when men went
to the "

bow-wows," and later on " came
back." as it were, by making a partial success in
life
measured largely by the money they succeeded in accumulating. That was before the
"check-up" system was invented. To-day

—

things

are

—

Questions are

different.

asked

:

Where were you last ? " " Why did you
"
"
?
" Have you any credentials I
-and when we shake our weary heat! and walk
"
away, we fondly wish we had " taken stork
bark there when the " taking " was good.

—
*

•

•

1

To thine own self be true ; and it tnus't
follow a* th' night the day. thou canst not then be
false to

any wan."
»

*

•

.we can analyse
WHEN'
that we are living

ourselves and find
up to tho quoted
lines above we may safely lift the limit
from our aspirations. Right here it is well to
iay that success is not to be computed in dollars
and cent«, nor that the will to achieve a success
ful life is to be predicated upon the mero nciimulation of wealth.
First of all. good health
-

and good minds— then wo may laugh loud and
we're safe on " first."

long

;

.

OTHER
say

*

through association with

if

the former we find ourselves ditched before
we are well under way for it is coming to
sooner or later. We might go far, as some
have done, through the lanes and alleys of illgotten gains and luxurious self-indulgence, but
we would pay in the end. So why not charge
them up to " profit, and loss " at the start, and
kick them off into the gutter, where they belong ?
They are not for us on our eventful journey
through life, and the time to get rid of them
once and for all is when we are young, and
mentally and physically vigorous. ' Later on.
when the fires burn low and we still have them
with us, they will be hard to push aside.

leave there

NOT IN THE LEAST
UNMANAGEABLE
culty,

*
idle to squeal

*

DULL,
UNASSUMING,
LIFELESS, MOUSECOLOUftgD
hair

we would know Courage, Trust, and Honour
were they perched behind us on the saddle.
is

•

•

»

with these two weapons, we may dig
SO, down
into our aspirations, and, keeping
in view that our policy is thai of honesty
to ourselves and toward our fellow men, ail
we need to do is to go about tho programme of
life cheerfully ond stout of heart -for* now ice
are in a state of preparedness.

WE

*

•

ore at the point where vision starts.

and strength of

into effect, immediately thereafter a host of
people have been able to say : ""I. thought of
that myself " Most of us havo had the same
experience after reading of a great discovery
that we had thrown overboard because it must
not have been " worth while," or someone else
would have alreodv thought of it.
!

*

"

*

*

The man who puts

an idea

is acclaimed
a genius, because he does Vie right thing at the
right time.
Therein lies the difference between
the genius and a commonplace man.

W

FE

life into

*

*

*

have ambitions, but only the few
achieve.
A man thinks of a good
" Now if only I had
thing and says
the money, I'd put that through." The word
" if " was a dent in his courage.
With character
all

:

fully established, his plan well thought, out,

he

had only to go to those in command of rapital
and it would have been forthcoming. He had
something that rapital would eheerfully get
behind if he had the eourage to bark up his
rlaims.
To fail was nothing less than moral
rowardiro.
The will to do had not been efficient.
There was a flaw in the charartor, after all.
*

•

•

back, therefore,
GOIXG
we find that

to the prescription,'
a sound body, a good mind, an
honest purpose, and a lack of fear are the
essential elements of success.
So when we
have conceived something for Ihe good of tho
world and have allowed it
t... bj default, wo
have dropped the monkey-wrench into tho
machinery of our preparedness.
must look
.

.

We

about us for a reason. Have wo fallen by the
wayside of carelessness
Have wo allowed ourselves to be discouraged by cowardly " ifs " *
Did we lack the sand t Exactly bo wo didn't
have the courage of our convictions.
;

*

•

_ *

is
LIFE
who

the one great experience, and those
fail to win, if sound of
body, can
safely lay the blame to their lack of
mental equipment. What does it matter if
disappointments follow one after tho other if
wo can laugh and try again * Failures must
come to all of us in some degree, but wo may

from our failures and win back our losses if
are only shrewd enough to realise that good
health, sound mind, and a cheerful spirit are

rise

we

necessary adjuncts. As Tennyson says :
" / held it truth, with him who sings
To one clear harp in divers tones.
That men may rise on stepping-stones
Of their dead selves to higher things."
*

ALL

truly great

*

*

.

'

'

J

men have been

healthy
otherwise they would have fallen short of
the mark.
Prisons are filled with nervous, diseased creatures.
There is no doubt
but that most of these who through ignorance
sifted through to the bottomless pits rould hove
saved themselves had they realised the truth
and " taken stork " of themselves in time of
course allowing for those who ure victims of
circumstantial evidenre.

T HE

prime necessity of life is health. With
mankind, nothing is impossible.
But if we do not make iwo of this good
health it will waste itself away and never como
this, for

bark.

If often

disappears entirely for lark of
its, thoughtless owner.
A little energy would havo saved tlie day.
Laughter rlings to good health as naturally as
the needle flings to the magnet.
It is the outinterest on the part of

•

Along with this vision must eeme the
courage of convictions in order that wo
may feel that our ideas are important, and
!>eoause we have such thoughts, we shall surely
succeed.
It has often been noticed that when
we have hod a large ronreption, and have with
forre, character,

1920.

tells you the secret
now, advises Doug.

THERE
fear.

So Soft & Wavy

3irf,

will carried it

ward -expression of un unburdened soul. It
bubbles forth as a fountain, always refreshing,
always wholesome and sweet.
•

(Ooua

•

•

gives us more good rdvies next weet-.l

"

—
Tin Picturt Show, July Zrd,
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1,000,000 "HARLENE HAIR-DRILL"

HAIR-HEALTH— GIFT OUTFITS.

nn
-FOLD "HARLENE" OUTFIT FREE.
FOUR
COMPLETE
CUT OUT AND POST THE GIFT COUPON BELOW NOW.

A

BOTTLE OF " UZON " BRILLIANTINE, which enhances
3. A
So
Back-to-Youth Campaign begins to-day.
the well-groomed appearance of the hair, whilst supplying a corrective
various
forms
from
many people are at present suffering
to the " too dry " condition created by indoor life in artificially heated
Mr. and lighted rooms. " Uzon " gives a final touch of polish and brilliancy.
of hair failure that a Royal Hair Specialist
" HARLENE HAIR-DRILL " INSTRUC4. THE BOOK OF THE
Edwards, the inventor of "Harlene Hair -Drill "—makes the

GREAT

—

above most generous

offer.

" I am determined," he says, " that every man or woman
who is really solicitous for the health and beauty of his or her
hair shall at least have the opportunity of proving by personal
Harlene Hairtest and at no expense the splendid effect of
'

Drill."

TIONS, which reveals the secrets of this 2-minutes-a-day method
(1) Cultivating and (2) Preserving a glorious head of hair.

PRACTISED DAILY BY MILLIONSFar and away the rnost convincing argument in favour of " Harlene HairDrill," however, is to be found in the thousands upon thousands of letters
received by Mr. Edwards from all sorts and conditions of people from
every corner of the civilised globe, from people of both sexes, and all ages.

_____^____^______ _ _—

MILLIONS OF

r

lrl
1
'

!

.

i

GIFTS.

not too much to say that
" Harlene Hair- Drill " is a daily
item in the toilet in millions

ft is

homes.

of

Already millions of Free Gift
Harlene Hair Outfits have been
distributed, and the results have
been so encouraging that I have

Among

those who have declared their obligation to " HarKings,
lene Hair- Drill " are
Queens, Princes, Princesses, thn
Nobility, the Aristocracy, and
members (of both sexes) of all the
Busy
recognised professions.
commercial dignitaries and professional men who value their
appearance regularly devote two
minutes to carry out " Harlene
Hair-Drill, "knowing it preserves
" well-groomed
smart,
a

'

'

'

decided to commence this
Great Back-to-Youth Campaign
to help every man and woman to
possess and retain a healthy and
Therefore,
beautiful head of hair.
another
I
have now ready
1,000,000 to be distributed abso-

now

'

1,000,000

lutely free to the first
applicants.

of

appearance.

TWO MINUTES A
DAY FOR HAIR

Famous

actresses,

cinema

queens, reyue artists, and society
most
beauties, have written
to
Mr.
enthusiastic
letters
Edwards, thanking him for the
great improvement which " Harlene Hair-Drill " has wrought in

BEAUTY-

" Since tho war there has been
quite an alarming increase in hair
troubles. Worry and anxiety were
their appearance by giving them
healthy, lustrous, and radiant
by no means confined to the
All kinds of troubles
trenches.
hair.
have entered thousands of British
After a Free Trial you will be
" Look at my hairbrush. The falling and splitting hairs actually show them- able to obtain further supplies of
homes, with dire effects upon the
How is it you always manage to have such a youthful " Harlene " at Is. l$d., 2s. 9d.,
hair, and conditions generally have selves as an S.O.S.
"
been mainly responsible for the appearance and cultivate such a wealth of lustrous hair, which really is the and 4s~ 9d. per bottle, " Uzon
«"l
'™"
ds ?
»»
»»'
.
.
.
..
Brilliantineat
Is. Hd.and2s.9d
serious increase of hair disorders.
4li
.,.«„' i
u
* ,. Q1
1 have only one thing to thank for my long hair growth—
,
" r\t „^„ i> «ti,o^ »,„
it is ' Harlene Hair,
Cremex Shampoo
Of couise, other causes aggra- Dr ill '-which I always practise every day for
?er bottle, r
a couple of minutes.
If you
vate these conditions, lor in- read the newS a pers, you will see that everyone who desires beautiful, abundant Powders Is. lid. per box of seven
p
stance, it is really surprising how hair can test t he ' Harlene Hair-Drill
Shampoos (single packets 2d.
Method free of cost."
few men and women know just
each) and " Astol " at 3s. and 5s.
how to take care of their hair. This is too often neglected or per bottle, from all Chemists and Stores, or will be sent direct on receipt
•maltreated. It is because I am convinced of this that I am commencing of 6d. extra for postage, from Edwards' Harlene, Ltd., 20, 22, 24
the present great educational campaign to show those people how easy and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C. I.
and simple it is to possess really beautiful and healthy hair. Two minutes
a day devoted to 'Harlene Hair-Drill' will accomplish wonders in this
j

m

M

•

.

,

,

,

is

what Mr. Edwards now

Hair-Drill "

offers

,

,

•

FREE

GREAT 4-FOLD GIFT FREE.

direction

Here

.

you as a Free

!

Trial of " Harlene

:

1. " HARLENE-FOR-THE-HAIR," acknowledged and used throughout the world as the most stimulating and beautifying tonic-food for
the hair. Used daily, it not only feeds the growth of the hair, but " insulates " it against every enemy of the hair, such as greasiness, dryness,
splitting, breaking, and falling out
as it " drills " every hair into a
shaft of symmetrical beauty and lustrous with the radiance of health.

—

2.

A PACKET OF THE

"

CREMEX

"

SHAMPOO POWDER

which

CUT THIS OUT

has the largest sale in the world, because of the extraordinary way in
it frees the hair and the scalp from all scurf, stale and more or
unpleasantly odorous grease, clamminess, dull and lustreless appearance,
transforming every hair into a tendril of exquisite daintiness and cleanliness.

which
less

SPECIAL NOTICE TO GREY-HAIRED PEOPLE.
your Hair is Grey, Faded, or quickly losing its colour, you should
try at once the wonderful new liquid compound " Astol," a remarkable discovery which gives back to grey hair new life and colour in
a quick and natural manner. You can try " Astol " free of charge
by enclosing an extra 2d. stamp for the postage and packing of the
" Harlene Hair-Drill " parcel
i.e.,
61. stamps in all
when, in
addition to the splendid Four-Fold Gift described in tlxis announcement, a trial bottle of " Astol " will also be included, absolutely
free of charge.
If

—

—

FREE "HAIR-DRILL " COUPON

Picture Show
3/7/20

This Free Gift " Harlene Hair-Drill " Coupon should be cut out
of this paper and forwarded without delay to

EDWARDS' HARLENE, LIMITED,
20, 22, 24, and 26, Lamb's Conduit St., London, W.C.1.
Dear Sir, Please send me your free " Harlene " Four-Fold
Hair-Growing " Drill " Outfit as announced. I enclose 41. in
stamps to cover cost of postage and packing to my address.
i/our FULL name and address tfrarlg on a
DATE
DEanED Writ*
Rule Trt
| |f KBMIf Blf*
p a :„ piece of paper, pin [Ail COUPON to it, and

—

N.B.

—

——

If

your hair

i

post as dirteledaboec.

is

GREY,

—and a FREE bottle

of

Murk

enclose extra 2d.

envelope {Sample Dcpt).

stamp

"Astol " forGrev Hair

—

i.e., 6.1.

will also

in all

be sent you.

The Picture

WAS A SIGHT FROM

I

Pillow

— Crystallized

Rose Petals

summer months are
THEonly
the
on account

just wonderful,

I

Cured

it

Quickly, Root and

so

it

never Returned.

All,

WILL SEND FREE FULL PARTICULARS OF
WHICH
SECRET
HINDOO
THE SACRED
I

CURED ME.
Tor years

I

cro'thi on
Every time I met
hair

my bee and arms.
another woman with
spoiled uei looks
luid tried all the
it

'

with the aan.e

always

unsatisfactory lesult.
Finally my husband.
& noted surgeon and an
in the British
officer
Army, secured from a

native Hindoo
life

(whose

eavedl the

soldier

he had
closely

guarded secret of the
Hindoo religion, which
forbids Hindoo women
slightest
to have the
except
hair
of
the hair on their heads.
In a few
it.
I used
trace

days all my bait
growths had gone. Today not a trace can be
been
haa
fonnd.
It
and

killed for ever, root
all.

The native icumrn of India
never have any trace of
Superfluous Hair.
I will
send you the secret.

My

experience with

this wonderful remedy was
so remarkable that I feel It
my duty to tell my experience toothersafflicted

that they may prr fit by it.
and not waste their time
and money on " worthless concoctions" as I did.
Therefore, to any lady who will send ine the coupon
below or copy of it. with your name and address, within
the next few days, sending two penny stamps to cover
my outlay for posting, I will send quite free full information so that you may lor ever end all trace of embarrasswill
I
ing hair by the wonderful method that cured me.
also send you free particulars of other valuable beauty
Please state whether
secrets as soon as they are ready.
Mrs. or Miss, and address your letter as below.

adCJ

THIS FREE COUPON

And 2cl. stamps.
Mrs. HUDSON: HeaRe wnd me free full iDformitlcn
and instructions to cure superfluous hair, also dft*i]s of
Addre&s.
other beauty secrets an soon as you can.
Hi fKON, Tile H.4. No. 9, Old Cawudish
rr.ri'cr.H A
Street, London, W.l.
I

MPORTAXT

high

in

A'OTE.—Mrt. Hudson belongs to a family
Society, and is the tridow of a prominent Army

Officer, so yott

can write her with every conjidenee.

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
Nervousness deprives > on of employment, pleasure*, and many
If you wish to prosper and enjoy life.
ri'lvautaces in life.
!-crengthen your n^ives. and regain confidence in yourwlf by
Strengthening Treatthe
Guaranteed
Curein
l^da\». Uaed bv \ 'ice-Admiral to
ment*
Seaman. Colonel to Tiivate. D.S.6.**. M.C.'s. M.M.'.s. and
Herelv fend A pent.v -t imp for particulars.—
D.C.M.'S.

Mento-Nerve

GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

Ltd.,

536.

Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4

CHARLEY'S

FREE
SECRET
SEND
MO MONEY
Violet Vanbrugh and leading Stars use
and recommend Fragrant "Cinema"
teeth can be at
beauty aids.
white as Charley's if you use "Cinema
dentifrice.
"ft ii a wonderful preparation,
Fred Barnes writes:
which does actually whiten the teeth without injury."

YOUR

'Cinema "Soap will make your face a picture.
" Cinema " Crushed Roae Fare Powder at
a
••

bOK la a revelation. A SO
30DAYS larite
"Cinema" Dentifrice aent to

FREE
TRIAL

who

enclose Three atampa.

-

daya' trial of
applicant,
Send at once.
nil

THE CINEMA 80AP CO., LTD.,
(Dept.S), 22, Finebury Park Rd., London.

Shopping

made
Easy.

in their train, but also for the perfect beauty of
the flowers that bloom in profusion in both
cultivated garden and open fields. But apart
from utilising them as household decoration,
few women take full advantage of their fragrance

The faint, clean perfume that lingered in the scented sheets -of the old-time

and charm.

Raincoats, Trenchcoats, Boots, Shoes,
Cutlery, Costumes,

Rings Walches.&c,
on
Easv Terms.
30/- worth S'- monthly, 60 .
worth 10/- monthly, &c. Write
lor free catalogue and order
form
Foreign orders cash only.

is

seldom found nowadays.

Yet

there is no reason for why. Most women spend
a cler.1 of time and attention on their garden, yet
how many attempt to preserve the flowers' perfume for winter months ?
Even the girl without a flowery garden can
find blossoms for preserving in her rambles in
the country and convert her gatherings into
sachets with which to perfume her boxes and
drawers.

Sweet Scented Sachets.
sweet clover, and pine form ft
delightful combination for sachets, and
these can be collected in the country.
The lavender can easily be bought from ft cot.
tarrer who has a nice clump in his garden.
Blossom from the balsam tree has an uncommon
fragrance that adds to the perfume of the mis.
Wild sweet clover, especially the kind
ture.
that grows in large clumps and has a small
white flower has a delicious and clinging fragrance.

LAVENDER,

sachets about five or
and of organdie
muslin that is not too coarse, or
the dust from the petals will sift
through. Hem within half an
inch of all edges of the bag, covering this machined line with ft piece
of ribbon trimming, and fill the
centre part of the bag loosely with
the dried flowers. These sachets
are especially attractive if made u
in a colour to indicate their scent
and tied with a ribbon to
match. Pale green and white
for t he clover, and mauve for
the lavender.

Make your

The
breath of June all through the winter.
advantage of the muslin pillow is that it can
be so easily laundered, and the perfume can
escape through the open mesh.

To

Crystallize Rose-Leaves.
of our best -known film stars delights
in crystallizing rose-petals during the
summer months for the ornamentation of
cakes and fancy dishes. Her method is quite

ONE

simple, so I pass it on to you.
First make a syrup of three-quarters of a
pound of sugar and half a pint of water, stirring well. Cover this mixture with some clean
dried rose-petals and allow to boil without stirring.
Four it into a bowl and allow to stand
Add a
for twenty-four hours and then strain.
quarter of a pound of sugar and boil until soft,
and then strain again. Fut in more leaves,
heat to the boiling point, and stir lightly
Dry on sheets of
until the syrup granulates.
waxed paper, separating the petals carefully
fork.
Tack
silver
away
in layers of
a
with
waxed paper. These will last quite a longtime,
as only a tew petals will bo needed each time.

To

Preserve Rose-Bads.

British film star who has a
ANOTHER
delightful old-world garden in the heart

A

it.

To preserve rose-buds, gather in
the evening when they are quite
dry, and just slightly open and
firm.
Cut the stems aslant with
a knife scissors tend to .squash
the stems together and clip the
ends in hot wax. Tie the petal*
lightly round with silk thread so
that they remain in place. Then
wrap each bloom in fine tissue pa|KT
and tie with a silken thread. Pock
the roses in air-tight boxes in such
a way that they will not crush, and
put awav in a cool chest or cupboard.
When needed, remove the
paper very carefully, as the buds
will l>o found to be brittle.
Cut
the stems just above the wax and
lay in cold water for a few minut. s.
Then place the buds in fresh cold
water to which a little salt has been
added, and after a few hours spent,
in a warm place they will be quit«>
ready and fresh for the table. Cut
the silken thread from the roses
after you have arranged them in
the vases.

—

Rose Pillow.

WHAT
nating

lie more fasciand subtle in per

could

fume

for the drawintr-rooi

than a rose pillow * The pr-rfume of
the rose is liked by everyone, and
this is a charming way of presorvine it for dull winter days. Now is
the time to save the rose-leaves.
Cat her them at night, and to preserve the petals, first dip them
into a bucket of cold water to

which a tablespoonful of

safiicylic

acid has been added, then leave to
dry in a warm place. All kinds
can be used, and they should be
kept in a large brown earthen jar
until you have collected enough
Then a little
for the pillow.
lavender and orris root should be
added to strengthen tho perfume.
While you are collecting the
petals make the slip for them out
of white net, twenty inches square,
edgintr it with a four-inch frill.
Applique a cretonne rose on to one
corner of the slip, and decorate
with a strip of soft satin ribbon
from the cretonne flower to the

opposite corner.
Fill the cushion with the dried
rose-leaves and keep in the drawing-room as an ordinary cushion.
It will impart a delightful fragrance to the room and give you a

(T.std. 1869.)

—

of the country preserves bunches of her
roses when they are in buds for house
decoration in the winter months.'
Let me tell you how she does

summer

—

The Picture

Girl.
boldly patterned
foulard has not escaped tho
Picture (Jul, who has chosen
it for her everyday Summer frock.
With a background of Nuvy blue,
it boast? of ft hold pattern of white
that is re]>eated in the soft collar
delightfully
organdie. This
of
supple material lends itself admirably to simplicity such as shown in
The back of the
this little frock.
design is cut- down in one from
neck to hem, but the front port is
Be pa rated at the waist, the skirt,
front l>eing gathered to the edjpof the lining bodice over which th«
A sash of
bodice i« arranged.
plain blue satin tucks under tho
pleat in the bodice, and ties at the)
back 'in a large, graceful bow.
3? yards of 40-ineh wido
A delightful frock of Navy and Only
You can
No. 27,640. material is roquired.
white foulard.
obtain pattern8in22, 21. 26. and 18
an
from
the
Pktiirk
inch waist sizes
Snow Pattern Dept., 239, Regent

T

HE charm of

Street, London. W. I. for on«
shilling each, P.O. to be crosvd
and mode payable to the Pictvhi-

MASTERS, LTD.,94,Hope
Stores, Rye.

1920.

Flowers' Perfume —A Rose
—the
The Picture -Girl's New Frock.

six inches square,

Address

ns above.

not

warm, sunshiny
days that bring holidays and happiness
of

country house

horrid

was the victim
was a sisrlit.
I
thin - mannish" mark anil »» l»»
the more distracted. for 1
I became
and other
pastes, powders, liquids,
" hair-removers
I had
but
of,
beard
ever
of

July Zrd,

Summer's Fragrance —Preserving

HAIR

SUPERFLUOUS

Sfiow,

Snow.

SB vtjxe; or »p inch material

The

simplicity ot the design

13

shown

in this

diagram

of the pattern.

27,640,

Mention

and sta e

the

number,

size require

I.

e

The Picture Show,

Jul// 3rd, 1920.

2a

—

M. B. (Queenufcrry). The hero in " Gre»:n Eyes "
with Dorothy Daitow was Jack Hoit. Dorothy
Dalton is married t« Lew Cody.
F. P. (Maida Vale). The birthdays you want are
Mary Pickford, April 8th, and Pearl White, March
4th.
On what dates the others were born is a secret
1 hope to discover one of these fine days.
DOROTHEA (Urmston), D. M. (Newbury), P. L.
(Southampton), R. J. P. (West Kilburn), Owen
(Brentwood), A. K., (London), " Golliwog " (Old
Basford), M. S. (West Bridgford), K. M. (Woking),
" K 11. mi. " (Birmingham), D. L. (Johannesburg),
N. F. (Eastbourne), P. C. (Lowestoft) M. R. (Warwick), K. I. (Tooting), I. T. (Barton-ou-H umber),
D.
W. (S. Tottenham), " Typist " (Sheffield),
E. G. (Birmingham), V. C. (Peckham), L. M. 15.

—

If you

want

to

know anything about Film$ or film Players
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

BATHING BEAUTIES.
the spring," wrote the poet, "a young man's
fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love." In the
summer nearly everybody's fancy turns at once to
the seaside.
And it is there that the bathing girl
is to be found revelling in her temporary freedom
from the shackles of conventionality, and spreading
around her the harmless contagion of the season's

"In

merriment
doubtful, however, if even in her most amever aspired to fill a comedy
this is precisely what the producer has
given her. Not at the seaside alone, but in all manner
of strange and unlikely places and in seasons which
would seem to suggest that the calendar must be
fearfully
ont-of-date.
Probably you remembermost of us do the days of film comedy when the
bathing beauty had not begun to nicker her way
across the screen.
were invited then to laugh
at the watery humour of the hosepipe, and the plastery
mess resulting from a contact with the custard pie.
At that time it had not occurred to anyone, least of
all to the bathing beauty herself, that she was just
the sort of person who would be able to add to the
gaiety of nations.
Then suddenly the producer
had an idea. The hosepipe was laid aside, the custard
pie was restored to its place among the mysteries
of the confectioner's art, and the bathing beauty
was promptly paraded before our eyes in every conceivable film comedy.
It

is

moments she has

bitious

Yet

role.

—

We

Now

no puritanical objection to the bathing
beauty, nor is there any particular producer who
may be said to be afflicted by the present craze. But
what must indeed puzzle many picture theatre patrons
is the relationship between the bathing beauties of
a film comedy and its story.
Quite unexpectedly,
and often just when you are wondering what it is
you have got to laugh at, a bevy of bathing girls will
appear on a railway track, or in a street, and even
this is

in the middle of a field.
Apparently the seaside is
not for them!
But what are they there for? If

you were

to

ask the producer he

would probably
But he will not t€ll

greet yonr query with a smile.

Because be cannot

you.

THE EDITOR.

WHY BE TOO FAT
Regain Your Health

& Beauty

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publicat ion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue r
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply.
Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered.
Address
The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 85, The
-

:

i

—

" TOPSY " (West Broinwich).
You see I have not
forgotten you after all.
Zeena Keefe, the heroine of
" One Hour," was born in America in 1896, and, it is
possible you will be able to see more of her on the
films.
In " The Haunted Pyjamas " the leads were
taken by Cariuel Myers anil the late Harold Lockwood. How did you like the art plate of Doug.

—

June Caprice's pictures
" Every Uirl's
Dream," "Miss U.S.A.," " Heart of Romance,"
Mary."
Blue-Eyed
and
E. N. (Derby).— As far as I know at present,
Carinel Myers and Gladys Brockwell both use their
own names. Yes, Isobel Elsom still acts for the

will these

some

of

(More answers

'.

c

n next page.)

Instantaneous Hair Colouring
" Ko pa tine "
Instantaneous
perfect
colours from
Blonde to Black, leaving tho
hairsoft and glossy. Absolutely
safe and
harmless.
clean
Will not wash or brush off, or
Does not stain
soft tbe linen.

gives

tures of hers.
.' Rei/tub "
(Reading).
This is the only film I
have heard of so far called " The Rosary," in which
the „ -principals were Kathlyu Williams, Wheeler
Oakman, and Cliarles Clarv.

,

—

the skin. Specially suitable for

home use

or

when

travelling.

Price 6/6. Double size, 10/6.
" Kipatine 11 AI-Khanaa.
A
henna colouring, giving permanent results in any shade <dc-

'ARE YOU SHORT?

ired, Fiic-6 6.
SoI'I by ilairods, Selfridgt's,
etc., or sent direct.

theGirvan System heJp you

to increase your height. Mr. Briggsre*
ports 5 inches increase
Driver E. F.,
3 inches
Mr. Ratcliffe,4 Inches Iftes
Ledell. 4 inches ; Mr. Retley, •! inches.

Applications given daily in our
salons with the greatest

;

;

t-'"" for advice or
write for booklet.
K0i\atise Cji:. iDcpt. 24).

success*

m

Th

for

screen.

:

Jt so, let

do

" The Ragged Princess," " Patsy,"

—

i 8
system greatly i proves tb
health, figure, and carriage. Send 3
penny stamps for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
J>ept. C.T., 17, Stroud Green Koad,

1,

London,

EX

ANTIPON

s

I

ml*

II

ES

vou would like to rid vourself of that troublesome Headache or Neuralgia take a I'ttle
harmless Zox Powder in a'cup of tea or water and the PAIN WILL CO IN A FEW MINUTES.
upon receipt cf
To prove this we will gladly send you two Zox Powders
stamped addressed envelope.
Of all Chemists and Stores in 1/6 and 3/- boxes, or post free at sarai price from

3/.

From

Nita (Buttevant).—Neither Marguerite Clark nor
Jennie Beaumont were in " Madame Who." Bessie
Barriscale was the star, and her husband, Howard
Hickman was opposite her. Hazel Dawn was born
How
in Ogden city, Utah, twenty-eight years ago.

Fairbanks ?
" Adonis " (Buxton). Who played in " The Auction Block " i
Why, Tom Powers and Floreiuje
Deshon. Yes, I am afraid your second is rather
ancient, so let us not disturb the cobwebs of the past.
Have you seen Gail Kane much ? She was born
July 10th, 18i>2, and has appeared in " Souls in
Pawn," " Game of Wits," and " When Men Betray."
" Morky " (Bristol). So you are the man in your
office to whom everybody comes for information
about the films. You have eot some job on, " Morky,"
and whatever the colour of your hair is, don't let it
get grey. Here is something to make you wiser.
Henry B. Walthall is married to Mary Charleston.
His height is 5 ft. fl in., and some of his pictures are
" False Faces," " The Man Who Found Himself,"
and " The Great Love." Anita Stewart, the wife of
Kudolph Cameron, was born in Brooklyn. Xew York,
and has golden-brown liair and brown eyes. " The
Million Bid " and " Virtuous Wives " arc two pic-

London, W.O.I.
.

—

Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

;

and reduce your weight quickly by
commencing the never • fail n?
Antipon treatment NOW. It has 20
years' reputation, and ia- the only
safe, sure, and pleasant remedy for
over-stoutness. No change of diet^
hat a reduction of 8ozs. to 3 lbs. iD a
single day and night. Sold by Boots
and Chemists and Stores the world
over. Price 3 - and 5/-, or in plain
wrapper from tbe
CO* (Desk 111,27, Store St, f

(Battersca), L. I). (Portland), M. C. and J. S. (Tillicoultry), Ellen (Dover), E. J. R. (Wandsworth),
ARTHUR (Minster), T. A. (Worcester), BILL (Saudgate)
A. L. (Nottingham, D. A. (Spaldiug), F. L. D. (Thornhill), "Quizzy " (Keighley), t R. (Winchester), Phyllis
(Brixton), J. H. (Romford), E. M. (Woking), B. E. S.
"
(Coulsdon), Phipps (Newcastle), " Anxious Alice
(Vauxhall), H. H. M. (Leytou), and N. L. (Four
Very sorry, space compels me to refer you
Crosses).
Information not given will
all to previous issues.
appear in due course.
L. S. (South Shields).-^Peggy Hyland has red hair
and blue eyes. Harbonhe, Worcester, was her birthBlanche Sweet was born in Chicago, Illinois,
place.
in 1893, and Violet Hopson of British parents in
California.
Her'age is not known.

If

Boots

Cash

FREE

Chemists, Taylor's and
all Chemists,

THE ZOX

I

CO., 11,

HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,
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The Charm

Summer.

of

A T this Season,
J-\
There

when all nature is so attractive,
there is a special call to us to give particular
attention to the care of the complexion
and hands.
is no more effective aid to womanly beauty

than Oatine. which removes dirt and grime from
the pores which soap .and water cannot reach.
Oatine Face Cream tones up the *kin. making it
soft, smooth, and velvety,
thus bringing to the
surface the hidden beauties of the complexion and
the dainty charm of soft white hands.
Of all

Chemists and Stores. 1/6 and 3/-.

Ask

for

|
1Z

—
~
~
—
^
^
—
~
=
—

Summer
Scorching days, crowded dusty streets, impure

air.

The

dust

irritates the soreness the delicate lining of the mouth and throat,
rendering the system susceptible to infection by the disease bacilli

we

inevitably breathe in.
irritation

the

mouth and

and

fortify

Evans' Pastilles sooth and prevent
all infection by way of the

against

throat.

EVANS'/*stV//«s

An effective precautionary measure against the microbes

^»

TOILET

PREPARATIONS
Snow

Oatine
a vanishing cream. 1/3 Oatine Tooth Paste.
13 Face Fon der, 1.16 Shampoo Powders. 3d. each ; Soap
4d., 10d.. ajlrt 1/4; Shaving Stick and Shaving Cream, 13.
;

;

;

=
=
—
—

=
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of Influenza. Catarrh, Pneumonia. Diphtheria, etc.
See the " Raised Bar " on each Pastille, exclusive to Evans'.
per tin from Chemists or post free from the makers,

1

bA
J

I

I

4

.

I

I

EVANS SONS; LESCHER & WEBB, Ltd., 56,
al Hanover Street, Liverpool, and 60, Bartholomew
Close,

London, E.C.I.

S.3.<i>

E.C.I.

CSS S^e PICTURE
Answers to Correspondents

county and country, and mention Tire

fr^;^2

Show
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—

Sei i.etti: (Luton). You have not worried mo.
Kathleen Connors was the heroine in Tom Mix's
I will try ami dispicture " Fame anil Fortune."
cover her birthday it possible. No ; Helen and Klsie
Ferguson' are not related, as far as 1 know, neither
is Laurette Taylor any relation to Alma Taylor.
Mahlon Hamilton was Daddy Long Legs in the film
of that name.
BERTIE (F'aversham). Yes it was Fugene O'Brien
who was opposite Norma Talmadge in " The Safety
Curtain," and also in
Poppy."
Ziska (Bombay). Thanks very much for kindly
offering to spread the fame of this paper in your little
island.
Dorothy Phillips has not left the
No
Universal.
William Stowell, who was her leading

—

;

—

;

man, was killed in a train
wonder why Harry Carey

You

collision last year.

not the King of the
Cowboys.' He is certainly splendid, though it has
been "generally conceded that Tom Mixjias more right
1
to that title.
Patricia' (Cleckheaton). So every Monday is a
day oHplcasant surprise. ? I am sure you liked the
art plate of Tom Moore given away recently.
It was
is

—

Thomas Holding in "The
"One Week of. Life."
.

Eternal City"

and

—

Elizabeth).
You may certainly join
of correspondents.
I am enrolling
recruits every day, and the} have nothing to do but
wk Questions, Lorn Moor, is thirtj livr and Ins
brother Owen is younger.
Probably Norma Tal-

madge is fond of dancing and swimming, though 1
haven't asked her. 1 am glad to hear you possess a
strong sense of humour. How did you fare in the
beauty competition ?
May (Birmingham). But who am I. May, who
answered your letter and am answering this I Wild
horses, as the old saying goes, will not drag a confession from me.
Thanks for all those new readers.
Slay your days be many and plentiful. Sorry I
cannot discover if any film star came into the world

—

.

same day as you.

—

.ROSAMUND (Jersey). Yes, there are many more
of our art photos to come, and the niune of your
favourite has been duly added to the list.
Conrad
Nagel and Alice Joyce took the leads in " Little

Women."

Mac Marsh's

little girl

by now.

must be about two

<

Picture
It must

these addresses for reference.

<

FRANCIS FORD, ROSEMARY THEBY. —Care

of West Coast Studio, G040,
Hollywood, California, U.S.A.

Sunset

Boulevard,

WHERE
FILM
not

MARGUERITE CLARK, ELSIE FERGUSON. —

TO WRITE TO YOl'R FAVOURITE
STAR.

— You

are

any addresses by

kindly

Care of Famous
fornia, U.S.A.

requested

owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
to ask for

post,

IVY
Worton

Lasky Studios, Hollywood,

CLOSE.—Care

Samuelson

of

Film

Cali-

Co.,

Hall, Lsleworth, Middlesex.

GEORGE LARKIN, FANNIE WARD —Care

-

Pathe Exchange,

York

enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp to the Editor.
If the letter weighs more than 1 oz. it will require
an additional Id. stamp for each extra ounce.

25,

West

Forty-fifth Street,

of

New

City, U.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)

The Picture Show, Boom

DIND YOUR PICTURE SHOWS. —Blue

Farringdon Street,
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your

sets oi 26 issues of the Picture Show can be obtained, price 2s. 6d.', by post 3s.', from'the Publishers,
The Picture Show, 7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate

85, The Flectway Bouse,
London, E.C. 4. and it will be

°

binding cases

made

to hold the

first

cloth

and second

Hill, E.C. 4.

"
ter).

Madge "(ManchesYou want « to

—

a bit about Jack
Mulhall and something
more about "J" uanita
Hansen.
I ' shall i not
disappoint you' as soon
as they -both take me

know

into

their

•

eo'nfidenco.

'

mistake not, Tom
Santschi had more'than
three 'stripes adorning
If

1

his coat-Sleeve in " Rose
of the West." You may

remember he played

tin-

part of Lt.-Col. Bruce
The other
Knight.
enquire
artiste
you
about in the same film
was Beatrice La Plaute.
" ANNIE " (Twickenham). What matters it
if yon are not a boy,
Annie ! Keep on reading (he " Boys' Cinema " just the same,
that
remember
and

He only

—

(Littlchampton). The little shop down
your way which so much resembles Old Fob's store
in "The Boundary House " must be interesting.
So you think Gerald Ames is simply adorable.
Likewise also is Mary Dibley his wife.
Besides the one
mentioned above, Alma Taylor has appeared in several
other line plays, including " Comin' Thro' the Uye,"
" The Cobweb," " The Marriage of William Ashe,''
and " The Nature of the Beast." which is her latest.
" Bl'CKIE " (Westgate-on-Sca).
Since you implore
me to answer you, Buckie, 1 will. Pauline Frederick
has no children, as far as 1 know.
An art plate of her
was given away with this paper, a few weeks ago in
June 12 issue.
Doitis (Bedford).
So you have come again thirsting for knowledge, as usual
You can consider yourself welcome.
Bessie Love is not married.
Vivian
Martin, who is Mrs. Jelferson, is twenty-two.
Eugene
0'Br|en is single, as so often stated on this page.
Fred Stone seems to puzzle you. Haven't you seen
him yet ? "Johnny Oct. Your linn," " The (ioat,"
and " Fader the To])," arc among his recent successes.
Yes; I am going to try anil find out what you want
to know about Boy Stewart.
As a matter of fact, 1
am curious about him myself.
GRACE (Stockport). George Walsh was born on
March 16th, 1892, in New York. " Some Boy,"
" The Kid is Clever," " Brave and Bold," "The
Beast," and " I'll Say So," are some of his pictures.
"Miss I." (Southsea). Clara Kimball Young and
Milton Sills were the leads in " The Claw." Evelyn
-Ncsbit in " My Little Sister."
Thanks for wishing
this paper a long life.
As long as the cinema exists
so will the " P.s."

—

—

—

—

heaps of girls do likewise every Wednesday.
In " Sealed Orders " the
part of Ruth, when she
was grown up. was taken
by June Flvidge. while
Carlyle

Dennis Willoughby. No
was not Malvina
it
Longfellow. Fatty Arbuckle played neither
" Sunnysidc ". nor
in
" The
Lightning
in
Raider." Tom Mix and
George l.arkin are iHith

chester).

— That

time,

flowers.

Now

is

the

moment

to

give the Children food for

•

married.
" Gnokmk "

summer

in

Spring and Summer are
Nature's growing Seasons for
the young, as well as for the

was

Blaekwcll

works

The so-called "busy bee,"
But 'Bird's' are working all theyear
To make Blanc-Mange for me

'

—

Megan

ensure the safety of a reply:

-

—

.

tint

"PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL,

>

to

be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep

in

Kegqie (Bury St. Edmunds). And so Stewart
Borne sent you quite a" sweet letter with his photograph.
1 hope, your other favourites have also
answered ere this. Smiling BUI Parsons, whom Billy
Bhodes married, died in October l'J18.
Moi.UE (Port
my little army

SHOV E3a

growth, therefore — give
plenty of

(Winwas

Unite a charming snapshot you sent me of your
sister and yourself' find
for which 1 tender you
many thanks. Did you
think 1 wanted to know
that Hampshire was in

England V
add that

You need

only when
writing
to
artistes
abroad. Cowley Wright
took the part of the
Frenchman in " The
Bocks of Valpre."
.

(More answers

next

week.)

because it multiplies the nutritive value
of Milk once in every four times.

As

Blanc-Mange is real honest
most delightful form, every
spoonful does them good.

Would You Like a £10 Note ?
A

note and other cash' prizes are offered by the "
in a new
film puzzle-picture competition
FILMETTES," the first
picture
dealing
with
fiiO

MIRROR"
"

HOA1E

It

HOME MIRROR.'

so perfectly smooth and creamy and

Six varieties.

YOUR
<

is

with such delightful

mind to enter.
Full particulars in Thurs-

day's

trifling

The Story Paper For

in a

called

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS.
NO entrance fee. Make
up

Bird's

nourishment

Made

in

fruit flavors.

a moment

— no trouble and only

expense.

•
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PEARL WHITE.—Beautiful Double-Page Art

Picture ihside.

J'irture

If

Shou; July

Wtli, 1920.

You Covet The

Exquisite Beauty
OF THE DEEP SEA PEARL, YOU MAY BECOME THE
PROUD POSSESSOR OF ITS ABSOLUTE EQUAL AT A
SLIGHT COST.

ONLY

AN

EXPERT CAN

DETECT

—

I.
Necklet of famous
Ciro Pearls (16 in. long),
clasp.
fitted
with~ safety

No.

Price

FROM THE

£1. 1.0.

REAL.

OUR UNIQUE OFFER.
receipt of One Guinea we will send you on approbation a Necklet of Ciro
Pearls. 16 in. jong (Gold Clatp, 2.6 extra, and other lengths at proportionate
rates), or a Ring, Brooch. Earrings, o* any other Jewel with Ciro Pearls.

Upod

Put them beside any real pearls, or any other Artificial pearls, and if they are not
equal lothe real or superior to the uther artificial pearls, no matter what their price
may be, we will refund yom money if you return them to us within seven days.

Our interesting Booklet No. 21

.will give

you details of our productions.

CIRO PEARLS LTD. (Dept. 21),
39 OLD BOND STREET, W.l. (Piccadilly
We

mm

Min&utfitiom
SUmfifoa and SbatAet
Germolene ensures
Because

it

soft,

end.)

have no shop. Our Showrooms are on the First Floor, over Lloyd's Bank.

Beautiful Skin,

Cures by Latest Aseptic Methods.

is an Aseptic lemody, which means n cleansing remedy.
In
it is unique.
Old-fashioned preparations aimed at destroying the
germs, but left the bad matter behind to work out as pimples uud other
skin eruptions. Germolene excludes germs, draws out all poisonous or
toxic matter, and promotes natural and rapid restoration of skin health
anoNbeaoty. The disfiguring eruptions soon give place to soft purity of
complexion when Germolene is used, because this incomparable remedy
frees the skin from the clogging impurities which cause them.

Germolene
this

WHEK
communicating
Adverwith
tisers,

-please

mention

MIND-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE
Ar* yuu "Master"

Are you

clrar-

th

'ARE YOU SHORT?
van System help yon

height. Mr. hnggsre*
ncrowe-, Driver K
iatolifT,
i

;

,4'nchoa;M

Katlex, 4 inch

Blr.

system

Tl.ls

health

msmm

your rnlnd?

M.

THE
PICTURE
SHOW.

of

nr.iiil.il. strong-willed,
self-confident, and siucf n.-.fnl •
Learn the aerrrt& of Miwl-Ma*tory and Strong Nam's. Banish
shyness,
awkwardness, timidity,
worry, self -fears, am)
" Nerve*." Lrawi boa to more than hold your oa-n iuthr Navy.
Army, B.A.F.. the Professions. Kusinesa. and Hociuty. Send
only
ataiuira for particulars nf confidential Mento-N'
strengthening methods. Ustd in the Navy from Vice-Admirnl
to Seaman, and in thr Army from Colonel to Private, M.C.V
B.C.H.'a. and M M .'» -tiiHU'llY KLLlpTTeMITII. LTD.. Mi.'
Imperial flulldluis. I.ndgate Circus, London, K.C'.t.

,

flgnri

penny staiupi
anil

C

aUfill

Dept. C.T..
London. K.J.

Soothes at a Touch.

The Magic Colour-trick

Matchless as a remedy for

Eczema
Psoriasis

Piles
Itching

Rashes

Skin Eruptions

Ulcers

Pimples

Ringworm

Chapped Hands

that saves
Not only

saves on the clothes and household
furnishing bills, but saves all the trouble of
Home-Dyeing too. Drummer-Dyeing involves

Cuts and Burns Chilblains
and all Poisoned, Itching and
Inflamed surfaces.
Price9

1

3

&3

From Chemists and
Larger

more economical.
for CenuoUne.

Free Opinion and
.

p° r

_

-

Instructive Boole.

just

.

—

—

And if the article will wash
Drummer Dyes perfectly.
Just

it

will take

follow

the

simple directions given with each packet.

Ask

Jforan optuionasjo thosuitalrtHty nf 4s?iuioieni taym
I'liui', wHh treatise nn skin rtllruents, and
The \ti
i, r( K Cu
|.td., MumifaetiuliH-Ohinnt
Bsvnafeajrif
,

—

trouble
no guessing no risk there is
one standard Drummer for every class of

fabric.

tin.

Stores everywhere.

size the

distinctly

_

-

little

•

DRUMMER DYES
One Dye
Drutnmc
tilt

The Aseptic Skin Dressing

So Easy to vse.
for all Fabrics
are so'.d by Chemist?, Grocer-;,
and Stores everywhere.
iu>w for Free BoohUt : " The AH of
Home Dyeing."
Dyci

EDGE & SONS,
sure

to

LTD.,

BOLTC N

pay no more than -the
printed on the packet.

price
CP

—
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Paragraph 5 cP Pictures.

are now in Paris, but
they are to return to greet Norma and Constance

Talmadge and Natalie
in

August.

Play-y? and

Plavenr

Her Pearl Necklace.

LITTLE

Mary McAllister has added the
fifty-second pearl to her beautiful pearl
necklace, which signifies the number
f
productions in which the little child actrosa hi appeared. Number fifty-two is a very likeal
t

Let

Don Juan Do

It.

ANTONIO MORENO has solved the problem
of living.

Don Juan.
Tony's

last serial

He has a trick dog, by name
Don did such good work in
that Lew Cody offered to pay

him fifty dollars a day for a small part in his
coming film " The Mischief Man." I hear that at
lie

t

review of the picture the other night

dainty
THEShow
above

little star

reading the PiC'Turir.

Fay Tincher, tlio clever
comedienne of Mack Sennet t Comedies.
Fay is wearing one of the now rush hats trimmed
is

with coloured raffia. This fashion has travelled
over here .by way of California. Tho girls in
liat land of sunshine do know what is becoming,
don't they ?
Letters of admiration for our beautiful art
centres are still pouring into the office.
This
week's of Pearl White will please a vast
"
number of readers. In our Choosing the Stars "
competition l'earl won two questions as the
I

—

—

—

favourite screen heroine and the bravest film
actress. She was also second as favourite actress
and voted the third most beautiful film actress.
This picture of her her favourite, by the. way
will surely please the thousands of admirers
who voted for her and next week a fine doublepage portrait of Charles Ray is coming. Order
your copy to-day.

—
—

—

Tom's Holiday.
V

.

work

finished for tho present, he having
completed his part in the Rex Beach picture,

"The North Wind's Malice," he is now spending a brief holiday in his new Hollywood home,
in instructing a newly acquired lion-cub

and

how

to sit

Viola

up and

Dana as Mother.

HEAR

ing the

winsome

kiddie.

TOO

:

that Buster himself isn't too keen for it.
persons who gain their living as a rcsnlt
of their work before the footlights or before the
camera are too eager to rehearse, but Buster
Keaton has reasons.
" There's too much risk of life and limb in
my work to make rehearsing healthy," In" Most of the scenes of my comedies
said.
entail considerable acrobatic work, and if 1 went
over any stunt several times I'd probably become
careless and end up in a hospital. Another thing,
to bo perfectly, frank, is that it takes a lot of
nervo to go through some stunts, and I can't
get my nerve up to the point where I can take
the fatal step, several times a day.
**
is

Few

MY

admiration of Kathlyn Williams has
dizzy height the last few
" I
Betty Blythe tells us.
always supposed that Miss Williams was playwith
ing
tarned animals or stuffed ones or fnko
risen to a

ones,

when she was

starring

animal pictures," she said.

in

those

"Now

I

wild

know

better."

Miss Blythe has been working in scenes for
of the North" with a giant grizzly
Sitting on the floor with a six-months' -old
baby in her arms, she posed for tho camera while
the bear stalked up behind her and stood on its
hind legs beside her and the child.
Shortly
after this scene the bear attacked its trainer,
who suffered such injuries that medical attention
was required. Two tusks were drawn from the
animal before Director Hartford would continue
with tho scene.
"The secret of playing safe with an aniirml
is the elimination of fear from consciousness,"
said Miss Blythe.
"I never permit myself to
become nervous when undertaking scenes with
the bear. By removing all sense of fear I can
make the animal do whatever I wish without,
injury to myself. The understanding that the
human mind has dominion over all the wild
things of the earth insures safetv."

"Nomads

Strange Requests.

VIOLET HOPSON

Rehearsing Unnecessary.
much rehearsing isn't always advisable
in the making of Buster Keaton's Metro
comedies, at least. The (act of the matter

Blythe Learns Secret of Playing
With Wild Animals.

bear.

beg.

that Viola Dana has been having the
time of her young life playing mother to a
four weeks' old baby for scenes in " Head
and Shoulders," her new picture. For three days
the child lias been working with Miss Dana, and
the little star declares it has been the most
pleasant three days' work of her experience.
The set for " Head and Shoulders " has assumed
the appearance of a nursery during the time, as
Miss Dana brought a large box of playthings
to the studio for the baby, and she and other
members of the company have been entertain-

I

Betty

days,"

know that Tom Santsc-hi used to
DIDbeyou
an animal trainer
He did. And now
his

tells me that during the
past week, her postbag has brought her
requests for a sewing-machine, a " used
up " motor-cycle, a camera (this from a native on
the Gold Coast), a handkerchief, loans of money
from five shillings to five hundred pounds, and a

riding-habit.

" 1 should have to possess the fortune of a
millionaire if I were to grant all the requests
that reach me." said Miss Hopson. "Candidly,
I wish I could play fairy godmother to everyone, but even film stars are not blessed with an
"
Alt's Button.'

He

Signed.

1MET James Knight

in filmland the other day,

and found that, as usual, he had a fund of
good stories to tell. The following is about
the best of the bunch.
Personally. I think
the escapade was more than a little "dangerous,
but that didn't trouble James, who is one of
the merry spirits who never see danger until it
hits them.
It was during the filming of a scene in which
he was dressed, down to his bootlaces, as a
naval officer, he was waiting on the boat which
the Admiralty had lent to the company for the

— —

Also Read This.
DURING a most

realistic sea-storm staged on
the Metro studio lot for scenes of " The
Mutiny," the second Jack London story
to be filmed for Metro, several members of the
company came near drowning. An exact reproduction of the deck of the ship Elsinore was
built at the studio, and for one of the scenes
eight tons of water were hurled on to tho deck.which cracked under the strain, hurling members
of the company off their feet, and tiirowing
several against the deck-house.

—n

From

U.S. to Us.
to London seems to be tho Mecca
of every American star these days. The
latest to succumb to its lure is Bessie

ATRIP

Love. Rumour says that the tiny star will make
her farewell to the screen for a while at the end
Part of her holiday will lie spent over

of July.

here.

This will be about the time that Norma and
Constance Talmadge will be visiting us. Mrs.

LIONEL SCOTT, whom we

shall
see as Joe Sbaddon in the film
version of Jeffrey Farnol's novel,
" The Definite Object," a coming
Stall

•

(

Don

nan was proclaimed a "find."' Tony announces
that he expects soon to retire and let his dog
do the work.
•I

Famous Readers of the " Picture
SKow.
No. 27. — FAY TIMCHER.

!

Robert Thornbys first special, '"Half a
hance." The necklace is n gift of .Mary's moth' r,
who is looking forward to the day when it will
contain one hundred pearls, despite the dent
it will make in her bank account.
role in

photo-play.

CRRISSIE WHITF,
fnl Hepworth
shall see with

the baautiplayer whom we

Henry Edwards
" Alwyn." She takes the part
Winifred Wynne.

in
of

GWYNNE HERBERT,
ins in
called

on

" Alwyn."
"the most

also play-

She has been

etquisite thijsj
the British screen to-day in
the shape of mothers."
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A man, carrying a large parcel, came up
him and saluted.
" Will you sign for this, sir ? " he asked.
Now if James has one fault, it is this he can't
bear to be disobliging ; so he took the paper and
signed.
He was somewhat taken aback when
1 he man remarked that ho had hurried, because
he had been told that the delivery was urgently
wanted by the officer.
James replied feebly that it was all right.
But he is still wondering whether the real
officer thought so, if, and when, the parcel
day.
to

NAZIMOVA

—

America

Walcamp.
Recently she was the guest of honour at the
big cow-boy meeting when over a thousand cowboys took part in competing for the many

handsome prizes offered for proficiency in
typical cow-boy sports, which, unfortunately,
are in danger of dying out now that the cow-boy
West

is not what it was.
It was at this meeting
Queen of the Cow-boys

Walcamp

Miss

after

that

the

title

of

was conferred on
she had participated in

several thrilling stunts with the cow-boys themselves.

Wings

of the Morning.

heard
one about
Farnum
HAVE you
short, sweet, and to the point. When
this

Bill

?

It is

he was playing in the film entitled " The
Wings of the Morning," a facetious friend 'phoned
Bill and asked, " But has the morning any

of delicate tints

and

soft

to be seen not only
in her curious semi-exotic gowns, but also in the
cushions, curtains and hangings of her beautiful
Hollywood home. She never troubles abotit tho
prevailing fashion when she is choosing her
clothes, and- at home she may frequently be
seen in a costume similar to that worn by the
young men of China. Her favourite form of
relaxation is to lie out on the lawn and read her
favourite authors. She is very fond of reading
aloud, even when she is quite alone ; and her
favourite character is Hilda in Ibsen's "MasterBuilder," probably because Hilda is in so many
respects so much in harmony with her own

enjoys more personal popularity than Marie

"

has a passion for light colours,

shimmering fabrics

Marie Walcamp's

in

OVER THERE."

and her love

reached him.

New Title.
1DO not think that any film actress

"

News and Notes from Los Angeles.
Nazimova the Surprising.

REX WILSON,

whose interesting career as an enteris told below.
Mr. Wilson is now in Norway
engaged on filming Ibsen's " Pillars of Society."
(Photo
Claude Harris.)

is

views and outlook on life. Nazimova is always
doing surprising and unexpected things.
Recently, for instance, she was at great pains to
announce to her friends that on completion of
the picture at which she was then working
she was going to have a fortnight's complete
rest—rabsolutely. She wouldn't even say where
she was going, beyond indicating vaguely that
it was to be far from the madding crowd, and
where neither interviewers nor business callers
would fever succeed in running her to earth.
Thereupon, on completion of the picture, she
left her own beautiful home and calmly installed
herself a few streets farther oS at the Hollywood
Hotel, the fashionable caravanserai of the Los
Angeles film colony.

tainer

:

Not a Single Kiss.

ANTONIO MORENO

"
Bill considers he scored when he
replied, " No, but we're having them fixed."

is just completing a
which is rather unusual. In the whole
of its 30,000 feet of film not a single kiss is
registered. No, sir, not even in the final close-up.

A Famous British Producer.

The Art

wings

serial

?

WILSON,
the famous
REX Tom
Browne's School-

to Eddy Polo, there is a
of tumbling from a height
by which it is possible that you won't
get hurt on reaching terra firma. It is always
difficult to convey this kind of thing in wor<K
but here's the recipe
Suppose you want or
don't want, as the case may be to fall from
the second storey of a house on to the pavement
below. If you were to fall straight on your feet,
you would certainly damage something, probably break a leg or two, or incommodate your
spinal column. The great art of tumbling from
second storey windows is to let yourself drop
without stiffening a single muscle, and at the
moment when you aro about to touch the ground
throw yourself violently to one side, so as to
Natufall on the lower part of your shoulders.
rally, you will not be able to learn this sort of
thing in a day, and it is best, when trying it out,
to experiment from something lower than a
second storey window, and be sure there is a
mattress waiting to receive you. I haven't tried
the experiment myself. I sort of baulk at that
idea ot " letting yourself drop," and am afraid
I might not calculate that psychological moment
to an exact nicety when you make arrangements to fall on tho lower part of your shoulders.
certain

days," a film which has
the honour of being shown nt
a command performance beforo

m
'

he King and Queen at Buckingham ralace.
Mr. Wilson, now managing director of
R. W. Syndicate, Ltd., began early as an
entertainer.
Almost before ho was out of bis
teens lie produced a pantomime at tho old
Theatro Royal, Richmond.
At the age of
twenty -three ho was lessee and manager of
tho theatre at Hereford, where, business boing
bad, he organised, 'with tho co-operation of
tho local farmers, a miniature representation
of tho Boor War, which was artistically and
financially a complete success. The late Tusi-ombo Scarcllo was at that time visiting this
country, and carried with him several hundred
feet of film, representing
scones of South
African life.
With this material Mr. Wilson
t

his programme,
and in protheso pictures acquired his firstr experience of a form of entertainment in which
he has since acquired so well -deserved a repu-

jecting

tation.

in Santa Cruz.
IT is estimated that the island of Santa Cruz
by some threes million iritd
is inhabited
1
goats.
I
cannot guarantee the exact
number, as I have not yet got hold of anybody
who has ever counted them. Hobart Bosworth.
however, says he can well believe the accuracy
of the above statistics, as ho and his company
must have seen a goodly percentage of the
three million when recently on location in thoso

exterior scenes of " Pillars of Society."
is to bo taken to mako this picturo
mi accurate representation of Ibsen's famous
play.
Photographs of typical Norwegian interiors aro to be taken for reproduction in tho
Homo Studio, and tho costumes worn in tho
production will be made in Norway. Two of
tho lato Hcnrik Ibsen's former friends and
associates, Professor Collin, of the University
of Christiania, and Dr. Gran, have given Mr.
Wilson valuable assistance for the filming of

parts. They went for a moonlight sail, and on
their return to their encampment found goats
good many tall stories are told
everywhere.
about the digestive feats of theso sportive
animals, but again Mr. Bosworth declines to
consider them in any way exaggerated. On this

A

masterpiece

Bo You Know

?
Frederick started her theatrical
career as a singer, though she decided shortly
nfterwards to go on tho stage ?

— That Pauline

*
»

— That

*

Bessie

animal training

»

in 1861

?

»

Love thinks that her

forte

is

KITTY SPRY, who, at the age of five, designs
own fancy costumes, and shows us what she

ber

?

Fay Filmsr,

it was found that they had
some thousand dollars worth of
" props " and amateur attempts at " washing."
besides nil tho lip sticks and every bit of greast
Needles*
paint brought out by tho company.
to say, the intruders stampeded beforo any
curiously
made,
and
yet,
arrests could be
enough, this is the sort of thing that the Yanke
caTla " getting your goat."

particular occasion,

devoured

*

Theodore Roberts was born

—

Wild Goats

Every caro

— That

—

—

Ibsen Play on the Screen,
REX WILSON is now in Norway wit
his company engaged
in
taking the

MR.

this

way

:

supplemented

An

of Falling.

ACCORDING

producer of

is

"

would

like to do on tbe movies.
Her one ambition
is to play opposite Monroe Salisbury.

Elsie Ccdd.

Picture Show,

July

Kt't,

3
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

CECIL M. HEP-

Partners

the producer of Hepworth films,
was a captain in the British Army. He
is now busy producing new British films.

Thomas

During the

Great War,

WORTH,

FRITZI BRUNETTE and

RIGAN

MISS

J.

is

DORIS MAY and DOUGLAS MACLEAN,
new co-stars, posing for the camera man, with
The combined efforts of these
most successful.

three

folk has been

WARREN KER-

PICTURE SHOW."

three!
Ince's

their scenarioist.

clever

HEDDA NOVA

and

PAUL

HURST

with the Russian wolfhound that was presented to Hedda
by Colonel Selig.

The whole company "on location" during the filming of a new photo-play, including stars,
director, camera man, and horses complete.
EDDY POLO and PEGGY O'DARE, who star

are deeply interested in the goldfish in
the pool at their feet.

MARY CONAN DOYLE

"

in the film,

interested to see

what MRS. CYNTHIA COLONNA, the

DWAN,

are in the

centre of the group.

British prima donna, looks like through the camera.
the producer, smiles at her feminine curiosity.

ALLAN

Picture Show, July 10th, 1920.
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SYLVIA PEARKS, a

feather-brained, selfish girl
of, and marries,
who was formerly the sweet-

Our

JACK ARLINGFORD,

Jack loses his sight in an
and while he is away undergoing an
operation Sylvia becomes involved in some shady
She is arrested and remanded,
jewel thefts.
and Mona takes care of Sylvia's baby while she
Jack recovers his sight and Sylvia lives
is away.
with him again. When they are out at a dinner

s

EMMIE ALLINGHAM.

By

heart of

MONA LEVERIDGE.

Serial Story Telling
Sacrifice for Love.

Splendid"

of a Girl

captures the affection

accident,

party one night, a Mrs. Craige denounces Sylvia
as the girl

who

stole her purse.

The

had not been interested in the name. She regretted it now, for she had conceived a genuine
liking for the young inventor and she was very
reluctant to hurt him.
" Mr. Arlingford, may I not ask you to forget
what I said ? I quite believe that you are
entirely innocent

Denial.

and knew nothing about

this

matter."

TACK

He could only
was thunderstruck.
gaze at Mrs. Craige in astonished bewilder-men t, until the full force of her words
had penetrated his brain, then as he slowly
realised the purport of her words, his face
flushed with anger.
" That is a very grave accusation to make,
madam," he said, striving to speak calmly.

She paused uncomfortably. In her anxiety
she had said something quite different from
what she had intended, and she saw by the
blaze in his dark eyes that he was in no mood
for further talk.
If she had been a man, she knew that he
w ould have struck her.
Mr. Slick and Sylvia had been expecting

" Are

them.

I

you quite certain ? "
The widow nodded her head.

" I am quite certain, Mr. Arlingford.
I know
her quite well.
I actually had her down at my
place for a week-end with some of her friends.
1 was most upset when the police accused her.
But what do you think I ought to do ? I ought
She
to tell Mrs. Wilson, don't you think ?

should be warned. The girl may even now be
wandering over the house seeing what she can
pick up."
Mrs. Craige had risen, but Jack managed to
place a restraining hand on her arm.
"Wait a second, Mrs. Craige," he said. And
the widow noticed, with surprise, that he was
trembling, and then as she gazed down at him,
she suddenly realised that her words had
affected him.
" I want you to come with me first and con" 1 want to prove to
front this lady," he said.
you that you are mistaken."
" But I am not mistaken, Mr. Arlingford,"
replied Mrs. Craige with dignity.
Do not say that. The whole suggestion
is absurd.
You are making a mistake. I want
to prove it to you.
The lady we aro discussing
happens to be my wife."
"

Your wife

crimson.

"

?

"

Mrs.

away.
Jack and Mrs. Craige approached them.
" Ah
Pardon me, my.
here you are, Sylvia.

self

!

dear, but this lady believes that she has met
you before."
It was not the form of speech which either
Mr. Slick or Sylvia had prepared for, and Sylvia
w as taken off her guard. Perhaps Mrs. Craige
had not told Jack after all. .

She held out her hands with her pretty smile.
She was going to confess that she did know
tho wealthy widow, when she saw by the expression on tho other's face that she was not
pleased to renew the acquaintance. Sylvia
hesitated and her hand dropped into her lap.

Slick

wane you

wife."

Mrs. Craige looked, as she felt, genuinely uncomfortable, she glanced at the man beside
her and hesitated.
" I will apologise
no doubt I was mistaken,''
she began lamely, but Jack interrupted hor.
" Mrs. Craige," ho said, very earnestly, " I
;

on you accompanying me and meeting
You havo mado a terrible charge
could
neither accept your apology nor for1
give you, until I havo had the satisfaction of
introducing you two ladies to each other.
It
is to my wife you owe the apology
not to me."
insist

my'
and

wife.

coldly.

is

had

told her to say.

Sho knew
that she was facing Sylvia.
that the girl
that she had not been mistaken
before her and the one who had robbed her,
were one and tho same.

I trust you will forgive me."
She held out her hand, and Jack took it between his own.
" I wish I was quite satisfied that you were

careful in future.

convinced," he said.
"

But

I

am.

Good-bye Mrs. Arlingford.

trust you also forgive me."
" Oh yes, I don't know what

I

you are talking

about," said Sylvia, with her baby laugh.
Mrs. Craige took heThand, but she glared at
the girl ns though she would have had more
pleasure in striking her, and Jack noticed it
" She is a bad type," ho told himself as she
t urned away on Mr. Slick's arm, and his thoughts
were very tender towards the pretty girl Wife,
who was nestling on the rustic lounge beside
him.
Once out of earshot, Mrs. Craige turned to
her companion.
" This is a nice stnto of things, when ycu
have to rub shoulders with those kind of people
"
1 thought the Wilsons were so particular
"So they are, Mrs. Craige. Mr. Arlingford
is an inventor, I have been given to understand."
" And what about the wife, then ? "
" Oh, she has just been led away in his
absence
I know you would give her. a cluuice
!

!

!

She is just a foolish, flighty
thing, but quite harmless by herself."
" Well, I have quite mado up my mind.
I
want nothing more to do with them, and I
shall tell my friends, the Wilsons, to drop their
acquaintance too."
" Of course, in that you must please your^lf,
madam," said Mr. Slick, with his peculiar 6inile.
if

you could.

little

.

;

Jack had moved to his wife's side, as though
Sylvia lifted her
to protect her from the world.
frightened face, and then clung to him.
action
the
might have
other
woman
any
In
been a significance of guilt, but Jack never
it with Sylvia.
Mr. Slick gave a peculiar little laugh.
" My dear Mrs. Craige, 1 remember the ease

associated

l

I

Their whole acquaintance had been built up
on a foundation of lies.
Sho remembered now
t'lat the papers had mentioned the fact that
Sylvia was a married woman, but Mrs. Craige

I

now

;

Mrs. Craige shrugged her plump shoulders
and placed her hand on his arm.
" Have it your own way, Mr. Arlingford,"
" But I warn you.
nlie snid stillly.
I am
extremely sorry this has happened. If I had
only havo known; I would havo cut out my
tongue rather than havo spoken, but as it is, I
presume you must know that I am speaking
lie truth.
I am not t he type of woman who
-peaks without being able to bring proofs to
car me witness."
" I mean to prove to you, madam, that you
aie making a very grave mistake," replied Jack.
They crossed the" room in silence. They woro
l> >th
indignant with each other. At the entrance to the conservatory, Mrs. Craige paused.
Sho was naturally a good-natured woman,
and Sylvia's treachery had hurt her very much
at the time.
The girl, too, had lied to her.

don't think

;

come with mo and meet my

to

I

she seemed
Mrs. Craige's face went scarlet
unable to answer for the moment.
"
I think you
.lack glanced at Mr. Slick.
told mo at dinner, sir, that you were a detective,
This
so I feel I can speak frankly before you.
lady," indicating Mrs. Craige with a frigid bow,
" is under the impression that she has met my
wife before, under the most distressing circumPerhaps you will repeat the story,
stances.
Mrs. Oaigc."
The widow drew herself up very stiffly,
" I am not in the habit of being dictated to,"
she said, " but I repeat I had the misfortune to
."
She
have to appear at a po'ice court
paused anil looked at Sylvia.
Tho situation was most uncomfortable.
There was a new note in Mrs. Craige's voice,

!

horrified voice.
Arlingford, I had no
idea that you were even married."
" And
" But I am," said Jack very quietly.
1

?

not so very long ago."
pleased to meet you, anyway,"
said Sylvia, suddenly remembering what Mr.

" Mr.

now

before

"I am very

Craige's face flushed
" sho said in a

Oh, surely not

Have we met

remember," she said nervously.
" I think you do," said Mrs. Craige
" It

If they- were out for money and belonged to the class which she was now quite
certain they both did, she might find them very
troublesome, as well as expensive.
She suddenly put out-her hand.
" I must apologise, Mrs. Arlingdon, I havo
made a horrible mistake. Now that Mr. Slick
has pointed it out to me, I see that you and
that unfortunate young person, so like you,
cannot be the same. I must really be more
libel.

Mr. Slick had coached the girl to play her part.
Her eyes were very bright, and she was
terribly nervous.
If Mr. Slick had not been
there, she would most certainly have given her-

"

pleased to prove it to you, as I happen to know
where this other young person is living. You
are making a very serious charge against a lady
whose husband holds a certain position in
society.
Believe me, it will be best for you to
apologise and retire as gracefully as you can.
It is always dangerous to say anything libellous.
Especially when it cannot be proved," he added
in an undertone.
Mrs. Craige glanced sharply at Mr. Slick,
who lowered his eyes and appeared to be studyHe heard Sylvia
ing the pattern of the carpet.
whispering to her husband that she did not
know what they were all talking about,. and his
Sylvia with her baby
lips twisted into a smile.
ways was not such a fool after all, she could
play her own game, if she thought it was safe.
Mrs. Craige went a little pale, Mr. Arlingford
had said Slick was a detective. If that was so,
no doubt he knew what he was talking about.
These Arlingfords knew that she was a wealthy woman. Suppose they did take her up for

•

you aro alluding to. As a matter of fact, I
was on it. I am a detective, and when Mr.
and Mrs. Arlingford entered the room this
evening, I must confess that I was for a moment
But I had the
deceived, just as you havo been.
honour of taking this lady in to dinner, and I
soon discovered that it was another caso of
mistaken identity."
" Oh, don't talk
Mis. Craige,

when Mr.

"

You

impression on her.
Jack noticed tho change, and he wondered.
One evening, as he returned from town, ho
met Mona as he was about to enter the lift.
" Come' back, Mona, and stay to dinner.
It is ages since we saw anything of you,"
he said.

mode an

Mona

hesitated.

\

" I don't think I will, thank you, Ja^k,"
" 1 will come another evening.
I
she said.
think 1 understood from Sylvia that you weie
expecting someone else to dinner to-night."
" Oh, only n man named Slick
Quito a
Come
nice chap, but no' one- in particular.
along back. 1 insist on it I want \ou to stay."
Mona allowed herself to lie persuaded.
Sylvia was dressing for dinner, and she did
!

such

nonsense

!

"

Slick placed a firm

began

hand

on her arm.
earnestly.

Jack's Suspicion.
was much quieter the next few
days.
She had had a fright at tho
dinner-party, and for quite a week' it

SYLVIA

are wrong. Mrs. Craige," he said very
" Indeed, you are, 1 shall bo very

;

[Continued on page 8
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF LOUISE FAZENDA.

(Special to the

LOUISE FAZENDA.
Tke

Beautiful

Star

Wko

Won

Has

LOUISE FAZENDA. queen of comediennes,

—

the

Queen

of Grotesquertes.

" queen of grotesejiicries."

Cannot Disguise Her Wistfulness.
of people who see her on the screen
only know her by her weird style of hairdressing —

THOUSANDS

hair scraped back except for a huge kiss curl
But those who are
the centre of her forehead.
observant have noticed a wistfulness of expression and
a winsome charm that cannot be disguised by make-up.
in

stock company.

Made

of "

has no business to play any other part ," she said, and
From that day to
the producer agried with her.
this Louise has been known to her film admirers as

is twentyhaving been born in 1895. She
has not always played comedy parts the fairies
who watched over her at her birth gave her a beautiful
face, luxurious bright golden-brown hair, and expressive hazel eyes, in addition to a keen sense of
humour. Beginning her education in a convent, and
taking honours at the Los Angeles High School, she
turned her attention to the stage, where she was
successful in obtaining a few years' experience in a

five years of age,

Title

tke

Camera-Man Laugh.

entrance into comedy
HERappearance
on the

came with her

roles

Italian in

6rat

turned the accident into a comedy

Name

Only.

says that most of her letters arc from picture-goers who are concerned as to how she
looks with her hair out of pigtails, and not a few
Louise assures
are worried about her Italian name.
Picture Show readers she is Italian in name only.

LOUISE

She was engaged to
appear in a Mack Sennet t comedy, as one of the
hacuty girls. As she came into range of the camera
she slipped, but she kept her presence of mind, and
screen.

so as not to
the picture
but the picture was
fall,

spoil
s

po

i

1

e d.

A

acted her part so
well that the camera
man stopped turning
to laugh.
That dLe"A
cided Louise.
girl who could make
a camera in 211 laugh

Refuter of Slander.

a
MISStheFAZENDA
slander that

Louise

living

is

example that refutes

—

women

are vain particreating her part
in comedy roles she disregards entirely the rights of
beauty. She hides her good looks under a bushel
of make-up, and sets out to make the world laugh,
Her reward has been that her
not with, but at her.
name is well known to all lovers of comedy and who is
not devoted to an art that brings smiles to a dull,

women.

cularly pretty

•

all

In

—

perplexed world

Like Men's

AS

?

Games

Best.

all her admirers know. Louise is more than a
clever acrobat, and she revels in men's games,
saying they are the best means of keeping fit.

The other day when she pitched a winning game for
home baseball team composed of girls against a
team of men she was so delighted that she turned a
back somersault on the field and was cheered by everythe

one watching the game.
Miss Fazcnda is not an amateur baseball pitcher.
During her high-school course she played the game
every afternoon and was considered one of the star
plavers of the Los Angeles high -school nine.
Wearing the flannel shirt, striped trousers,
striped cap and wool socks affected by t lumen players, Miss Fazcnda pitched in a sportsmanlike manner and won the approbation
of both teams by her excellent control and
poise.

She declares that she prefers baseball to
tennis or golf, because the exercise is more
violent and the game is keener and more of a
man's game.
"
u

A

Some

the best game of them all," declares Miss
day, when I get rich, I'm going to have a team of
It's

own."

Picture to Look Forward To.

THEScnnctt

part taken by this talented actress is in a Mack
corned}', entitled
on the Farm." in which
Great things
Louise takes the part of the farm heroine.
prophesied for this film, which gives
latest

arc

_

Fazcnda.

my

"Down

Miss Fazcnda and Miss Marie Provost a
wide variety of opportunities for displaying their skill in a comedy of the most
appealing quality.
Mis3 Fazcnda has gained for herself
an enviable position in the world of films
by virtue of her ability as an actress of
grotesque roles.
She will add to this
reputation in this, her latest triumph.

If

you want

letter

to write to ber, address

your

:

c.o.

LOUISE FAZENDA.
Mack Sennett Comedy

Studios,

Los Angeles.
California.

]

:

f
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THE SILENT DUPE.

from page

6.

not seem particularly pleaded when she heard
that Mona was going to stay.
Mr, Slick is a friend of Jack's,'" she hastened
" I don't know him very well,
to explain.
but 1 think he rather admires me. Sometimes
out
when Jack is too busy."
he takes me
Sylvia was being dressed in a gown of green
Emeralds glittttcd
silk net over gold tissue.
n her slender neck and in her hair.
frock
and simple muslin
Mona, in her serge
collar and cuffs, looked strangely out of place
Sylvia
beside this gorgeous creature, and
smiled to herself.
pretty
There was a time when Mona had had
now it was her tum. Tl\e foolish
clothes
girl quite believed that Mona felt about these
(lungs just as she did.
In the handsomely appointed drawing-room
Jack was waiting for them. Sylvia ran up to
him and held up her face to be kissed.
Jack remembered that only that morning
she had repulsed him, and he wondered why
Sylvia always behaved so differently when
" ;

i

;

Mona was

Sylvia snatched at her necklace and placed
Then she, too,
in the bosom of her frock.
went forward to join the two men.
Mona had half-risen in her chair. She scarcely
noticed that Sylvia had taken the jewels from
her ; she was too engrossed in staring at the
newcomer, for she had recognised him.
He was the man who had come into the
houso at Golder's Green in the middle of the

it

present.

He

She was
glanced across at .Mona.
looking very thin and pale, and she did not
last
these
She
had
aged
very
happy.
look
lew years. He remembered her in the old days,
when he had always gone to her, certain of
sympathy and undei standing, and he
her

night.

as she stood, Jack turned and introduced
her to Slick, and the next minute dinner was
'

announced.
Mr.

.

Slick- offered

his

arm

to

Sylvia,

Her fingers rested lightly, on the sleeve of
his coat, and Jack experienced the same electric
that he had

and

known

in

Manchester when,

had held her in his arms.
her now.
The pretty doll-like
creature who sat on the other side of him he
knew that he had never loved as he was capable
of loving the silent, shy little ficure beside
him. He knew, too, in his heart that she cared,
and he, -in las foolish chivalry, had cast her
aside
Sylvia was chatting to Mr. Slick in her
Now that she had the
happy, girlish way.
necklace back, she. was quite herself again.
blind, he

He wanted

!

worried now.

The

rep!

:

cd

" 1
follow us on," suggested Sylvia briskly.
will go and. put my cloak on,- or we shall be
"
late and 1 hate to miss the beginning
She went from the room as she wa>( speaking.
Mr. Slick had taken up his stand on the hearthrug.
He was smoking a cigar, and was apparently engrossed in watching the rings of
smoke he blew ir.trv the air.
Mona left the room to put on her things,
and the two men were alone.
!

:

.

Jack took a thoughtful turn tip and down
the room.
Suddenly he stopped in front of
Mr. Slick, and as he did so his face changed

!

Mr. Slick glanced round the room and then
looked Jack squarely in the face. He did not
change a hair.
1 knew you would have to be told sooner
or later, Arlington!." he said.
"It is an unpleasant business altogether. The truth of the
matter is that your wife is a kleptomaniac.
Now, don't get excited," he went on fuuriovsl}
as Jack made a threatening attitude toward*
him.
"Just keep quiet and ljiften sensibly
.

was not naturally observant, but his eves
were attracted suddenly by the gleam of the
jewels she was wearing.
He put out his hand and touched the necklace
round her neck.
" Wherever did you get these, Sylvia ? "
he asked sharply.
ilis wife put up her hand, while a staitlcd
expression came into the blue eyes.
1 have had them ever so loiig," she said,
Striving to speak naturally.
" But wheie did you get them ? " persisted

"

Miss MIRIAM FERRIS, who, after an absence of
eighteen months, during which time she has been
doing film work, is returning to the legitimate
stage.
Her last picture, " The Right Element,"
was a "Granger " success.

!

;

Mona.

He

noticed how the -lim white hands trembled
»> she bent her dark head.
She raised her head suddenly and found his
eyes fixed on her face, and a wave of colour
dyed her checks.
Sylvia was leaning over her shoulder, and
pressed again-.!
r.he felt the girl's hot hands
Iicr.

" asked Jack.
instinctively that Whatever
lie said he would abide by.
" They get these things up so wonderfully
'1 have
well these days, Jack," she said.

Well

'!

And Mona knew

llVIUd that experts are often deceived."
" Do you believe they are an imitation

"
?

ed Jack.

Mona was
moment

that

relieved from answering, for at
Mr. Slick was announced and as
to Jack, his hand outstretched
apology for being late on his lips,

came forward

and an

;

disease.

—

Jack examined

':

a

from

you, and 1 blame myself for not telling you
as soon as I made your acquaintance, so that
you would be on your guard.
" But don't you realise, man, what 1 his
must mean to her to me ? " cried Ja<;k.

came

'

suffering

is

is on her.
I, as a detective, have many
peculiar cases brought to my notice, and your
wife is terrified at tho consequence*? of what
she has done when she finds certain articles
that she cannot account, for in her possession.
She recognises that I am her friend, and so
she hands the articles over to me, and 1 see
that they are returned to their proper owners.
1 know that this must be a terrible shock to

:

;

wife

mood

" 1 bo u ah t them
they are only glass, just
imitation," she said defiantly.
Jack had not let go 1 is hold of them, huwi \ or.
Sylvia wrenched herself away, and the necklace
off in his hands.
it thoughtfully.
Surely theso arc not glass ? " he said
and then, as a terrible suspicion crossed his
mind, he put the necklace in his pocket.
What are you doing, Jack " cried Sylvia,
"Give me my
r.s
she noticed the action.
"
beads
" Not until 1 know how they came into
your possession," he said.
Sylvia laughed hysterically.
''
"Show them
Don't he silly!" she said.
she will tell you that they are of no
lo Mona
value.
Does he think his little wife has been
wasting his money on expensive jewellery,
(hen ?
Jack, without a word, handed the necklace

have to say.

a remarkable case, because she honestly
accountable for her actions when the

is

not

is

I

Your

Hers

J ark.

'

what

to

'

lie

must get back,"

I

From the trousers pocket of Mr. Slick's
dress suit a green stone was hanging. It belonged
to the necklace.
Jack gave a hoarse cry and caught hold of t.
" What does this mean, Slick ? (Jood heavens,
man, tell me the truth " he cried.

Wilsons, had
been strangely silent since that night when lie
and Sylvia had gone to the dinner-party. There
was no further suggestion about the compxny
which there had been so much enthusiasm
about before, and his capital was dwindling
rapidly.
She did not
Sylvia did not understand.
seem to care.
She was sitting on the ami of his chair,
Jack
ruffling his hair and talking to Mona.

persist

;

:

He was

'

" No, thank you

Mona quickly.
"Then you Jake Mona home and then

colour.

sighed.

lo

!

and

Jack followed' with Mona.

ill

'

!

And

thrill

realised at that moment that Mr. Slick remembered her, too.
The gentlemen accompanied the ladies back
into the other room, and Sylvia turned at onco
to Jack.
What are you doing this evening, Jack ? "
she asked him.
" I don't know," he said listlessly.
" 1 will
take you out, if you want to go."
" But I tJon't want you to, you silly boy
"
I am going to the Empire
" 1 suppose we can all go ? " said Jack.
" You will come with us, Mona ? "

She must get a paste one made in the morning,
She would g^t Mr. Slick 'to
Better still, she would give
see to it for her.
him the necklace now.
" 1 have a couple of stalls for the new play
1 was wondering if Mr. Arlingat the Empire:
ton! would object to me taking you," remarked
she told herself.

Mr. Slick suddenly, speaking to Sylvia, but
glancing at Jack.
Sylvia clapped her hands.
" Jack, do let me go " she said eagerly.
!

in a state of

uncertainty.

He

believed

that Slick was a thoroughly decent fellow, hut
Slick was spending quite a lot of time in his
wife's company.
His face grew pale as his
thoiights dwelt on the fact.
Slick was a detective.
Was it possible that
lie was watching his wife ?
Ever since that
Mrs.
with
Oraioe
he had felt at times
irieetinu
In vain he had tried to
a terrible suspicion.
shake it off, hut it would come back. He felt
strangely undecided.

Mona was no

"

secret."
reply.
He could only staie at
in a dazed way.
true 1 " he said at last. " Was.
it
wife that"— tho words stuck in his
threat
" that affair of the bap ? "
Mr. Slick hesitated for a fraction of a second.
" it was true," he said.
" But I was able

Jack did not

man

the

before

Then was

'

him

it

my—

convince Mr». Craige that she hod been
mistaken."
JacR threw out his hands in a blind way.
" Good heavens " he muttered hoarsely*
Mr. Slick patted him on the shoulder. There
was a smile on his face and a cruel tspicusion
to

!

in his ligh» eyes.

Jack hesitated.

He was

took him by the hau l.
" and I greatly sympathise
I know," he said,
•with you. But you can trust me to keep the
-Mr. Slick

less uneasy Minn Jack.
She recognised Mr. Slick as a burglar. What
was he doing in Jack Arlingford's house as 'an
honoured guest ?
She raised her eyes Suddenly ami found
Mr. Slirk looking at her.
He turned at ones
and addressed a remark to Sylvia, but Mono

" 1 hear Mi-. Avlingford outside.
1 will go
out lo her. She must not know that you have
lieen told."

He was moving towards the door, when Jack
Sprang forward and caught him roughly by
the arm.
if

'

this

is

true,

I

will

look after

my

wife

" What do
myself " he said, very steadily.
you take me for, mat) ? If this i° true, it has
"
got to stop, here, now, and at once
Mr. Slick looked startled. He had mistaken
!

!

bis

"

man.
If you

may

interfere, I warn you, your wife
be arrested any time I " he sai I.
just at that moment Sylvia entered

And

the room.

(This dramatic ttcry ui
day's ''Pi. tare Show. ')

I

end

in r.cxt

Mon-

!

.
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MARY
OF
THE LETTERS
—
—
—
Home

Hart's

Bill

Tke

Blue-Bird "

Bungalow— Little

6210, Franklin Ave.,
Hollywood, California.
FAY, Ever since no have been
here we] have longed to meet William
His studio, with his name
S. Hart.
painted in big white letters, is one of the first
studios you see when you drive out to Hollywood. But though we haunted the roads
nearby, and near his ranch, no Mr. Hart could
Then we heard he had bought a perwe see
fectly ripping English cottage, and we rodo out
llirrc
for though it is big,
no better luck
and white, and altogether attractive, it isn't
completed yet
'•
meet
Oh " sighed Alice, " if only we could
"
him, and see his wonderful saddles
Then, miracle of miracles, it happened

—

MY DEAR
!

—

!

—

!

!

!

!

fully

Such a Meeting

—

were returning from Silver Lake the
Julian El tinge home were just, past
There
Vitagraph's Studio, when bang

—

—

!

explosion, and flames shot tip into
he air.
Some picture, of course. Alice's horse
bolted down the road towards the Hart Studios.
Just then, attracted by the noise, a tiny goldenhaired boy not over three skipped out into
the road and ran towards the fire, right in

was a

terrific

I

—

—

" Itckie."

You
— " we'veheboughtright
your kind

Gate

'

?

Is

all

soe,"

?

— wistand

of saddles,

You

tako back to England.
have such won-dcr-ful saddles.''

everything,

to

Eva Novak's Expressive Eyes.
wonderful man smiled and said
"You may see some of them,
now, if you r are to come up to my study."

that
THEN
kindly:
If

we cared

!

study he sent

As we followed him into his
Richard Hcadrick to the

little

Gome
and called softly, " Eve, oh. Eve.
along with us. little girl." It was Eve Novak,
Fay, sister of beautiful Jane Novak. Eva,
golden-haired, grey-eyed, scarcely more than
a child, is playing the lead in his picture, and

set,

will, also, in liis

most expressive

WE

Jane Novak's Sister

His Saddles and His Message

"

Why

next.

are wide-set ©yes

?

I hate to confess, Fay. that I was literally
tongue-tied, while Alice and Mr. Hart talked
His study is typically a man's room,
saddles.
with big comfy chairs, and riding things, and a
gorgeous view- of the Eastern hills. Contrary
to my expectations, Mr. Hart is quiet in manner,
rather deliberate in speech, but generous of
1 imagine ho
himself when he does give.
slow to choose a
is a keen judge of men,

:

?

His voice deeper, richer,
he answered me
"A home. Ah. you just bet
1 will ha ve a wonderful home
There is no more beautiful
word in the language than
home,' with all it signifies
the
mutual self-sacrifices.
:

!

'

:

thoughtful

consideration

each must bear tow ards the
others, a real home, you
know, a sanctuary. It's one
thing that makes life worth
living.

But remember this,
if it meant these
it would be home

Miss Mary,

with interest while EVE
prank of her baby, VIRGINIA.
listens

Alice swerved sharply, and took
sprang down into tho road and
caught the baby to me just as a man from the
Come back "
studio called, " Itchie, Itchie
He camo to mo quickly, and gathered the boy
into his arms, and in spite of make-up, I recogI was all in a funk, for thero
nis3d Bill Hart
were tears in his eyes as he turned to Alice and
" You ride well,
said, with grave courtesy :
young lady, very well indeed "
Alice's path.
I
a fence
!

!

!

!

!

"

" Alice stammered, " aren't you Mr.
Hart ? Oh, we never miss your pictures
And we are so very, very happy to
never.
The Toll
meet you
Is this the baby in

Oh

'

—

'

'.

things,
tells

her of a

my

sanctuary

—

—

if

only

the

simplest cottage.
" Why, look
here here
you are," drawing Eve to him. " See this
bravo little girl, Eve. She has the idea, she is
making a home, a real home, buying it with
her salary, helping her mother, and sister,
striving towards the materialisation of their
ideal.
This is the exemplification of my idea of
home mutual love and unselfish co-operation
no palace is a home without it.
" Homo," he quoted.
" There is a magic in

—

—

sister

fluffy

two

of the
of her

wee ducks.

His Saddles,

a
We have seen
timid
your new house, Mr.
Hart. You are going to have
a wonderful home, aren't
"

you

younger

JANE NOVAK— with

beautiful

"

friend, slower in changing."

Home— a Sanctuary.
FINALLY "X ventured

JANE NOVAK

EVA NOVAK — the

—

—

little word.
It is a mystic circle that
surrounds comforts and virtues never known
beyond its hallowed limits."
This from Bill Hart— no, William S. Hart,
whose sister Mary presides over his fireside.

that

Alice
BUTgorgeous

was still exclaiming over a
white, leather trimmed saddle.

Yes." said Mr. Hart, " that saddle

But

beauty.

this

plain

one

is

much

i3

a

finer.

Do you

They aro
like your Western saddles ?
the most comfortable in the world. The first
cut out of a piece
of wood, covered with rawhide, and then leather,
all made alike.
Now you can have a kack
or
hull
made to suit your fancy. Fancy

cowboy stock saddles were

'

'

'

'

hand-carved saddles, beautified with sterling
mountings, are popular for official rodeos,
but give me a plain, rich leather saddle.
" Now, here is an old-fashioned Mexican
saddle.
This has a very large horn, two
That is
inches larger in diameter than ours.
because the Mexican maguay lariat handmade from the strands in the leaf of the
century plant is harder and tougher than
A small horn
ours, but not so durable.
would soon spoil their lariats. This saddle is
swell in the
flatter
ours,
with
no
much
than

silver

—

—

foik ;1 the cantle is lower, and the hooded
Well. Eve wants you
stirrups much heavier.
So -good-bye.
to go home with her for lunch.
"
hello for me
friends
in
England
Tell my
!

The "Blue-Bird" Bungalow.
we
ANDSuch

did go for lunch with Miss Novak
a ducky white bungalow, all blue
white
and gold, inside, so that for
and
the happiness it radiates I call it the Blue-Bird
Wouldn't you be proud if you
Bungalow
were still in your teens, and helping your mother
home
?
There are flowers in the
buy such a
garden, and perfectly swanky vegetables, and
rabbits, ducks, chicks
While we were there lovely Jane Novak came,
full of laughter over the latest prank of her
baby, Virginia. When Jane said. " Oh, 'Ginny
Newburg. wdiy did you empty two bottles ol
mother's best perfume ! " Virginia said. " But,
mower, I wanted to be all pitty and sweet, like
!

!

!

you is "
There are five children in the Novak family,
but Jane and Eva are the only fair ones, the
two boys and older sister who lives in St.
Louis where they were all born are dark,
They are devoted to each
like Mrs. Novak.
other, and to their mother.
!

—

—

Little "Itchie."

you
NOWyouwhen
not only

see "

The

Toll Gate," Fay.
William S. Hart's
"Itchie," tho
best picture, and little
beautiful boy with tho golden curls, but you'll se°
a big lesson, and you will understand that lesson
all the better for having looked, with me, into the
portals of the mysticTircle of Mr. Hart's " home"
not just walls and draperies and things, but
magiced from
ideals, sheltered in a fabric
mutual self-sacrifices. Luoky Eve, to have such
will see

—

W.

S.

HART

a friend.
in his study,

autographing copies of his book, " Injun and Whitey.

Write

me

soon.

Fondly, " Marv."

ricturt

NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
The Happy-Ending Tradition.

ARE

happy endings essential

to the suc-

Mr. Clarence Badger,
?
the producer of " Dr. .Tekyll and
Mr. Hyde," and many other successes,
docs not think so.
" There is no greater drag on the drama,"
he says, " than the happy ending tradition.
How often we hear people say of a play,
old stuff
why don't they give us something besides the same plot all the
while ?
cess of a film

—

'

'

With the ending of our pictures, and
plays fore-known to the audience, the invariable clinch of the lovers and brushing
away of all difficulties in a beaut ific scene,
we destroy the element of success. We
cut our cloth to pretty much the same
pattern without regard to how impossible,
unnatural and puerile the twist in plot
may be to bring it about. To give them
kisses, sunshine and happiness invariably
is often to affront their sense of logic.
'

speak broadly," con" half
Badger,
our
romances had happy endings and
half the other kind, each play being
carried out to a logical conclusion as
our audiences know life. Given good

,J

to

tinned

declares that he
prefers, for his own type of picture
at least, the original story written
expressly for the screen.
" The most successful stage play or
novel," lie said, " in many instances must
be so altered and so much must be eliminated or added before it is at all satisfactory for the screen, that I prefer originais
which have been constructed with the sole
idea of malting them suitable to visualisa-

TO nomake

a picture perfect in every detail is
small task, especially when any great
scene is needed. However, tlie whole success
of a photo-play relies upon utmost attention being
given to the environment of the play.
'A mammoth cathedral set is needed for the
filming of Basil King's book " Earthbound," and
so this is now being constructed at the (loklwyn
studio.
When completed the set will measure
240 feet in length and 'JO feet in width, and will
be perfect in every detail.
Eveji the statue that adorns one of the walls

tion.

" As

the case of pictures which 1

in

have evolved and which

produce

I will

Setr

in

has been modelled by hand.

the near future, I conceived
The Toll
Gate and wrote it with the one idea in
view of presenting situations and episodes
that could be properly enacted for the
screen.
Every situation must develop
logically from what has gone before and
must dovetail into what is to come.
Obviously if a thing has to be altered there
is grave danger of becoming illogical, but
if we start with a certain premise
that of
making a picture play we will avoid the
conditions which make a thing seem forced
'

'

—

or strained.

Mr.

acting, plot construction and direction, I
believe our audiences would find a new
interest in their entertainment.
Half the
interest is thrown away because audiences
know how the story is croing to end. This

gives

me

.

HART

S.

—

Courage Wanted.
"QTJPPOSE,

Special Screen Stories

WILLIAM

Building

ADAMS.

K.

them the sense that what takes place

The Value of Experience.

ONEsuccessthe a writer
of

biggest

of

is

"

artiste.

factors in the
for the pictures

experience," says the popular
It applies equally, perhaps, to

anyone who writes for any medium. But
somehow, to have seen a thing actually,
with one's own eyes, impresses it. Furthermore, once having seen a thing actually
transpire it is, of course, plain that it can
be pictured by the camera. The selective
ability is important, too.
So much that wo
and read and hear is of no importance,
t the trained observer can pick out the

moment

any

in

d sometimes
episode,

in

situation, instinctively

an apparently

gets an

he

)

trivial

idea for a big

theme."

We Learn From

Lessons

the

Films.
Occasionally a unman plays a practical joke on a man by marrying him.
•

What

•

*

the use of a husband if a
ivife can't be unpleasant to him t
is

*

A

•

*

woman's favourite

game of cards

arc hearts

suits

in

life's

and diamonds.

The Week's Best Films.
HE following is a list of the best

T

photo-plays which are being
leased

exhibition

for

at

and

cinemas during this week,

names

of the star artistes

"

alturdaw

re-

.

the
the

:

Red Head."

Alice Brady.

The Barbarians
Dorothy Dalton.

Film Traders

.

"

.

"'

Stall

SIDNEY

A.

FRANKLIN, one

of the

youngest big directors.
He is only
twenty-seven years of age and is now
big
production
of
directing
the
" Athele " for his own company, to be
presented by the Mayflower Corporation.

Daughter

of Mine."

Madge Kennedy.
" Madome Bo

Western Import

Seena Owen.
"A Yankee

Vitaijruph

.

.

"

Peep."

Princess."

Bessie Love.
F.L.F.H

F.L.F.S

"

HereCome3
John Barhymore.
..

"Out

..

the Bride."
of

Luck."

Dorothy 'Gish.
in the course of the tale is a fabricated
plot, built, for tho theatre, and correspondingly without illusion."

According to this authority, producers
and directors would like to get away fnun
but the exhibitors must
the old idea
have courage, and the people will tlien
reward them with iLcicasuU favour.

Vitmjraph

'

..

Defeat

of the City."

Agnes Ayres.
Walker's

..

"Pirate's

..

Gold."

Montague Love.
Granger s

;

rXtayraph
/

Wisp o' the Woods.
..
Constance Worth.
"

..

'

.." Fighting Destiny."

Harry Morey.

Here

y<

Pk

ti

he

Show Aht
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OF MONEY.
BASIL GILL

ON

BRITISH FILM PRODUCTION.

has one of the most splendid film records of any of our
havo also
legitimate actors who
invaded the movies, and as every one of
his twenty pictures has been a British
production, lie is singularly well qualified
to express an opinion on the present
position of the British photo-play, which
exactly what I asked him to do
is
during our chat tho other evening.

BASIL GILL

" Of course, we have been terribly
handicapped during the war," he remarked, " and one of our greatest diffibut we
culties lias been want of capital
are overcoming this obstacle, and I think
;

beginning to make progress
In America they
production.
think nothing of spending twenty, thirty,
pounds
on a production,
or fifty thousand
whereas "here £10,000 has been considered
an enormous sum to expend on a picture
hitherto, with tho hope behind it that it
could be made for five or six thousand

we

are

in

film

pounds
bedral set under construction at the Goldwyn Studio.
Note
the framework o! this set, and the accuracy of the pews.

|^5«2
K$fiv

now

"

!

A Weak

Spot in British Films.

most popular films
Mr.
AMONG
may be numbered such pictures as
Gill's

Good Man," " Spinner o'
Dreams," "A Soul's Crucifixion," •'Tho
Ragged Messenger," " The Keeper of tho
Door," " The Rocks of Valpre," and
" Missing tho Tide."
But ho confesses
that his favourite picture was the Samuel" God's

son version,

made

threa or four years

of " The Admirable Crichton," in
which he, of course, took the title role.
Mention of this film induced Mr. Gill to
put his finger on another weak spot in
British production the question of " lo-

ago,

—

famous tent scene from "Julius Cisar."
Ho was attired in tho classical garments
of Brutus
tho humorous aspect of Brutus
(and a Brutus who was wearing eyeglasses

—

at the moment !), expressing his opinions
of tho movies did not escape me, by tho
way— which prompted me to raiso tho
old but ever interesting questions of costume plays in genera] and Shakespearean
ones in particular on the screen.

Many "Would-be" Film Artistes.
I DO not think costume plays are

a.

success on the screen, as a rule," replied Mr. Gill, " becauso they are
often badly done.
They are expensive to
produce, and then, again, they call for
special experience.
But when they are
done, I think the costumes ought to bo
designed specially with a view to screen
requirements, remembering that they must
bo adapted to black and white work.
" As regards Shakespeare
I certainlv
think it is not possible to screen his work."
In the course of our conversation Mr.
Gill told me of the large number of
applications for film work he receives
from aspirants to screen honours.
" They are mostly requests for small
ports, and the opplicants seem to think
they havo only to walk straight into the
studio. Of course, it can't be done.
At
best I can only recommend these people
to apply to some company themselves. If
only these -young folks would realise
what a precarious profession film acting
at least, over here, where tho demand
is
for players is not so great as in America
It is much more precarious than tho

1

—

!

cation."
" I liked doing this picture," he said,
" but we made a mistake when we went
down to Cornwall and 'faked ' our desert
island scenes in place of going to tho
shall never
correct location for them.
compete with American films until
of
matter
this
mastered
we have
location, until we realise that Rottingdean will not do for Brittany or

We

Hastings for the Riviera
" The South of France is ideal
think
I
picture making, and
English producers are beginning to
discover more and more the beauty
and usefulness of some of the lovely
spots in Europe which are so admirably suited to their purposes, and
which, after all, lie so near at hand.
I was asked to go to Italy only the
other day, but I couldn't get away at
I also had an offer from a
the time.
for

»

11

11

11

11

ildial set built for use in the Basil

11

King

1*

11

11

story,

11

11

" Earthbound,"

a coming Goldwyn photo-play.

HJ

M^g
¥§*>«
StC^iS

French company, and before now havo
been invited, too, to act for the films
I spent five years over
in America.
there, by the way, but played on tho
stage only during my stay."

Everything Depends on the Director.

ASKED

Mr. Gill whether he contemplated making any more pictures, and
he confessed that he had some plans
and very good ones in the air, but
that I must please say that they were
only " in the air " just at present. He told
me, too, that he likes film acting there
was no question of his sincerity though
he added that he misses his audience
neither does he appreciate acting in tho
London streets. For the rest, he seemed
to find no objections to film acting as a

I

—

—

—

—

;

he added that, of
happy or otherwise working
actor
in a film studio
an
conditions of
depended on the director.
He is your godfather and godmother
and everything else," said Mr. Gill
and if you are not in symquaintly,
pathy with him you may as well walk
"
out of the studio
At the time of this interview Mr. Gill
was appearing at the Coliseum in the
profession,
course, the

though

—

!

band, and took a

number

of days to complete.

WJJam

—

BASIL GILL.
(Photo: Malcolm Arbutlnot.)
If they could only be persuaded to
grasp this fact, it would save so many
heartaches and disappointments."
Before I left Mr. Gill, I asked him

stage.

whether he had any little message for the
great movie-going British public, whose
special paper tho Picture Show is, and
he said :
" Please give your readers my kindest
remembrances, and tell them that I see
no reason why Britain should not produce
pictures finer than those made anywhere
yes, even in spite of
else in the world
but only by doing things in
the climate
!

a big

way

"

— —

!

May Herschel

Clarke.

.
!

rirlure S/tow, July
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A FASCINATING STORY OF A GIRL WITH THREE. LOVERS, PROVING THAT

"

FIRST LOVE

IS
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THE BEST.

me Bo-Peep
" Except a sheep farm in Mexico," he added.
"And 1 am afraid that is a poor property. There's
a new manager there now, but I just forget his name.
He seems to be moving things, but it w ill take time to
wake the ranch pay."
"I suppose there must be a house attached to it,"
said Octavia thoughtfully " and since 1 am without
a home now-, I might as well have a look at the place."
The solicitor gave her the name of the ranch, and
promised that he would wire the manager that she
..

:

w as coming dow n.

,

At La Sambros.
was created
THVS
outside musical

a situation one seldom finds
Octavia, preparing
comedy.
for her journey, wondered what sort of a
costume she should wear at the ranch. She knew
nothing of sheep farming, and pictured herself as
Bo-Peep with a silver topped shepherd's crook,
followed by thousands of sheep with fleece as white
'

lu

as snow.

SEENA OWEN

as Octav'a.

GOOD-BYE,

Octavia, and this time it's goodbye for ever."
" All right, Teddy. 1*11 see you to-morrow.''
Teddy Westlake, crack polo player, all-round
athlete and popular man about town, looked at
Octavia Van Dresser, equally renowned for her beauty
and her flirtations, as if he would like to shake hor,
and then stalked out of the room without so much as
a backward glance.
It was Otavia's third proposal that evening which
had led up to the little scene. Teddy Westlake was
one of half a dozen lovers that were for ever banging
round the beautiful Octavia.
The three most favoured were Teddy Westlake,
Colonel Beaupree, and Willie Cooper, in the order

named.
Teddy was

six feet of real manhood, with a goodface, and as straight as they make 'em.

looking
Colonel Beaupree was old enough to be Oetavia's
lather, but he was a courtly gentleman and very
Willie Cooper, who might be described as the
rich.
outsider of the three, was a good-tempered, jovial
He
fellow, without any pretensions to distinction.
He
was the most abject, of Oetavia's admirers.
brought her flowers every day, and proposed to h"r
He had proposed to her
at least three times a week.
that night at the St. Valentine's ball, and had received the reply " Don't be silly. Willie you know
this is not one of your regular days for proposing.
"
Even a servant has one evening to herself
The colonel had also' proposed, and been reject ed
The colonel was hanging
for the umpteenth time.
around when Teddy walked out of the conservatory
where he had proposed to Octavia. He chuckled
silently as he saw the young man's face.
" Got the same answer as 1 did, and taking it
badly," he muttered.
Eater in the evening he heard that Teddy Westlake
was thinking about going abroad. The colonel was
a straight man, but he thought he was justified in
helping young Westlake to carry out his plan.
"For," he argued, "if he doesn't go abroad, tomorrow he will certainly come round to Octavia,
and she is more fond of him than she is of me."
Before he left the ball, Colonel Beaupree had seen
his lawyer, and told him to olfer the position of manager of his La Sambros sheep farm to Teddy Westlake.
" Give him any terms he likes though he is too
rich to need money
but don't tell him that the farm
belongs to me, or he might hit you."
:

;

!

—

—

Teddy Westlake was a man who made up his mind
quickly.
When he received the offer of manager
of the sheep farm, he made up his mind so quickly
that before Octavia had made her toilet the next
morning, he was on his way to Mexico.
When Miss' Van Dresser learned t hat hehad actually
gone, she was sorry and furious in turn.
Colonel Beaupree happened to time his visit" when
she was in the furious mood. The colonel was one of
the finest poker players in the country.
He could
read an opponent's face as easily as some men could
lead a book. He knew that his chance had come.
He proposed once more, and was accepted.
That night Octavia cried herself to sleep, because
she had not said "yes" to Teddy Westlake, but she
kept, her word to Colonel Beaupree, and married him.
She was scarcely a bride before slie was a widow.
To the surprise of everybody, Colonel Beaupree died
a poor man.
He had always been a heavy gambler and a daring
speculator, and since his marriage luck had been
against him.
His solicitors told Octavia that apart
rrom a few thousand dollars in the bank, the colonel
ail not been able to leave her anything.
i

She drew a mental picture of the manager.
He 'would be a big man with a tremendous beard,
old, and probably very disagreeable.
About the same time Teddy Westlake was wondering what the widow of the late owner of the ranch
would be like. He pictured her as an elderly woman
with a keen eye for business. The fact that she
was prepared to leave civilisation to live in the
wilderness proved that she was keen on the money.
Thus when they met at Nopal Station, where the
line ended, it would be hard to say which was the

more surprised.
Whatever are you doing

here,

Teddy

" said

?

Octavia, advancing with a smile.

"I am managing a sheep ranch at La Sambros."
Teddy stiffly. He was determine that
replied
Octavia should not cast her spell over him again to
fool

him

as she

had done

before.

" La Sambros
That
How very extraordinary
my ranch " said Octavia.
Octavia as a sweetheart
Poor Teddy groaned.
Octavia as
had been a nerve-racking proposition.
a boss would be impossible.
'.

!

is

!

"
"

Then you are

"

Madame

Beaupree," replied Octavia. very distantly, for she had noticed Teddy's coolness, and was
determined that he should sutfer for it. "Perhaps
you will be good enough to tell ine how I can get to
my ranch."
"I have a buggy waiting." replied Teddy, as he
led the way outside the station.
Neither spoke much on the way. When they
arrived at the ranch Teddy introduced Octavia to
the household stalf. There was the housekeeper, an
enormously fat woman with the inappropriate name
a young girl named Juanita. strikingly
of Inez
handsome in a Spanish way her brother Miguel, and
Jose Alvarez, the overseer of the ranch.
With woman's intuition Octavia at once realised
that Juanita admired Teddy, and a fierce jealousy
swept over her:
As they went over the kitchen, Octavia turned to
;

:

the girl
" This place is filthy dirty
"
it is cleaned up at once
:

!

" she said.

See that

!

A

sudden gleam of anger came into Juanita's eyes,
but at a look from Teddy Westlake she stopped the"
rebellious reply, ami uttered a mild "Si, senora."
Octavia noticed that Teddy did not like Alvarez,
so she immediately became very charming to the
Mexican, but to her mortification Teddy was not
ruffled.
He still maintained his cool, inditferent
attitude, and Octavia was furious,.
The. next day she asked Alvarez to ride with her
round the ranch, but though Westlake's face darkened
as the two rode off, he made no comment.
The afternoon brought another surprise to La
Sambros. Willie Cooper, hot, weary, and covered
with alkali dust arrived, having walked all the way
from the station. He had heard of the colonel's
death, and that Octavia had gone to the ranch. He
knew that Teddy Westlake was there, and the thought
that his hated rival might propose before he could get
there made hhn forget about such mundane things
Force of habit made him take something,
as'higgagc.
so he came away w ith his golf clubs and fishing tackle.
Westlake had to laugh when he saw Willie arrive.
He had a genuine regard for the good-natured little
man, and in the old days he had been very angry
with Octavia for making a fool of Willie.
" You do look a sight, Willie " he said. " Great
"
What have you got there?
Scott
Willie had produced from behind his back a jug
filled with flowers.
"A bouquet for Octavia," replied the little man,
sheepishly.
"I had to drink the water on the way
from the station, it was so hot."
He looked round and filled the jug from another
one on the table.
" Willie, you're a fool " said Westlake severely.
"Why do you persist in dangling after that woman
!

I

I

after the

hood
" f

way
"

she treated vou

?

Have you no man-

left ?

suppose not," admitted Willie.
"

"

But what

about yourself ?
"I had no intention of meeting Octavia again."
"I did not know till yesterday that
replied Teddy.
she was the owner of the ranch. But I can promise
need
not fear me as a rival. I have
you that you
been most cool to her since she came. 1 don't intend
to give her another chance to make a fool of n.e.
And if you will take my advice, you will adopt the
same attitude. She has already got Alvarez, the
overseer of the ranch, tied to her chariot wheels.
The only thing I am concerned about is that the
man is a rogue. I have already found out that he
has been selling sheep, and I was only waiting the
chance to catch hiin red-handed when Octavia arrived
Let us make a compact. We will be polite to Octavia,
but nothing more. Let us prove that we are men
who refuse to be at the beck and call of such a vain

woman."

" I suppose that would be the best way," said Willie,
doubtfully. " But I am not the type to play the
part of the strong, silent man," he added.
Teddy argued Willie to his way of thinking, and
-the two swore solemnly that they would witlistaud
the allurements of " that woman Octavia."
Little did they think that Octavia, who had come
in from her ridej had overheard their compact.
" Wc shall see " she muttered, as she went into
the house to put on a new dress.
When Willie saw her, all his resolution went from
him, and he was about to become the abject, lover,
when a stem glance from Teddy pulled him up.
Octavia advanced with a dazzling smile.
" How good of you to come down here, Willie
!

your good-natured self. 1 should ba\e
been bored to death here already had it not bc<n
He is a wonderfully
for my overseer, Scnor Alvarez.
It is just like

interesting man."
Willie decided that he
Octavia began to flirt

would not like Alvarez.
shamelessly with Wdiie.
the hope that it would annoy Teddy, but that
young gentleman, outwardly at all events, maintained
in

an

Icy indifference.

After dinner that night Octavia complained of
the heat.
" Would vou mind taking me to the garden. Mr.
Westlake?" she said. "It is suffocating in here.
1 wish to speak to you about some improvements
Scnor Alvarez has suggested."
Teddy wiuced at the mention of Alvarez's name,
but he could not refuse the request of Octavia.
Very cravely he ottered his arm. Once in the
garden Octavia forgot all about the suggested improvements. It was a glorious moonlight night,
and the garden made a perfect setting for a love-

making

scene.

" Don't you wish you were back to the old life in
"
the city, Mr. Westlake. with your polo and dancing J
" I have forgotten all about dancing," replied
Teddy. He remembered it had been at a dance that
Octavia had refused him.
" The last time 1 was at a dance 1 lost something,"
went on Octavia.
" So did 1," remarked Teddy grimly.
" Oh. 1 onlv refer to a i«iir of gloves."
Teddv flushed despite himself. He had found
those long white gloves that Octavia had worn that
night, and had kept them as a cherished memento
Almost every night since he had been
of his love.
at the ranch he hat! slept with them under his pillow.
he had their. ?
suspect
Did Octavia
" You said yon wished to consult me about some
said
to turn the conversation.
improvements," he
" Did 1 ? " replied Octavia. " It will wait till tolovely a night to talk busiis
too
morrow, then. It
ness."
..
determined
to talk nothing else
But Teddv was
Octavia looked more lovely than ever, and Westlake
himself
he would be
hold
ot
once
lost
knew that if he
more enslaved than ever. But he managed to return
compact
with
his
broken
having
to the house without
Willie.

When Octavia turned her batteries on the latter e
quicklv surrendered, and though he had to keep the
pact while Westlake's eyes were on him. no sooner
had the household retired tor the night than he
stole round to Oetavia's window, and began to
serenade ber with a guitar which was badly out of
•
tune.
Jose Alvarez found him thus engaged as he wis
everything
going round the ranch to see that
secure, and pretending not to recognise him, scared
Willie away with a revolver-shot.
His hurried exit was made more humiliating by a
But the night was
peal of laughter from Octavia.
not to end on a note of comedy.
In her little room Juanita sat fully dressed, waiting
to get her revenge on the insolent white woman.
The girl, without an\ real encouragement Iron
Westlake, had fallen madly in love with him, and she
(Continuid on page 18.)
1
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OKSTANCE BINHEiS
A
"\^|

The

Delightful Film Artiafte

into the

Lens of the Camera
Fortune

who Danced

— and

right

Fame and

to

1

IE3

YOUNG

girl with great bis
laughing eyes, a retrousso
a
R080 Unci eupid's how-mont h
has come i/ito fame, through her

desire to " got
Only two years ago, Constance Binney was unknown to the
public, very few had even heard
her name.
But this vivid little
person was determined to win
through.
She worked unceasingly,
and her expectations have been

own endurance and
there."

She

is

a wonderful

ballet dancer.

realised.

Her record

is

She was born

short and simple.

in

New York

city

il

score of years ago, and was educated, primarily, in a convent in
Paris.
After that she finished her
education at a big school in ConWinthrop Ames, hapnecticut.
pened one day to see her in some
theatricals, and, realising
her wonderful abilities, gave her
the chance to enter the profession.
It was while she was appearing in
several solo dances in a big musical
comedy in New York that she was
persuaded to try screen work, and
she literally danced right into the
lens of the camera, and incidentally
the hearts of the people.

atnatevir

A

Vivid Personality.

from her youth anil
APART
of tho
beauty, her acting
is

highest standard and she is
possessed of a personality that is
beyond resistance by any and all
who witness her work, on the screen.
Constance is not the least bit
superstitious, and merely took it as
a sign of good hick when a melancholy black cat walked across her
path, the very first day she started
her film career.
Of course, you all know that she

—

has a sister perhaps you have
seen Faire on the screen ? However, the two are the very closest
of

companions.
Constance has recently signed a

contract to star in Bealart pictures, so you will shortly be able
to see hot in. some new photo-p'ays.
Her delineation of a demure little
slavey heroine in hor ilrst Reatart
big-

film,

"Erstwhile

Susan,"

proves

conclusively that she eminently deserves the stardom which she has
attained.

CONSTANCE BINNEY
I

avers

that to be a success the screen
artiste must know exactly how to
dress for every play in which she acts

CONSTANCE BINNEY is also a clever comedy actres?. Here
you see her in " Erstwhile Susan," a coming photo-play in
which she stars, pretending that she is deaf.

»
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MADAME BO-PEEP.

page

76.1

was determined that Octavia should not be her
easiest

way

rival.

simplicity Juanita decided that the
accomplish this would be to kill

With primitive
to

Octavia.

When all wsa still she crept into Octavia's room
through the oiicu window with a knife in her liarul.
Octavia awoke just m time to see her creeping
through, and she screamed lor help as the girl leapt
towards her. As they struggled; Alvarez leapt
through the window and dragged Juanita away. He
had been waiting to serenade Octavia. and had seen
Juanita enter.
"You will leave the ranch at once,'' he thundered, " you murderous snake " as the girl, her
blue eyes" blazing with firry at being robbed of her
revenge, stood panting against the wall. Then
turning to Octavia, Alvarez struck an attitude.
Jose Alvarez,
fear.
I.
Let th

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

!

1

gur
'
Octa.
to noticpM*?
\.~
•£ "
love
In her (.^ rt °e ^rfa.
made the vau^t.
in love with hi,%
will

V

m

cr what had occurred
certain that she was

.

would marry

lie

ake jealous she had
lean believe she was
[iready derided that
mc master of the

j

ranch.
" Please leave me
Octavia, who had no desire*

the window," said
rt a love-scene in her

bedroom.
There was no more sleep for Octavia that night.
Every time she tried to close her eyes she saw the passion-distorted face of Juanita and the gleaming
knife.
Life at La Sambros promised to be too

it

tells you the secret
now, advises Doug.

taking stock of ourselves we should not
forget that fear plays a largo part in the
That is the first thing
of failure.
to be dropped.
Fear is a mental deficiency
susceptible of correction, if taken in hand
Fear
before it gains an ascendency over us.
comes with the thought of failure. Everything
we think about should have the possibility of
success in it if we are going to build up courage.
should get into She habit of reading inspirational books, looking at inspirational pictures, hearing inspirational music, associating
with inspirational friends, and above all, we
should cultivate the habit of mind of thinking
clean, and of doing wholesome things.

IN

drama

We

*

»

*

,i.--J,

exciting.

Try

of his Happiness,

the slogan.
That
thyself!"
GUARD
Let us " take stock " often, and see
is

The Chase.
Westlak" was about
morning
THEon nextbook-keeping
Pedro, the house-boy came
to start

as

his

him that as lie had
been out early that rooming he had seen Alvarez
driving away some sheep, and afterwards the overseer had paid Miguel a lot of notes for lib share of the

up to him.

The

lad told

theft.

The boy's statement confirmed the suspicions
which Westlake had long entertained, and he at onee
sent for Alvarez.
In plain, blunt words he told the
Mexican what the boy had said, and added that his
books proved that the thefts liad been going on for
some time.
Alvarez's answer was to turn on Pedro and knock

him down.
!

jealous of me."
Octavia knew perfectly well that Teddy Westlake
was incapable of making a false charge against anyone
even his bitterest enemy but she was wild at his
indifference in the garden the night before, and she
allowed her temper to get the better of her judgment

is

—

—

.

forget I am the mistress of this ranch," she
" You cannot discharge my overseer without
my permission. If anyone lias to go it, will be you."
Teddy smiled. He knew what Octavia did not,
that the ranch did not belong to her. Colonel Ueauprec had sold it just before bis death, and the new
owner having no desire to run it, had told the agent
in Nopal to sell it.
Teddy bad bought it that
morning, and had not intended to let Octavia know,
lor he realised that the ranch was now her only source
of income.
He did not mean to let her know now,
so he took a new line.
" You forget I have a contract till January. You
cannot discharge ine before then."
With a polttC UOW he left the room. Octavia,
wild at the thought that once more Teddy had beaten
her in the duel of words, told Alvarez to order her
horse and accompany her round the grazing pas-

"

You

said.

tures.

As Octavia was leaving for the courtyard, Juanita
came up toiler with an insolent smile.
"

weak

points.

We

You cannot

me, senora," she said.
My brother
Miguel saw Mccstcr Westlake buy it at the agent's
office this morning.
Only the senor can tell me to
go."
Octavia made no reply to the girl, but went out
of the room with blazing eyes to find Teddy.
If this
was true, he had heaped humiliation on lier with a
vengeance. Hut Teddy was not to be found. Pedro
informed her tliat he had ridden away, hiking his
luggage with him. As she stood there bewildered,
Inez came to her with a letter.
" The senor left this." she said.
Octavia opened it and read.
" Once more good-bye.
Colonel Reaupree did not
own tliis ranch at the time of his death, lie sold it,
and I bought it from the new owner. You will liud
discharge

" This ranch does not belong to you.

(he contract enclosed."
(Qoiuiriuea un page

23

)

will

not be afraid
them and

will get after

Some
get hold of ourselves at the same time.
a fine play, or some
book might give us help
form of athletics will start us to thinking. Selfanalysis teaches us to see ourselves in a true
light without embellishments or undue optimism.
We can gauge our chances in no better way. If
we grope in the darkness wo haven't much of a
chance. " Taking stock " throws a searchlight
on the dark spots, and points the way out of
tho danger zone.
;

*

*

»

" You say that of me, you pilfering peon " he
shouted, fingering his knife.
Hut Westlake was on him before he could draw it,
and he swung the overseer olf his feet. " I believe
the boy, Alvarez," he said sternly, "and you take
>our notice right now."
" What does this mean ? "
It was Octavia, speaking from the doorway.
Teddy told her quietly, and then Alvarez burst
into a torrent of denials.
" He has bribed this sneak Pedro to lie about me."
he said. " The boy is a thief, and I have bad to
punish him for it. Seiior Wcstlake knew of this,
and he used the boy to assail my honour. The family
of the Alvarez is more noble than the senor's.
He

We

where we stand.of the

tho young man who has the best chance of
IT winning. Then why shouldn't youthfulWe
ness be made a permanent asset ?
should not ask a man how old he is. We
"
"
he
The
young
do ?
should ask
What can
may have tho advantage of years, but the
older one has tho advantage of experience and
knowledge.
Now if this older man could
carry along with him that spirit of youth which
actuated his earlier activities he would be prepared against incapacity. Our fate hangs on'
how we conduct ourselves in youth. The world
has great need of the sober, thoughtful men
By right of experience and
above the fifty line.
knowledge they should become our leaders in
It is all a matter
the shaping of our policies.
of how a man comes through, mentally, physiAge should not count
cally and spiritually.
agaiust him.
is

:

•

THE

*

-

*

thought is to keop healthy. In
fact, we cannot harp on this too much.
The second requirement is confidence in
oursolves, without which our career is shortfirst

lived.

Already we perceive that one must keep
track of his inner self. This breeds confidence.
The very fact that one stops to probe into that
hidden land of thought shows that he is keeping
tab on himself with a sharp eye. That's tho
stuff
We mustn't fool ourselves. The majority
of failures come as a result of not being able to
Tho moment we doubt, or
trust one's solf.
acknowledge that we cannot conquer a weakIt is a
ness, then we begin to go down hill.
!

We hardly realis3 it
subtle process.
time, but as the days go by, the years

at
roll

the
on.

tho final day of reckoning draws near and
relentlessly we are swept along as driftwood
toward the lonely beaches of obscurity. Ami
because we lacked self-confidence
We
all
did not realise it until it was too late. We were
too busy with self-indulgence to struggle for
!

That would have lee
a fine time in which to fight out the whol
problem the time when optimism and the n
physical development.

—

i

il',

do are as natural as the laughter of a
or the song of a bird.
That was the time
the world appeared roseate and beautiful,
success lay just beyond the turn of the
to

child,

wl.e
wl.e i
road,

when failure seemed something illusory an l
improbable. Then was the time to jump ii
with both feet and a big hearty laugh to solvo
the problem of what to do and how to go aboul it.
It is surprising how readily the world follows
the individual with confidence.
It is willing to
believe in him, to furnish funds, to assist in any
way within its power. And that is where tho
man with a smile is sure to win for the man
who smiles has confidence in himself.

—

*

*

*

long as we carry along with us our atmosSO phere
of hearty good-will and enthusiasm

we know no defeat. There havo been a
few who have groaned their way through to a
competence, but in proportion to that over,
whelming number

of souls who carry cheer
they are as nothing mero drops
in the bucket.
If the truth were told, their
success came probably through mere chance and
nothing o!se. Such people are not the ones for
us to endeavour to follow.
We cannot affqnl to
allow our visions to sour.
Beginning early takes away timidity and

through

—

life

builds for success while we are young enough to
enjoy the benefits.
Although it is never too
late to start a cheerful life, wo don't have to kill
ourselves in the attempt. There is no necessity
for throwing all caution to the winds, but we
should press our advantages.
With self-analysis
comes a certain poise, a certain dignity and
kindliness that tempers every move with precision.

o

iNCE we

get the proper start we have only
to tako stock now and then in order to
keep our machinery in a fine state of
repair.
If we have chosen wisely, wo love our
work and stick to it closely not forgetting tho
home duties and our share in its success. Bight
here, we run up against the danger signal if our
business success wins us away from tho hearthstone.
Love of home is a quality of the workers
" What doth it profit a man to
of the earth.
''
win the whole world, if he loseth his own soul ?

—

*

*

sum up
TO our
minds

the case

•

—once we have made up

to win and how we are going to
do it, the next step is to act. Health is
synonymous with action. Tho healthy man

does

things,

And when we

tho

unhealthy

get ready to act.

man
we

hesitates.

with
the air of a conqueror.
We must supply from
our own store our atmosphere of confidence in
order to win confidence. The successful man is
the one who knows he is right and makes us
renlia?

will act

it-

always worth while to study the successes
acquaintances. Are they gloomy,
morose and irritable ? On the contrary, they
are robust, confidont individuals who have taken
advantago of' every rightful opportunity and
possessed the power to smile when all about them
were in the dumps. When everyone else bought
that there wasn't a chance to win. these fellow
stepped in and took charge.
It is

among our

t

•

success.
*

»

*

of our troubles
MOST
take
with failure

in

to

later life started
hold of ourselves

when we were young. It may bo that
we put off making our choice of something to
do.
If we had been companionable to ourselves we might have thought out the proper
course while taking long walks in pursuit of

(Doug, gives us more good c.dvice next

ivmM

j

—

—
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"

DO WOMEN DRESS

ARE YOU

TO PLEASE MEN?"
Miss

Who

TOO FAT?

Edith, Roberta, tlie Univerial Star
Frocks
is Famous for Her Smart

Send To-Day for

They Do Not

Says.

A FREE SAMPLE

.

tho stage, Miss Edith Roberts has the repuOFFtation
tho most smartly
being one
tho Los Angeles
avers that she does not

gowned women
colony

yet sho

;

Of My simple Nature-Cure

of

of

in

film

to please men.
" It's just an old-time fallacy," sho recently re-

marked when questioned upon tho
"when a woman does hor best
example of the peacock she

OVER-FATNESS.

for

subject, " that
to emulate the

the
aie

i

doing it for the sole purpose of attracting and pleasing
Not one
the opposite sex.
man in a thousand appreciates an up-to-date model
and every woman knows it.
But with women it is different.

•

is

"ant
too

'

v

to

.at,

6d

f-o

*ithcut

Every well-informed woman
knows what's what in the

obligation. No
Jsing, starving,
or dangerous
drug*, just
a
simple
naturc-curc.
Let
me
prove to you that you
need no longer remain

matter of dress.

fat.

^eating

Women are
severest critics, and
it is to please members of her
own sex, and for her own
personal satisfaction, that a
woman pays much attention
to her garments."
Bo that as it may, Miss
their

.

own

Roberts

will

MASON

Address: Mrs.

A.

(Dept. P.S.

7.),

13,

Red Lion Square, London, W.C.

1.

undoubtedly

please both men and women
in her latest film, " Her Six
Foot Highness," in which sho

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
BAD COMPLEXION AND

wears all sorts of delightful
garments, from the simple
ginghams of a country girl to
the Parisian finery of an
heiress to a fine title.
Eitith has the sparkling face
of a born comedienne, yet she
says that she likes to act
pathetic roles that make her
audience weep. It was as a
dancer and a singer that she
made her stage debut, but sho
soon decided there wasn't

It does not matter
will clear it.

WAYftl
"HAULHA

how bad your complexion

is.

Sold Under Guarantee!

W AXOLA

Even the plainest
the Complexion is Good.
Such a
and, fresh as a baby'8 may be procured in
by using this
and All Skin Impurities
Product.
disappear magically. Acta while you sleep. Get the
Habit and look attractive. Don't Delay.
To-Day.
features look attractive

Complexion—clear,

Wax

if

—

soft,

One Week

Wonderful

Wrinkles

SPECIAL OFFER,— For

post free a 2/9d. box for
(triple size box) for 2/0d.

New

WA3COL.A
Send

a short time we will send yen
X/Od. (Two boxes 3/3d.l. ora 4/9d
(Two for 6/3J.I

RICHMOND
(Surrey)

Preparations.
110, The Green,
Hew. Surrey,

enough variety in it to suit
her, so sho went into motion

Restores

pictures.

Preserues
The Skin.

Edith

is

and

really quite

small, being only five
height.
in
feet one
fair comboth
and
and eyes are

She has a
plexion,
her hair

EDITH ROBERTS

brown.

is

horsewoman off as well

an enthusiastic
as on the screen.

That "grouch"!
You

know

you're not feeling
if
everything seems to go
wrong, and little troubles and worries
are magnified to an alarming extent.
Your system needs periodically toning up and
the
best
and safest way is to get the
" Kkovah " habit a teaspoonful on rising.
really

well,

—

ealthlalt

Makes you fit—
keeps you fit.
It is

the finest corrective

for those

little

irregulari-

which are inseparable
from sedentary life; it
will help your system to
ties

consistently

function

always.
In

tins,
all

of grocers,

and

A

happy snapshot
bungalow.

I

of

ROBERTS in her pretty Hollywood
absolutely devoted to her maid.

MISS

She

is

Sutcliffe

K31

Boots'

&

stores,

branches.

Bingham, Ltd..

Manchester.

<P

t

Future Show, July

I

will tell you Free

to

how

IN

Reduce Your Weight

THE— DRESSING-ROOM
—
—

Sea-Mf^ater Batliing Its Effect on tke Hair and Skin Insect Bites Tke
Picture-Girl s Inexpensive Frock Paper Pattern Post Free, One SkiUing.

—

AS

summer months advance,

water
bathing grows in popularity, and every
beach shows crowds of folk indulging in
Sea-bathing is all very well
very
the sport.
but, unfortunately,
jolly and very healthy
many girls carry it to excess, and derive no
benefit from it. Salt water affects the hair and
skin in a most unpleasant fashion.
To merely take a swim and then come in and
have a brisk rub down and dress is not in the
Lingering
least harmful,, but invigorating.
about on the sands in the sunshine does the harm.
Even if you merely indulge in a brief swim you
should not sit about on the sands when you are
dressed, but you should have a cup of hot coffee
or milk, and then go for a brisk short walk.
the

salt

—

—

I was just a strong young woman, full of life and
vigour, and fond of good tilings to eat, enjoying life
weight he*™
to its fullest extent, when suddenly
to increase, and, strong as I was, I began to feel
the burden, especially as I am a business woman
and have plenty of work to do. While my earthly
self was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the
progress in this direction brought sorrow and consternation, because I knew that I must give up
business or reduce
weight. I began to feel
company was no longer
lonely, because I felt that
desired, and I made up my mind that I was at the
dangerous point of
life.
One day an inspiration came to me, after I had
spent time, money, and patience in vain efforts
to become slim again.
I acted upon this inspiration
and succeeded, for 36 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in five weeks. I did not use drugs, practise

my

my

my

my

tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home

method, and although this is some time ago, I have
never gained any weight since, and my health is
as good as I could wish.
Yon could reduce your weight the same as 1 have
done, and I will tell you how, free, if you will enclose
two penny stamps to pay postage.
\V. Grace Hartland (Dept. 950), Diamond Uouse,
Hatton Garden, London, ii.C. 1.

—

Among the many good fiims which have been
Company since
the Armistice, "Snow in the Desert" is perhaps
one of the most striking. This film which is
released on the 22r.d of this month has that real
"punch" which will hold you spell-bound from
the first to the last reel of *he picture. Stewart
Rome has an exceedingly fine part in the character
of William B. Jackson, an iron-willed, squarejawed type of City man. Violet Hopson appears
as Felice
a woman to be admired and adored,
and when the closing scenes of the film bring
happiness to this extraordinary couple, you will
rejoice with them.
Some of the most interesting
scenes take you right into the hustle and bustle of
Stock Exchange life
then as a contrast come the
beautiful hotel scenes at Colombo where every'
thing is quietude and restfulness.
If you do not
see this
film, you will have missed
one of the finest British pictures yet screened.
produced by the

BROADWEST

—

—

BROADWEST

Whilst the
Romance of

nan"

*'

final reels of
Her Son " and
a Movie Star" were still in

developing tanks, Mr. Waller
work on his new production, "

Tke
the

West commenced
The Case of Lady

The majority of picturegoers will
this H. A. Vachell piece when it was
presented as a play on the London stage. In the
film version an all star cast will appear with
Violet Hopson as Esther Yorke, Stewart Rome
as Harlcy Napier, an eminent surgeon, Gregory
Camber."
remember

Scott as Lord

Camber, and Mercy Hatton as Lady

The part of Esther Yorke. the nurse,
Violet Hopson wonderful scope for her
dramatic
ability
of
which this charnvng
Star will make the most.

combination
THEshine

salt

Salt

turned ''on

been

was

A

Film Star's Advice.

OXE

of the leading American film— stars
gives the following advice with regard to

It

summer time
" Don*t go too thinly clad on very hot day*.
only means that the sun will roach your

cin sooner.

" Don*t loll about and think you
cannot do anything because it is
hot.
You will feel much
cooler
doing
your
duties
quietly
in
turn.
their
"Don't stop exercising
because it is too hot
or your health will

A walk
do you good, if
suffer.

the same agents
is even stranger
still.
They not only coarsen
the quality of the hair, but they
sun bath now
also discolour it.
and then is quite a good tonic,
but to be frequently exposed to \
the hot rays takes out all the
natural colour and oils from the
effect of

the hair

likely to suffer in this

way. Also dust the
armpits with boracic
powder.
" Don't forget that frequent
ablutions are very necessary in the
hot weather
but unless' you're
used to it, don't go in for cold
water baths. Tepid water is much
safer and even more cooling."

'

\

spoils

its

appearance

entirely.
It is the mistake of only too
many girls to "let themselves go"
on their holidays, thinking only
of the pleasure of the vacation.

This
girl

to

is

who

;

The

a great mistake, and the
desires her skin

be always beautiful

and hair

will

the greatest care of them during
the summer and holiday season.
After bathing sho should have a
and
clear water spray, if possible
provision is made for such at many
bathing kursaals. The salt water
should not be allowed to stay in
the hair any longer than possible,
and should be washed out at least
once a week. The brine is not only
harmful to the hair, but makes it
sticky and lanky.
To protect the complexion from
the salt water when bathing it is
a good idea to rub face cream into the skin before going into the
To cover the shininess,
water.
you can cover with a light dusting
The grease will keep
of powder.
out the salt water to some degree,
and will serve as a protection
against the sun.
Never go about during a holiday
A large, shady hat will
hatless.
protect the skin from the rays of
the sun and stay it from getting
red and blistered.

bination

to be seen in great prosuccess.
Frills impart a delightful old-world
appearance to a frock, especially
when they are materialised in
organdie muslin and plain or
flowered voile.
Tbe Picture Girl
has chosen plain voile for her
befrilled freek in the sunniest
shade of yellow
a relief being
given to the one colour by tke
ribbon belt of mauve and yellow
that encircles the waist and ties
in a large bow at the back.
fusion,

—

quitoes

and other

No. 27,875. A delightful river
frock of yellow voile, trimmed
with picot-edKed frills and
mauve and yellow brocaded
sash.

insects

commenced on two other BROADWEST
about which more details wilJ be forth-

I.

(

Phone: Gerrard 240.)

belt.

for

You can
this

frock

in 22. 24, 20, and 28 inch waist
Send
sizes for one shilling each.

B.B,

BROADWEST FILMS LTD.,
Wardour Street, London, W

175,

—

hemstitching and
obtain a pattern

also

films,

The frock itself is of the simple.
order, but the Picture Girl has nn
eye for originality, and therefore
has an odd number of frills dotted
on the frock one at the circular
neck, two at both the sleeves'
edges and just below the waistline, and three at the lower part
While, with an e\o
of the skirt.
to simplifying the making, she has
had her frills picot -edged.
The Picture Girl is so delighted
with her frock, because the whole
Out lay only came to a lit t le over 0110
pound. She bought 41 yards of
Ids. Old.,
voile at 3s. 6]d. a yard
and the rest easily covered the

—

feet of celluloid had
film,
production work

coming next month.

is

and with charming

;

few
this

Picture-Girl.
and frills are without
doubt the order of the day
this summer, and their com-

FROCKS

exert

few of U3 manage to
escape the bites of mos-

is

the very hot weatlur
if
you are at all

A

and

wi'l
it

not taken too strenuously.
" Don't go without
dress preservers in

Water and the Hair.

THEon

VERY

first

w ill be found effective.
If you have neither of these oils available it
the moment, you will find a good remedy in a
piece of common soda. Wet the soda, rub it on
to the bite, and allow to dry to a white powder.
Vinegar and water is another simple home cure.
Ammonia is a good antidote, and eau-de-Cologne
has a soothing effect upon some skins.

thick.

BROADWEST
the

of the best things to stop this irritation is
oil, while a piece of cotton- wool dipped
geranium oil. and dabbed on to the bite,

order to procure a tanned appearance as
part of the spoils of the holiday. The tan
itself would not be so bad, and is, indeed,
becoming to many girls, but the
chief harm lies in the fact that the
salt water and the sun together
tend to make the skin coarse and

Insect Bites.

after

into

water and sun-

Camber.

Soon

One

salad

:

of

is fatal to the skin, and fine hair
Many girls adopt the
suffers equally.
foolish practice of bathing their faces and
allowing the salt water to dry on the skin in

gives

nnn

during the summer months, and -much coin,
plaint is heard about irritation from such Ctas.

Protect Your Skin.

hairs

"Shots" from
Broadwest~"

1920.

10th,

P.O. made payahleto the Pictukk
Show, to Pictuhe Show Pattern
SELVEDGES OT UO INCH MATERIAL
Here you see tbe diagram ol the dress pattern, which
simplest thing in tbe world to

make

Dept., 233, Hegent Street, London,
13

the

W.

1.

A

Dresser.

•
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FILMLAND'S FAVOURITES
Chosen

The safe and easy way
to remove unwanted hair

Our

tn

"CHOOSING THE STARS " COMPETITION
pOLLOWINR

announcement

our

week,

last

giving the winners, in our competition,
interesting to know how the lesser favourites
peted.
In our first question,
" Who is the most beautiful film actress ? "

com-

„

Alma Taylor
Peggy Hyland

„
„

„

3,176
2,897
2,549
1,511

„

"

Who

is

Owen Nares

„

Douglas Fairbanks
William Farnum

„
„

Charles

Ray

„

2,213
1,142

,,

Mary Pickford

„

965

„

5,477
3,050
2,348
2,142
1,751

Who

"

„

„
„
„
„

and

the funniest film actor ?

Charlie Chaplin

receives

Ben Turpin

„

Roscoe Arb'uckle
Harold Lloyd
Larry Semon
Douglas Fairbanks

„

the best film athlete ?

Hayakawa

received

William Farnum

"

„

,,

„

265

„

„

W. S. Hart
Henry Edwards

22 926 votea
4,801
3,723
3,317
2,308

.,

'

is

"
On Sale at Selfridges. Harroda. Barkers. Whlteleya,
D. H. Evans, T. J. Harries. Lewis's (Liverpool and
Manchester), etc., Lewis A Burrows, Holt. Green &
Co., Boots (620 branches) and most Hairdressers,
Stores, and Chemists, or direct from

EYDOL LABORATORIES

.,
.,

Douglas Fairbanks
Charles

„

„

„

In question number
"

....

In our fourth question,
Who is the funniest film actress ? "
Mabel Normand
received 7,608 votes
Louise Fazenda
7,073
„
„
Gale Henry
3,958
„
Billy Rhodes
3,103
„
„
Alice Howell
3,071
„
„
Mary Pickford
2,282
„

„

Ray

Cream

to darken
eyebrows
and lashes.
It
makes them thick,
long and silky.
Detection impossible. Harmless.

your

fifteen,

In dainty Ivorine
pots. 1/6.

is

„
,

3,688
1,304
1,121

Alma Tavlor

„
„

956
384

„

Mary Pickford
In

Use "Eydolash"

8,082 votes
5,296
„
3,853
2,841
2,230
1,563

Norma Talmadge
Theda Bara
Pearl White

W.C.2.

Long,
Dark
Eyelashes

the finest emotional film actress? "
Pauline Frederick
received 14,903, votes

Who

(Dept. 28),

170, Strand, London,

in this

Sessue
is

"PRUH"

—

Question number fourteen was
" Who is the finest emotional film actor ? "

In the third question,

" Who

"PRUH"

is far
superior to all
is free from risk— it
ordinary depilatories, which merely replace one disfigurement with another.
can be applied whilst
preparing the toilet
it
takes but a few moments, and
leaves the skin perfectly soft
and smooth. Simple instructions in each box, 2/9.

.,

Douglas Fairbanks received 14,620 votes
Ceorge Walsh
9,494
„
„
Eddy Polo
8,620
„
„
Antonio Moreno
5,432
„
„
Wallace Reid
3,396
„
„
Charles Ray
1,875
,.
„

"
the best-looking film actor ?
6,490 votea

Warren Kerrigan received
Wallace Reid
„

„
„

In question number thirteen,

„

In our next question,
J.

Violet Hopson
(•eraldine Farrar

it positively the only depilatory in the wor'd
guaranteed to remove all superfluous hair from
neck or underarm without irritating or reddening

it

the skin.

,

Mary Piektonl
received 12,656 votes
Mary Miles Minter
„
4,616
„
Pearl White
Pauline Frederick

"PRUH"
that
face,

In our twelfth question,
" Who is the best dressed film actress ? "
Pauline Frederick
received 6,763 votes
Mrs. Vernon Castle
3,827
„
„
Pearl Wlute
2,541
„
„

is

it

our sixteenth question,
the most daring screen actor ? "
received 8,821 votes
Harry Houdini
8,416
„
„
Douglas Fairbanks
„
6,421
Elmo Lincoln
4,896
„
„
Tom Mix
3,785
„

"

Who

is

Eddy Polo

In question number five,
" Who is your favourite cowboy star ? "
Tom Mix
received 18,967 votea
W. S. Hart
14,779
„
Douglas Fairbanks
1,337
„
„
*,
Eddy Polo
1,262
„
William Farnum
834
„
„
6. M. Anderson
247
„
„
,

Antonio Moreno

2,012

„

/n ']
,

Do men

„

In question number seventeen,
"

Who

is

the best screen fighter ?

Eddy Polo
Elmo Lincoln
William Farnum
W. S. Hart

In the next question, number six,
" Who is your favourite film actress ? "
Mary Pickford
received 11,439 votea
Pearl White
5.470
„
Pauline Frederick
4.491
Alma Taylor
2,420
„
.Mary Miles Minter
1,854
Norma Talmadge
1,850
„

George Walsh
Jack Dempsey

/.:

"

I

received 12,680 votea
6,386
„
„
5,842
„
,
£653
„
„
2,851
„
1,953
„
„

•

approve

.o'

of

Powder ?

|

j

Ask them— and

2

But not one

t^C person.

will

—

they'll say they °.
will have in mind

.
not— because they
?thedo thickly
-powdered.

w'si'Wy-powdered o |
in a hundred *

man

ever notice

TETLOW'S

,

'

In our eighteenth question,

In question number seven,
" Who is your favourite film actor ? ''
Douglas Fairbanks received 5,038 votea
William Farnum
4,670
„
„
Sessue

Harakawa

Henry Edwards
W. S. Hart

„

•

.,

„
„

Wallace Reid
'

3,277
3,210
2,364
2,016

j

.

„
„
„

"

Who

Charles Clary
Gregory Scott
Gerald Ames

Jack Holt

received

"

6,401 votes
5,844
„
4,633
,
3,194
„
2,243
„
1,895
„

In the eleventh question,
Who is your favourite child film actor or actress
Baby Marie Osborne received 16,860 votea
Madge Evans
.,
5,284
„
Jane Lee
4,395
„
.,
'„
Virginia Lee Corbia
3,623
„
Wesley Barry
2,860
„
Zoe Rao
1,543
„
,

Who

These

in this

Warner Olnnd
Cameron Carr

Use Swan Down and, look i/our best
Sold

in

Whi

e.

Five Tints at 1/3

all the time.

Per Box.

Cream. Pink. Flesh 8t Brunette
by all Stores. Chemists and Perfumers.
HENRY C. QUELCH & Co.. Ltd.. (Dept. 8. A.)
4 and

'5.

Ludgate Square, London, E.C.4.

figures

are

particularly

interesting

?

"

WHY BE TOO FAT
Regain Your Health

?

"

just

ford again heads the voting score with 13,160 votes.
Pearl White is second with 10,481 votes, closelv
followed by Norma Talmadge, Nazimova, Viola
Dana, Constance Talmadge, Elsie Ferguson, Shirley
Mason, Lillian Gish, Theda Bara, Dorothy Gish,
Ruth Roland, May Allison, Mary Miles Minter, Anita
Stewart, Marguerite Clarke, Marie Osborne, Irene
Castle, Geraldinc Farrar, Mildred Davis, Marguerita
Fisher, Olive Thomas, Gloria Swanson, Pauline
Frederick, and Marie Prevost, who received over
500 votes.
The favourite male star was William S. Hart,
with 5,982
Richard Bartheliness seconil with
4,821, followed by Wallace Reid, Douglas Fairbanks
Eugene O'Brien, William Farnum, Charles Rav,
;

Douglas McLean, Warren Kerrigan,
Charlie Chaplin,

all of

whom

Tom

Mix, and

received over 1,000.

& Beauty

and rednce your weight quickly by

commencing the never - failing
Antipon treatment NOW. It has 2ft
years' reputation, and is the only
safe, sine, and pleasant remedy for
over-stoutness. No change of diet,
but a reduction of Sow. to 3 lbs. in a
single day and night. Sold by Boots
and Chemists and Stores the world
over. Price 3/» and 5
or n plai n

now, as everybody who goes to the pictures has,
with or without reason, one. or more favourites.
Also, it is interesting to see how this choice compares
with the film favourites in America, where a similar
competition has just been held, in which Mary Pick-

.

plays the part of the villain best ?

number twenty,
can make the funniest face on the screen
Ben Turpin
received 15,868 votes
Charlie Chaplin
6,471
„
„
Larry Semon
5,842
„
„
Roscoe Arbuekle
3,362
„
Ford Sterling
1,895
„
„
Winkle Lloyd
791
„
n

skilfully applied, although they nre quick
notice the immediate improvement that a
touch of Swan Down gives.

In the last question,
"

In the ninth question,
" Who is your ideal screen heroine ? "
Pearl White
received 13,889 votea
Ruth Roland,
2,513
„
Marie Walcamp
2,213
„
„
Pauline Frederick
1,743
,
„
Mary Pickford
986
„
„
Alma Taylor
754
„

The tenth question was

when
to

In the nineteenth question,
" Who is the best knockabout comedian ? "
Charlie Chaplin
received 11,856 votes
Ben Turpin
5,405
„
Roscoe Arbuekle
3,623
„
Winkle Lloyd
1,895
„
Larry Semon
1,120
„
„
Douglas Fairbanks
„
954
„

In our eighth question,
" Who is your ideal lover on the screen ? "
Wallace Reid
received 3,525 votea
William Farnum
2,946
„
Henry Edwards
2,840
„
„
J. Warren Kerrigan
2,730
„
„
Eugene O'Brien1.962
„
.,
Douglaa Fairbanks
„
1,753
„

and

" Who is the bravest film actress ? "
Pearl White
received 25,501 votes
Mane Walcainp
5,111
„
„
Ruth Roland
3,201
„
Carol Holloway
„
2,212
,.
Helen Holires
1,632
„
„
Lucille Love
1,011
„
„

i
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Mary Osborne. She was born in 1911, and is still
playing for Pathe.
D. I. P. (West Bromwich). If you will dip iiit">
one of the back, numbers, you will find particulars oi
your favourite. Norma Talmadge. No, Enid Bennett
and Belle Bennett are not sisters. Enid has a sUter
named Margaret, though the tatter is not .so well

—

known.

If

you want

to

THE STAR AND THE STORY.
question whether the star or the story should
THEdominate
the screen has more than once been
the subject of discussion, and the opinion generexpressed is that the quality of a play should not
be sacrificed merely tor the sake of starring some
ropular artiste.
This, of course, is as it should be.
Yet one may be
inclined to doubt whether the attraction of a wellknown star will ever cease to be the real drawing power
in the case of a good many films, if not all.
This
worship of popular personalities, where the mere
advertising of names is sufficient to act as a magnet,
Literature derives
!) not confined to the cinema alone.
its success from it partly, and the stage, too, is not slow
in benefiting by the reputations of its famous actors
and actresses. Naturally, merit must serve as the
foundation of all this first before such popularity can
Le won. In the film world particularly it is impossible
not to be struck by the astonishing power of attraction
a ly

which artistes who have risen to the dignity of " stars,"
and a few who are nearing this privileged position, are
able to exercise over thousands the world over.
Yet does it not happen sometimes that the objects
of our worship are not always deserving of the homage
we pay ? Nothing is so difficult to keep as success.
There are books, as we know, which have not justified
There are- stage plays
the reputation of the authors.
which have fallen flat because the central figures have
iomehow failed to rouse our enthusiasm, and the same
applies with equal truth to

many

films.

The reason

because the authors, and, in the case o! film plays,
the producers, also have given us at times poor quality
in the hope that the stars in it Would be sufficient to
But this is not fair to
pull the whole thing through.
the public, who expect that in every case the story
is

shall be as

good as the

star.
.

.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publicat ion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue.
stamped and addressed envelo pe must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered.. Address ?
The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 85. The

A

Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

—

"Aggie" (West

Kensington).
No. you are wide
the mark, but you can have licaps more guesses
Belle Bennett is quite fascinas to what I am like.
You can
ating indeed. She was born near Dublin
lnok out for more about her.
of

Fabrics
for

—

to

—

" Talmadgite " (Harrow). Earle Fox and Norma
Talmadge were the leads in " Panthea." In her
other picture " Poppy," she was supported by Eugene
O'Brien, Frederick Penny, Jack Meredith, Dorothy
Rogers, and Mane Haines.
Tom Moore has played
(J. T. and G. C. (London).
in " Go West Young Man," and " Just For To-night,"
The leads in tliis
but he was not in " Kiss or Kill."
were Priscilla Dean and Herbert Rawlinson.
" Lively
Flapper "
(Stourbridge).
Irving
C'ummings and Alma Hanlon were the chief artistes
in "The Whip."
" Country Lass " (Bath).
Some artistes reveal
quite a lot about themselves, others do not. But alt
in good time, and one day your two favourites may
come out of their shells. Vernon Steele was born in

—

his film career.

—

(Afore answers next week.'

—

Santiago, Chili (where the temperature is often
otherwise), and received his education in this country.
" Betty " (Margate).
With Priscilla Dean in
" The . Love Crime " were Sam de Grasse, Ashtou
Dearholt (the hero), and Lillian West.
(Bristol).
it
was Tom Moore
Yes,
opposite Constance Talmadge in " The Lesson."
Indeed, I welcome all, irreI. L. (London, E.).
Gerald Aines
spective of age, class or nationality.
was in " Rupert of Hcnt7.au," and the otliers.
"Inquisitive One" (Kensington). Owen Nares
lias brown hair and bine eyes, but the other information you seek he will not reveal. No. you arc not
right about Antonio Moreno, although you have
had three guesses. He is Spanish, having been born

—

LAAAAAAA A A A>AAAAAA
WHERE

—
—

"Few"

in Madrid.

—

" Ailsa "

(Ashton-on-Merscy). Certainly
your
uncommon and good enough, so here
are right in disagreeing with your three
He played a dual
friends about William Farntim.
role in " The Rainbow Trail," and he was Lassiter in
**
The Riders of the Purple Sage." Harrison Ford is
Alas ! only Lloyd Hughes could
twenty -eight.
answer your third question.
"Trixie" (Roundhay). Glad to hear you never
fail to let, your brother Basil have s copy of this
paper while he is away. 1 am indeed sorry to hear
about the loss of your other brother, but you ought
not to fret about it still. Georgic Stone was in " TinGipsy Trail." Wanda Hawley is twenty-three. She
was christened Sclma Pittack. Blonde hair and blue
eyes is her colouring.
W. H. H. (Hove).— In " Scaled Orders," the
principal parts were played by Montague Love, June
Elvidge, Carlyle Blackwcll, and Kitty Gordon.
"HARRY" (London, S.E.). Yes, Eddy Polo was
with Marie Walcamp in '* Liberty." " The Broken
Coin," "'The Grey (ihost," "The Circus King," anil
"Cyclone Smith Scries" arc others of hi,s serials.
Elmo Lincoln has appeared in Goldwyn and Universal
is

Costumes, Blouses, Coa'.s.&c

—

etc.

LLOYD

MONTE

BEBE

—

y

.

SHOWS. — Blue cloth
BIND YOUR PICTURE
made to hold the first and second
binding cases

sets of 2fi Issues of the Picture Show can be obtained, price 2s. 0d., by post 3s., from the Publisher0
7-0 Pilgrim Street, Ludgate
the Picture Show
,

—

E.C. 4.

Hill.

BOUHB VOLUMES.
of the PICTURE S"OW,
containing issues from Nov. to April, inBeautifully bound in pale blue cloth lined
These volumes can be obtained, price 10/'.),
binding.
post free to any address in the British Isles ami
(with
the exception of Canada, Australasia,
Abroad
and Soutii Africa) price 12,3 post free. Send your
order to-day to avoid disappointment, enclosimP.O's for the amount above to The Publisher, the
EiCTi RK Show, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4.

We

have a limited number

Volume

2,

clusive.

Tartans.

Winceys.

Catalogue

FREE.

"Kingwood"
Costume

Catalogue Goods.
Skirts, Raincoats, Corsets,
11
n.
Umlein-wr.
Overalls,
Ctiilftrcn's Wash Dresses. Sheets,

A

Quilu,

ftergc,

I'.lousrs.

Towels,

Curtains,

etc.

Write

smart, ladylike

style, auital.lr for
Cloth. Tweed, or

to

Tailor-made
measure. Coat
good ailky

for

Missing

lining.

CO..

21V. Stanningley Road,

IJfitllO

The missing lady. is
resorts this summer.

Stella

almost every
seen
street and place of note
Look out
the
town.
in
in

special

leaflets

announcing her arrival
in the town in which
YOU spend YOUR

Look Out For

The

is

Forest, and she will be

Lady

and, in the
meantime, see further
particulars in this week's
holidays,

lin»-d

to

HARTLEY &

Her name

£5 REWARD!

Printed Fabrics, etc.
Patterns and Illustrated

mention

JUNE

—

Silky Reps.
Silky Crepe,
Silky Tafieta.

including

Culver City, California, U.S.A.
DANIELS, care of Lasky
BLUE,
Studios, Hollywood, California, U.S.A.
ELVIDGE, care of World Film Corporation, 130, West 46th Street, New York City, U.S.A.
(More addresses next week.)

—

Crepe de Clicnes,
"Vigil" Silks.

address,

and country, and

HOBART

—

Blouses

—

the name of Jtcttt
The Picture
of
Show to ensure the safety
a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.
HUGHES, care
BOSWORTH,
of Ince Studios, Culver City, California, U.S.A.
ZEENA KEEFE, care of Goldwyn Film Co.,

" MAY " (Walthamstow). Viola Dana, one of the
three talented Flugrath sisters, was born in Brooklyn,
Niw York, twenty-two years ago. So yon put
If, you are a diligent reader of
Dorothy (iish first.
this page, I expect you will already have gathered
from a previous issue the facts you were wanting.
G. M. (Swansea). Peggy Carlisle, Basil (.Jill and
Marjorie Hume took the principal part* in "The
Keeper of the Door."
II. S. W. (Beekcnhain) and K. H. (Mensfone-inWharfedali').
Both admirers, 1 notice, of Baby

Cloths,
Serges, Tweeds.
Coverts.

4

TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE

name and

county

—

send for
of Materials

19 *
4
4

FILM STAR. You are kindly requested
SOT to ask for any addresses by post, owing to t helarge number of other queries that have to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at once wit It
any artiste not named below, write your lette-.
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp to the Editor.
If the letter weighs more than 1 02. it will require
an additional Id. stamp for each extra ounce.
Thr Picture Show, Room 85. The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4, and it will he
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to giv» your full

—

own name
You
it is.

PICTURE SHOW
PERSONAL.

4*

Kia-Ora " (Blackpool). Pauline Frederick was
born on August 12th. 1880, in Boston. Mass., U> A.
A. H. D. (Hendon). Yes. Maeiste and Sansonia,
otherwise Lucicn Alberti, are two different people.
Maeiste, by the way, is 6 feet '4 Inches, and was in
" t'abiria " besides the others you saw him in.

Costumes
Gabardines,

recently.

"

invited to

are

—

—

films.

Reasonable Prices. \

FREE Patterns

—

W. S. (Camberley). Glad you considered the art
of Wallace Reid so delightful.
Notice the
modest way in which he kept his eyes down ? Yes,
Frank Keenan led in " The Midnight Stage," and
other artistes in it were Joseph Dowiing, Thomas
Guise, and Mignon Anderson
" Squidge and Squidgel " (Sheerness). Partners
Frank Mills was the
in the firm of Mischief, eh ?
artiste in "The Naughty Wife."
Henry Gsell was
born in 1889. The birthdays required are not known
with the exception of Pearl White, which was given
plate

—

Hartley's
YOU

" Alice " (Atherton).—Yes, I liked your letter,
so rest easy on that point. Richard Barfhelmess was
the hero in " The Hope Chest."
Jane Novak was
opposite Charles Ray in " String Beans," and the star
in " The Girl Dodger " was Doris Lee, now known
professionally as Doris May.
L. W. F. (Coventry). Jack Holt, whom you will
be able to see in " The Woman Michael Married "
is the proud father of two kiddies, a boy and a girl.
He has been duly noted for further reference.
" Kiddie " (Eecles). You ask me to believe that
Charlie Chaplin has no toes on his feet, and that
Pearl White has no cars. I am afraid you cannot
convince me. Natalie Talmadge is not twenty yet.
I believe she has another three years to go.
Janet
Alexander is Mrs. Lauderdale Maitland. It
in
191R that she started her film career. Zoe Rac Bc.-h
is that little artiste's full name, but for a time she
was known its Zoe Du Rae, which did not,, however,
seem so easy to pronounce, and so as Zoe Rae she is
known everywhere now. Rupert Julian was born
in Manchester, educated at Cambridge, fought in ti e
Boer war, and later went to America, where he began

know anything about Films or Film Players

visiting all the big seaside

Find her and win
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£5.
.
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COLGATE'S IMPROVED PROVERBS -Mo.

9.

With bitterness Oetnvia repented the vanity that
had once more caused her tu lose t hi- one man she
had ever truly loved. She went to her room, and
sat dowi; to think out what she could do.
While she was considering the problem there was a
loud shouting, and old Inez came rushing past her
with a stick erasing a

lizard.

The little incident came as a relict to Octavia's
miserable thoughts, and she joined in the chase,
and not till they had tracked it down did Octavia
realise

were

tl.ey

in

Teddy's

bedroom.

Inez,

that
CuHtot

Tocttfi

~ttvt>

in

leaning over the bed to get, at the lizard had dis-.
turbed the pillow, and as Octavia went to put it back
she saw the long white gloves which she bad lost at
the Valentine dance under the" pillow.
This was the culminating point to her unhappiiiess.
lie had loved her all the time, and she, poor fool,
l ad sacrificed her happiness on the altar of her vanity.
In that one seeond Oetnvia realised that lite with-

Wtau

a,

but even more important
good looks is jowr healthMany a crown could have
bsen avoided by using Colgate s
twi~e a duy and by visiti'tg the
dentist twice a year.
iha:i

out Teddy Westlake would bo a drab existence. The
(she had driven
lljtXt second she made up her mind,
him away, she would fetch him back.
(shouting to Pedro to get her horse, she ran down
In the stable*. As she mounted. Alvarez caiye up, and
asked to speak to her.
•• 1'
have no time to talk to rou " cried Octavia.
"
!

Out of my way
The Mexican sought to restrain
!

her. but she struck
across the face anil rode oft at a, gallop.

him
As Fhe rode she heard the thunder of hoofs behind
her, and, turning in the saddle, she saw Alvarez was

Colgate's

is

Recommended by mora

Dentists than any other Dentifrice.

pursuing her.

He was mounted on
every

the better horse,

anil, despite

he overtook her.

elfort.

The man's

face was

livid with passion as lie

rode

up and

seized her liridle.
His cheek showed the mark of the blow Octavia
bad given him. and he meant to have his revenge.
Seeing that she would not stop he pulled her out
oi the saddle, but when he attempted to get her in
bis arms he met with unexpected resistance.
With all her femininity Octavia wasa strong woman,
and she pushed the .Mexican away with such violence
that he fell.
Before he could g"t to his feet she had caught her
horse, and galloped to the river which was only a few
.

hundred yards away.
The current proved too strong for the animal,
ml to save herself Octavia threw herself in the

.

st

ream.

Left to himself the horse managed to get to the
shore, but the girl was on the point of going down
w hen a boat shot out from the.bank.
The rower was Willie Cooper, who had sought to
drive away the pangs of unrequited love by fishing,,
Willie pulled Octavia into the boat just as she was
about to go under, but to all his ijuestions she only
(Jet me to the
replied
Pull as hard as. you can
shore, and lor Heaven's sake don't try to propose to!

:

"

day
As the boat, touched the bank Octavia leapt out,
ami ran to her horse. Alvarez liad got across at
another part, and as she galloped on to the station
lie once more pursued her.
The train Was jast about to le:ive wheu Octavia
er horse, and clambered on the train,
leapt from
followed by Alvarez.
lie caught the girl at the end of the corridor, and
as she stepped out on to tin? platform which connected the two coaches he once more attacked her.
The man was mad with rage, and he now thought
!

l

nothing of love, only revenge.
Octavia gradually found herself being overpowered.
She felt the cruel lingers of the Mexican closing
on her throat, and under his choking grip she
col lapsed.

When

she came io herself she saw Teddy Westlake standing over her, and Alvarez in the custody
of two train men.
Teddy had repented about leaving her unprotected
jtgainst Alvarez, and on the way to the station he
had changed his mind and turned back. As he
rode along he had seen her struggling with Alvarez,
and had ridden in pursuit: He had just managed
io swing himself on the end of the train as it' left the
station and get through the corridor in time to save
her.
All this he told her as they rode home from the
first station the train stopped at, and it was a new
Octavia, chastened and not ashamed of her humility,
that listened to his story. Then she told him how she
had found the gloves and ridden after him to bring

him back.
" I have been a silly, vain fool, Teddy. But I
have always loved you," she said sofrlv.
Teddy pretended to be stern as he took her in his
arms.

"Those gloves are mine, Octavia." he
must demand them."

said.

"I

"But
I

the girt goes with them," said Octavia.
guess she does," replied Teddy Westlake.

And Willie Cooper, who saw the home-coming-nf the
reunited lovers, went inside the house and. solemnly

broke his guitar.
'•

" There's _enly one consolation for me." he
said.
Octavia won't want to break my heart any more

now."
( Adapt d from incidents
in ihe
part photo-play, by permission.)
.
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Violet Vanbrugh and leading Stars use
and recommend Fragrant "Cinema"
beauty aids.
teeth can be as
white as Charley's if you use "Cinema" dentifrice,
Fred Barnes writes:
"It is a wonderful preparation,
which does actua'ly whiten the teeth without injury.''
" Cinema " Soap will make your face a picture!
"Cinema" Crushed Rose Face Powder at tf- "a

30DAYS

t

SO days' trial of
nil applicants
'
Send at once.

to

CO.,

Tinsbury Park

LTD.,

Rri.,

London.

Nob)'-. Limited, will send a selection
o' material post iree.
Please teJ us
enactK what you would like us to

se d to you.

Write to-day for Noble's
Illustrated Fashion List,

(JOHN NOBLE lu
4 3 Brook Street Mills.

MANCHESTER.

WHENEVER you feel run-down,

depressed, or find yourself

made

breathless

and

easily

remember that Iron Jelloidsare the finest ionic in the handiest forjn.
Probably your blood is becoming weak through some cause ( such as lack °f fresh air, overwork, Worry), and if you neglect this you lay yourself more open to illness of every
description.
Iron Jelloids are so fine because they go straight to the root of the trouble and
sei about enriching the blood from the very first.
tired

by

slight exertion,

Ask your

chemist for a box of Iron Jelloids and start a course straight
and may save you pounds in doctor's bills.

away— it

costs but

fifteen pence

Dr. R.

writes:

— "/ cannot

Iron Jelloids.

let

opportunity pass without telling you
great boon on a host of Anamic

this

how much

You have con/erred a

pleased I

am

with

girls.'

fflm Jelloids
(Pronounced Jell-Lloydt.)

Reliable Tonic for

Of

all

Chemists.

Women

A

Manufactured only by The Iron

>m
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annum
an
i

,

...

Fortnight's

i
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Now
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;
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"
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-

;

single copies, 3d.

Zealand. Messrs.

Treatment

Jelloid Co., Ltd.,

T»E A
feet*a^HoS^^^n^^P?^
r AM \T,:D r
LolM,0
? C 4 Beuietcrcd for

Mnglo copies, S^AlSSftTC?
3Jd. Abroad 13s. perI

IRON JELLOIDS
IRON JELLOIDS
IRON JELLOIDS

Men

For Anaemia in Men and
For Growing Children

,

t

1/3,

large

size

3/-.

205, City Road, London, E.C. 1. England.

T>» Flcctvvay House, Farringdon

!'

transmission

t.y
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for

Street, London, E.C. 4. Advertisement
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CHARLES RAY. -Splendid

Full

Page Art Picture

Inside.
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HOW FAT FOLKS NERVOUSNESS Hartley's —
J'icturc

MAY GROW SLIM

Jf you havo been taking on flesh and your
become lost in rolls of annoying, disagreeable, usele;js fat
if you are short-winded,
puff when you walk and puff when you talk
if
your skin is sallow and pasty because of excess
fat, don't despair.
You can now treat this condition easily in your own home, without annoyance or inconvenience.

Is the greatest drawback in life to any man or woman".
If you
are nervous, timid, low-spirited, lack self-coundenee. will
power, wind concentration. blush, or feel awkward in the
presence of others, send 3 penny stamps for particulars of the
M.nto-Nerve Strengthening Treatment, used in the Navy from
\ ice-Admiral to Seaman, and in the Army from Colonel to
Private. D.S.O s. SI.C.'s. M.M.'s. and D.C.M.'s.

figure has

QODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

;

Imperial Buildings,

536,

Ludjate Circus.

again, and, best of all, oil of orilene capsules are
so safe, simple and inexpensive.
Get a packet
of the capsules at your chemist to-day, or a
packet will be sent to you, post paid, by the D. J.
Little Co., 37, Hatton
upon receipt of 3s.

Garden, London, E.C.

1,

Have you seen
and Cloths?

Ltd.,

It does

not matter how bad your coinpleaion

is.

Under Guarantee.

clear it. Sold
res look attractive

WAXOLA

Even the plainest
the Complexion is Good.
Such a
Complexion clear, soft, and fresh aa a baby's^iuay be procured in
by using this
Product. Wrinkles ana All Skin Imparities,
disippear magically. Acta wbih- you sleep. Oct the
Hai.it and loo!; attractive. Don't Delay.
To-Day.
For a short time we villsei
(Two boxes 3 3
for
2 rJ
or a 4 3
(triple sine box) tor 2/9'l. (Two Icr 6 3 >.)
•

ill

—
One Week

Wax

shall
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Costumes

r
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& Beauty

'Bangor " Wool Tweeds.clu.ice
overeheck design
"Branksome" Wool JVeeds,

bnt a reduction of 8 ozs. to 3

lb*. in a

"Rene"

Sponge

cloth,

all

silky Poplins

2.11, 4

5 -, 6,6
Checks ami Stripes

"Zephyr*"

.

1,8. 1.10,

-,

i-.Ji*.
Priut-d

3i-

"Pansy" Dainty
Muslins
1/3
"Uelia" Lovely Piiuted Voile. 3 and a great variety in Silks. Arti-

Boots

Cash
Chemists. Taylor's and

Finished Fabiics.
Cambrics, Crepes. De-

Print**!
Lai

III

'

,

M

nsl

\

-. V,

1.

.i.hing

Suitings. Oxford Shirtings, etc.

Chemists.

'ARE YOU SHORT?
tbeGtrvan BystPm

faelp you
your height. Mr. Brittgsreporta SiiH-hes increase
Driver K. P.,
3 inches
Mr. l.atcliSV. 4 Inches Miss
Lt-dell, 4 Inches
Air, Ketley, -linchee.
This syBtvin greatly improves the
health, figure, and carriage. Send 3
;

to

:

for further particulars
Uuaranl.ee to
Enquiry

£100

[Jept.

C.T., IT, fctroud Grean ltoan,

made

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS
^he "Picture Show.

Before

commenced

I

was paralysed from the waist

considered

incurable.
At last I decided to try Dr. Casseli's
Tablets, and after a time I could move my legs a little, and then I
used to get out in a Bath chair. Steadily I grew stronger in the
back and my legs too, and-in the end was able to go out on crutches.
I
can go about with a walking-stick, but still take the

N w

going very far."

Dr. Casseli's

lor

Tablets

.

si/c

World.
Refuse snbsti"

PaSXrrm

FR££

Rd.,

LEEDS.

style,

in

moderate

price,

in

cashmere,

Stores, Rye.

Sports Coat
Jumper— two

and
the

many

the

Underwear

Hosiery

FREE

— with

'

—

l

-

super-wearing
- for
men,

as to the

Nerve Paralysis

Indigestion

Malnutrition

Wasting Diseases

CasM'H's Tablets
in your cos* sent

Neurasthenia

Palpitation

Sleeplessness

Vital

Antemia

Nervous Debility

Exhaustion

Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers and
during the Critical Periods of Life.

ability

vt

suit-

Dr.

on rcqnest.
Pr.Cst*L-H'»Co.,
Ltd.,
Chester
ltd.

.Manchester,
liny.

children,

unsatisfactory.

INFORMATION

Illustrations

of

and the name
plier

may

be

other

styles,

supobtained from

of nearest

Dept. 18,

THE OAK TREE
HOSIERY

silk,

styles.

pro-

duction of the manu(acturers of the " Oak

Tree"

woo

cotton.

of

the

are

all

fit,

shows the " Joyce
and the " Helen

illustration

They

in

in

artificial

silk,

and mercerised

The

perfect

CO., LTD.,

25. Dale Street, Manchester.

f

,

Cutlery,

catalogue and order
Foreign orders cash only.

SPORTS COATS
Smart

Raincoats, Trsnchcoats. Boots, Shoes,

MASTERS,LTD.,94,Hope

Easy.

women and
Replaced if

Home Remedy for
Nervous Breakdown Kidney Trouble
The Universal

3

Cos. Mines Tailor
Mad,Measure
Reasonable Prices
Sec Catalogue
for
Designs and Prices.

tree

form

qualities

the moii
economical, sold
by ClninlHts 111
all parts of the

:

:

Costumes,
Rings Watcbes.&c,
on
Easy Terms.
30/* worth S/> monthly, 60 .
worth 10/. monthly, &c. Write

London, N.4.

down, and had been so for six years. All that
time I was in bed helpless. I had to be
lifted in and out of bed just as a child would
be.
My legs were quite cold, and there was
no feeling in them.
" I had advice at various times, but I was

The

:

:

Shopping

stamps

I'enuy

ami

:

bi-illC

:

Hartley & Co.,

Nerves

3/-.

:

;

Helpless for Six Years yet cored by Dr. Casseli's Tablets
Mr. LEMUEL PARRY, Nythfa House,
Fennant Road, I'onkey, near Wrexham,
" Dr. Casseli's Tablets have effected
says

ami

:

:

Failure of the

1/3

:

^

;

Preserves
The Shin.

HOMEPRICES:

:

;

and

if

=

21W, Stanningley

f

to increase

Restores

crutches

j
:

;

Patterns FREE
Please state your requirements.
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RICHMOND

1

:

:

6 6

lieial Si It*. silky

From

(Surrey)
Preparations,
110, The Green,
Hew, Surrey,

them

:

.

I

taking

:

:
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ANTIPON

New

a marvellous cure in me.

\

:

lovely mixtures, etc
12 6
Reliable Cheviots and Serges,
IK 10:-. 11 6. iwDre s and Blouse Fahrics

and night. Sold by Boots
and Chemists and Stoves the world
over. Price 3/* and 5 ., or in plain
wrapper from the
CO, ilJjsk Hi.27, Store St.,
London, W.C. 1.

WAXOLA

10

Recommended

single day

Send

SPECIAL OFFER, —

we

'

if

Wonderful

not,

"Romiey" New Strip? Tweed 9:6
"Lanark" Wuol. Hani-, ErTeet,
mat uvewhrek
11 6

and reduce your weight quickly by
commencing the never - failing
Antvpcn treatment NOW. 1th ,20
years' reputation, and is the only
safe. sine, and pleasant remedy for
over-stoutness. No change of diet,

tllllll

WAYftl
WHAULAA

patterns of our

II

be pleased to forward a selection, along with Catalogue of
Fashions, on receipt of postcard stating requirements.

WHY RE TOO FAT

all

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
BAD COMPLEXION AND

1920.

Costumes and Coat Tweeds

London, E.C. 4.

Regain Your Health

I7t/i,

Fabrics

;

Simply go to your chemist to-day and get
some oil -of orilene in capsule form, take one
after each meal and one at bedtime.
Even a
few days' use should show you a reduction in
weight, and with the reduction you will notice
that your skin becomes firm and smooth, and a
light, buoyant feeling has possession of your
whole body. Almost like magic five to twenty
years drop from your appearance, and you feel
your strength and appearance come back to you

Show, July

?

(Estd. 1SG9.)
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Phdb orapks and Paragraphs c?
When Jack Was a Boy
.

,

ONE

most

difficult things in the life
of a producer is finding children sufficiently like the stars to take the part in the

of the

early scenes of the film play.
During the filming of " The Double-Dyed
Deceiver," work was held up for a considerable time, while the producer was trying to
find a small boy bearing some resemblance to
Jack Pkkford, to play the part of the Llano
Kid when a child. After considerable searching little Buddy McQuoid, aged ten, was found
to take the part.

Famous Readers of tke " Picture

A

JOEhimROCK
in this

issue of

Show.

the Picture

paper reaches the Vitagraph
studios in California, Joe and his partner
Montgomery each tries to get it first. This week
Joe succeeded. He found something to surprise
our

pictures, because it is much easier, and not
so monotonous and theiWis money in it. But
the point of view is all wrong. People lacking
latent acting ability had better stick to their
old job. The movies are a lure, yet the hardships
are plentiful, and at times the work is most
;

'

'

discouraging.
" My advice to motion -picture aspirants is :
Take mental stock of yourselves. Can you act ?
Will your personality attract on the screen ?
In other words, will you look attractive ? Are
you willing to work hard for very little, or any
money at first, and take your chance of getting
an engagement ? If you can truthfully answer
yes
the
to these few requirements, then
screen can make a place for you."

make them permanent by having them bound.
blue clot h cases, for this purpose, can be had
for three shillings, post free, from the Publisher,
Picture Show, 7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate
Hill, E.C. 4. I hear also there are a few, a very
These are
few, bound copies still to be had.
IMa. 9L, post free to any address in the British

Our

'

I iloS.
«-f

Mother's Boy,

SCOTT
GREGORY
rumour that he

emphatically denies the
about to duplicate his
screen success on the stage.
" I hate the stage," says Mr. Scott " chiefly
because I dislike the sound of my own voice.
I have other reasons
one of them being that
the working conditions compare very unfavourably. For instance, the weeks of rehearsal
necessary before the production of a stage play,
in comparison with the quick methods of the
screen. And last, but not least, the life of the

Charles

week ?
becoming more and more a

Charles is
popular favourite with British picture-goers.
As one dear old lady wrote mo " I always go
to see him. He- is my ideal of a real, lovable,
mother's own boy. Let me see a nice picture of
him, soon." And here it is. Next week, bonny,
mischievous Mabel Normand adorns our centre

—

-

an absolutely new picture
it

is

;

:

Don't miss

—

'

Hates the Sound of His Voice,

you like the photogravure of
DON'T
Ray on our centfe page this

It's

"That

love," he added quickly.

is, if I

"

A

were really

in

fellow gets lone-

some sometimes, you know. But what girl would
want to sow on my buttons for life 1 I have yet
to find her."

to Act for the Screen ?

is casting director for
so
her advice to
screen aspirants is worth hearing.
" So many people who come to me for a job,"
she says, " confess that they are tired of their
ordinary job, and would like to enter motion

HAVE

page.

like to be.

MULLANEV
MISSSelznick
pictures,

just received the second volume of
the Picture Snow back from the bookI
binder's, and I am delighted with it.
can always turn back and find something to
interest me afresh in its pages. It is my Who's
Who of the screen," writes Dolly Bareham, of
Thank you for your letter, Dolly.
Croydon.
As you see, I have passed it on, as I expect there
are many of my readers who, though they carefully save their copies, have not thought to

A

In a recent interview, he confessed he

would

—

Have You Had Yours Yet ?
|

is

if

have asked me if Richard
married. No, he is not.

" Reel " Jumper,

Do You Want

his friend with.

'

Marry,

to

many readers
SO Barthelmess

no
a

for

in " The Great Accident," blames his fine
physique for being cast, for cliff -jumping parts.
McCullough has jumped off every cliff between
Los Angeles and San Francisco, with three
Twice he jumped head first off a
variations.
passenger train, and once feet first.

has found something to interest

When

Would Like

is

McCULLOUGH, whom we are to see
PH1LO
in the part of Jack Routt, with Tom Moore

Skow.
28— JOE ROCK.

No.

scroen star is full of variety, and there
danger of having to play the same part
thousand and one nights."

of her.

!

BARR

GLADYS JENNINGS,
whom we shall see

MARIE
is the
niece ol a distinguished
Russian official playing
a big part in the restoration of Siberia. Sbe has
secured a long engagement

in British

the
Wilfred
version

in

star

Noy's

part

comedy

the

films.

F.

Window."

Grace Cunard's Colour Schemes.
you know that Grace Cunard,

DIDbeautiful

in

screen

BrookWarren's famous melodrama, " The Face at
of

serial star, is

the

a firm believer in

the influence of colour ? For this reason
she has several sets of hangings and simply
dozens of cushions of all colours for her dressingroom, which is a picturesquely built, threecornered room. When she is tired with a long
day's work her maid will arrange a green-andwhite haven of rest for brain and body. The
walls are white, but a movable rod is fixed a
few inches from the ceiling, and the silken
hangings can therefore be quickly arranged iu
panels to match the coverings of the divan,
which is a gorgeous affair standing in the centre
of the room. Grey and mauve are Miss Cunard's
" party colours," and the room presents o
particularly charming appearance when " coloured " for the reception of the star's guests.

Flame Colour

to Stimulate.

possibly the most beautiful
of
BUT whatthe flame
colour.
Miss Cunard firmly
set

is

all is

believes, as do many other people, that all
shades of red stimulate the brain. As is generally
known, Miss Cunard writes most of her scenarios
herself, and many a thrilling situation has been

evolved while she has been surrounded by panels
of rich tapestry of a beautiful flame red, with
cushions and covers to match.
Everyone who knows Miss Cunard's work
must agree that there is something in her
theory, for she is never associated with a film
that is not entirely an artistic triumph.

Stars and Superstitions.

ALLbe

actors, like all sailors, are supposed tn
superstitious, even in these enlightened
days. Some of the superstitions of screen
favourites are difficult for ordinary folk like

—

myself to understand perhaps because we ar»
not blessed with the necessary artistic tempeiament. The following are a few of the confessed
superstitions that I have been able to discover
One of the most extraordinary is the case of
Mdme. Pavlova. This gifted dancer has the
strongest possible objection to anyone with
red hair, "and nothing will induce her to act when
such an one is in her vicinity. During the filming
:

Above you see JOE BENJIMAN, a promising American
Benny Leonard. In the centre is MAY ALLISON
on her
;

who

is

light- weight
left

;

BILLY GIBBONS, manager

BERT LYTELL

lightweight boxing champion.

and

of

BENNY LEONARD,

" The Dumb Girl of Portici,'
the studio
manager at the Universal studios was oblig d tc
suspend a sceneshifter who had a mop of cu'ly
of

—

—

—

.

.

ricturc Show, July Ylth, 1920.

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT

(Continued from

oage 3.)

red hair, as tub star absolutely refused to enter
the studio until she was satisfied that he was

Mdme. Pavlova does not attempt
not there.
fo explain her aversion, but simply says that it
is unlucky for her to have a red-haired person
near her.
Charlie Chaplin is said to be less superstitious
than most stars, although he has not quite lost
1 he
aversion that a great many stage folk have
lo hearing a person whistle while the final
rehearsals are being arranged.
,

.

1>

—

Marguerite Clark Objects to Rabbits.

MARGUERITE CLARK

*~*

—

'

Objects to Jade.

PAULINE FREDERICK

will not wear jade
ornaments. Unlike most people, however,
she does not believe that pearls and opals
bring bad luck, unless they are bought by the
wearer, and not gifts.
Douglas Fairbanks, when asked for liis list of
unlucky things, declared that there is no such
thing as bad luck, and anyhow, even if there is,
you've only just to laugh at it and it will disappear
which is a comforting though not
always possible piece of advice.
There are many stage folk who adhere to the
more common superstitions such as an aversion
;

to the colour green, crows, cross-eyed wr omen
and the number thirteen. But Grace Cunard
inverses most of these, thinking them lucky,
although she avoids Manx cats and black horses
as her particular superstitions.

HEARD

watch the train disappear. Knowing full well
that he could have caught the train if he had
reached the platform in time, he gave vent to
his feelings, to the great delight of the small

boy.

By

this time the second newsie

had arrived

on the scene. He watched Douglas in silence
for a few moments until the latter paused for
breath then, turning to the cause of all the
trouble, he said :

"

He

Aw

Gwan, that

!

ain't

Doug. Fairbanks.

ain't smiliii'."

Charlie's New Picture.
is time for Charlie Chaplin's next picture.
IT The present rumour is that it will be a six
reeler, and will
contain more than the
ordinary amount of the popular pathos in which
Charlie, in his later plays, has liked to indulge.
The title, if the report be true, will be " The

Kid."

—

A Film Re-union.
folk, in spite of all their money, cannot
FILM
have the pleasure of. their loved ones

around them always.

them

now

Olive Thomas and Jack Pickford
have had a reunion, and they made it a great
fete day. Jack, as you know, is working at the
Goldwyn studio, and Olive Thomas for Selzniek.
Olive had to go West for some scenes in her new

Just

and Jack

there,

is

anyway.

Jack.

—•

Do You Know

— That
— That

?

Douglas MacLean

.is

married

Gladys Leslie was born
on March 5th, in 1899 ?

— That

*

'

•

A

is

and brown

eyes

New York

in

twenty-eight, has
hair,

and

is

not

?

— That

r •

Harry

»

Carey's

York, though he
clination

•

is

a

birthplace
real

was

Xew

westerner by in-

?

— That

*

*

*

Bryant Washburn's ancestry has been
traced to the thirteenth century, and includes
many distinguished persons ?

Fay

Filmer.

X.

BUSHMAN.

latest portraits

SHOW.

OVER THERE."

PRISCILLA DEAN

recently became the
bride of Wheeler Oakman, her " opposite "
" The Virgin of Stamboul."
Her

in

Mrs.

Dean, who knows the

artistic

temperament, has placed in a conspicuous
position on the mantelpiece of the newly weds'

monage a money-box, and the penalty exacted
for any display of temperament on the part of
either Mr. or Mrs. Oakman is a contribution
of one dollar to the Los Angeles Orphans'

Christmas Fund. Mrs. Dean says that the bank
had only been in operation for about eight hours
when Priseilla had already found herself obliged
to put in five dollars, and her husband three.
It is gratifying to note that since then there
has been a considerable financial slump.

Farnum

*

Casson Ferguson

blue-grey

married

t

*

»

t

FRANCIS

"
and News From Los Angeles.
Mother's Brain-Wave.

mother,

their screen engagements.

City,

FROM
Notes

Their work compels

They celebrated the occasion by Jack presenting Olive with a new car, and Olive spending
nearly a whole week's salary on a new dog for

a story the other day about Douglas
Fairbanks, winch goes to show that if you
have built up a reputation for any particular characteristic, your public expects you to
live up to it on any and every occasion.
Douglas was spending a few brief hours in
town.
He reckoned out that a certain train
would get him to his destination, give him time
to transact his business, and return to keep an
important appointment. There was only one
train that would allow of this in the time, so
Douglas just had to catch it.
Ho arrived at the station with only a few
moments in which to get his ticket and catch
the one and only, carrying in his hand a hastilypacked suit-case. His ticket procured, he made
a dash for the platform.

BEVERLY BAYNE.

Mr. and Mrs. Francis X. Bushman are both favourites in filmland.
Here are their
sent to greet readers of the PICTURE

to live separate lives in the fulfilment of

picture,

The Missing Smile.
I

to render his hero a service, rushed forward and
grabbed Douglas's case. Then disaster befell
him. The case opened, there was a wild scramble,
and the gates slammed, leaving Douglas to

;

says

that she
does not believe in bad luck, but all
the same, she would rather not see a
rabbit on the day that she intends to start any
new venture, whether connected with her stage
work or any other important business.
-

But, unfortunately, his arrival had been
watched by two newsboys who had immediately
recognised him. One of them, with the desire

— —

\

Believes in Fencing.

WILLIAM FARNUM, like

W. S. Hart, that
other strong man of the screen, is a.
staunch believer in fencing as a means
of exercising every muscle, of the body, and he
advises ten minutes' practice with tho foils
every day as the best means of keeping in
perfect physical condition.. Farnum gives an
hour every day to athletics, and_ believes that
fencing in particular is of inestimable value to
the actor as developing quickness of the eye,
agility, and grace of movement.
.

—

*-»

Margery— Poetess

WILSON, the demure
MARGERY
with the
big

brown

little star
eyes, has published

a volume of her own poems, collected
from the different magazines in which they
first appeared. The book is called " Brothers and
.Sisters of Mine," and Margery is unregenerato
enough to announce that she is going to follow
it

up with

another.

The Kerrigan Family.
KERRIGAN'S

WARREN
more or

less

in

whole family are
the picture business,

even though they do work to a certain
extent behind the scenes, as it were. His twin
brother is his studio manager ; his sister acts
as his secretary, and his mother supervises the
editing of his scenarios and is of material assistance in the actual making of his pictures by her
helpful criticisms and suggestions.
It was in
order to establish a home for this beloved
mother, who was at that time in very frail
health, that Kerrigan abandoned the stage and
went into moving pictures. _

— v»

To Star

Herself.

JEROME
HELEN
peared opposite

After spending a small fortune in experimenting on lightning effects on
the film, ALLAN
conceived the idea of etching the electric currents
on the film with a thumb tack. This method is perfect, as we shall
see in the coming photo-play, entitled " The Scoffer."
The first photograph shows Allan D wan at work; above, an enlarged view of the film

DWAN

Bow

it is

done.

on which be

is at

work.

EDDY, who has apGeorge Beban in most
of
his
Italian
characterisations,
has
finished a book which is already in the hands of
the publishers, and which later on is to bo
adapted for tho screen. The chief motif is that
of mother love, whilst a story is interwoven of
an Italian girl who wins hack her husband by
her unfaltering faith. Miss Eddy is now to be
a star in her own right, having recently signed
a contract with a big producing company.

Elsie Codd.

Picture Show, July 17th, 1920.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

" PICTURE

SHOW."

This is not a holiday snap, but a photograph of two of the bathing belles who are
appearing in the new Scotch bathing comedy, " The Tramp's Flirtation," produced
by the Ace Film Producing Company.

RUTH ROLAND

MAX UNDER

introduces
to her director, GEORGE
MARSHALL. Max has not appeared in pictures for some time. He has
returned to the screen, however, and will soon be seen in some new Alms.

MABEL NORMAND

is
at the wheel of her new steam-driven auto, which is built
to look like a train engine.
It runs with steam coming out of the stack, and has a
regular whistle.
Mabel has a joyous time driving it ronnd the Goldwyn Studios at
Culver City.

Here

VIOLA DANA

points

out

all

the

items

of

interest in

LIEUT. LOCKLEAR.

her favourite film paper

MARY MILES MINTER and WILLIAM RUSSELL met accidentally at
a photographer's one day. and decided to have a photo taken in the old
style.
Here is the result.

Picture Show, July YIth, 1920.
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SYLVIA PEARKS,

a feather-brained, selfish girl
captures the affection of, and marries,
JACK ARLINGFORD, who was formerly the sweetheart of

MONA LEVERIDGE.

Jack

Fascinating

of

tins

Real Life Story.

I

know what you
have you in jail before many minutes
are over.
You cannot fight me " he growled.
Sylvia wrenched herself free.
" I know the police are your friends," she

He goes to Birmingham to attend
recovered.
to some business, and when Sylvia is released
Mona sends her off to him. One day, when
Sylvia and Jack are at dinner, at a friend's house,

Jack had been looking on in horrified amazement. It was all utterly beyond him. This

they meet
a man who was associated with Sylvia's
She is frightened of him, and therefore
bound to be friendly with him. Jack is suspicious, and questions Slick, who tells him that
Sylvia is a kleptomaniac.
thefts.

'

was drawing on her long suede
there was a smile of pleased
gloves
anticipation on her fair face.
She liked nothing better than to go out with
Mr. Slick, as it always meant some little trinket

SYLVIA

;

for herself.

And Mr. Slick was so clever. He could get
a necklet altered in a few hours so that but for
the stones it was almost impossible to recognise
it.

She was wearing a bright blue satin opera
cape trimmed with ostrich feathers of the same
colour, and a blue tulle scarf was arranged over
fair hair.

ready, Mr. Slick?" she began,
and then she paused and glanced sharply at
the two men.
The expression on her face changed.
Jack was looking ut her. There was horror
in his eyes, and his face was set and pale.
Mr. Slick had thrust the tell-tale emeralds
deep down into his pocket, and now he made a

"Are you

movement towards the door.
But Jack sprang forward and placed

his

back

against it.
" I wish this affair sifted here, and at once "
he said very steadily.
Mr. Slick shrugged his shoulders, but there
was a very evil expression on his face, and his
hand went to his hip pocket.
Jack did not notice the movement, for Sylvia
had run to him and placed her hand on his arm.
"What is the matter. Jack?" she cried.
" You must be mad.
There is some mistake.
We shall be late for the show. Don't be so
!

silly."

Jack looked at her steadily.
Mr. Slick has told me, Sylvia," ho said,
" and I think in future I will look after you
If you are a kleptomaniac, you must
myself.
go into a home.*
Sylvia stared at him in bewilderment.
" But I am not, Jack " she cried, and then
she turned on Mr. Slick.
" What have you been telling him about
me ? " she cried. " You said you would look
1 did try and go straight until you
after me.
came along and tempted me. I do your dirty
work, but I'm not a kleptomaniac."
The suggestion had incensed her more than
any other accusation could have done.
Mr. Slick snarled at her threateningly.
" Stop your stupid tongue, or else I will for
you " he said in a tense whisper.
" Perhaps you had better leave the house;
I shall be glad to settle matters with
Mr. Slick.
you cn another occasion," said Jack.
The situation was intolerable for the young
husband.
Jack moved from the door as he spoke, and
Mr. Slick needed no further invitation.
It was Sylvia who caught hold of his arm and
detained him.
" You must tell me what you have told him,"
she cried in a high falsetto voice. " You cannot
go and leave mo to take all the blame. If you
go, 1 ehali tell him about Clara and you and the
'

!

!

Eh op

"

I'll

!

said.

amazing conversation; Sylyia and this man
struggling with one another, and most amazing
thing of all, he was standing there without

'

Unmasked.

"

Mr. Slick put his hand over her
turned again on her furiously.

mouth

as bo

Jack always has been a spoil-sport.
have never been happy with him."
" Oh, my dear. Hush
Hush You do not

so happy.
I

an
accident, and while he is away undergoing'an
operation Sylvia becomes involved in some shady
She is arrested and remanded,
jewel thefts.
and Mona takes care of Sylvia's baby while she
One morning Jack returns, his sight
is away.
loses his sight in

MR. SLICK,

her

The Concluding Chapters

interfering.
It was some
himself.
It was

horrible nightmare, he told
a dream from which he must

surely awake.
Yet, even as these thoughts crossed his mind,
he dashed forward and caught Mr. Slick by the
scruff of his neck and shook him.
Mr. Slick's hands fell Lmply away from Sylvia.
" Open that door ! " said Jack to Sylvia.
Sylvia would not obey. She was afraid of

Jack, and did not want to be alone with him.
" You open the door," said Jack, giving Mr.
Slick a shake.
. The man's hands were trembling as he
obeyed.
Jack flung him into the hall, and was about
to close the door when Sylvia threw herself upou
him.
" Don't let him go. Stop him " she cried
" You don't know what you are
frantically.
doing.
He is dangerous, I tell you. Stop
!

him "
She flung open the door and darted

into the

.Mr. Slick was at the hall door, and he turned
with a threatening shout.
There was a sudden, deafening report, a
»

door closed, and Sylvia, tottering
forward with her hands stretched above her
head, suddenly collapsed on to the carpeted

Mona

un-

But why could he not be like you,
I can tell you anything, but with him
When will the doctor
always afraid.
r-ome ? Tell him he must make me better. I

Mona
I

?

am

don't want to die."
The pretty voice ended in a wail.
Mona did her best to soothe her. , The tears
were streaming down her face. Her heart was
torn with pity for the frail little figure which

was now lying so still and white.
The ycung wife spoke again.
" Don't leave me, Mona," she said. " Oh, if
If only I had made
only I had not been so silly
You were always so strong
you stay with mo
and sensible. If only I had told you about
Slick.
You would have taken caro of me,
!

!

.

Mona

wouldn't you,

And

?

am
am so

now.

lying here as I
shall I

do

I

!

then I shouldn't be
What
Oh, dear

frightened

1

"

1

•

" But you must not be, dear. See, here is
Jack," said Mona, turning towards the man who
had now come forward and stood at the foot of
the bed.
Sylvia gave a little shriek.
" Don't let him ever find out about me, Mona.
He does not know half," she said.

Jack came closer to her.
" What ever you have done I forgive you,
Sylvia," he said gently.
She put out her arms to him then.
" Jackie "
He put his arms round her, and she nestled
up to him. A little sigh fluttered from her lips,
and then, to their consternation, her head tell
I

!

passage.

terrible cry.
The hall

!

saying," said

are

steadily.
" I do.

y

back.
Sylvia had passed onwards to seek forgiveness
for all her shortcomings at a higher throne.

And, realising what had happened, Mona
noiselessly left them together and went back to
her home.

floor.

Mona, up in the further end of the flat standing by Bobby's bed, heard the cry, and came
running to the spot.
Jack was on his knees beside the gorgeously
He gave a sigh of relief as
dressed little figure.
Mona came towards them.
happened
one thing after another
had
all
It
The serso rapidly that he was bewildered.
vants made their appearance, and Sylvia was
carried to her own room, while Jack 'phoned
for a doctor.

As ho put up the receiver he glanced round
He had read of such
the room in a dazed way.
happenings, but that they could actually occur
life
was
inconceivable.
in ordinary everyday
The whole evening's proceedings were fantastical, unreal.
With a face like

his wife's

a mask he

made

way

his

to

room.

Sylvia was clinging to Mona and talking in
that strange falsetto voice that was so unlike
her own.
" He made me do it, Mona. He threatened
to tell Jack all about the police-court, and he
told me 1 could never bo found out because he
had so many friends among the police. He
gives them information so that they can act,

and he bribes them

too,

1

know.

got Sally put into prison
never did."

for

It

was he who

something she

"There, there, dear. Do not talk any more.
Try to keep calm until the doctor comes," said

Mona

gently.

Sylvia began to cry.
" Mona, hold me tight.

won't

die, will I,

Mona

"

Don't

let

me

die.

I

?

tenrs stood in Mona's eyes.
" You are in God's hands, dear.
Let us ask
Him to spare you, so that you can live and

The

atone."
" But

I want to live,
I don't want to atone
" Oh
cried the girl pettishly.
were.
we
I was
ever didn't Jack let us go on as

Mona,"

;

I

Why

And

Afterwards.

THREE
and

years had passed since the tragedy,
it was long since forgotten.
Mr. Slick bad been caught, and had
suffered the penalty of his crime.
Jack had quickly attained success as the
world counts it.

The soft sumroet breeze wafted in through
the open window overlooking Hyde Park as
Mrs. Craige sat partaking of her late morning
breakfast.
There was a smile of satisfaction on her face
as she picked up the paper again and glanced
once more at the name among the list of honours.
Sir John Arlingford.
Mrs. Craige had quite made up her mind that
she was going to marry again, and she thought
she had found the man.
" Such a charming man," Mrs. Craige was
fond of repeating to her friends. " Quite sad, of
course, that affair of his wife's, but really, my
She would
dear, quite an act of Providence.
have completely ruined his career. Why, even
drop
his
acquain1 thought I should have to
What he needs is a wife to help him on
tance.
someone that is his equal in intellect, anil
then there is no telling how far he may go. 1
do trust, for his own sake, he will not get entangled with someone belonging to an inferior
It would be suicidal, absolutely
class of life.

—

suicidal."

She had said

this in

Mona's hearing.

Mrs. Craige was very sweet to Mona on the
when they chanced to meet.
Mrs. Craige was a very good judge of human
nature, and ever since she and Mona had first
met she had realised that this pale-faced girl
with the sallow skin and the dark eyes was a
most formidable rival, although she did not
belong to the world that Mrs., Craige believed to
be the only correct and proper one to live in.

few occasions

(Concluded on page

8.)

—
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF GEORGE BEBAN.

(Special to the "Picture Show. "J

GEORGE BEBAN.
Tke

Greatest

GEORGE BEBAN

Impersonator of Italian Character Parts on Stage or Screen.

was among the

first

really successful stage stars to enter the

of

the

cinema

He began his stage career at. the early
world.
age of eight. As the " Boy Baritone of California,"
He was a star
lie toured the country in concerts.
madrigal singer with a famous old minstrel troupe
From ballad singing,
before" he was out of his teens.
the youthful Bcban worked into the position of " end
man," and then, ambitious for
bigger things, he turned to
stock, and played the principal
comedy role with a company
His next
in San Francisco.
venture was in musical comedy.

From Comedy

UP devoted

to

Drama.

Beban had
lumseK exclu-

to this time,

sively to corned}'.

His

entrance into the more serious side of dramatic art
came about through one of those little circumstances
that so often change the whole course of a man's life.

inspired by Elsie Janis.
had heard Miss Elsie .Tanis recite a
story in verse about an Italian child

BEBAN

little

called

" Rosa."
The simple story appealed so to
Beban, that he found himself telling it one night
in dialect.
It was his first bit of serious acting,
and the hit it made caused him to include it in his

I

make you

laugh.

repertoire.

|t

Beban wrote the sketch, and called it " The
Sign of the Rose."
It was an instantaneous hit,
and for five and a half year? Beban starred all
over the United States, Canada, and in London
in this miniature drama.
Afterwards he prepared the play for the screen
and " An Alien " has become one of the marked successes of the film world.
He is unquestionably the greatest impersonator of
Ttalian character parts the stage and screen has yet had.

11

H

A Tempting

Picture.

IT was this that gave him his first part on the
Thomas Ince had a story which called

1

screen.
fur.

an

Italian character study, and travelled from California to New York, where Beban was starring on
Broadway, to persuade him to take the part. At first
Beban refused. He had worked hard for his position
on the New York stage, and he meant to keep it. At
this .time an actor was likely to suffer in prestige by
appearing " in the movies."

Do you know what

Do you

like

me

?

persuaded Beban ?
Mr. Ince pictured the wonders of California told
him it would be a beautiful holiday, a home all waiting
for him, a saddle horse waiting outside his dressingroom when they were taking scenes away a land of
glorious sunshine, with forests, sea, boundless prairies,
and grand mountains at the very gates of
the city.
Beban consented, and has never
been -back to the stage save to appear with

—

:

—

one of his pictures.

George Beban Junior.

GEORGE BEBAN
proud father

married, and

is

is

the

who

of a tine little boy.

Just a poor Italian.

is

now appearing with him on the screen.
George Beban first contemplated having
George Junior act with him, he was warned that if
the public knew that he was married they would
no longer care for him, and it was suggested that
he should change the boy's name.
In an interview George says, " I was foolish
enough to consent, and my boy made his debut in
the name of Bob White.
But now in 'Hearts of
Men he appears under his own name, and I don't
care how many hearts are broken to learn that I

When

'

am

the father of that talented

young man."

His Love for His Boy.
of his love for pic ture work
PART
that George

is

due

to the fact

with him in California.
"When we are at home," says George, "I
love to watch my boj%
dressed in rompers,
playing on the lawn,

Junior

and we eat

is

It's

a grand

fruit right

out of the garden for
breakfast."
George gave a great
sigh of contentment,
the sigh of a

man who
achieved
he has

has

what
fl

been

working for for
It

yon want

to

write to him, address your

letter—

GEORGE BEBAN,

GEORGE BEBAN.

The

—

years
a home,
a family, and

work he

loves.

Studio,

904, Girard Street, Los Angele3.

The

brilliant

Beban

smile.

Off the stage.
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THE SILENT DUPE

(.Continued

from page

6.)

" Mr.
Arlingford really ought to marry
money," sho had said to the girl in her carefully
modulated voice. " He is such a charming man,
and is so clever and capable. He should get
anywhere."
Mona. had taken little heed at the time, but
when alono these little remarks had ah uncom-

fortable habit of recurring to her.
Mona was sensitive and proud.
afraid that Jack might think that

She was so

now he was
free again she might expect him to make love
to her, and it made her avoid him.

»

She
She only wanted him to be happy.
wanted nothing for herself, she would think
passionately. And so it happened that when a
year after Sylvia's death, when everything had
settled down and was almost forgotten, he asked
her to dine with him, they were both curiously
ill at ease and unnatural.
If Jack had waited for another opportunity
he might have received a different answer, but
he had made up his mind to ask Mona to marry
him on that occasion, and so ask her he did.
And Mona had refused him. Kindly and gently
but quite emphatically.
If he had taken her passionately in his armsthen she might not have kept to her decision,
but they were both shy and horribly uncomfortable.

The thought of those days in Manchester
was in both their hearts.
" I should have waited a little longer," Jack
told himself moodily.

And Mona,

kneeling by her

bedside,

was

sobbing out her heart.
" He made one mistake, he shall not make
if I can help it," she was thinking.
And all that had happened a couple of years
ago, and Time, that wonderful healer, had shed
a soft, vague forgetfulncss over the cruel jags of
the past.
Mona could think only kindly and
always gently of poor erring Sylvia.
another

Bobby was four years old now, and came
often to call on Auntie Mona on Saturdays,
when Mona was home from business.
Mona had seen Jack's name among the list of
honours. She felt half inclined to ring him up and
congratulate him, but she thought better of it.
Jack was getting a big man now. There would
be plenty of others to congratulate him.
It so happened that as the thought passed
through Mona's' mind, Mrs. Craige, having
finished her breakfast, was now on the 'phone.
A few minutes later she was congratulating
Jack over the wire„
" I think we must have a littlo dinner together to-night to celebrate the occasion," sho
said brightly.
"'
Mrs. Craige was always very bright when
in conversation with men," as a jealous woman
once remarked.
" I am engaged,

am

afraid, for to-night,"
I
Jack's voico in reply.

came

Mrs. Craige frowned.
"

Perhaps you

afterwards."
I am so sorry but I shall be so very late."
Again Mrs. Craige frowned.
" To-morrow, then ? " sho cried pleasantly.
" You naughty man, I have not seen you once
will call in, then,

"

this

week."

him
life

off

can

the 'bus.
offer,

had done
"

in those far-off days.

Now for

the chops," he said.
in carrying the newspaper
parcel, wliich he tucked under his arm, then he
led her into a pastrycook's.
" Two dozen flakey jam tarts," ho, ordered.
Mona endeavoured to expostulate, but Jackgrabbed the bag and piloted her out into the

Jack persisted

.satisfied.

He kept hoping that she would turn round
and discover him
but Mona did not turn
round, and he had to be content with watching
the wavy tendrils of hair against the cream
velvetness of her neck and the spotless white

street.

collar of her blouse.

he demanded.

There was always something so clean and
fresh about Mona.
And then, just as he was making up his mind
to lean forward and speak to her, the person
beside her made a movement to alight, and Mona

" But you do not like jam tarts," she
reminded him.
" That is all you know. Perhaps I used to
pretend I didn't because I knew you would
have saved them all for me. I sometimes do

slipped along to his seat.
jack felt his heart beat quicker as he took her

these things myself," he said wickedly.
And Mona could only laugh and call him
" an utterly ridiculous person."
She was feeling utterly ridiculous herself, but
somehow she did not care a bit.
" This was her night," she told herself.
She
hoped he would not spoil it, and she would havo
to send him away.
In Lhe tiny sitting-room tire meal was laid
Jack suggested repairing the defect
for one.
while Mona attended to the cooking.
Her heart was just bubbling over with
happiness as she lit the gas-stove and fetched
out the frying-pan.
Jack came into the kitchen and seated himself
on the table.
" Mona," ho said suddenly, after watching
her peel a potato and slice it into tho pan, " I
meant to wait until after supper, dear, but it i:just no good. How much longer are you goinn
I
to punish me, little girl ? I want you. Mona.
need you, dear. Mona, you must know just
what is in my heart. 1 love you. I worship
you, dear. 1 know I am not worthy of you,
Mona, but be my wife."
He had taken hold of her, and now he crushed
her to him with all a strong man's passion.
" Jack, dear, the cooking fork," cried Mona
tremulously, as a horrible smell of burning rose
from the stove.
Jack held her a prisoner while he moved the
pan to safety.
" I shall hold you here all night unless you
promise me what I'm asking. You're a dear
little perfect darling, but you are obstinate."
" But, Jock dear, you are a great man now.
not make a
I am so anxious that you do
mistake," Mona began tremulously.
Jack held her at arm's length, and looked at
her very steadily.
" I've often thought you must think me a
fool, but I never guessed you looked upon me
as an imbecile," he said at last.
" Jack, I I don't."
" You had better not," ho said
and then
seeing that he had teased her enough he drew
her again into the shadow of his arms.
" My own little girl," ho murmured.

" This

a very important occasion. Haven't
? " he asked her.
Mona confessed she had.
" Well, surely I may celebrate the occasion,"

;

—

lightly clasped in her lap.
Sho gave a startled movement

and a quick
glance upward, but Jack did not release the
imprisoned hands.

Oh " The tell-tale colour flooded her face.
However did you get here, I did not see you
!

"

get on

?

is

you read the papers to-day

vacant place.
Even then she did not notice him, for her eyes
were fixed on a baby in a pram.
The mother was seeing off a friend and the
baby, which was bareheaded, was throwing out
its little arms and gurgling happily, hoping to
catch the mother's attention.
A lump had risen to Mona's throat. That was
tho one thing she envied mothers their babies.
She was. getting on quite well in business, but
the sight of chubby limbs and downy little heads
always made her want to cuddle up their owners.
Bobby had been like that, but Bobby was now
nearly four years old and resented liberties. He
never wanted to be cuddled when he came to
see her, and objected often to bo kissed.
Jack noticed the pensive expression on her
face and wondered, and then quite suddenly he
placed his hand over her own, which were lying

" she said in confusion.

He chuckled like a schoolboy as he explained.
"J was feeling a bit off colour to-day, and I
made up my mind I would try to catch you,"
he said boldly, his eyes fixed on her burning
" I thought a nice quiet little ivoning
cheeks.
with you, just as wo used to have in the old days
when I first came to London, might do me good."
" I must get off at tho corner and get some
chops, then," said Mona, striving to speak
lightly and hoping that ho could not hear the

,

noisy beating of her heart.
" Yes, wo must have chops.
I believe you
used to get them for mo because you were
afraid I was not feeding properly.
You were

always like that, Mona.'
His voico had grown very tender, and the girl
WAS seized with a sudden trembling.
Sho had thought sho had put happiness away
from her. Might it be a mistake ?
" I must not stand in his way " She repeated
the words to herself passionately as sho followed

—

;

!

THE END.

is

IMPORTANT

'

!

ANNOUNCEMENT

!

NEXT WEEK—
A

series of Real

Crime

the "Picture

keep on waiting.

Stories will begin

in

Show."

is
nothing so interesting to Read as
the Story Behind the Verdict in a Court of
Law.
The Human or Inhuman Motive that
Suggests the Crime, the Unweaving of the

There

to Jack sho had worked to get
Sho had thought that Jack might
have hesitated because of her wealth, and that
if ho was placed on an equal footing with herself
Vet Jack had rung otf
it might hasten results.
without the least suggestion of tenderness.
"
"Telephones aro an abomination, and men
Mrs. Craige punched a cushion on the settee
beforo settling herself down to her morning
corrospondonco with quito unnecessary violence
" men aro tho most unsatisfactory of mortals,
and Jack Jack is the limit."
All

" He must have the best tba'.
he has suffered enough in the past
for his chivalry." She felt it was up to her to
see that he did not do it again.
Jack tucked her hand under his arm just as he

abent the spot where the 'buses stop to pick up
passengers in the City Road.
A 'bus came and went, and yet another and
another, but the young man did not move.
Suddenly, however, a slim, girlish figure clad
in a neat coat and skirt came running up just
as-a 'bus was about to start.
She did not glance around her, but swung
herself on to the step. The next moment Jack
had followed her on to the top.
Mona, for it was she, took a seat and Jack was
forced to sit behind her.
But lie was quite

most kind of you, but really I am so
I Havo promised to dine at the Wilsons
on Saturdov. No doubt wo shall meet there.
y
Good-bye
Ho had rung off, and Mrs. Craige, after trying
to speajv again and getting no reply, put tho
receiver into its place with no very gontle hand.
Sho was not so young that sho could afford to
" It
busy.

unknown

hi in his title.

Plot

by the Master Minds of World-Famous
Detectives.

—

THE SILKLESS BANKNOTE

—

is

o

llth, 1920.

stories

—

As in the Days of Long Ago.
N that same ovoning, at five o'clock exactly,
a tall young man, immaculately dressed
in grey,

might havo been seen hovering

the

umi
i t am
WILLIAM

I

j.

pi vnn
rtinn,

of the Umlea
States Secret Service,

Chief

A'cw York City.

HERBERT

RAWLINGSON

wonderful crime who plays the part of Stephen
" Picture A mold
" Lightning
on
told for the first time in the
"
Vie screen.
Show next week.
first

of

a

series

of

—

—

Every detail ot these stories, which have been filmed by the Selznick Film Company
&nd wj „ jhorUy be snown over h erei j s taken from real life. The crooks describes
men wnose criminal careers are to be found in the American Police Record*
Herbert Rawhngton
i n the film version the part ol the real detective is played by
otherwise the stories are an exact reproduction of everts which actnally happened
are

Picture Show, July

I

1920.
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OF MARY
THE LETTERS
—
—
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Tke

Vidor

;A

Family

Mother Doug's
Perfect
and Off tke ocreen.

6210, Franklin Ave.,
Hollywood, California.
:
Imagine a perfect love
of a brown-eyed, toddling baby girl,
with a handsomo boyish-looking daddy,
and a dreamy -eyed, Southern beauty mother,
and you have dear little Suzanne Vidor. All
day she plays with her toys outdoors, with a
splendid nurse, and two adoring grandmothers,
to love her, then about four-thirty, here comes
the big blue car, bringing a wonderful mother
and father to love her bushels more. How
swanky she will feel, later, when she is old
enough to appreciate all they are achieving.
set," and tallied
sat on Mrs. Vidor's
about Suzanne, and other tilings, while Mr.
Vidor corralled three dozen extras for a big
country fair scene in " The Jack-knife Man."

MY DEAR FAY —

We

you put that many people in a drawing-room,
uh.it abuzz
But here, all were rather quiet, and
Mr. Vidor barely raised his voice to direct them.
If

!

The

Life of a Mother.
'V/'OU know." Mrs. Vidor's dimples peeped
out.
I have always believed children
are more in need of models than critics.
Mothers do not realise how much they say,
Baby, don't,' don't do this, don't do that,
Not for the
and I think it is a mistake.
world would I leave my little Suzanne, unless
I knew she was in excollent hands.
But, where
"

'.'

'

the
child is well
eared for, I think it
is often a tragedy
for a mother to give
up her ambitions, to
be with her baby all

\Ve

On

Z>a

these Vidors are, if you could see him directing
heron the set, later, as we did, you'd know they
They are so ambitious,
aro truly companions:
and they will go far, far. Both of tliein are so
youthful.

A Christmas Gift.
SUZANNE was a Christmas gift to
jolly Christinas
King

and

—

a
admit.

Florence
present,

Vidor thinks his
daughter a most remarkable baby, and has
invented an arrangement on their car so that
she is protected and comfortable during their
you'll

King

motor trips.
Although this delightful baby is only
and a half old, she has already played

a year
star in

thousand feet of film. Mr. Vidor's
camera man has become a favourite playmate,
and sets up the machine to take the youthful
star doing anything that her fond parents think
worth recording.
Suzanne's parents &t> both very fond of golf,
too, and they are often on the links when not
"in production" (making a picture). King
Vidor is such an ardent golfer that, one of
the Los Angeles evening papers is having him
write a series of articles on golf.
Florence Vidor is as famous among her
several

friends for her cooking, as for her splendid
screen portrayals, and she bakes, delicious
cakes, and puddings.

An Animated Talker,
MRS. VIDOR invited us to go with them that

companions for their
children, and their

night, to the review of Zasu Pitts' latest
picture, " Heart of Twenty."
did,
and she introduced us to Miss Pitts, and to
Sarah
Sarah Mason. Oh
I was so thrilled
Mason wrote " Heart of Twenty," you know,
especially for her chum, Zasu Pitts, and they
invited us to lunch with them at the Hollywood

husbands, wear

Studio Club.

themselves out at
uncongenial
tasks,
and lose half the joy

just

the time.
Mothers
often forget to be

of living."

If

you

could see t he sparkle
of her beautiful

brown

eyes,

know how

and

happy

We

is

perfectly droll, there

is

no one

her, and she looks rather pathetic,
you know, really. But the minute she begins
Did you see
to talk, she is animated, drolly so.
her in " Bright Skies ? " She and the Vidors
were in " Poor Relations," you know, and
" The Other Half."
Well you must see " The
Heart of Twenty," for the story is so well suited
to Miss Pitts, though I think the direction
cortld be improved upon.
You see, Sarah
Mason is to Zasu Pitts, as is Frances Marion to
Mary Pickford, scenarioist and friend. Miss
is

a beautiful young

girl,

with quantities

As for hair, you
of gold -flecked brown hair.
should see what wonderful, thick, long braids.
Miss Pitts has.
Don't you love her droll expressions

?

She

is

a Californian

girl,

you know.

She can look like the most forlorn waif, but is
very attractive and smart, when dressed up.

You
FLORENCE VIDOR likes nothing better than to
get into her kitchen at the end of the day's work and
prepare some dainty dish from her own famous recipes.

Business

before

SARAH MASON

pleasure.
discussing

ZASU

PITTS

not

and

golfer,

is

often

"in production."

"Doug's" Namesake.

YOU

see they havo the cleverest dog and
kitten, there, " Clinker " and " Douglas

" Douglas " bad an odd
got her last Christmas,
and missed her a few minutes after untying her
ribbons.
Suddenly, the big Christmas tree
in the library began to sway backwards and
Acrobatic kilty had leaped into it to
forwards.
get away from Clinker, and was going straight
So these jolly girls named
to the dizzy top.
her " Douglas Fairbanks " immediately.

Bright Skies."

had a perfectly ripping time with them
Sunday, and lunched at the Club, though it rained
We took some pictures especially
half the day.
for you, I held up the umbrella over the camera,
them in the rain.
while Alice " shot

christening.

Thoy

Zasu on
She has the oddest gestures, with
both hands and feet, and say3 screamingly
funny things with only a droll smile, or a perShe loves to dance, goes
fectly straight face.

Zasu

Pitts, off the screen, is just like

the screen.

straight to
the house,
alone.

the

and

gramaphone when she enters
Ijegins

to jazz around,

if

all

Zasu has a ripping new contract, starring her,
and begins her own productions soon. Don't
you wish you were hero with us in Califilmland ?
I truly do, for no one would enjoy meeting
these wonderful people more than Fay Filmer.
With oceans of love,
Your own.

Mahy.

and

" Heart of Twenty,"
chum " Zaze."

which Miss Mason wrote for her

will see that contrast in "

We

an enthusiastic

Fairbanks."

like

Mason

is

— when

!

!

Zasu Pitts

KING VIDOR
on the links

Quaint and beautiful in arrangement is this house, which belongs to the Brentwood Country Club, where
King and Florence Vidor play golf during their leisure hours,

"

10

Pit

FLICKE!
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
On Cinema

Schools.

H. INCE considers that reputTHOMAS
able schools devoted to the art of the
motion picture should be encouraged.
talented people," he says, " have
failed to pass a studio test and try-out
merely because a total lack of experience
and training placed them hopelessly in the
"

Many

light of undesirable amateurs."

Mr. Ince is aware that there are numerous so-called schools that prey on innocent
victims, and extract hard-earned money
under false or misleading pretence, but this
is no reason why there should not be big
centres where aspiring players and writers
information
and
authentic
can
seek
guidance. Such academies, however, the

well-known producer considers, should be
conducted for the general interest and
advancement of the industry rather than

in

all of the pictures
Constantinople, as well as in
Roumania and Turkey in Asia, are of
Italian make.
The strangest fact of all,
however, is that the majority of picturegoers in those places have never even heard
of Charlie Chaplin.
It is hard to realise
to-day that places like Greece and Turkey
have less than fifty theatres each, and that
there are not more than a dozen cinemas in
tho whole of Bulgaria.
Most of those
already existing are very primitive, being
of the converted shop variety. There is no
doubt that there is a tremendous field for
exploitation in Central Europe in the neatfuture, and it is to be hoped that Great
Britain will get her fair share of the
plums.

shown

Central Europe.

in

Jewels on the Screen.
has invaded the
family jewel c sket to afparel herfor her role in " 'J he Money
Changers, photo-play of Upton Sinclair's
novel.
Jewels of great value which were
presented to one branch of Miss Adams'
family by an Indian Rajah, during the
Sepoy Mutiny of '57. in recognition of
military protection given him, will be
worn by the winsome actress in some of
the dress scenes of the picture, representing modern New York life among the
self

'

interesting remarks on the motion
SOME
picture industry in Europe have been

stated by Mr. A. J. Xydias, who
recently returned from a long trip, which

he

made

in

order to study European consurprised to find that

He was

ditions.

there are practically no American films
being exhibited in the Balkan States Or
" After visiting all the theatres
Turkey.
of prominence, as well as many of the
smaller ones, I found that American films
" This
are almost unknown," he states.
was also practically true of Italy, as not a
single theatre in Milan, Rome, Venice or

Naples was showing an American

picture.]'

money

kings.

We Learn From

Lessons

the

Films.
a very

takes

It

a man and a
Jriendship.

little

woman

•

Marriage

sentiment between
a very big

to destroy

*

*

the

is

monotony

the excitement of life.
•

•

that

relieves

»

Some

people's idea of progress is to
stand and watch others go backward.
•
»
»

Everyone knows how different they
would be if they were, someone else.
*

»

•

The wise man and

the fool's

money

are soon married.
•

•

•

The world seems all the,
when the gas is turned

brighter to
low.

lovers

•

•

•

There is danger in delay, but a great
more danger in haste.

The Week's Best Films
following
THEphoto-plays
leased

exhibition

for

names

of the star artistes

Walturdaw " Jacques

According to information received by Mr.
Xydias, less than two per cont. of the
pictures

make.

shown

in Italy are of

This news

American

no doubt, come as
n big surprise to those who imagined that
pictures from the States monopolised
practically the whole of the screen in
Europe.

.

.

.

A

:

of the Silver

North

"

.

.

Dorothy
W.

dt

F.

Phillips.
" Tho Only

Road

"

" The Virtuous Thief
..
Enid Bennett.

"

..

.

.

Viola Dana.

F.L.F.S.

...Locise
.

Hltert
Walker's

Julian.
.

NOT1IER

interesting point is that,
in Greece, about 2.5 per cent, of tho
lit us are French, and
73 per cent.

the

.

Phillips

for Britain.

at

and the

Mitchell Lewis.
"A House Divided"
World Films ..
Sylvia Breamer. Herbert Rawlinson.
" The Sea l'anthor "
Import
Western
William Desmond.
"
Jury's
..
.. " Out of the Fog
Nazimova.
Astra " Rosemary Climbs The Heights M
Mary Miles Minter.
" Too Many Cooks "
Vitagraph
Gladys Leslie.
" Storm and Sunshine "
Ideal

will,

Oppo rtunities

.

a list of the besl
which are being re-

is

cinemas during this week,

Mr. J. PEARSON, one of the pioneers
of the film industry and the popular
head of the well-known Vitagraph
company in England.

ac IDEAL HOMES

and practically

Italian,

CLAIRE ADAMS

for individual profit.

Cinemas

ADAMS.

K.

Phillips

.

" Beltiim

Lovely.
Gold

Pirate

Montaoue Love.
" Hugon the Mighty
Monroe Salisbcrt.
.

"

.

" His

.

"
"

^Heroirveyr
woman can be freely forgiven
EVERY
delightful furnishing schemes and

when she envies the
settings that are so
often seen on the screen. Everything is so appealing as
a whole, and details are attended to with such a vast amount of
care as to render the whole scheme both appealing and wonderful.
Few women will resist the feeling of envy creeping over
them when they see the wonderful settings in Elaine Hammerstein's new photo-play, " The Woman Game." They are really
wonderful, as you will see by a glance at the four pictures oh
this page.
The billiard-room is as cheerful as it is modern, with its
stained glass windows and uncommon frieze of conventional
houses and trees that tops the plaster and brown wood panelling.
The reception-room and hall are a study of simplicity and
harmony with their simple hangings, striped velvet furniture,
and white woodwork. And in distinct contrast comes the
boudoir in Italian Renaissance period, with its vivid colouring
and elaborate furniture. The bed, chest, and chairs are genuine
antiques that were made by a Florentine cabinet-maker in
the early sixteenth century.

tun
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WHAT THE

PEOPLE WANT.

ELLA SHIELDS CHATS ABOUT THE SCREEN.
other evening
THEsomeone
whoso

I sat talking with
fair hair, dazzling

my

and bright, boyish features,
to say nothing of the most perfect evening
suit, might be calculated to stir the least
susceptible of feminine hearts and conjure

"

smile,

up

delightful

of

visions

tete-atetes

be-

neath the silvery moon, and all the rest of
it.
And yet, do you know, I maintained
my balance surprisingly well in the presence

of

t

vision

his

of

and

sartorial

masculine beauty., and even when it pressed
my hand and looked at me with its very
engaging brown eyes I said nothing more
romantic than
" Good-evening, Miss Shields I"
:

The Real

Ella.

YOUIdeals,"knowthe

Ella, "The Ideal of
clever
surprisingly
female delineator of all that is
masculine
modes and
fascinating in
all

manners, but what you don't know

the
real Ella, the woman's heart beating
beneath the midshipman's jacket or the
There
faultless coat of the faultless dude.
is nothing about her, for instance, 'of the
youthful braggadocio, the swagger, the
dash, of that perfectly attired young
masher whom Miss Shields has made so
familiar to us on the halls. Instead, she
can do the thing that only a womanly
woman could achieve discard her male
attire for a rest gown, while retaining her
masculine wig of close-cropped hair, and
still retain her dignity and impart an air
of intense femininity.
The only thing
about Miss Shields herself which in an>
way suggests a masculine personality is
her lsvel-headed sense of business.
Maybe you're wondering what Miss
Shields is doing in a picture paper.
Cast your mind back but two years and
you'll remember a delightful- little film
offering, entitled " Herself," in which she
figured. But though this was her first
and only film, Miss Shields is not
only thinking of taking up the work
again, but says that in all probability
she will re-enter the film world this
is

—

coming autumn.
However, I'm anticipating.
go back to " Ella Shields

A

candour,

I

could "prove a success

in it."

type of idle would you essay ?"
" Well, a soubrette, perhaps
it would
depend. But this time I certainly do not
want to do male impersonations
I will
tell you, though, what I nhould like
costume play I am so fond of them."
" Do you think the public really like
them "

What

—

!

—

!

?

" Yes, I do," replied Miss Shields. " Witness the success of
The Prisoner of
Zenda.' Of course, there was Henry Ainley
in it, and to my mind he is our greatest
success in British films, but, apart from
his personal triumph in
The Prisoner,'
I still maintain that the public enjoy a
good costume play."
'

'

Two

Adverse Criticisms.
consider we can make them

DO you

over here ? " I queried bluntly,
and- immediately we fell into the
British v. American film controversy. Miss
Shields emerged with the following state-

ment

:

am American by birth, btit though I
come from the land of films, I have but
two adverse criticisms to make upon
"

I

—

British films
first, that so
few of the
layers we recruit from the stage seem to
]
realise that it is a camera before which
they are acting, and, secondly, that our
companies expend so little money on their
productions, with the result that films
which are excellent in other respects, are
often utterly spoilt because they bear the

brand
British

cheapness. Recently I saw a
costume play dealing with one of

of

Let us

—Herself."

Successful Experiment,
little film, which was only

THAT
1,000 feet was

in the nature of
an experiment," said my hos"
tess,
and I venture to think that it
proved a successful one. It was made
down at Ealing, and though there
were but four members of the cast, and
all the scenes were interiors, shot under
artificial light, I do not think that
little photo-play could have been better,
or that my worst enemy could have
found s?rious fault with my performance in it.
" The picture was made for the TransAtlantic company, and when Mr. Tippett,
of that organisation, approached me in
the matter, he suggested that I shou'd
play the soubrette role, which, after all,
used to be my speciality before I adopted
male impersonation.
However, I said I
thought it would be better for me to
play a role in which I was afforded an
opportunity to introduce the type of
characterisation to which my public had

become familiar, so it ended in a sort of
compromise by my appearing first as a
girl who later donned male attire."
" May I ask why you have not made
any other films, Miss Shields ? "
" Because I found I couldn't appear on
the halls and act for the camera at the
same time," was the answer. " A musicartiste has very little leisure," you
know. But in the autumn I am hoping
to do some more picture work
in fact,

hall

—

there is every probability of my doing so.
I love film acting, am really keen about
if, and
I do think, if you will forgive

Miss

ELLA SHIELDS.

the greatest love stories in English history, and what might have been so
beautiful, especially pictorially, was spoilt
by such things as indifferent costumes and
bad wigs
Cheapness— that is the chief
I might say the onhj fault I have to
find with film production over here, but

—

when we

!

acquire the necessary

money and

—

learn how to spend it lavishly on the
hire of palatial residences and restaurants
such as grace the American films, and on
"the purchase of gowns and costumes adequate to the needs of our stories -then
there will be no telling what we can do

—

over here."

May Herschel

Clarke.

;
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Story, Telling

Ho w

a Cinderella

Fouad Her Prince Charming

He ran after her. calling " Louise Louise "
Then, as Peggy half stopped, wondering what she
could say, he took her hand, which Peggy promptly
withdrew.
" Louise dear," pleaded Stephen, " I know I
"
treated you badly, but won't you forgive me ?
The situation was beginning to worry Peggy, who.
riot knowing what to say. toolrt'efuge in silence.
" You seem to have changed," went on Stephen
!

,

!

„

bitterly.

" Yes

I'm not the same

;

girl at all,"

replied

Peggy

hurriedly.

" That's true, anyway," she said to herself. And,
muttering something about having to get back, she
ran into the house. There she sought Dr. Granville,
and told him what had happened. " He seems to have
been in love with the real Louise," explained Peggy.
" Yes. They were engaged in Paris," replied Dr.
" We're in for a whole lot of trouble,
Granville.
Peggy. Mrs. Parke must not know of Stephen
Underwood's return. She is progressing splendidly.
You have brought sunshine into her life. She talks
This
of nothing else but you the whole day long.
young man must go away. I will see him at once."
Dr. Granville went straight to the hotel where
Stephen was staying, and saw the young man in his

room.
" Your presence here has a disturbing effect on
Mrs. Parke, who is my patient," he began. " I must
ask you as a man of honour to go away. Miss Parke
no longer loves you, and you surely would not force
your attentions where they are not wanted ? "
" You must allow me to be the best judge of that,

HIDDEN FIRES
WT?

THEUnderwoodbetween
began
quarrel

Louise Parker and Stephen
like

most

lovers' quarrels.

accused Stephen of neglecting her
Stephe:) retorted by saying that if Louite would try
to curb her nasty temper she would see a lot more of
him.
Generally at this point of the argument Louise,
who was really a nice girl, but who certainly had got
a temper, would put her arms round Stephen's neck
and ask to be forgiven.
She fully meant to do this on the occasion of this
particular quarrel, but she was a little slow in making
up her mind, and when she looked round Stephen
Louise

Dr. Granville stood like a man in a dream, with the
paper clutched in his hand. If this news got to Mrs.
Parke in her present state of health, it would kill her
At all costs he must stop that. He drove as fast as
he could to the house, and to his great relief found
that the news had not reached there.
Calling the nurse and the servants together, he
warned them to keep silent regarding the disaster at
sea, or he would not be responsible for Mrs. Parke's
visitors

If

is

too

ill

ever.

week."

is what you always tell me. doctor," said
" It is only natural that 1 Should worry
about Louise. I am old enough to have old-fashioned
ideas about Paris, and Louise is such a headstrong
child.
I dreamt about her only this afternoon, and
I feel sure something is going to happen to her."

That

" Stuff and nonsense," said Dr. Granville cheerily.
" I absolutely forbid ypu to talk about these morbid
presentiments. The worst thing you will hear about
Louise is that she has outrun her allowance and
wants another cheque
By the way, is that her
photograph there ?
" Yes," replied Mrs. Parke. " Will you please get
"
it down, doctor
Doctor Granville stepped forward and took down
a photograph from the sideboard.
It was that of a
very pretty girl with wavy hair and very expressive
eyes.
The only fault one could have found with it
was that the mouth was rather wilful.
" That is the latest one of her," said Mrs. Parke.
" Of course, you have not seen her since she was a
"
very little girl ?
" No," replied the doctor. " But the face seems
'!

familiar

somehow."

Dr. Granville left Mrs. Parke gazing lovingly at
the photograph of her daughter, and went back to
bis hotel where he had a suite of rooms.
As he
passed through the entrance hall lie stopped for a
moment at the cigar stall, where pretty Peggy Murray
gave him a beaming smile of welcome. .
Peggy was the belle of the hotel staff, and the doctor
and she were linn friends. As Dr. Granville chatted
with the girl as she served him with a cigar, he
suddenly realised what had seemed familiar in the
photograph of Louise Parke. She was the living
image of I'eggy Murray.
When Dr. Granville called on Mrs. Parke the next
day he found her in a state of great excitement. She
had received the cable from her daughter saying she
was sailing on the " Bologne.','
"So you see there was something in my dream,
after all," she said.
" Yes
but it is good news," replied the doctor.
"I shall feel much safer when she arrives." said
Mrs. I'arke thoughtfully. " I can't get that presentiment out of my head."
Dr. Granville laughed at her fears and talked his
patient into a more hopeful frame of mind before he
But th-; first thing he saw on returning to his
left.
hotel late that afternoon was a newspaper placard
announcing the loss of the " Bologne " in a collision.
There was a list of survivors, but the name of
Louise Parke was not among those saved.
;

furiously jealous.
" You know I love you very, very much," he said to
"
the girl. "
do you want to make me jealous ?
" Oh, please, George, don't ask me anything "
"
hers
Is
of
old
sweetheart
cried poor Peggy.
He an
Oh, I don't know what I am saying.
of mine I mean.
love
do
Please don't ask me anything, George. I
"

call,

to see

with the big A.
When the next day Stephen did not return, Louise
got angry again, and cabled her mother that she was
coming home on the next boat, the " Bologne.''
The story now shifts to New York, where Mrs.
Parker, a rich widow who was always ill. was talking
to her friend and physician, Dr. Granville.
"There is nothing radically wrung with you," the
doctor was saying.
You are always worrying about.
Louise.
If that girl came home, you would be better
"

Dr. Granville pleaded with the young man. but
Stephen was deaf to all entreaties. The most he
would promise was that he would not see Mrs. Parke
for the time being, and with that the doctor had to
be content.
Stephen Underwood's arrival at Greenwich bad
George
also caused trouble in another quarter.
Landos had seen him talking to Peggy, and he was

say I have given orders that
anybody," he added.
But though he had saved the situation for the time

•'

being. Dr. Granville could not see a way out of the
dilemna.
He could not keep the news from Mrs. Parke for

Mrs. Parke.

both our lives."

life.

she

had gone.
This was in Paris, where the two young people,
both Americans, were supposed to be studying Art

in a

doctor," said the young man quietly. " I love Louise,
I feel sure she will
I wish to make her my wife.
learn to love me again as she did in the old days, and
I am not going to let a foolish misunderstanding ruin

and

S

In a few days she would be asking for Louise.
As he passed the cigar stall in the entrance to the
hotel he caught sight of Peggy Murray, and the great
inspiration was born.
Peggy must take the place of
Louise till Mrs. Parke was out of danger.
He sent for the girl and put the proposition to her.
At first Peggy laughed, and refused to discuss it.
She was a good girl; and to her simple ideas it seemed
a crime to deceive a mother.
But when Dr. Granville pointed out that it was
the only way to save Mrs. Parke's life, she conseuted.
And after the first fears of discovery had left h<>r,
Peggy began to have a good time.
The servants had been told the truth by Dr.

and as Mrs. Parke's illness had resulted in
her being very short-sighted. I'eggy easily dropped
into trie role of the spoilt daughter of the household.
Like all other girls, she had often longed for the
lovely frocks thai the rich girls who stayed at the
hotel wore, and now she could have as many as she
wished.
But best, of all she loved the big smoothrunning motor-car. which she soon learned to drive.
It was when she was learning to drive the car that
she met with her first adventure in the new life.
She ought not to have been out with the car alone,
lor she was not yet competent to drive it.
When something went wrong. Peggy got flustered,
and the big car swerved all over the place, nearly
running into a young man who was driving another
Granville,

car.

The young man was about to burst into real
motoring language when he noticed the dri\cr, and
he smiled Instead.
He gave Peggy a few hints, and looked longingly
after her as she drove away.
The young man's name was (ieorge Landos. and
he was as enterprising as he was good-looking. He
found out that Peggy- -or as he had discovered her
name to be. Louise I'arke was going to spend part
of the .summer at Greenwich.
And to Greenwich went tJcorge Landos.
He managed to get an introduction to Mrs. Parke,
and in the days that followed he was Peggy's constant
companion.
It was a case of love at first sight with the young

—

Peggy

realised that she would have to tell
she was some time, but she was too full
of happiness at the moment to worry about the

people.
(Jeorge

who

future.

Such was the state

of affairs

wood

when Stephen Under-

arrived in Greenwich.
read in the society papers that the belle of
Greenwich that season was Louise Parke, and nil his
old love had returned at the sight of lier photographs
He determined to go to
in the illustrated journals.
Louise and ask her to forgive him.
He first saw Peggy walking in the grounds just
outside the house Mrs. Parke had taken. Hat in
hand, he stepped up to her. but to his sorrow the girl
stared at him coldly without showing the least sign
of recognition, which was not, surprising, seeing that
But Stephen was
I'eggy had never met him before.
not to be dismissed so easily.

He had

'

.

Why

!

you. and you only
And feeling that she would say something which
\rould reveal her secret If she stayed longer, Peggv
ran away, leaving the young man more worried
and bewildered.
I

„

The Real Louise Returns.

ANDcoming

just at this time there was another character
The
to play a part in this comedy.
'
real Louise Parke was on the way to Greenwich.
She had not sailed on the " Bologne," because the
day before she had been struck down with an attack
of brain fever.

She was very ill for weeks, and when she recovered
she had clean forgotten all about sending a cable
saying she was sailing on that boats
She was very much surprised that there were no
letters from her mother, and yielding to one of those
sudden impulses that had always guided her life, she
decided not to write, but to take the next boat home.
When she arrived at her mother's house in Lower
Fifth Avenue, she was told that the family were at
Greenwich. Louise had neglected to bring sufficient
money with her. and when she arrived at Greenwich,
she found she had not enough in her purse to get a
cab.
Since It was not very far to the house her mother
had taken, she decided to walk.
But her illness had left her weak, and about a
quarter of a mile from her destination, she sat down
to rest on the doorstep of a cottage.
The old lady who occupied the cottage was just
begging Louise to come inside, and partake of a cup
of tea. when the girl collapsed.
The woman's husband came up at that moment,
ami together they carried Louise indoors and placed
her on the bed.

As they were taking her Inside, Peggy came down
the road and sympathetically inquired what was the
matter.
" It's a lady, miss, taken ill suddenly." explained
the old woman. " Perhaps you would like to go
"
inside and see her ?
As Peggy went into the little bedroom, Louise
opened her eyes. The two girls stared at each other
for sonic time, and then Louise said
" Who are ypu ? "
" I was just going to ask yon the same tiling."
Please excuse
replied Peggy, ™ but I think 1 know.
me. I will be back in a minute with a doctor."
She ran back to the house, and found Dr. Granville.
To him she told the storv of the girl, and her suspicions
that she was the real Louise Parke.
" Did she
Impossible " exclaimed the doctor.
"
say anything ?
" I did not wait. She looked so ill that I thought
the best thing to do was to fetch you at once," Mid
:

1

Peggy.

The doctor hurried off to the cottage, and found
It was indeed
that Peggy's suspicions were correct.
Louise, and to his great relief. Dr. Granville fmiuff
there was nothing seriously the matter with her.
(Continued on page 18.)
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THE TENNIS BOOM.

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

one of America's
foremost story writers, says he finds relaxation
from mental fatigue as soon as he takes a
racquet in his hand.

DOROTHY PHILLIPS
formidable

opponent.

love set

if

likes a

You'll

game, and is a
never have a

you play with her.

And

ENTHUSIASTIC STARS IN
FILMLAND FIRMAMENT.

JACK DEMPSEY,

the world's heavyweight
champion, is also a keen player. Here we see
Jack ready to serve. I -hear he can play almost
as well as he can fight.

tennis even has a part in the new Vitagraph photo-play.
This photograph
BILL
is the man returning the ball.
a serial.

DUNCAN

is

a scene from

—

r

—

-
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IS

HIDDEN
Her

collapse

{Continued from

FIRES.

pnae

76.)

was only due to a momentary weak-

ness.

then told her how he had persuaded Peggy to
impersonate her, so that her mother's life should
not be endangered.
" In the circumstances, Louise, I think you had
better wait here till I can think of some scheme, by
w hich you can take your place at your mother's side
without endangering her by too sudden a shock."
Louise, who was now a totally dilferent girl to the
wayward, self-willed one she had been in Paris, gladly
consented.
" I will do whatever you think best, dear doctor."
" And I should like to thank the girl you
she said.
call Peggy for what she has done."
" You shall see her to-night, I promise yon," said
Dr. Granville.
" It is she I must find now, to consult "
But Peggy was already working out a plan. She
realised that her wonderful holiday had come to an
end, but she was a girl who could alua\s get great
joy out of the happiness of other*. She determined
to bring Stephen and Louise together, and to that end
sought Stephen at hu hotel.
" You must not ask me any questions, but just
listen to me.
If you love me as you say you do. you
will marry me to-night.
You must meet me at the
little cottage, just as you enter the village."
lie held out his arms to her, but Peggy had no
wish to take the kisses that belonged to Louise. She
ran out of the room, saying, " To-night at eight."
As she was entering the house, George Landos, who
had been waiting to see her, came up.
" Louise, I can't bear this uncertainty any longer.
I won't take no
I love you.
Will you marry me.
for an answer."
The big tears came into Peggy's ej-es. but she
pulled herself together.
" You do not love me," she said slowly. " You
love Louise Parke.
And she can never marry you."
Then, because she knew the teari were coming
a^ain, she ran away.

He

0
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

Reconciliation.
eight o'clock that night, Peggy
and took him into the cottage.

met Stephen

When he saw Louise sitting on the bed, the
young man turned to Peggy with a bewildered air.
" I do not understand what it all means," he said.
" Louise wili tell you," replied Peggy.
She turned to Louise.
" I have thought

it all

out.

I will

go

away to-night,
You can wear

and you have only to take my place.
the dresses I have worn, and your mother need never
know, till she is perfectly cured."
And Peggy had her way.
She went back to the cigar stall at the hotel. She
heard from Dr. Granville, who wrote to say that
Mrs. Parke's health had so improved that they
hi: I
been able to tell her the truth. She wishes
nie to toll you that her home is always your home,
and that you must come back to her," concluded
the doctor.

Peggy wrote to Mrs. Parke, but pleaded business
for not accepting her kind invitation.
She could
not have risked a meeting with George Landos.
But Peggy did meet George Landos. One lunch
hour when she was doing a little shopping, she went
While she was at, the remnant
to one of the big stores.
It
counter, she looked up and saw the assistant.

was George Landos.
" You work here, then

?

" was

all

she could

manage

WHEN we them

interview the failures, we find that
" / didn't
give one excuse
hare the confidence." They may not say
it in exactly these words, but the meaning is
plain.
They ran through the whole gamut of
self-distrust which is the natural result of not
having started early in the study of self the
all of

"

Why

?

—

serions realisation o£ their

*

I need not be afraid of meeting you now.
was not exactly my fault that you saw me as Louise
Purke, the rich society girl."
" I hoard all about it before I left Greenwich," remarked George. " I think you were wonderful.
But I suppose you arc disgusted with me ? "
" No.
It just makes no difference to me.
1 loved
you for yourself, but I was afraid you would not
love Peggy Murray, the cigar girl, as you loved
Louise Parke.
I don't need any explanations, Oeorgc.
You were always just good enough for me."
" Then will you marry me ?
whispered the young

It

man.
" Whenever you like, George," said Peggy.
But. it was not till after the wedding that George
told Peggy that, although it was true that he worked
at, the store, he was also the son of the proprietor anj
the junior partner.

.

*

*

Just another picture of these two lovers.
The scene is a big Atlantic liner. George and
Peggy are going on their honeymoon. As they sit
watching the shore fading away, in the distance,
there is a great shout, and a man comes leaping
across the deck towards them.
It is Stephen Underwood. He points to a girl, sitting at the other side
o! the saloon deck.
It, is Louise.
He explains that
they, too, are on their honeymoon
And just beyond
Louise are a middle-aged man and woman.
" The doctor and Mrs. Parke," whispers Stephen.
" You wouldn't lose much money if you bet there's
going to be another wedding soon."
( Adipted from
pi ty featuring

Pejgy anJ

incidents in the Stoll photoMae Marsh in the dual role of
Louise. By permission.)

own

capabilities.

This makes it easy to understand their plight.
we know ourselves, we are strengthened that
much, because we can bolster up our weaknesses.
We will know enough to combat timidity. We
can then know what we are capable of, and thus
become conscious of our innate powers that only
need to be called into action in order to become
useful.
We cannot imagine for an instant a
great violinist going out on the concert platform
If

ignorance of the condition of his instrument.
And yet, failures go out on the stage of life knowing nothing of their strengths and weaknesses—
in

and

still

expect

win

to

DOUGLAS,

we are to become successes we must keep
success in mind
banish all thought of losing.
Success is just as natural as anything else.
We
It is only a matter of the mind anyhow.
are all successes as long as we continue to think so.
it
gets
a
Once
Self-depreciation is a disease.
hold on. us good-bye
And that is why it is wise to begin early to
take hold of affairs, while we are young. Superiority of mind over our fellow man com°s from a
A healthy mind
superiority of mind and bedy.
broods a healthy body. The most superficial
Study will convince us of this fact.
Appearance counts for much in this world.
We judge largely by appearances. We haven't

—

—

!

—

time to know everyone we meet intimately, and
as a result, must base our opinions upon first
The fellow w ho comes in an office
impressions.
with his head hanging down between his
shoulders, and a frown upon his face, doesn't
get far with us.
We find ourselves looking
over his sagcing shoulders towards the individual beliind him. who eoines in with a swinging
step and the confidence born of health and
good spirits.
»

»

youth makes

for selfconfidence in after years. This is far from
meaning that one can be brazen and inclined towards froshness, and get away with it.
It merely means the marshalling of one's forces,
the command of one's self, and the ability to

make

in

others recognise that

we

are on the

map

because we belong there. And one of the quickways to accomplish this is to have a smile
tucked away for instant use. Again, this does
not mean that we are to carry round a ready-towear grin, which we wear only as we are ushered
into the presence of another.
A real smile, or
est

hearty laujh, is not

We easily
spurious.
A real

to be counterfeited.

know the genuine from the
laugh springs naturally out of a pure, unadulterated confidence and a good physical
condition. What triumphs, what splendid battles
have been won through the ability to laugh
at the right

and

spirits.

*

moment.

we find that we aro losing our
WHEVEVER
ability to smile,
have no
let's

*

*

EXPERIENCE

comes by contact. There is
no way we can have experiences without
If we
passing directly through them.
are up and doing, they come thick and fast into
our lives, some of them weighted down by the
peculiar twists and turns of circumstances,
others simple, easily understood, and still
others complicated to the point of not being
understood at all.
People are divided into two classes those
who profit by experience and those who do not.
The unfortrmate part of it Ml is that the latter
class is by far the larger of the two.
*

*

*

IF

neighbours would emulate our gymnastics,
if they knew the value of them the laugh would
be on us for dreading their opinion. One thing
we do know they will ~envy us our good health

!

»

SELF-CONFIDENCE

" Because

*

:

•

to say.
" Yes." replied George simply.
" I'm so glad," said Peggy.

tells you the secret
now, advises Doug.

it

the author.

,

AT

Try

of his Happiness,

THE

man

*

*

vigorous purpose, fine constitution, and the full knowledge of self,
sees- through an experience as clearly
as through a window.
The glass may be foggy,
but he knows what lies beyond. Self-reliant
and strong, he seeks knowledge through experience, while the weak man, the unhealthy
minded, the inefficient, stands aside and gives
him the right of way. In later years, however,
they bitterly complain that they were not given
the same chance to succeed.
The man of experience, having long since
passed through the stagos of indecision, has
through careful self -analysis learned to bridgo
difficulties that would make others tremble with
fear.
He knows that every lane has a turning.
He may not see it at the moment. , He may not
know where it is. But that doesn t worry him.
He picks up his bundle and trudges shead. confident that victory awaits him somewhere along
the line.
The fact that he believes in himself
sets him apart from ordinary mankind.
of

*

»

»

men have been
MANY
stand why they attained
great

at loss to tindersuccess.
It is

well-nigh impossible for them to outline
the causes that led them to the top rungs of tho
The reason is that their lack of fear of
ladder.
experiences was an unconscious one. rather
than a conscious one. However, they are
willing to admit tb.it acting on the principle of
profiting by experience loaned them initiative
with Which to proceed. They soon came to
know- opportunity at sight and had only to look

around to

find

it.

The young man standing on the threshold

of

from lack of experience, puzzled over the
future.
He looks above him and sees the tower-

life is,

ing successes. He reads in the papers of the
massive" characters who have risen from the
bottom to the top. Naturally, he would like
to meet one of these giants of success and hear
what he has to say. The interview is quite
" Get busy and profit by experience,"
needless.
is about all the advice one man can give to
another. There is no way to profit by experience until wo have had experience, so
thoro is nothing to do but get busy and experience will come as fast as we can absorb it.

false

We

are neglecting our physical
notions.
well-being.
Let us then and there drop tlio
sombre thoughts and get out into the open air.
Hun down the street, and if possi ble<, out into
the country.
If we see a tree and have the inclination to climb it
well, then, climb it.
If
we are sensitivo about what the neighbours
might say too bad
Hut we can romp with
easy graco. If we but know, how gladly our

—

—

!

(Doug, glues us

more good advice next week.)

»

i

—
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THE STAR OF THE NETHERLANDS.

|

ADELQUI

K DnnnnnnnannainnnnDnnnnnDn K

MIGLIAR,

the star of the AngloHollandia Film Company, is not only a
wonderful artiste, but ho is also a man of
brilliant, attainments in many spheres.
Horn some thirty years ago in Coneepcion,
Chili, of a Chilean father and an Italian mother,
his early youth was spent as a cowboy on his
father's farm.
But the boy who tended the
cows so assiduously at the same time as keenly
read of the famous authors of the world and a
wider horizon than the boundaries of the
Chilean farm loomed before him.
At sixteen he left the place of his birth to
spend three happy years in Italy, studying
literature, and although he then returned to
Chile, he felt that he could never go back to the
old life for good. So it was that a very little later
he set his foot on the first rung of the ladder
that was to lead him to ultimate fame. A stage
tour through Central America and California
was his first theatrical experience, and in 1910,
when America was just beginning to go ahead
with motion pictures, Adelqui made his screen
debut.

Keeping Pace With Filmland.
" rT"'HOSE were amusing days," he

Her New Love.
Marie " Kitty, the comedy queen, hasn't a
thought for anything nowadays except her now
car.
She's absolutely in love with it."
" Another case of man being
Cyril (coldly)
roplaccd by machinery."
:

:

She Knew His Love.
leading man and

THEbeen

hubby
was
on himself and smooth matters over peaceably, sho
was still snippy and indifferent.
"Come over here, Jessie. Aren't " you
curious to know what is in this package ?
" Oh, not very.

can stand the strain," she

I

said.

ADELQUI MIGLIAR

in

" As God Made Her."

" Well, it's something for the one I love best
in all the world," he said coaxingly, trying to
win a smile.
" Oli, is that so ?
"I suppose,
she snapped.
then, it's that new tie you said you needed."

—

says.

the leading lady had

quarrelling, and although
willing to take all the blame

" It

was the time of the experimental stage
of the movies, and we artists were often
experimented upon with droll results for the
onlooker.
I was then playing the types of roles
that Hart and Fairbanks have since made famous.
" As the film industry advanced, however, I
realised that I would get left behind if I did not
keep pace with its evolution, so I went into train ing for every conceivable kind of sport for
swimming, diving, driving, and riding was the
next popular phase of tho film world, and the
chief qualification for the hero then was to do all
these things rather than to be able to act."
But the artistic side of Adelqui Migliar rebelled against these parts, and he returned to
Italy where he acted in many of the Gloria and
Pasquali productions.
At present he is working on a number of films
for the Anglo-Hollandia Film Company, in
which he plays male lead. Perhaps you have
seen his wonderful performance in " John
Heriot's Wife " or " Carmen of the North " ?
If not, you will have the opportunity of seeing
him soon in " As God Made Her."

agent was on top of

the press
"
SO Blanc

—

—

-t-f

Success.

Mont

?

" Not at

all

"
!

" But he said so."
" True.
Two months ago when he returned
from his holidays, he said he had been at tho
foot of Mont Blanc.
Since then he has gradually
lied himself to the top."

A

Wise Parent.

father does not withhold
conYOUR
sent to our marriage because am only a
his

"

I

small part man, I hope ?
The Girl
Oh, no. He says he'll give his
consent as soon as you get your salary raised."
:

—

He Surrendered.

A

COUPLE,"

said Simpkins, " got married
a few days ago, after a courtship which

had

lasted fifty years."

" I suppose," replied tho studio jester, " the
poor old man had become too feeble to hold out

any longer."

His Want.

DON'T know what

I want to eat to-day.
I'd like a little of everything."
" Very well, sir," replied the waiter,
" the hash will be ready in a few minutes."

I

Fishy.

LARRY
star,

SEMON, the Vitagraph comedy
has gone into the mountains of
California to have a fishing holiday.
Besides fishing for fish, it is said that Larry intends to fish for comedy ideas.
The Shark.
Mr. Movie " Why, my dear, I thought you
was no excitement to be had in this
?
I've just had an extraordinary en:

said there
dull place

"

counter with a shark
" Good
"Mns. Movie
!

:

Harold

gracious,

"

Where ?
Mr. Movie
settling

"

At our hotel, dear.
up with the proprietor."
:

!

I've been

•

All Alike.

Barber

"

:

Want

a haircut,

" I don't
cut."

Film Star
want 'em all

:

sir ?

want any

"

partiality.

1

His Excuse.
" Before
lay

you were married, you said you'd
life for me ? " sobbed the dainty

down your

" I

'

1

star.

..

know

,

.

'

-

.

.

.„

.

t

he said solemnly. " but this
is so tiny there's no place to lay

it,"

confounded fiat
anything clown."

Plain Enough.
The Star " But you don't seem to grasp
my meaning. I'll try and make myself a
little more plain."
Her Jealous Rival " Don't do anything
:

:

ADELQUI MIGLIAR

is a man of charactei who can portray the deeper emotions because
he has delved
beneath the surface of things and is a student of life in all its phases.

rash, dear.

work

One

of nature."

is

foolish to interfere with the

,

to
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At the Dressing Table.
By Mimosa.

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM

How Millicent Cheated Father Time.

The

hadn't seen Millicent for over three years,
when 1 called on her a few days ago. I knew
she had taken up munition work at the beginning of the war,, and from what I had heard
of her from time to time, hard work, early
rising, and late to bed, I quite expected to
find her looking older, and very much the
worse for her three ^years' work. But far
from looking jaded and tired, I found her

Sand

I

younger and fresher than when I had last
Her complexion was smooth and
clear, and her hair brighter, and more glossy
than before, while the few wrinkles which I

seen her.

remember had entirely disappeared.
How She Preserved Her Complexion.
After a

little

persuasion she told

me

the

Removing the Wrinkles.

When

asked what she had done to remove
the little wrinkles which 1 remembered round
her eyes and mouth, she told me nothing.
The use of the mercolized wax had done the
trick without any effort on her part.
This
wax, it seems, gently peels off all the dead
outer skin, slowly and imperceptibly while
one sleeps, and with the dead skin, all lines
and wrinkles, leaving the fresh young complexion beneath clear and smooth.
of Superfluous Hair.
There was another point upon which
1
Millicent used to
was very curious.
have a slight growth of hair on her upper

which, I am forced to admit, entirely
spoilt her claims to being considered a pretty
girl, and this too had entirely disappeared,
owing to the use she told me of a little powdered pheminol. After two applications, she
said, all traces of the growth had disappeared,
but as a precaution she had used some tekko
paste for a couple of weeks afterwards.
lip,

How She Kept Her Hair

Bright and Glossy.

To keep

her hair in good condition she had
shampooed it regularly every fortnight with
a dessert spoonful of stallax dissolved in hot
water, then dried it without, rinsing (as this is
not necessary when using stallax) and given
Every month she gave
it a good brushing.
it a stimulant in the form of a simple tonic.
For one week in every four she massaged into
the roots every night a tonic made by mixing
an ounce of boranium with four ounces of
Bay Rum or Eau dc Cologne.

A Perfectly Natural Colour.
had always been naturally pale, and
remarked on the pretty flush which had

Millicent
I

Parasol

CONSIDERABLE

lutely unfitted

for

But although we criticise these costumes on
the "screen, the same ideas are often to be seen
on the beach aud how stupid these befrilled
suits look when they are wet and bedraggled
The thin girl is apt to make elaborate choice
for her swimming or bathing suit, with a view
;

!

to hiding her slimness, yet she will be far wiser
to wear a plain, straight suit that will not
attract half the attention the more elaborate
affair is bound to do.

Make Your Own Suit.
these days of prohibitive
IN bathing
suit is rather a big

of girls wear sar.dals when
water, and these may as
well be made to look pretty as " not.
They are rather apt to wear out quickly the
top part, anyway leaving the soles in quite
good condition. If you have a pair in this
state, just make new tops for them and bring
them, into use again.
Get a piece of strong,
coarse linen, using the old shoe-top as a pattern,
extending a piece up the back to transform
into the new bootee shape.
Then bind the
edges with coloured galon, embroider an
-

;

That Old Parasol.

ARE you the

substantial quality can be obtained reasonably,
and as only a small amount will be required,
the cost will not be considerable. Deep white
tape or coloured cotton braid can be adopted
to bind all the edges, while a bold design in
embroidery will make it appear out of the
ordinary. A simple but novel idea that caught
my eye the other day in one of the large shops
was on a suit of Navy stockinette. All round
the neck and hem of the tunic, at
intervals of about six inches, squares
of white material were appliqued
on to the garment. The effect was
bold and becoming.

possessor of a parasol that is
good condition, but that
needs a little freshening up this season ?
Well, why not bring it absolutely up-to-date by
stencilling a design all the way round the edge
of it ?
Open tho parasol to commei.ee operations, and have everything at hand before you
start.
You will need a stencil plate and one or
two old colours, and one or two stencil brushes.
really in quite

Be

suro that the stoncil plate is of an
exact size to fit the division of the sunshade, so that the design runs oil round
cont inuously and evenly.
You can
cither buy or hire a stencil plate, or
cau even cut one out yourself in
stencil paper with the aid of a sharp
knife.
Jf you do not want the

into

her cheeks.

This she confessed

was not natural (although it had deceived
even an expert like myself), but was brought
nbout by using a little pure eolliandum, which

A

Ideas

BRITISH

film

artiste

who

Do

;

holes in the stoncil. If variety
of colour is desired, dab lighter
colour through some of the flower
potnls, and have darker for tho
others.
Perhaps it would be as
well to experiment with the stencil
first, to see that you get tho right
colours in the right holes.
Be
careful that the brush is not too
wot when putting on the colours.
Leave to dry.

with

J&

colours in the latter

were

repeated

in

the design of raflia
that adorned the
front of the suit.
Plain knickers were
left
loose at the
knee, and over this
a straight jumper
placed that extended
affair was
A
within six inches of the knee.
narrow girdle of the coloured fabric
encircled the waist and tied at the
back.

Another was

of

Xavy Shantung,

bindings of brilliant chorry
red, a bunch of cherrios being
embroidered at ono side of the
front of tunic and on tho lowor
part of one'leg of the knickers.
Straight lines of grey silk cable
stitching formed the solo trimming on another suit of a peacockblue,
while . rose • pink
spoiled
foulard decorated a grey suit.

with

not attempt the work rlon^,

but get someone to help you, so
the parasol is kept in
position. Place the stencil on
one of the divisions exactly
where you wish the design to
go and pin in place
then,
dipping the brush into the paint,
just dab it lightly through the
that

!

The Picture

FROCKS
very
tion

;in

evidence

this

The Picture Girl has a fancy for
mixing a checked green-and-whito
gjnghain with the coolest and palest
of green linens, and tho result is
delightful for a tennis frock.
A
bright green patent-leather belt
encircles the waist.
The design is orranged with n twogored skirt, gathered beneath the
edge of the long-waisted Magyar
bodice, which is cut in points. The
V. shaped neck and short sleeves aro
finished with a band of the plain
Ho. 27,853.— A pretty frock
material, and n fastening is
for tennis of
patterned or
effected on the shoulder. A How
plain material.
2 J yards of plain 36-inch-wide

and

pattern

SF.l.VEDGES

how

two materials are

much

gingham.

This diagram shows you

Girl's Frock.

of

summer, and the combinais usually most effective.

linen

Parker Belmont's Clynol Berries Eor
(Advt.)

ransfor.

different colours, and the designer
has adopted different schemes for
The one that
their decoration.
attracted me most was one of natural

she applied to her checks with a piece of cotton
wool.
The beauty of this colour was, that it
appeared absolutely natural, for it deepened
rs the atmosphere became warmer, just as a
natural colour would.

Obesity.

trouble of making your own design,
you can cut it from an ordinary

taken a bungalow by
entire
sea
for
the
summer, and who indulges in a
dip at every opportunity, has made
herself about four of the most
delightful bathing suits imaginable.
'*
They are so comfy," she
declares," and I made them without
any pattern, and so cheaply "
All are made of Shantung, of
has
the

inch-wide
Shantung,
bands of brilliantly coloured
and patterned Shantung at
all edges. The

—

—

anchor, or some such design on the toe and
work buttonholes at equal distances in the leg
part.
Then firmly and neatly attach the new
linen top to the old string sole.
Then you
put on. thread coloured lacings through the
eyelet holes, and you will be delighted with
the novelty of the result.

prices, the
detail
but
it
can" quite easily be made up at home
cheaply and well.
Woollen jersey cloth of

Some Novel

-Shoes.

majority
THEentering
the

sea-water bathing.

actual

— Tke

Sand

comment has frequently
been raised upon the toilettes of the
film
bathing girls.
They are very
pretty and effective usually, but it must be
admitted that the same costumes are abso-

1

A Slight Growth

come

tke

—

Re-covering Your
Picture Girl's Frock.

Suit- -Some. Original Ideas

how she had not only

kept, but improved, her looks during the three years in
which we had not met, in spite of her hard
work and late hours.
She told me she owed the freshness of her
complexion to the regular use every night of a
little plain mercolized wax.
This she rubbed
gently into the face and neck, leaving it on
all night, and washing it off in the morning
with warm water. She had entirely given
tip the use of powder, which she told me she
felt sure caused wrinkles, and was using instead a lotion made by mixing an ounce of
cieminite in about two ounces of water.
This lotion gives a most natural appearance
and is beneficial to the skin, and judging by
her complexion I can well believe it.
secret of

H ome-Made Battling
Shoes — Stencilling

OF 38 INCH MATERIAL

the pattern

is

cut.

in

I

%

yards

of

check

You can

obtain a
22. 24. 20. and 28 inch

wuisl sizes from I'icTrui: Snow
Pattern Dept.. 233. Regent .St..
London, W. I. for Is. each. Send
P.O. made pnyable to tho Picnit] Show.

—

'
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HAY FEVER

DANIELS.

Emotional A<ftresa in

SUMMER CATARRH!

Comedy

Rotes.
Banish

immediately
Bebe Daniels
name
THEconjure
and
comedy
up
will

of

visions of
quaintly humorous characters.

films,

These

are tho parts wo have always seen her in,
but now things have altered, for as in answer
Bebe is now to play emotional
to her desire
parts in Cecil de Mille's productions. And,
if possible, she is even better in these role?
khan she was as a comedienne".
Bebe is a dark-haired, dark-eyed Spanish
type, with an olive skin and very red lips
just tho type to bo an emotional actress.
True to her name, she started her professional
career when she was only a baby, for at the
tender age of ten weeks she played under,
study for a doll in her father's company. In
fact, she asserts that s"he could be emotional at
that age, for she always cried at the right time.
At the age of four she took the part of the
little Duke of York in " Richard the Third,"
and at the age of nine acted in " The Prince
Chap " and " The Squaw Man."
Later on she took to motion picture work,
and starred as a comedienne in a great

—

—

number

of films.

•

INFLUENZA

Hay

Summer

Fever, Influenza,

Catarrh,

NOSTROLINE

and Head Colde,

with
naial
gives instant relief, soothes irritation,
stops catarrh, clears the head and disinfects.
specific.

It

Always keep

Costs pence

trouble.

and pleasant

this safe
freely at first

Use

handy.

sign

remedy

of nose or throat

— saves pounds.

Convenient tubes, 1/3 and 3/-, all chemists, or
send 1/5 or 3/3 to NOSTROLINE LABORA-

TORIES, 5A,

Clifton. Bristol.

NOSTROLINE
HER MOUSTACHE
FOR EVER AFTER 30 YEARS.
KILLED

I
Told Her Free How to Destroy All Trace
of Superfluous Hair Growths, Never to
Return, just as I did.

However, you will soon see
you can see which

her in emotional parts, and
part you prefer her in.

LET

ME HELP YOU ALSO

FREE.

sufferer from Superfluous HairP Have you
tried every paste, powder, and liquid you ever heard of,
in the hope of getting rid of it for ever, root and all,
only to find that everything made it worse? Have you
submitted to the painful electric needle, only to find that
it, too, is useless, as well as dangerous?
Hava you come
to the conclusion that Superfluous Hair can never be
cured, and that you must always go through life obliged
constantly to use temporary depilatories, or else be
subject to the remarks of others as lone
as you live?
If so, no matter how stubborn your

Are you a

In fancy
costume,

growth

,

many

how

of

thinga

have

I want you to write to me. I
will send you free the saine information which enabled a prominent Edinburgh lady to write: *' You have a
wonderful way to cure Superfluous
Hair. I had a heavy moustache for 30
years, but there is no trace left now."
And the friend in Kent says: " Since I
failed,

i

followed your advice four months ago,
I have not a single hair left on my lip.
It is wonderful to be free from it after

being troubled so many years.
I myself was troubled for years and spent a small fortune without reliof. until my late husband, a well-known
officer in the British Army, came into possession of a
closely guarded secret of the Hindoo Religion, by which
the native women of India are enabled to obey the laws
of their religion, that they must destroy all trace of
Superfluous Hair on all parts of their body. It destroyed
my own growth for ever after all else failed, so that- it
It has done the same for many
has never returned.
three penny
others. It will cpst you nothing except
stamps for postage, etc., to secure full details. Just cut
out and send me or copy the coupon below, with your
name and address, stating whether Mrs. or Miss. That is
all.
Is ii> not worth the trouble? Address as below;
or copy

of

same to be sent
and address

THIS FREE COUPON witli your name
and 3d. stamps.
Mhs. HUDSON: Please send me free full
and instructions

information

to cure superfluous hair; also details

beauty secrets as soon as you can. Address.
4, No. 9, Old Cavendish
Fkedeeica Hudson, File
Street, London, W.l.

of other

M

IMPORTANT NOTE.— Mrs. Hudson
high in Society,
Officer, so you

and

the
write

is

can

widow
her

belongs to a familij

of a
tcith

prominent Army
every confidence.

Address as above.

Instantaneous Hair Colouring
" Kopatine"
Instantaneous
gives perfect colours from
Blonde to Black, leaving the
hairsoftAnd glossy. Absolutely
harmless.
safe and
clean,
Will not wash or brush off, or
Does not stain
soil the linen.
theskin. Specially suitable for
home use or when travelling.
Price 6/6-

Double

size,

10/0.

" Kopatine " Al-Khanna.
A
henna colouring, giving permanent results in any shade dePrice 6. 6.
Sold by Hariods, Selfrirlges,
sent direct. Appli-

sired.

etc., or

cations given daily in our
salons with the greatest
Call for adt i<:i or
write for booklet.^
Kui-atine Cie. (Dept. 24),
34, Buckingham Palace Road,
Lonrlnn, S.W.I.

success.
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Case " is not given in the published cast.
In fact,
there are four interrogation maiks where his name
ought to be, which shows what a mysterious person he
was. Peggy Hyland is English.
" Iris
(Manchester). More Hepworth films ought
certainly to be shown in your locality. Why not
approach one or two of the theatre managers ? Jack
Holt was opposite Elsie Ferguson in " His Parisian
Wife." H. Palmerson Williams married Marguerite

—

If

you want to know onythincr about Films or Film Players
THE THIRST FOR REALISM.

—

recent
to
THEmoment
of writing,

W. S. Hart who, at the
is on the road to recovery
forcible reminder to us of the risks
film artistes are frequently exposed in order
who enjoy their pictures in comfort might
nccitlent

comes as a
to

which

that

we

have a

little excitement.
Unfortunately, it is not likely to be the last real
accident which will go unscreened.
For though
Hart was performing nothing greatly sensational at
tr>e time, there are others who are constantly risking
life and limb before the eye of the camera.
It is,
therefore, little short of marvellous thet so many of
tnem come through their " stunts " unscathed or
Ibat the injuries from which some of them must
surely sutler at times are not greater or worse than they
have been up to now. The public, who, of recent
years, have been let into several of the secrets of film
production, are, of course, aware that there are instances where the use of dummies becomes absolutely
necessary.
One must expect a limit, after all. even to
But there is a
ne most daring hero's daringness.
noticeable tendency all the same to reduce the number
c! such devices by giving us actual feats in which
tbe artistes openly conrt death or serious accident
while doing some of their parts.
The question whether the public want so much
realism, involving, as it must do, terrible risks, will
Thrills
doubtless be given an answer sooner or later
are necessary in certain plays, and a due proportion
of sensationalism on tbe screen will not be out of place
But it will
if the latter is to be a true reflex of life.
not be a healthy sign if we allow any morbid desire
for sensation to carry us to the extent of demanding
more from the artistes than would be good for themselves.
Since they do their best to please us it is
but right that some limit should be placed for their
own safety on the feats which they are expected to
perform.
Meanwhile, it is impossible not to admire
deeply not merely their acting, but the undeniable
courage which they so frequently display in the face
of all dangers.
i

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue,
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
Ihe writer (not for publication), as no anonymous

communications can be answered. Address ?
The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 85. The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

—

" Matsif. " (Beddington). I am pleased to know
your brother lias recovered, and that lie found this
paper such a source of pleasure during his illness.
Murjoric Daw, whose real name is Margaret House,
was born in 1903 in Colorado Springs, California.
" Bolshevism " features Alice Calhoun, Ivy Ward, and
CLias. Itii Kiii-iii.
S. It. (Bexhill-on-Sea).

—

I am sorry I shall not be
any reader where American stars arc stayBut they can
ing when they arc in this country.
always be reached through this olhce, and 1 shall
never mind forwarding on letters to any of than. I
expect you have seen ere this Che answer to your

able to

tell

tecond query.

Clark.

—

(Wolverhampton), and Mildred (Liverpool). Regret
the information you are all wanting lias not been

made

public as vet.

M. E. N. (Coventry), " Vera " (Cwmdare), C. W.
(Birmingham), M. S. (Glasgow), " Lila " (Forest
Gate), "Heather" (Luton), D. C. (Liverpool),
F. C. (Oxford), E. G. (I^eds), D. H. (Streatham,
"
S.W.). E. P. (Cambridge), D. F. (Stockport), *' IVY
(Hornsev, N.), " Mildred " (Manchester), I. A.
(Maidstone). S. M. B. (Gainsborough). D. and E. B.
" EI.SIE
"Chips," (King's Lvnn),
(Preston),
(Mansfield). A. 0. (London), E. T. (Stockton), G. M.
(Willesden), A. W. (Lewisham), K. F. P. (Smethwick), N. S. (Liverpool), R. G. (Belfast),- W. N.
(London, N.W.), G. F. (Woodbridge). " Lily "
" F'lorrie "
" Margaret "

(Parkstone),
(Swansea),
(Liverpool), and E. H. M. (Bristol).
I am pleased
to get your letters. But as the same questions were
answered quite recently, do you all mind following
the example of Lot's wife ? Of course, write agaiu

—

any day you

like.

—

Esther " (Middlesborongh). Yon happen to
be right. The same actor did not play in both films.
"

In " Greed " it was Hobart Henley, and in " That
Devil Bat'eesc " it was Monroe Salisbury.
D. (Boston). Of course, you have no need to
be timid of me. Robert Walker was Graham Guthrie
in "The Sins of the Children," and Stuart Holmes
took the part of Nicholas Kenyon. I must look up
the other name.
"Snowdrop" (Ferndalc). Why be so terribly
upset with me, for how was I to know that Henry
Gsell was your favourite ?
Of course, he played
opposite Pearl White in "The Fatal Ring," but the
leader whom I answered already knew that.
" Topaz " (Ashton-on-Mersey). Janet Alexander
and Richard Buttery were in
I Hear You Calling
Me." The cast of "The House of Hate" does not
give the name you mention. Theda Bara is married
to Tom Bodkin, and Bryant Washburn to Mabel

—

C

—

—

Forrest.

—

S. E. F. (Gloucester).
The " honour." as you
put it, of beiag Jaek Mulliall's wife does not happen
to belong to Juanita Hansen.
1 will tell you her
name some day. William Duncan and Carol Holloway
played the leads in " The Fighting Trail."

—

Edith (Oxford). Monte G. Blue was with Mary
Piekford in " M'liss," and also in " Johanna Enlists."
He is two inches over six feet, has brown hair
and eyes, and was born in Indianopolis in 1890.
K. D. A. (Bombay). You evidently have the luck
to see serials long before they are released over here.
Anyway, you enjoyed them while our enjoyment is
a thing we must look forward to. Marie Walcamp
was born on July 27th, 1894, in Dennison, Ohio.
Jack Mulhall was the artiste in question. No
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran are inseparables on the

—

—

—

"Maria"

(Macclesfield).— Theda Bara was born

—

" Ethel " (Grangemouth). So you hope to be a
cinema actress when you grow up ? Y'ou may be,
perhai>s, if Fortune is kind to you.
The name of the
artiste who took the part of Avion in "The Carter

X

Belasco, and John Gilbert.
" Chatterbox " (Old Traftord). So you want,
more about.Tom Moore and Eugene O'Brien. I am
sure you must have liked the recent art plate of the
former. It was Ashton Dearholt in " The Bride's
Awakening."
E. C. (Leith) and others. Your information was

—

—

correct, but

they parted.

Alice

is

now

James Regan, a non-prpfessioual.

the wife of

—

" Drifting

Smoke " (Hemsworth). Jack Warren
Kerrigan is single at the moment of writing, and if he
has not abandoned his bachelor ways by the time you
read this you ought to be happy. So you are longing
to be an artist, as you can sketch a bit. Antonio
Moreno is also a bachelor.
R. H. A. B. (Leamington Spa).— Natalie Talmadge.
the-youngest of the three gifted sisters, has not been
on the films very long. It was her married sister.
Norma, who played in " The Forbidden City."
" The Wasp " (Morpeth). Did you try to make my
acquaintance a long time ago ? Well, 1 really don't
remember being stung, and even now you seem good
No, Constance and Faire
and harmless enough.
Binney are not twins. Neva Gerber is twenty-five.
Don't give up hope about Ben Wilson, for one never
knows when some of these artistes will yield up their

—

secrets.

—

" Alice " (York). Yes, I expect there must be
heaps of Alices at Y'ork, and when the cry goes up
"Where art thou?" I hope you will step forward
briskly, and accept with my blessing the information
herewith. Olive Thomas has brown hair aud darkblue eyes. Jack Piekford is twenty-four. Enul
Bennett has blue eyes and light hair, aud comes from

York

screen.
in 1890 in Cincinnatti, and not in the Sahara Desert.
Stars don't very often give news about their relatives.
Malvina Longfellow has dark hair.

—

" Diana " (Hastings). Yes. what a list. Diana, but
being a good sort (I feel sure you must be, from your
letter), I know you won't mind my cutting it down .to
half for reasons of space. Margarita Fisher and Jack
Mower were the leads in " A Square Deal," and 111
"The Circus of Death" the leading artiste was Miss
Evelyn. No, Irene Castle has no children. Up to
the moment of writing, 1 have failed to discover just
when Olga Petrova was born, and I do not think she.
has revealed the secret to anyone as yet. Gladys
Cooper was born on December 18th, 1889. Lottie
Piekford has not done much film work on the whole.
" Edna " (Westcliff-on-Sca) and M. E. P. (Birmingham). In " A Romany Lass," the loads were James
Knight and Marjorie Villis. Hayford Hobbs and
Margaret Bannerman in " Hindlc Wakes." and
Mildred Harris and Lew Cody in " For Husbands
Only." William Faversham was the hero in " The
Silver King."
Yes, Creighton Hale is still acting,
and two recent films of his are " Love and Finance
and " The Thirteenth Chair."
" Pandean " (Brighton). J. Warren Kerrigan's
birthday is on July 25th. In " The Three
Gordons," the other artistes with him were Lois
Wilson, Don Bailey. I.eatrice Joy, Walter Perry, Jay

in Australia.

" Interested

—

Reader "
W. R.

(Leeds).
Fritzi Brunette,
Daly, was born in 1894.
Gloria Swanson was born in Chicago, Illinois, tweutyone years ago. She is the wife of Herbert Samborne,
and "first drew attention to her abilities in Mack
Sennctt comedies. Your two other queries were

who

is

married to

answered recently.

(Continued on page 23.)

" Pollyanna " has not becu released

as yet.

"Vivian"

(Southampton) and K. and J. D.
now that Franklyn
understand
real name is William Smith, is not
related to William and Dustin Farnum-who are
Herbert Rawlinson iD " Back to the
brothers.
Woods" with Mabel Normand.
It. A. (Bradford).
I hope your little dispute has
not resulted in any broken bones or broken friendships.
These arc the artistes who appeared in " The House of
Antonio Moreno (Harvey Grcsham), Pearl
Hate,"
White (Pearl Waldon), J. II. Gilmour (Winthrop
Walilon), Paul Cierget (Ezra Waldon), I'eggy Bhaynor
(Naomi Waldon), and 3, Webb Dilliou (Hayncs
(Islington).

—

I

Fa mum, whose

—

:

Waldon).

No.
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1
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—

" Baus " (West Hartlepool). Sorry, I have no
photos for disposal, " Balis," of your favourite. " A
Mitch in Time," "Fortune's Child," "Too Many
Cooks," and " His Own People"*' are a few of Gladys
1 e>lie's tilms.
March &th. 1899 marked her entry
Into this world.
" Judy " (Streatham).
So you compare me to
Paddy Long- Legs, since you and all my other
leaders can. like "Judy," write to me, though, more
lortunate than
Judy/' they can get their letters
answered. That is very nice of you, but it would not
do for me to destroy illusions by saying what I am
Your question about Franklyn Farmim is
like.
answered above.
- bxelu " (Balaam). D. A. (Horueki), J. E. W.

—

Oat'me

Soap and water remove only the surface dirt
OATINE removes all the dirt and oily secretions
by cleansing the pores of the skin thoroughly.
Use OATINE CREAM at night, 1 6 and 3'-; and
;

before going out, use

OATINE SNOW, 13

a jar.
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Answers to Correspondents

^'"^
from page

22.\

H. (Wallsend-on-TyncL—Your

favourites hapC.
pen to be those who aro deluged with hundreds of
litters each day, hut you may tret a surprise yet.
151uo-eyed Katherine Agnew Mac Donald (let us give
her her full name) was horn in Pittsburg. U.S.A.
It. M. W. (Exniouth).— Indeed, yours is a sluppiug
order and you evidently mean to astouisb. your
friends and relations with your fund of knowledge.
Several of your favourites do not diselose the precise
information required, but how will this do tor your
collection of agea? Alice Brady (1897). Irene Castle
(18931 Mildred Harris Chaplin (1901), Ivy Close
(1891), Elsie Ferguson (Aug. U)th. 1883), LUIiau tiisli
(Oct. Uth, latK Henry Osell (1889), Creighton Hale
(IS'.rJ), Wanda HawUjv (1897), Louise Lovely (189B).
Doiothv Phillips ( 1892).. Herbert Rawrinsou (1885),
Ruth Koland (1896)., and Jackie Saunders (1892). Let
me liave the balance another time.

—

" Alfred " (Morristou). W'by be so sorry ? I am
Jean Benton in " A Fight for
here to be troubled.
Millions" was out old favourite, Edith Johnson. I
understand that Helen and Elsie Ferguson arc not
sisters. Frauccsca Bertini is Italian. Hilda Bayley was
the licroiue in " Under Suspicion." You ought to try
and see Mary Miles Miuter before you grow much
older.

" Blaxco " (Chelmsford), and others.— 'fake note,
ye anxious ones, Violet Hopsou does not state who
she is married to. Alma Taylor is in her twenties
all

and

is

single.

Henry Edwards and Stewart Rome

are two famous bachelors of the screen.
•'
Paddy " ( Lewtshain). Glad you find so

—

much to
interest you one way and another not forgetting, of
course, dear Bobby Harron whom 1 kept bobbing up
against all through your epistle^ So he has captivated
yon, Quite. But you have given him three years too
much I mean iu age. He is only twenty-four, and
liis birthday is on April Uttti
Vou wilt therefore,
be in time next year, unless some other favourite
supplants him meanwhile in your heart.
E. A. (Forest Gate}. -Yes Juauita Hansen was the
heroine in " The Bras.' Bullet." Two recent films of
" Ban e Sou el Karzan," and
Nell hhipmau's are
" A Gentleman's Agreement."

—

"Oh

—

!

:

—

Sheila 6 (Dublin). Yes, artistes don't reply very
fiuickly and one cannot blame hem really when they
have so much to do and receive several hundreds of
letters each day.
It was Gertrude Robinson who
took the part of Nina in " A Woman of Impulse."
Itill-i Ehodes is tu~. uty-two. and 1 ma ( aval-tit was
•"

is the Golden Dainty for the Golden Days.
goes with sunny hours and brings sunny
smiles — because BIRD'S is above all the happy food. The
children's frowns and tears vanish at the sight of this
creamy Custard so soon to be enjoyed.

BIRD'S

t

born

m

Rome

It

in 1884.

—

L. E. (Dublin).
Pauline Vredei ick married Willard
Mack, whose real ruuur is Charles McLaughlin. Enid
Mjirkey and Elmo Lincoln do not give the inforniation

desired.

Its lovely flavor
thrill

Bird's

«
4

Nutritious

4

YV/HERE TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE

"

is

—

FILM STAR. You are kindly requested
not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered.
If you wish to commuuicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star ou the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp to the Editor,
The PK.-rt R8 Show, Room 35, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London. E.C. 4. and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. If the letter weighs
more than 1 oz. it wiH require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra cuace. Sueh letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name anil address including the name of ycur
count; and country, and mention The Pictirb
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
he understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep

is like liquid sunbeams in the mouth.
and rich creaminess give that delicious
which signifies satisfaction and content.

Bird's Custard

—

" CKCBJI " (Paris). Your English was excellent.
Yes, Charlie Chaplin did visit your country as a
member of Fred K.u in\ Mumming Birtls. though I
am sorry I have no details. "J 'Accuse" is now
being shown in London. Yon can write to your
favourite through this ollice, if you like.
(Azore onsuers next week,'

{"picture SHOW
PERSONAL.

how lovely—
BIRD'S Custard again!"

as

Custard

wholesome and nourishing

as

it

is

sweet and delightful. Scientists tell us that
it adds 25% to the food value of the milk
with which it is prepared.
Remember

that you actually save on your sugar by
Bird's Custard so reinforces the
sweetening power of sugar that you may safely omit
it in puddings and stewed fruit, provided that Bird's
Custard is always served with them.

using

it

in

Bird's.

C340

these addresses for reference.

MALV1NA LONGFELLOW,
Co., Motograph
\V.l\ i.

House.

care of Phillips' Film
St. Martin's Lane,

Upper

RALPH GRAVES
AGNES AY RES, MADLAINE

rare of D. W. Griffith studios.
Ortenta Point. Mamaroneck. New York. I'.s.A.

TRA VERS B,

are of Fox Studios, 1401, North Western Avenue,
Aiureh"*. California, U.S.A.
GRIFFITH, care of Yitagraph Studios,
Hollywood. California.

Los

CORINNK

(More addresses next week.)

DIND YOCR PICTURE SHOWS. —Blue

If you would like to rid yourself of that troublesome Headache or Neuralgia take a l'ttle
harmless Zox Powder in a cup of tea or water and the PAIN WILL CO IN A FEW MINUTES.
upon receipt of
To prove this we will gladly send you two Zox Powders
stamped addressed envelope.
Of all Chemists and Stores in 1 6 and 3 - boxes, or post free at sam: pri:e from

cloth

binding cases made to hold the first and second
seta of 26 issues of the Picture Show can be obtained, price 2s. 6d., by post 3s., from tl»c Publishers,
the Pictujus Show. 7-9 Pilgrim Street. Ludgate

FREE

*-*

Hill. E.C. t.

THE ZOX

CO.. 11,

HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,

E.C.I.

JOE ROCK,
funny

stories

the

EDOUARD TREBAOL,

Vitagraph comedian, enjoys the
in this real adventure

and the puzzles

to read

paper for real boys.

MARSHALL

the

Goldwyn

star, likes

bow William Duncan outwits
in " The Man of Might."

R1CKS0N, JOHNNY JONES, and LUCILLE RICESON. arr great sports
Goldwyn Studios.

;

Scarface

they

sees himself as others see bim
paper.

on the cover

Big

of this interesting boys'

it

introduced to this jolly paper
" The Iron Test." He
it ever since.

told of his adventures in

has enjoyed

LARRY SEMON

love to read of thrilling adventures between scenes at the

WILL ROGERS

ANTONIO MORENO was
when

likes to read of his

friends

and co-stars in the

" Boys' Cinema."

HART

His lite
edits a page each week in the " Boys' Cinema."
story, written by himself, in now appearing exclusively in its pages.

BILL

Monday by the Proprietors, The Amaloahated Press, Limited. The Flcetway Honse, Farrinjidon Street, London, E.C. 4. Advertisement
The Flectway House, Farringdon Street, London, K.C. 4. Registered lor transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription rates Inland, 15e a>d per
Sole agcuts for Australia
Sole agents (or South Africa, The Central News Agency, Ltd.
single copies, 3id, Abroad 13s. per annum finale opies, lid.
"
17,7, LfuQt
and New Zealand, Messrs. Gordon & Ootch. Ltd. and for Canada, Tee Iiu'eoual News Co.. Ltd.
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MABEL NORM AND. -Her latest Photograph,1 6 x 1 0, in this issue.

MAE MARSH, WITH HER BONNY RARY

Mary

is.

a tiny miniature of her beautiful mother.
strict

Nurse Margaret

is

GIRL,

MARY MARSH ARMES.

She is never still a minute. Mae says her happiest days are those when
away, and she may play as long as she pleases with her baby.

j

Show, July
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Germolene

New

the

Aseptic

Skin

Dressing

—

is

tie

Ideal Curative for a'l Children's Skin Ailments.

Admire
Beauty

Mothers will find in Geimo'.ene a remedy of unequalled reliability for Ringworm, Impetigo, and all the many rashes and skin eruptions from which chi'dren
so frequently suffer. Germolene is a skin healer so exquisitely cooling that the
mere touch of it soothes the inflamed part and immediately relieves pain and
fungus
irritation, while its aseptic power arrests the growth of Ringworm
'

'

As

restores the child's skin to natural health.
germ life c:n.iot exist
in presence of Germolene it is of highest va'ue as a nursery application for
any parasitic growth in children's hair.

and soon

If you want to be admired for }-our
Beauty here is the simple secret.
Use Icilma Cream daily that's all.
For this wonderful natural beautifier
.will make and keep your complexion
fresh and clear, your hands, arms,
neck m and shoulders smooth and

—

Soothes at a Touch.
Germolene

is

matchless as a remedy for

Eczema
t:

Psoriasis

Piles
Itching

Rashes

Skin Eruptions

Ulcers

Pimples

Ringworm

Chapped Hands

1/3

& 3"

P er

tin

'

—

attractive.
And that, after all, is
true beauty.
Icilma Cream is the finest toilet aid
l?s. own. anil the only one that contains
Icilma Natttral Water.

Cuts and Burns Chilblains
and all Poisoned, Itching and
Inflamed Surfaces.
Prices

2Hth. 19':0

-

Frotn Chemists and Stores everywhere.
Larger size the more economical. Ash
distinctly for Germolene.
For an opinion as to the suitability of
FREE OPINION AND
Germolene in your case, with treatise
INSTRUCTIVE BOOK.
on skin ailments, address THE VENO
DRUG CO., LTD Manufacturing Chemists, Manchester.

Price

Use

it

per pot. everyw here.

t!3

and

daily

look your best

The Aseptic Skin Dressing
BE

YOU SUFFER

IF

be more than satisfied if you shop
by post from Noble's — the actual manufac-

You

will

Every garment is the outcome of
upwards of 50 years' experience. Send for
our Free Illustrated Catalogue —

Hartley's

from nervous, worried feelings,
lack of energy, seli-confiderLC*,
will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward, in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the
Ment
e n t o-N*
o-N c r v e Strengthening

»j»

Tr catnjent.

R?

— GOD FRY

Fabrics
Have you seen patterns of our
Costumes and Coat Tweetls
and Cloths? If not, we shall
be pleased to forward a selection, along with Catalogue of
Fashions, on receipt of postcard stating requirements.

ELLI'
-LIOTT-SMITrT,

turers.

Ltd.. 536,
Imperial
Buildings,
l.udgatc
Circus, Loudon, E.C.4.

|

sent Post Free.

Recommended fur Costumes
"Romsey " >ew Strips Tweed 9 6
"Lanark" Wool. Harrlit Efftrt.

STYLISH COSTUME.

WHY BE TOO FAT

Costume in Navy. N'eccr. ti'.-'ck.C.rcvniiil
Saxr Blue Gabardine Cloth Oat termed,

Regain Your Health

made, with panel b.ak. titintiied hutUtnIn stuck si/cs tu lit
nkirt.
1 hrc.-^orcd
1

W.iist

Bust

.C in
28 Im

Trice

Made

sp<

ally to

lOllt

ai-.ir.iM.
SC.

94 ins.

83 mi.

S3 6

measure, price 7178

fa rr/-.K.\'s

i'RHK.

AN

Material! by the yard

3
From

-

& 5.
Boots

neat nvercheck

11 6
U'oijlTwceds.crit'ice

Bangor"

ovrntuKkriPsiifti
'

Brmnksosse " Wool Tweeds,

nuxtmet. etc

lovely

Reliable Cheviots and
8

-.

10.-.

U «.

U-

It 6
Serges.

-

:

j

«/•

Dress an J liluusc Fadrics

"Rene"

spongo

Cloth,

all

ft

silky Poplins ..ill. 4 -, ».-. 6 «
"Zephyrs" t'hveks and stripe*
1 8. 110. 2 -. I 4. !

:
.

-

"Pansy"

UHinty

Prinud

Mucins
1).

13

lia" Lively frUited Voile. 1Silks. Aiti-

and a great variety in

uclal8iU».KIUry Finished FatnWja.
Printed Cambrics, (tooes. (r
etrc.Mnslin*
SttitiuttK. Oxford shirtings, itr.

;

|
i

-

:

Pattarns FREE.
Please state yoar requirements.

Cash

Chemists, Taylor's and
ail Chemists.

Write to-day for Noble's
Illustrated Fashion List.

43 Brook

ON

London, W.C.I.

For ladies »lio prefer lo hav« their
dailies mail* up themselves. )ohn
Noble. Limited, will send a selection
Please tell us
ot materials post tree.
exactly what you would Ilk* us to
sand to you.

JOHN NOBLE

&

Beauty

and reduce your weight quickly ny
commencrnu tbo nerer* failing
Antipon treatment NOW. It tana 20
yean* reputation-, and 1a the only
aaf«, iure, and plcaaant rvtscdy for
ovtr-atoutneva. No change of Hint,
bnt a reduction of Son. to 3 lb*, in a
tingle day and night. Sold by Boots
and Chemist* and Storei tho world
over. Plice S/*and S;>, or In plain
wrapper from the
TIP
CO. iDeDk in. 37, Store St,,

Skirt Lcugtli

U in

£4 ins.
tOins.

:

.

596

Model
IF5C53

Write

u»

tQ

Hartley & Co.,

21W. Stanningley

Rd..

LEEDS.

Street Mills.

MANCHESTER.

MARY PICKFORDS

LOVELY HAIR

"ARE YOU SHORT?

IINKMA SHAMPOO TABLKTS

wilt ntkii
your hair a perfect picture ot h.-auty liko
Mary's. Send P.O. 6d. fur umplp tablet,
makes 3 Shampoo*.
enclose 3
If you
stamps uxtra, we will send a copy ot Miss
Plekford's own directions and a trial ot
ductus. Doutilrico.

f?HSHOW YOUR FRIENDS

^he

"^Picture Show.

y i

health, figure, and cwrli

penny stump*
urttl

The Cinema Soap

Co., Ltd.

22,

""ad^lomdoi?

£1M0

Dept. C.T,

London, n

fur

17,
i

.

fiirtli.-i

(iuaisntee

Stroud

|4*rtk-ular*
to

Knqniry
Buad,

tiiven.

PKdb^rapk?

and ParayrapK^ cF Picbire^,

The manager, Mr. Geeves, spent a lot of
his valuable time explaining the various things
to me.
It is surprising what a lot one can
learn in a short time at a studio.
Miss
Jose Collins, who is playing tho
I saw
leading part in this photo-play.
One could
spend days watching the making of films, but
had to tear myself away
before the day's work was done.
Miss Jose Collins, in her own charming
way, wished me good-bye, and sent her love
to the readers of the Picture Show.

time was going, and

A Big Film Fee.
LILLIAN GISH,

I

amous Readers of the

Picture

Show.
No.

28.— HELENE CHADWICK.

BEAUTIFUL
wyn

star,

Hett

Chad wick, the Gold-

another

is

staunch

admirer

of our paper. Helene is one of the most
beautiful girls on the screen. Her photograph

much

in demand for decorating chocolate
Here she was caught by the camera
recognising
when
a new picture of one of her
dear friends on the screen.
is

boxes.

the last ten years,
Griffith's leading lady.
to appear for tho

for

has been D. W.
I hear now she

is

Play^ 3rd Players

waters of matrimony. Sho is at prosont simply
holiday -making.
News concerning hor futuro plans will be
issued bv the Ince studio in the near futuro.

Sessue at the Theatre.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
a couple of

weeks

director for an audience."

company.
It is rumoured that Miss Gish

Where Snow

to receive

May

to

Is.
at

is

RUMOUR
about
is

unsympathetic camera-man and a loud-voiced

ARE TRUMPS," the Drury
HEARTS
Lane melodrama now being filmed

£100,000 for her services.

Miss

been spending
York.
He

New

stage.
It was not only a treat, but an education,"
says Sessue. " It was so refreshing to sit still
and actually watch someone else act, instead
of doing all the acting yourself, with only an

Frohman Amusement Company, which already
has Ruth Clifford and Jack SherriU in their
is

has
in

says it is the best summer resort in the
world. Do you know how he has spent most
of his time ?
In the theatre, watching real
flesh-and-blood actors performing on a real

Not

to
has been
to

Marry.

the

busy that Doris May
of Wallace

become the bride

Mac Donald, but
deny it.

Miss

May

wishes

me

She emphasises the fact that at this time
sho has no inclination to plunge into the whirling

Metro

studio,

has some snow
very hard to find

it.
The real thing is
this time of the year.
Twenty-seven members of the Metro company
travelled thirty -five miles to take six scenes
in a place called Huntingdon Lake, whero

scenes in

snow o mid be found.

Merry Mabel's Picture.
demand
THENormand
has

for a- big picture of Mabel
been so insistent lately
that I have been able to persuade the
Editor to devote the centre page to merry
madcap Mabel this week. I hope this picture
v. ill please her many admirers
it was sent to
us by Mabel as her favourite and latest portrait.
:

Real Crime Stories.

ARE

you reading the

stories

series of real crime
in the Picture

now appearing

"Show ? Don't miss them they are so
and are actually true in every detail.
Inspector Flynn, whose photograph is given,
is the' inspector who had charge of the cases
in real life.
These stories are printed for the
first time in the Picture Show.
;

realistic

Make Your Own Frocks.
MILDRED DAVIS is

looked upon at
the Rolin studios as one of the Bestdressed women" there.
Mildred says
because she makes most of her frocks
•

-

'

it

is

herself.

.

-

—

'

" Every girl who can wield a needle should
do so," says Mildred. " No one knows what
.suits

you best better than yourself."

Some of the frocks made by Mildred we
shall see on the screen.
Harold Lloyd says
-sho is prettier than ever in them.
.

Fur and Feather Frocks.

TALKING

of frocks, bird and beast congenerously toward making Viola
Dana's -costumes for her Metro pictures,
""The Chorus Girl's Romance," distinctive and
attractive.
Monkey fur upon a foundation of
black net, ornamented with jet, forms a striking
evening cape. One of the gowns 6he wears as a
dancer is made of ostrich feathers. Both the
bodice and skirt are formed of row after row
of the black feathers, with only a narrow
jet band over the shoulder.
A second dancing

tribute

—

dress is of four shades of chiffon
pink, blue^
apricot, and orchid. The bodice of silver and
blue ribbon has for its only trirnming a spray
of sweet peas, bordered with ostrich feathers.

In the B.

& C.

DROPPED

Studio.

&

in at the B.
C. studio the
It is at Walthamstow, you
I other day.
know.
Everybody was working at high
pressure on their new production, which has
been adapted from Mr. Esmond's play, " The
Sword of Damocles." and which we are to see
under the title of " Fate."
|

While the crowds were anxiously waiting to catch a glimpse of Mary and Douglas outside the Ritz
Hotel, London, on their recent visit, our Editor was being received by the world-famous stars in their"
apartments. This interesting photograph was snapped by Mary's photographer to commemorate the
happy occasion,

—

'

rkiun

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.
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^tf
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" OVER THERE."
FROM
Notes and News from Los

ow

Angeles.

The End

of the Joke.

His Rise to Fame.
SOME months ago, Douglas Fairbanks

BLYTHE"
BETTY
picture in which

is now busy on a new
Lon Ghanoy is in tlie
The company has been making
Big Bear Lake.
Each morning they

a trusty servant in

cast.

scenes at
ride across the water to the place where the
scenos are being taken.
One morning Mr. Chaney invited Miss
Blythe in his row-boat.
""He rowed vigorously for some time with
apparently little progress," says Miss Blythe.
" When half-way across the lake, he paused
to wipe the perspiration from his brow, at the
same time regarding me with a calculating eye.
I felt he was just going to ask me how much I
weighed, when suddenly it was discovered
that he had been pulling an anchor "weighing
three hundred and fifty pounds. In our hilarious
efforts to lift the anchor the boat overturned,
and we had to swim to shore."

valet, "Naka."
familiar figure in the Los

Jap

tho

First

National star, who is queening it at
Los Angeles on account of her superb
beauty, is perfectly frank about tlie humble
origin of her brilliant career.
She says she
acted in four companies at tho same time,
and acted as property man, too, and all for
thirty dollars a week.

And

of

lost

his

Naka was

quite a
Angeles film colony,

and it was not only Mr. Fairbanks who missed
him when he returned to the flowery land of
his birth. During the past week or so a delega-

,

BELLE BENNETT,
beautiful star o£

a

cinema

Same.

KING BAGOT,

a fav-

ourite with lovers
photo-plays.

of

because she wouldn't let he leading comedian
hurl a custard pie into her face
I

!

Fancy the beautiful MacDonald face smeared
But they hired her again next
with meringue
day.
m
Scott's Second Case.
SCOTT tells me he has just
!

A Hard Beginning.
KATHERINE MACDONALD,

the person

—

GREGORY
finished his

part in the Broadwest film
version of " The Case of Lady Camber,"
is about the start on " Trent's Last Case,"
a film version of that thrilling detective story,
in which he plays the leading role.

and he

Fay Filmsr,

they sacked her

tion of Japanese gentlemen, obviously wealthy
and important, have been going on a visiting
round of the various studios here, and readily
obtained admission "to the Fairbanks plant,
when one of their number presented an imposing
looking card with the description, " K. Tanaka,

Teikoku Motion Picture Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan."
Fairbanks came off the "set" to
greet the distinguished visitors, and, to his
amazement, recognised in the president of one
of Japan's leading film companies his former
valet, the trusty Naka. It transpired that Naka
had managed to learn a lot about the business
between times, whilst ostensibly interested in
nothing but the brushing and pressing of his
master's clothes.
Besides occupying a proud
position as head of -a thriving firm, he has
already directed and acted in one of his own
'
pictures.

In Answer to an Advertisement.

LEATRICE JOY

got her start in pictures

by answering an ad. in a New Orleans
paper inserted by a local film company
who wished to secure a new leading lady. At
that time Miss Joy's father was recovering from
a serious illness and had gone away to Texas
to recuperate.
When she went to the studio
to undergo the first camera test, the director
suggested putting her through a little scene
Only that
in which she was supposed to cry.
morning she had received a letter from her
father saying that he was not feeling so well, and
feeling naturally worried and anxious, sho was
able to put so much genuine pathos and feeling
into her acting that she was engaged on tho
spot.

Jane's Hobby.

NOVAK'S only hobby
JANE
old daughter Virginia.

is her two-year" Ginny " occupies her thoughts all day i'ong, and even at
the studio she fills in the pauses between sceues
by embroidering dainty little garments for her
baby girl. This devoted mother says that tho
greatest shook she ever had in her life was when
she once returned after being away for seven
weeks and found that her little daughter had

-

forgotten her.

A

Strange Result.

MACLAREN one
MARY
who has not succumbed

of the few "stars
to the aviation
craze.
Sho thinks that tho fact that
she has been in three very bad motor car accidents may have something to do with it.
Curiously enough, however, she finds that the
last bad accident, which laid her up for weeks,
has not interfered in any way^in the pleasure
she still takes in her car, though it has completely broken her nerve for horse-riding, which
used to be her favourite form of exercise.
is

Another Laundry Grumble.

THE

Los Angeles laundries certainly do their
by contributing generously to tho
I
heard an
present high cost of living.
amusing story the other day of an actor who
got back his collars one week in such a hopelessly,
f raved condition, that when he sent his usual
cheque, he'' enclosed with it the following note:
" Enclosed please find cheque in settlement of
remitting you an extra dollar.
my account.
Kindly have your buzz-saws tiled at my expense."
bit

Little

JIMMIE

ROGERS
fond

is

|Hk
HUB

very

SB

of
cream
cornets.

"

—
bliss.

He

is

saving

dream.
" We'll have

all

Wttfr

his pennies so that

Little Jimmie Rogers, son ol Will Rogers, isn't one of those
golden-haired, angel-eyed children of the screen.
He's just a boy
with a saucy little nose with freckles on it. and wide-awake eyes
with twinkles in them a good deal like his famous dad's. Jimmie
is only four
just a baby, in fact.
But be rides a bicycle and a
pony, and his best friend is a big, six-foot ex-cowboy named

Charlie.
A big

ranch filled with bucking bronchos is Jimmie's idea of
he and " Chawlie," as be calls bis big cowboy friend, can realise

this

mamma

just one gentle horse, and that will be for
to ride when she comes out," he says.
The bicycle wbich he rides was made especially for him, the novel feature of which is the high handlebars,
so that it is not necessary for him to stoop over when he rides.
The youngster is constantly tinder the watchful
eye of his guardian " Charlie " whon he is at the studio, and the two are seldom far apart.
Charlie, sees that
he doesn't eat too. many ice cream cornets, looks after his bicycle, and takes him to the stage when it is time to
make « iffno. So it is no wonder that Jimmie has affectionately named the six-loot cowboy " my best friend."

Am

—

*"*

Appropriate.

WE

have been having a terrific spell of heat
la^t few days, mid the other day wo
wore sitting about on the open stage at
tho Chaplin Studio resting between scene*.
Limply draped on a chair, Charlio declared that
he was feeling " about :is funny as an underhe ruminated in
taker." For a moment
silence, then shook himself nwake and suggested
the

brightly

:

" All right,

let's

n-hcame

!

Elsiic ('odd.

Picture Show, July

24f/i,

1

1920.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

Director

VICTOR SHERTZINGER endeavoured

COCK when

be

visited the

Goldwyn

to amuse
City Studios recently.

RAYMOND HITCHMABEL NORMAND

watched anxiously for a smile.

" Laugh and grow fat "
SMITH, grandson of W.

is

S.

the motto of WILLIAM
Smith, manager of the

Western Vitagraph.

EDDY LYONS

and

LEE MORAN
of

All

types

and

"

PICTURE SHOW."

ROTH ROLAND
set

is very interested in photography, and insists on seeing
ever?
before the taking oi a scene.
Rutb is learning to operate the camera herself.
The camera-man explains how everything is done.

nationalities are needed for the filming of photo-plays.
Here we see Director E.
instructing some Creole women how to do the " Hula Hula " dance for the Goldwyn
picture, "Empire Builders."

MASON HOPPER

have developed a craze tor dancing, and will not let a moment elapse during a wait for a set before they CJish bold ot ona
the ladies of the film, and to the strains of the film musicians, whirl them round the halt.

Picture Show, July 2Ath, 1920.
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Peal Crime Storie/

Ike

EXPIOITS* OF FAMOUS DETECTIVE TOXD
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN" THE PICTURE SHOW,

1

SilkleSS Bankudki

Ever; detail of these stories, which have been filmed by the Selznick Film Company, and will shortly be
shov/n over here, is taken from real life. The crooks described are men whose criminal careers are to be
fonnd in the American Police Records. In the film version the part of the real detective is played by
Herbert Rawlinson, otherwise the stories are an exact reproduction of events which actually happened.

By
the

INWilliam

of

office

Flynn,
Chief of theUnited
J.

States' Secret
vice,

in

Ser-

New York

City, hangs a large
WILLIAM J. FLVNN, ma P; thr "east? ha lar8 e
13
Inthe United
Chief of
From each P e g S usstates Secret Service,
ta § co " +ta
a
en6
*
New York City.
?
A";
ing the name off the
operative responsible for that particular district.
The whole forms a network of alert minds
pitted against the criminal forces operating in
opposition to law and orderly government.

^

/

Every day 'Flynn knows exactly where each
At night code
is and what he is doing.

man

reports pour in, giving details of the day's work.
So that at any time the Chief can get into instant
communication with the clever operatives who
make up the hard-working staff of the United
States Secret Service.
At the, close of a warm summer day, Flynn
He was alone. A big powerful
sat at his desk"

•

bulk of a man with stubby moustache and
sparkling Irish eyes, the Chief looked anything
but what he really was. A cigar clenched
between his teeth and a frown between his eyes
showed that he was perplexed. The cause of his
perplexity was in his hand a S5.00 banknote,
new and only slightly creased. This he eyed
intently as he turned it over, his frown deepening.
To all intents and nppearances the note was
good. To the averago man it represented the
promise of a certain bank in Cleveland to pay on
demand the sum of $5.00 in Undo Sam s curBut several that had turned up in the
rency.
Cleveland Bank had been refused. In the language of the Secret Service they were " queer."
Day by day more of the notes turned up, mostly
on New York's East side. Eventually they had
found their way to the office of Chief Flynn.
Weeks of watchful waiting had failed to disNot once
close a single clue to their makers.
had the person who received tho counterfeit
been able to describe the person who passed it.
Mostly they had boen sent in after reaching
Hence the frown on the big
various banks.
Chiefs face. Placing the note on his desk, Flynn
leaned back in his chnir and puffed at his cigar
It was plain that he was disturbed.
viciously.
A few minutes of smoking and thinking, and the
Chief arrived at a decision.
" A case for Arnold," he said, half aloud.
Getting up, ho crossed to tho map. From a
hole marked Washington he drew a peg. Placing
it in the hole marked New York ho returned to
Writing a telegram, he rang for a meshis desk.
senger, sent the message, put on his hat, and
went out. A little, twisted smile on his lips as
he passed through an outer office indicated he
believed he had found a solution to the puzzle.
On the pay roll of the Secret Service, Stephen
Arnold was'cardod as "special investigator,"
but that titlo did not begin to cover his activities.
While from time to time he investigated abuses
against tho customs, smuggling and counterfeiting, generally ho was held for big cases requir-

—

ing diplomacy and finesse.
Next to Flynn, ho was, perhaps, tho most
hated man in tho department by those who lived

by

their wits.

The next morning " Lightning " stepped from
tho Pennsylvania station, huilod a taxi-cab, and
was driven to the McAlpin Hotel. Reaching tho
room assigned to him, ho unpacked .his travelling kit, lit a cigarette and sat down in an
easy chair. His orders had been to wait and
ho waited.
A few minutes and the tolephono tinkled.
His instrucChiof Flynn was on the other end.

—

tions were brief

and

terse.

WILL

C.

MURPHEY.

Man on way up with instructions," he said.
" You're to follow your own lead and play a lone
hand. But get what you go after."
"

Wondering what it was he was
to go after, Arnold hung up the receiver.
Returning to his chair, he picked up a paper
and almost the first item his eyes rested upon was
the account of the passing of another $5.00 bank
note on the lower East side, the day before.
That was

all.

This time the sho%-er of the " queer," described
as a young Italian, had almost been caught.
A fruit vendor to whom the bill was tendered had
his suspicions aroused by the furtive manner of
the man, and the haste with wffich he started
away after passing the note.
Calling a policeman, the vendor had shown
him the bill and pointed out the Italian striding
down the street. At once he started after him.
But the suspect, glancing back, saw the excited
fruit man and the policeman in close conversation and darted into a line of moving traffic
in the middle of the street. The policeman fired
one shot at the fugitive as he ducked under the
tail board of a wagon, but by the time the
line of traffic had been stopped and the policeman reached the other side, the man had disappeared.
Echoes of the Cleveland banknote counterfeiting had drifted to Washington, and reached
the ears of Arnold. It did not take much
deduction for him to conclude that his summons
to New York on top of the appearance of another
" queer " note, meant that tho round-up of the
band was up to him. He felt flattered, for ho
knew that a half-dozen good men had been on
the case and had failed.
" It seems to be right up to me," he said aloud,
" and I'd give something handsome to know
just exactly how I am going to get away with it."

—

The First Clue.
musings were interrupted by a discreet
knock on tho door. Opening it he found
Kane, another operative, who had worked
with Arnold on numerous cases, standing outside, a grin on his face.
" Every morning I bring thee violets," Kane
hummed airily as ho greeted .his colleague.
" Only this morning it's lemons," he continued,
handing Arnold a sealed letter. " Hero's a
nice littlo something the Chief's cooked up for
you. Good luck and good-bye." Without
waiting for a reply, Kane gave Arnold a wink

HIS

and passed down the corridor.
After glancing up and down the hall to see
"
that no one was observing him, " Lightning
Going to a table,
closed and locked the door.
ho seated himself and opened the envelope.
From it he drew a £5.00 Lincoln banknote and a
letter.
The letter he read first. It was from
Chief Flynn and told him practically what he had
already read

in

the " Herald," with these addi-

tional instructions

:

" Best plan would be for

you to disappear.
Manner of notes appearances
work of one or two men.
Only few have turned up anywhere but tho East
Lose yourself.

indicates they are the

Sido."
" Lightning " picked up the note and looked
It certainly looked good.
it over carefully.

Even through a powerful magnifying glass he
could detect no flaw. Every scroll was in place ;
every line was perfect. The paper was all right,
too, and the silk in the fibre was prominent.

—

The silk was it silk ?
The thought came to him

as an inspiration.

From
and

his kit he drew a keen edgo instrument
From the severed
split the note's edge.

parts ho extracted three of tho threads.
Hastily applying his gloss to them, ho saw at a
glance they were not silk, but hair. His next
move was to apply the magnifying glass to the

back
hand,

his

of

and

again to the
threads from

HERBERT RAWLINSON,
who

plays the part of Stephen
" Lightning "
on

Arnold

—

—

the screen.

•

thenote.

Comparison told him the extracted strands
were not human hair, but hair from some
animal, either a monkey or a dog. They were
coarse and of reddish colour, like the hair of an
Irish terrier.

" Lightning " got up from the table with a
smile of satisfaction.
In a few minutes he had
found the flaw in the note the first clue that

—

pointed a trail. Packing his kit, he checked
out at the desk, and for several weeks no one.
heard from him. He disappeared as he had
been ordered.
While " Lightning " was waiting for word
from his Chief, and picking up the bit of information that sent him hurriedly away, a tragedy
that was to have a direct bearing on tho case
was transpiring 'way down on the East Side
water front. There, in the purlieus of the
Brooklyn Bridge are a number of abandoned
warehouses interspersed with several old shacks.
Half-way between the Brooklyn and the Manhattan Bridges, on an empty lot about two
streets from the East River, a particluarly
dilapidated shack nestled against the side of a
,

larger building.

It's

exterior

was

forbidding.

door and a window, the latter covered most
of the time with a wooden blind from the inside,
were the only means of light and entrance. Tho

A

high. up above the street level on a rocky;
formation, was seldom crossed by a human
being.
Even the kids of the neighbourhood gave
A path led from
it a wide berth in their games.
across the lot and down to the street.
shack
the
"•
On the morning of the same day " Lightning
lot,

hilly

registered at the McAlpin, a shambling figure
crept up the rocks and followed the path to the
shack. Tho man seemed to be in distress.
Several times he halted and pressed a hand to
This was followed by a groan of
his side.
pain on each occasion. Reaching the door of

the shack, he pressed

it

open and stumbled

The room was empty of human habitation, only a little Irish terrier, awakened from
its nap in the corner, ran to groet him with
sharp barks of delight and much wagging of its
inside.

short

tail.

Ordering the dog to be quiet, the man went
to a tap in the corner and turned on the water,
the dog watched him wonderingly, occasionally
running to the door and back to where the man
was bathing a wound in his sido from which
blood poured as he bathed it with tho cooling
Suddenly a sharp twinge of pain caused
fluid.
the man to reach under his shirt and clasp tho
wound. When ho withdrew his hand it was
dripping red. With a moan, tho man fell a
crumpled heap in the dark corner. The dog
ran to him, licking his face, but stopped at tho
sound of a step at the door.
Through tho entrance strode a giant of a man.
He was big all over. His face, marked with
numerous pits from disease, was square. His
arms wero long and also his leg-». Leaving his
wounded master, tho dog ran to the newcomer
with a bark of welcome, and for a reward was
kicked, yelping, across the room, whoro ho lay
whimporing. Owing to tho darkness the second
man failed to see the crumpled heap near the tap.
In making his paper the counterfeiter uses
tho finest of linen handkerchiefs, lingerie, etc.,
boiling them and reducing them to a pulp.
Placing a bundlo on the table, the newcomer
it and removed several lino pieces nf
These ho tossed into a boiler on an iron
himself at a table, he picked
Seating
stove.
up several plates on which wero engraved a J5.00

opened
linen.

d
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Lincoln note. After looking them over carehe applied a spray of oil to thoir surface
and wrapped up all but two in tissue paper.
.Searching among the tools on the table for
something, his eye was attracted by the dog
cowering against the wall of the shack.
With a long pair of scissors, the man approached the dog, who growled and showed
With a quick move the counterfeiter
his teeth.
reached for the animal, but it eluded him and
scampered across the floor to the other side.
Pursuing it, the man stumbled over the body of
the other man on the floor, who emitted a loud
fully,

moan.
With an oath, the counterfeiter jumped back
and pulled his gun. The figure on the floor
struggled to its foet and again reached for the
tap, turning a pitiful glance at his companion.
As the giant recognised tho wounded man, ho
placed his weapon back in his pock"t.
" Where've
" Oh, it's you. is it ? "he snarled.
you been all night
" A cop got me and got me good.
I got away
on the back of a truck, but I'm hurt gotta get
'!

—

"

a doctor
" What, bring a doc. here
"
not
!

!

Well, I guess

!

man

crossed to the door, opened it and
Satisfying himself that neither of
them had been followed, he closed the door,
throw a heavy wooden bar across it. and faced

The

big

peered out.

companion, who was still bathing his wounds
moaned.
".But I tell you I'm hurt. We gotta make a
getaway," the man at. the tap implored.
The eyes of the other man narrowed. Slowly
he reached into his pocket, his pal watchine hini.
Again^he brought out his rovolver. Holding it
his

as he

close to his side he

walked toward the crouching

The dog, sensing impending harm to h 8
master, barked and made a dash at the source of
figure.

danger. But t he big man merely kicked il asides.
" Doctor, eh ? Why. you're all yellow
His
" If he said you were croaking
eyes gloamed.
you'd confess." Slowly he raised his revolx"cr.
"
" For Heaven's sake
don't
The weapon coughed a spurt of red flamo
the figure near the sink took a step forward,
reached for his assassin, clutched at the air, and
fell in a heap.
Pushing the crumpled mass with
his foot, the counterfeiter turned away, as a
little dog crept from a corner and licked the hand
extended from the huddle that, a few minutes
l>efore had been his master.
Scraps had lost the
only friend he had ever known.
!

'

—

;

The

Vigil of Scraps.

and storm are the mistress, of the
NIGHT
roguo — one loans her cloak, the other
his guilt.
In the dark of thata rain storm poured its torrents
the water front as a truck drove up to
a lonely dock vacant of shipping. Trailms tho
truck, a little Irish terrier trudged through the
When the
rain, tongue out, its hair dripping.
truck stopped the dog sat down, heedless of a
puddle and the torrent.
Silently it watched a hulk of a man climb
from the vehicle, and roll a barrel to the dock
edge.
For an instant the man poised the barrel
over the water. Then with a shove sent it
spinning into the flood, where it sank.
With
a mournful howl, Scraps rushed to the water's
edge and gazed down to the grave of his master.
With the howls of the animal reaching his ears
above the storm, the counterfeiter drove away.

erases

same night

down on

For hours Scrap3

sat on the dock'fl edeo calling
for the man who would never come back.
And
each night found the dog at the same spot.
For two weeks a new face had appeattd on
" Lightning," in
the Fast Side water front.
the clothing of a stevedore, had become one of
the countless thousands of the diotolCt.
By day
ho drove a truck. By night he wandered
among the streets of the quarter. Always ho

was asking one question

:

'

Know an Italian who owns an Irish terrier I
Up to date his quest for information had been
'

fruitless.

Hundreds

of

Italians

lie

met and

questioned, but none of them owned an Irish
terrier.
Wandering along a back street one
night, lie came to a fruit stand.
An old Italian
counting pennies attracted his attention. Suddenly it dawned upon him that this was the
identical place where the spurious $5.00 note
had made its appearance He crossed and
tried to question the old man. but the latter, waa
suspicious when the subject of the .$5.00 note
was mentioned. From the meat shrp next
"door a butcher came to the street. and listen'
to " Lightning's " qnestiens.
" You can't get anything out of that guy,'" he
said to "Lightning."
"He's been closer than
an oyster since he had the bad note worked on
him. I saw the whole thing."
" You saw the man then.
Did you ever see
him before that day ? "
" Yes, he's come here once or twice to get
scraps of meat for his dog."
" Dog ? "
" Lightning "
was interested.
" Was it clipped ?
" I don't know.
Never saw- it. Haven't seen
the man for some time."
One night, walking by the riverside the str am
from a hose hit him squarely in the back, and
shouts of boyish laughter informed him he had
been the victim of the neighbourhood's kids. As
he turned, the youngsters, who had been taking
a street bath from a hose attached to a fire phiL'.
scampered. But his smile brought them back.
" I'm looking for a little dog, an Irish terrier."
*'
" Lightning" said to them.
Any of you kids
run across a dog like that, let me know. There's

money

in it."

Leaving the boys, he went to the district
police station, showed his badge, and left a description of the dog, which was relayed to the
various posts. And later that night, as Scraps
dug his way out of the shack to make his daily
visit to the water front where he had last seen
his mister disappear, he ran through a crowd of
youngsters, who, ns soon as they spotted him
made a w ild dash for him. But Scraps eluded
them.
Straight to the water's edge the dog ran and
took his post
"among the faithless, faithful
only he." Nor did he return to the shack that
night.
The next morning when the counterfeiter awakened and attempted to put on his
shoos, ho found sand in them, thrown by Scraps
as he had dug his way into the bare floor and
under the walls of the shack the night before.
Missing the dog, the man went out and to tho
dock. He knew where to find Scraps.
About the same time, " Lightning," driving
his truck off one of the nearby piers, was hailed
by two small boys. Excitedly they told hi in
of the dog they had chased the night before,
and as they described Scraps two other youngsters came running up.
The dog was down at
the old dock.
Telling the kids to jump in,
"Lightning" drove rapidly in the dircc ion
pointed out by his guides.
A short drive and '' Lightning " saw the dog.
.Whipping up his horses, he approached the
spot.
As lie pulled on to the planking of tho
pier the counterfeiter on the trail of Scraps
But he
tried to dart under the horses' heads.
misjudged his distance and was sent sprawling.
" Lightning " jumped from his seat and ran to
the prostrate man.
The kids leaped down and
captured tho dog.
As " Lightning " started to bend over him. the
counterfeiter scrambled to his feet, unhurt, but
angry.
" Can't you look where you're goin' ? " he

—

inquired viciously.
" Same to you,"
" What's the hurry '

The dog ran

to the

water's edge, and looked down, emitting short, sharp barks.

" Lightning "

replied.

For the man had suddenly turned on his heel
and was making his way across the street.
" Lightning " watched him for some tune. Ho
savv him turn a corner, glancing back before ho
turned. Then the detective paid attention to
Scraps, who was being he'd by one of tho
youngsters.
Taking the doa in his arms.

,
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" Lightning " examined it carefully, and saw
that frot^ several places cn its back and sides,
One of
the hair had been roughly clipped.
the bare spots was fresh. Without a doubt, he
Ju£t
after.
concluded, it was the dog he was
what connection the man he had knocked down
had to do with it, he did not know. But ho

determined to find out.
He dropped Scraps to the dock, expecting
Kim to dash after the man who had disappeared.
" Lightning " was prepared to follow, but the
dog, to his surprise, instead of following the
stranger, ran to the water's edge and looked down
emitting short, sharp barks. Suddenly he
stopped, ran to " Lightning," barked, and then
went back again to the water. When tliis performance had been repeated twice, it finally
dawned on " Lightning " that something had
been thrown into the river in which the animal

was

interested.
Any of you kids

swim t " he asked of the
group around him. " There's something down
I'd like to
there that this little dog wants.
"

know what

it is."

Did they swim ?
With one accord
flash

shirts were stripped and in a
After
four bodies were over the side.

repeated dives, one of the youngsters climbed
to the dock with the information that there was
a barrel just under the spot where they stood.
" Think you can get a rope round it ? "
Lightning
asked.
The dripping boy assured the detective ho
could, and from the truck " Lightning " drew a
This he attached to a piece of gas
coil of rope.
pipe.
Under the direction of the youngster,
he dropped it into the water where the boy
But first he made a
had found a barrel.
nooso at the end.
".Now, boy, go to it " he smiled at the lad.
Except for the oth^r boys, who had climbed
\ip on the edge to watch " Lightning," there was
no one about. The rest offered to assist the
first youngster, as he dropped into the water,
but they were not needed. The lad had no
trouble in locating the barrel again, but it took
three or four attempts before he was able to get
the rope around it.
" Pull 'er up," he gasped finally, as he climbed
to tho pier end.
With the assistance of tho youngsters, " Lightning " hauled away, and after a brief interval
It was
the barrel was brought, to the surface.
heavy, and it took some time to get it safely on
But finally it was landed, and
the dock.
Scraps, who had been jumping about barking,
almost went frantic, nosing the barrel and
'

With a yelp Scraps bounded off. But he did
not run in the direction taken by the truck.
Instead he dashed across the street, turned the
first corner and followed in the general direction
taken by the man knocked down by " Lightning."
The detective let the dog have its head, he
following with the wondering boys in the rear.
After a short distance the dog led them straight
to the empty lot on which stood the lone shack.
.When the dog attempted to climb up the rocks,
•" Lightning " untied the rope from its neck and
let it go. "With a yelp the animal scrambled up
to the elevation and dashed for the shack,
scratching at the front door.
Peering over the top of the embankment,
" Lightning " saw the door open and the face of
the man he encountered at the dock peered out.
The dog ran inside, and after another look about,
the man closed the door.
Motioning for tho
boys to remain where they were, " Lightning "
crept up to the shack. Inside the door he heard
the man moving about, hurling oaths at the dog,
who was barking and howling in his disappointment.
The inside blind on the window was open a
craftc, and as the figure of the man bending over
a suitcase into which he was thrusting articles
of
wearing apparel. But what interested
" Lightning " the most was the tools on the
table and two plates.
Even from where he was
he could tell what the plates and tools were.
Here was the end of a long trail, and his quarry
was about to make a getaway. He could have
taken the man then, but he wanted to round up
all concerned, so he determined on a bold move.
Hastily he returned to the boys, who had been
watching his mysterious actions with wide eyes.
v

!
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Several blows from the lead pipe loosened tho
boards in the head of the barrel, and " Lightning " twisted them off. On top was a pieco of
old carpet, through which a man's shoo proPulling out the carpet there was distruded.
closed to the amazed detective and the pop-eyed
boys the bent up figure of a man, head down.
Gee " said one youngster, who had bent
over the barrel. " It's a corpse."
With a growl, Scraps broko from another of
tho kids and leaped to the barrel, trying to got at
his master's hands.
When " Lightning " tried
to take him away from tho gruesome object ho
showed his teeth and bit. finally it took two
of tho boys to hold him as " Lightning " replaced
the lid on the barrel.
Whatever tho detective had expected to find
at tho bottom of the river it certainly was not
a body. And here was the dog who had contributed to the making of the silkless bank note.
On the spot, too, a short time before had been a
man who looked as though he would not stop
short of murder. Just where was the connecting
" Lightning " determined to find out.
link ?
"Here, you !" ho said to the oldest of the
" Jump on that truck and turn Dp
youngsters.
a side street after you have gone about threo
I'll put tho barrel on.
streots.
When you get
out of sight I'll let the dog go. If it's his master
tho little fellow will probably make straight for
home. Wo'll follow."
Wondering what it was all about, tho kid did
as ho was directed. As he drovo away with tho
truck Scraps made frantic efforts to break away
and follow it. Nor did he desist until the truck
disappeared from sight in tho distance. Tying
a rope to tho dog's collar, " Lightning " ordered
the boys to let the dog go.
!

weapon.
" Fine mess you've brought,"

he

snarled.

"
that window or I'll
The rest of Ins sentence was smothered, as
lie walked towards the detective, revolver in
front of him.
" Don't shoot," " Lightning " begged. " The
cops are on top of us."
For an instant the man lowered his gun as
he sprang at " Lightning " and felt his hips for
a weapon. At the same instant there came a
knock at the door. Reaching back over his head,
" Lightning " seized the counterfeiter around
the neck and dropped to his knees, pulling the
man down over him. With a twist he sent him
spinning to the floor, and before the man could
recover, " Lightning " raised the bar, opening
the, door, admitting the copper and the detective,
who sprang into the room and covered the
counterfeiter and " Lightning " with their guns.
From the floor-the counterfeiter pointed to
" Lightning."
" There's the man you want," he said.
" Came busting in here and stuck me up. Take
'im away and leave a peaceful man alone."
As the policeman dragged the counterfeiter
to his feet, the plain-clothes man looked
" Lightning " over carefully.
" Well, yours is a new mug," he said, as he
slipped a pair of cuffs on tlie wrists of tho
Secret Service man.
"Where you from ? Out
"
of town ?
" Oh, no " " Lightning " replied easily.
"

Come away from

!

" Been working right here in New York for
years."
" Well, you are a cool one," the plain clothes
man replied. " Let's see what's here."
Going to the suitcase, he opened it and disclosed the plates.
" Caught with the goods the pair of you,"

he

Butler."

I
?

said.

" I don't

know

nothin' about this," the big
man snarled, struggling in the grasp of the
policeman. " That guy brought that bag in
here.
You better let me loose "
" Sweeney likes to hear these things," was the
" Sing 'em to him."
reply of the detective.
Slipping the handcuffs on the big fellow, the
detective and the policemau led their prisoners
out of the door. As the ^detective went back
for the suitcase, the other three paused to wait,
the small boys crowding about
Lightning."
" Where's our coin ?
they clamoured.
" You'll get your money all right, kids,"
" Lightning
" Take
called back to them.
care of the dog for me."
That night the counterfeiter occupied a cell in
the Tombs. In the cell next to him was
" Lightning." There was a wall between them,
but
Lightning " heard him cursing.
That's not going to get you anytlung,"
" Lightning " called to him.
'"Maybe not," the counterfeiter called back,
" but it's going to get you something. They've
got the goods on me all right, but you're due for
stretch, too, 'cause I'm goin' to declare you in on
the whole business."
But the next morning when the guards were
changed there was an empty cell that had been
occupied the night before by " Lightning." A
few minutes later an excited guard dashed into
the office of the warden.
" One of them counterfeiters has escaped ! *
he shouted.
" Why, you boob "
the warden looked up
grinning.
"There was only one. The other
'
'
man was Lightning Arnold. You can pick
him up down at Chief FJynn's office. He got
the other guy to confess and beat It."
Late that afternoon " Lightning walked into
the oftice of his chief.
By a chain he led a little
!
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yelping.

Whatever's in it," " Lightning " muttered
to no one in particular, *" it's what the pup

-

,

—

:

Don't forget the

S

With a bound the man leaped for the door,
closed it and threw the bar in place.
As he
turned, " Lightning " sprang to the window
and snapped it shut, but before he did so,
through the open crack he saw the youngsters,
the copper and a stranger stealing towards the
shack.
With an oath the couuterfeiter whirled on
" Lightning " again, covering him with his

" Counterfeiters in there,", he told them.
tell the nearest cop.
Bring him back."
As the boys dashed off to obey Ins orders,
" Lightning
returned to the shack. Again he
This time the dog sensed
listened at the door.
his presence and ran toward the entrance barkInside the man glanced quickly at the
ing.
door at which " Lightning " was listening.
Slowly he crept towards tho window and gazed
Outside he saw
through the open door.
" Lightning " leaning against the door.
"Cops," he muttered, and raised* his weapon
to fire through the window.
But at that instant " Lightning pressed open
tl.e door and staggered into*he room, panting
as though at the end of a long chase.

"

Run

—

Caught Red-Han ded.
meantime the bojs had ran to the
policeman on duty. To him they
delivered their message. The clear blast
of a police whistle brought a man reading a
newspaper in a passing street car to the street.
" Counterfeiters," the cop yelled, and started
the

IN m arest

after tho boys, who already were running back
to the empty lot, the plain clothes man following.
As " Lightning " staggered into the room of
the shack he was confronted by the big man. A
revolver was pressed against his stomach.
" Put down the gun. The cops they're
" he exclaimed between
let me hide
after me
gasps.
/
did
not
move. Still pressing
The counterfeiter
his gun close to the dctective% body, he asked.:
" What you been doin' J Whaja come here
"
•for ?
" Couldn't help it," " Lightning " replied

—

toward
They were right on top of me."

with
*'

—

!

a

frightened

glance

the

door.

—

Irish terrier.

" Congratulations," the Chief said, grasping
" Lightning " by the hand.
" But what's that

you

liave

with you

?

"

" Lightning " replied, bonding
" That T "
over and patting Scraps, "oh, that's part of

The Silkless Banknote."
From the photo -play
written by Will V.

by

Murphey.
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liayner,

Picture Show, July

24?/*,

0
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The Expressions of JOYCE
A

Princess of Pictures and

Her Real

DEARSLEY

[Special to the " Picture Show.' 1)

Life " Fatry

JOYCE DEARSLEY,

although only just past the -sweet seventeen
for herself on the screens of Great Britain.
Joyce is in the proud position of being one of the youngest
cinema stars at present playing for the films. As you will see, she has a.
age, Ins

made a name

Her mannerisms and
perfect film face, and makes a beautiful picture.
gestures on the stage are delightful to watch, and she is the possessor
of really glorious hair.
Joyce began her professional career as a fairy in a Drury Lane
pantomime. Her work here stood out to such an extent that she was
offered a small part in the big Drury Lane production of "Ben Hur."
Her life story reads like a page out of a fairy story, for surely the fairies
had a lot to do with her brief career that has been so successful.
,

Fairy Help.
the fairy Courage watched over her
PRST
her attentions to the screen. At her

and enticed her to turn

trial the fairy Success
took a hand. She waved her wand and the door of fame opened
the wonderful child-like
to allow our beautiful Cinderella, with
first

expression in her eyes, to enter.
It was at this period that Mr. Thomas Bentley, who was at this time
making a name for himself in the first series of " Dickens " stories for
the films, offered her the part of Agnes in " David Copperfield." That
Our fairy
his choice was correct was proved by the success attained.
princess was naturally pleased, and looked upon her unknown Prince
Charming as wonderful. This business meeting grew to something
deeper. The fairy whom we know as Cupid took a hand, and in conmarriage
sequence, the first episode closes with the announcement, "
has been arranged."
-

A

More Hard Work.
must not be thought that because she was now the wife of a wellthat her path to success was made any easier, far
from it. Mr. Bentley never places his wife for any particular part
unless she i3 selected for it by the committee, and therefore Joyce has
This, by hard, work and
to prove she is fitted for the task set her.

IT known producer

attention to every little detail, she accomplishes, with the result that
to-day she occupies a leading position among British film artists. Her
work in " The Divine Gift," and the just released " General Post," needs
no further praise from me. These are accomplished facts, and now she
is hard at work playing Margaret in the Ideal film version of Sir Walter
Besant's novel, " Beyond the Dreams of Avarice," which is being

produced

at Elstree.

An Amusing

Play.

way, you haven't seen" General Post," try to when
comes
BY the
the film version
the very successful
to your picture house.
if

it

of

It is

stage play in which Madge Titheradge created the star part.
In
addition to Joyce Dearsley, the cast in the film play includes the
popular West End actress Lillian Braithwaite, Henderson Bland, whom

you

remember

will

the artiste
in "

achieved

who played the part

fame

as

of Christus

From Manger

to Cross," and Douglas
Although it is, in a sense, a war
play, the theme is amusing enough to

Monroe.

survive the present after-the-war feeling.
As the title suggests, it deals with the
game of general post that was part of the
war's great social up-heaval, when titled
men found their pre-war servants in
places of authority over them.

Joyce Dearsley at Home.
away from the hard work

WHEN

of

JOYCE
DEARSLEY.
looking after the home comforts, then reading, both modern and
ancient works, and entertaining her numerous friends.
Anyone who
has had the pleasure of visiting Joyce at home will quite realise that
she is not only a charming hostess but quite a clever cook. When
" It's
asked to explain her success on the films she modestly replied
just natural to me, but my golden rule is to pay attention to every det ail,
and remember the producer's instructions this is essential to all who
would win fame." Of course, Joyce likes playing modern parts so
that she can wear the " latest " in creations, but if her part requires
something a little "out of the times" she immediately goes to much
trouble to get the exact costume for the period.
Fortunately, Nature has endowed her with such happy features
that no matter what costume is demanded by her part, be it of silk or
rags, Joyce is equally charming.
first,

being filmed Joyce Dearsley likes
nothing better than to get home
to their cosy flat, and here she becomes
quite the " ideal " wife.
Her hobbies are,

Haughty.

Reflection.

Repose.

:

—

If

you want to write her, address your letter—
co IDEAL FILM CO.,
76-78,

(Mention the Pictut.e

Show

Sorrow.

Wardour Street, London,
to ensure an early reply.)

Surpriss.

W.

:
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FLICKE]
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
" Passers-By " Filmed

.

who have seen pre-release
THOSE
showings of " Passers-By " declare
that J.'stuart Blaekton has accepted
successfully the challenge that always
follows the announcement of an effort by
an American producer to present an English

ADAMS.

K.

Blackton from his own sketch-book to
the screen. When he cast the picture,
these sketches aided him greatly in engaging the actors for the roles. The star
oi
'Passers By " is Herbert Bawlinson.

The "Chink" Marries.

A

CABLE

just received from the other
reports that a marriage has
taken place between Mary Hay, a

play realistically and sympathetically.
Commodore Blackton, however, probably is better equipped than any other
American producer to do English drama
for the screen, for he himself was bom in
Sheffield, his family removing to America
while he was still in Eton. His early
England
life and his frequent vis'ts to
have kept green his memories of his native
London
he emland, and on his trips to
ployed one of his many talents, that of

well-known New York actress, and Richard
Barthelmess, the hero of " Broken Blossoms."
Barthelmess, who is a foimer
graduate of Hartford University, is one
of the film finds of the year, and suddenly
sprang into fame by his acting in the part
of the "Chink" in "Broken Blossoms,"
the latest D. W. Griffith film.

drawing and painting, and brought back
to America hundreds of sketches of London
by-ways, and
types
and characters.
These played an important part in his pro-

The Film War
when matters looked like settling
JUST
down, a fresh storm has broken out

duction of " Passers-By."

Realistic Detail.

c OMMODORE BLACKTON

has always
been noted for his love of realistic
detail in his artistic productions.

side

.

in America over the question of
"producer -exhibitors."
Seven hundred
American theatre owners, the largest
number who have ever got together,
resolved not to book pictures from any
producing concern
which also owns
theatres. According to these theatre men,
ho danger from an overpowering trust is

now than ever it was. In order to
ight the threatened monopoly it was
igreed to appoint a powerful leader, and
n this connection it is interesting to note
that the name of ex-President Taft
was mentioned.
Some of the
big companies which the American
exliibitors regard as friendly to their
interests are
Vitagraph, who bought
one theatre in 1914 and have since
sold it
Path6, who own no theatres
Universal, who have six theatres, but
Uiited
are willing to soli them ;
Artistes
Robertson -Cole
and First
rreatcr

;

;

;

National."

We Learn From

Lessons

the Films.
It is the

easyjub that

is

hard

•

•

to get.

»

Platonic friendship is like carrying
matches in an explosives works.
•

people's

*

•

It is easy to

find remedies for other

troubles.

•

*

never too late
on the other fellow.
It is

•

to

blame your mistakes

•

»

•

The Week's Best Films.
Commodore

J.

STUART BLACKTON,

the producer of "Passers-By," and a
large number of other screen successes.
It

will

famous

ho remembered that two of his
films,

made

rluring his association

with the Vitagraph Company, won the
gold medal at the Exposition in Paris.
They were " Napoleon and Jo.-cphine,"
and " The Man of Destiny." The producer
spent many weeks in France, at Paris,
Malmaison, Fontainebleau and Versailles,

making sketches of the furniture and
effects used by the French war emperor.
He had mide by Bkillod French artisans

following
THEplays
which

a list of the best photoare being released for
the cinemas during
the names of the star

is

exhibition

and

this week,
art'Stes :

W.

<fr

at

F

" The Only Road."
Viola Dana.

"The
June Elvidge.

Walker's

Walturdaw.

.

.

.

"

The

Way

of

Bluffers."

Woman

"

Norma Talmadge.
Vitagraph

.

.

.

" Fighting Destiny."

.

Harry Morey, Betty Blythe v
"Spotlight Sadie."

Stoll

Mae Marsh.
"

The Lone Defender."

exact replicas of Napoleon's own privato
desk and chair, and these, after being
used in the picture, were sot up in the
Napoleon room in Commodore Blackton's
own mansion in Now York.
This same earnest fidelity to detail he
has employed in directing the production
of " Passers-By,'' from the drama by C.

Ganmont

Chambers. From his sketchof London, ho sketched the different
scenes.
Nighty, the Cabruan ; Pine, the
valet ; Burns, the vagrant ;
all three
bits of human London life are transferred
skilfully and artistically by Commodore

" Snow In The Desert."
Stewart Romk, Y ,oi et Hopson.
" A Member of TattersaM's."
Granger's
Isobel Elsom, Malcolm Cherry.
" The Secret of the Moor."
Granger's
Edgar Hylton.

Haddon
book

.

.

.

.

Madge Evans, June
Walturdaw

Elvidgis.
" Nancy Lee."

Norma Talmadge.
Wetiern

'

»•

The Woman who Lied."
W. S. Hart.
" Tho Speed Maniac."

Import. ."

Fox

Tom
Wnlturdnw.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mix.

.

'

X
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Who

the "Handsomest" screen
In our "Choosing the Stars"
competition over 70,000 coupons
is

star?

were received.
awarded the
votes

are

The

six that

largest

shown on

were

number
this

of
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rxE=^
hove been taken (P
inoilern drama, " What

•st

Sol
mis

Lesser, the exhibitor

and producer,

experimented with every known type

to have her swimming accomplishments
A. B. Barringer, alter live years' hard
n.
hie bell with which lie is able to get, for the
raphy, clear and sharp under-water films,
••ill work to any depth up to 200 ft., which
er is supplied with air by a three-cylinder,
ited by hand. A special submarine lens
is corrected to the water so
that it gives a penetration of

over one hundred
registers

feet,

and

a clear motion pic-

ture at that distance.

AUDIENCE.

A LITTLE CHAT WITH
interview
THIS
having five

scenes

y
t'h e

my

was won through

minutes' start of the

gentleman who, shortly after my
entry to Miss Hoey's dressing-room, presented his card at the Coliseum portals
and requested a chat " for publication!-''
with tho famous little lady in question.
If he had only been those few minutes
earlier
but why dwell on these distressing

—

details

HOEY.

IRIS

never can. That is why I think a
person of what shall wo say ?
pep,'
energy, great vitality, must always find
film acting somewhat slow
and that is
why I cannot imagine people preferring
pictures to the theatre, or choosing to see
a great legitimate artiste on tho screen
when they can see him or her in the flesh
on the stage.
ality

—

—

'

;

Sufficient for us that the Pic-

?

ture Show

arrived at the desired goal

and this despite the fact that Miss
Hoey was running a race with time
herself, and that almost every sentence
she uttered was punctuated with dabs at
her grease paint and the careful applicafirst,

tion of bistre to her pretty eyelashes.

Thinking Hard of Pictures.

ARE

you not thinking of taking up
film work, Miss Hoey ? " I began,
in the dear old familiar way.
" Yes," was the reply. Here a generous layer of grease was applied to the
piquant features. " I certainly am thinking of it, and thinking hard, although
anything more than that I cannot say
at present.
I have been so very busy
hitherto, and there is every prospect of
my being occ-.ipied with theatrical duties
for some months to come for I am going
into management, and propose putting
on three plays between now and Sep.
tember. But you may certainly say that
there is a possibility of my appearing on
the screen one of these days. Already I
have had two very big offers."
;

The Appeal

Admiration

for Pauline Frederick.
player

again, a legitimate
THEN,
loves an audience — I lovo

mine

and I think when ono comes to
act in a studio, the lack of that audience
must seem very acute. It has seemed so
strange to me, when I have visited a
picture-house, not to hear tho audience
applaud.
" But,"
the

went on Miss Hoey, putting
touches

finishing

to

her

make-tip

and commencing to dress for her role in
" The Harbury Pearls," " I do think "
and she spoke with emphasis " that tho

—

a wonderful thing, a wonderful
mechanical thing, not less wonderful and
film

is

interesting on account of its mechanism,
but rather more so in that su^h marvellous results can be obtained by it.
One of the finest pieces of acting I havo
ever seen, too, was given by a film player,

of the Stories.
your eyes in the

WHAT turned

direction of the screen

?

"

" Well,"
admitted Miss
Hoey, applying a becoming touch of
pink in just the right proportions,
the offers were so very tempting
and then it was suggested that I
should appear in some picturisations
of delightful old stories, which appealed
to me very much. By the way, I
should just love to play Lady Teazle
on the screen."
" Do you think costume plays can
be successfully filmed, then 1 " 1
asked.
" Oh, yes," Miss Hoey replied, " if
they are made in America
But,"
she added, " I havo not thought of
going to America to make films."
;

!

That "

Vital

Something."

thought may have had
asking
ANYMiss
Hoey whether she might ever
I

of

^

be tempted to act for the screen
exclusively was prevented from finding
utterance by her remark that, in her
opinion, film acting could never take the
place of acting on the stage.
" On
the
stage
one's
personality,
one's
and blood, can be
flesh
put
across
in a way never possible on the
screen. It is not so much a question of
looks as that vital something which is
oneself
something which pulses in the
veins and infuses the whole being with
a fire and energy -which can be transmitted to an audience as a film person'

'

—

DO YOU KNOW-

— That Juno Caprice
*

was born

— That

»

*

is

brown
*

Claude Harris J.

May Herschel Clarke.

?

*

*

— That

:

Pauline Frederick.
I shall not fo r /s.i it."
" And Miss Frederick was a legitimate
actress," I reminded Miss Hoey.
"Do
you think stage experience helpful to a
"
film player ?
" Yes," w as the
smiling response
" but I am the fir.io to admit that Ihere
is also a very great deal to bp learnt from
"
the films 1

Anna

Ystad, Sweden
1899

HOEY.

(l'ltolo

— That
in

Margarita Fisher's hair
and her eyes daik grey ?

-

Miss IRIS

*

Q.

Nilsson

was

born

in

?

*

*

— That

Marguerite Courtot was once a
model for Harrison Fisher ?

*

•

*

*

Burke made her first success
London Pavilion, and supported
Edna May in " The School Girl " at the

— That

Prince of Wales's Theatre

— That she loves to dance, and play hostess

at

Billie

the

?

*
*
*
lliat Marin Sais was named after the
county in which she was born, Mann

—

County, California

7

Viola Dana is at the studio in
make-up every day, before 8-30 a.m. ?
*

»

*

»
I

*

-^-That little Madge Evans began her stage
career in " The Highway of Life " T

)
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A SPLENDID STORY OF A MAN'S FIGHT WITH

24?//,

1920.

X VALLE^&e GIANTS
FATE.

WHEN John

Cardigan, sturdy pioneer and lumberman, discovered the great belt of red;
wdbd timber that made his fortune, and was
the beginning of the town of .Sequoia, he made a
mental reservation that one stretch, which con-

wood

owned by Cardigan, and by

he got the old man into his debt.
In security for this debt, he got Cardigan to give
him a mortgage on the Valley of the Giants.
Having secured this, he suddenly refused to haul
Cardigan's timber. That meant the old pioneer was
ruined.
Unless he sold his timber. t anlif.Mii could
not pay off the mortgage, and if he did not pav off fhe
mortgage, Pennington would seize the Valley of the
Giants, including the grave where the pioneer's wife

was buried.
This was the state of affairs when Cardigan's son
Bryce left college for his home. But the young man
did not know anything about it.
He was under tin'
impression that his father was still very rich. Neither
did he know that on top of his financial misfortunes
his father had begun to lose his sight.
Old Cardigan
was of the stuff that pioneers are made. " Time
enough to let the lad know the worst when he comes
li
e,
McTavlsh," he had said to his chlel clerk
" Spoiling the last of his time at college won't, help us

now."

And so it was that Bryce Cardigan was in a verv
tappy mood as he sat in the Pullman, that was rapidly bearing him to Sequoia.
Ever and again lie cast
a surreptitious glance at a very pretty girl, who sat
at the other side of the car.
She was not more than
twenty, he thought, as he looked at the perfect oval
lace, the frank blue eyes, and the little tendrils of fine
gold hair which peeped from under her fetching little
toque.
'fhe girl kept her eyes straight, to the front, at least,
so thought Bryce, but like him, she stole a few glances
at. the bronzed smiling open face of the young man,
and secretly admired the athletic form, and the strong
capable hands.
When they got to Sequoia, the girl got out. and was
followed by a middle-aged lady, evidently her companion. They made for a motor-car which was
waiting outside the station, and in charge of a halfbreed.
Bryce smiled to himself.
That was his car, and the half-breed was George
Sea Otter, the man who had taught him woodcraft,
and hunting when in- was a boy.
He sauntered on
behind, and came up just in time to hear Ueorgo explaining that the vehicle was a private car, and not
the stage,
" But I thought, the stage alwavs met the train,"
said the girl.
" Only on Wednesdays and Saturdays, and this is
Thursday," broke in Bryce, as he raised his hat.
" But. will you not let me give you a lilt
Mv name
is Bryce Cardigan.
Anyone around here knows my
"
'!

fat

her
" Oh

1

ago took

Summer,

Then you must be the

little

bov who yean

me blackberrying. My name is Shirley
am the niece of Colonel Pennington

I

said the girl.
'She Introduced her companion, and then stepped
into t he scat next to t he driver, as Bryce held I he door

open for her.
Bryce took the driver's seat, and started the car.
As they drove along, Bryce told Shirley all about
his home, and the Valley of the Giants, and how he
hoped to persuade his father to let him take his place
as manager of the big mills.
When they parted, Shirley held out her hand with
a pleased smile.
" I'm glad we are going to be neighbours.

WALLACE REID

as Bryce Cardigan.

must come over and dine with us to-morrcw night,"
Bryce willingly accepted the invitation.
When Bryce got back to the car. he noticed that
George was looking very depressed.
" Whatever is the matter, George ? " he asked.
" I couldn't tell you when those ladies were there,"
said George, "but you might as well know now as
later.
Your father is ruined. Yes, and not only
ruined, Mister Bryce, but almost blind as well.
And
that girl's uncle, Colonel Pennington, is the man that
ruined your father."
For a few moments Bryce did not speak. Then he
turned to George. " Drive quickly, George. 1 might
as well see and hear the worst at once."
As he walked up the path to his father's house,
the old man came out. But he did not see his son.
He was feeling his way with his feet, and muttering
" I must meet him.
to himself
He has got to know
the worst now."
Bryce put his hand on the old man's shoulder.
Tiiere were tears in his eyes, but his voice was steadyas he said, " Father, I know all.
I*>t me take you
back, dad."
And this was Bryce Cardigan's home coming.
she said.

:

ALL

A Young

Man's Resolve.

young man thought over
He had heard all the story

that night the

situation.

the
of

Colonel Pennington's treachery, lie knew the
financial morass which threatened to engulf his
lather
he realised that only a miracle of surgery
could save his dad's sight
he knew that Colonel
Pennington was a villain, but he also knew that he,
Bryce Cardigan, was in love with Shirley Summer.
And as he picked up the bed clothes, and turned over
on his side, he said, " I will save dad and the Valley
of the Giants.
I will get his eyes cured.
I will beat
Colonel Pennington, and I will marry Shirley."
Then he went to sleep with that same quiet confident smile on his face, as he had done years before
when, bruised and battered as the result of a motor
car smash, he had turned to his college pals as he lay
" I shall be better to-morrow,
in bed with the words
and you can tell the captain I shall play in the team
;

;

:

on Saturday."
The next day the fight began. The first thing
Bryce did was to send a telegram to a friend, Buck
Ogilvy, the smartest railroad Publicity agent in the
country. To his message that he wanted him to help
" Bring best eye
in a big scheme, Bryce added.
specialist you can get with you.
Then he went out into the woods.
He went, straight to Ids mother's grave, and when
he reached It, the blood went from his face. Then it
surged back like a blood-red wave.
For the great
redwood tree which had shaded the grave had been
ruthlessly cut down, and the burl (the part near the
bottom of the trunk, at its greatest circumference),
removed. As the young man moved round the desecrated grave of his mother, he saw an envelope
peeping out from under the fallen tree.
He picked
it up and read the address, " Jules Kondcau, foreman,
Colonel Pennington's Logging Camp, Sequoia."
Bryce 's jaws snapped as he put the letter in his
pocket.
He said nothing to his father about the fallen tree,
or the letter he had found.
.
That night he changed into evening dress, and
went to dine at Colonel Pennington's, in auswer to
Shirley's invitation.

The Bully Beaten.
those
THEwhoColonel was onea reputation

big blustering man,

ol

so often get

ful..

As a matter

of

fact.

for

being master-

Pennington was a

bully.

He

You

-Picture show."

that

had sheltered

his

mother's grave.

But he

said nothing.

When his wife died, Cardigan was a rich man.
Had he been a hard business man, he would have
been a millionaire, but he was a simple pioneer.
Other men came to Sequoia, men backed up by the
big financiers of New York, men who had one' god,
money.
They set their eyes on the rich forest proper! v

belt of timber, and the old man had no outlet for his
lumber. To get it to the railroad he had to pav
Pennington to haul it.
Pennington posed as a friend, and by various
schemes which he persuaded Cardigan to go into,

to the

fortunate dependant, but put him up against a real
man and he had as many yellow streaks as would
have coloured a dozen rainbows.
He did not like the look of this quiet young man,
who said nothing, but looked a lot. It had been one.
thing to fight a blind old man with no business ability,
but it was quite another proposition to beat his son.
So Colonel Pennington tried to be jovial.
Bryce's answer to this was to be frigidly polite.
When the cloth was removed from the dining table,
Pennington pointed with pride to the table. It was
made from one piece of a giant redwood tree, and at
the first glance Bryce knew it was the burl of the red-

tained the biggest of all the giant trees, should never
be cut down. He named it "The Valley of the
Giants."
When his wife died he buried her under the shadow
of the greatest of the giant trees.
He liked to think as he sat listening to the breeze
making music through the tree, that "she, too, could
hear the soft symphony of Nature's orchestra.
The valley was a hallowed place to him, and when
his only son grew to years of understanding he made
him promise that he would never allow a single tree
to be cut in the Valley of the Giants.

trickery and legal cunning,
they gradually got the better of the pioneer.
Eventually a man named Colonel Pennington,
bought up the other syndicates, and with diabolical
cunning he set out to ruin Cardigan.
The old man had not been far-sighted enough to
see the game that was going on.
Pennington had
acquired all the property that surrounded Cardigan's

(Speda,

could play the strong man part, when he hail
got a man in his power, or he was hulUing some uu-

Bryce, when he was out for justice, was a singularly
reserved young man. He had already made his plans
for the punishment of the man who had desecrated
his mother's grave.
Those plans were put into execution the first thing on the following morning.
He walked over to Penuington's camp and found
Jules Rondeau.
" I want you," he said quietly. " You are the
man who cut down that tree over my mother's grave.
I'm going to give you the thrashing of your life."
Rondeau was a giant. A big hairy man with the
strength of an ape. He ruled the camp by force, and
he kept his job because no man had yet been found
who could beat him in a rough house fight. His reply
was to hurl himself on Bryce. For such a heavy man,
he was surprisingly quick on his feet.
There is no need to describe that fight. In novels,
the hero always wins without receiving a mark, but
that sort of thing doesn't happen in real life, when the
villain is a man of the strength of Jules Rondeau.
Bryce was battered and smashed, but he fought
with the ferocity of a panther against the giant
strength of a grizzly bear, and in the end he won.
As the fight was nearing the finish, Shirley came up
with her uncle and her legal adviser. Judge Moore.
Pennington showed his teeth in a snarl, as he saw
his champion bully on the floor beaten, but a scared
look came into his eyes as he heard Jules say to
" By Gar. I cut that tree down, but I no
Bryce.
want to do it. Colonel Pennington he tell mz to

do

it."

Bryce turned to Pennington, with fury in his eyes.
" So it was your work then ?
I thought it was."
He pushed Pennington in the chest and raised his
hand to strike him. when Shirley ran between them.
She had not heard the awful accusation made by Jules.
"

How

dare you strike

my

uncle

?

" she cried.

Bryce turned away. He thought she had heard,
and he was bitterly angry to think that she should
condone such an act of sacrilege.
Colonel Pennington, his niece, and Judge Moore
mounted on a logging train that- was to carry them to
the heart of the forest, and Bryce strode moodily
back to his own camp. He had not gone more than
two hundred yards, when he heard loud cries of alarm.
The logging train had by some means got out of control.
He heard the men shouting, that if It jumped
the junction, it would go into the river. Running
along the track, he managed to catch one of the trucks,
For a moment,
as it whizzed by at express speed.
it seemed as if he would be dashed down the bank to
but
he
hung
on
and
climbed
death,
certain
up the
truck. The train was now swaying from side to side
in an alarming fashion, threatening at every moment,
The only
to jump the rails and crash over the bank.
way to stop it was by the brake, which was at the top
of the cabin in w hich were the passengers, and between
Bryce and the cabin were four trucks, on which were
laid the straight, trunks of the redwood trees.
It
seemed like commiting suicide to attempt to get to
the cabin over the trucks, which were now swayim;
trom side to side with awful velocity, but Bryco
thought of Shirley and made a dash.
How he ever got to the cabin he never knew, but
He clambered up the iron ladder outside the
he did.
cabin and nut on the brake. But the river was just
There was only one thing to do. He clamin front.
bered down and undid the couplings, and then climbed
back to the top of the cabin, to jam on the brake
Over the gorge, into the roaring river
still harder.
went the trucks, but less than twenty yards from the
junction, Biyce managed to stop the cabin from
following them.
When Shirley saw who it was that had rescue
them from such a terrible death, she ran up to Brw
with outstretched hands. " However can we thank
you, Mr. Cardigan," she said.
" Don't get sentimental, Shirley," sneered her
" Mr. Cardigan did it as much to save his
uncle.
I

,'

own

life

as ours."

Shirley's hot blood rose at the Insult, and she
But Bryce did not wait to hear
turned on her uncle.
what she said. With a short laugh, he raised his lint
When
he got to the office, he
walked
away.
and

(Continued on page 16.)
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COLLEEN recently spent a week's strenuous experience with her new car.
She says that she prefers to ride on the spare wheel at the back ol the carit's

much more

exciting

1

She

is

Scotch

an

— that

Irish
is

Colleen,

why

she
Moore.

who's half

is called

Colleen

—
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found that Buck Ogilvy had arrived, and with him
t lie
doctor.
digan's eyes,

The

specialist,

had examined

Sir.

Car-

and told Brycc that there was just a
chance of savins the sight. Heartened by this,
Bryce went on with the fight against Colonel PenningHe put all his cards on the table, when he exton.
plained the case to his friend Buck.
" We've got to put up a bluff. Buck," he said.
" The only way we could beat Pennington would
We haven't the money
be to build a new railroad.

so therefore we must bluff that we are
There are some of the big timber owners
who would back such a project if they
bought anybody was behind us. It is for you to persuade them that we have all Wall St. behind us.
Then when Pennington gets scared, we can come to
terms."
Buck Ogilvy did his work so well that he persuaded
the Mayor to get the council to assent to a franchise,
giving Bryce power to build a line over certain parts
The astute Buck, byOf Colonel Pennington's land.
sending wires and cables in which he mentioned the
"
initials
J P.M.", contrived to get the idea around,
that their enterprise was backed by the great Pierpont Morgan, and the wise business men of Sequoia
decided that thev would back up Brycc's scheme.
Colonel Pennington began to get worried, but he had
still one or two cards to play.
Old Mr. Cardigan, unknown to his son, visited the
Colonel, and volunteered to sell him all the Happy
Valley with the exception of twenty acres, which
surrounded his wife's grave. But Pennington was
now burning for revenge against Bryce, as well as
wanting the wealth that would come with the Cardigan
property.
He knew that old Cardigan could not pay the mortgage, and if he held out he would get the property
much cheaper by foreclosing on the mortgage than
by giving a price for it.
He refused to buy, aud the old man went back
broken-hearted.

do

to

this,

building it.
round here
I

.

Bold Plans.
attention to
Pennington turned
THEN
new
By bribery, he induced
his

railroad.

Mayor to get the

francliise permitting

the
'the

the

railroad to pass over his laud, rescinded.
Bryce heard of this and called out his men.

" We're going to build that line, boys, and fight
anybody who tries to stop us" a statement that was
cheered to the echo by the lumberers. Since Bryee's
victory over Jules Rondeau they were ready to follow
And while the countheir young boss to the death.
cil were solemnly revoking the franchise, which would
stop the building of the railway, Bryee's men were
laying down the track.
From the window of his house, Colonel Pennington
saw the flares by which Bryee's men were working,
and heard the blows of "hammers and. the banging of
laid.
steel as the line was bein
He knew that if
Bryce succeeded in laying nown a portion of the line,
while he was still in possession of the Franchise, it
would take an ejectment order from the High Court

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
Try

of his Happiness,

tells you the secret
now, advises Doug.

it

duty
OURexpect

is to strive for success and not
to attain it except by successive

A

wholesale consignment would
Quick successes through luck
or good fortune have not the lasting value of
those won by virtue of knowing how of accomplishing what we started out to do.
Faith in one's self does not come from the
outside it must spring up naturally /romtri'Mm.
A healthy body and a sane mind are the best
foundations for this. The young man who begins Iiis career with these facts in mind is given
a running start over his competitors. Poverty
and failure are the result of an ignorance of the.
value of experience.
Worry, anxiety, fear of not
doing the right thing, lack of insight into character
these, too, are the result of a lack of
experience.
steps.
be our undoing'.

—

—

—

*

«

*

health
necessary to experience, but a
GOOD
majority neglect to take care
we
is

of

If

it.

by w hat we learn, we must have
the vim with which to push forward.
We must
have every ounce of vitality we possess at
are to profit

command

—

ready for use. This we conserve for
the big emergency which we know is coming.
New experiences are pushing us forward, and
previous experiences are helping to move the
Experience

load.

tells

—

113

what

to

do

at this

point and that
and at last puts its shoulder to
the wheel and " ot ;r she goes ! "
-

*

mind
EVERY
amount of

*

-

•

an enormous
dormant power, and only ex-

is

in possession of

He

perience can release it into proper action.
often hear n fond mother say that her son
to bursting with the old nick, which means
that the youngster js overflowing with pent-up
energy.
With experience ho could find good use
for it
but without it this surplus may turn out
to be n dongerou! possession.
Young men
of this type should be guarded most carefully,
"
and advised to
get busy
early in life at
something worth while.
Many a bright fellow
brimming with excess power has gone as a lamb
to the slaughter into 'the maelstrom of vice
because of being held back from legitimate
occupatinn.
He just had to blow off steam,
so he did it in a gin mill rather than a rolling

pany him.

mill.

•

to shift him.

And

Colonel Pennington had no desire to let the
High Court into this business. The judges might
ask nasty questions as to why the Mayor had revoked the franchise and bribery was punishable by
law.

His only plan was to get the

line stopped at once.
called for his car, and Shirley decided to accomThanks to Judge Moore, she had begun
to find out certain things about the uncle she had always thought was so respectable. She knew how he
had got the better oi Mr. Cardigan by very questionable means, and when she heard her uncle refuse to
buy the timber, except the Valley of the Giants, she
suspected the real reason. She went to Judgo Moore,
and that worthy gentleman advanced old Cardigan
the money to pay off the mortgage out of Shirley's
private fortune, telling him there was no need to

hurry about the repayment.
But Colonel Pennington knew none of these things,
as he drove to where Bryee's men were laying dowu
the rails.
" Set off my land." he screamed, shaking his
fist in Bryee's face.
" We're working under permission of a franchise,
and I warn you not to interfere," replied that young

man

coolly.

Pennington was hustled nway by Bryee's men. and
came up to the young man. She knew he
was in the right, but she feared what might happen,
Pcnningtou used all the influences behind him
if
1' Won't you «ive
against Brycc.
up the light >t I
"
get my uncle to sign that he will haul your timber
Shirley

she said.

"Sorry, I can't." replied Bryce, and Shirley,
though she was afraid what would be the result of her
uncle's vengeance, was proud of Brvcc because he
had refused to give in. And as she went awav, there
was that in her smile that told Bryce she was on his
side, despite her relationship with llh enemy.
While Bryce was working in the midst of his men,
a shot rang out, and the young boss staggered and

(Continue J on oaee
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DOUGLAS,
the author.

We

is full

—

This

dynamo called

do anything.
start,

but

it

the mind can be trained to
Not only can it be guided at the
can be guided by all that follows.

can be used for building additional dynamos to
be called into action in times of need. This

It

statement may seem at first far-fetched. If we
think so it is proof that we have not profited by
our experiences and should get down to "etocktaking " before it is too late.
*

THK

*

practical man, after
takes
advantage
of

*
all, is

only one who

opportunities.

He

could double and triple his power if ho
only realised how superficial t he average setback
really is.
The young man has just as much
chance of being considered practical as the socalled older one, always provided that lie has a
store of experiences to profit by.
The first big
experience of life usually makes or breaks us.
For this experience we need to be prepared.
Wo must have a strong heart that we may bear
defeat nobly, for this is not to bo our last kick
our last breath not by a jugful !
We are going to start all over again after our
set back, and wo aro not going to wait any longer
than it takes to bury the dead. This 'will be
done decently, and in good order—our training
will admit of no indecorum.
If the smash was
a bad one, we will assume the liability, nevertheless, ond get back on the job.
We are out to
win and eventually we will win.
And that is

what we mean by taking profit from experience.
down are also the powers

The powers that break
that build up.

THE

electrician who handles the motor could
just as well end his own existence by .that
mysterious current as he could make use
of it for the good of humanity.
He spends
years of conscienl ious study and masters the
knowledge of it, so that its uBia are as simple
as his
B C's. There is no doubt in the world
but that he had to learn by experience. Ho
had to go into tho shop and climb up from the
bottom.
There \*as no other way by which he
could come to know how to turn a deadly force
into a well -trained necessity.
Yet the average man goes into life with as
little knowledge of its forces as the baby who puis
its foot upon the third rail.
That fact keeps
the thoughtless man down, until experience
comes to the rescue. When it does come, if he
has the sand, the common-sense, the will to do,there is naught to hold him away from his goal.

A

»

THERE
there

are

*

*

many

essentials to success, but
that is of such importance

is one
that without it all the others become as
naught. The man who wins success is invariably impelled *o do the great work allotted
him by something wiihin that tells him he can.
Ho may not know exactly what it is, but he
knows he possesses it. and is able to act on that
faith, accomplishing things which seem utterly
impossible to other people.
This inner determination, once firmly implanted in one's nature,
cannot bo destroyed or conquered. And this
element is ewrgy energy of mind, which rules
the body.
But jwhero does this come from ?
How do the great minds generate this glorious

—

means

of sclf-propulsion

?

The answer

is

that

a healthy body it is inherent from birth, and
proper care of the body therefore accentuates
within their minds the will to do.

t»i

ENERGY
healthy

is the natural outpouring of a
body. It must be directed, it must
be controlled, the same as any other living
force.
Not only is it a positive necessity to the
winner, but it must grow and become a natural
quality.
It does not stand after years of abuse.
It does not spring up in the night after a long
season of neglect and ill -healt h. All of us
possess it in varying ways.
That fact ought
to convince us that we can get hold of ourselves,
and build up that which nature has given us.
rather than allow it to die away.
We all have
a certain amount of energy. fYhy shouldn't

we all be successes ? We might to a certain
extent, but that doesn't mean that wo shall all
get rich, in the money sense of the world.

When we say " Why shouldn't we all be
successes ? " we do not mean that everybody
in tho world must be greedy for money, nor for
jxiwer and position.
It does not mean that wo
should be selfish and eager to take everything
away from the other fellow." On the contrary,
it means that, with energy, we shall be successful according to our brain tendency.
:

—

(Doua. aives us

more good advice net' weebJ

—
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MARY
OF
THE LETTERS
—
—
—
Charming Ethel Clayton Her English Cottage Monte Blue
His Dual Nature—The Milky Way.
day at Lasky's, and

6210, Franklin Are.,
Hollywood, California.

—

DEAR
MY down

FAY, Last week we motored
Coronado for the week-end, and
Charming
found there ?
Kthol Clayton
We had met her the day we
were with Wallace Reid, and found her perfectly
fascinating.
She said she had only four days
between pictures, so was there for a rest
Four days
But then, you see, she is hurrying
to finish one more picture before coming to
Of
England
Isn't that perfectly ripping ?
course, we told her all about you, so she is
anxious to meet you. Her passage is engaged,
and she is to sail the middle of May. She is
to

guess

whom we
!

!

!

!

going to tour France, Italy, Switzerland every
place possible in Europe
then come to England
in October to make two pictures !

—

reads,

Hair

s

and watches the birds

play in a quaint little fernery-bird-bath under a
perfectly gorgeous pepper tree.
Did you like her in '* More Deadly Than tho
Male " ? So did I, but not more than in " A
Sporting Chance." My hands aro so sunburned
from riding I was ashamed of them, hers are so
white and she has the most gorgeous red-gold
hair and blue-grey eyes, and the longest, thickest
lashes
But she is so utterly fascinating, we
quite forgot the time, till she said she was duo
at the studio to see some " rushes "
and just us
I refused her invitation to accompany her,
Alice said, " Oh, we should love it " So we went
And the same director, Mr. Sam Wood, who
was so nice the day we went to Wallace Reid's
set, is directing her !

—
!

—

!

The Surprises

Expressive Lips.

said — she
YOUexpressiveshemouth

see,"
has the mosf
ever, all her gestures
are reflected there
she purses it in a
quizzical way, or lifts one corner (like some
;

j>eoplo lift an eyebrow), just watch her lips when
you see her in " Young Mrs. Winthrop "— " I
have always longed to go to England, but some-

always prevented my going
A
fortune-teller once declared I should never get
there
it
is
doubly
exciting
this
So
to have
trip all planned.
My mother and my brother
Donald are going with me; when we are settled
"
in London I hope to see you again
thing

has

!

!

!

But she saw us much sooner, for we went to
see some friends on Hawthorne, and met her
coming from a big brown English cottage
Hers
She invited us to step in an hour for
to meet her mother
Did we ? An
tea,
English cottage on Hawthorne
A wonderfully
!

!

!

!

attractive interior, full of sunshine, beautiful
_4>aintings, and rare objets (Fort some of them
collected last year when she was in the Orient.
After she introduced us to her love of a mother,
she played and sang for us dear old English
ballads
Then she took us out to her garden,
in one corner of which she rests after her busy

—

!

of Califilmia.
a great life " here in Califilmia
if you can stand the surprises
Just
as Miss Clayton and Mr. Wood started
to see the " rushes," a cowboy strolled up, with
a big grey-and-white cat in his arms Monte
Blue
She introduced us, and, just fancy,
Mr. Blue's hair is not black at all, as I had
always supposed, but a most unusual shade of
light reddish-brown
In about two minutes we were lost in the
wilderness of the mountain trails around beautiful Lake Chelan (where Owen Wister likes to
camp), and travelled on into the Cceur d'Alenes,
" Why do
for Monte Blue is a lover of Nature.
they always have to spoil a magnificent vista of
mountains, or plain, or lakes, in these travel
pictures, you know," he said, " by sticking in
people ? I love the wilds and open country to
camp out under the stars, far from cities and all

WELL.
—

*'

it's

!

—

!

MONTE BLUE

is a serious, nature-loving fellow, and
has wonderful reddish-brown bair.

!

—

their noise

and

of

All the Stars There.
perfectly splendid to go to Lasky's po
big stages, with such gorgeous sets,
and there we saw Roscoe Arbuckle, Ethel
Clayton, Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels, Lewis
is

IT many

Tom

Sargent,

Meighan,

Theodore

Robert*,

Scott, Jack Holt, Mary Miles
Forrest, Irving Cummings, Elliott.

Mabel Julienne

glitter.

know,

in social gatherings people are
natural, not really comfortable ;

they are too busy thinking about what
people think of them, or what they wear, or how
they act. Their true natures become veneered,
too
but put them out
where Nature is bigger
;

—

than Man, inspiring, and

you
It is

find the real
good for any

man.

man

with nature
and himself, or with a
to be alone

friend

Minter, Ann
Dexter, Lila Lee when we reached home wo
agreed we'd had a dip in the Milky Way
We've engaged our passage, and shall bo
How I wish we might cross on
leaving soon
Miss Clayton's ship
Of course, I've got lots and lots to tell yon.
I did what you asked me and havo kept a
diary, and entered in everything of importance
on this wonderful holiday.
I haven't been abk\ to tell you half of the
Letter;,
exciting times we havo had here.
after all, are not quito the same as telling
but I've got gossip for you to fill your pages
again and again.

—

Monte Blue's Philosophy.

YOUnot

remember he was chosen to play the part
tho young physician in " Everywoman."

who knows when

is
more golden
than talk—well, to be in
places where what man
sees all around him has

!

!

!

;

silence

I

must

a

life

—hegood

from now

man,

if

I

two

is

now, dear Fay. I hopo you'll
I feel as if I've lived
I come.

-time

Time

the same look as it had
a thousand years ago,
and will have the same,
probably,
a thousand

while at

close

know me when

here.
for tea, so

good-bye for to-day.
Yours,

Maey.

for a
worth

all."

imagine

there

persons

in

are

Monte

Blue
the jolly, " hello,
Monte," ready to joke
;

A

restful corner in

ETHEL CLAYTON'S

delightful boudoir.

and talk to people on
the lot, and the serious,
thoughtful. Nature-loving Monte, who
likes
best the parts that take
him out into the open,
in vast spaces, under the
stars.

But then, you know,
Monte Blue is half Indian,
of

the

proud Cherokee

That partly explains his love of Nature,
and of people who are

tribe.

human.

To

this

charming

bit of

garden does ETHEL CLAYTON wend her way alter a
strenuous day in the studio.

For the Cherokeos are a noble tribe.
Just now he is playing
in a picture with Mary
-Miles Minter, and I hear
he is headed towards
stardom. He is over six
feet tall, and makes a
splendid Westerner. You

Everyone in California agrees that Ethel
stage.

AU

is not a bit upthe cast are as interested in her as she is in

them.

:
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right, bovs," he said, as his men ran up.
" ft's.onlv In the shoulder.
I'll be all right in a minThat's some skunk hired by Pennington to kill
ute.

" It's

all

Preparing for

Your Holiday — How
Girl

*

And here Is the skunk, Mister Bryce," shouted
(Seorge the half-breed, as he dragged in sight a brutal
rullian. " I saw him hiding on the roof of that shack,
with the rifle still smoking in his hand,"
With raging cries tlie lumbermen were going to
throw themselves on the now terrified .wretch, when
"Don't lynch me. I'll tell you all.
tie cried out:
Colonel Pennington hired me to kill Bryce Cardigan.
These are the notes he gave me.';
He pulled out a bundle of notes, and held them up

s

Pack Your Trunk

to

— The

Picture

Jumper.

"

proof of his statement.
There is no doubt the would-be murderer would
have been lynched despite his confession, but at that
moment Judge Moore came running up.
" Leave that man to me, boys.
I want his evidence
a"ainst Colonel Pennington. Take him away to gaol,
and guard him well, if you wish to serve your boss."
While the man was being dragged away, the Mayor
and council came up with the order revoking the
franchise, but the Judge was ready for them.
" If you attempt to enforce that order, some of you
will find vourself in gaol with Colonel Pennington,"
" I know how that order was got,
he said quietly.
and for vour own sakes, I advise you to destroy it."
The council knew the Judge, and they decided to
in

•

retire.

His Rich Reward.
the battle was not yet won.
BITresort,
Pennington had sent for

As

a

last

lumber
and in
pang, with the idea of fighting it
gtt
might
Cardigan
Bryce
fight,
the hope that in the
his
out,

Headed by Jules "Rondeau. Pennington s men
rushed to the fray, but they were beaten much more
tasilv than had been their leader in his single-handed
And when Jules Kondeau
fight against Brvce.
came up to Bryce! and holding out his hand, said
" You best man round here.
I hire myeslf to you,"
the last link of Pennington's power was broken.
In the trial that followed, he received a long
sentence for inciting to murder and fraud, and
Sequoia settled down to much happier times, than
was a power in the land
it had ever known, while he
"Well. I cuess you've won through, Bryce,"
" You've* beaten
said Buck Ogilvv, some weeks later.
Pennington, got back your father's property, and
best of all, the old gentleman's eyesight has been re:

V;
stored."
" No, there's just one more thing I have to do,
Bryce.
replied
" What, rim for the Presidency ?
laughed; Buck.
" Something far more important than that," re" You'll know in good time."
plied liryee gravely:
And that evening, when Buck Ogilvy saw Bryee
and Shirley walking in the Valley of the Wants, he
bent his steps the other way.
" Your next job is
" Buck, old son." he said.
best man at Bryce's wedding."
.

And

he was right.

(Adaoled from incidents in fSe Paramount.
Artcraft photo-play, featuring Wallace Reid as
Brvce
Shii ley

Darmond
Grace
Cardigan, and
Summer. By permission.)
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The safe and easy way
to remove unwanted hair
"

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM

PRUH "

that

is positively the only depilatory in the world
guarantied to remove all superfluous hair from
neck or underarm without irritating or reddening

is

face,
the skin.

"PRUH"

—

superior to all
it
is far
free from risk
ordinary depilatories, which merely replace one disfigureis

ment with another.
preparing the

toilet

"PRUH"

—

it

can be applied whilst
takes but a few moments, and

PREPARATION'S

How

rortolseshell Pots. 2 0.
Selfridges,

Harrods, Whiteleys.
u H Evans, Lewis's
Man(Liverpool &
chester), etc..

Lewis

Burrows, Boots (620
branches), and most

to Pack.

lighter clothes.

No garment

should ever be folded until

perfectly dry.

is

bit

If clothes are

the

it

slightest

damp when

into the

packed, they will set and dry
actual folds and only a good press

And this, as
with an iron will get them out.
you know, is impossible at a boarding-house.
Any skirt or garment with pleats in should
have each pleat caught in place before packing.
Then the garment should be carefully folded
with tissue paper in the folds and it will come

brushes and comb a/iother, and powders, face
creams, etc., in another. These little things are
very instrumental in crushing and creasing the
clothes if they are just placed loosely here and
there in the trunk, as is the general rule.
Label
these boxes with the contents, if you keep them
reserved in their boxes -at your apartments,
you will save time and temper.

—

Packing Your Hats.
yon intend to pack your hats in a box, be
quite sure you pin them in firmly, and
protect them by stuffings and wrappings.
Freedom of movement will spell ruin to them.
It is never wise to have someone else pack for
you, if you do you will not know where to find
things, and will rumple clothes in your search.
Upon reaching your destination, take all your
frocks and coats out of your trunk and, if
possible, beg permission to hang them on a line
in the open on their Irangers".
This will get out

IF

all creases.

you

room,
of

air.

The Picture

Girl's Jumper.
the prettiest of all jumpers is the
one chosen by the Picture Girl
and its
utmost simplicity adds Co its charm.
cool and dainty it would look in powder

QUITE

;

How

Plenty of Hangers.
is quite a good idea to place
IT coats and frocks upon hangers, and to fold them with

patterned

voile

Always lay big garments

of the

frill

A narrow ribbon sash encircles the

material.

and at the same
hides the elastic
that draws in the waist
of the
The
jumper.
waist,

a

time

circular

neck opening can

made

be

large

enough to put

head
the
through, al-

fiat

though,

Coats
on the table to pack.
and blouses should be first
fastened, and then laid, front
downwards, on the table. Lay
the sleeves back over the back
garment, and then
of the
double over the lower part.
Soft gowns can be kept
smooth by rolling over a wad
of newspaper, or even a towel,
if you are taking one of the
latter for swimming purposes.

if

preferred, a
can
Jr be arranged on
"fastening

jr

jT

,/

shoulder.

the

few

Here

a

buttons

give
decora-

added
tion.

You need have ro

fear

the jumper being
too expensive. The Picture
Girl's only cost her 8s
and no one could wish for

about

your trunk doesnot contain
modern trays and com-

-'

—

partments, particular gowns
such as the evening gown can
be protected from crushing by
being placed in a cardboard
box, while small accessories
will bo ever so much better
for being placed in small boxes.
Shoe and clothes brushes can
be placed in one and hair

—

with

with a soft

the hangers still on. This keeps
the top and shoulders of the
garment flat, and the lower part
can be folded accordingly.

\

-

i

.

anything prettier

Two ynrds of 40-ineh
voile at 2s. 11

Ribbon

J

for belt

F.lastic

..

Pattern

..

yard 0 1IJ
I

0

..0
..1

0

.

.

&

ECU

3

2J

2&CUB.

You can

Hairdressers. Stores,
Chemists,
or

No. 28.016.
own material trim this
of powder blue
voile that has pink and mauve
flowers patterned upon it.
A blue
ribbon encircles the waist, and
plain " bobbly " buttons adorn
the shoulders.
Frills ot its

EYDOL
LABORATORIES
London, W.C.2.

mauve

blue

and pink flowers ! The jumper is
cut on Magyar lines, but with a
seam on each shoulder. The side
seams are left open to
the waist, and the lower
edge of the jumper and
side seams are edged

direct from

1"0. Strand,

however,

this,

Tissue paper is essential to good
packing.
Just the smallest amount
should be placed between each fold,
and it should be used to stuff up vacant
corners.
The idea of packing each
garment separately with tissue paper
And the paper is
is a very good one.
far too light to add to the weight of
the luggage.

and

w£»BVrKBr»

you cannot do

I have no doubt that many of you wish to
take a little sewing or fancy-work to do in your
spare time on the beach. Pack this in a flatbottomed work-bag, so that it is already compact and ready for your use, and do not forget
a couple of needles, cottons, pins, safetys, and
darning wool in case of emergencies.

<ii

(Dept. 281.

If

find it effective to hang them in your
just where they will get a direct current

will

out in perfect condition.

If

On Sale at

full

things 5-0U need most and first will be near
the top.
The heavier garments, which you take
with you for emergencies in case of cold
weather, should be neatly packed at the very
bottom, and if covered securely with a piece of
cloth and held in place by tapes, they will act
as a false bottom, and will not interfere with the

the

More than a vanishing Cream, more than a grease
Cream. It takes the place of both. Genuinely
softens and beautifies the km making a clear
and healthy completion, fresh with the natural
In dainty Art.
colour and beauty of youth.

in

planning for a summer holiday, you should
IN always
arrange your packing so that the

andsmooth. Simple instructions in each box, 2/9.

CREME VANORE,

holidays are

the destination.
Most people are afraid of crushing their
clojhes too tightly, yet if they only knew it
tliis is the very secret of successful packing.
If the garments are allowed room to slide and
slip they will get severely jolted during the
journey, and will come out creased and wrinkled,
whereas if they are firmly held in place in a
trunk which is not too large for its contents you
will get far better results.

leaves the skin perlectly soft

a Skin Food that Vanishes.

for

and everyone is busy collecting
Next
suitable garments to take away.
comes the question of packing, and if this is
not carefully considered, the garments will be
very bedraggled and untidy on their arrival at
swing,

charming jumper

SELVEDGES OF 40 INCH MATERIAL
This simple Magyar pattern is all
that is needed to make tip the delightful jumper.

obtain a pattern ot
the jumper in 22. 24, 2G and
28 inch waist size from Picture
Show Pattern Dept., 233.

Regent
for one

Street, London, \V. I,
shilling (P.O. made pay

able to the

Picture Show).

A Dresskr.

J

,

P.ictwt Vltow, July 2AIR) 1920.

BEHIND

^1

HAY FEVER

r

tKe

INFLUENZA

SUMMER CATARRH!

NOSTROLINE
It

CURES

natal specific
destroy* infectious germs and soothes

ihem

away

all.

dis-

comfort and disease.

Most people suffer with some kind of nose infecUse NOSTROLINE nasal specific regularly

tion.

and insure health and comfort of uour nose and throat.
It prevents infection and cures the worst attack.
In handy tubes 1/3 6t 3 '-. AHChemisls.orby post
15 and 3/3 from NOSTROLINE LABORATORIES. 5B, Clifton, Bristol.

NOSTROLINE

SARGOL
MAKES YOU NICE

AND

PLUMP.

you want to increase your
weight and strength, have
better health, a clear complexion and sparkling eyes try

IF

The

immense

open-air

setting,

—

a street in^ Petrograd, erected ior the production in
appear for the first time together on the screen.

representing

which Geraldine Farrar>nd Lou Tellegen

will

Sargol.
For years it has helped
to make strong, sturdy men

and

beautiful,

healthy women.
Sargol increases cell growth, makes perfect
assimilation of food, increases the number of
blood corpuscles, and as a necessary result
builds tip muscles - and solid, healthy flesh
and rounds out the figure.
That is why
thousands of boxes are sold annually. Try it.
Sargol costs little, comes in tablet form and
is easy and pleasant to take.
Sold and recommended by good chemists everywhere.

on& dark,
eyelashes.*
EYDOXiASH

Cream

will darken your

lashes

and brown, and

make them
and

thick, long,

thus giving to
the eyesthatfascinating, expressive look which uipd find
EYDOLASH ia
so appealing.
a realdarkener not a "make-up.'
silky,

—

"

WJLLOWAVE

1

Uetecti
impossible.

"

Ii
transforms straigh t Harmless.
hair into a mass of dainty Ivorine pots
price 1/6.
Of all
hairdresser*,
beautiful waves.
chemists and stores, or direct
Per bottle 1/9 A from
CO. <D*pt. 2SJ,
3/3. Postage 9d.
Strand,
170,
London, W.C.2.

EYDOL

The completed

scene, with the

school for

girls,

famous Smolny

Institute in

the Bolshevik Government took

F I I_iVL
Satisfied at Last.
girl
THISasked,

who wanted to be a cinema star
Can you make me beautiful ? "

"

said the beauty
doctor, " I can make you so beautiful that all
the men will turn round and stare at you."

The girl smiled disdainfully. Her experience
had taught her that this was not an easy matter.
"'
For ten pounds," said the beauty doc-tor, " I
can make you so beautiful that the photographers will all copyright your pictures."

the

girl,

unsatisfied,

Shook her head.

l<e

cried the girl rapturously,

"that

will

beauty indeed."

Ia Mourning',

THE

H does not matter how

FT "LUST

-

suppose she has given up her piano-playing

entirely

?

"

" No, she

still

plays

— but on the black keys."

is.

complexion
cured in

by

it.

features look attractive

Wax

I

WAXWASOLA
OLA

bad your complexion

Sold Under Guarantee.

Even the plainest
the Complexion is good. Snch a
and fresh as a baby's may be pro-

will clear

— clear, soft,
Ona Week

if

—

"sins'

Product. Wrinkles

this

Wonderful

and All skin

disappear magically. Acts'while you sleep. Get the

Habit and look attractive.

For
SPECIAL OFFER. —9d.
post free a

2

death of her pet dog must have been
an awful blow to the leading lady."
" It was indeed."

New

Impuritin

WA3EC1VA

Don't Delay. Send To-Day.

a short time we will send yen
(Two boxes 3 3d.), or a 4;0d.
9d. box for 1
2 9d. [Two for 6 3d-

(triple size box) for

J

RICKMCtrc
(Surrey)

Preparations.

110,

Just Like a Man,

The Green,

Kew,

" What's the matter, old

man

?

" asked the

" Oh, I've just had a quarrel with my wife."
" Well, forget and forgive."
" 1 never can forgive her
you see, I was in
the wrong."
" In that case, demand an apology."

Same Old Wish.

ANEW

film

is

called

"A

Lady's Four

Wishes."

and
Preserves
The Sn!a.

HAIR BEAUTY
Tarshamade. the new hichly concenShampoo, thoroughly
trated Liquid
cleanses the hair, penetrates to the roots
and destroys any disease germs. Givesi
it acharee to grow thick and lustrous.
the Hair Youthful. Per
bottle, 5 0 post free.

Keeps

An old bachelor says he hasn't seen
the film, but he knows what her wishes are.
" First, a new hat ; second, a new hat : third,
a new hat ; fourth, a new hat."

i

Surrey.
Restores

producer.

;

" For fifteen pounds, and only at the price."
the beauty doctor, " I can make you so
beautiful that you will not have a single woman
friend in the world."
s:>id

'"Ah,"

the background.
Formerly an aristocratic
over for administration purposes.

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
BAD COMPLEXION AND

'

" For fivo pounds,"

Still

it

TARSHAMADE
The Medical Scamnoo.

Dept.

3. 20,

Imperial Bldgg., Ludgate Circus. E C.

—

—
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Great Public Handwriting
Character Competition.

£1,350 in Prizes
has been asserted that, owing to the continually extending use of typewriters and other mechanical
the art of handwriting is on the decline.
"
the well-known Rat and Mouse
To refute this statement, the Proprietors of "
Exterminator offer £1,350 in prizes in an easy and interesting Handwriting Character Competition, open
to Ladies, Gentlemen and Children. Substantial money prizes are offered for each of the best 249 specimens
of handwriting sent in showing character as it can be read from handwriting.

IT means of writing,

The Prizes will be awarded not only for well-formed
shows the greatest amount of CHARACTER.
The awards will be allotted as under

Section

Section

„

£100
£75
£50

3rd

,,

•

£25
£10

5 Prizes of
!0

..

1st Prize

2nd

„

3rd

,,

25 Prizes of £5 each.

eacli.

50

„

£1

„

5 Prizes of
10

„

Section

CHILDREN

For

,.

£25
£10

„

3rd

„

25 Prizes of £5 each.

each.

50

,.

£1

.,

.

III.
(up to 15 years of age).

£25
£10
£5

=

50 Prizes

Each

£100
£75
£50

=

1st Prize

2nd

II.

GENTLEMEN.

For

1st Prize

whizh

writing, but for writing

1.

For LADIES.

2nd

—

LONDOVUS

—

of

£1 each.

of the Prize winners will, in addition, receive a character reading of their handwriting

by an expert.

INSTRUCTIONS AND CONDITIONS.
1.

note paper, write in ink your name and address (slating whether Mr., Mrs., Miss, an J, in the case of
and on the top copy out the following phrase
Get rid of your rats
Without any fuss;
Kill them all oft
With "LONDOVUS."
(The specimen sent must be actually written by the person whose name appears on the sheet.)
It is sold in tins of the
Purchase a tin of "LONDOVUS," tear off the adhesive label, and pin it to your attempt.

Take

a sheet of

children, giving age),

2
following sizes

:

:

1

/- for which

you may make one attempt.

three attempts.
2.6 „
,.
,.
„
„
5/- „
seven
,.
,.
„
.,
„
and is obtainable from all Grocers, Chemists, Ironmongers, Oil and Colourmen. General Stores, &c.
" was purchased.
Then write on the sheet of paper the name and address of the retailer from whom the "
3.
4.
Enclose the sheet and label in one envelope addressed to: " Writing Competition,"
HYGIENIC
CHEMICAL CO.. LTD., Wansey Street Works, London. S.E. 17.
5.
The first prize in each section will be awarded to the competitor from whom the promoters receive an attempt which in
the opinion of the Judge, is considered the best.
The remaining prizes to be awarded in order of merit. Only one prize can be sent

LONDOVUS
THE LONDON

—

to

any one competitor.
6.
Competitors may make as many attempts as they wish, but such attempts must be accompanied by

labels to the value

shown above.
7.

No

8.

The

accepted as
9.

correspondence will be entertained.'
Editor of " PEARSON'S

WEEKLY

final

by

The

last

"
has kindly consented to decide the competition and
competitors.
day for receiving competitors work August 17th.

his decision

all

be announced in " The Daily Mail," on September 17th.
your Chemist, Grocer, Ironmonger or Stores does not stock " LONDOVUS," send a postcard to the
CHEMICAL CO., LTD., Wansey Street Works, London, S.E. 17, who will supply name and address of nearest

The

results will

LONDON HYGIENIC

N.B.— If

BUY A TIN TO-DAY

(1 /-,

Note carefully'the address

:

—

26 &

5

)

retailer.

and ENTER THE COMPETITION NOW.

" Writi ng Competition,"

THE LONDON HYGIENIC CHEMICAL
m\

must be

s

CO., LTD., Wansey

St.

Works, London, S.E.17.

/
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you want to know anything^ about Film$ or Him Players
THE PRESENT DISCONTENT.

Why should I ? Inquisitiveness is
and wc all .ulftr fr::m it
i
or fegs acute form. Ben Turpiu admits that his
e\ es are really crossed.
K. O. P. (doldcrs-on-Oreen). Your opinious were
interesting, and 1 hope you were able to see the first,
Naziiuova film to be released over here entitled
" Eye for Eye."
Others will follow in due course.
Alma Taylor, you think, would do excellently for
lighter roles, such as those played by Madge Kennedy
and Constance. Talmadge. I am glad your loyalty to
Kritish films and artistes is staunch. Mary Mael.aren
was born on July l'Jth, 1901. Her re^.l name is Mary
you

iniiuisitive.
1-wuli- complaint

m

a worl

IT

few years ago that nothing could
equal or surpass the craze which had caused so

seemed

until a

many people in this country to become stagestruck.
For years the lure ol the footlights had continued to dazzle the imaginations of old and young
In vain did theatrical manaparticularly the young.
gers refuse and those at the top o! the tree in the
acting profession proffer sound and valuable advice.
The stream of applicants desiring to get on the stage
continued as large as ever, and the places of those who
dropped out were promptly filled by others.
I suppose that in some measure this particular
craze continues, though I doubt seriously whether it
can be as great as before. For now it is no longer
the stage so much as the screen which holds cut all
In the busy
kinds of allurements to the restless spirit.
city .and in the humble village men and women are
growing dissatisfied with their let and turning with
longing eyes to the screen.
On it they can see themselves playing, not merely to people cf their own
country, but to those cf all lands, parts which shall
bring them world-wide fame and more wealth than
all their present work could accumulate.
Go where
one may the craze is noticeable. The child who
t as net yet left school, the clerk, the typist, the man
who has a responsible position, and the woman of
independent means are alike smitten with it.
And it is little use trying to suggest a remedy even
hough you may be inclined to think one necessary.
Bad cr good, tbis discontent will continue so long as
there remains a spark cf ambition in human nature.
Ridicule is of not much use as a deterrent ; advice
may be tendered though it will net always be taker.
Those— and they will bs the great majority who are
r.ot
fitted for the new profession will ultimately
eilite the painful truth.
While the few, the very
lew, who are really sifted will be able to obtain some
art at least, cf the success ihev desire.

—

i

—

i.

TEE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time b efore publicat ion, letters canno t be answered in the n e xt issue ?
A stam ped an d ad dres sed envelo pe must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
:

House, Farringdon
L. S.
t

yon posted your letter to me. No. Peggy, Tom Mix
has no relations in Glasgow, nor does tie hail from
there himself.
Whoever told you that must have
got a bit mixed.
"ANNIE" (Clapton). -Brown hair and hazel eyes
is Marguerite Clark's colouring, and her height Is )ust
4 Feet K) inches.
Mary Miles Minter was born on
April 1st, but the other two decline to give their
birthdays.
'Hands I'p" featured lint Ii Roland
(Echo Dclane), George CbesebOtO (Hands Up),
Easter Walters (Judith Strange), (ii-orge Larkin
(Two Qun Carter), and W. K. Lawrence (Prince
Pampas).
In " Elmo the Mighty. " Elmo Lincoln
was (.'apt. Elmo Armstrong
Grace Canard (Lucille),
Ivor Mcl'addcn (Rawdeu), Res dc Uoselli <^'-ar), and
James Cole (the I41ack Kider).
" WHJHIE " (Clapton).—- Hallo
Another one who
is supposed to be a sereen artiste's double.
Annie,
your friend, is said to look like Marguerite Clark,
and you are toid you are a second edition of Irene
This game of "doubles" is getting quite
Castle.
popular.
Irene has brown hair and grey
yes, ami
measures
feet 7 inches. Sorry, your favourite actor
won't tell us his age. Zeena Kcole is twenty-four.
V. F. (Liverpool). Yes, it was Casson Ferguson
The Gipsy Trail." You can write to Bob Walker
in
at the address you have, or send your letter through

liarlie

London, E.C

Street,

4.

— Edna Purviance was opposite

(Birmingham).
Chaplin in "

Normnnd does not
rip him to make

l

A Day

art with
us laugh,

s Pleasure."
Mabel
bim now. She used to
you remember, in the

Keystone Company*.
14.
ST. B.
R. (Highgate).— Well, what is it you
are going to " B"?
Let there be peace between your
friend and yourself. Marjorie Daw is enly seventeen.
Did either of you in your fierce argument imagine she
*
» as older
'•
Worry-pot " (Southampton). I know Violet
Hopson's married name, but I am not sure she wishes
it made public.
Clara Kimball Young is not married
now. Her former husband, James Young, has married
again. Lloyd Hughes was the hero in 3 The Turn of
the Road." Matheson Lang and Ivy Close in "The
Mouse Opposite." Yes. Cullen Landis has appeared
,in other films as well. " The Outcasts of Poker Flat "
<lavs of the old

'!

—

and "

The Empty

Paradise " arc

—

two.
" (Upper Wortley).
just

" BluK-EyBD Mary
" Sweet
Lavender " was quite a constellation of stars. Henry
Ainley, Alina Taylor, Chrissie White, Violet Hopson,
Stewart Rome and Lionelle Howard were all in it.
will see what 1 can do.
" Orita " (London W.).
You say you^ome from
Mie Falkland Islands, and don't want me to think
I

—

:

more

—

!

'

.">

—

MarDonald.
" Fi.ohrik "

(Northampton).— Please

answer
to "Tabs." of Minel'.ead, about George Chcscboro
George Alan Larkin was born in
ill " Hands Up."
IS!>():
and his wife is Ollie Kirkby. Any of Thos.
took & Son's branches will advise you about remitting
see

this office.

()wi:xi>\
London),— since you are fairly "busting" to know, let m- tefi you. Marguerite lark is
thirty-three, and Frank Mills was born in Kalamazoo,
(

<

(

money to America.
DoDPK'K (Whitley Bay).— What makes you

American, having
New York.
Ivy (Walthamstow) and Jkan and .JF.A.S* ettk
(Sheerness).
Isobel Elsom was bom on March Stb,
and 1 will endeavour to find out the ether things
you want to know.
Madge (Southampton). Frank Mayo was Ilia
artiste in
"Mary Regan." Marguerite Clark has
Mulligan.
Irene Castle is
been horn in New Rochelle.

English

think (iladys Hulette has given up acting ? She has
not retired from filmland as yet. Mary Miles Minter
and Alan Forrest were the principals in " The Ghost
of Rosy Taylor."
E. P. (Andover). The Charlie Chaplin rumour
Let us dismiss it
In
Kin,;
y:.u hav; heard is faL.c
Solomon's Mines," Albert Lawrence was Allan
Quaterniain
Ray Brown, (apt. Good; H. J.
Hamlin, Sir Henry Curtis
Bertie Gordon, Foulata
Marjorie Villis was
aud Vivien Talleur, Iwata.
opposite James Knight in " A Romany Lass." Sorry
1 cannot make out the name of the film in your third

—

—

—

not retired if, yit and if yen are lucks yen will be
able to see her in a new picture to he released in
December called " Luck in Pawn." You say Mary
Pickford has sent you four photographs of herself,
and you ask me why she keeps on sending them ?
She has evidently taken a great fancy to you.

;

:

quest ion.
M. E. E. (Andover).
i

ii

t

it

7

Let

;

— That's

mc put you next

your friend above,
Your drawing

to her.

me at work was very funny. I was positively consumed with mirth. So you think 1 must be exceedingly tall
and you want to know whether I grease
my hair wear a beard, and walk about on crutches
of

;

I

Believe me, 1 don't. Neither do I snore in my sleep,
nor grow lengthy whiskers. Yes Douglas Fairbanks
is dark.
Mary Miles Minter has blue eye.;.
N. A. (Croydon). Glad you consider there is
nothing to beat our art supplements.
In " The
Experimental Marriage," Harrison Ford took the part
Grey
opposite
of Foxcroft
Constance Talmadge.
" Sessuf.'s Admirer " (South Chingford).— Don't
worry. I keep no count of the number of times my
readers write to me, and all are welcome to do so as
often as they like. Sessue Hayakawa is thirty-one,
and his vatl f u u Aoki is twenty-seven As ycu will
see elsewhere on this page, they have no children.
"Black Diamond" (New Hcrrington). Sorry
you were disappointed, but, the information you
required has not been made known. There's G. M.
Andersen £a* instance He is so reticent about himMolly Malone. of course, is the wife of Forest
self.
Comett. Yes. I shall not, forget about her. I have
not heard about the releases of the three films you
name. M. Uiseot w as Peter in " Till- Minn **
and
in " Judex." the only two names I can find are Rene
Creste and Mdlle. Andreyor.
Your sixth question
asks my opinion, though as a question it doesn't
count. But suppose I say " Yes." Write again, byall means.
" TABS • (Minchead). So C'armel Myers and
Kenneth Harlan head the list of your favourites,
and you feel like breaking your heart because there
has not been more about them. There will be consolation for you soon. George Cheseboro started his part
in " Hands Up," but had to give it up to join the
Army for the war, and so George Larkin took his place.
" Eeii " (Leiston).
Gerald Araes was in " Brother
Officers," and Ahua Taylor and Henry Edwards
took the leads in " The Man Who Staved At Home."
" Andretta "
(Walton-on-Tharncs).— No,
you
have not asked too many questions at all. I hope
you will not need to pluck up courage again. Herbert
Rawlinson is married to Roberta Arnold. He was
born thitty-five years ago in Brighton, and hits

—

:

—

;

—

—

brown hair and

"Peggy"

blue eyes.

(Glasgow).

The other ages you

— Mildred

will

Harris

is

nineteen.

have seen, I expect, since

also

—

*

"PIP" (ISishopton). Thanks very much for your
appreciation and those new readers you have enroll <l.
May yon never really get the pip. Lew Cody was
in
Borrowed Clothes."
Barbara.

Mollie,

and

there's quite a little party of

(Homsey).

Others

you

all

—

""

and report has

it

find the three films

that he

is

you want.

single.
Kifi,

I will

"picture

personal
WHERE
FILM

IT TQ-OAY

>A/

«

4
4
4

TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE

—

,

care of Samuelson
Hall, Isleworth, Middlesex-

KEENAN.

WILLIAM

Film

Co.,

DESMOND,

care of Pathe Exchange, 25, West 45th Street, New
York City, U.S.A.
DORIS KENY'ON, care of De Luxe Pictures,
Iuc, 510. Fifth Avenue, New York City. U.S.A.
HOLMES,
LY'TELL, care of
Metro Pictures Corporation, Hollywood. California,

TAYLOR

BERT

U.S.A.

THE

PREMIER

and
very

STAR. You are kindly requested
not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name cf the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp to the Editor,
The Pirn he Show Room S5, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. If the letter weighs
more than 1 oz. it will require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra, ounce. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The PICTURE
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Piease keep
these addresses for reference.

FRANK

BY &OEN PH/j-U POTTS

it

show M

ISOBEL ELSOM,

7H£ MOST a*FFLIH6 "lYSTfav STDQY £VEG W/2 TTEN

try

but wasn't

when you saw them ?
(More answers next week.)

long ago

Warton

^

— So

eager to learn.

Rawlinson is the husband of Roberta
Arnold, but the remaining three you mention do not
state whether they are married or single.
Let
us hope they are happy, whi .-never they niiiht be.
Henry Edwards is that artiste's real name. In
*'
The Carter Case," Herbert Rawlinson was Craig
Kennedy. Margaret Marsh (Anita Carter). Ci it,
Albertson (Marcellus Mason). William Pike (Walt-r
Jameson). John Reinhard (Count Von tier Witz),
and Ethel Grey Terry (Cleo Clark).
FBI " (Chelmsford). Yes. Jack Jarman is
English.
He was born in Meldreth, near Cambridge,
Herbert

(More addresses next week.)

BIND YOCR PICTURE SHOWS. — Blue
binding cases

t?« Gazine9*

made

to hold the

first

cloth

and second

sets of 26 issues of the Picttre Show can he Qb>
tained, price 2s. Cel., bv post 3s.. from the Publishers,
the Picti're SHOW. 7-9. Pilgrim Street. Ludgate

HUI. E.C.

4.

—

:
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Gain the Knowledge these Books

Command

a higher Salary.
—
—

The New Harmsworth Self-Educator con-

Knowledge brings Power the
Power to choose your work to
succeed in your work to realise

—

tains just that practical knowledge which
you need to progress in your vocation, and
well-read, wellit will also make you
informed and quick to seize the chances

The

your ambition.

finest opporthe biggest incomes, go to the

tunities,

men and women who know
"

and more than

their

that are lost by the

their job "

job.

and

offer,

Do you

man who

Here is a
Departments of The

ill-equipped.
?

list

is

mentally
the 25

of

NEW HARMSWORTH SELF-EDUCATOR
8

1

Success

2
3

Geography
Arts and Crafts
Physiology and Health
Agriculture & Gardening

4
5

1

12
13

History

For a

first

payment

Work

bringing

0

1 1

Chemistry

6
7

Engineering

and

14
15
16
17
18
19

Transit
Literature and Journalism
Civil Service & Professions
Life and Mind
Business
Physics and Power

Get

This

Music
Manufactures
Astronomy, Geology, and
Archaeology

only you have the ten volumes of
your home, and while you profit from

Front of the Crowd "

in

!

the message

is

invited

to accept.

of

Please

the

free

fill

in this

prospectus you

are

coupon now, post

I

j

it

and

judge

to

it

and success-

possession you complete your purchase

Printed and

the "picture show" coupon
FOR

FREE PROSPECTUS
17,

published every

New

,

Ltd.,

Bridge Street, London, E.C.4.
I

Dear

Sirs,

FREE

REE

Post the

•

Coupon

NOW.

j

ADDRESS
P.S.a.

.

London, B.C. 4. AdverUsemenf
the Proprttaton The Ajuloaw ited Prsfb, limited, The Fleetway Home, Earringdo.. Street
Subscription rates
Inland, U>s. 2d .per
Post.
Street London, K.C. L Registered lor transmission by Canadian Magazine
A.iunc
Ltd. bole agents lor Australia
Nkws
Cf.ST.nl.
Til
Africa.
K.
fur
South
Sole agents
single copies. M.
l:!s. per annum
8*77/101(1
Zealand, Messrs. liORUO.s & QOICB, Ltd. ; and for Canada, The lMrERUL NEWS to.. LTD.

Monday by

Abroad
«

•

NAME.

i

BduBe," Farringddn

3 d
ingietop.es,
ingle copte». oju.

t

and POST
Tlcasc forward me 1
a copy of your beautiful
booklet, in colour, describing the 10 volumes of the New Harmsworth
Self-Educator," aud giving the subscription terms lor the work.
;

value

its

you person ally.

Om'eM "The"tffcetway

N

its

will bring

,;

ii.miii

24 Clerkship
25 Mathematics

this great inspiring, educative,

The Educational Book Co

you a booklet that is a mental
the
It takes you through
tonic to the ambitious man.
25 departments of this great Home University, shows
you exactly the appearance of the Work and enables you
at once,

to

21 Languages
22 Dress and Housekeeping
23 Metals and Minerals

Electricity

of 5/-

sent to

20 Mechanical Engineering

Building Trades
Natural History

small monthly payments.

by

"

9

Civil

:

,

;

MAHLON HAMILTON,

Splendid Art Supplement Inside

FATTY
ARBUCKLE
TAKES
A
JOY RIDE

Picture Show, July 71st, 1920.

The

Life Story of

BILL HART
Written by Himself.
You must not miss this great feature now
running in the "Boys' Cinema."
Bill
Hart has had a wonderful life, and the
story her tells is a most thrilling one.
Hart's weekly talks to readers are a
regular feature in the " Boys' Cinema."

Bill

most

interesting page

TALKS "

appears

in

of
this

Buy a Copy

A
"CAMPFIRE
week's

issue.

NOW!

CINEMAS

WILLIAM

Every Wednesday.

S.

HART.

THE EASY WASHER.
HE

unique properties of Croslields' English Naptha

Soap are so pronounced that even the dirtiest and
most greasy garments are quickly cleansed hv its aid.
imagine a more laborious task than the oldof washing dirt and jrrease-begi imed clothes.
"The Soap in the Silver Wrapper" will do the work in half the
time and at a much less cost than with ordinary soap. It also dors
away with the hard rubbing and scrubbing which quickly wear out die
clothes and the housewife's energy alike.
It

is

to

difficult

fashioned

method

.

This

is

the

clothes well,

mnd

thorough

Simply soap the
Napths Soap Method.
them up and a low to soak, when a gentle rubbini

Crosfields'
roll

rinsing

will

completely

dispel

the

dirt

and

grease.

D

IT
N9

8—11

JOSEPH CROSFlBt.D

AND

SONS.

LIMITED. WARRINGTON.

—
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Mary Says Doug,

is

Jealous.

DURING

a recent interview Mary Pickford
confessed that she doesn't care much for
dancing.
She explained that Doug, didn't like it, and
that " I think it is rather silly myself.
I like to
dauce with Doug., and I like to dance with my
brother Jack, but this dancing with every
strangor who comes along seems rather silly.
A
lot of foolish flirtations are apt to start.
I supposo Douglas is somewhat joalous, most brunettes are.
As for me, I am a blonde."

No Cubs

anrj

Player^

Did You Send

It ?
is very proud of a letter sent
reader of Picturk Show from a
college in Essex, asking for an autographed
" All the girls at our colloge are simply
portrait.
mad over you, so we want your photo to haig
up in the classroom."

BESSIE LOVE
by a

girl

Allowed.

BLYTHE was very
BETTY
hear, the other day when

Famous Readers of the " Picture
Show.
No. 29.— ALICE LAKE.
LICK LAKE is a keen reader of our paper,

A

I

and sends you this photograph to show
yon. Alice did not wait until she reached
the studio to see whose photographs were in this

issue,

but opened and read

A Fascinating Picture

ARE

you interested

it

on her way.

pose they would mind a gentle, well-behaved

Competition.
in

little

competitions

?

fine one has justr begun in the
" Boys' Cinema." It is a little paragraph
about Tom Mix which the artist has made into a
fascinating picture puzzle.
Ten pounds is
offered in prizes for the readers who find the
words hidden in the illustrations. This is a particularly interesting competition for those who

—and

a one-week
you can read the paragraph
this is

competition, so if
you have not the fear that it will be harder lo
solve as you go on.
Buy a copy on Wednosday

end try to win a

A

CLEO MADISON, whom

KENNETH HARLAN,

we

the latest portrait of this
delightful screen hero.
Kenneth is a great favourite with film goers.

shall see with Bert
LyteU in the coming
Metro photo-play, "The

Temple

bear."

A

really

know about Tom Mix

-

disappointed, I
the manager of
the hotel refused to allow her pet cub
bear to be quartered on the premises.
Betty had just arrived back after finishing
out -door scenes for the coming photo -play,
entitled " Nomads of the North."
In some of
these scones the bear had to appear with her,
and she had become so attached to it that it was
given to her.
" I think it most unreasonable," said Miss
Blythe, when she was told that her pet could
not "be received. " I know most managers
object to babies and dogs, but I did not sup-

of

Dawn."

More Stars
Strange

A

Gift.

STRANGE

that has come all the way
from distant Australia arrived a few days
ago at the home of Mildred Davis, Harold
Lloyd's leading lady. One of her Anzac admirers sent her a beautiful parakeet.
Though
somewhat wearied from travelling, the bird
has cheerod up considerably since beholding his

new

gift

mistress.

I

for the Stage.
that Virginia Lee Corbin and Benny
Alexander, famous children stars, are to
appear on the music-hall stago.

HEAR

Douglas D'Artagnan.
know, Douglas Fa
AS you
on
honeymoon

rhanks visited Paris
h s.
tour.
One of his
ambitions is to make " The Three Musketeers "in Alexandre Dumas' native France.
hear that prominent Frenchmen have already
invited him to make the picture on French soil.
I

prizo.

A June Bride.

Paris Lessons in Dancing.

DORA

IRENE RICH

claims to have been the first.
Juno bride of 1920.
Eight o'clock in the
morning. June 1st, Miss Rich was dressed in
complete bridal costume, from veil to flowers,
and waiting, not at church, but at Tom Moore's
stage in Goldwyn Studio, where that star was
filming " Stop -Thief."
Worse than that, she was a br.'de every day in
June. Sundays excepted.
The beautiful bridal
costume became worn by actual use, and had to
be replaced by a new one to give the impression

LENNOX, who

Stoll

film

FORhad

ROME
STEWART
"

tolls me his next part is in
The Great Gay Road," that of the gentleman vagabond, Hildebrand. This is a

ft

earr'ed

A Famous

Gallon's novel of that name,
made into a successful sta^-e

Father.

REID has received many letters
WALLACE
of condolence from his admirers at the
death of his father, Harold Reid, who
was the author of more than 200 plays. It wad
in one of his father's plays that young Reid fir.it
gained experience as an actor.

A "Jack of All Trades."
ACTRESSES are notoriously

versatile,

but

Adams, the Goldwyn star, is surely
the most accomplished of them all. She
she can earn her
says if moving pictures fa
Claire

:

It.

l

living as a chauffeur, a singer, a pianist, a clay
She made 2 to
modeller, a cook, or a seamstress.

men

are not always infallible.
The other day at the .Metro Studios,
Frank Brownley. in a tender scene in
V Hearts are Trumps," was called upon to take
a loving look at the portrait, of his daughter.
Brownley put on the necessary soulful expression, picked up the photograph, then dropped it,
while the astonished camera-man stopped turning.
Mr. Brownley sa'd he couldn't help it, although
ho was very sorry to spoil the scene. The photograph given him was a picture of Mitchell Leu is
in all his robust manhood.

Tom

has already been

play.

—-

PROPERTY

just

Stewart Rome's Next Part.

—

Couldn't Help

be seen in the

for her.

to be changed dady.
Meanwh le her
friends were asking when the extended
nupita's would be over.
"Must be pretty hard
to wait that long for a mere man," said one.
" If he doesn't finally show up, I'll substitute,"
another offered kindly, and was immediately
shouted down by others who announced their
entire willingness to sacrifice their freedom.
" Never you mind, people," Irene replied.
"This cloud, like all others, has a silver lining.
hen this happens to be in real life being married, I mean
I'll have had so much practice
being a bride that I will not havo stage frighti"

—

will

The Tidal Wave," has

,

film version of

Plenty of Practise.
the same reason the bouquet she

'

returned from a flying visit to Par.s,
where she tells me she has been to perfect herself in the stops of the Progressive Tang!
wit li
the object of playing the part of the dancing
girl in a photo-play which Vincent Lawrence, the
English adaptor of " Miarka," is writing specially

of freshness one expects to see in an outfit that
normal folk wear on but one or two occasions in
life for a day at a time only.

He

:

:

knitted socks during the war.

Are Freckles Contagious?
question now puzzling

THENeilan studio

is

:

the

.Marshal

Are freckles contagious

?

the free Ided -faced
Since Wesley
boy star, started work at the new plant, Mr.
Neilan. Colleen Moore. Barry's leading lady,
and even '" Bull " Montana, have discovered a

Barry,

It is surprising how tiny most of our favourite film
stars are.
Here we see BESSIE
illustrating
for us that she can walk out of her car without having
to bend.

LOVE

few freckles on their

faces.

Of course, Wesley

—

—

rutvre Show, July

4

(C

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.
was immediately blamed
i

hat

v\ill

ed

^'Z 9

from
>

but he stoutly claims
all his freckles are his own, and that they
never leave him, and" further-more they are

NOT

A

Successor to GaLv.

U/iDLLE. GENEVE FELIX plays the part
1V1 °f th° pretty luxury -loving little variety
"

r

Dreams

It is said
successor to

that Mdlle.

-

film artist.
of character,

Sandals for Hot Weather.

1920.

actress in a coming Kilncr film entitled
of Youth."

;

contagious.

31s?,

Felix

is

a possible,

Gaby Deslys as a leading French
Sho has youth, good looks, a senseand strong powers of expression.

LOUISE GLAUM

is famovis for her originalideas in dress, and she is now wearing
possibly the most sensible footwear for tha
hot woather. They are sandals made of white
kid, and are identical witli t he footwear adopted
by fashionable ladies centuries ago.
These sandals are ideal for walkiffg and for
home wear. Miss Glaum has had soveral pairs
made in different coloured leather, to match her
respective sports outfits.

The Most Photographed

HEAR

A

Story of Charles Ray.

CHARLES RAY

is as bashful as any small
schoolgirl.
He seeks no publicity, never
sees reporters, arid if there are visitors

around the studios shy Charles takes himself
out of sight somewhere.
The other evening the Ray Company were
.working on an exterior down in a rather low
neighbourhood, which is constantly patrolled by
the police.

Girl.

that Helene Chadwick is entranced
I
with her first experience of the Californian
desert, where scenes have been taken for
Goldwyn's new photo-play, " Cupid the Cowpuncher," in which Will Rogers plays the leading male part.
Miss Chadwick has been called the most
Hitherto her
photographed girl in America.
photo-play experience has been confined chiefly

It

was about eleven o'clock

Ray was wearing a
and

his neck,

his

at night,

handkerchief

cap pulled low.

and Mr.

wound round
The picture

had been rehearsed for several minutes, and
they were ready to " shoot " the scene.
Mr. Ray was lurking around the corner of

GEORGE BEBAN,
The

otfo»r

SHOW

drawing-room and ballroom scenes. Her
work for Will Rogers is entirely of a different
order.
Rogers took a bunch of cowboys along
with him," and I hear that Miss Chadwick was
«no of the most enthusiastic applauders of their
to

FROM
Her Hair

Breaking Horses in Front of the Camera.

TOMranch
we

has added ten wild

Tom

—

Should Think So.

Allan

Tony

Guadio, who has just signed with the
well-known producer, arises each morning at
five o'clock in order to securo some atmospheric
effects of the lights and shadows at daybreak.
Guadio plans to give a private showing of
tho effects obtained
before the American
Society of Cinomatogrnpbor*, of which lie is a

MARY MILES MINTER.
new portrait snapped as she was coming
home irom an aiternoon at goli.

delightful

the building in the dark, waiting for thedirector
" Camera."

to call

Along tho street, quite in the dark, comes a
husky policeman, and, seeing Charles
peeping around tho corner, rushed up and
grabbed him by tho collar and shook him.
great, big

,

to say tho least, Charles Ray
WELL,
surprised to death. Ho jerked away,
said

:

" Sec, here

;

what's the idea

?

was
and
" With

that tho policeman gave him another shaking
down, and informed him "not to talk back."
And in a few seconds moro the famous Inco star
would have been getting a free ride to the
county hotel but the director rushod around
tho corner to see what was detaining Charles,
and explanations wero in order.
But if the director hadn't come along Charles
Ray wouldn't have told the policeman who he
was. He would have gone right on to tho
police-station, and let h\m find out who ho had
;

when they got

to the station. "That
been' rich, I think," said Mr. Ray
"
You spoilt a porfectly good
to the director.
lark for me.
I would have got just the thrill
1 needed in this picture, and perhaps given a
better interpretation of tho scene, if you had
really let mo get pinched."

arrested

would have

ESMOND

he

is

and JOSE COLLINS, whom we are to
B. and C. production "The Sword ol
is H. V. Esmond's first Him, and
most seriously. He is also the author

new

taking

This
it

of the pboto-play.

Real.

the Kitten.
has a pet monkey from
Togoland, which belongs to the smallest
variety in existence.
It goes about with
its master, tucked away in his coat pocket, and
remains there whilst he is at work, when he
iliseurds the coat and hangs it up, monkey and
all,
boliind his dressing-room door.
It was

Such are tho

rei-ontly announced that the monkey was missing,
and after a frenzied search of the entire studio.'
it was discovered peacefully asleep amongst a

family of nine kittens, the recently acquired
personal property of tho studio cat.

—

Why

His Idea of a Lark.

H. V.

is

STUART HOLMES

A

Damocles."

OVER THERE."

The Monkey and

member.

see in the

his

Recently Bryant Washburn and Walter Hiers,
are both aware of Miss Hawley's little
weakness, were teising her on tho subject, as
usual, and asking her how often it was necessary
to have it " touched up."
Thoy even politely
refused to bo convinced when, in despair, tho
littlo star pulled otit innumerable hairpins, and
earnestly begged them to inspect the roots of her
Finally, with tears in her eyes,
golden tresses.
she rushed out of the studio, and returned with
a vory much amazed young man, whose brawny
fist she thrust under the noses of both sceptics.
Then they gave in with a laugh, allowing that
Mr. Hawley's argument was indisputable and
that, of course, ho ought to know.

actor,
little
he has been in
America, has acted with Alice Joyce,
Betty Blytho, Alico Brady, and Elsio Ferguson,
is to bo Norma Talmadge's loading man in her
noxt picture, entitled " Branded Women."

for
clock.

"

is

who

British

who works
ANYDwancamera-man
must have an alarm

PICTURE

the Lasky lot they are very fond of
teasing Wanda Hawley, the new Realart
star, about the blondncss of her hair, for
she is very sensitive on the subject of its realness.
and anxious to impress upon everybody that
she is not a blondo of the poroxide persuasion.

British Actor's Next Part.

I

Junr.

appeared in the

GEORGE

ON

horses to his-

at Mixville, California, and when
we see his now film, entitled "Untamed,"
shall actually see
breaking them in.

MARMONT, the
PERCY
who, in the
timo

article

Notes and News from Los Angeles.

dare-devil horse-riding stunts.

MIX

day an
about

BF.BAN. Here
beautiful boy that was mentioned.

all

eccentricities of genius.

Fay Filmer,

the Car Raced.

OWEN is the recent purchaser
SEENA
fine new high-powered car, and she

of a
has,

vory naturally, been itching to see how fast
it will really go—only, of cours£ there are tin.
The other day she was
t rathe laws as an obstacle.
driving from Hollywood into the city, keeping
strictly within the speed-limit, when a big car
passed her at a rate which mado her own look
Noticing that the
as if it wero standing still.
traliic officer at the crossing didn't appear to bo
a bit disturbed at this phenomenon, she decidedthat. she hod as much right to s|>ood as any other
free-born American citizen, so at once started
to " let hor rip."
At the very next street she
was held up by a polite officer on a motor-bike,,
who took her name and address and invited her
to appear before tho judgo on tho following
morning to explain matters. When she in>
dignantly protested and called his attention to
the other ear, by then a rapidly diminishing
perspective on the distant horizon, ho answered
But that's the sheriff's car. la-ly. They're
cha«ing some motor bondits,"
:

Elsie Codd.

Picture

iffioit;

July

list,

1920.

" PICTURE

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

In her

woman.

photo-play MARIE WALCAMF takes the part of ft Chinese
So that ber make-up shall be perfect, she has enlisted the services
of a Chinaman to dress her hair.

latest

MURRAY

MAE
i3 a keen swimmer, and spent
a great deal of her holiday in the water
when she was at Palm Beach recently. Her
husband is seen with her.

HERBERT RAWLINSON,

ANTONIO MORENO
at

is

home surrounded by

SHOW."

all the girls at the studio.
He is quite
bevy of beauty, but who knows whether his
is true or not ?

the idol of
this

story

MORAN

EDDY

11
1
EDITH ROBERTS.
LYONS, and LEE
are so busy choosing
see you're back again!"
location that they haven't even time to- glance at the camera-man.
They decided eventually that the spot was
It was here that their last .'photo-play was filmed, although I don't think you
will recognise the spot in the picture.

ideal for their requirements.

the daring cinema actor, is very friendly with
Charles Stuart Blackton, with whom he plays in " Passers-By," the film
adaptation of C. Haddon Chambers' noveL

" Oh,
pup

don't hurt him!

"

cries

for her inspection while

MARY CHARLESON,

as

HARRY CAREY

he helped her to choose one.
in

an

Irish terrier.

holds up a
Their choice finally ended

,

Picture Show, July list, 1920.
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EXPXOITT OF FAMOUS DETECTIVE TOED
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN" THE PICTURE SHOW
1

Real Crime Storicf

lie Pkantom Btitkf1
oi these stories, which have been filmed by the Selznick Film Company, and will shortly be
here, is taken from real life. The crooks described are men whose criminal careers are to be
found in the American Police Records. In the film version the part of the real detective is played by
Herbert RawUnson, otherwise the stories are an exact reproduction of events which actually happened.

Ever; detail

shown over

THEN Thomas

trail of tho Government bond thieves.
It
case, and he felt that it required
considerable thought.
Chief Flynn had been
unable to point to a single clue that would lend

Byrnes, the

famous detective,

was Police

Inspector

York
a

WILLIAM

J.

FLYNN,

the United
Chief of
States Secret Service,

of

New

^

Street and called it
* ho "dead line."
warning was sent

A

dollars in securities taken,

»

tions raised.
The usual method of the robbers
rip out the combination with an acetylene
torch, secure the bonds and make a get-away.
Not a finger -print was left behind, showing that

men were skilled crooks who worked with
rubber gloves. It was evident that the thieves
were no ordinary thieves, but were directed by a
master mind, who arranged for the raising and
disposal of the securities.
Lightning felt
that he was facing a stone wall with no way in
sight of getting around or over it.
tho

arrested on sight.
"

Paper Collar

ooo," " the Fade-away Kid," " Texas Slim,"
and other gentry of the underworld, had to but
s! ck their faces below the " dead line " to break
into gaol. Maybe Byrnes exceeded his authority
perhaps his methods were a littlo
a little ;
ahead of his time, but he was successful in ridding
that soction of the city of crooks, so that after
they once got on to the fact that the Inspector
meant business, there was not a crime committed in that section for years.
For below Fulton Street commences the
financial district where the wealth of the United
And tho heart of tliis district
States is centred.

An Unexpected

the lives of
that within the next few
minutes the detective was to receive a clue
without which, perhaps, tho bond robberies
would never have been solved.
It began with
the dropping of a napkin by a girl seated with
her back to him at tho first table in front of
him.
Lightning
with
absorbed
tho
puzzling
ramifications of tho case ho was on, had not been
paying much attention to the other people in
the restaurant.
But when the girl's napkin
fluttered to tho floor, it attracted his attention,
and he made haste to retrievo it.
As he presented it to her, tho young woman
looked up and he recognised her.
"
"
trivial incidents aro

but the big men in tho game respected the old
police order.
With the outbreak of the war, and the influx
of crooks to New York from all over tho United
Such mon as " Jimmy
States, came a change.

Why

But, tho 6inglo word was all ho uttered, for
slowly an eyo of the girl dosed as she reached for
the bit of napery, and in tho wink Lightning

Hope," the Manhattan Bank Robber, and other
master minds of crookdom had passed away.
In thoir placo had come tho scum of tho underworld, most of them youthful desperadoes, who
would lake a chance at anything.
There were, too, thoso who figured that New
York was too busy attending to its wur uctivities
to pay any particular attention to ordinary

road a warning that sho did not want to be
recognised.
So ho returned to his table after
receiving her thanks, and i-cvertly began sizng
up her companion.
The man was about fifty with a smooth,
hard faeo. His hair— or what there was left of
it
was grey and thin. Short of stature, thi<-k
get, ho had tho appearance of possessing great
physical power.
An ex convict, or I'm a fish," Lightning

—

aiTa rs of the day.
This now outfit neither know
or carod for the polico, and in turn wero strangers
Hence there ensued a wave
to tho dopartment.
of crimo in tho financial district tho like of which
had never been seen in Manhattan. Safes
were blown open or carted boldly away in trucks.

mused.
But what was

company

Bank messengers wero
.

Secret Servico, received orders from
Washington to go after the gang and got them at
no matter what cost. Not an easy job, and
Flynn knew of only ono man who was likely to
be successful on a.caso of that kind.
So ho sent for Stephen Arnold, tho cleverest
dotectivo who ever tailed a crook, and whose
familiar namo of " Lightning " was known
whorovor tho secret servico existed.
Seating himself in a restaurant in fcho " Roaring Forties " Lightning ordered a dinner to
which ho felt his appetite was entitled, after a
busy day in tho environs of Wall Street, without
striking a single scent that would put hi in on

?

littlo

Ruth

Lightning

Fuller doing in such

knew

Ruth

well,

and regarded her as the straightest and smartest
that had ever been called in
littlo typist
to help out tho department when the pretty face
of a girl, or any of the feminine finesse whicli
this young woman possessed, was needed in a

held up by taxi-bandits
running into tho millions dis-

States

Clue.

such
UPON
men moulded

is Wall Street, with a graveyard at one end and
a river at tho other. Byrnes' business was to
With his retirement from
protect that wealth.
For years
office tho " doad line " continued.
Truo, there
tho district was free from crime.
wore occasional petty robberies through trusted
employees, and small fry of tho " profession."

and securities
appeared
Scarcely a day passed but what a crime of
jomo sort occurred, as reference to newspapers
will verify.
Nor has it ended. Tho blowing
•J a dozen safes in tho last few months and the
attempted holding-Dp of two cashiers in crowded
banks at busy hours aro events of recent record.
Came a time along in 1918 when the Government wore forced to tako a hand, for Go,vern.-«ent bonds were being stolon, raised and sold
not without groat profit to the gang behind tho
scheme William J. Flynn, Chief of the Unite*!

after-

was to

City.

And Byrnes kept 'his word.

and shortly

wards they would turn up with the denomina-

out *ha*
crooks found below
that point at any
,
hour of the day or night, Whether they were
purpose3
peaceful
or not, would be
lent on

New York

Street,"

All the department knew was that the thefts
continued with alarming regularity. In tho
night a safe would be " cracked," thousands of

City, he drew
at Fulton

,

Wall

No.

was a puzzling

assistance.

line

—

the

particluarly delicate situation.
'
And why didn't she want to bo recognised ?
Lightning gave it up, but determined to
watch tho table. Ho did so for a half -hour,
but saw nothing that gave him a clue to the state
of affairs between Ruth and her companion.
The girl chatted breezily, and tho man listened
passively, occasionally permitting an expression
that might pass for a smile, to flit over his face.

Lightning saw the man call a waiter and
heard him give an order for spiced pears. In the
annals of crimo it is recorded that all crooks
have criminal appetites. They are given to
It is a strange
highly seasoned and spicy foods.
but psychological fact, and again Lightning
took notice.
While the waiter was gono to bring the dosort,
the man excused himself to his companion and
In a flash
strolled in tho direction of tho bar.
Ho
tho girl turned and faced Lightning.
started to get up to go to her,-but sho motioned
for him to remain where ho was.
" Seo me tomorrow at 12.30, at Room
.

—

called
" Be
make

,

it

exactly

at 12.30.

above

she

softly.
sm'o a "d

all,

And
don

HERBERT
wno

RAWLINSON,

pi a y S the part of Stephen
" Lightning "
on
Arnold

—

^

t

—

screen,

telephone."
When her companion returned She was calmly
toying with her coffee spoon, and greeted him
with a bright smile. Paying his bill, Lightwondering,
still
restaurant
ning
left
the
but with his mind made up to be in Wall Street
on tho morrow. He hadn't seen Ruth for some
time, and although he was very busy, he decided
a call on her might not be without profit, for
sho was evidently in the midst of things downtown, and might prove a big help-in his present
puzzling ca<e.
At exactly 12.25 the next afternoon, Lightning swung through the Wall Street crowds,
jamming the street during the luncheon hour,
and paused across tho street opposite the number
given him by Ruth. In the five minutes he had
It was one ot
to wait he sized tip tho building.
the usual office structures, with which the .district is honeycombed, and by consulting the
memoranda he made the night before, he found
that tlie offiee to which he had been directed was
on tho fourth floor.
Upon the minute that Ruth had told him to'
call,
Lightning entered the building and
ascended by the lift to the third floor.
Scanning tho offices there, he found the number
ho wanted. On the glass of the door was the
name " Allen Joyce Securities."
Lightning entered without knocking, andfound himself in the outer office of what looked
like an expensive suite.

—

No one was there, but as he was about to go
into tho inner office, Ruth entered and stopped
him.
"

What

I

have to say to you must be said

" Joyce goes to lunch every
quickly," she said.
day at exactly this hour, but does not stay long."
" What's
all
the mystery ? " Lightning
inquired.
Mr.
The girl seated herself on a desk.
" there is something very
Arnold,'' sho said,
I called you up twice,
peculiar going on hore.
but was informed you were out of town. Six
weeks ago 1 took a position hero in answer to an
advertisement. Joyce that's the boss asked
mo many questions before ho engaged me.
Ho
'
is the man you sAw me with last night.
" Looks
like
a crook," Lightning interrupted.
"That's just it I -believe he is," tho girl
" Anyway, ho -pretends to deal in
retorted.
bonds, and that safe," opening the doos to tho
inner office sho pointed to a large strong box.
" is full of them.
And so. far as I know he rieve.buys any, and never sells any, and wo have no
customers, but that box is always full of bonds.
Whero he gets them from I don't know."
" Docs he keep any
books ?" Lightning
asked.
" Not a book, and I don't do enough work

—

—

—

to

keep warm."

" Just
what do you do ? " Lightning
inquired.
Well," and Ruth smiled, " my principal
business seems to be letting the boss take mo
out to dinner. I have stood for it, becau-o
believe there is something wrong, and I am hist
curious eitough to want to find out what it is."
While the girl had been talking. Lightning
had been thinking. Tho bonds interested him
" Got the combination to the safe ?" he a*ko<l.
" I'd like to tako a look at tho securities."
"No," Ruth replied. "Tho safo is UWftyt
locked, and no one but Joyoe is ever permitted
If he over does sell any bond", i o
to open it.
record is ever made of it."
I

richire
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" Anything olse particularly that givos you
grounds for suspicions ?" Lightning inquired.
" .Several
" Yos, ono thing." the girl replied.
t imos 1
have boon sent to a house i-i Madison
named
to
man
take
package
a
Avenue to
a
He's an old chap who lives alone with
Latimer.
n butler.
Wry wealthy, I understand."
" Maybe the package contained bonds,"
Lightning suggested.
If it did," Ruth replied, " he never paid for
them. A/id once when I was up there, Joe
Keagan, who was mixed up in the Myers forgery
case, .came out just as I went in.
Iveagan has
been in hero a couple of times, too."
"Sounds interesting," Lightning remarked.
" Joyce ever work down here at night ? "
Not that I know of. We both generally
leave about five o'clock. He gets in about ten
o'clock in tho morning.
I am alwavs here

the detective came up and stood beside her to
light a cigarette.
" Don't be surprised at anything you find
in your office in the morning," he said, and
passed on.
At twelve that night the clock in the steeple
of Old Trinity started to boom the time. Scarcely
had the deep tones resounded over the quietness
of the district than every clock in that section
of the city that had bells began to strike the
witching hour.
On the last stroke two figures crept from an
office, and ascended the fire escape leading to
Joyce's placo of business. One of them carried
a wire that led from the window of the second
floor.
Tha other was burdened with a burglar's
"jemmy," and an implement that looked something like a painter's torch, but was not.
"
Quickly the first man applied the " jemmy

first."

and

It

stoll.'d over and examined the safe.
was an armour plate affair, bullet shaped,
with a heavy combination.
" What do you make of it all ? " Ruth asked,

raise! the window. Lowering his tools, he
stepped inside, and reached for the wires, which
he drew into the room. The second man followed him through the window.
" Don't strike a light, Jim," the first man

as she crossed to him.

cautioned.

Lightning

" Nothing yet, but I would like to get into
that box. Tell you what you stay here and
play up to Joyce. Go out with him whenever
he asks you. Watch everything that goes on
here, and observe every man he speaks to either
in the office or out.
I have just thought of
something. Let me hear from you in a couple of
days."
" All right Mr. Arnold," Ruth said. " Joyce's
one weakness is worn™, the younger the better.
I think 1 can hold his attention," she added
demurely.

—

,

" If you can't, nobody can " Lightning
laughed.
Going to the window, he gazed out and saw
that a fire escape led to the ground. The office
was in the rear, and there was a. large space
between the building in which it was located
and the next one to, it. When he left he went
to the floor below.
Almost directly beneath
Joyce's office he found an empty room. A half
hour later he had displayed his secret service
badge to the superintendent of the building,
and the office was his.
!

The Midnight

Visitors.

almost a week Ruth heard nothing from
FORLightning,
and during the interim she did
her best to encourage the attentions of
Joyce, who let no opportunity pass to show his
interest in the girl. Almost every evening they
had dinner together, and several times he sent
out for food, and they ate their luncheon together in the office. There were no visitors,
and, so far as Ruth knew, Joyce had no friends
and very few acquaintances. Nothing whatever
occurred to further arouse the girl's suspicions.
Then, one noon, as Ruth passed out to her
luncheon, she encountered Lightning in the

He

no sign of recognition.
As
she reached the street and stopped at the corner,
lift.

When

gave

the butler

left

the

" It might attract attention. We'll
have to depend on our flashes." It was the voice

of Lightning.
" I guess I can find the telephone all right,"
Jim replied, directing the rays from his flash'
toward the desk.

Crossing to the safe, Lightning, by the aid of
his pocket lamp, sized up the combination.
Then he drew two pairs of rubber gloves from
his pocket, and handed one pair to Jim. Ticking
up a wire fitted with a screw attached to the
torch, he fastened it into the socket of an electric
lamp. A turn of another screw on the torch,
and it spouted a brilliant green flame, that lit
up the room and cast their shadows on the wall.
" Hurry up with those wires," Lightning
ordered, and at the same time applied the flame
to the area around the safe's combination.
The flame bit into the steel, and cut it as a hot
knife would butter. Drawing a square around
the combination, Lightning played the torch,
following the lines he had marked out. Jimmy,
quickly cut in on Joyce's telephone, ran the
wires under the rug and out the window.
As he finished, Lightning extinguished the
torch, and, with a blow from a hammer, pushed
in the square of steel carrying the combination
with it. The next instant and the safe door
swung open. With the aid of his flash, Lightning
examined the contents. There were several
piles of bonds, which he removed, and bundles
of papers which he found of no interest, and
discarded after a quick perusal.
But one long, blank envelope, sealed with red
wax, attracted his attention. This he opened,
disclosing a page from the record of the Federal
Prison in Atlanta. It contained a front face
and profile photographs of a man, and the
record of James Plevin, sentenced to ten years
for forging United States Government bonds.
At the bottom was written the word " escaped."

room he watched Lightning, and saw the latter draw an importantlooking paper from his pocket, which be perused.

" What's that

?

"

Jimmy

asked, leaning over

his shoulder.

"

1

don't know, but it is e vidently important,"
" I'll just keep this record
in tho

Lightning replied.

and have a duplicate envelope put here

morning."
Putting the envelope in his pocket, Lightning
gathered up the bonds, and the two mude their
way out. In the office below Lightning examined
the securities carefully under a magnifying glass.
Not until he was through did he utter a word.
" Stolen every one of them," he finally said.
-

—

" Now, let's take a look at this page."
The
" Ever
picture on the record was not Joyce,
"
see this man before ?
he asked of Jimmy, and
Jimmy shook his head negatively.
" All right, this can keep," he added. " Let's
get out of here."
Silently the men l.-ft the office through the
window, and made their way to the ground by
the fire escape.
When Ruth entered the lift soon after
nine o'clock the next morning, she found
Lightning just stepping into the car.
The
lift
was filled, and the detective crowded
close to her.
She felt his fingers on her wrist,
and, g!ancing down, saw that he held an envel jpe
and a note. These she took without anyone
seeing.

In Joyce's outer office Ruth read the note.
" Slip this envelope among the blank papers
in the safe," it said.
Opening the door to the inner office, a scene
of chaos confronted the girl.
The safe was
wide open, and the door was ripped and torn.
A pile of papers were scattered in front of it.
Around the office other papers were strewn.
Glancing in the safe, she saw that the bonds it
usually contained were gone. Smiling slightly,
Ruth pushed the envelope among the debris.
The outer door closed, and Joyce came in.
He seemed to be in a particularly good humour,
and almost smiled as he glanced around for Ruth.
Then he entered the inner office. The girl was
standing near his desk, and he walked towards
her for his usual morning welcome. But something in her face halted him. As he looked at
her questioningly she pointed toward the safe.
Joyce followed her eyes, and seemed stunned
at what he saw. Running to the strong box, he
knelt in front of it.
Quickly he rummaged
through the papers.
" It's no use. Mr. Joyce, the bonds are gone,"
Ruth informed him.
But the man paid no attention to her, and
continued to throw the papers about as though
looking for some particular document. Finally
he came across the blank envelope that Ruth
had placed there a few minute3 before. With a
sigh of relief, he seized and placed it in his
pocket.
" Shall I notify the police ? " Ruth inquired.

Joyce turned to her.
" No, no " he said quickly.
!

me

" Just leave

alone for a while."

Before the safe stood a masked figure wielding an acetylene torc'i
which was biting its way through the steel of the strong to t

—
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After Ruth lett, Joyce, seized the 'phone.
the tapped wire in the oltiee below, lightning hcardJiiin ask for Murray Hill 0275, and
made a note of it. A voice at the other end soon
answered.
" This is Joyce," he said excitedly.
" My
safe has been broken into
everything is gone."
" Not the Plevin record ? " the man on the
ot licr end inquired anxiously.
" No, I have that. You'd better come down
here."
" All right. I'll be down as soon as I can."
As Joyce hung up the 'phone, Ruth entered
with a newspaper in her hand.
" Look," she said.
" We were not the only
ones robbed last night."
Joyce took the paper and glanced at the headlines.
Ho read :

On

—

ANOTHER BIG BOND ROBBERY.
Wall Street Alarmed as Safe Blowing Continues.
$50,000 Stolen from Griffin & Company.

A man

opened the door and entered the
office.
He was rather young, rough-looking,
and glanced at Rut]). Joyce motioned for her

The man reached in his pocket, and
brought out a package wrapped in newspaper.
" Why did you come here ? " Joyce asked

to leave.

angrily.
I
lie

got the bonds over at Griffin's last night,"

answered.
" Yes,

and while you were doing it someone
got to us."
Joyce pointed to the safe, and
unxvrapped the package, disclosing a bundle of

Government bonds.
" See here, Joe," Joyce said to the man, who
was looking at the safe. " Things don't look
just right."
" That safe

don't,

anyway," Joe answered

grimly.
I

.

we had

think

Joyce warned.

any old

"

better lay low for a while,'
get rid of these bonds at

I'll

of -the- tautlor,-A»ut-it-was

empty.

'Neither
"

could he be found after a thorough search of the
houso.
" It is certain,
Mr.
Latimer," Lightning
said, "that' your butler is implicated in this
burglary."
" the> old man repled.
I can't believe it
" Why, he has been in my service for years "
" Nevertheless,"
Lightning informed him
at 1 lie front door, " he is in on it in some way.
If he returns, please detain him."
!

met

The Fatal Message.

nmch
hung up he was
WHEN Joyce From
a cupboard he brought
excited.

out two bags and began packing his
personal effects. Ruth entered the room.
" Going away, Mr.
Joyce ? " she asked,
casually.
_
" Yes," he answered tersely.
" What's, the matter ? " the girl inquired.
" Everything " he told her.
" I have to
leave town at once."
Pausing, he went to the
girl and placed both hands on her shoulders,
7
looking at her fondly.
on't you come with
me ? " he asked tenderly.
.
Ruth star-ted, hesitated, and thought quickly.
She must prevent his escape at any cost.
Ra sing her eyes, she finally answered
" Yes but give me a little time to get ready."
Joyce glanced at his watch.
" It's twelve o'clock," he told her.
" I'll be

Jim

W

:

;

Ruth quickly picked up the telephone

and got an instant reply from Arnold's office.
Jimmy answered the 'phone, and told her
IJghtning was not in.
" Joyce is ready to make a getaway " she
informed him. " He'll be back at one o'clock.
When he is ready to leave, I'll shake the rereiver three times. See that someone is on tho
it

!

contained the name of " Allen Joyce," and
presented " Mr. Charles Bayer." For a moment
the butler stood hesitating. Then he ascended
the stairs. A few minutes later Hiram Latimer
entered the living room, greeted Lightning, and
inquired his business.
ibe detective drew a cheque from his pocket.
"
It was drawn for S200 to the order of
c ish
and bore tho signature of " Hiram Latimer."
" This cheque," said Lightning, " was found
in tho office of Mr. Joyce which was burglared
last, night."
Latimer took tho cheque and scrutinised it
carefully,
" Why," he finally said, " I

gave

this to

my

butler yesterday."

gazod at him quizzically.
" Did you 'phono Mr. Joyce to-day V "
Lightning

askod.
" Why

he

—

no," Latimer answered, hesitating.
" No, I haven't talked to Mr. Joyce for some
time."
" Thon your butler did."
" How do you know that ? "
" I'm Arnold, of the Socrot Service," Lightning informed him.
I would like to talk to

your butler."
Latimer nodded and
ho ascondod the stairs.

tho room.
Quickly
For a man of his ago ho
was unusually active. In an upper room, Lo,
went to a telephono and called tho offico of Joyce.
" Arnold of the Socrot Service is here," Latinior
" Ho prosontod your card."
informed him.
" ] gavo him
" My card " Joyco replied.
left

!

no card."
"

Thon ho must have boen in your office before
" As soon as he goes
you," Latiiner warned.
I'll send my butler to seo you."
On returning to tho living room, Latimer informed Lightning tho butler could not be
found.

Havo you looked

too'ive asked.
" Never thought of
" Co.ne on "

in

his

room

that,"

?

" tho do-

Latiiner replied.

!

Tho two ascondod the

stairs

and entered the

!

!

!

!

:

upon knowing.

"
" Joyce said to the butler,
as they both jumped to their feet.
He pointed
" You
to a room leading from the main office.
go into that cupboard," he said to Shorty.
" Arnold must not see either of you." Both men
left the room, just as Lighting entered.
Slowly Lightning advanced to the desk
v here Joyce stood, and drew an envelope from
" 1 have here," ho said, " the
his pocket.
record of Charles Plevin, an escaped convict."
Quickly Joyce tore open the other envelope
which lie still held in his hand, and drew out the
contents. . All he saw was a blank piece of paper.
" Curse you " he cried, and reached for tho
document in Lightning's hand.
As Lightning jumped' back, the arm of Shorty Brent
appeared from the closet. Tho hand held an
automatic. A shot brought both the butler
and Kuth into the room on a ruu.
Light
ning crumpled, fell, moaned, and lay still.
Ruth, thoroughly alarmed, ran and bent over
Lightning.
As she felt for the beat of his
heart, tho detective opened one eye and winked.
Inside the door, the butlor had heard all.
Now he stood watching Lightning, and the
envelope the detective still clutched in Irs
hand. As Joyce turned his back, the butler
suddenly leaped forward and grabbed, tho
document. In a flash, Joyce was on top of him.
Seizing tho man, he attempted to wrest the
envelope from his hand. Thon Lightning came
back to life. Leaping to his feet he ran between
the two struggling men and hurled them apart.
From his pockot Shorty produced a pair of
handcuffs.
In a minute, Joyco and the butler
were in custody.
" Tako
" \jook
Lightning
said.
here,"
a peep at tho phantom butler I" Reaching up,
he pulled a wig and a pair of side whiskers,
disclosing Hiram Latimer.
" You
see.
Joyco,"
Lightning
said.
"Latiiner was takings no chances. Any time
you hod turned that prison record over to tho
polieo, Hiram Latimer would havo disappeared,
but the butler would havo remained."
Joyce was glaring at ljtfimer, and thon came
anothor shock as IJghtning spoko to Ruth.
" And as for you, Ruth," he said to the GpW,
" you certainly played your part well.
This
cleans up tho most dangerous gang it large.!'

Where

shall I 1 ide
" In there, quick

,

is the man ,who~gat .into my safe,
night " Joyce told- him.
" What,
" Gee, that's bad " Joe retorted.
*
are we going to do ? "
" Ho is sure to come to my office," Joyce
replied, " but I won't be there.
Get him before
he gots away."
Joyce left, and as he got into the waiting tax',
a man. watching from a doorway, darted into
the building, and descended into the basement
where ho was greeted by the three men.
" Ha'lo, Shorty " Joe sa'd to the newcomer.
" We've got a job for you "
" So ? ™ Shorty replied.
" What's doing ?
" Tho Boss says Arnold must go."
Shorty Brent, deep in the confidence of the
gang, but in reality a Secret Service man working
with Arnold, started.
" I'm to kill him ? " he inquired.
Tho three men nodded.
" All right," he said calmly. " Where is ho ? "
" Tho Boss expects him to bo at his offico
" You better get down
soon," Joo told him.
Shorty
thoro and wait.
Got your gun ?
drew an uutomatic from his pocket. " Good
then hurry off "
Shorty turned and left the room. Outside
ho stopped and listened. The men had not
followed.
Quickly he emptied tho cartridges
From a pocket he drew a
from his weapon.
dozen blanks, and inserted them in tho pistol.
Whistl'ng he ran up tho sta rs.
!

insisted

Joyce reached in his pocket, and drew out tho
blank envelope with the red seal and started to
open it.
But an interruption came, Shorty
Brent dashed into the office.
" Just met Arnold downstairs," he said,
" I hadn't a cl anco to get to. him,
excitedly.
but it looks as though he was coming here.

"

"Arnold

las-t

little

knows ?
Joyce inquired.
" No. I know very little about him. I was
told to inquire about some important records."

!

Calling a taxi, Joyco gavo the driver an address on the lower East Side, and in fifteen
minutes alighted before a ramshackle building
Three men
and descended into a basement.
sat around a table playing cards.
As Joyce
entered they sprang to their feet.
Olie of the
mo~i was Joe, Joyce's visitor of the morning.
" What's up,' governor ? " Joe 'inquired.

Wait a

time to get set."
In the office of Joyce, the butler got directly
" Mr. Latimer sent
to the business he was on.
me hero to see you, sir," he began, " about
Mr. Arnold."
H Did your master tell you how much Arnold

back by one. Be ready by that time."
Snapping the locks on liis bag, he rushed from

wire to get

What do you mean

" The way I figure it is that Latimer," or
Plevin, is one of a gang of forgers sent to Atlanta
five years ago.
Latimer escaped the early
part of this year, and evidently had enough
swag to start in living respoctable. Joyce in
some way got hold of this record, and held it
over liim, compelling Latimer to raise the bonds
he and liis gang stole down here in the district.
"
1 am sure that the butler and
The telephone clicked three times. " Ruth's
signal," Lightning said.
Jimmy started for the door, but Lightning
" Wait," he said.
" Give them
stopped him.

!

office.

lately."

? " Jimmy asked.
while and perhaps you will
see," Lightning answered.
" But what good did the record do Joyce ? "

"
"

very

the

"What'-does he want J "
Joyce was angry.
Oh, well, tell him to come in," ho said.

Downstairs Lightning and
Jimmy were
looking over tlie prison record and waiting for
Ruth's signal.
" Jimmy," he said finally.
" This man
Plevin and Latimer are one and the same, and
I also think Latimer is another person I 'have

!

'•'

1920.

Alice ushered the man in to Joyce, closed the
door, and ran to the telephone connected with
the one in the inner offico.
Slowly she moved
the receiver up and down three times.

price."

Joe nodded, and, seating himself, began
counting the securities.
About the same time, Lightning ascended the
steps of a house in Upper Madison Avenue. It
was the home of Hiram Latimer, and was in
keeping with its master's age and alleged
In answer to a ring, an aged
philanthropy.
butler opened the door. Lightning handed him
a card, and followed the man into a living room.
In the hall, the butler read the card which

"

room

31*7,

?

!

!

,

-

HOW

Ruth's Signal.
soon can you bo- ready

?

"

Joyco

askod, as he entered liis office shortly
before one o'clock.
" Just as soon as my things arrive."
Tho dosing of the outer door interrupted
them. Joyce signalled for her to go out and
seo who it was.
Ruth went into tho outer office, but instead of
Lightning, Latimer's butler was waiting.
I was just going to call on Mr. Joyce," ho
informoU her. "My business is most urgent.''
Ruth went in to Joyce, and informed him that
Mi. Latimer's butler wanted to seo him.

(

Ano

her fine real-life detec

iv.'

yarn next with.)

i

-
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MARY rpETl
ie

Wonderful

Liftle

Film Artirfte Who Lives "
EaA Part As SKe Plays It.
"

actresses are born, not made,
REAL
so perfect
why Mary Odette
is

and
in

that

her

«ARV
0
<™°J°*<""••>

is

art.

For almost, before she could toddle she
developed a passion for dancing. Her parents did
not approve, but the desire to trip the light fantastic
soon became so marked in the little one, that they
eventually gave in to her wishes, and allowed her to
receive tuition, with the result that at the age of
ten Mary made her first appearance before the public.
Mary was a wonderful little fairy-like creature
and was always so happy
in fact, she is now
in her childhood because she was always chosen
to take the part of a fairy.
Soon she grew too big to take fairy parts, and
then she decided to take lessons in acting. But
unite soon the lure of the silent, stage overcame
her, and this elfish little person secured an engagement with the Ideal Film Company.

—

—

.

A

Real Fairy.

MARY

ODETTE

difficult to get

says that she found it very
used to the continuous clicking

machine at first, and that she missed
the feeling, sympathetic audience that she had
grown so accustomed to. But she soon forgot this
For therein lies the
in her enthusiasm of her part.
charm and cleverness of Mary's acting. Some
magic wand perhaps that of the fairies she always
of the

—

—

represented in her childhood transforms her into
the part that she is playing, and right away her
own personality is swamped in her role. It is as
though she never was Mary Odette, but only little
Dombcy, the down-trodden child in
Florence
" Dombey and Son," or Caterina, the passionswept heroine, in " Mr. Gilfil's Love Story," the
part which was destined to place her in the forefront
Hence the extraordinary unselfof her profession.
conscious character of her work. Hence its unaffected
sheer naturalness, and utter freedom from a single
falsa note.

Mary Odette possesses the facial power of expressing emotions alike the tempestuous and the
She can be ingenuous and frenzied, the
bappy lover and the storm-driven woman intent
desperate
" remedies.
on
Perhaps you remember Mary Odette's first appearwhen she took a nart in
screen,
the
ance on
The
Greatest Wish in the World," the film version of
Thurston's
novel.
E. Temple

—

subtle.

A

French Maid.

excitement and
THEappeals
Mary that

incident

in

film

work so

she says she does not
to
wish to return to the legitimate stage.

Swimming and tennis are this little actress's
favourite recreations, although she is so busy at
the studio that she has little time to devote to
these sports.

Many of you will remember Mary Odette when
ehe acted under the name of Odette Goimbault.
She decided, however, that the latter name was too
difficult for the public, and changed it for its present
simple* form.
Mary is a French girl, having been born in Dieppe
seventeen years ago. Perhaps this accounts for
her wonderful vivacity.

In

MARY ODETTE

latest play. " With All Her Heart,"
She
o! Cottie the girl and Ronnie the boy.
boy.

In her

plays a dual role—that
makes a wonderful impersonation ot a

"John

Heriot's
Wife.'

The

bridal party leaving the

church in " John Heriot'j

MARY ODETTE

as the bride.

Wife," with

.

1
ricturc Shorn
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
The Value of Art.

AMERICAN

producers have at last
realised that their productions can
bo made far more artistic than tliey
are at present.
And with this object in
v ow one company has engaged tlio services of Pmirhyn Stanlaus, the successful
artist, who has given up painting, and in
future will devote himself entirely to

motion pictures, and in particular " to
apply his knowledge of artistic effect to
the staging of pictures that will combine
dramatic story with artistic charm." This
is good news, and I understand that there
hope that any enterprising comis still
pany will employ someone with literary
taste to translate the average film subtitle into
the English language before
productions are exhibited in this country.

Epigrammatic

THE

Titles .

following epigrams appear as sub-

titles in

a new

film, entitled

'*

Why

Change Your Wife," in which tho
husbands are
subjects of wives and
severely handled
but
husbands,
Angels are often dead
husbands are seldom live angels. Wives
know this, but they cannot seem to get
used to it.
Molten lead poured on the skin is soothing compared to a wife's constant disapproval.
In real life if it isn't a woman it's generally a brick or a banana peel that changes
destiny.
man's
a
A woman willingly gives up her hus
band's liberty whon sho marries him.
From tho foregoing it would seem that
mere man had much to do with tho precaution of theso sub-titlos.
:

K.

ADAMS.

WILLIAM FAEWUi
The popular Fox

star is the possessor of a wonderful home,
high up in the Beverley Hills.

theatre will be given over to super film
productions, which, it is said, will enjoy
long runs from one to six months.
It

remains to be proved how many films will
" enjoy " runs of a month, much less six
months. Much has been said about longer
runs for films, but personally I do not
believe that even " super " productions
will attract audiences to any particular
theatre for very long periods.
Picture
" seasons " have been tried in London on
several occasions, but so far they have
not been too successful.

New

Luxurious

Theatres.

OTHER

innovations to be introduced at
these new super cinemas are large
foyers, which
will
assure ample
protection for crowds waiting to purchase
tickets in inclement weather.
This idea,
I am sure, will be appreciated by longsuffering picturegoers. There will also be
what are described as " immense tea and

soda

The tea-rooms

grilles."

be

will

located in the basement, with entrances
from the theatre foyers, and will be readily
accessible either from within the theatre
or from the street.
The soda grille will
accommodate 1,500 people, evidently in
anticipation of prohibition. Furthermore,
we are told that " when one enters either
theatre, they will be confronted with a
scene of luxury and quiet splendour."

Concealed lighting systems will be cmployed, and a new illumination project
will make it possible for a patron to read
the programme while the picture is being
shown. The most interesting news, however, is that the new theatres, which are
under Canadian control, will feature only
British-madc pictures.

We Learn From

Lessons

the

Films.
what a bore says that irritates
it is what she cannot say tv

It is not

woman

a

;

him.
»

*

*

A woman

never rests until she has got
a hustmnd, and a man never rests
after he has got a wije.
*

»

*

There is no easier way in the world
lose a good, name
than to have
engraved on the handle of an umbrella.
•

*

to
it

•

When a woman is able to make some
woman jealous she realises tliat she

ithrr

has not lived
*

in vain.
*

*

Bank

balances thrive belter on wages
than wagers.

Particularly palatial and beautiful is the bouse
cool and inviting.

itself.

It

looks de

The Week's Best Films.
following
a
THEphoto-plays
which

of the best
are being reat
theleased for exhibition
nemas during this week, and the names
the star art-stes
is

list

:

" Three Mounted

aumoitt.

Men

Harry Carey.

stra

Work! to Nothing "
William Russell.
"
Tho Groat Romance
Harold Lockwood.
" All the

.

nrys

ROBERT BRUNTON,
Brunton Studios

in

owner

of

the

Hollywood, Cali-

II

(iltunlaw

fornia.

for Films.

tho pluns in connection with the
picture theatre which it is proposed to erect on the site of the Empire
Theatre really mature, many novelties in
film exploitation will be seen.
It is proposed to build two cinemas, one to seat
4,000 pcoplo, and the second to have a
capacity of about 2,000.
Tho smaller
all

IF new

.

" Getting M.iry Married "

"A Rogue's
Eari.e Williams.

Yitagntph

Long Runs

.

Marion Davies.
.

.

Ilrpworlh

(!kralu Ames,
"

F.L.JP.S.

You

Alma

Nr-ver

Romance

" Sheba H

Tayi.oh.

Saw Such a

Girl

Vivian Martin.

"A Game With Fate
Harry Morey, Betty Blythe.

Yitagrnph
Jury's

.

.

.

.

.

.

"A

"

Sago Brush Hamlet

"
"

"

William Desmond.
F.L.F.S

"A Sporting Chance
Ethel Clayton.

A

broad drive, witb gorgeous palms and trees at either
bouse.

side,

12

HAMILTON

A
is

comfortable chair, a good bonk,
Mahlon'a idea of enjoyment.

15

July lUt, 1920.

At home.

A glimpse

of Mahion Hamilton in his palatial Hollywood house

14
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AUTHORS

:SH

JESSE

AND
THE

LASKY'S MISSION.

L.

very long ago there appeared
NOTtheso columns
of
paper an account

theme of it, but tho subtitles will l>e
written by tho author, in his-own language,

of the chat I had with Mr. Adolph
Zukor, Prosidont of the Famous PlayorsLasky Corporation, during his comparatively rocent visit to England. Mr. ZuUor
has beon referred to as " the man who put
fame in famous "
in other words, ho is,
as everyone
knows, the genius who
originated, in 1912, the Famous Players
Company,
Having had the honour of
meeting him, there still remained one
other thing to do to interview the gentleman who kindly supplied the Lasky half
of ono of the mightiest film corporations
in the world, Mr. Jesse L. Lasky, vicepresident of that far-reaching organisation.
I am glad to say that the deficit has now
been made good, for almost as soon as Mr,
Zukor returned to America, Mr. Lasky
landed on these shores, and shortly after
his arrival kindly gave an interview to the

and by no ono

in

this

;

—

Pictube Show.

A

Romantic Career.

LASKY'S career has been as
MR.romantic
as Mr. Zukor's, though

in

a different way.
been
It has
flavoured with the romance attached to
the days of the gold rush in Alaska, when
he succeeded in reaching the city of Nome
then, indeed, a city of gold
in company
with the first hundred invaders
it
includes excursions into the diverse fields
of
journalism,
music, and vaudeville
enterprise the last two bearing particularly brilliant results; but for us, at least,
the most romantic incident in Mr. Lasky's
history was his entrance into the motion,
picture field in 1914, when he formed the
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company,

—

—

;

—

later

amalgamating

with

1916,

in

^jt,

Famous Players, the combination becoming known as the Famous Players-Lasky

"

May

had so

I

else."
wl.at result

know

far,

Mr. Lanky

" Certainly.

"

your

visit

has

't

wo

have Sir
James Barrie, Mr. Honry Arthur Jones,
and Mr.
Edward Knoblock, writing
directly for the screen, and 1 hope to
announce the names of other celebrities
Already

.

equal to them before long."
Mr. La*ky then proceeded to outline
the type of stories required for the screen.
" The screen," he said, " is not tho place
for the unhappy ending or the morbid play.
Its object should bo to uplift, not to cast
down, and its gospel should bo the gospel
Remembering the interof cheerfulness.
national character of its audiences, its
Tho
appeal should be a universal one.
author, then, must direct his talents in
romance,
happiness
and
the channels of
and towards al! those beautiful aspects of
life which appeal to every human being,
whatever their creed or nationality "

Signs of the Times.
has ever been so closely
ROMANCE
allied with the past, as typified by
the costume play or novel, that it
scorned strange to hear Mr. Lasky adding,
with great emphasis, that, though romance
must be one of the chief ingredients of
screen drama, costume plays are not
wanted and are not popular strange till
ono heard his reason for this viewpoint.

—

The average young man and woman
doesn't get tho same sense of romance
from a drama of yesterday, as a picture
ho
dealing with the lifo of to-day,"
" Almost unconsciously, they
averred.
have formed the habit, while viewing a
film, of putting themselves in the place of
"

Corporation.

A

Message

Authors.

to British

LASKY came to
MR. with
a message to

this

country

the British
authors, and it was upon tho
all-important subject of stories for the
screen that he talked to me.
" The advancement of the screen
has been enormous during the last few
years," he remarked, " and in every
artistic
and technical way it has
reached a very high point of efficiency
and artistry save in one rospect.
Stories are wanted.
And by that I

—

mean

The adaptat on
and plays for the

original stories.

of popular novels

:

screen has been very well in its way'
although at times having disastrous
results, but the day when theso adaptations would satisfy the public is
rapidly passing.
" What are wanted now are good
stories by the best authors, written
directly for the screen, and the object of
my visit here is to endeavour to persu.ide the British author to think in
screen terms, to conceive his story for he
screen in the first place, rather than be
satisfied with film adaptations of his works,
after they have been published in book
form.
If he chooses to publish his story
after it has been screened, well and good
Then " here Mr. Lasky smiled " the
mutilation, if mutilation there should be,
will occur in the book, not in the film
Rather a reversal of things
I

—

—

!

AS

L.

LASKY.

Work of the Author.
a matter of fact," he continued,
"

living in

!

All the

JESSE

the hero or heroine of the picture, and
becoming themselves for tho time being
creatures of romance. But for them, as for
all of us, to-day is a much more vivid thing
than yesterday
wo know it, we ar»

!

what

wo

want

are

detailed

synopses from our authors, and
one reason why we have opened our big
new studio over here, at Islington, is to
enabletho British author to study film
requirements first hand, and acquire a
really practical

knowledge

of

what

is

really

needed. Every detail of the synopsis will
then be his not merely the idea, the

—

—

;

it
and therefore the drama whi( h
place in their own times is the one
which appeals most to their imagination
and their sense of romance.
" To tho average picturegoer there is fat
more romance, far more drama about the
modern pistol than ever there could Lc iu
the sword of the past "
May Hejischf.i. Clarke.

has

its

!

:
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MAN TO EVADE THE LAW AND FOUND-ROMANCE!

HOW

G ^CHANCE

WONDER what

As he spoke
and kissed her.

is keeping Carey
Peter Brent turned to his wife as he fingered
He was due to catch
watch anxiously.
he outward-hound express in an hour's time, and his
daughter Carey was still out with the big touring-car
that was to take him to the station.
" Up to some of her madcap tricks, I'll be bound,
he went on as he paced up and down the splendidly
But there was more
furnished drawing-rqoin.
amusement than anger in his keen, kindly face as he
thought of his daughter.
Carey was the apple of his eye. Her mother had
died in giving birth to the child, and it was more for
Carcv's sake than anything else that he had married
the present Mrs. Brent. Pamela Brent was very
little older than Carey, and the two were more like
sisters than stepmother and daughter.
" Oh, Carey will be all right " said Mrs. Brent
"
"
here she

I

!

I

ETHEL CLAYTON

!

to the caddies at the golf club. Stevens objected very
strongly, but I made him take them, so he resigned.
Don't worry, dad, I'll drive you myself in the little ear."
In a few minutes Carey was round with a twoHer father looked at her admiringly as she
seater.
Carey,
skilfully guided the car into the road.
though a madcap, was a thoroughly capable girl.
She excelled in all sports, but she was also a good
cook and a smart business woman. Peter Brent,
knowing his daughter would catch the train, buried
himself in his paper.
" You'd better be
" Hallo 1 " he said presently.
careful going back, Carey. There's a notorious convict
named Harry the Duke escaped from gaol. He's
supposed to be around here somewhere, and a motorcar is just the tiling that would appeal to an escaped
convict."
" I should just love to meet a real convict, dad."
" But these things never happen,
replied Carey.

was the perpetual, self-satislied smile that made
Carey hate him.
" What's the matter with you two ? You look-like
a Dair of conspirators," said Carey.
" I was just telling Mrs. Brent how

much I admire
you." replied Seward, making an exaggerated bow.
" I don't believe yon are telliug the truth." re" but even if you were. 1 can tell you
torted Carey
that I don't like you, even if Pamela docs."
:

Harry the Duke.

THEroom.

incident worried Carey after she went to her
She felt certain that there was something stronger than acfpiaintanceship between

Seward and her stepmother. Was Seward making
Certainly he appeared to have a
love to Pamela ?
hold over her.
She took up a photograph of her
father and pressed it to her lips.
" Dear old dad.
I'm afraid Pam is not quite
playing the game," she said.

except in books."
But the thing did happen to Carey Brent. On the
return journey her ear ran into a pile of glass that had
been spread over the road. One of the tyres was
badly punctured, and Carey, putting on an overall
When She
suit, began to put on the spare tyre.
looked up she saw a man in convict's dress looking
his
face.
at her with an amused smile on
" Harry the Duke " exclaimed Carey, in ho way

To distract, her thoughts she ordered the car.
He seemed
Inchciiffe had it round in a few seconds.
to be always on the spot when Carey wanted Kim.
Very deferentially he was placing the rugs in the
back when Carey stopped

!

"

frightened.

"Precisely!" replied the convict. "I put the
purpose oi stopping a car.
see. it is rather Important that 1 should get away
from here. There are several men hunting me with
urns and things."
"Then why don't you bind and gag me ?" said
Carey. "That is what all escaped convicts do in

you
"

Mm.

I will sit at the front with you." she said, " and
some of your adventuivs as u burglar.
can tell

me

You were

glass there for the express

a burglar, weren't

you

One

of the cleverest crackmis-:." replied Inchclitfe coolly.

You

"

"

?

men

in the business,
" Surely you don't

1 was a pickpocket t
As they drove on Inchciiffe told many stories about
They were all Wildly exciting,
his criminal days.
and Carey, with her natural love of adventure, began
to think that if she had been a man it would not have

think

ijmilar cases."
" I should not dream of doing anything so rude,"
" AH 1 want from
replied the convict pleasantly.
you is that suit of overalls. This costume of mine

When

taken much to have made her a burglar.
they got to the road that rau by the sea she got out of
the" car.

too conspicuous."
Carey looked at the strong,-sood-!ooking face, and
noted the athletic poise of the body of the man
little

before her.
" Be doesn't looka bit like a criminal," she thought.
Then aloud she said
"
" Would you go straight if you had a chance
" Hut
" As straight as a die," replied the convict.
1 see some of the
please let me have those overalls.
prison guards in the woods there."
Carey hesitated no longer. She took oil the
overalls and handed them to the convict, who quickly
placed them over his prison suit, and then dived
under the car with a spanner. A few minutes later
two prison guards with rifles came into the road.
They" warned Carey to be on the look out for an
escaped convict but paid no attention to the man
under the ear, thinking he was her chauffeur. Alter
they had strolled away the convict came from under
the car.
" Your disguise lias given me an idea," said Carey
" Our chauffeur has handed in his notice to-day.
If
you can drive a car you can have the post"
" I can not only drive a car but 1 can do most
repairs.
I shall be very pleased to take the job,"
raid the convict.
" I think I will call you Inchciiffe," said Carey, as
the two drove to her father's house.
" I like the name as well as 1 like the job," remarked the new chauffeur.
Whatever his failings may have been, the cxconvuet proved a first-class chauffeur. He was
polite, attentive, a good driver, and he certainly
looked well in his chauffeur's uniform. Carey did not
t ii her stepmother (hat the new chauffeur was the
e caped convict llarrv the Duke. She realised that

as Carey Brent.

Pamela would probably share the general opinion
that escaped convicts were not nice people to have
about a house. As a matter of fact, Pamela paid
very little attention to Inchciiffe. Carey had noticed
that since her father had been away her stepmother
had been very worried. She attributed this to the
presence of Ralph Seward, a handsome but somewhat,
dissipated man about town who had been calling at
the Brents' almost every day since Peter Brent had
gone on his trip.
One afternoon when Carey entered the library
suddenly, she found Pamela and Ralph Seward very
close together, and from their attitude they had been
having a quarrel. Carey could have sworn that
Pamela had been crying. On Seward's face there

!

i< a

put his arms round Carey

dare you

?

" exclaimed Carey,

got so excited in telling the
going through it again. You
lady so that I could make my

getaway."
" I have no further interest in the story, Tnchcliffe,"
said Carey coldly.
When they got back to the car Carey took her seat
in the back and gave the order for home in a very
severe voice. About two hundred yards from the
house the car stopped. Inchciiffe got down, and

comes
She pointed to the lawn across which a young girl
the French
in
through
came
was running. She
windows, a perfect picture of youth, health, and
witli
a wealth
face,
fair
of
beauty. Tall and willowy,
of sun-kissed brown hair, Carey Brent was indeed
good to look upon.
Before her father could speak she had put her anas
around him.
" I forgot all about you wanting the car, dad. At
the present moment it is engaged giving a joy rule

Why,

Inchciiffe

" Inchciiffe
How
flushing crimson.
I'm sorry, but I
story I fancied I was
see, I had to kiss the

his

reassuringly.

1920.

list,

"] think 1 will walk along" the beach a little way.
No one will run away with
as well come.
the car."
After walking some time Carey sat down on a rock
am! beckoned, to InohcUfTe.
" Did yen
" Tell me some more stories." sir said.
never have any romantic adventures like they do in
"
the hooks ?
" I had one with a lady once," said Inchcllffa.
" She was very rich, and had a house in Fifth Avenue.
1 got in at night to lift her jewels, which were worth
many thousands. When I got in her boudoir,
through the window. I saw she was asleep in a chair.
She was very beautiful, and for the moment 1
I can picture her now
hesitated about robbing her.
as she sat there with one hand lying over the arm of
the chair. The jewels were in a little casket, and
when 1 got them something tempted me to kiss her
hand. 1 knew I was running a frightful risk, but
even a burglar lets romance run away with him
some times. I felt that I must Just kiss that hand

You might

:

'!

.

'

whatever happened."
"

How

.-aid

awfully
Carey.'

interesting

!

Oo

on,

Inchciiffe,"

" Well,

I crept nearer anil nearer, and then went
down on one knee like this."
Inchclilfe dropped on his knee by Carey's side.
" I took hold of her hand just like this, miss."
Inchciiffe took Carey's hand in his own.
"And at that moment," he went on hurriedly, as
Carey began to draw her hand away, " she awoke. I

could see it was all up with me unless I acted quickly.
In a Hash my plans were laid. Just as she was
opening her eyes I seized her in my arms and kissed
her."

after a moment's inspection reported that the gasolene had run out.
Carey started to walk to the house, followed at a
respectful distance by Inchciiffe.
The girl took a

short cut through the woods and as she was passing
tlirough a plantation adjoining the gardens when she
saw Seward and Pamela. They were talking
earnestly together, but at the very moment Carey
sighted them Pamela turned her head and saw her
stepdaughter. She whispered something to Seward,
and they went back to the house. Carey turned and
saw that Inchclilfe had also seen Mrs. Brent and
•

Seward.
" Of course, you have not seen anything, Inchclilfe,"
she said pointedly.
" No, miss," replied the chauffeur stolidly. *
When Carey got to the house she found Pamela in
the drawing-room, trying to look as if she had never
been out. Carey made no reference to the scene in the
woods, but very puzzled and worried she went up
to her room.
She felt that there was a secret understanding between Pamela and Seward, and determined to get to the bottom of the mystery.
" I know what I'll do," she said to herself. " I'll
pretend to like Seward. If I can't find out anything,
1 can at least keep Pamela out of his clutches."
That night when Seward arrived for dinner, Careymade herself very agreeable to him. Seward had a
big bump of vanity, and he flattered himself that he
had made an impression on the girl.
Pamela looked very worried, and when the visitor
had gone she went up to Carey.
" I wish you wouldn't encourage Mr. Seward,
dear, I thought you said you did not like him."
" Jealous, thought Carey. Aloud she said
" I didn't at first, but I think he improves on
acquaintance. Anyway, Pam, you can't object to
me heing friendly with a man you are always inviting
to the house."
\
And with this parting shot Carey went to bed.
'

:

Jealousy.
Carey disliked Seward, Inchciiffe positively
hated him, and as Carey, in pursuance of her
plan, flirted with Seward more and more outrageously, the ex-convict clenched his hands and
muttered things about Mr. Seward that would have
made that gentleman wonder could he have heard
them. For poor Inchciiffe the climax came when
Carey ordered him to drive Mr. Seward and herself

IF

to the golf links.
" And, Inchciiffe, you can curry our bags and act
as caddy." she added.
Carey had noticed that Inchciiffe hated Sewarcr;
and she took a delight in making the chauffeur drive

him.
There was murder in Inchcliffc's heart as he toiled
behind Seward with the heavy golf bags. Carey saw
the expression on his face and half-expected that lie
his job, but the ex-convict had other
When they got home from the links and
Seward had walked over to the house, Inchciiffe
walked up to Carey.
" Pardon me, miss," he said, " but I should like
to warn you against that fellow Seward," he said.
Carey drew herself up to her full height, and gave
the chauffeur a stony stare.
forgetting yourself again, Inchciiffe.""
"You are
*'
Really you must not let me have to warn
she said.
you again or 1 am afraid I shall regret having saved
you from prisou. I want you to drive Mr. Seward to
he
iiis hotel iu town, and please understand that
must get there safely. There must be no accident,"
she added meaningly.
" I understand, miss," replied Inchciiffe, retreating
to the buck of the car so that ho could express his
opinion about Mr. Seward unheard.
When Seward appeared, Inchclilfe was sitting like a
Statue in the jdriving-seat. Seward got in the car,
and as the chauffeur swung the car round Carey

would resign
ideas.

called out

"|Whcn you have taken Mr. Seward home, Inchtelephone inc. 1 may have some errands for

clilfe,

you to do In town."
Seward did not drive

to his hotel, but told Inchciiffe

to drop him at one of the stores. The ex-convict
was making for home when ho suddenly remembered
that Carey had told him to telephone.
'He went to the stores where there were a number of
(Continued on page 18-)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF ROBERT

McKIM.

(Special to the "Picture Show. ")

ROBERTM McKIM.
The Wickedest

ROBERT
more

McKIM,

the villain

an on the ocreen.

who has

prohably, on the screen, ruined

homes and broken more hearts than any other man, used
to be an advertising salesman.
It was in 1915 that Robert first
heard the call of tho clicking shutter, and started appearing in pictures.
His first part -was Dr. Hardy in "The Disciple," with Bill Hart. Ho
scored a great success in that part, and has been playing heavy roles ever
since with increasing success.

He
roles

is

undoubtedly one of the most convincing portrayers

known

of

suave

villain

to the screen.

" I like to play such characterisations," he candidly confesses.

A

Fine Singer.

McKIM
ROBERT
baritone

really

owes

his introduction to the films to his big

He

used to sing as a soloist in a .San Francisco
church. Someone who heard him sought an introduction to him,
and on seeing him was convinced that Robert's personality would mako
him a footlight favourite. This prophecy has proved correct. His subtle,
sneering smile, and his narrowed eyes, send a cold shiver all over one.
But in sp*ite of his success as a screen villain, Robert is a jolly good
fellow out of the studio, and popular with everybody.
This handsome and " dangerous " young man is just over six feet in
He is a native of California,
height, with black hair and brown eyes.
and was bom in San Jacinto. Ho was educated in the San Francisco
Public Schools, and he made his first appearance before the public from tho
stage at the Alcazar Theatre.
On the screen Robert McKim has supported, in addition to William
S. Hart, Dorothy Dalton, Charles Ray, Enid Bennett, and many others.
He has always been the heavy villain.
One of the latest productions in which he appears is " The Woman in
Room Thirteen," which stars Tauline Frederick. He does so many mean
things in this that picture-goers cannot refrain from involuntary hisses.
But Robert McKim doesn't mind much, for he is so far away that he can't
hear them. Still, if these picture -goers met him face to face they would
be sure to like him.
voice.

A

Wonderful Power of Expression.

K

OBERT

is married, and his wife is named Dorcas Matthews.
She
also plays villainous characters, yet in real life they are the happiest
and most lovable couple in the world.

Robert leaves his wicked eyes and that tantalising, sarcastic smile of
and when he is at home it is replaced by a hearty boyish
laugh, which is irresistibly contagious.
Bob's mother was once watching a picture in which he was the meanest
kind of a mean villain, and a man sitting next to the old lady kept commenting on this. The mother could stand it no longer, and presently,
leaning over to him, she said, in a sweet, broken voice
He's my
bog your pardon, but he's not really bad like that.
his at the studio,

:

" I

baby boy."

McKim has a wonderful power of expression in his eyes. He is
able to hold the entire scene by a slow, deliberate glance of the
eyes.

"

ROBERT McKIM,

their expressions," said Robert
the character I am portraying,

the screen villain,
trying to ensnare a
victim by his subtle
smile.

If

to

yon want

these circumstances. One must suppress
lose himself in the role to succeed in
presenting these emotions so clearly that there is no chance of the
spectators mistaking the real significance.
" A villain is usually the centre of a lot of thrilling situations, and

there is opportunity for good work
but, believe me, it has been a
long, hard grind to become the meanest man in the world."

to write

;

His mother said to him the other day that it was hard enough to
have him bad in every picture, but she wished she didn't have to
attend his funeral in each one.
This, of course, is the natural end of every screen villain.
He
always pays the price at the end of the last reel.

:

ROBERT McKIM,
Gotdwyn

Studios,

Culver City,
California.

His polished wickedness.

of meaning by
on a recent occasion. " I try to seo
and I think of just how rascally and

mean that man would be in
his own individuality and

him, address your

letter

*

The eyes and the mouth can convey a world

A

dangerous

man

His wicked eyes.

A great schemer.

Sinister trickery.

Cool and calculating.

—

—
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THE SPORTING CHANCE
As he rang

16.)

Unknown to Inchcliffe, Carey had also overheard
conversation between her stepmother and
Seward. She had been using the telephone in her
room and the wires had crossed. As soon as he had
rung off, Carey went down to Pamela and told her
she had heard all. Poor Pamela was in tears, but
she was quite determined that Carey should not be
sacrificed.
" I will sell all

my jewels before you shall marry
that blackmailing scoundrel," she said.
" Don't worry, Pam dear," replied Carey.
" I
have not the slightest intention of marrying him. I
never had. I only led him on to try to find out
what was the hold he had over you. I am going to
get back your letters."
Before Pamela could stop her Carey was out of
the house and in her small car. As she drove through
the town her eye caught a newspaper placard. As
she read it her heart tightened in pain.

"HARRY THE DUKE
"Recaptured by The Police."
she got to the hotel she found that Seward

was out.
" I will wait for

him

room," she said.
Seward came in a few minutes later, and his
running eyes gleamed as he saw Corey sitting there.
" I overheard your conversation on the 'phone
with my stepmother," said Carey acidly. " I have
tome to get back those letters."
Seward's face twisted into an ugly smile.
in his

" You don't
" Carey, you're caught," he said.
leave this room till you've promised to marry me."
" I should like to see you keep me here against my
will," retorted Carey.
" Against your will," sneered Sewsrd. " The hotel
clerk didn't say that you came up against your will."
" You beast ! "
Carey rose to her feet and faced the blackmailer
with flashing eyes. As she attempted to pass him
he caught hold of her. Carey struggled with all her
young strength, but she was rapidly being overpowered when the door was thrown open.
Inchcliffe had returned.
The things he did to Seward left that immaculately
dressed scoundrel looking like a third-rate tramp.
" How did you get here ? " gasped Carey.
" I

thought you had been captured."
" Icame here to get some letters, and I got them,"
answered InchcUffe.
As he uttered the words Seward rushed to his
bedroom and opened a safe in the wall. As he
pulled out a bundle of letters lnchclitfe tore them
lrom him and handed them to Carey.
" Take these to where they belong. Miss Brent, and
" I
leave me to deal with this scoundrel," he said.
thought my ruse would find the hiding-place."

The moment the

girl

was out

of the

room

Inchcliffe

turned to Seward.
" I'm going to give you the hiding of your

life,"

he

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
of his Happiness,

Try

it

tells you the secret
now, advises Doug.

—

ENERGY"

is like steam
it cannot be generated under the boiling point. In other
words, half-hcartedness never produced it.
nor made it a practical working tool. We must
be energetic in order to augment energy. We
must have confidence along with it the more
the merrier. The greater the confidence in
ourselves the greater the energy which brought
it about.
Some minds naturally feel confident.
These are the lucky ones, the slender few who
have grasped life's meaning at the start by
" taking clock " liefore they were threatened
with defeat. Success comes to them as easily
as rolling off the proverbial log.
They come
sweeping along, conquering, sure of themselves,

—

confident, aspiring, true to their inner selves,
ready for work, unafraid of experiences, and
sure of a smile when the. clouds are darkest.
•

*

*

does not mean that these successes, have
THIS
exceptional ability. If that were the case,

we would not waste time

either in reading
or writing about the matter.
If we didn't feel
t hat we were potentially able to become successes
and possessed the elements of victory in our

present make-up, not another moment would be
spont on the subject. The very simplicity of
this use of energy proves to us that it is a
quality bubbling forth Ml the least of us and the
strongest.
It only needs to be put to work
and it becomes self -strengthening. Living in the
open air, sleeping out of doors, taking the proper
exercise, looking wholesomely upon life, believing
in ourselves, are all parts of the sane existence
which lead3 to success and laughter.

WE

*

•

*

ought to feel that everything in life possesses elements akin to human feeling.
We should not arrogate to ourselves the

sole right to rule and reason.
And what has
It is only one of the
this to do with energy ?
vistas
that
to
open
us
when
we learn how
many
And, man alive
to laugh and live.
If we
nerer learn to laugh, we will never learn to lire.
must not forget that there can be more
than one use made of energy. In the same way
that electricity might be misused, so might
energy be placed in the wrong service.
must not waste any time, therefore, in getting
this energy of ours worked into eytfhusiasm
enthusiasm for our life work, for our fellow man,
must throw ourselves
for the zest of life.
into the battle and carry the standard.
must leap to the front, not waiting for the other
fellow to show t he way.
Spend your enthusiasm
freely and be surprised at how it thrives on
!

We

We

—

Wo

Wo

And

he did. Even Inchcliffe was Satisfied with
work when at last he threw the c'ur from him
and went downstairs.
Inchcliffe got his car out and drove back to the
house. When he appeared Carey ran up to him.
" Please let me thank you for what you did." she
his

" but please, please, don't stay 'here.
I don't
know how you escaped, but they are sure to catch
you again. For my sake please go."
" For your sake I intend to stay," replied the
chauffeur. u I shall have to confess my deception now.
I am not Harry the Duke, and I have never been in
prison.
My name is Paul Sayre. I am a stockbroker.
Harry the Dnke did scatter that glass oh
the road, but it was my car that ran into it.
While
1 was repairing the tyre he came up behind and hit
me on the head. Then he must have dragged me into
the wood and changed clothes with me. When I
came to myself I saw you with vour car."
" But why did you not tefl me this before ? "
exclaimed the bewildered girl.
" Because I felt that I should like to be in vour
service, and that same feeling is stronger than ever
now. I want to be in your service tor ever, C»rc>
as your husband.
Will you have me ? "
And Carey's " Yes " was only lieard by Paul, for
her face was hidden on his breast.
;

Paramount ArtcraU photo-play.
By permission.)

in the

DOUGLAS,
the author.

usage.

said.

(From incidents

1920.

for

the

When

31s?,

(Conti "" ed

from page

the number lie
heard Seward's voice in the next box. He was
talking to Mrs. Brent, and as the conversation proceeded Inchcliffe's face went dark with rage, and
then a smile o£ triumph came over it. He passed
softly out of the telephone-box and drove away.
He now knew Seward's secret. The man, as he had
thought all the time, was a scoundrel. From the
story he had been able to pick up from the conversation in the telephone-box, it appeared that Seward
held some compromising letters written by Pamela
Brent before she married Brent. He had been
trying to blackmail her by using threats that he
would show the letters to Brent unless she paid him
a certain sum of money, but he had now changed
his plans.
His latest demand was that Mrs. Brent
should offer no opposition to him marrying Carey,
and he promised that on the day of his marriage lie
would hand over the letters to her.
" I think I know how to deal with that black" I will get the car
mailer," muttered Inchcliffe.
put up in some garage, and then I will wait for him
at his hotel."
telephone-boxes.

said

—

»

ENTHUSIASM

'

*

•

produced by enrrgy
must of a necessity depend largely upon

Now

that.

iieing

the

point

is,

how

shall

we

guard and keep fresh this clement in ourselves ?
We know that the body is producing this quality.
Like the steam engine, we are keeping the fires
going by exercise, wholesome 'thinking, and

purpose.
We are the engineers.
on the throttle. Sharp turns lie
ahead, but our eyes loolc forward fearlessly.
We glance about us to -see that we are in the
pink of condition. We know that our mind
is functioning properly, and that the awakened
confidence is already inherent in our natures
and stands beside us night and day, like the
officer upon the bridge of the ship.
Indeed, we
are on our way !
sincerity

Our hand

Out

of

of

is

Get out in the air and run
ditches, vault fences,
string the arms. Never fail to get next to Nature
when responsive to the call. Indeed, we may
woo this call from within ourselves until it
comes to be second nature. And when we rise
in the morning, let us be determined that we
will start the day with a hearty laugh, anyhow.
Laugh because you are olive ; laugh with evervthing.
Let yourself go. That is the secret
the
ability to let one's self go.
»
*
»

us be afraid to do
like

a

it.

Jump

sclioolboy.

—

and more personality
MORE own
as man's

is coming into
There
greatest asset.
was never a day when it was not, but in
former years this essential quality was not
listed under the name
Had we
personality.
lived in the days of our father's youth we wou'.d
"
have heard about " remarkable men,"
men of
its

big

"large

calibre,"

character,"

"splend'd

presence," and the like. But it remained for our
doy and generation to discover the real word
personality
meaning the most perfect combina-

—

tion possible

of man's highest

attributes.

At

least,

that would be the definition in its fullest sense.
Of course, everyone has a certa n personality,
and, no matter in what degree, its possession
is valuable.
Personality is an acorn, so to speak,
which may be cultivated into a sturdy oak.
Personality is one's inner self outwardly expressed.
It represents the conquest of our
weaknesses, and naturally impresses our strengl h
of character upon others.
With personality our foundation is firm. On
this pedestal we may stand squarely and face
life with equanimity.
For such there is no end
to achievement while good health and youthful
spirit remain.
:

•

»

•

impossible to come into the presence of
a personality without becoming immediately
aware of it. It is reflected by people of sn.a I
stature, poor physiques, homely visages, as well as
men of the highest physical development. Tho
great Napoleon was just about five feet, while
Lincoln towered over the six-foot line. Men of
personality are the last to say die. Their store
of combativeness carries them beyond their real
span of existence either in years or ach'evemeut.
Thus the mind shows «ts mastery over matter.
Alexander Pope was still writing while propped
upon tho pillows of liis death bed. Mark T» n

IT

is

i

joked with friends when
was at hand.
*

his hour

•

•

WHOLESALE

knew

he

personality is the fulfil mont
physically, menof self-development
tally, and spiritually.
But all personality is not wholesome, for it often shows
in ',the face of the mau who is a rogue at hrrrrt.
Therefore, all personality is not for the good "of
the world. It is only of tho wholesome kind that
we speak. To such as possess it the goal is divine.
Personality could nover bo perfected without
living a life of preparedness backed up by our
most 'earnest and honest convictions. Personality
is

made up

only as

of

man

—

qualities, and differs in man
different from his brother man.

many
is

Perfect personality requires constant care in its
development and constant guard for its safety.
lx> purchased in the open market.
It cannot
It must be built upon piece by piece, and everything we are becomes a part of it.

energy and enthusiasm comes some-

—

thing else that must not be neglected in fact,
must be cultivated and guarded from the
very beginning—laughter. The mere possession
of energy and enthusiasm makes us feel like
laughing.
We want to leap and jump and
dance and sing. If we feel like that, don't let
it

(Doua

oives nt

more good cdoice ntxi metk.l

—

;
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MARY
OF
THE LETTERS
H
—
—
The

Struggles of Betty

Her CKattce Robert Harron at
Affectionate and Ha{>f>y Family.

Compson

An

C210, Franklin Avenue,

Hollywood,
California.

MY DEAR FAY.
me

Picture Show looked so
when it came this morning
good to
So in
it made me horribly homesick.
spite of all these jolly good times, I am truly
glad wo shall soon bo " on our way."
Yet I would not have missed this week for
anything.
We met Hetty Compson, long ago,
Then Thursday morning, early,
at a dance.
we met her again, riding far up Laurel Canyon.
She wore the most becoming smart habit, tan,
and a white panama with polka-dotted darkblue scarf.
And how she can ride. She invited
us to come for breakfast with her on Sunday
morning, " late, for that is my lazy morning."
So we went at ten.
We found her in an absolutely perfect little
white cement bungalow, in the hills, where sho
lives with her sweet little mother, to whom sho
devoted. She was wearing a marvellous
is
embroidered (from Japan) kimono, in tones of
blue
blue.
hair.

and pink, that made her big grey eyes look
Never have I seen more lustrous, gorgeous
Ropes and ropes of it, brown, with a

ome-

others and generous.
Wc romped with Billy,
her Airedale, and feet her tittle love birds and
canary.
But the best of all was when she
played for us softly on her violin.
Ah !" she sighed, " what hain't 'The Miracle
'

to me. Such a wonderful role, and
No
for me to get it, after so many hard years.
one could play such a part as that radiant Rose,
under such wonderful direction, without carrying
it's impress through life.
" Wasn't Mr. Meighan splendid, as Burke ? "
she added, generously.
-So then and. there I told her what, had hap
pened to me the week before, and you'll love
to hear about it too.

Man' meant

A

Mother's Anguish.

Harron's
YOUAgnes, Robert
the
who
see,

sisters,

Mary and

street below us, on
Vino, have been perfectly ripping good
friends of ours ever since we came.
That day
their mother (a perfect dear) took us down to a
matinee in Los Angeles, and to dinner at Hugo's.
Madeline and Edna stayed at home. When
we returned, after eleven, they were gone, and
the car, too. Mrs. Harron was terribly upset.
"Why, whatever can Madeline be doing 1 " she
live in

" She has never in her

fretted.

life

done such a

Here is a photograph of ROBERT HARRON that
was taken specially for the if Picture Show." He
is a member of a most affectionate family.

came

in.
Then, in
stepped Bob. " Bob
and they just hugged
around the room.
We 'phoned mother
!

thing, their dinner isn't touched, and their best
dresses gone, too.
WhatAnd
in this rain
"
ever, whatever
!

!

We

were upstairs, the doorbell rang, Agnes
down to the door, and we heard her
whisper
" You'll kill your mother "
Then Mrs. Harron was on the steps, paralysed
with surprise, she cried,
Good Heavens
I
know you
I know you
Bob "
And there was Robert Harron, and the
slipped

:

!

about

a

minute,

out

" yelled Jack, surprised,

each other and danced

to let us stay all night,
thore was so much to talk about, and Bob told
all about the new studio, Griffith, and everybody. Ho said all were delighted in the East,
except Dorothy Gish, she likes California
best.

'-'

!

!

!

!

girls.

"
V All's Well
had slipped home from New York to surprise them.
The Meighans were coming
to Los Angeles, and they dared him to
along.
At
first
he only fooled them, but
come
Never before had
finally he decided to come.
he failed to vire his mother, and he worried

HE

himself thin

all

the

way

he found his mother and father both
away, ho 'phoned the Meighans, and they
begged him to bring Madeline and Edna over for
dinner at their house. Then they phoned Jack
Pickford that they (Meighans) had just got in,
and for him to hurry over. Jack could not
come for dinner, but said he'd hurry along.
While they still sat round the table, after

has one weakness— and that
late breakfast on a Snnday morning.

is

reddish cast that caught the light wonderfully.
And her lips are fascinating, in a crooked little
smile or a half -petulant droop, as she told us
her struggles after her father died.
You see,
she had a hard struggle before she achieved
fame in " The Miracle Man."

dessert
" Jack,"

somebody

whistled

whispered Bob, and
a door. Presently somebody
tap,
dining-room window,
people " for that is Jack's
!

Wonderful Ending.

morning, after breakfast, we piled
NEXT
into their car, and drove out in Wilshire,

About a
to surprise Mr. John Harron.
away, Bob got out, and we drove on.
stood talking, just to give Bob a chance,
and my I wish you could have seen his father's
face when Bob stepped up and held out
street

We

!

his

hand.

What a happy, affectionate family they all are,
and how they adore Bob. No wonder he adores
and Jack Pickford, and Tom Meighan;
and Mr. Meighan says wonderful things about
Bob. For that matter it is mutual. Such a
huge box of flowers he sent Mrs. Harron,
his family,

out.

When

BETTY COMPSON

A

gaily

outside.

he hid behind
tapped on the
tap,
"Hello
way, and he

next day, with a card that said he could never
fittingly express to her his appreciation of Bob
and his friendship. Small wonder his mother's
Irish blue eyes dance when she tells of Bob's

surprise visit.
Now isn't this a gorgeous ending for a glorious
Expect to see
stay in wonderful Califilmland ?

me

soon now.

Always your devoted
Mary.

Hard Times.
a while, in Salt Lake City, she played
FORthequite
violin in a
theatre orchestra
little

she

was

just fourteen.

One day, she had

a chance to fill in on the programme, and she
made up as a ragged youngster violinist. She
did well enough to -get an engagement in a
Coast vaudeville circuit, and then
Pacific
'hi isty
put her into comedy pictures. She
hung on there for five years, hoping for her
" big chance," and then it came when she least
expected it.
You have probably heard the story of how
Director Tucker selected Betty Compson for
the part of Rose. A man who knows told me
ilut Mr. Tucker took more than one actress
one in particular lost the
ito consideration
chance because she tried so hard to impress him
lie talked to Miss Compson on Christmas Eve,
(

i

;

;

after she had worked all day and was desperately
tired, so tired that she was just perfectly
natural.
And he found her sweet, gentle, and
sensitive to suggestion.
She is sweet, soft -voiced, considerate of

MAE MARSH

is

a very clever sculptor, and models wonderful

little

figures in her spare time.

—
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IN THE DRESSING-ROOM

Hartley's

F rotectmg

Fabrics

delicate embroidery.

A

OXE

Crepe de Chenes.
"Vigil" Silks.

Quite generally she reads while reclining in a
comfortable hammock, under the trees, or
" It
stretched at full length on the sands.
tires my eyes
to read in the heat," say"
but
one girl whose chief delight is reading,
it's my holiday, and I want to spend it how I

Silky Reps.

like best."

ate

invited

send

to

FREE

Patterns of
Materials for Costumes.
Blouses. Coats. &c.

Costumes
Cloths.
Serges. Tweeds,
Coverts,

Gabardines,

etc.

Blouses

"Silky Crepe.

There

Silky Taffeta,

Winceys.
Printed Fabrics, etc.
Patterns and Illustrated

FREE.

Catalogue

Bodmin "
Costume

"

:

Catalogue Goods.
Blouses, Skirts, Raincoats, Corsets,
Vndeiweal',
Overalls,
Hosiery,
Children's Wash Dresses, Sheets,
Quilts,
Towels,
Curtains,
etc.

A

very serviceable

style, trior med.coat

lined good silky
lining,
tailM-

Made

built.

Write

to

to

HARTLEY &

CO.,

.

21X, Stanningley Road.

FI7n<a
fT«PM»a.

i

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
employment, pleasures, and many
Ativan titles in life.
If you with to prosper and enjoy life,
strengthen your nerves, and regain confidence in yourself by

KorvcmenCM depiivfs yon
using

o(

Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treat-

the

ment.
bcait.au,
TM.'.M.'b.

Cmv in 12 days. Used by Vice-Adiniial to
Colonel to Private, D.S.O.'s, M.C.'n, M.M.'s. and
Merely Bend 3 penny stamps for pavtieulars

Guaranteed

GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

Ltd.,

Buildings, Ludgate Circus. London, E.C.4.

ports 0 inches increase ; Driver E. F.,
a inches Mr.Ratclifff. 4 inches Miss
Udalli 4 inches Mi.Ketley.4 inches.
This system greatly improves the
health, figure, and carriage. Send 3
penny stamps for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee to Ktiquirv
Dept. C.T.. 17. Btrond Green Koad,
London, N.4.
;

;

SHOPPING
EASY
MADE
Everything on Easy Terms
Famous "AJaa"

Masters"
Capital Boot
I.

>

I'.iMwaj
'

1

Police, Post and
Price
5/« deposit and ft/. m<
material
35 , win terms.
5/- monthly.

/

No.

2.

simirt

£Q

The King of the Road— an extra
rtr "
bod l.ir Sunday or K>im

00

Prlei

Kasy terms. 5 deposit and ft;, monthly.
No. 3.
Masters'
Famous ••Cyclops"
ii
Bool
Sunda) boot tot
/

QC

i'.

i

irotkin in,

and

ft .

montlily.

Tan 3ft

•)

5 f- MONTHLY
"

Masters*
boot

4.

reltabli

lUntt,

a

fl*7

**>

everyday

No. 6,
Gent's Shoes
Leather, smart shape.
nrogue.
deposit,
ft .
•.

Tan,

35

6

•.

rior quality. 4ti

-

hus

in

stron g
Price
Black, .

25-

monthlj

Bnpe*

-.

-

35

•-> 5> deposit and 5 • monthly
No. ^"LadleV^Strong Box Boot. 27 6.
Glace. 35/- (Lace or But ton). 5- dcpoalt
Tan,
and 6> monthly.
45*. 7 6

.

monthly.
Send 5 - deposit with
we shall tend yon

pair

monthly

and say which
Pay balance 5 -

size

after delivery.

Catalogue Post Frie.

Foreign mpptteo'

tiont invited.

MASTERS,
143,

Hope

is

LTD.,
RYE.

Stores,

the'

gently.

Failing to find it there, the patient should
look far down at the floor, while the person rendering aid puts one finger on the middle of the
lid quickly, but not harshly, and turns it back
by the lashes with the other hand. It is looking
steadily up or down that makes this assistance
effective.

The end

of a perfectly clean handkerchief, or

a piece of cotton-wool that has been slightly
dampened, should be used to brush away the
offending object.
A handkerchief that has
been used for any other purpose should neve*
be used for the eyes.

Mere Thoughtlessness.
Qrjrn
UITE thoughtless little

things often cause
injury to the eyes, and cause.
glasses.
The practice
or crocheting while in motion -s

r>ermanent
vP>ne to
Ol

reading

of

have to don

very

harmful

;

it

is

an

added

strain upon the eyes, the focus,
sing being rendered more difficult
by the jarring movement. Reading
through a veil is another stupid

up.

bed,
habit

To

practice.

most tempting to read in
and a very much indulged in
among most folk. But here
again the poor eyes are made heedIt is

suffer.
The muscles a-td
nerves soon begin to suffer, and
often a headache presents itself first
thing in the morning as a rebuke
from
Nature for violating her

lessly to

laws.

Expression and brilliance of the
eyes are two things greatly sought
after by most cirls, as they, are *o
beneficial
to
a nice appearance.
The girl who takes reasonable caro
of hor hculth will not lind her vym

Relieve Burning Feeling.
an all-day motor ride,

AFTER
or a long tramp, the burned,

either dull or lustreless.

—

The Picture
is

wide striped woollen materials,
skirt they are

any

Such a fabric
appeals particularly to the Picture
Girl, and she has chosen the combination of grey, mauve, and purple
And
for her stri|>od sports skirt.
instead of being cut in the usual
plain straight fashion, she has ordered
the stripes to go the reverse way at
the sides, and thus form rapacious
pockets. This charming skirt is highwaisted. and measures about one and
a halt yards at the hem.
You can obtain a pattern of the
skirt in 22, 24, 2G and 28 inch waist

irritation.

cold water should never be used
bathing the eyes, unless a pinch of salt
r
ft
has been added to the water.
smart
It is essential that all traces of dust should 0 f ,|,„
be removed after motoring, and that the tired g.rined
l'lain

for

smart
newest

and made up as a
ideal wear for sports.

fit

allaying

Girl's Skirt.

a decidedly
THERE
npi>earance about the

the eye-bath with the lotion,
to* the eye; then throw
the head back, and open the eye
Before applying the
times.
twelve
or
ten
lotion to the other eye. the contents should
bo emptied and the bath rinsed out before
To use the
being filled with fresh lotion.
same lotion for both eyes is a great mistake, for by this means a slight cold or
inflammation in one eye can be conveyed
to the other.
If the lids smart and burn, you shou'd
rub a little camphor on the lashes.
Diluted witch-hazel is also excellent for

and

terms,

No. 6. Ladies* Smart Walking Shoe in
Glace Kid. 30
Black Box, 25
and
35-. Tan. 36 -and 46 -. Tin BrogUM,

• pi ice

—

most effective method. Look up
while someone else pulls down the lower lid

Here

Fill

II o

30

How often do we get a bit of sand or dust in
the eye on a windy day. and find the greatest
difficulty in getting it out
and causing much
irritation to this tender.organ in the operation ?

socket.
i.iuptre "

Bupert^i qnality,
30-. Kaay
ft', d £.*it and ft', monthly.

25/

of the most sensible fashions of summer
is the fancy for lining hats and parasols
with a restful colour. Nothing can compare with the shade of green for this purpose.
This throws a wonderfully restful light on the
eyes, and relieves them from the merciless glare
of the summer sun.
All kinds of sunshades can
l>e had with a lining of green, i>crhaps the most
becoming being the one of shantung.

window, and even although you
keep the windows wide open, to
have the blind drawn fairly low
over-night, so that the sun cannot
penetrate, and force the eves into
harness before you are ready to get

—

No.

Restful .Colour.

dry feeling of the eyes can
be relieved considerably by dropping a weak solution of boracic
one part powder to thirty
acid
parts water into the eyes. This
pulling
is easily accomplished by
down the lower lid to form a little

Oil'"

i

ft/.deposit

to fall out.

the idea that
it helps the eyes to give them an
thing every
eye-bath the first
This
morning with the eye-cup.
is not at all necessary unless -the
Then,
eyes are naturally weak.
and then only, should the eyebath be given so frequently.

Service

men.

^

(hem

Many women have

35/* Bclecl hpnna,
1

in in-

In the first place, make a point of sleeping
so that the sun does not shine full pelt upon
In fact, it pays to
j'ou in the early morning.
have a dark green blind to your

If so, let the Girvan System help you
to increase your height. Mr. Prigys re-

No.

harm whatever

behoves the holiday -maker to rest her eyes
during hor vacation, as well as the body.

IT

'ARE YOU SHORT?
;

certainly no

Rest the Eyes Well.

Imperial

536.

is

dulging in reading in a recumbent position if
the head is well bolstered up, and too many
hours aro not devoted at one t ime to the pastime.
And it should be borne in mind that to read in
strong sunlight is merely asking for strained
eyes and headaches. Of course, in the country
But
it is easy to get in the shade of the trees.
this is not so easy a matter on a long, straight
stretch of sand.
However, the brightness can
be avoided by sitting close to a bathing machine.
Failing this, a sunshade will form the necessary
shade to the e\ es.
If the rays of the sun are not too glaring, you
will be able to read quite comfortably as long as
you sit so that the light shines over your left
shoulder on to the book. Nothing is more
fatiguing, or injurious to these tender organs
than to use them when a strong light is pouring
into them.
The habit of reading in the hazy half-light is
another practice that should be eschewed.

TarUns.

:

s

muscles should be refreshed with an eye-wash.
To neglect this not only dims tlie eyes, but tl.o
dust that has collected on the rims of the eyes,
if not removed, weakens the lashes and cause*

for

•

Summei— A Simple Eye- Wash — Thoughtless
— The Picture Girl Smart Skirt.

tn the

there is one time when the eyes are more
IF severely taxed than at any other it is
during the holiday months. Free from
the whirl of business or social affairs, the fair
holiday-maker
long-looked for
grasps
the
opportunity to indulge her love for reading or

YOU

|

Ey es

Habits

Reasonable Prices.

•

the

sizes, for one shilling (P.O. made
to the 1'ictvrf. Show), from
one payable
new deep the Picture Show Pattern Dept.,
materials. 233, Resent Street, London. W.l.
,

,

ir!v

skirt in
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THE HOPE DIAMOND
The Hope Diamond

known

is

a tragic pos-

to be

its train disaster and trouble.
The story goes that years ago the Blue Diamond
was one o! the two eyes belonging to a god in a
temple at Burma. The temple was looted, the
diamond being among the gems stolen. This
priceless stone changed hands many times, and,
without exception, every owner of the jewel met
with a sudden or terrible death. The story oS
its
mystery is now to be filmed, and Grace
Darmond, who takes the leading part in the

session, bringing in

her interview with May Yohe,
once owned the fateful stone.

film, tells of

THE name

who

of May Yohtr always meant a lot to me.
imagination, old,
It invariably brought to
ivy-covered castles in Merry England, the
English Derby) and of the time when May Yohe
was the wife of Lord Francis Hope.

my

1 visualised May Yohe residing in some mansion
or oilier, by the shores of the Pacific ocean, with
and
butlers, and flunkies, and golf courses, and

—

Then

everything.
"

Can you

asked

I

'

direct

me to the mansion

Postmaster

the

at

of

May Yohe

?

"

Pedro Harbour,

San

California.
"
mansion ? You mean Mrs. John Smuts'
house, right around the corner." And tl^ Postmaster eyed me curidusly.

Er—

A wee
.Tust around the corner, and no mansion
cottage half-buried in honeysuckle nestled by the
roadside, and a pretty woman stood in the gateway.
!

1

stopped

my

motor.

The May Yohe mansion, Mrs. John Smuts' house,

'•

me to it ? " I asked.
and this is my mansion. Come
am May Yohe,
"
right in, my dear
May Yohe, the toast of London
Just think of it
can you direct
" I

!

!

town, the belle of two continents, the girl with princes
and potentates at her feet, and who wore the famous
Hope diamond valued at £95,000, this wee cottage
'midst honeysuckle and roses was her " mansion."
It

is

A

indeed a queer old world after

all

I

Delightful Day.

NEVER spent a more pleasant day. Captain
Smuts, who is a relative of General Smuts,
"and who carries three bullets in his body as a
result of war service, came home early from the
shipyards where he works.
" John works every day in the slupyards.
I
hope he can quit it soon for someone is always getting
hurt at the work," said May. " And then we want
to go to India and try and make ¥55,000, that would
I

enough to

he.

live on, don't

you think ? "
in and was introduced.

Then Captain Smuts came

A fine, upstanding sort of Englishman. And he
turned the music, and May played " Honey, my
Honey " on the piano. Her touch is divine
Then nothing would do but that I go with the
Captain and May out in the back yard to see the
They have a dozen rabbits, all pets, and
rabbits.
May has a name for each one. Her favourite she
calls " Pussyfoot Johnson."
" I couldn't kill any of them, you know.
They
like me and I like them.
We like each other, don't
!

we, John

?

"

Then Captain Smuts smiled into the brown eyes
of his wife, and she smiled back.
They are very,

/

very happy.
"

Xow,

my

dear,

tell

them that

I

am

a good

housekeeper."
We were in the kitchen, which also serves as a
dining room, and ve sit around a little table where
May poured some wonderful tea, and we had bread

and butter, home-male cake, and strawberries and
eream.

I

never tasted anything better in

Her Secret.
EAKLY forgot

INwas

my

life

!

the wonderful salad we had. It
lettuce, radishes and

made by May from

onions she planted and cultivated in her own
little garden.
" I'm going to te'.l you a secret, Miss Darmond,"
said May Yohe, as we rose from the kitchen table.
" 1 wrote the strry of the Hope diamond for a
purpose.
T mean ;ome day to return to England.
I
love that old (ountry where I have manv, many
friends.
With the money I earn, I am going
to show them that May Yohe is alive, happy and
prosperous."
There was a flash of the old, proud spirit as she
said

it.

I have played my very best in the Hone Diamond
Mystery serial, played my very best for May Yohe's
sake, if for notlung else.
I am glad to be associated
with her, both as to the story and in the scenes
where she appears, and I believe the serial will do
what May Yohe so keenly longs for, be the means of
returning her to Old England where, with Captain
Jolin Smuts, her beloved husband, she will prove

to her old friends that "

ami prosperous."

May Yohe

is alive,

happy

MAY YOHE

surrounded by members of the cast of the
Hope diamond.

film.play that centres round the wonderful
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IF

you want

to

know

FOOTING

anythiricr about Films or lilm Plavenr
been stated on this page recently as " is not two "
instead of as " is about two."
Oh, my handwriting
Sybil (South Kensington). Mollie King, L"on

IN.

Her
Crowning

recently in America a film was produced
which was hailed by the motion picture critics
over there as a distinct novelty in film plays,
although it is only fair to mention that the palm
for originality in this instance by no means belonged
to our American cousins.
The picture in question is called " Uneasy Feet,"
and in it the entire story is told by means of the
artiste's- extremeties only.
From beginning to end
there is not a face visible, or any other part, of those
who enacted this comedy except their feet. Even the
familiar sub-title is gone.
This in itself might well
be regarded as a triumph, for in the ordinary photoplay, which we are accustomed to see where the
can accomplish so much more through
artistes'
the medium of facial expression, it has seemed
apparently impossible up to now to be able to dispense
with captions between scenes. Yet this particular
film, as I have said, is not, after all, the first of its
kind, since Mr. Fred Paul of the old London Film
Company bad produced an equally ingenious play
of the same sort some months previously.
Here,
too, the artistes' feet did all that was necessary,
and by watching their boots it was easy to follow
the romantic comedy of the two lovers and a gouty
parent.
It would not be surprising if a few more attempts
were made to give us other screen stories on the
same lines. Once a novelty is produced there is
always sure to be somebody who will want to copy
it.
Nevertheless, it is to be hoped that this particular
idea will not lose in its attractiveness by becoming

common

Bary, and Gladden James were in " The Mystery of
the Double Cross." Funny thing you should ask
me that about Larry Semon. Its precisely what

wanting to know myself.
So you think I must be
Oh, thou flatterer. I believe William
Faversham is his real name, and he was born in
London. Pronounce June Caprice as " Cap-reece."

I have been

Nellie (Faversham).

Glory

whom

in its

usage

will

make

it

—

Charles (Consett). Come along,
make yourself at home-. How should

fancy dress
with

days

of

the

woman

these
balls

beautiful hair scores heavily

over her
careful,

down

her

or

fortunate,

less

A

sister.

less

chance to
often

hair

unsuspected beauties

let

reveals

in

Comparatively

Plain

Woman.
How

thought X
with her hair down."

knows

"

one hears it said,
was pretty till

often

And

never
I
saw her
every woman
I

—

among

—

everybody connected with
fully

the

of having a gift which, though not always

displayed

on

relied

when

it

is

to

its

extent,

fullest

can

be

to inspire surprised admiration

given a chance to appear.

beautiful hair

But

Not a Matter of Luck,
is

still

matter of
a
more, of the

good
hair so

brilliant,

choice

Nothing
and

shampoo.

shampooing

incessant

soft,

with

and

care,

of

a

really

makes

the

rippling,

as

teaspoonful of
stallax granules.
It
brings out unsuspected lights in the dullest hair, and
gives to naturally pretty hair an incomparable burnished sheen.
Besides this,
is
really
it
good for the hair, and

makes

it

it

delightfully

this

paper have been thank-

—

•

No, It. was
S. Hart were answered recently.
who took the male lead in " The
Brand," and with him was Kay Laurel.
Russell Simpson

"

—

Nosky Parker "

(Leeds).
What a reputation
No, Olive Thomas and Queenio
don't suppose they
and
I
Thomas
have even met each other as yet. Zcena Keefe was
"
Teddy Sampson
Hour,"
and
One
the heroine in
plaved a similar role in " Fighting for Gold."
Well,
are a stranger
FInchley).
you
K M. D. (E.
to me, K. M. IX, but let me explain tills to you and
about
questions
ask
When several
other readers.
the same things, space compels me to answer those
possible,
alwajs
is
pot
who come flirt, and repetition
nor Is it good. Therefore, read all the answers every
week, and when the information you are wanting
appears please accept it, oven if you don't see your
own initials or nom-de-p!uines in print. Basil GUI
was born on March 10th, 1877, and Enid Markov
was the heroine in " Tarzan of the Apes." " The
Throe Godfathers " I mast try and trace, though
I've never had more than one myself.
M. B. (Forest Gate).— Yes, Basil Gill Is married.
Marjorie Hume was In " The Keeper of the Door,"
and Peagv Carlisle was fine, too.
D. M. (('rail).— So you come to ine for healing plaster
in the form of information so that you and your
chums who have suffered a difference of opinion may
(Continued on page 23.)

you seem to have.

Woman Thou

are not related,

—

—

B. M. B. (West Norwood). So you went " perfectly
mad " over Helene Chadwick the last time you saw
her on the screen. She was born in Chadwick, New
York, and possesses yellow hair and brown eyes.
In height she is 5 ft. 7 in. At present she is playing
for Goldwyn, and has appeared In "The Cup of
Fury," " The Double Cross," "The Iron Heart," and
•'
Blind Man's Luck."
J J. (Bournemouth). The addresses of some of
those you request have already been printed, but I
shall keep your list by me for reference.
Yes,
Francis Ford did play a dual role In " The Mystery
of 13," taking the parts of Phil and Jim Kelly.
Ena (Epsom). Who is your nice actor ? Bryant
Washburn ? For it was he who played In " The
Ciypsy Trail." Marguerite Marsh, Mae Marsh's sister,
is twenty-seven.
Which reminds me. by the way,
that the age of Mae Marsh's little girl should have

—

is

received.

and W.

Navarre and M. Davert
In " The

—

a

crisp,

wavy,

A Grand New
entitled —

Serial

Just Starting in

:

M erry&BrigHT

and

easy to do up, even

Directly after a

Shampoo

Stallax Granules are stocked by
every chemist in the United

Kingdom.

my

—

—

was Anne Wharton, and
Percy Marmont, opposite her, was David Brinton.
Sorry, I am unable to tell you where the film you
mention was taken. The scenery was certainly
beautiful.

Secret Satisfaction

it

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue f
A stam pe d and addre s sed envelo pe must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

—Rene

and

" Interest " (Walsall).
So Antonio Moreno on
our plate looked quite strange to you in the dress he
wore. Rather a picturesque costume, though, don't
you think * No, Walt Whitman and Alfred Whitman
are two different artistes. The latter was born in
Chicago thirty years ago. I am glad you read this
page regularly, but why ask again whether Elmo
Lincoln and E. K. Lincoln are the same? The
answer, which " is in the negative," as they say in
Parliament, has been given here heaps of times.
" Doris "
are
welcome,
(Richmond). You
" Doris," and as you say 1 answered some one else
In your Y'orkshire home with the same initials aa
Three
yours, you can regard this as your vary own.
of your questions about Earlc Williams, Tom Moore,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

B. B. (Tylilesley).

occupy

—

its

!n " The Four Shadows."
Ciavest Me," Alice Joyce

I

if

to wit.
" Diogenes " (Holmfirth).— How's the old tub
looking now ? Don't tell me that someone has
called for the rent at last ?
Yes, Chic in " The
Silent Mystery " seems to have captivated a good
many. It was Phil Ford who played the part.
Henry Ainley was born in Morley, near Leeds, on
August 21st,. 1879. Hnllam Cooley, of course, Ls
married to Elizabeth Bates. His real name is
Hallam Burr.
HenrV (Southampton). E. K. Lincoln was born
in Johnstown, _Pa., and Is 6 ft. in height.
Elmo
Lincoln is half-an-inch shorter. Syd Chaplin is
5 ft. 7i in., Art Accord is 6 ft. 1 in., and Hallam
Cooley is exactly 6 ft. I Shall get busy with my
measuring tape so as to be ready for you next time.
F. M. (Xormanton).
It should have been Harlan.1
Tucker.
Kenneth Harlan there is no " d " in his
name is a different person. No, I haven't noticed
any likeness between Viola Dana and Violet Hopson
What is it ? Henry Edwards took the lead in
" Nearer My God to Thee."
Your best wishes for

:

A

Charles,

no one ever troubled me ? 'Twas William
Desmond, of course, In " Blood Will Tell." In
" The Broken Coin." the leads were taken by three
stars. Eddy Polo, Grace Cunard, and Francis Fcrd,

time

THE EDITOR.

IN

—

sugar-coated.

producers of comedy,
chief appeal.
At the same
time it throws an interesting sidelight on the further
possibilities of the motion picture in being able to
show us that, in the matter of telling a story, even
onr feet may prove quite interesting, and withal,
amusing, provided we know how to use them.
to

!

—

QUITE

The Favourite Comie

l'ai>rr.

Now on Sale.
Price l\d.
MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPY NOW.
If

you are not already a regular reader
Bright " ask your newsagent to
a copy for you EVERY WEEK.

"Merry*

of
e

—
2a
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Answers to Correspondents

^ffiffi

it bcc°mejo
not part for ever. Alas I alack ! has
1 know these mystery charserious as all that t
producer will
acters are pHBdlng creations, Mlt if the
not reveal his secret how can I ?

" marie " (Tootirm Common).— 1 fancy it must oe
think Dorothy
a case of resemblance, as I don't
or.
Oalton could he the colleague you are thinking
received her
and
Illinois,
hicago,
She was bom In C
she
education in that city. After a stage career,
made nor debut on the films in a picture called,
" \cross the Atlantic," by the World Company.

—

"Scotch Lvssik" (Johnstone). Yes, Mary is a
aood-hearted sort, for she semis her photo to all who
Herbert Kawlinson is married to Roberta.
ask her

AmoM.

He

is

brown hair and

thirty-five, six feet in heieht,
blue eyes as his colouring.

with

—

" Emerald " (Birmingham).
So you would wflof
lin-lv trudge five long weary miles in any sort
Young
on the screen.
Kimball
Clara
weather to see
" and
some enthusiast. " The Reason

Why
You are
just two recent
The Uoa<l through the Dark " are
"
pictures of hers.
" MAVOCRNEKN "
its
B°gorrah;
(Folkestone).
nieself you are after burying beneath your load of
"

—

not succumb, though you
But
perplexities.
The four
hurl vour multitude of questions at me.
Joe, and Matt, as well
Owen,
Moore brothers, Tom,
as Jack Meredith and William Desmond are some
I will

Douglas
1 oftcr you at random.
the hero in '* The Homebreaker," and
" Day
"
Service
Star."
In
The
Clarence Oliver in
Dreams " John Bowers was opposite Madge KenIrish stars

which

MacLean was

W<

L V. B. (Camberwell).— Yes, there could not have
been better leads for "Broken Blossoms " than Lillian
I expect you have
tiish and Richard Barthelmess.
m ->incc writing. Opposite W. S. Hart in
seen the
" Shark
MacDonald.
M irt e " was Katherine
Hart's flrvt pir ure was called " The Bargain." and
since then he has appeared in " Breed of Men," " The
Devil's Double," " Branding Broadway " and several
fr

others.
J. J. (Kirkbride), I. W. (Glasgow), G. W. H. h.
(Portsmouth), and G. G. (Greenock). Didn't you all
hear the news ? It was made known long ago that
Pearl White had left Path.Vs for Fox, where she is now
making rive-reelers. On March 4th her age was
Either of the addresses given in this
thirty-one.
paper will find her. It was Mr. Vernon Castle who
was accidentally killed, G. W. H. L. His wife, Irene
Castle, now Mrs. Robert Treman, is still acting.
" Babette "(Watford).
Particulars about Warren
Kerrigan, " Babette," were given on this page quite
Besides Alice Brady in " The Whirlrecently.
pool," H. E. Herbert, Bob Walker, William Davidson, and W. A. Williams also took part.
" Ida " (Hampton). Your favourite has never
stated when his birthday is, so I cannot tell you
when to wish him " many happy returns." Ii> " A
Daughter of the West " the part of Allan Standish
was taken by J. W. Foster. The following were in
" The First Men in the Moon "
Hector Abbas
(Samson C'avor), Lionel d'Aragan (Robert Bedford),
Heather Thatcher (Susan), and Bruce Gordon (Hannibal Hogben),
M. C. (Forest Hill). Glad to know you can enWhat nice
lighten all the family on film matters.
little gifts in payment yon ought to be able to command, or do you generously impart all your knowledge
It was not Elinor Fair, however, who
for nothing
played in " Daddy Longlegs." Did you see her
double in that play ? " The Ragamuffin " was
excellent, too, though I shall not venture a comparison.
In it were
Mary Pickford (Amy Burke),
Kenneth Harlan (John Graham), Ralph Lewis (Alexander Guthrie), Melvin Messenger (Dish Lowry),
Dwight Crittenden (John Burke), Agie Herring (Nora),
Andrew Arbuckle (Pat O'Shauglinessy), Max Davidson (Abram Isaac), and Paul Mullen (The Pugilist).
Lionel Attwill was born in Croydon, Surrey, on

—

—

—

:

—

'!

:

March 1st, 1-SS5.
" Claire " (Higher Tranmcre).— Henry Edwards
was the hero in " A Welsh Singer," Janet Alexander
and A. E. Coleby played the lcad9 in " The Trea-ure
The Way of an Eagle " featured
of Heaven " and
"
Isobel Ehsom and Andrd Beaulieu.
Yes, " Thelma
It was shown in August, 1918,
has been released.
and Malvina Longfellow was the star.
Y. W. (Victoria). Every week I hear from readers
in Australia, and many of them I answer by post.
Jane Withersteen was Mary March in." The Riders of
the Purple Sage," and Anne Forrest took the part of
Fay Iiarkin in The Rainbow Trail."
Norrie " (Darwen). Florence Dixon was the
heroine in " Never Say Ouit." and Alice Mann in
" Help, Help. Police." Jane Novak was opposite
W. S. Hart In " The Money Corral."
" Arnold " (Dover) writes
" The Picttre Show
sets the fashion in film papers and others follow suit."
Nuff said. Hoot Gibson was born in Tckamoh,
Nebraska, and Vfore he started his film career he
had already show his skill as a cowboy. In 1913
lie \yon the title of " world's all-round champion
cowboy at a contest in Oregon. Casson Ferguson,
who was born in 1891, is exactly 5 ft. 11 in. Hedda
Nova Is not American. She was born in Odessa,
Russia, where she was christened Hedwiga Leonio
Kuszewski. Of course, It wasn't suitable for the screen.
Her husband, my dear A mold, is Paul C. Hurst.
M. P. (Chi'wick).— Ruth Clifford was -opposite
Monroe Salisbury in " Master of My Fate." I am

sure your friend on the films must be clever, M. P.,
but i am awaiting news.
_
O. L. (London).— No, Edith Storey is not English.
She was bom in New York, and at the age of eight
began her stage career. At thirteen she went on the
films, which shows she does not believe In super-

:

i

A,

stitions.

SUMMER CATARRH'

,,

These nose and throat complaints are rampant in summer.
The air is full of dust and
germs.
Your nose and throat provide perfect
hot bed conditions for the germs to grow.

A bad catarrhal attack may be waiting for
you, but you can prevent and quickly stop
such nose and threat infection by using

—

NOSTROLINE

" Defying Death," but if you like thrills you will
Maggie Pepper.
In
have plenty in this one.
Ethel Clavton and Elliott Dexter were the leads
and the others supporting them were Winifred
Greenwood, Tully Marshall, Edna May Wilson,
Raymond Hatton, Mania Manon. Clyde Benson,
Billy Elmer, Bud Duncan, G. H. Geedart, and ray
Hoidcrucss. There you have the whole string of
them. Mabel Normand, Wheeler Oakraan, and
Lew Cody in " Mickey."
_
B. R. (Mansfield).— Sorry vour first question. B. « ,
affords me no clue.
Do Vou think you could pick
out the film vou want from these of Norma Talmadge's ? " The Moth," " Secret of the storm
Country," " Bv Right of Purchase," " Ghost of Yesterday," " A Probation Wife," " De Luxe Annie, and
" When a Woman Gives/'
Two more of Mary
Anderson's films arc: "The Flaming Omen, and
" When Men are Tempted."
Elmo Lincoln was born
in 1889.

—

When

must allow some time to elapse before you
Sessue's address which you
lit

•

c

^nwerr

next iveek.'

and

"PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL,

4

4
4

A

w

TO WRITE TO VOIR FAVOURITE
fHERE
1

FILM

STAR. — You

kindly
requested
are
not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number ol other queries that have to be
If you wish to communicate at once with
answered.
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclcse it with a loose 2d. stamp to the liditor,

The Pictcre SHOW, Room

85, 'I lie Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4., and it will be
If the letter weighs
forwarded by the next mail.
more than 1 oz., it will require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Pictirb
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will he replied to. Please keep

these addresses for reference.
LARRY SEMON, c/o Vitagraph Studios, Los Angelfs,
California, U.S.A.
NEWALL, c/o George Clark
IVY DUKE,
Productions, 115a, Ebury Street. S.W.

GUY

MOLLY MALONE, EDDY LYONS, LEE MO RAN,
c/o

Universal Film Co., Universal City,
U.S.A.
(More addresses next week.)

SHOWS. — Blue cloth
BIND YOUR PICTURE
to hold the first and second

Make the children use it before
they go to school or to the pictures.
Order
it to-day.
Never be without it. Insist on
the registered trade mark NOSTROLINE
handy tubes 1.3 &3'-,

In

&

1/5
3 3 from
Clifton, Bristol.

of tlie

'

Street,

by

po»l

Instantaneous Hair Colouring

and

safe

bit

miles*.

Will not wash or brush off, or
the linen. Do-s ni>t vr.n

soil

thesltln. Specially suitable f«
home uhc or when travelling.
Price 6/6. Oouble si*-. 10 6.
'

Kopatine

Al-Khanna.

a

henna colouring, giving per*
m&nent resnlts in any shadedctired.

Piic^

6

6.

Sold by ilai r.-Kls, Selfrtr1#e*.
sent direct.

etc., or

Appli-

cations given daily in our
salons with the greatest
Call for tfA-U-e or
for booklet.

success.
torite

Kopatise Cm. (Dept. 21),
3-4. Buckingham Palace
Koad,
.F^tiVn, R.WJ,

CHARLEY'S

SECRET
FREE
SEND
NO MONEY

Violet Vanbrugh and leading Stars use
and recommend Fragrant "Cinema"
teeth can be as
beauty aids.
dentifrice,
white as Charley's if you use "Cinema
Fred Barnes writes:
"It is a wonderh.1 preparation,
which does actually whiten the teeth without injury."
" Cinema
-:»;> "will make your face a picture.
" Cinema " Crushed ttose Face Powder at 2/- a

YOUR

nox is a revelation. A 31
30DAYS large
"Cinema" Dentifrice sent to

FREE
TRIAL

who

enclose Tbr^e stamps.

THE CINEMA SOAP

days" trial of
applicant**

of I

Send at once.
CO., LTD.,

(Dept.S), 22, r ins bury Park

ttd.,

London.

WHY BE TOO FAT
Regain Your Health

& Beauty

and reduce your weight quickly by
wever - failing
fcae
Antlpon treatment NOW. Itbas20
years* reputation, acd is the only
safe, sure, and oteteattt Tentedy for
over-stoutness. No change of diet;
but a reduction of 9 o*s. tt 3 lbs. in a
single day and nigbt. Sold by Boots
and Chemists and Stores the world

commenting

over.

Price 3/« arid 6'»«

wrapper from the

^

in plain

ON
AN TIPSt.,

CO* iDesk in. 27, Store
London. W.C.I*

2,

Picturb Show, Fleetway House, Farringdon
London, E.C.4.

iH, or

Laboratories 5c,

" Kopatine
Instantaneous
gives perfect colour* from
Blonde to Black, leaving the
hair soft and glossy. Absolutely

Picture Snow,

containing issues from Nov. to April, inBeautifully bound in pale blue cloth lined
clusive.
These volumes can be obtained price 10/9,
binding.
post, free to any address in the British Isles and
Abroad (with the exception of Canada, Australasia,
and South Africa) price 12/3 post free. Send your
order to-day to avoid disappointment, enclosing
P.O's for the amount above to The Publisher, the

chem

NQSTRQLiNE

BOUMD VOLUMES,
have a limited nujnber

all

NOSTROLINE

Hill, E.C.4.

Volume

—dis-

assemblies.

binding cases made
sets of 20 Issues of the Picture S ow can be obtained, price 2s. 6d.,by post 3s., from ti e Publishers,
the Picture Show, 7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate

Wc

symptoms

first

clears the nasal passages.

Cali-

fornia,

the

feel

Always use NOSTROLINE nasal specific in
your home.
Use it for prevention, especially
when travelling or mixing in crowded

clean,

<
4

you

comfort, stuffiness, sneezing or discharge
apply
this
famous
relieves
specific.
It
htrtantly, destroys infectious germs, soothes

•

can expect a reply.
give seems all right.

nasal specific.

THE SCIENTIFIC CURE.

.,

,

"Day Dreajms (Castle Bromwich). I am afraid
your favourite must be one of the lesser lights. So
far all my efforts to unearth anything about him
have proved futile.
.„
" Ohio " (Newton).— Florence La Badie was killed
^ wo„°,t
in a motor car accident some time ago^
A
Nazimova's films are " An Eye for an Eye and
J.Ian without a Country."
,
L. R. A. (Blackpool).— Quite a number Of readers
have mentioned to me that they have received photographs from Sessue Hayakawa and other stars nlso
whom they liave written to through this office. in
course you

-

INFLUENZA

" Willie " (Bournemouth) —Not
Little Willie
I hope.
Who are the two children, you ask, who
often play in Scssue Hayakawa's pictures T They
are not his children, as vou think, though they are
In the studio they were rereal Japanese kiddies.
christened Cherrv and Sam. and that is what everybody now calls them. Louise Fazenda has goldenbrown hair and grcy-bluo eyes.
" Popplks " (Edinburgh).
I cannot say when you
will be able to see in your ancient city Sansonin In

—

—

HAY FEVER

•

•

&

3/5 From
Boots
Cash
Chemists, Taylor's and
all Chemists.

—

5000 pages. Thousands of vivid and
arresting pictures.
True stories more
entrancing than any novel.
Every
reader of the " Picture Show " should
post the Coupon for Free Booklet to-day.

Explore the
Wonder-World
of Science

G
vivid

PEN

any

1

you

of these superb

volumes and
on and

will find yourself reading

"For here, in simple language, in

on.

and arresting

pictures, you have the
marvellous story of scientific discovery and
invention, from the dawn of time to the 20th Century.
The world
revealed by modern Science is a reality far more wonderful than anything
that poets or philosophers have ever dreamed. With Harmsworth Popular

Science in jour possession you are free to explore that

world in any

vou choose.

direction

Your key

to the Universe

HARMSWORTH POPULAR
SCIENCE
ARTHUR MEE
Edited by

—

V/ou can

because your mind has lost its original keenness- but- simply
because there was no means of getting a simple and. intelligiYou found the ordinary text-books written in
ble answer.
such technical language that nine people out of ten could not
understand them.

follow the flight of the monstrous winged lizards
*
through the forests of the Coal Age, or study the force
that drives our Aeroplanes to-day. You can traverse the silent
oceans of space and watch the movement of suns and comets, or
gaze down upon the microscopic hosts of bacteria
that are at once man's best servants and his
deadliest foes.

Yours for

surgery,

commerce and

industry, art

and architec-

51with order

chemistry and engineering. You can descend
into the crater of a volcano, or watch how the
might of Niagara is transformed into the electricity
that lights cities and drives enormous engines. X-Kaysand Radium
Wireless Telegraphy— the Submarine and' the" Aeroplane -the
Cinema and the Gramophone and the Calculating Machine Harmsworth Popular Science you can not
in the pages of
only read about them all but understand even- werd ydu'read.
ture,

A

Delight to Read.

Mow Harmsworth Popular Science tells you what

Story of Human Progress.
C"ROM the marvels of plant and animal life you
V can turn at will to the story of human progress, culminating in the triumphs of medicine and

you want to know, in language so~lucid
and interesting that it is a delight to read. There
is no other work that can compare with this masterpiece for simple arrangement and perfect clearness

— none that

will so completely satisfy your own
It is a book you ought to
love of knowledge.

possess,

i

— Get

"

We want every " Picture Show
reader to form his or her own considered judgment of Harmstrortk
Popular Science before deciding to purchase. If you lived near our
Offices, we would gladly let you examine the 7 volumes at your leisure,
tint as this is generally impossible, we have prepared a Boohlet in
which yott can see .specimens of the actual illustrations, together with
a complete summary of the contents and plan of the whole Work. It
will cost you nothing to get this interesting Booklet, i It will commit
you to nothing. Send /or it to-day. 'Use the coupon NOW, while
this paper is in your hands.

Send no money

—

the

FREE Booklet first.

the Age of Science.
Latin and Greek— -but the man who is
*
ignorant of Science is shut out from the best that this 20th
century has to offer. Do not be content to go through
1
life without enjoying your share of the priceless inheri_
fancc of knowledge that men of science have won
"
"
1
'
for you.
_
You have always been a lover of knowledge. Rej)
FOR FREE BOOKLET.
member the questions you used to ask in your childhood
R
The Educational Book Co., Ltd., 17 New Bridge St., London, E.C.4.
"
" Why is the sky blue ? " " What makes the noise
Dear Sirs,
the tick of a watch ? " " Where does dew
of thunder
1
Please forward* me FREE and POST FREE a copy of the Four colour
come from ? " " How do steam-engines work ? " "How
Q
" The World of Wonders," K' r '"R particulars and subscription tei ius of
Booklet,
do birds fly without falling ? "
" Harmsworth Popular Science,"' published by you in seven volumes.
g

This

is

Y/° r may do without

™

.

.

—

.

.

'

COUPON.

'

Satisfy Your Longing for Knowledge.
*

SHOW

—

V/ou have
your

PICTURE

!

.

long ago given

up asking about many

things you would like to'understand— mo/ because
legitimate curiosity has been satisfied
not

Name
Address

Occupation

as

Monday by the Proprietors, Tbe Amalgamated Press, Limited, The Fleet way House, Farringdon Street, London, B.C. 4. Advertisement
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street. London. F..0. 4. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Sulwcriptton rates: Inland, 15s. 2d. pet
13s. per annum
single ropies, 3d.
Abroad
Solo agents for South Africa, The Central News AGksct, Ltd. Sole agents for Au*tr.V.I»
single
copies,
3i<l.
annum;
""and. New Zealand, Messrs. Gordon & OOTCH, ,£td.
and for Canada, TIie Imperial News Co., Ltd.
K
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Offices,
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THOMAS MEIGHAN & MARY PICKFORD. fe^JHJfcbw
THIS
INSIDE

BEAUTY ON THE BEACH.

t

DO YOU PLAY TENNIS?

ISSUE.

MYRTLE LIND SOLVES THE HOT WEATHER HOLIDAY PROBLEM.

^

1

MDLLE. LENGLEN GIVES ADVICE TO PLAYERS

J
IN

THIS WEEK'S "BOYS' GINEMA.

/

3
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Stroir,

Aagast
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Fashionable
Summer Wear

Creations for

VALUE
HEADACHE Cure
The BIG
pOR

1

id

an exira

DAISY

,

gives you

550

VALUE.

be'.ter

I

ADA

See our New Catalogue
Charming Blouses,
Costumes. Sports Coats. Wraps, etc.
Have you.
seen patterns of fates! Fashionable Fabrics for
Costumes, Dresses. Blouses, etc. (patterns FREE>>
If nof, please send postcard, stating requirements.

,

Hi?h Quality,
Reasonable Prices.

Recommended

"Romssy"

"cheap" rivals. We
pay for its expensive and exclusive
ingredients FIVE TIMES as much.
its

Stripe Twe.

Lanark "

Han

.

future

li.

DC

Wool

1

Wool Tweeds, lovely
Mixtures, etc.

at
for 1 for

60

2d.

20
6

-.

DAISY TABLETS
(specially
fcrni)

convenient

13

per

DAISY

tin.

Ltd.,

cloth,

S

i,

6/6

•MlkyTnrTetrs ..
..
cheeks and
1 8,1 10,2 -,2
dainty
printed Muslins

V/9

Zephyrs,

FIVE TIMES BETTER VALUE.
Dr Robertson Wallace writes
:

Jfttymarket. Piccaditty C tmi*. London. W.
r>ar air*.— Yr,«r Daisy Wmfaik* Cnre mrrita
my comiH«*te approval. I lay ^reat srnns both on
its efflcieiiry and .jnftny, and tnmpliittrnt yon on
\ouv roniniP'rialc'".nra)i..' in p'a«iruran nnusually
costly formula, at a it - n < Ma chai-Kc at the
command of fh? puMic. YVmrs faithfully,
(Signed) Rohott^nn Wallace. MB.. CM.
•"4

Fashiorihle Dress,
In N'avy.

HWh>"
Jfev

BotctW.

Pink and

Herc»l 3"SHrl»v> Print.

sa i for eonar,

>»

—

It

and

Q/

lovely

Voiles.

Washing

Suitings,

FREE,

2t

iawhest

5

long

-

86
ee

.

6-

27

•o

Hartley &

7-

„

laOrely

Crepe de Cb?ntv

The " BELLA."

New

yoke and
trimmed fancy bnttens.

Co.,

(uit.rrrid-ml

Post Paid

..7 0

2lU,StanningleyRd.,

29/-

iTory. Sky, Hello. Putty,
Orey, Saxe, Pink, Champ,
Navy, Black.

LEEDS.

Worry

Don't
—5

*

Oxford Shirtings, etc.
Patterns
requirements.
your
state

Postage id. r:-:rx
Other SfyV» See Catalogue.

SHARPS
SUPERKREEM
TOFFEE

4,3-

« 19

printed Voile .. ..
>*/
and. a great variety In Silks.
Artificial Silks. Milky finished
printed
Cambrics,
Fabrics,
Crepes, Delalnettca, Muslin*.

Moira

'

i

LEEDS.

Postage
ti extr a.

Silky Poplins
2 11, 4 -, 5 ., 6 6
"Theda"Snestii|.e ii/O

" Delia "

8

lace
insertion
(as sketch 1.

a lit
VI 11

11 6. 18/-.
B/i 10-.
Dress & Blouae Fabrics
" Rene

PjAiSY is sold by
*-^stores and chc mists
2 3.

trimmed

12 6

"Pansy"

for

embroidered and

prettily

Reliable Cheviots and Serges

i

each.

"

White Voile Blouse,

" Branksome'

DAISY FOR HEADACHE.

everywhere

" ISOBEL

g

J

14,

Tweeds, choice overcheck design .. .. 1*5/-

NOTHING BUT

take

to

r,

.

"Bangor"

Doctors Approve DAISY

in

KB

s

Q ft
w

l

fl

overcheck

Daisy a'one possesses ihe power to cure at
once the most persistent Headache you ever
had. Isn't it worth paying an extra ^d. (or a
certain cure, combined with perfect safety?
Dr. Robertson Wallace's important teller
beiow confirms our "better value" claim.

Daisy a'one has received written medical
approva'. It is everywhere recognised as a
pare and harmless preparation which removes
the pain absolute'y. hut has no effect on the
system.
Read the letter below, and decide

i

for

COSTUMES

IS Y costs but one halfpenny

more than

about Ink, Fruit and Ironmou'.d
Stains on white linen.
At a touch of Mov>>! they will entirely
disappear, and no harm will be done
Just follow carefully
the directions given with each tube.
to the fabric.

nun murk. ~—-^^^

Sir

Kreemy Knut's Advice.
,Su:eet meals for Swzet Lies
eyes open for the
orange tin with the Parrot and
"
upon it youH
the " Knut

Keep your

—

see
side

it

everywhere by the seaand in the sweet shop

window
tin

—
—

side

beauty

its

deep

goes

it

to the

not

is

(§ov5l)
^
Rw.

STAIN
Removes

^

R£MOVER
Ironmo-ild, Rust, Fruit

and Ink Stains iromWhiteLintn,
Clothing, Marble, etc.

From
tuben

W.

;

crtwni«r», Btocm, etc., in 1/- ami *M.
w, if joiioao't obtain it, acDd 1/2 for
large tube to

A

EDGEBOLTON.
6 SONS. LTD.,

thimbU'ful of Movol in the
rinsing-water trill remove the
yellow Hnge from white clothes.

in-

right

most delicious
you ever
wholesome and

toffee confections

dreamt

of,

To-day
Super-Kreem,

give

pure.

she'll

be

HER

to-morrow

yours

for

decorated tins
1

— also in

•

'>>.

You should

SHARP'S

J, },

and

alto tr7

H0TJGAT.

{.SHARP « W INfl.Kri.. M A I DsTOV R

mmm

the open road

4-tt.

tins.

ROYAL

Intensify the joy of

ever.

Sold loose by weight or in

•fa^sjum

The parched soreness of the mouth and throat
irritated by the dust of the road is quickly
relieved (and prevented altogether) by occasionally dissolving in the mouth

1

EVANS

fiastit/9s

An

effective precautionary measure against (lie microtics
of Influenza. Catarrh, Pneumonia, Diphtheria, etc.

See Iht'Raised Bar' on each Pastille,exclusiveto Evans'.
•m
I

i

/

*% per

tin

< EVANS

**

from Chemists or post

free

from the makers,

SONS.LESCHrR A WEBB Ltd .M Hanover

Liverpool. d 60. Bartholomew Close. i.ondon.E

C

I

s

St
,

.
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0
PhotayrapK? ami ParayrapK? oP Picture?,
to be token in her cheek, but, happily,

it

will'not

Proof Positive.
claims that sho was

Deserves His Title.

OLAND,
WARNER
" worst "

who was voted

the
the screen in our
recent competition, is shortly to appear
villain

another Pathe
Eye."

in

of

serial, entitled

'

of the screen.
stroiic,

play was "

Skow.

BEAUTIFUL

— RUTH

ROLAND.

Ruth

Roland is here seen
reading her copy of the Picture Show.
She had just returned to- the studio after
a brief holiday when this photograph was taken,
and on her return found two weeks issues of
her favourite paper waiting for her. If you look
carefully at her right hand, you will notice
she is holding the second copy of the Picture

Show

ready so as to make herself quite up-todate with the Picture Show news. By the
way, Ruth Roland's life story is told in the
" Boys' Cinema " this week.
It is out on
"Wednesday, price 2d.

— —
*-*

All

About Madge Titheradge.
how interested yqu

are

all

in

California, the land of the cinema stars.
Miss Madge Tit heradge has been persuaded
by the Editor to write her experiences of her
visit
out there.
You will remember Miss
Titheradge now delighting Drury Lane audi"
The
Garden
ences in
of Allah
went with
the Samuelson Film Company to Los Angeles to
take a British photo play in Californian setting.
Miss Titheradge has some most interesting

—

—

—

the more interesting to us,
as everything was new to her, just as new as it
would be to you or me if we went out. Turn to
page 9 and read the first of these real-life film
experiences.
By the way, you can also see Miss Titheradge
in a new photo-play Messrs. Granger have just
released " Gamblers All," in which she plays
opposite another star of stage and screen,
Owen Nares. The fascinating story version of

stories to tell

this

all

photo-play you

will find

on page

16.

first

vampiro

The Vampire."

and daughter, Natalio,
MRS.whoTALMADGE
have been visiting here, received a

shock on their arrival in Paris when they
that David Kirkland, who directed
Constance Talmadge in a recent picture, had
learned

" up against " the law.

Miles Minter

When she recently started for Ukiah
to take scenes for her coming picture, her tutor
handed her a long list of " home lessons," and
promised her a nice examination when she
should return.

Owen Moore's

Confession..

OWENtheMOORE

believes in "keeping abreast
times, so, of course, he had to be
interested in the latest fashionable craze,
and he went to a spiritualist meeting, with the
result that he is now just as much in the dark
as he was before he went, and while he was
there.
" I intended to be a regular sleuth on the job,
and if there was any fake I was going to discover
" but there was a combination
it," he said ;
against me.
The spirits were dilatory, the
atmosphere warm, the chairs well upholstered,
of

all.
When I regained
consciousness the lights were on, and the plate
was being passed.
" I don't think," he concluded, " that I should
make a very good spiritualist, anyway. One of
the tenets of my creed is that the darkness

was made

to sleep in."

She Can Fight.

WE

are to see Betty Hilburn playing
opposite Maurice Costello in a coming
Selznick photo-play, entitled " Wilderness Fear."
They tell us that in one scene Betty and
Maurice fight. Betty is only a slip of a girl,

and everyone knows what Maurice

is like.

But

in the Selznick Studio, they say they would all
back Betty in a real fight.
At first, in rehearsals, Betty was inclined to
be ladylike in her pugilistic bouts. " Fight him
fight him
-Grab his hair
Don't let him get
you " came to her so frequently from the
director that finally Betty got down to brass
tacks.
And after she really struck her gait
the director changed his plaint.
Instead of
" Are you
urging her on he would call out
hurt, Costello ?
Are vou hurt ? "
!

!

RUBY DE REMER,
we

shall see her in a

as

coming

CRANE WILMER, whom
you

will

remember as the

heroin " The Eye of Envy."

photo-play.

Mr. Kirkland came over a month before the
special camera to take photographs of certain famous historical spots, to
later be used as a guide in the building of sets.
The director, however, was not aware that it
was a very serious offence to take photographs of
certain public places in France without a permit.
Kirkland hired one of those picturesque open
hacks of Paris, set up his camera on it, and
drove around from place to place taking pictures
as he went.
All went well until he arrived at the Tomb of
Napoleon and placed his picture-taking appara"
tus in position. Just as he was about to " 3hoot
a gendarme tapped him on the shoulder and
placed him under arrest. The Talmadges, however, arrived in time to support the statements
of the director that he knew nothing of the
French laws governing photography, and that
in America there were no sueu restrictions.
Thus Mr. Kirkland escaped the bastille, and
got off with a judicial reprimand.

Talmadges with a

!

"The Great Day"

to be Filmed.
Great Day," last year's Drury Lane
melodrama, has been chosen for the
^
first
photo-play
Farnous-Lasky are
producing over here.
I
hear that Arthur
Bourchier will take the big part of Sir Jonathan
Borthwick, the steel works owner
Miss
Marjorie Hume the heroine, Clara
and Mr.
"

the

make her claim doubly
name of the photo-

listen to this.

and darkness was over

KNOWING

to

He Did Not Know.

como

Lessons as Well as Work.
THOSE of you who envy Mary

And

she says that the

The Third

When you watch Mr. Oland in this serial
concocting his villainies, and see how sinister
forbidding he appears, you will not wonder at
the reputation he has as the "worst" villain
of the screen.

No. 30.

and Player,

HOLLISTER, whom we are to see
ALICE
in the Goldwyn version of " Milestones,"

affect her looks.

Famous Readers of the " Ptc/lure

Phys

HHHE

:

£500 For a Scenario.

WEST,
WALTER
producer,

tells

film stories,

and

the famous Broadwesb

me
is

he waht-s original
offering £500 for ono.

;

:

Bertram Burleigh the young inventor, who

is

the hero of the play.

—
Marguerite Clark Coming Back.

A

LETTER

just to hand tells me that
Marguerite
Clark,
who,
you
will
remember, retired from the screen for a
while when she was married r. year ago, is to
return.
It is reported that she
dollars a week for her services.

Bebe's

is

asking 2,000

Bad Luck.

Bebe Daniels has had bad luck
POOR
As you know, she
just beginning
is

first

picture for the Rcalart Film

lately.

on her

Company.

is now in hospital, undergoing an operation
to her face.
Miss Daniels had some difficulty
with a tooth, which affected both gums and
cheek, with the result that an operation

She

became imperative.

A number

of stitches

had

An unconventional snapshot taken in Charles Ray's studio. From left to right yon will recognise FI.OR2NC3
VIDOR, KING VIDOR. KATHERINE MACDONALD, CHARLES RAY, and ANITA STEWART.
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FROM
Notes

tZ 3 f om
ed

)

wishes me to impress on readers that he
docs not want elaborate technical scenarios,
but good narrative stories of not moro than
ti.OOO words long. If you want to try, write for
further information to The Broadwest Film

Wardour

Street,

London, W.l.

Full of "Inefficiency."

A

JAPANESE

Elaine
asking
admirer,
to send him an autographed
her photograph, concludes his
" Pleaso to send same at once,
letter with
as my collection will be full of inerliciency until
it is received at hand.'

Hammerstein

copy

of

:

Her "Husband" Was Missing.
BESSIE LOVE tells me that among

the

was one from a Picture
Show reader which requested a picture
Although
of her and her husband together.

MONTE BLUE.

she

is still

fancy

free.

The Picture Show reader has
husband "

picture, but the "

How

is

received her
missing.

Louise Lovely Began.

DO you know how was

Louiso Lovely

first

entered

because she lost her
!
It
voice.
She was appearing on the vaudeville stage, and had an important engagement in
Los Angeles for a week. The day before she
began she woke with a severe cold, and was
unable to speak.
Her act required her to sing three songs,
pictures

but on the Monday morning she had to write
out her orders for breakfast, dinner and supper,
and she had to provide a deputy for her turn.
The next day a picture-producer offered her
a position, and as her voice was not required,
she began acting before the camera within
twenty-four hours.
Wo are shortly to see her
with William Farnum in a new photo-play,
entitled " The Joyous Trpuble-makers."

By Request.

WILLIAM FARNUM

has brown hair and
Tom Mix, black hair and
George Walsh, brown hair
and brown eyes, as has also William Russell.
This in answer to many queries received.

brown eyes
black eyes

If

;

;

our Answer Coming Soon.

WHITE has arrived back at the Fox
PEARL
studio, and tells me that for some weeks
to come she will spend all her spare time
answering her post baa. She prides herself on

giving personal attention to her letters, and as
she receives several hundred daily, you may

His very

MILDRED DAVIS, the

lates* picture. It is said that

lightful little lady

Monte contemplates haying

opposite

his

own

company

this

de-

who plays

Lloyd in
his latest comedies,

well imagine the number that greeted her
she arrived back.

when

Jackie Saunders Back Again.

WE

are to see Jackie Saunders with William

Farnum

in

a coming

in

screenland.

Fox photo^play,

Solving a Mystery.

AUSTIN, who
ALBERT
was assistant director

for several years
and a prominent
tho Chaplin Company, will
probably soon be returning to his native England
to take up directorial work there.
Mr. Austin
has just completed an engagement with Mary
Pickford, and will bo seen as her leading man in
hor next picture for the United Artists, " The

member

of

The play has an East End
London setting, and, being an Englishman, Mr.
Austin was consulted on many details regarding
the setting of the story, and proved extremely

at present entitled "The Scuttlers."
Jackie was born in 1892, and has been on the
stage from an early age.
She has appeared in
many screen plays, and id the author of several

Duchess of Suds."

film stories.

helpful in suggestions for the type of shops that
would be found in tho average London " mean "
street.
Having arranged for an " Eastman's,"
a greengrocer's, a pawnbroker's, newsagent's,
baker's, and fried fish and chips establishment,
Mr. Austin had a hurry call one morning, to
inform him that there was still ono shop on the
" set " whose owner was without any ostenaibla
means of oarning a living. For a moment Mr.
Austin's resourcefulness failed him. Then he had
" Stick up the shutters,"
a really bright dea.
ho phonod back, " and put up a bill to say it's
" To Let."
Which they accordingly did.

From Jack

to

Tom.

you know, has one
the best
TOM MLX, as tho
West,
which are housed
of

stables in

in

some of the horses of the West. He has
also the makings of one of the best kennels.
Jack Dempscy, tho world's champion heavyweight, has just presented him with three fullblooded Belgian police dogs.

Claire's

Busman's Holiday.
ADAMS, who plays

CLAIRE

the part of
in the new
Goldwyn picture,
Penalty," spends her spare time
in tho picture shows.
She attends a picturetheatre throe or fonr times a week, and
studies the film magazines for news of her
favourite stars.
Tho only regret she has in
playing " Barbara " is that it docs not give
her a chance to wear any of the pretty summer
" Barbara "
drosses sho recently purchased.
is a girl absorbed In an artistic career, and she
wears an artist's linen smock the whole way
through.
" A career is all right," sighs Miss Adams,
" but I do like pretty clothes I
.
However, Miss Adams is pretty enough
to make even an artist's smock look alluring.

Barbara

"The

Fay Filmer,

The Story

of " Dynamite."

HART has his favourite
BILL
and Harry Carey has
"Dynamite"

To

trusty steed
tho casual observer,

a mild-looking animal, and you
will probably wonder how his master ever camo
to give him such an explosive sort of name.
However, there's a certain diabolical gleam in
his eye which is worth watching, and if anybody
but his master should attempt to mount him,
"

is

Dynamite " lives up to his name in the real sense
and just goes up in the air. Harry

of the word,

Carey says that he wouldn't loan the horse to
Rockefeller if ho offered him a milium a day
for tho loan, though it seems more likely to me
that Rockefeller wonldu't attempt to mount
him for a million, unless he's thinking of suicide.
Like Hart's
"Pinto" pany, "Dynamite"
has appeared with his master in countless
pictures, and whon he gets too old for work, he
is going to he pensioned, and live in clover on
the beautiful ranch in the San Francisquite
valley.
Carey has, of course, many other
horsos, and another favpurito is ono ho bought
a couple of years ago for five pounds from a
knackor. The poor beast had been badly hurt.,
and was to have been killed, but Harry thought
he could save him with proper treatment," and
called in the best vet.' to bo found.
In a few
weeks that horso was racing the wildest broncs
on tho ranch, and now its value is estimated at
Only Harry says it's not for sale.
$1240.
is

a Musician.

HAWLEY,
WANDA
blonde who has

Hepworth
ol

WHITE

as Richard Staire and CHRISSIE
as Val in the
picture-play, " Possession," now being shown on the screens
Chrissie White confessed to me that " Val " is her
favourite part as yet on the screen.

Great Britain.

HENRY EDWARDS in the
character ol Blaise Barewiki in
the same photo-play which he
also produced.

"Pinto" pony,

his

" Dynamite."

Wanda

GERALD AMES

one of the most

is

Naturally,
the type of play in which she is at present
appearing requires an exceptional amount of
athletic ability.
No stunt or hazardous feat
is too daring for her to undertake,, and she keeps
herself fit by swimming, riding, fencing, besides
being an expert in ju-jitsu, the Japanese art of
self-defence.
She has just discovered that a
novel way of amusing your friends !s to play
ragtime piano-rolls backwards on a pianoplayer, and then invite the victims to guess the
name of the composer, also, if possible, of the
composition.
girls

Harold

autumn.

letters she received

Bessie has received scores of proposals of
marria,go from all parts of the globe, many of
them couched in strange and wondrous terms,

OVER THERE."

Harry Carey,

lady to
fearless

—
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and News from Los Angeles.
KATHLEEN O'CONNOR, who is leading

He

Co.,

"

'tit,

the

charming little
become a

recently

Realart star in hor own right, is an
accomplished musician. As a matter of fact,
tho movies stole, her away from the concert
Miss Hawley received the greater part
stage.
of her education at Seattle High School, and
has always kept in touch with her old teachers
and schoolmates. A short time ago she set
the school song to music, and was as proud to
hear that hor setting had been adopted, as
she is of the bright gold star on her new dressing
room. And the first vacation she gets, sho says,
sho is going straight to Seattle to visit her old
school, and hear the girls sing the song she
composed for them in return for alt that her
own schooldays have given her—a rich store-

house of happy memories.

Elsie Cood.'

Pkhn e

Show, Augxtt

J
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

MARIE WALCAMP
from tbe

Orient.

and her husband, HARLAND TUCKER, were met by CARL LEAMLE upon their return
Marie was so glad to get back, as she had been working hard on a serial, entitled
"The Dragon's Net"

RUTH ROLAND
awful racket

BEN TURPIN

and her director, GEORGE MARSHALL, are raising an
They don't think they would always like to be behind a cage.

1

is

"

Quite

happy as he sings

his

EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS,

famous song, »« I Don't Want to Get Well,"
charming nurses?

in jungle set of

Who

would,

" The Son

PICTURE SHOW."

NELL SHIPMAN

with tbe wonderful dog that took
part with her in the film " In God's Good Country."
hated
parting
with
the dog when film was finished.
Nell

the noted writer of the " Tarzan of the Apes " serial
Tarzan " film production with his three children.

of

when surrounded by such

A new

photograph ol MISS
CHRISSIE WHITE.

—

—"

6
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expioits* or FAMOUS DETECTIVE toed
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN" THE PICTURE SHOW

Real Crime Storicr

LOutlaw

©f tike Beep]

Every detail of these stories, which have been filmed by the Selznick Film Company, and will shortly be
here, is taken from real life. Trje crooks described are men whose criminal careers are to be
found in the American Police Records. In the film version the part of the real detective is played by
Herbert Rawlinson, otherwise the stories are an exact representation of events which actually happened

shown over

the fast dying

IN twilight

summer

of

a

day,

San Francisco s
Chinatown is pulsating and virulent
with the hectic life
of the quarter.

WILLIAM

J.

*
83
p™
.f^A
drift from
humanity

FLYNN,

Chief of the United
States Secret Service,

New York

the Seven Seas and
meet in the mael-

City.

*
strom sweeping
around the corners where East greets West, and
are sucked up and lost in the populace tide eddying through the narrow channels.
From the open windows of shops and balconies

of

restaurants

lights

splash

the

taxi -trails

whoro the swift movement of the hurrying
throng raises a breeze heavy with the perfume
The
of incense and strange Oriental odours.
squeak of fiddles, beat of brass, and raucous
of sweetmeat vendors mingle with the
cries
soft thump of padded feet and chatter of
mixed tongues.
Chinatown is oponing to the evening as
hoavily scented flowers unfold to the dawn.
Night, the silent partner of crime and love,
Kingdom of the White Poppy.
is curtaining th
Over all is tho suggestion of an illusive, inTo Stephen
tangible, but very real mystery.
Arnold, Secrot Service agent, with a special
opposite
just
stood
who
Chinese,
the
eye on
where tho district began, Chinatown not tho
Chinatown of to-day, but of before the fire-

—

gazing intently into its garish streets, it represented something else. To him it appeared as
a huge, yellow dragon, fat and blinking somnolently, unsatiated with the victims pouring
into its red maw.
And, as ho gazed, he saw in fancy the dragon
outlined shadowly over tho quartor, its vicious
head protruding from the filth, its fat body
crushing tho victims struggling to get out
As ho peered at tho thing, tho
from under.
monster's jaws opened, and moro victims
women, girls, men walked into tho yawning
cavern whero they wero swallowed up and lost.
The musings of the agent wore brokon by an.
individual, much tho worso for having flirted
ovortly with strong liquor, who staggered
Arnold
into him, almost knocking him down.
pushed the man away from liim, but before
of
from
the
hand
passed
had
note
ho did so a
tho drunk to that of the detective.
Arnold gazed aftor the man for an instant,
and,, crossing to the glare of an elootric light,
opened the note and road :
" Puget May Rafferty is back.
Went into
hor father's place an hour ago."
Tearing the note into bits, he throw tho
As he stood .on tho
pieces into tho street.
comer, ho did some quick thinking.
Tho law against tho immigration of Chinese
into tho United States was being violated.

—

Every weok or two new facos appeared in
Chinatown. It was tho belief of officials dial,
on organised gang was rosponsiblo for the
importation of the yellow man. William J.
Flyun,

.chief

of the Secret Service, hail

issued

ordors that the gang must bo brokon up
and tho importations stopped.
Arnold, known to tho department oporativos
flat

as " Lightning," the crack man of tho sorvico,
as usual when anything big was pending, had
been picked for the job. With Kane, liis assistant,
he had hurriod to the west coast. It was Kane
who had just slippod him tho note. Word of
his coming had boon tipped off to tho gang,
and for a few weeks there had boen nothing
doing.
But Lightning had reason to beliovo that

somo Jnove was ponding.

•

Tho return of Puget

May strengthened this belief. The thin trail
that the agent had been able to pick up since
he had arrived in San Francisco pointed to a
man and a woman as the loaders of the smugglers.
The woman was May ; the man he
had beon unable to place. He decided upon
a bold move.
Ten minutes later Lightning swung through
the door of Dan Rafferty's dance-hall. It was
early evening, and there were not many persons
in the place.
Lightning bought a cigar at the bar and
asked for Rafferty. A jerk of. the bar -tender's
head indicated the back room, and the detective
entered.
A poker-faced man sat at a desk,
making entries in a book. _ At tho agent's
entrance, ba swung around and sized up lus
i

shadow

Why

May

?

" Lightning asked.

?

ain't,

"

a revolvor pressed against Lightning's
lie

" he snarled.

!

"'

you or no other copper

and even if it
is gonna take

her
" Put
!

down tho gun, Dan," Lightning replied
" I know all about her.
Shooting mo
isn't going to do you or her any good."
Rafferty hesitated glaring
then threw liis
With a nod of his head,
ho motioned for the agent to follow him. In
an upper room a young girl was playing with
a pack of cards. At their entrance she looked up.
;

weapon on tho desk.

!

Rafferty seized her by the arm and jerked
her feet.
" You'ro in on this Chink business," lie ea d.
" Who put you up to it ? "
:

"

"

That

will

do, Dan,"

lie

"

said.

That

isn't

going to help you, oitlier. Leavo her to me."
paused,
and Lightning turned
Rafferty
toward tho girl, who had recovered her possession
with a supercilious
regarding
them
was
and
smile.

" I'm going to give you a chance, May,"
Lightning said to her. " Take the night to think
it over, but don't try to got away, bocouse I
have a tab on you. I want to know who is bock
of this smuggling. Come up to my hotel in tho
Be sure
morning and bring the information.

and come

;

if

you don't,

I'll

como down ami

Oh,

she'll

come

right "
don't, sho'll

all

!

Rafferty

" If she
havo mo
interrupted.
"
to deal with !
daughter,
at
his
Dan
scowl
loft the
a
With
room with Lightning. The girl, who had said
nothing, watched thorn go down tho stairs.
After they loft, she followed, and walked into
tho danco-hall. Noither Lightning nor hor
father wore to bo seen. Calling ono of the girls,
she askod her to go out, got a taxicab, and wait
in tho back-street.

T

EN

"

!

clambered aboard the boat.

Whatju come down here for ? " tho Fog
inquired of May. " Wanna get the whole gang
sniped ? Howday you know you wasn't trailed ?
Oh, I took good care of that " May replied.
" Beside, Arnold expects mo to meet him in tho
morning and squoal."
The girl laughed.
" Looks bad !
I'm fixed about pickin' up
Arnold's got
those Chinks to-morrow night.
that shipyard gang packed.'
" You've got to " May retorted. " All our
We've got to
plans depend upon this trick.
!

I

go through with it."
" Doiiv anvthing now
into" gaol,"

The Fog

is just like breakin'
crossed and looked out of

the window.
" Somebody's losing thoir nerve "
May
laughed derisively. " I've got a scheme."
" Well T "
The Fog turned questioningly.
" I'm going to squoal."
" What's that ?
Tho man strode toward the
" You as much as lot out one word, and
girl.
"
well, you know mo, don't you f
" Don't be a fool "
May pushed tho Fog
" I've got a scheme that'll
away from her.
clear tho coppers away from the wharf and
"
fool that guy. Where's Mike ?
I

got you."
"

!

girl

going to prove it ?
For answer, Rafferty swung a vicious blow
Tho girl dodged and ran around
at hor face.
As Rafferty started to follow,
tho table.
Lightning soizod his arm.

the water-front wliose means of existence
was, by the police, regarded as questionable^
Li a lone shack on the wharf several men were
rolling dice. " Joe " Fay, known as the " Fog,"
stood by the door, smoking a pipe and watching
the game.
%
A man clambered from a sailing schooner
tied at one side of the dock and burst into tho
shack.
" Secret Service men are in the shipyards
disguised as labourers " he said excitedly.
Tho men stopped their game and jumped
to their feet, crowding around tho newcomer
and the Fog, to whom he had addressed bis
remark.
The Fog eyod the bearer of tho startling news.
" How do you know ? " he asked.
" Leary overheard the plan. Look hero "
The man ran to the window, the Fog and his
companions following himFrom the window they could see tho night
gang at work in the shipyards, about a hundred
yards away.
" About twenty of that gang am 'tecs
They've got wiso Chinks ore
tho man sa d.
comin' in somewhere near here."
The opening and closing of the door interrupted them. The Fog wheeled as Puget May
entered and went straight to him.
" You've got to move quick, Joe " she said.
" Arnold was down to the old man's to-night
I don't know whother
and threatened a pinch
it was a bluff or not, but he is on to me."
Fog, and he uttered
the
The news disturbed
an oath. Soveral of the men ran outside and
:

iier to

drew back, hor blue eyes blazing,
as she gazed from hor father to Lightning.
" Ami ovon if I am," she replied, " who's

—

the screen,

!

coolly.

Tho

—

of

!

stomach.
" It's a

plays the part of Stephen
" Lightning "
on

Arnold

of

" She's mixed up in this Chinese smuggling,
and I want hor."
For a brief instant Rafferty glared at the
detective, his hand stealing toward an open
drawer. With a swift movement, he leaped to
his foot,

HERBERT RAWLINSON,
wno

another entrance on the back-street. A taxicab
pulled up a few feet away. The girl ran to it,
entered, and it drove off.
Close to the shipyard district of San Francisco
is an old, abandoned dock, known as Shirley's
Wharf. It was the rendezvous for the loungers

visitor.

" Where's
"
"

she

clear,

darted
across
the court into
another building, and soon
stood in the

The Girl's Scheme.
minutes later she peered out of a door

in tho rear of tho placo thut looked out
on to a littlo court. Tho coast seeming

!

"

On

the boat."

" Havo him moot mo down at tho old man's
to-morrow morning. I want him to go, along.
Get aboard tho boat and push it over to Briggs.
I'll see you to-morrow, sometime."
" Soy^ what aro you up too T" the Fog

asked.

Picture Show, Atifuit Wi, 1920.
" Don't let that worry you, and don't loso
your nerve."
And with that the Fog had to bo satisfied.
As May loft, ho joined his mon, and a fow
minutes later, tho schooner was drifting down
the river.
Shortly

before

noon

tho

next

morning.

sat in his room in the Soa View
Hotol. The hostelry was in the city's suburbs,
and surrounded by large grounds.
As Lightning, for the fifth time in the last half-hour,
glanced at his watch, there was a light knock
at the door.
In answer to his call, Kane, his
assistant, entered.

Lightning

" See May last night ?" he asked.
" Yes, and I'm expecting her horethis morning.
Put up a bluff and don't know whether I'll
get away with it.
Anyway, I've planted a dozen
of our men in the shipyards as labourers, and
something ought to turn up soon."
The telephone bell rang, and Lightning
orossod to answer it.
The clerk's voice on tho
other end informed him a lady was calling.
Motioning for his assistant to go behind a screen
in the corner, he told tho clerk to send her up.
He just hud time to fold xip a large map and
sweep several papers into a drawer, when thoro
was a tup at the door.
Opening it, he confronted May.
" Woll, I'm here ?" she said.
Lightning invited tho girl in and indicated
a chair at the" desk into which she dropped.
The agent faced her from the opposite side.
" Now, May," Lightning said to her, " I've
got you.
The very best thing for you to do is
to be frank."
May glanced cautiously around. Getting up
she crossed to the window and looked out.
On
the lawn she saw Mike peering from beliind a
tree.
At sight of her he disappeared. The
girl returned
to the desk.
Lightning ojed
her questioningly.
"Just wanted to be sure
none of the gang followed
mo.
To tell the truth,
Mr. Arnold," she said,
" I'm
the

sore.
* "

Fog

trick, for you're making it a little too warm for
All you got to do is to have your men
when thoy dock, and you'll got tho whole

wait thoro
personally.

gang."

soo anyone entering tho old building, but
himself uusoon.

them.
there

As the

girl

left,

Kano stoppod from bohind

" Woll, what do you think of it !"
the scroon.
Lightning asked.
Sounds all right," Kano replied. " The
girl's sore
no doubt about that."
'

—

Lightning thought for a

moment and

thon

crossing to tho tolephone called for his car.
You stay here, and I'll run down with the girl
and look the place over," he said.
Lightning went out and Kane crossed to the

time to see May run
across tho lawn and meet a man who stepped
from behind a tree. They exchanged a few
words, and the girl walked back toward the
hotel, while the man again sought his place of
concealment. Kane ran downstairs with the
intention of telling Lightning what he had just
seen, but the agent's motor car was just turning

window.

He was

just in

into the roadway'with May on the back seat, so
slipped
keeping
himself
concealed,
Kane,
toward the tree where he had seen the man
hiding.
As he drew near, the stranger darted out, ran
down the driveway and gazed after tho motor
Evidently satisfied
that
tbey
were
car.
starting for the wharf, he ran across the road
and walked rapidly in the opposite direction,
Kane following. His quarry led him a long
chase and finally to the waterfront, where he
entered an old building on what was known
in the neighbourhood as Brigg's Wharf, a full
two miles from Shirley's Dock, toward which

Puget

May was

leading Lightning.

as the man
street to a
small shop. There he asked for a tablet and
it
to
small
wrote a note. Giving
a
boy, he
instructed him to take it to the Sea View Hotel,

Kane waited a few minutes, and,
did not reappear, walked down the

You know

she
continued.
" Well, then you ought to
know I'm his girl or was,"
" He's got
she corrootod.
another Jane now, and has
thrown me over. He's the

—

man you want."
" Go ahead," Lightning
as tho girl paused.
" Let's hear it all."
" It's like this," May

said,

routinued.
"The Fog has
been smuggling Chinamen
in here for years.
They

down on a boat
from Vancouver. But the
Fritishers take no chance
landing them. Joe picks
lvghts in his schooner.
There's a hide-away under
the shack down on Shirley's
Wharf.
Thoy stay there
until tho coast is clear, and
then
make Chinatown.

We're through with them
after they leave the wharf."

" When's the next gang
coming down "
Light''.

ning asked.
night.

And

it's your last chance
pick up the Fog, so
don't miss it."
Lightning eyed the girl
for a few seconds as she
met his gaze evenly. " All
right,"
he finally said,
getting up.
"Go down,
stairs and wait for me at
the entrance.
I want you
to take me to this Shirley's
Wharf. Any of the mob

to

answered.

wont outside
ist night. The Vancouver
boat is due sometime after
all

l

dark.

They'll

all

land

somewhere around eleven
o'clock.

It's

their

last

recently occupied.

" You see, I'm on the level." the girl said.
Lightning merely nodded, but if May had
been more observing, she would have soon a
little smile at the corners of his mouth, as thoy
went back to the motor c.r. But the girl,
satisfied that she had completely fooled her
companion, did not notice.
When Lightning indicated for her to get in
the car, she held back.
" I'll wait here until you get back with your
mon," she said. " Then I'll walk."
Lightning nodded acquiescence and drove
When he reached the hotel, a small boy
off.
was waiting, who handed over Kane's note.
" Meet me stroet from Briggs' Dock," he read.
"May's story a frame-up. Important."
Re-entering his car, Lightning drove off, taking the boy along to show him the way.
A street from the dock Kane stepped from the
shadow and joined them.
" It's a
Briefly he related what had occurred.
" Evidently there's a big gang
plot," he said.
coming in to-night. That part of the story's
straight enough.
But they're coming in hero,
and the girl evidently figured we would all be
down >4 the other place."
" I was pretty sure of it myself," Lightning
" She told that story-too easy.
replied.
We'll
let all our men stay ovor at Shirley's," and pull
them in here at the last minute. We've got to
find out just when Fog's gang expect to land.
!

:

them up outside on dark

They

Everything wns just as May had said it would be.
There was evidonco that the place had beon

:

come

'

Suspicion.
car with May and Lightning pulled up
at the entrance to Shirley's Wharf, and the
two got out and walked toward the shack.
Opening tho door thoy entered. Lightning
opened a trap door and found tho room beneath.

Getting out of the motor car, the two men
walked down to the river front. Near Briggs"
Dock they stopped. Motioning for Kano to
follow him, Lightning wa'.ked out to the end ot
the next wharf and found a row-boat moored.
Getting into it, they pulled noiselessly under the
watersoaked timbers at Briggs'. Hugginc the
side of the wharf, they waited.
In the shack above them, the Fog had just
issued orders for his mon to get aboard the boat,
and make ready to put out. " Take everything
" We're going
that belongs to you." he sa d.
to land the Chinks and pull right out again.
This is the last and biggest load."
Down below Lightning and his companion
hoard every word spoken.
" I'm going on board that boat," Lightning
wh spered. " You row back after you see me
aboard, get the men at Shirley's and plant them
here. This is the right wharf."
Noiselessly he
slipped over the side and swam toward the
schooner.
As he climbed up on the stern, the Fog came
out of the building with Mike and a small
Chinese boy, carrying a bag. The smuggler
looked around and motioned for the Chinaman
to go aboard.
As he did so, Lightning crept
over the stern rail and concealed himself behind
a pile of coiled rope.
" Keep your eyes open,' the Fog said to Mike.
" Show a red light if anything goes wrong.
Shoot the white one if it's all right. Here you,"
he called to two men near the rail. " You stay
here with Mike."

nodded,

there now ?"
" No," May

was

THE

Come on

As Lightning

"To-morrow

for Arnold, and hand it to him
Returning to tho wharf, ho resumed
his vigil of tho wharf, standing there ho could

When

he opened his eyes, he was jerked

to his feet

Lightning's shoulder.

and thrown over

As the men indicated jumped on the
deck, the Fog went aboard.
MHce and
the other two smugglers returned to the
building.
Another glance around and
tho Fog gave orders to east- off. The
men in stern and bow obeyed, and a
few minutes later the schooner was
gliding into the channel, with Lightning
flattened ugainst the deck back of his
place of concealment.
For some time after Lightning left Shirley's
Wharf, May remained about the shack. Finally
she went inside, Lit a cigarette, and stood at tho
window watching.
About one. hour later she noted a strange:walking among the workmen, speaking a word
here and there.
The man, she felt sure, was a
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8
3ocret Service agent, issuing instructions to the

For one by one they
r ipped their tools and moved toward the gate.
About a dozen finaity moved toward the wharf,
.«nd May knew that they were coming to surround the place and wait for the supposed
Supping outside, she hid
return of the Fog.
behind a pie of boxes.
She -saw the men creep cn to the wharf.
hree of the n with dra n re oivers slipped up
i hen
to the snick and fazed into the window,
tljey entered, and one reappeared, waving his
hand.
At this signal tho rest came up and all
went into the building. Slipping from her
h ding-place. May smikd and left the wharf,
laliourers.

•lisgnised

•'.

I

perfectly satUfi>l that the Secret Service men
were safe for the night, or, at least, until her
made his landing and got away.
She walked several-streets, called a taxi, and
was driven to Briggs" D>ck. The man on
guard greeted her, and she passed into the
building, where Mike and another smuggler
were playmg cards.
At that same moment, Kane, standing in the
rowboat, peered over the edge of the dock.
Seeing a lone man patrolling the place, he determined to take a chance, and crawled over tho
Walking up back of the guard, he
>dge.

lover

he asked.
:t,
The-guard was suspicious and asked questions.
As Kane tried to put him off the scent, hoping
to get an opportunity to overpower the fellow,
May loosed out of the window and7 saw him.
There's a stranger out there, ' she called
excitedly, '* and he looks like a copper."
Mike jumped to his feet and drew a revolver.
opened the door and peered out.
The other
" Easy " May cautioned.
" Don't shoot
Pulling a
unless you have to. Here, take this."
rope from tho wall, she handed it to Mike.
" Slip up behind him."
Kane had his back to the building as he talked

mm

!

to tho smuggler, believing that the

him was the only one

left.

For

man

in front
that reason,

up on
The man be was talking to
sign.
As they wero right on
top of him, Kane turned, but he was too late. A
blow from the guard sent him sprawling, and
before ho could recover the three of them were
over him with drawn weapons.
Kane was pulled to his feet, and with his
hands above his head marched into the building.
There May ordered the men to tie him. Tbcy
did better, putting a gag over his mouth and
throwing him into a bunk, where he was unable
to move or utter a sound.
lie

did not see, or bear, the two ereepiog

aim from behind.
did, but gave no

Lured by the glamour of the Western World,
whose laws bar their entry, Chinamen pay big
prices to be smuggled into tho United Slates.

Men

like the

He's safe enough," Kane beard Mike say.
the deck, Mike peered off into the night,

On

but there was no sign of the schooner.
" Why don't you let him come on in

?

" be

asked.
" Sot on your

match

;u-,d

lite,'" May replied, striking a
M
lighting the lantern.
Not until I

run over to the other dock and see

if those
detectives are still there."
Placing the lantern on a post where it glared
across the water she called to the third man,
who came running to her.
" You stay here and watch this tight," she
" Mike, you come with me."
said.
With that they went to the street, haded a
taxi-cab and started for Shirley's Wharf.
The schooner with the Fog at the helm slipped
up the channel. Suddenly the look out called :
" Red light showing at the wharf."
Lightning heard the Fog answer with an
oath and order the sails lowered. The next
instant the anchor chain, whistled as the hook

went overboard.

accosted him.
" The Fog abo

of

loosen his bonds, May entered nit h Mrke. She
carried a red lantern, and Kane knew that the
signal would soon be sent warning the Fog.
He was furious and swore silently at his own
stupidity.
The two examined the detective'sgag, and went out.

Fog take long chances

in order

to reap the reward of their illicit acts.
Head of
a bund of tarry travellers of the tearing tide,
t ie Fog had made a fortune in the last few
months, but did not hanker to see the inside of
a g iol, and was ready to quit.
But May, the
only on.- who had any influence over him, had
urged just one more trick. Accordingly he had
sent word to the agents on the other end, to send
down a big load. If he was going to take any
more chances, be might as well do it right.
Just outside the throe-mile limit, another
outlaw of the deep awaited the coming of tho
Fog. Her hold was filled with Chinamen, fifty
having paid over money on a guarantee of being
landed safely on United States soil.
From behind the coil of rope where be had
been concealed, Lightning heard the lookout
roport the British ship, and a few minutes later
siw tho vessel as the Fog's boat hoved to.
It was too rough for the two ships to make the
transfer of tl>e Chinese direct.
Lightning
heard fie Fog order the boats over.
With

men at 'he oars the small craft pulled away.
In a half hour they were back, loaded with
yellow men. It took three trips to get all the
human contraband aboard. But it was finally
a~complished, and orders for the return trip
wore issued. As the ship began to near home,
lightning heard the Fog order bis mate to
anchor off the wharf, and wait for the signal
before tying fast.
three

,

for the shore.
half mile

away the red light gleamed, and
A
Lightning pulled in that direction, determined
to make the next dock and find out if his men
were there.

The Captive.
the old building at tne wharf, Kane strugat his bonds.
But the smugglers bad
made a good job of tying him up, and be
eonld not move.

Wh:!e he was making an effectual attempt to

A

little later

be made

his goal,

and

clambered on the wharf. Brigg s Wharf seemed
deserted save for the lone man at the light.
Lightning crept to the street, and came on
Briggs' Wharf back of the building.
Gazing
through a window, he saw the bound figure of
Kane. In a few minutes he had the window
open and was insde. His first move was to
remove the gag.
" What's happened ? " he asked, in a whisper.
Quickly Kane told him, and' Lightning removed Kane's bonds.
" Now beat it to Shirley's," be told him.
" Get the men here on the run."
As Kane darted out of the building Lightning
went out on the wharf and looked around.
There was no one about. The red light still
gleamed over the water. Going back into the
house he reappeared with a white lantern in his

hand and

sat

down

to wait.

Puget May and M-ke drew ne-ar Shirley's and
stopped the cab. Both got out, but. telling
Mike to wait where he was, as she would not be
suspected if seen, the girl drew near the shack.
The wharf was empty. The shack was in
darkness, but as she turned a corner of the place
she saw the gleam of a light under the door.
The window had been curtained.
In a few minutes a man came out and looked
around. In the few seconds he stood in the
door May got a chance to glance inside and saw
several of the Secret Service men.
They were
still there.
Evidently everything was all right.
She determined to return and give the Fog a
clear signal.
So she informed Mike, when she
returned to the waiting taxi. But as they
started back an open taxi careered around the
corner, the driver getting top speed out of the
machine. And on the back seat was Kane, the
man they had left safely tied up at Briggs'.
"•
The "detective," Mike muttered.
" It's all off.
" Sure thing," May replied.
He's on his way for Arnold's men. We got to
back
Briggs'
and
have
them
to
Denny row
beat
out to Joe. Then we can make a getaway."
" What " Mike looked at her with amazement. " Go back there and stick myself on
"
Well, I guess not !
gaol.
!

You

quitter.

voice scorched.

make a

fuss, 111

"
The girl'*
" You're going back. If you

You coward

!

"

Mik» found himself gazing into the muzzle

of
revolver.
chauffeur, attracted by the a'tercation,
turned, -aw the weapon and pulled up

the

girl's

The

the dr vet covered.
" Drive ahead," she ordered, " and keep on
driving until I tell you to stop."
The tone of the girl's voice and a gleam in her
eye compelled the chauffeur to obey. But,
although he pretended to be doing his best, halfway to Briggs' two high-powered cars shot past
them, and May saw they were loaded with
Secret Service men dressed as labourers.
" Follow those cars, if you can," she told the
" Then I don't care what happens."
driver.
The look-out on the schooner saw a rowboat approaching and hailed it.
As its
occupant answered, be saw that it was one of
the gang. As the newcomer clambered over
the side, he asked for the Fog.
" Down in the cabin," the look-out answered.
""

What's gone wrong

?

"

The man darted down the companionway
and burst into the cabin.
" We've got a Secret Service man trussed up
in the

shack," he called excitedly to the Fog,

who sprang

" Something's gone wrong," he warned. "We
stay right here until we get the white light. Lower
away the boats. If they raid this ship, well
try for the docks.
And keep a shirpiook-out."
With that he went down into the cabin.
Lightning could not imagine what had happened to frighten the guards at the dock, but
made up his mind to find out. He could do
nothing where he was. Slipping off his coat, he
dropped noiselessly over the side, and swam

"

IN gled

He

The Foe ran forward and peered oft
could see the red light, and was excited.

" What's going on here ! " he called back
Pot up that gun."
As May turned to answer him, Mike seized
her wrist, forcing the weapon upward. He was
just in trine, for the revolver spurted flame and
a -bullet embedded itself in the top of the taxi.
Hurling May from him, Mike bounded out of
the cab and disappeared.
May at once had
"

to his feet.

" Where's May and Mike.? " the Fog asked.
" Gone over to Shirley's to see if Arnold's

crowd is there."
The smugglers piled on deck. The Fog ran
to the bow. In the distance be could see the
red light still burning. But as they peered
across the water, Lightning on the wharf took
the red light from the post and extinguished it.
In its place he set a white hght with its message
of " all's well."
As the red Hght disappeared, the Fog uttered
an exclamation. With the appearance of the
white hght, he moved shift.
"'
Everything's all right. Up with the anchor.

Move

lively,

you

Quickly" the

fellows."

men sprang

to

the windlass.

them jumped to the halyards. In
minutes the schooner was moving toward

Several of
five

who had been joined
by Kane and his men, were waiting. As the
ship drew near the dock the Fog called across
the water. From the wharf came an answering
hail.
It was the voice of Lightning, who jerked
the light from the post. In a few minutes the
schooner drew up alongside.
" How 'bout you, up there ! " the Fog called,
the dock where Lightning,

as two men sprang on to the wharf and made
the ship fast.
All right," Lightning called from the back-

ground.

Come

ahead.

Issuing quick orders, the Fog sent two of his
men for the Chinamen in the hold and sprang
on to the wharf. As be did so, a figure eonfronted him in the darkness. The next instant
a light was flashed from a box near by, and in
the ray he gazed into the face of the detective,
w!o held a revolver at his hip.
" Welcome home. Fog," Lightning smiled.
Braving the revolver, the Fog sprang at
Lightning. The two went to the wharf. As
the smugglers attempted to go to the assistance
of their chief, men came pouring from behind
boxes and barrels. Quickly the smugglers were
covered and handcuffed, the frightened Chinamen cowering on toe boat, unable to comprehend
what had happened. The two men still on the
schooner, were seised and brought ashore.
Lightning, struggling with tne Fog, on the
wharf, had lost his revolver, but the smuggler
was no match for the young athlete. When
When he
Lightning arose, the Fog lay still.
opened his eyes he was jerked to his feet and
shoulder.
At that
thrown over lightnings
instant around the comer of the building Puget
May came on a run, and out of breath.
Stiasght to Lightning and the Fog she came.
" Joe, there was a slip up," she said. " You
"
don't blame me, do you ?
The Foe glared at her.
" Once 1 called vou a smart girl," be said. "I

take

it all

back

!

The girl's bps quivered as she turned to
Lightning and held out her hand, saying, " You
might as well put 'em on me, too,"
Lightning slipped the other cufl attached to
tlie Fog on her wrist.
" Such
" I'm really sorry. May," he said.
devotion deserve* a better reward."
< Ano \h*I t.ne rtalhft dtltctivt yarn ntxl uvd.)

—

—

"

—
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Picture Show, August 7th, 1920.

MY FOUR MONTHS
MADGE

CALIFORNIA.
IN
TITHERADGE.

By

the talented dramatic actress, who Is now appearing in " The Garden of Allah " at the Drury Lane
" Gamblers All," recently spent four months in
Theatre and can be seen on the screen this week with Mr. Owen Nares in
In these articles she tells you her experiences in Los Angeles during that time.
California making a series of film pictures.

M'ss

Madge Tltheradge,

November
ON whoso
name

wish

is

so fast."
I don't know what
the others said. I was
Had
feeling bored.
nothing in iny hand

1919, Mr. Samuolson,
already a household word
in tho British film world, left these shores
for America, there to make a series of pictures
Los Angeles,
in the very heart of filmland
California.
He took with him a company which
includod Mr. C. M. Hallard, Mr. Campbell
Gullan, Mr. Alexander Butler, the producer or
director, -as I believe you call it in movie-land

—

—

and myself.
spent about four months in the Golden
State, and an additional month in travelling,
but in those months were crammed sufficient
experiences to last the average individual as
many years. To me they will alway3 remain
one of the most interesting and thrilling periods
of my life, and it is with particular pleasure that
I accept the Editor's invitation to set down for
imreaders of the Picture Show some of

We

my

pressions and experiences during that time.

An Adventurous

NO

One,

I

would not go

14th,

it

had just gone
no trumps,"
suddenly all
the brakes were put

and
"

6,

when
on,
hit

the card table
roe violently in

the abdomen, and
everything in the
world came to an
end with a terrific,
sickening jolt
1

"The
Fire

WHEN

Beginning.

think, certa nly no Britisher, leaves

the Old World without a feeling of regret,
or sails for the New without a sense of
adventure, and as we stepped on board that
November day, I fancy each one of us, however
blas6 or sentimental we appeared, according to
our individual temperament, felt in our heart
of hearts that adventure was waiting for us
" over there."
It was.
To begin with, we had a very rough passage,
which to me, whatever it was to the others, was

adventurous in itself. I loved it. But it was
not until we arrived at Quebec we had to pass
through Canada that our real thrills began,
and then, do you know, I wasn't a bit in the
mood for 'em. Just the cussodness of human
nature, I suppose that, and passports
with those
Rjally, the trouble we had
wretched passports was enough to take the
excitement out of any thing or anybody, and
by the time we wore through with the business
and in the train bound for Montreal, with the
prospect of a tedious two hours' journey through
bad weather before us, I hadn't a thrill left

—

—

—

Train's on
!

!

!

In the Teeth of a Blizzard.
had a car entirely to ourselves, and
when we had got fairly started I suggested bridge as a welcome diversion.
But do you think those wrotches would play ?
They were too tired, or too
Not a bit of it
each one made some
bored, or wanted to read

WE

!

gained

recon-

sciou s

ne S8,

I

someone was dashing
water in my face and
trying to lift me out
of the debris of shattered glass and splintered
wood which

surrounded

us.

" Collision with an

MISS

TITHERADGE

on the veranda

express train," was
the answer to my dazed look of inquiry.

Pandemonium raged. And then, above the
tumult of a thousand voices and cries for help,
came one cry louder than the rest " The train's
"
on fire !
The next few minutes I can never adequately describe. But one thing is certain
that cry of doom proved the cry of our salva.
We
It gave us superhuman strength.
tion.
fought and tore our way out of that chaos
of wreckage, smoke, and human suffering
clawed our
as men and women possessed
:

;

way

— Heaven

knows
railway embankment,
-

how

!

—up

the

steep

from where we saw
the baggage car blazing, and finally flung
ourselves, too exhausted to realise anything
but tho simple fact that we were alive, in a
field

above.
there

stayed, in pouring rain and
merciless blizzards, for four hours, huddled
together like miserable sheep, waiting for the
hour of our deliverance.

And

we

:

The Fate

of

Our Luggage.

that time we had ample leisure,
DURING
not only to reflect upon our miraculous

escape from death, but also to be much
exercised in our minds as to the fate of our
luggage.
It may seem that svich a matter was
of comparatively trivial import in the face of.
the scene of wreckage beneath us, but I, for one,

in

Los Angeles.

that the other members of the party—especially
the feminine ones were every bit as anxious as
I was.
However, we learned afterwards, to our very
great joy, that our baggage, which you can
readily understand was enormous, had been,
retained by the officials at Quebec till i\> could be
forwarded by a later and less crowded train.
And so we lost hardly a thing.
I only wish we had had the comfort of this
knowledge during the terrible and seemingly
interminable hours we spent in that field

—

!

Deliverance

WHEN no
"down

at last tho relief train arrived it took
us
less than twelve hours to get to
Montreal, where I arrived at our hotel
and out," more dead than alive.

Wo had had our taste of " adventure "
There was just one thing which mitigated tho
!

;

miserable oxcuse or other, till eventually Mr.
Samuelson's brother-in-law took pity on me,
and we played " cut -throat " bridge.
As the journey progressed the weather grew
worse, and before long we were in the teeth of
The train was going at a great rate,
a blizzard.
aid as its speed became accelerated Mrs. Lorie,
Mr. Samuelson's sister, nervously remarked " I

bungalow

of her

had started out with no less than £700 worth of
clothes in my trunks, and to this hour 1 feel
that my concern was justifiable, while I know

—

experience Mr.
Samuelson's helpfulness. What we should have
done without him I cannot contemplate. It was
owing to his sympathy and thought-fulness that
sve broke our journey again at Chicago, where
he insisted on our stopping for a day's rest
before proceeding to Los Angeles.
horrors

A

of

this

appalling

Wonderful Welcome.

MY

first impression on reaching the City of
the Angels was a feeling of disappointment ! Somehow I had got it into my
head that we were going right into Bill Hart's
country sandy waste, sago-brush, shacks, and
where the inhabitants would
all the rest of it
ride horseback, tote guns, wear fussy chap3 and
loud bandanas, and do, in fact, all the things one
fondly dreams honest -to -gnodness cowboys do.
Instead I found a great big town, as noisy as
New York, and a community anything but unsophisticated.

—

!

—

if I was a little disappointed at having
illusions shattered in this manner, there was
certainly no feeling of disappointment at tho

But

my

welcome that awaited us from Mr. Samuelson's
American staff. Every man Jack of 'em, ineluding carpenters, electricians, and "grips,"
turned out to meet us and gave us a perfectly
wonderful welcome, and, when all the handshaking was over, showed us over every corner of
Nothing eoul I
the studio and everything in it.

have been more spontaneous and delightful
and I shall never think of it without a sudden
glow at the heart.
" Gentlemen,

*

The King
MISS

I

" A toast to
TITHERADGE
'

King George by the
is

British film players after a picnic,
in the centre of the photograph.

(Miss Tilheradge tells of her first meeting with
film celebrities in our next issue )
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NLWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
Angry

tion which is being practised by
The
theatre managers at their expense.
result is that several of them are being

bombarded with indignant letters from
picture -goers.
The trick consists in the
intimation by a certain cinema that such
and such a screen star will pass through the
town on a tour, and he or she has been

make a

personal appearance

before
the
patronsr.
Announcements
similar to these have usually been made
on the Pacific coast, where most of the
stars live
but even exhibitors at theatres
many hundreds of miles away from the
;

stars'

homes, have also worked the dodge.

An

Artful Trick.

manager
Los Angeles
a
THEtheatre
recently found a young man
of

ADAMS.

up

Stars.

of the motion picture stars of
SOME
California are annoyed at an imposi-

induced to

K.

certain

who looked something like Charles
Ray, and he made use of the following
cunningly arranged advertisement " Personal appearance at all performances of
one whom you will cheer to the echo.
Just preceding what is positively Charles
Kay's screen triumph of triumphs." It will
he seen that although it is not definitely
stated that Charles Ray himself will appear
the notice is deliberately designed to
deceive people into believing that he will
be present.
People are naturally greatly
disappointed when they discover the trick
that has been played upon them, and one
can well understand the indignation of
tho artistes when capital is made out of
their personalities by a ruse of this sort.

the French writer's challenge, and he
asks " How can that bo ? " Almost every
conceivable subject has been filmed in the

American
Fronch

We

studios.

on

copiously

fo

have even drawn
and

literature—yes,

A Peep
Bdiind the

well as English,
that the complaint is often heard among

as

literature

us that the supply is nearly exhausted.
It is hard to think of an American author
past or present whose work has not been
filmed.
If
the charge of
monotony
can be laid against American pictures,
therefore it can by the same token be
charged up to our best -known writers,
and everyone knows that isn't true.
" We have as gifted, virile and imaginative a lot of fietionists as any country.
All drama is expected to
depict life,
and, for that matter, life is monotonous.
How many individuals know anything of
experience outside a narrow groove.
If
we picture things for them of which they
have no personal cognisance, the charge
will then be made that we are holding a
distorted mirror up to Nature."

Scenes**
often have you watched a
HOWscreen
and admired the beautiful

film flash

and scenes

?

-

upon the

furnishings

Perhaps you would be surprised

if

you could only see the actual filming of these scenes.
For quite often they are not the interiors of a real
house at all, but merely sets of scenery that have been
made specially to suit the film play. Of course, if a
suitable house and scene can be found, this is utilised,
but, failing this, no pains are spared in the making
of the scenery.
The three pictures here

show you a moving picture
room that has been evolved from scenery. This set
was used in " Youthful Folly
and shows Olive
".

Thomas

acting various scenes in her part.

They Tire Us.

:

ALTHOUGH

there is a great deal of
truth in what Mr. Groeno says, I
think the point is not so much
the monotony of the plot or theme of
a picture as the incidents which are
introduced by the producer. For instance,
ono rarely sees an American film without
a desperate fight between the hero and the
villain, or two other characters. Although
a fight may be necessary sometimes, no
one can deny that this idea has been worked
to death, and I am sure the majority of
picture-goers would welcome as a pleasing
change a film in which a blood-curdling
combat does not take up the best part of
ono whole reel. Other incidents of which
wo have seen far too much are those
dealing with propaganda; in which some

unfortunate Mexican is shown paying
tho penalty for his lack of patriotism
scenes in which terrific rain storms
are introduced, desert sandstorms,
cabarets, dancing and gambling saloons,
and ubiquitous bathing beauties who
appear on every occasion on the

:

least possible excuse.

Thore may be many other things
which my readers can suggest, but I
think thoy will agree that if. producers
us a rest from the foregoing
they would earn our grateful appre-

gave

ciation.

Never judge a

A

man

by his looks
the looks of his wife.
•

him by

>

man's man

is

rarely

evils,

a woman's man.
•

•

•

OJ two

—-judge

V

choose the more interesting.

The Week's Best Films.

.

following
THEphoto-plays

a

of tho best
are being released
for
exhibition
at
the
cinemas during this week, and the names
of the star artistes :

Vitagraph

. .

ROBERT THORNBY,

producing films
ieaturing Blanche Sweet.

A

ARR

list

which

"

The Spark Divine

Alice Joyce.
" The Great Romance

Jury's

Harold Lockwood.

French Criticism.
American

monotonous T
This burning question has come in
movies

for a good doal of discussion lately
to the charge which has been made
by a French critic, in which he said that
America", productions were a menace to
the clovolopmont of the new art. Although
he admitted that many of them wore

"I

Ideal

p ctorially beautiful and technically fino,
be maintained that their great fault lay
in their monotony of theme. Albert Oreene,
tho director of Jack Pickford, has taken

Will

"
"

"

Ivy Duke, Guy Newall.
F.L.F.S
"The Valley of Giants "
Wallace Reio.
Western Import
"An Honest Man"
..

owing

;

is

Stoll

Willi/.m Desmond.
" When Doctors Disagree

"

, .

Mabel Normand.

" Children of Banishment "

Walturdaw

.

W. and F.

Mitchell Lewis.
Broadway

.

Bill

"

Harold Lockwood..
Granger's

•

. .

. .

" Gamblers All "

Madge Tjtheradoe, Owen Naris.

.

J-^T Tbo

»SS»

"

camera-man U hero seen
tet

" taking • close-op

actually on the

ol the players

Picture
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AND
THE
THE BALLOON LADY."
"

Pink " (yes,
been mentioned

room imaginable, which looked like an
ambulance, but was in reality a caravan

in these columns pretty frequently of
late, but, you see, so many of tho cast have
figured on the screen as well as on tho
stage) there is a lady who is designated

Somehow, my funniest experiences in
film work have always been associated

Tho Young Person
IN I know
that play has

in

on the programme as "The Woman with
Balloons." You who have seen the play
will

remember that the balloon

lady's chief

grudge against fate is that " Trade's so
bad," which perhaps explains why she and
her stock-in-trade retire comparatively
early from the public gaze. But you must
admit that, during her brief appearance*
on the scene of action, the balloon lady not
only has the goods, but is " the goods "
to the life.
We have met her counterpart
many a sunny morning in park or at street
corner, selling, if not balloons, flowers,
or other bright and transient things, and
always, beneath the cries of her wares,
keeping up a running caustic commentary
on life in general and particular. In brief,

Woman

" The

with Balloons " is a gem of
a fact which is easily
understandable when we again consult our
programmes and see, opposite to her place
in the cast, two small but comprehensive
words
Mary Brough.
characterisation,

.

:

Tinsel Splendour.

OF

course, to say that Mary Brough is
a great actress, is to point out to

you that the grass is green. But I
fancy, despite her fame on the stage, we
are not so familiar with her many fine screen
portrayals as we certainly ought to be, for
the simple, though foolish, reason that we
movie enthusiasts are so busy concentrating
upon the curls of the ingenue, or the eyelashes of the hero, that often the far finer

and more

subtle,

though

less

!

with

clothes.
for instance, I

In

the

'

Bo'sun's

Mate,'

remember we wont down to
our locations in a motor, crammed like
sardines, your humble servant being attired
in

a nightdress, covered, however, by a

coat

-

!

" It

is-

how one

really wonderful

fur

i

-

seeni°

any emergency

in the matter of
playing for the films,"
she continued.
However great the
demand, one always seems to be able to
meet it, and fake whatever weird garments
may be required."

to rise to
clothes,

when one

is

Stage Hands as a Stimulus.

OF

course, it was inevitable that I should
ask Miss Brough how she liked film
work, and how it appeared to her in
comparison with the stage, and what she
thought the public thought about the movies.
Whereupon Miss Brough told me that
she loved film work (and from her tone I
knew she really did love it, and was not
saying so merely out of politeness), but
she did miss her audience
" Though one is seen all over the world
via tho screen, nothing can quite make
up for the lack of that," she said, " though
if even
a small group of studio hands
stand and watch one at work it is a help,
a stimulus."
!

Language and Facial Expression.
"

AS regards the status of the stage and

screen, 1 am afraid I must admit
that, in my opinion, the former, by
virtue of the magic of language, will always

f-\

prominent,

character roles, such as thosein which Miss
Brough specialises, are apt to be overshadowed by the tinsel splendour of a

name.

star's

And

yet Miss Brough's screen career
inseparably linked with the past and
present glories of one of the most
famous British film companies the
London, with whom she made her
picture debut, and under whose banner
she has continued, with one or two
exceptions, to the present day. Among
her early films for this company may
be recalled " Beauty and tho Barge,"
" The
" Lawyer
Bo'sun's
Mate,"
Quince," " The Christmas Carol," and
" London Pride," while her latter ones
include " Enchaiitrnent " and " Judge
Not " all of wliich haye brought her
is

—

—

under the direction of such megaphonic
celebrities
as
Percy Nash, George
Loane Tucker, Harold Shaw, and Einar
J. Bruun, and given her for fellow
artistes in the studio such famous
players as Henry Ainley, the late
Charles Rock, Elizabeth Risdon, Jano
Gail, and Edna Flugrath, to mention
but a few.

Other films in which Miss Brough has
.figured include '' The Joyous Adventure
of Aristide Pujol " (a screen version of W.
Locke's well-known novel), and the
Gaumont picture upon which she has
recently been engaged under the direction
of William Kellino, " The Fordingham
Twins," featuring the famous Terry Twins.
J.

Her Quaint Dressing-Room.

OF

the latter film Miss Brough has the
liveliest recollections.
At the time
it was made, she was also playing at

a theatre in town, which necessitated her
rusliing about in a splendid Rolls-Royce,
often attired in the most disreputable
" character " clothes, from London to

Grantham, and vice versa, at all sorts of
odd. times in order to keep her appointments with both her stage and film friends.
" Down at Grantham," Miss Brough told
me, " I had the most comical dressing-

MARY BROUGH.

Miss

hold the first place, both in the professional
and public mind. Personally, I have always
foiuid language such a help, though not "
hero Miss Brough, attired in tho Balloon
Lady's regalia, smiled " bad languago
I simply must talk my parts, even when
playing for the movies, because it is second
nature to me to say what I am supposed
Both in Beauty and the
to be feeling.
Barge,' and London Pride,' I used exactly
the same words as I spoke in the stage
versions of these plays.
" Language,"
she concluded, " must
help facial- expression."

—

!

'

'

May Hebschel

Clahke.

";

"

:
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A FINE COMPLETE'STORY OF A WOMAN'S WEAKNESS AND A MAN'S FORGIVENESS.

(Special to the " Picture Show.'

'}

Gamblers
All"

la
•'

f

rubber.
CAMK to see you about my little gamble in entered

George," said John Leighton as he
the private office of Sir George Langworthy,
stockbroker and financier.
" Gamble, Mr. Leighton " As he looked at his
visitor over the top of his eyeglasses, Sir George gave
a frown of displeasure. " Gamble is a strong word to
use in my office. Stock Exchange transactions are

*

Sir

1

legitimate speculations, but gambling I abhor!.
Mr. Leighton smiled quietly behind his hand, but
his voice was level and polite as he replied :
" I confess I do not share your prejudice against
games of chance, Sir George. To me everything is a
gamble which contains the element of risk. Still I
alwavs say the world is large enough to hold all
opinions.

Does

Lady

Langworthy

share

MADGE T1THERADGE

Lady Langworthy and
police raid the

"
views ?
" I am pleased to sav, Mr. Leighton, that my wife,
Lady Langworthy, holds the same views," answered
" I am no killjoy, but I have seen
Sir George curtly.
so much ruin from card-playing that I am thankful
that my wife has not succumbed to the prevailing
passion for bridge and the other games that women
seem to spend all their time over nowadays. By the
way, Mr. Leighton," added Sir George, " perhaps you
would be good enough to dine with me this evening.
There are several important business matters which I
should like to discuss with you, and I have an important meeting in a few minutes."
" I shall be delighted, Sir George," replied Leighton.
" It's a good thing Sir George doesn't know all that
goes on at those musical afternoons that Lady
Langworthy frequents so often," said John to himself
as he went out of the office.
Sir George would have been enlightened could he
have overheard a conversation that was going on in
his house in Park Lane between Ruth Langworthy,
his daughter by his first marriage, and Harold

Tempest, his wife's brother.
Tempest, a very well-dressed young man, goodlooking, but with rather a weak mouth, had just been
informed by Ruth, a pretty girl, but whose very
sedate manners always gave her a very serious air,
that his sister was at a musical afternoon.
" Come off the family tree, Ruth," replied the
You mean Doris is having a
young man flippantly.
We all know that there is more bridge than
flutter.
music at those afternoons that is, all except Sir
to know.
I suppose
George and he'll never get
"
Millicent Hope is with her !
" I do
" I suppose so," replied Ruth listlessly.
wish you would all give it up, Harold. You yourself
think of little else but racing and cards."
" Don't preach, Ruth.
There's only one thing
worse than preaching, and that's peaching. But I
know you wouldn't do the latter."
Tempest noticed the look of pain on the girl's face
at his words, and he was at once contrite.
" I didn't mean to worry you, Ruth.
Forgive me,
and don't worry about mc. I'm not worth it. Hallo
That's Sir George. I'm off through the side entrance."
No sooner had he gone than Sir George, accompanied by Leighton, appeared, followed a moment
later by Lady Langworthy and Mrs. Hope.
" I brought Leighton to dinner, dear or, rather, I
caught him up as he was on his way at my invitat ion,"
" How are you, Mrs. Hope ?
said the baronet.
Sir George spoke pleasantly, but it was apparent that
he did not like his wife's companion.
Miilicent Hope was one of those women best
described as " A leader of Smart Society, with two
Good-looking, always well dressed,
capital S's."
and pleasant in manner, sho moved in the best
society, yet there was something of the adventuress
about her. Men admired her, but were afraid of her.
with
impressionable
Women, especially those
husbands, hated her, but dare not show it, for
Millicent Hope was a dangerous enemy.
At otic
time Harold Tempest had been attached to her train
but his genuine love for Ruth had caused him to
break his chains. Therefore, Mrs. Hope hated Ruth.
Shy had sought her revenge in a roundabout way.
She had lured Lady Langworthy to bridge and more
exciting forms of gambling, nr>tly because she could
win money easily from her, and secondly because she
knew it would hurt Ruth, whom she always described
as " That prig of perfection."
She gave a perfectly gloved hand to Sir George as
she murmured some commonplace greeting, and
then she unmasked the batteries of her beauty on
leighton, as the baronet introduced him. She had
seen Leighton earlier that day leaving the office of
Amos, the notorious money-lender, and since Mrs.
Hope was always in need of money, and had 6xl.austed all the friends who were prepared to back Iter
till, she decided that the good-looking friend of tho
baronet's might be worth knowing.
But while he expressed with his lips the pleasure It

—

at

your

—

gave him to meet her, Millicent Hope noticed that all
the time his eyes were on Lady Langworthy.
Mrs. Hope made a mental note of that.
And,
when the men had retired, she resumed her conversation with her. hostess which had been interrupted
by the presence of Sir George and his friend.
" So you see how it stands, Doris. I really must
trouble you for that trifle you owe me. I would not
mention the matter, but people I owe money to are
pressing me."
" Can you give me till Christmas Eve, dear 1
" I have just asked my
replied Lady Langworthy.
husband for three hundred, but have again had the
mortification of being refused.
He tells me that
things are not going well in the City."
" Very well, Doris, I will wait till Christmas Eve.
But do get it then, dear. By the way, an Idea
strikes me.
We 'are both short of money. Why not
go to Major Stocks's house to-night, and try to get it
back on roulette ? Even if we lose, we sha'n't be

much worse

off."

Lady Langworthy hesitated.
She had never before left her house in the evening
to gamble, but she was desperate. She knew that
Millicent Hope, polite as she was on the surface, would
Insist on having her money.
Like every inexperienced gambler, she believed that the luck would
turn just when she wanted it. She did not realise
that she lost because she always played with people
who were better card-players.
" After all," she thought, " if I do lose another
hundred, I sha'n't be any the worse off, as Millicent
says. And I simply must get hold of money some
way."
Aloud, she said
" Who is Major Stocks, and where does he live ? "
Mrs. Hope had just time to whisper the address
and say she would arrange that Lady Langworthy
would be admitted when the men came In.

The Gambling

Hall.

dinner Lady Langworthy told her husband
AFTER
that she had suddenly remembered that she

OWEN NABES

as Harold

Tempest when the

gambling den.

and then

club,

Lady

bam

told the chauffeur to drive her, not to
Vieary's, but to Major Stocks', near Bucking-

Gate.

The car had not gone far when it collided with
No serious damage was done, but Lady
Langworthy was delayed for about half an hour.
When she arrived in the big room where the
guests were playing roulette she saw her brother
Harold at the table. The young man came forward
another.

to his sister with a troubled look on his face.
" Look here, Doris old sirl, you ought not to come
here.
It's one of the worst gaming-houses in London.
It would be social ruin for you to be found here."
" I know, Harold : but I really must win some
money," answered Doris hastily. " I'm being
pressed for debt all round. As soon as I have won I
shall go straight home."
While they were talking Millicent Hope walked in,
followed by John Leighton.
Harold lcmpesi. grinned.
*'
A regular reunion," he remarked. " It only
wants Sir George to complete the party."
Leighton looked very troubled at seeing Lady
Langworthy in such a place, and tried to persuade
her to leave.
" You don't understand, Mr. Leighton," said Lady

Langworthy. " Now that you have seen me here you
might as well know the truth. I am deeply In debt,
and I must win some money to-night."
" You will only be throwing good money after
bad," remarked Leighton. " Why don't you go
home and ask Sir George to pay your debts. Nobody
ever wins here except Stocks and his friends. Believe
me, I am sneaking as a friend who wishes you well."
Thank you." replied Lady Ijingworthy, rather
" I intend to slop and play."
frigidly.
Sho had not been at the table long before Major
Stocks came to her with the news that Sir George
was waiting for her in the ante-room.
" Your brother Harold is talking to him, and telling
him you will be out in a minute. He does not know
what place this is. I will try to keep them quiet in
Please go at once. Sir George must not see
here.

'.

;

i

had promised Lady Vicary that she would
look in at her place during the evening. Mrs. Hope
remembered that she also had made an appointment,
end Leighton said he must, go to his club.
" Then I will drop you on my way to Lady
Lady Langworthy, turning to
Vieary's," said
Leighton. She had no idea where Lelghton's club
was. but she wanted to make certain that her husband
would not offer to accompany her. And before Sir
George could speak, she stifled any objection by
insisting that he should not have his quiet evening at

home

spoilt.

this party."

Trembling

in every limb. Lady Langworthy went
and tried to hurry her husband
As in n dream she heard her husband say
that he had heard about her accident, and was so
worried in case she had been hurt he had come to
bring her home. The chauffeur had told him that
she had not gone to Lady Vieary's.
" No, dear, I remembered an appointment here,"

into the ant«-room

away.

replied his wife hurriedly.

" I

nm

quite ready.

Let

us go."

would have been well had not one of the
gamblers who had taken too much to drink come In
at this moment swearing he had been robbed.
In the hubbub which followed. Sir George learned
the true character of the house, and ho turned to his
All

" I sha'n't be long, dear, and you would simply be
bored to death at Lady Vieary's.
" Cleverer than I thought," said Mrs. Hope to
" I
herself, as she allowed Leighton to get her wraps.
wonder if it is roulette or Leighton that has made
simple Doris such an inventive liar."
Had Mrs. Hope been in the motor-car which con-

veyed Lady Langworthy and Leighton, and seen and
heard, like some invisible sprite of Fairyland, she
would have known it was certainly roulette. Lady
Langworthy's mind was too much troubled about
her debts even to look at the man who sat by her
side. Finance, not flirtation, occupied her thoughts.
As for Leighton, he, too, was thinking arithmetically,
but In his case there was only one figure that of
Lady Langworthy's. To his sum he added a face, and
wondered why that face looked so troubled. He told

—

himself that had he had the luck to have married
such a woman he would have looked after her so well
that she would never have had to seek for pleasure at
the gaming-table.
But that Is life all over.
It Is always the other fellow's troubles that seem
easy to us. Our own loom like mountains that no
man could climb. And 11 we climb them we think
we are really clever.
Lady Langworthy dropped Mr. Leighton at his

wife with horror on his face.
" What does this mean, Doris ? " he cried.
Before Lady Langworthy could answer someliody
Police " and nn Inspector followed by
shouted
detectives -and men in uniform raided the place.
Sir George and his wife were arrested with the others
and taken to the police station.
What followed was like a nightmare to Lady Langworthy. She remembered being let out on bail, aud
being fined the following morning. Sir George too
was fined, and the magistrate had some scathing tilings
to say as to his conduct.
After It was all over Sir
Ocorge refused to speak to his wife except when
obliged to do so In the presence of the servants.
And
to crown Lady Langworthy's mlifortune. Mrs. Hope
had sent a stinging letter saying she must have one
hundred and fifty pounds without delay.
In her despair Lady Langworthy wrote to her
brother telling him she must haw the mon>> bjf
Christmas Day which was the day following—and
begging him to get it for her somehow.
I

—

(Continued on page 19.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF BESSIE BARRISCALE.

(Special to the "Picture Show. ")

BARRISCALE

BESSIE

The Golden-Haired, Blue-Eyed

Star

Wxthout

Temperament.

a

BESSIE BARRISCALE

has been a favourite with the public since
the age of five, when she appeared on the stage in " Shore Acres."
Her career has been one big success after another. She played tho
part of Lovey Mary for a season in New York, and for ten months
over here in London. Her last big stage suceess was in " We Arc Seven."

A

Star Without a Temperament.
photo-play was entitled " Rose of the Rancho." She is a
general favourite, and attributes much of her success to the fact
that she has no temperament. About 5 feet 3 inches in height,
and the possessor of blue eyes and masses of golden hair, Bessie is as

HER|first

pretty

off

As most

the screen as on.
of our readers know, she

married to Howard Hickman,
most of her pictures.

who

is

directs

Her Only Grievance.

BESSIE'S
so

well

only grievance is that she is
known that she and her

husband cannot steal away for a
few days' rest without being recognised.
Only the other day they tried to get away
to Santa Catalina Island for a rest between
pictures, and they bad planned to be
alone, and entirely away from the glare

Her charming

smile.

of the limelight that beats upon picture
celebrities so fiercely.
They succeeded
in getting past the hotel clerks without
arousing any particular comment, for
" Mr. and Mrs. Hickman " might stand
for tourists

from any old

place.

Then She Was Recognised.
was peace and quiet
four long
ALLhours,
and the weary
for

picture-

makers rested

in blissful seclusion.

They stepped down

to dinner unheralded
congratulating
themselves
that they had deceived the dear old
public at last, when a tall, white-haired
old gentleman arose from a table far
across the St. Catherine's big dining-room,
and approaching their table, said, in a voice
loud enough for everybody to hear t
" Why, bless my soul, if it isn't Mary

and

were

Elizabeth Barriscale
I haven't seen you,
except in the pictures, since you used to
be with James A. Hearne. I directed
the orchestra.
I remember that night
" etc.,
when you got a big basket
etc., for fifteen minutes.
It was all off, and our poor picture
pilgrims were followed by an admiring
!

A

charming study.

crowd
"

A

for the rest of their holiday.
king may travel incognito,

and

with it," murmured Miss
Barriscale ; " but a picture person, never,
never.
It's another one of the things
that can't be done."

get

A

away

Real

Home

Lover.

to her picture work, Bessie loves
NEXT
her home. She always wanted one,

Disdain.

a real home, where she could go

BESSIE BARRISCALE.
after a hard day's work.

She says she has never got over experiencing

the keenest thrill of pleasure

and that there
she
in

is

going

when she says

to her chauffeur, "

Home,"

no make-believe about it. It really is " home " that
where she may do precisely as she pleases while she is

is

to,

it.

Bessie adores children, and her special chums are little Benny Alexander and Mary Jane Irving, who have played many parts in pictures with
her.

Bessie on Screen Lovers.
I

HEAR that Bessie Barriscale is thinking seriously of writing a lengthy
and exhaustive

treatise on the all-fascinating subject of screen
" lovers."
During her career the fair Bessie has been made love to by blushing
schoolboys, stern business men, suave men about town, rugged, virile
men of the West, cave men, and last but not least the determined lover.
Asked the type she herself preferred, Bessie made answer that the
determined lover with a great abundance of youthful sincerity is much
to her liking.
If Bessie writes this article, I will try to let readers of the Picture
Show enjoy it. It should be worth reading, as the petite star has had
plenty of screen experience.

1

Hates Publicity.

THERE

is

call-boy
"

no " side " about Bessie.

She smiles at director and

alike.

How

can one be dignified and impressive when even the stage
Bessie,' ? " she once said laughingly.
Yet the little star is almost shy about meeting new people. She
positively refuses to make any personal appearance,' though she was
urged to do so, for the sake of publicity, if for no other reason. But Bessie
shook her head.
" It wouldn't help matters at all," she said, " because if people saw
the real me, I would lose whatever friends I had."
I wonder ?

hands

If

call

one

'

you want to write her, address your
C O

letter

BRUNTON STUDIOS,
S341, Melrose Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.

(Mention the Picture
Repose.

Fear.

Show

to ensure an early reply.)
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HAY FEVER

•

INFLUENZA

SUMMER CATARRH!
Decide now

to cure yourself of every symptom
Fever. Influenza. Summer Catarrh, and
using
nasal specific.

Hay

of

Head Colds by

Jwsi

Zoofc

Tiger's

tail,

af Joan's finger. And
too ! Has there been a

NOSTROLlNE

destroys getms in nose and throat, soothes and
c.ears the air passages, stops catarrh and banishes
discomfort and disease,
Bigin this cure fo-rfay.
It

(

dreadful accident?

handy tubes 1

In

and 3

'3

All chemists, or by

'-.

3 from NOSTROLlNE LABORA,2.
^
A 1 5 &5D.
TORIES.
Clifton. Bristol.
t

,

r, ,r- c.

No they are out shopping for
Mother, and are afraid of forgetting
Bird's Blanc-Mange.
So they have
tied knots on themselves. Joan says
it would never do to forget Bird's
Blanc-Mange.
!

NOSTROLlNE
MARY PICKFORD S

Mothers who study
the well-being of their
children will not forget
to give them plenty of
Bird's Blanc-Mange.

LOVELY HAIR
CINEMA SHAMPOO TABLETS

will

Cinema

The Cinema Soap

would be hard to
find a more nourishing,
It

body-building food, in

Dentifrice.

Co., Ltd.,

22

fflTZifif

ARE YOU SHORT?

such a tempting and

If so. let the Girvan System help you
to increase your height. Mr.Briggs reports 5 inches inc. ease Diiver K. ¥.,
3 Inches Mr.Ratcliffe, 4 inches Miss

easily digested form.

;

;

Everyone ought to know that Bird's Blanc-Mange
multiplies the nutritive value of the Milk used in it once

;

Ledell, 4 inches; Mr.Ketlcy.4 Inches.
This system greatly improves the

health, figure, and carriage. Send 3
penny stamps for further particulars
£100
Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T.. 17, Stroud Srcen Road,

and

in every four times.

London,

Birds

N.4.'

HAIR BEAUTY
Tarsbamade, the new highly concenShampoo, thoroughly
trated Liquid
cleanses the hair, penetrates to the roots
and destroys any disease geims. Glveai
it a chance to grow thick and lustrous.

Keepp the Hair Youthful. Pa

honest nourishment in a most delicious form.
so perfectly creamy and just melts in the mouth.
it to-day!
BIRD'S is best always sure, always safe.

is real

6

bottle, ft

post free.

TARSHAMADE
The Med
Shampoo.

It is

Try

cal

Dept.

3. 20.

Imperial

Bldjrs.,

Ludgatc Circus. P..C.4

—

NOBLES

&t.

n—

'/

Dreas tastefully

you would like to rid yourself of that troublesome Headache or Neuralgia take a little
harmless Zox Powder in a'cup of tea or water and the PAIN WILL CO IN A FEW MINUTES.
upon receipt of
To prove this wc will gladly send you two Zox Powders
stamped addressed envelope.
or
post
free
at
sam:
price from
3;boxes,
and
and
Stores
in
1/6
Chemists
Of all

little

FREE

HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,

"PARAPROOF"

37>6

E.C.1.
The

WHY BE TOO FAT
Regain Your Health

& Beauty

your weight quickly by
commencing the never • failing
An Upon treatment NOW. It has 20
y eats' reputation, and it the only
safe, and pleaaant remedy tot
anil reduce

over-stoutness. No cbinge of diet,
but a reduction of Soak, to 8 lb*. In a
elngl? day and night. Sold by Boots
and Chemist* and Stores the world
over. I'rlce 3/« and ft/*, or in plain

wrapper from Uie

AN TIP ON

CO. (Dpbk in, 27. Store
London, W.O.I*

3/From

&

5

Boots

-

Cash

Chemists, Taylor's and
all Chemist*.

st,,

Y=

cost

THE

If

CO., 11,

art

by purchasing all your Summer dress
requirements from Noble's. Nob c's.
being actual manufacturers, are able
toofferchtjrmirig and durable garments
at less than shop prices.

MS

zox
THE ZOX

make

your hair a perfect picture of beauty like
Mary's. Send P.O. 6d. for sample tablet,
makes 3 Shampoos.
If you enclose
3
stamps extra, we will send a copy of Miss
Pickford's ovm directions and a trial of

M INO-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE

Are you "Master" of your mlndT Are yon deer,
minded, strong-willed, Mlf -coirfldeDt. and successful >
Learn the secrets of Hind-Mastery and Strong Nerves. Banish
awkwardness, timidity, worry, self-fears, and
shyness,
"Nerves," Learn bow to more than hold your own In the Navy,
Army. R.A.F.. the Professions. Business, and Society. Send
only 3d. stamps for particulars of confidential Mento-Nerve
strenntheninit methods. Used In the Navy from Vice-Admlral
to Seaman, and In the Anny from Colonel to Private, M.C.'s,
D.C.'M.'s. and M.M.'s.— (iODKRY KLI-IOTT-SM ITH. LTD. 836,
Imperial Buildings, Ludgatc Circus, London. B.C.4.
,

SUPERFLUOUS

HAIR.

Ladies afflicted with unwanted disfiguring
hair-growth thould send a stamped addressed
envelope for Free infoimation of an improved,
easy, inexpensive home-msthod. Hundreds of
users testify to having obtained Permanent
Address
Cures with this safe treatment.
i

MANAGERESS .(Dept.S).^^
SSSSJHE
682. Hoi oway Kd London,
.

IN. 19.

N. Lady's •'Petraproof
J.
Mackintosh Coat. Made in good
The smart
shade of Fawn.
Raglan sleeves are fitted with
wind straps and shou'ders are
Although so light in
line.l.
weight (19 ors.), he ** Paraproof
Coat is absolutely waterproof
under all conditions. Supplied
i

In sizes, 44, 46. 46, 50

long.

pHce,

and Si

int.

37 6

Malerialaby the Yard
For ladies who preier to
have their Clothes made
up themselves, John Noble,
Ltd.. will send a selection
of material*, post

'rce.

Write for Free illustrated Fashion
Guide. Sent Post Free.

JOHN43 NOBLE
Brook

Tij

Street Mills!

MANCHESTER
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The Cheque.
was no more miserable home in England
THERE
than that of the Langworthys that Christmas
morning. Sir George came down dressed tor
diurch and found his wife gazing out of the window.
" Are you not coming to church 1 " he asked coldly.
" Church " almost screamed his wife.
" Do you
think I could sit there to be preached at, after what
has happened ? Go to church yourself, you (informing man. I thought it was the duty of Christians
lo forgive."
" I don't think you are a fit person to teach me
aiy duty as a Christian," replied Sir George stitfiy.
" If Mr. Leighton calls, tell him he will find that
document, we spoke of in the library."
Without another look at his wife, Sir George left
the house.
Hardly had he gone when Mrs. Hope appeared.
" Thanks so much for the cheque, dear," she cooed.
" I suppose you got it from Sir George ?
" Yes," replied Lady Langworthy listlessly.
She
had by this time plumbed the shallow depths of
I

Millicent Hope's friendship,
confidences.

and was

in

no mood

for

passed on.
Doris came forward to meet her brother with outstretched arms.
" Thanks so much for the money, Harold, but I
had already got it. As soon as I had written the
letter, I knew that I ought not to have troubled you,
since you had so many debts of your own."
" Where did you get the money ? " asked Tempest.
" I borrowed it. You might as well know ; from
Mr. Leighton."

" Leighton

!

"

do

shall I

cried

?

"

Harold.

"

Good

He

Heavens,

covered his face with his hands while
looked on aghast.
"

What

is

it,

Harold

" I forged Leighton's

?

Tell

name

liis

sister

me."
to get that money,"

groaned Harold. " I went to Amos to borrow it, but
he would not lend me a penny without I got. my bill
backed.

being desperate,

So,

I forged

Leighton's

name."
" But you can repay him.
I have the cheque.
There is no great harm done," said Lady Langworthy
putting her arms round her brother's neck.
The young man shook his head.
"

don't know the worst," he said miserably.
" Leighton is Amos. Leighton is the real moneylender
Amos is only a figure-head. I only found
it out last night."

You
;

For a few moments Lady Langworthy was stunned
by the news. Then she looked up with a smile.
" I shall tell him that you did it for me, Harold.
He won't prosecute then."
" No, old girl," said Tempest.
" Your name must
not come in this."
" But I can influence him, Harold."
Tempest sprang to his feet.
" Influence him,
What do you mean ? Has he
been trying to buy you with his filthy money ? If I
thought so, I would break his neck. No, there's
only que way out. Leave everything to me."
As he rase to go his coat brushed against his sister,
and she felt something heavy strike her. Putting
her hand in the pocket, she pulled out a revolver.
" Not that, Harold.
I shall keep this.
There
must be a way out, and I will find it. Trust me,
Harold," she cried, " and promise me you will do
nothing rash."
And because Harold loved his sister and could not
bear to see her cry, he promised.
1

A Woman's Plea.

LATER
office.

in

the

day Leighton was seated

He was

Try

of his Happiness,

tells you the secret
now, advises Doug.

it

PERSONALITY

would be indeed imperfect
did not give us full poise. If we neglect
our physical poise we pull down our mental

if it

poise, likewise our spiritual poise.

That

is

why

personality must be kept constantly protected
against encroachment
but this can be so fixed
by purpose, plan, and power of will that it
Once in
becomes automatically safeguarded.
possession, we have only to make it part of our
natural selves, and wear it unconsciously to the
;

While they were speaking Mr. Leighton was
announced and almost as soon as he entered the room
Mrs. Hope left with a sarcastic innuendo that her
company would no longer be"required.
" Bitter woman," remarked Leighton.
Well,
and how is Sir George ?
" If you mean how he is with me, I can tell you
that he says he will never trust me again," replied
Lady Langworthy bitterly. " By the way, he said
there was a document for you in the library."
Leighton bowed.
" Yes, I know what it is. I will go and get it with
your permission."
As he went along the hall he passed Harold
Tempest. The young man seemed to wish to avoid
him, and Leighton did not attempt to detain him.
But an inscrutable smile passed over his face as he

what

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

thinking over an

in his

interview

he had had with Lady Langworthy. She had
explained why her brother had committed the forgery
and begged him not to prosecute. The interview had
been interrupted by the arrival of Sir George, but
leighton had left with the impression that Lady
Langworthy wished to leave her husband. Leighton
had. promised to do everything possible to help her.
In a moment of passion he had declared his love for
her, and he was now wondering what her answer
would be. In his way, Leighton was an honourable
man. He would not have said what he had to Lady
Langworthy had he not been convinced that she

(Continued on page 22.)

last breath of

life.

—

*

*

MAN

of personality should never be
haunted with worry from the sneers of

because of their

own

laxity.
Some men perfect their manner of speech to a
degree which takes it above that of their weaker
fellows, others develop fine qualities which are
viewed by ordinary individuals as affectations,
but which are in reality the result of innate
refinement.
The man of no refinement has indeed an
uphill fight, but with persistence and ambition
to succeed, he can win.
»
»
»
his inferiors

PERSONALITY

does not mean over -refineSturdy qualities are the necessary
ones. Over -refinement leads to the softer
Exalted ego
life, and ofttimes to degeneracy.
is an indication of degeneracy, and may have
boen' inherited.
Of those things we inherit
that are good we must hold, and everlastingly
must we watch thoso which are bad. It is never
wise to wander far away from basic principles
into preachment.
What we need is guidance
along the road to the goal of personality. First
of all we need health, and, second, the will to do.
Next, we must use these weapons in the right

ment.

direction, for personality is at its zenith when
backed up by strong physique and brain power.

From previous chapters we have learned that
success of any kind is predicated upon keeping
ourselves in trim, and in good humour. Keeping
can make it a
in trim is no trick at all.
part of every physical action, and as keeping in
trim means perfection of body and soundness of
mind we should never neglect to utilise any
effort that will help us toward bodily efficiency.
.

*

WE

We

*

«

have opportunities both morning and
evening to indulge in various forms of
light, systematic exercises which will
push forward the day's work with zest and vim.
Poise has everything to do with personality,
therefore the physical structure must come in
for its share of proper attention.
No man of
refined personality would walk the streets with
a soiled face or uncombed hair. Such things do
not give poise.
They are the evidencos of a
laggard spirit. The more we exercise, the more
energetic we become ; the surer we are of ourselves, the farther we get in the development
of our personality.
*
*
*
as
JUST
tance

who knows himself and laughs with life, at the
mere joy of living, doing, accomplishing
winning against

the straight line

is

all

odds.

*

»

*

HONESTY accompanies a proper self-esteem,

—

:

A

is as necessary to character as the
foundation is to a house. It comes out of that
"great within," which we are now exploring.
It arises from the courageous facing of our
weaknesses, and becomes a part of the man

and

Then the question is why should we allow
ourselvos to be satisfied with an imperfect
personality ? It only reflects back upon ourselves
" He is all
Haven't we often heard a man say
" ? Perhaps the personality in
right, but
question was untidy, or that his walk was that of
a laggard, or that he affected an egotistical air
of superiority
whatever the impairment it
should have been done away with.
*

in the eye,

of

its

our

cultivation should

become a part

education.

earliest

It

doesn't

grow anywhere except within ourselvos, and
will never lie handed to us on a silver platter.

we

find it when \> e are young, it will
of obtaining a grip on us later,
the one quality with which to crown our
highest attributes.
It is final proof that we aro
If

fail -to

have small chance
.ft

is

capable of just thought and square dealing,
and is proof positive that we are part and parcel
of the wholesome spirit which rules the universe.
Its possession is greater than riches for its

dividend is happiness and contentment, and
we cannot go wrong if we so live that we can
look any man in the eye, and tell him the truth.
*

*

*

HONESTY does not grow naturally out of

—

•

HONESTY

with ourselves is the first thing
to remember.
Unless we are, it will be
impossible for us to enter into that
spiritual contentment enjoyed by those who
are honest with themselves.
If we are untrue
to ourselves how can we be true to others ?
The framework of a man's moral being must be
that of honesty. It must become his very
nature, and become automatic in its processes.
It belongs to the healthy, those who keep themselves well through vigorous exercise and temperate living.
It is not a quality set aside for
the lucky few. Every man, woman, and child
possesses it in some degree, and only its constant
neglect trims it to a minimum. It is one of
those fundamentals of life, one of these powerful

and moving forces that rule society. We are
either honest or we are not.
We cannot be nearly
honest and get away with it.
W hen one stops to consider honesty, even
for a moment, its full importance is realised.
For example, imagine having a dishonest
friend.
Could we go to him with the secrets
of our hearts ?
Could we trust him ? Would
we trust 'anyone who might turn traitor ?
Again
suppose we were untrue to ourselves,
and the fact became known. Could we blame
others if they passed us by as a companion t
.Never in a thousand years. We must deep in
the beds we prepare for ourselves.
7

:

the shortest dis-

between two points, so

is

honesty

the

only proper attitude of one person
towards another. Without it there is no

understanding possible. It must always remain
supreme as a quality without which character
becomes a sham, a superficial thing that has no
basis in fact.

The

ability to look the other fellow

a

uninspired life.
It goes with the
energetic, the forceful.
The dull soul
who is content to plod along year after year in
the same rut may be honest, nod this one
redeeming feature may be of such inestimable
value to him, that it sweetens and softens his
entire days.
It will bring him friends
trueblue friends, who will excuse all other shortcomings because of his honesty. It gives him the
unadulterated trust of his employer, and it
arouses a certain admiration among his narrow
circle of acquaintances.
If this is true with
the dullard, the weakling, then what must it
mean when possessed by the great '
*
*
*
dull,

(Do j?. gives as more good advice nsxt week.i

—
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IN

THE DRESSING-ROOM
—
—
—

The Summer Reofes
The Picture
Girl's Ribbon
Tarn.

Pattern No.
27.451-

of a Film Star

Sunburn

use of a good skin cream will do much to stop
Here
this trouble if applied before you go out.
is my own favourite recipe for a skin preserver
during the summer months
Just lemon and the
white of an egg. You heat the white of an egg
in a pan, and then stir in the pure lemon-juice.
Keep the mixture in a little jar, well covered

;

:

:

After a Long

it

will

<

hands and arms should be washed
rubbed well with. lemon juice.

Freckles.

T^HE fair-skinned girl
X

freckles in the

is

usually troubled'with

sunny weather, and they

certainly do look rather unsightly. Howyou can remove them with a mixture made
by mixing equal quantities of strained lemon
and double -distilled rose-water. This
juice
should be dabbed on the skin after washing
ever,

FILMLAND

in California is always sunny
and warm, so you can rely upon it that the
beauty recipes of the film actresses over
there are really dependable.
Here are the pet
recipes of Bebe Daniels.

Sunburn.

^

The Picture

Tammy.
to
girl

comfort and
has decided to

have one of the new tarns for holiday
wear.
She has chosen white ribbon for it, and
is going to put a different coloured fancy ribbon
round the headband to make it look different

and match each frock that she wears.
You can obtain a pattern of this charming

—
—

tarn for one shilling
P.O. to be mad'i payable
to the Picture Show
from the Picture Show

•

Pattern Dept., 233 Regent

London W.

St.,

J.

Astonishing

individual frecklfe:

COLGATE'S IMPROVED PROVERBS.-No.

Girl's

with an eye
ALWAYS
smartness, the picture

every morning. This lotion will help to prevent
their formation, and if a slight dusting of powder
is given to the face before-going out into the
hot air the danger of becoming marked with
them will be decidedly lessened.
" Buttermilk, too. is a wonderful cure for
freckles, but as this is almost impossible to
procure in large towns, it is a cure only available
by the country girl.
" Persistent freckles can be removed by a
bleach made from the following recipe, and
applied with a camel's-hair brush to each
•

" T~* VE7< if the face is kept protected from the
I*. sun by a shady hat, it is possible to get
sunburnt on broiling hot days by the sea.
However, prevention is better than cure, and the

—

—

in lime-water, or

"

Tramp.

is the delight of very many girls to go for
long tramps during the summer months.
Let them always bear in mind the absolute
necessity for strong, comfortable shoos when
indulging in these walks. The present-day highheeled shoes which look so pretty for ordinary
wear are entirely unsuitable for walking. Buteven a comfortable shoe will be found to rub"
blisters on the feet occasionally. These are most
painful and should be dealt with immediately. A
needle should be made quite antiseptic, by being
dipped in boiling water to which a little boracic
has been added, and then put in under the -skin
and the blister drained. A small piece of boracic
lint should then be placed over it to prevent
friction from the stocking or shoe."

this to the skin after

at night.
" Sunburned

:

IT

remain good for a fortnight. Apply
washing every morning.
" For bad sunburn, peroxide of hydrogen is
splendid, and should be dabbed upon the skin

and

and Blistered Feet.

Freckles

eau-dePeroxide of hydrogen, 2 ounces
and
Cologne, 2 ounces
rose water, 1 ounce
pure glycerine, J ounce.

Hair Beauty
results from

Quiii Qiienna

I.

Colgate'* 15 the

.

HOW
Proper

DONE.

IT IS

Shampooing with

QUIN QUENNA.
After the

first

shampoo with

QUIN Ql'KNNAtb* h»lr is undeniably better, and It grows
more and more beautiful aftei
every wash. QUIN QUENNA is
so delightfully different, it
gives such life and vigour, such
a wealth of heavy, wavy thickness. QUIN QUENNA tnakea
th/> batrfreah,cl£*ii. blight and
fluffy, and ao easy to dry and
do up afterwards.
In every
packet there awaits yon Hair

Beauty beyond

JT THEN

yy

your chemist asks
"What kind?" don't say
"Any kind will do" say

—

"Colgate's*"

sure and
safe policy for

Safe,

A

delicious.
tooth insurance.
Colgate's
dentists

is

QUIN QUKNNA

iQuinolo,;

description.
Is

1

a triumph,
I

A GUARANTEED
HAIR GROWER,

bair loveliness.
Justaay toyonrdealer,"I want

•

packets (containing sufficient
for two shampoos two for 1 six packets, 2 9. / / unable to
procure Quitt (/uentta or QuittO*

I Freea

a revelation of

'

|

Qcivolox brushed
Into
dull. flat, llfrleaal
QUIN QUENNA." He stocka ordinary
It,
he knows its value. In | bair. make* It look and feel I
I

1

tend direct to us.
Lk ion ton Lars. (DR. 48), M,

pretty, frcah, wavy, bright.
and abundant all day long. I

|__ 2

It

6

from dnnt and dirt.
and 4 • •* bottby

[

lox,

recommended by more

than any other dentifrice.

•

ray'a

Inn Rd.. Londm. W.C.I

DIRECT FROM MAKERS.

SEND FOH
PATTERNS.
with
This charming
skirt sold

MADE TO
MEASURE
FBOM

19/6

a " mnn^y-back " guarantee.
Value.
Latest
Wonderful
troHser pockets, and unbutton*
Send for
at aide If required
patterns, booklet and measurement fuim-RAMONT. LTD..
Finibury
(Dept. P.8.), 55.
Pavement House. London, E. C.2.

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
BAD COMPLEXION AND
It low not nuttei
will clear It.

WAXOLA
WAXOLA

ho* bad yom complexion

Sold Voder Guarantee.

complexion

i*.

Kvcn the plajoeat
Such a

th» Completion la good.
clear, aoft. and frcah aa a haby'a may

featnree look attractive

—

l(

—

m One Week

tic

pro-

New

b] tiling Uvu Wonderlul
cured
Product. Wrinkles and All Skin Impurities
dlaappear magically. Acta while yon ali-ep. Get the
iijii.it and look attractiv e. Don't Delay. Send To-Day.
foi a i.li..rt lime we mil tend yon
»•• hoaea 3 3.1 I. oi a 4 9
>"» << X 9'<
|..sl tree a 3 9"
(tuple aize bov) l™ S S<>- (Two lot 0 3

Wax

WAXOLA

SPECIAL OFFER.-

1

1

'

RICHMOND
(Surrey)

COLGATE &

Preparations,

CO.

(De Pt 40\

HO.TbeOreeo.

Hew, Surrey.

Established 1806

46. Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.1

Restore]

and
Preserves
The Stiln.

n
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Great Public Handwriting
Character Competition.

£1,340 in Prizes
has been asserted that, owing to the continually extending use of typewriters and other mechanical
is on the decline.
''—the well-known Rat and Mouse
To refute this statement, the Proprietors of ''
Exterminator offer £1,340 in prizes in an easy and interesting Handwriting Character Competition, open
to Ladies, Gentlemen and Children. Substantial money prizes are offered for each of the best 239 specimens

IT means of writing, the art of handwriting

LONDOVUS

'

—

of handwriting sent in showing character as

it

can be read from handwriting.

Prizes will be awarded not only for well-formed writing, but for writing whiah
shows the greatest amount of CHARACTER.

The

The awards

will

be

under

allotted as

Section

:

—
Section

1,

For LADIES.

For

1st Prize

-

=

-

2nd

=

=

-

3rd

£100
£75
£50

=

5 Prizes of £25 each.
£10 ,.
10
.,

1st Prize

2nd

5 Prizes of

„

10

Section

CHILDREN

For

£25
£10

,.

3rd

„

25 Prizes of

each.

50

„

£5

„

each.

£1

III.
(up to 15 years of age).

£25
£10
£5

1st Prize

2nd

£100
£75
£50

=

„
„

3rd

25 Prizes of £5 each.
50
„
£1 „

II.

GENTLEMEN.

50 Prizes of £1 each.

Each

of ihe Prize winners will, in addition, receive a character reading of their handwriting

by an expert.

INSTRUCTIONS AND CONDITIONS.
Take a sheet of note paper, write in ink your name and address (stating whether Mr.,
I.
children, giving age), and on the top copy out the following phrase :

Mrs., Miss, and, !n the case of

Get

rid of your rats
Without any fuss
Kill

them

With
(The specimen
2.

_

Purchase a

tin

of "

sent

all

off

"LONDOVUS."

must be actually written by the person whose name appears on the sheet.)
It is sold
tear off the adhesive label, and pin it to your attempt.

LONDOVUS,"

in tins o! the

following sizes:

-

and

is

1

.

/- for which you

2/6 „
„
5/- ,,
„
obtainable from all Grocers, Chemists, Ironmongers,
Then write on the sheet of paper the name and
3.
4.
Enclose the sheet and label in one envelope

may make one

„

„

„

attempt.

three attempts.

seven
„
„
„
„
Oil and Colourmen, General Stores, &c.
address of the retailer from whom the "

LONDOVUS
THE LONDON

" was purchased.
addressed to: " Writing Competition,"
HYGIENIC
CHEMICAL CO., LTD., Wansey Street Works, London, S.E. 17.
The first prize in each section will be awarded to the competitor from whom the promoters receive an attempt which in
5.
the opinion of the Judge, is considered the best.
The remaining prizes to be awarded in order of merit. Only one prize can be sent
to any one competitor.
6.
Competitors may make as many attempts as they wish, but such attempts must be accompanied by labels to the value
shown above.
7.
No correspondence will be entertained.
" has kindly consented to decide the competition and his decision must be
The Editor of " PEARSON'S
8.
accepted as final by all competitors.
The last day for receiving competitors' work August 17th.
9.
The results will be announced in " The Daily Mail," on September 17th.
N.B.— If your Chemist, Grocer. Ironmonger or Stores does not stock " LONDOVUS," send a postcard to the
HYGIENIC
CHEMICAL CO.. LTD., Wansey Street Works, London, S.E. 17, who will supply name and address of nearest retailer.

—

•

WEEKLY

LONDON

BUY A TIN TO-DAY

(1/-,

Note carefully the address

—

2/6

&

5/-)

and ENTER THE COMPETITION NOW.
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(Continued from

"GAMBLERS ALL."
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79.)

tired of her husband's superior attitude, and that
she had a real regard lor himself.
" Will she come ? " was his one thought as he
paced the room.
But his first visitor was not Lady Langworthy. but

was

Euth Langworthy.
" I have come to

If you

see you about Harold's debts,"
" Lady Langworthy
said the girl as she took a seat.
has told me that he owes money to you. I want to

help Harold."

The Forged

II

"

worry about the

graphs

by wireless have prompted a North
to write to me as follows :
interest in the cinema," writes G. K., " is
not of the usual kind, in that it is not bound up in the
acting of certain popular favourites and what they
may look like. I
more interested in the future
developments of the motion picture itself, and now
that it has been found possible to send photographs
by wireless, I have wondered whether we might not
later on be able to get motion pictures in the same
manner P I trust that my question will not be considered too absurd to merit consideration."

" My

am

You

did
confided in

My

correspondent's query is by no means absurd,
it is not easy for one not acquainted with the
technical side of the problem to answer.
One can
only speculate, and at this stage of the invention referred to, the time seems hardly ripe enough to connect
it with the cinema.
On the other hand, any development of this sort in regard to photography is bound to
be to the advantage of the films.
The present invention supersedes the old one of transmitting ordinary
photographs, or " stills," by wire, and it may lead to
all kinds of interesting possibilities.
Certain it is that its progress will be watched with
keenness by those who are at present striving to make
the motion picture, not only pictorially but scientifically

though

films," which have been grow-

ing in numbers during recent years, have shown how
great is the desire to use the power of the film for
something more than entertainment purposes. So
soon, therefore, as the problem of the " still " photograph by wireless is found generally successful, a
further development in the direction of motion pictures
may be quite expected. And those who, like my
correspondent, hke looking into the future, may find
interest in the reflection that it may then be possible
for cinema theatre audiences in London to see on the
screen pictorial news of the day's happenings that
have been wirelessed from another part of the world.

yet," said Leighton.

to save your sister. She has
me to some extent. Her life is

it

a mockery. No woman could live with such a
It's his fault."
superior person as Sir George.
" What do you mean,
Leighton ? " shouted
Tempest. " My sister is not going to come into this.
I know she would sacrifice herself for me, but Bhe is
not going to do it. Do you hear that ? And I'ain
I w ill see you later."
going to stop her now
He dashed out of the office, and calling a taxi
ordered the man to drive to his sister's house.
Five minutes after Tempest had left Lady Lang.

THE EDITOR.

worthy arrived.
Her eyes were heavy and she looked like a woman
who had finished with life.
" I have come to pay the price of my brother's
" I have left my husband,
safety," she said slowly.
but I want to be honest with you. I will stay, but
I do not love you."
Leighton's jaw set hard.
" You mean you used the love I had for you just to
save your brother ? " he asked curtly.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stam p ed and ad dres sed envelo pe must accom-

;

:

I

I

Adapted from incidents in the Granger photo-play,
" Gamblers All," featuring Owen t/ares as Jlarotd
Tf.npest and Matgc Tithtradge as Lady Langworthy.

bearing the

"MicKiE

John Graham

in

my

letter to you, so I

And you Bomcwhcrc.

that I

am

not

"The Ragamuffin" was Kenneth

—

—

Gladvs Cooper for yourself.
" Stuart " (St. James's Park).— 'Gene Pollar in
" The Return of Tarzan " might prove quite popular.
He was born in New York City, and is 6 feet 2 inches
in height, so that he Is a bigger man than our old
inches. 'Gene's colouring
friend Klmo, who is 5 feet 1
1

is

black hair
" Dolly "

and brown

eyes.

Milton Sills is
(Karlslield).— True,
married, and the lady's name Is Gladys Wynne.
He is thirty-eight years of age. You say you would
" not acting silly,
like to see him in a nice photograph
but looking quite ordinary, and wearing a light
coloured suit." I'll pass your request on to Mr. sill-.
" KRUNLAFE " (Sherwood). Yes, Jackie Saunders
played the dual role of the twins, Ida and Claire
Mahley, in " The Checkmate." So the sub-titles in
this film were switched off too quickly for you. That's
a little game that the operators sometimes have
at the expense of the audience. Thomas Holding was
opposite Pauline Frederick in " One Week of Life."
Hazel (Hitchin) and M. R. (Leeds).— Carol Holloway and Mary Miles Minter are both Americans.

—

—

will

in

.

—

was

is it

—

Jack Buchanan.
D. S. (Hitchin). I expect you have been wondering why you have not heard. Blame mc not, for
hoping this

— When

—

it

the Post Office returned

cannot trace any film

I
give.

it.

Harlan.
" Picti re Mad " (Sparkbrook). David Powell
was the artiste in " The Firing Line." " Houpla of
the Circus " is another film in which Bertram Grassby
has played. 'Tis true, Mae Marsh and Margaret
Marsh are sisters. Don't believe the rumours mentioned in your sixth question. Some people evidently imagine that film artistes must be freaks.
" Faevette " (East Twickenham). Glad you are
now well. Yes, Robert Warwick is said to be awfully
nice. As regards Wanda Hawley, she came Into this
world in 1897.
Dorothy Dalton preceded her by
about four years on September 22nd, in Chicago,
Illinois. That was not a bad little puzzle of yours at
the cud of your letter.
Yr T. (Cardiff). Yes, you can get postcards from
Pauline Frederick has
our postcard department.
dark brown hair and blue eyes. Thcda Bara's hair is
blue.
No, I haven't,
eyes
arc
dark
the same, but her
heard of an Alice Naily. Must be Alice Brady you
arc thinking about.
" Peppy Polly " (London). No, it wasn't Knid
Bennett in "The Naughty Wife." but Marguerite
("lark. I expect one day you will be able to sec

full

Madoe

name you

" (Exmouth).

:

" (Runcorn). I am afraid you have not
Anyway, I can And no film
quite right.
Her Heritage " was released In
of that name.
October, 191», and started Phyllis Monkmau and

"

in

very busy ? But don't, pray, hesitate to make my
acquaintance on account of that. Here is the cast of
" The Great Love "
Robert Harron (Jim Young of
Youngstown), Henry B. Walthall (Sir Roger Brighton), Gloria Hope (Jessie Lovewell), Lillian Gish
(Susie Broadplains), Maxfleld Stanley .(John Broadplains), George Fawcett (Rev. Josephus Broadplain«\
Rosemary Theby (Mademoiselle Corintce), George
Siegmann (Mr. Seymour of Brazil, formerly of Berlin).

:

spelt,

m Plavem

—

Rcid who starred

letter requiring

should give the

letter

or Fil

Lousiana, on April 1st, 1002. Of course, " Gladeye,"
her curls are her very own. Has someone been
spreading the usual silly rumours about wigs ?
E. H. (Sheffield).— Did I see " Tarzan of the Apes " ?
Rather. Knid Markey was the artiste who played
so well opposite Elmo Lincoln.
I am afraid I could
not tell from your photo, E. H., whether you would
have a chance of getting on the films.
M. K. D. (Bolton). Is it possible you are thinldn'-'
of " Too Many Millions " ? If so, it was Wallace

an early reply. Every
name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

pany any

" Yes."
" You have mistaken me. Lady Langworthy," said
Leighton with cold politeness. " I wanted love
uot martyrdom. The woman I love, must love me."
As they sat there in silence there was a furious
stamping In the outer office, and .Sir George Langworthy burst in, followed by Harold Tempest..
In his hand the baronet held a letter. It was the
one his wife had written to him before leaving the
" Good-bye
house, and it contained just two words
George."
" What doe3 this mean, Doris ? " he said thickly,
turning to his wife.
" It meant exactly what you see tlicre when I
wrote it," replied Lady Langworthy.
" No 1 " she said, raising her hand as Leighton
and her brother tried to stop her sneaking. " It iWhen
better you should know the truth, George.
left your house I came to Mr. Leighton, but the
moment you arrived, he was politely but firmly
turning me out. I am now going."
" began .Sir George, but
" You would not dare
his wife stopped him with an imperious look.
" 1 will dare anything rather than suiter the
humiliation of your scorn day by day.
You cannot
"
therefore I am going
forgive me
She left the office without another word.
" What shall I do ? " cried Sir George, appealing to
" You don't know what she means to
the two men.
What shall I do ? "
me. I love her.
" Do 1 " said Leighton scornfully. " Why, follow
Don't stop to ask questions, but get her
her, roan.
to come back and be thankful it sh" does.
She loves
you, or she wouldu't leave you, and yet you would
sec her go."
Sir George was out. of the office before Leighton
had finished speaking, and the two men watched a
weeping woman being helped into Sir George's car
by Sir George, who held her in his arms.
Leighton turned to Tempest nnd held out his
cigarette-case.
Wonderingly, Harold helped himself.
Taking one himself, Leighton lit a match and then,
lolling up the forged bill, he used it. as a spill.
" Have a light, he said carelessly as he held out
the burning document to Harold's cigarette.
;

The " news

perfect.

Bill.

bill,

know anything about Films

London reader

"

PVON'X

to

which are now being carried out
THEinexperiments
regard to the transmission of ordinary photo-

" Are you sure he is worth helping ? " asked
Leighton cynically.
" I am certain he is," replied Ruth simply.
" Mr. Harold Tempest, sir." said Leighton's clerk,
putting his head in at the door.
" .Show him in," said Leighton, a queer smile
playing round his lips.
As Harold entered Euth ran up to him.
" I was just asking Mr. Leighton how much you
You are not angry,
owed him. Harold," she said.
"
arc you, dear ?
" I advise you to say nothing. Tempest," broke in
Leighton.
" My dear Ruth," said Tempest, " you don't know
how very uncomfortable you are making me. Mr.
Please
Leighton is in no way to blame for my trouble.
leave us, dear.
You can do no good." Then as
Ruth held out her arms to him, he turned away and
put his hand to his face. " It's forgery, and I must
poy the price," he groaned.
Ruth rose, but at the door she turned.
" I only want, to say this, Harold." and her voice
trembled.
"No matter what, happens, I shall
always be the same to you. If it is the wor.it I shall
wait for you."

"

want

MOTION PICTURES BY WIRELESS.

am

Km. Gorman

S. Hart is single, and William Duncan marWhat else can I do for you ?
" ANTICIPATION " (Pontypool). No, Jewol Carmen
must not be allowed " to dwindle into oblivion,"
as you say. We cannot afford to lose a jewel like her.
Therefore, I shall get her to adorn this paper again.
Meanwhile, I may tell you she is still In filmland, and
" The Half-Breed," in which she Is featured with
Douglas Fairbanks and Alma Reubens, is a recent

William

" Little Miss Nobody."

ried Florence Dye.

—

" Bin, " (Stranraer).
Poor Aurcle Sydney died
quite recently. Margaret Marsh was born in Lawrence, Kansas, and Is exactly r> ft. 2 ins.
The other
artiste has not been measured as yet..
J. W. W. (Seaham Harbour).
You sign yourself
" very anxious." May this help you to be less so.

—

William Farnum, your favourite, was born on July
4th, 1870.
In " The Other Woman " the leading
artistes were Peggy Hyland (Eleanor Gates), Milton
Sills (Mr. Harrington), and Anna Lehr (Mrs. liar
rington).
Sorry no Information as yet about Kathcr-

—

picture of hers.

" The Shrimp " (Chelsea).— An art plate of
Dorothy Gish. was. given away with "Woman's
Weekly " for December 27th. Maciste has not stated

lne Lewis.

his

" Gladeye " (Sheffield).— Juliet Shelby is Mary
Miles Mlnter's real name.
She was born in Shrcvcporf,

age so

far,

(Afore

but his height

is

6 feet 4 inches.

Answers on page

iv

of cover.)
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I

l^g' JUMPER AND BAG
MAKING BOOKLET
full instructions for making three of
smartest and most up-to-date Jumpers,
and three of the very latest bags.

containing

the

FREE

with every copy of this week's

HOME COMPANION-2 D
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for

Fancywork.
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YOUR

HOLIDAY!

HAIR'S
-nn-

RE-INVIGORATE THE ROOTS OF YOUR OWN HAIR AND
STIMULATE WONDERFUL NEW GROWTH OF RADIANTLY BEAUTIFUL TRESSESAstonishingly Liberal FREE Offer of Four-Fold "Harlem Hair-Drill" Hair Beauty

LIOW YOU CAN

Holiday Outfit.
once inoTe npon us— the
Season when we not only enjoy ourselves, free from the
I
*
daily routine, btit secure health recuperation and store
up energy and vigour to enable us to combat the coming

*T"»flE Glorious Holiday Season

3.

is

A

Bottle of

-

Uzon "

Brilii3ntine,

beauty to the hair, and
" dry."
4.

is

most

which gives the
beneficial

to those

copy of the newly published " Hair-Drill
and clearly written treatise
authoritative

A

final

touch of

whose scalp

Manual, the

'

on the

i:

mo3t
ever

toilet

produced.

Winter months.
of Health, of course, means t he renewal of Beauty.
But merely facial
be no real beauty without health.
It must be accompanied by Hair Beauty
bcttafy i* not sufficient.
to make the complete picture of attractiveness.

The renewal

There are no restrictions attached to this Four-Fold Gift. Simj>ly
send your name and address, written clearly on a blank piece of paper,
together with the coupon Ixdow, and you may commence to gain hair
beauty in the delightful '* Harlene Hair- Drill" way.
The Harlene Hair-Drill " Four- Fold Gift is for yow if yon are troubled
with
_ „.
_

for there eanr

WORLD RECOGNISED

SCIENTIFIC METHOD.

—

But you must cultivate Hair Health and Beauty just as you indulge

.

in exercise for the renewal
of Health. " Harlene HairDrill "

the world-recog-

is

method

nised scientific

Hair

a

6.

Over-Dry Scalp.

with
Youth,

7.

Thinning Hair.

season.
It is

is

8. Baldness.

Everyday that you neglect
your hair the more is its

irre-

poverty increased, but no
matter how difficult your
case may be, no matter
what disappointments you
may have had, " Harlene
Hair-Dr.ll"
will
never

opportune
Mr. Edwauls
comes forward as he has
on previous occasions with
tho
most magnificent ly
generous offer of a FbnrFold Free Trial Outfit for
Hair Culture
to
so as
enable all readers of (he
at
that

•

tliis

Picture Show to

fail

—

.

start at

GIFT EVERY
READER WANTS.

A

this
scientific
of
hair culture

Drill

it grand to be able to indulge in the exhilaration of a Sea and Sunshine Bath, happy in the
possession of a radiantly beautiful head of Hair which, as it is caressed by thi breezes, is- the cause
general
admiration ? WiU this be your experience ichen you go uu ay
It may be if you will
of
only devote two minvUes a day to " Harlene Hair Drill," which enjoys world-wide reputation for
producing luxuriant, abundant, wavy tresses.
Why not start your Hair Holiday at once by
sending to-day for the wonderful Four-fold Free Trial Hair Beauty Outfit ?
(See coupon below.)

Ish't

hair that is always falling out, splitting at the ends, or losing its brightness and " tone,"
Here in detail is the actual contents of your gift '" Harlene HairDrill
parcel
Trial Bottle of " Harlene "—the scientific liquid
natural growth-promoting tonic.

hair-food and

Packet of the unrivalled " Cremex " Shampoo, the finest, purest,
and most soothing hair and scalp cleanser, which prepares the head

" Hair-Drill."

its

value to you.

Simply send 4d. in stamps
for postage and packing,
and a Free " Harlene
Outfit will be sent to your
address in any part of the
world. Cut out the coupon
below and post as directed

to-day.
AfteT a Free Trial yort will be able to obtain further supplies
of "Harlene" at Is. I kl ., 2s. 9d., and 4s. 9d. per bottle: "Uzon"
" Cremex
Brilliantine
and 2s. 9d. per bottle ;
at
Is. I-kf.
Shampoo Powders, Is. l£d. per box of seven shampoos (single
packets 2d. each); and "Astol" at. 3s. and os. per bottle, from all
Chemists and Stores, or will be sent direct on receipt of fid. extra
for postage* by Edwards' Harlene, Ltd., 20, 22, 24 and 26, Lamb's
.

Conduit Street, London, W.C.

1.

"HARLENE" FREE GIFT COUPON.
Detach and post to EDWARDS' HARLENE, LTD
and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C.

20, 22, 24,

SPECFAL NOTICE TO GREY-HAIRED PERSONS,
your hair is Grey, Faded, or quickly losing its Colour, you should
try at once the wonderful new liquid compound, '* Astol," a remarkable discovery which gives back to grey hair new life and colonr in
a quick and natural manner. You can try " Astol," free of charge,
By enclosing an extra 2d. stamps for the postage and packing of the
Harlene Hair-Drill " parcel i.e., fid. stamps in all when, in
addition to the splendid 4-fold Gift described in this announcement,
atrial bottle of " Astol" will also be included absolutely free of charge.

j

If
;

;

|

;

•

I

:

—

—

;

trial.

Harlene
Hairenrich your hair,

increase

Everybody should try the delightful experience of " Harlene HairDrill " and of course, particularly those who have thin, weak, straggling

|

by

women,
method
Let

availing

described.

for

itself

awa.ts your test and

—

yourself of the
generous offer a* hereunder

Vouched

you.

Royalty

as well as
by a host of the world's
most beautiful actresses
and
society
men and

once in the development
of Hair Beauty in readiness
for the Holiday Season.
You should not hesitate
another day no not even
another
moment before

for

Lifeless

5. Scurf.

appeal particularly during the holiday

A

or

Hair.

sistible in its

2.

Dank

4.

brings

and Charm, which

A

Greasy Hair.

for

the return of
Fascination of Appearance

1.

2.

dowdy appearance.

Health

it

time

Falling Hair.

3. Splitting Hair.

promoting Hair Health and
Hair Abundance.
and
weakness
Hair
unquestionably
|K)verty

mean

.

1.

i.

Pear Sirs,— Please send me your
Outfit as announced.
my address.

I

enclose

free " Hariene *' Four fold Hair-Growing
4d. in stamps fir postage and packing to

Picture Show,

7, 8,

'-0.

j

;

j

j

i

i

\

NOTE TO READER.
Write your full name and address clearly on a plain piece of paper pin this
coupon to it, and post as directed above.
{Murk envelope " Sample Dept.")
N.B.— If your hair is GREY, enclose extra id. stamp—Oil. in all—and a
FREE bottle o£ ," Astol " for tirey Hair will also be sent you.
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" Belle." (Bedford). Cullen Landis was born in
1896 in Nashville, Tennessee, and has appeared in
The Empty Paradise," " Almost a Husband."
" SUnny Jane," and others. Alan Forrest, who was
born in 1890 in Brooklyn, New York, spent five years
on the stage before taking up a screen career. He
has black hair, brown eyes, and measures 5 ft. 11 ins.
Among other things, he is a good rider and swimmer.
" P.earl " (Sydenham). You speak of a " quartette," but one of your little band has evidently gone
astray, as there are only two others who follow on
"
behind. The chief artistes hi " The Mints of Hell
were William Desmond (Dan Burke). Yivian filch
(Aline), Jack Richardson (Clay HibbirigV and Frank
Tanning (Mating). Tom Mix, Colleen Moore, and
Frank Clark in " The Wilderness Trail." " Fighting

(Continued

Answers to Correspondents f, om page 22.)
S. 0.

(Northampton).

— Though your letter was

"

full

of sweet things, l am sorry l cannot undertake to help
"
any reader In competition;. In " The Sqjaaw Map

Thurston Hml
Dexter was Jim Wynnegate
K;>therine MacDonafd,.
Henry, Karl of K' Thill
Diana; Henry 'a Wife"; and Xully Marshall, Bir John
Llliott

:

"Julia" (Barton-on-Kumbcr).— I am clad you
have decided to become a regular reader. "i'is a wise
Step in these days when you want something really
good every week. Hetty 'Comps'm is only nineteen.
You
I expect you mean Cullen I.;mdis, don't you ?
Kuth Roland has
will find him worth seeing again.
browii hair and eyes of dark blue.
Eugene O'Brien
thirty-sLx.

> *;

PICTURE SHOW "
PERSONAL.

<

<

—

;

Applegatc.

Is

.

Gold " featured Tom Mix and Teddy Sampson.
is silent about the facts required.
" Hazel " (Sydenham). There will be more of
Stssue Hayakawa's films to he shown in this country.
Marion Davtes has appeared }n " Runaway Romany,"
" Cecilia of the Pink Rosjes," V The Belle of New
for

Tom Mix

—

A. 11. (Ley ton-tone). Pearl White's story of
her life " Just 51e," has, not been published iu Knylaud
in book form.
" Flossie " (Bognor). I cannot say why Grace
Canard sometimes takes the name of Lucille Love,
though that happened to be the name of a part iu
which she appeared some years ago. Constance
Xalmadge was the Mountain tiirl in " Intolerance."
Prfitty Marion Davie- has. not disclosed so far the
information you want.
Yes, Gladden James is
V. P. (Bournemouth'!.
American. At the aye' Of six he began his stage
career, and" When attracted to the films he made his;
lirst picture with Vitagraph.
He has yellow hair,
blue eyes, and three of hi- recent films are " The
Social Secretary," "Thou Shalt Not,!' and "The,
Third Degree." More, about him later. Sorry to
disappoint your sister, but Elmo Lincoln is silent
about what she wishes it know. One day be may
speak, and then I shall publish it abroad.' Eugene
O'Brien was opposite Norma Xalmadge in " The
Safety Curtain."
M. S. (Burt'in-oii Trentt. I hope you have seen
your other answer ere this. Bessie fiarriscale was
the star in " The Rose of Paradise," and Mary McJoau
was the heroine in " The Sudden Gentleman."
M. 0. (Rrhjd}. You must be a collector of antique?
Why, the films vou mention were shown ages ago.
In " The Better 'Ole " the late Charlnw Bock was OM
Bill, Arthur Cleave was Bert, and Hugh E, Wright
was our other old friend, Alf.

—

.

—

York," and others. Some of Mary Miles Minter's
" A Call to Arms," " Youth's EndearPictures are
ing Charms,".. "Eves- of Julia Deep," "Rosemary
Climbs the Heights,"'and "-Anne of Green Gables."
Audrey ". (Sydenham). Iu " Her Only Way "
Norma Talmadge, the star was Lucjlle Westbrook,
and the others were Eugene O'Brien (Joseph Marshall),
Ramsay Wallace (Paul Belmont), A. K.
Warren (Judge Hampton Bates), and Jobyue Howland (Mrs. Randblph). Harry Benhain in " Cecilia
,r
-'
Of the Pink Roses.
r»
'•
Doughty " (London, W.O.).— There are so many
names in the published cast of " Intolerance " that it
would take up a lot of room. Would you mind If I
gave you some of the principal ones? Mae Marsh
was the Dear One, Robert Harron (the Boy), Margery
Wilson (Brown Eyes), Constance Tahnadge (the
Mountain Girl), Seena Owen (the Princess Beloved).
Lillian Gish (the Woman Who Rocks the Cradle).
Bessie Love (the Bride of Cana), and Elmo Lincoln
(the Mighty Man of Valour).
A. N. T. (Earl's Court). Glad you have heard
from so many favourites. Like the ant, you seem
to'Jie quite industrious.
Alia Nazimova was born in
1879, and her eyes are violet. .The other detail about,
her has not been disclosed. Gcraldine iJEarrar and
Milton Sills were the leads in " Shadows?"
.

:

"

—

—

,

1

•

M

•

—

—

—

(More answers next week.)

WHEUEV

FILM

TO WHITE TO VOI R FAVOURITE
STAR. — You

are

kindly

requested

not to asl?for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered, if you wish to communicate at once w ith
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp to the Editor,
The Pictirb Show, Room 8j, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. If the letter weighs
more than 1 oz. it will require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Pictcr*
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep,
these addresses for reference.

—

WILLIAM DUNCAN. Care of Vitagraph Studios,
Hollywood, California, U.S.A.

GLADYS

PENTER.

—

BROCKWELL,

FRANCIS

CAR-

Care of Fox Studios, 1401, North
Western Avenue, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.
MAE MARSH. Care of Robertson Cole Productions, 1000, Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.
WARNER OLAN1). Pathe Exchange, 25, West

—

—

Forty-fUth Street,

New York

City, U.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)

*

BIND YOUR PICTURE SHOWS.— Blue

cloth
binding cases made to hold the first and second
sets of 26 issues of the Picture Show can bo obtained, price ,2s. 6d., by post 3s., from the Publishers,
the Picture- Show 7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgato
Hill. E.C. 4.

cfview
An English Naptha Soap and a Great Labour Saver.
piRST, there is the patriotic point of view,
Crosfields' Naptha Soap is essentially English —
and that fact at once gives to it the stump of
excellence which is naturally associatetl with the
description "Made in England."
The second point of view is that Crosfields' Naptha Soap is a
great Labour Saver, as it docs away with the old way of hard
and scrubbing that wears out housewife and clothes
pure Naptha and other high-class materials iu
Crosfields' Naptha Soap expel the dirt quickly from the clothes
with little labour, and leave them clean and sweet.
rubbing
alike.

The

Sold by
Grocers

all

and Oilmen

N

ft

JOSEPH CROSFtELD

2 -11

AND

SONS.

LIMITil).

WARRINGTON,

Printed and published every Mond,.
ndny by the Proprietors, Tun AMALGAMATE!' Press, Limitkd, ThrFhvtway House, Farringdon Street, I/indon, E.C. 4. Advertiseu ent
Oflices, The Fleetway House, Farrinui
Inland, Ids, 2d or
Sulisrriptlou rates
inudon Street London, K.C. 4. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
Sole agents for Au>tWh
annum; single cories, 3id. Abroad'
ad
" 13s. per annum single copies, 3d. Sole agents for South Africa, The Central News Agency, bTO.
7,S l.'-o.
N
and Hew Zealand, Messrs. Gorpos d> Gotch, Ltd. and for Canada, The Imi'eriat, News Co.; Ltd.
:
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MARY MILES MINTER. Her Latest Picture,16 x 10,

A

TOM MOORE AND PEACHES JACKSON.

ROMP BETWEEN SCENES.

TOM MOORE

and

PEACHES JACKSON, whom

latest part being in

"The Hopper,"

is

~

you

may

have seen

in child parts

shortly to be seen with

on the screen.

TonvMoore i»" One

This

little artiste's

of the Finest."

B

—
2
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Try

this
way of

Sports Coats
A Jumper

cleansing
|L your hair

'

a place

easier to use

aud more

Coat

every holiday

finds
outfit

It
may be in wool or silk,
cashmere, artificial silk, or mercerised cotton, but whatever
your choice you will find the

"Oak Tree" mark

—

Sachets! the wonde:ful

or Sports

to-day.

Dosing hot, dry, dusty days the hair needs
cleansing often to free it from dust and
grease.
You cannot be always washing it
but in between you can DRY shampoo it
{every day if you wish) with Icilma Hair
Powder. A little powder a good brushing
that's all.
This removes every atom of
dust and grease.
Try this easy u ay to-day.
When you wash your hair use Jcilma Shampoo

—

in

the

surest guarantee of satis*

faction.

WKT Shampoos).

Better,
elective than others.

There are also very charming
and moderately priced " Oak

Tree" Jerseys and

Kilties

for

Children.

Replaced

if

not satis-

factory.

—

The picture shows No. 16 J a
very popular model in two-colour
Illustrations of other
effects.
styles and your nearest retailer
may be had from Dept. 18.

Shampoos
WET
linth

seven

Minmpous

and DRY.

3d. f>er packet.
Box of
o/ Chemists mul Stores.

t>a<:ltcts, 1:0,

THE OAK TREE HOSIERY CO. LTD.
25 Dale Street, Manchester.

Sleepless,Nervous
and Pain-worn

PRINT

Severe Nervous Indigestion Cured by Dr.Cassell's Tablets.
Mi. F. G. Baggalky, 105, Oldrietd Street.
Kenton, Staffs., says:
"1 lost all strength,
and became so nervous and depres.-ed that
for anything, frood I never
1 had no heart
wanted to touch, and \ was always in pain
with indigestion 1 was very nervous^ sometimes all of a shake, and if spoken to
suddenly would fairly jump. In the end I
became so low that had to give up work.
Another thing was that 1 could not sleep.
" I had medical advice and took all sorts of medicines, but
nothing did any good. At last I thought of trying Dr.Cassell's
Tablets. I got some, and it quite surprised me to rind how soon
they did me gocxl. They enabled roe to sleep soundly, the indigestion and pain went, and now 1 am back at work, strong and

—

serves

IT

I

well."

shirt

or dress.

The dyes are

Prices:

13 and 3
The

3/-.

-.

St*
more

being the
economical.
Sold by Chem-

Ask

your

usual

Wash-Resuta

ists inallparts
of the world.
Ask for Dr.

CasselVs Tabids and refute
.substitutes.

other

C,i

TabU'bi

CO. LTD.

the TtCogH t*^<l horn,

SleeplessDesa

Anemia

Pulpitatiius
Vital Kxfaautti
Nervous Debility

Specially valuable to* Nursing Mothers
and daring the Critical Periods of Lifa.

1

THE
HOLUNSMILL
Spinners and ManuIwlurci*. DefX. P. 9.
S. Pott and S»ie«i.

remedy fo*
Nervoua Breakdown
Kidney Trsubl*
Nerve Paralvs;s
IniUtestMa
Wast 111 j Disease*
Malnutrition
Neurasthi nil

Manch«M*i. whoai*
piutn ieic fa

a 'so th*
1

m

«
!

.

1

riiwiw

.1.

B

guaran-

oi

" SuoresisU."
-

draper
Print.

Overall,

garment.

Proprietor*

Tablets
Dr.

all

teed indigo or fast red.

Wash-Resista

Home

pinafores,

Sh*eVa,
"MarpU
"SealletW ek.

is

ideal alike for

children's frocks

rompers, and the serviceable blouse,

{01

Dr. Cassell's

many purposes and

so

overalls, aprons,

.

and

—

"

Pictvrt Slow, Auffutt

1930.

PhoWrapk?
Embarrassing

Paragraphs oP Pictures, Play^an^ Playety

and

Owen

for

Nares.

Sunday
watched Owen
THEas other
ho punted through Boulter's
I

Nares,

lock.

my

when he had

surprise,

got

To

safely

through, he turned back, and went through the
lock again.
The scene was explained when I
saw that the ladies in the punt with Owen Nares
were Miss Ena Beaumont and Miss Maudie
Dunham, and in the distance I saw the cinema
camera.
I learned afterwards that Mr. Mallins wished
a re-take of this scene in " All the Winners,'
but it must have been embarrassing, as, when
Mr. Nares came back to enter the lock for the
second time,' a bevy of girls had gathered with a
battery of cameras.

BERTRAM GRASSBY, who CARMEL MYERS, whom

Three Big Offers.

Famous Readers of tke " Pidture

Show.
No.

31.

— WILLIAM

is also an enthusiastic
the Picture Show.
After
his clay's work at the studio is finished,
Bill says his height of enjoyment is to get home,
change into his " glad rags," and have a quiet
evening at home with a b >ok. He never misses
his favourite picture paper, which contains so
much news and the latest pictures of his screen

reader of

pals.

of

the tiny Parisian
actress, has suddenly received three big
offers.
One was from the Universal Film
Company to star another from Otis Skinner
for the part of the Beggar's daughter in
"Kismet"; nnd the third was for a part in
the next Clara Kimball Young production.
;

DUNCAN.

WILLIAM DUNCAN

The Story

BEATRICE LA PLANTE,

Tar z an.

you see " Tarzan of the Apes " on the
screen ?
It was one of the most talked-of
photo-plays during the time it was being
shown in London, and I hear glowing accounts
of it from readers after it has visited their
picture house.
If you have seen the play, you
will be more than interested in the absorbing
novel from which the film story was adapted.
This original story is now to appear in the
" Boys' Cinema." that bright little twopenny
fiction paper that delights boys
and many
girls
every Wednesday. The first instalment
will be in this week's issue.
Order a copy today. You will not be disappointed.

DID

—

—

WE

the usual Jack Pickford role in his next

picture, "The Man Who Had Everything."
Instead of taking the part of a boy, we
shall see Jack in the worldly role of the man
about town who has more riches than he knows
what to do with.

Famous Play on

the Screen.
Son " was played at the
Theatre, London, in 1907. the
chief characters were played by Cyril
Maude, his charming wife, Winifred Emery, and
Wynne Mathison.
Later it was revived at the
New Theatre with Kenneth Douglas, Suzanne

Her
WHEN
Playhouse
"

Sheldon,

Emery

while Winifred

retained

original part.

Now

being

it is

made

her

^

into a film with Violet

Not Superstitious, But

for their kind letters.
Miss Forrest promises that each shall be replied to, but begs, if
there is a delay, it shall be explained by this
message. In the week her letter was sent meshe had already received nearly one thousand
letters, all

from Picture

Show

are shortly to welcome

back to the screen after
her absence, during which
photo-play, "Mid Channel,
time she has been playing
and was the Lone Wolf in in musical comedy. Car" The Lone Wolf's Daugh- mel has been much missed
by her screen admirers.

ter."

road.

are promised something different from

Show

FORREST, whose latest picture appears
4, has just sent me a note asking
me to thank readers of the Picture

Kim- we

Another Role for Jack.

A NX

on page

Clara

indeed the " horseless
the strip of country between her Hollywood bungalow and the Culver City studio
should not be included in the age at all, for
that morning she found five horseshoes on the

Dorothy Fairfax, Stewart Rome as
Dick Gasgoyne and Mercy Hatton as Chrystal
Wride. This is one of the best films from the
Broadwest studio, which is some praise.

Message from Ann Forrest.

opposite

ball Young in " For the Soul
of Rafael," and the coming

This
is only a five-weeks' engagement, so
Beatrice has accepted it, and tells me that in the
meantime she will debate the respective merits
of the other two.
last

Hopson

A

plays
.

as

She declares

tlip.t if

this

is

age,''

" I wps going along at a good rate, of course,
for 1 was late in the first place," said Miss Rich,
" so I'd scoot past them, then have to go back
That was the worst part."
to get tlieni.
" But

why did you have to stop for them at
Are you superstitious ? " someone asked.
" Superstitious ?
Oh dear, no
But well,
you should never pass a horseshoe lying on the

all ?

—

!

road."
" Well you're out of luck instead of in," said
the other. " 1 was going to take you to location
in my car, but 1 can't stop for you to put on
make-up. You'll have to ride in the 'bus, or
drive yourself."

Miss Rich rode in the studio 'bus, and when
she arrived learned that the actor with whom
she had been talking had had a narrow escapu
in a motor accident.
" There " sho said triumphantly.
" Who
says it's not lucky to pick up horseshoes ? "
!

—+
Katherine's Clothes.

A

KATHERTNE

FAD

f ir picking up horseshoes wherever
she sees them made Irene Bich arrive
l.ito at Ooldwyn Studio the other day,
where she- is playing in a Tom Moore picture.

MACDOXAI.D, who is so
beautiful that she is becoming generally
as "the great American beauty."
is not a fluffy, ruffly sort of giri.
She adores
tailor-mades. Her favourite
costume right
known

now

readers.

a tan tweed coswith narrow belt
a blouse of
finest
handkerchief
linen
with a touch of handwork
finished with collar and
is

tume,

Bryant Washburn Arrives.
the time you read this we

BY

and pockets

have had
the opportunity of welcoming Mr. and Mrs.
Washburn over here.
Bryant Washburn

says this

is

the nature of a

in

shall

honeymoon

knife
ler of

pleated,

over her shoulder.

The Ozone on Breeze

'

"The Road

same material,
and a muffcamel's hair thrown

cuffs of the

trip,

though he has been married for quite a few years,
and owns two bonny boys, yet this is the first
tiirie he has been able to drag himself away from
the studios.
Even now he is not to be away
from the camera. During his visit here he is
to produce a picture with a British background,
entitled

Avenue.

RAYMOND

to London.''

who
the

The Worst of Using Slang.
that the Metro players are all laughing
I at Edward
Connelly. When he was told
he was cast for the part of the old monk
'•
in
Hearts Are Trumps," lie asked if the part
were pre-historie in nature and expressed a
for

settle

roles.
When it was
him that the. monk was of the
sort, and not the simian, he

zoological

pointed out to
ecclesiastical

breathed a sigh of

relief.

" Think of having to

make up every day as
monkey," he said, " it would be as bad as
being Tarzan, feathered."

n

is

HAT! ON',
working on

Goldwyu

lot in

Culver City, has bought
a home in Ocean Park,
and says he is going to

HEAR

dislike

;

BETTY BLYTHE.
who has

just

A charming camera

married

Paul

Scarden,

study of this beautiful screen star,
a director of Goldwya photo-plays.

down

— that

is,

if

working for the screen en a
be
called
s>
anything
prosaic as settling down.
He has a sense of the
fitness of things,
proved
by the fact that becau <
his bungalow is on Breeze
Avenue he has christened
it " The Ozone."
.

—

i

—

Future Show, 'August Uth,
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PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.

r

She

3

FOLLOWING

the photographs that have
appeared in the " Picture Show " of
Louise Fazenda as she really is.TLouise has
been inundated with letters.
Before these were shown, most of the letters
that found their way to Mack Sennett Company
were addressed to other members of the studio
clever Louiso was the Cinderella, but now, all
that is changed.
Louise has had to engage a typist and -a
secretary, and her bill for photographs and
Btamps for a week amounted to more than an
average, well paid bank manager's salary.
By the way, we are to see her as she really is
in a brief appearance in a new film, " It's a
Boy,'' which shows all Loirse's angularities and
clumsiness are camouflage for dimples, curves,

" Never Worry," Says Louise.
you know how
DO name
Her

Lovely got her
Cabssse,
is
nhich, being French, people always inAt the
sifted on pronouncing in various ways.
studio in Australia her native country the
Louise

name

right

?

people

whom

with,

;

—

—

worked

she

called

her

" lovely lady." When she deemed it desirable
(o change her surname for professional reasons.
" Lovely " was suggested by her friends. That
the name fits her no one among her admirers
svill deny
but it also suits her philosophy.
" I never worry," said Miss Lovely recently.
" Nothing can ever make' me worry. I "see
;

humour

in

everything.

for to-day.

live

I

I

have no great ambitions to torment me, and I
don't worry about to-morrow's banking account.
and at my best
I shall always wrvfrk to-day
on whatever 1 find to do, but I refuse absolutely
If I thought of the possibilities of
to worry.
evil, I would look like so many prematurely old,
wrinkled ones one sees daily.
" I intend to stay young as long as possibleall my life
and the only way to do that is to
eliminate worry."

—

—

All

About

Ma hi on.

know that Mahlon Hamilton, before
DIDheyouentered
pictures, was by way of being
such a matinee idol that it bored him to
be referred to as one of the handsomest nien on
the stage ? He is an omnivorous reader, and
is an authority of two such widely different
authors as Bal/.ae and Stevenson. In addition
to a love of literature, he gained at college a
training as an athlete, and keeps in trim by

means

"Written to" Now.

df

is

'

prettiness

and

I

for

They Didn't Believe Her.

PODEYIN
MRS.partKICHARD
of the U Dragon "

is

playing the

in

a Minerva

Bookworms."
production, entitled
tells me she had a most uncomfortable
experience the other day, when, after removing
her make-up and reverting to her usual self,
she found herself locked in a deserted studio.
She leaned out of the window, and seeing a
number of boys shouted to them excitedly to
run after Adrian Brunnelle, who was disappearing down the street with the keys.
To her surprise, however, the boys did not
"

She

of sports.

of Valour.

LOOKED
ojihor

in at tho

Hepworth

studios

the

of

Angeles.

Soon

to be a Star.

ANN

v

MAY, who

be Charles Ray's
leading lady in hi? new independent productions, will, if her director's predictions
come true, be a star herself in the very near
future.
Miss May, who is a- petite brunette,
lias already appeared with Sir. Ray in the
Ince production " Paris Green," and was then
pronounced something of a find. Sho was
spending a winter with her aunt at the Beverley
Hills hotel, where she met Mr. Ray, who was
looking for a new leading lady for his next
picture.
He decided that she was just the
typo required to play tho part of a French
girl, and after a good deal of persuasion, for
Miss May comes of a wealthy family and has
a private income of her own, she consented to
take the plunge. After fulfilling her engagement
she thought there was not much future for her
in motion pictures, and returned to New York
to keep innumerable outstanding social engagements. But apparently her director thought
Anyhow, Miss May is back again
otherwise.
in Los Angeles as the leading lady of the screen's
most popular juvenile lead.

Chrissio

Whito and Mary

they had just
Dibley wero the chief sufferers
returned from a fortnight in Wales, whero they
had been making exterior scenes for this play.
:

—

Hint to the

Home

—

i

is completing her fourth
Peter From Nowhere,"
and is going to spend her vacation with
her secretary and typewriter composing a
a screen story. The plot is to bo based upou
incidents in her own childhood, and she is
not going to be oontent to write a mere synopsis,
but is determined to work out the whole continuity, so that when her play is produced
she can claim the entire credit for the autliorQuite a number of stars seem bitten
ship.
with the literary craze just now. There's
simply uo stopping 'em.

Fox

of

Henry Edwards,

to

is

SHIRLEY MASON"

the various stars.
found out that tho company was suffering
tables

during the climbing of Snowdon to tako scenes
for " Aylwin."

picture,

Girl.

Mary's Negligees.

CFIADW1CK possesses an apron
HELEN
so fascinating that sho
which she says

MILES
MARY
that when

is

to woar it all tho tinio.
Its
speciality is that it is reversible, and has a pocket
on both sides, so it docs not matter which side

wants

MINTER, who
she's

is

so

not working at

taking

riding

busy
the

she
studio
practising scales, or learning French verbs,
has so little time left at her disposal when
tho day is done, that she has barely enough for
is

it
is
worn, tho pocket comes just whero it
ought to eomo, undor tho right hand.
This is a little idea that may interest my

girl

FROM
"OVER THERE."
Motes and News from Los

Shirley's Holiday.

from bruises, scratches, and flesh wounds, but
thoy seemed rather proud of their temporary
disfigurements, which, I learned, wore acquired

A

BARBARA

an
BEDFORD, the
writing delightful little film itar,
now acting under the direction of Maurice Tourneur.

pictures,

» »

was surprised to see the
bottles of liniment and boxes of

ointment that were " adorning " the dressing1

author,

Goldwyn

day, and

numbor
room

ROBERT HUGHES,
eminent

grace.

" So altogether," says Hamilton, " I never
have a chance now to be bored ; I'm too busy.
In addition to the other things, I have a house,
a garden, and a wife. So what time is there to
"
be idle 1

Wounds

1920.

lessons,

And yet this contrary littlo person lies
a passion for purchasing oxpensivo and fasciSho has about two dozen
nating negligees
of these filmy creations, in every variety of
delicato colouring. The only trouble is that
she never seems to get the time to wear them.
sleep.

readers.

1

Playing Opposite Mildred Harris Chaplin.

TV K
Yv

are shortly to seo Goorgo Stewart,
brother to Anita,
playing
opposite
Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Handsome
George," as ho is known in tho studios, is to be
in Mildred's next picture.
/

Not Taking Any Risks.

DUSTiN

FARNTJM'S pot hobby during the
summer months is boating, and I hear

that Fatty Arbuckle has ordered a motor
Ho was very emphatic about tho boat
being strong enough to bear his weight, and
gavo vory Special instructions that it was to bo
carefully reinforced in any doubtful parts.
hoat.

Mildred's

New

Bathing Costume.

DA VIES
MILDRED
sation
her

created a great senrecent, holiday, when
during
sho appeared in a now bathing suit, of
an entirely different stylo to anything that has
bo n seen for years; it was made with sleeves,
skirl, and had with it stockings and shoos.

Bill Likes the Pictures Best.
has just turned down an offer
of a couple of hundred thousand dollars
A
'to appear on the legitimate stage.
special emissary t ravollod the odd three thousand
miles from New York to endeavour to persuade
the strong, silent man of tho films to break the
barrier of silence and desert the movies for a
talkies."
Tho
brief space in favour of the
ambassador-in-cxtraordinary stated that ho had
a new play which would suit Bill down to the
ground, and also said that ho could go on
with his picture work at the same time, and
could take his choice of gross receipts, percentages, or an enormous salary guarantee.
To all inducements, however, Hart has turned
a deaf oar. He wants to finish his contract and
ret ire whilst he still is at the zenith of his power,
and then to devote his leisure to authorship.

BILL HART

ANN FORREST.

The latest
Goldwyn

portrait ot this beautiful
itar.

budge, but appeared tremendously interested,
and then she heard one of them 6ay, " I tell
yer she's acting for tho films. Watch her
climb down the ivy." To which tho other one
replied, " Whero's the camera, I don't soo the
camera ? " Tho more sho shouted, the more
interested tho boys' were.
Fortunately, tho assistant producer happened
along, otherwiso, Mrs. Podovin says, she oxpects
sho would have stayed there until tho following
morning, as no one seemed to take any notice,
thinking sho was only " playing for tho movies."

Fay Filmer.

Elsib Codd.

0
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" PICTURE

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

BREAMER

A happy photograph

taken during the filming of a

new

MORAN

CUNARD

MAY

LOUISE FAZENDA.

the clever

Mack

Sennett star,

an enormous post every morning, but she
dealing with

photo-play.

Reading from

MAURICE McLAUCtHLIN, JOHN McCORMACK, the famous tenor, WILLIAM
THORNBY, her director.

KAHN

and POLLY
look on quite seriously as MARION
GRACE
" Smiling BILL JONES " is also joining
signs up a big contract for them.
forces with them, bat true to his nickname, be wears his usual jovial expression.
The films in which these clever folk figure should be extremely good.

SYLVIA
plays the title role in " Athalie," the Sydney A. Franklin
prodnction, and little
GIRACI appears in the early part oi the story
Here you see both Athalies enjoying a cool
as Athalie at the age of twelve.
drink between scenes in the garden of the studio.

" He won't bite me, see ! " says little JOHN HENRY,
Junr., as he plays with the Mack Sennett hen. Teddy, the
dog, makes a comfortable perch for the bird.

SHOW."

C.

left

them

is

quite

has

happy

all.

to right

:

MR. and MRS.

DE MILLE, LILA LEE,

and

ROBERT

of

WHEELER

the husband of

PRISCILLA

An unusual photograph

OAKMAN,

DEAN.

"

:

Picture Show, 'August Uth, 1920.

EXPXOnV OF FAMOUS DETECTIVE TOI,D
FOR THE FIR$"T TIME IN" THE PICTJJLEJS SHOW

Peal Crime Storied

[The OpiumTfaill
detail of these stories, which have Been filmed by the Selznick Film Company, and will shortly be
shown over here, is taken from real life. The crooks described are men whose criminal careers are to be
found in the American Police Records. In the film version the part of the real detective is played by*
Herbert Rawlinson. otherwise the stories are an exact representation of events which actually happened.

Every

that a
THEfewsunminutes

before had
a ball of
been
molten gold, now
turned to a crescent
of blood red cardinal as t slipped
into its bi " S roove
iml thQ moun .

VVtl
IA1I J.hLYNN,
FLVNN
WILLIAM
1

Chief of
Sta S

the

United

N Jv^t
City.
York ftZ
New

.

tlie

'

Through the

d

Qn the crest of a
a man sat upon his

hill on the American side
horse, gazing back across a valley
with a splurge of purple mist.

veil

to

Mexican bolder.
curtained

he glimpsed a cabin toward

which another horseman galloped leisurely as
though sure of his surroundings and the welcome
awaiting him. A third horseman put in his appearance, picking his way slowly up the steep
trail toward the first rider.
The man on the hill whistled just loud enough
for the rider of the trail to hear him, but its
rising note was not of sufficient strength to
carry to the cabin or tho second horseman.
Bob Kirby, sheriff, heard the whistle, and
answered it with a wave of his hand. Setting
spurs into his horse he soon joined the lone
sentinel.

I

activity in the district.

there, quick

Lightning's
good looks, his personality,
and his absolute lack of fear, which" he displayed on two or three occasions, had quite
captivated the Spanish girl. So much so that
for tho time being, Miguel,
the woman's
acknowledged sweetheart, had been in disfavour,
although the girl took care to conceal her shift
of affections from her fiery lover.
Lightning was not slow to note the preference erf the girl for his society, and made the
most of it. For several remarks that had fallen
from her lips had led him to believe that she
could toll a lot about tho smuggling if she could
be induced to speak. Ono little remark she let
slip had attracted his attention to Miguel, who,
up to that time, he had not suspected.
''
Sefiora,'' he said to her one evening, as they
sat in front of her cabin, watching the sunset,
"how is it your lover, Miguel, comes no moro ? "
" Miguel is a wretch," the girl replied.
" Ho
thinks to come and love and ride away when ho
please.
Most of the time he spend ovaro
there," she said, pointing across tho river to
" And when he return ho is afraid of
Mexico.
the daylight— Miguel ? Always he is afraid of
the gaol."
i

"
"

Why

What

casually.
? "
asked
Lightning
has Miguel done that he should bo

"Howdy, Jones, or Arnold, or whatever
name you are working to-day," he laughed.
" Ready for the pinch t"

afraid of going to gaol

replied.

good

" Not just yet, sheriff," the man addressed
" Got to get them with the goods,
and it looks as though wo wero getting near
tho end of the trail. Look there," ho said,
pointing toward tho rider across tho valley.
Know that chap ? "
" I do," the sheriff answered, shading his
" That's Miguel Valequez, and he's
eyes.
making for Sylvcria's shack. Before you camo
she couldn't see anybody but that fellow, but
it 'peered to me as though you had cut him
out."
"AH in tho game," Arnold replied. "You
jnst call in, show the girl my photograph, and
ask her a few questions. Might bo a good timo

make a

now."
1 get yer," Kirby answered, and galloped
Dff, leaving Arnold watching tho Mexican as ho
dismounted and entered tho cabin.
For years ono of tho chief crimes with which
the United States Secret Service had to contend
was the smuggling of opium. All over tho
country in numerous secret snares tho whiff of
tho lily pipo had at tho back of it a story of
Contraband brought over tho opium trail either
by employees of ships or smuggled directly
across the border from Mexico.
Repeated attempts on tho part of William J.
Flynn, Chief of the Secret Service, had failed to
stop the illegal traffic At last a thin trail had
boon discovered. Just enough to induce the
chief to call in Arnold from an important assignment, and Bend him hurrying to a small
town on tho north bunk of tho Rio Grande.
There Arnold, better known to his colleagues
as " Lightning," had been for a month without
results.
But in that time ho had mode himself
on good terms with tho nat ives, to whom ho was
known as " David Jones," a wanderer who
came and went mysteriously. In that part of
the country each man's business was his own,
and when placards appeared ono morning
offering a reward for tho arrest of "David
Jones," wanted for smuggling, no ono had
to

visit

"

stepped forward to claim tho reward, although
" Lightning,", or "Jones" as he was known,
came and went openly.
But there was ono person who was particularly
Montcz,
interested
Lightning
Sylvoria
in
who lived alono in n, little cabin in tho valley
some distance out from tho town. Sylveria, a

—

"How should

Spanish beauty, was principal entertainer at the
Del Rio, a dance hall, and the centre of social

"
"

"

?

You

and

stay around here long," she answered,
you shall find out. Tho gaol it is too

—

him."
Lightning tried by adroit' questioning to
draw her out further, but she would tell him no
more. " Come, senor," she said, " let's not
talk of Miguel, let's talk of you, and
me, perhaps, eh ?
for

—

.

The Photograph.

now Miguel was back from "over there,"
ANDand
ho was again making

for Sylveria's

cabin. Lightning

window and peer

in.

saw him cross to tho
What, ho saw evidently

pleased him, for ho ran to the door, opened it,
and as ho strode in blew a kiss from his fingertips to

someono

inside.

-In the cabin Sylveria sat at a dressing-table,
donning her war-paint for tho night. Touching
her lips with rouge, she placed a large comb in
her mass of black hair. Around her shoulders
she threw a lace mantilla. Getting up sho
pirouetted in front of the mirror, extending one
slim leg and admiring her small pointed toe,
whien she held up for inspection.
N
Her thoughts wero of Lightning. " Ah,
that fool of a Miguel
Ho does not know how
to lovo a woman.
I wish lie would leuve mo
How 1 hate him."
alone.
The last words wero spoken aloud. " And
who is it you hate so ? " a voico in Spanish
!

in.
Surely not Miguel 1 "
Whirling, the girl saw the Mexican standing
in the doorway.
To her he waved a kiss as he
threw his hat on a couch and advanced toward
" Tell Miguel
her with outstretched arms.
who it is you hate. Chiquita, ho is dead."
In another instant sho was crushed in his
arms, submitting to his ombraccs passively.
There was no warmth in her response, but
Miguel was so engrossed that he did not notice
her coldness. Finally ho paused, and held her
The girl
at arm's length, his eyes glowing.
threw back her head and gazed at him from

broke

languorous eyes.
" You are
Ho paused

"

beautiful
I shall not leave
at tho sound of hoof-beats, and ran
to tho window.
Sylveria, fearing it was Lightning, started for tho door.
"
The sheriff," Miguel called from tho window.
" What is ho coming hero for ? "
There was
alarm in his voice.
I

know? Back

The

HERBERT RAWLINSON,

!

girl

pushed him

who

into a built-in

—

plays the part of Stephen
" Lightning "
on
the screen.

Arnold

—

covered
with a gaily coloured blanket.
When Kirby opened the door she- was
seated on a skin couch, strumming on a'
mandoline and humming a lovo song.
"Hallo, Sylvie!
Kirby greeted tho girl
witli easy assurance, and walked into the cabin,
closet

1

'

glancing about.
" Good evening,

sheriff," Sylveria
replied
" Come to try some of
easily.
frijoles ?"
" It's not beans I want," tho sheriff told her.

my

" I'm out after an opium smuggler.
this

He

headed

way."

The

saw the blanket move, and knew
that Miguel had heard. For an instant an expression of alarm camo into her face, which
passed quickly as she saw the movement had
escaped the eyes of Kirby. She did not want
Miguel taken yet.
" Smugglers in my cabin ? Senor, you poke
fun,'" she laughed.
For answer Kirby took a photograph of
Lightning from his pocket, and handed it
to her.
Look at this. Do you know him ! "
girl

——

he asked, watching her.
As the girl took the photograph and saw the
picture of Lightning she almost screamed,
but suppressed it, and managed to answer
" No.
Who is it ? "
As sho glanced from tho picturo over his
shoulder she saw a face peering through the

window.

It wa?
Lightning, and tho girl's
widened. Stepping back to draw the
sheriff to tho opposite siJo of tho cabin, sho
mado a slight motion with hor hand for Light*
ning to go away.
As he withdrew, Kirby
reached for tho photograph, but sho held on

eyes

to

it.

" All right," he said. " Keep it. li you see
anyone who looks like that, let mo know. Good-

bye."

"Good-bye, senor," the girl replied, quickly
shutting the door as Miguel camo from his hiding place.
Who is he after ? " tho Mexican asked.
Sylveria handed him tho photograph. Miguel
took it and looked it over carefully. " I don't
know him," ho said. " I'm expecting Pete, a
new man, over the line with a load to-night. I
thought maybe Kirby might be after him."
Sylveria took the photograph and placed it in
l>or blouse.
Miguel swung on his hat and bade
tho girl como with him. " Wo will go to the
cave." ho said.
"Come, sefiora!"
Thero was nothing for tho girl to do bat
obey, as sha did not want to arouse his suspicions, and sho followed him out.
They
started up tho trail across a sandy waste,
Miguel leading his horse and Sylveria following
in her dainty finery. They had gone only a halfmilo when, around tho bend, they came upon
a horseman leading a horse. Tho man walked
with a limp. From the horse's sides two bags
hung, so heavily loaded that they almost swept
tho ground.
" It's Pete," Miguel said, as ho stopped and
waited for tho man to gome up.
Pete, a passenger over the opium trail with
a cargo of contraband, soon joined them, and
was introduced .to Sylvoria, whoso marvellous
beauty mado such an impression upon him
that ho could hardly keep his eyes off her.
Sho, aware of hor fascination, did everything
in her power to draw him on when Miguel
was not looking.
A short distance down tho trail tho tin.
turned into a gulley, which they traversed
for a short distance until they camo to a large
,

•
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builder near a cliff, the face of which was
Miguel glanced around,
covered with vines.
evidently looking for someone, and then pulled
The mouth of a tunnel was
aside the vines.
disclosed, and they entered.
After walking along the tunnel for about
forty feet, they entered a cavern lighted by
an oil lamp on a table. Boxes were piled around,
and on a blanket in a corner an Indian was
sleeping.
It was the don of the smugglers.
With an oath, Miguel strode to the sleeping
Indian and kicked him into consciousness.
Seizing him by the neck, he ran him into the
tunnel and outside, whore he bade him to keep
watch by the boulder and not leave it.
No sooner had Miguel left the cavern than
Pete turned to Sylveria, a devouring look in
his eyes.
As she seated herself and smiled
up af; him, he moved toward her in response
Seizing her hand, he
to the inviting glance.
-was about So press it to his lips, when a cry
from Sylveria warned him that Miguel was
returning.
On Miguel's return he asked concerning
the trip, and Pete informed him that he thought
two men followed him for a short distance
after he crossed the border.
**
Two men followed you, you say ? "" Miguel
inquired. " What did they look like ?
they were too far
I could not see faces

—

'

;

away, Pete answered.
" Think I better take a look around," Miguel
said
and moved toward the mouth of the

platform. A large bar extended across one end.
A stairway led from the floor to a row of crude
private box arrangements, above which wero
In theso boxes couples
hung with curtains.
jat watching the dancers below.
Lightning and Kane, his assistant, sat at a
table, drinking beer, when Sylveria entered.
The girl mado straight for Lightning's table
and placed a hand on his shoulder. She accepted
Looking about,
his invitation and sat down.
she leaned toward him.
" I know who you are," she said, " and so
does the sheriff. You are one of us, and Kirby
knows your business."
Lightning looked at her as she drew his
photograph from her bosom and handed it
to him.
" Kirby gave me this," she continued. " He
"
knows. You'd better get away quick
Lightning took the photograph and smiled.
" I am not afraid of the sheriff," he replied,
" Why should I fear
with assumed bravado.
him ? He will never catch Davy Jones. Besides,
Do you wish me
senora, are you not here ?
"

—

to go

tunnel.

Again Pete faced Sylveria, as she looked
toward him, laughing and teasing.
" You are beautiful, seiiora " exclaimed
" I would give my
Pete, moving toward her.
"
life for a woman like you
The next instant he had seized and crushed
>her to him. The girl tried to break away, but
he held her to his breast, raining kisses on her
face.
The girl threw her head back, and her
big comb fell to the floor, where it was ground
Suddenly
to pieces under the heel of Pete.
she managed to break away from him, and
dashed out of another entrance to the cave as
Miguel stepped in from the tunnel.
" Where is Sylveria 1 " he asked, looking
"
around. " Where did she go ?
!

!

" Gone to the dance-hall, I guess."
Miguel looked puzzled, but motioned Pete
to a chair at the table. Seating himself on the
other side, he unfastened a money belt from
his waist and threw it on the table. As moving
opium across the border increases its value a
thousand per cent., Miguel could afford to
pay well. Soon a pile of gold pieces and silver
were in front of Pete, who gathered them up,
bade Miguel good-bye, and left the cave.
He had time he had gold, and Sylveria was
at the dance -hall. He would go there.
;

At the Dance-Hall.
Del Rio, social Mecca of the Western

the
IX plains,

business was already started for
the night. It was a typical dance-hall of
he period. Around a large, rough floor, tables
were ranged, at which men of the plains and
women of the district sat drinking. A few
couples drifted over the floor to the music
of a cowboy orchestra seated near a raised
I

Smuggling opium across the border increases

its

leaned near to the

girl,

him with wide, admiring

who was gazing

eyes.

me that picture," she said. " You
go away sometime, but this I shall have

" Give
will

always

'

;

?

He
at

!

And

"

'.

she put

it

back

in

The owner of the hall
Sylveria's shoulder.
" Come on," he said.

her corsage.

drew near and touched
"

The boys want you

to dance."

Lightning nodded as the girl arose, and
she went to the platform. Soon she was whirling
through a dance, while the orchestra did its
best to follow her ; and as she danced, Pete
limped through the door, leaned against a post,
and eyed the object of his devotions. When she
finished her dance, he went toward her, jingling
In response to a nod, he followed
his gold.
her up the stairs and into a private box, Where
From below Lightning
wine was ordered.

and Kane watched.

When

Pete

left

Miguel in the cave, the latter

some time purring a cigarette and
wondering what had become of his girl. His
eyes swept the cave, and finally, on the floor,
he saw the broken comb. Then it dawned on
him that something had happened while
he was outside, and that Pete was at the
otherwise the girl would not
bottom of it
sat

for

;

without telling him.

Perhaps

now they were somewhere, spending

his gold.

dare to have

left

Extinguishing
Well, he would soon find out.
the light, he strode from the cavern, and a
few minutes later entered the Del Rio.
Standing ins'de the door, he surveyed the
crowd, but nowhere could he see the objects
of his search.
Suddenly he saw a man at a
table glance up at the boxes, nod, and smile.
Following the man's glance, in an end box he
saw Pete and Sylveria. The girl, taking advantage of a moment when Pete was looking
another way, had raised her glass and blew a
kiss at Lightning.
Miguel saw red. So she had two lovers, had
she ? The man on the floor he did not know
time enough, to attend to him later. His immediate business -was with Pete.
Sauntering
.

value a thousand per cent., so Miguel could

afford to pay well.

;

across

the floor,

he reached the foot of the

Owing to the excitemont,
stairs and poused.
his presence had not been noted, else someone
would havo sent a warning to the two in the
box.

Miguel fairly flew up the stairs and peered
through tho curtains at the back of the box.
He was just in time to see Pete raise Sylveria's

hand and press it to his lips. The girl's fing< rs
were still clasped in Pete's when Miguel fired
through the curtains and sprang inside. Pele

managed to struggle to his feet, draw and fire
twice before he collapsed across the table.
The shots went wide, and Miguel directed
his weapon toward tho girl ; but she knocked
up his arm and ran from the box. Down below
the music came to an abrupt end, and the
dancers were in a panic. Women ran toward
the door, and the men stood in their tracks
Lightning and Kane wern
with drawn guns.
the first to move, and made a dash for tha
But at the narrow
stairs, the rest following.
top stood Miguel, menacing them with hiJ
*

pistol.

One

shot he took at Lightning, and then
dashed back into the box, climbed over its
As he
edge, and dropped to a table below.
disappeared from the top of the stairs the
crowd rushed up, and both Lightning and Kane
fired at him as he went out of the door, mounted
his horse, and rode off, a posse of cowboys
following.

Lr p in the box, Lightning found the body of
Pete stretched across the table, face down.
" See who he is ? " Lightning said to Kane.
Kane rolled the body over and turned to
Sylveria. As he did so, Lightning bent over the
At the
body and listened for a heart-beat.
same time, he drew a paper from his own
pocket and slipped it in the pocket of the
dead man.
" Search him," ho said to Kane.
Kane went through the man's pockets, and
drew out ti e paper Lightning had just planted.

Opening

it,

" This

is

he read

:

to certify that Stephen Arnold, of
Washington. D.C., is a member of the United
States Secret Service, Treasury Department."
" A spy
It was the voice of Sylveria.
" Better
" This is bad," Lightning nodded.
!

go and

tell

man," he

Miguel he's murdered a Secret Service
said.

"

Come with me," the girl replied. As Light,
ning followed her down the stairs he motioned
for Kane to follow, but to keep in the background.
At the door Lightning paused.
" Wait out there," he said, for he saw the
sheriff approaching.
As Sylveria crossed tha
narrow street and waited in the shadow of the
Lightning
cabin, Kirby entered the dance-hall.
drew him to one side.
" Miguel just shot a stranger up in one of the
" He got away, too,
boxes," he told the sheriff.
with all of us banging at him. The girl is waiting
outside, and will take me to wherever Miguel is
hiding.
I am going to send her ahead and follow.
You and Kane follow me, but keep out of sight.'*
Kirby sl.ok his head and Lightnirg wont
out of the door. In answer to a low whistle,
Sylveria appeared.
' Where are we going ? " he asked.

Miguel seized Sylveria in
but tbe

bis

arms and pressed his hps
was unresponsive.

girl

to her

hani.
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"

him

To Miguol," sho answered.
to got away and lot you take

" I

must

blows over."

this
"

tell

bis place until

"

Why do yon want me to go with you ?
" Because be is suspicious, and I must satisfy
him that you are all right."
" Aron't you taking a chance, after what's
happened

?

"

¥es," sho nodded slowly.

•'

Yes

— .Miguel

would have killed mo, too. But by me bringing
warning he may think different. Anyway,
if he wanted to kill me he would do it whether I
went to him or not."
Lightning thought for a minute.
go ahead, and I will
"All right," bo said,
hint a

'

follow."

Where they w-ore going Lightning did not
know, but he suspected it was to the rendezvous
and that was just what he
wanted. As they leffrtbe edge of the town and
In the
struck into the hills, he looked back.
moonlight ho saw two shadows creeping among
were
and
Kano
knew
that
Kirby
the rocks, and
of the smugglers,

trailing him.
About a half mile

from the town they came

to a gulloy running at right angles to tho trail.
At the turn Sylveria halted. " You wait here,
" 1 will go ahead, and see if Miguel
she said.
there.

is

everything

If

is

all

right, I will re-

turn."

Throwing her arms around Lightning's neck,
sho kissed him and disappeared. The detective
stood thinking.
Had ho run into a trap ? He
knew these Mexicans. A kiss and then a knife.
Ho determined to take no chances. Walking
back, ho joined Kirby and Kane.
" Your looking for mo," ho said to the sheriff,
seems to havo satisfied the girl that I ain ono
of them.
But it may be a trap. I'll stay down
belund that big boulder. You two conceal
yourselves in the bushes, and don't take your
eyes off me.
I suspect there is a cave somewhoro about bore. If the girl returns and I
but don't enter until there
with
her,
follow
go
is a disturbance or I whistle.
Flattening himself on the ground, Lightning
waited behind the boulder, his-oyos on the gully
down which Sylveria had disappeared. In the
bushes directly back of him, Kano and Kirby
crouched with drawn weapons.
When Sylveria stopped into tho cavo after
leaving Lightning, Miguel was soated at a table
calmly smoking a cigarette. Sho had passed
tho Indian on guard at tho ontranoo to the
tunnel.
As tho girl stepped into the light the
Mexican looked up. Miguel's eyes began to
gleam, and then tho girl spoke.
"Tho man you trusted, tho man you killed,"
sho said, " was a spy. You did right in killing
Itirn, but you must fly.
They aro after you."
Miguel shrugged his shoulders and a nasty
laugh came from bis lips as he got to his feet.
And what about tho woman I trusted ? " he
asked.
" Sylveria replied
"
I not bore
but there
was alarm in her voice.
In reply, Miguel reached into his pocket
and drew out a pieco of a broken comb he bad
found on tho floor.
" This is yours, isn't it ? "
"
" Yos, yes," tho girl interrupted, but
"Well, what happened when you were alone
"
with Pute
"Nothing nothing, I swear it," Sylveria
' :

—

'

'

Am

':

;

'!

—

protosted.

With an oath Miguol struck her across the
face and sho fell to tho floor with a moan.
And
as she fell, from tho bosom of hor dross there
dropped tho photograph of Lightning. A snarl
escaped Miguel as ho saw tho photograph.
Reaching 0V6Ti he seized it, saw at a glance who
it was, and hold it in front of her faco.
." So you claim
Polo was a Secret Service
man, do you ? " bo asked.
" Yos, yes," she moaned.
" I know it.
They
found the papers
"

You

liar

!

"

in

bis

pocket."

The Mexican kicked her

pros-

body with bis foot. " This is tho Secret
Service man," bo said, throwing tho photograph
" Tho sheriffs looking for hiin was
at her.
and you
just to keep suspicion away from him
you'ro working with him."
With another kick bo loft hor and strode
trate

—

—

towards tho tunnel.

"Whoro

aro you going?" sho asked, struggling to hor feet.
v
To find that snake, and kill him." Miguel
nulied into the tunnel, but Btopned and came
book at. Sylveria's voice.
Jf
Outside she knew Lightning was waiting.
'

left the cave ho was bound to see him,
and it would moan his death. She must do
something and do it quickly. But what ? In
a flash. an idea came to her. Well t?he know sho

Miguel

could not hold Miguol in tho cavern
if she did,
sho had no chance to get outsido and warn
Lightning.
Her cabin
If she could only send Miguel
there.
The trail that led to it branched oft
before it reached the bqulder where Lightning
;

!

stood.
" See," she called.
" I will prove that you
are wrong.
I will tell you where the man you
want is. If he is what you say, then go kill
him. He is nothing to me."
" Where ? " Miguel asked.
" In my cabin.
He is waiting for me there,"
" Ho will wait until I come."
she cried.
Miguel eyed her keenly.
" I will see," he said.
" And don't you leave
here until I return." With that he left by the
tunnel.
For fully fifteen minutes Sylveria waited, and
then made her way to the entrance of the cave.
Cautiously the girl stepped into the moonlight
and made her way toward the boulder.
Pausing in the shadow a fow yards from it,
she whistled softly.
From his position beliind the rock lightning
beard the whistle. Raising his head, he peered
round the edge and saw the girl silhouetted in
the moonlight. From their place of conceal-

—

ment Kane and Kirby

also heard the signal,
and, parting the bushes, saw the girl.
Lightning raised himself and crept on hands
and knees in the shadows towards Sylveria.
Approaching her from behind, he suddenly
stood up.
" Well, senora ? " lie asked.
Startled by his sudden appearance, Sylveria
reached for his hand.
" Come," she said.
" Miguel has gone to
look for you.
Hurry."
With tho girl in tho lead, Lightning followed
Lightning glanced round
her into the cave.
sus|>iciously.
It seemed to be vacant save for

their presence.
First satisfying himself that

no ono was lurking in the shadows beyond the glare of the light,
Lightning turned to Sylveria.
"'
Where has Miguel gone ? " he inquired.
" To my cabin." she replied. " I told him you
were there. He has gone to kill you. If 1 had
him go out of the gulloy, you would bo dead
now."
" But if
" Maybe," Lightning said grimly.
anyone but you had come up that gulloy, they
would have got a warm reception. What's the
lot

now ? "
Then the girl

idea

told him of what occurred after
she entered the cave, and lagged him to go
away at once, because she feared for his lifo if
Miguel returned.
And what about you?" he inquired.
" What will happen to you when Miguel finds
"
out you have tricked him ?
" Mo ?
Oh, I am going with you," was her

calm rejoinder.

But Lightning had no such
was
him

idea.

His plan

to wait for tho return of Miguel, surprise
in the cave, and take him alive.
to
manage the girl he did not know just then.
Sho bolievod liim to bo smuggling on his own

How

What sho would do, when sho found out
hook.
that ho really was a Secret. Servico man, Lightning had no means of telling. So he sparred
for time.

,

"How long will it take Miguel to go to the
" ho asked, casting his eyes
cabin and return
around tho cave, and noting tho second entrance
one
side.
on
" Ho has been gone nearly half-hour," she
Why- do
replied.
"He should be back soon.
"
you wait ? Why do we not go ?
sho
out
her
over
him,
haTd
b'ps for
Bonding
bis feet.
In
liis kiss, but Lightning jumped to
the tunnel ho had hoard a ntealthy step.
Sylveria hoard it too.
Wo must not be found together," sho whispered.
In there," and she pointed toward tho
other entrance.
With a bound Lightning crossed the room
and disappeared into tho side of tho cavern.
Tho next instant Miguol stood in tho doorway.
Tho Indian ho had left outside. Having gone
to tho cabin, found it locked and nobody there,
But ho
he had returned in a mood for murder.
masked his inward rngo with a smilo iVS ho regarded tho girl.
V
"So," he said, advancing towards her, "you
':

'

','
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mo on a wild goose chase, eh ? Well, it
was not so wild as you think, for I found your
lover, and ho is dead.'
A? the Mexican talked, Sylveria gazed at him,
trying to fathom the moaning of the lie he told.
As ho neared her she stepped back until she
was directly in front of the entrance where
»Lightning was hiding.
" You
you killed him ? " she asked, in
send

—

pretended alarm.
" Yes, just like that," he answered, making
a motion with liis bands as though ringing the
neck of someone. " He was easy.
Quickly he stepped in front of her, seized her
by the arm and dragged her into the light.
" But I am not finished," ho snarled, the
smile of hate dying from his face. " 1 will teach
you to play with Miguel Velaquez "
Dragging Sylveria, he backed until ho was up
against the table, and held her at arm's length.
Reacliing for his pistol, he pushed the girl from
him, but before ho could draw his gun Lightning
stepped from the opening.
Not so fast, Miguol," he said. " You see,
your lies are answored."
Miguel looked past the frightened girl, and
saw the detective.. Ho also saw tho gun with
which Lightning had him covered. With a
backward sweep of his leg ho kicked over tho
table.
Tho light went out, and he dropped to
the floor, drawing his pistol.
Two flashes of flame illuminated the darkened
cavern.
Lying flat on the floor, Miguol fired at
where he had seen Lightning last.
The detective's gun responded, and he hurled
himself in the genoral direction of the table,
landing on top of tho prostrate smuggler. Tho
room was now in total darkness, save for a thin
ray of moonlight which sifted in through the
!

tunnel.
Silently the

men

struggled.

Sylveria

made

no sound. Outside, tlie Indian heard the shots,'
and started on a run for the cave, but Kirby
and Kano stepped from the bushes and stopped
him.
Lightning succeeded in getting a grip on
Miguel's throat, and called to Sylveria to light
the lamp. As lie did so, the smuggler managed
to break from his grasp and leap to his feet. In
tho tliin moon Tay Lightning saw him, and in a
second was upon him again. Locked in a grasp
that neithor could break, they were swaying
back and forth as Kano and Kirby stepped into
the cave and lent a hand.
Tho voice of the shoriff and the feel of a gun
in his hack took all the fight out of Miguel.
Slowly he stopped back and waited as Lightning
stepped to the tablo, groped for tho lamp,
found it and applied a match.
" Got here just in time," Kirby said, as ho
fastened the smuggler's hands with the cun!s.
" This bird ia a pretty tough one, but 1 guess ho
is safely caged now."
For the time Lightning had forgotten all
about Sylveria, but now h-3 looked around for
her.
She was nowhoro to bo seen.
" The girl has gone," he told Kirby.
" Pro"
bably got out by the
A clutch at his ankle caused him to pause
and look down. From tho shadow an arm extended, and the hand grasped his boot. Quickly
ho bent down and found tho girl. She was
lying at full length on the floor, her body out of
tho light's rays, so that he had not noticed her.
Her oyes were open, and sho looked up at him
pleadingly.
In her waist was a red spot that
was growing bigger every second.
lightning took tho girl in his arms and carried
her to the tablo. Motioning for one of tho men
to bung a blanket, ho made a roll of it and
placed her on the floor, her head cn the improvised pillow.
.
" What happened to you ? " he asked, bending over her closely.
Sylveria tried to speak, but stoppod, her eyes
Finally she opened them, and
closing in pain.
her lips moved.
" I
tried
save you," she whispered.
to
" It
was dark. You- -didn't soo
And
sigh,
she
reached
up one arm, and as it
with a
closed around lightning's neck, her body relaxed
and sho died in his arms.

—

— —

— —

—

—

—

little
Police records are heartless and cold
But in the
or no praiso can bo found in them.
solf-saoriliety
can
great register where ono act of
muko amends for many sins, tho passing of
Sylveria, a woman who gavo her life for hor
love, will hold an honoured place.

(Another

fine detective

yarn next week.)

—
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MY FOUR MONTHS
MADGE
Miss Madge Titheradge, the talented dramatic actress, who is
Theatre, and can be seen on the screen this week with Mr.
California making a series ol Dim pictures.
In these articles

No.

arduous rehearsals,

II.

people

first

we met was,

Peggy Hyland

—

—

•"

our

of

own

littio Peggy "
now a member of Mr.
Samuelson's company, and both being Britishers
(she English and I Aust ralian) we quickly became
frionda.
She is ''terribly attractive," *9 our
American cousins would say
delicate and
dainty as a little fairy, and a tremendously
keen worker
She knows everything about
the technique, not merely of film acting, but
;

—

1

also of film

thing

making

—

cutting, developing, every-

!

In the days that followed I watched her with
the keenest interest at work in the studio, and
came under the spell of her wonderful power of
moving one to tears one moment and to laughter
the next.
I beliove she is ambitious to produce and,
with her fine sensibilities and wide technical
knowledge, I should say it is an ambition she is
particularly fitted to realise.
Indeed I think
there is a wide field for women in the producing
6ide of the film or theatrical business.

so

many

soon to retract

my

opinion.

Shortly after our arrival I and my sister and
Miss Maudie Dunham took a delightful bungalow in a suburb of Los Angeles, and then it was
that I came to feel the charm of the Angel City.
Bungalows such as ours are dotted everywhere
gay, white little dwellings, well in keeping with
the florid beauty of the place its orchards and
gardens, orange and lemon groves, cloudless
skies and et ernal sunshine— and yet an impudent
adorable contrast to the palatial hotels and
apartment houses, the massive studios, the
gracious, palm-fringed boulevards, and the
benign dignity of the mountains.
Throughout our stay the weather was exquisite, winter in California being like an English
June. The days went by in a glorious golden
sequence, while the beauty and the glamour of
the nights beggar description.
Yes, it is true"! The place breathes romance,
ond in its breath is the scent of orange-blossom
I have, however, to add the prosaic footnote
that we had very little timo for romance, being
far too busy for anything but work and rest,
but I can assure you that it is there for those
who have time

—

!

—

!

now appearing

Owen
she

tells

was

it

make

pictures to

ot Allah " at the Drury Lane
All," recently spent four months in
experiences in Los Angeles during that time.

" The Garden

in

" Gamblers

Nares in

you her

Wo

had
months

different.
in so many

and we made 'em, but they

us very little
leisure
as I have already indicated
for (he
social fripperies of life, for the opportunities of
meeting this, that, and the other celebrity.
meeting
(I
have already mentioned my
with Miss Peggy Hyland,' but she, of course,
belonged to Mr. Samuelson's company, and I
am now speaking of people unconnected with
left

—

—

our organisation.)

my

But if
social " scalp3 " were few, at least
I was fortunate enough to sec the one person
of all others in California I wanted to see.
I had the extreme privilege and delight of

Let it be twelvo in the day, with the sun
shining " ho cried, just like a little boy.
" And then, do you know what we'd do ? "
he
went on eagerly. " First we'd send the luggage
to the hotel, and then, then we'd take the '6i/«
to 'Tho Horns' at Kennington
is that still
there ?
and Brixton, and the Lambeth Road,
and " this in a breathless whisper ' Tht
"
!

—

—

—

—

Elephant I
And then he tame to earth, though his eve?,
his wonderful, expressive eyes, were still alight.
Wasn't it exquisite ? The beautiful simplicity of it nearly made me Cry.
With hirn there
was no talk of the Ritz or the Carlton, or the
'

meeting Mr. Chailie Chaplin.
It was at a friend's house one evening that I
first expressed my intense desire to meet the
great little comedian.
" Well, I don't know," my hostess said a lit tle
" Mr. Chaplin is rather shy, but
doubtfully.
I will see what I can arrange,
rerhaps I could
give a party for him, and you could meet him
then.'"

Later, she sent

Orange Blossom and Romance.
HAVE said that my first acquaintance with
I Los Angeles was disappointing,
but I was

IN CALIFORNIA.

TITHERADGE.

By

the
AMONG
course, Miss

:

me

a message saying that she

had rung Mr. Chaplin up, and that he had
replied, thai though he would be "delighted to
meet Miss Titheradge, lie would so much
prefer a quiet little dinner, at which we could

Lave a nice, long talk, instead of the party "
to which, of course,
hostess assented.
Naturnlly, I had a great fluttering at the
heart, when I heard that at last I was to meet

my

my

—

beau ideal I admire him enormously, you
and the next evening I attended fine of
the most charmingly informal little dinners
imaginable, at which only Mr. Chaplin, a friend
of his, my hostess, and myself were present.

know

"A

—

Most

Man."

Delightful

CHAPLIN
MR. Barriesque.

is

a most delightful

man—

Small, beautifully and delicately proportioned, with tiny feet and
exquisite, expressive hands.
man of tremendous soul.
discussed books, music, the theatre
(about which he is most keen), babies (whom he
adores) everything under the sun except films
And of course we talked about England, par-

A

We

—

ticularly

!

London.

" Why don't you pay the Londoners a visit,
Mr. Chaplin ? " I said.
"Do do you think they would like me to
come, Miss Titheradge " lie asked diffidently.
(The adorable modesty of him :)
" Like it
My dear Mr. Chaplin, if six kings
and six queens, together with the Archangel
Gabriel were to walk down Piccadilly in the
middle of the day, they would not cause such a

—

MR.

C.

M.

HOLLAND

assists

I

Meet Chaplin.

ONEactingthewhen
of

it

is

!

first

I

things

went

hard work

1 learnt

about film

to California

was

—terribly hard work. that
Of

course, I had appeared in films before, over here,
but out there, where one gives one's whole time
Jo the business, and there were many and

sensation as you
All this time

"

!

regarding me
fixedly with his large, very blue eyes.
Now

he had

been

they opened more widely.
"

Do you really think
? " he said, with boyish
am(feement.
so

" I

am

certain of

."
il

Then he hunched

his

shoulders, crossed his legs
tailor fashion (we were
sitting on a divan), and,
loaning towards me. said
in a mysterious, excited

whisper
" Do you know, Miss
Titheradge, 1 have a dream,
just a beautiful dream.

—
A

dream of coming to
London and showing it to
him" indicating the

—

friend.

do

"Where

— where

you arrive. Miss

Titheradge ? "
" Oh. 1 should say
Charing Cross or Euston,"
I replied.

BADGE TITHERADGE

At what timo
enjoying a picnic with

MR. SAMUELSON.

PEGGY HYLAND

and

?

"

" Midnight probably."
" Dh, no, not imdmght

'.

between scenes by

holding the make-np box for MISS

'i

TITHERADGE.

ostentatious grandeur attached to an idol of
the public only of the little places he knew as
a boy—of them and a sense of homecoming.
;

His

New

AT

Picture.

marie him talk pictures.
" We want you to do something differ" Why don't you come to
ent," I said.
our J. M. Barrie ? "
" Ah " he exclaimed. " There is something
of his spirit in my new picture "
Then suddenly " Come and see it now "
I went.
It was 11.30 at night.
He took me
all over the studio, and then had the picture
thrown on for me, seating himself at a little
harmonium, and playing plaintive melodies
for all the tender bits, and never, never taking
his eyes off me.
It is a wonderful picture.
More than that it
would not be fair to divulge. But it was in its
uncut stage when I saw it, and whenever there
appeared a little scene which seemed to Mr.
Chaplin not quite so good as the others, there
would be a quick, impatient flapping movement
of his hand in the semi -darkness, and an excited
voice would softly cry out
" Don't look at that. Miss Titheradge ! "
Can you wonder that I raved over him f
Can you' wonder that millions, in all parts of
the globe, rave over him ? You have but to
come under the spell of his wonderful, his
unique magnetism to understand why it has
reached all over the world.
( Another delightful article of Filmland next
week.)
last 1

!

—

—

!

!
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED

"My

Most

Difficult Scenes."

PICTUREGOERS

will remember with
the exciting racing scenes

delight

in such films as "A Gamble for Love'
and " The Gentleman Rider," and many
other sporting pictures that have come
from the Broadwest studios. Mr. West,

producer, tells of the difficulties in
aking these racing films. " In order
to obtain good 'close-ups' it is necessary
to work the camera from a motor-car,
which must be kept on a level with the

1

he.

ADAMS.

K.

while Clara Kimball Young, in the role of
Zoe, the neglected wife of Theodore
Blundell, was about to express indignation
that the heat of the scene seized her, and
a volley of violent protest shot out in
torrent at the astonished husband.
The
camera man grew quite alarmed, although
fortunately he did not stop turning the
handle.

SOUTH SEA FLANDERS
ON THE SCREEN.
give the correct " colour " to a film, it is
necessary to bring all kinds and description of people into the acting of the plays.
All nationalities are givon a part to play at
some time or the other, while even savages are
often employed to make a picture realistic.
When the play is actually filmed and shown to
the public, it all looks very simple, but few folk
realise the time and trouble that is expended
upon the teaching of these natives their

TO

course ; the camera-man must keep on
turning the handle of his machine, but at
the same time must be sure that the horses
are not out of focus ; the poor producer,
who usually has the most uncomfortable
scat in the car, is armed with a megaphone,
I have
his duty is to direct the jockeys
directed as many as six, all running at
top speed.
" Little flashes of race-horses covering
a courso at almost break-neck speed,
which only appear on the scene for five
seconds, take perhaps three-quarters of
an hour to photograph, owing to such
unfavourable and unavoidable accidents
as a fall or one of the horses getting out
of range of the camera.'"
WEST (Broadwest).

—

WALTER

A

Whole Film Spoken.

THEspeech was

Miss Young's

effect of

strength

so

Sir

Pinero's drama,

was

filmed,

a
in

the staging.

naturalness,

of

Instead of the oecasional out-

added

"

The Empire

Buil-

the

that

for.
The additional work to the
players in learning the parts by heart was
more than compensated for by the easy
naturalness of acting, the genuine sincerity
of action, and the entire absence of
awkwardness. No doubt the experiment
will be tried by other producers, who are
always on the Icok-out for hints which
will assist in
adding realism to their

work.

We Learn From

Lessons

Films.

novel development was made

in the

entitled,
ders."

hoped

the

-

the experience of every man that he
a lot he doesn't get and gets a lot he

It's

"

marked

:Sf

full -voiced

producer decided to have tho entire play
done over orally, with every member of the
cast memorizing his part, and uttering
the lines in a loud voice. The producer's
contention that the stormy dialogue could
be depicted with so much more power if
the cast spoke the lines proved a success,
and the results of this step are more than

Novel Development.

Arthur
WHENMid-Channel,"

These
photographs
were taken during the rehearsing of a film
written by Mary Roberts Rinehart,

parts.

t

horses.
" The chauffeur must keep an eye on the
horses, in order that they may not get
ahead of the car, and the others on the

,38

wants

doesii-t

want.
*

*

*

Many

people perform their work as though
they think they are doing their employer a
favour.
*

•

•

Kind words

are

wasted where a

often

swift kick would be more effective.
*
*
*

The average woman thinks she can
any man, but when it comes
some oilier woman well,

bluff almost
to
bluffing

—

another story.

that's

*

A

*

•

many

good

people think they have
when they merely possess

principles
habits.

*

•

A woman

*

can always

tell

when a man

it beginning to fall in love with her ;
but if she is sensible she will keep the
news to herself until it begins to dawn

on him.
*

*

*

.4 man with a lot of money
a great help to himself.

*

OITO HOFI

always

*

should

]\'c

is

A couple ol coloured folk
practising tbe modern " one
step."

happy if we could
we know about

be

all

mean

forget all the
ourselves.

things

This Week's Best Films.
following
THEphoto-plays

W ALTER

WEST, one

of

Britain's

a

the best
being reie.sed
for
at
the
cinemas during this week, and the nau.es
of the star artists:
is

of

list

which

aro
exhibition

leading producers.
"

Hcpworth.
bursts of speech, mostly unstudied, that
an artiste gives vent to in the crucial
moments of a photo-play, the lines of

play were memorized in full, and
spoken outright before the camera. This
is an unusual procedure in the production
of a photo-play, in" view of the fact that
the camera does not record speech. The
circumstances explaining the innovation in
" silent "
drama, however, fully
the
justify the stop, for one of tho chief charms
of the play is its terse dialogue.
It way

The City

Henry Edwabds and
Vitagraph.

.

,

.

.

of Beautiful Nonsense."
CitnissiE White.

" Beauty Troof."

Harry Morey.

1'inero's

Pathc

. .

....

"An

Eastern Maid."

Fanny Ward.
"

The Veiled Adventure."
Constance Talmadge.

W'alturdaw.

.

F.D.O.,

"Destiny."

Dorothy
A- ha

Fiiii-lips.

"

Fto Enoueh."

Marccerita Fisher.

E.

MASON HOPPER

rehearsing tbe daneio*

" Empire Builders,

I
1

Picture

Show Art

Supplement, Au<just

Tk« Age

of

Chivalry

First-aid scenes as

After the storm.
-in
The Miracle

A

Wh,

thrilling

not

is

shown on

Man."

1920.

dead.

the Screen.

scene

ifuwHI

VIOLET HOPSON

MERCY HATTON

renders
in

first-aid to

"Her

Son."

Picture

Show Art

Supplement, August lAth, 1920.

BELOW are the stars who
received

the

number

of

largest

votes

in

our Choosing the Stars competition in answer to the
query " Who is your ideal
lover on the screen?"

William
FAKNUM,
a masterful
lover,

received
1.946

votes.

KENRY

E

DWARDS,

a British lover,
is third with

4s

1,840

votes.

11

WALLACE

REID,

the ideal, leads with

j2*

I.525

i

/
'

33Z5EEKZX

votes.

EUG E N E

O'BRIKN,
we

as

him

as

see
the

perfect lover,

received
1.96a

votes.

8

WARKKN KERRIGAN.
the handsome lover,
received x.780 votes.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS.
happy

th«

lover, received 1,751 votes.

Id
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BRITISH AUT

AND
THE

INTERVIEW WITH SYDNEY FAIRBROTHER.
THEATRICAL

types may be divided
(very roughly), into two sections
" straight " parts and " character "
roles; a "straight" part being one in
which one retains to a large extent the
speech and externals of one's own personality, while a " character " role demands
;

the assumption of a mode of speech and
manner, and often of dress, utterly foreign
Both types, of course, make
to oneself.
demands upon the mentality of their
portrayers in direct ratio to the depth
and importance of the role, -but while the
" straight " part is naturally the more
ornamental of the two, it is generally
conceded that the "character" role is
tho more difficult to fill.

An

Original Point of View.

the high distinction of Miss Sydney
IT Fairbrother, that not only does she
stand in the front rank of character
actresses, but that she ha3 never, either
on stage or screen, filled any part that was
not a " character " role.
is

Empire Builders " many natives are employed. Here
• king's dancing girls executing their famous dance.

I cannot compare my work with
of portrayal," she remarked
the other afternoon, as we chatted
over tea and cigarettes in her dressing
room at the Queen's Theatre. "I do not
even know whether I can compare character acting on the stage with character
acting on the screen, because the two

"So

any other type

to

me

mediums are entirely different.
The make-up required for the screen

Yes, I can quite imagine that wmld be
the spirit in which Miss Fairbrother would
approach the nowest of arts
can
1
imagine anything new, anything bright
and young and absorbing, appealing to
one so full of the joy, the incomparablo
interest of living as she.
Not that hers
is one of those exuberant personalities
whose high spirits make everyone who
comes in contact with them feel unutterably tired and old. Dear me, no
She is repose and dignity personified,
outwardly. Which just makes her witticisms so dry and yet so keen, and her
insatiable ouriosity about life all the more
:

!

delicious

by contrast.

Her Mother.
is in the Fairbrother nature of things
IT that Miss Sydney should have for a
mother, not merely a lady of so high a
theatrical reputation as Mrs. A. D. Tapping,
but one, moreover, whom her daughter
describes as, " the youngest thing in the
world," who, at the age of sixty-eight,
has just had her first experience of film
acting, and is eager for more.
It is quite characteristic of Miss Fairbrother that having created the immortal
Mrs. Badger in " The Young Person in
Pink," she should forever be visualising
an addit ional act to Miss Gertrude Jennings
delightful

comedy.

artistic

presents greater difficulties, perhaps, than
that used for the stage, because one has
to study the peculiar question of photographic values so closely, but in tho
actual portrayal of a part for the screen
I have never experienced any- particular
restrictions or disadvantages.
" The absence of an audience doesn't
Perhaps because
affect me in the least.
the whole time I am acting before the
camera I am playing a little game
with myself in which I am mentally

An Imaginary Scene.
" I OFTEN picture a fourth

act," she
Baid, " wherein I see the Duchess
of Hampshire having to pay Mrs.
Badger a good round sum to keep out of the

ducal household
or Mrs. Badger applying
head nurse to Leanora's
children, and the difficulties of Leanora
"
in consequence.
I see
;

for the post of

You have made them
remarking
laugh with the aid of words, now see
whether you can make them laugh
'

:

And so I am
without the aid of words.'
continually watching myself, as it
I
can.
The whole
.see
whether
were, to
thins is rather like a game of chess
between my two personalities, and I
love any sort of a fight."
T was_ much interested in this
original point of view, and said so.
Praise for the Directors.
'"V/ES," emphasised Miss Fairthe

j

savages

picture

"

how

to do the

war-dance lor the

Empire Builders."

®

~=v

-•v

'V'

"l

%*%v""4

6Ai
if

.4
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brother, " I

certainly do like
work, but then I have
always been especially fortunate in
my directors, and my companies. I
have acted for but two companies
during my screen career the London,
Me and My Moke,'
for which I made
film

;

'

'

The Game

of

Liberty,'

and

'

The

under the particularly fine
George Loane Tucker, and
tho Samuelson company, for whom I
appeared in Bondage,' directed by Rex
Wilson, and
A Temporary Gentleman,'
for which film Mr. Durant wielded the
megaphone. Both these gentlemen are
men of high ability, and infinite patience,
and helpfulness. Can you wonder, then,
in view of these pleasant experiences;
that I have enjoyed film acting, and am
more than willing to continue it, should
a good offer present itself.
" What prompted you to take up film
"
work, Miss Fairbrother 1
" Curiosity," was the immediate re"
That and monetary attraction,
ponse.
Mother,'

direction of

'

'

my

own particular
You see, in
of course.
branch of dramatic art, 1 had done
practically everything there was to do,
so when a brand new medium of dramatic
juth Sea Island scenes in the
ry Roberts Rinehart.

Goldwyn

picture

expression came along, I gathered myself
This is where / come
together and said ;
"
'

in.'

MISS

SYDNEY FAIRBROTHER.
(l'holo:

Claude Uarris.)

Miss Fairbrother toyed delicately with
the further possibilities of Mrs. Badger.
"And yet," she remarked seriously,
" her influence is not. good, casting as it
does a glamour over swindling where
"
glamour there should be none. Still
Still, I wish 1 had thought to ask Miss
Fairbrother whether there was any likelihood of Mrs. Badger appearing on the screen.
But I trust, as that lady would put it,
" TS'will of 'Eaven "
!

May Herschel

Clabee.

—

Picture Show, August
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A CHARMING SHORT STORY OF A LOST HEIR AND HOW HE WAS FOUND.

ever a man was hated by his servants and tenants,
that man was James Hurst, of Hambleton.
And there was reason for the hatred.
Hurst was a tyrannous master and a grasping
landlord.
James Hurst had not always been that kind of
man. Some twenty years before he had been much
as other landlords. It was the mysterious disappearance of his baby boy, Derek, that changed him.

IF

Derek, who was idolised by his father, had wandered
out of the grounds when his nurse had gone to sleep
over a novel, and though search was made by all
the villagers, no trace of the boy could be found.

At the end of the search James Hurst made a vow
that he would not spend a single penny on repairs
Davis, his
to his property till his son was found.
estate agent, did the best he could, but the property
went from bad to worse, and at the time this story
opens there was scarcely a cottage in the village that
did not let the rain in through the roof.
There .was only one soft spot in the heart of James
Hurst, and that was his love for Peggy, the girl he
had adopted, and on whom he showered all the
affection he had had for his boy.
This was the state of affairs at Hambleton when
Dick Derelict, a rising young author, arrived in the
village in search of material for his next novel.
Derelict was a thorough Bohemian, and in his
rough tweed suit and soft slouch hat he looked more
like a tramp than a successful author.
As he stood by the railway bank eating a piece of
bread and cheese, he heard a woman's scream, and,
turning, he saw a remarkably pretty girl tugging at
her boot, which had got stuck between two rails
Dick also
which formed a junction on the line.
the signal showed that a train
noticed another thing
:

was coming along.
Dick was a dreamer, but he was also a man

of

He did the distance
action when necessity arose.
that separated him from the girl in record time, and
managed to get her boot from between the rails about
live seconds before the train dashed by.
As he carried her to safety Dick noticed that the
Her hair
girl was not only pretty but beautiful.
was the colour of ripe corn, and her eyes the blue
Her lair
of the sea that washes the coral islands.
Bkin was touched with the roses of health, and she
had a mouth which made a perfect setting to perfect
white teeth. As she slowly opened her eyes, she saw
a good-looking young man with a bronzed face and
a pleasant smile.
" Are
" Pretty narrow shave, that," said Dick.
"
you much hurt
"

My

?

twisted, I'm afraid, but I can walk
home. I have to thank you for saving my life. I
tried all 1 knew to get my boot out, and then I heard
"
the train
She broke off, and covered her face with her hands.

ankle

is

advised Dick. " If you'll
I
tell me where you live you can rest on my arm.
shouldn't trust that anklo too much yet."
*'
My name is Peggy Hurst, and 1 live at the house
over there," replied the girl.
She hesitated, as if she expected the young man
to tell her who he was, but he merely offered his arm.
" I'm a tramp for the moment," he said, as they
walked along. " I am very much struck with the
picturesqucness of this village, and I think I shall
stay here a few days. One haystack Is just as good
us another to sleep under, you know."
He left her at the lodge gates without volunteering
" Don't think about

it,"

•

any more information.
" Well, he Is certainly a gentleman if he is a
tramp," thought Peggy, as she watched him swing
down the road. " What a pity he can't find some

work to do."
At the village inn Dick heard quite a lot about
Peggy and her father. He gathered that the girl
was as much loved as Hurst was hated.

"Seems to me thero is just the material here I
for my book," thought Dick.
He went down to the sea shore and sought out the

want

skipper of a fishing-boat.
You'll have to sail without, me to-morrow,
skipper," he said. " I've made up my mind to stay
here for a few days."
" Sorry for that, sir," replied the fisherman, as he
pocketed the money Dick handed him. " It would
have been a nice five-days' trip."

The Kidnapped Squire.
'HAT

T

afternoon, as Dick was strolling through
the village, he met the girl he had rescued
with a stern-looking, elderly man, who was

some tenants. As he approached, Dick
heard Hurst (for he it was) definitely refusing to
spend another penny on repairs.
" You can give the list to me, Davis," he said, to
a pleasant-faced man in gaiters who was trying to
persuade him to listen to the tenants. " I will go
over the specifications myself. I know I shall find
that these people's grievances exist only in their own
imaginations. Come along, Peggy."
As the girl turned she noticed Dick. The young
talking to

man was

looking up at the big hole in the roof of
the cottage with an amused smile on his face.
Peggy flushed with shame as she saw he was
thinking of the absurdity of her father's statement
that there was nothing wrong with the property.
She touched Hurst's arm.
" This is the gentleman who saved my life yesterday,
father," she said.
Hurst gave the young man a swift glance, and said :
" Oh, this is the fellow, is it ? Go to my agent's
office, my man, and he will give you ten shillings."
Dick made no reply,. He merely smiled as Hurst
walked away, but he was pleased to notice that
Peggy's face was once more flushed with shame at her

bad manners.
That night Dick slept under a haystack on a farm
When he awoke the sun was
shining brilliantly. As he rubbed his eyes he noticed
a bathing tent just by the shore, and saw Hurst
swimming out to sea. As he watched him he saw he
was in difficulties, and Dick was just about to jump
in to the rescue when he saw a boat, manned by his
friend the skipper, and his mate, going out to the
drowning man. They hauled Hurst in and rowed
lather's

near Hurst's house.

back to the boat. A few minutes later the fishingsloop hoisted sail and made for the open sea. Dick
laughed outright.
" That's great," he said to himself. " I see what
has happened. Old Mason don't mean to miss the
tide, and friend Hurst is booked for a five-days' trip
whether he likes it or not. It will do him a power of
good. Nothing like sea air for swecteuing a man's
temper."
He walked over to the bathing tent with the object

and reporting the affair to
As he lifted up the jacket a heavy envelope
out, and Dick recognised it as the specification
of the needed repairs to the cottages. An idea came
into Dick's head.
" I wonder how Hurst would like to be loved as
much as he is hated ? " he muttered. " It could be

of collecting the clothes,

Peggy.

fell

"
done, and by Jove. I'll do it
He hid the clothes and walked away.
!

That night found Dick Derelict installed in a big
hotel in London under the name of James Hurst.
He, sent a telegiam to Peggy which read: "Called

—

away for a few days. Father."
" Havo
Then he sent another to Davis, saying
arranged for London firm to repair nil property.
Kmploy as much local labour as possible. Also
:

prepare to receive big parcel of blankets for my
daughter to distribute among the poor. Hurst."
The next morning Dick saw the head of a big
London firm of contractors, and handed over the
specifications with the instructions to put In the best
materials and rush the work through without delay.
Then he went back to Hambleton.

—

"A

WHEN

Bit of a Bounder."

Davis received his wire he fairly ran to
the hall.
" What do you think of this, Miss Peggy ? "
lie cried, showing her the telegram.
The girl'.- eyes glistened with joy.
" It's perfectly splendid," she said. " Won't the
"
village be delighted ?
" Delighted
They'll be crazy " replied Davis.
" And the sooner the good news is sent around the
With your permission. Miss Peggy, we'll
better.
read it from the auctioneer's rostrum in the marketplace."
He rushed off to get all the local labour he could to
1

!

London firm, first having made arrangements
meet Peggy in the market-place.
was market day, and there was a big crowd
as Peggy and Mr. Davis climbed on the auctioneer's
rostrum. The agent read out the telegram. Not for
years had there been such a scene In Hambleton.
After they had got over their astonishment thevillagers literally cheered themselves hoarse.
There
were a few doubting Thomases in the village ale-house
that night, but these were converted the next morning
when the workmen from London arrived, and on the
same train were the blankets. Dick Derelict arrived
assist /lie

to

It

at the hall with a hand-cart, and offered his services
to Peggy to carry the blankets round the village.
The young man was having the time of his life, "is
the poor people poured out blessings on Hurst's head
he chuckled behind the pile of blankets.
" It has been worth it, even if I have to go to
prison," he thought.
When they passed the lodge with the empty cart,
Peggy gave orders to have tea sent to the summerhouse.
" You will stay and have a cup," she said, turning
to Dick. " I don't know what I should have dons
without you to-day."
" I should certainly like a cup," replied Dick. " I
think both of us have earned one."
He placed the hand-cart outside the summer-hous*
and sat down.
Just as they were about to begin, a young man
dressed in the height of fashion strolled up. and cast
a supercilious glance at Dick.
Peggy's tone was barely polite as she said
." Good afternoon, Mr. Morton.
Won't you sit down?"
" This must be the Mr. Morton that the village
gossips say Is to marry my heroine," thought Dick.
He looks n bit of a bounder."
" I suppose Miss Hurst has finished with your
:

my man," remarked Morton. " If so, yo«
can make yourself scarce."
" You forget yourself, Mr. Morton " cried Peggy,
" This gentleman has bee«
rising with angry cheeks
helping me. Won't you sit down, Mr. or
She broke off suddenly as she remembered she did
not know her helper's name.
Dick saw that If he stayed he would lie obliged t«
services,

I

—

disclose his identity,

and that did not

—

suit his plans.

" No, thank you, Miss Hurst. If you will excus*
me, I will get along."
He raised his hat i>olitely. and walked down the drive.
" Your father would not like to know that you h»4
been taking tea with a tramp," sneered Morton, aa
ugly look on hLs mean, cunning face.
" I am responsible to my father for my art inns,
Mr. Morton. I certainly do not wish to discuss them
w ith you ! " returned Peggy haughtily, as she ros«

and went, to the house.
That evening Dirk met Peggy by a

stile as she was
returning from the village.- She stopped with a
pleasant smile.
(Continued on pat* 18.
)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF DOUGLAS MACLEAN.

An

(Special to the "Picture Show. ")

'

DOUGLAS MACLEAN.
H
H
ero Gives

Enthusiastic Golfer as M/^ell as a Screen

The

mts to Beginners,

Feel of a Club.

—

one gets to knov the " feol " of a club just as
ono does a billiard cue but you would bo well advised not to take
anything that may be foisted upon you. 1 havo seen golf clubs that
were nothing more than broomsticks.
"What you ought to do is to go to a club professional, get him to take
you to one of the toes, with an assortment of clubs, and ask him to give
you a lesson in swinging. In this way you will get to know the feol
pro.' knows his business ho will soon bo ablo to
of the club, and if the
fix you up with a set of clubs that will
help you to improve your game and roduco
your handicap.

INSTINCTIVELY,

you want to write to
him, address your letter
If

DOUGLAS MACLEAN,
Ince Studios,
Culver City,
California.

—

'

'

Don't Try For a Big Hit.
"

'T'HK driver is perhaps the most abused
club in the bag.
So much pleasure
^

is got out of the long, tearing drive
that players in the novitiate stage aro inclined to lash out at the ball and trust to
luck where it goes if it goes anywhere at all.
" Let me warn the beginner against
attempting to hit the ball long distances.
No greater mistake can be made. There
are so many things to remember beforo
you actually hit the ball at all the correct
that, more often
stance, grip, swing, etc.

—

—

—

than not, you forget most of them in your
all -conquering desiro to get in a whirlwind
swipe that will send the ball out of sight.
At such a time you fail to remember that
perfect balance of the body is one of the
first

Mischief Brewing.

big essentials in driving.

" Matches are lost and won on and around
the green.
If with these clubs you have
the delicate touch the sense of strength,
cut and direction you can always afford
to be many yards behind the merely big
smiter from the tee.
" Players even of the first class often
sacrifice distance for accuracy.
Remember that an ordinarily hit ball which flies
straight down the fairway is better than a
long shot which is either pulled or sliced
into the rough.

—
—

The Art
"

DOUGLAS MACLEAN.
is
the son of a minister whose ambition
him to become an engineer, but Douglas choso the stage.
There were many heart-to-heart talks between father and son
before Douglas got his way, and then it was only on condition that he
should choose for a year. At the end of that time if he had not made
good he was to return home and follow the path his father had chosen
for him.
As all picture-lovers know, Douglas did make good. From the
stage it was an easy step to the screen, and Douglas MacLoan is now one of
the most sought for heroes on the films to-day.
During his stage career he played in Peter Pan and other Barrie plays.

for

His best-known .screen successes are ''The Him Within," "Johanna
Enlists," and "Captain Kidd, Junr.," which you will remember he played
" Fuss and Feathers," with Enid Bennett
opposite Mary Pickford
" Mirandy Smiles," with Vivian Martin, and he is now starring with Doris
May in some particularly happy comedies, among which are " 23.J Hours
Leave," "' What's Your Husband Doing ? " and " Mary's Ankle."
;

;

The Finest Recreation.
from his work in the studio, Douglas delights in the fascinating
APART
game of
You see here his smile of satisfaction when he handles
golf.

as aro iron and mashie
shots, the one which is most important
of all and is at the same time the most
difficult to master, is putting.
" Putting is not so much a matter of stylo
In ordinary club
as a question of nerve.
golf the man who can fairly consistently
get down his putts has an advantage
of almost a stroke a hoF* over his less confi[

DOUGLAS MACLEAN
was

" Putting."

of

IMPORTANT

dent opponent.
" There is one wise

maxim which

every

Never
golfer should try to remember
And it is always better
up, never in
to putt a foot beyond the hole than be a
few inches short of it."
'

:

'

!

MacLean

—

who, by the way,
and a half inches high
though he never
travels anywhere without a little soapstone monkey, which he calls the
god
of plenty.'
This was given him some
years ago by a Chinese traveller, and
Douglas believes if he lost the little image
his run of luck would go too.
Douglas

is five

has

—

feet nine

no

superstitions,

'

Innocent.

For the benefit of his staunch friends,
his clubs.
readers of the Picture Snow, lie gives a few hints to
beginners of the game.
" There's nothing like it to keep you fit," he says.
" So if you have not yet taken up the game, begin today, or as soon as your holidays give you the chance.

If

You're Taking

Up

Golf.

average beginner
THEonly
to buy a

at golf seems to think he has
set of clubs, a fow balls, and then
go out and break records. He stands a much
greater chance of breaking his clubs
'•To begin with, as much care should be taken in the
selection of suitable clubs as in the choosing of a suit of
clothes or a pair of boots, or anything else that you aro
most particular about. Inasmuch as they must suit
!

you.
If they are too heavy or too light, too long or
too short, you are penalising yourself at the very outset,
and at best you will never rise above the dead level of
mediocrity.

His boyish smile.

Annoyed.

V
Bored.

'
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Beautifying
Barbara.
How a

Plain Girl
Pretty.

a wanderer without a name, searching for
Arcady. And I think I have found it."
Peggy blushed as she saw the look in Dick's eyes.

Her own heart had

was Made

as

sir.
Emma, fetch down that box."
his wife brought down the box, and opened
Mr. Hurst sprang to his feet in great excitement"
" Where did you get that doll, that Teddy Bear ?
he asked, his voice trembling with some great emotion,
as he pointed to the doll which West had taken out of
the box.
" I was just going to tell you, sir." replied Mike.
" It belonged to a little baby boy, who wandered on
our barge."
" My boy
My son " exclaimed Mr. Hurst.
" Tell me where is he now ? "
The landlord shook his head.
" We haven't heard from him for six years, sir."
he said.
Mr. Hurst further questioned the landlord and his
wife.
There was no mistake about the boy being

When

it,

Peggy," wrote her friend. '* Isn't
your mysterious tramp like Dick Derelict, the fainou*
novelist ?
I am told he is leading the simple life
somewhere, to get material for his next book."
" So that is the explanation," thought Peggy
" His interest in me and the village is
bitterly.
actuated solely by the desire to make copy out of us."
Peggy's face flushed with mortification as the
thought flashed across her mind. She went to her

!

—

" Please

let

his

further news of his boy.

The Heir Returns.
IT

hand," said Peggy, turning

with sudden fury. " I am afraid you must look
elsewhere for copy for your book, Mr. Derelict."
As she spoke, Peggy snatched her hand away, and
faced him with flashing eves. Dick broke out into a
torrent of explanations, but the girl would not listen.
" The only decent thing you can do is to go," she said.
" Will you please listen," begged Dick, as he
stood bare-headed before the girl.
" Please go," repeated Peggy, with rising anger.
Dick realised the finality in her voice and turned
sadly away.
As Peggy passed across the lawn in front of the
house she saw a note book lying on the grass. She
recognised it as one she had seen Dick using and
picked it up. When she got inside she opened the
book. The first entry she saw referred to the scene
in the market-place when the telegram from her
Then she came across the words
father was read.
" Foresee great difficulty in bringing hero and heroine
together, unless I can treat subject in semi-farcical

were soon removed. A stymol tablet was
dissolved in hot water, and the face bathed and
gently dried.
After two applications all signs
of the blackheads had disappeared.

Beautifying Her Hair.
Barbara had a fairly good head of hair, but it
had been very much neglected. I don't know
what she had shampooed it with, but it certainly wasn't the right stuff, for her hair was dull
and lifeless without the bright lights it should
have possessed, there was no wave in it, and it
appeared to be falling out rather more than was

inhabitants.

" But

made

her get some stallax at the
chemist's, and give it a good shampoo.
A
stallax shampoo leaves the hair soft, silky and
glossy, and no rinsing is necessary.
After one
shampoo, a most marked improvement could bo
noticed, and by the time Barbara had used it
three times, with an interval of a fortnight
between each shampoo, you would not have
recognised it as the same head of hair.
Then to
stop the fall I advised her to get two ounces of
boranium, and mix it with water and a little
Bay Rum. This she dabbed into the routs
every night, and it not only stopped the fall,
but gave the hair great vitality.

Little Colour to the

Cheeks.

Barbara is one of those girls who are much
improved by a little coloar in the cheeks, but
unfortunately she has none naturally. So I
suggested that she should get some colliandum
and apply a very little to the cheeks with a
small piece of cotton-wool. The most critical
observer cannot detect that a colour given by
this method is not natural, for this wonderful
powder is just the correct tint and has an
iul vantage which no other artificial colour has, it
deepens slightly in a warm atmosphere, and
thus appears absolutely natural.

rARKER BELMONT'S OEYNOL BERRIES
FOR OBESITY.

I.Anvr.J

" Yes," thought Peggy. " That is exactly wliat
has meant to him. A farce out of which he can
But to me it has been a tragedy."
She turned over the leaves of the book, and came
to another entry that caused her to pucker her
" Wonder what Hurst will think
forehead. It read
"
when he returns to find himself a popular landlord
" What can that mean ? " thought Peggy. The
more she considered the matter the more was she
convinced that there was something wrong, and
before she went to sleep that night, she had made
up her mind to go to London in the morning, and sec
her father. She had got the name of the hotel from
where the wire had been sent, from Davis.
it

1

'

make money.

:

'!

The Truth Out At

the

He

much better there than when she
Hambleton. Dick managed to get to
the hotel, and change into a decent suit he hud left
in the room he had kept on under the name of Mr.
Hurst, when the page boy announced that Miss
Hurst wanted to see Mr. Hurst.
As the boy ushered Peggy In, Dick hid till he had
explain matters
to

Then he came forward.
" Why are you mas" You ? " gasped Peggy.
querading under my father's name. What Is the
retired.

"

never ordered

know

exactly what

1

It all depends on my son."
As he spoke he pulled out the Teddy Bear he had
brought from the ex-bargee's Inn.
" Mav I ask what you are doing with my old
Teddy Bear ? " said Dick.
" Yours " gasped Mr. Hurst.
" Certainly. It wos found in my .-.rms when I was
picked up by a bargee and his wife."
" The mole, sir, the mole
Look for the mole, sir."
almost screamed Davis.
Mr. Hurst seized Dick's arm and turned up his

shall do.

was informed by the butler that she had gone
up to London to sec her fat her.
Dick gave a long whistle, and then started to run.
There was only one thing to do. He must catch
He could
the train, and get to the hotel before her.

came back

I

— —

Mr. Hurst glared.
Oh, are you. Well, I don't

Last.

minutes after Peggy had left the house
FIVE
following morning, Dick came to sec her.

It.

:

manner."
1

know nothing about

1

these things to be done," protested Mr. Hurst.
Swiftly
It was Davis's turn to be astonished now.
he produced the telegram, to which Mr. Hurst could
"
used
has
my
name."
Someone
only reply
" Well, for goodness sake don't spoil it. now, sir,"
pleaded Davis. " See the thing through, sir. See
the thing through."
He began to lead Mr. Hurst to the carriage as he
spoke, and this was the signal for renewed cheering
by the villagers. No sooner had Mr. Hurst taken
his seat in the carriage, than several stalwart labourers
rushed to the traces and took out the horse. Then,
as they seized the sliafts and begun to drag the
carriage through the street, the band struck up.
They tried to play " For He's a Jolly Good
Ft How " in march time, and what mistakes they made
were drowned by the lusty voices of the villagers.
And so they came to the big house.
In a few minutes, Mr. Hurst entered followed byDavis. As soon as he caught sight of Dick, he turned
to Peggy.
" Who is this man ?
he demanded.
" I'm the one who organised all the repairing and
the er demonstration you have just seen, sir,"
said Dick smilingly.

:

natural.

his way to Hambleton that Mr. Hurst
heard of the wonderful things that had
been done in his absence. The London papers had

was on

first

got hold of the story, and had made a big feature of it.
It was a wonderful sight that met his gaze as he
stopped out of the station at Hambleton. Daxis
was there in a new suit, his face Wreathed In smiles,
and waiting in the village street, cheering nnd
inhabitants of Hambleton.
shouting, were
the
Underneath a huge banner inscribed with the word
" Welcome," was a brass band," which struck up
as Mr. Hurst appeared.
" Davis, what does all this mean ? " asked Mr.
Hurst, catching his agent by the arm. As quickly as
he could Davis told his employer, that the village was
en fete to thank him for what he had done for the

!

my

go

!

son.
Both Mike and his wife distinctly remembered that the child had a mole on his left
wrist.
But they could not give the father any

and got down Derelict's latest book, " From
Whence."
There was a portrait of the author as a frontispiece.
As Peggy looked at it she saw there could be no
mistake.
Dick Derelict and the tramp were one and
the same person.
That night Peggy again saw Dick. She knew he
had been waiting for her, and she did not attempt to
avoid him for she meant to teach him a lesson. Her
answer to his greeting was polite but cold. But
while she was thinking of the best words to say,
Dick took her hand.
" Miss Hurst Peggy, I love you " he burst out.
" I have been waiting all day to see you."
library,

With a good complexion the plainest features
look attractive; but Barbara's unfortunately
left much to be desired.
It was muddy, and
there were blackheads around the nose and
mouth, caused, I think, through using impure
toilet soaps.
For the dull muddy look I made
her rub a little pure mercolized wax gently into
the face and neck every night, leaving on the
skin till the next morning. This very gently
and imperceptibly peeled off all the dead, dull
outer cuticle, leaving the fresh young complexion underneath, and giving her a skin as
clear and fresh as a baby's.
The blackheads

else.

ago,

of Dick.
" My dear

Her Complexion.

A

man, tramp

he was, without a name, was interesting her more
each time she saw him. She had always detested
Morton, and now that she had met Dick she was
more than ever determined that she would never
marry him. But she was as shy as she was sincere,
and, muttering some remark about being late, she
hurried to the house.
But her " Good-night " was
very low and sweet as she looked back at him with
a smile.
When she got back in the house, Peggy found a
letter from an old school friend to whom she had
written describing how she had been rescued from
the train by a mysterious good-looking tramp. She
had also enclosed a snapshot she had taken secretlv

^

month's time.

told her that this

for
book, but I fell
I shall never love any-

with you, Peggy.

Say you forgive me, dear."
There was no mistaking the real ring in Dick's
voice, and Peggy forgave him.
When the two returned to Hambleton, it was as
fellow conspirators in the great scheme to make
James Hurst a popular landlord.
In the meantime, some strange things had been
happening to Mr. James Hurst. On the return
trip, the skipper had put into a small fishing port
where two old friends of his, Mike and Emma West,
kept a small inn. Hurst had had enough of the sea
and introducing himself to the landlady, he borrowed
sufficient money to enable him to finish the journey
by train, and also get a suit of clothes. In the conversation which followed, Mike West mentioned
that in the old days he was a bargee and often put in
at Hambleton.
" We had a wonderful adventure there many years

just

;

1

in love

" I am so sorry that you had to suffer Mr. Morton's
"
bad manners this afternoon. Mr.
Once more the girl halted for him to supply his
name.
" I really can't tell you who I am," said the young
man, in reply to her unspoken question. " I am

Barbara had always been considered the ugly
duckling of the family, and certainly no one
would" have voted her attractive the day she
called on me, and told me how tired she was of
being classed amongst the dull and uninteresting women of her set.
To tell the truth Barbara had fallen in love,
and was anxious, as she had never been before,
to appear at her best.
She wasn't a flapper
she was twenty-eight, but there were possibilities in her, and I promised her that if she
would follow my advice carefully, she wouldn't
recognise her own reflection in the mirror in a

So

"ffiflff*

body

By Mimosa.

my

and the people of Hambleton

<fl

A TEMPORARY VAGABOND.

meaning of it all ?
Then Dick began his confession. At first, Peggy
listened with a hard, set face, but as the story developed, her sense of humour got the better of her.
She began to smile, and Dick, seeing he was almost
forgiven, hastened to improve his case.
"1 want you to believe that I did not intend to
make copy out of you," he said earnestly. " It is
true I started with the idea of using some of the scenes

1

I

1

shirt

nil

And there was the mole that proved beyond fJU
doubt that Dick Derelict was Derek Hurst..
It was a new and forever changed James Hurst
that grasped his son by the shoulder, as with tears
in his eyes,

he kept repeating

:

"

My

boy,

my

boy."

Davis rushed out into the street and spread the
news that Muster Derek had come back, and on his
owu initiative ordered the festivities to be kept up
at Mr. Hurst's expense.
And before nightfall, Davis was able to luind nut
another bit of news, which Wiis to the clTec*. that
Derek Hurst and Teggy were engaged.

incident' in the Hepwo>t\ photofeaturing Henry Edwards and Chri.tie
By permission.)

(Adapted from
play,

White.
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[Fany one of the beauthat adorn
plots of the
Mack Sennet t comedies is more entitled than
another to be denoted as " soubrette," it
is Phyllis Haver, of the ineradicable smile,
tiful girls

the

with her never-ending good humour and
Tier saucy, beguiling piquancy.
Miss Haver is a Los Angeles girl, whose
first contact with the " movies
was as
part of the orchestra at a residential picture playhouse in the suburbs of the
:

'

•Southern

Californian

metropolis.

She was a

fine

and, more-

pianist,

over,

enthusiastic
therefore
she was quite happy when,
upon leaving school, she took
over the playing of the piano
for the pictures.
However, a visit to the
Mack Sennett studios one
;

summer's afternoon with a
friend who was already a bathin
beauty, resulted in Miss Haver
being given a " test " before the motion
It was so successful that
she was immediately invited to join the
organisation, and within a few days was
actually acting for the films.
picture camera.

Her Big Chance.
she was destined to merely
FORbea awhile
bathing beauty, and appeared

most successfully
humorous Mack Sennett

many

in
films.

But

of the
Phyllis

did not always wish to remain in the ranks
of the sportive sea-going beauties. " I am
anxious to get on rather by my acting than
by my looks," said Phyllis, when questioned
upon her future plans, particularly those

which contemplate no bathing suits, but
conventional frocks instead.
And now has come her big chance. She
is featured with Ben Turpin in a
pretentious production in five reels, a "supercomedy entitled " Married Life." In this
film Miss Haver's gifts as an actress are as
pronounced and appealing as her natural
gifts of beauty.
Her personality is engaging, and her acting is marked by
security and poise.
Phyllis celebrated her
January 6th this year.

coming

of age

on

PHYLLIS

HAVER

MISS

deserting

the

comedy to go in
more serious acting.

for

Bathing

is

An

expressive photograph.

HAVER

is

anxious to get on more
by her acting than by her
looks. Yet who can deny
her
the fascination of
She is the
beauty ?
possessor of blonde hair

and blue eyes.

—

—
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FILM FUN.
That Did

It.

parlourmaid entered
THE" young
" screen

the

beautiful

actress's dressing-room
just as that young lady sat before the
glass putting on the last, few dabs of powder.
" Oh. miss,'' she said, " both theni young
gents you're engaged to is in the drawing-room,
and they seem to have found out that you're
false to both, and it looks as if there's going to

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

be a row."

Matilda!"

"Goodness me,

exclaimed

" Whatever shall
Matilda thought for a moment,

the

Try

it

tells you the secret
now, advises Doug.

I

answered
" I know, miss.
I'll go and tell them you're
crying your eyes out because the producer says
getting
too
old
to be the. leading lady
you're
any longer, and then you can keep the one who
:

stays."

Matilda departed, and in a short time returned
with a blank look on her face.
" Well," inquired the young lady. " which ? "
" Please miss," returned the maid, " they've
both gone."

the author.

M

[EN have grown accustomed through

the
years to certain standards. These are now
guide
the mora! laws which control and

the destinies of entire races. There must have
been a good reason for these laws or they could
Society does not
never have come into being.
adopt many unnecessary rules, but among the
It
vital laws, honesty stands out in bold relief.
has become deeply embedded in the minds of
mankind, that everyone must be true to himself.
It is taken forgranted that those who are
not would naturally be false to everybody.
The reason for this lies in the fact that society
will not proceed with any course of action
without being able to trust its members. The
general in charge of an army would have a hard
time of it, if he wero unable to place faith in the
subordinate to whom he gave instructions that
might lead to a crisis in the battle. Society
would dash itself upon the rocks, were it not
conscious that certain people are courageously
honest, and in these it finds its leaders.

I

Differences of Opinion.
villain had a day

THEreturned

to the
his pals

morning,

and,
the

off,

studio

villain.

"

How

"

Ever go

was that

when he
following

wanted to know why

ho looked so disgruntled.
" Everything went wrong,"

grumbled the

"
?

fishing with a girl

"
?

" Once."

" Did she protest against hurting the fish ? "
No ; she said she was sure they were
perfectly happy, because they were all wagging

"

thoir tails."

Artful.

First Artiste " Sinco you've been in !ov\
you seem to have a far-away expression in
your eyes."
There's a reason, dear.
Second Artiste
Harold always kisses me when I'm not looking.'
:

'

:

'

rise in life means that our fellow man
believes in us and wishes us to do so.
his co-operation, it would be
could
futile to arouse our own ambitions.
not hope to win a victory all alone and against
the great majority who believe in certain
might fool ourstandards and conditions.
selves into thinking that, because of some stroke
of fortune, we had established an immunity for
ourselves.
But some day our consciences would
tell us how feebly we had succeeded.

T° Without

Tragedy.

the screen
AF'iEK pressed

hero had kissed her.
and
hor rosy cheek against his,
patted
her
soft
round chin, she
and
drew back and askod
" George, do you shave yourself ? "
:

" Yos," ho replied.
" I thought so," she said.
"
.ho roughest I ever

Then sho stopped.

But

" Your face
it

was too

is

late,

and he went away with a cold, heavy lump
in his breast.

SO

is

what thov

call

a problem film

"
?

Yes."
I suppose the problom is how long
"
public will stand that sort of thing !
;;

t ie

Evidence.
Pretty Star
ago

year
cloar

'

Are you sure that

it

was a

wo bocamo engaged,

that

r

T

Producer

:

" Yes

this

looked

I

;

up

in

my

morning."

Lost Opportunity.

"The second time I
First Extra (imr.
saw him I was engaged to him."
Second Extra Girl (full of jealousy):
:

"

What

way

and an optimistic belief
plume ourselves, because

Personal honesty is our due to
of our virtue
ourselves, and our fellotv men.

man
THEreason

who

is

innately honest

has no

He
to fear the snares of fortune.
knows that he can win the trust of men
he knows that he already has it. He has no
dread of looking into the other fellow's eye.
:

he stands in life. He has won
that which he has through struggle, and he does
not intend to lose it. He does not intend to
fail.
He cannot fail he cannot lose. No
matter how things might go at this moment, or
that the next will find him on the rising tide of
new opportunities new chances. His reputation travels before him like the advance agent.
His coming is heralded and he is welcomed into

He knows -where

—

any community.
:

to-day

cheque-book

only one method, only one

is

rise through honesty,
in self.
And let us not

—

Too Many.
that

We

caused the dclav

"

?

It isn't as though there were only a few honest
men. This welcome, this " glad hand," is always
extended by society to the honest man as a
token of approval. The world's work is a
tremendous matter. There is always room for
And
another worker to handle some part of it

only the true, the sincere, aro capable of doing
The leaders of society
this in the proper way.
in the broader sense are those who Kin the faith^
We know that in order to
of the average man.
win some part of that great trust, we must obey
the standards of honesty and decency that lie

The wonderful story
man who lived from

of

a

early

childhood in the woods with
none but fierce and savage
apes as his companions and
protectors.
The tale
film was founded.

Begin

it

below the surface, and only need to be called
to life and action, in order to be used.
And laughter will arouse that sense as quickly
as anything else. The man who is capable of
laughing heartily is not apt to be the one. who
carries some conscience-stricken thought
with him.
•

THIS WEEK

in

around

*

the easiest thing in the world to detect an
untrue laugh. The real laugh springs out
of the depths of being, and comes with a

ringing sense of security and faith in one's self.
It goes with the workman in the early jnorning.
when he swings along the road to the factory.
It accompanies the soldier into battle,
it.
arouses the clerk from lethargy. It brightens
the sick room. It raises us all to unexplored
heights, and as evidence of our state of mind, it
can only mean one thing honesty and sincerity.
No character can exist without this outward
exhibition of an inward honesty.
The mere
cultivation of laughter would eventually lead to
honesty.
The fact that you are laughing,
enjo3'ing life, awakens you to a spirit of security
and a feeling of the joy of living. Gloomy men
are the ones whose tendency is towards crime and
trouble.
Laughing men are the ones who stir
the world with new desires, and make life worth

—

Therefore

living.

we s&v—lauoh and

»

IF

we

interview

»

many

live.

•

of life's failures,

we

—

•

•

•

*

NO

matter what cause we dig up with which
to explain our success in life, we cannot
neglect,
this most
important one the
careful selection of our acquaintances.
And th:»
doesn't moan that one mint bo a snob.
Far
from it. It only means that the successful man.
the

man who

wishes to rise in

life,

should not

spend his days in the company of illiterate companions who do not possess ambition of heart,
or the will to do the work of the world.
It moans
that life is too short to hang around tho loafing
places with the driftwood of humanity, listening
to their stories of failure, and drinking in with
liquor

some

of the bitterness against tnoso

who

and won tho fruits of their toil. It
moans that wo will not go out of our way to se< k
tho friendship of men and women who are simply
endeavouring to gain happiness in life, without
paying for it. It means that we will do all in
our j>ower to win friends who aspire nobly, and
by ao doing inspire those with whom they como
in contact.
Such men are naturally clean of
mind and body. .

have

toiled

the

- -

will

overwhelming majority went
their neelect to get out of an
environment that was not stimulating, and
because their ambitions had grown rusty and
inefficient to cope with depressing circumstances.
The prisons and "other institutions are filled
with people who did not make any attempt to
get away from the vicious surroundings in which
they lived. They were like tadpoles that had
never grown to frogs they just kept swimming
around in their muddy puddles, and not having
grown legs n ith which they could leap out on to
the banks and away to other climes, they continued to swim in monotonous circles until they
died.
In other words, the failure is a man who
dwells in muddy atmosphere all his days, who
is contend to remain a tadpole, and who never
attempts to take advantage of any opportunity.
He becomes unclean, so to speak.
find that the

down because of

on which the famous

BOYS' CINEMA
Otrf

*

is

IT

We

There

A

DOUGLAS,

"

do ?
and then

startled fair one.

of his Happiness.

2"

oh Wednesday.
tOouo

gives us more good advice nex' wet*.!

—

-
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THE DRESSING-ROOM
—

IN

The Business Girl »n the Hot AfVeatner
Body — Make Use of the Weelc-End — The

THE

heat of the summer is trying to all of
but particularly to the girl who works
for her living.
It is difficult to concentrate one's thoughts on work when the heat
demands attontion constantly end forcibly.
The business girl, who has a set routine of work
to carry out each day, grows to dread the very
thought of work when she is so hot that all her
-clothes stick to her body.
But she must try to
avoid this stage, or she will not be ablo to carry
out her set duties, and this may bo fatal, both
v ith regard to her. health and her job.
If tho busy worker will only prepare herself,
in a measure, to withstand the attacks of the
heat, which in this changeable climate are so
quickly upon us, she will find far more benefit
from the summer weather. " Forewarned is
forearmed," and knowing just which way the
heat affects her should give her the means to
arm herself at all her weakest points.
us,

To Begin

the

Campaign.

THEperson

the heat on the average
is to produco a sort of lassitude,
which takes away energy, life, and vigour.
It leaves the worker limp and weak.
Now, if
the business girl reaches this stage, as she probably will after a few days' extreme heat, she
must begin her campaign at once. She must
rally her forces to withstand any further
advance of the lassitude. For the next step
w ill bo loss of appetite, and the latter brings on
illness only too quickly.
The girl who works for her living must not
give in to the heat for the very shortest time.
Knowing that it will try to rob her of her energy
and strength, she must save herself at every
turn, not so much while she is in the office,
where the work must be accomplished, but outside, during the evenings and over her week-end
holiday.
There should be no foolish waste of
vigour, but she should conserve her strength
like a most valuable possession.
There are
limitless little ways in which the business girl
can save herself if she will only try, and although
one may think they are not worth the trouble,
I can assure them that they will find a difference
if they bear them in mind.
first effect of

Little Points.
instance, at the luncheon hour, it may
not seem worth while to cross the street
just to walk on the shady side of the road
10 the restaurant where you lunch.
But in tho
extreme heat it really is worth while, and the
vitality preserved by walking in the shade
would have been lost if the walk had been taken
in the sun.
This is a simple little tip for
sunny days, and will save many a headache

TT'OR
1

J"

and much fatigue.
Another way to conserve the necessary
strength to combat with the heat is to
travel as much as possible in the open
air.
Avoid as much as you possibly can
any subway travelling where the air is
stifling and the travel congested.
The top
of a ventilated vehicle will be much more M
beneficial to the health, and you will /

j

f

t;

arrive at the office

much

fresher

than if you had been cooped up
in a stuffy compartment.
No matter how busy the city
or town in which you work may
be, there is sure to be dotted
about somewhere near your
business house a small green spot.
It may be attached to a church
or it may be an open park.
A quarter of an hour spent
quietly in this cool spot during
the mid-day will freshen you up
wonderfully for the afternoon's
work.
Another question that should
not be neglected during the very
hot days is that of food. Let the ,/>,„?• 21r
(Che "
'

you Free how
to Reduce Your Weight
I

Little Ttf>s to Relieve the
s Lingerie Set.

will tell

Picture Girl

mako

heat for the body
at tho same time,
necessary to givo the body its usual amount of
nourishment, and for this reason peas, beans,
and lentils should bo eaten. Fish, macaroni,
wheat bread, cheese, and eggs are summer
foods, each containing little fat.

latter will only servo to

and exhaust

its forces.

Make Use

of the

It

is,

Week-End.

should be
THEtimeweek-end
the business

the building-up
for
girl.
During that
time she should try to lay up enough
energy to help her through tho coming working
week. Where it is possible the finest arrangement for the worker is to spend either the
Saturday afternoon or part of tho Sunday in
the country.
A lazy day on the river will also
be found splendid relaxation. Do not expend
too much of your energy over sports during the
week-end. Playing tdnnis the whole time will
not be so beneficial as an afternoon's lazing,
especially in the very hot weather.
Any very
strenuous exercise on such broiling hot days
will only call for exhaustion.
Long walks in the
country are delightful and health giving in the
summer months, but they should be taken
in moderation.
To go for a long twenty-milo
walk without an occasional rest may be an
accomplishment, but it will not do half so much
good as to tramp half the journey broken by
short rests in the shade of the trees here and
there on the journey.

The Annual Vacation.
those who are confined to an
FORwinter,
spring, and autumn,

office all the
it is imperative
hat
t
he
summer
vacation
should
be spent in
•a
the open. Tho human body cannot stand bad air
and lack of oxercise for always, and often the
summer holiday is the only thing which keeps the
busy worker going through the whole year. This
holiday, during which the average person is out
of doors practically the whole time, just serves
to renew the body's waning strength, to replenish
vigour of the nerves, and to provide a store
of health for the coming year.
So that no
worker, for her own sake, can afford to do
without a summer vacation.
It is a mistaken idea to spend the
holiday in town, with a view to
economy. A holiday in town
is usually more costly than the
one at the seaside or in the
country, and no benefit is derived
therefrom. So, above all things,
t

make

the most of your summer
holiday, and spend every possible moment in the open.

The Picture

Girl's Lingerie.
is the keynote
of the lingerie chosen by the
Picture Girl, and she has
decided that hand embroidery

SIMPLICITY

most effective of
trimmings. The illustration will
give you an idea of the charm of

is

by

far the

her lingerie, the pretty nightdress being cut in Maygar
fashion and entirely one piece.
The neck, which is cut square, is
low enough to slip over the head,
while the sleeves are short.
Scalloping in silken thread trims
all the edges, wee embroidery
spots being worked" all round as
well about an inch in.
The
chemise is a straight affair, with
scalloped top, wide satin ribbon
forming the shoulder straps,
v
while the knickers, which are
scalloped at the lower wide

edge are arranged into an elastic
at the waist.

You can

obtain patterns of
No. 27,739.
either the knickers and chemise
,
i
\
lm & *»<
c *<« >
(Siijlitilress.)
diet consist as much as possible of
(No. 27,775) or the nightdress
vegetables and fruit. Drink plenty of milk. The
(No. 27,739), in 22, 24, 26, and 28 inch waist
latter, however, should not be drunk right down,
sizes, for one shilling each from the Picture
but should be sipped to be beneficial. Substitute
Show Pattern Dept., 233, Regent Street,
eggs for meat as much as you can, and eschew
London, W. 1. Postal orders must be made
all foods that contain very much fat.
The
payable to the Pictube Show.

I was just a strong voting woman, full of life anil
vigour, and fond of good things to eat, enjoying life
to its fullest extent, when suddenly my weight began
to increase, and, strong as I was, I began to feel
the burden, especially as I am a business woman
and have plenty of work to do.
hile my eartlily
self was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the
progress in this direction brought sorrow and consternation, because I knew that I must give up
business or redgce my weight.
I began to feel
lonely, because I felt that my company was no longer
desired, and I made up my mind that I was at the
dangerous point of my life.
One day an inspiration came to mc, after I had
spent time, money, and patience in vain efforts
to become slim again. I acted upon this inspiration
and succeeded, for 36 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in five weeks. I did not use drugs, practise
tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home
metltod, and although this is some time ago, I have
never gained any weight since, and my health i3
as good as I could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have
done, and I will tell you how, free, if you will enclose
two penny stamps to pay postage.
\\. Grace Hartland (Dept. 979), Diamond House,

W

Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

1.
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"Shots" from
Broadwest
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FINE example of the capable, modern
\ woman is introduced in the person of
Felice Besre (Violet Hopson) as the heroine
of the
film, "Snow in the
D.?sert," which was released on July 22nd.
This film was personally directed by Mr.
Walter West, 60 that it needs no other
recommendations.
If you have not already
seen it, do so at the first opportunity, and
if you have seen it once, see it again, for it
*

BROADWEST

certain that you will find in this production
plenty of incidents that are of exceptional
is

interest.

Two

nnn
BROADWEST

films are now
well on the way to completion.
"Trent's
Last Case " is being made at Walthamstow,
with Gregory Scott as Trent, and "The
Great Gay Road,'* with Stewart Rome in
the leading part, occupies the attentions of
Both
the Company at the Catford branch.
films are " out of the ordinary" so far as
story
is
concerned, for "Trent's Last
Case " deals with the adventures of a young
journalist who turns detective, and "The
Great Gay Road " takes you right into the
high ways and by-ways of the English
countryside with a gentleman-vagabond as
the leading character.

more
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BROADThose who
—
be
WEST
—
now
well-known
~
22-page
an
^
—
which
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BROADWEST Company, and
=
~
_
This
Violet
— with
=
—
—
Hopson, Stewart Rome, and Gregory
~
—
may be obtained by sending
Department,
—
=
LTD.,
FILMS
BROADWEST
I
1
=
~ 175, Wardour Street, London, BWB =
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>

are interested in
productions will
pleased to hear
British firm is
that this
interesting
issuing to the public
tells
the history of the
book'et,
gives

booklet
details ot their foremost stars.
three sepia post cards of
Scott
order for 1/- to the Publicity

a postal

l.
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PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL.

>

IF

you want

to

know anything about Films or Film Playenr

CRUELTY ON THE SCREEN.
not know whether the views of the two readers,
I DO
whose letters I quote below, happen to express

But

the opinions of others as well.

it

struck

me

somewhat curious that both should have written
within a day or two of each other condemning
what they allege is the unnecessary cruelty to man
and beast in some of the pictures that are now showing.
Here is what J. M., of Birmingham, writes in regard
" I condemn them not
to the pictures he has seen
as

me

to

:

because they are without a moral, but because they
I
utterly fail in the true sense of giving pleasure.
have just left a cinema theatre, and for at least fortyfive minutes, during which the big picture was showing,
the audience had to sit and watch the hero being subjected to the most painful cruelties.
We, the public,
go to the pictures for enjoyment, and the usual
finishing of all pictures wherein happiness should be
the reward for honesty, steadfastness and virtue is
always cut so short that the real pleasure is spoilt."
Though touching on the same subject, Miss D. M. J.,
of
Bournemouth, points to a different instance :
" Last week I saw a travel picture called 1 Hunting
Kangaroos by Motor-car.' It made me feel sick ....
a poor kangaroo chased unmercifully by two big
motor-cars full of men.
Each time the poor thing
managed to evade one car, the other closed in upon it,
and in the end one passed right ovar it. The men
were then shown laughing and holding up the body of
the animal.
Is this sport ?
And where is the enjoyment in seeing such a picture ? Several times in
travel pictures I have seen animals
particularly poor
little donkeys
ill-treated by natives.
I think this
sort of thing ought to be barred from the screen."
I regret space prevents me from making any comment for the present. Meanwhile, if any other
readers have opinions on the subject, either in agreement with what has been said or against, I shall be
glad to have them.

—

—

THE EDITOR.
W^l

readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publicati on, letters canno t be answered in the next issue ?

A

stam ped and ad dres sed enve lope must accompany any letter requiring an early" reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, EX. 4.
:

—

Asxie " (Leamington, Spa). So you liked Norma
Talmadge in " The Forbidden City." Other films of
hers are, " The Safety Curtain," " De Luxe Annie,"
" Probation Wife," " New Moon," " Ghosts of
Yesterday," and " Nancy Lee." No, Eufrene O'Brien
is not related to the one who was Billie Bhodcs's
in "

Hoopla." Jane Lec was born In 1912,
and Katlierine Lee in 1010. Gladys Broclcwell is

husband

twenty-six. Yes, Peggy Hyland is in this country,
acting for Samuclson's.
" Lola " (Tiverton). Thanks for your suggestion,
but though I could easily fill this page, and many
others of this and several issues with genuine testimonials to the supreme popularity of this paper,
1 prefer to give information instead which I am sure
all my readers would rather have. Yes, Lloyd Hughes
was in " The Heart of Humanity." It's twenty-one
years ago since he was born in Bisbce, Arizona. Oh,
no, Gareth Hughes is a different artor ; and don't
forget he is a Welshman, " Lola." They will confirm
that in Llanelly, nnd give you the date as 1807.
He is 5 feet 6 inches, has brown hair and blue eyes,
and was educated in his native town, ami later on in
Pa r».
" Ethet. " (Dundee).
So your little heart went
pitter-patter when you saw for the first time the
handsome soldier who acted opposite Mae Marsh in
" The Racing Strain." His name, I may tell you, is
Clarence Oliver. He was also with Madge Kennedy
in " The Service Star."
K. M. M. (Bournemouth), Yes, Percy Marniont
is married.

—

—

—

(Barnsley).— Remember that you
nnd other readers can always write to any artiste,
even if his or her address is not printed, by reading
very carefully the instructions above the addresses
that are given. Yes, Francis Ford is married.
His
ago will be thirty-seven on September 16th.
" KUNTfSH MAID " (Maidstone).— Several of the
British artistes mentioned in your list have not disOther heights are
posed their measurements.
Doris May, 5 feet 2 inches; Peggy Hyland, 5 feet.
Billy Rhodes,
inch
Jewel Carmen, 5 feet 5 Inches

"Francis"

:

1

>

;

feet

;

;

Teddy Sampson,

Talmadge, 5
"

feet 2 inches

Grkkn Evks

In rrfd

opinion of

"

,1
;

feet 2 inches
Natalie
Mildred Davis, 5 feet
you have such a
I shall not disclose it to

— Since

(W. B.)
your town.

;

—

(Gladys Wynne), and Wallace Reid (Dorothy
Davenport).
Emory Johnson's better half is Ella
" Memories " is a recent film of bis.
Hall.

Sills

M. W. (Margate).

—The

young man you

refer to

does not give his age. Alia Nazimova has Mack hair
and violet eyes. She is forty-one, and is 5 feet 4 inches
in height.
Mary Pickford's height is 5 feet. She
must have had the busiest time of her life in London.
B. C. (Plymouth).
All your favourites, I notice,
are British, and they have apparently pledged themselves not to give their ages.
So what can I do *
R. W. (Alton). Your long blue letter was quite
official in appearance.
Sorry, I could not use the

YOU A FRIEND ABROAD ? —If you

the Picture

—

humorous incident you related, though I have no
doubt it raised a good laugh at the time. Mary
Anderson was with Bert Lytell in " The Spender."
Yes, I shall have to persuade James Knight to tell us
more.

—

P. B. (Hazel Grove). Sorry
traceable now.

Baby

Marie

Osborne

all

the particulars you

Have you heard from
Mary Pickford was in

want are not

?

" Madam Butterfly."
" Well Wisher " (Glasgow). Charles Clary Is
forty-seven, but I have not heard whether he has any
children.
Yes. Jane Lee is still on the films.
M. D. (Newcastlc-on-Tyne). I admire your persistency, but blame me not, my good reader, if some

—

—

4.

DHOTOGRAYCRE POSTCARDS— No.
Series

Beautiful

.

Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.

4.

<C<o>p>a©§
OF

Tfoe

a,s

Pa<sths2*e

many enquiries from readers
thev can have their copies of
Picture Show " bound, so making
them into vqlumes of everlasting interest and
delight to every man, woman, or child who goes
to the Pictures, we have had beautiful Blue
Cloth bound cases made to hold the first six
months' issues of the "Picture Show."
These cases can be obtained now.
the

•

EACH,

By

or

Post,

Fleetwav

—

Stephanie and DIANA (Wanstcad). Glad to hear
little tots like you, and it was kind of your
to help in addressing your letter to me.
The nice man opposite Mary Pickford In " Rags
was Marshall Neilan, a well-known American producer.
" Cikeqoer " (Oswestry).
Your remarks about
the superiority of our art plates and the whole paper
as being the top of all others are very gratifying.
But though every letter echoes what you say, I shall
not. change the size of my hat.
Gladys Cooper must,
indeed, be a great favourite of yours If you have
seventy-five poses of her.
Besides " The Sorrows of
Satan
she has appeared in " Dandy Donovan,"
" Masks and Faces," " My Lady's Dress
(the
film version), and " Unmarried. "
The last named"
" Intolerance
released as
picture has

—

not been

yet.

and " The Birth of a Nation " have been re-issued.
Have vou seen them ?
A. V. D. B. (Halcsworth).— No, Fannie Ward and
Leslie Hcnson are not married to each other.
The
former Is the wile of Jack Dean. The Pathc star
mention
Is
not
married
now.
you
" George " (Brussels). I do not know, of course,
what addresses were given in the Paris paper to which
yon refer, but you will find those given in this paper
Several American film companies have
all right.
two or three studios besides an olllce address, and
it really doesn't matter much which of these addresses
you use.
D. C. H. (London, N.W.).— Yes, " Caste " and
" The Only Way " are both old films, but I am unable
to say at present whether there Is any llkehood of
your seeing them again.
Have had no news for
some time of the artiste you mention.
(Afore answers next week.)

—

Farringdon

Street)

E.C.4.

BOUHD VOLUMES.

also a limited number of the " Picture Show,"
2, containing issues from Nov. to April inclusive.
Beautifully bound in pale blue cloth lined binding. These
volumes can be obtained, price 10/9, post free to any
address in the British Isles and Abroad (with the exception of Canada, Australasia, and South Africa) price
12/3 post free. Send your order to-day to avoid disappointment, enclosing'P.O's for the amount above to
The Publisher, the "Picture Show," Fleetway House,

Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

•

HAY FEVER
INFLUENZA

SUMMER CATARRH!

" SMILER " (Grimsby).— So you think Mary Pickford surpassed herself in " Daddy Long-Legs " and
" The Ragmuffln " comes nowhere near it. Yes,
Sydney Fairbrothcr was in the Samuclson picture

mummy

House,

We have

six feet.

from

from

The "Picture Show,'

Volume

—

" In Bondage."

:

THREE SHILLINGS,

LONDON,

not be twenty-two till September 10th.
" Filumjtus " (Knaresborough). Sorry, it was
Jewel Carmen right enough. George Fisher was born
in the Republic, Michigau, twenty-seven years ago.
He has fair hair, brown eyes, and is just an inch less
anil she will

PRICE

TWO SHILLINGS & SIXPENCE

quired.
Really, I am just as eager to know these
Lamar Johnstone in " The Secret
things as you are.
of the Submarine." Charlie Chaplin is 5 ft. 4 in..
Ethel Clayton, 5 ft. 5g in., and Enid Bennett measures
Yes, I like typed letters when it
5 ft. 3 in. in height.
Please refer back for
is possible to receive them.
question.
your Alice Joyce
" Hawaiian Butterfly " (Sydney). You need
not have hesitated to have fluttered into my
presence before. I am not a bit austere. But ere
you write again, I want you to read carefully the
the last bit especially at the top of
little paragraph
Yiola Dana is the widow of John
these answers.
Collins.
Eugene O'Brien may get married some day,
One never knows the fate In store for some of these
handsome actors. Yes, Bessie Love Is quite young,

—

Sfeow."

answer to
IN asking
how

The Publishers:

—

All-Star

2

now for sale. In this packet are
Art Pictures of Charles Ray, Antonio
Moreno, Pauline Frederick, Pearl White, William
Duncan and Milton Sills. Price: Set of 6 -complete, Is., post free.
All you have to do to get
a set is to send a shilling postal order, made
payable to the Picture Show Postcard Department, No. 2 All-Star Series, 7-9, Pilgrim Street,
*

artistes like

—

haV€

Show, Fleetway House, Farringdon

London, E.C.

Street,

—

Douglas MacLcan, Dorothy Davenport,
and Enid Bennett decline to give the in/ormation re-

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

"

anyone as desired.
Yes, " Twelve-Ten " was a
British film, James Carew was in a recent Hepworth
picture, " The Nature of the Beast," and at the
moment of writing is in this country. Doris Kenyon
was born on September 5th, and that's about the
nearest I can get. So you adore Richard Barthelmess.
Shall I break the sad news to you, then ? Well, if I
must, Dick was married quite recently. Au revoir.
N. M. A. (Aldridge). Those you have underlined
in your letter are not married at present. Jack Holt,
Tom Forman and Herbert Rawlinson- are all married
men. So also are Elliott Dexter (Marie Doto) Milton

Uf AYE

11 a friend abroad who you think would like to
see a copy of the Picture Show, a postcard sent
to the Editor with their name and address written
on, will ensure them receiving a copy free of charge.
Mark your postcard Free Copy, and address : Editor,

LURK

CINEMAS

IN

There is always a risk of catching Influenza, Cold in
the Head, and Catarrh, at the pictures.
You never
know who sits next you, and if your neighbour is
suffering from one of these complaints, you arc quite
likely to catch

it.

Nasal Catarrh and Influenza are carried by
germs in the air you breathe. That is low infection
comes.
An attack will make you useless for a week
ot a fortnightYou can

DEFY INFECTION
by using Nostroline nasal

specific before going out to
see the picturesIt is pleasant
effective
scientific
It kills the Influenza and Catarrh
inexpensive*
germs in the air you breathe, giving you immunity
from infectionNostroline nasal specific not only
prevents, but also cures even the most severe cases.
It should be applied immediately the first symptoms
are noticedIt is

—

—

—

A CERTAIN CURE
One ap'lica'ion may saue
from a fortnight's illness in

—

Used by many

doctors
against infection.

Sold by most chemists
1 '5 in

in

and nurses
1

3

yu
bed.

to protect

them

tubes, or post free for

postage stamps, from

NOSTROLINE

Laboratories. 5E.

C iflon.

Bristol

Nostroline

,

J'irlun Shoic, AutjxH IK/., 1930.

II

NERVOUSNESS
hluttta,

53S.

Imperial

Buildings.

Ljdjatt

Circus,

fki.t join with
baik
rant
Donegal!,

jjorts B
:i

19/6

RXMOMT.

LTD
E.C.I.

London, E.C. 4.

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
BAD COMPLEXION AND
It does

WAXOLA
WAXOLA

not matter bow bad yonr complexion

is,

Under Guarantee.

«illclearit. Bold
feature* look attractive

Should Girls

"Powder"?

Rvea the plaitKal
the Complexion is good. Such a
complexion—clear, soft, and fresh as a liaby's may lie proby using this Wonderful
cured in
Product. Wrinkles and All Skin ImBttrltiedisappear magically. Acts wbileycnsleep. (let th»

Wax
Hai.it

Perhaps

the

mid-

Miss had
no need of powder,
Victorian

If

—

One Week

and look attractive.

post free a

2

9<l

box for 1

(triple size box) for

2

»'l.

New

WAXOLA

Don't Delay. Send To-Day.

SPECIAL OFFER. — for
f>d.
i

T»

rime we will send yon
itwo boxes 3 3d.), or a 4'9d.

a short
o fui

6 3

l.|

RICHMOND
(Surrey)

but for the outdoor
girl it is a necessity.
Golf or Tennis
complexion seems out
of place in a ballroom
without a dusting of

Preparations

HO.TneGreen,
hew, Surrey.

A

im im

;

;

fllr.R\tcllf!V, 4

h+lpyon
re-

\

Driver K.T.,
Inches Mitts
;

;

(Dept. P 8.1, Tlnibary Pave-

nent Boose. LONDON,

im-tim facrffMa

Ledell, 4 incur* Mi.Ketl«y,4 Inches.
This system greatly improves the
health, tinnre. and carriage. Stnd 3
penny Kt;irf.pt> for furtive* particulais
urtrl
t'lWJ
Guarant-e to Knqmry
i>ept. C.T.. 17. tittuud tUrccn Head,
London. N.J,

I

•-

1

Ltd.,

let the GlnnD System
to increase yon, height. M

Ml,

Yuikaliire
1'werdi, and cream
striped
t
fend f C. for patterns,
l.oalft and self-niwiMui lnent

Measure
from

3

GOD FRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

.harniin;

IKade ti

or frel awkward in th«
penny Itunpia for particulars of tht>
ltiVM?nce o( othfn«, srnd
Mento Nwvr StranRtheuiuK Trratin'lit. iimhI in thr Navy from
Army from Coloud to
seaman,
and
In
to
the
Vtee-AffUll.nl
ll.SO's. H.C.'t, M.M. s, anil D.C.M.'s.
Private.

]w»rr, uiiud concentration,

'ARE YOU SHORT?

FOR PATTERNS.
i tfah

If you
groatot drawWIt. in lifo to any man or « .run.
are nertona, timid, lowspiriud. Ia.-a Mll-coolMeno*. "illis tbi'

CHARLEY'S

SECRET
FREE
SEND
NO MONEY
S~
Violet Vanbrugh and leading Stars us:
«lt\
and recommend Fragrant "Cinema"
beauty aids.
teeth can be aj
white as Charley'* if you use "Cinema
dentifrice,
*' It
Fred Barnes writes:
is a wonderful preparation,
which does actually whiten the teeth without injury."
" Cinema " Soap will make your face a picture.
" Cinema " Crushed Rose Face Powd?r at 2/- *

J

YOUR

*

large box is a revelation.
A
30DAYS "Cinema"
Dentifrice sent
FREE
who enclose Thr.-e "tamps.

Restores

TRUL

and

THE CINEMA SOAP
(Dept.S), 22, r ns bury
i

TETLOW'S

Preserves
The Sk!n.
IIIMHIIIIIIII

Shopping
FACE POWDER
whilst the hot-house blo som compbxion needs it
It is
ust as much for protection in the open air.
not only harmless, but beneficial— keeping the
face cool a id dry n hot rooms.
"sc Swan Down and look your best all the time.

Sold in Five Tints at 13 1 er Box.
White, Cream. Pink. Flesh and Brunette.
by

all

HENRY
4

and

Stores, Chemists and Perfumers.
C.
5.

QUELCH &

(D pt. B.A.)
Lurigate Square. London. E.C. 4.
Co.. Ltd
urn

.

made

Raincoats, Trenchcoats, Boots, Shoes,
Cutlery, Costumes,
'Rings, Witches, &c.

on Easv
Terms.
worth 5,'. monthly, 60/=
worth 10/. monthly, &r. Write
for free catalogue and order

MASTERS, LTD.,94,Hope
Stores, Rye.

(Estd. 1869.)

PJ1 SHOW YOUR FRIENDS
"

^he

Seniatonrre.

CO..

Park

LTD.,

Rd.,

London.

BUY THEM

The Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY
lid.

30,'=

form. Foreign apclict tto s invi:td

Easy.

SO days' trial of
all applicants

to

'Picture

M

Show.

STEP DANCING
HI

Ali styles taught by a Dancer,

who

specialises :n

E'JCK.

n
d
n

Gua r anteed. Dancing Mats

PUPILS

6:

COACHED

Band books suppl'ed
at

their own
desired.

PRIVATE RESIDENCE if
CALL OR WRITE:

SnGeorge J.COOK,

from which
English Naptha
Soap is made, combined with
the well-known active cleansing
principles of Naptha, produce
an all-round cleanser of acknowledged efficiency and power.
Naptha Soap saves rubbing
and scrubbing, avoids backache and
fatigue, and lengthens the life of the
Try a bar next wash-day.
clothes.
Crosfields'

Sold by all
Grocers and Oilmen.

AND

SONS,

LIMITED,

£J

H

D

j&^^nB

pure materials
THECrosfields'

JOSEPH CROSFIELD

rj

SCHOTTISCHE. CLOG. SAND, n
D DUTCH, and WALTZ-TIME. Profiefency n

n

WARRINGTON.

KEEP
ME FIT.

IRON
JELLOIDS

V

i

Iff

of Health.

77ie Picture

—

they all have
Sparkling eyes, cherry lips, cheeks aglow with vitality
by
increasing
Iron
fclloids
blood.
red
rich,
supply
of
in a plentiful
TONIC
and
an
excellent
form
blood,
in
the
corpuscles
red blood
blood)
and
weakness.
(poorness
AN/EMIA
of
in all cases of

their

foundation

the

number of

RESTORATIVE

Dr.

ANDREW WILSON

''constitute the most effective
" or Poorness of blood."

wrote:— 'It can be definitely stated that Iron Jelloids
and desirable treatment for that common complaint Anosmia

—

"Iron Jelloids give
Dr. A.O.H., wrote
iron
being absent.
"effects of taking

the greatest satisfaction, the usual disagreeable

'

Dr. R. writes ;— "/ cannot let this opportunity pass without telling you how much
You have conferred a great boon on a host of
"pleased I am with Iron Jelloids.
" Anctmic girls."

A

Fortnight's Trial (price 1/3) will convince you.

( Pronounced Jell-Lloyds.)

Men
Men and Women

Reliable Tonic for

...

For Anaemia in
For Growing Children

Of

...

Chemists.

all

...

A

Manufactured only by The Iron Jelloid Co.,

I*rintcd

...

Fortnight's
Ltd..

...

IRON JELLOIDS No. 2 A.
IRON JELLOIDS No. 2.
IRON JELLOIDS No. 1.
Treatment

205. City Road. London. E.C.
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GEORGES CARPENTIER- Beautiful ArtSupplementJK

rkttin

dose
in time
WFen

World-Wide

run-down
the best thing to do

you're

of-sorts"

Fabrics

Hartley's

r

A

Shofr, A'jgttst 21?*, 1920.

" out-

or

feeling

For Quality. Style, and

Reasonable Prices.

take

to

is

reputation

You are invited to write for our unrivalled
of Tweeds, Blanket Cloths, Naps, etc..

selection

Cosy

for

nindly state your needs,
patterns w,II be sent f-REE.
Also great variety Costume, Dress and Blouse
Fabrici.

Becoming Costs.

and

First Fashion

COATS.

for

£oats.
:

Costumes,
'Minnoclc

Wxrnre Blanket Clotb 12 11

'

"Maybole" Check
"Lothian"
"Horley" Sopcr

..

T

1

—

Makes you

"Kintore"

fit

«.-!•

Keeps you
"

"

Kkovah

is

safest aperient

T«c

fit

the best and
you can take,

cleanse the system,
purify the blood and invigYou'll feel
orate the liver.
fitter and happier, once j'ou
have acquired the "Kkovah"

-

16 6

Tailor-made
to measure.

Cb<?ck

18 6

lliflwlasa
d«

Etc,

will

it

k

Iwcfit?,

etc.

12 11

Reasonable

Ri'IiaHc

18

•

friers.

etc.

COSTUME FABRICS.

The
4

10
"Easby" Stripe* Tt
12Wool TWil
"Huntley"
..18 11
"Wigton" h.xk T«ced«
"Cylvida" w„ol cbiik Twoc<te .13 8
"Hornby" Wool Serge, all colours 12 11
"Douelas" OTcytjnwfl Bolting*.. 14 8
Patterns FREE.
•

..

Coat

»

A

In

tins of grocers, chemists,

and

Branches-

SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM,

LTD..

MANCHESTER.

]U

Please state your requirements.
1

Cermclene the Great Aseptic Remedy Traws
Out ail Wound Poisons and Heals like a Charm.
planned on the modern Aseptic system of treatment
The old
every home
and makes latest, medical methods availahlc in
which cures
SEtise$r preparations are <upersedrd by Ocrmolone,
by cleaning the
not merely bv killing germs, but by excluding germs ermolcne^ raws
wound of all "poisons and promoting natural healing <
(Jermolcno

out

wound poisons and impurities and keeps the ulcer or
The ItfSt dressing with (.cnnolenc
clean.

scie&Uf1oalT$

pain

and

while

irritation

its

healing

power

is

The Yorkshire Warehouse,
Hartley & Co. 21V,StanningleyRd.,LEEDS.

HAY FEVER
INFLUENZA

SUMMER CATARRH!
Every sufferer should use Nostro'ine nasal specific.
During hot weather germ-laden dutt is blown aboct.
This lodges in the nasal passage, and the usual
svmptoms soon appear.

The
Child ren

s

NewsJ>a|>er

d

Nottroline nasal specific not on'y cures, but prevents
infection. It is antiseptic and fragrant, and is p'easant
to use on account ot its coo'ing and soothing properties. Invaluable for Nasal Catarrh and Sore Throat.
All ch.

15

mlM*

«n.l

!M-11

3 Si

(i

NintmliiK-1 8*i»l
"in

-nostrum si:

Every
Friday

1.

Q

5F.

p »« free
8S
AIMIRAU'RIKS,
«i

ID
"

.2

lea

a lays

unprecedented.

&

Other designs sec catalogue.
Patterns of cloths FREE.

is

b.i

c

80 6

Write to

•

Chronic
Skin Troubles

smart, useful cont, well-made,

correct cut. suitable for plain,
Made in
check, or stripe.
our Striped "Lothian" Tweed

habit.
all Boots'

L1NBY"

NOSTROLINE

S§£§c5c3cS§S§

Soothes at a Touch.
Gcrmolene

is

matchless as

The Magic Colour-trick

:dyfor

Piles
Itching

Eczema
Psoriasis

that saves

Skin Eruption:

Rashes

saves on the clothes and household
furnishing bills, but saves all the trouble of
Home-Dyeing too. Drummer-Dyeing involves

Not only

Pimples

Ulcers

Chapped Hands

Ringworm

Cuts and Burns Chilblains
and all Poisoned, Itching and
Inflamed Surfaces.
Prices

1/3

& 3/'"

Larger

P er tin

just

-

Drummer Dyes

everywhere.
Ask
size the more economical.

From Chemists and

—

—

—

there is
trouble no guessing no risk
one standard Drummer for every class of
fabric. And if the article will wash it will take
little

Stores

perfectly.

Just

follow

the

simple directions given with each packet.

distinctly for Gcrmolene.

FREE OPINION AND
INSTRUCTIVE BOOK.

DRUG

CO., LTDr,

For

an

opinion

as

lo

the

suitability

of

your case, with
in
on skin ailments, addret*
Manufacturing Chemists, Manchester.

Geimolene

THE VEtSO

DRUMMER DYES
for all Fabrics. So Easy lo usr.
arc sold by Chemists, Grocers,
'and Stoi cs everywhere.
Write now for Free Boeklet:" The Art of
Home Dyeing."

One Dye

Drummer Dves

W.EDGE&

The Aseptic Skin Dressing

Be

TTV

sure

to

SONS, LTD.,

BOLTON

no more than the
printed on the packet.
pav

P riot

^

—

—
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PhoWrapkg
To

and Paragraph? c? Pictures,

Playy and Players

a Bashful Admirer.

DANA has
VIOLA
engraved vanity

a
but

received
caso,

beautifully
there was

no letter with the gift, so Miss Dana
cannot write and thank the sender.
She has
asked me to toll you that she will carry it in
one of the scones of her next picturo, entitled
Blackmail," so the donor may know that
she appreciates the gift.

When

Not a Post-office ?
many difficulties in taking outscenes is to find the right kind of
shop in the right kind of plaer>.
For instance. "in " The Marriages of Mayfair,"
a scene has to be taken outside a country postoffice.
The director found a shop in an ideal
spot which only needed a sign, which ho carried
ready for display above the door, reading
" Post Office." In expla'ning this to the shopkeeper, the director encountered a completo
lack of imagination.
"You will find a real post-office down the
road," said the proprietor, '' not more than
half a mile."
" But I am not looking for a post-office.
I want to take a picturo of your shop with a
post-office sign over it," explaned the director,
"But this a'n't the post-office, and you
is a
of

Post-office

ONEdoor the

Famous Readers of the *' Picture
Show.
No. 32. — T. ROY BARNES.

ABOVE
enjoying

\

you see T. Roy Barnes thoroughly

Mr.

Goldwyn
the

like
i:\

favourite

his

Barnes,

as

picture

paper.

you know, appears in
there is no papei

He says
Picture Show for
pictures.

keeping film folk

touch with one another.

Do You

i

will find
'

Like Competitions ?

1HAVE

forgotten the many letters 1
have received asking for another competition about cinema players, and a big one
i? in course of preparation.
In the meantime,
;Jiavo yo\i seen the really fascinating picture" Boys'
puzzle
competition in
Cinema " 5

Thoro

is

scrap

of

not

"

it

of conversation
continued
for thirty minutes, before light finally dawned
this

sort

on the countryman.
"

1

"

By gum,

Go

right

When

that's a
"

ahead

!

clever idea

!

"

;

—

hear at

'

Why You Haven't Received an Answer.

lettor has come
ANOTHER
land complaining that

from cinemaso many of our
readers write to film artistes and do not
give sufficient address to receive an answer.
This is why so many readers do not get the
reply to their letters. Here are three instances
a girl writes from Mon., another from N.W.,
and yet another from M/c, E'burgh.

present

he

is

being

loaned

by

Mr. Hampton to Robert Brunton for one
picture entitled "The Devil to Pay."
Two other pictures, not yet released, in
which we shall see him at his " worst " are

"The

"

v'

U.P. Trail." by Zane Grey, and "The
Dwelling Place of Light," by Winston Churchill,
the American novelist.

—

:

We in Britain know that these abbreviations
stand for Monmouthshire,
London, N.W.,
Manchester, and Edinburgh, respectively
but
can we expect anyone abroad even knowing
:

One

DEAN,

Gentleman."

accounting for her own talent.
Irene said
she was quite alone in the acting profession.
The interviewer was disappointed, and

showed it.
"Can't you dig up
relative,

even

"

just

one," he said,

role.

You

see,

they had canvas spread over

to represent the ocean, on which
waves were painted.
Under the waves small
boys bobbed up and down to give the illusion
Well,
of motion.
brother Robert was
one of those waves "

stage

—

!

Insuring Her Teeth.

SYBIL SEALEY.

now lending lady in tho
Metro-Buster Keaton comedies, is nineteen
She hasn't been nineteen for
very long, either only a week, to be exact.
But a cruel blow was dealt her through <v
society journal the other day w hen it an
nounced the details of the little family gathering
that had been held in honour of her nineteenth
years oM.

;

•

birthday.

The paragraph containing the typographical
error was as follows
" The huge birthday cake was a work of art,
and it was even more beautiful when all the)
thirty-nine candles wore lighted."
By the way, Sybil has just had a fright.
One of the chief reasons for her being the

has a sense of humour.
A
very persistent inte. viewer was asking
the actress if she hid any ancestors who
had achieved fame on the stage, thereby

the letters come from Britain at all ?
Let mo emphasise the point that all letters
requiring an answer should be fully addressed,
and county as well as country stated.
When I write abroad, 1 write my address
as follows
c.o. The Picturf. Show, Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C., Engl and.
:

Will

You Reply

ALSO
A

?

message I have for you.
your favourito stars are
a little hurt that they never get a reply
from you aler th^y have answered your letter
with one of their very special photographs.
They say they would like to know if the picture
was appreciated, and asked me to give you
another

number

little

of

this message.

He Couldn't Be Persuaded.

STRANGE
-

as it 'may
readers, it is not
to be a screen star.

seem

to

many

everyone's

of

my

ambition

Only the other day. during the photographing
a country scene, the director of the Metro
Film Company tried to introduce a bit of human
atmosphere into the scene, and persuade a
fanner \rith~ his wagon and team to appear
in the picture.
The farmer most emphatically,
refused, and gave as his reason that his friends
would call him "one of them there actors"
if they saw him on the screen.
Even the mention
of ton dollars would not rid him of his deterof

mination.

"a

?

Irene hesitated, and then a mischie-voua
twinkle came in her eye.
" Well, my brother Robert once took part
in a stage play, though it was not a prominent

:

of the Waves.

IRENE RICH

DOROTHY

appearing is the Stoli
aim. "The Amateur

are to see in

The Honeypot," a
Samuelson photo-play.
'•

my

Villainy is Required.
there is a strong part for
an out-and-out villain on the screen,
the name of Robert McKJm is men-

tioned.
I

whom we

the

he said.

WHENEVER

one a week, and the pictures tell a
gossip about famous film players.
Buy a copy on Wednesday it may be worth
n big money prize to you.

I

And

LE VERNE,

LILLA

life in the early fifties will be seen in the Granger photo-play, "Aunt Rachel," founded on one oi the
best known of David Christie Murray's novels.
The stars are ISOBEL ELSOM," SYDNEY FAIRBROTHER,

LIONELLE HOWARD, and HAIDEE WRIGHT.
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THERE.'

from Los Angeles.

lo kding
iady in tho Keaton comedies is her
delightful smile, in which slie shows a perfect
*"t of teeth. Tho other day, during the filming
of one of tho scenes in "Just Married," her
latest comedy, an extra took a mild tumble
and parted with three good teeth at tho same
t me.
Should Miss Sealey lose a few of her
teeth, her value as a screen actress would bo
gone, so she intends, before the week is out, to
hive each ono of her thirty-two teeth insured
to the limit set for such risks by a local insurance

company.

The

v

Fifty Cats in Film.

MARY

•

Ideal Type.

you 'read
DID" Phroso
"

down

for

Sir
?

Anthony Hope's

This

is

by

filming

novel,
the latest novel
Louis Mercanton,

the famous French producer.
I hear he is still looking
L-irl
to enact the title role.

DORA

LENNOX, shortly
to be seen in the StoU
film version of Ethel M.
Dell's novel, " The Tidal

young

the

director,

directing
Barriscale.

Bessie

for

Dorothy's Hardships.
is not all
honey being a screen star
Phillips, for her first independently
produced picture, has been insured for
ono hundred thousand dollars.
The policy
covers only the time that Miss Phillips will
be engaged on her first picture, and the " don'ts "
!

IT Dorothy

are severe.

A Roof Ballroom.
BLYTHE
BETTY
holiday

spending

is

making plans

for her

an

ideal

new home.

She

has purchased ground opposite
the residence of J. Warren Kerrigan, and she
me her house will bo of Spanish architecture,
with. a large patio and fountain.
A novel feature, planned by the star, is a
roof ballroom whore dancing can bo enjoyed
in the open air.
It is an ideal spot chosen for tho building
site on. an ominenco of the hill slopo which
commands a sweeping view of the valley.

tells

Because the joy of riding over the Californian
mountains in an aeroplane is considered an
unnecessary risk, this pleasure is denied her.
Because riding in an open car may give
her a cold and interfere with picture work,
she must rido in a closed one
and, owing
to the unsettled condition on the Mexican
border, she is required to stay away from that
riotous little Mexican town that holds open
,'vmso overy week-end for movie stars.
Dorothy will bo pleased when her first
picture is (hushed
;

!

Do You Know

A Town

of " Pickford " Discovered.
is a town of Pickford in North
America.

THERE

An announcement

stating that the
Wisconsin, was contemplating changing its namo to that of Pickford
brought forth a letter from Northern Alberta
Showing that on the railway between Edmonton
and tho Athabaska Landing .was a little town
called Pickford.
The station agent's wife
wrote that it was but a small place near an
Indian village, but that it had beon there
for several years, and that sometimes twice
a month they had moving pictures.
Curiously enough, the next town is " Chaplin,"'
also another trading post
and, according
to the map, Fairbanks, Alaska, is not so far
of

is

Wave/'

a beautiful
Mr. Mercanton,
w ho is now in Paris, receives daily large consignments of photographs from all parts of
the world of possible Phrosos, but so far the
beauties of France, Italy, Spain, and America
have failed to satisfy him, and he expects
to find his ideal Phroso in England.

<-ity

CHRISTY CABANNE,
clever

who

Grand Rapids,

?

— That Viola Dana's ambition

is to play strong,
tragic parts like Sarah Bernhardt
*
»
»

— That

A\o

is

only nineteen years old
*

»

?

»

— That

Olga Petrova considers Elsio Ferguson
the best American exponent of dignity and
cultured beauty ?

— That

Peggy Ilyland has an abhorrence for
jazz music and forbids it being played while
she is about ?
*

— That one of

•

*

Charlie Ray's newest hobbies is
learning to play an ocarina a small instrument
that looks like a potato, and has a whistle

—

;

away.

sound

?

Fay Filmer.

PICKFORD has been using about
fifty eats,
which have been trail. od
without 3imch difficulty to follow a
cat s-meat man, in one of the London street
scenes of her new picture, " The Duchess of
Suds." During the periods devoted to this
portion of the story the cats were housed in
cages at the Brunton Studios, with a special
attendant to minister to their wants. The
other day a small boy thought it would be
rather a good joke to open some of the cages
and let the cats out. He was, however, eaught
in the act, and only five of the cats got' away.
A notice was put up on the studio bulletin
board that Miss Pickford would be glad of the
return of her stray felines, if they were seen
roaming about the neighbourhood. In two
days they were back again; but during that
interval no less than twenty-three other cats
had also been submitted for approval. In
fact, the latest market quotations in this commodity tend to show that the present supply
of cats in Hollywood is much in excess of the
demand.

Sessue as a Bull-fighter.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA

has been appearing

in an entirely new character in his latest
" The Brand of Lopez." He
picture,
plays the part of a Spanish bull-fighter, and in
order to mako lu's interpretation correct in
every detail, ho enlisted tho services and advice
in technical matters of Don Rodrigo Diaz do
Vivar, a famous Spanish matador, who recently
retired frcrn a career of thrills to become a
peaceful denized of the Angel City. At the
outset of Mr. Hayakawa's career, it was feared
that a difficulty would be encountered in providing him with plays suitable for an Oriental
(ype, but his great and individual gifts have
triumphantly asserted themselves in other than
purely Japanese parts. He has appeared in
Japanese, Hawaiian and Mexican roles, and his
portrayal of the character of a fiery Spaniard
will be awaited with special interest, as hitherto
tho keynote of his acting personality h(8
been self-effacement and a
rare
gift
of
restraint.

Milton

a Chess Expert.
SILLS, the popular leading man,

Sills as

MILTON

devotes hi
to the study of philosophy
in his leisure time.
In fact if he were
not a movie star, he m ould probably be occupying a prot'oss< rial chair at some university and
lecturing on Kant, Schopenhauer, and other
high-browed gentlemen. Even the recreations
of his lighter hours are a paradox, for they are
all of tho heavier order, requiring a good deal
of thought and concentration.
His favourite
game is chess, and just lately he has fotmd a cougoniai soul in Theodore Roberts.
After losing
twenty-nine games during the past week, Mr.
Sills has at last struck a winning streak, for tho
voteran character actor has been forced to.
bite the dust in tho past twelve encounters.

The Lure

of the Sea.
craze seems to bo subsiding in
of water sports.
Louise Glaum,
Dustin Farnum. and John Bowers hive
always favoured tho latter, and all own smart
little
motor launches. Fritz'o Brunette has
a!«o purchased a rakish little sailing craft and
says sho is going east for tho America Cup races,
wliilst Grace Dnrmoud spent last week in acquiring a motor-boat and a now homo conveiuently situated at I^iguna Beach.

TUBfavour

aerial

*\

Betty Blythe— Author.

BLYTHE
BETTY
about Iter

recently

experiences

screen

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
over here.

You

see

film, taken by the " Topical Budget," of his honeymoon trip
at the memory ol the enthusiastic reception be and Mary
received as tbey landed at Southampton,

treasures the

him here smiling again

for

wrote a story

on

stage

and

an American magazine.

The

Story proved so interesting and was generally
«o well written that she has boon asked to
contribute a series of fiction stories dealing
with studio lifo for other magazines. Mis*
Hlytbe's writing ability is inherited, as her
mother was the authoress of numerous short
stories, and her uncle is a well-known novelist

on

this side,

Elsie Codd.

-

NetuM Show,

•

Augttii 21-/. 1920.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE "PICTURE SHOW."

OLIVE THOMAS and MATT MOORE making np
stances for a desert scene on

Golf

is

SESSOE

HAYAKAWA'S

gets a chance.

Long

JEAN PAIGE

prefers diving to bathing, that is why she likes to go well out to sea. so that she
can dive from the boat. Here you see her with JOE RYAN.

favourite pastime for leisure hours, and he has a game whenever be
interestedly watching bis stroke.

Here yon see DORIS

MISS MARJORIE HOME, who is to star
" The Great Day," making op in her
the new Famous Players-L&sky

of

in rough circumIsland.

PAWN

as Clara Borstwick, heroine
delightful dressing-room in
studio in London.

"
is

HALE HAMILTON,
the silver screen.

the well-known British actor, also acts for
is quite happy over his impromptu meal.

He

" POST with a little friend. She is not really as small as she looks, for " Buddy
He is 6 ft. 6 ins. in height, ana
a veritable giant, and the largest film actor in America.
weighs 325 pounds.

BUDDY

'

Kcturt Shou; August

Real Crime Stories
lIL.

FAMOUS DETECTIVE TOXD
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN" THE PICTURE SHOW
EXPLOITS' OF

:

21st, 1920.

1

SeefetoHieBepositBoxl

l very detail oi tbese stones, which have been filmed by the Selznick Film Company, and will shortly be
•hewn over here, is taken from real life. The crooks described are men whose criminal careers are to be
ionnd in tbe American Police Records. In the film version the part of the real detective is played by
Berber* Rawlinson. otherwise the stories are an exact representation of events which actually happened.

that had
THEbeen climbing
a
train

steep up-grade,
with sparks flying
wheels,
grinding
from
reached the summit

of

the

moun tain

it
Slowly
made its way along
a ravine with a tor-

range.

WILLIAM

J.

FLYNN,

Chiei ol the United
States Secret Service,
New York City

rent roaring boneath,
and plunged into the
darkness of a tunnel.
the
tube ol darkness,
from
When it emerged
Stephen Arnold, of the Secret Service, found
he was alone in a seat that a few minutes before

had been shared with a companion. The man—
a surly individual who resented all overtures
at conversation had disappeared.
Arnold looked about, but the man was not in
the coach. It had taken only a minute for the
train to pass through the short tunnel, but in
that time his companion, who had appeared to
be napping, had managed to leave his seat and
pass from tho car without attracting tho attenArnold
tion of the detective as he did so.
thought it peculiar.
Across the aisle a pretty girl was reading a
magazine. Every now and then she closed hor
eyes, nodded, and then, with an effort, aroused
herself and continued the perusal of her book.
She was doing hor best to keep awake. Finally,
tired nature succumbed, and the girl's head fell
back on the seat. Tho magazine slipped from
her fingers and dropped to the floor.
Arnold
With a start tho girl awakened.
made haste to reach for the book and hand it to
thank
you,"
and
her.
She gavo him a curt
turned her face to the window.
Gazing out, Arnold saw that they wore
approaching ." Three Forks.' the spot that
marks the source of tho Missouri River. The
c.\act spot was on the opposite side of tho train,
and tho detective moved across the aisle, and
took the soat next tho window facing tho eirl,
which a few minutes before had hecn occupied
by her travelling companion, an elderly man.
The girl looked at him from big brown eye?, a
Sho showod
frown gathering between them.

—

that sho resented his intrusion.
" I only want to look at an historical spot
along here," Arnold hastoned to assuro hor.
Tho girl did not reply, and bent her head to
Having passed " Thrco Forks,"
her page.
Arnold turned back from the window.
" It's nico here, isn't it ? " ho remarked,
determined to be pleasant.
Tho girl looked up, plainly annoyed. Coolly
,

sho looked him over.
" Jt u-a/>," she retortod, with considerable
emphasis.
Highly amused, Arnold returned to his seat.
A half hour passed and the girl's companion,
a prosperous-looking man, ro-entered the car
from the direction of the smoking compartment.
Lightning heard her call him " father." and ask
when thoy would reach Wayne.
" In about an hour, dear," the man replied,
mid reached for a leather bag sho had been
guarding in his absence.
Lightning s thoughts again turned to his seatmato who had disappeared. Getting up, ho
wont to the smoking compartment and glanced
in.
He was not there.
Three sharp blasts of the whistle, a grinding
of brakes, and the train slowed down.
As it
stopped, Lightning reached for the door.
It
«as thrust open in his face, and a man wearing
a mask and carryins a rovolvor confronted him.
lio woapon was pu«hod against his body.
" Back there
(puck
tho intruder ordered.
Lightning fell back into tho car.
Inside all
ivns onfusion. Someone yelled " train robbers!"
Olid a woman screumcd.
I

—

.

'

!

The train had stopped dead. The robber
continued to menace Lightning, and force him
back until they reached the seat he had left a
few minutes before. Another man appeared in
the doorway, a revolver in each hand.
Lightning, his hands above his head, dropped
into his seat.
The robber turned to the one
occupied by the girl, and spoke to her companion.
" Hand over that bag," lie ordered.
The girl jumped to her feet, but tho masked
man forced her roughly back.
Without a word the man w ith the girl handed
over the bag. The girl's eyes flashed as she
turned towards Lightning and spoke across the
aisle.

" Are you going to let hint get away with
that ? " she asked.
Lightning did not think it worth while to
reply.
His position was obvious. Besides, he
was watching the robber. He noted that the
little finger of his hand that held the pistol was
missing just above the second joint. It marked
him) and the detective made a mental note of it.
The man who had been sitting with Arnold had
part of his little finger on his right hand missing.
Taking the bag, tho robber backed down the
aislo and joined his companion.
Both of them
disappeared down the steps of the car.
For
a few seconds no one stirred. Two whistles
from the engine and tho train moved on. The
hold-up had been a success.
The passengers had recovered from their
alarm. But now tha the danger was past, and
only one of them had been molested, thoy
chose to regard it as a highly amusing adventure.
Some even joked as they crowded round tho
"only victim tho girl's father offering condolences.
Tho old man seemed stunned. But
tho girl was angry.
" If any of you had been half men," she said,
" you had an opportunity to prove it."
.It seemed to Lightning as though her eyes
singled him out particularly.
When the sym-

—

—

had gone back to their seats, he
approached the girl's father and offered his card.
If 1 can bo of -any assistance," he said,
" I'll bo very glad to oblige. Did they got much
from you ? "
" Much ?
Only two hundred thousand
dollars in Government bonds " tho old man

pathisers

!

"

am

Franklin Noyos, President of
Tho securities
tho Wayne National Bank.
belonged to a client in Wayne.
As I was in
Chicago 1 decided to bring them back with
mo. Tho robbers must havo known that."
" I advis.' you to say nothing whon you
" I shall
Lightning replied.
reach Wayne,
stop off with you."
Good " Noyes said. " Helen " turning
to his daughter who' had boon regarding Lightning with unfriondly oyos " this is Mr. Stephen
Arnold, of tho Secret Service. 1 think he may
help us."
Tho girl gavo him a curt nod.
" 1 warned you against bringing tho bonds,"
she said to hor father. " You can consider them
as good as gone, and be prepared to inako good
their loss.
I havo no confidence in detectives,
and am glad to say wo have none in our town.'
Without another word or glance at Lightning
sho began handing her baggago to a porter who
had approached, for tho train was n earing
replied.

I

'

—

!

—

Wayne. Her last remark nettlod Lightning.
" That, Miss Noyes," he replied,
is one of
tho reasons, perhaps, that it is still a town.'
liaising his cap, he returned to his seat, and
prepared to leave tho car.
Helon," ho hoard tho girl's father admonish
hor,
that is tho very first time 1 over know
you to bo positively rude."
If tho girl mado any reply, Lightning did not
hoar it, for thoy passed out of the car. On the
station platform, ho saw a fine-looking young
'

'

chap of about
her own age
greet the girl
affectionately,

HERBERT RAWLINSON,
who plays the part of Stephen

and shake

Arnold

— "Lightning" — on

hands with her

t_h e

father.
Before Noyes drove off

awaited

him,

he

in

turned

screen,

the automobile that

and

camo toward

Lightning.

Come

into the

bank to-morrow morning,"
you a list of the stolen

" I will give
said.
securities."

he

Lightning nodded, and walked towards the
telegraph office, where the conductor was sending in a report ot the hold-up. Then he * ent
to the express car, where the crew were examining the wrecked safe that had boen blown with
-

nitro-glycerine.

From

the messengers he teamed that the trick
had been done by two men, making four in all.
About 25.000 dollars in actual cash had been
Considerable more money in an inner
taken.
compartment, that was locked, had been left
behind owing to the short time in which the
robbers had to work.

Lightning was on his way to Spokane, but his
errand could wait. He determined to take a hand
in ruiming down the train robbers.

The Medicine Faker.
next afternoon Lightning
THEbanker
and received a

called on tho
of the stolen
learned
that tho
bonds.
financier spent part of each year in Chicago,
and was preparing to return there soon with his
list

From Noyes he

family.
" My

cannot

manner

wife has social ambitions that she
here," ho explained. And from his
Lightning inferred there was a rift in the

fulfil

domestic

lute.

Again admonishing the banker to make no
outcry concerning the robbery, Lightning prepared to take a look around the town, for ho
felt sure, from the fact that the robbers knew of
the leather bag that Noyes carried on the train,
that someone cither in Wayne or Chicago had
been on the inside.
Just as ho was about to return to his hotel
early that evening, ho was attracted by a crowd
gathered at one of the corners. Approaching,
he saw tho crowd surrounded an old-timo
medicine fakor that he thought had passed out
The faker stood on tho
of existence long ago.
rear of a waggon, tho sides of which announced
in glaring letters that ho was Professor Car-'
cenoraas, disposing of a marvellous " Egyptian
Tiger Gall," a panacea for all ills.
The professor had tho usual entertainment and
patter. At its close ho held up a bottle of the
medicine marvel.
"The gentlemanly agent will now pass
among you," he shouted. " Don't crowd and'
push. There may bo enough for all."
Tho small town folk foil for tho faker and his
Lightning remained watohing until
wares.
tho last man had received a bottlo of the wonder
cure, and then started for his hotel. Thero ho
a«kod the clerk about " tho professor."
(
" Oomes hero about once every two years," tho
clerk told him. " Usually camps in tho woods
near tho watorfal). Stays about a weok."
After supper, while it was still light, tho
detective started for the waterfall about a mile
out in the country.
In tho meantime, Carccnomas had driven to
the woods and wis preparing to rotiro for the
night.
But first ho must eat, and a fire was
built, over which ho swung an iron kettle.
Looking about, the professor discovered ho was
short of water.
" Hey, Mike " ho callod. " Go down to the
brook and get somo water."
"Mike," tho gentlemanly agent, took tho
!

r

'

7
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was soon at the brook, fed by a small
about a hundred yard* from the
As ho
waggon, but hidden in dense foliage.

keltic and
waterfall,

"

stooped to dip the bucket, voices attracted his
attention. From the opposite direction two men
approached. Each carried a sack that seemed
Mike dodged info the bushes.
heavily loaded.
The" men seemed to know their surroundings,
for they went directly to the falls and dumped
One of them retheir sacks on the ground.
moved a slab of rock back of the fall, disclosing
untied
the mouth of
a small cavern. The other
the socks and drew forth a handful of money.
Tlunging his arm in again, ho pulled out a
bundle of bonds.
" Put all of that stuff back but a couple of
" We might be
bills,"
the other warned.
grabbed and searched. We'll come back later
for the whole pile."
Quickly the men retied the sacks and thrust
them in the cavern. After replacing the stone
From his hiding-place, Mike
slab they left.
watched" them with gaping mouth until they
had disappeared. Then he ran to the slab of
rock, removed it, and drew forth the sacks.
What he saw after he untied them was conclusive proof that he had been suffering from

no optical delusion,
f

_

As he stood staring at the wealth in front of
him the professor appeared, looking for his
Failing to find him at the brook, he
assistant.
followed the stream and came upon Mike with

the minute you hear anything about

grope around inside.

Oaths told him that they had discovered their
Before they could move, the detective
stepped from the bushes and covered them.
But as he drew near, one of the men struck up
his pistol, and the two made a dash, Lightning
loss.

them as they ran.
The chase led through the woods toward the
railroad tracks, where the men swung on a
passing freight. Lightning was only a few
seconds behind them and caught a rear car.
But his foot slipped, and with a cry he fell off.
rolled down a steep embankment, and lay still
firing at

at the bottom.
The men, seeing him fall, leaped from the
train and ran down the hill to him.
" Search him, Joe, and don't shoot. He may
know about the money,'' one of them said._
The other'man bent over Lightning. With a
bound the detective leaped to his feet and
before they could move had them both covered.
A half-hour later both were landed in the
One of them was Lightning's seat
village gaol.
companion of the train. Neither of them would
talk.

"

Come

Lightning
walked into the glade where the camp had been

A

week

pitche"d,

his

horses,

and saw the waggon disappearing.

A

cry attracted his attention to the stream.
Running to the water, he saw Mike, blood
flowing from a wound in his head, crawling to
the bank.
After the detective had helped the fellow stop
the flow of blood. Mike told
the finding of the money,
boss.
" I

him,'' he said
he's left me and on his way to
Just wait and see.
I'll get 'im.

would have divided with

bitterly.

Chicago.
I'll

him of the two men.
and the trick of his

kill

"

Now

But
him "
!

Lightning took Mike back to the hotel, and
fixed him up for the night. The next morning
he bought him a ticket for Chicago, gave him
some money, and sent him on to see if he could
get any trace of the professor in the East.
"I am going to stay here until those men
eome back for their stuff," he told Mike. " You

Birossa forgot to turn the combination

Signor is interested in the pretty daughter of
t he Noyes.
Lightning whistled, and going to the telephone
informed Noyes he was back in town, and woulii
He also learned that
call on him the next day.
no trace of the missing bonds had been dis'

the original robbers were bound
to return, sooner or later, for their treasure,
Lightning waited two long weeks, watching the
spot near the falls each day. Finally his patience
was rewarded. From the bushes one morning
he saw two men approach, remove the slab and

Knowing that

the bags in front of him. Quickly the assistant
explained what had occurred.
''
Let's take this stuff and hurry away from
here," Mike advised.
But the professor had other plans.
" I'll take the stuff, and you run for it,'" he
" Meet you in Chicago."
advised.
Mike could not" see it that way. As Carcenomas reached for the sacks, Mike protested.
The professor's reply was a blow over his
assistant's head that knocked him in the water,
where he lay unconscious. Two trips and the
sacks were safe in the medicine waggon, and
the professor drove off.

As he whipped up

-

me

wire

Carcenomas."

covered.
A
In the house of Noyos all was not well.
conservative business man of the old school.
Noyes believed in Helen, his daughter, marrying
The man in the case
the' man of her choice.
happened to be Robert Haven, n young architect.
Bob and Helen had been sweethearts since ch>.ldhood. but their marriage was opposed by Mrs.
Noyes. A social climber to the core, Mrs.
whose
Barossa,
Signor
Noyes considered
Noyes had made only
acquaintance the
recently, a splendid catch for her daughter.
After a stormy scene Helen had flatly refused
to consider Barossa, and told her mother so in
no uncertain terms.
" You will marry him if he asks you
and I
have reason to think he will or your father and
I will have something to say about your future,"
Mrs. Noyes had replied.
Bob Haven stepped on the porch of the
Noyes' home, a song on his lips and a smile on
Through the windows he saw Helen,
his face.
reading at a table, and tapped on the glass. The
girl looked up and went to him.
"Bob dear," the girl said, "mother insi>t*
that I shall marry this terrible Barossa. She has
encouraged him in the belief that I will accept
him, and makes threats."

".Marry

In the Society Column.
a talk with Noyes the next day,

AFTER
Lightning

continued his journey to
Spokane, promising to be in Chicago in
Not a word had
one month if not sooner.
Forwarding his
been received from Mike.
address to the former assistant of Carcenomas,
Lightning instructed Mike to telegraph him any
Three weeks later he
information he received.
received a telegram in Spokane.

The bird is here."
Lightning, seated in t he Black stone lobby, waited further word from Mike.
on,"

it said.

later,

A

page approached him and informed him he was
wanted on the telephone. The voice of Mike
greeted him.

" Look at the society page of to-day's
Tribune,' " he said.
Before Lightning could answer, Mike rang off.
Going to a news stand. Lightning purchased a
" Tribune," and turned to the society page. The
first thing that struck his eye was a doublecolumn cut of Professor Carcenomas. But such
a different Carcenomas. The man was attired
in evening dress, wore a silk hat, and had all the
appearance of a successful financier. Underneath
the cut was the caption " Signor Barossa.''
'

Further

down Lightning

read

:

" Signor Barossa is an Italian nobleman of
immense wealth, who is making an extended
He has been a
visit to the United States.
frequent visitor to the home of Mr. Fraiiklyn
Noyes, the banker. Rumour has it that the

in the safe and Lightning only waited for
entering the window.

him

to leave before

—

—

him

?

"

Bob

"

replied.

I've just received a big contract.

not.

You

will

I'll

have

money, if that is what your mother wants. Go
into the garden and wait lor me."
Going into the house, Bob asked for Mrs.
Noyes. and was soon joined by that lady, who
greeted him coldly.
" Helen and I have been sweethearts eve
" I have never
since I remember," he began.
spoken to you about her before because" I was
not in a position to do so, but now
With a wave of her hand Mis. Noyes stopped
him.
" I do not core to hear further." she said
" Helen's father and myself have
haughtily.
other plans for her future. In fact, I maj' say
that we are giving a reception to-morrow
night, and it is quite likely I shall announce her
engagement to Signor Barossa."
Bob looked at her, stunned.
" She does
" It's not fair " he protested.
not love him."
" That is a matter of no importance," she
" I think her parents are the best
replied.
judges of what is the best for her. Good-even!

ing."
It was this news that Bob carried back to
Helen, who was waiting for him.
" What are you going to do ? " he asked.
" What can I do ? " she retorted.
" Refuse
marry this money-hunting
to
man, and go away with me " the boy
!

urged.
I'll

have to have time to think," she told

It was the outfit of the old-time medicine man, but the owner
was nowhere to be seen, so Lightning started in search of him.

!

Picture Show, Atujust 21st, 1920.
'

dim.

Meet me here

:

in the

my

his office.
" I have

come," Lightning informed the
hanker, " to ask you a few questions about
Signor Barossa. How long have you known

him
"

?

"
.

.

.

About a month,

I

should

say,"

Noyes

replied.

"

you
"

Has he done any banking
?

From

garden to-morrow,

engagement
If mother announces
night.
10 Barossa. I'll slip out, and wo can decide what
herself
to Bob's
surrendering
do."
And,
to
embrace for a moment; she left him and returned
lo the house.
In the office of Franklyn Noyes tho next
morning, Lightning sat waiting to see the
hanker. In a few minutes he was ushered into

office of

went

Lightning

the bank,
Noyes.

the.

-to

" I have the bonds," he informed tho delighted
financier ; " but they must remain where they are
until later."
" And the thieves ? " Noyes inquired.
" The thieves," Lightning told him, " are
safe in Wayne.
The man who stole them from
the thieves will be at your house to-night."
" At my house impossible " Noyes re-

astounded.

plied,

—"

!

Only our most intimate
and Signor

—

friends are expected beside yourself

Barossa."
" And Signor Barossa," Lightning repeated.
Noyes looked at Lightning.
" he gasped.
You don't mean
?

business with

"Lightning nodded.

"

"
.

Good Heavens " Noyes
!

said,

and leaned

but he seems plentifully supplied with
money. Mrs. Noyes insists she knows all about
liim, and wants Helen to marry him.
" I should like to meet this Barossa," Lightning suggested.
" Come up
" Very well," the banker replied.
to my house to-morrow night.
Mrs< Noyes is
giving a reception."
Leaving the banker, Lightning returned to
his hotel.
There he called up several banks,
and finally discovered that Antonio Barossa had
an account in a State Street trust company, and
had also had a safety deposit box rented therefor one year.
Going to the bank, ho had a
talk with the president that resulted in the
official agreeing to open the box for Lightning,

back

ho oould procure Barossa's key.
Lightning had nothing against Baiossa that
would result in warranting his arrest unless the
bonds were traced and recovered. He felt sure
that the faker had them under lock and key,
and his discovery of the deposit box was conclusive evidence that his guess had been right.
But without Barossa's key, he could not get into
ho box, as it could not be opened otherwise,
and the bank president refused to force it unless
Lightning brought satisfactory proof that tho
It was up to tho
stolen securities were there.
detective to get tlio key.
At one o'clock, Lightning crept up to the
side porch of a handsome home in the suburbs,
not far away from the Noyes' mansion. It was
Tho
lie homo of tho self-styled Signor Barossa.
place appeared dosertcdj but Lightning took no
Mounting to the porch roof by aid of
chances.
an awning, he crept across it on hands and
knees, and cautiously climbed over a balcony
railing in front of a large open window.
Peering inside, ho saw Barossa. For a halfhour the man busied himself with his clothing,
while Lightning watched.
finally he moved a picture from tho wall and
Opening it, he took out a
disclosed a small safe.
bundle- of bills, and counted out several bills of
largo denomination, which he thrust in his
pocket. He was about to close the safe when
ho hesitated, and reached inside. When ho
withdrew his hand it contained a small black
box.
Opening it, ho glanced inside, smiled,
and replaced it. Shutting the safe door, ho
forreplaced the picture and left tho room
getting to snap the combination.
No sooner had Barossa left than Lightning
was in tho room. Ho felt suro that what ho
was after was just behind tho picture.
Lightning worked quickly, for ho did not
know what instant Barossa might remember his
rror and return.
As he had thought, tho little
black box ho had seen in the fakir's hand a few
minutes before contained two keys, both alike.
Me had no doubt they were tho keys to the safe
deposit box. Tutting one in his pocket, ho left
without discovery.
An hour later ho was in tho office of tho
president of tho bank.
" Here," he said to that official, " is a list of
ho bonds stolon from Franklyn Noyes.
I want
the Barossa box opened at once in your presence.
If tho securities there correspond to this list,
they are stolen, and I want tho box sealed. If
hey don't no harm has been done."
The banker took the key and both went into
the vault. When tho box was opened, every
security mentioned on the list was found.
Not
mo had been disposed of. Thero wore also several
thousand dollars in cash, which Barossa had
evidently kept on hand in easo of an emergency.
Under tho president's orders the box was sealed.
It was then threo o'clock, and thero was no
ohaiioe of Barossa calling and discovering what
had been done.

Noyes went to her daughter's room. Blinded
by her social aspirations, she was determined
to make public her daughter's engagement that
night.
Barossa had called in the afternoon, and

No

;

if

i

t

—

•

I

I

—

chair dumbfounded.
Finally ho
" 1 must 'phone Airs. Noyes at
once
The reception must be called off
" Wait "
Lightning grasped his arm as he
reached for the phone.
Let things go on as
usual.
I want to expose him publicly."
It can't be done " Noyes protested. " Why
Mrs. Noyes is to announce Helen's engagement to that man to-night."
" I rather fancy it won't go that far," Lightning replied. " Oblige me by saying nothing
in

his

recovered.
!

!

!

'

!

—

tell you."
It took sjme persuasion to convince Noyes
that Lightning's plan was the best, but he

until I

finally yielded.

Shortly after eight o'clock that night, Mrs.

formally asked for Helen's hand. Mrs. Noyes'
permission he received readily. Helen had
talked to him plainly.
" My mother is set upon my marrying you,"
she told him. " no matter what my feelings are.
I havo told her that I do not love you, but I
shall offer no further opposition,*'
With that Barossa had to be eontent.
He attempt! to take Helen in his arms, but
she repulsed him.
Helen dressed early for dinner, and sat by
her window looking into the garden.
As she leaned out of the window, hor father
eamo into tho room, tip-toeing softly. Helen
knew he was opposed to her marriage, but, to
her surprise, ho looked the happiest she had seen
him for weoks.
Ho paused inside tho door, "and looked
cautiously around.
" Cheor up, old girl "' he whispered myster" It hasn't happened yet."
iously.
Before
Helen could answer, he was gone.
With another glance into tho garden, the
girl went downstairs, whero the guests were
alroady arriving. As she chatted with a group
of her friends, a butler announced :
" Signor Barossa "
!

!

He made

way through

crowd and
joined the group where Hoien stood. Taking
it
her hand, ho bent over
and raised it to his
his

tho

lips.

Lightning had told Noyos he did not care
to be announced when ho arrived, and tho butler
had his instructions. As tho dotectivo stepped
into the room, ho was unnoticed.
Wandering
about the room, he hoard Barossa addressing his
admirers.
" I am hero to inspect your wonderful
country," ho was telling them. " Perhaps I shall
It all depends.
rcmai-i.
My estates are large,
and I dispense largo charities. In my tours of
frequently uso horses and
this country,
I
address tho -people from the
wagons.
1

wagons."
Lightning listened, and laughed
lightly.
His mind fla-died to tho wagons. While Barossa
wiu delivering more of tho same bombast,
Helen slipped away from tho group and wont
Sho nu.de her way to a
out in tho garden.
secluded spot, and sat down on a bench. Bob,
sho felt sure, would join her soon. For half an
hour sho waited, but he did not come.
Roturning to tho verandah, through a
window she saw Barossa moving from group to
group,

aiid

movement

ovidontly

inquiring

for

hor.

A

in
the shrubbery attracted her
Thinking it was Bob. she ran behind
tho bushes with his namo on her lips, but ho
was not there. Yet sho was suro somoono hod
been watching tho house. Perhaps it was Hob,
nhn, failing to find hor at their n'd trysting-plaee,

attention.

eome to tire liouse and returned. Slowly
made her way to the bench she had just left.

hail

c

si

Barossa soon joined Noyes, -and Lightnii f
sauntered by.
Quietly he winked at Noye?.
The banker, interpreting tho signal correctly
called to him
" Come here, Arnold, I -want -you to
:

meet

tfca

Signor."

Lightning

was

formally
presented,
and
the three stood talking about nothing in
particular.
Finally the detective casually
reached into his pocket and drew out a key- the key to Barossa's strong-box.
This h?
twirled idly in his fingers, so that the fakir s
attention could not help but be attracted to it.
It was a peculiarly shaped key, and could not bo
mistaken, Barossa regarded it with staring eyes.
" That key," he finally said.
" It is odd."
" That ? "
" Oh
Lightning held it tip.
that's a key to a little box I have in the Stato
Street Trust Company."
Barossa seemed relieved, he regarded Lightning intently. When the latter walked away,

Barossa asked of Noyes:
" Just who is that, young man ? "
" Oh, that's only Stcvo Arnold, of tho Record
Hera'd,' " the banker told him.
Excusing himself, Barossa made another tour
Failing to see Helen, he stepped
of tho room.
Lighting a cigarette, ho
into tho garden.
strolled about the grounds, finally approaching
th> bench upon which Helen sat in the moonlight.
With an exclamation of relief, he went
to the girl and placed liis hand on hor shoulder.
'

" You are beautiful when you are angry.
Come " he said. " In a short time your mother
!

announce our botrothal.

Just one kiss hcie
moonlight to seal it "
He reached for tho girl, but sho evadod him.
Barossa would havo followed as she ran toward
tho pathway, but from the clump of bushes nearby camo tho report of a revolver, and a jet of

will

in

'In-

!

flame.

Barossa stopped in his tracks, clutched at his
and plunged face down on the grass. Helen,
turning, saw him fall, and ran to him.
The shot was also heard in tho house, and a
dance that was in progress stopped. Men ami
women ran to tho verandah. Calling to Noyes.
Lightning loaprd down the steps and tho
two of them ran in the direction from which the
shot came. Seeing the two men running' across

side,

tho lawn, Mrs. Noyes followed.
Arriving at tho little nook, Lightning and
Noyes camo upon tho girl bending over the
figure of tho fakir stretched at full length on the
turf.
Ho was not dead, and had turned over
on his back. His hand clutched at a spot in his
shirt-front from which tho blood was oozing.

At that moment, Bob
tho scene.
" There's the
man "
!

Haven appeared on

Mm.

Noyes

cried

" He told me yesterday he would
Barossa if I insisted upon Helon s marrying!
him.. Ho has kept h s Word. Call the police
" Just a minute "
Lightning called, as
Bob started to protest. In the bushes nearby ho
had seen a movement. With a rush ho hurled
himself into tho thicket and on the figuro of a
man.
A brief struggle, and he dragged tho
hysterically.
kill

:

!

!

intruder into the moonlight.
" Mike " Lightning said with surprise.
It was Mike, the former assistant of Profe»sot
!

-

Careenomas.

am Arnold, of the Secret Service,"
" Tell
informed him.
me your
sido of this."
" Well, I told you I would kill him, didn't
" I've made good, that's
T ? " Mike snarled.
"
all
Reaching in his pocket, ho drew out an
" I

Lightning

!

automatic,

which

ho

handed

this man ! "
pointing to tho figure of Barossa.

"

Do you know

"

Know him

!

Mike

retorted.

to

Lightning.

Noyes asked,
"Thai's

my

ex-partner, Tony Careenomas."
On tho ground tho fal ir stirred, o|ienod h s
Lightning readied
eyos and slowly sat up.
over and helped him lo his foot.
"This man," ho said to tho crowd that had
now gathered, "is a crook anil li fakir. The

wealth ho impressed you with was stolon."
There was no answer from the crook, and as
Lightning led him away, with Alike, and the
crowd drifted back towards the house, wtlli
Mrs. Noyes making profiwo apologies -and
explanations, a U"y anil girl drifted into each
other's arms, and this time there was no onu
to stop hem.
l

(Another

e'etectiut

yarn next ween.)

—

Picture

!
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MY FOUR MONTHS
MADGE

IN CALIFORNIA.

TITHERADGE

By

Miss Madge Titheradge, the talented dramatic actress, who is now appearing' in " The Garden ot Allah " at the Drury Lan*
Theatre, and can be seen on the screen this week with Mr. Owen Nares in " Gamblers All," recently spent four months in
In these articles she tells you her experiences in Los Angeles during that time.
California making a series of film pictures.

The Charm

of Catalina.

1MAJDE

three pictures during my sojourn in
the Golden West— " Love in the Wilder" David and
ness," by Gertrude Page
;

and Jonathan," by 10. Temple Thurston and
" Her Story," by my brother, Dion Titheradge.
You may remember Dion, by the way, in a
number of films Fox, World, and Goldwyn
in which ho has usually played Frenchmen,
" toughs," and also Chinese characters.
Of my three films 1 enjoyed doing " David
and Jonathan " most. It was taken on the
Island of Catalina, whose beauty is too exquisite
to describe. There it stands, facing Lo c Angeles,
across tho San Pedro Channel a veritable
;

—

taking life easily, and all becauae they made that
lifeboat not to turn over."
Eventually, to achieve our purpose, a hoto
had to be kicked in the bottom of that boat,
whose only fault was that it lived up to ita
life-saving reputation
and then, do you know,
like the unreasonable creature I am. it gave rr.>',
a real pain at the heart to see the dear, bravo
tiling so cruelly, so wantonly treated.
But the scene was successfully shot, and tho
shipwreck is one of the most. thpUing incidents
in tho picture.

buffeted nearer land, and very dimly they
the figure
discern a figure in it waving feebly

—

of a

girl.

One clutches the
out to sea.

arm

of the other

and points

"Loo!:/" ho cries hoarsely.
And even as he speaks, ono wave, mightier
than the rest, gathers its terrible strength, and
dashing the whole force of its fury upon tho frail
and its human freight.
head appears above the water

;

craft, capsizes it

Tho

girl's

for

Danger a Detail.
10 X
went out

WH

—

little paradise.

As Mary Austin, who has written

so

men."

—

I

included, looked ragamuffins !)
" Crap?," I may add, is a nigger card game,
and I know nothing to equal its fascination
When it grew dark rind it gets dark very
soon out there 1 would cry in deep, ringing

—

—

—

MISS TITHERADGE as she appears in her
play " David and Jonathan."

last

photo-

sacrifice.

Of course, I am speaking now of " stunt
actors " principally, but I believe this high
quality of courage is a characteristic of all
members of tho film colon}-.

a brief moment, and then sinks, not to rise again,
while the fury of the storm drowns the cry of
anguish from tho helpless watchers on the
shore.

BUT

!

liko «

—

ON

tide3 unfelt of

was a rather

came back

—

The Simple

My Perfect Hour.
my most perfect hour was during the
homeward sail at sunset, when sea and skywere an opaline glory of rose and gold and
blue, when the mountains gathered their purple
mists about them, and all the world lay still.
Then it was that we played " Craps," sitting
on our haunches inelegant but truo-*-in the
bottom of the boat, brown as berries and carefiw ns ragamuffins
(Some of us, myself

I

After the exciting escapades of a
movie heroine, in which such a thing as a prairie
fire is a detail, or a horseback ride
such as 1
took through a field of blazing grass a triviality,
clanger is now nothing in my young life, and
even the perils of I'iccadilly Circus, wh'ch
hithertd always intimidated rne, can hold no
further terrors.
I can tell you, in the film colony of Los
Angeles, one does not boast of one's exploit.;,
for but scant Sympathy will be given in return.
There such things are merely part of the day's
work, and though they may he given prominer.ee
in the papers, they aro but commonplaces to
the participants.
That is one quality in the film
actor's composition which I find so splendid
bis calm acceptance of danger as part of his duty
towards a public athirst for thrills, and to provide the thrills, nothing, however great the risk,
is too dangerous to essay. But. at the .same time
one is tempted to think that the picture-going
public is apt to be over-greedy for excitement,
and to wonder, when ono reads of another film
actor " gone west," whether the thrill tho poor
fellow endeavoured to supply justified the

trancingly about California, say? :"There are days at Catalina, so steeped with
harmonies of sea and sun, that the singing of the
birds excites the soothed sense r.o more than if
the lucent air had that moment dripped in
sound. These are the days when the accounts
that Cabrillo left of his findings there, of a civil
and religious development superior to the
tribe;, of the mainland, beguile the imagination'."

sway upon

to California I

lion.

en-

Life.
Catalina we lived the simple life, and
as 1 went, about with nu hair down my
back and pay feet bare, dressed in a
sailor's
blouse and bell-bottom trousers, I
realised its joys as never before.
We made an hotel on the island our headquarters, and from there we used to set forth
in the glorious golden mornings in a little mator
launch, to make the sea scenes which play so
important a part in the film. I love the sea at
all times and in all moods, but never have 1
seen it more wonderful than around Catalina,
where the glint of golden sun -fish, and the
silver and purple flashes of the flying-fish
give it an additional beauty, and where, " under
the flat bays, which take at times colour that
rivals the lagoons of Venice, forests of kelp,
n-crawl with rainbow coloured life, sleep and

I

nervous woman, but

The Loyalty of Our

Lived

Up

THAT

London

offices,

smoking

fat cigars

Friends.

April of this year

IN homeward,

to Its Name
was the action for the scene.
But do you think that boat would
capsize ? I tell you we spent hours trying
to make it turn over, till we were soaked to tho
skin with spray and our patience was worn to
threads. At last, after the umpteenth fruitless
attempt, when I was ready to shed tears of
vexation, and dinner and dry clothes seemed
very far away, a member of tho company turned
to me with a gentle sigh and remarked drily :
" Do you know. Miss Titheradge, at this very
moment there are men sitting in luxurious
It

we turned our

and though

I

may have

faces

shared

Browning's longings for spring in England*
there

was sorrow,

too,

in

my

heart

at

th«

thought of leaving California and our kind
friends there. I remember how those who had
greeted us upon our arrival turned out in the
same loyal fashion to speed us on our way.
and cried yes, really cried when we left. 1
see them now. crowding round us and huskily
murmuring their good wishes for a safe journey,
and their hope of seeing us again some clay.
They were dears, every one of them.

—

—

(Next week MissTi theradge will
taught her.)

and generally

tell

us

what kfr

trips

tones
" Cap'n, where's the light ? "
And then a lantern would he set in nur midst,
and while its ghostly radianes cast fantastic
shadows about us, the cards would be gathered
—
dealing, dealing
up, and we would go on
—Shades of Robert Louis Stevenson, that was
:

•

—

A Shipwrecked Heroine.
was during the making of " David

IT Jonathan

and

" thr.t the affair of the lifeboat
occurred. I. of courso, was the heroine, a

shipwrecked heroine

—hair down

my

back, and

everything.

Imagine me tossing
stormy sea. Men at-

in a small lifeboat on a
my feet are lying dead,
while I, the sole survivor, am half dead with
exhaustion, and noarly mad with fear. And not
a sail in sight
!

On an

island, where the breakers are dashing
up the shore, stand some boys, scanning the
horizon with terror-stricken eyes.

Presently they espy a tiny boat, struggling
bravely with the cruel waves. Gradually it is

The inttudet

at

the picnic on the sands.

He

is

anxious to meet snch celebrities as MISS

MISS PEGGY HYLAND, and

MISS

MAUDIE DUNHAM.

TITHERADGE.

'

1
10
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
New

Universal Policy.

the Universal
THEbe whole
handled
future by
of

films will

in
Offices.

the Film

Booking
This arrangement
marks a further stage in the discarding ef
what is known as the open market system
booking pictures. The Universal Company has always been opposed to the present
tendency of large studios seeking to compote with exhibitors by running their own
theatres, and it is an interesting fact that
in the States to-day there is hardly one of
the 19,000 theatres which does not boast
a' least one Universal picture on its profinrame in any given week. The serials
reduced by the company have been noted
lor the high standard they exact both in
story and star.
The Universal output
will continue to be under the direction of
such well-known producers as Alan Holubar, Lois Webber, Jack Ford, Tod Brownrug, Rollin Sturgeon, Douglas Gerrard,
and other famous names.

ol

I

A Huge

Film City

Universal studios, which were
built in 1912, are the largest in the
world, and cover 640 acres in the

San Fernando Valley, a few miles from Los
California.

In

this

admiration and praise. Edward Sloman,
at present engaged in filming the Jack
London stories, says that actors and
directors would prefer to be told the honest
truth about their work.
" I know that the people who are
concerned in the artistic work of making
pictures not only welcome honest criti" It
cism, but are eager for it," he says.
is a common, although erroneous belief,
that actors like only to be praised. The
intelligent
least, find

members

of the profession, at
in indiscriminate
laudation. They are honestly striving to
improve their work.
else can they

no pleasure

How

do it than by learning the truth about
themselves and their interpretations ?
And how can they learn the truth except
from competent and honest criticism ?

The trouble with many reviews in the
trade press of stage and screen plays is
that they do not help us. We want constructive ideas
we want to know the
why of things, and I assure you that when
;

made they are
heartily welcomed. It is possible to write
such
criticisms
without brutality or
flippancy.
" For the same
reason,"
concludes
Mr. Sloman, " we welcome letters from
constructive suggestions are

.

THE

Angeles,

ADAMS.

K.

stretch

of

country is included every kind of location
from mud-flats to mountain.
It is a real
city," being incorporated and having a
regulation post-office, a bank, restaurants,
7.oo, police, waterworks, and so on.
The
luige picture production plant has a total
p age spaco of 150,000 square feet, capable
at housing almost one hundred companies.
A fleet of sixty passenger cars and forty
<i

IN

the majority of cases a moving picture
both exterior and" interior, is built

set.

from a miniature model. A drawing is
made, just a rough sketch, and from
an artist makes his model, which is
then turned over to the technical and stage

fi

rst

'his

who use it as their guide.
The set shown here called for a street
corner, and also a rain-storm effect.
Ordinarily the real thing could have been used,
but it is out of the question to get a real
honest rain-storm on a street corner at any
hour by just ordering the same. This, however, can
be accomplished if a set for the
purpose is made. The set illustrated here
was made in the Selznick yard.
Miss Elaine Hammerstein, who plays the
star part in this latest film," Whispers," is
caught in the rain, and takes advantage of an
awning covering a fruit stand. A man also
is caught in the same fix, and shelters under
the self-same awning. Thereby hangs a
tale
The two become acquainted, and so
the rain and this particular " set " is
responsible for a meeting which is most im
The miniature man it
portant in the story.
sketch from which he ii
workers,

!

theatre-goers

containing honest opinion.
they like more romance, or adventure ?
they prefer the star dominant, or an
evenly balanced cast ? Picture-goers who
write are assured that letters on these
points are more keenly appreciated than
the kind which only flatter and administer

Do
Do

to vanity.

My Most

Difficult Scenes.

THINK

I

the most difficult scenes 1
ever had to produce for the

have

screen were tho-sc in

my

production

Film Company of A. E. W.
Mason's
At the Villa Rose.' We had
permission from the authorities
at Nice to use the gaming rooms
themselves for our sets. Readers
\
of the story will remember how
1\
B\
important the scenes are that
for the Stoll
'

.

occur in this location.
Weil, we
got permission all right, but 1
found that I had the most terrible
task before me ,to handle the
habitues of the rooms. They either
wanted to be in the picture, or
they said that the arc lamps
spoiled their luck, or the playing
of the scene distracted their attention from the system on which
they were playing.
'
It was simply dreadful, and
I
wasted endless time and patience trying to get things right.
Finally 1 had to take my players
to the rooms at half -past seven in
the morning and there, in full
/ening dress, at half past seven, they
had somehow or other to work up the
excitement of a great gambling scene.
From the bottom of my heart I pitied
them but there was no help for it and
the scene had to be done."

Two men
street cornerin its earlystages.
can be seen consulting the miniature model.

The
::::::::::

I

Erecting the «

I

lor spraying

V

;

MacrTce Elvey.

MAURICE ELVEY,
the Stoll

chiel producer lor

Film Company.

trucks are in almost constant use
ransporting actors, props, and other
quipment to locations, and for other
duties.
Another feature of Universal City
is its large collection of animals, and it has
nlso more than 150 head of horses. They
include the famous mounts used by Harry
I 'arey's band of rough-riding cowboys and
lie famous coal-black Arabian steeds used
large

!

•

i

in

many

This Week's Best Films.
following
THEphoto-plays

ol

are

the best
being re-

"A

'

Corinne Griffith.
Walturdaw
.
Violet Hopson.

. .

.

"

. •

Her Son

Stewart Rome.

F.L.F.S

" False Coda
,.
..
Grace Dari-ino.
" Waggon Tracks

Stoti

,.

Ideal

Tom Moore.
"The
..

Jury's

The Letters They Like.

M

list

uhich

for
exhibition
at
the
cinemas during this week, and the names
of the star artists:
Vitagraph
Girl at I'ay
..
..

desert pictures.

W.

OST

of the letters sent by picturegoers to artistes and producers
ure milk and water affairs, full of

a

is

leased

Hart.

S.
.

."

. .

Georce Mallet.

One

of the Finest

Single

Man

Dobis Lvtton.

How the corner looks when ready lor action. ELAINE HAM
MERSTEIN can be seen sheltering under 'be awniat

t

.4r«rra/l.l

I'llTTRE
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GEORGES
to
is

CARPENTIER,

appear

a screen
appropriately named,
in

the
serial,

idol

the

of
title

France,
of

is

which

"The \Wonder Man."

the famous French boxer has proved
himself to be as fine an actor as he is a boxer.
One
who knows him personally tells me he is also a fine
In

this

good

\

and

everything else failed he could earn a
opera or musical comedy.
light
In
the old days in Paris, after his training was over
for the day, Carpentier and his manager Deschamps
invariably had music and singing until it was time to
go to bed.
His romantic marriage with the charming
Georgette, after his brilliant defeat of Joe Beckett in
the boxing ring, created much interest.
Georges and his
wife are now back in their beloved Paris, but they are
returning to America in the autumn, when Georges is
booked up for another screen play.
singer,

mm

serial

living

if

in

An unconventional snapshot
and

of Georges
his wife, Georgette.

Show
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ETERNAL EVE
"I

HE woman

templed me,"

Adam, and ever

said

Adam and Eve the woman has been blamed for
Here we see the subtle arts of fascination as expressed

••

Not

ELSIE FERGUSON
in "

to be tempted."

and

Eyes

»

WYNDHAM STANDING

of the Soul."

IK

E

RICHARD BAR
— Idand" Pepper
Polly.'

DOROTHY GISH

1

the days of
tempting the man.

since

by Cinema

Stars.

—
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THE FILM PUBLIC FICKLE?
MAGGIE ALBANESI SAYS THAT
the theatrical world, where, according
popular imagination, every hero is

IN to

handsomo, and every leading lady
lovely, beauty is rather a banality than
otherwise.
And yet I

must

Maggie Albanesi

call

beautiful, because she is.
Really and
truly
like a red rose which is just opening
from the mere prettiness of its bud-dom
into the full-blown beauty which is the
glory of June.
With her black hair, vivid
mouth, and large brown eyes, she is, I
think, one of the loveliest young things

IT

IS.

littlo falso move there is always the
reflection that one can do
better tho noxt night, but on the screen
the character one is portraying remains
for good or ill.
Can you wonder that this
"
is an intimidating reflection ?
1 could not but own that it was.

some

comforting

;

that ever happened.

A

Warning

to Screen Aspirants,
think," continued Miss
" that I
dislike film
the whole.
acting.
I don't, on
instance, I should love to go to

do not
BUTAlbanesi,

For
America and make some pictures there,
even do some stunts of a mild description for them, but I should never be
tempted to desert the stage entirely in
'

An Unassuming

Personality,
she is sincerely modest about
herself.
I have a letter from her,
written in a hand remarkable for
its character and firmness
as befits a
daughter of a famous novelist in which
"
she reminds me that she is
stiU_only at
the start v of her stage career, and that
therefore her " opinions and views must of
a necessity be unimportant." (The dear !)
And when she found that the subject
which I wished her to discuss was the
screen rather than the stage (this being a
picture paper), she was just as unassuming
about her film work as the really splendid
success which she has already achieved
and at so early an age on the boards.
" The first professional thing which I
ever did was in a film," Miss Albanesi told
me the other evening at the St. Martin's
Theatre, " and that was the role of a maid

AND

—

—

—

version of Pinero's play,
Professor.'
I was studying at the
Academy of Dramatic Art at the time.
Since then I have appeared in Darby and

the screen

in
'

The

'

'

"

their favour, because
All ye screen-struck ones, listen !
" Because," said this level-headed little
lady, " the life of a film star is short I In

filmland the public are more fickle than
the public of the stage ; they are always
on the look-out for fresh stars. On the
screen one may twinkle in stellar dignity
for
how long 1 Three years, let us say.
And then where is "one ? unless, of
course, one happens to be a genius of
And there are very,
the Pickford type.
very few Pickfords. At the best, one
lasts a much shorter time on the screen
than on the stage.
" But though I shall never be a screen

—

—

actress exclusively, I certainly do hope to
make some more pictures, particularly
when I am less tied by theatrical engagements than at present. At the moment
I can give only three days a week to film

which precludes my
leading parts in pictures."
work,

taking

any

Mr. Wu,' but you see that my
film experience has not been extensive.
I revelled in
Mr. Wu,' especially in the
scenes which were made in a garden
down at Kingston.
And of course I
consider it a great compliment to. have
played with Mr. Matheson Lang. He
the nicest man you could possibly
imagine.
I love him!"

and

Joan,'

1

'

i

Character versus Personality.
will remember Miss Albanesi's

YOU

fine

performance

as "

Nang

in

this

film

Ping," the daughter
of the terrible and all-powerful 'Wu."
Thinking of it, I asked her whether she
preferred character roles to "straight"
parts.

" Well," she replied, " at least there
more credit due to those who
take character roles than to people

is

far

who rely solely on their own persontheir performality to ' put across
'

ance

a character part

;

demands more

of one's abilities, and from that point
of view I enjoy such work.
I
taking part in ' The Great Day,' which

am

being filmed down at Islington by
the Famous Players Lasky British Producers Company, and my role in that
is on character lines
though not an old
clothes
part, you understand," she said
with a laugh.
is

—

'

'

An

Intimidating Reflection,

WE —

next discussed the respective
merits of stage and screen acting
from the artiste's point of view.
Miss Albanesi thinks film acting the more
difficult of the two.
" There is far less freedom about it
than, stage work," she said, " and one feels

Miss

MAGGIE ALBANESI.
(Photo

:

Bertram Park.)

Although Miss Albanesi thinks the screen

far

star's artistic life is short, she consider?
the possibilities of the screen itself infinite,
and its scope, in many respects, broader
than that of the stage, especially, of course,

instance,

as regards scenery.

more of a puppet. An actress, for
is portraying an emotion before
the camera, and is for the moment lost in
her part, when suddenly the director calls
out
Hold that
with the result that
all feeling of spontaneity is lost, however
well the emotion is registered eventually.
" Personally I always feel rather selfconscious before the camera, especially
when I think that my scene, which has
perhaps been rehearsed but five times, is
fixed for life.
On the stage, if one makes
'

'

:

!

—

" And," she added, " the pictures are
proving a most paying concern to the
actor, while they are providing the public
with one of the most delightful entertainments they have ever enjoyed at a minimum cost. What more would you have ? "
What indeed ? Only that we should
see more and more of your beauty and
on the
brains, dear child of the stage
screen

I

May Herschel

—

Clarke.

"

,
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A DELIGHTFUL STORY OF A YOUNG

WIFE'S FIGHT

TO KEEP HER HUSBAND S LOVE
'Picture Show.")

(Special to the

CTEPPING-

theatre for their evening's enjoyment that Bob had
taken tickets for, and when the play had been on ;»
little time. June, looking from her seat in the cirel>-

saw Bob
It was

sitting with Lillian.
all she could do to keep from crying out,
but she determined not to let old Mrs. Hillary know
how her husband had deceived them, and pretended
to enjoy the play. They arrived home before Bob,

and Mrs. Hillary went straight to bed.
June waited up for her husband with a heavy
heart.
It was galling to her Tiride that the husband she
had worked so hard to please should have deceived her.

She understood now
so irritable for the
to her witli brutal
Well, if
for her.
let him luiow that

how

it

was that he had been
The truth came

past few weeks.

He had

ceased to care
she had lost his love she would
she had her pride.
When Bob came in he found her waiting for him
in the centre of the little dining-room.
Bob." she said, very slowly, looking straight in
his eyes, " I was at the theatre to-night. I saw you

with another woman."
For a moment Robert Hillary was staggered. Then
he decided to bluff it out.
" Well, what of it ? If you had let me get inside
the house before you started your whining, you
would have heard me tell you about it. The fact is
the boss decided lie would not work to-night, and he
She is his private
left Miss Nicholls to tell me.
secretary, and it pays me to make a fuss of her. In
that way I get to know the inside"of the boss's business,
Don't you want me to get on ?
" Not in that"way," replied June quietly.
In her heart she knew Bob was lying to her, and
that he had plannad the visit to the theatre with the

ENID BENNETT and NILES WELCH.

—

last.

You would have had to search for a long time
among the millions of women to find one fairer than

Both women were praying that Bob would

and
and
Her husband was a clerk, earning five pound
a week, and it took all June's clever housekeeping to
make ends meet on the money, for, in addition to her
husband, the baby and herself, Bob's mother lived
Hillary. She had been married four years
h id one ehild, but she was still girlish in faee

June

,

Her birthday and the anniversary of their wedding.
Y(t he had not remembered. But she forced a brave
smile to her lace as she brought in the breakfast.
Bob Hillary was a good-looking man, bid he did
not make a pleasant picture as lie sat reading the
piper with a frown on his faee. When his breakfast
wai placed before him he looked at it with an

re-

member

the day, but he ate his breakfast in silence,
curtest of " Good-byes," and
the kiss he gave Ids wife was cold and formal.

and went out with the

ligure.

frying-pan.

Same

old breakfast ; never
a change." Then he began to eat It with never a
word or a look at his wife or his mother the latter
a dear old lady, who. though she loved her son,
realised only too keenly that lie was not treating his
w ife in the fight way.

sang softly to herself as Bhe
her husband's suit, and, putting
away the ironing board, began to prepare break-

with them.
Yet not even the manager of his office was turned
out smarter than Robert Hillary, for June was as
much in love with him after four years of married
life as she had been the day she accepted him.
There was just one cloud over June's happiness.
For the past few weeks she had noticed a chanse in
Hob. nc was irritable, moody, and chafed at the
monotony of " his poverty-stricken life," as he
termed it.
June sighed as she thought of the words. The way
Hob used them seemed to suggest that she w:is the.
cause of it all. Yet she told herself that she had
done all she could to hide the many stratagems she
was compelled to resort to to eke out her scanty
housekeeping money.
Bob never went short of anything.
There was always a ctood breakfast for him before
he went to the office, and a dainty dinner when he
returned.
He never knew that she and his mother
never had a square meal in the middle of the day, but
were content with a cup of cocoa and a bit of
bread-and-butter.
The fact that she had not had tl new frock for over
two years had evidently not been noticed by Bob.
Sometimes she thought that he might have taken
her out now and again. She did not wish for much.
A visit to the pictures with Boh would have been a
red-letter day in her life, but it had been ages since
She consoled herself
she had been out with him.
with the thought that, In thefirsl place, the money
saved in not going enabled her to provide some little
dainty for his dinner, and in the second, that Bob
was probably too tired to want to take her out.
Yet she often felt herself reflecting that Boh WAR
not too tired to go round to the club, and that often
he dined in town.
It was a long time since June
had seen the inside of a restaurant, but she knew thai
the cost of Bob's town dinner would keep the entire
family for two days.
As she watched the bacon frying she hoped he
would he better tempered that morning, for it was
her birthday, and the fourth anniversary of their
wedding. Perhaps he would remember, and give her
a present. Something cheap would do. It would not
matter what it was so long as it came from him.
Her reflections were interrupted by the entry of her
husband in his dressing-gown.
"Isn't that suit ready.
I shall be late for the
office," he said irritably.
" Quite ready, dear, and your breakfast won't be
'
a mlflute," replied June, banding him the suit.
Bob Hillary took the suit with a grunt, and disappeared without o word.
A tear glistened in June's eye as she bent over the

other

expression that said, "

HILLABY
JUNE
finished pressing

The Birthday Cake.

freemasonry
WITHwith a common
knowledge,

that binds all women
old Mrs. Hillary

that

bitterly disappointed June must be.
dear," she said. ' A man is always

knew how

i

clearness.

" Novcr mind,
Bob will remember the
at his worst at breakfast.
dav when he comes back to-night."
June brushed her tear:; away, and went and kissed
her mother-in-law.
I suppose he was busy thinking about his work,"
she said, as she cleared away the breakfast things.
But it was a different Bob Hillary that swung into
the office and gave a cheery " flood-morning " to
Lillian Nicholls. a smart, rather overdressed girl
who worked in the same room.
Most people would have voted Miss Nicholls a little
too bold, but there was no question that she was goodlooking.
She talked slane and smoked cigarettes, and filled
Bob Hillary's idea of a smart stepper.
Miss Nicholls was a smart girl. She knew how to
get the most out of men, and had lona since found
out that Bob Hillary was more susceptible to flattery

than most of them.
During the work that morning she flattered her
dupe so successfully that he invited her out to lunch
and she kept him so entertained at lunch that Bob
asked her to come with him to the theatre that night
another invitation that Lillian promptly accepted.
When Hillary got to his Hat that evening he recognised that there was something special in the wind.
Both June and his mother were full of mysterious
whisperings, and were smiling at each other.
Bob's sole thought was to get out of the house as
quickly as possible, to keep his appointment, with
Lillian Nicholls, and at last, putting down his paper,
be inquired irritably
" Whatever is the matter with you two women ?
"
Is there something special on ?
Old Mrs. Hillary brought the birthday cake on
the table, and looked at her son with a reproachful air.
"Have you forgotten the day, Bob the twenty:

"
fourth of Mav ?
With a guilty flush

—

Boh turned

to his wife.

Congratu"Of course," it's your birthday, dear
lations."
Then he coolly resumed his reading.
June was hurt, but she kept a smiling faee.
I

" Don't vou t hink we could go out somewhere.
" I have a little saved up Which
V " she said.
would take us to the theatre."
" It
" Quite impossible," replied Bob briefly.
isn't the money," he went on, feeling that he must
make some explanation. " The fact is, I promised
the boss I would go back to the office to-night."
There was a finality in his voice, and June did not
The dinner was a gloomy meal.
press her request.
Bob hurried through it, and then went to his room
to dress.
" Don't wait up for me. I expect I shall lie late,
he said, as he let himself out Into the street.
" We will go
" Never mind, mother," said June.
and we will take baby."
somewhere, vou and I
Bv a curious coincidence June chose the very

Bob

:

woman.

Knowing he was wrong. Bob began to bluster and
take the aggressive.
" A man who wants to get on must step out. Yon
never go anywhere. If 1 ask you, it's always the same
you have nothing to wear."
old tale
" I haven't got new dresses because I can't afford
them," said June. " All the money you allow me
goes in keeping up tin- house and things for you."
" Well, all I can say is that other women manage
" I slave all day for you, and
it." shouted Hillary.
all 1 get when I come home is to And you waiting for
me in a dirty apron, and smelling of fried pototocs."
" Do you mean that 1 " said June, very quietly.
In his heart Bob knew he was acting like a cad,
but he had not the manljness to say he was sorry.
" I mean this," he said, raising his voice still
" A man who means to get out of the rut
louder.
has to step out, and if his wife doesn't step out with
him, that's her fault."
Then, bangmg the door of the little room violently,
he went to bed.
For a few minutes June stood thinking.
" I can see where I've been foolish," she said to
" I've made myself his servant, and slave,
herself.
and he is treating me as such. 1 think I'll step out,'
It."
calls
as he
The next evening, when Robert Hillary came
home there was no dinner ready.
June was out, and his mother looked up with a
surprised expression.
" Is It vou. Boh. I'd no idea it was so late."
Mrs. Hillary smiled cheerfully, and went on folding
some linen, "with a calmness that made her son

—

'

furious.

" Why isn't dinner ready ?
he stormed.
" Because I've had so many other things to do,"
retorted his mother.
" But hasn't June been helping yon ? " almost
1
veiled her son. " Where is she, nnyway
'
" Out buying a new dress, and not before she
needs one," replied his mother, facing him with
rising anger in her voice.
Wondering what was going to happen next, Bob
Hillary sat down and tried to read the paper, but his
mind could not concentrate on the problems of the
country when there was a much more vital problem
facing him at home.
Presently June came in, all smiles, and carrying a
i

in roc 1

She paid no attention to Boh but opened the
package, disclosing a new frock. Mrs. Hillary
promptly left the kitchen and came to look at the
'r

It will just suit
°v- Isn't It a perfect jieach. June
you, dear," she said enthusiastically. " But really
as
well."
smart
coat
a
vou' simply must have
" Yes, i must get that to-morrow," agreed June.
new frock
women
discussed
the
While the two
from every angle, Bob sat fuming and writhing in his
1

'

chair.
.
" Is there ever going
house " he thundered.

l

•.

to be

1
any dinner
1

i

in

>>

•

this

I

and im'lOh, are you there?" said his wife;
mediately went on talking about the dress.
"I've "put something on, dear," said Mrs. Hillary
" Don't mind him. After the breakfast
to June.
he liad to-dav he rnn't be hungry. I haven't, had
time for anything but a bit of bread-and-butter, hut
I have got something nice for you."
"Oh, It's such a bother cooking dinner In, this
poky kitchen," said June. " " Couldn't you take inn
to

some smart cafe, Bob
was the last straw

?

for Bob. Never before had
been kept waiting for a meal.
(Continued on pagt IS.
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.

(Special to the ''Picture Show.")

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.

The B eautiful
Denies

Many

Star

Rumours.

She Has No Daughter.

ANOTHER

statement is that she has a daughter of nineteen years
of age in a convent. This story has been frequently told, aud
Miss Young feels thai she ought to deny that she has a daughter
of nineteen years, or of any other age, in a convent or out of one.
The most amusing story, perhaps, is that she has a beautiful sister
much more beautiful than herself who is kept practically a captive
in a country home, so that her fame and beauty will not be brought into

—

competition with Miss Young.
Then there are the claims of numerous young women that at various
times they worked with Clara Kimball Young in a large stores in Ihicago.
Miss Young is taking this opportunity to state that she began her working career at the age of three, and that up to date her life has been conlined entirely to the stage.
Her father, Edward M. Kimball, is the
(

well-known screen actor.

A

Designer of Fashion.

from being a beautiful film actress, Miss Young
APART
a designer of ladies'
will

is

known

as

fashions. As a matter of fact, in her latest
film, " Tor the Soul of Rafael," it is expected that her clothes
set a return to the styles of seventy years ago
of course, modified

—

by certain original ideas to adapt the fashion to the beauties of 1921.
Already numerous designers throughout the United States have
called upon Miss Young for photographs of these latest creations for the
purpose of launching styles of their own based upon the fashions of our
great-grandmothers.

A

Rare

Gift,

DURING the making of this play a number of Mexicans were emploj-ed
faithful reproduction of Mexican life and character.
To
their appreciation of Miss Young, the head of the tribe has
presented her with a ring set with thirty-two precious stones, worn on
the index finger of the right hand. This ting, according to the Mexican
legend, dates back to the days of the Aztecs, and is believed to bear a
peculiar charm of its own. According to the tradition, once a maiden
sets it on the finger of a youth, the couple are automatically plighted
in marriage.
You will see this ring, as Miss Young wore it in the making
of this photo-play.

for a

show

Her Favourite Screen Lover.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.

of

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

has been a public favourite fiom the
age of three, when she appeared with a stock company.
Her first pictures were made witli the Vitagraph Company,
where she was directed by Mr. Young, who has since married the beautiful
star with the big brown eyes and the most glorious hair in filmland.

A Number

of Denials.

much has been said in various magazines and papers alx>ut her,
SO much
of which has been conjecture on the part of the writer, that
Miss Young

me

that she has begun work on the preparation
This will be to set at rest a number of stories
regarding her, personal life and professional career that have been the

of

a book of her

tells
life.

source of considerable amusement to her.
The first of these reports she will consider in her book will be the
denial of the allegation that she is the daughter of Brigham Young
the well-known founder of Mormonism in Salt Lake City. Then again,
she will deny that she wears a wig. It is a well-known fact with everyone in filmland that Miss Young has the most beautiful hah' of any
of the film artistes.
At a recent motion-picture carnival, Clara Kimball Young was proclaimed Queen of Beauty in a contest involving most of the great picture
*tars in Southern California.
She was awarded a beautiful silver trophy
cap in commemoration of the day and the event.

Thoughtful.

Sympathy.

the way, those
you who have seen her
Camille "
be
BY interested
to know that
the screen lovers she has had, Miss
in

''

will

of all

Young

said she preferred

Paul Capcllani, who played the part of

Armand.
Of course," she

says, " Mr. Capellani had all the advantages in the
world, for Armand is a wonderful role, and should inspire any man who
has the least germ of talent for love-making,
and in addition to that he has foreign
perhaps I should say Latin
technique.
Most of the Latin races arc born lovers.
This is undoubtedly because in the AngloSaxon countries women have been more
companions of men
the Latins set their
women apart on a pedestal, perhaps
you might say and study them in all
•'

'

—

'

—

;

—

their

Trust.

moods."

.

If you want to write to her, address your
letter:
c o Garson Studio, Hollywood,

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG,
California, U.S.A.

(Mention the Picture Show to ensure an early reply.)

Sorrow.

Pensive.

—
Pictun Show, August

2ltt, 1920.

{Continued from

STEPPING OUT."
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He

got up in a towering rage.
" I'm not throwing my money away " he shouted.
" If you want to step out like that, you can get someone else to take you."
" That's not a bad idea. Bob," replied June, in a
dangerously level voice. " I think I will try it."
It was a gloomy meal for Hillary, but the two
1

women seemed

perfectly happy.

The next night Robert Hillary did not come home

for dinner.
Instead he took Lillian Nicholls to a
swell restaurant.
As he entered the big dining-room
he gave a gasp.
Seated at one of the best-placed
tables, being specially waited upon by the head
ilson, with a lady, and the
waiter, was his chief, Mr.
Even in his anger Bob
lady was June Hillary.
could not help thinking that his wife was the smartestlooking woman in the restaurant, and from the smiles

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
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face she was evidently enjoying herself.
" I think we will go on to the balcony," said Bob
" It's very hot down here."
to Miss Nicholls.
But even as he turned he saw his wife had seen him.
and she bent over and whispered to Mr. Wilson.
Scarcely had they got a table on the balcony when
Wilson and June came over to them.
*'
I
Hallo, Hillary " said Mr. Wilson genially.
found your wife here dining with some friends of
mine, and as they have just gone we thought you
would not mind us joining you for coffee. Mrs.
Hillary wished to be introduced to Miss Nicholls.
She said she has heard such a lot about her."
A3 Wilson introduced the two women, Bob felt
What did it all
like catching him by the throat.
mean ? If this was June's idea of stepping out, she
was doine it with a vengeance.
As in a dream he heard Wilson telling him how very
interested the Van Brunners had been in his wife,
while June was behaving very sweetly to Lillian but,
at the same time, her simple beauty made Miss Nicholls
look very much overdressed and almost vulgar.
Before they parted June had invited Miss Nicholls
to come to dinner on the following night, and, hardlyknowing what she was doing, Lillian had accepted
'

;

On

the invitation.

their

way home Bob

scarcely

spoke to his wife, but June evidently did not mind.
She was full of the good time she had had with the

Van

Brunners.
" I didn't know you knew them " growled Bob.
" Oh, yes, I've known them quite a time." replied
!

his wife airily.

Bob felt too crushed and bewildered to continue
the conversation, and when they reached home he
pleaded a headache as an excuse for going to bed.
All day at the ollice Bob H illary wondered what sort
of a reception his wife was going to give Lillian Nicholls.
But when they got to his Hat Bob swore softly
under his breath. June was attired in her housekeeping frock, and there was no special dinner ready.
I knew you wouldn't like me to make a fuss,
" We've got hash, dear.
dear," she said to Lillian.

We

always have hash on Thursdays.

would
serve

like to
"
?

come

into the kitchen

Perhaps you
and help me

it

She whisked Lillian into the kitchen, but that lady
had had enough.
"I'm so sorry, Mrs. Hillary, but I have just
remembered that I made a previous appointment fo

You will forgive me,
"
won't you ?
And, with a bitter glance at Bob, and a very icy
good-bye. Miss Nicholls sailed out.
As soon as the door had closed on her Bob sprang

-

must remember always to live in a
world of clear thought, that will stimulate
our ambitions.
Dwelling in the dark
corners of life and travelling with the debris of
humanity will not arouso us to action, and give
us that swinging vigour of heart and mind so
necessary to the accomplishment of great things.
While we will ever lend the helping hand to those
who need it, we will naturally associate with
those who have vim and courage. We will not be
dragged down by our associates. Until we meet
the right kind we will hold aloof, and we will not
be morose and gloomy because it happens that
at this moment our acquaintanceship does not
these
successes.
When we have
in doing something big thoy will
to us, and if we think big things, we are
likely to do them.
It is all a matter of the will
to do.
•
*
*

include

he cried. " Inviting
offering them hash.'
" But

it

was

all

by showing me up
people

to

dinner,

like

that?

"

and then

come

NOTHING

succeeds like success," said some
very wise man, and if there ever was a
plira.se that rang with truth, this does.
It means that the tliought of success, the courage
that comes ivith success, leads to more and more
success.
It means that the thinker of these
thoughts is living in a_ clean, wholesome atmosphere along with those who are determined
and in earnest. It moans that they have
caught the fervour of true life a healthy,
contagious fervour which permeates the blood

—

swiftly once

it

replied June.

At this moment Mrs. Hillary came in.
" Whatever is the matter ? " she asked.

" Seem to
you're always in a vile temper these days, Bob/'
" yelled Bob,
I'll tell you what's the mat ter
banging his fist on the table. " 1 won't have my wife
going about in smart restaurants with sporty people,
men who think she. is as sporty as they arc. I'm
through, I tell you."
" If you mean by that threat that you are going
to leave me, I'll save you the trouble," said fane
" I'll go right now, and I'll take baby
quietly.
with me.
" Bah " sneered Bob.
" How do you think you
"
will get a living ?
" I earned my living before I married you and
mnch cosier than I have earned it since," retorted

me

"

I

spiritedly.

"And

June leaves this house I go with her,"
added Bob's mother grimly.
" Both of you can go " shouted Bob, as he reached
for his hat and went out.
if

I

WHEN

like electricity

it vivifies and stirs tlio spirit with renewed
energy day after day. year after year. Once it
wins us, it will stick with us. The success of
those about us will shake our lethargic limbs,
and stimulate us to a desire to do as thoy do.
Wo will be in a world of clean thought and
action, and our lives will mirror their lives, our
thoughts will be filled with wholesome tilings,
and with good health. We will win in -spite of
all

obstacles.
•

the miiul.
linen, and

•

•

CLEANLINESS

is the

morale of the body and

The man who is careful of his
who does not neglect his morning

plunge, is not apt to be gloomy and morose.
We notice him in the car or on the street in the

morning.

He comes

striding along, fresh and
His mind is clear and
of living.
unclouded. His eyes are full of that vigorous
light of conscientious desire to win and do so
honestly.
He has none of the hypocritical
elements in his nature strong enough to rule
him. There may bo and probably are many
weaknesses in his character. His very strength
consists in his ability to crush them and make
them his slaves.
•
*
*

who has taken
morning plunge,
THEandmandressed
himself agreeable
comfort
his

to

I

June

and

gets a hold,

full of the zest

we had,"

The Better

Idea.

he returned late that night he found the

little flat empty.
He had not meant to say
what he had said, but he had never dreamed
that June would leave him.
And now in the silence
of the empty flat he began to realise what a fool he had
been.
June had left him.
He had neglected the

true love of his .wife for the silly flat tery of a woman
who only wanted him for what she could get out of
him. Truly he had stepped out, but it was out of a
garden of happiness Into a world of misery.
The next day Bob Hillary tried hard to find where
his wife had gone, but without success.

(Continued on page 20

>

them and

associate with them is proof -positive
that we, too, shall go through life with clean
minds and bodies. They woidd not tolerate us
if we were to slip into shoddy ways.
Nothing is
revealed quicker to our intimates' than the losing
the« slipping into careless habits.
of ambition
We cannot conceal it from them. "We fool onlv
those who brush by. The lo3s of this selfrespect has a terrible effect upon the system,
and every tendency towards success is thereby
stunted and weakened.
We have fallen into
vnclean ways.
It will not be long before we
sink to the bottom or else remain among the
vast crowd who have neither the courage to fall
nor the courage to rise.

—

in

and grace, has his battles of the day won
advance. He knows the valuo of keeping

himself in trim.

own

He

does

it

Our approval

feelings.

for the sako of hit
of his appearance

goes without saying.
If a man thinks well of
himself in matters of appearance, his general

deportmont

is

never overdo.

Such men

likely

to

Thoy

are at ease with

coincide.

them-

selves, and thus impart ease to others who come
in contact witli them.
Thoy have, in other
words, a distinction ~"oT their own, and their
distinction is their power.
They know that the
highest moral law of nature is that of cleanliness,
that filthiuess should not be allowed to dominate
any man's othics or physical condition. They
rule such things out of their lives.
•
•
•

magnetic force cornea out
AVAST
friends of ours who are doing

*

*

succeeded

dine with a friend in town.

to his feet in n fury.
" What do you mean

tells you the secret
now, advises Doug

it

WE

on her

!

Try

of his Happiness.

NOTHING

produces

filthiness of

»
failure

quicker

than

mind and body.

Tho?a who
keep away from the very

are suceossful
thought of such a condition. They live as much
as possible in the open.
They take morning and
evening exercises. They read good books,
attend good plays, and are continually in touch
with the finer developments of thought and art
in the world.
Their faces are open and full of
sunlight.
They nre determined that life will
not beat them in a game that only requires
suroncss of. aim and the ability to take advantage
of the thousand and one opportunities that

surround them on every side.
Cleanliness stands paramount in its importance
to success.
Perhaps no other one thing has so

a hold upon the individual who succeeds.
general of an army first looks to the mora'r
of his troops.
He knows that with clean minds*
and bodies his soldiers are capable of doing big
things.
The battlesliip, that efficient and h-ghh
developed instrument of war, is so immaculate
that one could eat his meals on its very declis.
Its officers are wholesome, athletic fellows ; its
crow consists of hardy men who live sanely and
vigorously, and who have plenty to occupy their
minds. And if cleanliness is fundamental in
their case, whv not in our own t
*
•
•
vital

The

WHEN

we come to analyse ourselves, we
find that we are like a great institution
of some kind.
Here is the brain, thu
heart, the lungs, the stomach, the nerves, ami
the muscles.
Each department acts separately,
and yet is connected absolutely with all the others.
The entire system is under one supreme department the mind. Now if this ruling department is kept clean and full of kindly,
beautiful thoughts, does it not
natural
that the rest will follow its lead, being so com-

mm

We

pletely in its power ?
realise this, and the
mere realisation is something done towards
accomplishment of an ideal life in a world of
cleanliness and beauty;

Mm

*

SYSTEM

'

«

•'

one of the finest tools in existence
with which to build one's life into somotlunu
worth while. The Imdy must be run on a
system, as well as the mind. The stomach must
not be overloaded with unnecessary food. Th
lungs must not be filled with inipuro air. The
nerves must not l>e worn threadboro in riotous
and ridiculous living. The muscles must be kept
in trim with consistent exercise of the proper
sort.
We must recognise tho wants, the needs
is

i

of the physical system, au/1 see that they are
supplied.

of those

things, and
making the world lit up ami take notice.
The mere fact that we live near to them, know

(Doug, givet us more good advice nex u r,k

\
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STEPPING OUT."
'

(Continued front

page

18.)

June was not long in finding a position as typist,
and slic earned enough money to Keep herself, Mrs.
Hillary, and the baby. But she was not happy. One
day she met Mr. Wilson in the rity, and he insisted
that she should have lunch with him.
" Of course, I know that you have left your husband," he said. " No one could blame you, but it
puts vou in a very unhappy position anil it is not
right that vou should live like you are are doing.
" Although
" I can do nothing else," said June.
I am not living with my husband, I am still bound to
him legally."
'

Mr. Wilson nodded.

"There arc plenty of men who woidd be proud
He sppkc respectto have vou for a wife," he said;
fully anil with real tenderness, but June could not
fail to see by his eyes that he meant he would like to
marry

her.

" I wonder," she said to herself as she left Mr.
Wilson to go to her olliee. She was wondering that
night as she sat in the little flat she had taken.
But even as she leaned to thoughts of freedom and a
new life with a man who, even if she did not love
she could respect, there came a vision of Bob the

day he had proposed to her.
She went over to the telephone and called him up.
" I thought you might like to know where we
were staying, so that you could find '.our way if you
wanted to see the baby," she said.
" I'm coming right now," was Bob's reply.
And
from the exultant note of happiness in his voice
June knew he still loved her.
It was a new Bob, or. rather, the old Bob of their
honeymoon days that June admitted to the fiat.
" I've come, and I want to stay for
ever,
June," lie said humbly.
" There
" It rests with you, dear," she said.
It is not enough to say
must, be no more mistakes.
you love me, you must prove it all the time."
*

Bob crushed

her in his arms.
eyes are wide open now. dear," he said.
" I'll do anything for you.
I'll wash the floor."
" I've got a better idea than that, Bob," whispered
" We'll step out together."
June.
(Adapted from incidents in the Paramount Arteraft
_

"My
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Instantaneous Hair Colouring
Instantaneous
Kopatiae "
from
ves perfect colour!*
Blonde to Black, leaving the
naii soft and glossy. Absolutely
harmless.
^lean,
safo and
Will not w ash or brush off. or
soil the linen.
Does not stain
the skin. Specially suitable for
honie use or when travelling.
l'i i<-e 6/6.
Double »Jzi\ 10 6.
gi

Cm.

— Care of Your Brushes —Look to
— How to ^Wask Hair-Bruskes.

Careless Haktt

are many
THERE
selves the soul of

girls

who

neatness

consider themwho are most

careless in one respect.
They would be
horrified at the mere idea of being thought
slovenly, and yot, in this particular direction,
they lay themselves open to severe criticism
on the score of uncleanliness.
This point
which so many women neglect, is the strict
care of their brushes hair, tooth, nail and
bath—all the brushes, fact, which they have to
use in the cleanliness of their body.

—

m

There are numberless girls who think. nothing
of using uncloan hair-brushes or using a nail or
tooth-brush much longer than they should. It
is not for one moment because they are consciously or deliberately unclean in their habits.
In fact, in many instances, the woman who
neglects attendance to her brushes is mo3t
other appointments, and
fastidious
all
to
personal cleanliness is with her a perfect mania.

And

yot sho will allow her

hair-brushes

to

go unwashed for weeks, and her tooth-brush
to lay uneleansed for quite a long while.

Look After Your Tooth Brush.
this
BUToften
as

is

not a matter of untidiness as
is one of carelessness and

it

As long as the brushes
thoughtlessness.
themselves are used in the care of the body
Hut
the accessories are apt to be forgotten.
vou should pay just, as much attention to
the brushes which you use in making your
toilette
toilette, as you do in making your

(Dept. 24).

Buckingham Palace Boad,

moves

the outer dust and dirt which b!o\»
hair, and even takes

all

from the street into your
away a good deal of the

It is just as inexcusable to use the same toothbrush for two weeks without cleaning it, as it is
to go without cleaning your teeth for that period,
and is quite as slovenly. You cannot expect
to have well-kept teeth if your brush is not well
kept.
Onco a week you should wash the brush
thoroughly with Castile soap and water, and
then boil it for three or four minutes. This

Never

f

!

^
w
®

Good

I

Spare time Agents wanted.
remuneration.
No Outlay.

i

makes only supplied. Particulars

I

Best
free,

i

to Wash Them.
the other hand, if you keep your ha'rbrushes thoroughly clean at all times, it
tends to keep your hair clean all tho
longer.
To givo your brushes a proper cleaning,
soak them, bristles down, in very hot water
with a little soap dissolved in it. If you wash
the brushes threo times a week, all that will 1b
necessary will bo to shake the brush up adown in the suds until all dust is removed. If
this does not remove the dirt, take your coniU
and run it up and down through the grooves of
the bristles Until everyspeck of dirt is dislodged.
Always put a few drops of household ammonia

ON

in the" last rinsing water, and dry, if possible, in
the sun. At other times hang them over a
heated stove, arranging so that the bristles face
the heat.
Xever allow the backs of the brushes to go
into the w-nter or you will spoil the wood <k
silver of which they aro made.

any germs which may l>c lurking
makes it antiseptic.

in
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uriver

SOUTH MARKET,
hunslet lane,leei
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To Stimulate
s.

LOVELY HAIR
CINEMA SHAMPOO TAHLKTH

will

make

your hair a p.-rfrct picture ot beauty like
Mary's. Send P.O. 6d. for sample tablet,

makes

Shampoos.

you enclfw ti
stamps extra, «« will -send a copy of Mist
:i

If

If

you

quickly.

clean, there

is

The Cinema Soap

Co., Ltd.,"

a

tital

ot

VSlFKigf.

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If so, let

the Olrvan System help you

to Increase your height. Mr.Rrlgg* reports & Inches incrcaae
Driver K. P.,
3 inches; Mr.RatclirT c, 4 Indies Miss
l^dell, 4 inches Mr.Kotley.4 Inches.

The Picture

and
and very

;

;

T HERE

such similarity
i
woollen
that tho Picture
Girl has elect ed to make her o\\ n,
and so obtain one a little different
to thai of her neighbours.
She
has chosen a delightful lemon
blanket cloth, with n wee black
pin-stripe running through it.

This system greatly

improves

the

health, figure, and carriage. Send 3
penny stamps for further particular*

and £100

Guarantee
to Kuqulry
Dept. C.T.. 17, Stroud Greco Koad,
London, N.4.

i

coats

Care of the Hair-Brushes.

You can obtain

is impossible to keep your
hair either clean or in a

good condition if the brush
it is dirty.
Hair«
brushes should be washed evory
othorday. You must remom.
bor that your hair-brash re-

is

among

bristles.

IT

Girl's Sports

Coat.

no reason why

I.I
not
these two brushes -I
last you for quite a long while.
throwforget
to
not
But do
away the brush at the first indication of loosening in the

;

cc:i-

about threo times a
week, but tho massage should
be given every night.

'

Pu'kfnnt's own directions and
Cinema DentfJ rice.

another

applied

boil these

sterilised

mo

tharides,
threo
drachms of
ncetic acid, twenty grains of
sulphate of quinine, ami add
sevon ounces of water. Shako
well, and dab among the roots
of tho hair after you hsYO
massaged the scalp' for tin
minutes.
At the ond of six
weeks, tho lotion need only be

because tho bristles

keep them

the Growth.
actress gavo

rosemary and tincture of

The. best way is to buy n'
couplo of really good brushes,
and keep both going at once,
one one week, the other the
next.

l

stimulate the growth win n
tho hair is very thin and inclined
t o fall and spli t at t he ends.
Th'
lotion should be applied evciy
night for about six weeks. To
make tho lotion, mix togetli-r
four drachms each of spirit ot

|

MARY PICKFORD'S

yo

tell
:

ime
THIireeifpe
to

tooth-brush

so

to

rescorcin with an ounce of distilled witch-hay.el.

out in tho gums or be-

become loosened

me

adding one ounce of alcohol ond half an OtmoB
of rose-water.
A little of this mixture should
bo poured into a saucer and well massaged
into the roots of tho hair with the tips of
the fingers.
Plenty of brushing with a
rlean stiff brush is essential to remove the
oily appearance from the hair.

tween tho tooth, often causing
decay, and even abscesses. For
this reason, too, it is novor
wise to buy very cheap toothbrushes,

reminds

hair,

splendid recipe for greasy ha r that
was given to me by a film actress. Hair
that is inclined to be greasy is apt to be woi>e
during tho hot months. Tho following lotion
should be npplied night and morning until an
improvement is noticed. Mix_ twenty grains of

start to come
out, as is so often the caso in
those days of inferior articles.
For these bristles are apt to
fall

of

a

when the bristles

f
^
$
<v
9

which clings to

How

purposes.

^CHOCOLATE CLUBS

dirt

the-sealp.
Then again, if the hair becomes
greasy, the grease also clings to the brush, ami
so a horrid mixture of grease and dirt clings ti>
the brush, and also to the hair when it is brudicd
with it in this dirty state. And how can you
expect to keep the head clean, and the hair
shining and beautiful if you use a brush which
holds all the dust collected in a week or so t

For Greasy Hair.

itself.

On no account should the toothbrush bo put in a cabinet or closed
tooth-brush holder or box while it is
still wet.
Hang it on a rack .in the
bathroom where it can dry. If you
always placo your tooth-brush in ft
holder after using it, you wiM find that
there will be a nasty musty smell
about it in a fow days, even if tho
top of the holder is ventilated,
only be
should
holder
a
brought into u«e for (ravelling

write for booklet.
Kui-ATINF.

A

Your Tootk-Brusk

the bristles, and

ctc.or sent direct. Applications given daily in our
salons with the greatest
SUCCeSS, Call for advice or
34,

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM

boiling kills

" Kopatine " Al-Khanna.
A
henna colouring, giving permanent results in any shade debited. Price 6 6.
Sold by Uanuds. Selfiidges.

Zlrf, 1920.

this coal in 22. 21.
inch \va st size, for
;

—

youuso upon

Pattern No. 38.088.

Such a Sports Coat would
invaluable lor

be

autumn wear.

patterns
2(1.

one

mid

of

2S

shilling

each (P.O. made payable to
from
the Picture Show)
Picture Snow Pattern Dept..
L-rt.t. U*\onl Street. London \\
I.

—

—

—
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JANE NOVAK
The Wonderful Ocreen

Who

Is

Also

NOVAK has boon
JANE
of the most beautiful

a

FILM FUN.

rcss

Home Woman.

The Cause,

WHAT

done

1

"

?

demands tho

What havo

'

done to

1

" Nothing," she answers in a strange voice.
'
Then, why this audden change Last night
I loft you with my kisses warm upon your lips
and your eyes dim with tears at our parting.

And

quite rightly, too, for
who has seen her on tho film and not admired her wonderful beauty ?
She has played
screen.

havo

scrcon hero.
"
offend you ?

described as one
actresses on the

wonderful roles with Hobart Bosworth, Wat. S.
Hurt, Earlo Williams, and others, to say nothing Of
leading in the all-star cast of " Eyes of the World."
Miss Novak was born in St. Louis, and received
her education at the Notre Dame convent near her
birthplace. From the time she was twelve years
old she has been making public appearances in
various branches of the amusement world, but
always with the silent drama as her ult imate goal.
Now she is one of the best-loved characters in

—

—

And now good heavens
now you greet mo
as an utter stranger, with distant glance and
!

formal words. What does it mean 1
" Alas, I cannot tell you
" But you must you shall
Such a passion
ns mine is not to be trifled with.
Ah, I have it
There is but one explanation of your conduct
you love another
How cruel you are " she sobs. " Have
you no more feeling than to talk to me like this ?"
" She does not deny it " he shouts in a frenzy
" She cannot deny it ! "
of jealousy.
"
" Alonzo
I swear to you
"
" Bah
he snaps his fingers " that for
your oath. Tell me who he is that I may grind
him to a powder "
!

—

!

!

!

'•

!

the film world.
But the Jane of the screen cannot compare
with the Jane Novak of home life. She is a real
homo woman. For although she is still very young
she is a wife, and the mother of a wonderful baby
Virginia Rita Newberg. Her main interest is her
borne, her side line a picture star.
Jane lives in
Hollywood, in a lovely bungalow that
is snow-white both within and without

!

—

!

—

!

—

!

But suddenly her aspect changes.
way to wounded pride. She rises
and points to the door.
"

Go

Tears givo
to her feet

" she exclaims with dignity.

!

I;

You

have insulted me enough."
Without a word he leaves

her.
Left alone, the woman's feelings once more
overcome her, and she tlirows herself down in a
torrent of grief.
is gone!" she sobs, " gon? for ever!
Bitterly
I punished for
moments' weakness.
But never, never again, as long as I live,
"
will I eat onions

"He

am

my

—

!

Studio Gossip.
She " She told me you
I told you not to tell her."
He " The mean thing
tell you I had told her."

told her that secret

:

:

She

I told her not to

!

" I promised I wouldn't tell
so don't tell her I did."

:

told me,

you she

Blaming the Glass.
"
'HEY don't make mirrors as good
1 used to," remarked the faded

as they
picture

actress, as she observed a pair of sunken
eyes, wrinkled face, and livid complexion a9
she looked into the glass.

The

Difference.

Studio Manager " My goodness, your face
does look bad "
Disfigured Screen Hero " Yes, my wife
threw some roses at me yesterday."
" But roses didn't do
Studio Manager
:

!

Jane bag the bluest of
eyes and blonde hair,
and is exactly 5 ft. 7
in height.
Here
yon see her as she
appears in " Road? of

:

in.

Destiny."

:

that
charming study of Jbne with her delightful baby girl, Virginia Rita Newberg.

"

?

Disfigured Screen Hero

<>

vase they were

He Turned

:

"

" No,

but the

!

Pale.

Film Artiste
letter

did

in,

:

"

" Harold, I

want

to see that

!

dear ? "
Husband
Film Artiste ''That one you just opened.
I know by the handwriting it is from a woman,
and you turned pale when you read it. Hand it
:

"

What

letter,

:

to me, please."
Husband "
:

Here

dressmaker."

it is,

dear.

It is

from your

—*

Cutting.
"

My love, we must get rid of that cook,"
" Did you ever see a Worselooking chop than the one I've just put on my
"
said the producer.

plate ?
" Yes, dear," replied his sweet wife
"
one you've just put on mine

;

" the

!

Her Way.

He
in

i"
She

"

:

:

"

Have you made up your mind

No

;

I've

made up my

—-

to stay

face to go out."

Artful.

Pretty Star

:

" No, I can never be your

wife."
In a scene in " The Temple of Dusk," in which
with SESSUE HAYAEAWA.

JANE NOVAE

stars

The Man

:

"

What

?

Am I never to be known
"

husband of the beautiful Mrs. Smith
She succumbed.

as the

?

'

—
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" STELLA " (Dalston).
I am glad you admire
Nares. But you want me particularly to
note that you and all the other girls at the ofti.
greatly disliked the tie he had on in a recent photograph.
But how was the poor man to know his tie
would have caused all that bother ?
Grace " (Merron).— In " For Better, For Worse."
the artistes were
Elliott Dexter (Dr. Meade).
Gloria Swanson (Sylvia Norcross), Tom Foxman
(Richard Button), Jack Holt (the Crusader), and

Owen

•

:

IF you

want

to

know anythincr about Films or Film Playenr

ADVERTISE THE CAST.
are many
THERE
outstripped the

wbich the cinema has
speaking stage, yet that is no
reason why those responsible for the former
should not adopt some of the useful points which are

ways

in

characteristic of the older profession.
One of these is the advertising of casts, to

which

has
already
been made. Every
reference
here
theatre of the " legitimate " kind has long made it a
practice of billing the names of all its principal players
and their parts, outside its doors. To the management
it matters nothing that many of the artistes' names
may not be widely known. The fact that they are
helping in the success of the piece, in much the same
way as the " leads " is considered, quite rightly,
sufficient justification to give them the publicity they
deserve.
The public appreciates this method, because
it knows then who it may expect to see.
But when we
turn to the picture theatre, what do we find ? A
stupid kind of secrecy for which there can be no reason
at all.
The exhibitor does not, apparently, realise
that the screen favourites of large numbers of people
are not stars, but often leading men and women and
minor artistes. On the contrary, he is content to use
the posters, which the renter sells him, bearing in the
majority of cases only one artiste's name, sometimes
two, but rarely, very rarely, more.
The result is that
many a passer-by, who might be drawn into a theatre,
on.
the
that
goes
because
name
he or she might be
looking for cannot be seen.
It should be quite possible for an exhibitor to advertise the casts of bis chief pictures outside his theatres.
It is there, and not inside on the screen only, that the
public would like to sec them.
One theatre in South
London issues a programme for the week, containing a
full cast of each drama, followed by a synopsis.
This is a good idea, if such programmes are given away
in the lobby or at the entrance. -But where this cannot
be afforded, there is the simpler method of displaying
the casts in a neat frame, where they can be seen by
'.he

THE EDITOR.

public.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publicat ion, letters cannot be answere d in the next is sue ?
A stam ped an d add ressed envelope must accom-

pany any

an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C 4.
letter requiring

:

"

Molly "

— Glad

you had the chance
No doubt you
of meeting Cameron Car personally.
iound him possessed of plenty of good points despite
was
born
in Kingstonvillainy.
Yes
he
his screen
on-Thamcs in 1870. He was featured in the Broad"
Gloaming,"
recentlv
released.
picture
In
the
west
(Melrose).

;

"Dorothy" (Crowe). G. \V. (Llancllv), L. G.
(Llansamlett), W. A. D. (Birmingham), H. ti. (Uighon-Sea), K. H. H. (Canterbury), K. I. B. (Coventry).—
Here are the little tit-bits of information you have
come to ask me for. Marie Walcamp was born ou
July 27th. Gareth Hushes was born in I.laiiclly.
Aurcle Sydney. Manors 'J'hew and Charles Rock
first, and
third, alas!
no more in " UltOS."
1 lie
Sessue Hayakawa played a dual role in " Bonds of
"
Liberty."
starring
Honour." In
Eddy Polo, the
Bessie Barriscale is twentyhero was Jack Holt.
nine.
Ethel Clayton is that artiste's real name as far
Harrison Ford was the
as I am aware at present.
hero in " A Lady's Name."
" OVIE " (Forest Hall). It. depends, of course, on
the place.
Permission from the authorities lo film
scenes in a public place are often necessary. The
concerns you mention may be genuine, but I have no
information respecting them.

—

—

j

A Knitted

I

Skirt For

:

ANY Jumper

Smart
and
5 EASY -TO -WORK.
• "comfy" to wear.
Made in one
with
only plain
knitting.
• piece

" Mayee " (Rochdale).— In " The Call of the Soul,"
the chief artistes were Gladys Brockwell, William
Scott, and Charles Clary.
" Cupid " (Hazel Beach). Are you really as small
as the dear little chap ? If you change the colour
of Pearl White's eyes to blue, you will be right.
Yes.
Elmo Lincoln will not be seen in " The Return of
will
Pollar.
Tarzan." In his place you
see 'Gene
Why doesn't your sister write to Violet Hopsou
w hom she admires so much ?
" April Panhassard " (Seacombe). You say you
have heard on good authority that Olga Petrova is
a native of Liverpool, that her correct name is Muriel
Harding, and that your informant knows her brother
intimately.
Well, personally, I don't care where an
artiste was born, but as it happens all the film
authorities agree in stating that Olga Petrova was
born in Warsaw, Poland, and her real name is Petro-

—

—

va vitch. She was in this country some years, ago,
and it is quite possible she may have visited your
renowned city. Constance Talmadge in " Happiness
a la Mode."

—

P. D. (Cape Town).
You really shouldn't be afraid
" The Purple
to write to your favourite or to me.
Domino " must have fascinated you a lot to have
made you see it so often. Other films of Grace
Cunard are : " The Broken Coin," " After the War,"
" Elmo the Mighty," and " Her Barrier."
1 will
seek diligently for the particulars you want and give
them here later on.
" Joanne " (Ryde).
Yes. I am surrounded by
interrogation marks everywhere.
Some elude me, I
admit, in a tantalising manner, but the others I
simply stab with my pen, and lo
the information
trickles forth on to this page.
Cleo Madison was
La Belle Odine in " The Romance of Tarzan." The
" very nice hero " opposite Lillian Gish in " Hearts
of the World " was Bobby Harron.
Thank you, but
I will not sample any brain fever just yet..
" Filmy Flossie " (Balham).
You may certainly
pop up as many times as you like. " Sapho " is an

—

I

—

old picture of Pauline Frederick's.
You want to
Know something about her relations ? » I am sorry
'
have no particulars with which I can satisfy you.
No, Jack Richardson was not in " Be a Little Sport."
Eileen " (Eccles). You are a great letter writer.
I hope all your favourites will reward you with

—

charming
in "

replies.

Rene Navarre and M. Davert were

The Four Shadows."

—

" Wanda " (Peckham). Your letter was a dandy
So you arc an American, " born right back
one, too.
in good old Indiana," but your parents being English
Pleased to
claim
to ticlong to us as well.
you can
know you. ' Concerning Joe King, he was born in
I'll
liira
get
fixed for
Texas. Height 0 ft. 2 in. Yes,

more.
D. T. (Claphnm). So you wrote to me in secret for
fear of being laughed at.
Did you think you wouldn't
be answered ? Of the two arguments you have had
with your sister, she wins one and yon the other.
So you are quits. Mary Pickford did not play in
" Merely Mary Ann," as tlie star in this was Anita
Stewart.
You arc right, however, in saying that.
Milton Sills was in " Patria."
E. I. (Coatbridge). Matt Moore was the artiste
in " Sahara."
I don't mind you asking ine at all.
G. D. (Rock Ferjry). Eugene O'Brien is thirty-six,
Harrison Ford is twenty-eight, and George Fisjicr is

—

—
—

twenty-eight.
The first named Is stnglc, and the
second is married.
"
Two " (West Southbourne).— No, Billic
Rhodes did not marry Cullen Landis. Boor Smiling
Bill Parsons whom she wedded died last October.
expect your English favourite is married, though
she won't saw Eugene O'Brien has appeared in
" Sealed Hearts," " Broken Melody," " Her Only
Wav," " De Luxe Annie," " The Safety Curtain."
" The Perfect Lover." and " Ghosts of Yesterday."
Is that list enough ?
E. P. iHanley).— Olive White, whom William
Farnum married, Is not a film artiste. For your
photo, many thanks indeed.
It now adorns my

We

1

collection.

At trie top it
which hangs a

attached to a lining
below the waist,
so the knitted part need only be made
high enough to come just underneath
your jumper.
Full directions given in
is

little

Wanda Hawley

(Betty Hoyt).

—

am

E. W. (Penarth). I
sorry, E. W.. but some
of your questions about Stewart Rome I shall have
to pass over.
He does not give all the information
you require, but if you want to write to him follow
the instructions above the addresses in this pai>er.
No, he is not marriedT He has brown hair, is thirtvtlme, and is 6ft. ljin., in height.
T. H. W. (Peterboro').
No, there is no such bookpublished as you mention.
Lauri de Freece and
Joan Legge were in " AH the Sad World Needs," and
Mae Marsh was the star in " All Women."

—

"Pips"

(Minehead).

—The

little

photographic

view of Minehead pasted on your letter was tantali<ingly inviting.
In " The Treasure of Heaven," the
leads were played by Janet Alexander and A. E.

Molly Malone has appeared in " The
Pullman Mystery," " A Marked Man," and " Back
Stage." Did you see her in the last named with
Fatty Arbuckle ?
"Collier" (Skewen). You seem to work pretty
hard. and no doubt enjoy your time off when you
get it.
Douglas Fairbanks is thirty-seven. I under-

Coleby.

—

stand that Marjorie Daw is not married at present.
D. T. C. (Hammersmith). Alas, that some of your
queries should have to go unanswered.
Not all of
the information you want has been made public as
yet.
Carlyle Blackwell is married to Ruth Hartman.
June Elvidge was twenty -seven last June. Eugene
O'Brien was born in 1884, and he is no longer Norma
Talmadge's leading man. but a star in his own rights.
What makes you think that Agnes Aryes and Alice
Joyce are related ? They are not as far as 1 know.
Evelyn Greeley will be twenty-four on November 3rd.
" Jack " (Holloway). Yes, Donald Crisp was in
" Broken Blossoms " as Battling Burrows.

—

—

" Marigold " (Waterloo).—The chief artistes in
" Intolerance " were given in a recent issue, so let
me take it you have seen the names ere this. Ralph
Graves has appeared In " Sporting Life,"
Tinsel."
" The Scarlet Stain," and
The Highest. Bidder."
Richard Bartheliness, who is twenty-four, is 5 ft. 7 in.,
in height.
Dark hair and blue eyes is this young
man's colouring.
" Vioni " (Barrow-in-Furness).
Horace Hunter
spent thirty years on the stage before taking up
film work.
Have you seen him in " The Kinsman
as well ?
Francis X. Bushman was born ou Januarv
10th. 1883.
BeveTlev Bavne is his wife.
" Happy-oo-lucky " (Ucswall). So my answer
by post gave yon a pleasant shock. Jack Pickford
is twenty-fonr, and Olive Thomas will be twenty-t«o
on October 20th. They have no children. Lottie
Pickford lias not done verv much film work.
" Anxious One " (Paddington). Poppy Wyndbam
was born in Simla, India, but she does not state her

—

—

—

Adams comes

your next affections, I
take it. She was born in Winnipeg, Canada, and
received part of her education in this country.
Besides " The End of the Road "in which yon s;i w
her, she has appeared in " Richard Bennett," " Lord
Jim," " The Invisible Bond," and " Desert of Wheat
age.

Claire

in

1

.

(More answers next week.)

>

''picture

show"

personal.
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WHKItE TO WRITE TO
STAR. — You

<
<

A

VOI R FAVOURITE

are kindly requested
FILM
not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
queries
number
of
other
that have to he
large
If yon wish to communicate at once with
answered.
artiste
named
below,
write
your letter,
not
any
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
loose
2d.
stamp
to
it
with
a
the Editor.
enclose
The PICTURE SHOW, Koom 85, The Fleetway House.
London,
E.C.4..
it
Street,
and
will Ga
Farringdon
forwarded by the next mail.
It the letter weighs

more than 1 oz., it will require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra ounce. Such "letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, Including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Pirn rk
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied
these addresses for reference.

to.

Please keep

Marockrite Clark, Jons B vrrymoru, care of
Fainous-Lasky Film Co., Laskv Studios, llollx iroo.l,
California, U.S.A.

Alma Rubens,

WEEKLY
On

Sale Everywhere

TO-MOltROW

43th Street,

care of Pathe Exchange. 23,
City, U.8.A.

West

New York

Hatford Hohbs, Maso'ra Thew. enre of Wattnrdaw CO.. Ltd.. 4t», Gcrrard Street, W. 1.
LlONKf.l.K Howard, care of Samuel<oa Film Co.,
(Tues<lay.)

Woltoit Hall. Isleworth, Middlesex.

(More

addresses' nc\t

week

)

"
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YOU SUFFER

IF

fggEIZOX CURES HEADACHES

from nervous, worried fr-clings,
lock of energy, self-confidence,
will-power, mind concentration,
ox feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the
M c n t o-N c r v e Strengthening

Treatment,

—CODF

JiLLIOTT-SMITH,

536,

doei not matter

1

THE ZOX

Ludgate

London, H.C.4.

YOU CANNOT HAVE A
BAD COMPLEXION AND
1

FREE

K Y

Ltd.,

Buildings,

Imperial
i.'ircus,

If you would like to rid vourscIT of rhat troubicsnrrlc Headache or Neurali;iatakc a little
armless Zox Powder in a'cup of tea or water and the PAIN WILL CO IN A FEW MINUTES.
upon receipt of
To prove this wc will gladly send you two Zox Powders
stamped addressed envelope.
,
Of all Chemists and Stores in 1 6 and 3/- boxes, or post free at sam: price from
1

CO., 11,

HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,

E.C.I.

WAYftl
A
WW#**VI-«

how had your complexion

WAXOLA

It,

Sold Under Guarantee. Even

the plainest
the Complexion is good. Such a
and fresh as a hahy's— may be prohy using this Wonderful Newcured in
Product. Wrinkles ami All Skis Impurities
disappear magically. Acta while you Bleep. Setthe
Habit and io..k attractive. Don't Delay. Send To-Day.
for a short rime we will send you
post free a 2 9d. i>< v for l,9d. |Two boxes 3;3d.|, or a 4:9d.
(Two for 6.'3d.)
triple size bos] for 2 9d.
will clear

It.

features look attractive
(Oinplcxion clear, soft,

—

Wax

if

One Week

WAXOLA

SPECIAL OFFER.—

RICHMOND

,

(Surrey)

Preparations,

HO, The Green,
lew, Surrey.
Restores

and
Preserves
The Skin.

YOU CAN ADD £S TO
YOUR
INCOME ""|—
—
AGENTS
f»i

by becoming

for our Chocolates.

manufacture.
Our
—
with
Send
and
box
—
and
— stamped
:FREE BLOTTER
=
De *
ROSOOE STREET,
H»J..».
fP«.
= rlOdgSOn CT t/O., SHEEP3CAR, LEEDS
represent perfection of British
our guarantee.
is sealed
addresaed envelope for full particulars
at once to

k'oodft

each

8

fie>

=
—
—
—
=
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Oat'me

"

clears the skin by thoroughly cleansing the pores,
removing the dirt that soap and water do not and
cannot reach. It is the secret ot beauty.

Ask

For

O'ATINE CREAM,

vanishing cream

and

1/6

is preferred.

or

3/-,

if

OATINE SNOW,

a

1/3

— but you've had two already

!

doesn't mind when Bobby "comes
MOTHER
back " time after time for more Bird's Custard
— she knows how nourishing
how easily
it

is,

digested by small stomachs.

Not

too

many

foods nowadays are safe to give freely

—

Noble's
You

nee-f not dress expensively t" dress

we

I.

Prove this statement by purchasing all your
dress requirements from N tile's — the actual
manufacturers. Write to-day for NOBLE'S
Illustrated Fashion Gui !e.

VERY ATTRACTIVE SPORTS
COAT.
Model S4874

BOS
Smart Sports

C

at.

as sketch.

Made trom good
Cl<>ih.

inset

Collir
sltev s

blanket

ami

rivers,

«ith

cuiTs,

pockets awl allbet.
Colours:
Saxe, Kose or Fawn.
Stock si^es to hi HI

patch

ouiiri

and 38 ii.cl.es
louod ust

86,

1

Price. 50/-

Katerlals by the

Yard
For ladies who prefer to
have 'heir clo'ho* inad«

up

but you can put full confidence in BIRD'S.
to children
The finest ingredients in the whole World are sought
out, and nothing but the very best goes to the making
of Bird's Custard. There is no food purer or
nourishing for children or grown-ups.

more

Birds
Nu tritious Custard
can be served either alone, in dainty custard
— or with fresh stewed or tinned fruit,
or in a dainty trifle, or with a plain pudding.
In every case you secure the maximum of
niceness and nourishment, with the minimum

glasses

of time

and trouble

•heivtKelves. John
Noble, Limited, will s nd
a scUciioi uf mjteria's

in preparing.

Don t delay. Send to day
(urNubtc* sFashionGuide.

JOHN NOBLE
rock Street

Mills,
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I
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WHEN

communtcattng with Advertisers, please
mention the V

PICTURE SHOW."
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Books that

INCREASE

will

SALARY

your

10 volumes

5/"

with order

followed by monthly subscriptions
after

you have received the books

How

much aije you earning ? Around you
are many men who are*earning more
much

—

—

more than you are.
Every man can make what he is worth. Every
man can make himself worth more youcan.

—

initiative meet
The tmnofthe rankand file of the
reward in the world of producing and commercial army
Your gets the average salary. Raise
industry and commerce.
knowledge can be increased, ycur yourself above the rank and file
by ncreasing your earning power
initiative stimulated anddeveloped
and you wi.l get your reward.
your money value raised.

Knowledge and
their

—

The 10 Volumes

New Harmsworth
are

with

and
that

their position

in

men

helping

is

men who

guide for thousands of

the

command

The

life.

positions

Self- Educator

are inspired

with

a

proper

discontent
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These volumes constitute a

stimulating guidance of these

promotion
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better

of the

and higher

Home

—

salaries.
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University

divided into 25 Department? or Courses of Instruction
which point the road to success in almost every career
9 Literature and Journal sm
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2 Geography
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4 Physiology and Health
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7 History
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Engineering

Trans.

and Mind

1 1

Life

12
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Business

Phys cs and Power
Building Trades
Natural HisUry
Electricity

Music

A detailed prospectus of this great value-raising work is
Fill in the coupon on the left and
yours for the asking.

THE "PICTURE SHOW" COUPON
fcr

FREE BOOKLET

one free by return of post.
It gives full
and if you decide to acquire the books, they
are sent you carriage paid on receipt of first subscription of
5/-, and you pay the remainder of the price by monthly
subscriptions of a few shillings while you are receiving

you

The Educational Book
'

17,

New

Co., Ltd..
Bridge Street,

London, E.C.4.

mcFKEH
POST FRKi; a" copy of your beautiful
volumes of the New Harmsworth
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'
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and more
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Severe Nerve and
Stomach Trouble
Mrs. Williams, Alwyn Cottage, Whitby,
near Chester, says: -"After an attack of
pleurisy about three years ago, I was left very

—

The

weak, nervous and

restless. I never seemed
any sleep, and this, of course, made me
weaker than ever. I had little desire for food,
and when I did eat, pain was sure to follow.
I suffered also with flatulence and a nasty sick
feeling, and the headaches I endured were

Summer

to get

Toilet

Cream

They were like neuralgia. In my left
arm, too, there was a dull gnawing pain which
awful.
I

Spend as much time

open

the

in

air

use your

was neuritis. The indigestion had become so bad by
I was told my stomach was ulcerated.
At last I got Dr.Cassell's Tablets, and then relief came. I began to

believe

this time that

as

—

possible

'

get a tanned skin if it suits you, but
Icilma Cream freely every day.

'

sleep at night, and the pain and indigestion lessened. 1 grew stronger
daily till in quite a short time 1 felt as well as before my illness."

This Cream will prevent any discomfort caused by sun,
wind or dust, will cool, cleanse and refresh the
skin, and keep it always soft and clear.
Icilma Cream
(fragrant with the Icilma Bouquet Perfume) is nongreasy and i; immediately absorbed.

Dr. Cassell's
Home

Prices:

Tablets

and 91:
The 3 • rlea
1/3

Cream
Price

and

113

per pot.

21-

b^ing the more
economical.

I'lesli-tinted 119

Sold by Chewlata in all parts
world.
of the

per pot.

Ask

Dr.

(or

Cassell's

Tab-

arc the recognised

Nervous Breakdown
Nerve Paralysis
Neurasthenia

>
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Man's Temptation.
LAIN E TRAVERSE

MAD

ideas on dress, and why women wear
startling creat ons in clothes.
Ask anyone," says this popular Fox star,
" be he lawyer, doctor, or minister, what is the
greatest temptation for men in any large city,
and each will unhesitatingly answer, Women.'
Ask the same jury what is the chief temptation
of women, and it will answer just as quickly,
'

"

strikes

IT

Famous Readers of tke " Picture
Show.
No. 33. — COLLEEN MOORE.
film
the vivacious
COLLEEN MOORE,
interested in all the news of
little

star,

is

most

filmland that is contained in our little
paper.
She anxiously awaits the arrival of the
Picture Show each week, and reads it as soon
She was so intent in
as it arrives in her hands.
perusing its pages that she did not notice the
camera-man taking this snap.

Norma Talmadge

Arrives.

intended to
ALTHOUGH •she had previously
with her mother and

come

to England
Natalie, Norma Talmadge, the
sister,
clever screen actress, found it impossible to
leave America so soon. However, she hurried
all she could, and followed them over at her
first opportunity.
She was due to arrive in

England last Saturday with her sist r, Conand Mrs. Gish and Dorothy Gish, so

stance,
that it

is possible that many of the film fans
with whom she is so popular will be able to
catch a glimpse of their favourite in person.
At the same time, they will appreciate the large
photogravure of her that is printed in the centre
Next week follows a large photoof this issue.
gravure of Constance Talmadge.

Mary and Doug,

as Co-Stars.
latest plans of

very
I'VE just heard of theFairbanks.
Mary and Douglas
going

to

co-star in
loves Mary

a

pirate

They

are

thriller.

and adores Douglas
look forward to this film, for romance is
romance the whole world over, and everyone
who saw the happy couple over her© were unanimous that Mary and Douglas were madly in
love with each other.

Everyone who
will

—

Murderers

— On the Films.

PICKFORD as a murderer — seems
JACK
almost unbelievable, yet we are to see Mary's
it

brother in this unsympathetic role in the
near future, in the photo-play, " A Double-dyed
Which reminds me that next month
Deceiver."
wo are to see Mary tried for her life on the
screen, of course— in her next photo-play to be
Heart of the
released over here, entitled

—

Hill."

PETROVA has solved her domestic
OLGA
problems to her own completo
all

satis-

This is how she explains her
harmony with her husband, whom you know is
Dr. John D. Stewart, of New York.
faction.

' ;

called for this.

After several vain attempts to get the real
effect, Miss Mason whispered to the director,
and the scene was commenced again. This
time, however, when the stumbling point was
A gun
reached, there was the sound of a shot.
was fired twice, and a woman screamed. Real
fear and horror came into the girl's face, and
made the scene in the film a great success.

Dress Expensively.
Miss

me, however,"

Traverse

adds, "that this is but a half-truth, that
it does not go to t he heart of the problem.
Why do women have such a passion for clothes ?
Pew desire expensive frocks for their own intrinsic
beauty. Frankly, I believe that most women
aim to be perfectly dressed to please men. So
it is not true to say that clothes are women's
greatest temptation.
Men are
" A man likes to have the woman he is seen
with well dressed. If she is tastefully attired,
ho is proud of her, and is more likeh to ask her
to go out with him aaain."
!

He

is

Brave, But

HEAR

I

that William Farnum's

life

RALPH BUSHMAN,

would be

son

in hourly danger if he accepted some of the
stories sent him in answer to the recent
paragraph in these columns, asking for original
film dramas suitable for him to star in.
In one story, the writer called for Farnum
to pursue the villain by aeroplane, overtake him
in mid-air, jump to his machine, and overcome
him in fierce battle, finally subduing him just

Francis X.
Bushman, is
about to
enter movieland.

"

pictures.

All

He Wanted

to See.

now

is

•'Pillars

IV /I

Y

my

short

but with my husband and myself proper personal freedom and mutual consideration work
like a charm in promoting and sustaining regard
and happiness."

What Did She Imply ?
T Y NEW ALL has been

GL

—+

having a few days'
his time away

and has spent

holiday,

from the studio indulging in his favourite
pastime, fishing.
Guy ne%-er minds telling a story against
himself, which accounts for him telling me the

other night, while
THEcinema
house, " Fox

I was at a popular
News " was put on
the screen, which included some remarkably arresting pictures. As soon as the film
finished, one man in front of me got up to leave.
" Aren't you going to stay for the big picture ? "
asked his friend. " No, I've seen all I want to
see, and that's the best part of the programme,"
replied the other.

following.

—

He was

not being very successful one morning

in fact, the fishes absolutely refused to nibble
at his bait, when a child of about two summers
strolled along.
She watched him intently for some minutes,
until, by way of opening the conversation, Guy
told her of Dr. Johnson's time-worn remark of
" a worm at one end of the line and a fool at
the other."

—-

Will

film actress,
playing in
of Society," Ibsen's dramatic success.

who

home when I wish and his work
I make
will permit. These reservations make for happiOf course, when there are
ness in the long run.
After all, everychildren, a new problem arises.
personal
things for himself,
one must decide the

shrift given to news films.
In music-halls
they seem to be tolerated by the management, rather than regarded as an interesting
part of the evening's entertainment. Their
place in the programme is evidently thought to
be of a similar value to the any-old-tune that the
orchestra plays while the safety curtain is being
lowered and raised. And yet some of these
topical films are far more interesting than the

and stunt

NEVILLE, a

yonng

rising

husband and I are as deeply devoted
He is a man
as two persons can be.
of whom I am proud, and I am sure he
His labours are
feels the same way about me.
many and heavy." So are mine. So we mainI have my own
tain separate establishments.
home on Long Island, where I write and plan.
He has a suite of rooms adjoining his proWhen he comes to my house
fessional offices.
he comes as my guest. In his New York house

1

thrill

PAM

MISS

J[yJ

The News Film.

HAVE never been able to understand the

artiste,

Olga Petrova Says

A Picture Show reader from Scotland submitted her hero a manuscript, the action of
which took palce in the heart of an African
jungle.
She required Farnum to " Battle
with a fierce lion, grasping the mouth of the great
beast, and with his mighty strength rip the jaws
of the ferocious animal apart."
T

the

well-known

the

of

cinema

as they reach earth.

Desmond's Latest Hobby.

HEAR

that William Desmond's latest hobby
growing lemons. The lawn surrounding
Californian home is dotted with lemon
trees, and Bill has decided that a goodly profit
will be derived therefrom now that America
" dry " country.
There seems no limit to
is a

I
Shirley's Stratagem.
SHIRLEY MASON has discovered the way
to make an emotional artiste out of most
unpromising material. I hear that during
of
filming
The Little Wanderer," a \oung
the
member of her company found it impossible
to register fear and horror where the scenario

and

hard work

— —

!

Why Women

wide-awake

and

Domestic Problems Solved.

'

Clothes

alive

—

"

'

always

I'm

but

interested when there's plenty of
to do before the camera."

has very positive

The

child looked gravely at

and then said

is

"

his*

Guy

for a second,

:

Anyway, you

ain't the

worm."

London On The Film.

WE

the possibilities of California, the land of sunshine and film stars.

are

to

see

several

familiar

London

Wardour
Street,
including
where all the film companies arc.
Shaftesbury Avenue, Long Acre, and Co vent

—

Toil With a Capital T.
"
TORK and I are old friends," confesses
Alice Lake, who protests she is not
\ty
afraid of toil with a capital T.
She
says she doesn't believe anyone can accomplish
anything worth while without conscientious
" Activity is rest to me," she says. " I
effort.
can become terribly fatigued doing nothing
;

streets,

Garden Market, in tlie coming Granger Binger
production, " The Little Hour of Peter W^lls."
the film version of the well-known novel by
David Whitelaw.
The Royal House of the Bragalian king will
be an actual king's palace which stands on the
outskirts of Haarlem, having been built by
Napoleon for his brother Leopold, when ho

—

—

—

"

—

'

4
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became king of the Netherlands.
Other outstanding scenes are a revolution, in which several
hundred people take part
a coronation,
carried out on a lavish scale
a court levee,
and some very fine exteriors. Heather Thatcher,
the popular London favourite is. by kind permission of Sir Alfred Butt, playing lead. Hobden
Foster, of operatio fame, is playing opposite her,
and O. B. Clarence is Peter Weils.

Cleo

is

coming back to the screen. For the last
three years, Miss Ridgeley, who in private life
is Mrs. James Home, has been too busy with
her adorable twins, a boy and- a girl, to" take
much interest in moving pictures. She will)
appear opposite Lew Cody in his new picture,

—

•

Jazz For Joy.

latest jazz pieces.

director explained that he thinks music
helps moro than anjthing else to keep the look
of fatigue from the faces of the actors.

—

Was The New

Floor.

you read in the papers of the earthquake
DIDthat
shook Los Angeles
?

I hear that Gladys George was dancing
" I had
at the time, and said to her partner
heard that they were going to put in a revolving
floor, and now it is here.
Isn"t it perfectly

adorable

!

one

is

Thomas has. played opposite George
known Beban, Monroe Salisbury,

of

H.

Ince's
best
leading men. He supports
Enid Bennett in " Stepping
Out," the story that appeared in our last issue,

From

Lessons

Henry Walthall, and Sessue
Hayakawa. She will soon be
seen in Wanda Hawley's
first Realart photo-play.

Flowers.

BROCKWELL. the Fox star, was
GLADYS
discussing the screen as a profession

:

"

HELEN JEROME EDDY

WILLIAM CONKLIN,
who

The

It

ber
t

the
other day, and commenting on the numof young people who aspired to fame

herein.
She rose

from the ranks

herself,

and knows.

The famous

actress is a lover of flowers, and
used the narcissus as an object lesson in patience.

Memories Of Pauline Frederick.

She says

reader's clever comment
HERE
Pauline Frederick and her scieen
is

on

a

parts.

So great was

her success

"

in

The

Eternal City," that " Za Za" was not at all
surprised at her triumph over " Bella Donna,''
and " The Spider."
Then, having helped " Audry " to escape from
" The Slave Market,'* "A Moment Before ' being
''Sold," she started in search of '' The Woman In
The Case," and on bringing her to justice, she
"
decides that thore were still " Sleeping Fires
But
to be found even in " Ashes of Eml>ers."
great was the awakening of "Sapho" when, on
finding " Her Better Self," she also found " The
Love That Lives" creeping into "Her Hungry
Heart," and that "Mrs. Dane's Defence " wBB
" Double Crossed."
While " Lydia Gillmore "' was moved to tears on
learning from her friend. " La Tosca," that
" Madam Jealousy " had broken the heart of
" A Daughter of the Old South," who had been
left alone to face " The World's Great Snare."
where, after many adventures, she meets
" Nanett. of the Wilds," and together they
:

:

—to

live one month in sunshine, the narcissus lives eleven in darkness.
To yield beautiful fragrant blossoms for fifteen
days it remains a dirty brown bulb for three

"Just think

hundred

and

of

it

it

is

with

the

—-

Do You Know

?
--That Thomas Mcighan was educated
medical profession t
.

—

»

*

for the

—

*

lie was also a star football half back
younger days

That

his

— That

he played

Loudon

*

*
4j>

"The

College Widow,"' in

V

^

— That

*

*

*

Bort Lytell

a skilled horseman,
swimmer, and an excellent boxer V
is

*

*

That Bobby Harron

is

a

happy.

— That Phyllis Haver
(time)
0,

ambition

his

swimmer of

890

in

(of

and

?

»
is

to

be

champion

the Los Angeles Athletic Club
*
*
»

was born
1

fino violinist,

•

*

a

*

possesses a real Strad. modol

ary

in

':

"*

— That

And " The Woman on the Index " having
" Out of the Shadow." found that she
Hor Final
would bo " Paid In Full " on
Reckoning," with "The Woman in Room 13."

As

days.

fifty

flower, so it is with actors and actresses, thoy
must spend years in storing up strength which
is to servo them during their blooming period.

The Peace of Roaring River.''
find rest in
Also, the " Resurrection " of " The Fear Woman,"
after" One Week of Life," made "Fedora" very
Come

Wait For Me."

— ++

-

the Metro studios an innovation has been
instituted in the purchase of a miniature
organ on which an organist plays all the

Thought

Coming Back.
all

;

AT

OVER THERE,"

RIDGELEY, whom we
remember
CLEO
as a popular Lasky star four years ago,

;

—

"

Notes and News from Los Angeles.

t

Mack Sennett Comedy

Douglas,

Kansas, Janu-

A

"Health " Resort.

a
HERE'S
climate,

good

ad." for the Califoruian

on which at present no extra
tax has been levied. Tom Fcrman, who
is directing Ethel Clayton in her last picture:
before her trip to England, found that for'
certain scenes he needed a sickly -looking baby. 1
Feeling that the real thing woidd be ever so
much more convincing than trying to score the
effect by means of paint and powder, he sent'
out his hirelings to scour the city for the type
of clulil he required.
After an all -day search,"
they returned and reported there was
nothing
" Then you mean to tell me you have?
doing."
not been able to find a sickly -looking baby in
the whole of Los Angeles ? " Mr. Forman de" Well, boss," was the
— " incredulously.
about the way
We're
—
that we've not been able

manded
reply
sorry

that's
at least

looks.
to oblige'
you, but Los Angeles seems to be the healthiest,
city in the world as far as babies are concerned.".So they had to resort to grease paint and powder
after all.
it

Why They Didn't Stop.
LOUISE LOVELY had

a rather bewildering
experience the other night, when her car)
broke down on a lonely road on tho outskirts of Hollywood.
There was no garago in
the neighbourhood so her only hope lay in thej
hailing of a passing car.
When the first head
lights appeared, she ran into the middle of the
road and waved her arms violently, but to her
amazement, the car swerved quickly and disappeared into the darkness in defiance of every
speed law.
Three times precisely the same thing hap-'
pened, but when the fourth car showed up and
Miss Lovely was beginning to despair of ever
getting home, she decided to resort to strategy.
She stageered full into the glare of the lights'
and crumpled up in a neat little heap in the
centre of the road.
Instantly the car was'
stopped and the driver hastily alighted. She
quickly told him her trouble and said some,
very cutting tilings about the chivalry of the

Her

modern motorist.

rescuer appeared

much

amused.
"

?

Fay Filmer,

"

You know, I'm a Califoruian," he explained f
but our summer tourists who come from the

oast,

are a bit shy of driving after dark.

Many

them think we're still wild and woolly, and
no doubt when you attempted to stop them,'
thoy wore firmly convinced it was a case of a
hold-up and will write home to the folks about
of

it."

—

Gloria the Psychic.
firmly
GLORIA sheSWAXSOX
possesses psychic
is

convinced

powers of anj
unusual nature. Anyhow, she certainly,
appears to have something in the nature of a'
She will suddenly shoot this sort'
sixth sense.
of thing at an acquaintance without any *
that

Where were you last
previous warning
night ? " On receiving the answer, she will"
then proceed to tell the astonished friend,
exactly what he or she were doing and how
they passed the evening. No, she does iu>
private sleuthing
the incidents merely como
to her in a swift and vivid kind of " vision."i
She is fond of tclline the story of bow she was
once sitting besido a famous scenario writer
who was so pre-ocenpied that he appeared
"I know
entirely oblivious of her presence.
what you are thinking about," suddenly re:

;

marked

this

uncanny

young

woman.

Sho

then gave him a detailed account of a new story
he was trying to work out, and incidentally
solved a \ery knotty situation that had been
bothering him for duys.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE "PICTURE SHOW."

Getting the baby to smile was one ot the problems Director Paul Scardon
Baby is evidently in
filming of the Goldwyn picture " Milestones."
prefers to cry.

Viola Dana is quite used to the thrills of an aeroplane trip, and loves
nothing better than a ride in the skies.
She is here seen carefully
adjusting Lieut. Locklear's headgear before they go for a trip.

That the "Picture
Here you see some

Show"
little

is

widely read is undeniable.
folk deeply interested in

Burmese

the pictures.

bad to solve during the
a contrary mood, for he

— who
Marion

Rev. George Lekoi Clarke, Baptist clergyman
regularly ordained
as picture-play comedian, with
Pickering, his leading lady.

—

is

Annette Kellermann and Walter Long in an underwater scene from " What Women
Love."
Some really remarkable scenes have been taken under water for this film,
by means of a wonderful bell contrivance.

Annette Kellermann believes in an open-air life to keep fit. Part of her holiday this year she spent
on a ranch and learnt a lot about farming. She became quite an expert on the ploughshare,

"

,
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exploits' oe famous detective told
for the first time in- the picture show

Peal Crime Storicf

Ol9II9r smd ike Jj&W
Fvery detail oi these stories, which have
shown over here, is taken from real life.
found in the American Police Records.
Herbert Rawlinson, otherwise the stories

ARSTEPHEN
NOLD crashed

FLYNN,

Chief of the United
States Secret Service,

smoke rings at flies
on the ceiling, had

WILLIAM

J.

New York

City.

hat and stick to the men who lurked by the
cavern just within the door, Lightning surveyed
the room and its occupants.
Half-way down the narrow aisle he saw
Tony, his favourite waiter, raise a finger. Refusing tho invitation of a corporation " suppress''
agent to join him, Lightning nodded to a group
long-haired men and short-haired women
from the village, and made his way toward the
table where his waiter stood.
" Hallo, Tony " he greeted the Italian,
who held back a chair for him. " What's on
of

!

"
to-night ?
" I might suggest the fried devil fish," Tony
" It's very nice, sir."
replied.
Lightning made a grimace.
" No, thanks," he said. " Make it a cold
lobster, and bottle of that old Chianti."
Lightning was reading an evening paper left
behind by a previous diner when the waiter
returned. The man laid a card in front of him
on which there was writing.
" Lady in blue, sir, three tables back, said

suddenly decided he

was getting

lazy.

Arnold had any middle name, it must have
been Action, for inactivity bored him, and just
now he was particularly bored and out of sorts.
Not since he had discovered the secret of the
deposit box had he been active. He resented
it, and wondered if Chief Flynn had forgotten
If

that he existed.

But Flynn had not forgotten Arnold, by any
means. At that very minute the Chief of the
United States Secret Service was regarding a
pile of papers in front of him on his desk in his
town office, and made a mental note to call
his crack operative in the morning.
Arnold, whose other name among his col-

to

hand you

this."

Lightning looked at the card and read
" I will join you at your table. Treat me as
though you knew me well, and don't act sur:

prised."
It was characteristic of the detective that lie
did not start at the unusual message. Picking
it up, he casually stuck it in his pocket, wondering what it could mean. As Tony withdrew

leagues of the Secret Service was Lightning, had
a reputation of cleaning up a job quickly once
he got. on it, and Flynn usually held him in
reserve until something really big and difficult
turned up. Such a case presented itself now.
Three robberies of Government bonds in the
last two months had led Washington to believe
that an organised gang of criminals was operating.
The thefts had occurrod at Ardsley,

he found out.
A girl stood over him, a pretty woman, about
twenty, with tawny hair and violet eyes. She
woro a dainty gown of pale blue, open at the
throat, and the flimsiest excuse for a hat lie
had ever seen was perched on her head.
" Why, hallo, Steve " she greeted him,
with a smile, showing two rows of small white
" I didn't expect you so early."
teeth.
Lightning was taken aback, but was equal

Hastings and Tarry town, where wealthy men
had their country" estates. For some reason
the owners of the bonds had kept them at their

!

homes instead of bank vaults. The thefts had
led others to ship their, securities to New York

to the occasion.

and Washington. Flynn reasoned that if the
gang found out that the bonds were in transit
he might look for more crime.
Flynn regarded a map of tho United States
on the wall. It had pegs with names of his
operatives on tags stuck from each large city.
In this manner the chiof kept track of his men.
Pulling a big fat cigar, the chief got up, walked
Reto tho window and gazed out, musing.

"Good

evening," he said, hesitating, as he

got up from his chair.
" Ruth," the girl whispered, as she seated
" Call me Ruth." when she leaned
herself.
" You don't know me, but I do
toward him
:

order and treat me as though
you had known me all your life." She turned
and glanced around, her eyes resting on a man

you.

turning to his desk, he called to a stenographer.
" Mako a note to get Arnold on the wire,
first thing in the morning," ho said, " and call in

Mulvey."
Growling audibly, Lightning, after
his club, turned down Forty-second
toward Fifth Avenue. It was getting
dusk of a summer day, and ho stood
busiest corner in the world for a while,

will shortly be
The crooks described are men whose criminal careers are to be
In the film version the part of the real detective is played by
are an exact representation of events which actually happened.

his

through the
door of his club and
came out into the
" Crashed "
street.
word, for
is
the
Arnold, after lolling
back in his chair for
blowing
hour,
an

been filmed by the Selznick Film Company, and

leaving
Street

toward

at the
regarding tho passing throng.
Filling his lungs with
the air, Lightning increased his gait and

headed for Greenwich Village.
In Tenth Street, just west of Lower Fifth
Avenue, hidden among stately old mansions,
ghosts of a day that is dead, there was a restaurant whero ono could obtain a satisfying
meal for less cost than it takes to shako hands
with the head waiter in most places. Its food
was, on tho whole, of the best, and the cooking
the same, whilo generally a congenial crowd
was to bo found clustered around the tables.
No name appears on its front door, and to the
regulars it was merely known as " No.
Tenth Street."
From Forty-second to Tenth Street is regarded
as quite a Wrijk, but Lightning made it in a half
Entering ono of the houses, ho walked
hour.
through tho kitchen and passed into what had
ono time beon tho back yard of an old New
York mansion, but was now walled in and
given over to Italian dishes and " red ink," as
the trine of the district is known.
Surrendering
,

Please

seated at a table near tho door.
Wondering, Lightning did as ho was told.
After Tony had left for their food, the g rl again
leaned over the table and spoke in a low voice.
" See that man at the first table ? " she said.
" 1 have a feeling ho has been following me,

you why."
The girl paused and looked into tho mirror
of
Lightning.
Sho could see tho man's
back
reflection, but he seemed to bo paying no atten-

and

I'll tell

tion to their table.
Lightning glanced at the
man covertly. There seemed to be nothing
unusual about him. Tall and rather heavy,
dressed well, the only thing to mark him distinctly from any number of persons of his type
was a heavy undershot jaw. The kind of a jaw
that frequently belongs to criminals of tho lower

But the man did not look common.

class.

am Ruth Shipmdn,"

" I

sho continued, as
regarded her questioningly. " My
father is station agent at Oakdale, a small
I model for Paulette
station north of Hastings.
and live in the village. Every week-end I
spend homo. You are probably awaro that
several robborics have occurred in tho vicinity
of Hastings.''
Her eyes questioned her companion.
Lightning was listening attentively to the
girl as sho talked in
a friendly voice. Ho
admired her youthful prcttincss and tho alert
manner, devoid of all coquetry, with which sho
also tho business-like way in which
spoke
sho started her story.

Lightning

;

" I've read

something
about it
,

HERBERT RAWLINSON,

he replied.

"Gove
ment

r

who

n-

bonds

plays the part of Stephen

Arnold

mostly,
"

— " Lightning " — on
the screen,

wasn't it ?
" Yes, and now every person in the vicinity
is sending his valuables to the city, and they seem
to be selecting Oakdale as the point from which
to ship them.
I should say a million dollars'
worth of securities have passed through father's
hands in the last three weeks,,- He is old, and
it worries him.
And yesterday, when I was
up there, something happened. That man
you see back there called at dad's house. A
Chinaman and another white man were with
him. He asked all sorts of questions about
shipments from Oakdale and the trains. I
overheard the whole conversation. He par_

wanted to know what protection was
he decided to send valuables, and
what trains such valuables were usually put
"
aboard ?
ticularly

assured

if

" Yes, yes. What else ? " Lightning asked.
" Just before he left," the girl continued,
" he told dad he would send a large box for
shipment to-morrow night. It would contain
invaluable curios, and was to go. to a dealer in

Chinatown."
At the mention of curios and Chinatown
Lightning was all attention.
" Anything more ? " he inquired.
" Yes," the girl replied, leaning closer.
" Father is expecting to ship a large consignment of Government bonds to-morrow, and that
man was on the train when I left Oakdale this
morning. When I came in hero" to-night he
was only a fow minutes later. I feel he is
watching me. What for, I don't know. But I

was surely glad to

see you come in."
and they ate,
their food
chatting and laughing like the old friends
they pretended to be. The man at tho front
tablo had finished his dinner and from the back
of a newspaper shot covert glances in their
direction.
These were observed by 'Lightning.
" Your friend is certainly interested," ho said
" Can you get away from your work i
to Ruth.
And Ruth assured him she could.
" Then return to Oakdale to-night," he
advised her. " Remain there until you hear
from me. I'll go with you to the Grand Centra
station.
I can't just make out all this, but I'll

Tony brought

'

probably know
When thoy
Lightning had
slowly towards
had to pass the
they sauntered

more to-morrow."
had finished their dinner and
paid the check they started
the door. On their way they
table of the undershot man. As
by he laid down his paper and

arose.
" I

beg your pardon, Miss Shipman, but 1
like a word privately with you."
Lightning, who was a little ahead of Ruth,
turned anil saw a pretty bit oi acting. The
girl was regarding the stranger as though he
were a curious species of fish.
" Oh, I see," sho murmured, and then she
" You moke the same mistake that
smiled.
1 am not Miss Shipso many others have made.
man of the Follies, but I thank you for tho
compliment."

would

The man frowned.
" Aren't you Miss Shipman

of Oakdale

?

" he

inquired.

" Don't even know tho lady," Rut h replied
" Come on, Steve," and planing her
hand on Lightning's nrm, they left the place,
tho stranger glaring after them with a scowl.

calmly.

He did not
tho
"

remain long after they passed through

door.

You

see,

I

was

right," she said, as they
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Paused while Lightning called for a taxi. " That
man's presence is no mere coincidence, and what
ho wants with me I can't understand."
" I have an idea," Lightning replied, " and
I'll find out to-morrow morning whether it is
right or not."
Getting into tho taxi, they drove to Fiftyninth Street and took a turn through the park,
for it was too early for the Oakdale train, and
Lightning did not want to leavo the girl alone.
During the drive, Lightning learned several interesting things about tho girl.
The most important were that she was engaged to be married,
and that both she and her intended husband
were only waiting to obtaiu enough money to

buy a home.
After ho had seen the girl safely aboard the
train, Lightning went back to his club.
In his
room he telephoned for his car to- be at the door
at nine o'clock in the morning.
He had a big
and important day's work cut out for him, and
the first thing was to report to Flynn what he
had learned.
Lightning had stepped out of his tub the next
morning and was towelling himself when the
telephone in his room rang. When he answered
it, Flynn's secretary informed him that the chief
wanted him to get down to the office as soon as
he could. This fitted in with Lightning's plans.
So as soon as he had applied a blade to the stubble
on his chin and swallowed a hasty breakfast, he
stepped into his waiting car.
In his light roadster he was soon at the office

Without

their captuiers

being

aware

of

it,

The
fights between
th3 rival Tongs.
quarter was lifeless.
A half block from The Arcado was the shop of
Lee Chang, curio merchant, as famous for hla
wealth as he was feared among the yellow men
for his cunning.
Chang stood in the doorway,
blinking behind a pair of heavy .spectacles and
puffing at a long stem pipe.
Chang saw Lightning's car stop, and knew ho
was due for a visit. It was a most inopportune
time for the agent to call, and the Chinaman
bcowled as he puffed his pipe viciously.
Waiting until he saw his friend walking towards
the shop, he hurried inside. Lifting the children from the long box, he put a lid on, and from
the wall pulled down a black silk coyer, heavily
embroidered with gold designs. This he placed
over the box, completely concealing it.
When Lightning entered he was seated on the
box, calmly smoking. Chin and Moy sat one
on each side of him. To all appearances it was

gun

a happy

family. There appeared nothing
Lightning at a glance
covered box.
" What's that, Chang ? " he said, after he
had greeted the Chinaman.
" That ? Oh, that case for big Joss. Ship
little

sinister or suspicious, but

noted the

silk

him away soon, maybe."
At the appearance of the agent the children
had jumped from the box and ran toward him.
Lightning was a great favourite with Moy and
Chin, and with Chang, too, for that matter as

—

long as he did not interfere with his business.

Ruth managed

to

loosen

the

bonds

of

Glancing cautiously out, be saw a door-man
peering around tho bulk window.
It was the
undershot stranger of tho restaurant the night
before, who, satisfying himself that the agent
had gone, stepped into view.
To Chang the man was known as Mullins.
In the underworld he bore the sobriquet of
" The Plunger." After glancing up and down
the street, the I'lunger entered the curio shop,

w here Chang hastily drew hirn into a back room.
The two engaged in earnest conversation.
While Lightning was waiting for the reappearance of the man, a truck drove up to tho
door. A driver was on the front seat. Two men
sat with their legs hanging froifl the rear. The
truck turned and backed up to Chang's. The
men went inside. A few minutes later they tamo
out, carrying the large box that the Chinaman
had guarded so carefully. It seemed heavy, and
the men puffed as they struggled with it.
Lightning wondered what it could contain.
After the truck had driven away, Lightning
waited for tho reappearance of the Plunger,
but he did not come out. Chang did. With him
were the children. Closing and locking the
door of the shop, he passed within a few feet of
Lightning, and went on down the street.
Lightning was determined to find out what
had become of the Plunger. Waiting for Chang
to get out of sight, he climbed up the grilled ironwork to a balcony in front of the Chinaman's
upper floor. Cautiously he entered the window.
Going downstairs, after a carefully executed

Lightning was a great favourite with

Lightning.

was ushered
There Flynn
him about the bond robberies and what he
wanted done.
of the Secret Service Chief, and
into the latter's private sanctum.

told

" That's funny," Lightning commented when
had ended. " I was coming down here
to see you about this very case."
the chief
"

What do you know about

it

?

"

Flynn

in-

quired.

Lightning told him about the meeting with
Kuth the night before, of the strange man and
his visit with the Chinaman to the home of the
Oakdale station agent. At the mention of a
Chinaman the chief interrupted him.

"

It looks as

though you had stumbled into

something," he said. " Mulvey, who has been
on this case, has got an idea that the whole
business has been fixed up down in China-town.
It's only an idea, but Mulvey don't usually go
far wrong.
Know anybody down there "
" Lee Chang," Lightning replied.
"Got anything rgainst him "
" Not a thing. He keeps a shop filled with old
curios that I suspect are made in Newark, but
that's nothing against him.
Stand pretty well
with him and his children. Think I'll niake a
little
visit.
Will run up to Oakdale later.
Might be well to be around when the shipments
'!

'!

are

made

to-night."
Lightning drove direct to Chinatown, a dozen
streets away, and left his car around a corner
from the Arcade, a spot in the heart of Chinatown
that had been the scene of many crimes and

little

now he was threatening to do that very
Chang was expecting a visitor.
" Chang," Lightning said, " there have been
several robberies of Government bonds.
The
thefts were cunningly devised.
They have been
planned and financed here in Chinatown. That
1 know !
I thought you might be able to give
Just

thing, for

an old friend some information."
Lightning was sitting with his back toward the
door, which was open.
Chang looked across his
shoulder, and in the doorway he saw a man.
but he gave no intimation. As Lightning reached
out to catch a ball Chin had thrown to him, the

Chinaman made a quick sign. The man at the
door saw it and disappeared. Stepping back of
a window of the shop, he waited.
Chang regarded Lightning blandly.

Do anything for you, Mr. Arnold," he-said.
Got to know nothing about robbery. Tong
men all behaving very nice, thank you," he
added, getting up.
Maybe you come again ? "
The agent saw that the Chinaman was most
anxious for him to go, so he smiled a good-bye to
the kids and went out.
Standing on the street
a moment, he pondered, frowning, and looked
about. The window of the shop extended about
two feet over the pavement. It was a bulk
affair, and opened from the sill level to the
ground. Through the open space Lightning
saw the legs and feet of a man. Someone was
*

"

'.'

evidently waiting for him to leave.
Starting down the street. Lightning suddenly
darted into a doorway of the second shop.

Moy and

Chin, Lee Chang's

children.

search, he found the place empty. The Plunger
had disappeared into the air.
A few minutes of thought, and an idea struck

him.

He

believed he

knew

the

manner

of the

man's disappearance.
In the meantime Chang, walking down the
street, came upon Lightning's automobile by
the kerb. He knew the car and stopped, regarding it. So his friend had not left the neighbourhood, and if not, where was he ? Sending the
children on ahead, he returned to his shop, and
entered.
Lightning heard him open the door,
and sprang quickly into another room where
But Chang saw his
there was a telephone.
shadow on the silk curtains, and crept towards
the entrance.

From where he stood the Chinaman heard
Lightning call a number.
When Chief Flynn
answered, the agent spoke low.
" I'm at No. 900, Mott Street. I'm going to
Oakdale. If I don't 'phone in a couple of hours,
you will know where to find me." Noiselessly he

hungup

the receiver.

Chang moved out

of the

door and returned to the automobile.
The car had two oblong headlights. With a
quick twist the Chinaman turned one of the
lights so that

it

was lengthwise

to the other.
called

Then he hurried to a telephone booth and
up a number in Hastings.

" Secret Service man going through Hastings
in car with crooked light," he said in
Chinese to the Tong brother at the other end.
'"Detain him then go to Oakdale station."

later

—

:

'
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Getting an affirmative reply, Chang again
went into the street. Lightning's car was gone.
The agent was on his way to Oakdale, and lie
was going at top speed. At Yonkers he got out
at the station and went into a telegraph office,
where he wrote and sent the following message
to Ruth
" Dangerous crook shipped to your station in
:

Am

on my way."
As he entered Hastings, a Chinaman and a
white man were hurrying in another automobile
from the opposite direction. About a half-mile
from the edge o£ the town they pulled up. An
old broken-down wagon with a wheel lying
box.

beside

Is after bonds.

it

The men got

attracted their attention.

out and examined the %vheel. Part of the rim
was off, and the spokes protruded bare from the
hub. If thrown under the wheels of a speeding
car it was bound to stop and wreck it.
Putting it into the back of their ear, they
drove on. A hundred yards to the south they
turned in to a side road, little used by traffic,
and left their car in the shadow of the trees.
Rolling the wheel to the
Night was falling.
main roadway, they hid in the bushes, and
waited.
Finally down the road a car approached. Its
speed indicated the owner was in a hurry. As it
drew nearer, the men saw that the left light
was crooked. Their prey was approaching.
Waiting until the car was within a hundred
feet of them, the men sprang from their concealment and poised the wheel.
Just as the
car passed, they hurled it at the front wheels.
The roadster struck the wheel, rose up in the
air, plunged into a stone fence and turned over.
At the shock Lightning was thrown clear of the
wreckage, over the wall, and landed with a thud
on a lawn. The soft grass broke his fall, but
he was shaken and stunned. Before he could
make a move, the Chinaman and his white

companion were on top of him.
The men knocked him senseless, and then
reentered their car and drove towards Oakdalo.
At the Oakdale station, John Shipman sat at
a telegraph instrument, plainly worried with the
responsibility of safeguarding large shipments
of Government bonds.
Ho was waiting for
another shipment to come from tho neighbourhood now. Through tho door two men entered,
carrying a square iron box, heavily padlocked.
This they placed in the middle of the floor.
As they went out, Ruth bounded into the
room, a bright vision of glorious youth. She
found her father regarding the box, and frowning.
" Hallo, dad " she called.
" What have we
here, and why the scowl 1 "
" Government bonds " Shipman responded.
" Shipping bonds this way is an invitation to
robbery. There has been enough of them lately."
" Put them in the safe, dad, and I'll stay
hero. Jack is going to join me later."
Ho did as Ruth suggested. Opening an
iron safe in the corner, he placed the box of
bonds inside and closed it. Making sure that
the combination was properly adjusted, ho left.
" I guess that's enough to hold them for
a while," ho called. " Bo back in a couple of
!

!

hours."

Ruth seated

the desk, and was
amusing herself reading the messages ticking oft
on the telegraph instrument when a young,
good-looking man entered tho room.
With a
glad little cry, tho girl ran to him.
"You're to stay hero with mo until father
" There's a lot of
gets back," she told him,
bonds in that safe to be shipped to-night, and
I'm on guard."
For answer Jack kissed her again, but at
sound of tho telegraph instrument, sho broko
from his arms.
" That's our call," sho said, bending over tho
tablo, and replying at the key.
" Why, tho message is for me " she
called
over the tablo to Jack, who crossed to her. She
read slowly " Dangerous— crook shipped to
your station in box."
The instrument
stopped.
herself at

!

—

—

:

—

— —

—

With a littlo gasp Ruth looked toward tho
wall. Jack followed her eyes. Posted conspicuously near the door was a printed sheet, which
read :
«25,000 REWARD.

"The above amount

offered for information
and conviction of the

is

leading to tho arrest
person, or persons, who robbed tho Ardsloy
station on the night of Juno 13."
Then followed a description of the missing

" I can't get Oakdale," the operator called.
" There is sometliing wrong there
better make
a stop."
Tho engineer nodded and the train pulled
out.
Meanwhile, on the outskirts of Hastings, a
big car, passing north from the village, saw a
wrecked roadster by a stone fence, and the
occupants got out to examine it.
Moans finally drew the driver's attention

bonds, with their numbers, and the name of a
prominent man who offered the reward. Ruth
started to speak, when the instrument started

;

clicking

— after— bonds,"

" Is

'
'

the message continued.

Am —on—my—way— Stephen —Arnold.
As the message ended, Ruth looked

'

at Jack,

and both looked again at the poster with ita
§25,000 offer. The same thought occurred to

them both

—

wouldn't it be great if they could
capture the man and get the money ? Then they
could be married at once. Sensing what Jack
was thinking, Ruth looked about the station.
" But where is the box ? " she asked.
" Hanged if I know," he replied. " I'll take
a look outside."
As he crossed the room the door opened, and

two men entered.
" Box outside for shipment to-night. Where
do you want it ? the first man said.
" Bring it right in," Ruth replied, giving Jack
a warning look.
The men went out, and soon returned,
carrying a big, coffin-shaped affair, which
they placed on one side of the room.
When they had gone, Ruth beckoned Jack.
" Pretend to leave the station," she whispered,
" but remain. The man in that box may be he "
she pointed to the poster " and we'll get

—

—

the reward."

Jack nodded.
"

Come

up the

on,

Ruth " he

place,

!

and

called aloud.

" Lock

There

go for supper.
doing until your

let's

won't be anything
gets back."

father

Laughing and chatting < and making as
.much noise as possible, they bustled about
the station for awhile, and then, going to the
but from the
door, opened and slammed it
inside. Tiptoeing to a bench, they sat side-byside, with fascinated eyes on the box.
Suddenly they heard a sound.
It came
from the box. Someone was inside, and that
someone was trying to get out. There was a
crunching sound, as though the man inside
was applying n lever to tho boards of tho cover.
A nail gave way and a board was loosened.
Through tho opening appeared the edge of

—

an iron instrument.
Ruth ran to a closet, and from it brought
a box of nails and a hammer. These she handed
to Jack, who began driving the nails into the
box.
Tho loosened board was soon fastened

and the rest reinforced. Soon the man in tho
He could not get out until
box was safe.
released.
Soon after, applying his ear to the
side. Jack could hear him cursing and struggling.
Both of them had been so excited and busy
that they did not see the faces of two men
It was dark
jieering through tho window.
outside, and only tho single light in the station
But they were mndo aware of the
was lit.
mon's prcwonce tho next minute as they burst
through the door a Chinaman and a white
man and both covered Ruth and Jack with

—

—

their pistols.

The men did not utter a word, but while
tho white man kept them covered, the Chinaman
tied the hands of Ruth and Jack, and bound
a gag over their mouths. Standing them near
tho wall, tho men turned their attention to
the box from which muffled calls for help
wero coming.
Whoever was inside was most
anxious to get out.
With a chisel the white man ripped off the
boards, and from the insido of the box appeared
the face of tho Plunger.
Walking over to
Ruth and Jack, he stood facing them.
" So,"- he muttered, glaring, " you're t he
couple that were trying to rail me
You
two got here just in time," ho added, turning
!

to his

companions.

Walking
found
"

it

to the
looked,

We've got

tho soup

?

to

safe,

blow

he examined
it.

You

it

and

follows bring

" he asked.

The Chinaman nodded, and from his pocket
drew a small bottle of thick, greyish liquid.
Tho light in the station went out and eamo
The telegraph instrument clicked.
on again.
Ardsley was calling.
The Plunger looked nt
tho instrument. Taking the bottle, he walked
toward tho safe.
At Ardsley tho operator hail been trying
for an hour to get Oakdale.
Failing, ho went
outside, hung up a red lantern, and a few
minutes later an express train that should
have passed on through stopped at the signal.

_

from the car.
"There's someone hurt over there!" he
shouted, pointing over the wall.
Two men scaled the fence and stumbled
across Lightning, who was just beginning
to recover from the blow administered by the
He told as much of his story as
crook.
Then he
he cared" to, and asked the time.
requested that the tourists drive him as far
as Oakdale.
By the time the car reached Oakdale the rush
of clear air and the liquor he had imbibed
had cleared his head. Thanking his rescuers,
he proceeded alone to the station and peered
throxigh the window.
Liside a dramatic situation presented itself.
At the safe, the Plunger was pouring the
contents of a bottle into the cracks of the door.
Against tho wall, near an electric-light switch,
was Ruth and a strange man, their arms bound
behind them and their months covered with
handkerchiefs.
He had arrived just in time,
and hurried around the comer of the station.
As he reached the door it opened, and two
men came out, almost knocking him down.
Before he had a chance to set himself, l»e was
seized, dragged into the station, and, while
the two men held him, the Plunger trussed
him up as he had the others.
Lightning turned and looked at Ruth. She
nodded and Lightning replied ; then he glanced
toward the electric light switch.
If he could
only reach it I Noticing that Ruth was bound
at tho wrists, while her hands were free, ho
tried to talk to her with his eyes.
She understood, and as Lightning turned his back to her
tho girl began working at his bonds.
It did
not take long to loosen them, for the crooks'
work had been hastily done. Lightning removed
his gag, and, with his back to the wall, watched
the three men at the safe. OS in the distance
Tho
he heard the whistle of a locomotive.
crooks heard it, too, and tho Plunger leaped
At that instant Lightning reached
to his feet.
up and switched off the lights, and leaped at
the safe.
Lightning foiutd he was up against no mean
The Plunger was there when it
antagonist.

came

to a tightFifty yards down the track a train was
Its headlight, as it drew
approaching slowly.
nearer, shone through the station window
and lit up the figures of the struggling men.
Outside, a train stopped, and engineer, fireman, conductor, and brakeman poured to the

platform.

The conductor ran across tho station and
switched on the lights.
In a body tho newcoiners hurled themselves on the crooks.
From
beneath they dragged Lightning, almost done.
Once on his feet, Lightning backed the
crooks against tho wall, and ordered the train
crew to free Jack and Ruth. When they had
done so, tho detective handed the Chinaman
and his companion over to the crew, with
instructions to land them in. the local gaol.
After they left, he asked Ruth if sho knew
She did, and
tho combination of the safe.
Bringing out tho bond box, she
opened it.
placed it in the middle of the floor.
Handiug his revolver to Jack, Lightning
told him to keep tho Plunger covered. From a
pocket ho drew a key, and, placing it in Ruth's
hand, asked her to open the box, at the same
time motioning for Jack to bring the Plunger
to where they stood.
Ruth Unlocked tho box, raised the lid. and
sprang up with a startled cry. The liox was
'

empty.
Lightning laughed.
" It was
There were no bonds," he sa il.
The reward was for the thief,
all a frame-up.
get
the
money."
bonds.
You'll
and not the
Lightning's reward was the happiness in
her face as she ran to Jack.
"

:

(Another detective yarn next u etk.)
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RA/MQND HATTCL
hardly
THERE
has not been
is

a type of nationality that

portrayed by
one of the
character actors on the silver screen.
His portrayals are marvellous, and

Hatton,

who

is

own mental comprehension

Raymond
cleverest
reflect his

of the temperament,
the very soul of his characters that makes them
stand out clearly and distinctly, and causes
them to be remembered even when the fabric of
the picture that formed the background has
drifted into vagueness.
You will remember his
wonderful acting as the easily led King Charles
"
VII., in
Joan the Woman."
Raymond Hatton comes from Iowa, having
been born in the little town of Red Oaks, but
when he was ten the family moved to town, and
then he proclaimed his ambition to become an
actor.
His father, a surgeon grudgingly gave his
consent, and he joined a road touring company.
Daring the following years he played every
hind of role, laying the foundation for his
splendid characterisations which have made
him conspicuous in motion pictures.
.

One

ol kis most
per-

iwoaiofail

formances

B

was

Charles VI!
the

to "Joan

Woaaa."

«
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THE PHOTO-PLAY
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED

A

How
tiling
Isles

was a difficult
to find anybody outside these
who believed that there was
time ago

it

any future for British films, but a few
months have made a vast difference.
American picture-goers are clamouring to
British-made pictures, with British
and British artistes. The trade over
there are beginning to realise that American
lllms arc getting even too American for
their own audiences, and many exhibitors
in that country have had to go further afield

see

stories

for their attractions.

Italian,

Scandinavian

other Continental films are also
proving successful, and are much in
demand.
It was not until competition
from other countries began in earnest that
the limitations of American films became
so apparent. Although photography and
technique is, as a rule, beyond criticism,
this does not compensate for such faults as
themes, or
of
ovor-acting, monotony
" provincialism."

and

Britain

a

arrivals

is

Bryant Washburn, who

has,

past year, appeared in ten
In an interview, Mr.
live-reel pictures.
Washburn stated : "I am of the opinion
that Britain will shortly become the
picture producing centre of the world.

during

prince
the
of
is
one of those
"
important men behind the films "
of whom the public hear very little, in spite
of the fact that their efforts are indispensable to the film industry. Were it not for
the film publicity man the charms of many
film artistes would go unsung. It is his lot
in life to acquaint the public of forthcoming attraction's, arrange for the posters,
fix up private shows for the trade, and the
one hundred and one other things connected with the boosting of films. Mr. Braid
has earned a reputation for being the best
publicity man in the trade, and in addition
to this he is one of the most popular
personages connected with films. He has
been actively identified with the industry
since the earliest days, and was the first
editor of the great film newspaper " The
Gaumont Graphic." Mr. Braid has always
believed in the supremacy of British films,
and his connection with the Stoll Film
Company is therefore a task after his own
J.

Scenes in an Indian village were necessary
the success of Douglas Fairbanks' new
photo-play, " The Molly Coddle," so he most,
perforce, make a visit to the nearest Indian
village, 100 miles away, for the scenes to be
He spent a few weeks in the Opie
filmed.
Indians Reservation in the Arizona desert,
actually mixing and living with the Indians
themselves. You will have an opportunity of
performance among these
witnessing
his
coloured folk when you see his new Dim, " The
Molly Coddle."

for

Eyes and Nose.

large

scenario

and producers have

paid
country with a view to
One of the latest
investigating matters.

writers,
visits to this

BRAID,
ALEC
publicity men,

IN

or actress who is really keenly
in his or her work, and anxious that
everything they show to the public is absol
correct, spares no pains in the making of their
plays.
For instance, if a new picture necessitates
in the desert, or any such outlandish place, then
a trip must be made to the actual place for filming.

actor

heart.

To Lead.

the last few weeks
DURING
army of American artistes,

cinema
ADAMS. THEinterested

The Publicity Man.

Things Change.

SHORT

K.

Shov

the

A

SUBJECT

of interest to picture-goers

one raised in the current number
a leading American magazine.
The writer advances his belief that of all
deciding factors in the success of a person
in any walk of life, the features are of
prime importance. Many interesting instances to prove the point are cited by the
prominent
of
author, and the cases
screen artistes are brought up to bear out
answering
convictions.
humourist,
in
the
A
the question, says that while one is
tempted to settle the matter with some
such answer as " Who nose ? " it cannot
is

of

be denied that there

is

considerable truth

in that belief.

The writer mentions the case of Clara
Kimball Young, whose popularity as a
film favourite

is

ascribed to her elusive

and mystifying eyes; while there are
many other artistes whose fame in
feature films is due in no small measure
to their film features.

We Learn From

Lessons

the Films.

A

woman's weapon/) are smiles and

tears

a man's are cheque*.

;

»

•

»

The fool and his money keep many
clever people from starving.

This Week's Best Films.
following
a
THEphoto-plays
which

list of the best
are being reexhibition
at the
cinemas during this week, and the
names of the star artistes
is

leased

for

:

"

The Forest on
Alma Taylor. *

Hepworlh

.

.

the Hill

'

" Love's Lariat "

Gaumont

Harry Carey.

ALEC J. BRAID, Director of Publicity
for the Stoll Film Co., Ltd., and Editor
of " Stoll 's Editorial News."
(Photo: Cecil Carey, Uroadstairs.)

Astra

.

The Amazing Impostor"'

"

.

Mary Miles Minter.

,

Palhe

..

"

..

The Gates

of Brass

"

Frank Keenan.
Western Import

.

"

.

Paying His Debt "

Roy Stewart.
Sounds

big, but afterall.

it is fairly obvious.
Geographically, Britain is tho centre of
everything that is worth while in pictures
variety of scenery, modernity, jostling
with media-val history. Besides, Americans
are tired of socing American locations in
,

—

They want variety, and must
They want British pictures."
Next year Mr. Washburn states that he
pictures.

have

Vitanraph

The New Moon
Norma Talmadc.e.
.

.

.

.

appear

in four

.

.

"A

"

Diplomatic Mission "

Grace Darmoxd.
The Page Mystery"
Ki.vnxiE, Carlyle Blackwei.l.

Eari.e Williams.

Annua
June

..

..

"

" Marie, Ltd."

Walturdaw

Alice Brady.

it.

productions only, as ho
considers that fewer and better films will be
the order of the day.
will

Walturdaw

"

A rlcraft

" The Teeth of the Tiger
David Powell, Maroaret Coltrtot.

/?.

<0

C

.

.

"

.

" Desire "

Yvonne Arnaud, Denis Neilson-Terry.

t'
Smoking the pipe ol peace with two Opie Indian .hie!*, who *
the Atimm i<
in hi* film " The Molly Coddle," played in

Pictche
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The Eternal Triangle."
FRITZI BRUNETTE, JACK HOLT
KATHERINE MACDONALD — in "The Woman Thou Cavest Me.
1

'

—

U

—

"

THE PLAY'S THE THING!
AND THEN COMES THE PRODUCER

CALTHROP was consuming
DONALD
called upon
largo cups of tea when

tonic.
Charlie is an immense
of mine, he is a great urtist.

I

at the Queen's Theatre- the
other afternoon.
The tea, ho said, was
cold, but such as it was I was very
welcome to somo of it. I thanked him
for
tho
welcome, but declined tho
beverage J had had two teas already

—

and accepted a cigarette instead.

And

then wo settled down to business.
Donald Calthrop is the most charming
person imaginable, and I don't wonder a
"
bit that " Tho Young Person in Pink
thought so too, or that even the hard,
worldly heart of Lady Tonbridge found it
difficult to withstand his fascination. And
"
he is every bit as delightful " off stage
as he is in Miss Gertrude Jennings' delicious

The Good Story.

AS

Mr. Calthrop seemed so keen on
character parts generally, and historical ones in particular, I asked
him what ho considered tho public's
attitude was towards costumo plays, and
whether he thought they wero successful
on the screen.
" I think they can, be successfully done

comedy.

in films,

YOUappears

bright

and boyish he

film

Lord Stevenage ? Well,
that when he speaks to
one in his dressing-room, minus, of course,
the yonthful hesitation which characterises
Somethe speech of Toby in the play.
how, I fancy Donald Calthrop will never
grow up, at heart never grow old in the
sense of losing interest and touch with
tho terrific drama of living.
And yet, of
he

is

and sometimes

but

are,

I

admit

that tho costume play does not always
achieve the same good results as other

of Youth,

know how

favourito

But, otherwise, I am waiting for a
character role after my own heart, and
then 1 shall long to do another picture.
I've had soveral good offers, but I'm so
busy at present managing this play, ami
playing in it. that 1 haven't the time for
anything else at tho moment."

him

The Essence

!

DONALD CALTHROP.

says

as

like

drama,

because it happens to be
thing to do, requiring

rather

a

special

knowledge and very high ability

tricky

on the part of the producer.
" As regards tho public's attitude,
think people like anything if it contains a
i

good

;

story."

A Future Possibility,

you think tho
THEN
thing,' Mr. Calthrop

course, he is a man of deep feeling and
broad outlook, a man of great talent, a
true artist, who has the cause of his
But in
profession very much at heart.
spite of these things, or perhaps because
of them, he remains a boy, with all a
boy's eagerness and fervour, and therein
lies his success.
His attitude towards interviewers and
interviewing, by the way, is most amusing.

play

'

comes

"

U

the

?

" Undoubtedly.
The producer
next, and then the actor, particu-

larly in films."

We

discussed film producers for a bit
their importance (from an artistic standpoint, of course), and tho ever-growing

There

was I, seated on the Calthrop
couch, smoking the Calthrop cigarette,
and drinking in the Calthrop wisdom
the envy (could they but have seen me) of
all feminine beholders
and yet there
was Mr. Calthrop himself, seated at his
dressing table,
commiserating my
hard lot, and asking in wonderment

—

whether I really had to do anything
so boring as interview celebrities (of
whom he appears to have the poorest
opinion) every day in the week. Even
when I told him : No, not every day.
he did not appear wholly satisfied,

and proceeded

to

make (what seemed

to him) a tiresome ordeal for me as
pleasant as possible.
But I believe I was talking about
business, the business in question being
Mr. Calthrop's appearance in films.

Keen on Character Parts.
only two so far
HE'SGaymade
Lord Quex" (his

— " The
role

,

/
/i

/|

#
||

||

||
fi
ll
I|

\

v

in
in

\

that being taken somewhat
nature of an experiment'), and

the
" The Life of Nelson" (in which he was
that immortal hero), and he doesn't
mind owning that he doesn't care for film

work much. Speaking generally, you know.
" But I really liked doing Nelson," he
told me. " Couldn't have enough of him,
and I'd love to do Napoleon
But unless
I could take some very great historical
!

part, or a fine character role, I should not
be specially keen on doing further film
work. I should not like, for instance, to
take tho part of a young man I would
not—unless " here his very likeable face
lighted up with a jolly smile
" I could
be one of those young men who do an
awful lot of riding, shooting, swimming,
and so forth. Not exactly stunts,' you
know, but a very manly sort of role, with
plenty of action about it.
(I love Doug.

—
—

—

'

Fairbanks, by the way.)
" He is just like a breeze, and the wholesome humour and general pep of his
pictures always make one feel the better
for
having seen them. Chaplin, too,
though not an athlete, always gives one
a good, healthy laugh, and is therefore a
'

'

DONALD CALTHROP.
(Photo

:

Huijh Cecil.)

need for them, especially in the British
field, and then it was that Mr. Calthrop
told me of his desire to produce somo
pictures himself.
" I'd love to " he said enthusiastically.
But of course my present job ties mo
there as much as in the direction of screen
acting.
But I've studied the technical
side of the business with Mr. Maurieo
!

Elvey, and I may indulgo in some film
production later."
Certainly I think it is a most fascinating
profession, and one which offers tre-

—

''

mendous opportunities

to the right men.''

May Herschel

Clarke.

B

'

J'iclurc

I
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THE STORY OF LONGFELLOW'S IMMORTAL POEM.

as with a rosy blush she broke a flower from its
it softly at her lover's feet.
" Till to-morrow," she whispered, one white hand
closing over the lattice.

And with bowed heads the persecuted villagers
prayed to God that their assailants might be for-

to-morrow," breathed her lover, standing
bare-headed wit h her rose pressed to his lips. " Goodnight, beloved."
" Good-night, Gabriel."
And so parted the two lovers.

soldiers,

line,

stem and dropped

—

*'

Till

But

close to the shore that divided the cornfields

Grand-Prc from the sea. the moon looked down on
another scene. British ships of war rode at anchor.
of

In the cabin of the largest ship two officers sat talking.
" I like not our task to-morrow," said one as he
scanned a parchment. " The orders are as cruel as
tbej

We

are plain.

are to

summon

all

the

men

of

Grand-Pre to the church and there read the Governor's proclamation, which orders that every man.
woman, and child of French birth shall be deported
from Acadia."
" You do not think there may be some mistake,
said the other.
" Nay.
One

who was present at the council gave
the Governor's own words. I am determined to
province of such perfidious subjects.' But it
is said he is acting on his own authority, and not that
'Tis not a soldier's
of the English Government.
work, but we must perforce carry it out."
among the villagers
whisperings
been
had
There
of Grand-Pre as to the meaning of the presence of
the morning broke
when
war,
but
ships
of
English
the thoughts of all were on the wedding.
event. Maidens
great
for
the
'was
fete
en
The village
<lad all in white were drawn through the streets in
others,
carrying sweet posies in
bullock carts, while
their hands, waited to follow in the train of the

me

'

rid the

bride.

The voung men had donned their bravest attire,
and the' old people brought out their treasured habiliments. The village fiddlers were tuning up their
instruments and putting a plentiful supply of spare
strings in their pockets, for the festivities would be
kept up far into the night. Michael, the greatest
" Lc Carillon dc
tiddler of them all, sang as he played
Dunkeniue."

t'

MIRIAM COOPER
IK

as Evangeline.

tlic soft silence of a summer eight in the early
part of the eighteenth century a young girl
leaned out of a latticed window of a quaint,

Dark-haired, dark-eyed, with
n face of rare beauty, Evangeline Bellefontaine was
the belle of all the maidens in the little village of
Grand-Pre in the smiling valley of Acadia.
An hour before she had signed her marriage contract, and to-morrow would see her married to
Gabriel Lajeunesse.
In the room below she could hear the voices of
Basil Lajeunesse, the village blacksmith, and of her
father. Benedict Bcllet'ontaine. still toasting each
other in celebration of the event which was to unite

rambling farmhouse.

their families,

and now and again, the voice

Of the

man

she loved so dearly.
In those far-away days marriages were arranged by
parents, often without consulting the young people,
and Evangeline had cause to congratulate hersell
that, she was marrying the only man she could ever
And her own bliss was Intensified by the
love.
knowledge that the marriage was the one thing her
father and Gabriel's father had set their hearts on
ever since their children had been toddling babies.
" To-morrow," whispered Evangeline.
It seemed
to her that the murmuring breezes in the tree-i
echoed the word, and that the moon, set in a silver
sky, beamed a benediction on her betrothal night.
1'he latch clicked softly and her lover appeared in
Gabriel Lajeunesse was tit mate for
the moonlight.
Tall and strong, supple
the beautiful Evangeline.
of limb and handsome in a manly way. Gabriel was
to the young men of the village what Evangeline was
to the maidens.
"I slipped out and left our fathers still congratu" One would
lating themselves," lie whispered.
they arc so pleased."
think it was their wedding
"It makes our happiness all the greater knowing
wc bring happiness to others," answered Evangeline.
" And now I must retire, having seen you once more.
But n few hours separates us from to-morrow."
"And from to-morrow we shall never be parted
" But staj
again," whispered Gabriel passionately.

Under the blue sky in an orchard heavy with the
scent of fruits, the wedding breakfast was spread.
Casks of nut brow n ale and cider were stacked liehind,
enough and to spare for everybody in the village.
Then through the village street, with downcast
eves and modest mien, came Evangeline, followed by
Father Felician. the village priest
her bridesmaids.
beloved by all, smiled as he saw her approach. He it
was who had taught Evangeline and (iabriel their
He turned to
letters from the same spelling-book.
Basil the blacksmith and Benedict Bellefontaine.
" I think this is going to be the happiest day of all

our lives."
But even as he spoke there came the roll of a drum
and the hursh words of command.
And with muskets shouldered and bayonets gleaming the King's soldiers marched into the street, headed
by an officer, who commanded all the m'-n to assemble
without delay in the church, there to hear the proclamation of his Majesty the King.
While the bride and the village maidens shrank
bach in dismay, the soldiers drove the men into the
Evangeline caught one glimpse of (iabriel
church.
as he strove to reach her, and saw him pushed back

by the redcoats.

When

men were

in

the church the doors were

After the service the villagers, still guarded by the
marched out of church to the places assigned
as their prisons till they could be deported.
And
in the orchard, still heavy with the scent of ripe fruit,
stood the untasted wedding breakfast.
Parted at the very door of the church that had
been so gaily decorated for their marriage, where
they should have been united in the eyes of God,
Evangeline and Gabriel were separated by man's
decree.
He in his prison camp, she in the deserted
house of her father, dreamed of each other and of the

to-morrow that had never come.
After days of waiting, while the women gathered
together such articles as the officer in charge of the
had told them they would be allowed to take
to the new homes they had yet to find beyond the sea.
there came at last the order for embarkation. Carrying jthcir bundles the villagers mustered on the shore.
Evangeline, now joined by her father, waited for
Gabriel, and presently she saw his face among a crowd
of young men being marched to the boats.
Swiftly
she ran to him and threw her arms round his neck.
" Gabriel, be of good cheer. For if we love one
another, nothiug in truth can harm us, whatever mischances may happen."
" It is good to hear you speak so hopefully, dearest ."
replied Gabriel, " for In the prison I have just left I
seemed to lose faith in everything but you."
The guard would now have separated them but
the officer called to him
" Give them a few moments longer. These ar, the
two that were to have been married .the day wc
landed."
But it was only for a few moments that the lovers
were together, for F^vaugcline heard Father Felicias
calling her.
When she got back to her father she
found he was very ill. There was a troubled look on
the face of the priest as he knelt by the side of his
old friend
" Better lay him down behind this chest. Evange" He is more ill thau -1
line," said the priest.
thought."
And so it was while Gabriel was running along the
shore looking for his beloved, she was hidden behind
the big chest attending to her father, and so he failed
fo sec her.
At last he was ordered to embark, but
" I must find Evangeline."
he refused, saying
One of the soldiers, anxious to get his painful duty
finished, said that the girl was already on one ot the
ships, which he pointed out to Gabriel.
Believing this, the young man went in one of the
boats that were carrying the villagers to the ship
But when he got on
the soldier had pointed out.
board there was no sign of Evaugelinc. Wildly he
ship
until he noticed that
searched every part of the
Then he ran on deck and
the vessel was moving.
the
soldiers held him
tried to jump overboard, but
Aud as lie struggled with them he saw on the
back.
shore his beloved Evangeline, standing beside the old

soldiers

:

:

priest.

And so once more the lovers were parted.
Fate, which had purled them in the hour of their
happiness, still refused them the solace their love,
would have brought in the misery of exile.
That night Benedict Bellefontaine died, and they
buried him by the shore of the sea that wa9 carrying
Ids friends away to unknown lands.

rloaefl

In Search of His Bride.

clamation

his

fist

at the officer, he cried

:

•'
Down with the tyrants of England. We have
sworn no allegiance."
*'
Ay. down with the tyrants " echoed the peasants,
as they, too, rose to face the soldiers.
In a minute
The viltire sacred edifice was a scene of tumult.
!

the bayonets with their bare
Many were wounded, and many would have
hands.
been killed had not Father Felician. when the strife
and tumult were raging fiercest, entered the church
from the chancel.
liaising his hand on high he commanded silence.
And while the soldiers and villagers glared hatred at
each other, came the solemn words
lagers fought against

:

" Lo

;

one moment. They arc still talking. Throw me
one of those roses that cluster round your head.
Happy roses that may watch von in your sleep."
Say, they are long since asleep." Bald Evange-

the

all

and the ofuccr went to the altar steps, proAs he read out the order deportin hand.
ing the entire French population of Acadia there
came a rumble of rebellion from the men in the pews
Basil the blacksmith rose to his feet, and shaking

given.

Cross
See

is

Where the Crucified
gazing upon you

'

Christ

from His

1

In those sorrowful eyes what meekness
and Holy compassion.'
Hark Hqw those lips still "repeal the pra\cr,
" 0 Father, forgive them."
'

'

'

had passed since
YEAP.S
Pre were driven out

the villagers of Grand-

of Acadia.
The exiles
landed ou different coasts, and the once happy
community was now divided iuto many tribes
roaming many lands. Basil Lajeunesse and his son
Gabriel fouud a new home and prosperity in the
Southern Savannahs, but riches brought no peace to
The sweet face of Evangeline was
Gabriel's mind.
ever before his eyes. Always he was searching for
Sometimes he would take long hunting trips
lier.
in the hope that among the strangers he met. there
might be one who had news of Evangeline. Then he
would go as a voyageur on the river calling in at even
settlement on the banks to ask the question " Has
anyone of you seen Evangeline Bellefontaine" a girl
married
Acadia,
:

whom I was to have
?
from
But though in his travels (iabriel came across
many of the exiles from his native land, never once
Many
did lie see or hear any news of his Moved.
were the maidens that would gladly have wel-

the task of soothing the bruised heart ot
the wanderer, but Gabriel had no eyes for theiu, no
matter how fair they were.
Always before him was the vision of the girl be
loved.
He had but one hope in his heart that he
might live to see her again.
And, in another part o' the great continent, wandered Evangeline with her only friend, Father

comed

:

Then, afU>r a long moment of silence came the
" Kneel ye then In
further words ot the priest.
'
O Father forgive
prayer and repeat after me
them.'

"

:

(Continued on pax* 18
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T HE EXPRESSIONS OF EDDY POLO.

(Special to

EDDY

the

"Picture Show.")

The F inest

POLO.

Fighter

on the Films.

enough to do. Nothing seems to satisfy his craving for excitement. In
spite of the fame which has come to Polo, he is an extremely modest man,

and loves
a

his

He

work before the camera.

says very

little

but does

lot.

Before going into the movies Eddy was a trained athlete and circus
His height
performer, and he is the possessor of-a wonderful physique.
is five feet, eight and a half inches, and his black hair and dark brown
eyes pronounce him a very striking personality.
His hobbies are
athletics and music.
•

He Trains

Regularly.

trains regularly every day, and, in spite of
many encounters
EDDY
necessary to take conditioning
in his films, he finds
Iris

runs,

it

and

he boxes with anyone who is brave enough to undergo the ordeal.
Eddy has a large following in Japan; where picturegoers are simply
wild over his wonderful muscular development, and the numerous stunts
He is known as the finest fighter in films.
that he performs.
In all the productions in which he has appeared Eddy Polo lias played
vigorous parts. Some of his best known films are " The Broken Coin,"
" Liberty," " The Grey Ghost," " The Beast of Berlin," " The Bull's
Eye,"
The Circus King," and the " Cyclone Smith Stories." He is at
present engaged on what he regards as his best production.
Eddy had, perhaps, what was the narrowest escape of his life during
the filming of " The Circus King." The part he was undertaking was to
be bound by ropes to the connecting-rod coupling up the driving-wheels
of a locomotive.
The train was going at a good speed, and the camera-man was turning
the handle, happy in the thought that he was obtaining an exceptionally good picture. The producer also was feeling very pleased with him-

EDDY

self.

POLO,

Then suddenly the rope which had been used to bhid him suddenly
broke, and he was hurled some yards away from the engine, like a stono
from a catapult. The cause of the accident was the rope getting chafed
by the wheels of the engine as they revolved. By some miraculous
stroke of good fortune Eddy escaped with a few bruises and scratches,
but he might easily have been hurled under the wheels of the engine,
and then, of course, it would have been good-bye to all his thrilling
" stunts."

the best fighter
on the screen.

If you want
your letter

to write

A Fed-up

to him,

co

feeling, resulting from low earnings an an
" Of course,
acrobat, which made Eddy decide to go on the films.
I realised I niust be original," he said, " and it was while looking at
the pictures myself that the ideas of originality came to inc.
" One of the characters I was watching seemed, in my opinion, to fail
for the want of having some punch ' behind
him, and I guess I made my mark through
taking to a character with some 'go in it.
;l
After a little practice I went to
California where I have always done well."
As only to be expected Eddy Polo, in
the course of his long career on the

IT

EDDY POLO,
Universal Studios,
Universal City,
California.

Feeling.
to a " fed-up "

was due

'

POLO, the super-serial actor,
EDDY
the great Italian traveller. He

a descendant of Marco Polo,
in Los Angeles, and
has appeared in a large number of serial photo plays of the
thrilling order produced at the studios at Universal City.
Eddy is a terrific fighter on the screen, and he has long been known,
in film circles, as one of the strong men of the coast.
Some of his feats
before the camera are nothing short of phenomenal.
On one occasion he lifted a man up bodily, and used him as a batteringram to break through a door of solid oak. This gentle act did not seem
to tire Eddy in the least, although one is led to wonder at which hospital
the other man stayed for the following days.
At another time Eddy Polo had a thrilling encounter with two men on
a staircase, then suddenly he lifted one man up and threw him headlong
down on top of the other. He certainly does not believe in half measures.
The other day this whirlwind artiste was asked what he thought of
serials, and his reply was that they were all right only he did not have

Pained.

is

was born

ghtful.

'

has had some serious accidents.
occasion he had to jump from a
pier on to a barge, and he misjudged the
films,

On one

The result
distance and jumped short.
was that he broke two ribs, cracked his
Otherwise
knee, and dislocated his jaw.
he was quite all right ! No doubt many
of those people who are desirous of joining
the ranks of cinema stars would hesitate
if they realised what a strenuous life the
average serial actor really lives.

Determination.

Amused.

Rage.

Strength.

>

.

—a

—
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(Continued from

Dnoe
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Ilcr life was consecrated to one task
Gabriel.
after this, the party of Acadians to which
Evangeline was attached, set out for Louisiana,
and as their boat churned through the river, Evangeline would sit in the prow, looking ahead over the
waters, so that if Providence sent Gabriel voyaging

Eelician.

linding

Soon

that way, her eyes would lirst behold him.
But it was in the night that they passed. Gabriel
with some hunters and trappers had determined to
travel to the western wilds, the land of the buffalo
and beaver.
As they came sweeping along in a birch-bark canoe,
they passed the place where Evangeline and the other
Acadians were encamped. They were softly singing
a voyageur's song, but the camp was stilled in slumber,
and they passed by unheard.
The next evening they came upon the hamlet of
which Basil the blacksmith was the head, and it was
But there was
Basil himself who ran to meet them.
no Gabriel. Basil noticed the distress on Evangeline's
lace, and after the first greetings were over he said
" If you came by the river, did you not see my
son and his comrades in their boat ?
Evangeline could only stare at the blacksmith, and
then with a bitter cry she fell into his arms.
" Do not weep, child.
He left but a day ago."
That night there was much feasting and revelry,
for with the exception of Evangeline, all the Acadians
had found relatives, sweethearts, or friends in the
hamlet. Evangeline did not wish to let her misery
spoil the feast, so she retired early and spent a sleepless night waiting for the day to break.
Basil was as good as his word, for early the next
morning he organised a party, and with Evangeline
he set out to find his son. But they did not catch up
with him the next day, nor the next
And then at last they came to the end of the trail.
Gabriel, they learned, had left the beaten tracks, and
with a party of young men had struck off into the
wilderness of the prairie.
Crushed with grief Evangeline was forced to return.
Basil tried to comfort her with the assurance that his
son was bound to come back soon. But Evangeline
only smiled sadly. A little way on the return journey
they came upon a mission, and here Evangeline
decided she would stay.
" It is near the place where I last heard of Gabriel."
she said, " and while I wait for him I may be of some
I. who have
comfort to those who seek consolation.
Buffered so much, can understand the sufferings of
others."
Basil tried hard to persuade her to come back with
him, but he was obliged to depart without her.
Time passed, and Evangeline remained at the
mission, but there came no Gabriel, nor any news of
All her days were spent comforting the poor
him.
and afflicted, but never a night that she did not
think of her lover.
And while Evangeline waited and prayed, Gabriel
wandered over the prairie. The emigrant train he
was with was attacked by Indians, and he was the
only one to escape with his life. Time and time ha
tried to get back to civilised lands, but always the
Indians prevented him, or he would lose the trail.
But every night he prayed that he might be spared
to sec once more the face of his beloved, for the love
he had for Evangeline was only strengthened by
:

'.'

absence and suffering.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
of his Happiness.

bed of a newcomer.
The llowcrs she 'was carrying dropped from her
nerveless hands as from her lipR came a terrible cry of
anguish. There on the pallet lay Gabriel.
A
Gabriel, thin, weak, grey haired, and with a face lined
with suffering. But Evangeline knew him.
In a moment she was on her knees by his side, and
as he slowly lifted his head it seemed to her that the
lines of age and Buffering were smoothed away from
his face, and she saw him once again as she had

known him

Acadia.
beloved " she whispered as she
kissed his hand.
The dying man turned his head and his eyes smiled
with the old sweet tenderness.
Desperately he tried to speak, but the words died
on his lips. Evangeline felt the faintest pressure on
her hand, and then, with a sigh of deep content,
Gabriel passed away.
And from the lips of the woman, in thankfulness
that she had been allowed to sec her lover before he
died, came the words
" Father, I thank Thee."
" Gabriel

in
I

My

(Adapted

b v oe -mission, from incidents in the Fox
fi'm, fjatuiing Miriam Copper as Evangeline.)
,

their light under a bushel.
tude to others they partake
ledge. In the hours of their
retain their courage and
unsoured.
They ara the

•

the dtiy plunge into the society of those
is helping to make
the world a better place to live in.
They are the
kind who go into the struggle with heads high,
and with clean hearts. Their eyes seo beyond
tho da ly toil of life. They are in touch with the
big tilings, and it is up to us to keep step with
them. They want us, and they will give us the
" glad hand." All they want to know is whether
our courage is equal to our ambitious, and
whether our iiousc of life is kept in good order.
And so we journey along together in all good
nature, not forgetting to laugh as we live.
*

t

•

*

CONSIDERATION

is

the milk

<>f

human kindness.
For what we do for
others our recompenso is in the art itself
we should claim' no other reward.
Observation brings to view that they who give in
real charity cloak their acts from the eyes of all
save the recipient. Givers of this type rise to tho
supremo heights of greatness. It is a pait of
their wisdom to know what is best to Im> done,
and they go about it as a pleasure as well as a
r
duty.
.

minds

sure-enough

''{food

lives,

—

there for

us

to

lean upon.
*
*

*

CONSIDERATION

for others is apt to be an
inherent quality, but, like everything else,

it can be accentuated or modified according to our own determination.
It is a growth
that should be inculcated early in the lives of
children
the earlier the better. A child's most
impressionable age is said to be between its
fourth and fifth years. Then is the time to teach
it the little niceties of life
the closing of a door
softly
tip-toeing quietly that mother may not
be awakened from her nap tidiness cleanliness
good morals all of which are to become vital
factors in a life of consideration for others.
*
»
»

—

—
—

—

—

—

A

—

GREAT many

of us have the desire to be
of service to others, but timidity holds us
bacli.
Say. for instance, one nvght Bee a
person in great distress and because of diffidence
withhold the proffered hand someone we've
known who conies to the point of penury but has
too much pride to ask assistance
we pass by
fearful that we might offend.
ninny tunes
has this happened to us ?
knows but tho
best friend we have at this moment would give

—

—

How
Who

anytliing in the world if his pride would let him
bridge that distance between us.
Nevertheless, the desire to do the right
thing was in itself helpful.
Early in lifo
we should have started our foundation for
doing things in the cause of others. Putting off
tho time when wo. shall liegin to ol>ey our higher
impulses towards helpfulness to our fellows is
hut a reaction in our own characters w hich dull*
determination.
want to do but we don't.
As time goes on wo just don't that's oil. Our
good intentions have gone to pave the bottomless pits containing our unfulfilled heart promptings.
meant well but we failed to act wo
d dn't have the courage. Our failures spread a
gloom bofore us. H'e lost our chances fur a

We

*

for others

ction they
eir

tl

have entered into our course's, have given us
the right advice at the right time' and when the
sad day comes along their strong shoulders are

—

toil.

affl

keep

ways they impress themselves upon our

CONSIDERATION*

for
others is man's
noblest at titude toward his fellow -man.
For every seed of human kindness he
•plants, a flower blooms in the garden of his own
heart.
In him who gives in such a way there is
no hypocritical feeling of charity bestowed. His
very act disarms the thought. It is as natural
for an honourable man to show consideration
to others as it is for him to eat and sleep.
Acts
of kindness are the outward manifestations of
gentle breeding
a refinement of character in tho
highest sense of the word.
What would we do in this world without the
helping hand, the friendly word of cheer, tho
t bought that others shared our losses and cheered
our victories ? If consideration fdr our feelings
and thoughts did not. exist on this earth, we would
never know tho depths of the love of our friends.
Thero would be no such thing as an earthly
reward of merit. Wo know that no matter
what happens to us in the battle of life there
will bo someone to cheer ns on our way.
Wo
may bo strong and thoroughly able to rely upon
ourselves., but there conies a time when we need
friendship and sympathy.
Society would
crumblo into dust without these influences. Tho
family circle would degenerate into a hollow
mockery if consideration each for the other was
nbscnt.
It sweetens and makes wholesome
what otherwise might only be an existence of

own

forti-

same know-

We

*

*

In teaching
of the

fellows " of life, and their presence is the signal
for instantaneous good cheer.
all know tnein
by their gentle knock at the door. In a thousand

:

—

—

We

happy

life I

CONSIDERATION

for
others pays big
dividends. It is a virtue that majjecs for
friendships
strong
mid true affections.
Those who possess it have a hard time hiding

!
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whose splendid enthusiasm

many

years Evangeline left the mission
wandered in other lands, always serving
others, and ever seau hing for news of Gabriel.
Then came a day when she found herself in the city
founded by Pcnn the Quaker, and here she found work
Soon after her arrival a grim
as a Sister of Mercy.
pestilence struck the city, and Evangeline laboured
night and day in the almshouses that had been turned
into hospitals.
One Sabbath morning she entered the almshouse,
and her heart sank within her as she saw how many
of the patients had died in the night, and been taken
away. And still there were no empty pallets. All
were filled with other sufferers. As she moved from
bed to bed cheering those who were on the way to
recovery, and comforting the dying, she passed the.

it

as we plurge into the cold water in the
JUST
early morning, so should wo regularly during

monotonous

AFTEIt
and
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PERCY MARMONT.

The Leading Man who Deserted
::

Stage

for the

Percy Marmont is always to
bo seen in American productions lie is
an Englishman by birth. Perhaps, in a
measure, that accounts for his immense popufor one cannot watch his
larity in this country
acting upon the screen without feeling that he
is B perfect typo of Englishman.
is screen career, although a short one to date,
has already demonstrated his versatility and
talent.
His first picture was made while on tour
and he was also featured in
in South Africa
a screen production while ho was acting upon the
legitimate stage in the leading cities of the
Antipodes.

that ho scored distinct individual success in
"The Indestructible Wife," with Alice Hrady.
While acting for these pictures Percy Marmont
also found time to take part in various stage
His stage experience includes every
successes.
conceivable sort of role, from musical comedies,
melodramas,
to Standard plays by leading
tarces,
dramatists. He therefore brings to tho screen
an exceptionally high reputation and a rich
experience gained on the stage throughout all
Knglish speaking countries.

His Screen Debut.

drama in the future.
devotion to the work
" normality."
He says that the
in one word,
cinema actor can lead a normal life, while the
hours are regular
His
stage performer cannot.
daytime.
as °a rule— and they are all in the
for the
Still another attraction to me in acting
camera is the variety of the roles entrusted to
we
successful,
On the stage, if the play is
ine.
must play the same part for many months,
and the interest often lags. In the films you
it
once play a part, and you are through with
And what a great satisfaction, what
for ever.
beneficial
a pardonable thrill, and what a
yourselt
criticism of your performance it is to see
all.
on the screen. That's the best part of it
contract
Percy Marmont is at present under
ot
series
a
in
Joyce,
to be leading man to Alice
comVitagraph productions. After they are
ottered
pleted he has a number of engagements
The next
to him by leading film producers.

ALTHOUGH

;

1 1

;

HE

had never visited America, so he determined to make his return home journey
He landed at San
via the States.
Francisco, and visited the many wonder spots
of the States, finally arriving in New York.
There, a visit to a friend who was engaged at ti
studio resulted in his being asked to
ini ma
play opposite Elsie Ferguson in her screen debut.
few days later he was also engaged to play in
a stage production of " The Three Bears."
Then came the filming of the latter play, and he
took his original role with Marguerite Clark as

A

the star. You will remember his wonderful
acting in this film, which was called " Three
Men and ft Girl." An engagement as leading
man to Geraldine Farrer followed, and after

Why He

1

American Silver

Prefers the Silent Stage.

MARMONT devoted to his screen
PERCY
work, and has decided to devote his talents
is

He

entirely to the silent
gives his reason for his

'

—

film

we

shall
of

Vengeance

A

see

him

in

is

entitled

me

Durand."

studio photo-

graph of the
eminent leading

man,

Percy

Ai a

Marmont.

(lif-

ter in
'

Louden
Pride,"

Percy Marmont is an
lover.
screen

ideal

Here

you

see

him

with Corinne Griffith
in " The Climbers."

As he appears in " The Vengeance of Durand,
a coming film starring Alice Joyce.

A

scene from " Three Men and a Girl," one of Percy Marmont's outstanding successes
on the screen. Marguerite Clark is seen on the right of picture.

——
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FILM FUN. IN THE DRESSING-ROOM
The Charm

Caught.

Exercises

" Do you know anything
Fikst Artiste
about flirting ? "
Second Artiste (sadly) " No, I thought I
did, but when I tried it the girl married ine."
:

t

!

I

The Dear Girl

(blushing)

"

:

He

wasn't

particular which."

woman ow es it to herself to preserve
r

Couldn't Stand the Strain,
The Leading Man " I'm going
:

:

Mildred

has imwonderfully of late."
Marjorie " Yes, sin is beginning to understand how to put it on."

The Charm

His Tiny Moustache.

in

:

of Graceful

Some

form.

of the

women

France and Italy have the most beautiful

of

Higgison

been trembling on
months."

for tho past

lips

for the

Too Bad.
Leading Man

:

" Here's a

for a ball

bill

What does it mean "
His Wife: "Ah, you remember

dress.

'!

that green

robe I wore at the first ball at which 1 was
introduced to you last year."
Leading Man : " So
I am to pay, then,
"
for the trap in which I was caught
!

''.

—

How She Knew.

THEearnestlyamateurthopalmist
hand
fair

looked long and

of tho beautiful
breathlessly awaited

at

6creon doll, who
tho palmist's next words.
" Ah, I see by your hand that you are engaged
to bo married," said tho palmist.
"And."
continued the reader of past and future in a moro
"
cutting tone,
I see it is to Mr. Giltedgc that you
are engaged."
" Oh, it's perfectly extraordinary,"
burst
out tho screen star. " How can you know all
"
that 1
" By

my

long study of the science," was tho

reply.

" But
tell

you

surely tho lines on

my hand

cannot

-"

" Who said anything about lines," said tho
prophetic one with witlicring scorn.
"You are
wearing the engagement ring I returned to him
three weeks ago."

—

Then Silence Reigned.

author WM always boring
THE would-be
acquaintances with
about the
film

talk

his

is

great things ho was going to do.
One
day ho turned up at tho club in a great stale of
excitement.
" I've just started a new film " he announced
" And in the first act tho hero and
proudly.
tho villain fight a terrific duel."
"Who gots the worst of it " asked one of
tho listonors wearily.
Before tho wonderful author could reply,
another bored club member broke in with,
"
"
as
course
!

—

—

is charm and grace in
This accounts a good deal
of their limbs and the

There

mo%'ements.

all their

Why

"

figure*

film

the appearance.

the strong lights of
don't you shave

in

it

"

without bending the knees, try to touch the tips
of the toes with the tips of the fingers. Repeat
this movement about half a dozen times.
You
will find it difficult of accomplishment at first,
and will in fact not be able to get within inches
of your toes.
However, perseverance with the
exercise will soon render your limbs pliable and
the movement easy to accomplish.
Another excellent plan to induce grace this
one prinked from the peasant women of Europe
is to walk about the room with a book balanced
on the top of the head. By following these
exercises you will soon notice that your carriage is improved.
There is nothing like dancing to produce
grace, so that even in a pastime can one find
benefit.
If you are at all awkward of figure,
learn dancing at your first opportunity.
This

of

You have

three

rounded softness

perfection of their figure.
Correct carriage, however, is not always an
arbitrary thing. There are certain types of
women to whom individual ways of carrying
themselves are most becoming. It is often
true that there is a certain charm about the
" flapper girl " who has adopted the mannish
stride
that is, if she is also pretty '; for then wo
call it " boyish," and there is something pleasant
about the "young girl who affects tomboy man.
nerisms.
lint the girl in her twenties, and the more mature woman

will make your_ body supple and lithe, for it
teaches you to bend and pose and also bow to
use the arms gracefully.
Few women are able to use their arms and
hands gracefully, and fewer bother about acquiring the art or realue how important it is to the charming, cultured
woman. You must have noticed how
the majority of women must toy
with her necklet, ring, or even her
handkerchief in order to keep her
hands occupied. In fact, some women
are pitifully conscious of their hands.
In dancing you learn how to use your
hands naturally and gracefully, and

—

who

affects masculine posture and
is doing herself an iniustice and is
depreciating tho
beauty that was meant to be hers.

mannerisms,

A

Present-Day Habit.

THEthe

desire

to

slouch

body from the

will

hips is a
favourite habit
with the pre-

sent-day

it

ing exercises will help you to gain suppleness
and grace.
Stand erect with arms at the sides, raise the
arms high above the head until the hands meet,
palms extended. Then bend forward, and,

really impressive.
only to watch the most famous
actresses on the screen to realise how
much correct carriage and movement means to

that

murmured

he

something which has

is

my

"Yes, I've noticed
the studio," she said.
?

star.

—Arabella,"
"There

passionately.

off

can be remedied if you
an unbreakable rule to indulge in
a. few exercises each morning. The follow-

This despite the fact that
the world.
they carry heavy loads on their heads. Yet
they manage to maintain a grace of carriage

man was bending over the hand
THE young
" Miss
the beautiful young screen

Exercises.

make

Movement.

peasant

6tyle

of

the"

" va
i

c

t

chief

Natural poise and
graco is far more
becoming than an
adopted habit of movement,
the latter never failing to
look what it is affected.

—

'/

Tho audience

usual, of

!

— +* —

Her Reply.
The Producer

(Koeing his wife, a faded
beauty, mako up before her dressing (able)
" Anyone would think you were going to tho
party os a 'Study in Scarlet.'"
She (wittily)
Oh, no, dear 1 Only Under
"
False Colours
:

'

:

!

'

of the

essential to grace

lithe, supplo figure.
It
impossible to movo easily
and naturally if one is clumsy
or walks badly. Suppleness
of figure should bo acquired
in early youth to obtain the
best results, but it is " never
too lato to mend," so that if
you find you nro lacking in
this quality, begin immediately to obtain
it.
The
trouble with most of us is

aims

girl's

in the dress

world, and for that reason
sho invariably wears shirt
blouses in the morning. Her
selection of materials usually lies in crepe-de-Chine
or Jap silk, although sho
lias recently fu\ oured both
tussore and a delightful
fabric called crepe sehap|>e.
Her newest shirt blouse
is cut with a back yoke that
extends over the shoulders,
both the fronts and back
being gathered on to it. The
sleeves aro set into flat,
annholes, and the fronts
turn back to form revers.
(he latter joining on to the

day world.

is

in

Girl's Shirt

Picture Show

res.

first

difficulty

NEATNESS is one

This may
look effective for the villaincss
of the photo-drama,
but it is far from
comely in tho every-

The

no

Blouse.

mp
u

have

The Picture

girl,

on tho
p

soon

placing them.

much after
tho

Blouse.

HOWEVER, matters

in itself

:

Skirt

s

we

A Few

work —even manual labour —
HARD
does not necessarily produce an angular

proved

it

her.

Makes

Perfect.
" Madge's complexion

Tom-Boy —A Few

are taut of muscle through inactivity.
The girl who goes to business all day will not
allow herself to indulge in a certain amount of
exercise every day that is necessary to her
suppleness of figure. She will perhaps have
spasms of tennis, walking, or swimming, 'but
such will do more harm than good. What is
necessary is just a little exercise each day. If
it is not a very great distance, there is nothing
better for her limbs than to walk backwards
and forwards to the office each day. This also
keeps one perfectly fit from a health' point of
view.

The healthy feminine body is beautiful because
of its rounded curves, not because of sharp
angles, and it is not normal to attempt to make
them so. And that is what the adoption of
mannish movements tends to effect. The
slouch very quickly becomes a habit that is
very difficult to get out of.

marry the

to

—The

Picture Girl
that

the feminine

charms with which nature has endowed

leading lady at once."
"
His Friend : " What's your hurry ?
The Leading Man " My salary isn't large
enough to stand an engagement.''

Practice

—Tke

tiling, but there is
one important detail against which all
women should be well on guard. That is the
affectation of masculine gait and posture.
It is
a great mistake for women to imitate male
angularity.
It -does not add to one's efficiency
tc adopt such mannish stride and the square
pull of the shoulders, but merely tends to give
an excess ugliness to the whole appearance.
No matter what her duties may be, every

" He had the impudence to
me for a kiss."
" The idea
What
Her Dear Friend
:

Figure

sensible, simple clothes is

ask

cheek

tlie

adoption of
THEa most,
commendable

:

Not Particular.
The Dear Girl

of the Feminine ^fVoman

for

a

collar.

is

givo

The

illustration will
idea of its

you an

smart appearance.
You can obtain patterns
of this blouse in 22, 24, M,
and 28 inch waist sizes, for
each (P.O.
one shilling
made payable to the Pic-

—

Snow)— from Picture
Show Pattern Dept.. 2M,
tv uk
Mo. 27.654.

A

neat shirt blouie.

Regent Street, London, W.

1.

'
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THE DRAWBACK OF PRODUCING
L. C.

MacBean, whose

FILMS.

latest pro-

duction, " Bladys of the Stewponey," will shortly be released,

you of someof his experiences
while producing British films.

tells

my

career I
the course of
carried out scenes in

IN have

a coal-mine pit-bottom, on
board liners and railway engines,
and lately from the fuselage ol
an aeroplane. I believe in correct detail, and on one occasion
witnessed an important operation in a hospital
local colour."

theatre

for

While taking scenes at the
" Heroes
ot
for
pit- bottom
the Mine " at a mine in StafL. C. MacBEAN.
had
which 1
at
fordshire.
the work, the pit pony was
obtained permission fo
to where we were working.
brought from the " face
pony
wa: hauled, as the workings
have
the
should
said,
had caved in in many places since he had been taken down
poor
The
thing was supposed to be
fourteen years before.'
blind, but our bright lamps startled him. and when he
have
thought he was up in
must
became used to them, he
the sunshine again, for he bent down his neck, searching
The manger in his comfortable stable cut out
for grass.
of the rock, 1,200 feet down, was four feet high.
I think most of us were pleased to come up to the
surface again after a night below, for there was an inner
feeling all the time that there might he some stray ga»
about, and our arc lamps were open
•

I

LOVELY
HAIR.

'.

Straight for the

EXPLOSIONS

Camera-man

funny tilings to deal with, and
their effects ; and the camera-man is
not always to be envied in his proximity to the
danger spot.
Driveriess motor-cars arc also doubtful propositions.
I recollect on one occasion a car which had been purin a hill with
chased for smashing up had to run dowrj
wall.
at the steering-wheel and coll ide with
To make certain of getting a picture
of the smash
which could not, of
there were
necessity, be retaken
three camera-men posted for different
shots.
uncertain

are

dummy

—

Dear Barbara,

in

—

As the car ran down the hill at a
growing speed, it suddenly altered its
course and heaved directly for one
of the camera-men.
To see this
individual pick up his machine and
bolt was so funny that his colleagues
nearly stopped turning, and almost
lost the crash
Another time I had a scene in a
country road, depicting a man who
had been run over by a motor-ear
being bandaged up by a policeman
and the motorist.
The local doctor, who was drivng
along in a dog-cart, drew up -with
an exclamation on seeing the in-

I'm writing

my

out to

want

I

got a new frock, and
some rather nice people arc going
I've

KNOW YOU WILL SAY

I'm an idiot to wash my hair the
very day I'm going out, for you

know how

limp and

distressingly

impossible

my

hair

usually is
Well,
for days after a shampoo.
Vve discovered

SOMETHING RATHER
WONDERFUL

man.
The camera man continued turning, lioping to make the scene more
natural by the presence of a real
doctor
but, unfortunately, when
sensible

;

good gentleman found the true
of affairs he became very
wroth and departed.

lo

drying.

is

to took rather specialty nice

'cos

I

!

this

state

you while
am going
a dance to-night, and I do

hair

MacBean and

his camera-man.
Mr. MacBean is seen busily
directing the players in his latest production " Bladys ol the Stewponey,"

L.

C.

shampoo-line.
You use
ieaspoonful' of stallax
granules, which, by the way, you
obtain from the chemist, dissolved
in a cup of hot zvater.
It foams
up gorgeously and makes it so
easy to wash your hair.
Well,
after that, it dries ever so quickly
in

the

a

big

and you can

DO IT UP AT ONCE
and be
it

quiie sure that

look'

to

good

this ?

must

its

me

of

But
tell

very

it's

going

nicest.

to

tell

I'm so

someone.

Isn't

you

all

excited,

I've

I

only

it two or three times, and my
hair is already much thicker,
glossy,
and is even
ever
so
developing a derided tendency to

used

cur, I

>

Your

overjoyed,

ES TELLE.
The whole company

ot

" Bladys of the Stewponey " on location.

is
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MY FOUR MONTHS
No. IV.
that long journey home I had leisure to
take a montal review of my four months in
filmland. 1 believe that every experience
of life should be received, not in a mood of calm
acceptance, but in a spirit of application that
every incident in our lives should teach us something. And so before I conclude these reminiscences I want to tell you what California
taught mo.
Some of the things it taught me I have
already referred to in passing the arduous
nature of film work, the adventure, the enormous adventure of it
the courage of the film
actor, and two things which I haven't, but
should have mentioned the infinite patience
of the film director, and the heavy demands
made upon his abilities. But the one thing

OX

—

—

;

—

which
above

my
all

trip

others

to

The Lure of the
me the lure

made me realise
lure of the pictures.

California

was the

IN CALIFORNIA.

try again, to express oneself more effectually,
more artistically. And one does try, but always
with the same result one isfor ever dissatisfied,

—

and yet (which is more important) for ever
lured on and on to higher artistic levels. Whether
one reaches those levels is another thing. The
lure remains.

The Power

of the Pictures.

thing which
ANOTHER
brought forcibly

my

Californian trip

home to mo was the
power, the tremendous power of the
pictures. In America, of course, the film is far
more of a national institution than it is here,
but even in England one finds its influence
growing stronger every day, and one cannot
but feel wha£ an enormous, almost uncanny,
force it exercises over the public
mind and imagination, and how

By

MADGE
TITHERADGE.

be in London again ! After all, there is no place
on earth with quite the same fascination. For
da3-s after my return 1 went about sniffing ita
dusty, petrol smelling atmosphere with delight,
deciding that it had even the scent of orangoblossom beaten to a frazzle, and that no palmfringed boulevard on earth could compare with
the Strand! (Of course it couldn't, anyhow;
but you catch tho idea.)
But some day I want to go back to California,
back to its glory and its sunshine and its myriad
colours, and there I shall settle in one of those
darling bungalows, and keep ponies and <lo all
the delightful things folks do out there. But
that will be when I retire, and have _become
very, very rich.
xnE END
.

far-rearching are its possibilities in
the realms of art, science and

education.

Pictures.

TO most extraordinary

of the pictures is ono of the
things in the world.
can
I
find its parallel in no other art.
When I speak of this lure I do not refer to the
fascination the film exercises over the screen-,
struck, or the rich rewards the film profession
soems to promise. Neither do I mean the charm
of the movies as an entertainment.
No the
lure of the pictures is something far more
subtle than these, and it is felt by the screen
artiste alone.
Whenever one makes a picture one starts
;

out with the highest hopes and the brightest
prospects, convinced that that picturo is going
to be the very best work one has ever done,

and yet directly the result
thrown on the screen there

of one's efforts are
is a feeling of disrealisation of how here, there,

appointment, a* sad
or altogether one could have done so much, so
eery much better.
the picture is
But, alas
made, the effect is fixed. And then immediately
!

following this feeling of disappointment comes
an intense longing, a tremendous desire to

Home Again.
were the reflections which
SUCH
I brought back with me from
California when we arrived
England on April 19th, in the
best of health and spirits, after one
of the most exciting, interesting,
it
and delightful experiences
would be possiblo to have, and
one wliich, personally, I would
in

not have missed for anything.
But, what a difference it made
having Mr. Samuelson with us He
was so good to everyone of us
throughout the trip that no tribute
I could pay him would be too high.
Without him wo never could have
had the comfort and the care wo
enjoyed, and all he wanted was
that we should be happy. Dear,
kind Mr. Samuelson
And yet how good it was to
!

!

The

— Madge Titheradge cutting the cake

picnic

THE EASY WASHER.
HE

unique properties of Crosfields' English Naptha

~

Soap are so pronounced that even the dirtiest and
most greasy garments are quickly cleansed by its aid.
to imagine a more laborious task than the oldmethod of washing dirt and grease-begrimed clothes.
u The Soap in the Silver Wrapper" will do the work in half the
time and at a much less cost than with ordinary soap. It also does
away with the hard rubbing and scrubbing which quickly wear out the
clothes and the housewife's energy alike.
It

is

difficult

fashioned

Sold by
Grocers

all

and Oilmen

This

is

the

clothes well,

mnd

thorough

Simply soap the
Naptha Soap Method.
them up and allow to soak, when a gentle rubbing

Crosfields'
roll

rinsing

will

completely

dispel the

dirt

and

grease.

D
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JOSF.PH

CROSF1EI.D

AND

SONS.

UMITFD. WARRINGTON.
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£3
Dillon, Colorado.
You would like me lo send vou a
lock ol my hair ?
You are asking for a deal, but I'll
try and save you a bit before it all goes.
" sweet Seventeen " (Twickenham).
What can
I say to assure your friends that you were right
y
you
say they would not believe you when you fold thc;n
thai you saw Stewart Home walking over Richmond
Well it might have been he.
Bridie.
Of course. I
couldn't follow him about.
Milton Sill- has appeared

—

If

vou want, to know anything about Films or Film Qloyery

aop the Eminent Authors Pictures,
NOTinlongAmerica,
which produced a film called
Inc.,

" Dangerous Days," sougot an injunction
against Thomas H. Ince, Inc., with the object ef
restraining the latter from exhibiting a picture entitled
"Dangerous Hours." It is, perhaps, as well that
such legal steps are not taken more olten, or else
judges and juries would have a more than usually
busy time regarding the similarity in

titles

oi

other

picture plays as well.

A glance through a list of British and American
films that have been shown during the last two years
or so, and some of, them quite recently, reveals the
" The Girl
following examples taken at random
from Bohemia " and " A Girl in Bohemia," " The
House Opposite " and " At the House Opposite,"
"The Narrow Trail" and "The Narrow Path,"
" Eye for an Eye " and " Eye for Eye," " The Field
of Honour" and " Fields of Honour," "The Revelation " and " Revelations," " Bondage " and " In
Bondaee," and " Annie Laurie " and " Bonnie Annie
Laurie." There are many others, of course, though a
But
longer list might only make wearisome reading.
those ardent picturegoers who have a fondness for
keeping a list of all the films they see will doubtless be
able to discover for themselves other instances in
which the resemblance between titles is more or less
striking.
There are also a few cases such as "A
Square Deal," featuring W. S. Hart, and " A Square
Deal," starring Margarita Fisher, where the difference
It would seem as if those
lies only in the story.
:

responsible for the titling of pictures cither experienced
a difficulty in thinking out something original, or that
tfcey found some fascination in the supposed effectiveness of certain words.
The latter is particularly noticeable in the case of
The words " Heart,"
titles that begin in the same way.
" Little," " Girl," and " Woman " appear to be
favourites ; while " Love," of course, tops the list.
Yet, curiously enough, there are quite a number of
ether words which, though equally as good and
sufficiently striking to make an attractive title, are
either rarely used or never used at all.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a 'considerable time before publication, letters canno t be answered in th e next is sue ?
A_stamped and addressed envelope must accom-

pany any
letter

letter requiring

should give the

an

full

early reply.

name and

the writer (not for publication), as no

Every

address of

anonymous

Address : The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

communications can be answered.

—

" Ada " (X. Kensington).
Have you tried writing
If you do, she may oblige you
with her photo. She was born in Washington, D. C,
just, twenty-seven years ago. and stands 5 It. 5} in.
" Dawn of Freedom," " In Again, Out Again," " The
to Arline Pretty ?

Hidden Hand," and " The Woman in Grey " arc
h»r pictures.
' Inqi isitive "
(Ilfraeombe).
Nay, you have
not asked me too much at once, but only Geraldine
Farrar gives her birthday, which falls on February
28th.
Edna Purviance. was the lady opposite Charlie
Chaplin in the films you name.
H. W. (Hull). You mean Gareth Hughes, don't
"
you, in *' Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch ?
Very likely he is adorable, but being a mere man
Yes, the little boy in
myself, 1 cannot be certain.
the other play was good and it's a pity his name is not

—

—

given,

—

" Black
Don " (Mitehin). Francis Wilburn
Carpenter has appeared in
The Girl with the
Champagne Eyes," "True Blue," " The Mikado," and
" The Forbidden Room."
Betty Blythe is twentysix.
Your other little artiste has done very little
film work, and I am awaiting particulars.
" Joyce and
Joan " (Beeston). Your first
Question has been answered elsewhere. Yes. daring
Helen Holmes still performs her breathless stunts
before the movie camera.
Yictor Sutherland was
born in Padueah, Kentucky, just thirty-one years
" The Barrier," and " The Sign Invisible
ago.
are

—

two

of his films.

—

A. P. (Accrington).
What was your nom-de-plume
supposed to be ? I had to give up trying to find
out.
So your brother thinks you would make a good
tin whistle if there were holes in you.
In that case,
it wouldn't do for you to sit in a draught.
Monte
G. Blue. Oh, yes, he was born in Indianapolis in
1890, and there is 6 ft. 2 in. of him to admire. You
may have seen him with Mary Pickford in " M'liss."

and
in "

"

Johanna Enlists," also with Douglas Fairbanks
The Man from Painted Post," and " Wild and

Woolly."

ADELE

—

Frank Newburgh

alike.

is

—

Jano Novak's husband.

" Corpse " (Chiswick). You are the first corpse
1 have ever heard from, and for a dead *un you seem
pretty lively. Somebody must have buried you, I
expect, every time I printed on this page the ages of
Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin and other well-known
favourites.
The last I heard of Max I.inder, he was in
California, enjoying good health, and still in the film
business.
He was wounded, in the war. The art
plate of Mary Pickford was given away with the
issue of this paper for March 13th.
You can write to

our Publisher for this back number. Chester Conklin.
say, has two false moustaches
a black, curly
and another resembling " a frizzly tooth-brush."
One of these must be his Sunday best.

—

you

one,

"

Wallace Reid

Admirer of

—

"

(Cologne).
shall be pleased to send on your letter to Wallace, if
you care to forward it through this office. He has
" The Woman God Forgot,"
" Too
appeared in
Many Millions," "The Man from Funeral Range,"
" The Dub," " Alias Mike Moran," " The Roaring
Road." and others.
K. M. D. (E. Finchley). Do you remember asking

me

—

about "The Godfathers"? Harry Carey and
Stella Rozetta were in it.
" Inqvisitivk. " (Chelmsford).— Sorry, but how was
I to know, when 1 wrote to you. that you were a
young lady and not a mere man. The initial of your
Christian name gave me no clue.
Yes, your dear
hero is married.
Richard Parthelmess was born
in New York City, and spent live years on the stage.
Height,
ft. 7 in.
hair dark and eyes brown. You
mean Phil Ford. No news of the others.
.">

;

" Dolores and Damabis " (Oudtshoom).— You
would both have the surprise of your lives if you
went to America and found that there are thousands
in the States who are crazy to get. on the films.
Elmo Lincoln was horn on February tith, 1889.
Arnold Daly is forty-five, and was born in Brooklyn.

understand he returned to his old love, the stage,
on the films.
S. H. (Grimsby).
Carol Holioway was not in " The
House of Hate." The part of Morgan Jenkins in
" The Iron Test " was taken by Frank Johnasson.
" Irish
Rosebud " (Greenwich).— You think
Herbert Rawiiuson has awfully nice, babyish ways.
This infant is now aged thirty-five. He v'as born in
I

after a short career

—

Brighton. Mabel Normand is twenty-six. Next
time you feel like writing, just grab hold of a pen and

do

it.

—

(Leytonstone).
Believe me, I don't
specially favour American stars.
Have you not seen
in this paper every week news and photos of our own
artistes also ?
Of course, many of the latter do not
care about giving much information about themselves, and there lies the difficulty.
Ahua Taylor,

E.

J.

F.

in Loudon, is twenty-five.' In " The
Drop," the leads were played by Molly
Malone and Harry Carey.
" Film Girl " (Slough).— It seems as tlTbugh you
will not rest till you have had more and still more
about Carlyle Blaekwell and Francis X. Bushman,
I'll try not to let you sink into the slough of despond.
You can write to them i|iute easily if you will but
follow the instructions above the addresses in the
Personal Column. John Bowers was opoosite Louise
Huff in " The Sea Waif."
P. K. R. (Pretoria).
You are but one of many who
write to me from your part of the world.
Bert Lytell
was born in 18S8, and the good lady whom he married
is Evelyn Yaughan.
Ethel Clayton, who is twentyJane Novrik
nine, was born in Champaign, Illinois.
married Frank Newburgh. Constance and Faire
Binney were the sisters in " Sporting Life."
" Caledonia " (Bo-uess). So Phil Ford has run
away with your heart. That's quite a moving incident. I shall have to ask Jack Hoxie and let you
know. Is Jack Pickford married to Olive Thomas,
or is he in love with her ? Both. You can write to
me again so soon as you come across another stray
stamp.
F. P. W. (Bombay).—" The Bishop's Emeralds,"
in which Sheldon Lewis is featured, is cue of his recent
pictures.
I really could not tell you what chances
a Parsee hoy has of getting on the films. Much depends on what sort of talents you possess. Have you
tried the new producing company recently formed
in your city ?
A. B. (Salford). Wallace Reid was the leading
actor in " Believe Me, Xantippe."
Sessue
No
Hayakawa did not play in " Temptation."- It was
a minor artiste who apparently resembled him.
Molly (Deal). Ivy Duke was born in South
Kensington, and Kathleen O'Connor in Dayton, Ohio.
The latter was at one time a telephone girl till she was
switched on to the films. Enid Markey was born in

who was born
Scarlet

—

—

—

;

—

'

He

I'he

Savage Woman," and "The

thirty-eight.

is

You haven't

tirjd

at all.

T. W. M. (Eastbourne).— So you are going to content yourself with writing to one artiste per week.
Do you know you will be as old as Methusalab bv
the time you finish ?
The part of thi Indian chief,
Tomas, in " The Man of Might," was played bv
Willie Canes.
A. G. (Walsall). I am sorry I cannot make out
your noni-de-pliune
It's something very mysterioirs.
Vou want to know about Lars Hansen, who Starred

—

in "

"

The Flame of Life." I'll get on
Clock y " (Ashbourne). Your

—

his track.

question

tir.it

shows you have been gazing at some ancient film.
Pauline Frederick was born on August 12th, and
opposite her, in " Paid in
Full." was Wvndhani
Standing. Norma Talniadge's birthday falls on
.May 2nd.

You

are in plenty of time for next year.

"Kentish Maid" (Maidstone).— Here are some
more heights for your register. There are several
artistes mentioned in voi r list, about whom thera is
no information published ;,t all. I expert vou have
seen them in small parts. As regards British artistes,

I am afraid it is almost hopeless to expect the particulars desired.
Mary Macf.aren (5 ft. 3 in ),
Florence Turner (4 ft. 10 in.). Jackie Saunders
(5 ft. 3 in.). Elsie Janis (5 ft. 51 in.), and Colleen
Moore (."1 It. 3 in.).

A. G. (St. Annc's-on-Sea).

:

me

Claw.

Wild Cat."

" (Netherfleld).—•" Eye for Eye " was the
first picture released over here featuring Alia Nazimova.^ She was born in 1879, and her husband,
Charles Bryant is her junior by eight years.
She
was born in Russia, and he was born in tliis country.
P. S. B. (Hayling Island).
You are right. Eugene
O'Brien was not in " The still Alarm." Tom
Santschi was the hero, but I don't think the two are
"

SIMILARITY IN TITLES.

"The

iu

first to write to me fn
certain, though I hope

—

So you say you are the
your town. I cannot be
your good example will be

m

Constance Talmadge makes pictures for
and Harrison Ford for Laskv.
" Lover ok the P. S.' " (Hants).— What do you
use so many names for ? You'll probably forget one
day what you were really christened. Douglas
Fairbanks will not be thirty-eight till next year.
Norman Evans was born in this country. Lillian
Gishj who will be twenty torn on October 1 4th, has
light hair and blue eyes.
G. W. (Hampton Hill). Would you like a photo
of Stewart Rome ?
If so. you may be able to get one
if you write to the Publicity Manager,
Broadwest
Studios (see back numbers for the address). " A
Daughter of Eve," " The Gentleman Rider." and
" A Great Coup " are three recent films in which he is
featured.
Yes, he used to be with Hepworth's.
M. B. (Cape Town).— In " Desert (Jold " the leads
were played by E. K. Lincoln and .Margery Wilson,
ami Mary Jane Irving was the child. June Caprice
in " Heart of Romance " and " Blue-Evcd Mary "
Margarita Fisher in " Little Miss Missionary." and
followed.
Select,

'

—

;

May

Allison in

"Fair and Warmer" and

" Sotial

Hypocrites."

(More answers next week.)

"PICTURE SHOW"
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TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE
WHERE
FILM STAR. — You are kindly

requested
NOT to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp to the Editor,
The Pjctcre Show, Room S3, The Fleetway House.
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. If the letter weighs
more than 1 oz. it will require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name aud address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Picture
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will he replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.

CARLYLE BLACKWELL,

care of

Lambs

New York City. l .S.A.
VIVIAN MARTIN, THURSTON HALL,

Club,

T

care ol

Morosco Studios, Los Angeles California, U.S.A.
WHEELER OAKMAN, care of Pathe Exchange,
West 45th Street, New York City, U.S.A.
E. K. LINCOLN, LOUISE HUFF, care of
American Cinema Corporation, 220, We 3 t 42nd Street,

25,

New York

Citv.

MAE MURRAY,

Film

Co.,

care of

Lasky Studios.

Famous Players-Lasky
Hollywood,

California,

U.S.A.

ENID BENNETT. DOUGLAS MACLEAN,

care of

Ince Studios. Culver Citv, California. U.S.A.
H. B. WALTHALL, care of Mayflower Photoplay
Corporation. 1405, Broadwav, New York City.

GERALDINE FARRAR,

LOU TELLE*; AN.

Metropolitan Oi>era House, New York City, U.S.A.
(More addresses next week.)

—

The Eminent

Literary Critics

who formed

the Editorial Board of

"The

The Masterpiece Library
The Thousand Best Complete Tales

Masterpiece Library of Short Stories."

of Short

of all

Times and Countries

20 Sumptuous Volumes

in

T^HE art

Loved alike
of the Short Story pleases everybody.
by savage and civilised man, by all ages, by all classes of
men and women everywhere, it has acquired more range, variety
of interest, and general power of appeal than any other form
of literature.

has cradled the imagination of primitive

It

men

and children.
It has cemented human society by quickening
sympathy with all the dramas and humours of common life.
KJEVER before has any work with the scope and interest of "The
Masterpiece Library of Short Stories " been presented. The realms of
literature of all ages and of all countries have been searched, and from each
the gems have been rescued for the delight and entertainment of the present
generation.
The Editorial Board of "The Masterpiece Library of Short
Stories " has rounded off the work of thousands of years of storytellers by

making the

grand

first

monument

of universal literature devoted to

delightful, vivid, popular art of the

The

Leaders

living

Literature,

of

little

who

banded themselves together to select what
was most worthy in the whole realm
Short Story Literature
of ,the World's
carry weight
are men whose names
Sir
Arthur
book-lovers.
among all
English
of
Professor
Quiller- Couch,
William
Literature at Cambridge ; Sir
most variously
the
Robertson Nicoll,
gifted personality among London Editors
Mr. Edmund Gosse, one of the greatest
authorities
on English and Continental
most
Saintsbury,
Professor
literature ;
Sir Frederick
erudite of all the critics
Wedmore, author and critic of wide, rare
Mr. Clement Shorter,
and refined taste
whose influence on literary opinion is so
Seccombe,
Mr. Thomas
far-reaching
whose delight is to discover buried
Mr. Richard le Gallienne,
literary talent
as highly honoured for his achievements
;

;

;

.

;

;

A
The twenty

prose

the

tale.

and poetry

America as he is
Professor
Brander
University, who
the art of the short story
his special sphere of literary research
and interpretation Professor W. P. Trent,
of
Columbia,
an eminent
leader of
cultured America
Professor Carl van
Doren, leader of the younger school of
American literary
men these under
the general
direction
of
Mr. J. A.
in prose
in
this

country

Matthews,
has made

in

;

Columbia

of

;

;

—

Hammerton,
wide

make

the

Editor-in-Chief,

whose

knowledge and critical judgment
him a past master in the pro-

duction
of
interest-compelling
works,
collaborated
in
the
selection
the
of
Thousand Best Short Stories of all times
and countries that are presented in the
great literary achievement now
offered
to

the

lovers

of

what

is

best

in

the

world of books.

Magnificent Library.

volumes, each a masterpiece in

its

literature, constitute a rich library in themselves.

department of short story
Paper, printing, binding
the library volumes that are,

You have in
appearance on your shelves, a joy to possess a delight to
read not only from the quality of their contents, but also from the clearness

all

are worthy of the contents.

from

their artistic

of printing,

and richness

—

of the bindings.

POST TO-DAY
the coupon here, and you will receive by return of post an Art
Prospectus printed in four colours describing the contents of

every volume in detail, illustrating the different bindings,
and explaining the very convenient Subscription Terms
upon which the complete library (and the Jacobean *

Bookcase

if

desired)

SOUTH AFRICAN
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The Fleetway House

Inland, 11/- per

N

obtainable.

readers should please post the coupon tc
Agency, P.O. Box 1033, Johannesburg.
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Offices,

is

annum:
Agents
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4. ll>9>

tECISTKRED AT THE

C.r.6.

AS A

NEWSP U'RR

THIS
CONSTANCE TALMADGE— Her latest Photograph,! 6 x 10, INISSUE.

EDDY LYONS
AND LEE MORAN.

INSEPARABLES OF
THE COMEDY SCREEN.

EDDY AND LEE ARE AS INSEPARABLE OFF AS ON THE SCREEN. THEY ARE OF THE SAME HEIGHT. AND HAVE THE SAME
THEY EVEN SMOKE THE SAME BRAND OF CIGARS AT THE SAME TIME, AND ONE MATCH DOES FOR BOTH OF THEM.

TASTES.

—

;

Picture Show, Stpicmbtr

•i

tth,

li£0.

Autumn and
Winter
You are invited to
Costume Tweeds.

5507- BETTER VALUE

EXTRA
FOR ANTHATis
FOR
*

an

DA

I

pure and powerful

makes your cure
safi

harmless

—

—

alone-

in our
striped
Re.dmirft"Blankct Cloth

"79/- CARR.

**'

Medically Correct.

PAID.

Other designs see
Catalogue.

Da sy alone has received written medical
approval. It is everywhere recognised as a
pure and harmless preparation which removes
the pain absolutely, but has no effect on the
system.
Read the letter be'ow. and decide
in
future
to
take
;

Recommended

for

COSTUMES

COATS

NOTHING BUT

'Redmire" strips!
Blanket CJHlt
12
"Ascot" H
Cloth,
Blanket
'

DAISY FOR HEADACHE.

.

.

11

1

all shades
..
..13.6
"Blair Lovely Cheek
1

everywhere at 2d.
each, 8 for I/-, 20
for 2,3, 60 for 6'-.

FIVE TIMES BETTER V^LUE
Dr Robertson Wallace write* :

DAISY TABLETS

Hai/markci, Piccadilly Virtus, London, W.
Biar ftiis.— Ycnr Daisy Headache Cnre nrrlta
my complete approval. I lay great
both on
64,

(specially convenient
form) 1/3 per tin.

-

1

The'SOLENT Costume
<as illustration.)

efficiency ami safety, ami compliment you on
>uur coumit'Tclal conrage in placing an unusually
costly formula, at a reasonable charge, at tho
ciriuinanU of the public. Yours ftirhfnlly,

Us

DAISY Ltd.
LEEDS

—

(Signed)

RoLntnon Wallace, M.B.,

A neat nn<t isdylik* ifalgu. Co»t
with, good xilky liuing.
Tailor built to ni n*ure. Carried
n
ore
Stripe or Check Twevdft.

Calder" Strip-.!
Tweeds. Dark lb.
•ChlDley" Mir.

8 6

Tweeds
10,'L%n*rk" Wool Tweed
Cheek Design ..
11.6
"Plumpton" stripe a
Cheek Tweeds, light
.

colours

..MUX

..

..

.

"Olympic" Wool

Cloth. 15 good cols, li;-

And wtj many

oth#r

Clpthn,

PnhsMlwis. Sap*. Blanket Cloth*,

t

\

i

i

and Tweeds,

-

1

'

Tweeds
15.6
"Dawlish" Hiatal.
Blanket Cloth .16 6
Sop'v
"Beverley"
Check Tweed.. ..17.6

by
PJA1SY
^stores and chemists
sold

is

\

Made

—

and certain

"UN BY" Coat
(as illustration.)

Tailor-built to measure,
a smart and useful coat,
well made correct cut,
suitable de-sign, for platu
check, or striped cloth.

ingredients cost us five-and-a-hair times
as much as the usual "headache euro
ingredients; and it is because oi these
expensive and exe'usive ingredients that
possesses the
Daisy and Daisy alone
power to cure every variety of headache.
Never fear headache or neura'gia in the
future
keep a Daisy handy.

— and

S*Y

— yet

j

Reasonable Prices.

The

l

gives
you five
times better value

DAISY

Splendid Qualities.

what you get when you buy
a Daisy at 2d. instead ol one of
the mony imitations at id. Daisy's

ex ra

DAISY

{d.

AD.

New Coat and

—

I
!

2

write for

Cloths, fete, Patterns
Free send postcard early stating your
requirements.

-

.

qnalltics io Tweeds. Serge*,

Iruitanou Fnrs. etc..
Fabrics in good vaiiety.

Blou.*j

also

See Catalogue for Furs. Waterprools,
Coats* Costumes, etc.

lin*sl

"Plumpton"

CM-

l'KK B

ONLY

_

»v;<e to

HARTLEY &

All, Sta ningiey

Bd

,

CO.,

LEEDS.

TAW.

aQOQQOaoaQOOOOOQOOQO£i
Jack Horner
Sat in a corner,
Looking about to cry
but the tears wsre
Little

not shed,

For he jumped up and said,
"A jar of Laitova

Who

I

could be sulky and bad tempered

when Sharp's Super-Kreem is about ?
There's a sunshine
perses

all

in that

orange

the thunder clouds of

n n n

tin that dis-

life

" Laitova " more than takes the
place of butter because it has
added value of eggs and
the
Children love it ; and it
sugar.
most economical food you
is the

and brings

peace and contentment— an alluring seductive
flavour that makes you feel happy, and not
only happy in

spirits,

but well

in

body, because

Sharp's Super-Kreem

You

should

so absolutely pure

also try

can buy for them.

is

and

spy!"

•
:

Sold loose by

nourishing.

SHARP'S

ROYAL

E.

NOULAT.

Sharp & Sons, Ltd.,
Maidstone.

:

j

tins
J,

J

also

and

»h

i-lb.

litis.

SHARPS
SUPER-KREEfa
TOFFEE

The daily spread for the children's bread.
SUTCLIFFE & BINGHAM, LTD., MANCHESTER.
Kit

J'

QQOOOOOOOOOaOOOOOOOMfl

—

-
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-
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P\\dx> graph$
,

a

rd

Paragraph? cF Piclare^, PIay.5

and his mother is played by Bebe Price.
The veteran clown, Charles Fort una, is played
by himself, and Joe Martin, the monk man has
father,

a prominent part in the Qast in which other
members of Universal City appear.

Charles Ray

— Boxer.

did Charles Pay
NOTboxingnothinghobby.
We are to
for

take

up

as i\
see him in
the role of " Kid Burns," in his initial
" First National " picture, " Forty-five Minutes

from Broadway."

As the name

a light-weight prize-fighter.

What Do You Think?
PICTURE SHOW"
to
King Yidor
young director's

amous Readers of the

change her
thinks that " King "
would he exceedingly suitable

Sliow.

two favourites.

No. 34 — BOBBY V£RNON.
VERNON", as you 3ee above, finds
BOBBY
Pjcturc Show amusing. Bobby
the
amuses us on the screen in his really clever
romedies, and we amuse him by telling him all
the news of his screen friends, at home and
abroad. Which is just as it should be, isn't it ?

A

news.

Show

Picture

registered at the General Post Office as a
newspaper. This means that you can now send
a copy of your favourite paper to any friend in
the United Kingdom for J9. postage. This
makes the subscription ever so much cheaper
for over here.
For eleven shillings the Picture
Show will be delivered to any address in EngAbroad the
land, Ireland. Scotland, and Wales.

subscription

want

lives in

is

make

to

still thirteen shillings, so if
a friend or relation happy

The Price

of Realism.

EUGENE

O'BRIEN

is

think

?

the latest screen star

are to see this idol of young picture-goers
with a scrubby beard, and I hear to acquire this
facial " adornment " Eugene went unshaven for

a week.
Few picture-goers realise the many disagreeable moments such an action calls for. It
means isolation all the time. You cannot even
dine in comfort in a restaurant with one day's
growth of beard -not to speak of two or more.

been

has

— —

we

you'll be interested in this piece of

The

What do you

and " Queen "
names for these

to sacrifice beauty for the sake of realism.
In his forthcoming picture " The Thug."

Great Piece of News.

1KNOW

reader has written
suggesting
that the

wife, Florence Yidor,
name to " Queen." The

should
reader

Pir/tu re

Another Wild Animal Serial.

ANOTHER

,

you

who

Picture Show cannot be bought, hero is the
very best idea for a present you can give them.

wild animal serial is promised
us from the Selig studios. This time
with Franklyn Famum and " Sunshine "
Mary Anderson in the star roles. I expect you
know that in his immense Los Angeles studio
Colonel Selig has what is said to be the largest
private collection of wild animals in the world,
t »

Annette Keller mann's Next Film.

Mary's Wig.

ANNETTE

KELLERMANN,

famous for her
beautiful figure, has
been heard of but little since she made
three
spectacular
photo-plays which
were
especially suitable to her talents.
She has now

you see Mary Miles
WHF.N*
" Sweet Lavender," you

Minter in
trill find it hard
but you will have an

swimming and her

to recognise her
"opportunity of deciding whether you like Marybest as a bruifette. for she wears a Mack wig and
old-fashioned bustle dress in the role of her own

mother.

—>

Mary

Pickford's Favourite Pudding.

HERE

is

the

recipe

for

Mary

Pickford's

Two

tablespoonfuls of butter, two
tablespoon fills of sugar, two tablespoonfuls of
flour, one cup of milk, and four eggs.
Put the
butter in a pan and melt it, then rub in the
flour, and keep stirring, so that the mixture will
not be lumpy. Allow to come to the boil, and
then pour in the milk. Be sure to stir all the
time and in one direction.
Beat up yolks of
eggs and pour into the pan and allow to come
to the boil again.
Take off and let, cool, and
add a teaspoonful of vanilla flavouring. Beat
up the whites of the egcrs and stir in witli the
custard.
Bake in a moderate oven for twenty
five minutes, and serve immediately.
This is
particularly delicious served with white sauce
or whipped cream.

—

Coming Back

to the Screen.

Dane,
DO you remember Dorothy who
appeared

the petite,

fair, littlo

left

hear she

we

leading lady

Christie Comedies
pictures to resume
is

now back

ago.
Sho
her schooling, but I
again at the studio, and

—-

As I Saw Him.
you could have
IF dirty little slum

seen Stewart
street off th<

Rome

in

suit that was tattered, torn and dirty, his toea
po.ked through his boots, and his beard was a
masterpiece at least five day's growth stood
out from his chin.
With him was a " char -lady " complete with

—

coarse

brown apron and dirty

old bonnet, they

made a fine pair, but so wonderful were
" make ups " of both Stowart Rome and

the
the
" char " (Helena Lessington) that no one took
the slightest notice of the pair until some weo
child spotted the camera.
Then in less than

— —
»-

in

retirement.

Flora

remember used to
play with John Bunny oi beloved memory,
will

It is just a bit hard
to return to the screen.
to believe that this'lime Miss Finch will appear,
not in comedy, as everyone remembers her, but

is

in

drama.

— —
*-*

More

Visitors

from Los Angeles.

evidently
MARY PICKFORD
our
of

visiting

-

shores,

set the fashion
for since then

Bryant Washburn and Ethel Clayton
have followed in the wake of Theda Bara.
Dorothy Gish, and Norma and Constance
Talraadge are the latest visitors. It is expected
that June Caprice will end her journey (she is in
Spain at present) by a visit to Old England.

Eddy's Life Story.
coming
THEEddy
ences

.circus serial we are to see with
I'olo in the star part was written by
"himself, and is baaed on the actual experiin Eddy Polo's own life.

The

story starts

doing a feature act
show, thirty years

.

when
in

the Polo family were
a small travelling waggon

t\go,

and

it

shows how

little

Eddy became the star performer.
Little Roy blocker is to play Eddy" as a boy,
and his sister Ethel play3 Eddy's sister. Eddy
himself appears in the first episodes as his owe.
three-year-old

POPPY

WYNDHAM

a

Westminster

Bridge Road, the other day, you would
never have recognised this usually sVnart, well
tailored Broadwest hero.
He was wearing a

Flora Finch Back Again.
three years
AFTER
Finch, whom you

in

some timo

are to see her in future comedies.

—

some out-of-the-world snot where the

;

organised a company of her own. and her picture*
are to be known as the Annette Kellermann
educational pictures.
The purpose of their
screening, it is announced, will be to instruct
women along health and athletic lines, and to
reveal the manner of life of women in various
countries.
This will necessitate a trip round tho
world by Miss Kellermann and her company.

favourite, pudding.

sucgests, Charles will be seen as

A"

ad Players

as Columbine in the Jorthcoming Stoll version of Ethel
"The Tidal Wave.'

in.

Dell's

famous

novel.

—

—

—

4

(C

™t"t)

r0W

their rugged simplicity,
ground of this human story.
all

form

The

Alvaheddon, bordering on the Irish
minutes the street was crowded with
mothers, fathers, and still more
they sprang from nowhere, and it was

children)
children

—

not long beforo the "'crowd" had become so
dense that " taking " had to be abandoned.
A halt had to be made and a doparture taken
to the Broadwest office where the company
waited patiently until school time came round,
and they could work without being shouted at

by hundreds of childish voices. These scenes
form some of the many interesting episodes in
" The Great Gay Road," the Sim version of
Tom Gallon's famous novel.

Casson's Spare Moments.

CASSON FERGUSON

is at present playing
with Pauline Frederick in " Madame X."
I hear that all his spare moments, when
he is not actually before the camera, he spends
caring for his pets. He lias twelve Persian cats,

and

several pointer pups.

—

And Paid For

It.
of real music will read with envy of
a thousand of Los Angeles residents, who
were paid real money to sit in a theatro
and listen to grand opera, played by a symphony orchestra.
You will see these lucky
people in the coming Goldwyn photo-play,
" The Great Lover."

LOVERS

An "Envelope" Gown.
VIOLA DANA has a sense

of

humour.

A

reporter from a local newspaper was trying to describe a gown worn by her in one
of the big scenes in " Bla'ekmail."
" Would you mind telling a mere man what

the technical terms are for explaining your
frock ? " he asked.
" Of course," said Miss Dana. " It is merely
an envelope gown of good cloth, with the skirt
caught after the Turkish fashion."
" But what is an ' envelope gown ? " asked
'

the

"

—

Picture Show, September

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.
livo

i

amazed

An

reporter.

envelope gown," replied Miss Dana,
is
one that bears tho stamp of

smiling, "
fashion."

By the way, Florence Turner, our old favourite of the early Hepworth pictures, will bo
seen in this film.

the

back-

village of
sea, is the

chief locale, while the most picturesque ports
in the Western ,horo of England, from Plymouth
to Glasgow, in Scotland, were selected for the
scenes.
Some of the finest bits of landscape
wero photographed, particularly moonlight
scenes on the Isle of Man, where the crucial
action takes place, and vast stretches of the
sombre moors of the Highlands.

A

Talented Star.

HELENE
good

surely had all the
present when she was
and each one left her a gift.
For not only is she* one of the most popular of
the younger motion picture aotresses, but she is
also a pianist of talent.
Just to round it off
she can draw and paint. With so many talents,
it might seem dillicult for a young woman to
decide which one to cultivate. It was so she

—

all of them.
But she admits, when
questioned, that she loves music better than
anything else, and that " some day " she intends to be a famous pianist.

developed

—>

An

WHEN

recognise rural England, as the background for
this photo-play.
Tho quaint fishing hamlets
on the North-West coast of Great Britain, in

to the first Marquis of
Salisbury, the nobleman who inspired tho
king to inaugurate the
Order of the Garter.

—

Does This Interest

You

Bv

GEORGE BEBAN,

?

n,« „ „„
'

,

'
to ?i.r
the

success

enormous
of

as he

is

in private

ber 17th.

All entries must be received at their
Street Works, London, S.E. 17, not

September

17th.

Fay Filmsr.

FROM
Notes

OVER THERE."

"
and News from Los Angeles.
Sessue Adopts Orphans.

folk lore to the tribe.
Holubar tells a story
by use of the silver sheet, so ho feels his uamo
not far wrong after all.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA

So Would

kawa

has adopted three
Japanese orphans and has pledged himself
to educate and care for them until they

is

are able to shift for themselves.
I.

DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

received ft letter
this week from a Belgian engineer in
Brussels, who is inventing a new type of
motor-car engine that will run on paraffin exclusively.
If his invention is successful, he
intends to have it patented under tho name of"
"
the
Dorothy Phillips Motor," and says he
will send her the first one perfected.
With the
present shortage of petrol. Miss Phillips says
she will be moro than grateful.

Please Read This.

SALISBURY
MONROE
a form letter printed

threatens to have

explaining that he
not Indian. There has been a report
current for some timo that the noted star is an
Indian, and he is becoming tired of denying the
honour. Ever since ho played tho role of
Alcsandro in " Ramona," ho has been receiving
letters suggesting tactfully that it is not so
tough being an Indian, after all. Some of the
letters como addressed as " Chief " Salisbury,

life.

their

HOLUBAR may

not be an Indian,
but his last name has a significance in
Choctaw according to a lettejr he received
from a redskin bravo quite recently. Holubar
is the Choctaw word meaning " story teller,"
not a liar, by the way, but one who recites the

the

clever impersonator of
Ita ian character, parte,
!

Handwriting Competition, I hear that the proprietors of "Londovus," the w ell-known rat and
mouse exterminator, have decided to extend tho
competition for one month. The last dav for
receiving competitors' work will now be Septemlater than

is

English Scenery for American Plays.
wo sco " Whispering Devils," the
coming Equity play, featuring Conway
Tearlc, and Rosemary Thebe we shall

can of British descent,

and claims that he can
trace his ancestry back

Wansey

Appropriate Name.

ALAN

and one writer insisted
on having a photograph of the star as he
appears in war paint.
Salisbury is an Ameri-

CHADWICK

fairies

christened,

1920.

—

Mrs.

—

Haya-

Tsuru Ap_ki who will be returning
from her holiday in Japan in about a month's
time, is very fond of children, and her husband
coaching his new proteges to greet her as
" mother," or, rather, the Japanese equivalent,
against her return.
is

—

To Be

Beautiful.

BEAUTY

is

entirely of the

mind"

says

Betty Blythe, one of the screen's most
famous beauties. " To be beautiful,
therefore, one must cultivate the beautiful in'
art, literature, music and philosophy, so as to
(ill the mind with grace and beauty that ugliness
cannot enter in.
Miss Blythe has had a
rare

artistic education, for she studied two
for opera at the Paris Conservatoire,
living with her sister in tho Latin Quarter, tho
very heart of the artistic centre of " La ville

years

lumiere."
Pictures, she says, were at that
timo the strongest of all the educational influences that surrounded her.
She was never
tired of poring over a book containing reproductions of t he Madonnas of Raphael and Corre'gio',
though Burne Jones's " Golden Stair-" fascinated her the most.
She used to wonder
whore all these figures wero going, why some
were erect and glad, and others drooping in
sorrow.
Strango to say, it was a picture, too,
that decided her to choose the operatic stage
as a career. The painting depicted a scene from
an opera, a liny figure with outstretched amis
singing from a lighted stage to a darkened
house.

—

»

Katherine's First Engagement.

KATHERINE MACDONALD'S
"
engagement was doing

first

screen

atmosphere " at

the old Horsley Studio. The plant at
that time was not tho busy, up-to-date affair
that it is now
in fact, in those days, most
studios had a distinctly domestic atmosphere.
Miss MacDonald was getting thirty dollars a
week and doeidod that she was doing loo little
with her " extra " job to justify her accepting
such a princely salary. So sho appointed herself as a kind of honorary property -woman,
helped " dress " tho " sets," and even used to
occasionally run back home in the studio' car,
to fetch a fow vasos, pictures or curtains that
happened to bo needed and wero not available
in the studio property collection.
It's a far
cry indeed from thoso early pionoer'days of tlua
beauteous Katherine to the present year.'
Now sho is heading her own company and the
other day received a personal invitation from'
the Prince of Monaco to bring her compnny
to Monte Carlo and film a story with his palace
and the famous Casino as the settings.
;

Art Di/ectoi L.

Famous-Lasky

DAWSON

at work on a model o! a scene set lor fhe next photo-play to be produced at the
British Studios at Islington.
Every care is taken that the screen setting ot an episode is
correct in every detail.
That is why a model is first made.

Elsie Codd.

Picture Show, September

it!,.

1920.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE "PICTURE SHOW."

EDDY POLO

is

A

He

it

megaphone away from him, and

undoubtedly a busy person.
necessary to make-up in his
motor-car while he is travelling.

often finds

JACK DEMPSEY
interesting story.

youthful,

but

none

the

less

forceful, director.
directs a love scene

Miss

SUZANNE VIDOR

between her lather

takes

King's "
her mother,

" Daddy

KING VIDOR, and

FLORENCE VIDOR.

BRUNETTE

listens intently while FRITZI
tells him an
Fritzi Brunette is at. present Warren Kerrigan's leading lady.

MAURICE TOURNEUR,

the director, getting ready to descend to the bottom
of the sea to select under-sea locations for a forthcoming production.

An interesting photograph of the Vitagraph staff on the occasion o! their annual picnic. They spent
a delightful day on the river Thames.
The photograph was taken by Mr. Francis Reader, the publicity
director, shortly after the company bad " feasted."

ANITA STEWART is not the lucky possessor of a
couple of pairs of hands, as the photo implies. -Her
brother George is the owner of the second pair.

—

Picture Show, Sci/Umler

Real Crime Stories

4f/(,

1920.

expioitt or FAMOUS DETECTIVE toijd
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN" THE PICTURE SHOW

TorMa£y& Sake
of these stories, which have
here, is taken irom real life.
found in the American Police Records.
Herbert Rawlinson, otherwise the stories

Every detail

shown over

T

HHIOE
last

talk with Lightning over the 'phone, Flynn gave
the latter the details of what he wanted done.
" Kane will be out Saturday," Flynn told
" You have just four days to do
Lightning.
whatever you are going to do. His home used to
be around Chatham Square. Had a kid about
seven years old then, if I remember right. You

in
the
half-hour

Stephen Arnold
had raised on a fourcard flush without

WILLIAM

J.

FLYNN,

Chief of the United
States Secret Service,

New York

City.

drew one card,

nd th w down
f
,
hand.
He was out ot

and leaned back in his chair, yawning.
For a few minutes he communed over a
minor problem in life, and then, tired of the
cigarette -saturated atmosphere of the Cosmic
Club's card-room, was on the point of calling
for his hat and stick, feeling the need of action.
" Telephone, sir " an attendant at his elbow
luck,

!

addressed him.

Glad of the interruption, .Arnold went to the
phone, and was greeted by the voice of Flynn.
" Get down here, quick," the chief said.
"

Kane's been pardoned, and
Harrison plates."
In all the United States there

I
is

want those
no man mora

among the

criminal classes than William J.
Flynn, chief of the United States Secret Service,
'.(lis is the long arm of tiie low. reaching out and laying lrold of thoso opposed to the rules and
regulations laid down by tho Government.
In every city and community his operatives
work day and night. They never tire. Once a
criminal trail is struck, the offender lias lit t lo
chance, for Flynn, backed by a Government
that has paid out hundreds of thousands of;
dollars in the apprehension of a single man,
always gets what ho goes after.
And the most valued of all these operatives
was Stephen Arnold, known in tho department
as " Lightning," by reason of the uncanny
success and quickness with which he had solved
a number of difficult cases and rounded up tho
" Lightning's Luck " had become
offenders.
a byword among his colleagues, so that whenever a particularly delicate bit of work was to
bo performed, Flynn's first thought was of the
young, athletic, and debonair agent.
A case requiring diplomatic handling had come
up that day. Picking up an afternoon paper,
Flynn had read that Jim Kane, a counterfeiter among counterfeiters, who had been sent
up for a ten-year sentence, had been extended
executive clemency after doing live yeurs. Six
years before, Kane had been a member of tfie
" British Benny " gang, and had turned out a
(ivc-dollar plate bearing the likeness of Benjamin
Harrison that was so perfect that it took Flynn
feared

Ins men a yoar to trail and land its maker.
Then, only Kane had been apprehended, Benny
and his men having eluded the net.
The plates had never been rccovored. But
with Kane behind the bars the appearance of
the notes stopped. From this there was to bo
drawn only one conclusion. Kane had mado
the plates, for Flynn knew well if Benny or
any of his men had knowledge of their whereabouts they would not havo been idle. Ho also
believed that Kane, broke, would get in touch
with his old gang as soon as it was safe, in
another attempt to garner quick and easy money.
I

One of tho duties of the Secret Service is to
anticipate and prevent crime, as well as to stop
its operation.
Tho problem before Flynn now
was to get. to Kane, win Ins confidence, and
locate the plates before he had a chance to get
them into tho hands of liis former pals. Or,
perhaps belter, to trail Kane, permit tho plates
to roach
Benny, and round up the gang
with them in their possession.
Flynn owed
Benny one lor that little alTair of six years ago,
and ho fancied the latter plan.
In tho privacy of his ollice a half-hour after his

in

—

—

.

formerly

criminal

snares

for

tho

-

Elizabeth Street station. At the police station
Lightning learned from the desk sergeant that
the O'Tooles lived in a little court running off
Pell Street in the heart of Chinatown.
Ho had
no difficulty in locating the address, and,
knocking at the door of a room on the top floor,
he was answered by a slattern of a woman,
who glared when she saw the postman.
" letter for Mary Kane," Lightning said,
drawing the envelope from his bundle, and
holding on to it as he gazed past tho woman
into the room.
At a bare table he saw another woman, pouring beer from a pitcher.
In a eonier near a
window that led out to tho roof of the next
building, a little girl was rubbing clothes in a

wash tub.
"

Mary Kane must

sign for this," Lightning

the woman as she hold out her hand.
" It's a special."
At the mention of her name, tho girl at the
tub stopped her work and came running towards
tho door. Despite her wanness and ragged dross,
the child, about twelve years old, was pretty.
Her clothes, although showing the signs of considerable wear, wore clean, as was her thin face.
A pair of eyes that were almost too big, gazed
up at tho postman.
" I'm sorry, but I can't write," she told him.
"
" Want
woman
sign for

HERBERT RAWLINSON,
who

plays the part of Stephen

Arnold

— "Lightning" — on
the screen,

!

the way of crime that did not occur thero at
one time or another.
Since then the quarter has been cleaned up,
but where now second-hand clothing stores,
pawnbrokers, and cheap shops abound, there

unwary, frequented by a low class of crooks.
Jn the vicinity of the Square, the next
morning following Lightning's talk with Flynn,
appeared the face of a new letter carrier. In
and out of tenements he hurried, inquiring for
Mary Kane. From a corner bar-tender he had
learned Kane's old address, but found out there
that the kid had been left alone after her father
was sent away, and had been taken in by two
women, who had moved away tlirce years before.
Their names, ho learned, were O'Toole.
All day Lightning in his new role continued
his search for Mary and tho 0"Toolo women.
But it was not until late in the afternoon that
ho struck a clue. This he turned up through
tho policeman on post.
Pansy and Violet O'Toole, the copper told him,
had been arrested the week before for fighting
id the back room of a saloon. At their hearing
a little girl had appeared, who said she was Jim
Kane's kid. Tho women had been discharged,
but Lightning could get their address at the

i

Instead of complying with the request, the
womairtore the. letter in bits.
" G'wan," she said. " Git back to yer work.
"
There ain't nothin' in it fer you
Throwing the pieces out of the window on to
the roof, she pushed the child toward the tub,
and called »to her sister.
"Come 'on, Jen," she said, waving the five" Let's go round to the Dutchdollar bill.

bourhood, given over at that time fo saloons,
cheap tenements, and rookeries. It was adjacent to Chinatown, and there was not much in

flourished

As

Both women made a grab for it, but the woman
holding the letter was tho one who retrieved
the bill. Thai she read the letter silently.
" It's from your dad," she said to Mary, who
had stood waiting.
" From daddy ? " The child's face lit up.
" Won't you please read it to me ? "

him back.

way," he said, " British Benny has
town, and a packet of queer halfdollars
pretty coarse work have turned up
down on the East Side. Don"t know whether
there's any connection between the two or not,
but you might bear it in mind. Murray and
Tyson are on that end."
The district where Jim Kane hung out before
he took his journey was a disreputable neighbeen seen

^

the

keyhole.

O'Toole
tore open the
envelope a
rive-dollar note
dropped out:

might try to locate her. First name's Mary."
As Lightning nodded and started to leave the
chief called
" By the

through
Miss

—

(he privilege of justifying his confidence.
For the fourth time
he pushed Ms chips
to the centre of the
table

been Aimed by the Selznick Film Company, and will shortly bs
The crooks described are men whose criminal careers are to be
In the film version the part of the real detective is played by
are an exact representation of events which actually happened.
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man's."
Lightning barely had time to dodge from the
door and back of the stairs when the women
came out. As they left, Mary wiped away
the tears that were welling to her eyes and
crawled through the window to the roof. Picking
up the pieces of letter, she thrust theiu'in her
pocket, but stumbled over a piece of wood,
and with a cry fell over the edge of the roof.
In the narrow area-way between the houses
a telegraph-pole reared its height above the
roof top. Mary clutched wildly at it, and succeeded in putting her hands against the pole,
stopping her fall, with her feet braced against
the edge of the roof. Sixty feet above the hard
pavement below, she hung as a human spin
between roof and pole. And she could not move.
If she lifted a foot, it meant her rigid position
would relax, and she would plunge to her death.
It was simply a question whether she could
hold out until someone discovered her and
came to her rescue, or until her strength gave
out and sho fell.
As soon as the women went down the stairway, Lightning returnod to the keyhole and
peered inside. The window was in line with
In a
the door. Through it he saw the girl.
flash ho was in the room and out of the window.
head
her
swung
Seizing the child by the legs, he
down up over the roof to safety and carried
her back into the room. Frightened sobs shook
the little one, but after she had nestled for a few
minutes in the arms of the detective, she quieted
down and smiled up ut him.
Lightning asked her whut she wus doing Out
on the roof. Tho torn pieces of paper were exhibited to him, and Lightning pieced them
together.
To Mary he read :

"My

—I

Darling,-

have been pardoned.

En

Meet
closed find $5.00 the prison allowed me.
me at the prison gate Saturday afternoon. I
want my first moments of freedom to bo with

my

baby. Daddy."
" Where's the jnoney,

Kid

?

"

Lightning

told

asked.

Lightning inquired, smiling at the youngster.
Mary nodded. Miss O'Toole signed tho book,
and almost slammed tho door in tho fuco of
Lightning, who dropped to the floor and peered

" Pansy took it. Now daddy won't sco me
when he comes out "
Again the girl burst into tears, but Lightning
with a hug and a smile, soon choered her.
" Yes, ho will," ho told her. " I'll take you
there, and what's more, we'll go on a boat.
We'll sail up the big rivor on a little boat."
Clasping her thin arms around his neck,
ilary kissed him.
In another part of the East Side there was a
person also interested in the release of Jim
Kane. In an underground room reaching
through a cellarway beneath a vacant shop,
British Benny sat at a table, examining a pile
Three men were working
of new half-dollars.

this

to

you

?

!

—
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fourth stood near a door
at another table.
with an unlit electric bulb at its side.
The articles on the table revealed the men'3
engraving
tools,
mould*,
vocation scales,
Benny
bottles of acid and bars of metal.
picked up a half-dozen of the coins and ran
them through his fingers. These ho threw in a
bos of dark sand and stirred them around.
Removing them, ho felt their surface and called

Willi a little cry, Mary, who had been waiting outside the door, ran to her father and threw
Lightning stood a few
herself into his arms.
feet away, not caring to intrude on; their first
moments of happiness. Without n word,
Kane knelt on the ground, clasped the child
to him and buried his face on her shoulder.
When ho had controlled his emotion, he got
to his feet and Mary held out her flowers.

one of his men.
" This last bunch of coins feete kind of smooth
and slick," he said. " No shove them only on
butchers.
They can t tell t*ie difference with
greasy fingers."
The light at the door flashed three times.
The man on guard opened a gated slide and
peered through. Outside stood a short, thickKecognising
set individual with grey hair.
him, the man slid back the heavy door. Grey

"Here, daddy, "see what I have brought
you." she said.
With wide-open eyes staring straight ahead,
Kane extended a hand and groped for the
offering.
His hand slid past the flowers and
touched Mary's arm, which he followed with
his fingers until he grasped the bouquet.
" Daddy,"
there was a sob in Mary's voice

A

—

Hair strode into the room and crossed to
Benny.
" Pansy and Jennie O'Toole have wised me
that Kane is to get out of gaol." he said.
" That
Benny gave a surprised
so ? "
whistle.
"Thought he had another fiver
"Jim is
comin'. Get busy," he continued.
Find him
sure to come down here somewhere.

and

offer as high as

S5.000.for the plates he

The Meeting.

OX

the morning that Jim Kane was to
taste the sweets of freedom again after
five years. Lightning and Mary stepped
across the gang plank of a boat at the end of
Forty -second .Street. The child was happy
for the first time since the police had taken
away her dad. She had on a new dress and
hat, and carried a bunch of flowers that she
insisted Lightning should buy for her.
Since the Secret Service agent found her she
had been in his charge. Taking no chances, he
had spirited her away from the O'Toole women
aud placed her in the home of a woman friend.
The three or four days of kind treatment, with

good and sufficient food, had done wonders for
Mary. There was a little colour in her face
and a bright sparkle in her big eyes.
Lightning had discarded his uniform of a
but Mary still called him '- Mr.
Postman." His real business, of course, she
did not know.
Nor did she care. Sufficient
to her was the fact that he was her friend, a
friend of her dad's, and had taken her away
letter-carrier,

from the O'TooIes.
In the little town on the river bank where
the boat finally stopped is a group of buildings
surrounded by high stone walls. In one of
these walls is a great iron door the door that
opens and closes on liberty. It swung open
and Jim Kane stepped into the sunlight. For
a moment he stood drinking m the air
a free

—

—

At sixty Kane was

still a fine-looking
a thin, kind face, regular features,
white hair. He did not look like a person

man with
and

of his calling.
"

" Daddv

—

" can't you see ?
Kane slowly and sadly shook his head.
" No, dear," he replied. " I can't see. Went
blind two years ago."
Sobbing as though her heart would break.
Mary leaned against her father, clinging to his
hand, but controlled herself as Lightning
joined them.
" Tliis is my friend, Mr. Postman." she said,
and proceeded to tell Kane all that the agent

had done

On

planted when he was settled."

man.

—

!

the

for her.

way back

boat Lightning got
wanted to know what Kane's
in the

to business.' He
plans for the future were.
" Going straight, Kane ? " he asked.
" Got the kid
" Sure thing " Jim replied.
Don't know what I can
to think about now.
do with a pair of dark lamps. Can't go back
Maybe you can help
to on-the-level engraving.
me out. If you can't, I've got an ace in the
hole."
" What's that ? " Lightning casually inquired.
" I said it was an ace in the hole," Knne
"
will see can we draw to it."
replied.
" I've got an idea," Lightning told him.
!

We

" How about a news-stand ? Mary can help
"
you. and we'll all be partners. How's that ?
" But
" Sounds all right," Kane answered.
that takes coin.
I think I can get it, though."

"Very well, then; it's settled," Lightnmg
"I'll advance the money, and
when you get it you can pay me back."
The establishing of a news-stand was but a

assured him.

matter of small moment

the procedure of
Lightning.
He wanted Kane posted in a conspicuous place so that if British Benny was really
in town, some of his scouts would be sure to see
the ex-convict and pass the word along to the
counterfeiter.
So a few days later found Kane
witli
Mary behind a news-stand under an
elevated railroad station on a conspicuous
corner of the Bowery.
Whether Kane had
made many attempts to find Benny and dispose
plates,
he
did
know.
of the
not
Neither did he
care to make inquiries for fear that his questions
might arouse suspicions in the mind of Kane.
But every hour of the. working day found
either Lightning. Murray, or Tyson on watch at
n spot near by where they coidd observe every
in

At the end of
person stopping at the booth.
two weeks they were rewarded. Lightning had
by the stand, leaving Murray on duty
As he stopped to speak to
across the street.
Mury, a man with white huil stepped up, bought
Not
o paper, and peered into Kane's eyes.
knowing that Kane was blind, and failing to get
a sign of recognition,_h'e had winked slowly and
passed on.
Lightning, who saw the wink, quickly re-

strollod

joined Murray, and related what had occurred.
" Looks as if we've got a nibble," Murray
" Why didn't you trail him ? "
said.

our man," Lightning informed hirn,
And the two waited,
be back."
watching the stand.
Inside of ten minutes they saw the white,
haired man sauntering slowly along in their
Stealing across the street, they condirection.
cealed themselves behind a pillar within earshot.
The stranger walked up to the stand and disregarding Kane, who was talking to a customer,
addressed himself to Mary.
" Here, kid," he said, handing her a note.
" When you get a chance, slip that to vour

"If

"

it's

he'll

father."

Before Mary could tell him her father was
and she could not read, he was gone.
Lightning only waited for the man to get out
of sight before he sauntered over to the stand.
" What's that, Mary ?
A love-letter " he
asked, pointing at the note she was still regarding in wonder.
" No ; a man left it for daddy," she replied.
" Won't you read it to him ? "
Lightning took the note. Opening it, he
read :
blind

'!

" If you'll meet me at the corner of Broome
Street at nine o'clock to-night and bring the
Benny."
plates, there'll be $5,000 in it for you.
" Your friend Benny writes," Lightning said
to Kane, " that there's something you've got
that's valuable, and he ll pay you for it."
Lightning watched Kane's face as a slow smile
broke around the corners of his mouth, but he
said nothing.
" You are to be at the corner of Broom a
Street at nine o'clock to-night," Lightning pro-

ceeded, " and bring what he wants."
" That. Mr. Postman," Kane finally said,
" is my little ace in the hole. Now you'll get
vour money back, and there'll be plenty for the
kid."
" If it's that
" All right," Lightning replied.
important, you'd better get what you have now.
Mary will take you, and I'll look after the stand."

As soon as Kane had left, Lightning beckoned
to Murray, who crossed to him.
" Give me that package of fake plates," ho
" Kane has gone for the real stuff. We'll
said.
round up the gang to-night. Kane is to meet
Benny. Have a waggon near here and follow
me when I leave. Get Tyson and a couple of
more men. Don't lose sight of us for an instant.
And give me your silk handkerchief."

mm
mm

These

coins

are

pretty

" Only push them on butchers.
British Benny said.
are greasy, and they won't know the difference ! "

smooth,"

Their hands

Lightning carried Mary back into the room alter
her narrow escape from death on the roof.

:
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Murray took from his pocket a small, square
package, which ho passed over, together with
the handkerchief.
As ho hurried off, Lightning
settled back to await developments.
80011 after the couple returned, the girl carrying a package. Lightning eyed the package, as
Kane told him he had got what ho went after.
" You and
" All right," Lightning replied.
Mary get your supper, and then meet your friend.
I'll stay here and close up.
And, Mary," ho
said, as they were about to move away, " hero is
silk
a nice
handkerchief.
Tut it in your father's
»
pocket."
As Mary took the piece of silk and turned to
stick it into her father's coat, she did just what
Lightning intended she should placed tho
package she held in her hand on top of the stand.
As her Back was turned toward him, Lightning
readied quickly beneath to a shelf and picked
up the package of fake plates. This ho placed,
on the stand and slipped the other package into

—

his pocket.

Each night sinco tho rcleaso of Kane, Grey
Hair had returned to tho lair of British Benny
" Xothin' doin'. I
with the same message
can't fine Kane.
Since tho kid and a man met
him up at tho Big House, he's departed."
Where's the kid ? " Benny asked.
" How should I know ?
She left the O'Toolcs
three days before her father left prison."
" Tho only thing that kid was good for wa9-io
:

'

locate her father by,
he conies out,"

and now you

lose her just

Benny growled sullenly.
" You're a smart chap, ain't you ? "
Having delivered himself of this outburst,
Benny dashed out into the air.
But on an evening that Grey Hair pressed

as

"Come on, Jim. Follow me."
Without another glance at Kane, he started
back on Broome Street toward the East River.
The ex-convict told Mary to keep him in sight
and started off, the detectives at their heels. A
street from the waterfront Grey Hair stopped
Kane
in front of a eellarway and looked back.
and Mary were a few yards away. Motioning
As
for them to follow, lie went down the steps.
Kane disappeared after him, Lightning and his
men ran across the street Around the corner a
Several
patrol waggon drew up noiselessly.
men sprang out and waited.
Save for a few youngsters, the neighbourhood
was deserted. Lightning crept down the cellar
steps without attracting attention, with Murray
and Tyson close at his side. A door stopped
them, but it was unlocked, and Lightning eased
.

open. A long corridor extended for about
At the other end was another door.
In front of it Grey Hair was standing, pressing a
button. The door opened, and with Kane and
Mary he went inside.
As they entered, Benny greeted them from

it

fifty feet.

his seat at the table, and invited Kane to come
over to him. When his old pal was in front of

him, he asked :
" Well, Jim, are you going to join us again ? "
Kane slowly shook his head in the negative.
" Why, what's tho matter ! Loso your
nerve up there ? "
"Not that exactly, Benny," Kane replied.
" There's more important reasons for my turning

Grey Hair replied with assurance,
I tell you I've seen Kane."
" You'vo seen him ?
Benny leapt to his
"
feet.
What did ho have to say ? "
" Didn't get a Chance to talk to him.
But I
gave his kid a note and told him to meet me toWhat
night. Don't worry, he'll bo on deck.
a >out his money ? Better give it to mo now."

I

say,"

to

" especially when

" Grey, old boy," Benny replied, " I ain't so
iinocont as to pass you five thousand. You
meet Kano and bring him here."
'AH right, chief," Grey Hair retorted, un-

abashed.

As Kane and Mary

him, Lightning pondo cd. Ho felt sure before tho night was over
th it Benny and his gang would be in the trap ho
ha laid for them.
Rut what about Kane ?
Tho old man was aiding and abetting in a
criminal act. Broken and blind, he was again
braving the penalty of the law for tho sake of
And for the sake of the child no harm
his child.
must eoino to him.
Lightning knew had he so desired ho could
have prevented Kane from going any farther. Ho
only had to tako tho Harrison plates from tho
cx -counterfeiter, tell him who ho was, and all
would havo been well. But Lightning wanted
to get Benny, so he hod let Kane go ahead.
But
while Kane was ostensibly breaking tho law, ho
left

was aiding tho agents

of tho Government.
besides, tho plates ho was delivering wcro
not counterfeits, but plain wafers of steel.
" He's clear," said Lightning to himself, " and
I intend to see that he keeps his stand."
Kane was still within sight. Half-way down
th block he saw Murray swing in back of him,

And,

1

an

1

Tyson

trail

Murray.

Lightning locked tho

Shutters to the stand, and started after his colleagues, but remained far enough behind them
both so t hat if Maiy glanced back she would not
soo him.
Kane and Mary wont directly to tho three
rooms they shared in a tenement, and there they
remained until shortly beforo nino o'clock.
When they reappeared they left in tho direction
til" the
rendezvous, the thrco detectives followAt tho corner where Broomo Street
ing.
crosses the Bowery, they stopped.
Leaning
against a shop door, Kane waited with Mary
holding on to his hand.
On tho stroke of nine Grey Hair appeared
He was alone and at once
frcati Broome Street.
Kane. Stopping besido him, he struck a
door,
against
the
and as ho lit a eigareltc t
match
whispered out of the comer of his mouth

aw

down which a number of men
were entering. To one of these he was turned
over, and then Lightning, with Murray and
Tyson, stepped into tho counterfeiters' den,
weajxms in hand. But Benny and his gang
were too wrapt up in tho package to note their

the cellar steps,

Tearing off the wrappings, Mr. British Benny
got the surprise of his life. For instead of the
smooth clean plates of the S5.00 Harrison bank
notes, there were revealed two pieces of plain
steel wrapped in a piece flyer which contained
the picture of the man who held it in his hand.
The dodger offered $5,000 reward for his cap-

j
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the concluding shock.
" Pretty good likeness, isn't it t "

It was the voice of Lightning, and tho counterfeiters wheeled.
Just insido tho door the Secret
Service
stood, his revolver covering the

of

man

a

man

faced with

astounded Benny. Behind him were two others
whoso weapons were trained on the men at the

a

problem, the way to honor being

terrible

bancd by

table.

the gates of love.

" Line up, and go out of that door," Lightning
And keep your hands abovo your
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straight,"

and Kane drew Mary, who had been

glancing about fearfully at tho men clustered
around, closer to him.
" Oh, I see," said Benny.
" The kid. Well,
"
did you bring the platets ?
" I've brought tho platc.o, Benny," Kano
" I'm taking a chance there. You can
replied.
havo them. All I want is the nionoy for my
littlo girl, und they're yours.
But the money
first."

With a

sneer

Benny reached

and pulled out a

roll,

into his pocket

and as ho started to

count out the bills, Kane asked
" That's good- money you've got for me, isn't
"
not queer ?
it
" That s a fine question," Benny repliod.
" You ought to know good money when you sen
You've made 110 end of the other kind."
it.
He held out the roll of bills.
Something in tho maimer in which Kann
groped for the bills led tho counterfeiter to look
at Kane's eyes. They were staring straight
ahead, as his hand wandered.
:

—

" The money ; where is the money ! " Kano
asked.
" Why, here, Jim. Right here." Benny
held the bundle of bills a few inches from Kano's
eyes.
But they never changed from their
stare, his hand still reaching for the money ho

could not find.
" Blind
By Heaven,
!

lie's

It

lieen

And now came

— YET A FELON "

story

real-life

the

stared at the picture, fascinated.

a day of surprises with him, beginning
with Grey Hair's report of the finding of Kane.

"THE PRICE OF HIS HONOR"

1

also

A

entrance.

the button outside that flashed the lights to tho
guard in the cellar, ho entered with almost a
jaunty air, and approached tho chief. Benny

looked up with a scowl.
" I don't want to hear words from you," he
" Unless you can sing 'cm to new music."
said.
" I guess you'll want to hear what I've got

" Get hold
puslied the roll back into his pocket.
of the plates.
'The kid's got them."
Before Mary could move she was seized, tho
package in her hand snatched from her, and sho
was thrown screaming into a corner.
blow on the back of the head knocked the
blind man senseless as Benny started to untie
the package, his confederates bending over him
anxiously.
As the door to the counterfeiters' lair closed
behind Grey Hair and the Kanes, Lightning hail
darted down the passage. Three times he pushed
the button as he had seen tho counterfeiter do,
and then stepped back into thejiarkness, flatten ing himself against the wall. Murray and Tyson
crept silently close to him.
'The panel in the door opened and a faco
appeared at the grate peering out into the darkness.
Seeing no one, the face opened the door
and stepped out into the corridor. The open
door to the area way at the other end of tho
corridor attracted his attention.
" That's funny," he said, and started for tho
opening.
But he got no further. From behind an arm
reached and a hand was clapped over his mouth,
smothering a curse. Before he had a chance to
put up a fight his arms were seized and pinned
at back of him, and with a revolver sticking in
the small of his back lie was hustled towards

blind."

Beuny

Slowly the men fell into line. As they passed
Lightning, Groy Hair knocked down his revolver
and made a dash for tho door. The rest, braving
the weapons of Lightning's companions, followed..
But not a shot was fired, for just outside tho door
Grey Hair was knocked kicking with a blow
from the butt of a revolvor, and the next man:
got a similar doso. The rest stopped and permitted themselves to be handcuffed, and led'
to the waggon, which drove away.
Chief Flynn had squared accounts with Mr.
British Benny.

In the dusk of evening several days later
Lightning, again the well-groomed Stephen
Arnold, got out of a taxicab a short distance,
from a Bowery news-stand.
" I'd give a lot to know where Mary Kano is,"
he said to the girl behind tho stand.
Mary looked up, saw the fiuo-looking man, and!
for a minuto was puzzled. Then her happy'
littlo cry told him what a placo ho held in hen
heart.

"Daddy, Mr. Postman

is

back," she oalled'

to her father, " and ho looks liko a gentleman.'"
" I don't know whother to tako that as m
compliment or not, Mary," Arnold said to her.i
" But anyway, Kane, there's $5,000, less the?
cost of this stand, coming to you
tho reward
for the capture of Bonny."
After Kane had said all he could say in tha
way of thanks, Mary laid a hand 011 Arnold's
arm and looked up at him.
" And ain't wo going to bo partners any

—

more ? " she asked.
" Are you happy, Mary

,
?

face in his hands.
" You bet," she replied

"

Arnold took l\M

girl's

quickly.

"

" She paused, her lips aquiver.
but
" All right, then," Arnold smiled. " So
Let's bo partners in our happmcss."

But—
am

I.

—

—

!
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"SCREEN STARS

HAVE WOOED— AND WON!'

I
By

CRAUFURD KENT.

These confessions of a leading man who left England to play in films in America will be read -with great interest by all picturegoers.
Craufurd Kent Is well able to speak on the subject of love-making, for he has been the central character in a large number of
romantic scenes, and he has captured the hearts of the simple-hearted girl, the temperamental, the woman of the world, the beautiful
Read what this prince of heart stealers has to say on this ever-absorbing topic.
doll, and, in fact, every type of femininity.

London the other
a young

IN day I met
lady

of

my

ac-

quaintanee whom I
seen for
had not
several years, not, in
fact, since I left this

eountry for Ameriea
Nasix years ago.
expected
turally,
I
that she would have
all sorts of questions
to ask me regarding
the States, the conditions of living there,

whether I found

Cali-

fornia all I expected,
and so forth and so
on. In fact, I secretly

hoped that she would

me

interested in
and my doings,
the impressions I

and
had

formed

my

he

CRAUFURD KENT.

during

To tho actor, of course, love-making is as much
a part of his day's work as balancing account,
books is part of a clerk's nevertheless, the fact
remains that business can also be a pleasure,
and I think all of us will agree that two of tho
most important determining factors in tho congeniality or otherwise of our daily routine
are our surroundings and our co-workers.
Now a motion picture studio is not tho most
romantic place on earth, all lay opinions to the
;

—

!

—

contrary notwithstanding. It is essentially a
place of business^ with any amount of hardheaded, clear-eyed, business people about, in
the persons of directors, assistant directors,
mechanics, property men, and what not. It is a
And even
place of light and bustle and noise.
then exteriors arc taken and one is surrounded
by all nature's loveliness, the watchful eyes, the
clicking camera, the whispered or shouted commands, are still there. Can one then, under such
conditions, not only look romantic, but {eel
romantic ?
It depends on the girl

How
.

manner
and

The

!

exchanged greetings, and made mutual inquiries
regarding our respective families, than my companion settled back in her chair comfortably,
and eyeing me with the utmost eagerness, said
" And now, Craufurd, do tell me all about
them, and how you do it, and whether it is all
:

"
it looks
Feeling that one of us had suddenly gone
crazy, I begged for further enlightenment.
"Why, my dear man, referring to all those
charming creatures you've been
perfectly
making love to all these years " she exclaimed.
" On the screen, of course," she added, noticing
ray astonished expression. " Let me see there
ore Elsie Ferguson, Pauline Frederick, Marguerite
Clark, Alice Brady, Ethel Clayton, Catherine
Calvert, Olive Thomas, Mary Garden, Olive
Tell "
" and others.
she paused for breath
And I want to hear all about
I've seen you
and
art
ofthem
it
the
love-making, you know
and whether being a screen lover to all these
beautiful women is really as perfectly delight"
!

screen stars, like other women, fall into
various categories roughly, of course,
for the intricacies of a woman's heart can
never be fully catalogued
have, for
instance, the " baby " type, the passionate type,
the reserved type, the torn -boy type, the aiNtocrat type, and so on.
Methods of love-making

ful as

My

reputation.

found her

1

WELL,

Songs." The director, a

Business a Pleasure.
j¥ 0\ E-MAKING before the camera,
II

|

where

else in the world,

as any-

depends for

its

pleasure first, last, and always, on the girl.
1 use the word " pleasure " advisedly. That
professional love-making must be a success, an
Admirable counterfeit of the real thing, goes
without saying. (Bid it not appear natural,
£he audience would vote us rotten actors and
'walk out of the cinemas,) I am now speaking
from a player's point of view.

over-

—

—

down.
Yes, I think he will do very nicely,"
she replied quietly ; and after another
moment of embarrassment we parted.
But the next evening she invited me to
dinner with her and her husband, and when
we knew each other better, we had many a
hearty laugh over the awkwardness of our
first meeting.
" I felt every bit as uncomfortable a? you did,"

—

—

trifle

nervous.
" Er this is Mr. Craufurd Kent,
Miss Ferguson," he said.
"He has
been engaged as your leading man.
Er do you think he will do ? "
There was a moment's silence.
Miss Ferguson looked me up and

—

—

It

I

awed, I think, by Miss Ferguson's
reputed ''temperament,'' was rather

forgot that

-

;

fancy, will she.

was engaged to
play opposite her in " The Song of

t'.ie

.

First Meeting.
never think of my first
meet ng with her wit hout a smile
i

—

!

Perhaps by
have never

SHALL

neither, I

else could I do ?
She was so interested, so well, I told
her.
And do you know, in the telling I

I had wanted to be asked whether
climate abroad had suited me, whether my
passion for golf was as strong as ever, whether
I would be sorry to leave London again
all tho
little peruana! things a fellow expects to be asked
after he has been away a long time
for I livedover again all the happy times and delightful
tete-a-tetes I have enjoyed as a lucky leading man.
But there, I thought, the matter ended. I was
mistaken, however. A few days after, the
'Editor of The Picture Show invited me to
lunch, in the course of which (such is the subtlety
of editors) he asked me to write a few articles
jforthis paper, and when I inquired what subject
he thought t lie readers would like me ta choose,
would you believe it, he said : " Tell 'em about
,the girls you've made love to on the screen,"
adding, with what seemed to my sensitive
Ktatore, unnecessary bluntness,
"They'll be
(more interested in that than anything else "
Well, ladies and gentlemen
but especially
Iladies
so be it. Here are the confessions and
impressions of a leading man. told as they were
.jftrst related to my young friend one summer
afternoon a few weeks ago.

I

so.

happened when

Confessions.

What

?

Personally

Our

!

I told her.

Temperamental

girl.

!

appears

it

We

vary accordingly.

—

—

—

!

—

—

Different Types.

NOW

!

—

off

they have accomplished this, and what
of women they are, both on the screen
it, 1 now propose to tell you.

Of all the screen stars to whom I have played
the lover, there have been none more patrician
than Elsie. Ferguson. She is the aristocrat par
exc r /knee.
She is, as you know, a very beautiful
woman, and in addition to being a
screen luminary, is one of the great
stage stars of America.
She carries
her high honours accordingly. And
yet, withal, she is what we in the
States call '' a regular person." Away
from the stage, or out of the studio,
she is just a natural simple-hearted

sojourn abroad. But,
alas, for masculine vanity
No sooner had we

really as nice as

so natural has tho whole thing seemed to me ;
and nay personal experience has Ijecn that professional love-making is usually quite as nice to
the participant as to the spectator
That this
has been the ea-e I attribute to the fact that the
stars I have played opposite have been such
charming women and such excellent actresses
that .they have made my role of screen lover the
easiest and most delightful occupation in the
*
world.

she. confessed.

ELSIE FERGUSON and
in

How

It Is

CRAUFURD KENT

"The Danger Mark."

Done.

WHEN
above

sweet and charming, but,
a good actress, one forgets entirely the mechanical side of the business
the glare of the Cooper-Hewitts, the vigilant
e\oof the director, tho recording aneel (or the
opposite) at the camera and for the time being
one is what one appears the ardent lover,
wooing the girl of his heart. In any case, real
love words are spoken, and all the romantic
things you can think of uttered; and, despite
make-up (oh, horrible anti-climax !), real kisses
are given ; but it is only when one has the good
fortune to play opposite an actress who is also
an artist a woman of heart as well as of brain
that one rises to the occasion, and plays the
scene as it should be lived.
For my part, I have invariably forgotten I
was acting when taking part in a romantic scene.
the

girl is

all,

—

—

—

—

I played with her in another film after that,
" The Danger Mark," and at all times I found
her perfectly sweet. Never did we have an
unharmonious moment in our love scenes
or any scenes, for that matter because 6he
liked me, and just let herself " go," laughing or
shedding tears, real tears, in my arms simply,
naturally, like tho true artist she is.

—

—

An

English Idea.

JOYCE, too, the " patrician " type
ALICE
I
appeared with her in
of actress.
is

" Dollars and the

Woman," which was
day before her marriage
Very graceful and dignified,
she never makes a false move. Hers, by the
English idea of having
wonderful
way, was the
tea and cakes served in the studio about four
o'clock in the afternoon, an inspiration much
appreciated by the rest of the east.
finished just the
to James Regan.

(Afore of these interesting revelations next

week.)
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
The Popularity

of

Films.

SOME

upon as

fairly

Out

authentic.

of

every three persons in the United States,
one goes to a motion picture show every
week, or fifty -two times a year. Put in
another way, the average weekly attendance
at the movie theatres of the country is
now thirty-five million. These figures, of
course, do not include babies and old
people too feeble to indulge in the pleasure,
nor do they include people in the outlying districts, or those on farms who
have small opportunities, if any, of
attending film theatres. Those in asylums
and gao'.s, although they have occasional
chances of seeing pictures, are not included
in the figures.
It will, therefore, be seen
what a big hold this amusement has on
tiie public over there.

Music an Aid

Is

?

motion picture producers
SOME
great belief in music as an
screen

artistes,

and some

have a
aid

to

not
without a

produce an emotional scene
few violins, flutes, or 'cellos

ADAMS.

head and start kicking all over tho
will music make a player
Saturate an actor's senses
with Hearts and Flowers at the moment
when he is supposed to render a commonplace good-bye to his wife before leaving
on a three-day business trip, and he will
probably weep, hang his head, and carry
on generally like Armand in the last act
his

which
figures,
extraordinary
illustrate the popularity of motion
pictures in America, have just been
gathered by the New York Association of
Motion Picture Advertisers. The figures
have been obtained direct from the
theatres of the country, and they may be
relied

K.

Show,

will

wailing

course, so
over-act.
'

of

'

'

Camille.'

"

Sir Herbert's Reply.
view reminds me

point of
THIS
critic once

that a
suggested that the late

Herbert Tree

Sir

employed music

while making scenes for the film play of
" Macbeth."

Sir

Herbert retaliated by

asking the man if he employed an orchestra
to help him with his writing.
" I should say not," answered the
critic, with a smile.
"How could I think
with a pack of fiddles squeaking at my

elbow

?

Herbert Tree turned to him and
very characteristically replied
" We actors are required to think
Sir

:

occasionally, also."
Of course, there is a good deal in what
Mr. Ward says. The fad for music' may
be overdone, and the actors distracted
instead of inspired by it. But it has been
proved beyond doubt, I think, that a
little of the right sort of music is a great
help to an artiste to inspire him in his work.

Rhyming Names
AVE

you a rhyming name

?

.

A

writer,

matters, has
discovered that there are quite a
number of artistes with what he terms
interested

film

in

rhyming names. There are, for instance, Dorothy Dalton, Barbaia Bedford, Franklin Farnum, Gene Gauntier,

PJ

<How many would

t(t

the back view of

recognise in this photo

HOBART B0SW0RTH?

No, this is not
Charlie Chaplin, hot

JIMMY

Mae Marsh, Lila Lee, Louise Lovely,
Art Acord, Ruth Roland, Tom Terris,
There must be
others.
attraction in names of
this sort, for they are certainly very
popular amongst stars of the picture

and heaps of
some hidden
firmament.

We Learn From

Lessons

the Films.
girls can no more learn how
than a fish can learn how to swim.

Some
flirl

man

A woman
thing

forgive a
— except will
another woman.

every-

This Week's Best Films
following
THEphoto-plays

a

to

.

of the best
which are being released for exhibition at the cinemas
during this week, and the names ol
he star artistes :
.." The Little Boss."
Vitagraph
. .
is

list

i

HUGH HOFFMAN, who views and criticises
the

made by

thirty
producers
Universal City.

films

at

in the offing.
They consider music is
essential to natural dramatic work, and
many of the stars seem to be of a similar

Bkssie Love.
" Old Hartwell's Cub."

Western Import.

Wnxua

'

.

mind, and say that acting without orches-

accompaniment

tral

without clubs.

who

is

Pay,"

now
has

is
like playing golf
Ernest C. Ward, however,
" The Dovil to

directing

little

faith

"

in

According
doing' so.
music used in film-making
than dopo.
for

"

I

?a:ne
"
1

f

and

to
is

Mr. Ward,
nothing less

..

<£•

F.

.

Ideal

.

Phillips.

" Hitting the

.

.

"Destiny.'

. .

Dorothy
IF.

.

Barney Sherry.

F.B.O.

-

High Spot*."

Bert Lytell.
The Double Life of Mr.

Alfred

Burton."

Kenelm Foss and Ivy Dcke.
"The Quickening Flame.''
Walker*
Montague Love and June Elvidoe.
" Billetted."

Artcraft

my

refuse to include
actors in (he
category as race-horses," ho says,
give them virtual hypodermics of

nch or Wagner evory time it is necessary
Just as
r them to register emotion.
will sometimes make a horse lose

d pe

j.

symphonic

incentive." He perforins his work entirely
without tho stimulating influence of harp
or oboe, and has a number of good reasons

Desmond.

" Break the News to Mother."
Pearl, Shepherd.
" Fanatics.
Western Import.

Walturdaw

Hillie Burke.

"Stranded."
..
Bessie Love.
The Last Rose of Summer."

Western Import.

Grangers

"

Tbe beigbt

ot Ibis film

otber

Philfipn

.The Usurper."

actress will help

than

you

to guess

whom

MARGUERITE CLARKE.

Picture

14

Show Art
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SCREEN

Plover

THOMAS

MEIGHAN

is a past master
He
of making love on the screen.
has had so much experience. He tells
You cannot
us each is a separate study.
make love to temperamental Gloria Swanson
in the teasing way. you can to Billie Burke
;

and Marguerite
Flirting with

BILLIE BURKE
—to " The
Mysterious
Mrs. Terry."

Supplement, September

4fA, 1920.

—

:
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TEA WITH MARGARET BANNERMAN
AND A TALK ABOUT FILMS-AND DRESS.
MARGARET BANNERMAN
was,

said she
too, and
for tea. I
chairs
and
in
our
just lolled

was dying

so

we

smiled at each other till it arrived
and prompted our parched tongues to
conversation.
Miss Bannerman, as you know, is no
particular strain on the eyesight, and,
after the dust and glare of the Strand.
I felt singularly refreshed by the spectacle
her pale gold hair, fresh cheeks and blue
Corn and cornflowers
eyes presented.
lozily

Margaret Bannerman.
She is never called Margaret, though, by
her intimates, but always " Bunny."
Why, I cannot tell you. To my mind,
with her tall, slender grace, she does not
suggest one of those round, cuddlesome
at

creatures

little

all,

and

yet

—

well,

somehow the name suits: her. Funny.
Maybe she got it because she is so very
bright and active, with quick little moveand
ments and animated little remarks
maybe, too, just because folks are fond of
;

rinding quaint names for those whom they
love. And Margaret Bannerman has many,
many people to love her. Her friends are
legion, and, as one of them said to me the

day

otfler

A

Wonderful Friend.

"'T)UNXY'
£j

trouble.

and

I

loves
leves

loves

gardening,

and she

riding, bxit the thing she
of all is helping those in
is a most wonderful friend,

most

She
have never known anyone more

" Are you thinking of
Interviewer
taking up film work aeain ?
" 1 have already had
Miss Bannerman
a very good offer from Mr. Jesse Lasky,
but stage and screen work combined are
too hard. One spends all the day at tho
studio, and then rushes to tho theatre,
and then in the morning one has to be up
very early and rush to tho studio again.
In fact, it is all rush when one does ths
two things, and is far too much of a strain.
But under favourable circumstances, I
would be willing to act in some more
pictures if the salary were a good one."
:

:

—

Mauve and Mascots.

emerging
MISStheBANNERMAN
inquisition
practically

from
un-

scathed, and tho interviewer feeling
that both had done their duty, said couple
became two regular girls, interested in
dress, decoration, colour schemes, and

such like femininities.
I quickly discovered Miss Bannerman's
penchant for mauve, for her cosy dressingroom at the Vaudeville is hung with rich
silk curtains of this hue
while the lamp
shades are the same colour, and very
fascinating they look when the light is
switched on.
I discovered, too, that she is a lover of
mascots, though whether she believes
;

them I don't know; for she
has innumerable ones, of wood and china,
on her dressing-table, and every one of
seriously in

popular."

So you can understand why it is not
but just " Bunny,"
can t you ?
Well, tea arrived, and with it conversabut before I record any of Miss
tion
Bannerman's contributions to the
latter,
I must tell you of a little
" aside " she made which I liked
awfully, because it was go far removed
from any hint of theatricality or suggestion of " up -stage "-iness.
" Don't," she admonished, " out of
compliment to me, record that I made
a lot of brilliant remarks, accompanied
by the most dazzling smiles." (I don't
stately " Margaret,"'

;

know whether' Miss Bannerman has
a journalist anywhere in her family.)
" Because, in the first place, I have
nothing brilliant to say and, secondly,
nothing amusing ever happens to me."
;

Straight to the Point.
that was honest. And

WELL,

folks,

is

plain,

here,

unvarnished

honesty in return :
Interviewer : " Will you please resome of your films for the benefit
"
of my readers, Miss Bannerman ?
The
Miss Bannerman : " Let me see
Gay Lord Quex,' ' Her Secret,' " GoodMary Girl,' and Flames.'
bye,'
"
Interviewer " Do you like film work ?

call

—

'

'

'

'

:

(An

original touch, this.)

" The stage is my
Miss Bannerman
love, but I do honestly like films,
Although they lack the
very much.
glamour attached to the theatre, they
afford much more variety than stage work,
in which one plays the same character
week in and week out. And then it is
always an interesting and helpful experience to see one's performance afterwards on the screen."
" What do you find the
Interviewer

MARGARET BANNERMAN.

:

(Photo

first

:

greatest attraction about film

Miss

Bannerman

(looking
"
unflinchingly in the eyes)
The salary attracts greatly."
:

work

"

?

interviewer
The salary.

Interviewer (somewhat taken aback by
this display of candour, but still game):
" May I ask how you spent your very first
film salary

?

"

" Certainly. I bought
Miss Bannerman
a string of pearls, and they were the
:

teeniest,

And

tiniest

things

yon

such a short string, too

ever
"

!

saw.

them

a bunny.

Oh,

:

Rita Martin.)

—

except one
little Hindoo idol, made of brass,
which has been presented to her recently.
is

all

fascinating

When Miss Bannerman discussed the
dress question, she illustrated her remarks
by showing me the most entrancing specimens of the dressmaker's art imaginable.
A word to her dresser, and from her wardrobe emerged creations of almost every
conceivable hue blue and green, black
and grey, blue and yellow, green and
silver, blue and pink, and orchid and gold,
each, exquisite, each perfectly blended.
" I have seven changes in this piece,"

—

remarked Miss Bannerman ruefully.
"Just fancy !" I murmured.
" In fact," she added, " I seem to spend

my

changing clothes."
very good way to spend it, too,
thought, as I took my departure.
life

just

And a

I

May Herscbel

Clabke.

was a tense note of excitement
Mi?s
THERE
Tabitha Liptrott's drawing-room. Tabitha was
in

an audience composed of
maiden ladies who were known as " the workers " of
the little church of which her brother, the Rev.
holding

Ambrose

forth

to

Liptrott, was the vicar.
The subject, of
discussion
if one might use the word when Tabitha
was talking, for she seldom allowed anybody else to
pet a word in
was Mrs. Betty Tarradine, a newcomer to the village of Rosedale.

—

—

" Calls herself Mrs. Tarradine " Miss Tabitha was
saying, with that little sniff and uplifting of her head
that told her hearers plainly that she for one did
not believe it. " Of course, it is our duty as Christians
not to be uncharitable towards our feilow-creaturcs,
but as human beings and persons responsible for the.
morals of the village, we have a right to know who
her husband is, and where lie is."
^ Miss Tabitha' S hearers nodded their agreement.
" And I certainly think that before we allow her
to entertain our wounded soldiers we ought to know
something more about her. I shall certainly speak to
Ambrose about her, and what is more, see that he
"
docs his duty
When the maiden lady guardians of Roscdalc's
respectability left Miss Liptrott's drawing-room, they
were convinced that there was trouble in store for
that " designing woman." as they invariably described
Mrs. Tarradine.
Tabitha Liptrott and her adherents, had they told
the truth, had only one grievance against Betty
Tarradine. She was young and pretty, and they were
old and plain. Therefore they disliked her, just as
they hated the lads and lasses to enjoy themselves.
If they had ever had the milk of human kindness in
them, it had long since turned to vinegar. But there
was a greater blow to fall on Tabitha and her tabbies.
While Miss Liptrott was searching for her brother,
she ran across the billeting officer, who informed her
casually that two officers
Colonel Precdy and his
adjutant, Captain Peter Rymill were to be billeted
on Mrs. Tarradine.
Miss Liptrott burst into a storm of indignant
remonstrance, but the officer did not. stop to listen.
He was secret ly delighted to " get one in " at
Tabitha, whom he detested as much as he admired
Mrs. Tarradine.
Meanwhile, the object of this village jealousy
was having a worrying time. She was sitting In her
dainty drawing-room, trying to make out how much
she owed from the mass Qf bills before her. Betty
Tarradine was a pretty, winsome little woman, with a,
figure so girlish that one could hardly think of her
as a married woman. Presently Betty put down her
pen, shook her golden curls, and turned with an'
exclamation of annoyance to a good-looking, dark
!

!

—

—

haired girl who was sitting beside her.
''I can't make the wretched things out at all,
Penelope," she said. " There's been such a scene.
small army of tradespeople came here this afternoon
demanding payment of their bills or threatening to
stop supplies. I gave each one a cheque, and later
they came back and said that there was no money in
the bank. The manager man, or whoever lie is, told
them that the account was overdrawn, and that he
was coining to see me. It really is tiresome now that
I have these two officers billeted on me.
I saw
Colonel Prcedy this afternoon.
" Such a charming man, my dear," she broke off
" Not at all old.
inronscqucntly.
You're sure to

A

like

him."

" I hope so, considering I shall have to live in the
said Penelope Moon. " That
is, if these wretched tradespeople allow us to stay in
"
the house. I can't think
Penelope broke off as a maid entered the room
with the information that Miss Liptrott woidd like
to see-Mrs. Tarradine.
" I suppose I had better sec the old cat," said
Betty, turning to Penelope.

same house with him,"

Tabitha Liptrott's mouth was

set

in a

hard

overdrawn, and the bank cannot advance any more
money unless ye can produce securities."
" But I have no securities," replied Betty, hetples-i
ly, as she went to her desk and began turning over
her papers. " Unless this is any good » " she added
hopefully, holding out a formidable document. " It
s an insurance policy on my husband's life."
McFarland gave a dour smile as he ran his practised
eye over the paper.
" Aye, aye. This would be all right if your husband

line

as she entered the drawing-room.
She. ignored
Betty's greeting, and seating herself on the very edge
of a couch, she fired her first battery.
" I have come to speak to you about the two
" I
officers who have been billeted here," she said.
do not think it is right that you, a widow, should
dare to have these officers in your house."
Betty's cheeks flushed with anger.
" But I am not a widow," she protested. " I am
a married

woman

my

living apart from
her hands iu horror.

'

was dead.

husband."

Tabitha held up
" Then it is even worse than I feared," she said.
" Might I ask nhy you are not living with your "
husband ? In Rosedale we are not accustomed to
women who say they are married, but who do not
live with their husbands." .
" Indeed " retorted Betty.
" From what I have
seen of some of the women of Rosedale I should
have imagined that this was the very place where
husbands would prefer to live apart from their
wives. But since you seem to be so keenly interested
in my affairs, I will tell you why my husband does
not live with me. He thinks I am foolish, featherbrained, and extravagant. For these reasons he left
me, and I have not seen him since. If you have got
all the information you desire, I hope you will excuse
me, as I have to prepare for Colonel Prcedy and
Captain Rymill."
" I certainly have got more information than even
" It is amazing
I expected," replied Miss Liptrott.
to me that you have dared to say what you have
-

!

said."

Gathering her skirts around her as

if

she feared

some contagious disease, Tabitha Liptrott departed.
" The old frump " said Betty disgustedly, as she
!

" There she is, Penelope,
walked to the window.
telling Colonel Prcedy all about me."
Penelope Moon went to the window, and saw
Tabitha Liptrott laying down the law to Colonel
Precdy, but apart from an amused expression of
good-natured contempt, the colonel did not appear
to be taking any notice of what Tabitha was saying.
When Colonel Prcedy came in the house, Betty
Tarradine went to meet him.
" I suppose that awful woman has been telling
you my history ? " she said.
" She certainly tried to do so," replied the colonel,

calmly, " but really, Mrs. Tarradine, I am afraid 1
did not listen. Miss Liptrott is not exactly the kind
of woman I should listen to when she discusses anybody's character."
" She objects to you and Captain Rvmill staving
h?re," went on Betty, bluntly, determined that the
colonel should know the truth.
" Indeed " remarked the colonel, calmly. " T am
not aware that the War Office has given Miss Liptrott
any authority under the Billeting Act."
He bowed politely, and turned to leave the room.
At the door he paused.
,
" Of course, if you have any objection to either
Captain Rymill or myself staying here, Mrs. Tarradine," he said, " I think I could arrange with the
billeting officer to get us transferred, though, strictly
speaking, that would be against military law. But
I do not intend to be shifted from these very pleasant
Quarters by Miss Tabitha Liptrott or her brother,
the vicar."
" You've won, Betty," said Penelope, as the
•
colonel disappeared.
A few minutes later Mr. McFarland, the bank!

manager, was announced.

He was a typical Scotsman of middle age, keenness
sticking out all over him.
Betty gave him her mos^ charming smile, but the
manager was not to -be moved from business by
feminine wiles.
" This is a verra bad business, Mrs. Tarradine,"
" I'm tae tell ye that your account i"
he began.

But an insurance policy

security while the person

no good aa

is

aiive."

is

Betty was looking at her bank-book with a pnzsled
expression on her face.
" I don't understand this," she said. " It says here
"
that I have a balance of over two hundred pounds
.

•

"So ye have i" replied McFarland, sarcastically,
as hi rose to go, " but it's a balance against ye."

The

Security.

AS

soon as the bank-manager had gone, Betty sat
down to think out the problem. The words (if
McFarland. " If your husband were dead,"
came into her head.
" And why shouldn't he be dead ? " thought Betty.
" He has gone out of my life, and I might as well
make some use of him. I'll write a letter to myself,
pretending it has come from a firm of lawyers in
South Africa, saying my husband is dead. Then that
wretched bank will lend me money on the policy."
Betty Tarradine was so innocent of the ways of
the world that she had no idea she was committing
a felony in forging the letter. She remembered the
name of a firm of solicitors who had charge of her
husband's affairs in South Africa, and going to her
typewriter she composed a short letter saying that
Hodges & Hodges regretted to inform her' that her
husband was dead, and that they would communicate
further information as to his will in a few days' time.
When the afternoon post came in B«tty slipped in the
letter with the rest, and having received it, sh«
artistically collapsed in a chair with the letter in her
hand, to be found by Penelope. Betty felt pretty
mean as her friend began to comfort her, but like
Martin Harvey, she thought it was the only way.
In the meantime, Captain Peter Rymill had
arrived. He was admitted by a maid, who told him
Mrs. Tarradine had received some bad news and was
in her room, but that Colonel Preedy was in the
drawing-room. Captain Rymill was a young mm.
with a strong, handsome face, who was evidently
a favourite with his colonel, judging from the war
the latter greeted him.
" Well, what do you think of the place. Rymill ? *
said Colonel Preedy.
His adjutant did not answer. He wa« staring at a
photograph on the mantelpiece in much the same way
as a man might stare at a ghost.
" Would you mind telling me who that Udy is.
sir ? " he asked.
" That is our hostess, Mrs. Tarradine," replied
the colonel. " Do you know her ? "
" No, er, that is. I have met h?r somewhere. But
I don't suppose she would wish to remember me."
replied the captain.
At that moment Penelope came In. and after beint
introduced to Captain Rymill by the colonel, told
the gentlemen that Betty had just received a letter,
from South Africa saying her husband was dead
A smothered laugh came from Captain Rymill.
who placed hi" handkerchief to hi" mouth and hunt
into a fit of coughing.
The colonel looked suspiciously at his adjutant
" You're behaving very strangely this afternoon.
"
Rymill. Are you quite
well ?

" Yes,

sir.

Quite well.

Just a cough,

sir.

that's

all."

While Penelope

w.vs telling the colonel

of Mr. Tarradinc's death an she hid

hrn

li

del id*

able te

"

"

;

1?
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gather from Betty, the latter came iu the room on
the arm of the Kcv. Ambrose Liptrqtt. As "she caught
si- lit of Captain Kymill, Betty gave a little scream,
and Penelope ran to her assistance.
" This is Captain Ryinill. dear," said Penelope, as
the captain stepped forward.
•'
I hope I have not arrived at an inopportune
moment," said Captain Kyuiill, coming forward.
To the alarm of Colonel Trcedy, Betty burst into
tors and left the room.
" Poor little lady," said the colonel sympathetically.
" We must do our best to help her, Rymill, by dining
Ic must
cut and that sort of thing, you know.
ave been a great shock to her to hear of her husband's
death."
" Terrible, I should think," replied the adjutant
but there was a certain note in his voice that made
the colonel look up.
" It's not at all like you, Rymill, to lack sympathy.
From your attitude one would think that Mrs,
Tarradinc's grief was not sincere."
The captain did not reply to the remark, but
muttering something about unpacking, went up to
l

room.

his

The Missing Husband.
RYMILL was just finishing his breakCAPTAIN
the following morning when Betty eaine
fast

She hesitated a moment at the door, and

in.

then gave him a pleasant smile.

You slept well, I hope?"
" Like the dead," replied the captain gloomily.
"

" t)U, Peter!" cried Betty.
"There arc reasons
I can't explain now why I bed to kill you.
Tilings have gone too far now.
You will have to remain
here as you are. 1 never dreamt that the Captain
"
Bymill Tvho was to be billeted on me was was

which

—

"

Your husband, Peter Tarradine,"

finished the
"I quite understand. You may rely on
Captain.
me. Sec 1 I have bought myself a bit of crepe for
my arm. One could not do less as a mark of respect
After all, it is my funeral,
for one's own death.
isn't it ?

"

Betty was silent for a while, and then she asked
" Tell me, Peter. Why did you take another
"
?
:

name

" Because I made a mess of the old one,
to give myself a fresh start in life."
- Peter ! "
" Betty I

and wanted

What might have happened the next second was
prevented by the entrance of the. maid announcing
that the Rev. Ambrose Liptrott wished to sec Mrs.
Tarradine.
On seciug Peter the vicar hesitated.
" I have been making arrangements for the memorial service for the late Mr. Tarradine," he said.
" I hope you will be present, Captain Rymill."
" Certainly.
The ceremony would scarcely be
eomplete without me," replied Peter, drily, as he left
th room.
" This must be a time of great trial to you, my
dear Mrs. Tarradine," said Ambrose, turning to
" But we are taught to look to the future.
Betty.
We must not spend all our lives regretting the past.''
Betty placed her handkerchief to her lips to hide
her amusement. The vicar with his pale, weak face,
watery eyes, and general air of a frightened rabbit,
looked such a ludicrous figuie that she could scarcely
prevent herself laughing outright.
•'
He's going to propose," thought Betty. " Right
in the middle of making arrangements for the memorial service.
I shall scream presently : I know I
•

shall

1

She was right. With one seared look around the
vicar dropped on his knees.
" I have visions, Mrs. Tarradine. Such beautiful
visions of a bcautifiU lady moving about in my house.

"
think
" Oh, please get up " said Betty helplessly.
At that moment Peter entered the room.
The vicar scrambled to his feet looking more foolish
than ever. Betty, flushed with annoyance as Peter
discreetly withdrew, and with a withering look at the
unhappy Ambrose, left the room.
For the remainder of the day there was a strained
feeling between Peter and Betty.
Peter did not take
his discovery of Ambrose at the feet of his who
seriously, but he thought that Betty, in a spirit of
inn, might have led the poor man oil, and he determined to punish her. For her part, Betty, knowing
that she was quite innocent of any complicity in the
stupid scene, decided to let Peter know she was not
to be bullied.
In a spirit of rebellion she began to
flirt outrageously
with Colonel Preedy.
Peter's
reply was to flirt with Penelope.
But into this little
.comedy came the tragedy of misimderstanding.
The colonel was really in love with Penelope Moon,
and she with him. Both thought the other was enjoying the flirtation, and when the evening came all
font people were thoroughly unhappy.
Late that night orders came from the division for
Colonel Preedy and Peter to rejoin their regiment.
After a sleepless night Peter got up early and wrote
a farewell letter to Betty.
" I am going away to-day. I shall not come back,
bo you can divorce me and marry Preedy.
I am
doing this because I love you better than my life, and

Do you

k

1

you can never be happy with me."
The next thought that came to Peter was how he

I sec

.could leave the letter.
" She is sure to be asleep," he said to himself.
.

(Con'.inued on page 18.)

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
The Young
Lives to Enjoy

Star

Who

Her Youth.

ALTHOUGH

there was a particularly promising
career open to her on the legitimate stage,
Elaine Hammerstein deserted it for the
nioving-picturo world, because well, because Eho
loves bright sunshine and sparkling waters better
than anything else in the world. And the pictures,
she reasoned, would give her a greater share of
these than the town of New York.
And while in New York heavy overcoats were
the order of the day, which in itself was cold and
biting, Elaine arrived in picture land.
Elaine herself is the feminine personification of
youth, with her smiling, cheerful, and unaffected
manner.
She just beams and radiates youth all
the time, whether at work or at play.
And she
just loves to dance.
Although frequently spoken of as the daughter of
Oscar Hammerstein, she is, in reality, his granddaughter, Arthur Hammerstein being her father.
She is a wonderfully pretty girl, with her fair
complexion, wavy brown hair, and grey eyes, and
is the youngest of the Selzniok stars.
In " The
Woman Game " she plays opposite Jere Austin,
and this film shows her at her best. It was a hard
task to get her aw ay from the wonderful swimming
pool in this photo-play.

—
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" I will creep into her

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM
— How

[Continued from

BILLETED."

page

17.)

bedroom and

leave the letter
her husband, and

Trie Beauty of a Snule
Prevention of Decay

under her pillow. After all, I am
have a right to go into her room."
While Peter was sealing the letter, Colonel Preedy
was also planning a visit to Betty's bedroom, but
with a perfectly honourable object. There was a
photograph of Penelope in that room which Miss

Moon had

left

the

day

when

before,

—

Oared For

WHAT beautya

the colonel had

discloses

from her. Colonel Preedy felt that
he could not stoop to ask Penelope for the portrait
after the way she had treated him, but he decided
With this object in view, he
that he would take it.
A gentle
crept up to the bedroom door and listened.
breathing told !»im that Mrs. Tarradine was asleep.
Cautiously opening the door the colonel tip-toed in.
The portrait was standing on a little table, and he
had just got possession of it when he heard footsteps
coming up the stairs. Iu his. desperation he hid in
the wardrobe.
Just as he closed the door he saw his
adjutant enter the room and stoop over Betty's bod.
" The scoundrel 1 " muttered the colonel, fuming
with rage that his own peculiar position did not
allow him to spring out and confront the captain.

tried to take

-

As Peter
awoke.

laid the

letter

on

his wife's pillow she

Peter ? " she asked.
her husband, gloomily.
Betty read the letter carefully, and then looked up
with a smile.
" But I don't want another husband, Peter
I
had enough trouble with my first "
"Then you are not in love ? " exclaimed Peter.
" Oh, yes I am " answered Betty demurely.
" But it is with you, not Colonel Preedy."
" Betty, my darling "
" Peter, my
Hide
what's that ? The maid
Under the bed
Quick "
Peter scrambled under the bed as the maid came
in, with a message that the Rev. Ambrose Liptrott
and his sister insisted upon seeing Mrs. Tarradine.
Before Betty could think what best to say. the
sombre bonnet of Tabitha came round the corner
of the door.
With Tabitha was Ambrose and
Penelope, who had followed the two visitors upstairs,
but too late to prevent them entering.
" I have come to speak to you about your husband,
Mrs. Tarradine." began Tabitha in a severe voice.
" Very well," said Betty in a tired voice.
" Penelope, dear.
Do you mind getting me n wrap from
the wardrobe ? Miss Liptrott has forgotten to close
the door, and I feel a draught'."
As Penelope opened the wardrobe she saw Colonel
Preedy, and let out a piercing scream.
Itnt even as
she did so, she saw the colonel's lips silently beseeching
her silence.
" What is it. Pen ? " asked Betty.
" Nothing but I thought
saw a mouse," replied
Penelope, closing the wardrobe door and bringing
the wrap.
But at that moment Miss Tabitha's pet dog. which
was as much a Nosey Parker as his mistress, smelt out
Peter from under the bed, and set up a furious
barking.
There's someone under that bed " declared Miss
Liptrott
and seeing that the game was up, Peter
"

What

is this,

"

Bead

it," replied

!

1

!

!

—

!

l

;

!

;

out.

Miss Liptrott threw up her hands in horror.
" Heaven save us from this house of iniquity
Ambrose " she cried. " This is no place lor ns.
We will go, and after what we have seen it will not he
necessary for us to tell Mrs. Tarradine to leave the.
village.
Bvcu she will realise that, wicked woman"
that she is."
" Stop "
Peter, trying to look as dignified as he could, with
his hair all ruffled and bits of duff he had collected
from under the bed hanging to Ins clothing, raised
his hand in a melodramatic gesture.
" Iniquity yourself
If you will stop squealing,
and try to prevent your brother looking like a shocked
This lady, Mrs. Tarradine,
rabbit, I will explain.
My real name is Peter Tarradine. Por
is my wife.
reasons which have nothing to do with you or the
1

!

!

respectability of ltoscdale, I changed my name."
It was a really dramatic situation, with the prying
Tabitha beaten, as all prying people should be in
good stories ; but at that moment Peter ('aught sight
of the colonel coming out of the wardrobe.
" What is he doing in
" Betty " he demanded.
"
1

your bedroom

?

" I really don't know," replied Betty, helplessly,
yet reeling that she should say something dramatic

about being innocent.

"Allow me

to

coming forward.

explain,"
" 1

said

Colonel Preedy,
to Mrs. Tar-

owe an apology

my

radine for entering her room, but

motive was

this."

lie held out the portrait of Penelope as he spoke.
"I could not leave without it, dear," he added,
turning to Penelope.
.

"I
you

believe you, colonel." said Betty.
be very, very happy with her."

Peter bent over his wife.
" Are you still going to leave
"

"I

iio"pe

will

Not

Peter.

till

"

We

me

?

" she whispered.

you send me away, darling," replied
both need each other too much."

Adapted from incident*

i» the I'uriimonnt Aircraft

photo-play, featuring Bill}/ Burke a* Betty.
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thero in a smile unless

it

good set of clean, healthy
There is no excuse in these days

advanced dental surgery for marring' the
appearance of the face by the absence or decay

of

any of the molars.
Beauty cannot exist without teeth and these
teeth must be perfect, or the beauty itself will

s

Costume.

The most

satisfactory tooth-powder is made of
precipitated chalk and a few drops of peppermint for flavour. Another good whitener, whic h
should only be used about once a week, is per.
oxide.

of

not be perfect.

Just think of all the beautiful
seen acting on the screen,

For Loose Teeth.
the teeth seem inclined to be loosening,
there is a preparation of tannic acid,
rectified spirits, and glycerine and water,

IF

women you have

and then try and remember the perfect state
of their teeth. Their beauty would be entirely
spoiled

if

there were ugly gaps in their teeth,
delightful sight

and they would no longer be a
for picture-goers to gaze upon.

The charm

of

the

smile would be lost, the shape of the face would
not be so rounded ; in fact, the whole appear-

ance would be affected.
A smile that has to be strained and unnatural in order to hide a defect in the teeth,
or a laughing mouth marred by some unsightly
cavity, is a blemish that no beauty can withstand.

The Rest

of the Health.

PRISGTLLA DEAN,
star,

!

'.

!

came

teeth

it

Teeth Affecft tke Appearance
Teetk How Tkey Should Be

tke

m

whs

is

the well-known film
the possessor of a perfect
a lot to say on the

set of teeth, has quite
subject.

which

most beneficial.
is two drachms

The amount of each
of the first ingredients,
ounces of the glycerine, and ten ounces of
is

to be used

two

the rosewater.
It is said that sweets harm the teeth.
Eaten
in excess, perhaps they do, but who can deny
themselves just a few sweets now and again !
dentist recently told me that if more people
would just adopt tho habit of rinsing the mouth
with a little warm water to which a pinch of
bi -carbonate of soda had been added as soon
as possible after the eating of the sweets there
would be no fear of them injuring the molars.
Tartar should not be allowed to accumulate
on the teeth. Once this has accumulated, however, it should be immediately removed by a
It can afterwards be prevented by
dentist.
cleanliness, and the occasional use of pumice
and soda.

She says that " bad teeth and neglected
even when the neglect is not visible to

A

Cream and Coffee.
'EETH are often injured

teeth,

Ice

mar the look of their owners,
because they produce a constant infection of

by being too
suddenly cooled and heated. The principle
is the same as when a glass cracks w hen
boiling water is poured into it.
A too sudden
swerve from ice cream to hot coffee is not
beneficial, and often causes decay of the teeth.
The girl who » idles her teeth to be perfect
should pay regular visits to the dentist, so that,
he can look over them and detect at once tho
slightest tendency to decay.
If
a filling is necessary, do not select
gold. It is far too noticeable, and
stands out among the other teeth
too flagrantly.
There are many
other compositions on the market
that will not be noticeable at all.
Do not allow a decayed tooth to
stay in the head for a day. It w:ll

the observer,

the stomach by thoir development of bacteria.
result is a muddy, pasty complexion, dull
oyos, irritability, and a disagreeable pessimistic

The

expression."

Everyone knows, or should know, that tho
teeth ought to he brushed and the mouth
cleansed at bed time and after each meal. The

gums should

also

be

massaged

If this treatment
persisted in, it will surely
is
prevent decay of the teeth in the

with the brush.

of instances, and also
ulceration of the gums. Had teeth
are, too, the cause of bad breath,
and nothing is more objectionable
to the one affected, or those with
whom they come in contact.
The visiblo part of tho teeth is
Decay usually
not the weakest.
begins just where the edges of tho
tooth and the gums meet. This is
whore the enamel ends and tho
bony socket of the tooth extends
into the jaw. To keep this margin
of the gum healthy and firmly
attached to the neck of the tooth
That is why it is so
is essential.
particular to keep the gums clean,
strong and healthy, and that all
particles of food should bo removed
from botween the crevices. Then
decay cannot begin.

majority

T
,

,

surely injure the teeth beside
if

The Picture

fabric

striped suiting,
great favourite with

and
the

for

to

is

lie

this is

a

picture

She has chosen a pretty
suiting with a wee black pin stripe
running through it, and her de ^
girl.

-

sign,

you

will

admit,

is

tho

of

smartest order.

Quite New.
suit
THIS
gored,

arranged with a wohigh-waistcd skirt,
that is eased at the top over
a shaped, foundation band, anil
that measures one and
three
(piarter yards at the hem.
The
sacrpie coat has slightly double-

SOFT

toothbrush is host. It
tho
irritate
should
not
gums, and should be changed
often.
Tho motion of brushing
should be up and down, and not
across, as is the habit of the
majority of persons.
Then the
mouth should bo opened, and tho
inner grinding surface of the tooth
should be brushed in the samo

is

t

breasted fronts that turn back to
rovers; and join to the step*
The sleoves ure set intu
collar.
ordinary armholes, and the large}
pockets are arranged to stand out
from the hips in the new approved

form

manner.
If a little bi carbonate of soda
added to the water with which

fashion.

is

tho mouth is rinsed after the
brushing is finished, it. will help
presorvo tho tooth. Salt or boric
After eating
acid is also good.
fruit tho W'eth should always bo
rinsed out well.
To keep good tooth, one should
eat slowly and chew food thoroughly. If tho teeth have become
discoloured, the occasional use of
pumico stone will be found helpful.

Costume.

Girl's

prevailing
THEautumn
costumes

Attend to the Inside.

A

it.

left for long.

How To

T

Get

It.

'HE papor

28.0.19.

A

smart autumn costume ol
itriped suiting.

pattern of the co*
t 'imp illustrated on th s (>ng*
can be had in 34, .'Hi. 38 nnd

40 inch bust measurements. Cut*
ting-out diagram and full directions
for making up ore included willl
pattern, which can he had. pri '4
Is., from Picture Show I'attor*
Department 233, Regent Streett;
.

London, W.

1.
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SUNSHINE ?
IS YOUR HAIR FULL OF
TRY THIS EXPERI MENT AT YOU R DRESSING-TABLE
'

-DD-

"Harlene Hair-Drill"
Liquid Sunshine Gifts.

1 9 000,000

Here

is

an experiment that

will

tell

you

if

your hair

is

really healthy.

Stand before a window and hold up a mirror so that your head
between the mirror and the light. Then look at the reflection
of your hair in the mirror.
Is it full of light or is it dull ?

is

PACKET OF " CREMEX. " SHAMPOO POWDER. -This is
2. A
an antiseptic purifier of the hair and scalp. It takes away the musty
odour of the hair that is out of order by clearing away all decaying scurf,
etc. After us*, the hair is sweet and fragrant, with a most delicate perforce.
3.

A TRIAL BOTTLE OF " UZON " BR1LLIANT1ME,

4.

The

illustrated

INSTRUCTION BOOK

all

by the world's leading authority on
hair— secrets which your knowledge and use of will cultivate and
preserve a splendid head of hair
for the whole of your life.
the

who

hair.

Hair

For every truly healthy head
hair displays
a halo-like
radiance, no matter what the
of

—

fair,

its

See

dull and
chief charm.

too likely that

it is

and

Drill

instructions) your hair looks

Beauty

materials or instructions.
offered

Yet the hair is, of all parts of
the body, the most responsive to
proper health cultural conditions.
Write for one of the 1,000,000
" Harlene
Presentation
Hair
Drill" Outfits and see how marvellously quickly your hair will
pick up health and beauty.
There arc four prime aids to
health and beauty of your hair
in the
Presentation
Harlene
Hair Drill " Outfit that will be
<ont
to you simply for the
isking.
They are :

GRATIS

A
Read

HEALTH AND BEAUTY "TEST" FOR YOUR HAIR.
iltie

an interesting test to
The Sunshine of Health."

article for instructions for

"

—

The hair-health dressing
,
with the largest sale in the world, because of its
extraordinary hair?rowmg and beautifying properties. Within from three to seven days
it makes the hair full of "
life."
Test this in your own dressing-table
mirror.

THE GREY-HAIRED

your hair is Grey, Faded, or quickly losing its
Colour, you should try at once the wonderful new
liquid compound " Astol," a remarkable discovery
which, although colourless in itself, gives back to
grey hair new Life and colour in a quick and natural
manner. Any reader who would like to try " Astol "
free of charge can do so by enclosing an extra
2d. stamp for the postage and packing of the
"Harlene" Hair-Drill parcel— i.e., 6d. stamps
in all— when, in addition to the splendid 4-Fold
Gift described in this announcement, a trial bottle

sec if

your hair

full of

are

are en«

Free

to

Hair

Offered

READERS

After a Free Trial you will be
able to obtain further supplies of
"Harlene" at Is. 1 Id., 2s. 9d.,
and 4s. 9d. per bottle, " Uzon *
Bnlliantine at Is. lid. and 2s. 9d.

per

bottle,

"Cremex" Shampoo

Powders Is. l£-d. per box of seven shampoos (single packets 2d. each),
and
Astol " at 3s. and 5s. per bottle from all Chemists and Stores,
or will be sent direct on receipt of (id. extra for postage, from Edwards'
Harlene, Limited, 20, 22, 24, and 2<3, Lamb's Conduit Street, London,
W.C. 1.

"

If

also be included absolutely free

is

You

the>

Culture Gifts

T RIAL B0TTLE °F HARLENE.

will

—one of

1,000,000

'

SPECIAL NOTICE TO

— and therefore you

titled to

:

" Astol "

—

dent " of clinging together in a
clammy embrace. All these beauty
possibilities you can try upon your
own hair at not a penny cost for

FREE.

of

"Harlene"

twice as plentiful due to
the action of " Harlene " in making
every hair elastically " indepen-

Hair

to

after the very first trial

nearly

to the hair.

4 Prime Aids

how

l&ceordiiigto the interesting " Hair-

"life-

1 '

of charge.

Nearly
Plentiful.

of the liquid sunshine of

!>'>s," and without elasticity.
It
hangs limp
the
and
lacks
enchanting curl or wave that
imparts "the curve of beauty

k\

as

brunette, or black.

lustreless lacks

Health

Looks

Twice

The hair that looks
It is all

especially

" Harlene Hair-DruV'
you the secrets of
and beauty as revealed

ol

hair-health

would like to cultivate healthy
and beautifully radiant heads of

colour

is

which gives

without radiance, then
you| need to look to your hair.
You should apply at once for
"
one of the 1,000,000 " Harlene
Liquid Sunshine or Health-forthc-Hair Gifts now being disIf dull,

tributed free of cost to

which protects

damp and

extremes of heat and cold, and
beneficial in cases where the scalp is inclined to be " dry.-'

the hair against

HARLENE " GIFT COUPON.

Detach and post to EDWARDS' HARLENE, Ltd., 2C<
22, 24, and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C. 1.
Dear Sirs, Please semi me yoiir Free " Harlene "
Four-Fold Hair-'iiowins Outfit as announced.
I
enclose 4d. in stamps to cover cost of postage and

—

packing.

Picture

Shew

4/9/ '20.

MOTE TO READER.
Write your full name and addms clearly on a plain
piece of yaper, pin this coupon to it, and jmst as directed
above.
(Mark envelope " Sample Department")
enclose extra 2d. stamp
N.B. If your hair is
6d. in all— and a
bottle of " Astol " lor Grey
Hair will also lie sent you.

—

—

GREY
FREE

—
Picture Shou; September 4th, 1920.
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The stronger he becomes the
himself.
greater Ids influence in h'S community. Doing
things for others ruay not bring in bankable
dividends, but it does bring in happiness. Such
for

We

have only
actions scorn a higher rew ard,.
to try out the plan to learn the truth for ourselves.
A good place to begin is at home. Then,
And in
the office, or wherever life leads lis.
doing these things we will laugh as we go along
we will laugh and get the most out 'of living.

—

.__

.

»

*

CONSIDERATION

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS'

More of

others does not
admit (>f -ostentation and hypocrisy. We
never allow our left hand to know what
our right hand does in charity, nor do we boast
It
of our helpful attitude toward our fellow men.
in this world
is well to make a point of this fact

Secrets

of Happiness.

DOUGLAS,
the author.

THE

man

with the ability to laugh has little
Having
diffidence about these matters.
confidence in himself and being happy and

he goes to the friend in need with courage
and the kind of help that helps. If he doesn't
directly,
he finds a way to reach him through
do it
mutual friends. He does not go about parading
He has gained a sincere
his kindness, either.
avid beautiful pleasure out of aiding an old
his way rejoicing that
go
on
friend, and he can
life is worth living when he has lived up to its
alert

higher ideals.

*

»

CONSIDERATION

*

others does not
necessarily involve only the big things.
It is the sum and total of numberless acts
and thoughts that make for friendships and
People who are thoughtful surely
kindliness.
brighten the world. They are ever ready to do
some little thing at the correct moment and after
a time we begin to realise how much their prefor

»
for

—

are many " ne'er-do-wells " who fail to profit byadvice and thereby become professional in the
Consideration owes .them
seeking of favours.
nothing and to withstand their persistent
appeals would in time dull our natural tendencies
towards helping others.
The world helps those who help themselves.
We have little admiration for the man who is
forever whining. Society has no work for such
people as these. When wo have exhausted
every means of helping such a man we must- in
self-defence pass him up before he contaminates
our sense of justice.

sence means to us. We may not notice them
the first time, or the third,* or the fifth, but
after a while we become conscious of their persistence and we esteem them accordingly. Such
men are the products of clean, straightforward
lives.
They are never too busy to exchange, .a
pleasant word. They do not flame into anger
on a pretext. Their code of existence is well
ordered and filled to the brim with lots to do and
lots to think about.
The old saying *' // ycu
want anything, go to a busy man," applies to them
in this regard. The busier men are the more time
they seem to have for kindliness.
•
*
*
:

service.
word for consideration
ANOTHER
Nothing brings a greater self-reward than
is

a service done in an hour of need, or a
favour granted during a day's grind. The
generous man who climbs to the top of the
ladder helps many others on their way. The
more he does for someone else the more he does

(Doug, gives as more good advice n*xt week.)

Instantaneous Hair Colouring
Instantaneous

Kopatine

pi ves perfect
colonis from
I'.londe to Black, leaving the

Why allow Super fl±ious Hair

hiirftoftand glessr. Alisolutely
harmless.
safe aud
,

clem

not wash or brut>h off. or
the linen. Does not stain
I h.' skin. Specially suitable for
II

foil

hmne use

or

lViceB/6.

when

travelling.

Double

w.lOQ.

—

There's no need Send TO-DAY
for the Secret of the Painless,

cations given daily in oar
salons with the greatest
Vatl for advice »r
write for booklet,
KdrATiSKCiK. fDept. 24).

success.

BiMkinghain
-n.

Pa-lag.-

?

Don't tolerate this

inmeatreaults inanv shade dc
Mied. 1'iicee 6.
boldby Hatreds, Selfiid K es.
e:c. or sent direct. Appli-

84,

Your Looks

to disfigure

" Kopatine " Al-Khaona.
A
hrnna colouring, giving per*

Permanent Antidote— it's FREE

!

Koal,

S.W.I

mmmm

Not a thorough Care

vou among the unfortunate women suffering from that
ARF.distressing
so.
disfigurement— SUPERFLUOUS HAIR?
good news for you that you can rid yourself of those hideous
blemishes forthwith — without the aid of the Electric Needle — without
pain — without difficulty — and the cure will be permanent.
The method of treatment — hitherto a well-guarded Hindoo religious
secret — was introduced into this country. by the widow of a British
Officer.
This lady was a victim of the hideous growths — she was
sensitive —she was ashamed to appear in public. Consequently everything was tried to cure the affliction — but everything failed. Then,
by happy chance, fate brought the remedy. Her gallant husband -a
of a Hindoo soldier, who,
surgeon as well as a soldier — saved the
If

'tis

the focttel

tfuffiu

life

Neither

is this

If you want a fruit pie
best use " Raisley " for the
" Raisley " mixed with
crust.
ordinary flour, creates lightness

at

and

two necessary
good pastry. "Raisley"
makes each baking day one of
pleasure and pride — pleasure for
its simplicity in use and pride for
crispness,

secret.

He

—permanently.

lady's name is Mrs. Frederica Hudson, and she will be pleased
to convey to vou her secret. She suffered for twenty years before the
discovery, and desires that all those afflicted should be able to take
advantage of her knowledge.

Telling the Secret

So write to-day. Don't waste your money on any other so-called
remedies. Send the coupon below, or a copy of it, giving your name
and address, and stating whether Mrs. or Miss. Enclose three penny
stamps for postage. Then all instructions will be sent you, and you
need never have a trace of superfluous hair again.

unfailing action.

FREE COUPON—
l'lease send

>m v

f»r

HUDSON.

confidential instructions
three penny stamps.

to

.

To

free your full information and
banish superfluous hair.
I enclose

FREDERICA HUDSON, Index V.4,
No. 9, Old Cavendish Street, London, W.I.

Formerly known as "Paisley Flour"

and made by Brown & Poison.
/ 1

,

6 Ad., <mJ

'2.

Id per packet

IMPORTANT NOTE:
uidvw

of

a

I'rominent

mrs

me

Address:
Result of Application

1

told

Hindoo women free themselves fram superfluous hair, their
religion forbidding them to grow hair on any part ot the body except
the head. The officer naturally gave his wife the formula. She tried
the remedy, and its success was immediate. In a matte* of a day or
two the treatment had done its work. All traces of superfluous hair
were removed, and have never shown signs of returning. Thus, the
affliction cnduieu from youth to middle-age, was removed quickly

The

features of

its

HOW

completely

its

imparted the closely guarded religious

in gratitude,

Wrj Hud

Army

Officer,

belong '• i family high in strict y, and is ths
10 you can write her wUh perfect .confidence.

m

—

.
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF RUTH ROLAND.

(Special to the ''Picture Show. ")

RUTH ROLAND.
The Pretty

and

Vivacious

Serial

Star

ROLAND, the pretty
RUTH
born in America, claims to

serial star, although
have a good deal of
and
she is very fond of
her
veins,blood
Scottish
in
everything British. Kuth entered pictures more than
eight years ago, and in point of experience, though not
in age, she is one of our oldest stars.
She has played in quite a number of serials of a very

order, including "Who Pays?" " The Ked
" Hands Up," and " The Tiger's Trail."
But besides her work in pictures, Ruth has many other
She
interests, and she is full of vivacity and energy.
likes to trim all her own hats. Another of her hobbies is
horticulture, and she is ambitious to have a garden in
which will flourish at least one specimen of every tree,
plant, vine, shrub and flower that grows in California.
Ruth has naturally had many exciting experiences
while acting for films.
It was during the making of
" Hands Up " that the horses in the stage coach in
which Ruth was seated took fright and bolted.
One of the horses fell, and was trampled to death.
The stage coach began to totter alarmingly in every
direction, and things looked very serious for Ruth.
She decided that there was only one thing to do under
the circumstances, and taking her life in her hands, she
jumped from the coach, and, luckily, escaped an injury.
thrilling
<

'irele,"

!

The Horse Bolted.

ON

another occasion Ruth rode a horse blindfolded
with no bridle or saddle. Suddenly the horse ran
away and headed for the mountain, where there
was a drop of some hundred and fifty feet.
The other artistes, seeing the predicament that she was
in, shouted to the intrepid artiste to warn her of her
danger.
She heard their cries, and, blindfolded, she
dropped off.
This accident, however, did not turn out so fortunate
for her, for the horse kicked poor Ruth and tore the
ligaments of one of her legs. She was laid up in hospital
for six weeks.
.

Where Are

AN

My Jewels ?

wr»o

is

Beloved ty

trie

dan^e, and had therefore to keep

ChilcEren.

them

h\ her

house

all

night.

She hid them in a perfectly safe place, and turned
peacefully to sleep.
The jewels, however, must have
weighed heavily on Ruth's mind that night, for she
arose in her sleep, took them from their hiding-place,
and put them in the pocket cf her pyjamas, with a
handkerchief on top of them.
In the morning Ruth looked where she had hidden the
jewels, and they were gone.
" Oh, mother " she snriekod cut* excitedly.
Police
burglars
Fire
Help "
After eighteen or moro detectives had gone mad trying
\

!

!

!

to rind the jewels the maid turned them out of the afore*
said pocket, and now Ruth wants a cure for sleepwalking.

In Suspense.

Loved By Children

ALL"brings

children are very fond of Ruth, and every post
her a deluge of letters' from them.
One
recently, out of ninety-three letters received
by Ruth, sixty-seven of them were from children of all
ages, from tots whoso mothers wrote for them, to boys
and girls of college age.
The lovely star believes that she must have a larger
following among children than any other screen favourite,
and she is prouder of this than any other part of her
success.
By the way, Ruth also receives a large number of
letters from people requesting her to give them things,
and, of course, if she acceded to all these she would be
quite poor herself. In fact, Ruth would have to make
about a million a year to satisfy all their demands.
Here is a choice collection from her requests :
An aeroplane, a diamond-set wrist watch, a shot gun,

day

a wedding-ring, seventeen dinner gowns, a motor-car,
a ukelele, a player piano, a set of drawing instruments,
a set of Shakespeare, a bride's trousseau, a trip to London,
and a portable bungalow. But poor Ruth soys she has
not enough money to buy even a quarter of these things
for herself.

•

•

amusing incident happened to Ruth the other

day. As a general rule she keeps her jewels in a
safe, where
moth and rust do not corrupt, nor
thieves break in and steal " ; but the other night she
wore quite a small fortune's worth of jewels to a dinner

Her Motto.

be on
ALWAYS
success, and

the }o"b " is Ruth's slogan for
seems to work out fairly success" Never, except in the event
of sickness or accident, have I kept the
studio waiting," she said recently ,," and
ISn not going to begin now. I realise
that time is money in the making of
motion pictures, and if I save time for
my employers I help to cheapen production, and thereby make myself a
bigger asset to them. It follows that I
become more valuable as a star, and, yon
Bee, it's a matter of business all round.
" So far as I am able to see, there is
no place for temperament in a film studio,
and if a girl is bigger than her job, she
should get out of it."
The subject of clothes is an important
one to a star like Ruth Roland. The
changes of costume in a serial of fifteen
episodes of two reels each are many and
it

fully in

her case.

varied, and, as the star is called upon to
submit to all kinds of rough treatment,
clothes are bound to suffer.
In one serial
Ruth ruined over £300 worth of clothes.
II?

your

you want to write to her, address
letter

:

c/o Ruth Roland Studios,
DSH9, Southmatn Street, Los Angeles.

RUTH —and

her charming silhouette.

Defiance.

Perplexity.

Picture Show, September Hth, 1920.
you bt " all of a tremble " when you read my answer?
I would not hurt a hair of your cousinly heads.
But
I am grieved 1 cannot tell you what you ask me about
June Caprice and Peggy Carlisle. No one knows but
themselves. Priscilla Dean H twenty- four, and
Creighton Hale is twenty-eight. The latter has ah
played in " The Romance of Elaine," " The Plotters."
The Thirteenth Chair."
and
E. H. (Wallsend). Stewart Rome has brown hair
and is an inch and a half over six feet. Nonnt
Talmadge is 5 ft. 2 in., and Nazimova is taller by two
1

If

—

you want to know orivthin.^ aboub Films or Film Player^

niches.

PICTURES WITHOUT MUSIC.

THE

— for that what must really be
— at present being tried in America

experiment
regarded as

is

it

is

of exhibiting pictures without any sort of
orchestral accompaniment.
This is evidently carrying
out the idea of the " silent drama " with a vengeance ;
and, doubtless, if picture theatre audiences in the States
show that their enthusiasm for the films is not lessened
by the absence of music, it may be that the attempt
will be made to introduce the innovation over here.
But, unless I am very much mistaken, I do not think
this new step is likely to meet with any great success.
The grievance against the kind of music one frequently
hears in a picture theatre is an old-standing one,
though, on the whole, it is by no means as bad as it
was once. It will not be denied that there has been
a distinct improvement since the days of the solitary
piano, even though there are possibly a few places here
and there where no progress appears to have been
made. The modern orchestra, with its complement
of skilled musicians and a variety of suitable music,
has, perhaps, little excuse.
Picturegoers who bear
this fact in mind are, therefore, justified if they sometimes complain that the quality of the music does not
always fit the picture. Yet the public would be the
last to suggest that the only remedy is to take the
drastic step of abolishing the orchestra.
Music may not be an essential thing so far as the
pure enjoyment of pictures is concerned, but it is
certainly desirable both as an added pleasure and,
when suitably and skilfully rendered, as suggesting
realism. The effect of many a scene has been heightened in this manner. In fact, the position of music in
the picture theatre has grown to such importance
to-day that its retention and further improvement are
highly necessary.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters ca nnot be ans wered in the next issue ?
A stam ped and address ed enve lope must accom-

pany any

letter requirine; an early reply.
Every
should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
letter

communications can be answered.

Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C 4.
:

—

" North Country Lass " (Scotby).
Nearly a
year before you could manage to write to me. Too
bad, and now it's going lo cost you extra postage.
More photos of British artistes there shall be. Mary
Anderson has golden hair, blue eyes, and is 4 ft. 11 iii.
Your Alice Joyce question lias already been answered.
No, Enid Bennett, and .Sadie Bennett are not related
so far as I know.
Ann Little was opposite Wallace
Bcid in " The Eire-fly of France." The star in
" Thelma " was Malvina Longfellow.
M. H. (Bcrmoiidscy). The addresses you require
have already been published in the Personal Column
of this paper, but if you follow the instructions printed

above the addresses given there, you
write to any artiste you like.
" Inquisitive " (Cardiff).

will

be able to

—Francis Ford

D. A.

(St. Heliers).

—Oh, yes

;

Douglas Fairbanks

two brothers, but they leave him to do all tinand stunts. They are John and Robert, and
they assist him on the business side.
W. T. (Liverpool). Your postcard request quite
lias

thirtyto satisfy
is

seven, and I shall have to ask him
my
curiosity as well.
King Baggot is on the Alms. You
think It very silly of me not to give more photos of
your favourites. Forgive me and I'll try to reform.
G. F. (Weston-super-Mare). Gertrude McCoy, who
plays for British films, is an American, and was born
iu Rome, Ga., in 1896.
She has played for Griffith,
Pathe, Edison, and other film companies. Jack Holt
is 6 ft. in height and has dark-brown hair and eyes.
Seena Owen's real name is Signe Auen. and as you
may know she is the wife of George Walsh. Mdlle.
Jeanne Doris played the lead in " The Girl Who
Bowed to Fate."
•'
Mischievous Muriel " (New Ferry). No. I
shall not give you away lest your brothers tease you.

—

—

acting

—

staggered me.
Why, the published cast of " Intolerance " contains forty names.
But since you
have had a slight disagreement with somebody about
" Salome," let me hasten to make peace on that point.
Theda Bara was Salome, (!. Raymond Nye (Kirm
Herod), Albert Roscoe (John the Baptist), and
Herbert Heyes (Sejanus). Sorry. 1 am unable to tell
you about Pauline Frederick at the moment.
N. M. (Stornaway). From the pages of this peper
every week, you will soon tie able to compile your
own list of those in filmland. Ena Beaumont and
Kin? Baggot are both screen artistes.

—

(More answers next week.)

The birthdays you ask have been given before, but
here they are once more
Mary Pickford, April 8th,
and William S. Hart, December 6th.
:

—

" Wanada " (Redruth).
Sorry, but your favourite
has not disclosed anything about himself soMar.
Your collection of eighty autographed photos must
be quite a good one.
" Peter Pan " (Colchester).
Little Madge Evans
is on the films still.
She was born in New York City
" The
on July 1st, 1909. Sonic of her films are
Beloved Adventuress," "Gates of Gladness" and
" Wanted. A Mother."
Other information will be
given as soon as obtained.
" Gipsy " (Jarrow). I wondered whether you
were about to give me some dreadful warning or tell

—

:

—

me my

fortune.
But you want to know something
instead about Marcia Manon. She was born in the
Palais Royal Theatre. Paris, and when she began her
screen career with Lasky, she assumed the name of

CamiUe Ankcwith. She was in "Captain Kid' I.
Junior," and '" Stella Maris " (both Mary Pickford
Mms. as you -know), also in "The Claw," "Maggie
Pepper," etc.
P. (i. (Fulham).
I hope your silver frame will soon
able to surround some likeness of George Walsh's
countenance. He has dark hair and eye*. If you
want news of him, you must watch the other pages.
This is only the films and biographical department,

—

lie

miss.

V. II (London. E.).— Yes. Seal Hart acts still, and
he also directs. He has been five years in the picture
business, and some of his film* are: "When the
Desert Smilrd.
Fhe Dead Live." " .Sands of the
Desert."
I understand he has several ranches iu
.

Wyoming.

—

" BILLY " (Upper Milcham).
I present you herewith with a nutshell of information about Casson
Ferguson. He was born in Alexandria. La., in 1891,
and has brown hair and blue-grey eyes. Height.
5 it. 11 in. He spent t"n years on the stage, and sang
in concerts in l/indon and in Grand Opera in Paris.

"The Two Millys"

(Aberdeen).— Whv should

"picture show"
PERSONAL.

l
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lUAAAAAiiAA&AAAAi&A&AAi
TO WRITE TO YOl'R FAVOURITE
WHERE
FILM STAR.— You are kindly

requested
not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered.
If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose 2d. 6tamp to the Editor,
The Picture Show, Room 85, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4., and it will be
forwarded by the next mail.
If the letter weighs
more than 1 oz. it will require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give yqur full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Picturk
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
he understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.

EILEEN DENNES,
Plavs.

Ltd..

MILDRED
25.

care

West 43th

Street.

New York

THOMAS SANTSCHI,
American Film

care of
fornia.

of

Hepworth Picture

Hurst Grove, Wallon-6n-Thames.
DAVIS, care of Pathi' Exchange,
(

Citv. C>..\.

HARLOTTK WALKER,

-Co.,

Santa Barbara, Cali-

U.S.A.

ALICE BRADY, care of Realart Pictures Cor.
poration, 439. Fifth Avenue, New York City, U.S.A(More addresses next week.)

'

—

HOW FAT FOLKS
MAY GROW SLIM
If

you have been taking on

fle9h

and your

figure lias become lost in rolls of annoying, disagreeable, useless fat
if you are short-winded,
puff when you walk and puff when you talk ; if
your skin is sallow and pasty because of oxces3
fat, don't despair.
You can now treat this condition easily in your own home, without annoyance or inconvenience.
Simply go to your chemist to-day and get
some oil of orilene in capsule form, take one
after each meal and one at bedtime.
Even a
few days' use should show you a reduction in
weight, and with the reduction you will notice
that your skin becomes firm and smooth, mid a
light, buoyant feeling bus possession of your

FOOTBALL COMPETITION
THOU USC

l/OU

•

y&fR££ Coupon^
Great NEW
Football Competition

;

whole body. Almost like magic five to twenty
years drop from your appearance and you feel
your strength and appearance come back to you
again, and, best of nil, od of orilene capsules are
so safe, simple and inexpensive.
Oct a packet
<if
the capsules at your chemist to-day, or a
packet will be sent to you, post paid, by the L>. J.
Little Co., 37, Hatton Garden, London, 1C.C. 1,

upon receipt

£ 1,000
FOR
NO

12

Goals!

RESULTS
NO

Entrance

Fee!

Scottish and Irish readers may
For Rules and all further particulars
sec this week's issue of
enter.

ANSWERS

Now on

Sale.

No.

1.

DATE OF MATCHES, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11th.
CLOSING DATE. THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 9th.

ARSENAL

v.

ASTON VILLA

v.

v.

MANCHESTER CITY
TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR
SUNDERLAND
WEST BROMWICH A.
WEST HAM UNITED

v.

BRISTOL CITY

BLACKBURN ROVERS

v.

BOLTON WANDERERS

v.

FULHAM
HULL CITY
SOUTH SHIELDS

WOLVERHAMPTON
GILLINGHAM

NORWICH CITY
NORTHAMPTON
SOUTHAMPTON

v.
v.

BARNSLEY
BURY

v.

MERTHYR TOWN

v.

CRYSTAL PALACE

v.

WATFORD

v.

PORTSMOUTH

I enter Football Competition No. 1, in accordance
with the Rules and Conditions announced in ANSWERS,
dated September 4th, and agree to accept the published

decision as final and legally binding.

Signed ....

Address

Price 2d.
[

FREE

of 3s.

J

!

'

ith, 1920.

Fidurt Shaw, September

M IND-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE
Are yon "-Caster"

j

,u

n ttar

i

~

of

m

mindi

your

ol

inlouVd, btrong-wlllvU,

1

(

l

-

"MlDd«y»Btcry

1

fgg^ZOX CURES HEADACHES

Are yon clear-

and

Mt,

1

1

8Uccet*fii.T
tali tub

"d Strong Nerve*,

bbyneM, awkwaidness, timidity, worry, eelf-feara, and
" Ncrvcu." Lvai n bow tomoir tbmn bold your owd in the Navy,
Army. K.A.F., tbe Profession*. B»lta— and Society, fiend
oul> 3d. Btamptt for partit-nlais itf confidential Mento-Ntrve
strengthen In* methods. Card in the Na\y from Vlce-Adiniral
to Seaman, and in tbe Anny from Colom-l to Private, M.C.'n,
U.C.M.'it, and M.M.'s.— UOl'FRY ELLIOTT-SMITH. LTD., 03ti.

If you would like to rid. yourself of rh.it troublesome Headache or Neuralgiaukc a lilt!:
harmless Zox Powder in a cup of tea or water and the PAIN WILL CO IN A FEW MINUTES
To prove this we will gladly send you two Zox Powders
upon receipt of
stamped addressed envelope.
Of all Chemists and Stores in
and 3'- boxes, o- po-d free at sam? price from

.

liupfriu) huildintn.

Ludttat*- Ciietm.

THE ZOX

on don. E.C.4.

I

FREE

16

HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,

CO., 11,

E.C.I.

MARY PICKFORDS

LOVELY HAIR
CINEMA Ml IMPO

.

I'AHLKIS

«>ll

make

your hair a perfect picture of beauty like
sample tablet,
Mary's. Send r.O. Gd.
3
luakca
Shampoos.
li yon enclose
stamps extra, vre will sent] a copy of Miss
Fickford's own directions and a trial of

Cinema

The Cinema Soap

JWt

Dentifrice.

Co., Ltd.,'

PARK

2,

It's

having a party. All the
and Joan is
dollies are invited,
making heaps and heaps of Bird's
Blanc-Mange.
"Oh these children" says Joan,
" Wherever do they put it all?'
I
expect she's heard Dad say that
when we have Bird's Blanc-Mange

The
ID

Kvery

s

1 2"

Friday

Newsf>af>er

for dinner.

orJlaiumn

may

04' «7
'

The

Coat

to waist

(31

ins

and n-ade

in

It increases the nutritive value of Milk once in every four
times, and is all goodness, from first to last spoonful.

CeMunie in "Outline Costume
In Sjxo U u-. Navy a (I Uf.wn

xtures.

-

be given
generous helpings,
for it is an ideal food.

and

BECOMING COSiUME
Model £*jm fCk

M

Ioisk)
pllt'i

in

style »ilh belt at « aKt smart ollai and
re.crs and useful pocke*
Main well
cut walking sk K. In stock s 2es to Al

(anus

•

Bust

Waist

Skirt

ft

Mange
them freely

Blanc

Bird's

i

is luws.1

is

times,

all

and children look forward
to it with keen pleasure.

N«b'e"» a:e reaJy (or Autumn diys w ih
wide
range of suitable garmen ». Send (or >ob e's
Fashion Catalogue — will help
you to make your selection.

1-5290

Blanc-Mange

Bird's

a real treat at

Wear.

Serje

is

7

NOBLE'S

frosrt

birthday and

Gollywog's

the

Joan

Cktldren

J<*x/n

k'iTad^Ionixm
ia

l.ojta

24 ms.
Si-a. ins.
tnin,
tains.
S0 3HI..S.
SB n«
m-toini.
Price 6(9. If made ..pcriallv/ to
measu e Pr ce "J4 9.

PATTEKN'S POST FREE.
Materials oy the yard
For ladies wbu preier to have their
cl >ihes made up themselves. John
Not

le.

Limit* d,

will

semi

, »elec'.iu

easily

is

made. You have but to boil the milk, add a tittle
moment you have a full-cream, fragrant

sugar, and in a

>

and

o- m-'te.-MU post rcc.
Please el us
exacttv what you would like ui to
d to real

deliciously flavored dish.

se

JOttN
43 Brook

Insist

NOBLE ltd
St. Mills.

b.

on BIRD'S- always sure, ahvays

safe.

«.

Manchester.
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The Charm

of a Clear Skin

A CLEAR SKIN
miration, even

always obtain adthe features may

will

when

not be perfect. There is no more effective aid
to womanly beauty than Oatine, which tones
up theskin making itsoft.smooth.arid velvety,
Of aH chemists, 1,6 and 3 -. Alwaysaskfor

Stains ?
|
=
—
=
zz
zz

=

Forget them
Stained linen
stored

can easily be re-

snow-white

to

purity.

Apply a touch of Movol to the
stain, and in a few minutes the
mark disappears before your eyes.

^

TRAWMAJIK..

'

1

—

MOVOL

TOILET

PREPARATIONS
fa addition to Oatine Crtam. the fallowing Ojtt'xe
Preparation, make an irretttlible appeal to all uko
appreeiale firtl-rlant quality and good value
Oatine r-rKiw, 13; Oatine Tooth Paste, 13; Oatine
Kaee Powder, 16 I Oatine Shampoo Powders, 3d. each.
Oatine Soap, a tablet. 4d , lOd. and 1,4. Oatine
:

~

Shaving

st

ii

k

amK6haviint Cream, 1/3

—

=
—
—
—
—
~
:~

ZZ.
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Iv MOVER
STAIN
Removes Ironmoold, Rust, Fruit
and Ink Stains fromWbitei.inen,
Clothing, Marke, etc.

From Cn.uu&L.
tubes

;

or, if

Uroeesa, etc., in ly-and Ol.

yon can't obtain
larire

W.

it,

send 1/2 lor

tube tn

EDGE & SONS,
.ion j,

LTD.,
i v., B0
uv TON
u
ivn,

Just lollow

ai

A

thimbleful

rinstng-'uiater
T

-i

nil v

of Movol in the

remove

will

tinge \ivm
yellow nn»e
yeuuw
from white
\

the directions given with each tube

the

clothes.

CROSFIELDS' ENGLISH NAPTHA
SOAP lightens the burden of washin many thousands of homes.
Its
marvellous cleansing powers make it the
friend of every housewife.
Crosfields'
Naptha Soap quickly expels all kinds of
grease and dirt from the clothes. There
is nothing so ingrained that it will resist

day

Sold by

all

Grocers and Oilmen.

its

action.

every

For

and

overalls, boiler suits,
of soiled garment, it is
cleanser.

kind

unrivalled

the

This is the Crosfields' Naptha Soap Method.
Simply soap the clothes well, roll them up and
allow to soak, when a gentle rubbing and thorough

and

rinsing will completely dispel the dirt

JOSF.PH CRO-PlFl.n

AND

SONS.

grease.

L1MITRD. WASHINGTON.

N S 1—11

The Dyeing of DelicateTextures

3£

Eczema and

Drummer Dyes

with

which expensive silken garments

by

made

are

to

serve

a

|

double

term.

Skin Rashes

We

experience many pangs at the cost of buying the very necessities of
clothing, but the gossamery, pretty things of Silk and Crepe de Chine are
appallingly priced. - When the delicate colourings fade (as they frequently
do), or an accident stains the. fabric, "prove how^Drummcr Dyes save the
garment for further use, and defer the buying of new.

DRUMMER DYES
for ALL Fabrics —so Easy io use.
Never say " dye," say "Drummer."

One Dye

heliotrope,

'

Drummer.
Use Drummer Dyes for

is

matchless as a remedy for

Psoriasis

Piles
Itching

Rashes

Skin Eruptions

Ulcers

Pimples

Ringworm

Chapped Hands

1/3

&3-

From Chemists and

blouses,

-'*
jumpers,
undergarments, stockings,' and
for dainty
household
'

Soothes at a Touch.
Germolene

Prices

o'nd see the

furnishings.

first touch of Germ^ene allays the intense itching of eczema and similar
G. et "
skin maladies. The sufferer gels relief at once; relief, too. that lasts.
molene not only soothes but cleanses from all wound poisons and impurities,
while its healing effect is altogether astonishing.
Unlike other preparations!
Cerroolene is planned on the great Aseptic system of treatment, which has
superseded the older' antiseptic system in medical practice.' This system
?ana scientific cleanliness, the exclusion of germ life and free action for
the natural healing piocesies.

Chilblains
and all Poisoned, Itching and
Inflamed Surfaces.

.

frocks,

Heat,

Charm.

Cuts and Burns

everywhere
supply Drummer Dyes.
Pay
only
the price
printed on the packet,

silken

a

The

Eczema

mauve, black— you can
mix any shade you wi
Grocers,
stores,
and
chcni'.sts

Itching,
like

m

Obtainable in light blue, saxe blue, navy blue, light green, dark green,
emerald green, brown,
nigger brown, red, cardinal.maroon, jazz red,
daffodil,

Germolene Instantly Allays
and Irritation, and Heals

i

i

everywhere.

Ash

FREE OPINION AND
i^cTtnirTiui:
BOOK.
INSTRUCTIVE artnte

»n

CO.. LTD.,

The Aseptic Shin Dressing

-

Larger site the more economical.
distinctly for Gcrmolene.

DRUG

I

Stores

P er tir

'

"'

»

opinion

Germolene

in

your
'

lo

the
c«»e.

addre „
on $liin ailm
Manufacturing Chenriit.. Manche.tet.

luitability
of
ticatiie

with

THE VENO

booklet " The Art of

Home

Dyeing," fret
makers:

front sole

WM EDGE & SONS,

The Aseptic Skin Dressing

LTD., BOLTON.

SEE

3
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BRYANT WASHBURN —His

Sir

^

ItEGISTEEED AT THE
tlEGISTEKKD
TUE

C.P.O.

AS A NEWSPAPER.
>E«

Latest Portrait as Art Plate

INSIDE

Thcmas Lipton directing a scene between Anna Q. Nilsson and L->rd Dewar In a play produced by the famous yachtsman
(or the amusement ot his guests. Sir Thomas cha&ed his oid Iriend telling him to put more "Spirit" into the part.

2

September

l'klt'.rc Shot'-,

lit/,,

1920.

Autumn and
Winter
Beautiful

Yon are invited to
Costume Tweeds,

New Coat and

wr'te ror

Cloths, etty
V'atti.-rn-.
Free send postcard early statiug yoiiri
requirements.
(

—

•

Women are

.

Sp|gndid Qualities.

"

'

Reasonable Prices.

The " LINBT" Coat

Admired

(as illustration.)

Tailor-built to measure,
a smart and useful coat,
well made correct cut,
suitable design, for plain
check, or striped cloth.

Beautiful women are always admired.
If you wish, -you can be beautiful too,
for Icilma is the easy way to beauty.

Made

our

in

*

only you will take care of your complexion
by using Icilma Cream regularly, day in and
day out, you will soon look younger than you
really are
Icilma protects and preserves your
skin, and keeps it soft, smooth and supple to
an advanced age.
If

M

caer.
PAID.

Ask for patterns of
unci

.vi

3t*n~f:tk\

for ffOHr
TtrtedSutts warffc

to mrttftth-

from

£4 upifrtrtfi

\

COSTUMES

"Redinlre." Stripped
"Cslder" Htriped
Blanket Ciotb
Tweed*. Hark Mix.
..Itf!

"Ascot"

CloOr,
all shades
..1?.6
..
"BUir'l w.-ivi ii«ek

Use
look

it

Flesh-Unfed

daily

your

7/9

ti'hnm *<1
s^W-covcred blrfftons, entet lVnOt
good Kllky Wntntt. correct <*v*.

best

t:»!lor

rniilr.

n
1 1

an

F.

Nerves, Pain
and Wasting
Ch

IdhootJ,

Amy

in

t

"

Wool

|»Arf)

V

write to

is

the

family

the

minimum.

not satisfactory.

Combinations. Bodices, Vests, Pan*-', &c, in
Chi area, or Men.
r II weights for Ladies
Fo- addre-s of Draper or IhnSttcr who oin

supp

y,

wrie Dept.

It);

OAK TREE HOSIERY

CO.

25, Dale Street. Manchester

Dr. Cassell's

Tablets
Dr. Cassell's Tablets are the recognised remedy for:

Nsrvous Breakdown Kidney Trouble
Malnutrition
Sleeplessness

Anaemia

Indigestion
Palpitation
Nervous Debility
Nursing Mothers and

Specially valuable for
during the Critical Periods of Lite.

Home

Vnccs,

1/3 and 3/«, the 3/. st« being the more
economical. Of all Chemists.

Free
Information
as

the suit

to

ability

ot

Dr

CaaseM's Tablet*
in your ea*«e sent
on requeSt._ l>fc.

Cassell

a
Co.
Ltd.,
Chester
Kd.,M<tn Chester,
'

hnglnnd.

..

..

11 6

Tweeds, Serge*,

Nans. Blanket Cloths.

rStra,

etc.,

also

Rlauso

variety.

tor Pars,

Waterproofs.

HARTLEY & CO.,
LEEDS.

DM. Sta nlng.ey

Replaced free of charge
if

Titoed

Coats, Coftr.mes, etc.

underwear, even the busy housewife
has time for recreation.
comfortable
soft
and
Delightfully
"Oak Tree" is yet made to last -

" I was nearly fifteen when I got Dr. Cassell's
With the second box I felt better, and from "that time
Tablets.
my health steadily improved. Now at nineteen I think 1 am the
biggest and healthiest of the family."

tea,

See Cataioar'ie

With the super wearing

to

>,

12 11

talities in

Tw*eds.

;

C\1tH.

and cuts mending

•.

^'

n-nr.

"Oak Tree"

-

Cloth. 15 good cole, to-

UNDERWEAR
Where

-

tolotfrs

-"w
:

I

"Olvmplc" Wool

..Hit

^w&v LA

but Cured by Dr. Cassell's Tab.ets.

Gcddes, 130, Sibley Grove, East
Ham, London, E.6., says :— " 1 bad St. Vittrs'
Dance when 1 wns only four, and all through
childhood 1 was tortured with nerves and
pains in my head.
I wasted awry, too, till I
was almost a living skeleton. I was always
jumpy and nervous, couldn't play like other
Mother took me
children, and couldn't sleep.
to one doctor and another, then to hospital.
But it was no use.
Miss

a

OO D

OSLt

Suffered from

Mn.l"

Olympic

"

Serge
IT,

-.(vie,

Cheek

fh.'ek Tweeds, light

Costume

A very serviceable

"linwk"«™l

'Da.«liah" Mixture
Illruikrt Cloth
,. fn%
^iner
"Beverlev"

ftnd

"BODMIN'

10,'-

"Plumpton" stripe*

\nd eerj many
lothe, Oovert»,

W

Per pot.

and

Tweed*

15,'»

I'fc'ATwwl..

86

"Oh nley" Mix.

^Pool

Blankot

Cream
and 21- per pot.

for

COATS

Tweeds

1i3

(,'«,;;

Oi>r.rc<>nting$

Recommended

mm

Price

\

striped

"Redmire"Blanket Cloth

LTD.

quali'.i.

Rd..

r&stizt

—

Picture S/iou; Sci>t<mbcr
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PHolocrapk? and Paragraphs ct
Bessie's Latest Hobby.
the way, did you know she

BY painter

?

Will

quite a clever
rlcn latest hobby is painting
on the bedroom walls of her
is

mottoes
home. Mary, who has just returned from a
wonderful visit to filmland, tells me she has seen
them; they are exquisite little things, the
letters all interwoven with flowers.

A Popular Hero.

PRISONER
THEscreened

Pictures. Play.* and Player/*

OF ZEND A

"

is

to

be

again, this time with Bert
Lytell in the leading part.
By the way.
1 hear wonderful accounts of his acting in
" Alias Jimmy Valentine," a photo-play coming
over here shortly, and Mr. Lytell is also the hero
in the Metro production of " The Leading Lady."
You remember the play was a great success over

Always Be a Riddle.

GERALDIXE FARRAR

is shortly to be seen
Riddle Woman," in which she
portrays two types of women, both of

in

whose

"The

lives

shadowed by the same man.

are

One

yields to circumstances and the other fights
for her happiness.
But those who expect that
Cleraldine will elucidate the riddle will be dis-

appointed.
But perhaps it is better so. Perhaps
if any explanation was given, interest would be
lost, for the world loves a mystery, and woman
stands at the head.

with Gladys Cooper and Malcolm Cherry in
the leading parts.

liere

Famous Readers of the " Pidlure
Show.
No. 35.— STELLA MUIR.

PRETTY

Stella Muir sends us this picture
taken of her at the .Stella Muir Studios
with the assurance that she always looks
forward to her copy of Picture Show, which is
placed on her dressing-room tablo every Monday
morning. Stella is rapidly making a big name
for herself, in British Productions.
She has
already been called the English Mary Pickfbrd
by a prominent cinema critic.

Do You
I

Like Wild Animals ?
DON'T know when I have seen

w
j

*•

serial as the one just released by
Kilner, entitled " The Lost City." and if you
love to watch wild animals, please don't miss it.

They provide all the thrills you want, and
.Tuanita Hansen is as pretty as a picture as the
heroine, and George Cheeseboro as handsome
and brave as a hero ought to be and you have
to be brave when it is an alligator or a leopard

—

threatens your lovett~one as well as a villainous slave dealer. It is a wonderful' story,
and if the film has not yet reached your picture
house, you can read it, as it has been made into a
Kpiendid serial story, and is appearing weekly in
that wonderful real boys' paper the " Boys'
that-

Cinema."

Their Life Story Coming Soon.
talking about the delightful
Talmadge girls these days. As you can
guess, their life story reads Tike real
romance. You will be pleased to know that
this is to appear shortly in the Picture Show,
entitled " Sisters Three." Look oht for this.
It is a treat worth looking forward to, I
assure you.

is Fifty.
that Charlie Murray has just cele-

brated his

fiftieth

birthday by beginning
Sennet t comedy,

work on a new Mack

entitled " That's \Vhat Has Kept Me Young."
There ought to be one or two hints in this for
those who would preserve their youth, for
Charlie is still remarkably agile for a man of his
age.
Don't you think so ?

WHETHER
practi e

whose

merely for enjoyment or to
for the serial of the Canadian

it is

Northwest which he

is

planning,

Tom

Santschi does not say. but almost every morning
is seen on horseback riding madly over the
beyond Hollywood. In the part of a
member of the Mounted Police lie would have
to go through many daredevil adventures ahorseback.

is

hills just

—

The Footnote.
you know
DO way,
we

that Evelyn Selby, who, by the
are to see shortly in '" The Tiger's
entertained a consuming
ambition to be a singer ?
To this end, she joined forces with a girl
soprano and worked up a soul-tearing repertoire
of old English ballads, and at last obtained
bookings at a London music-hall.
After the first night's show Miss Selby»was
jubilant.
It appeared to her that the act had
gone splendidly. The next morning she bought
a paper and eagerly scanned the reviews. At
the bottom of a half column criticism of the
show she found this trenchant notice
" Included in the bill are Selby and De Vere,
singers.
The act was a scream."
This is whv Evelvn decided on the screen.

Coat,"

A Perfect Change.

ERNIE COLLINS,
intrepid

Getting Into Practice.

_

.

Murray

HEAR

he
such a really

amazing

EVERYONE

Charlie

once

:

A

" Death " That

had

*

—

a holiday.

Flame."

Was Nearly

a Tragedy.

On The

Screen.

ELLEN TERRY, as you know,
MISS
'appearing in Ibsen's world-famous story,

is

" Pillars

of

dramatic

art.

Society."
The outdoor scenes were taken in Norway to
ensure the original atmosphere of the drama and
to get the correct native costumes.
Miss
g\ Terry is playing the part of old Mrs.
Bernick, the mother of Consul BernicU,
a part played by Normal McKinnel.
Her death scene is a perfect piece of

How

She Chose Her Name.

HARMON, whom we are to
APRIL
see in the Stoll photo-play adapted
"

from E. Phillips Oppenheim's novel.
of Mr. Bernard Brown."

The Mystery

confesses that " April " is not her correct
Christian name.
" I adopted it." sne told me the other
day. " after reading a book called Only
April.' which was lent to me by a greatfriend of mine who happens to be a great
friend of the author.
" The character of April appealed to
me, and the name of April appealed to
me still more, so as it was rather an

?

'

uncommon name and one
forgotten, I decided to make

:

for

We

is also a film star.
shall see him in the
Stoll version of Olive
Wadsley's novel, " The

fallen to his death.

Ellen Terry Still

It

.

A. THATCHER,
brother of dainty
Heather Thatcher, who

appears
above, told me of a nerve-racking experience ho had during making scenes in
Switzerland for a coming screen play.
It was during a precipice stunt, and the guide
let go the rope that he was holding on to for
safety'.
Mr. Collins fell forty feet over a
glacier, but, fortunately, did not hurt, himself.
He was supposed to fall to his death in the picture, and had the presence of mind to stay quite
still after falling to let the camera man get a
good picture. But this only heightened the
director's horror.
He really thought his hero

offered anything in the world,
you choose t Bessie Love
was offered this recently, after many
strenuous weeks before the camera ; she
had earned her rest time, and she richly
deserved the best that money could procure
•for her.
Bessie's choice

FRED

ERNIE COLLINS, whose photograph

you were

was to do as she liked, and to
wander over the hills and dales of her own
home.
" Just to do what yon like," says Bessie.
" is an ideal holiday.
If you don't feel
like going home to lunch, you can put an
apple in your pocket and curl up under a
tree and eat it.
Fm tired of eating in a
hotel, and listening to hits of conversation.
"
such as
And would you Relieve, my
dear, she hasn't spoken to him since."
After all, I expect Bessie was wise.
I
expect she gets all the excitement she wants
when working a change is always ideal

the

actor,

experiences in Switzerland
in the cause of realism
daring the making of a
photo-play is described
below.

II? what would

Do you know what was

film
thrilling

MAX LINDER

is back again in screenland.
Here you see him
with his famous comedy smile, just off to the studios, where be is
busily making comedies.

not
it

easily
for

mine

professional purposes.
" I dropped my real name so completely
that it is now used only by members of
my own family. I am April all the year
roiuid, so to speak
consequently. 1 air
:

—

—

—

:

—

'

Picture Show, September 11th, 1920.

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.
not going to

ffiffl'«"

anybody the name

tell

originally given at

(COT

my

I

was

baptism."

Madlaine Traverse Has a Narrow Escape.
TRAVERSE, the popular Fox
star, narrowly escaped death when the

A Clever Verse.
L. COOKS, a reader of the Picture
MRS.Show,
sends me this very clever verse
for our chat page.
It was too amusing
to keep to myself, so I pass it on
" Mary " goes to buy a car, say, does she
" Pick(a)ford " ?

for

me

When

MADLAINE

Does

her latest picture were bein^
filmed at Catalina Island, off the Californian
coast.
It occurred because she and her director,
Scott Dunlap, insisted on having a realistic
burning of a ship.
The scenario called for the burning of a threemasted schooner at sea, during which the star
and two others had to hurry for their lives to a
raft, upon which they were left on a rough sea
to the mercy of the waves.
The director
managed to get the ship, and made arrangements
to have oil poured on her decks to make the
scene as realistic as possible.

Does

last scenes of

Too

" Wallace " when he " Reids " his correspondence e'er get bored ?

" Chrissie " oft turn " White " when
" Sturdee " gives a bark !
And does " he " fight " Mac Edwards " when lie

meets him in the park ?
our dear friend "

And what about

Bill "

whose

" Hart's " in the right place

And " Douggie " with the banks " (so) " fair "
and the snjily, wily face ?
Do you know if " Charlie's " ever been a " Chapl(a)in " to the forces ?
Has " Eddie " e'er played " Polo " in the water
','

—

or on horses

?

oil

its

way down towards

in

craft

" Bvery
Woman."

special,

OVER THERE."

"

LOIS WILSON

used to be a " school-marm "
before Lois Weber, one of the few lady
directors in the business, discovered her
for the movies.
She had a full pedagogic course
at a normal school, and, on completing her
training, went to teach at a little district school

became lost. The flames cut her
a short time she might have been

the raft, she

and

the

beautiful British actress,

appearing in leading role
in the Paramount Art-

Notes and News from Los Angeles.

star was to remain till
she went over the side of the vessel to the
raft. She insisted on remaining till she could be
shown rushing through the glare of the flames. But
she did not know the ship very well, and as she
started for the side of the vessel to go over on to
off,

VlOLtT HEM1NG,

the

pretty star who is apin the Samuelson play, All the Winners,
shortly to be
seen on the screen.

FROM

Realistic.

found
THEtheburning
cabin where the

ENA BEAUMONT,
peanng

near her home. She says she thoroughly
enjoyed the life and managed to keep fairly
good discipline, even though some of the farmers'
boys who were her pupils were a good bit older
than herself. Miss Wilson has just finished work
on a picture entitled "The City of Masks," in
which she plays the part of a governess to two

suffocated.
Some of the seamen in charge of the vessel
shouted to her that she would have to run for it.

She dashed through the flames over the deck,
hurried to the rope ladder, and climbed down to
safety on the raft.
Then the firemen employed
for that purpose began to put out the flames,
and the ship was saved from total destruction.
Miss Traverse, who was badly scorched, had to be
attended by a doctor.

small children, and she says
times.

it

was quite

like old

— —
+~*

Harrison Ford's

Two

Passions.

HARRISON FORD, the popular leading man,

baby that rose to be a star. NORMA TAL(whose life story is now being written
specially for tbe "Picture Show") at the age o!
three years and four months.

A

MADGE

.Has anybody ever seen graces like these three
Norma Talmadge, Constance, likewise Natalie t
And beautiful " Pauline " might be (Queen)
" the great
V Frederick
Ray " of light on
If " Charles " would shed a
her in robes of state.
I've often seen that cheery soul Dustin(g)
brother Will,
I've seen a lot of " Milton " (not the poet) sur-

name " Sill " (s).
And Geraldine Farrar
very

fine

gee whiz! I think her

;

;

What hair what eyes her acting, too,
quite sublime.
And what about the talent of that
!

really

is

!

wonder

J apanese

—

" Scssue," the star from Eastern lands he's
always sure to please ;
And then the cowboys " Broncho Bill," I'll
" Mix " 'em altogether
(The kiddies go to see them in every kind of
weather).
"
There's Jack and Sam and Pete, " A Marvel
are they not ?
" Tom Santschi," Mitchell Lewis
commanding
figures they have got.
Antonio, O. Walsh, the brothers Moore
Oh,
aren't they good f
The Peerless Pearl," that fearless girl, you like ?

—

—

!

Just

What You Want.

HAVE
paper,

you seen the new juvenile fashion
" Children's

Dress " t
It
is
entirely differont from any other fashion
paper, and doals with designs and patterns for
children of all ages. It is just the paper that will
appeal to the mother whose income is small,
and will show her how the littlo ones may be
well dressed at a small cost. Besides dress, there
is a discussion by Florence Stacpoolo on the
difficulties of the now baby, how to knit a dainty
frock for the small girl, the characteristics of the
October child, toy-making at home, and other
urticles of interest to all mothers.
Issue No. 1
is now on sale at all newsagents and bookstalls,
and if you don't want to bo disappointed, make
sure of your copy by ordering it NOW. Price
4<d.

thought you would
There's Marguerite, Madge, and Mabel, and
another star
I

!

They soy tho

" stars " are countless

—

many

I really

think they are.
if you want to read about your favourito few,
Just buy the Picture Show each week, 'twill

So

tell

you

all that's true.

My

His name

is

—

— he's

the lot

British,

famous here

in " Bruno, "

favourito of
bet

all

Edwards don't forget.
The Editor is awful kind

(I've

you can

— Henry

proved

it,

so I

know.

Cood

luck to him and
Picture Show.

all

the folk

who

read the

has two rather expensive passions. He
spends every penny of the money he can
spare on collecting first editions and rare mezzo
tints.
As is the case with most collectors", he
values his treasures not only on account'of their
intrinsic worth, but also on account offall tho
trouble they have caused him to secure. Almost

every book and picture in his collection has its
story, and he delights in telling his visitors who
are interested in such things of all the ingenuity
it has cost to run his different quarries to earth
and snap them away from under the very noses
of rival connoisseurs.

The Question

of Doubles.

PHILLIPS
DOROTHY
Viz., that every
idea

—

advancing a new
motion picture star

is

should be provided with a double Of
course, at first sight, this notion of hers may seem
nothing new. Mary Piokford has a double
whom she uses to avoid the fatigue of repeated
rehearsals and in order to gauge the effect of
some bit of business she is going to undertake.
Then again, some actors have doubles in the ease
of a dangerous stunt, as it would mean an
expensive hold-up of the entire picture if the
leading man or woman contracted a broken leg
or a couple of fractured ribs. But Mies Phillips'
idea is entirely original. She thinks the stars
ought to have a double apiece to represent them
at benefits and social functions or " personal
appearances " at the cinema theatres. As a
matter of fact, nowadays tho demands that ore
being mode for such purposes on the movie star's
brief hours of leisure are getting so strenuous
that it seems to lie a case of risking offence and
declining them all or of giving up a screen career
altogether.

Honour

—
W.

S. Hart.
HART has been nominated honorary
sheriff by tho Democrats of Hood River
County, Oregon.
In replying to tho
messago conferring this new dignity upon him,
Mr. Hart wrote : " I will gladly accept the
nomination of sheriff of Hood River County,

for

WS.

my

constituents in that county will allow
Ore., if
Angeles ami fulfil
to reside in 1.
duties
there
up
by periodical visits. I am deeply
appreciative- of "the groat honour that has boon
locations would, for tho
thrust uporr me, but
most part, be in the Southwest instead of tho
would have to do
Hence
deputy
Northwest.
most of the work."

my

me

my

my

Elsie Codd.

Ficfuft Sltow, Septemtfr
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

An American
new

Some

Idea of the Garden of Eden.
This is a scene from a
Woman." Man. apparently, was not very handsome in those days.

film entitled "

of the beautiful scenery to be seen in
"Aytwin," from the classic by

duction,

HENRY EDWARDS

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
dummy, which takes her

is

Woman."

*

A

for

for

hugging the

" The

Perfect

A

great scene in "Aylwin, " showing Miss CHRISSIE WHITE.
fine films are coming from British studios just now, and
.there will soon be a big boom in the home product.

photograph

City.

HARRY
FRANK

Many

DIBLEY.

EMERSON

scolds JOHN
place at rehearsals

PICTURE SHOW."

A photograph showing, reading from the left, PRISCILLA DEAN,
CAREY, CARL LAEMMLE, EDDY LYONS, VIRGINIA FAIRE,
MAYO, and YVETTE MITCHELL.

Henry Edwards' latest British proTheodore Watts-Dunton.
Beside

MARY

"

This

is

showing
the

first

liquid fire being u?ed in a serial at Universal
occasion upon which this has been used in moving

pictures.

—

ricture Show, September 11th, 1920.

THIS SPLENDID

NEW

SERIAL STORY BEGINS TO-DAY!

Special to the

"Picture Show.

Tkc^PRJCEroS HIS
Aboard the " Sweet Alice."
Alice was
THEhadSweet
a passenger

no

liner,

although she

She carried

licence.

twelve passengers, all in the first class,
because there was no other.
As the passenger space was too limited for any
recreation requiring more area than marbles,
shipboard flirtations were the order of the day,
and were considered excusable.
John Galloway was a presentable man, and
not a prude. He knew that ocean flirtations
were mostly harmless, so when Irma Gale
seemed to want him to amuse her, he met her
advances willingly enough and did his best.
That was in the first few days of the voyage
from Durban. Then on a certain evening off
Port Elizabeth, when there was a hot breeze
coming off the shore and a star-powdered African
night whispering to them, he had seen something in the girl's eyes, and had pulled up sharp.
He was not the sort of man who could concentrate all his considerable powers on the sorry
task of fascinating a young and pretty girl, and
then walk away thinking he had done something
precious clever.
His partner, Dyson Mallet, was an adept at
that sort of thing ; but to Galloway it did not
appeal as either comic or clever.
He left her alone after that, but for some inexplicable reason the African night incident
had established in his mind a certain sense of
guardianship which made him strongly resent
Dyson Mallet's subsequent attentions to the girl.
Dyson Mallet, Galloway, and Billy O'Farrel
had met two yoars ago in North Rhodesia, where
they had taken over an abandoned gold claim
from one of the land companies.
They called it the Calamity Jane, which was a
good name for it. It had brought them precious
little gold up to the present, but the unquenchable Billy O'Farrel believed in it.

So Billy remained in Rhodesia, toiling and
sweating in the shafts and tunnels of the mine,
while Galloway and Mallet were on their way
homo, and within a day's steam of England.
Galloway had little but contempt for bis
All women were fair game for
partner, Mallet.
him, and there was an incident of a certain
photograph of a girl which Mallet had nailed
on the common wall of the log-hut at the Calamity
Jane, which had rankled in Galloway's heart
until it had assumed rather tremendous importance.
It was the portrait of a beautiful young English
girl at her best.
Her name was Athalio Railton. Mallett had
nailed it on the wall in a row with a number of
music-hall favourites and dancing girls whose
acquaintance he had scraped in various parts of
And that, to Galloway, had always
the world.
figured as a bitter insult against all that is best
in

womankind.

i

,

Mallet had been paying assiduous attentions
to Irma Gale, and in the last few days it had
soernod that she was responding with some
forvour.

—

Galloway had forgotton that a girl even the
will sometimes try to fire a laggard
best of them
This, in fact, was
lover by flirting with a rival.
what she was doing. But he, not being in tho
with
her,
did
not
love
see through it.
least in
Can't you leave that girl alone ? " he said

—

'

angrily to Mallot that evening.
What girl 1 " asked Mallet,

pudent
'

with an im-

stare.

Miss Gale.

She's a child

in

your expert

'

h inds.
"

And what do you

with this sweet child
" Practising your

suggest that
"

I

am

doing

f

confounded

love-making

on her, trying deliberately to make her unhappy."
And wherofore not 1 " replied Mallet.
She's bored to tears for want of somebody to

aits

"'

An

Enthralling Story of a

Man

Ftgkt Agatn^l Fate and of
^Ai^onclerful

make

love to her.
"

long-felt

want

Why

s

a

Love.

shouldn't I supply the

?

" Because to-morrow you will step ashore
and forget all about her in an hour."
" In less than that I assure you.
I have

other fish to fry. The fair Athalie Railton is
waiting to be led to tho altar, and until that is
safely accomplished I don't propose to hamper
myself with other commitments."
Galloway turned away so that the other
should not see the angry flush in his face.
Athalie Railton, the girl whose picture had
hung for two years in the smoke of their cabin,
was nothing to him. He had reminded himself
of that patent fact many times a day for long
past, but whenever he heard her name on
Mallet's hps he itched to knock him down.
" But I may as well point out," drawled Mallet, " that the beautiful Miss Gale has forgotten
me» already. Look at her."
Galloway turned round involuntarily and
jerked his head back with a frown. The girl
was looking straight at him, and averted her
gaze in confusion when their eyes met. From
whore he stood he could see the surge of crimson
in her face.
Mallet laughed coarsely.
" The boot's on the other foot, my plaster
saint.
The white dovo has been using me as a
foil to bring you to her pretty feet."
" At any rate," said Galloway, " I have not
tried deliberately to awaken her interest."
" Of course not.
It's your fatal beauty.
You
I happen to know
simply_ can't help yourself.
I've got no show there, so I stand clear.
Go in
and win, my boy. She's a nice little thing, and
I have already discovered from our fellow -passengers that she has a little money of her own."
Shut up 1 " said Galloway hoatedly. " Tho
girl is nothing to me.
I am no general love-

maker."
" But she has some dust I tell you.
It would
After all, you're not overbo wortli your while.
burdened with wealth."
" I am not," replied Galloway grimly. " When
I get ashore I am worth what I stand up in,
plus fivo pounds and a third share in a sevenyears' lease of tho Calamity Jano."
" And much that will ever bring you save
" I am quit of the
sorrow," answered Mallet.
Calamity Jane, and hope not to be short of ready
cash again for many a long day. With my own
bit, plus tho pile which tho future Mrs. Mallet
will bring me, I ought to go on comfortably for
a few years at any rate."
Mallet was on his way to take possession of a
small estate in Essex which ho had inherited on
He intended,
the recent death of his mother.
as ho said with some pride, to sow his wild oats.
Those who iknew him considered lie had been
sowing them pretty industriously for the past
seven years.
He had been away, a rover obout the earth, for
seven years, and it was the mother who had
sent him the photograph of Athalie Railton.
The Railton's ostate bordered his own in
Athalio, like himself, was the only child,
Essex.
and it had been the dearest wish of the parents
on both sides that their two children should niarry.
Mallot was twenty-eight, the same age us
Galloway, whom ho resembled in general build.
When he left home he was twenty-one, and
Athalie sixteen, a schoolgirl with abbreviated
skirts and loops of lustrous dark brown hair.
Mrs. Mallet, with a fond mother's foolishness,

had sent the portrait some years later, hoping
perhaps to show her wild son what a magnificent
young creature the girl had grown into, and
thus to win him back to decent courses if her
mother-love could not do so.
But Mallet had no respect for any -woman.,
After nailing the photograph on the wall of the
common log-hut, he had scoffed openly at tho
girl, declaring his intention of marrying her
when he returned because her father was one of
the richest men in the country. He wanted to
get his hands on as much money as possible
because he knew it would not last long.

And
of

in that smoky hut, unknown to either
partners, John Galloway laid down his

l.is

heart before that portrait.
He rarely talked about her, although Mallet
was always talking about her and his own history.
But something moved him now to ask
a question. Ho looked at his partner squarely.
" Has it ever occurred to you that Miss
Railton may not want to marry you ? " he asked.
"That's among the possilihties," returned
" Rather remote I should 6ay.
Mallet.
If any
thing so unfortunato happens, I shall lay myself
out to make her want to marry me. Everything
is in my favour as I've told you timo after time.
"I'm afraid I haven't listened very atten"
tively.
favour
'

What

is in your
?
was the recognised thing that we
should marry. Both families were mighty
keen on it. She has been brought up as it were

" Well, it

to understand that she will be my wife."
" With a high-spirited girl that sort of thing
is likely to produco an entirely opposite result."
" Not in this case, I hope.
If it does, I think
I can trust myself to save the situation.
Sho
was sixteen when I saw her last, a lanky slip
of a girl, all arms and logs.
Have you ever
noticed that when a girl of sixteen falls in love

—

quite a common thing by tho way she always
chooses a man five years her senior or more ? "
" Can't say I have," responded Galloway.
"

"

Do you

think she fell in lovo with you ?
" Shouldn't wonder. We did have one or
two tender passages of a crude sort, if I remember rightly.
Even as an overgrown schoolgirl
she was pretty enough to eat, and I was not so
fed-up with women then as I am now. Perhaps
I was a bit enthusiastic.
"

Anyway,

to be at
I have

she's sentimental, as she

if

— which

twenty-one

is

bound

her present age
no doubt she has magnified our little
friendship into something profoundly important
and beautiful. It ought to be as. easy as picking
up money.''
is

Galloway was silent for a little while. Then
he asked directly*:
" You intend to marry this girl by hook or
crook

?

"

.Mallet stored.

" Don't bo silly. Do you think
when
enough to miss such a chance
"
lutely pitched at

"

her

You admit
?

"

my

head

I

am

it is

fool

abso-

?

that you aro not in love with

" I am, desperately. Sho is worth twenty
thousand pounds, perhaps more."
Apart from her money, she is nothing to
Would you marry her, for instance, if
you.
sho were |ienuiloss t
" Don't ask such idiotio questions, please."
"

Would you

"

T

"

Not in this world."
" Then you are planning deliberately
make this young girl's life a hideous ruin."
Mullet laughed.
" You're getting

don't

proey,

old

fellow.

know much about women.

I

to

You

reckon.

Young girls have dreams about
here.
the bliss of the married state, and all tho rest
of it.
One in a million realises her dreams.
All the rest como to shipwreck."
Look

IContinuea on page 8

<
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF ETHEL CLAYTON.

(Special to

the

"Picture Show. ")

ETHEL CLAYTON.
Tke Dainty

Star

Wko

Has All

the

Beauty of

a

Heroine of

Fiction.

CLAYTON

ETHEL

has been likened to an enchanting heroine
of modern fiction.
Haven't you read n story in which you
ore asked to visualise a girl with wonderful red-gold hair,
eyes of sea-blue, a slight figure, and a face that expresses all that
sweetest and best in girlhood ?
No doubt you have pictured to yourself this heroine. Then
you have joyed with her, sorrowed with her, and closed the book
in which sho was the heroine with a sigh of content that she was
safely married to the man of her choice, regretting only that you
must pass from the company of these real, yet unreal, people, into
whose lives you have looked for a brief space.
In such a case you will appreciate the truth of what I say when
I declare that Ethel Clayton, the beautiful Paramount Artcraft
is

Innocence.

star, is just

such a woman.

Her Early

Life.

beauty
HERupon
her adventures

is of that glorious kind that novelists love to dwell
Her acting is
are of the same sort.
;
the visualisation of these stories that have so profoundly
impressed you in your excursions into romance.
Miss Clayton came from the stage to the screen early in its formative stages.
She was very young then, and is still in the first bloom
of her young womanhood.
She played with the greatest success in
such productions as " Henry B. Harris," " The Lion and the Mouse,"
" The Country Boy," etc., on the stage.

Her Screen Career.
screen appearance was
HERthe Earth
Trembled." Her
first

Amazement.

in a three-reeler called "

When

first three years in filmland were
busy ones. She made sixteen pictures, including several
plays she had done on the stage previously. Her two best were
undoubtedly " Dollars and the Woman " and " The Great Divide."
The former was directed by her late husband, Joseph Kaufman, a
prominent director for Paramount and Artcraft up to the time of

his regrettable demise.

For a time Miss Clayton returned to the stage

to play the
A. Brady's production of " The Brute." Later she
become
returned to the screen, and has since
famous for her
wonderful work in star roles for Paramount Artcraft.

lead in

Wm.

A Lover of Colour.
PERSONALLY, Miss Clayton

is a great reader of good literaplays the piano exceptionally well, rides, motors,
swims, and indulges in all outdoor pleasures.
Sho confesses to a love of modern painting. The reason she
" Colour is one of
gives is that it is so daring in colouring.
" It adds to
the chief things that make life real," she says.
Yet we dress ourselves in dull
the joy and zest of experience.
we live in dull houses and we build dull
depressing colours
houses.
One would think we were totally colour-blind
from the way we live."

ture,

:

Invitation.

" Wouldn't

M

You Like

CLAYTON

to See It

?"

me

that the most wonderful
thing she has ever seen is a Californian sunset.
Her
description of it is certainly entrancing
"The sky on the horizon was the most vivid orange in
the world, the clouds in the distance were bright pink,
and the mountains purple and green. The water was a
wonderful greenish blue, and in the distance the sky
No painter in the world
furnished another shade of blue.
could use such colours ; and if he did, no one would be1
[ISS

told

:

him."
This dainty little star, with her rose-like complexion,
sparkling eyes and teeth, her lips like a thread of
scarlet, is a wonderful colour scheme in herself.
She is five feet and a half inch in height, and is a photographio subject with few equals in the photo-play world.
As you know, Miss Clayton recently visited us for a
holiday, but is now back in
her beloved California
lieve

her

A Wondrous

Smile.

make more

If

pictures.

you want

to her,
letter

to write

address your

:

ETHEL CLAYTON,
Lasky Studios,
Holy wood,
California.

(Mention the Pictctre
Show to ensure an
early reply.)

" Withered with a Look."

Her Greeting.

ETHEL CLAYTON.

—
Picture Show, September 11th, 1920.
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"The

Price j& Honour."

" In this case I may as well do the wrecking
Why not ? She's got to
as anybody else.
learn that life is not all chocolates and picture
shows. I may as well be the teacher, if it's to
my benefit. Besides, she may prove amusing
She's pretty enough."
for a time.
" Mallet, you're an unspeakable cad "
" Thanks.
You seem mighty interested in
If I didn't know that
Uie future Mrs. Ma!let.
you had never seen her in your life, I should
almost suspect you of being in love with her
!

about four knots, nosing his way through the
thickest fog he had ever known.
Galloway woke in the middle of the night
conscious of something unusual. Dyson was
awake also. Galloway heard him stirring in
tjie lower bunk.
" What's to do, Dyson ? " he asked.
Don't know," replied Mallet sleepily.
" Engines have stopped."
" Perhaps we're in ? "
" Not by a lot.
We've fifty good miles to go
•

by

my

reckoning.

"

My

watch

-says

two

o'clock.

Gives me the
creeps when the engines stop in the middle of

I'm going to see what's amiss.

yourself.

the night."

give me the danger, signal with Miss
Gale, and iiow you are trying your hand at
rescue work with Athalie. That's the worst of
you strait-laced fellows. You want all the
girls to yourself."
He took a leather wallet from his pocket and

He put on a pair of shoes and slipped into an
overcoat over his pyjamas. Galloway lay regarding him sleepily, not at all inclined to
turn out.
Then abruptly they heard a shout on deck
a single, sharp shout, inarticulate and meaningless.
It was followed by a dull grinding noise
that sounded remote, as if in the bowels of the
ship.
The vessel shook a little, as if the engines
had started up, but they had not.
" What the. djeken's that ?.". asked Galloway.
He felt no alarm. The rumbling noise ceased
as they listened to it.
It conveyed no suggestion of importance.
" Don't know," answered Mallet. " Some of
the cargo shifted I should think.
" We're pitching a lot, aren't wc ? "

"You

photograph which Galloway
For a moment before ho turned
his head away he caught sight of the calm,
beautiful face, with its slightly proud air of
balance and distinction. How often his soul
had prostrated itself in worship before that
produced

knew

the

so well.

picture.
'•
Not so bad, do you think ? " asked Dyson,
little
looking at the picture critically.
heavy about the eyelids, and not quite sprightly
enough for my tastes perhaps. But, goodness,
you can forgive a lot to a girl who has twenty
"
thousand to cover her little faults with !
She has no faults," snarled Galloway suddenly, and instantly wished he had not spoken.
He felt a blundering fool as Dyson laughed in

"A

:

We're laying by. You're an
"
awful laud lubber, John. Have a peg ?

"
recognise me ?
" Nevor. I can't see scarcely a trace of resemblance, except a suggestion in the mouth."
"So I say. It might just as easily be you,
or anyone else. They won't know me from
Julius Cscsar."
" The lawyer people will want some identi"

Would you

fication."
" Oh, I've fixed that already.

I've written
them several times from South Africa, and I've
got all their letters in this wallet, as well as the
other papers I shall require a birth certificate

—

among them.
score.

They
lias

There

Besides,
all

know

will be

no trouble on that

there's the blessed dragon.
that, especially Athalie.
She

reason to, poor

girl

"

!

" What dragon ?
" The bit of artistic tattooing, which you
remember I copied on your own arm the night
we re-christened tho Calamity Jane."
Ho pullod up the sleeve of his coat and
showed a particularly lively representation of
a Chinese dragon exceedingly rampant.
Galloway laughed. He had, tho saipe design
on his own arm a present from Dyson, who
had some artistic skill in these matters.
" If all clso fails," said Mallet, " tho dragon
will fix matters.
Athalie has one on her arm."

—

" Miss Railton "
" Sure. I guess sho doesn't lovo mo for it
now. I was tho artist. I was about sixteen
when I performed this work of art, and sho was
eloven.
I showed her my tattoo, and nothing
would suit her ladyship but to have ono liko if.
I obliged her.
There was a rumpus
Pliow
ovor it," and Dyson laughed at the recollection.
'!

!

Fog and Calamity.

night they oneountered weird weather
THAT
in tho Irish Sea.
The captain of tho

Sweet Alice slowed down his cnnines to

This

!

"

"There
muttered.
a poor sort of tragedy to

is

up with
He had been wasting time thinking of^npthing
but himself. He had clean forgotten tliat there
were others on board, and that if disaster had
indeed come there might.be work for men to do.
Most of the berths seemed to be empty and
the -doors open. Bui presently he found one
that was locked, and it was from behind this
that the moaning came.
He shook the handle and banged at the door.
There was no answer, and the moaning confinish

!

tinued.

"

What

sort of a fool

is

in here ? "

he growled.

Then he put his heavy shouldeT against tho
do >r and braced himself with a leg against the
opposite wall of the corridor. The door went;
with a crash.
There was a girl in her nightdress on her
kn;es clinging to the edge of her bunk. She
was sobbing or praying, or both. A wave cf
sombre hair swept over her shoulders almost to
h?r waist.

—

.

women

in

" 'Pon my word, John, I believe you've
looked at the picture of this white-souled angel
Pyguntil you've got yourself in love with it.
malion and Galatea eh, what ? Well, well,
perhaps I'll let you have a look at her some day
when we're safelj married. I wonder whether
"
she'll recognise me ?
"
"

Mallet.

Heaven!" he

."Great
are

Of course.

his face.

Recognise you ?
Galloway, who was walking away raging with
disgust, stopped and turned back.
Well, you see," replied Mallet, " it's seven
years since we looked lovo into each other's
eyes, and I'm afraid I've changed a bit since I
was twenty-one. Look here."
Ho drew out another photo. It was a portrait of a youth, handsome, in an open, honest
way. Faintly weak about the mouth, but an
engaging face, nevertheless.
Galloway looked at it grimly.
" Is that you ? " he asked gravely.
" Myself in my blameless youth," replied

I' It's the luck of the Calamity Jane over
again," he muttered. " I never was one of the
lucky ones. So long old O'Farrel, and may you
strike it rich, and have it all to yourself.
I
have" a sort of feeling that I shan't want my
share, and that Dyson won't play ducks and
drakes with that girl's life after all. That's a
.comfort, anyway, but I may as well pass off
the stage in trousers as not."
He found the necessary garments and
struggled into them over his pyjamas. Having
dono this, lie proved that his brain was not so
cool as he tried to persuade himself, by forgetting all about his jacket. He went , out in
trousers and pyjamas, carrying his oil -lantern.
Passing down the narrow steep passage
between the berths he heard a- low moaning,
and stiffened abruptly.

It

was the

girl,

Irma

As

Gale.

hand

his

touched her she looked up ond recognised him.
It seemed as if she was waiting
as if she must
havo known he was coming for her.
The fear of death went out of her eyes, and
something beautiful and calm and splendid
oame into them. He wrapped a dressing-gown
rjund her.
" Come," he said, and led her out of the cabin,
supporting her with an arm round her waist.
In his heart ho began cursing wildly, and
hoping desperately that nothing serious wa9
tho matter. It was only a hope. They
seemed to be quite alone in that part of the
ship.
The girl kept her eyes on his face as if
afraid to let them wander.
" There's some trouble," he said thickly.

—

CHARLES STAURT
BLACKTON.

VIOLET
BLACKTON.

delightful children who play in the J. Stuarl
Blackton production of " Passers By," the famous
play by C. Haddon Chambers, in which Herbert

Two

Rawlinson

is

the star.

Mallet was fortifying himself from a flnsk.
"No, thanks. I don't fancy a drink in tho
middle of tho night."
" The only thing worth waking up for, in my
opinion," returned Mallet.
Ho went out, and Galloway turned over to
woo sleep again. As he did so he heard a bell
ringing above.
For ten minutes or more -he-' tried, hard to get
to sleep, but the bell was still clunging, and he
began to wonder about a dull persistont noise
as of tramping that came from above.
For the first time a dull sense of foreboding
gripped him. Mallet had not returned
but it
was not this, nor the ringing of tho bell, nor the
;

tramping overhead whioh alarmed
him. But he noticed that the end of his bunk
was tilting strangely, so that his feet were
above the level of his head. The pitching
motion of the vessel had almost ceased.
Ho m.i- out of bed with a bound. His feet
slipped away from him as ho landed. The floor
sloped like a toboggan slide. As he scrambled
up -the lights wont out.
Ho found an oil lantern which ho happened
to know was under the lower bunk, and lighted,
it.
The dull tramping overhead continued, and
the bell clanged like a lost soul.
persistent

" Silence that
dreadful bell,'' and laughed. A queer sense of
crept
over him. Tho light from tho
Fatalism
lantern did not improve the' outlook.
It
showed tho narrow cabin at a preposterous
angle.
But ho felt better for its modest glimmer,
although with the fatalistic feeling still on him
ho did not feel inclined to hurry.

Ho remembered

Othollo's

"

We'd

better get

up and

what

see

it

is

all

obiut."
" We're wrecked I think," she said almost
calmly.
" Nonsense
The cargo lias listed I expect.
Perhaps something has hit us, or we have hit

something.

It will

be

all

right though."

Ho did not know what he was saying. She
smiled, but her eyes told him she did not believe
hi his reassurance.
At the top of the companion they found the
first officer, who swung a lantern in their faces.'
He was quite unmoved. Galloway felt immediately comforted by the steadiness of his
voice.

"Hello, Galloway, that you? You've got
one of the ladies ? "
"This is' Miss Gale." answored Galloway.,
" Had she better go back and dr»" J
" Er p'raps not. Presently, perhaps. Get
starboard now and soe the second officer..

—

You'll find him there."'
The first officer looked into Galloway's face
keenly.
Something in the look made Gallowayi
draw the girl away quickly. When they haJl
gone three yards tho mate called him back.
" Galloway, just a second."
He left the girl for a moment and dartod back.
" You've been tho very devil of a time getting:
up.
Get starboard, and look slippy. We're
trying to launch a boat."
*"
"
Is it bad ?
" We're sinking
Blank liner cut the bowt

—

off us,

and doesn't seem to know what

she's

done."
"

How

" asked Galloway in

long
ten minutes, with luck.
?

"About
with the

girl,

there's a

{Don't miss next
fascinating story.)

alow

voice.

Get «long

good lad."

week's

instalment

<>}

this,

—
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"SCREEN STARS

I
By

HAVE WOOED— AND WON!"

CRAUFURD KENT.

These confessions of a leading man who left England to play in films In America will be read with great interest by all picturegoers.
Craulurd Kent is well able to speak on the subject of love-making, for he has been the central character in a large number of
romantic scenes, and he has captured the hearts of the simple-hearted girl, the temperamental, the woman of the world, the beautiful
Read what this prince of heart stealers- has to say on this ever-absorbing topic.
doll, and, in fact, every type of femininity.

No.

FRED-

PAULINE

ERICK, however
regal she may ap-

pear on the screen, is
essentially the " good
it.
behind
fellow "

She

inborn

an

has

making
from the
and
officials
down to the

for

talent
friends,

highest
directors

2.

interest in her eyes, in view of her husband's
home being in that city.
The actual business of taking moving pictures
must have been something of a novelty in thoso
parts, for people drove in from miles around to
watch us at work, while the school children were
given a half holiday in our honour !
Gene

name

at least

and

Not

least

^social

CRAUFURD KENT.

of
respec

love

ments

is

them
her.

t

among her

accomplishher charming

habit of making you feel that you are the one
person in the world she most wants to see.
"Why, Craufurd " she will say, ''lorn glad"
to see you now the party is quite complete
And she makes everyone feel the same.
To illustrate her kindness of heart I cannot
do better than quote a little incident that occurred during the making of " Double Crossed."
You may remember the scene in which she and I
wind some wool. There was much merriment
at the studio over the domestic spectacle we
presented, especially over
remark that I
really enjoyed the task my " wife " had given
me, and at last Polly remarked
" Really, Craufurd, you do it so well, that I'm
going to make you a scarf "
!

—

may
is

A " Good Pal."

THE

appeal of Alice Brady is not so much
to the lover as to the friend in man
generally speaking, of course. The exception exists in her delightful husband, to whom
she is devoted, and in whom she finds all the
romance she requires. Hers is the happy, hearty,
self-reliant type, with her " Hullo, Craufurd,
give me a cigarette," and her jolly, harumscarum, boisterous ways. Always good-tempered, the studio resounds to her singing she
has an awfully fine voice and her merry

:

—

!

She kept her word, too, and the result was one
of the finest scarves I have ever worn, for, as
you know, she is a famous knitter.

Women.
PAULINE FREDERICK'S

Witty

makes such

which

rehearsing,

seldom

scenes

a

difference, and I can only say that her
talent
for
love-making approaches genius.
Perhaps because she has the saving grace of a
keen sense of humour, and never over-acts her
impassioned scenes.

A

tender

scene with

OLIVE THOMAS, who

sents the sweet, simple-minded

laughter whenever she
repre-

girl.

Another star of the delicate, girlish type is
Vivian Martin, with whom I played in "Little
Miss Brown." A very sweet little woman.
Of my love-making with /dainty, goldenhaired Billie Burke I catv say Little, for my role
in her picture, " Good Gracious, Annabelle," was
a light comedy part, in more than half of which

A

is

—

about.

—

" good pal " is Alice a man couldn't wish
And yet, strangely enough, in her
for a better.
pictures, such as " The Ordeal of Rosetta,"

"The Knife," "The Trap," and "Her Better
Half," I have always been cast for the villain,
whose love-making was to be repulsed rather
than desired
(Afore of these interesting revelations next
week.)
!

Another very witty woman with whom I have
played is Emily Stevens. I supported her in
" Kildare of Storm."
On the stage she invariably portrays "catty" women, but her
roles for the screen have always been of a sympathetic nature. She is a wonderful actress,
which is, perhaps, not surprising in view of the
fact that she is closely related to the " Ellen
Terry of America " Mrs. Fiske, who has also
appeared in pictures. " Tess of the D'Urbervilles was one, you may recollect.
Miss Stevens,
her niece (alas, for film leading men
is now
back on the stage.

—

'.)

The Magic of Youth.
CLARK'S methods

MARGUERITE

of loveare absolutely expressive of the
herself
sweet, childlike, delicate
as a flower. With her, youth is instinctive. As
you see her on the screen, so is she in private
life. She looks jusl like a kiddie
why, bless
!

making

woman

—

—

she takes ones in shoes
is

!

And

always provided with such

why

she

fills

them so

me

that

is

why

she

girlish roles,

and

she

girl

perfectly

herself, irrespective of her
would be folly for her to

it

an

I

!

my

need

;

;

acted with her in " His Wife " (another
version of " Dollars and the Woman "), she
would let me take her in my arms and kiss her,
according to the requirements of the scenario,
but somehow she never really melted into the
romantic spirit of the thing. This, I think, was
partly due to the fact that her director-husband,
Joseph Kaufman, was alive at the time, and as
they were very, very much attached to each
other, I fancy she could never quite sink her
real love story in the reel one.
Even now I
believ e she is much the same. The death of her
husband was one of the greatest tragedies of
filmdom, and it nearly lulled one of the finest and
most charming women you could possibly meet.

and every

man Jack

colouring
and she is very feminine in her
clothes
but she does not submerge Lierself in a
love scene to the same extent that some actresses

When

To them
acid test.*"
she is just "Polly,"
spirit,

what one may term
She is most

is

woman."

attractive, with hair of a sort of blondoTitian shade.; very blue eyes, and awful'y pretty

excellent actress).

all

not in

Story.

CLAYTON
ETHEL
the " one man

do, however true-to-life her performance
appear to the audience (and, of course, she

hands, and the opinion
of the latter especially,
as any film personage
will tell you, is " the

in

A Real Love

O'Brien caused much feminine heart -stirring, I
can tell you. Everybody looked at him.
Awfully good fellow, 'Gene.

humblest studio

if

I played the tipster, who did not make love to
her at all in the present sense of the phrase.

;

is

a

woman's years, and
portray the mature

when she has all the magic of youth at her
command.
Happy Marguerite
" Come Out of the Kitchen," in which I
played with her, was made just two or three
in life

!

months

after her marriage to Mr. Palmerson
Williams, and I think the fact that the mansion
it was taken in was situated in a small town near
New Orleans gave the picture an additional

The

old story

in

a

different

setting.

CRAUFURD

"Coma

Oat

of the

falls

in

love

Kitchen."

with

MARGUERITE CLARK

in

"

Picture
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED

To Satisfy AIL

According to Type.
casting for film plays
TYPE
present
in screen

one of the
.evils
art, according
to Joseph De Grasse, the eminent
" Such a thing wasn't thought
producer.
of in the hey-day of our English-speaking
stage," ho says. " Actors were expected to
is

ho versatile enough to create various parts,
and the rule developed players, whose
memories are beacons for all who follow
their art."
Mr. De Grasse's criticism is
directed towards the modern custom
which has crown up of picking players who
look the part," and the result has been
the deterioration in the quality of acting
both on the stage and screen. The scrcenHcting profession is now very numerous,
and affords a wide selection to the producer
whose duties are to pick the cast, for a
production.
The temptation to be impressed by the
appearance of a player is strong upon him.
."Should he recpiire, for instance, an old salt,
for a particular scene, he
ll
choose a

w

:

man who most conforms to the conventional appearance of a man of this type
without taking into consideration at all
whether he is able to act or not.

Looking the Par t.

THIS

practice has developed with the
All
multiplicity of screen players.
studios have long lists containing the
names of people waiting to play small
parts, and they consist of all kinds, sizes
and conditions of men and women. It is
impossible, therefore, for a producer to be
widely familiar with the acting capacity
of all aspirants for parts.
And he is

ADAMS.

K.

to our, critic, the greatest
of all character stars is Mary Piekford, and she maintains her prominence over all rivals simply because she imparts to her work the subtle portrayal that

charms, and she makes her part stronger
and more virile than the author conceived.
There is truth in Mr. De Grasse's remarks,
and it follows that if the eye is all that
is necessary to please in photo-plays the
" type " is sufficient, but if something is

wanted

that stimulates the mind and
imagination, it is only possible to get it
from true acting. The best solution to the
problem appears- to be for actors to
specialise in various types to which they
are physically most suited. They will then
combine all qualities, and satisfy both pro.

ducer and public.

Most

AS had

Difficult Scenes."

producer of

S

films, I have, of course,
difficult and thrilling
of picinstance, in therocentHepworth

many

moments during the making
film,

For
which

lead

in,

tures.

Bliss,'

'

I

I directed, and also played the
Tho Amazing Quest of Mr. Ernest
had to take several scenes in

London which, although they will only
represent a very few moments' entertainment when shown on the screen, caused

mo many

anxious hours when 1 was
them. In
the
maelstrom of
Piccadilly Circus, at an hour when the sun

making

—

shines brightest and humanity is represented in her thousands 1, as Ernest
Hliss, had to walk right across the Circus,
wend my way through tho traffic (which
was at t lie time very dense), and keep well
within the range of the camera, camouflaged in our own bus, without
giving the

—

'

game away.'
" Again, i had to drive an omnibus down
Street, and although the result is
quite satisfactory on tho screen, I
sure
that those who see it in the picture
theatres will never realise the pangs of
uncertainty 1 suffered as, piloting the
bus, I proceeded 011
risky journey.
Tin* passengers were blissfully unaware
of the fact that they had entrusted their
lives to the mercy of a
film actorA'

Regent

am

my

—

Lessons

We Learn From

the Films.
Trying to dodge work tires more people
than hard labour.
•

*

*

Unite make* some people waste a

lot

oj

other people's time.

This Week's Best Films

THE

.

a list of the best
photo-plays which are being refollowing

leased for
cinemas during this
of the star artistus :
llrpirorth

"

..

is

exhibition
at the
week, and the names

A Temporary Vagabond."

Henry

HEWRY EDWARDS,

director and leading
player for the Hepworth Company.

12'dwabds, Chrissie White.
" His Porgottcn Secret."
Vitwjmpli ..

h.mirv Money.
jury's

"The

..

..

Revelation.''

N,\>;imova.

rtattin lly likely to

choose

tho-=e

\\

ho appear

be the visible embodiments of roll's
whi '. ho must select players.
"1 an- convinced," says Air. De Grasse,
•'
that tl..' public prefers the genuine actor
to tho t; pe.' The former can give countless delict to and telling shadings of his
work
Whereas tho type usually walks
through his part and gives a colourless
interpretation. The skilful actor can put.
values into a play that are not in the

Fox

.

10

for

'

;

in UKiscript."

•
Maplaink

"Lost Money."
Tkaverhe.

••

"The

Gaumoiit

Victim.''

Haines, Joyce Bi.air.
"Creased Lightning."
F.L.F.S
Ciiari.es Ray.
" Happiness a la Mode."
Waltwdaw.
Ci'SsTANTE Taijiadcb.

KohEnx

T.

.

Patht

.

.

.

"

.

The Bishop's Emeralds.

!Siiei.im»n

Artistic

..'

Fred

Lewis.
" Under the Top."

S-tokh.

:

Si

i

Antonio Mor
Antonio

ACCORDING

"My

,$/,cu

from tn

p

»—

ill

drtci

12

"

Pictthe

14

They all

Show Art
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EDDY POLO.

THE

finest fighter

the proud
the
Polo,

is

Perhaps

title

on the films"
won by Eddy

renowned

serial

reputation for
gallantry and chivalry has something
to do with his great popularity with
anyway, our photographs
the fair sex
which
prove the
title
here
fully
appears above.
Eddy Polo is not
only a great favourite with picture'
artiste.

his

;

goers, he

is

liked

by everybody

"

at his

Thank

yon, Eddy, for saving

studios at Universal City.

EDDY POLO and VIVIAN
REED find that there is
enough room on one horse
for

two

people.

THELMA PERCY
signifies content in the

4

J

strong arms of Eddy.

IS

EDDY,

and

MARJORIE
DAW, who
brave

3

many

perils

together.

J
II

As

radiant as the sunshine

— PEGGY O'DARE.

EILEEN SEDGEWICK

lessons on "

How

receives a few
to Fight," by Prof. Polo.

my

life

!

1920.

11//,,

IS

1020.

O—

L» delights

* THE FILM

Home

pend away
Here we see htm tn his summerr bungalow.
lio.
distance are the blue California h ;»,.
in the days he

can

s

I

JJ

&
J(i

DO

think this interview was a real kindness on the part of the person who

gave

because

it

Edmund Gwenn,

••••BllilllllDIIIIHIIIIIIn«EmaaiMBiL»in

Someone

(2)

:

had no appointment with

(1) I.

'

CHAT WITH EDMUND GWENN

CINEMATIC

A

doos

:

'

'

'

had, and they were

else

nearly due to arrive

And

!

(3) Just between ourselves, Mr.
is

Mr.

but

at present," ho replied,
" Of course, I cannot consider
the scrap I have done in any way representative, because Unmarried had what
was termed a record cast,' in which even

than it
adding

Gwenn

those of wide dramatic experience (as well
as the leaders of society featured) wore
content to take quite small parts."

not frightfully keen about the subject

upon which

And

had come to interview him

I

!

my

sake (because I looked
myself I have the
tired
want an interview
art of doing
very badly !), and for yours, because I
told him how interested you'd be in anything he had to say about films, and how
disappointed you'd be if he remained
adamant, he ga%'e in with a smile. Now,
wasn't that a real kindness ? And just
In " The
after a tiring performance, too
that fine play
Skin Game," you know
by John Galsworthy, at the St. Martin's
Theatre.

—

yet for

which

!

;

His One Picture.

GWENN,
MR. introduction

course, needs no
as one of the finest
actors of the legitimate drama
to attempt anything of the sort would be
an impertinence but as regards film
of

—

acting—
" Really,

I feel that I should not be
speaking upon such a subject," he explained, as we sat in his dressing-room,
because I know so very little about
films, and have appeared in but one in my
And I did so then only because it
life
Unmarried,'
was a propaganda picture
a Granger all-British production."

—

!

"

Even

Appreciates "Charlie's." Brains.
TAKE it that you are not specially
I

I flatter
whon 1

so," I

'

remarked hopefully,

know how your

should like to

"

fond of the movies as an entertainment, either " I queried.
" I've certainly seen very few pictures,"
'!

Mr. Gwenn admitted.
" Any that specially appealed to you ? "
" None," was the brief and cheery
response.
Then, more seriously : " But
stay, on the rare occasions when I have
seen Charlie Chaplin's pictures, I have
always thought his business extremely
'

'

clever."

" Mr. Gwenn," I said suddenly, " I
should like to know how the ovation to
Mary Pickfoid and Douglas Fairbanks
6truck you ? "
" I think they must bo a very worthy
and charming couple," Mr. Gwenn answered, " and in every way deserving of
their places in the hearts of the people
but, as regards ourselves, I think the
ovation we gave them compared with the
reception wo gave the V'.C.'s the other
Of the men who
day, was a disgrace.
must have gone so near death to have won
such a decoration, we mado nothing like
the fuss, and I think the comparison sheds
;

an unworthy light on us."
I lot

In

I

—

that sink into my mind srowly.
conclusion I asked Mr. Gwenn

first flight

into filmdom affected you."
" Frankly, the -work doesn't appeal to

" Can't explain
me," said Mr. Gwenn.
why, any more than I can tell you why it
some people like tomatoes and
is" that
others don't, or why it is that some folks
love horses myself, for instance while
others are frightened of them."
Well, this at any rate was honest,
and, somehow, honesty, sincerity of
purpose, are the qualities of Mr. Gwenn

—

which seem to

—

strike

one most forcibly

when speaking to him. It is, for
instance, a compliment to him that I
cannot for the life of me tell, you what
eyes are, but that I reinstead the directness of their
gaze
and that, while I cannot
recollect the details of his dressingcolour

his

member
;

|
j

sacies of his engines don't
jug by bis sunn; smile.

A

morning run

in

racing car, "

the star's specially bnilt

The Antonio Moreno."

room, beyond

humorous man

appearance of com-

its

did carry
pression of a
fort, I

away with me an imvery

—a

real

sincere dryly
John Bull-isb

sort of person.

His Dislike of the Film.
"

T^UT

surely," I persisted, opening fire
again, " there must be some reason
why film work doesn't make any
appeal to you ? "
.Mr. Gwenn smiled indulgently at my
persistence.

tl

" Well, maybe it's because film work
doesn't allow one really to lose oneself
in a part, as the stage does.
Why, I remember playing in a piece once, in the
course of which I remained o i the stage for
an hour at a time
But in the film studio
one does not act for any appreciable
length of time.
The director puts you
through your paces for a minute or two,
and then it is over, till you are called again,
!

6

Iiaph

?e.-ials

by keeping bis lawn in order.

1

perhaps hotirs, perhaps days later. One
cannot get thoroughly into the spirit of a
role so. At least, that is the way it seems
to me, though, as I told you at first, my
film experience is practically nil."
" Do you think you will ever play in
pictures again, Mr.- Gwenn ? "
" I may do—one never knows ; but I'm
not keen, because I don't think the w >i k
would ever appear to me more congenial

EDMUND GWENN.
wheihor he thought the films would last, a
well-known stage actress having recently
told me that in her opinion they would not.
" Oh, yes," he replied imper'turbably.
Jn fact, ( should like to see every theatre
London turned into a cinema, and
people spending not merely £350,000, but
hall a million on amusement houses in
which nothing but pictures should be
shown.
Then," he concluded with a
chuckle, seeing my expression of amazement, " the public would be more appreciative of the theatre proper and the
the future "
stage
*'

in

legitimate

in

!

May Herschel Clabke.
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A THRILLING STORY OF A RACE FOR LOVE

CAMPBELL, better known on the
EDWARD
racecourse tracks as " Checkers," was broke.
was no new experience for Checkers, for
nil his young life had been very much like a switchback railway up one minute, down the next.
As he stood in the lounge of the Saratoga Hotel,
making a mental review of his finances, he decided
that another week would, see him with just about
enough to pay his hotel bill.
" Well, it's no use spoiling my last week by
worrying over what's going to happen," thought
Checkers, as he moved to the cigar stall.
As he did
so he caught sight of a young man much the worse
tor drink, although it was early in the day.
He
recognised him as Arthur Kendal, with whom he
had struck up a sort of friendship in the hotel.
Kendal was a man who came of a good family, but
since his appearance in the hotel, about a week
before, he had spent most of his time drinking.
Checkers went forward to give Kendal a helping
hand to his room.
It

—

"

.

" Hallo, Checkers, old sport " hiccupped Kendal.
" I've been hitting the Scotch."
" So I sen," replied Checkers, as he skilfully piloted
!

the other up the stairs.
" I want you to come down to my place," said
Kendal, when Checkers had got him to his room.
" I'm sick of this.
Fact is, old man, I'm drinking
to try to for^i t."
And then, in a maudling, sentimental way, Arthur
Kendal told Checkers about a girl named Alva
llomaine, a member of a fast Bohemian set, whom
he had -thrown over because lie was going to his
home to settle down to marry Pert Barlow, the
daughter of old Judge Barlow.
" And that's why I want yon to come with me,
You'll keep me off the drink, and you'll
Checkers.
find plenty to amuse you down there.
I've got a
horse called Silver Dollar that can catch birds.
You must see him."
" Right you are.
It will suit me for a week or
so," said Checkers.
Having made Kendal comfortable on his bed.
Checkers returned to the lounge. At the foot of

the stairs he was stopped by a young man with an
open, good-natured face, but whose loud, check suit
was too horsey to fit in with the tony atmosphere
of the Snratoga.
It was " Push " Miiler, who was
Checkers' henchman and staunch friend.
" Sec that girl over there ? " said Miller.
" She
wants you."
He pointed to a girl dressed in a fashionable blue
rostumc. She was vrv young not more than
twenty. Checkers decided, with a beautiful oval face
framed in a profusion of jet black hair. Checkers
fionght he had never seen such a beautiful girl,
and to judge from the admiring looks of the men
in the lounge, they were of the same'opinion.
" She sent for me because she thought from my
check suit I might be Checkers," chuckled Miller.
" And I told her I would find you for her."
Checkers went over to the girl, who flushed with
mortification at the thought that she should have
mistaken Miller for this good-looking, well-bred
young man who came towards her with a frank

—

smile.

"

My

me,"

friend Miller tells
said Checkers.

me you

wish to speak to

I hope you won't think it strange.
My
Pert Barlow."
'Checkers started slightly, but made no remark.
With an effort the girl began again.
" I received a letter from a girl friend of mine who
Is staying at this hotel, saying that Mr.
Arthur
Kendal was— well, in need of a helping hand. You
see," she went on, " we are practically engaged, and
I didn't like to think he was_going the wrong way.
Mv friend told mo that you were the only one wlio
had apparently any influence over him, and I
th light that you might persuade, him to come

Yes.

name

is

.

home."
certainly would have done so, 'Miss Barlow,"
I
replied Checkers; "but I am very pleased to be
able to tell you that Kendal has made up his mind
to leave the hotel, and he has asked me to come
do n to his place for a few days."
" '>h 1 am so pleased," said the girl.
" You will
ee how a.vKwarcl it was for me.
J felt that I had
and
father
was
taken
ill
lo
on our arrival, so
me,
there was nobody I could trust to sec you.
It was
embarrassing
::
position to be in. but now
very
everything is all right."
She hold out her hand with a bright smile.
" 1 hope I shall sec you.
Our place adjoins that
of the Kendall."
" It .is very kind of you," said Checkers.
" I
shall look forward to the meeting with great pleasure."
'

>.

'

(Special to the " Picture Show.

'
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At Mount Royal.

BARLOW had
PERT
truth about her-

not told Checkers

all

the

visit to the hotel.
-She had
seen Arthur Kendal earlier in the day.
He
was drunk even then, and in response to her pleadings to give up the drink and come home he had

merely said
" Certainly. But I must have just pne more
whisky."
Another thing that Tert had been told by her
friend was that Checkers not only had influence
over Kendal, but that it was his influence that was
keeping Kendal drinking. Having seen Checkers,
Pert's instinct told her it was Kendal's own fault
that he was drinking. Checkers might be a gambler,
as her friend had told her, but he was certainly a
clean living man.
As for Arthur, she tried hard to
persuade licrself that his drinking was only a young
man's fohy, and that once he got away from hotel
life he would settle down, but she could not persuade
:

herself that this would come about.
On his arrival at Mount Royal, Arthur

Kendal's
home, Checkers found that the young man was
worse sober than when drinking. He was a weakCheckers
ling with all the petty vices of a weakling.
found that he had no sense of honour, and some of
the schemes lie confided to the racing man as a
means of recovering the fortune he had dissipated
away, were roughly turned down by Checkers.
The gambler was no saint, but he had always
played the game straight. Checkers won or lost on
the square, and his word was as good as his written
bond.
Another thing Checkers found out was that Pert
Barlow was not in love with Kendal. The engagement or rather the understanding that the two
would marry some day had been arrived at by
the fathers of the young people. They had seen practically nothing of each other since they were children,
and any love that Pert Barlow might have had in
those days for Kendal had disappeared when she
found out what sort of a man he was.
Checkers would have left Mount Royal almost
as soon as he arrived, but the truth was that he
had fallen in love with Pert Barlow the moment he
had seen Iter in the hotel lounge. He was much too
honourable to declare his love while there was auy
sort of an understanding between her and Kendal.
Had Pert been engaged to a man worthy of her, he
would have gone out of her life, but though he realised
that his own love was the primary cause of his interest
in the girl, he could honestly tell himself that, if she

—

—

married Kendal, nothing but unhappincss would
result from the union.
In fact, Kendal did not
hesitate to tell some of his friends that Pert Barlow's
money was more to him than the girl.
So disgusted was Checkers at the sordid character
of Kendal, that he felt he could not stop any longer
under his roof. But just as he had decided to go
away, an invitation came from Judge Barlow to
spend a few weeks at his place.
Checkers gladly accepted the invitation and he
was more than delighted at the welcome he got
from Pert. After he had been staying at the Barlows
for a few days, Checkers discovered something that
made him very anxious to prolong his visit.
He found out that Pcrt's saddle horse Remorse,
was a real racer, and when he learned from Pcrt's
groom that Remorse had a direct descent from a
winner of the Kentucky Derby, he approached the
girl on the subject.
" Do you know. Miss Barlow," he said, " I believe
if Remorse were thoroughly trained there is not a
horse in the country that could beat him."
He hesitated a moment and then went on
" If it were not for the fact that I came here as a
guest of Arthur Kendal's and know how things stand
between you, I might say something."
" I won't pretend not to understand you, Mr.
Compbell," returned Pert. " You might as well
know tliat Mr. Kendal and
I ate not engaged.
Now,
what about the horse ? "
" I feel sure he would beat Kendal's Silver Dollar,
and if Ire belonged to me I would train him for the
big race at Belmont Park." reollcd Checkers.
" Do you think you could win It * " cried the girl.
" I should Just lovc^to let him have a try."
She paused for a moment or two, and then went on.
" Suppose we train him secretly and see if he is
as good as vou think.
If lie is, we can tell father and
Mr. Kendal, and they can get their bets on Remorse
:

instead of Silver Dollar ?

"

," That would be fair enough," agreed Checkers.
" 1 may be mistaken, for you can never tell to a
pound what a horse can really do till he is pulled out."
The training Of Remorse iK-gan, then, next day.
Pcrt's black groom, Pete, was let Into the secret, and
the trials were carried out early in the morning when
there was nobody about.

Checkers' opinion was speedily* justified.
The horse proved even faster than he had thought,
and Checkers knew from past experience that only
an accident could prevent Remorse winning the big
race.
Pert and Checkers had just decided that they
might tell Judge Barlow and Kendal, when something happened which changed all their plans.
They were returning from a trial spin in which
Remorse had broken his previous best time. The
birds were singing overhead and their glad song

found an echo in the heart of Checkers.
All the love he felt for Pert Barlow welled up in his
heart.
As they walked beside the horse their hands
accidentally touched on the bridle. It seems a small
thing, set down in cold print, bnt the touch of
Pert's small hand set the young mau's heart leaping
at racing speed.

" he burst out, taking her
" Pert
I love you
hand in his strong' grip. "Can you do you think
you could love me ?
" I know I could never love any other," said Pert
!

!

—

.

softly.

For long, sweet moments, Checkers held the girl
of his heart in his arms, and then they walked back
to the stables in a silence cthcrealiscd by love.
Little did they think that Judge Barlow and
Arthur Kendal had seen their first kiss. As they
readied the stable yard the judge rushed at. Checkers
with insensate fury and struck him violently in the
face.

"How dare
"You scoundrel!" he thundered.
"
you make love to my daughter T
Checkers was flaming with anger at the blow, but
he refrained from retaliation, though his lips bled fk
he bit his teeth on them to control himself.
Then came the sneering voice of Arthur Kendal.
" I might have known what to expect from in"
viting a low, race-course tout to mix with gentlemen

No sooner had the words left his lips than he
measured his length on the ground from a swift
left-hand drive to the jaw from Chec kers.
Some of the stable hands went to t he assistance of
Kendal, but Checkers floored them like so man*
ninepins. While the light was going on Judge Barlow

,
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drove his daughter into the house, and in the fury ot
Ins hate knocked the girl down.
" You have disgraced me and your family " he
shouted ; " but you shall never add to that disgrace
by marrying that man. You can make up your mind
that yon will never see him again."
Calling old mammy Phoebe, the wife of the groom,
he told her to lock Pert up in the schoolroom.
1

The Elopement.

AFTER

the scene in the stable yard Checkers
a lodging in the village, and sent a wire
to " Push " Miller, telling him to meet him.
Checkers was not the kind of man to be beaten at
th ; first stage of the game. Now that he knew Pert
loved him, he was determined that Arthur Kendal
should never many her. But he realised he was up
against a tough proposition.
He 'had one consolation. There was a friend in
camp in Pete the groom, who not only had taken the
keenest interest in the training 61 Remorse, but who,
for some reason known to himself, hated Arthur
Kendal. It did not take Checkers long to get in
touch with Pete, .and when the negro told him that
his wife "was looking after Pert, Checkers began to
think there was a nghtiug chance of getting his
The next day Pete brought
sweetheart away.
Checkers a letter from Pert, which read
" Dear Checkers, Father has struck me, and is
Unless you get me away
keeping me a prisoner.
to-night he will make me marry Arthur Kendal.
Mammy PhTbe and her husband will help us. Cannot
we get away and take Remorse with us ? He is all I
have in the world that belongs to me. Your loving
sweetheart,
i

I

:

—

—

"

Pert."

Checkers soon laid liis plans.
He made a close
inspection of the room in which Pert was confined,
and saw that if she could get out on to the balcony
through the window she might get to the ground by
jumping and catching a tall poplar tree. It was a
dangerous leap, but Pert was an athletic girl, and,
moreover, she was perfectly fearless.
Confiding his plans to Pete, he wrote a letter fo
Pert, telling -her he would be waiting lor her at
midnight. Then he arranged with Pete to leave the
stable door open so that he could get Remorse.
" Push " Miller arrived that night, and he accompanied Checkers to the house. First they went to the
stable and found Remorse rugged up and all in
readiness to be led away. Leaving Miller io look after
t lie horse, Checkers made liis way cautiously to the
house and gave a low whistle.
In a few moments the girl appeared through the
•window and crept on to the balcony. The tree which
she had to catch in her leap was a good four yards
from the side of the house, and Checkers felt sick
with apprehension as he saw the terrible risk Pert
Mas taking. But the brave girl never hesitated.
Measuring the distance, she leapt out and caught
Hie tree. Ba a few moments she had swarmed down
the trunk and landed safely on the ground.
Checkers had got a motor-car waiting, and fastening
Remorse to it, they drove off to the station. But
careful as their movements had been, they had been
seen by some touts who were watching the stable of
Jtemorse by instructions from Kendal.
They at once rushed off to tell him, and ordering
them to jump into his high-powered car, Kendal
drove after the runaways.
Checkers and liis party got to the station and got
Remorse into a box that had been ordered just as
Kendal and his men drove up.
The touts got on to the train while Kendal kept in
his car and followed. Creeping along the train some
of the touts dropped into the horsebox and attacked
Pete and " Push " Miller, while the others flung them-

on Checkers.
There was a desperate fight, but in the end Checkers
and Miller got the upper hand.
But the touts were not yet done with. Spurred on
by the reward Kendal had offered them, they thought
selves

iout another plan.
One of. them crept along the train and uncoupled
the truck containing Remorse and his watchers.
Jt was the intention of Kendal's thugs to detach
the truck so that it would gradually come to a
stoppage ou the line and be run into by the Limited
express, which was due shortly.
As the car was uncoupled flames burst from it on
all sides. In the struggle a lamp had been upset and
tit lire to the forage.

While Checkers and Miller were battling with the
flames, the burning car was seen by a signalman who
wired to the operator at the next section to switch
ihe car on to a siding which ran to the riverside.
The signalman thought the truck was an empty
;that had got loose.
On plunged the car, rocking from side to side, while
occupants were righting for their lives
Checkers, looking out at the side
of the rails, but
it was too late to attempt to stop the car even could
|hc have got at the brake. Over went the car in the
river, but as if by a miracle none of the occupants
nor Remorse were injured, and all swam safely to

[Inside the

-.against the flames.

[door,

saw they were nearing ihe end

.the shore.

The first thought of Checkers was to find a safe
place for Remorse, and he decided he would try to get
a stable in Chinatown. It was here that bad luck
dogged their footsteps. Alva Romaine, who since
being thrown over by Kendal had drifted lower and

A
is

(Concluded on page 18.)

few types in the crowd listening to the speaker in the park. " Judge Not
another fine all-British picture which is really being acted and not turned
out by a mechanical " film factory."
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(Continued from

page
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7.)

had now become a regular patron of bam
opium den.
She was going there for her nightly allowance of
the drug when she recognised Checkers and Pert
whom she had seen at the Saratoga Hotel. Thinking
lower,
Wall's

that the information might be useful to Kendal, she
tound and told him.
Kendal was thunderstruck at the news. His touts

had told him that Checkers. Pert, ami Remorse had
been drowned in the river, and he had been congratulating himself that with the death of liemorsc
the only obstacle to Silver Hollar winning the big
race had been removed.
" You must get Sam Wah to kidnap the cirl for
me, Alva," he implored, "and I'll come back to you."
Alva hurried off to Sam Wah's, and the Chinaman
soon found out the hotel at which Pert was staying.
That night, when Pert was in bed, two men entered
her room and carried her off to Sam Wah's.
In the mean'ime, Checkers and "Push" Miller had
discovered that Pert had -been abducted, and rightly
guessing that they must have been trailed from
Chinatown they made their way back there.
From a girl in a dance-room they learned that Pert
was a prisoner in the hands of Sam Wah, and from
her they also found out that there was a secret
entrance to the Chink's place from the harbour, which
the wily Chinaman used for smuggling in his opium.

NERVOUSNESS
ip the greatest drawback in life to anv man or woman.
If von
:ne nervous, timid, low-spirited, lack self-confidence, w'illl»ower, mind concentration, blush, or feet awkward in the
presence of others, send
penny stamps for particulars of the
Stento-Nerve Strengthening Treatment, used in the Navy from
\ ice-Admiial to Seaman, and in the Army fiom Colonel to
Private.
D.S.O's, M.C'.s. M.M.'s. and D.C.M.'a.
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They watched one of Sam Wah's men entering the
secret passage, and following him, gained entrance to
Sam Wah's private room.
As they entered the room Kendal was threatening
Pert with a terrible end if she would not betray the
hiding-place of Remorse.
Checkers flung himself on the scoundrel, while
Miller took Pert to the boat.
Kendal put up. a game Dght. for he realised that
defeat meant ruin to liim ; but he was no match for
Checkers, who quickly overpowered him and ran to
join Pert and Miller.
As soon as they htyjlgot into the bay Checkers told
Pert that he had Sent on. Remorse to the Belmont
racecourse with Pete:
" The omy thing that is worrying me now, dear,"
he said, " is if we can get there ia time."
As lie spoke Checkers noticed a hydroplane circling
overhead, and at ouce a plan came into his head.
He signalled to the airman, who brought his machine
to res,t on the water, and after hearing their story he
undertook to carry them to the track.
Tliey rushed to the stall where Remorse was
stabled, to find the coloured jockey Checkers had
engaged to ride, nursing tccracked head.
One of Massa Kendal's men bribed de jockey oh
Silver Dollar to do dat dirty work," explained Pete.
" We am ruined, Massa Checkers.
Dere's no udder
jock we can get."
" I'll ride Remorse," erjed Pert.
" Go to the
stewards, Checkers, and tell them the whole story,"

FOSTER
The Cream
creaminess
custard.

A3 soon as the stewards had heard the vile plot to
prevent Remorse winning they willingly gave their
consent j and Pert, in the colours wora by tlic
injured jockey, rode out on the course.
In the grand stand stood Arthur Kendal. He had
backed Silver Dollar with every penny he could raise,
and if his horse lost he was ruined.
They still talk of that race. From the start it was
a match between Silver Dollar and Remorse.
As Kendal watched the two horses he realised that
he had made a mistake in ordering his thugs to
injure the negro jockey. The hardships Remorse had
suffered affected his speed, and it would have been a
slight shade of odds on Silver Hollar winning had it
not been for the fact that Pert was on his back
The horse understood his rider and responded to
her call for a last,effort as they came round the bend
to the winning-post with a magical burst of speed
that left Silver Dollar standing.
The stakes and bets brought Checkers in a small
fortune, and it was as a man of independent means
that he went, to Judge Barlow to ask him for the hand
of his daughter. The judge had bitterlv regretted hw
treatment of Pert, and when he heard how Kendal
had caused her to be at dacted, and how Checkers
had rescued her from the opium den, lie grasped
Checkers by the hand.
" Take her, my boy. You have fully won her," he
" And may the only 'Remorse' in your lives
said.
be the gallant horse that brought you your bride."
Adapted, by permission^ from the For. phulo-riay.
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something charmingly feminine
about the perfume a woman uses. Yet
J[
it is a fad that can be abused only too
readily.
An excess amount of perfume, for
instance, is not only overwhelming to the
atmosphere and unpleasant to all with whom
it comes in contact, but in such volume is a far
from pleasant smell.
Beyond all that, it is
inclined to give a headache ; whereas the slight
use of the same scent will be as refreshing as it
is

pleasant and subtle.
is expensive at first cost, but
is the best to buy in the end, for a little will
go quite a long way if used with care. No girl,
no matter how much she must economise,
should buy cheap perfume, which imparts a
soapy odour to the wearer. Better to leave perfume out of the toilette accessories than use this
is

same 'subtle perfume clinging to them, and by
such will she bo known. One well-known film
actres9 is very fond of mauve, and always uses
lavender-water ; in fact, she is often spoken of
as the " lavender lady."
Many men say they object to perfume. As a
matter of fact, few men really dislike all perfumes.
There is usually one scent that they
approve of. Therefore, the wise woman-will find
out the scent he prefers before she begins to
perfume her apparel.

Good perfume

it

variety.

Always remember to apply your perfume
sparingly and carefully. The scent spray is, of
course, the best method, but it is not the good
fortune of every girl to be the possessor of a
spray.
By the way, the mention of sprays
reminds mo of the very best kind if you are
thinking of buying one. Choose the variety that
has the straight stem in the centre, with a flat
push upon the top of it. This you press down,
anil the scent sprays in the most economical
and effective fashion. This kind of spray will
bo found to wear much better than the variety
with a rubber tubing, the latter being apt to
burst or perish only too quickly.
If you have a bottle of scent that has a glass
stopper, do not pour the scent from this bottle
on to the garments. Instead, procure one of
those small crown-like corks that sprinkles the

merest vestige of perfume on to your person.
Most chemists will supply you with such a
stopper.

Applying the Perfume.
be careful when

ALWAYS
ing scent

apply-

to your garments,
in case you stain the material,
for this happens occasionally even
with the best perfumes. You will
be wiser to apply it to your undergarments, or even to the skin.
The way to apply perfume to
the skin is to moisten a small wad
of cotton -wool with the scent, and
pat this on at the back of the ears,

Looking After Your Jewellery.

ALL

of us have a few trinkets that we
specially cherish, but very few of us take
the .care of them that we should. They
should be periodically cleaned if they are always
to look at their best. More particularly does this
apply to rings and brooches. The majority of
women never consider that the stones lose half
their brilliancy and beauty because they are
choked up with particles of dirt.
All plain gold jewellery
brooches, bracelets,
lockets, etc.
should be washed in a lather of
soap and water, dried with a towel, and given a
final polish with chamois leather.
If diamonds are very dirty, they should be

brushed gently with warm water and a little
and cleaned by dipping in eau-de-Cologne.
An excellent preparation for cleaning gold and
diamond ornaments is a paste of jewoller"s rouge
and weak ammonia. Brush the article well with
or, if it is a plain article, rub the
the mixture
paste over it well with the ball of the finger.
Then get a soft toothbrush and some soapy
water, in which a little soda has been dissolved,
and give the article a thorough cleansing,
afterwards rinsing in clear, cold water.
Put
aside in a dry place, and finally rub with
chamois leather.
Pearls and turquoises should
never be put in water, as they are
apt to lose their colour. Methylated
spirits is the best cleaner for these
soap,

difficult

to

very dirty,
apply a little whiting with a soft
brush,
and nib with chamois
leather. Gold or silver chains should
be frequently washed in soap and
warm water, or they are apt to
mark the neck. The silver handbag, too, should be periodically
cleaned in this manner.
clean.
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JJIilany new artists have appeared recently,
jI and many more are entering the Held because they
realise there is MONEY in Commercial Art Work.
It pays
and pays handsomely.
{JJOur Postal Tuition Course of 12 complete
jI lessons teachesyoutodraw in easy and rapid stages.
It begins at the root of the subject and covers every
principle to the most advanced stage
embracing
every phase of GeneralandCoinmereialillustrating.
([[A few hours of your spare time spent on each

—

—

Ji

lesson will make you a highly-trained and efficient
illustrator
enabling you to command Ugh prices
for your work.
Many of our pupils are now earning big salaries as a direct result of the lessons
one earned no less than £189 in FOUR WEEKS,

(jl

Individual tuition is the keynote of t!m
Course. We develop originality show you how to
do creative work. Your lessons are returne with
candid criticism and helpful advice, and original

jJ

—

—

I

sketches are loaned to pupils to help them i:i mastering the principles laid down in the various lessons.
tf]T The
Course also enables you to
and many of our students
have earned the tuition fee long before they havs
completed the Course.

EAKN

™ WHILE YOU LEARN
(11

^

Included in the Course are nearly 30
large Instruction Charts, containing
of helpful and valuable

some hundreds
illustrations.

fn
^11

\\ rifp

post

torday for Illustrate ! Art Prospectus, sent
and send a sketch of your own for FREE

free,

CRITICISM.

LONDON SKETCH SCHOOL
(Studio 228), 34,

I

PATERNOSTER ROW,

will tell you Free

to

E.C.4.

how

Reduce Your Weight

so

it

is

in

hand

for

coming seasons.
;

and give3 perfect freedom
movement.
The coat is arranged with the

so easily,
of

dainty

sleeve set in

One may perfume the
by means of • a small

one with the back,

and the upper part of side-front, in
Magyar fashion
while the panel
front and the side-basque are also
cut in one. The large collar, which
will roll well up into the neck, is

hair
sachet stitched inside the boudoir
cap
or one may have a small
sachet inserted into the lining of

:

;

each hat.
Both methods will be
found successful, and the delicate
perfume that will cling to the hair
will be found most fascinating.
One of the pitfalls into which the

young

girl falls is to frequently
vary her perfume, choosing anything that happens to please her
at the time. She will find it much
more fascinating to always choose
the one sweet-smelling scent and
stick to it. In this manner all her
garments will always have the

—

Big Coat.

not a wee bit too soon to be
thinking about your winter's coat
in fact, the Picture Girl is having
hers made even now. She has chosen
the style illustrated on this page,
which is as cosy as it is comfortable.
The looseness of the style
allows it to be slipped on and off

Perfuming the Hair.
a

DRAW

It is

nating manner.

is

crease your income by leaps and bounds ? Then
learn to
FOR
PRESS. Artists aro
urgently wanted the demand for men and
women who can draw sufficiently well for reproduction purposes is enormous. Editors, publishers,
and advertisers are at their wits' end to know
whero to get all the sketches they need.

always weli to have garments

of dried flowers or lavender. Stitch
a small sachet in at the top of the
corset.
The heat of the body will
bring out the scent, which will
wave up to the wearer in a fasci-

hair

Are you out to make more money ? Are you
prepared to listen to a proposition that will in-

If

climate
our country
THEvery
changeable that

scent, but like a subtle
perfume about your person, you
can apply this by' means of sachets

fad.

Pendants are often set
These are very

with small pearls.

actual

PERFUMED

Jl

;

stones.

variety.

you do not care

—

—

above the temples, and under the
chin.
Applied in this manner, the
perfume will not be so heavy as if
actually put on the garments.
Very few scents are harmful to the
skin, and these are of the cheap
If

DRAWING
made ea>sy

No. 27,355.

A

cosy velour-cloth coat.

added.
A large button decorates
each point at the back. Thick silk
stitching would form a delightful
ornament to the back.
You can obtain a pattern of the
coat in 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist
sizes from Picture Show Pattern
Dept., 291a, Oxford Street,
London, W.I., for Is. (P.O.
made payable to the Picture

Sh*w).

A Dresser.

I was just a strong young woman, full of life and
vigour, and fond of good things to eat, enjoying life
to its fullest extent, when suddenly my weight began
to increase, and, strong as I was, I began to feel
the burden, especially a3 I am a business woman
earthly
and have plenty of work to do. While
self was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the
progress in this direction brought sorrow and consternation, because I knew that I must give up
weight. I began to feel
business or reduce
company was no longer
lonely, because I felt that
mind that I was at the
desired, and I made up
dangerous point of my life.
One day an inspiration came to me, after I had
spent time, money, and patience in vain efforts
I acted upon this inspiration
to become slim again.
and succeeded, for 36 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in five weeks. I did not use drugs, practise

my

my

my
my

tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home
method, and although this is some time ago, I have
never gained any weight since, and my health is
as good as I could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have
done, and I will tell you how, free, if you will enclose
two penny stamps to pay postage.
W. Grace Hartland (Dept. 998), Diamond House,
Eatton Garden, London, E.C. 1.

—
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As You Were.
By ALICE DELYSIA.
Yon ask me how you can look as young
and as pretty now that you are thirty-five, as
you did when you were twenty. Well, chere
amie, it is quite simple, and it will not be
expensive.
You will not need to go to a great
Beauty Specialist, who will charge you many
hundred guineas, but just to use a few simple
things every day, and perhaps every night.
Your complexion

not good, but that is
the old dead skin you

is

because the skin is
all these years.
Get rid of it, and
give the fresh young skin beneath it a chance
to show itself, and make you look " as you
were."

have had

Get two ounces of mercolized wax from
any chemist, and smear a little carefully over
your face and throat every night. Do not
trouble to rub it in, as you would have to do
with other creams. Simply smear it on the
skin and the wax will do the rest.
Gradually

this

wax

will peal off all

the old

dead skin, and you will be astonished and
charmed with the beauty and freshness of the
new complexion, which is waiting to show
itself.

it

throw

away

your

and be healthy

You know

if it

cannot breathe

freely,

Yet you powder
your face and prevent the skin from having a
chance to breathe. Never use powder.
Instead, get an ounce of cleminite and mix it
that, don't

you

?

with four ounces of hot water, bottle it, and,
with a pad of cotton-wool, apply it to your
face and neck.
It will give the skin a soft
velvety bloom which will not rub off.
Also
it will last all day, or all the evening, even in
a warm ballroom.

A TOUCH OF COLOUR.
A little colour in the cheeks is very becoming.
Get some colliandura at any chemist's, ami
use this instead of rouge. It is quite harmless
to the skin, and gives a pretty flush to the
cheeks, like the tint of a wild rose.

WAVY
Your
to

look

hair, too,

HAIR.

wants attention

if

you wish

as pretty
as you wore."
Pour
of stallax will last you for twenty

ounces
shampoos, and once a week shampoo your
hair with a dessertspoonful of the granules
dissolved in a pint of hot water.
Don't rinse
the hair
it is not necessary.
Simply dry it
in the usual way.
Stallax. used regularly,
will make your tresses soft and silky, and give
them a natural wave.
;

Then, to stimulate the growth and increase
the vitality of your hair, apply a lotion made
by mixing an ounce of boranium with four
ounces of bay rum.
Rub this well into the
roots every night, and in a few weeks your
hair will be thick and luxuriant, and you will
look, if you follow all my advice, as young and
"
as pretty
as you were
shall 1 say
at
twenty.
'

'

—

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS'

—

Secrets

of Happiness.
little
day-by-day kindnesses when
OUPvadded
together constitute in time a huge

asset on the right side of our ledger of
We should start the day with something
that helps another get through his day . . .
even if it isn't any more than a smile and a
wave of the hand. And ho will remember us
life.

for

it.

It

said that advice

is

reason
advice

is

is

cheap and for that

But the proper kind

given freely.

about as rare as the proverbial hen's
tooth.
In order to give real advice we must
understand the man who asks for it. If what
is

we say

to him is to become of value, we must
to it that his mind is put in proper shape
receive advice.
Be sure that he laughs,
smiles at least, before we seriously take up

see
to

or
his

And when we have done our stunt in the
way of advice let's send him away with a fine

case.

good humour. A friendly pat on the back as
he goes out our doorway may mean a bracer to
" You'll put it over," wo
his determination.
shout aftor him and thus we have been of real
help.
Ho- needed sympathy and courago. He
needed a cheerful spirit so came to us and wo
didn't let him go away until we gave him all
these.
Bully for us
!

*

•

CONSIDERATION*

their judgment and thought for the higher polieiet
of their institutions. They keep themselves ii
readiness for consultation, and having men o(
initiative and self-reliance underneath them, thej
find time to take in hand other affairs than thos<
of the tremendous businesses they manage
Men of this type often lieeome prominent ic
public affairs and develop into highly important
citizens.
•

of

—

powder-puff.

clogs the pores of the Rkin, so that
cannot breathe properly, and nothing can

live

of

—

DON'T USE POWDER.
Then
Powder

More

*

others is a prime
refinement of character. To be able to use
it in our daily lives becomes one of our
greatest consolations. Sympathy begets affection
and kindly deeds in a relative sense it binds
together the properties which go to make the soul
within us. Brow-beating, scolding, irascibility,
and the like are microbes which react against
the milk of human kindness, to which, if we succumb, leaves us stranded and alone amid a
for

—

world of friendliness and good fellowship.

words and pomposity never were deBIGsigned
for the highest types of me'n.
Our
great national figures havo almost without
exception had one quality which was a keynote
this was their simto their ultimate success

—

Next was their accessibility. There arc
numberless big-hearted and big-brained individuals in the world whose duties are so manifold
that in order to accomplish what has been placed
in their hands they must be saved from interruption, but the truly great individual is never hidHo
den away entirely from his follow-man.
never becomes such a slave to detail that he
does not find time to fraternise with ordinary
mortals.
We do not find him concealed behind
impenetrable barriers, guarded and pampered by
courtiers like unto a king on his throne or
tuekod away in some dark office. Ho wants to
know ecerybody worth while, and everybody
worth while is welcomed by him. He doesn't
affect to know so much that he cannot lie told
something new. Ho is not the sort to refuse to
plicity.

—

any reasonable time.
Wo should not confound greatness, however,
with twtoriely. A man who by virtue of large
publicity has compelled public notico isn't necessarily a great man, no matter how hard he may
Especially is
strive to make himself appear so.
man who 'does not mako a
tliis true of
Inpocsoual success corresponding to his advertised
"
fame. In time, ho may have the " ear-marks
" You
of notability, but, as Lincoln said :
see us at

I

can't fool all oj the people, all of the time."
•
•
*

*

•

bigger the man. the
he encumbers
THEhimself
with matters which can be
less

dele-

gated to others. His desk is clear of all
and minutia likewise his »»>'."/. Such
men keep their physiques and mentalities in fine
working order, and are not to be goaded into
ill temper.
A refinement of mind is supremely
essential to the man who desires to climb to th«
very top of tho ladder. He cannot affdrd to
close his brain to outside information.
He is'
forced to keep it open- in order to let in contiguous currents of new thought. He doesn't want
his visage to " cream and tnantU as a standing
pond " as Shakespeare aptly puts it— therefore)'
the windows of his thinking department are
kept open for refreshing draughts from the outside.
He reasons that always there are new
guests, new faces, new things to talk about.
And here is the point if men who carry on
tho great industries of the world find a way to
keep themselves democratic, surely men of lata
importance should be able to do the same V
The snob is about as offensive a person as could
be described. He is usually a hypocrite or an
litter

—

—

ignoramus somotimcs both. His pomposity is
naturally repellent.
We easily become accus.
tomed to dodging such characters. The detriment is theirs not ours. They are left by tl e
wayside and sooner or later wake up to the fact

—

that they stand alone in the world.
•
•
•

world loves the man with an open
THEThis
the usual
the progressive
He wants know—and by reason
knowledge
mir.d.

spirit of

is

citizen.

to

is brought to htm.
of his accessibility
No one cares to take up the task of informing
the egotist who already knows it nil. Such is
his inherent •eussedness that we would rather
Ipt him warp in the oven of his half-baked
knowledge. Life is too short to waste our time

in

educating him.

V

How

"
can I see Mr. So-and-so
says one man
to another.
li
Don't try," is the answer. " He's not worth
You can't tell him anything T"
seeing.
And this sort of a chap misses the big oppor.
tunities just because he chooses to build up a
reputation for licing exclusive.
Ho digs himself a holo and crawls into it and pulls the hole
safely
con
imagine him treatin after him.
ing the members of his family as though thoy
were servants, and his employees as though they
were slaves. Ho may succeed in small things,
but In the big game of life we may write liim
down as a failure.
•
•
*

We

IF

we have a big
—
man of
the

idea, we take it to a big man
vision.
Anything less is to

putter around aimlessly. The bigger he is,
He will not look far
the moro democratic.
imperfections in our personal mako-up when Ve
show liirn the new process wo huvo discovered!
•

,

is to be noted with satisfaction that the big
captains of industry keep themselves free
from potty details. " I surrounded myself
with clever men," said Andrew Carnegie in
accounting for his success, and by the same token
the men who took over his great affairs and gavo
them larger scope and power surrounded them- ,
selves with still other clever men, thus reserving

IT

Oovq. aloes us more

rjoorf

advice ner

mt(k

)
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"Children's Dress"
long-felt want.
cal,

helpful

a practi-

Journal,

devoted

the

to

entirely

iulfils a

It is

creation

pretty styles for children of

of
all

ages and run by experts. Every

design

is

dainty yet economical

and easy-to-make. "Children's

Dress"

is

a

new

friend every

It is on
mother should have.
Order a copy
sale to-morrow
I

without delay.

"
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BROADWEST
CLOSE-UPS"

"Snow in the Desert" was a
tremendous success, th: reception given
Although

BROADWEST

to the

Son," which has

just

film, entitled

"Her

been released by

If you

the W/alturdaw Company, has exceeded
all expectations. ' I told you quite a lot

about this production when it was being
directed in the studio by Mr. Walter
West.
Now you can see it for yourselves, and without a doubt you will
agree that it is a British film of the very
highest
Stewart

standard.

appeal to all.
Both "Trent's Last Case," in

which
Gregory Scott stars, and "The Great
Gay Road," with Stewart Rome in the

leading part are now completed, and the
BROADWEST Studios are busy with
two more productions. "The Case of
Lady Camber," which was personally
directed by Mr. Walter West, is another
first class BROADWEST film which the
Walturdaw Company will release in
November. Violet Hopson, Stewart
Rome, Gregory Scott, C. M. Hallard,
Mercy Hatton, and Pollie Emery are
the leading players, so you may rest

The racing

scenes are of the best, and no one can
wa'ch them without experiencing all the
excitement of a real race meeting. B.B.

BROADWEST FILMS LTD.,
(Head

Office),

Wardou

175

('Phone:

-

St.,

SECRET
FREE
SEND NO MONEY
Vanbrugh and leading Stan use
1
and recommend Fragrant
Cinema"
Violet

'

large box is a revelation.
trial of
A 30 w
" Cinema" Dentifrice sent to nil applicant*
who enclose Three stamps. Send at ones.
,<'

>

FREE
TRIAL

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stam ped and addr es sed envelo pe must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway

THE CINEMA SOAP

.

00., LTD.,

(Dept.S), 22, FinsburyPark

Rd„ London.

House, Farringdon

Street,

London, EX.

4.

—

Miss G. (Liverpool). It's awful, you tliink that,
though you are only sixteen you have already
reached the height of 5 ft. 9 J in. You want me to
console you, therefore, by telling you if there are
any film actresses taller than you. The following
ladies arc each 5 ft. 10 in. in height : Ricca Allen,
Charlotte Mlneau, Doro Mills Adams, Evelyn
Carrington, and Winifred Harris. They in turn are

C

beaten by Gale Henry and Jobynn Rowland, each of
whom measures 5 ft. 11 in. Ix>uisc Lovely was born
in

Formerly she objected
said she thought it
'
wasn't nice,' but

meant she thought
\>V it might
vi. tectcd.

be

dc-

Now

that

she has discovered

light

(Leicester).

—They

may

be related, but

commit myself till I know. Ann Little
was with Bryant Washburn in " Something to do."
Jewel Carmen was born In Danville, Kentucky, in
I

Mrs. Grundy
Powders now.

1

180o.

H. E. K.

Even

shall not

You mean W11 Fang, the Chinese character
1893.
portrayed by Warner Oland in " The Lightning
Raider." 1 will let you know about Hazel Dawn.
skui.ettk (Luton). So you would like Cameron
Carr to mend his evil ways on the screen because you
Let's hope he'll
think he would make a line hero.
think it over. There is " The Greater Love," ns well
The latter is a (iriflith
as " The Great Love."
production featuring Robert Harron, Lillian Otsh,
Rosemary Theby nnd H. B. Walthall, in " The
Greater Love," a Garrick film, the principals were
Kna Beaumont, I has. Rock, Arthur Cullen, and Mrs.
Hnyden Coffin. No, Seulhtte, the rumours you
have heard are false like most of their kind.
Henry Edwards
M.vt'D and KtBVt (Manchester).
was born In Weston-super-Mare, is 5ft. 11 In. in height,
and is thirty-eight. Chrissie White, ftWynne Herbert,
John Mc Andrews, and. James Carew were with him in
'•
in " Wild
The Kinsman." Jack Mulhall
Youth." N'ilcs Welch has fair hair and blue eyes,
and measures 5 ft. 11 in. in height. He was born in
Any more !
Hartford, Conn., on July 29th, 1888.
Daisy (BattenhaH).— Glad you introduced yourSo far I haven't disself to ine on your lucky day.
covered mine. Little Zoc Rne nnd June Caprice
have not left the screen. Gladden James was In
" The Third Degree." Of course, you can dare to
approarh Douglas Fairbanks for his photograph. 1
can tell you have courage. You are just modest.

—

.

—

WM

FACE POWDER
cannot be seen and improves the appearance so milch,
her views— and complexion -have softened. Swan
Down protects from sun and wind. It takes away
the 'greasy' appearance after exertion.

Sold in Five Tints at 1/3 Per Boi.
White, Cream. Flesh. Pink and Brunette.
by

all

Stores,

Chemists

HEN R V C QUVf.CH
4 and

J,

1

and

Perfumers.

& Co.. Ltd., <0«i>i 8.a.)
udgate Square, Lon Ion, B C.|,
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You arc a philosopher, ami
(Brighouse).
Wanda
not dispute tl.e truth of your remark".
in " For Better, For Worse."

REGGIE
I "hall

Ha»to\ was Betty Hoyt

I

'!

—

THE EDITOR.

:

YOUR

beauty aids.
teeth can be as
white as Charley's it you use "Cinema" dentifrice.
"It is a wonderful preparation,
Fred Barnes writes:
which does actually whiten the teeth without injury.
Cinema " Soap wilt make yonr face a pictnre.
* Cinetna" Crushed
Boer Pace Powder at $< a

—

—

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Gerrard 240.)

CHARLEY'S

30DAYS

—

will uplift.

London. W.I.

wasn't Eugene O'Brien, but Eugene Strong as the
hero in "The Trail of the Shadow." Bert Lytell
was the artiste you want in " Empty Pockets."
Opposite Norma Talmadae in " The Heart' of Wetona "
was Thomas Mcighan. You can address her as Miss
when writing to her. It will not offend her even
though she is married. Thank you for helping to
get other readers.
A. P. S. (Cairo). So one of the theatres in vour
locality advertised Marguerite Marsh in "The MasterMystery " as Lillian Gish. Since you were misled
into complimenting the latter on her acting, she must
be wondering what to reply. The picture theatres
in Cairo you say have already billed " Shoulder Arms "
on four occasions, each time with a different title In
order to set people to come in. That's some stunt
B. M. D. (Edmonton).
Sorry. I have no photos of
your favourites to send yon. " What aliout writing
to them
Lloyd Hughes, who is in " Wheelbarrow
Webster," was born in Bisbce, Arizona, twenty-one
years ago.
J. L. (Burnley).
You are always lonaing to be a
cinema artiste, and you are only thirteen. You nr.unlucky. Yes, Tom Moore still inhabits this old
world of ours. What made you think he was dead t
Mary Pickford in " Bags " had Marshall Neilau for
her hero.
K.- ft. (Southampton).
Y'ou can add these names
to those you already have. Wheeler Oakman in
" The Splendid Sin," Edward O'Connor in " Cecilia of
the Pink Roses," nnd Craufurd Kent in " The Ouen
of Catherine Bush."
ft. M. (Sheffield).
Y'es, time flies, and this Is the
time for flies also. Marguerite Marsh was the artiste
in " The Eternal Magdaleue."
You think it must.
l>e so nice for a wonderful actor like Warren Kerrigan
to be loved by everyone. Well, I think it must be
rat her embarrassing.
Richard Barthelmess was born
in 1895.
1 thought Donald Crisp was splendid.
Violet (Reading). You are puzzled because you
don't know who took the part of David Garrick in
the film of that name. Why, it was James Yonng.
and the other lead was played by ('Lira Kimball
Young. Couldn't you write to Marguerite Clark
through this office ?
Eva (Norwich).—George Larkin appears to be a.
tremendous favourite with you all. Don't you and
your girl friends, however, go laying your littie hearts
He is already married. William Duncan
at his feet.
nnd Edith Johnson are not hnshand and wife. Tl<has dark brown hair and dark blue eyes. Just whenhe was born happens to be a mystery. Edith
Johnson's hair is light and her eyes brown. Henry
Edwards has brown hair nnd grey eyes, Chrissie
White, golden liair. James Carew was born in
Cioslien, Indiana.
Have I satisfied you ?
" kni' m
Girl " (Edgbaston). I think I must
have anticipated your wish, and I hope the second
art plate of Pearl White now adorns your home.
Thanks very much for your praise of the Pioturk
Show. Pearl's birthday Is on March 4th. Her lite
story has been published in book form, but I am not
sure whether you can get it in this country.
Y'our friend happens to be
J. A. R. (Hendon).
Marie Doro is married to Elliott Dexter.
right.
So you both went crazy over her in "Twelve-Ten."
Pearl White has not disappeared. She is just busy
workina liard at the Fox studios, and in " The Tiger
Cub " you will see her in her tlr.st. livc-reelcr. that is,
after her last serial, "The Black Secret" has been
it

whom

is

!

Carey.
Sure, Francis X. Bushman is American.
Some recent films of lus are : " The Yoice of Conscience," " Romeo and Juliet," and " Poor Kicli
Man." So you hesitated before about Jack Holt.
Well, it's best to find out whether an actor is married
before falling in love with him.
He has one boy anil
one eirl. No date given.
Ethel (Q. B.).— What awful secrecy you want me
to observe regarding the name of your town.
In
answer to your question I am only' a man. Not*
the tone of humility.? Well, don't be nervous. No,

intended.
The policy of this paper is not, and never will be,
the encouragement of anything unsavoury concerning
This will explain why
those in the film profession.
questions asking for the causes, etc.. in such-and-such
There is already
a divorce case cannot be answered.
too much published concerning the world in general
which gives the failings of humanity greater prominence than its virtues. In filmland, therefore, from
which we derive so much pleasure, let us concentrate
in seeking to discover only the brightness that will
dispel the gloom in our own lives and the deeds which

seen as the heroof this racing film, with
Cameron Carr as the villain, and Poppy
as the heroine.

Mi7PAn (Oswestry). Hullo
How's business 1
Your sister says Bill Hart acted on the films with
Mary Pickford. She must be thinking of Harry

i

assured that the acting leaves nothing to
be desired.
On the 23rd of this month, " A Dead
Certainty" will be released through the

or Film PJayem

—

UNPLEASANT PUBLICITY.

roles, whilst Nicholas, Violet Hopson's
ten year old son, plays hisfirst big part
in this production.
"Her Son" is a
beautiful story from the pen of H. A.
Vachell, and the film is one which will

Wyndham

know anything about Films

admiration, almost amounting in some
to worship, with which many picturegoefs
regard their screen favourites, must sorely suffer
a shock at times when it is revealed that their idols
have, after all, feet of clay. For sometimes the
obvious fact is forgotten that those in filmland are
very human folk with very human failings. They are
indeed no different to the rest of us.
It is certain, too, that their feelings are quite as
sensitive as those of other people and their desire for
privacy in certain matters quite as great.
Yet, because
by reason of their abilities they occupy a high place
in our affections, it is apparently deemed sufficient
justification to flash abroad to all the world particulars
of the squabbles which happen to occur between
husband and wife. This, however, is not where the
evil ends,
Artistes frequently find themselves charged
in the daily press with acts which reflect unpleasantly
on them, though the law of libel is skilfully evaded.
It may. of course, be just another form of " advertising " adopted by some zealous press agent or the
work of a reporter on the other side eager to start a
new sensation. And, surprising as it may seem to
the average individual, a good deal of this kind of
unpleasant publicity is as much news to those directly
it is
concerned as it is to the general public for

Rome, Mercy Hatton, and Mary
Masters are responsible for the leading

Walturdaw Company. Gregory Scott

to

deep
THEcases

Hopsori,

Violet

want

—

,

—

11

—

1:

—

released.
Nig (Liverpool).

— Mary

Pickford was the star in

" Madame Butterfly," and not. Tsnru Aokl. Irvine
Cunimings and Alma Hanlon in "The Whip," and
Alice Joyce and Conrad N.iaol in " The Lion and
the Mouse." No, the expressions of your favourite
have not appeared up to the time of writing. Tinback numbers you want may he obtained. If still 111
stock, from the publisher, the address of this paper
1 remember hearing from you
B. W. (Easteote).
l>efore. nnd hone you saw your reply since writing to
me ;>g tin. I am unable to say who was l>orn on the
same date, as. you. So many artistes, you sec, seem
Little
go reluctant to say j»mt when thox were born.

—

McAllister, who played in " Sadie (iocs to
She was liorn is I.os
this sear.
is ten
No. Marguerite Clark has nn
California.
children.
She and Richard Bartlielmess wore in

n'a-y

Heaven,"

Anuclos,

" The Seven Swans."

(More answers next

n e. k

1
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Is
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it much trouble?
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.

lather,
articles,

.

.

.

reduce to the right temperature, put in th
swish them about till the dirt disappears, an

then rinse in plenty of clear water. . . , . Yes
it's a big saving.
I wear my white jumpers and
light frocks with an easy mind now, because I
know that with Lux any amount of washing won't
harm them. . . . That's right ! try it for yourself."
Use Lux for washing
It
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charm and freshness and
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preserves their
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circulation,
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ELSIE FERGUSON.— Beautiful Art Supplement, 16 x 10, SI
...

MARY PICKFORD

proves she is a real artiste. This is how we shall see her in the character of Amanda Affiick in her
Suds," which is a photo-play version of the well-known play, " 'Op-o'-Me-Thumh."

latest production, "

:

»

;
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readers who are patrons of picture shows.
Praise or criticism is very welcome, as then the
members of the staff (which includes your friend
Fay Filmer) know if their efforts are appreciated
or not.

—

Praise of a Kind.
that Arthur Hoyt has been chosen
YOU know
the
Croker Harrington
the
role of

Famous Readers of the " Picture
SKow.
No. 36. — RALPH BUSHMAN.
you know him ? The delighted reader
of our favourite paper who is photographed above. If you do not, I must
tell you he is the elder son of the far-famed handsome Francis X. Bushman. This is only one of
a number of snapshots sent to Fay Filmer this
week of stars reading the Picture Show, which

DO

will,

in

all

good time, appear in these gossip

columns.

From Me

to

OUR cover

You.

this week shows what a perfect
little artiste Mary Pickford is.
She never
minds sacrificing beauty for art. This is
how we shall sec her in the coming film version
of " 'Op o' Me Thumb," which will be entitled
'"
Suds." By the way, as I think I have told
you before, don't forget her next release, " Heart
o' the Hills," to
mind the finest story she
has yet appeared in. The film is booked for
showing the middle of next month, and if I
wasn't bound to secrecy 1 could give you a vory
special bit of news about this photo play, but I
mustn't not for a week or two. Keep your
eye on
chat, you shall have it first-hand at
t lie very earliest moment.

my

.

—

my

Beautiful Patrician Elsie.
you noticed how Elsie Ferguson is
becoming a first favourite with cinema

HAVE

goers ?
Some of my readers praise her
beauty, others her perfect naturalness and her
grace.
Certainly she. has all combined on our
By the way, I must
centre pages this week.
tell you how pleased your letters make me each

week, when you praise our Art Supplement.
The aim of the Picture Show is to please our

in

for
film version of Pinero's " Iris," in which
Pauline Frederick in the star part.
Mr. Hoyt is not above telling a good story
He tells us he was not familiar
against himself.
with the story of Pinero, nor had he ever met
Miss Frederick until he was introduced to her
by the director, and just .shook with delight

we

and PI ayety

Paragraph cP Pictures, Play ^

are' to see

property man lias been scouring round the curios
shops in Los Angeles looking for South Sea
Inland relies for use in this picture, and several
priceless art pictures have been lent to him.

A Real Part.
STEWART HOLMES

proving himself a

is

real

He

is now appearing
villain these days.
in Alice Lake's new picture, " Body and
Soul," and in one of the semes was called upon

By some chance the knife
to stab Miss Lake.
slipped, and inflicted a deip cut.
In another scene lie was called upon to
" in|ure " Carl Gerrard.
In doing this, he tore
about two inches of skin from his fellow actor's
neck.

If we
when Miss Frederick exclaimed " Why
searched the world over we couldn't find a man
"
more admirably suited to play the part
Why,
Then, grasping his hand, she added",
I'm
really, you were simply born for the part.
so glad to know that you are to be with us."
:

!

I

Why He Would

Suit.

AFTER
with

leaving the studio, Hoyt swelled
pride as he related the incident to
his friends, and thought their smiles were
purely admiration, until lie started to read the
copy of the play. He read on in all enthusiasm,
waiting for the first descriptive entrance of

Croker Harrington.
" At last it came," he said.
" A servant
announces Mr. Croker Harrington, a dapper, but
exceedingly ugly little man of about thirty -five,
who enters gaily." Was it possible he could
have made a mistake ? He read the passage
over several times, then scratched his head in

wonderment.

No

wonder

his

friends

EDWARD
whom we
coming

his

had

smiled
Had Pauline Frederick complimented
him. or not ?
Still fortunes come in strange ways, and if his
face is really to be his fortune
well, anyway,
lie is speaking more flatteringly than ever of
Miss Fredericl:, for she is not only one "of the most
finished actresses in his estimation, but a
corking good judge of masculine beauty as well.

KEARN,
are

to

see

with Jack Demp.sey in

" Dare

serial.

LEATR1CE JOY, who
now playing leading
lady for the Irvin V.
Willat productions.
is

Devil Jack."

!

—

Silver
"

and Straw.

QILVEK
>J

threads amongst the straw," is
the way Mme. Doraldina sings the
familiar lines, now-a-days, for the nimble-

footed Metro star's latest gown is composed of
nothing more substantial than silver threads
and straw. As you may have guessed, it is a
Hawaiian costume, for Mine. Doraldina, the
famous dancer has been chosen for the star part
in "' Passion Fruit."
I hear that the Metro

Little

Mary

Pickford.

HEAR .that

Mrs. Pickford, mother of tho
Mrs. Fairbanks, has legally
small granddaughter. Mary
Pickford Rupp, daughter of Lottie Pickford
Rupp, end has changed the child's name, with
the consent of the court, to Mary Charlotte
Pickford.
Will this small Mary Pickford follow in the
wake of her famous auntie ? That remains to
be seen.
In any case, Mrs. Pickford now h.w
another daughter on whom to shower her affec-

¥
|

now famous

adopted her

tion

and

care.

Almost a Menagerie.
LOUIS, whose 233 pounds and
WILLARD
good-natured, laughing face are seen

now in so many Goldwyn pictures, says
that the pampered star, who has her press agent
write reams about her Pekinese or her Persian
cat, is nothing to him. In fact, growing boastful,
he goes on to say that he has more animals and
more kinds of animals than any other motion
picture actor.
He has dogs, pigeons, pheasants,
frogs, hens, pigs, Iambs, hares, cats, rabbits,
horses, cows, goats.
Probably I've got a few
more speciinens it's hard to remember them

—

all,"

he savs.

Has He Your Sympathy ?
JOHX DAVIDSON, who is now
"

The Great Lover,"

is

working

in

going to select a

birthday for himself. That may sound like
a strange thing to do, but Davidson says that

anyone who was born on Christmas day can
sympathise with him.
Except from his mother, he has never received
a birthday present in his life, and he never had
a birthday cake all the candles being used
He says even February
for the Christmas tree.
29th is a better day for a birthday, you do get
one in every four years then.

—

The Reason.

TUKPIX an enthusiastic motorist and
BENdrives
the
of an
his limousine with
is

all

PHOTOGRAPHING A BATH SCENE.—FLORENCE GILBERT
directing

11

L

is

trom outside the door, and the camera-man keeps

WiLLAT u

in the bath.
IRVIN V.
his bead under the focussing cloth.

skill

" They all give me
expert chauffeur.
room," says Ben, " because nobody knows
where I'm heading for."

Picture Show, September
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WALLACE MAC-

LEWIS STONE,

DONALD,

shall see
Keith in

his

the

to

sent

portrait

latest

" Picture Show."

A Thought

we

as

him as John
" The River's
End."

For Mother.

a young cousin,
we are shortly to
see on the screen, in a Fox photo-play.
Noel has achieved marked success on the
legitimate stage in America, and says he is eager
lias

-

for his first picture to be released over here,
as his mother will then be able to see him for the
first time in eight years.

Followed Him.

WELCH
N1LES
dinner party,

is

always welcomed

at

a

as he has such a fund of

good stories. This is his latest. Have
you heard it ?
During the war a young fellow who was not
anxious for military service got a job in a shipyard where a friend was a foreman. The friend
had nothing for him to do, but gave him a small
hammer, and told him that if ever he saw
anyone watching him, he was to start tapping

A day or two
things, and look wise.
later the new workman saw a man

Test of Nerves.

the famous animal photographer, is quito at home with even the
wildest of wild, beasts, but some of the
film artistes who appear in his productions do
not possess such iron nerves.
This was aptly illustrated during the filming
of the big jungle picture now showing, " The Lost
City." The first episodes of this thrilling serial
had to be scrapped, and the whole film taken
again, as the actor who was originally engaged
to play the part of the hero, disappeared after
the completion of tho third episode.
Those of you who are following the film, either
on the screen or in the " Boys' Cinema," will
know that during these first episodes the hero
was flung into a lion pit, chased by lions and
leopards, and had to save the heroine from a
pool of alligators.

TEARLE
CONWAY
Noel by name, whom

Why He

A

COLONEL SELIG,

George Cheesboro,

hero, goes througli
these tlu-ills as a hero should do, but the actor
who was originally chosen for the part, could
not face another twelve episodes, and bolted,
wiring Colonel Selig from New York.
In consequence, the whole production had to

the

be recommenced with George Cheesboro and
Juanita Hansen, who were sufficiently strong -

minded

to er.dure to the end.

An Invitation to" Picture-Show"

AREyouyou

Readers.

interested in dress ?
If so, and
are anywhere near the shopping
district of Oxford Street, London, try to
spare a few minutes to visit the shop where the
Picture Show dress patterns are sold. The
address is 291a, Oxford Street a stone's-throw
from Oxford Circus. Here it is that thousands
of dress patterns are dispatched daily to all
parts of the world.
Readers of the Picture
Snow are always welcome, and the very latest
fashion designs will be shown them from' which
they can choose a pattern to their size for one

—

shilling.

Fay Filmer.

FROM

1920.

lBtfi,

OVER THERE/

"

Notes and News from Los Angeles.

HELEN

FERGUSON,

the charming Metro*
with other movingstem the inroads of

star, is co-operating
picture celebrities to
the unscrupulous profiteer.

1

One way

of " get-'

ting together " that she has devised is to sell aft
a small profit the vegetable produce of their
gardens, and Miss Ferguson herself grows
enough strawberries, oranges and grape-fruit1
to supply a modest demand. She has announced
that a card sent to the Metro Studios will find
her, and that she will be pleased to forward the
above-mentioned fruit if the cost of postage is
enclosed.
-

>,

.

A

Valuable Collection.

KATHLEEN

CLIFFORD

has

a

valuable

collection of historic " articles de toilette."
set consistipg" of
fifty pieces, which were used by the late Czarina
of Russia, and which were presented to the star
by a South American millionaire, who bought the
entire service when tho Imperial family fled
from the Russian capital. She also possesses
a couple of rose-bowls and candlesticks which
were once the property of King George, a vase
that belonged to Marie Antoinette, and a silver
and gold powder-box that used to adorn the
dressing-table of the Empress Josephine. Possibly, however, the article of her collection that
she prizes most is the replica of a silver slipper
worn by Nell Gwynne, which was presented to

They comprise a wholo

her in pre-war days by Earl Kitchener.

Jack's Curious Dislike.
ring a change on hobbies, here is one
film actor with a most decided and curious
antipathy. Jack Pickford greatly dislikes
fruit and as luck would have it, during a scene in
a recent play of his, the script demanded that
ho should consume a banana in full view of
the audience. That was bad enough. But he
also had to endure the ordeal of three

TO
t

which naturally entailed the
consumption of three more bananas,
and, to make matters worse, when they
shot the scene, something kept happening with the lights just at the
crucial moment, and the whole business
had to start ovor again. And to add
rehearsals,

Every placo he
following him round.
went to the fellow was at his heels
Finally
watching everything ho did.
the man turned on the newcomer,
and said
" Who are you, and why are you
"
following me ?
" I'm
your assistant," the man

insult to injury, the director brutally
insisted on his eating those bananas
as though ho were thoroughly enjoying

answered.

them.

:

Sobs and Smiles

in the Police

A Near

Court.

ARTHUR

of

gavo us
such a splendid performance of
the liero in the famous play.,
" On Trial," says that ho owes no little
of his success in the part to studying
:

!

;

L

in

'

PVaps
Cheer up, old sport.
wrong man next
arrest tho

'

you'll

time

I

"
'

so

many Goldwyn

pictures,

says that his line of work seems to
playing one
consist exclusively in
clergyman's part after tho other. For
months he has been cherishing the
secret hopo that he should one day be
cast for villain, man of the world,
railroad magnate, anything but a skyAnd tho other day.
pilot, in fact.

Reginald Barker came up to him and
" Fine new part I've got for

'

:

five-

FRANCIS, the refined whiteALEChaired
Englishman, who appears

!

said

many a

He Might Have Known/

life.

" I onco saw a mother crying in the
body of the polico court while her little
being tried for theft. The
girl was
child, a pretty little thing with golden
curls, was sentenced to spend some
months in a reformatory, upon which
she turned to her mother and cried
Mother, mother, I've
triumphantly,
The prospect of a bed to
got in
.sleep in, and regular meals, outweighed
any other consideration in her eyes.
" Another time a cheery rascal who
received his acquittal turned to the
chagrined policeman at his side, and

of

reeler, narrowly escaped serious injury
during a fight scene in the Upton Sinclair picture " The Money Changers."
They crashed into a mercury vapour,
light bank whilst the current was on.
This apparatus consists of many glass
tubes partially filled with mercury
which becomes incandescent and which
would havo deluged them with whitehot molten metal had they broken it in
Fortunately they didn't,
their fall.
and both escaped with some rather
bad bruises and contusions.

Ho says '* How could Hogarth havo
painted those pictures of sordid life
which will survive as masterpieces for
all time if he had not studied from the
original ?
How can actors take their
work seriously if they are not prepared
to go through the grim and painful
experience of watching real tragedies in
We
progress ?
We don't enjoy it
don't do it for fun or out of morbid
curiosity
but from an earnest desire to
learn.
I am quite sure that Mr. Justice
Darling knows that our point of view
earnest
of
has always been that
students, of

lights,

tho

arch-villain

real life nt the courts.

—

Thing.

Roy
speaking
ANDStewart
and Robert McKim,

WONTNER, who

said

you,

Hands across the sea. MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN and ANITA
STEWART would both like to shake bands with the numerous friends
The; are not able to do
they have made tnrough the " Picture Show."
so in person, as they are too lar away, but they send their photographs,
thowing bow tbey wonld like to greet you.

:

Francis'.

I

tell

you

it's

great.

Well, in tin*
You'll just revel in it.
story you're to bo— a clergyman."
Mr.
Francis says,
as
course,
Which, of
he might have known all along.

Elsie Codd.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE "PICTURE SHOW."

PEARL WHITE, the universal screen favourite,
with WALLACE McCUTCHEON, who acts with ber in
the

new Pathe

serial,

" The Black

Secret."

EDITH ROBERTS,
Edith

is

with a little Hawaiian child.
and well wrapped up in comparison with the little one.

cosily attired

CLAIRE DA BREY
an automobile.
that

HOB ART BOSWORTH

and CHARMAIN E_ LONDON (wife of the late Jack London) discuss
Mrs. London's new story, which Mr. Bosworth is producing.
Mr. Bosworth collaborated with
Mrs. Losdon in the writing of the story, which is called " Bucko McAUiston."

"

stealing a ride on the tack ot

Her frightened look goes

t

o prove

stolen rides are not always the swee' est."

" Giving the boss a thrill." W. S. SMITH, the manager of VitaHere you see him
graph, takes a part in Wm. Duncan's serial.
As he was not used to
being roped on to the engine of a train.
such experiences, the men who bound him promised not to make
bis bonds too tight.
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SERIAL STORY.

Special to the

"Picture Show."

Ikz^WmCBvoR HIS
Read This

First.

Sweet Alice carried
THEpassengers,
'among them

just

twelve

John Gallo-

way, who spent much of his time in a
Irma,
harmless flirtation with Irma Gale.
however, took things a little too. seriously, so
John left her more to herself. Dyson Mallet,
John's partner, was quick to take his place.
Dyson Mallet and Galloway were homeward
bound from Rhodesia, where they had taken
up an abandoned gold claim.

Galloway had a contempt for Mallet, who
treated all girls as fair game, and was openly
disgusted when Mallet talked of Atiialie
Railton, the girl whom he was on his way to
marry, chiefly because her father had heaps
of

money.

The night before they are due

to land the
slowly sinks. John

boat has a collision and
Galloway attempts to rescue Irma Gale.

The Law

of the Sea.
GALLOWAY'S difficulties began as soon as
he was out of sight of the mate. Tho
fog was so thick they could not see a yard
in front of them, and it was as much as he could
do to make out the girl's face close to his shoulder.
As they stumbled forward tripping over all
sorts. of unseen articles, lie heard her ask
" What did Mr. Mason say ?"
:

Mason was the name of the first officer who
had received them at the top of the companion.
" We've got to get starboard to tho second
" but I'm hanged
answered Galloway
I'm any too clear where starboard is at this

officer,"
if

An

;

moment."
"But when he called you

Enthralling Story of

Fight Against Fate

a

an<l

Man

s

of a

AfVonderful Love.

"

Where the dickens

And then
dragged them

?" he rasped.

realising the absurdity of talking,
away almost violently.

" I thought you were aboard tho boat," he
" Come on. This is the last one, and
said.
Heaven knows whether there is room for you."
The boat was already in the water. The

starboard bulwark dipped tremendously, and
the deck sloped up to port like a hill. Peering
over Galloway could see the boat tossing wildly
beneath him in such shelter as the lee of tho

Sweet Alice afforded.
In a second he was shivering.

Room

for

Why the miserable little boat was
black with its human freight. It looked almost
impossible to drop a biscuit between them.
The usual thing had happened. The Sweet
Alice carried ample boat accommodation for
nearly twice as many passengers and crew as
she had on board. Two had been carried away
in the collision two more on the port side were
useless.
It was impossible to launch them
owing to the list on the vessel.
Only two on the starboard were available.
One had gone off with a dangerously narrow
them

!

;

,

freeboard. The remaining one
grossly overloaded.

was even more

back;? " she persisted.
" We're in trouble. There's been a collision.
it
may
serious,
but
be necessary to put
Nothing
the boats out."
" We'ro sinking. Didn't he say that ?"
asked Miss Gale.
" That's what it comes to I suppose," he
" Don't bo frightened.
There's a
blurted.

The deck was not many feet above the boat,
and Galloway knew from that that the Sweet

good

tection.

girl."

—

" I sha'n't be frightened if "
her voice broke
a little—" if you'll stay with me."
" Sure. I'll see you through. I won't leavo
you for a second. And Heaven bless you for

A

creaking of ropes
Alice was nearing her end.
and oars came up to him, mingled with some
sobbing. There wcro women in that boat.
All this ho observed in one swift glance overHe wondered savagely what chance there
side.
was for this girl he had taken under his pro-

the bravest woman in the world."
She pressed his arm at that, and ho groaned
in his heart. The fog was impenetrable. Heavy
and onco
rolling seas were thrashing the vessel
a bursting wave smothered them with spray.
She, in her thin night clothes and dressing-gown,
must havo been drenchod to the skin. Ho was
quite as badly off in his pyjamas and trousers,
but did not notice the wet.
Ho heard shouts now and then, but whenever
ho tried to steer a course towards them some
deck fixtures seemed to turn him off, and he got

Jackson, the second mate, was standing close
The boat was evidently waiting for his
to him.
orders to cast off. The girl was clinging tightly
to Galloway, and he kept his arm round her.
So far as lie knew there was nobody left on board
but themselves, the two officers and Captain
Smith, clinging to tho' bridge.
Jackson was about as near a duplicate of
Mason as was possible. The habit of geniality
was even stronger with him than with the first,
mate, and he grinned vaguely as he recognised
Gal loway.
swift glance passed between tho two* sailors.
" Room for Miss Gale ?" asked Mason.
" Of course," answered Jackson.
" Get her aboard then, and get away. Xo time

no nearer.

to lose."

—

;

He

experienced all the difficulties of the landsman. Moreover, the slope of the deck made
progress difficult, and they were afraid to walk
forward without something to cling to. Except
lor tho occasional shouts which seemed to como
from an immense distance, they might have been
alone on the ship.
Their own boll had stopped its fearful clanging
but far away, miles away it sounded, the/
could hoar the mournful hooting of a syren.
Galloway rightly concluded that this was the
liner which had cut them down, and was lying
somowhore out in tho fog waiting to give help.
Would tho linor ever find them in such a fog as
this? And how long would tho boats live in
tho hoavy soa which was running ?
Evidontly they had wandered out of their
way. They had boon stumbling about for ton
minutes or more when Mason appeared again,
swinging a futile lantern in their faces. His
own, for the first time, looked strained and
anxious.
;

A

"

I will not go without Mr. Galloway," said
girt quickly.
" That's alright, Miss Gale,"
said John.
" Como along.
must
I'm following you.
get you safely in first."
But she had caught that glance between the
two mates, and there was something in Galloway's face that shocked her. Sho clung to him,
and, for tho first timo, began to weep wildly.
''
Oh you aro not
I will not.
I will not go
t

ho

We

!

coming."

!

We must get you in
following you.
first,"
he said desperately. "Come, bo a
brave girl. Don't give way now."
But sho wound her arms round his body,
clinging to him and pressing herself to his
breast.
He had to use his strength to unlace
her straining fingers, and oven then he had not
succeeded when somebody lurchod violently
against them, reeled off at a tangent, and made
for tho ladder which dangled precariously over
tho boat.
" I

am

99

In sheer excitement or fear the newcomer
shouted hoarsely.
His body was already half
over the side when Mason and Jackson leapt at
him like a pair of wolves, dragged him back, and
flung him in a heap on the deck.
Galloway gave a startled exclamation as the
man picked himself up. It was Dyson Mallet.
He was still in his dressing-gown and pyjamas.

He, .like themselves, had evidently wandered
about the ship looking for safety.

A

GALLOWAY

Fight For Life.
shook the

girl off

as gently as

The interruption had caused her
to loosen her hold of him.
There was
possible.

something in Mallet's face that boded trouble.
Galloway knew the man, and had seen that look
before.
He was a coward at heart, and tho
animal in him had broken loose.
He was a strong man, and he was fighting
now for his miserable life with the frenzy of
despair.

the face of the stoical courage he had seen
around him, such an exhibition of human
degradation was maddening to Galloway.
" Stop that, Dyson !" he shouted.
" There's
a woman here, and she's first. You can take
your turn afterwards."
Mallet threw an inarticulate curse at him as
he picked himself up. Then ho went like a
bull at Jackson, who was nearest, and flung
him away liko a straw. Ho was a yard from
the swinging ladder when Mason thundered at
-In

all

him

:

" Stop

With a

you doc, or

I'Jl

stop you for good !"
mate stood with

face like fate the first

a levelled revolver in his hand. Another second
and Mallet, who took no notice of the summons,
would have dropped over the side with a bullet
in him.
But Galloway struck the weapon up and it exploded into the air. With the samo spring ho
was on to Mallet, grappling with him.
Two years' labour at the Calamity Jane,
combined with clean living, had given him
muscles of steel. Strong as he was. Mallet was
no match for his partner. Galloway dragged
him away from the bulwark and flung him with
all his force on the dock.
He throw himself on
top of tho man, prepared himself to hold him
down until tho girl had been lowered into the
boat.

But Mallet's head had struck something in his
and he lay insensible and harmless enough.
"He'll do," said Mason quietly. "I'm glad
you did that, Galloway. 1 d rather not have
manslaughter on my soul just now. Come along,
fall,

Miss Gale."

Tho lurid little drama had taken placo in
considerably less time than it takes to tell, but
hail sobered her wild grief.
Perhaps she
it
recognised now that those men would never
stir from the deck until she was in tho boat, and
that further resistance on her part only endangered them all. Moreover, Mason and Jackson had strategically placed themselves between
her and Galloway.
" Yes, I will go," sho said quietly.
Then she turned with a little sob and stretched
her arms out to Galloway.
" Oh
I
I will be good if you will say good'
"
bye in caso in case
She was only a child for all her bravery.
Galloway doubted whother she was more than
twenty. For a second ho took her in his arms. It
seemed tho kindest thing to do in tho circumstances.
And finding her face turned up to his,
the dark eyes eloquent with a tragic longing, ha
kissed her on tho lips.
Then Mason and Jackson took charge of hep
and lowered her into the boat.
To Galloway it soemed that half an hour had
passed sinco ho reached the boat station, but it
(Continued on pagt 8.)

—

!

—

—
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Tkc Ckarming Film Star Witk
Blue Eyes Tke M/\fe of Jack

—

Sparkling
Pickford.
Ono

summer's day alio started from Pittsburg to visit somo relatives in Brooklyn, New York.
She had no stago ambitions, and when she stepped aboard the, train her thoughts
were merely of a holiday on Coney Island. You see, she was a little Sales girl, who worked many
hours a day in a large stores, and was only too glad and happy to be away from work for a
little while, at least.
But she was
destined

As a

fisher

lass.

stores.

never

to

return

to

tho

While on her holiday sho
make a visit ono evening
to
the
companions

decided to
with
her

" Frolics."
Upon this particular
night it happened that Mr. Zeigfeld
was giving an open dancing contest.
Being a good dancer, Olivo decided
to enter the contest
and although
sho did not dream of it at tho time,
that was to be the commencement
of her career, f.jr sho was engaged
there and then to become a member
This was in
of the " Frolics."
1914.
For the next three yeara
Olive appeared in every edition
of the
Frolics."
:

Her Entrance to Filmland.
T was while she was " Queen
of the Frolics " that she wan
seen by a big picture magnate, and he recognised in her a
perfect type for pictures. And
soon after that time Olive was
lost to New York, for she bo-

came a motion

picture star.

Olive says that she was very
discouraged when sho first

went into pictures. " 1 was
sure I was a failure," she said,
" but I know now that almost
everybody feels that way about
their first appearance on tho
screen.
The finished picture
is not half so pretty and wonderful as you expect it to
be."
Of course, you all know that
Olive is the wife of Mary
Pickford's brother Jack, and
she admits that she is devoti d
to her husband.
Olive was born on October 20th,
I S98,
and has a fair complexion.
Her hair is brown, and her big blue
eyes are the envy of all who meet
" Upstairs and Down," and
her.
" Out Yonder," are two of tho
atest productions in which sho
stars.

With her big Chow dog, who
to his

little

is just

mistress.

devoted

8

4
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water
him.

is doubtful whether it was more than three
minutes. He had lived a vast deal in that time.
He heard Mason Speaking sharply to Jackson.
" You daren't take another one. You've
got half a dozen too many now, and more."
" Alright," said Jackson sulkily, " you go
then."
" Don't bo a fool, Jackson, and obey your
orders.
Look here, Galloway that boat's full
of passengers and firemen.
There's not a man

—

there

who can handle

sort of a job
it ?"

it is

it,

and you can see what
Can you manage

going to be.

" Not in this world," replied Galloway.
" Very well.
Only one of us can go. There's
a heap too many in there already. If they
don't have somebody who can manage the thing,
the lot will drown. Jackson, it's up to you."
" I don't care about it," replied Jackson
morosely.
" Go, and be hanged to you I'm your superior
officer, and I order you."
" Do you mind ?" said Jackson looking at
!

Galloway.
" Not at all."
Then they both laughed sheepishly.
" Good heavens !" muttered the mate, as he
climbed over the side, " we talk as if it's a seat
in an omnibus.
Well, you're a white man,
Galloway, and I guess I'd feel more at peace with
myself if we could change places. So long."
They got away somehow and the fog swallowed them from sight before they had covered
,

half-a-dozen
yards.
Galloway and Mason
looked at each other and the mate's face wrinkled

a

little.

"

Funny

the

Like saying

way you and Jackson

— by your leave.
we

talked.

We're creatures of

I find it difficult to think
we're in the middle of the Irish Sea with the

habit, aren't

?

Sweet Alice sinking under me. This fog makes it
different from anything I'd ever thought out."
Somothing similar was passing through Galloway's mind. But for the thrash of the waves
and the very slight movement of the ship, he
could easily have imagined himself standing in
the middie of Trafalgar Square in the thick
of a

London

fog.

"

What about him ? " he asked, nodding
Mallet, who was beginning to stir.

to

" He's best left where he is, I should think,"
" He'll be luckier than we
returned Mason.
arc if ho doesn't wake up."
" Do you think I could get below to my
"

cabin
" Shouldn't wonder. There'll be some water
there by now.
Going to shut yourself up ? "
'!

" No," said Galloway, flushing. " I'll meet
But I
is to meet up hero with you.
thought I might get a lifebelt to put on him."
" Ho's not worth the trouble. But do it if it 'll
case your mind.
It won't make any difference.
"
Are you a swimmer ?

what there

" Yes.
"

Hm

The next

om

—

instant ho

aloiie,

was struggling

in

the

with nothing but the fog around

pleasure."

The Sole Survivor.

DO you

think you could drink some of this,
Mr. Mallet V "
That was the first thing Galloway
heard ; the first thing he remembered after that
grim fight with the sea and the fog. Just the
question uttered in a low hushed tone, and a
young, rather pretty face, decked with a white
cap, bending over him.
It seemed but a moment ago that he was
rolling in tho waves with a great music drumming in his ears, and wondering vaguely why he
had left off swimming. Certainly he must keep
on swimming, there was no sense in giving up
so soon.
He flung his

arms out weakly, and felt them
soft hands and pressed down

caught by cool,
again.

'

Then he drew one of his own hands across his
and found that he could see clearly. There
was no fog.
He was in a room lying in a bed. He felt
the soft, fresh sheets under his fingers, and knew
that his head was lying on down pillojBS. Ho
tried to raise it but could not, so he rolled it on
one side and looked again at the vision who had
eyes,

spoken to him.
She held a basin and spoon and looked wondrously fresh and sweet in her white cap, starched
collar and cuffs.
If she were a vision, he
decided that she was a perfectly agreeable
one.
" Now, Mr. Mallet, just a few spoonfuls," said
tho vision. " Will you try, just to please
"

me ?
He

studied her curiously. There was a sort
of eagerness about her
almost tremulous
question, although she looked very capable and
businesslike.
" You're a nurse, aren't you ? " he asked
faintly.

" Yes -"
**
I thought you were.
Can you tell me
what's the matter with my voice, I can hardly
hear it myself ? "
" Well, it is rather a small voice for a man,
? " she replied, smiling.
" You're one of those nurses
man rather glad to be ill."

isn't it

She coloured a

little.

that

make a

was not because of
but she and the doctor
It

the suggested flattery,
had been making a desperato fight for this man's
life, and these were the first rational words ho
had spoken.
" I have been ill, haven't II"
" Yes, but you are getting hotter."
" Oh, yes, I'm fit enough now
but I feel as
if I've been a bit seedy.
What's in the basin ? "
;

Long distanco man, once."

Got the pull
swim a yard."
" I'll try to find you a
!

of

you

belt

if

you

No

thanks.

I don't

want

to spin

it

out.

" I,
" Thanks, I will," returned Galloway.
left my coat below, and there's a five-pound note
in it that I shall want badly if 1 happen to get
out of this."
" Huh
That's good."
John had lost his own lantern. Ho took the
mate's and groped his way aft.

happens

to be

your name."

" That's a good joke, nurse.
But, as it happens, you're wrong.
name is not Mallet."
Again the look of trouble deepened in the girl's
eyes.
" Never mind," she said quickly.
" Don't

My

worry about it any more."
" I'm not worrying about it, but my name's
not Mallet. It's Galloway. Where am I ? "
" Li bed under my charge and the doctor's.
And the doctor will have something very stern
to say to me when he learns that you have been
talking so much."
" All right, nurse, I won't give you away.

But

is

"

this a hospital ?
you are in your

" No,

own home."

" My home " He laughed weakly.
" The
only thing I have any right to call home measures
fourteen feet by ten.
It is made of logs.
1
foiled the trees and built it myself.
It's in North
Rhodesia. Wo christened it the Calamity Jane."
The nurse was looking frightened, and hei
)ips"quivered slightly. He had received a blow
on the head in the water, and it had been the
doctor's great fear that his mind would bt
!

Whose house is this ? " he demanded.
Your own. Mr. Dyson Mallet's house

in

" You know his daughter, Athalic ? "
" Athalie Athalie Railton."
He tried to raise his head, and looked at her

—

He

found a foot of water in his cabin, and
dropped the lantern in it as he struggled with
the door.
But he knew exactly where the belts

strangely.
" Hers is the only name jou have mentioned
during weoks of delirium," said tho nurso
gravely.
He drew his hand across his eyes wearily.
" There was
" I remember," he said slowly.
a wreck, wasn't there ? The Sweet Alice. Sho

were, and he secured them both.
Then he groped for his coat in the darkness and
found it. He felt his pocket-book as he slipped
it on, and grinned as Mason had done.
He found the deck again without the lantern.
This time ho struck tho boat station at the first
Mallet was sitting up dazed' and bewiltry.
dered. Ho strapped both the cork belts round
his body, and tho man cursed him for his
Mallet staggered
to his feet, threw his arms above his head, and
(lung himself into the sea.
As Galloway reached tho bridge ladder tho
wreck heaved under him, he felt himself flying
through the air.

Whv

and your own."
" Don't remember anything of him."

!

As Galloway turned away,

good of you to worry about me."
Slowly and laboriously he consumed three
spoonfuls, telling himself the while that never
again would he take beef-tea in his life.
Now, nurse, the bargain.
do you call
me Mr. Mallet ? "
Her light laughter rippled again.
" Well, you were good with the beef-tea, so
I'll tell you the secret.
It's because Mr. Mallet
fully

Essex."
" Dyson Mallet. How did I got here ! "
" Mr. Railton brought you."
"Mr. Railton! Don't know him from tho
Mikado of Japan. Who is the gentleman ? "
" Your neighbour. Your late father's friend

Take the lantern."

trouble.

—

"
"

like," said

Galloway.
."

She smiled a little ironically, and fed him witli
a spoon. He took two spoonfuls, and was surit cost him to get them down.
He turned away from the third.
''
No more just now, thanks. I'm sorry, but
I suppose I'm not hungry.
You see, it is only
a few hours ago that 1 had a good diiiner."
Her smile was troubled this time, and her
dark eyes showed disappointment.
• " I'm afraid it is rather a long time since you
had a good dinner, Mr. Mallet."
He was still looking at her curiously, and stilJ
wondering about things in general. His mind
was only clear as yet on one or two points, and
he had to cling desperately to those of they
evaded him. The effort tired liim, and he closed
his eyes for a minute or two.
" You mean, I've been ill for some days ? " he
asked presently.
" A good many days.
But don't worry about
that.
Try another spoonful."
" I'll tell you what I'll do," he said. " I'll
swallow another spoonful of the stuff if you'll
tell me why you keep on calling me Mr. Mallet."
She gave a little mischievous laugh.
" Three spoonfuls then, it's an agreement.
I promise to tell you."
" Right.
Come along. And, I say, it's awprised at the effort

affected.

Can't

there.

" Beef-tea.
Try and take a few spoonfuls,
Mr. Mallet."
" I'll drink the lot easily if it will give you any

Yes, I remember now.
pitched into tho sea. They picked mo up
" Yes."
" But what about the others ? "

was cut down.

a small reproduction of the lovely plate
given away with every copy of No. 1 ot
Woman's Pictorial,' out on Wednesday next.
The actual picture measures 11 ins. by 9 ins.,
This

is

which

is

'

and is beautifully printed in many colours. Next
week Woman's Pictorial ' gives a coloured plate
of Pauline Frederick, and the following week one

Tho girl dropped
away from him.

I
?

was

"

her face and half turned

"

You. Mr. Mallet, were the solo survivor of
that dreadful wreck."

'

of Pearl

White.

{Don't miss next
fascinating story.)

week's

instalment

of this

«
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SCREEN STARS

V

HAVE WOOED— AND WON!"

I
By

CRAUFURD KENT.

These confessions of a leading man who left England to play in films in America will be read with great interest by all picturegoers.
Craufurd Kent is well able to speak on the subject of love-making, for he has been the central character in a large number of
romantic scenes, and he has captured the hearts of the simple-hearted girl, the temperamental, the woman of the world, the beautiful
doll, and, in fact, every type of femininity.
Read what this prince of heart stealers has to say on this ever-absorbing topic.

The Spanish Type.
,the lovo
scenes I have
play eel, none

kF

all

O'

more
my mind,

remain with
vividness in

alike for their reality
and intensity of
passion, than those
in which
Catherine

Calvert and Mary
Garden respectively
were the chief figures.
Catherine Calvert,
although
American

by

birth,

is

essentially

Spanish in appearance and tempera,

ment

beautiful,

j

with a dark, glowing

beauty:

w

;

;

!

"And

scene

You're Paid For That!"
my work with her in " The Career of
Katherine Bush " I have some amusing
recollections.
You will remember the
in which I, as the Hon. Gerald Strobridge,

make

;

she was continually smiling and exclaiming
" Pictures arc funny things, aren't they ? "
The exterior work was very trying for her,
especially in view of the care of her throat she
was obliged to take, but she met everything
with the utmost good humour, and on very cold
days would come up to me and say
" Mr. Kent, you do look cold.
In my dressingroom you'll find something hot to drink, if you're
:

:

feeling chilled."

A

kind,
generous-hearted
woman.
Everybody liked her.
Another star of the " emotional " variety
whom I found charming was Clara Kimball
Young. I played with her in " The Deep

Purple."

Regular Tom-Boy.

OLIVE
saying

THOMAS,

if

she

will

pardon

so (and I know she will), is more
fun than a barrel of monkeys
She is
just a regular torn-boy, although a very beautiful
!

one.
She is very easy to make love to, and yet
at the same time difficult, for just in the middle
of a romantic scene she will whisper some funny
remark in one's ear, thereby upsetting one's
equilibrium considerably.
We had a very adventurous time during the
making of her picture, " Youthful Folly," for it
occurred at the time of the great floods in
America, which did ten million dollars' worth
of

damage.

We

left

bound

for
exteriors.

destination

New York on the Monday night,
New Orleans, where we were to take

We

should

Wednesday

have arrived at our
morning, but as a

;

members of

the east, resolved to " take a chance,"
for a little recreation

Unfortunately, the amusement halls were just
closing, so instead wo made merry at a funny
little
refreshment stall outside the station,
where we had hot drinks and Frankfurters, or
" hot dogs," as they are railed, and where also
we were able to purchase some comical masks,
which appealed, somehow, to our Bohemian
spirits.

Upon our return to the station we found the
train still in, so we promptly boarded it, and
after sitting up till two o'clock in the morning,
laughing and talking, settled down for a muchneeded rest. Slumber, however, was not for
me, for I had no sooner settled in my berth
than I was afflicted with heart-burn.
" Bi -carbonate of soda for me " I said, and
went in search of the porters.

Locked Out.

on American
NOWPullmans,
whose

trains all the cars are
sliding doors, though
easily opened from within cannot be opened
from without. At the time, however, I had not
grasped this important fact, with the result that
in
efforts to locate the porters in the darkness
for the lights were cut off
I opened the
doors of
car and blundered on to the little
platform without, only to realise that not only
were the doors of the next carriage securely
fastened, but that the entrance to
own
quarters was also closed to me. the doors having

—

my

—

my

my

promptly

together behind me
No other course remained but to descend
from the train (which in the States is usually
wTll above the level of the station), and make
my way along the unlit platform deserted,
save for a crate of pigs
in the hope of finding
the porters' car and gaining admittance. By
this time I was feeling decidedly chilly, and as I
fumbled along in the darkness, tapping at the
carriage windows
only to be rewarded by the
scandalised
face
of
some lady, who
promptly pulled the curtains closer
my spirits sank lower and lower
till I wished
the whole film ex:dition to Jericho
slid

!

!

love-making is un welcome to y
II hy,
you re actinj as if yi
"

!

At
Miss

Calvert

last

I

worked

my way

the smoking carriage, and
there I found the porters
(who, I discovered, always
sleep on the lounges of
that compartment) and

)

burst out laughing.
"I do ! " she cried, and
reduced us all to fits of
laughter too.
But, really, I think our

—

gained admittance and
my bi -carbonate of soda !
But by that time what

love-making must have
looked remarkably genuine, for a studio assistant,

who was

—

—

—

:

!

Whereupon

—

and go into the town
dance, maybe.

!

Wo

it !

than expected. Miss Thomas and
however, together with two other

my

aunt's secretary, Katherine Bush
how she repulses me,
and how finally, my better nature conquers,
and T promise to be her good friend.
rehearsed this scene several times
and were, we thought, getting along Very
nicely, when the director's voice rang out
" No, no, Miss Calvert
You should
repulse him more
Remember

liked

6ooner
myself,

!

A

my

passionate love to

very

a r in-

hearted, with the
passion of the South.
Were I assigned the
CRAUFURD KENT.
delightful yet delicate
task of selecting, from all the screen ladies to
whom I have paid court, the most ardent and
accomplished love -maker, assuredly I should
award her t ho palm. Acting a love scene with
Catherine Calvert is not acting
it is life.
Or
so it seems.
Nothing in this world is more
r.atural, for not only does she abandon herself
to the romance of the story
she just molts
into the arms of her screen lover

OF

No. 3.
new toy, and at every fresh development she came across in a medium of expression
which must have seemed so strange to her. she
w hile
would express wonderment and interest
child over a

I

passing by the

needed

cliiefly

was

quinine
But the most distrersing feature of this more
than distressing experience
was not the violent cold it
gave me, but the conviction
!

set at the time, exclaimed:
" Good Heavens ! and

Why,

!

do

for doing
I'd gladly

paid

vou're
that

for nothing

it

"

!

And

strange to say,
eyeglass remained securely in
its position all the time

—

and which I rethat there
to this day
certain ladies in the United
I

formed

in

!

—

who must always entertain

"I Like It!"

SOMETHING of

poor

same
kind occurred when I

played

with

operatic star,

the

the great

Mary Garden,

fading
In a scene from
" f he Career of

^

Calvert.
" Thais."
At the conclusion
of a scene in which I had
made violent love to hep, she amused us all by
remarking with a sigh :
" I'm not used to being made love to like
this
The tenors with whom I've played
thotight only of getting their voices out, but
Mr. Kent makes love as if he means it
I
!

like it

!

"

I

Mary Garden
just

as naive

HEN
WHEt

Katherine Bush,"
Catherine

inthe-film ver-sion of with

really is a great dear.
She was
about her film experiences as a

matter of fact we did not put in an appearance
late on Fridav evening, as you shall hear.

A Hold-Up.
EVERYTHING

went well till we reached
Atlanta, Georgia, where we got in at
10.30 p.m., only to learn that we should
probably be stranded there for three days,
owing to the floods having washed away the
bridges and lines
On the other hand, we were
advised to keep in the train, as help might come
!

of

the

char-

men 4

we proceeded on our way again we

round a half-circle to New
Birmingham. Alabama
more direct route through
Montgomery. For three nights wc were without
any illumination, and used to sit in the darkness,
singing and whistling, and telling stories, with
only the fiery tips of our cigarettes for lamps.
During this part of our trip we had but one meal
a day. of bacon and eggs, for provisions had run
very' low, and there was but one dining car for
passengers aboard. Wff
the* three hundred
(Continued on page 23J
rere taken

till

opinion

Orleans,
instead of the

via

.
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NLWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
The Invasion Continues.
& MRS. EMERSON,

MR, best-known

America's

cinema authors, who

recently arrived in this country,
are on a search for plays and for famous
" locations
suitable for reproduction ill
their own studios. Mrs. Emerson, under
the name of Anita Loos, has achieved
distinction as a scenario writer, having
written scores of photo-plays for the Tal-

madge

and other stars. David
a well-known American pro
also with the party, and he has
brought with him a special cinema camera,
in order to secure animated views of famous
6cenes in England and France.These
scenes will be later reproduced in the
American studios, a process which has
proved less expensive than bringing the
casts across the Atlantic in order to photograph the play. The fever on the part of
American producers to introduce British
atmosphere into all their films is spreading
at an increasing rate.
Every boat brings
a fresh contingent of American movie men.
sisters,

Kirkland,

ducer,

was

K.

ADAMS.

who think otherwise is Lloyd Ingraham, a
prominent director.
He considers that
novels and plays are not worth the money
if the bookstall or stage reputation is their
chief factor as an asset. In effect, he says
that " It is not the reputation before
reaching the screens that counts. It is tho
quality of the work that is done upon them
in the studio.
" Audiences," he says, " have come to
know that, the celebrities of the story or
stage play, or even the name of an actor,
is not a guarantee of the worth of a screen
production. Some of our most intelligent
producers realise these things, and have
refused to engage in the scramble for highpriced story material.
They have kept
their wits about them, and judged all
stories on their merits regardless of what
names are behind them. It is vastly more

certain quarters in regard to the
policy of various companies which
produce all their screen plays from novels.
hut in spite of the objection to this, the
film-novel continues to be very popular
both with the picture-goer and the exhibitor, and these are the people who
count most with producers.
learn that
the Stoll Film Co. have achieved results
with their films of novels which havo
exceeded their greatest expectations. This
I

AT HO

Every Ptcture-goer ts acquainted with the Humorous Ci
Comedian who stars tn Mack Sennett comedies. Her
a glimpse of hts

He

is

very fond of bis

home

life

—and

new automobile, which
wife

is

is

kts wtfe.

particularly Ituurio

at tbe wheel.

important to have a skilful interpretation
on the screen than reputation before the
manuscript gets into the studio."

Scope

For Wo men

screen
a growing
THEwomen,
according to Ida May Park,
offers

Films a nd Novels.
CRITICISM still continues to come from

M?andMEs BEH T

for

field

foremost of the few of her sex who
have become famous as motion picture
producers.
Miss May Park not only

but prepares her own stories for
production work.
" No other vocation has equalled the
cinema drama for the \irge proportion of
women and girls to whom it is opening up
careers," she says, "but it needs still
more of the feminine point of view."
Miss Park's opinion is that so long as
women and girls predominate in the
audiences of picture theatres and that
promises to be always, because they are
by nature more imaginative and romantic
success will be best assured to those
producing who find the key to their
favour and give them what they desire in
the way of screen entertainment.
directs,

—

—

Way

The

To S u ccess.

best way
THE" key
"

to find the necessary
is
to understand tho
feminine point of view, and to
make representations of their emotions ring true to them.
It is obvious
that the best-fitted for that work are
women themselves, so~ there should be

always a strong demand

for feminine
in narration and production in
the motion picture field.
This, of
course, refers only to the demand for
genuine ability in these two lines. It
is not meant to encourage more girls
who think an endowment of mere
prcttiness qualifies them to seek a
career in the studio.
There are, unfortunately, too many of this class
already, and tho only accommodation
that will prove successful will be
brains, beauty, and talent.

talent

This Week's Best Films.
following

is

REX INGRAM, who

is directing " The
"
the Apocalypse
for Metro Corporation.

of

.

Lillian

demand, of course, has the effect of sending
up the prices of film rights to books and

One producer recently paid tho
extravagant fiaure of £?5,000 for a popular
play, and." Ben Hur " is understood to be
[lays.

held for the astonishing

sum

of £100,000.

Globe

.

rights for manv novels have cost
FILM
sums ranging from £5,000 to £10,000.

So it would seem that some people
regard a previously published work as an
asset to screen production. One of those

.

.

.

Catherine Calvert.

Gisit.

" Think It

Over

"

Richard Tucker.
"

" Nobody's Child
Teari.e. Jose Collins.
"
I) cstcrn
Import
Mr. Goode, The Saruari"
De Wolf Hoppten.
[tan
" The Hornet's Nest "
Yitajraph

Uut' her'n

.

.

.

.

Godfrey

.

Publica tion an Asset.

of

list

which are

photo-plays

Four Horsemen

a

tho best
being released
for
exhibition
at
the
cinemas during this week, and the names
of the star artistes:
WaUitrdnw . " The Greatest Question "

Till',

.

Earle Williams.

" Lady Windermere's Fan "
Milton Rosmer.
" Tho Phantom RhotVniied Kingdom
Henrv Groy.
[Gun."
" Danger Go Slow "
Gaumont
.Mae Murray.
Ideal.

.

.

.

.

.

!

!

Mr. and

Mm, Ben

Turpin lake it easy
drawing-room.

in tbeii

or

Picture

Show Aht
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pmsciLL

DEAN

PRISCILLA DEAN has just Onidled
work on " Tlir HYautiful Beggar, a
plioto-play that bat taken five month- in
'

When asked how -in was
the making.
" K>
going to celebrate, she replied
ill
-t
% mi:
a Turkish hatli for a whole
day." This will be to get rid of the
stain oh her skin, which was necessary
for her nake-ap for the desert girl.

0%

:

:i

Priscilia

Above We see her maklng-ap the face of ber
handsome husband. WHEELER OA KM A N.

can ride
a horse
with
anyone.

:

Below

:

OS

lor

an aerial

thrill.

DECREE

Ell

*1>M

fa

A

•

As we
her

-

L

shall see ber in

forthcoming

"The Beau

if ul

film,

Beggar."
'Hi..

perfect enchantress
with the pipes.

H,

15

1920

INTERVIEW WITH BRYANT WASHBURN.
OUR PICTURE POSSIBILITIES ARE INFINITE.
ho is all you thought him
Handsomo, debonair, boyish.
And

GIRLS,

!

dimple in his chin

the

in

quite teal !
privilege

When, with the interviewers

of dealing in personalities, 1 made somo
joking reference to it, Bryant Washburn

said with a smile
" Yes, it's genuine enough, though folks
sometimes doubt it. Why, in some of
the picture theatres in the States where I
:

have made personal appearances, girls
have come up to me and put their fingers
on tho dent in my chin, just to sco whether
it was make-up or not, and when they
found it wasn't, exclaimed, Why, it's real,
'

What did they expect ? And
there to a bit of a cleft in one's
chin, anyway ? I see nothing to it."
And Bryant laughed heartily, as if he
thought it were all a very good joke,
though a trifle silly, perhaps.
very charming and refreshing young
man. And sine I Why, he's as sane about
his good looks, and his success, and all the
adulation poured upon him by bis countless
feminine fans, as you and I are about Monday morning, rffTd personally I know nothing saner than that.
after

all

what

is

!

'

A

His Son.

how we made
LETIt mewasn't you
by any flippant
tell

the genuine goods."

His Eager Outlook.
the course oi our conversation, I
gathered, that there is nothing that
Bryant Washburn so hates, and is so
anxious to avoid, as " getting in a rut,"
though it is inconceivable that he could
ever be in the proximity of one. He is
much too alert : much too interested in the
business of living and of picture-making
Which makes his hopeful,
for that.
nay, eaqer outlook upon tho film situation
over here all the more refreshing.
" You all say you aro anxious to come
out to Los Angeles to make pictures,"
ho remarked, " or to visit it in some connection with tho film industry, or other,
but I can tell you that there are many
members of the moving picture colony out
there who are just dying to come over

IN

—

—

!

here I"

remark

" And how long do you think you may be
staying with us ?" I asked.
Well," replied Bryant with a smile.
" I'll be staying quite a little while this
s do, because I'm hoping, in addition to
working in England, to go to the south of
Franco for a time, but Mrs. Washburn says
we must get back to the States in time to
Spend Christmas with the kiddies, and so I

of introduction, when I said
" to meet Sonny's
father," we were friends, with the disregard
of friends for anything approaching tiresome formalities. For Sonny is but five
years old, and the app!e of his father's
eye.
I am sorry if it is any disillusionment, girls, but such is the case. And not
only is Bryant the proud possessor of a
delightful wife and two fine youngsters
for Sonny has a little nine-months-old
brother but he positively revels in his
marital state.
In fact, I suspect that his
family is his hobby.
1 had not been
I

portion of it you need.
And what more
interesting than new things, new places /
Why, my American fans will be tickled
to death to see the different spots over hero
as I have seen thorn, and doubly interested
in my picture because its locations will bo

friends.

anont tho famous dimple. It wasn't
through any appreciative reference to his
From
pictures.
It was through Sonny.
the

nowadays, and in greater truth
than when Bill Shakespoaro said it was,
and all you have to do is to take that
stage,'

moment

was very, very glad

—

with him

minutes before

five

I

felt

knew the Washbums en famille.
The children, however, have

I

1

not
accompanied their father and mother
on this trip. As Bryant pointed out,
though he missed them awfully, and
every now and again somo little thing
would remind Mrs. Washburn of them,
and make her a bit tearful, London
was no place for little mites used to
the glorious air and country around
Hollywood, at the foot of whose
mountains the Wash urn home is situI

ated.

And

then, again, he said, they

—

had come

for a vacation
which implied that Master Sonny was a some-

—

what strenuous young person though
indeed, he added, it seemed as if they
were not going

day

after

all,

to
for

have a regular

Making Pictures
I'VE found a

holi-

in London.

perfectly splendid stor}-,"

he said, "called 'The Road to
London,' which I am going to make
during my stay over here.
It is a sort
of melo dramatic comedy, with plenty of
action about it, and I just couldn't resist it.
There will be a lot of exteriors, and many
scenes in and around LondoD, and I shall
bo the only American in the cast.
rest will

In

tbe

teautiful grounds o! their house.
Ben
teen without bis "film moustache."

is

BRYANT WASHBURN.

—
Bryant gave an extra
—here have
"
to do what she says!

suppose "
broad grin

May Hebschel Clarke.

be British."

(And, girls; Bryant said that shortly he
was going to start looking for a leading
lady here.
Probably he will have started
by the time these words are in print. Oh,
I wonder who the lucky one will be !)
" There seems no limit to the possi" In
bilities over here," he continued.
America we have been faking our locations, but here, with France and Italy so
close at hand, you can get practically
anything you want in tho way of scenery.
" Why, come to that, all the world's a
'

I'll

'

Tho

We Learn From

Lessons

the

Films.
The man that is not conceited over his
business doesn't deserve to have any.
•

*

*

When a woman cheapens herself she soon
learns that men do not care for bargains.
.

Women
lives,

and

»

*

*

give to men the very gold of thrir
they usually get it back in very

small change.
i

—
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A CHARMING COMPLETE STORY

(Special to the "Picture Show,
eyes filling with tears as she thought that in a few
days' time her boy would have to leave her.
Ezra grunted but said nothing. His wife's " coddling " of Bobbie had always been a sore point
between them a topic which if pursued always led
to words, and since he was as fond of her as on the
day he married her, he always avoided the subject
unless it was absolutely necessary for the bov's good
that he should put his foot down. Mother Hubbard's
one fault was that she was too kind too tolerant of
the faults of others, as well as of those of her youngest

was one of the thousands
GENEVIEVE HALE
had fox-trotted and one-stepped
of girls

who

without a single thought of the
poorer sisters. She was
pretty, and was allowed as much money as she liked
by her wealthy and indulgent parents, so that when
she was eighteen the time this story opens she had
never known what it was not to have her own way.
Then the war broke out. Her father did his duty
her
her brother joined up
as an elderlv citizen
mother and her eldest sister Isabel devoted their
time and money to the cause of the nation. lSut
Genevieve still danced on.
One morning she burst into the room that her
mother and sister had set aside for their sewing and
knitting, waving her skirt in the intricacies of a new

through

grim

life

—

realities that faced her

—

—

—

;

;

step she had just learned.
" I've got it. mother. I can do it as well as the
teacher at the dancing academy " she cried, as she
pirouetted round the room.
Mrs. Hale glanced indulgently at her daughter
over her spectacles and went on with her knitting.
Isabel, however, was not in the mood for frivolity.
" Dancing is all you think of " she exclaimed
" One would think you could employ
impatiently.
your time better when the country needs help from
all of us."
Genevieve looked blankly at her mother. It was
the first time anybody had spoken crossly to her.
She was not angry— simply bewildered.
"Isabel is quite right." said her mother. "Although
you are only a girl, Gen, there must be something
you could do to help."
Gen did not speak a word, but went straight to her
room. She was not a bad girl at heart ; in fact,
But she was eerthere was a world of good in her.
The mild reproach of her eldest
tainlv thoughtless.
sister, backed up as it had been by her mother's
There were tears in
quiet words, hurt and stung.
her eyes as she looked at herself in a big mirror.
" You are a useless girl, Genevieve Hale. If you
had been a boy, you could have gone out to fight
He wouldn't be any more proud
like your brother.
ot you than Belle and mother are."
Having delivered this self criticism. Gen sat down
Her
to think what she could do to help her country.
pretty face puckered into a frown as she realised that
she knew nothing that would help to win the war.
Then a bright thought struck her. She would
look in the newspapers and see if there were any war
Presently she found something
jobs advertised.
It was to the erfect
that she thought would suit her.
t lint
the farm of Ezra Hubbard wanted women
labour, a? practically all the men had been called to
the colours.
After a preliminary talk with the gardener, and an
attempt to try the hoe he had lent her on the drawingroom carpet. Gen went to the office in town where
girl land workers were recruited, and succeeded in
Then she went
getting a job on the Hubbard farm.
to pack her kit.
Gen had no idea what sort of a dress would be
most appropriate. so,5woman-like. she decided to take
She had seen pictures of stage
her prettiest blouses.
leautics doing their bit on the land, so after all there
was some excuse for her. It was the pictures of the
stage beauties that made her rush round to the store?
and get two pairs of the dinkiest trousers she could
buy. Thus equipped, she arrived in a haudsome
motor-car, with some half a dozen trunks, at the

son.

When Gen came down to the farmyard dressed to
work the other girls regarded her silently for a
moment, and then burst out. laughing.
She was dressed in an elaborate jumper of flowered
with dainty trousers made of fine material,
suitable for the stage than a farm.

"

? " sneered Bertha Bicknell.
" Perhaps she's only come here to pick roses,"
suggested another girl sarcastically.
" You forget, Ethel, roses have thorns. Whatever
would happen if she got her dainty hands pricked by
a thorn ? " chimed in a third.
" I will work as well as any of you if you will only
show me how," said Gen stoutly but she was almost
on the point of tears.
" Very likely," said Bertha. " But you forget we
are here to work, not to teach society girls how to
pose for their pictures in the fashionable papers."
At this moment Ezra came up, and the girls left
off teasing Gen.
The farmer looked at. the new recruit's costume
with dismay, but not being an authority on dress, he
decided to say nothing.
" Can you milk ? " he asked.
" A little." replied Gen.
She had never milked a cow in her life, but she
Anythiug
felt that she would do it if it killed her.
rather thau bear the taunts of Bertha Bicknell and

!

;

the others.
" All right," returned Ezra.
" The cows Jiavea
One of the girls will take you to
just come in.
the milking place."
The cow they selected fori
Alas for poor Gen
her to try her prentice hand on was not an easy|
milker at any time, and it resented the girl's in-,
experienced efforts. At first it started to lash its*
*
tail across Gen's face, but when the girl stuck
pluckily to her task, despite the smarting blows
problem
of
animal
solved
the
the
she 'received,
mistress and maid by kicking Gen and her pail over.
" t'ome out of that, Miss Mollycoddle " said
Bertha Bit knell, secretly delighted at (Jen's failure.
" I wonder you dare tell Mr. Hubbard that you could
milk.
She seized Gen's pail and began to milk the cow,
while Gen wandered off disconsolately, .lust outside
the cowshed she found Bobbie. That young man
was, as usual, doing nothing in particular, for though
he had been bred and brought up on a farm, he did
not take kindly to the work.
" Hello " he shouted as Gen approached. And
" Wliat's the matter,
then, very sympathetically
kiddie ? " for he saw Gen's face was tear-stained.
" Oh, I've been trying to milk, and I'm a failure,"
!

.

!

I

mean

to

do

my

bit."

Bobbie whistled.
" Guess you'd better see mother, then," lie said,
leading the way to the pretty farmhouse.
They were met in the porch by a dear, white-haired
old lady, who threw up her hands when she learned
that Gen had come to work on the farm.
" I'm afraid it. will be too much for you, my dear."
she said. " You arc very young, and you don't look
over strong."
" But 1 can do what any other girl can do,"
answered Gen grandly, " and I am very anxious to
begin."

At

this

moment Ezra Hubbard

appeared, and his

wife introduced the new recruit.
Ezra Hubbard was
one of the farmers of the old school, and he had not
taken kindly to the introduction of women labour on
the farm, though when he realised that it was necessary if the men had to do their duty on the Held of
battle, he had put aside his scruples, and, after a
while had expressed the greatest admiration for the
young women who had put down the tennis racquet
to take up the hoc.
But Gen was a different proposition to the other
He looked
girls already employed on the farm.
askance at the tiny terrier that Gen carried under
her arm, and it gave him an inspiration.
" Well, young miss, if you've come to work, Ezra
Hubbard is not the one to stop you. Our good old
country needs all the help she can get at the present

Have you brought your photographer with

you

'.

farm of Ezra Hubbard.
She was met by a nice-looking boy about her own
age, who informed her that he was Bobbie Hubbard,
the youngest son of the farmer.
" But I did not know that dad was expecting any
guests," he said with a puzzled look.
" Guests " repeated Gen with a scornful look.
" I'm not a guest.
I've come to work on the farm.

more

silk,

I

!

:

VIVIAN MARTIN

replied Gen.

as Genevieve.

(Paramount.)

•'
Didn't like it, eh ? " remarked Bobbie. " Well.
blame you. I can't see that any kid could
take anv interest in milking a silly cow."
" It wasn't that," said Gen. " I liked it all right,
but the cow objected."
" Well it's their fault," said Bobbie, trying to
cheer her up. " .Milking takes time to learn. They
ought to have given you an easier job."
" Such as picking roses," remarked Gen bitterly,
remembering the sneer of the farm girl.
" I don't think there arc any roses to. pick just

I don't

time, but for a start I must tell you that we have no
use for a dog of that sort on the farm. The only
animals we can do with here are those that earn their
You'd better send that back by your chauffeur
keep.
if that i* your car I saw standing outside the drive."
It was not at all the sort of reception. (Jen had
In a dim way she had thought she would
expected.
be received fife a sort of heroine who had given up all
But she stifled a tear, and sorrowfor her conntry,
fully took the pet to the chauffeur with instructions
to take him back and bring in her trunks.
Then she was taken by Mrs. Hubbard whom
everybody called " Mother Hubbard " to the bunkhouse, where she was introduced to her fellow workers.
The girls, who were all dressed in stout, serviceable
overalls, looked at Gen and began to titter among
themselves.
One girl, whose name Gen afterwards
learned was Bertha Bicknell, remarked audibly

—

—

—

:

"

What
"

musical

comedy has she come

from,

girls ?

Poor Gen went pink, but she bit her tongue and
kept a smiling face while Mother Hubbard Introduced her. Then, having shown Gen her bunk, she
told her to unpack her things and get ready for work.
In the meantime, Ezra Hubbard was troubled
about another matter. He had just received a letter

from his eldest son, an officer in the new army,
which read
" When it. comes to Bobbie's time to join up I
have made arrangements to have him In my company.
He has always been a mother's pet, and he will find
soldiering a bit rough to start with, but it will do him
a power of good to have the soft corners knocked off
him."
" Bichard Is right," said Ezra to his wife, as he
" You've spoilt Bobbie,
showed her the letter.
mother. There's no room these days for lads who
have been brought up too soft."
" But he is so young, Ezra," pleaded his wife, her
:

now," said Bobbie thoughtfully. " But you would
he able to do that." he added loyally.
" I know. I didn't mean it, r-ally.
It was what
one of the girls said she thought I had come to do
when she saw my costume. You know she was
being sarcastic."

<

' Ki it wa> that cat. Bertha Bicknell," said Bobbie
"But don't worry. It's only
with conviction.
jealousv because you're pretty and she's plain."
" No", it wasn't Bertha Bicknell. She said someBut do you think I am pretty,
thing far more catty.
Bobbie ? I may call you Bobbie, mayn't I ?
" Sure
and I'll call you Gen, like you said your
name was. I think we shall get on well. I hate
I shall be joining up soon, so It doesn't
farming.
botlur me. I wonder if I shall like soldiering ? I
should love the fighting, of course, but from what
my brother Dick says he's an officer, you know
Too
like the training part.
I don't think I sha
t

'

;

—

1

much
"

But

officer

early in the morning to suit me."
will be glorious when you get made on
win medals," said Gen. " I w ish I'd boon

getting
It

and

up

]Sm

born a boy."

" I don t," replied Bobble.
" I think you -e just
stunning in that get up. You art pretty, you know."
" Do you really think so. Bobbie ?
But they don t
want beauty now. They want brains and brawn,"
said Gen, quoting from an article she had read.

(Continue

!

on page 18
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RUBENS a distinctive type
That
ALMAthe
you immediately you
thing that
of girl.

is

strikes

is

catch a glimpse of her. In fact, of such a
distinctive type is she that one is forced to look
back at her, even if one is being rude in so doing.
Alma Rubens is Western born and bred, which
is a good and sufficient reason for her lithesome
grace, for her carriage, that speaks of freedom and
joy in motion, and for her sincere personality.
She is a young woman imbued with the pluck and
perseverance of a real Western girl, whoso indomitable will binds her to be successful in all she
midertakes. And withal, her beauty is wonderful.
It may be, of course, that the great painter, Rubens,
from whom she is descended, gave to her the repose,
the Oriental warmth, richness and vividness which
he gave to his wonderful masterpieces on canvas.
At any rate, there is a subtle charm about her that
suggests the old world.

The Second

Best.

RUBENS was born in San Francisco, and
MISSreceived
her education there at the Convent
When a very young girl
of the Sacred Heart.
she announced her intention of becoming an actress
of the speaking stage. But in her Western environment, opportunities were lacking. With sure wisdom
she realised the artistic possibilities of pictures, and
decided that if she could not do the thing she
wanted most, she would do the next best thing.
This decision landed her at the Triangle studios,
where she began her career as a screen actress
while merely a child in years.
She played leading parts from the very first, and,
indeed, played them with sure skill and artistry. Her
roles were many and varied, but with the wise instinct
of one who is building a future, she kept away aa
much as possible from " type," volunteering often for
an extra part that might add to her versatility.
Alma Rubens is, however, of the true Spanish
type in appearance, and for this reason she was
chosen to act opposite Douglas Fairbanks in " The
Half -Breed." Following this picture, Miss Rubens
again played with Douglas Fairbanks in '" The
Americano." Next she had the distinction of being
leading woman with Cyril Maude in " Peer Gynt.'
After Douglas Fairbanks and Cyril Maude, Miss
Rubens appeared with William S. Hart in " TruthSo well did
ful Tulliver " and " The Cold Deck."
she play in these pictures that sho left Mr. Hart to
"
Restless Souls," " The
become a star herself.
Ghost Flower," and " I Lovo You " were three of
her most successful pictures.
Miss Rubens has two ambitions in life. One is
some day to be able to get up at eight o'clock in the
morning of her own accord
the other to become
a good actress of the speaking stage. Sho desires
not to become a great star, but a genuine artist,
one who has the power to merge herself into the
character portrayed to the utter exclusion of self.
;

Alma Rubens, with Frank Borzage,

the director, and Fannie
Hurst, authoress.
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" Oh, bother the old war " broke in Bobbie.
" Let's go for a walk in the woods."
Seated on two big pumpkins in one of Robbie's
favourite loafing places, the two told each other their
troubles, and came to the conclusion that they were a
pair of much misjudged and much misunderstood
1

persons.

Then, finding this pastime a little gloomy, Bobbie
suggested he should play something on his mouth
organ.
" That'll be fine," said Gen enthusiastically.
"
••
What shall you play ?
Bobbie thought a moment and then, with unconscious sarcasm, said
"
" I'll play Oh, You Beautiful Doll
When they parted to go to the house as the tea
bell rang, they had both come to the conclusion that
they liked each other very much.
:

'

'

I

When Work Goes Wrong.

GEN found

the bunk house bed very hard that
night after her downy couch in her luxurious
home and, try as she would, she could not
sleep. After tossing about for over an hour, a moonbeajn struggling in through the curtained window
gave her an idea. She would get up and sit at the
window till she felt tired enough to sleep. That
same moon had brought Bobbie round the bunk
house in a romantic mood, and when Gen got to the
window she found the boy gazing up in the most

"THE FLAME."
WADSLEY'S
OLIVE
many

IQth,

Another Famous Novel
on

::

trie

story, "The Flame," is a
admirers will welcome as a film. The wonderful
Lord Robirt, and all the earlier

great

and
anxieties and trouble through which Toni passes
make a most attractive subject.
Martin Thornton has a very good east,
beginning with Evelyn Boucher and Reginald
Fox right on to the great Ernest Maupain, that
marvel in character acting for the screen.
Nothing could be more finely calculated than

Film.

book that
love story

::

all
of-

its

Toni

bis pose against the

door in the picture we give,
be and others are plotting against Lord Robert,
who is in the next room, and Maupain, as
Sparakoff, listening at that door, seeing if he is
safe, is a wonderful study. Ernest Maupain has
a hobby which is a pleasure to himself and of
use to the company, for in his spare time he lias
been painting some most excellent pictures in
oils which have been used in various sets.
'then there is charming Evelyn Boucher as
the wayward Toni, dancing her way through
the film and charming and intriguing everyone
she comes in contact with, and Reginald Fox
has been a perfect foil to her.

Romeo-like attitude.
As he saw her he came swiftly over the grass. The
bunk-house was on the ground floor, and Bobbie
adopted a lover-like attitude as he gazed fondly at. Gen.
" I couldn't go to sleep through thinking of yon,"
" So I thought I'd stroll round a little."
said Bobbie.
This was not strictly true. A more than generous
helping of his favourite pie had caused the boy to
decide that he would feel better after a stroll, but he
squared his conscience by thinking that he certainly
had thought of Gen while he was walking around.
And the moon had made him feel romantic.
" It was just the same with me," said Gen. " I
wa> thinking of you and I simply could not sleep."
Gen made no mention of the hard bed.
" But, of course, I didn't suppose you would be
watching the window or I should not have opened
it," she ad»'ed, with maidenly reserve.
" Well, it's very'jolly, anyway, Gen. Do you know,
languishing,

I

think

"

Whatever Bobbie was thinking about will never
be known, for at that precise moment a pillow hit him
straight in the mouth.

.

Turning, Gen saw Bertha Biekncll and the other
girls advancing to the attack with other pillows, and
sie jumped for her bunk as Bobbie bolted in a very
unromantic fashion from the window.
Gen's innocent escapade was made the most of by
Bertha Bicknell, who after giving the girl a severe
telling off, went to her berth muttering dire threats
about telling Mother Hubbard in the morning.
To Gen's great relief, Bertha's threat was not carried
out, the other girls voting against it because it would
be a sneaky thing to do.
Gen's first job the next day was whitewashing a
fence, but she was making a very poor show at it
when Bobbie came along. In the excitement of her
greeting Gen turned and splashed Bobbie all over
with the whitewash. Having wiped him dowu as well
as she could, she set vigorously to work while Bobbie
stood by. Suddenly putting a great brushful across
a knot hole, slif heard a scream. Peering over the
fence, she saw Bertha Bicknell running away with
her face all covered with whitewash.
" That's the best job I've done on the farm yet,"
" Serves her right for peeping, the
cried Gen gaily.
nasty thing."
" Best look out. Gen.
She'll have you for that,"
cautioned Bobbie, as he made off at the sight of his
father coming round the corner.
Mr. Hubbard took one look at Gen's work, nnd
decided to find her another job.
" You can't milk and you can't whitewash," he
" I wonder if you
said, as he scratched his head.
"
could collect eggs ?
But Gen proved even a greater failure at egg collecting than she had been at the previous tasks.
She
made for the hens that were sitting, and after a fierce
light with the hens managed to get hold of a few eggs.
When Mr. Hubbard saw by the pencilled date
m >rks that Gen had collected eggs meant for hatching,
he gave a despairing sigh. Gen thought he meant
she had not. cnllwted nnouoh,
" I could have got a lot more," she explained,
".but the uens would .not get off the eggs."
" Thank goodness the hens had more sense than
you," said the farmer as he went indoors to tell his
wife the latest exploit of the new recruit.
And so the days passed with Gen being tried at one
job after another, until the day came when Bobbie
was old enough to join up. The young lovers had a
pathetic parting in the pumpkin patch, promising to
be true to each other for ever, and to write ;is often
as they could.
After Bobbie's departure the farm became almost
unbearable to Gen. Try as she would, she could not
do anything right, and the sneering remarks of Bertha
Bicknell

made

tilings worse.

Mother Hubbard, seeing the hard Rtruggle the girl
was making, gave her a bedroom in the house on the
(Ccn.inued on page 20.)

icenej In "The Flame," Irom OLIVE WADSOn the lett REGINALD FOX and
EVELTN BOUCHER and (above) ERNEST MAr/PAIfl
at SPARAKOFF.

Two

LET'S novel.

-

/*

- •
_

" The Flame." produced by Martin Thornton

lor the Stoll Film Company,
another fine example oi British screen art. In this photograph can be
seen ERNEST MAUPAIN (extreme left) and REGINALD FOX (on tbe right'
For naturalness in acting, British films are unequalled.
is
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF JIMMY AUBREY.

wreck, he said, " Well, perhaps it was worth it ;
make a good film "
In spito of the success, financial and otherwise, which has come to him, Jimmy Aubrey is>
not a bit swollon-huaded, and he is popular with
everybody with whom he has dealings.
Jimmy, like many other film comedians,
has found to his sorrow that making comedies
for the screen is sometimes painful and often
dangerous work, but he suffers in order that
others may smile.
The other day, Jimmy was playing the part
of a tenant, and ho had to elude the blows of an
The comedian was standing
angry landlord.
in front of a safe, and when the villain of tho
piece shot out his fist, Jimmy Aubrey en-

AUBREY is one of our most popular
JIMMY
Like Charlie Chaplin,
screen comedians.

it will

and other fun-makers of less renown, he was
one of the band of Fred Kamo comedians who
left

this

country to try their luck

They nearly

made good

all

in

in

America..

some way

or

Although Aubrey has played before the
camera for a number of years now, lie had to
struggle for recognition and the success which he
other.

'

deserves.
lie lias an original style of humour, and his
actions and expressions cause roars of laughter
when lie is performing his antics on the screen.
Those of you who have seen " Mumming
Birds " will be interested to know that it was
James Aubrey who first created the part of tho
funny wrestler in this skit on variety turns.
This classic sketch has been the vehicle which
has brought many ajtistes into prominence.
Two more well-known screen comedians who
come to mind who also played in " Mumming
Birds " in this country and in America were
Syd. Chaplin, Billie Ritchie, and Billy Reeves.
-

then the pair repeated tho performance.
This time they were standing in front of a
large pillar which supported the supposed house
where they were playing their parts.

busy turning out Vitagraph
AUBREY
comedies at the rate of about two a week,

Dodging the Trouble.

is

more tho angry landlord missed his
ONCE
punch, and there was some force behind

him

to take a very,
long holiday, but he declares that it is his intention to visit his native land at the first
possible opportunity.
it is

impossible for

When he hit the pillar the house
built for the occasion came tumbling down.
Some of the players standing around

it.

By the way, it is a strange fact, but, neverthethat the majority of leading lights in
the film-fun world are British by birth.

were badly injured by the falling debris ;
but Jimmy, who is an expert acrobat,
managed to dodge the trouble this time.
The result, however, was good, and it
made a very successful film. Very often
the unexpected happenings in a comedy
film turn out best.

less, true,

upon a time Jimmy tried to
and desired his admirers when
wrote to him to address him as

Once

dignified,

they

" James." He also tried to get the people
round the studio to do the same.
This, you see, was the name bestowed
upon him by his fond parents when they had
visions of their son becoming the manager
of a bank, or a butler, or something equally
But it didn't work.
respectable.
'"Jimmy," the film comedian is still, and
probably always will be, to those who know
and admire him.
Every boy for miles around the Vitagraph
.

:

deavoured to dodge it.
He was successful, and the man landed his
fist on the hard iron of the safe instead of
Jimmy's face. There was a little chase, and

A Busy Man.
and

( Special to the
" Picture Show.")

One of Jimmy's latest j^ictures deals
with dentists. As you can imagine, Jimmy
Aubrey as a dentist is screamingly funny.
One morning he is busily engaged giv ing
a patient, and the unfortunate man gets
•

gas to

much

that he starts floating upwards.
another amusing scene in one of his
" Pals and Pugs."
The
happened to be standing
b:ncath a painter's scaffold.
As the villain was strolling along with his
head in the air he managed to knock against
a rope hanging down. With a mighty crash,
down came the paint, painters, and scaffold, and
you can well understand that the well-dressed
villain looked a terrible mess when he managed
to get up.

so

There

is

latesi films, entitled
villain of the piece

Studios knows Jimmy, and when word was
given that some fifty boys were wanted to
help in one of his comedies every youth within
walking distance applied for a job. And they
were nil engaged to make a big pile on top of
Jimmy when he fell down. They never had such
a lovely time in all their lives, and the boys will
remember the treat for many a long day. They
ilid not spare Jimmy's feelings in the least, and
when he got up at last, a bent and battered

JIMMY AUBREY,

Vita-

graph comedian. If you
wish to write to him, his
address is:
Vitagraph
Studios, Hollywood. Los

Angeles,
Mention

Show "

the

California

" Picture

to ensure
early reply.

an

There is not the slightest doubt that a screen
comedian's life is far from a happy one.

91

Hallo

!

Oh, Dear

1

So Worried.

My Word!

Really

?
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CURED MY HAIRY FACE
AND ARMS FOR EVER,
ROOT AND ALL
I

Nobl

Tbe secret cf being well dressed at little
«•»» is to purchase your dress requirements
by post direct from NOBLE'S
the actual
manufacturers. All our goods are made of
the finest quality materials and

—

soli

the

lowest possible
prices. Send a post card to-day
at

for Not le's

Eradicated For Ever Hideous Hair Growths
on Face and Arms After Electricity and

Many

New Free Illustrated

Depilatories

Had

Failed.

Fashion Guide.

LET

SMART
Model
t

For years I wai in despair because of a hideous growth of
Superfluous Hair. I had a regular monst&che and beard and a
hairy covering on my arms.
Aftei seeking relief for years in
vain. I secured through my husband, a surgeon and an Officer
10 the British Army, a elose'y guarded secret of the Hindoo
Religion, which had made-superfluous Hair
unknown among the native women of India,

O

O

Sty "sh Coat, made from Cream S<-rge
Cloth, with contrasting: Stripe* in llelio.
Brownor W*ck. Designed with colt 't ai d
revets.

Inset sleeves,

PicWts

a fact which is well known.
It was
successful in my own case thatl
no longer have the slightest trace of Superfluous Hair, and I shall begladto send Free
to anyone full information to destroy completely all traces of hair, root and all, without
having to resort to the dangerous electric
needle. So stop wasting your money on
worthless depilatory preparations, and send
m: coupon helow or a copy of it. to-day. with
your name and address, stating whether Mrs.
or Miss. All I ask Is that you send me three penny stamps to
cover my outlay for posting. I will also send" you other
valuable beauty secrets free as soon as y
Address at
published.

w

witli fl.[.s

back and a round belt Length,
ii ins.
Stock sizes t" fit 34, 30 68 ins.
roui.d bust.
Price, 67/a.
I

ull

l

PATTERNS POST f RFE.
For

FREE HELP.
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excuse that the bunk-house was overcrowded, thinking it would save her from the pettv tvrannv of
Bertha Bicknell. But this did (Jen more harm than
good as the other girls, not unnaturally, objected to
her being made a favourite. She heard from Bobbie
pretty often, and from his letters she gathered that
he was about as happy soldiering as she was farming.
One evening as Gen was working late, she heard a
" Gen "
voice call very softly
Turning, she saw Bobbie peering from behind a
tree, but a Bobbie who looked more like an escaped
convict than a soldier.
The boy motioned hor to come to him, and when
she got to his side he whispered
:

!

:

" Nobody must know I'm here.
I got sick of it all
and ran away from camp. I hat* soldiering "
Gen's hreath came in quick gasps, and an icy fear
!

SERGE COAT.
S4972

ME SEND YOU M Y

" LITTLE

Materials by the yard
ladies who prefer to have their
made up themselves. JuIki

clothes

Noble, Limited, will send a seleciion
of material* post tree.
Please led us
like us to

gripped her loyal heart.
But you mustn't, Bobbie. You'll be a deserter
and a deserter's a a coward. My brother told me
so.
Besides, they shoot deserters."
" You don't think I'm a cowafd, Gen, do you ? *
" I'm not frightsaid Bobbie releasing her hand.
ened to go to the front. It's the camp life I hate."
" No, I know you're not a coward, Bobbie," cried
the girl, " but they'll say you are, and you'll be tried
and shot. Do go back. Bobbie do go back. I know
the drill must be hard but all soldiers have to do it."
The boy turned away his head and a choking sob

—

—

came from

you

that, won't

"

below.

exactly what you would
send to you.

his throat.

" You're right. Gen. I was a coward to run away.
I didn't intend to desert.
You'll always believe

But

—

? "

You know I will, Bobbie."
mc one kiss. Gen, and

" .rust give

I'll get back t<»
I'm only absent without leave, and I'll soon
And when I've done my punishment
promise you that I will soldier as good as my

camp.

THIS FREE COUPON

Write to-day for Noble's
illustrated Fashion Guide,

JOHN NOBLE
43 Brook

^

St. Mills,

with your name and ad-

dress and
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B tarn pa,
Mrs. HUDSON: Please send me free full information and
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get over that.
I

brother."
Gen flung herself in Bobbie's arms and kissed him
passionately.
" I'm so proud of you, Bobbie." she whispered.
Bobbie kissed his little sweetheart again and again,
and a new light shone in his eyes.
" I'll give you reason to be proud of me. Gen.
But there's one thing you must promise. Nobody
must know that I've been here. Not even my mother
or father. Promise that whatever liappens you will
not say you've seen me."
" I promise, Bobby."
The next moment Bobbie was gone.
Bertha Bicknell had seen
But, alas for the lovers
them, and she went straight and told Mr. Hubbard.
The farmer came to Gen with a very stem look on
,

!

—

his face.

Chicked the Gefoti
Start each day right
safe,
with Colgate's

Where
? "

.

his

—

-

is my son ?
What is he doing on the
he said.
all her life _Gen had never told a deliberate lie,
and she hung her head now as she hesitated. Hut
her ronsicence told her that she must keep lur
promise to Bobble at all costs.
" I have not seen him," she said.
" Who was that young soldier with you just
now ? " demanded Mr. Hubbard, still more sternly
" Come, my girl, you were seeji."
" It was a friend," replied Gen slowly.
Mr. Hubbard gave her a hard look, and then placed

"

farm
In

hand on

Iter

shoulder.

" Look here, my girl, this is a respectable farm,
and I won't have 'any carryings on. This i- the last
time I •will warn you. or any other girl. I'm not at
all satisfied, but I will say no more at present."
With another stem look the farmer walked baik

Be
sane, delicious.
sure to brush at bed-

to the house.

time

The next morning Mr. Hubbard received a wire
his eldest son telling him that Bobbie had left

too.

from

camp

without leave.

With the telegram

recommended
by more dentists than any

Colgate's

is

Gen.
" You
telegram.

other dentifrice.

deserter.

lied to
It

mc

says

in his

hand the farmer went

to

" See this
last night," he said.
son is in danger of being a

my

Pack up your thiugs and

get out of here

at once."

Mother Hubbard pleaded with her husband, but
the farmer refused to be moved from his decision, and
Gen was sent home in disgrace.
It was a bitter blow to the girl, and for week- slip
moped about the house, too miserable to take an
interest in anything.
One dav as Gen was upstairs she heard the voice of
Bobbie in the hall. Then she heard Mr. Hublmrd
speaking to her father.
" I've come to apologise for
Injustice to your
daughter," Ezra was saying, " and to ask if you « ill

my

I thought she had
let her come bark to the farm.
persuaded my son to desert, but the boy tells me
forced
daughter
that
him to go back
that it was your
to camp after he had taken French leave.
called
her down, and
Gen was all smiles when they
when she saw Bobble looking the Ideal of a smart
good.
had
made
young soldier she knew he
".It's all right, Ocn," whispered Bobbie while the
two fathers were talking. " Dad thinks you an- a
regular heroine, and so do the girls on the farm.
It was a happy party that drove back to the farm
and that night, when the two sweethearts parted. Gen
determined she would make good as Bobbie bad done,
a resolution she kept so well that when Bobbie came
on his next leave, his father told him that Gen was
the best girl on the farm.
Adapted frnm ineident.t in the Varamonnt pirturt
ploy, featuring Virion Martin n-s Oeneriere
|
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THE DRESSING-ROOM.
—
—

IN

Getting Ready /or tke Dance Season
Beneficial Exercises— Making tke

Beautifying tke Skoulders and

Back Beautiful— Tke Picture Girl

s

Neck

Some

tho following manner
alcohol (80 per cent.),
twenty grams
essence of rosemary, eleven
drops and essenoo of bergamot, eleven dropi.

bust is prepared in
Fresh lard, ono gram

;

;

;

Don't Neglect the Back.

Dance Frock Til K decollete
popular

evening frocks that 'are so
now, too, render tho care of
ono of tho most important,
details when dressing for a danco.
Alas, how
often do wo find a perfectly attired woman displaying a back that has a couple of shoulderblades protruding, or that is spoiled by a few
just

The
girl's

missing

picture

corated

worth much more than an occasional

half-hour.

evening

frock is of shell
pink satin and
georgette,

is

Developing the Neck.

BREATHING

is the best method of developing the neck. And the br>st time for this"
practice is on rising in tho morning, and
just before retiring at night. The body should
be covered with the scantiest of garments possible,
for there must be perfect freedom of movement.
Rise to the tips of your toes as you breathe in,

de-

with

moonlight blue
flowers.

remain

so, holding your breath while you count
then exhale forcibly with the open mouth,
meanwhile lowering your heels.
Repeat ten
times! You will find it impossible to count more
than about five the first time you do the exercise,
but practice will soon render the fifteen quite

fifteen,

ANOING
bids fair to
be as much
a craze as ever
this year, but

the movements
are to be of a

more
and

stately
graceful

order than
those of the
previous

season. Perhaps it

p
|

\

is

as well, for

some

of

the

past exaggcrated movements

of foxtrots and
one-steps were
from pretty,
and deprived the
girl who indulged
in them of all her
feminine char
and grace. But the
far

m

new

dances

will

call for graceful
arms and shapely
shoulders and

nee k. Therefore,
will be well
advised to start
particular
giving
attention to the
neck and shoulders
immediately,
to
you

render

the

m

when the dance season starts
A few exercises will help you,
but these must be kept up regularly. Five
minutes every night and morning without once

really beautiful
in full swing.

simple.
As a change from this exercise here is another
As you rise to your toes, raise arms at the side
to shoulder height with the palms up; bend tho
elbows and place hands behind the head with
the tips of the fingers touching.
Keeping the
elbows well back, breathe in deeply and hold
for a few seconds while pushing back against the
hands with the head.
Then lower the arms
and heels, while breathing out.
:

How to Massage.
MASSAGE, too, will
and

unsightly blemishes
if you are one of tho many women who woul
like to wear an evening-dress, but refrain on
account of your physical unfitness, here aro a
few remedies for getting rid of excess flesh on
the back, and also for making presentable a bade
with protruding shoulder-blades.
In order to
put flesh on your back, it is necessary to go in
for a system of general developing.
This will
consist of good food, plenty of rest, and enough
exercise to create the demands for the food ai.d
Protruding shoulder-blades can be correst.
rected by practising this exercise twice a day
Stand erect, with your feet nearly together
and with your hands clasped behind your
neck.
Then forre. the head and elbows
Relax, letting the elbows come
strongly back.
forward.
To reduce a fat back, lie flat on your back
with the crown of the head on the floor. Keeping both your heels and shoulders on the floor,
slowly raise your head until your chin touches
your chest then lower your head again to the
Begin with five times, increasing daily,
floor.
up to twenty.
!

I

:

;

render the skin soft and
a good cream is used, it
should also whiten the skin. If your neck
is still tanned with sun from your holiday, you
will need to use a special lotion to whiten the
slvin. A good one which you can have made up
at any chemist's is composed of four ounces
each of alcohol and rosewater, and fifteen drops
supple,

hack

the

if

of tincture of benzoin.

But do not massago in haphazard fashion, or
you will do more harm than good. Begin behind
the ears and rub thoroughly tho tissues on
either side

of these, always using a circular
Place the palms on the neck with the
fingcr3
at the back, massage
the throat
with the thumbs, and with the first and second
fingers of each hand rub the back part of the
neck.
Better results will be obtained if the
skin is first bathed in warm water and thus
rendered pliable to the massage.
A very simple cream for plumping the skin
contains
Two ounces each of lanoline, cocoa
butter, and sweet almond oil. To this may be
added a few drops of perfume, and the mixture
massaged regularly into the skin.
Another
excellent flesh-making cream for the neck and

motion.

:

The Picture

THE

New Evening

Girl's

picture girl

is

Frock.

an enthusiastic dancer,

realising
full
well
how graceful the
exorcise renders her movements.
Therefore, she is now busy on the choice of her first
evening-frock for this season. She has chosen a
delightful shado of shell-pink satin for its
foundation, the underskirt, and band ro-und the
bust being of this fabric. But, the lustre of the
satin is alluringly covered with an overdress of
georgette of tho same shade, the latter being
looped up on either hip with a posy of moonlight bluo velvet flowers.
The georgette also
forms a cross-over bodice, minus sleeves, that is
caught at one side with a spray of the flowers.
Pink satin shoes and silk stockings complete the
toilette.

You can

obtain

patterns of this dress in
waist size, for one shilling
each (P.O. made payable to the Picture
Show) from Picture Snow Pattern Dept.,
291a, Oxford St., London, W. 1.
22, 24, 26

——

and 28

inclj

A

Dresser.

mind has
THEcanhuman
be moulded into

great adaptive

power and

a thousand ways of
man, the man
is able to smile
who
and extend a hearty handclasp whether he feels
tip-top or not.
He doesn't have to look glum
simply because the world hasn't thrown itself
at his feet. Ho has only to persevere and success
will come eventually.
We must correct our failings as we go along
or we will slip down into the rut and stay then-.
It is a simple matter to be good-natured and full
of tho zest of life if wo poise ourselves right
It is this great soul
keep ourselves democratic.
quality which brings us true friends and boosts
us into the fulfilment of our ambitions. Then
wo may truly laugh and live.
»
*
*
character of a man expresses itself by
Every well-informed
the books he reads.
man since the invention of printing has
been a closo reader of a few books that stand out
from among the many.
" A few good books, digested well, do feed

The intelligent
thinking.
has takflri stock of himself,

More

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS'

of

Secrets

of Happiness.

DOUGLAS,
the author.

A

Democratic Spirit.
be democratic is a triumph of the soul
tending to bring us in close touch with the
throbbing heart of humanity. There is
no isolation for those of unaffected charm and
manner no barrier in the way of friendship
worth having. It is our lack of judgment if
we hide ourselves so that we cannot be approached. No matter how high we rise, for
the sake of our own brains we must allow men
We must not allow our
of ideas to get to us.
nrinds to become stagnant.
If we fail to get
into daily contact with other people, we soon

TO

—

grow dull and uninteresting even to our.
selves.
Great men
have no time to
fritter away, but they have plenty of leisure
for men
worth while
the pushers and the
thinkers.

may

—

A

DEMOCRATIC
selfish

and

is

does not come to tho
absorbed in himself,
quite a hopeless case.
He is a

man.

spirit

He

is

natural-born faultfinder, and grouchy by nature.
For him life holds no joy, save the one in sight.
Taking the big look at the man of this type wo
can only be sorry for him, because of his lack of
early training.
He started off on the wrong foot

and thereafter drifted along. Seldom do we
overcome the habits with which we arrive at
man's estate. Those who do are entitled to a
light hand seat among the chosen.
Being democratic is another phrase for being human and
kind.
It means that we ought to be able to see
behind every face and find the truth of that individual's existence.

It

means that

life is

largely

a matter of how we look at it, and being human
is one way to get the proper slant at things.

THE

The mind."
" Feed the mind !" That's the idea
tut how
we feed it / The answer is easy with something worth while something that will inform
shall

We

—

—

inspire.
can cram our minds to tl]p
point of indigestion with useless, frivolous information just as easily as we may cram our

and

stomachs with certain foods that tear down
rather than build up. The habit of reading tho
right sort of books should begin early in life and
continue throughout our days.
{More good advice next u}gek.)

Picture Show, September 18th, 1920.
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HOW FAT FOLKS
MAY GROW SLIM
you have been taking on flesh and your
become lost in rolls of annoying, disif you are short-winded,
agreeable, useless fat
if
puff when you walk and puff when you talk
your skin is sallow and pasty because of excess
If

fieure has

you want

IF

to

knew onvthincr about Films

of Film Players

;

;

fat,

You can now treat this conyour own home, without annoy-

don't despair.

dition easily in
ance or inconvenience.

Simply go to your chemist to-day and get
some oil of orilene in capsule form, take one
Even a
after each meal and one at bedtime.
few days' use should show you a reduction in
will
notice
reduction
you
the
weight, and with
that your skin becomes firm and smooth, and a
light, buoyant feeling has possession oi your
whole body. Almost like magic five to twenty
years drop from your appearance, and you feel
your strength and appearance come back to you
again, and, best of all, oil of orilene capsules are
Get a packet
so safe, simple and inexpensive.
of the capsules at your chemist to-day, or a
packet will be sent to you, post paid, by the D. J.

Garden, London, K.C.

Little Co., 37. Hatton
receipt of 3s.

1,

upon

TO MEASURE
MADE
WITH MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.
Direct Offer

from Fashion Rooms.

model

tailor-made
prices far below rcady-roades.

This

beautiful

The

at

P*

Ramont Raglan

Stylish

Ji

WARM WINTER COAT
Double

Single-Breasted.

or

from
!

Tailor-made throughout to your own
measurements.
Don't send money.
Patterns
selfBooklet and

45/MADE TO
MEASURE

:

extra
.slight
charge for over

:

42 inch

:

measurement
Dim' l delay,

RAMONT LTD.

|

/

p.e.

2.

MONTH ^

London, E.C.

Foot."
" A Villaix Lover (Pitsmoor).— So you love all the
of the screen, wlfo in private life are probably
"
quite virtuous. Yes, in " The Bishop's Emeralds
Virginia Pearson will be seen taking the lead with her
husband. Sheldon Lewis. The latter is forty-one, and
was born in Philadelphia.
" Maisie " (Anfield). Your requests have been
"
noted. So you are puzzled at the
disappearance
of Leonie Flugrath. Perhaps you are not aware that
she is generally known on the_sereen as Shirley Mason.
Three recent pictures of hers are : " The. Final

—

Close-l'p," "

table, and extra loud Insulated SoTnrdBox.ctc. Large

stocks of Cabinet Gramo-plvones Portable Hornless
and exquisitely designed Table
ready lor immediate
Grands
delivery direct from factory al

less

than shop

prices

S-nt ON APPROVAL with V!« tunc.
PACKED FREE
ID d COO needles.

CARRIAGE PAID.

Complete aatis
money refunded. Write foi
monster Bargain Lists TO-DAY.
faction or

MEAD COMPANY, Dept. C.10,
BAL8ALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM

folt

SUFFER
YOU worried

feelings,

lrom nervous,

lack of energy, self confidence,
will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at ouce j pettny
stamps for particulars of the-

—

black hair and brown eyes. Chic in " The Silent
Mystery" was played by Phil Ford. Belle Bruce was
"
in
A Son of the Hills.' Your left-hand writing is
quite good. Let's see what your right hand can do

lias

when

—

—

4.

you must come

December 6th, 1876, which makes him not quite
forty-four. Yes, Jack Holt is married. Your mental
picture of me is not quite accurate, and there I must
leave you still mystified.

WW

"

Dodger ""(Plymouth).— Was it the "Velvet
" you saw ? If so, the leads in this were played by
House Peters and Gail Kane. Your second question

:

Paw

a real puzzler, for no name is given in the cast.
Lincoln was born on February 6th, 1889. As
regards the other matter, however, he is silent.
"Janet" (Falkirk). So your brother tnfaka lint
Mutt and Jeff are ro*il"artistes. and you say that they
are " mechanical figures."
You both ciinuot have
seen them. I am sure. Of course, they arc taken from
real life, for both Mutt and Jeff exist in the flesh ;
but what you sec on the screen are the clever drawings
of that talented artist, Capt. Budd Fisher.
" Rose " (Kusholme). It is not always possible
to film a book exactly as It has been written, and this
is

Elmo

—

W. P. (London. W.C.).— Kathleen Kirkhnm also
has blue eyes, so she does look a bit like you. or you
Twenty-five is her age, and she was born
like her.
Frank Lloyd, whom yon
jn Menominee, Michigan:
saw in " Les Miserable*," and " A Talc of Two Cities,"
is a Scotsman and hails from Glasgow.
Eastbourne).— The dainty, little Jady
T. W. M.
opposite Bryant Washburn in " The Way of a Man
With a Maid," was Wanda IIawl< y.
Oloa 1)F. Coudf, (Buxton).— Is that supposed to
be your film name? So yon garner all the information
from back numbers without troubling me. You
n.ust not hesitate to bother me, however, or I shouldn't

—

accounts for tlte differences you have
Katherine Mael)ona!d was Mary MacNcdl
Woman Thou Gavcst Me."

(More Answers on page

A

Ltd., 5t6,
Buildings,
Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C.4.
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LOVELY HAIR
TARI.KTH

yonr hair a perfect picture

will

make

beauty like
Mary's. Send P.O. Gel. for Rample tablet,
makes 3 Shampoos.
If you
em-lone 3
stamps extra, we will send a copy of .Miss
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COLOURED

Plate of

iv

noticed.
"

in

The

of cover.)

beautiful picture, measuring 9 ins. by 1 1 ins..
with No. 1 of "Woman's Pictorial."

FREE

Out on Wednesday.

MARY PICKFORD'S
own

better.

it's

H. S. M. (Wigan).— In " Virtuous Wives," Anita
Stewart and Conway Tearle took the leads, anil
were supported by Edwin Arden, Mrs. de Wolie
Hopper, and William Bovd.
F. S. (Nottingham) and F. T. (Haltwhistle).— The
star in "Under Suspicion" was Hilda Bnyloy,
Violet Hopson was not in it. Tom Moore and Madge
Kennedy took the leads in " The Kingdom of Youth."
Gladys Broekwell was born in 1894.
P. s. (Wolverhampton).
Yes. Harland Tucker was
the gentleman.
Fleming Ward was the artiste, in
••
When Men Desire." You want more about Richard
Barthelmess.
Right-o!
" Bl'DOE *' (Prestatyn). None of your favourites
come from Manchester, or anywhere in Lancashire.
Most of them, in fact are Americans. W. S. II. 11 t.
one of them, was born in New burgh, New York, on

Imperial

I'ickfont's

—

" Flapper " (Pembroke Dock). Oh, yes, I am
always fed-up after meals. Bobby Harron began as
an errand-boy in the Biograph studios. He is now
twenty-six, and if you remember, he was in " The
Birth of a Nation," "Intolerance," "Hearts of the
World," and several others.
" Wag "
like
(Southampton). Of course,
I
Antonio Moreno. Didn't you sec the nice large art
plate I gave away of him ? He was born in 1888, and

along too, since it made you jealous to see so many
others petting nice chunks ot information from me
every weefc. Why didn't you rush in Mrl'tr ? Yes,
" Wisp o' the Woods "
filmed by the British
Linn Film Co., and it starred Constance Worth with
Evan Thomas as the here. Others in It w-re
Michrttne Colleen (the villained), Arthur Collin,
Owen Williams rfnd S. J. Warmington. Charles Clary
has played in " The Honour System," " Joan the
Woman," " Riders of the Purple Sage," etc. Francis
Ford's eves are grcv.

/Big

and " The Winning

don't go " dotty," as

each other.

ELLIOTT-SMITH,

SHAM TOO

— Please

do.
I shall pursue James Knight
with extra large interrogation marks until he is
forced to yield.
Meanwhile, let me offer you this
small dose.
He was born in Canterbury, grew to
5 feet 10} inches, and then stopped. His eyes are
dark grey, and his hair brown. As far as I know si
present, the other two artistes are not married to

Mento-Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. — GODFRY

CtNKSIA

Tell-Tale Step,"

you threaten to

(

IF

The

Girl."
J. P. (Dcvonport).

tri

Mollt (Aberdeen).— So you

Hcop-

bad men

through. But the suggestion conveyed at the time
being is so powerful that I have known people in
the audience to be glad when it has passed.
Good
acting it may be, and in proportion all very well.
But the desire to chill one's blood is not tbe most
pleasant way of entertaining a cinema audience."
Reading between the lines of these two extracts
it will be seen that my correspondents favour a little
less of the savage within us as a mode of entertainment.
And as there are many others who support
their views, I think it may be assumed that cruelty
scenes are far from popular, which, after all, is not
very surprising.

Street,

in "

—

to this abominable practice.
What pleasure can we
get by sitting and watching animals perform knowing
"
all the time that they are being ill-treated P
"I
K. H. of Windsor expresses himself thus !
agree with the Birmingham reader you quoted,
though some might be inclined to think it absurd
that anyone need be so sensitive.
Most people are
aware, of course, that in scenes depicting mental
or physical torture on the screen the artistes do not
really suffer the agonies they are supposed to go

House, Farringdon

Bertram Orassby was

also appeared in' " Blindness of
Divorce," " Romance of Happy Valley," " Battling
Jane," " The Hope Chest," and Tjthers.
filad Doug, obliged you with a
S. W. (Oxford).
topping photo of liimself.
That's like ltim. Doris
Lee was opposite Charles Ray in " Hav Foot, Straw

will

:

h mxss.ve Oak Case ^"J-uici.
richly coloured Horn, unbreakable
silent - running
Motor. 11-in.nickcllcd Turn-

to do.

and he has

la,"

be remembered, I quoted
on tbis page tbe opinions of two readers who
objected to the acts of cruelty which they had
seen depicted on the screen.
My invitation to other
readers to let me know what they thought has brought
me several other letters, though I regret space cannot
be found for all of them. These two extracts, however,
are fairly representative as indicating the attitude
of ether picture-goers on the subject.
" I have seen several instances of cruelty to
L.
helpless animals on the screen," writes G
B.,
Paddington, "though most of them were in tbe
earlier days of the cinema.
However, there is still
a certain amonnt of animal training gcing on in this
and other countries. As the course of training
through which these poor animals are put is exceedingly cruel, steps ought to be taken to put a stop
it

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time bef ore publication, lette rs can not be answered i n the n e xt i ss ue ?
A stamped and addresse d enve lope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication!, as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room 85, The Fleetway

Dept. 48a, Finsbury

House, London, E.C.

weeks ago,
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form.
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SCREEN STARS

I

HAVE WOOED.

"

(Continued from page 9.)

I

travelled with the greatest difficulty, the lines
being held up by men with big crowbars at
many points, and as the rails could not stand the
strain of a big engine, a smaller one had to be
substituted, with the result that when an incline

was reached the engine would stagger up it, only
to run backwards when it reached the top
!

We

you would like to rid yourself of that troublesome Headache or Neuralgia lake a little
harmless Zox Powder in a cup of tea or water and the PAIN WILL CO IN A FEW MINUTES.
upon receipt of
To prove this wc will gladly send you two Zox Powders
stamped addressed envelope.
Of all Chemists and Stores in 1/6 and 3/- boxes, or post free at same price from
If

FREE

THE ZOX

CO., 11,

HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,

E.C.I.

New

Orleans at 11.30 at night,
to find the director and staff officials awaiting
us in a fine state of anxiety, for though communication with the head office had been
possible, the station lines had been cut off by the

reached

floods.

"Look At Us
J'lUST
had

"

Now
we

hoforo

!

into the station we
we would
inspiration

pulled

impish

an

;

don the masks we had bought

in Atlanta
As these wtfre hideously grotesque, and made us
look about ninety years old, you can imagine
tho expressions of the various film potentates
(who had assembled to do Miss Thomas honour)
when the four of us tho young lady herself
unrecognisable staggered out of the train, and
hobbling up the platform, muttered in squeaky

—

—

voices

!

:

""
We were young when wo left New York,
but look at us now !
They did and quickly decided that what we
wanted was a good square meal. And didn't
wo appreciate tho tremendous spread we found
at the hotel, after days of semi -starvation

—

!

My

Latest Picture.

THEmy

mado before starting upon
.England was "Clothes"
indeed, it was finished but half-an-hour
It has an all
before I caught tho boat train.
last picture I

trip

to

-

with Irish Olive Tell for the star.
The final scene was taken on a beautiful spct
overlooking tho Hudson River, Miss Tell's
To
figuro and mine givi.ig a silhouette effect.
prevent a tree throwing an unsightly shadow
and spoiling tho romantic picture wo presented,
ivi assistant director was told off to climb tho
tree and hold some of tho branches back with
liritish cast,

you
weren't hungry
and you

!

He

ropo.

to the

you are aware, is a very beautiful
girl, with lovely brown hair and blue eyes, and as
t
took her in my arms and gavo her the kiss
which terminates the picture, a heart-rending
sigh came from the region of the tree behind us,
and a plaintive voico cried
" I can't stand this any longer, Kent
Let
mo come down and change places with you "
Which shows that even a level-headed director
.Miss Tell, as

Creamy, golden Bird's Custard is just the thing
to tempt flagging appetites, and not over - strong
children. Bird's Custard, with stewed fruit, is a
dish truly fit for a king— or any of his subjects.

!

!

not impervious to the tender passion

And

A.

not only the niceness of Bird's Custard that
what Mothers think of most is the
nourishment that it contains. The perfect purity of
Bird's Custard has been unfailingly maintained for over
83 years and, regardless of eost, only the finest materials
the World produces are used in its manufacture. For
this reason, Scientists are able to say that

Toast.

TELL
OLIVE
prehensive

is

fairly comstars to
it has been
happy lot to make love.
Of
appearances with George M. Cohan, in
" Broadway Jones " (the film version of his own
play) and the great Caruso in " Prince Cosimo "
nor yet again of
own starring part in " Other
Wen's Shoes," I have not spoken, thinking them
comewhat outsido tho scope of these articles.

completes

list

of

the

whom

famous

my

my

my

And, indeed, it has always been with the fair
ones of filmdom that my name has been associated, and what better fate could a man wish
ha.i that

?

Mention of

my name —which

—

invariably

—

Bird's

is

spelt incorrectly
reminds me of a press cutting
I received from an anonymous admirer
(or otherwise) shortly after
arrival in

which

my

London

it's

so important

;

;

'

—

but gave in
thought he couldn't eat at all
never failing temptation of Bird's Custard

with fruit.

:

is

said

:

Nutritious

" Yes, he used to be Crawford Kent," it runs,
" but now he is Craufurd Kent. The change
has not affected his talented hair or his remarkably ornamental legs."
I bow.
Especially as I never knew before
that I er that they were ornamental. Strange
how one overlooks these important details. Of

one of the most nourishing dishes you
can possibly eat, since it adds 25 % to the

is

— —

course, I see

now how

I

nutritive value of milk.

blind I've been.

—

was saying Olive Tell was the last
film star I embraced prior to my departure for
tho Old Country.
Whether I shall cmbraeo
her again, when I return to the glare of the
Cooper-Hewitts. I do not know, but this, at
least, is sure
I shall embrace someone I
Alas
But, as

—

Custard

CJ39

!

for the fidelity of leading men
•In the meantime, ladies and gentlemen, I give
you a toast :' " My sweethearts of the screen
God bless them "
!

:

!

WHEN

communicating wttn Advertisers, please
mention the "

PICTURE SHOW."

lil

%®

'

mm Z7Ae PICTURE SHOW EES9
Answers

to Correspondents /rSt"Ii)

—

M. C, (Birmingham). Sony, but the exact information you require has not been made public. Tom
Mix is thirty-nine, add (iareth Hughes is twentythree.

(Levenshulme).— Yott have been very
expect y'ou have read by
modest in your requests,
now my reply to others about Tom Moon- and Alice
Joyce. In " Ruling Passions," the leads were played
by Julia Deap and Edwin Arden.
D. G. (Shadtorth). So you think I " made a hi;*
mistake in putting DOuglas Fairbanks before George
]

>.

E.

T.

1

—

Walsh

in

the recent competition as the best film

my

athlete. But Why, alas blame poor me » It was
readers' votes which placed the artistes where they
Yes, you win that bet quite easily. It was
were.
Mary Fuller who starred in " What Happened to
Mary " ; and now we all want to know what lias
!

really

happened

ago.
G.

II.

to her, for she left the screen years
'

-

-

—

.

\

T. (Clapham).
Florence Reed married
Malcolm Williams. That's her real name, and she was
born in Philadelphia in 188:?. The villain in "The
Heart of Humanity " was Krich von Stroheiin. He
was once an Austrian count, hut gave up his title
when he went to America in lilllj, where he beeame'a
citizen of the Stars and 'Stripes, and spent four years
" The l'nin Uncle Sam's army during the war.
believer " and " The Hun Within " arc two other
pictures of his.
O. J. (Kensington). So you are the joy of Kensington, and would like me to turn myseli into a matrimonial agent? Oh, sorrow -I mean, sorry. Herewith full cast of " Gamblers AM.'' Madge Titheradge
(Lady hansrworthy), Buhy Miller (Millicent Hope),
Madge Stuart (Ruth Laiigworthv),— Owen Xares
(Harold Tempest), 0. M. Hallard (John Leighton),
.

—

George Langworthy), and James
Lindsay (.Major Stocks). Violet Hopson does not,
state her age.
Mary Piekford has heen married

Henry Vihart

(Sir

twice only,

Marjorie (Dorking) writes " To my friends and
myself it is amusing to see how the Picture Show
U being imitated." Of course, Marjorie, you re:

member
Janis

is

that old saying about
acting for the films.

Bierhower.

imitation ?

Her

real

Elsie

name

is

Joyce

Dearsley in private life
Mrs. Thomas Bentley. Ruth. Roland has been
married, but she is not now. Josephire Earle's
husband is ( apt. James Glen, a Canadian.
Kentish Maid (Maidstone). The following three
heights arc the last I am able to discover out of the
names on your list, but those I have not given in
previous answers may reveal their measurements
later on.
Manors Thew is 5ft. 4ins., Marjorie Vims
is 5ft. 7ius., and Constance Worth is .aft. 5}ins.
V
I. S. (Barasley).
Gloria Swanson's husband is
Herbert Soniborn.
Her height is 5ft. 3in-, and she
was born in Chicago, Illinois, twenty-one years
Her colouring is reddish-brown hair and blue
au".
eyes.
You can write to her by following the instructions in the Personal Column.
SUNSHIHE (Barking). If you write to the publisher
of this paper, you may be able to get the back numbers
you want. Bruce Gordon was the hero in "A
Elsie.

>" PICTURE SHOW "<

PERSONAL.

—

<•

—

—

little Child Shall Lead Them."
Frank Mills was
opposite Florence Reed in " Wives of Men."
E. S. (HaHomle-Hole).—Yes. "The Million Dollar
"Mystery" is an old film, but as \* happens I can
answer your question. Marguerite Snow, James
Craze, and Mitchell Lewis took the principal parts.
NEWCOMER (Liverpool). Fancy not hearing of
this paper before ?
Anyway, I note that nothingwill induce you to give it up now.
Conrad Xagel
was opposite Alice Joyce in "The Lion and the
Yes. Wallace Reid is one of the general
Mouse.
favourites.
(Icraldine Earrar, like many others,
divides her time between the stage and the screen.
A. J.. C. (Manchester). The Charlie Chaplin films
to which you refer are reissues, but as I have not
seen the advertisements you mention 1 am unable
to explain why the leading lady's name should have

—

—

been

different..

Dorothy (Wauchope).

—

I think you are the

WHERE

—

WALLACE REID, ETHEL CLAYTON,
Lasky Studios, Hollywood,

Care Of

California. U.S.A.

FRANK MAYO, EDITH ROBERTS, HARRY

CAREY,

care of Universal Film Co., Universal City,

California,

first

from your town, though I am always getting letters
from Australia. Frank Mayo leaves us in doubt,
though 1 dare say you will go on admiring him just
the same. June Caprice will be twenty-one on
November 19th, Au revoir, and let's hear from
you ag..in.
(More answers next week.)

TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE

FILM STAR. You are kindly requested
not to ask Sot any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to "be
If you wish to communicate at once with
answered.
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose 2d. 6tamp to the Editor,
The Picture Show, Room 85, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4., and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. If the letter weighs
more than 1 oz., it will require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Picture
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we candot guarantee
that such letters will he replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.
GERALD1NE FARRAR, care of Metropolitan
Opera House, New York City, U.S.A.

Lr.S.A.
(More addresses next week.)

.

BIND YOUlt PICTURE SHOWS. —Blue
binding cases

made

to hOld the

.

cloth

and second

first

sets ot 26 issues of the Picture Show can be obtained, price 2s. 6d., by post 3s., from the Publishers,
7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgato
the Picture SHOW
Hill.

E.C.

4.

Golden Remedij

is "the

ibr washing dirty clothes
CROSFIELDS' ENGLISH NAPTHA SOAP
is

indeed a golden remedy for the cleansing

of all kinds of dirty clothes.
combination of the purest

a scientific
materials,
aid of the active
It

is

soap

together with the powerful
cleansing properties of Naptha, which quickly
and easily cleanse even the dirtiest garments.
Crosficlds' English Naptha Soap does away with laborious
rubbing and Scrubbing, gives lortg life to the clothes,
and enables the housewife to accomplish a large Wash
without undue exertion or fatigue.

SOLD BY ALL GROCERS AND OILMEN,

"JOSEPH CROSFIELD & SONS, LIMITED, WARRINGTON.
1

rlnted

N~

n

— li

and published every Monday by the Proprietors, The Amalgamated Press, Limited, The Fleetway House, Farringdon street, London, E.C. 4. Advertisement
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4; Registered as a newspaper, nnd for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription r.ites
Sole
U/- per annum: single copies, 2Jd.
singlo copies, 3d. Sole agents for South Africa, The central Aoekcv, Ltd.
Abroad, 18s. per annum
18/9/11)20.
agents for Australia and New Zealand, Messrs. Gordon & (jiOTi'H, Ltd.
nud for Canada, Tue Imperial News Co., Ltd.
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PICTUKK SHOW. Srptrmbei

THIS

WEEK'S

ART PICTURE

SISTERS

Two of

;

o
2.1.

BBGI8TBBBD AT THE G

1M.
1M0

Splendid

New

Portrait of

ON HOLIDAY.— SHIBLEY MASON

BILLIE

.

I\ o.

A8 A MB WBPAPfiB,

BURKE ggg

AND VIOLA DANA REST BETWEEN PICTURES.

the famous Three Sisters in Pictures, Shirley Mason and Viola Dana take a brief Summer Holiday together.
They wonder if Edna Flugrath
has such an ideal spot in which to bask in the sunshine of a perfectly cloudless day.
Are you reading "The Lost City " in the "BOYS' CINEMA "?

—

-

Autumn

ssa

Fichu. c Show, September 25th,
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Fashions

You are invited to write for
our unrivalled

the
best of
It

selection

TWEEDS, BLANKET
CLOTHS, NAPS, etc., fcr

of

Make

COSY and BECOMING
COATS.

Kindly state your needs,
patterns
will
be sent

FREE.

your

TUME. DRESS and

complexion

First Fashion for Coats.

Also great variety COS-

BLOUSE FABRICS.

MINNOCK
MAVBO L

Mature Blanket

you are the possessor of a. charming complexion and wish to preserve
if

Mtb 12/11

E

LOTHIAN.

15/6

Lowly Striped Tweeds

you cannot do better than use Icilma
Cream. Or if your complexion is

HORLEY
Tweeds,

it

Super
Check Design
High
Reliable
Check

16/6

K1NTORE
••lass

not just as perfect as you would
wish, then- it is more than ever necessary for you to use Icilma Cream

18/-

Tweeds

-ETC. ETC.—
Costume Fabrics.

E AS B V

regularly.

10/JO/
la/'
40144
la/ 11

Striped Twee.

For the daily use of

this

famous

HUNTLEY
Wool Tweeds

beautifier

Stlijed

"WIOTON,"
Check Tweed-,
CYLVIDa.

only makeand keep your complexion
fresh and clear, but in addition will make
your arms, hands, neck and shoulders smooth
and attractive. Get a pot to-day and iudge
will not

10 ID
10/0

'

Wool Check Tweeds

HORNBY.
Wool tstrgc, all colours
DOUGLAS

11)111

'

Ihi

"

PARKHURST."

A charming Coat (with or
without fur collar), fashion
aide hvlt, gauntlet etiffs.
Tailor Lwilt to measure.
Without fur collar

for yourself.

97

72/-

Grey Opossnm collar

48

Flesh-tinted. 113 per pot.
and 21- per pot.
Use it daily and look your best

FREE

•

62 6

Palttrttt.

113

(

Nervnnsncss deprive*, yen of employment, j.leasures, and many
If you* wish to i-rosper and enjuy life,
ud\ outages in life.
Mroi^thi n your nerves, and regain confidence in yourself by
iiafng

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS
Picture Snow.
1

Guaiantc-cd Lure in 12 days. Used by Vice-Adtiiii al to
Colonel to Private, DjJ.O.'s, M.C.'s. M.M.'a, and
D.C.M.'s.
Merely send :. penny stamps fur particulars.—
5:6.

Overcoats

xuadp

Leeds.

The mcst wonderful Musical Discovery of th-

13,

Featherstone

Contractor to The

High

Buildings,

massive Oak Case, i^-iucti
coloured J lorn, unbreakable
silont - nmuiiif!
Motor, 11-lu.nickelled Turntable, and extra loud Insu-

li

lated Sound l>ox,ctc. Large
stocks of Cabinet Gramo-

W.C.I.

phones Portable Hornless
and exquisitely designed Table
ready (or Immediate
stands

METROPOLITAN ROROCun COUNCILS

fnm forfait at
than shop prices.
ON APPROVAL with 26 tunes
600 needles.
PACKED KRKE.

BUY THEM

Sent

and

CARRIAGE PAID.
faction or

The Children's Newspaper

Complete satis,
money refunded. Write for

>

Ari

Jjy-

creaminess
custard.

OA
OU

—

.

in itt

i

35 •

.l

i

S
The Kin

m

•

»»

tiithli

te.ms.

-

'i

,

No. 2.
of the Itoad— an
await loot foi Sunday 01 Humif

e*t;i*

AC

TV**

Easy

rtns.

t

dfpoalt and ft* monthly.

5

Famous

Masters*

"Cyclupa*

Boot,

workmen.

35

Price

0/* deposit and ft> monthly,
same term

MEAD COMPANY,

Dept. C.10,

Tan

™

8&

5f- MONTHLY

C LARKS
CHILDREN

Bus*rior

5

a

C
LI 0

• 'lei

30-.

qnajity.
it

md 5

5\

6.

deposit.

•

Kasy

teross,

ui.inthly.

Shoes

Oent's

No.

slron*

"lii

Brogue,

bd\

XO

Plack,

™

Tun 35 ., 5. monthly. Suptqn ajity, 4)Mfa
No. S. LadUa' Biuast Walking shoe in

JO

-.

lor

and small packets.

35

k
>.

pi Ice

SWEETENED CREAM CUSTARD

(pure cane
sugar used), so helpful where the sugar difficulty is
Sold in packets 1/9, small packets 3d.
acute.

Masters' " fcmplre " P,«t,
boot
for
everyday sj^

4.

reliablu

Ills,

iod. packets, i/- tins

-

i

U lteU-.l

BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

of all Custards— with its delightful
such an improvement on the old style

Sold iu

3

1.

to.

The Cream

.'.

monster Bargain Lists TO DAY.

EVERY FRIDAY-

FOSTER

1

Tc

*o

laliveiy direct

less

IT

Established

M&KterV Famous "AJax" fenri •
Boot for Pull**, Poet and
lUtlwaymen.
Price
nut, 5 - le| not and ft • in nth >

No.

tidily

to

SPECIALIST.

Holborn.

Imperial Publishing
28, South Castle St.,

).

SHOPPING
MADE EASY
Everything on Easy
rm

iih

::

AT PLAY, Etc
KI NEM ATOGRAPHS on Sale or Hire.
KINEMA

pt

I>.

Liverpool.

HOME

JOHN SALTER,

see Catalogue.

PniUrnt of Cloth* FREK.

Age. It teaches yon to play the piano beau' ifully l>y ear and vamp to thuiuawtn of sou, 01 all keys with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the slightest kn iwlidg, of innsi,Simple :ii A. B.C. 101.000 s.. Id and everyon
d light. d. Kwceess gi-.ar.nii.-ed. Money r,-turn- d if not as stat-d. Complete, post free.

2 3
Co. (b

Operator:*

with up-to-dato

Other designs-

and measureinent forms KRKE.

Imperial

Cameras supplied
him any rvcut. ::

Carriage Paid;

measure.

to

OA ij
OU/O

"Lothian" Tweed

84-. 90-, 97 6.

KINEMATOGRAPH FILMS
Competent

COAT.

Madeinotirstriped

Prvtt 'ins, style*,

buildings, Ludgate Circus. London, E.C.4.

WEDDINGS. GARDEN
PARTIES. CHILDREN

1

VAMPING AT A GLANCE

ment.

Ltd.,

LINBY

for plain, check, or stripe.

Sl'IT-

FOR YOUR MENFOLK
Tweed Suit* made to mcasme
from 90 upwards.

I

Seaman.

GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

*

Hartley & Co.,

Yil*l±2.

Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treat*

the

4

A smart, useful Coat, well
wade, correct cut, suitable

Please state your requirements.

D21, Stanningley Road,

STRENGTHEN YOUR WERYES.

The

IT 0

Patterns FREE.

iNfiS

extra.

A>* fur

(I f

Orey Tweed Suitings

-

Black Wallaby collar,

Cream

lo/ll

1

ASK FOR PATTERNS OP

-

extra.

Price

(

Check Blanket Cloth 12/11

-.

I!

Tan.

35

35-.

35

..or

5

-

lilac-

Old

Kid.

.

an.t

Tan Biogus*.
and 6 - noiilkla
i

so iig I'3T 6-••
> (Lace ->r Mutton). S •
Tsn.
inenthlv.
45 -i T iB
i

35
5

30>

45

•d'-|s*it

i

alhly.

LOVE

E~siie and^say

IT

CREAM CUSTARD

applif-

MASTERS,
94,

Hope

LTD.,
RYE.

Stores.

Picture Sfiou; September

25//,,

1920.

Pholc grapks ami Paragraphs of Pictures. Plays and

Player/

t

Dana

Miss

herself,

the weight.

but the

supply

beads

jet

—+

Pickfordisms for "Picture
Readers.

Show"

tho following Pickfordisms you
BY that
the World's Sweetheart has

will

see

brains

as beauty, which goes to prove
that it is this combination that has won lor her
the premier place among film stars.
as well

" If you play, fair with others, you will never
need to apolo'gise' to your own conscience."
" Discontent breeds trouble
trouble breeds
broken noses and black eyes, so watch j our

—

steps."

" Overworked ambition is a curse."
" Investigate a well-established law

Snow.

No.

37. — "SMILING

fully before

BILL" JONES.

could bo
NO Monday morning

more pleased when
brings their copy of a

reader

the Picture Show than
'Smiling Bill" Jones, judging by the photo"
graph above.
Smiling Bill " makes us laugh on
the screen the Picture Show makes his smile

new

issue

of

ness

page

art picture this week.
I know this will
please a lot of readers, by tho letters asking
for a large picture of her.
By the way, don't
hesitate to write if you particularly want an
art -plate of your favourite star to appear in the
centre of the Picture Show. The more requests
that come for a certain photograph, the sooner

;

" The happiest persons in the world are not
the richest. Nine times out of ten a millionaire
in his limousine is not as happy as a working

man
"

much has been said of Fritzie Brunette's
SO record
as leading lady for Warren Kerrigan

—that
more

it

now on

her sixth picture, you

know

was thought that there was nothing

to record.
now transpires,

however, that Robert
It
Brunton, the producer, has signed Fritzie for
all the remaining productions.
This looks like a world record of its kind for
the actress, and will be a testimonial the like
of which few have ever received.

—

1HAVE had

FOR
By

theatre has now been turned, as so many
theatres have been, into a picture theatre, and
correspondent's grievance is because he
cannot lodge and feed the actors who appear
on the screen.
He says it makes him frightfully angry to think
that Fatty Arbuckle can play for a whole afternoon and evening without having a single meal.

my

It

every screen
NOThand-to-hand

Now.
will enjoy a real
on the top of a goods

star

fight

Yet Shirley Mason took a special

the character she was portraying. In fact, her
for her to stop, several times.
"I missed so much play as a child that f
have to make up for it now," she confessed,
when apologising for hurting the youngster.
As you know, Shirley has spent most of her
life on the stage, and she was generally
travelling
with her company when other children of linage were at play.

fame ? His specialitv was being thrown
about the stage like an indiarubber ball by his
fond daddy.

Important Photography.

ONE

of the reasons that Clara Kimball Young
is
said to be one of the best -dressed
•actresses on the screen is that she has
made a study of colour.
" If one were to judge
gowns from tho
stand-point of street wear," she says, " some of

my

the

combinations would seem out of
and would clash atrociously.
average outsider knows nothing whatever of the changes colours assume when pur,

distinct

change

photographic

Red

lens.

black, pale blue an inwhite,
while
colours
other
their identity in a most con-

fusing manner."

orchestra,
the hotel was
full

The " Flapper " Denned.
were discussing the
THEY
the word "flapper."
ing

real

that

and

a

which Olive Thomas stars,
was Olive who gave the following

title, in
it

" A ' Capper is a young girl between
sixteen and twenty who, lacking anv
real knowledge of the world and its wa\s,
imagines that she is the acme of sophistication. Her flights of fancy, however, do
not take her to any real emotional heights,
and after several unsuccessful attempts,
she becomes reconciled to the fact that
it is better for her to stay in the home
nest until time and experience have given
her the strength to fly unaided.
She m
like a birdling which, emerging from the
nest, makes attempts at flight, only to
succeed in ludicrously 'flapping' about
"
the
the
'

coming

photo-play entitled " Blackmail."
Though considerably abbreviated, the
frock is composed almost entirely of jet
beads, and weighs thirteen pounds. The
star's other garments and pumps weigh
one-and-a-half pounds, so
little
that
Viola will have to struggle along carrying fourteen-and-a-half pounds for the
scenes in question.
There are only two yards of material
in the gown, which
was designed by

.

definition

armour worn By the

the scenes of

mean-

during
the filming of the photo-play of
ot

of olden times were in
comparison no greater burden to
their wearers than the evening gown
Viola Dana, the dainty little star, appears
of

"The

under
the
photographs

Heavy Burden.

many

colour

place,

This is the first time in film history
that this most exclusive hotel has been
featured in a sereen story.

in in

Fine Life.

you know that Buster Keaton was once
DIDone
of the three Keatons of music-hall

Ivy Duke and a specially selected
crowd of some hundred people took
midnight, and worked
possession at
until early dawn.

A

a coming

opponent called

secured for the George Clark production
for a big restaurant scene in Alice and
Claude Askew's novel, " Testimony."

clanking
THEknights

appearing in Alan Dwaa
productions.

She was impersonating a half-wild boy, and
threw herself into the fight with all the z?st of

first

the entire staff of

MAY THURMAN,

de-

delight in filming this incident in
play, " The Little Wanderer."

time in film history, the
famous Carlton Hotel is to be
featured in a sereen story.
arrangement with the directors,
the

the

Fox

the Film.

the restaurant, Palm Court,

and

a letter from the greatest hater of

Making Up For

DORIS MAY,

lighttul little Paramount
star.

A

*"*

moving pictures. He lives in the country, and
owns a small hotel next to a theatre. This

train.

The Carlton on

to succeed without team-

Plays But Never Eats.

•

World's Record for Fritzie.

with his bicycle."

You cannot hope

work and harmony. Simon Legree had teamwork but no harmony."

that picture appears.

is

"

?

"It takes a big man to admit his mistakes."
" Think for yourself the exercise will do you
good."

life.

A Word About Your Favourite.
BLLLIE BURKE adorns our centre

—she

care-

it."
;

;

broader in real

condemning

" Everything good is within our hearts when
we discover this fact we will achieve success."
" Every ounce of success brings a pound of
responsibility.
Why overload yourself ? "
"After all, what is success in life but happi-

on

ground. Hence
term flapper.
Miss Thomas is not far wrong, is she
'

—

'!

-

« I

" Alice Lake."

LAKE
ALICE
has received
Mr.
for

W. BOOTH, taken
him

first

with the bicycle and aeroplane that won
prize at the gymkhana.
Both are decorated with
pictures cut from the " Picture Show."

tells

a

me
letter

that

from

she
i

Canadian lumber dealer who has
-of land in Saskatchewan,
announcing that he has helped to malcj
a large tract

—

—

!

/

Picture Show, September 25th, 1920.

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.

(C

w
™t"/i)"

swam

about, dived and played pranks in the
all the grace of the mythical denizens

water with
of the sea.

her fame geographical

as Well as cinematographical.
" I have just taken over a large strip of
woodland," writes the lumber magnate, " and,
according to a whim of mine, I am having it
completely mapped out, and all landmarks not

already named, given names. There is a very
pretty stretch of water up in the north-east
corner, and I thought it might interest you
"
to know that I have christened it ' Alice Lake.'

Juanita's Ambition.

I
(1
I

WANT

success in my work," says Juanita
Hansen, the pretty heroine of the " Lost

>ne

City," " because I
I set out to do

what

want to feel that I've
but most of all I'd like

;

o be in a position, financially, in

which

I

can help

anyone who has not met with success." Which
is certainly a worthy ambition, and one likely to
be achieved, for Miss Hansen possesses the
Danish trait of resoluteness.
By the way, Juanita Hansen will shortly be
seen with our favourite villain, Warner Oland,
in a coming Pathe serial, entitled " The Phantom
Foe."

From
IT

Ticket-Seller to Star.
rumoured that Eva Novak, the sister of
pretty Jane, who a year or two ago was a
is

a cinematograph theatre,

ticket-seller in

to be

made a

star

is

by Fox.

is

rebelling

;

Charlie's Chief

the
ONEmotoring,
of

Hobby.

chief hobbies of Charles

Ray

is

and he likes nothing better
than to spend a Sunday morning, for

instance, tinkering in his garage, with his fine
new racing roadster. Being mechanically gifted,
he is thus enabled to keep the machine in
perfect " tune " all the time.

—v>

Doubted

I

It.
is

the Screen.
were many before
ACCIDENTS and obstacles
the screen drama, " Neptune's Daughter,"
could be filmed. Annette Kellermann herinjured, once when
self was twice severely
making a jump from a high cliff the star's hoso
wa3 broken another time the explosion of "a
tank during the taking of under-water scenes
sent Miss Kellermann and her director to the
;

hospital.
The scenes, which were taken in the Bermuda
Islands, were held up for some time, because
the native women, seized by a sudden superstition, refused to take the part of mermaids,
so professional swimmers had to be sent for,

New

RAWLINSON

always being cast for heavy
dramatic parts, while the truth of the
matter is that he has always wanted to be a
comedian.
" I never have been able to figure it all out,"
says Rawlinson. " I don't want to play dramatic
and romantic roles and perform gallant rescues,
or make love to pretty women. I want to be a
light comedian, and do those things which make
people laugh. I always have. But isn't it the
way of life ? What a fellow really wants to do,
he never does. The fireman wants to be a policeman, and the policeman wants to be a fireman
the sailor wants to be a farmer, and the farmer
wants to be a sailor, so what's the use ? Somehow they've got us all twisted round."

DAVIDSON
a pleased man these
JOHN
days, because he has been cast for a respect-

—*

Mermaids on

from

Life is Like That.

HERBERT
against

York.

It required several weeks of constant practice
for even expert swimmers to act as attractive

nymphs, as they were considerably impeded
These were designed by Miss
by their tails.
Kellermann herself, and are realistic reproducThey are made of
tions of the real article.
elastic fabric, covered with green spangles, in
imitation of scales. The limbs of the swimmer

ore tightly bound.

In spite of their encumbrances, the mermaid3

of society in " The Great
Love." The reason for his smile is that he has
been cast for a villain so many times that he
had given up hope of ever being anything else.
" Now I have my first chunce to show the
public that I am not as bad as I seem or as I
am screened," he says, " and I hope to make

member

able

—

such a convincing good man that I
tinue to be cast in such characters."

may

con-

But—I doubt it
Nature has given Mr. Davidson such a handface, that he is picked out as a

some " villain
sinner on sight.

a denew portrait of
the beautiful Vitagraph

"Two

Player.

Five Dollars to
?
you know that Jack Pickford began his
screen career working in an Indian mob
scene for five dollars a day ?

Clothe Goliath.

is
the head of the
costume department at the Goldwyn studio.

At the presont moment, she says, she is
thanking her stars that sho learned her Sundayschool lessons well os a little girl, for otherwise
sho would not have had any idea what sort of a
costume'Goliath was to wear.
Fred Peters, who i3 taking the part of the
giant, Goliath, is nearly seven feet tall, and when
he was brought to her, Miss Wacliner looked at
him for a moment in sheer bewilderment, then
sho suddenly thought of her old big Bible, with
coloured illustrations.

The giant is needed for Booth Tarkington's
" Edgar's Sunday Courtship," when Edgar,
sliamod for not knowing his Sunday-school lesson,
visualises for himself the scene where David goes
out to meet Goliath.

Did Not Pay Ramsey Wallace.
IT pays to advertise," is a general belief, but
Ramsay Wallace, now appearing opposite
J
r Mildred Harris Chaplin in " The \\ oman

It

"

Little

Wooden

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News from
Los Angeles.

A

Compliment From G. P. Huntley.

and
GP. HUNTLEY,
saw Mary

his charming wife Eva
Pickford's new picture,
the studio projectingroom in California. As all the action plays in
London, the visitors took great pleasure in picking out familiar spots of the old home town, and
could hardly believe that everyone of the scenes
had been artificially constructed on the studio
lot."
They were most sincere in congratulating Miss Pickford on the accuracy of every
detail, and Mrs. Huntley concluded with the
"
compliment
we used to have a little
scullery maid in our London heme who lboked
,

Kelly,

" Suds," run off

in

'

:

very

Wl^

much

like you do in the picture, Miss
Albert Austin, formerly one of tho
members of the Chaplin staff,
who plays the role of lending man in "Suds,"
was responsible for much of this accuracy of
detail which is to bo found in the London
settings of the picture.

Pickford."

numerous

British

MAYO
FRANK
day with

was expostulating the other
his barber on the high cost of
shaving, and invited him to put forward
some good reason for raising the price. After
a moment's

man

reflection, the
replied
see, Mr. Mayo, what

:

you

with the
and the housing problem, my
customers are wearing such long faces nowadays,
that it takes just twice my time to shave them."
petrol shortage

SOPHIE WACHNER

its

POWER,

Shoes," a Progress film.

" Well,

To

RONALD

as we shall see him as
the old French artist in

His Excuse.

From

DO

JEAN PAIGE,
lightful

.

House," docs not subscribe to it.
Wallace was choson for his .part largely
because he has the reputation of being one of the
smartest dressers in filmland.
" You see, it pays to advertise what a good
dresser you are," said the director to Wallace in
completing the transaction that brought him
West.
But later, a man devoid of certain ethical ideas
ns to property rights although with ft keen eye
reading about
for business.it must be admitted
Wallace's well stocked and admirable wardrobo
carried away every suit, shirt, tie, collar, overin fact, everycoat, all his socks and shoes
To mako matters worse he packed the
thing.
clot hing in the owner's wardrobo trunks in spiriting them away, much to the disgust of his victim.

Till all

Were

in Bed.

STEWART
ANITA
other

made arrangements tho
night for some exterior scenes to bo
filmed in the grounds of her own home
for her new picture, "Harriet and tho Piper."
Cast and extras were 'all made up by eight o'clock
and tho lighting equipment was all ready, but
when the switches were thrown on for the bank
and spot lights, a few feeble flicki rs were the only
response, immediately followed by oompleto
darkness.
On 'phoning to tho exchange for an
explanation, the director was informed that ho
would have to wait until Hollywood had gone
to bed before he could get enough " juice " for
tho hjgh-poworod studio lights.
Followed a
chilly intermission of five hours, for the Californian nights are surprisingly cold, until they
found, about one o'clock, t hat a sufficient number
of the town's burghers had rotiicd to cnablo theelectricians to light tip the garden set.

in his

-

—

—

—

HEBDEN FOSTER, the well-known chief
of the Carl Rosa
bim as Captain
production of

novel

"The

baritone

Opera Company, as we shall see
Faroe in the Granger-Binger
David Whitelaw's well-known

Little

Hour

of Peter Wells."

It doesn't pay to advertise,"
declares positively.

Ramsay now

Fay

Filmer.

A Minute to Knock a Man Down.
HOLT has grown so accustomed
JACK
seifcn Mollis that In takes them quito
1

to
as

a matter of course and all in tho day's
work. He was showing some friends round tho
studio the other day, when he received a call from
" I've just got to go and knock a
tho director.
man down,'' he said. " Excuse me, I'll bo back
directly."

A

Beauty Hint.

ALLISON'S
MAYtouch

beauty recipes : " Newt
alcoholic stimulants.
Got plenty
of fresh air and exercise. -"Don't stay up
late whon vou have to be at work enrlv noxt
morning. Never be idle. Forget yourself, and
you will find that Beauty is as Beauty docs."

Eva k Coi'O.

Picture Show, SepUmber 25th, 1920.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

"

PICTURE SHOW."

WILDA BENNETT (musical comedy actress), MAXWELL KARGER (Metro Director-General',
RICHARD A. ROWLAND (president of the Metro. Pictures Corporation! discuss Eugene

and

Walter's manuscript of " Love, Honour, and Obey," in which Miss Bennett has the star part.

NAZIMOVA
" The

takes the part of a ragged little work-girl in
of
a Child."
Her husband, CHARLES
also acts in the film, and is here seen watching

Heart

BRYANT,

her work at the sewing-machine.

At a distinct point

of

vantage.

Here you see ROLLIN

HUBBARD

the popular Metro player, " looks pleasant " while
G. ROBINSON
paints her in pastels for the lobby of the new Californian Theatre in Los Angeles.
Mr. Hubbard
has made eight likenesses of Miss Lake.

ALICE LAKE,

STURGEON

the studio at Universal City.

directing

a

ballroom

scene at

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG,
film actress, with her

the charming dramatic

two

pet dogs.

'

Picture Show, September 2bth, 1920.

NEW

SPLENDID

SERIAL STORY.

BEGIN TO-DAY!

Special to the

HIS

of?
Read This

First.

Sweet
twelve
THEamong
them John Galloway, who spent much
Alice carried just

passengers,

time in a harmless flirtation with Irma
Irma, however, took things a little too
seriously, so John left her more to herself.
Dyson
Mallett, John's partner, was quick to take his place.
Dyson Mallet and Galloway were homeward hound
from Rhodesia, where they had taken up au abandoned gold claim.
Galloway had a contempt for Mallet, who treated
all girls as fair game, and was openly disgusted When
Mallet talked of Athalie Railton, the girl whom he
was on his way to marry, chiefly because her father

An

Enthralling Story of a

Man

Fight Against Fate and of

of his

s

a

When he groped for his jacket in the darkness
on board the Sweet Alice,
Galloway had found Mallet's jacket instead of
his own.
of his flooded cabin

Gale.

had heaps of money.

The night before they are due to land the boat has
a collision and slowly sinks. John Galloway attempts
to rescue Irma Gale.
He entices her to take the vacant seat in one of the
boats, and then goes on deck.
A violent explosion
renders him unconscious and throws him in the water.
When he recovers, he finds himself in bed, with a
She
nurse attending him and calling hini Mr. Mallet.
tells him that lie is sole survivor of the wreck.
,

Convalescence and

Some Twinges

science

of

Con-

•

GALLOWAY progressed like the young
JOHN
bay-tree, not in stature, but in his return
to well being.
After a month's careful nursing in the bracing

East Coast

air,

own

he was? according to his

The

ArVonderful Love.

"

When

"Picture Show."

rescuers identified him by the contents
the wallet Mallet's wallet and as thero

of

landed in England, or when I was
shore, I should have been
note.
I am living at the
Very well.
rate of about five pounds a day.
Some achieve wealth
wealth thrust
have
I
upon me, and although I tell you that you are
thrusting it on the wrong man you refuse to
believe me.
" My proper place is the general hospital or
the workhouse infirmary, but if you are all
satisfied, this suits me a great deal better, and
this is the last time I am going to make a demonstration to get myself reduced to the ranks.
" Evidently it's all a joke.
I thought it was
a dream at first, and I was dead afraid of waking
Now I am convinced it is a joke but it's
up.
tho sort of joke I've been looking for all my
life.
And when you all get to tho end of it,
you'll find that the laugh is on you.
That's all. I have spoken, and in deference
to your wishes I shall henceforth and for over
hold my peace on this subject. But when your
joke is shipwrecked on the lonely shore, and
you find that I am nothing but a rascal and a
vagabond, don't blame me."
All of which was duly reported to a conference
of three, consisting of the doctor, Mr. Railton,
I

washed up on the
worth a five-pound

;

—

'.'

—

—

were some letters from Mr. Bailton, they had
wired for him.
The wallet had been handed over to Mallet's
lawyers, who were perfectly satisfied with the
evidence

At

it

contained.

the doctor was worried.
not possible," he asked of Mr. Railton,
" just possible that this wallet may be Mr.
Mallet's property which somehow has got into
the possession of another man ? Do you recog-

—

first

" Is

nise

it

him

?

"

"I

I

don't," admitted Railton. " Remember,
have not seen him for seven years. When I

saw him last he was like this photograph. But
he has knocked about the tropics, roughed it,
and seen life a bit, I fancy. A man can change
a lot in seven years, and' he has told me in his
letters that I should not know him from Julius
Ca'sar."
" But

is there any one thing by which you
can identify him beyond question t " insisted

the doctor.
" The dragon," replied Railton. " That puts
the matter altogether beyond dispute. The
tattooed dragon on the left arm."
"
" You remember seeing that
before ?
" VVell enough I remember it," returned Mr.
Railton, with a grim smile. " The young rascal
put one on my daughter's arm at the same timo
—the identical dragon. She was eleven years
old, fcnd I remember the pride with which she
showed it to me. She has got it now, and I
think she would give her front teeth if she could

showing, a well man. But the doc tor and the
nurse had a different idea of his progress.
He found the conditions of his convalescence
very much to his liking. For years he had
roughed it, fought with nature for paltry
returns, and been downed consistently by the
worst sort of luck.
All that time he had slept hard and cooked
his own meals.
Such men have been known to
boast about their culinary prowess, but the
man who would not eagerly relinquish the job
to the first earnest bidder has yet to be found.
Consequently, a spell of soft beds, oxquisito
food, and general pampering was long overdue,
and when it came thus unexpectedly, Galloway
revelled in it, and expanded in its genial atmos-

Several mistakes had been made.
first place, the doctor went to London
to consult the great mental specialist, Sir
Malcolm Brown, instead of bringing Sir Malcolm
down to see the patient.
" Js there any possibility," asked the" brain
specialist, " that this man is not the man you
suppose him to be er Dyson Mallet, isn't

phere.

it ?

lie did not escape serious twinges of conscience.
At first he asserted his real identity
in and out of season to the nurse and the doctor,
who were his only visitors.
He saw that this worried them both, but ho
persisted, until one day he found the girl with
tears in her eyes; upon which he spoke his
mind briefly, and then closed the subject.
" Look here, nursio," he said
" this worries
"

".Not the slightest possibility," roturned the
" Tho thing is proved up to the
local doctor.

thing," added Mr. Railton.
".I"
learned in confidence from nurse that throughout
his delirium my daughter's was the only name
ho mentioned, and that was on his lips continuously.
" '1'hey were boy and girl sweethearts,

hill."

see,

;

Why

I

you.

The

girl

?

looked

away from him, winking

the

tears back.
" Please, Mr. Mallet," she said, " will you be
very kind, and do as I ask you ? "
" Of course," replied the patient succinctly.
" You are one of the nurses that are made in
Heaven, and not in the hospitals
and if you
want mo to turn into a monkey, .so that I can
climb trees and throw down cocoanuts for you,
I'm going to do
everlasting best to fill the
:

my

bill."

<

" Well,

not quite so bad as that," sho
murmured, smiling. " All I want you to do is
to concentrate on getting well and strong, and
not worry any more about this mysterious
it's

change of identity of yours, or talk about
"

Tho first part of it is easy," returned
and I'll do the rest for your sako.

way,
1

''

make ono speech
" Yes,

if it's

first

only a

" It's quite short.

or a conspiracy.

If

?

it."

Gallo-

May

"

little

,

one."

This is either a mistake
it's a mistake, it's not my

bocause Eve consistently told you that I
am not Dyson Mullot. but one John Galloway,
a vagrant und a mastorless man.
If it's a conspiracy, I can put up with it for years, and not
lose any sloop worrying over it either.
fault,

and the nurse.
-

In the

— —

"

" Then if the man seems to bo going on well
in bodily health there is not the slightest necessity for me to see him, unless some change for
the worso occurs. Certainly tho blow on tho
head could causo this mental derangement

which you describo.
" As for tho man supposing himself to bo somebody else, and arguing tho matter in an apparently rational way, thero is nothing more
common in tho history of mental cases.
" I havo two patients under my care at the

One insists that sho is Mary Queen
and tho other that he is the Kaiser of
Gormany in exilo. Each will argue tho matter
so closely and lucidly that I havo to remind
myself sometimes that this man or this woman
moment.

of Scots,

is

nmcl.
" In the case

work wonders.

you have, time will, probably
I am not. ono of those who
humouring insane people. What

believe only in
your patient requires is rest, quiet, peace, mild
mental distraction if possible.
" When ho gets on to this obsession of his,
switch him off on to some othor subject as gracefully as possible.
Don't discuss the matter,
and <don't argue with him. But at tho samo
time don't givo way to him. Continue quietly
to call him Air. Dyson Mallet, and treat him as,
Mr. Dyson Mallet. In time ho will bogin to'
understand that ho is."
Thus' the specialist on brains.
Tho doctor
bowed to tho specialist
the nurse bowed to tho
doctor.
Both of them accepted their evidence
of identification from Mr. Kailtou and tho
lawyers.
.

:

lose it."
" That's
verdict.

good enough," was the doctor's

"Another

yon

'

and although I did not know that they had
corresponded, it is quite possible that they may
have done under the rose.
" They may be in love with each other still.
I hope so.
I believe so.
Tho dearest wish of
my heart you understand, doctor. We must
get our boy well and strong.- I look upon him I
as my boy, and I hope he soon will be."
"Ah!" murmured the doctor. "Very in>]
tercst ing.
Very— ah
Very romantic. Would
not it be a good idea for the young lady to come (
;

;

!

to see

him

?

Sir

Malcolm prescribed a

little

mild mental distraction."
But Mr. Railton held up a warning finger.
" Not just yet, I think, doctor, if you will
allow me.
I may say I have hinted the same
thing to my little girl, and she has not given me
any encouragement none whatever. Young
girls are very peculiar.
You have to be very
careful with them.
You are not a father,
doctor, but take it from me, young girls require

3

—

tact.

"Now

if I were
slightest hint that I

young Dyson,
at tho idea.

to givo

my

little

me."

And

girl

the

I

was expecting her to marry
would probably make her shy
j
So I never let a murmur esvapel
it

'

seven years Athalie Railton had
wilted under a torrent of paternal hints thai
for

Dyson Mallet would lie the ino-t suitable busband in tho world for her.
So the great Sir Malcolm's prescription was

curried out to the letter.

Whenever Galloway tried to convince his few
that ho was not Dyson Mullet, he

visitors

{Continued on pope 8.)

!
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF BRYANT WASHBURN.

(Special to the ''Picture Show. ")

BRYANT WASHBURN.
WKo

Proves Tkat Art and Business Can

IT

1ms often been said that art and business do not go
together, but this is not the ease with regard to
Bryant Washburn, who has earned a reputation for
being the most businesslike artist in filmland to-day.
Bryant will never allow temperament to interfere with
a business proposition.

1

He was born in Chicago in 1889. atid he is able to trace
his ancestry back to the thirteenth 5*ntury, and among
his more .recent relatives of note was his great-uncle,
Dwight L. Moody, the famous revivalist.
Bryant entered the business end

of

the

theatrical

first as an attendant of the old Chicago Opera
lie worked up until he became treasurer of
same theatre. He started his professional career in a
stock company, and appeared for a season as leading man
in a play called " The Wolf."

profession

House, and
t!i©

After several other important engagements he turned
to pictures by way of the old Kssanay Company, and later
went to Pathe, and from there to the Famous Players,
where he remained until recently.
Some of his most important contributions to screen
art are " Till I Come Back to You," " The Way of a Man
With a Maid," " A Very Good Voting Man," " Love
Insurance," " Why Smith Left Home," " Too Much
Johnson," and " The Six Best Cellars."

Go

Together.

taste, and well made
from the best materials.
In
addition to this, his costume always fits the occasion.
Bryant has only two real big interests in his life thfy arc his home ami his work. When he is not at the
studio, making those merry comedies, he is at his hom \
which is not far distant, with his pretty wife and hu
adorable four-yea -old " Sonny." whose real name is
Franklin Bryant Washburn, and the new baby name
;

i

after his relative.

Dwight Ludlow Moody.

You can well understand with this religions 'train in
the family that Bryant received little encouragement in
his desire for a professional career, but he determined to
go his own way, and in the end succeeded.
He has a handsome house in Hollywood which he
purchased a few years ago, and buying furniture is one
of his hobbies, and whenever he sees a wonderful piece
of furniture or a gem of a rare book in a shop, away goes
some

of his hard-earned sav ings.
Building a home is my principal delight," he says.
" because that is where I live and where 1 gain inspiration for my work."
As all readers of the Picture Show know. Bryant
recently came to England, where he intends to stay
for a while and make a few pictures.

His Charming Wife.
was
BUVAXT
contend

1

Well,

I

am

surprised!

"

one of the first of screen artistes to
that it t was not necessary to success to
prelend that he was a bachelor, and ha published
the fact that he was in possession of a charming wife and
a family, in whom he takes the utmost pride. Although
flappers." who
this came as a great blow to many
insisted upon making him a " matinee " idol, it did not.
lessen his popularity as

—

some

of

would thus proving that there
mere good looks.

l;is

is

friends predicted it
in Bryant than

more

The phrase '' good-looking " is hardly adequate to
express the real attractiveness of this popular star, which
is as much apparent in his manner as in his facial characteristics.

He is just over six feet in height, and has a dark
complexion, dark brown hair, and brown eyes.
The somewhat droll type of comedy has proved
his best medium on the screen, but Bryant did not
always piny these parts, and he first achieved fame
on tho screen as a villain, a dope fiend, and
other varieties of the " bail lad."
The

villain gets a nasty look.

Fond

of .Good Clothes.
by no means foppish he is
frankly fond of good clothes, and young
men desirous of keeping paco with
fashion need look no further than his pictures,
for Bryant is acknowledged to be one of the
best-dressed men in motion pictures.

A

LTHOUGH
1

In every detail his clothes are

in faultless

If
you want to write to him,
address your letter
:

c o

The PICTURE SHOW,
The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street,
London, E.C. 4.

Troubles weigh heavily.

The depths

of depression.

From gloom

to sunshine.

,

" Hello,

'

Picture

Show

'
!

Pleased to meet you

<
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'The Price

Honour.''

(Continued from

page

conversation quietly
found
steered into other channels.
the

but

6.)

firmly

But when two months had come and gone,
and Galloway found himself strong enough to
take a ten-mile walk, he began to take himself
seriously to task.

On

the white high road he sat himself on a
Lately he
stile and faced the situation grimly.
had found it slightly difficult to convince himself that the situation was merely humorous.
Looked at from another angle it had a rather
unpleasant aspect.
This must not go on much longer," he
" It's all very well
told himself emphatically.
for me to tell myself that it is delightfully
amusing, and I am consumed with curiosity
to see what the upshot of it will be. The fact is
that I am passing myself off! or allowing myself
to be passed off as Dyson Mallet, and living on
the fat of the land at the expense of his estate.
" Dyson Mallet is dead, so I am not injuring
him. But that is no excuse. These very kind
people have got a bee in their bonnets, and
they think I've got one in mine. When I try
to explain to them that the bee is in the other
bonnet, they are sorry for nio. I can see they
are. Very well. I will give it a few more days,
a week or so, perhaps. Then I'll make a demonstration and cut the painter."

And just as he had come to this decision, a
smart little two-seater car popped explosively,
coughed and spluttered a little, and finally
came to a lame halt about two hundred yards
down

the road.

A girl, moderately tall and gracefully slim,
got out and began to swing the starting-handle
with some vigour, while Galloway watched
from his stile, not making himself too conspicuous.

She swung again, and took a rest. Then she
swung some more and stood away panting and
looking at the car.
Finally, she looked aip" and down the white
road with an alert, girlish air of expectancy
and complete confidence, and Galloway knew

had come.
climbed down'from his

his time

He

stile,

and advanced

strategically.
If there was one thing in the
world of which he was monumentally ignorant,
it was the interior economy of motor-cars, and
their ways and habits.

Nevertheless, he could swing a handle as well
as a girl, ho supposed, and it was up to him to
do it until he dropped, or until the car consented
to start.
And then, in the space of one brief moment,
he found himself holding his cap about a foot
above the top of his head, and looking blankly
into the eyes of Athalie Railton.
And abruptly, scorchingly, as if a fork of
lightning had pierced his brain, lighting up its
murky interior, he realised why he had been
hanging on at the House of Mallet, and playing
the part of its dead owner.
How long ho stood like that with his cap
raised, staring into her level, serious, beautiful
»
eyes, ho did not know.
His mind was a blank.
When he spoke
eventually, he had the voice of a crow, and
w hat he said was :
"
"
of
assistance to

Can

I

be

any

you

1

Nine young girls out of ten would have
smiled.
Galloway realised that it is perfectly
right and agreeable for young girls to smile.
This one did not. and ho loved her because she
did not. No smile, he believed, could equal her
sweet gravity. He found the straight-browed,
considering way she looked at him perfectly

bewildering.

His imagination had been caught long ago
by her photograph. He had made a dreampicture of her, and had worshipped the dream.
Now he found the reality so much more desirable
than the vision that already wild and reckless
thoughts were flying about in his brain like
sparks from a dynamo.
" You can be of assistance to me if you under,
stand motor-cars," she answerod quietly. " Do

you

"

?

Galloway sketched a gesture which airily
conveyed that what he did not know about
motor-cars was not worth troubling about.
At that moment he would not have confessed
his complete ignorance of motor engines for the
gold of the Indies.
He was desperate. Fortune had flung him a
favour, and he would make the most of the

golden opportunity.

If

he confessed ignorance,

some other

triple-plated idiot would come along,
take the job out of his hands and win her smiles.
He was beginning to feel that he would like to see
her smile, but only if she smiled at him.
So ho seized the handle and swung it, and by
his very attitude and the unskilled violence he
put into the task, revealed instantly to the
close-lipped girl who watched him gravely, that
he had never swung a motor engine before in
his life.

Galloway knew that the right thing to do
fail to start the engine by swinging
is to put your head under the bonnet
and keep it there a long time^jnaking yourself in
as much mess as possible,
If he could not start the car, he might earn
her gratitude by tremendous labours. There is
such a thing as glorious failure.
So he lifted the bonnet and put his head well
underneath. In order to get himself as greasy
as possible, he caught hold of various things
and shook them fiercely. Amongst other things
he took hold of the exhaust-pipe and burned
himself, but suffered in silence.
He straightened up and took his jacket off,

when you

the handle

v

rolling up his shirt-sleeves with his greasy
hands, thereby ruining a perfectly good shirt
which did not belong to him.
Athalie's eyes instantly fell on the tattooed
Her vivid lips parted momentarily,
dragon.
but closed again.
A. car passed, driven by a triple-plated idiot
who slowed down with courteous intentions.
But Galloway waved him a dismissal.
" All right, thank you," ho said.
Athalie's lips twitched. The ghost of an elfin
smile trembled at the corners of her mouth, and
vanished into her habitual seriousness. Galloway
did not notice, being busy smearing his shirt
with grease.
" What about the tools ? " lie asked.
She showed him where they were.
" Is it anything serious ? " she asked.
" But it
" Not so very," he replied firmly.
will take some time."
" What has happened ? " she questioned.
.

But Galloway plunged

his

head well under

the bonnet. He was in no position to answer
He kept his head there,
technical questions.
worrying inoffenshe nuts with spanners, and
thinking all the while of Athalie Railton. The
girl was amazing. He had fallen in love fatuously
with her photograph, and the dreams ho had
But even the
built up on the photograph.
dreams were not comparable with the slim and
lovely reality of her.
And all the time he was miserably conscious
that he was making something like an idiot of
himself, just because he did not understand
tho first thing about motor engines.
He was just about to stand up and tell her
the contemptible truth about his engineering
qualifications, when he cspiod something which
was marked " Carburetter."

no had heard of a carburetter, and understood vaguely that it should contain petrol.
the top gingerly.
There was a
quicker way of ascertaining whether there was
petrol in the carburetter, but he did not know it.
All the time Athalie was watching seriously.
There was no petrol in the carburetter.
He saw a small copper pipe leading away from
it into tho hopeless jungle of the interior, and
in tho pipe there was a brass tap. Even to his
inexpert eye the tap seemed to be turned off.
He turned it the other way, and instantly petrol
flowed into tho carburetter.
The tap was loose, and it was pretty obvious
that the vibration had caused it to turn itself
He tightened it up slightly and replaced
off.
the top of the carburettor.
He withdrew his head, conscious of a glow of
triumph. He no longer felt an idiot.
Athalie Railton was thinking that she had
not seen a man like this for years. And some of
her fixed ideas about a man who wore a tattooed
dragon on his left arm were getting themselves
desperately shaken up with some new and
surprising emotions.
They stood looking at each other for a moment
both of them rather earnestly.
" I wonder if you know
" began Galloway,
and broke off abrupMy, his face tingling.
" What were you going to say ?
she asked,
He unscrewed

—

quietly.

" I'm sorry. I was thinking aloud. I've
in the wilds so long that I've got into the
of talking to myself. Forgive me."

been

way

" But this is very interesting.
excited my curiosity.
What was

You have

you were
wondering if I know ? Won't you tell me ? "
" I'm afraid if I say what I was thinking you
will consider me rather offensive, although
nothing was farther from my intentions."
" I promise you I will not. I think you are
Jiot the sort of man who would willingly be
it

me or any other woman."
she said that she did not know, because
from all she had heard of Dyson Mallet during
his wanderings abroad, she believed he was the
sort of man who would be offensive to her
consciously and unconsciously.
But this was
very far from the Dyson Mallet she had been
expecting to see.
" Thank you," rejoined Galloway
" I was
wondering if you know the effect a girl like
offensive to

Why

;

you has on a man like me."
It was her turn to redden, but she did not
smile or remove her considering eyes from
his.

" Why do you say that
understand you."

?

I don't think I

"

Of course you don't," smiled Galloway.
" But for over two years I have been living in
a hole in the ground in Africa.
Not quite
darkest Africa, but a pretty gloomy spot so
far as civilisation is concerned. In all that time
I did not see a white woman, and for three years
before that the number of white women I met
I could count on the fingers of one hand; and
they were all matrons of a certain age."
" Still, you have not told me the effect I

have on you," she murmured. " I hope it is
"
not a depressing one ?
A ghost of a smile flickered across her face,
and it transformed her. [He answered rather
abruptly
" I'm afraid I should make a poor attempt if
I were to try to express it. You are an essential
part of all this." He waved his hand toward
the smiling landscape. " The homecoming which
one always dreams about when one is in the
wilds. But you will never understand until you
have lived in a hole in the ground for two years,
and endured the expansive smile of a Kaffir
:

woman."
She laughed joyously.
" You are not offended ? " he asked.
" Of course not. What woman is offended at
such subtle flattery ? I am gratified to know
that I am more agreeable in your lordship's eyes

than a Kaffir woman."
" Oh, Lord
I didn't mean qmte that," said
Galloway, ruefully.
But she laughed at him again, then became
abruptly serious.
" What am 1 to do about my car ? This is
You see,
all very well, but I have to get home.
I don't live in a hole in the ground."
" Obviously. How far is it to your home ? "
rcturnod Galloway, who knew well enough.
!

My name is Athalie Railton."
Mine is John Galloway."
did not notice her swift look of surpriso

" Six links.
" Thank you.

He
and
"

"

displeasure.

Your car is quite ready," he added.
You don't mean to say you have put

right ? ".
" Sure,"

answered Galloway,

with

it

studied

" I think you will find that she is
casualncss.
ready to start straight away. It was not so
serious as I thought at first. Try it."
She swung tho starting-handle, and the
engine purred into action immediately.
" Wonderful " she murmured. " How can I
!

Are you going my way, Mr,
thank you ?
"
Galloway ? If so, will you drive ?
He had an, uncomfortablo feeling that she
was laughing at him. A little demon of merriment seemed to be peeping from behind the dusky
seriousness of her eyes. He \yaa eager to accompany her, but to do so would be to confess that
he could not drive.
" Unhappily, I am going the other way," he
said.

She took her sent, released the brake and laid
her small glovod hands on tho steering-wheel.
Ho stood at her side with his cap off.
She leaned a little nearer to him, 1ier clear
young voice distinct above the soft purr of the
engine.

And thank you
Good-bye, Mr. Mallet.
very much for turning on my |iotrol tap."
Tho next moment he was looking at a cloud of
dust rapidly receding in tho distance.
(Another instalment next
love story.)

irce.t
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apartments
Britain

Great

in

present

the

at

moment — not

mention

to

other parts of the globe."
"

Why,

that's
really is

(Tony

!

just a
can't tell

"I

great boy.)

"

fine

how I appreciate
the kind things your
I
readers write to me.
get quite worried sometimes because I can't
answer their letters as
quickly as I'd like, but
I guess they understand
how much 1 have to
cram into a day."
" Well,
there's
one

you
all

thing,
right

Come
my

In

trusty record-breaker,

I start

on

30 A.M. and a glorious sunny morning
Good
one of Golden California's best.
To-day " shooting " will be in full swing
find
trust,
at the studios, and nightfall will, I
ino with a heavy " bag," for aren't all you
Picture Show folks wanting to hear the latest
from " Los," and depending on me to get it for

9

!

you ?
That being

so, I guess I'd better be getting a
hustle on, crank up my trusty record -breaker,
and call on a few film luminaries before lunch.
(That reminds me, 1 promised to have a bite

with Bill Hart.)

let's see.

Moreno.

and pose
unconventional

— shirt -sleeves

this

time, instead of Oriental

Tony

an off-moment

sort of thing.
They'll like that."
"
Tony grins all over his jolly face. " Bully
" But you must be my support."
he cries.
gladly agree, and
I
while the camera-man
busies himself with his
instrument of torture, I
take advantage of the
robes.

'

in

'

!

in

tones more resembling a college

Of course, his mother
some of his folks have
been in Congress, but ho was born on a ranch
right enough - his grandfather's, " The Campstool," by the Devil's Tower, in Crook County,
Wyoming.

professor's than anything.
was an elocutionist, whDe

"Why, Moreno," he cries,
me
I've never been

over on

!

" you've put one
taken with tin

Picture Show.
" Come on," he says to me, whisking the
paper from Moreno's hand, " let's get taken
with Jean Paige. I believe she's somewhere
on the lot."

A

Simple

Little

Maiden.

and
catching Miss
are fortunate
RYAN
Paige during an "off moment."
She
in

I

is

dressed in one of those simple little frocks
which she always wears with such charm.
" Here, Jean," says Ryan, ' we're all going
"
to be taken with the Picture Show
" How lovely " from little Miss Paige as
" And, oh," she adds,
she shakes my hand.
taking the paper from Ryan, " there's a picture
I'm always so interested in
of Stewart Rome
"
Tell me
the British stars.
While I am explaining what she wants to
know we are " shot," and I leave you to judge
!

!

!

'

moment and ask Tony
what he has been doing
lately. That young man,
is in no mood
discussing business,

however,

and

the Road.

NOW,
the

away

in

outside

for an
photo

my round

for

On

you can cram

who speaks

Think

I'll

take a run out to

Vitagraph studios. Those special
photos they promised must be ready by
now, and I want to ask Moreno

Honk-konk
Honk-konk
" Why, hello. Reid "
!

!

What

!

mount.
" Sorry to pull you up," he says in his hearty
way, " but I thought you'd like to know that
we're doing some special exteriors on Thursday.
"
If you care to come along then
I promise I'll be right there, and Tom assures
me that he'll find time between scenes to give
me that information he promised me the other
afternoon.
few other greetings and salutations, and
arrive at my destination.

A

on.

" Are you ready, gen-

!

!

telling

through to you

filters

ell later

!

" Hello, old man
Wallie slows down a trifle.
Got to make the studio in double-quick time.
"
Late
See you to-morrow ?
" Right
And he is gone in a
I yell.
flash.
I put on speed also, but am soon arrested
in my flight by the sound of galloping hoofs and
someone calling my name. I slow down.
(Can't imagine why he
It is Tom Moore.
chooses to ride to the studio when he's got that
his
which simply eats up
smart little roadster of
However, he surely has a fine
the miles.

by

the latest good joke
he has heard, and, after
all, it will make decidedly
" Snappy " reading when
it

the

retorts

me

tlemen

?

Tony and

I pose, thinking meanwhile how our
seraphic smiles will
brighten the pages of our
favourite paper.

"

Joe.'.'

you fellows!
HULLO,
Wherefore those
smiles
It's

of

the

?

Tony and

million - dollar
" cried out a voice near by.

Joe Ryan

—Ryan who

" toughest "

roles

I

pose, thinking

meanwhile how our seraphic smiles

when reproduced

has played some

on the screen, and

will

appear

in our favourite paper.

whether the camera-man caught Jean's

inte-

rested expression well.

(To be continued next week.)

I

Tony's Favourite Paper.

YES,If

Mr.
I'll

Moreno

is

just step
I didn't

in

his

dressing-room.

round the corner

know the way blind(As if
folded !)
" Why," says Tony, " I'm mighty glad to see
They are not quite ready for me yet, and
you
so I was just beguiling my solitude with my
favourite paper." And with a smile he picks up
a familiar blue-and-white covered journal.
" This is singularly well timed," I remark
!

suspiciously.
" Not at all.

-

Hadn't a ghost of a notion you
were coming, though only yesterday I was
wondering when you'd be along. No, it's not
at all strange that you caught me with the
Picture Show, for I read it every week,
wouldn't miss it for anything. Say, but you're,
going strong. Last week's number was specially
good, and I was no end bucked to see that
you'd honoured me with an art plate.*
" Yes," I break in, " and I wouldn't mind
betting that

it's

decorating half the feminine

There's a picture of Stewart Rome.
I'm always interested in British stars," cried Jean.
" And while I am telling her what she wants to know, we are " shot."

Tell,

me

:

.

rid are

10
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
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Si

Most Wonderful Story

ADAMS.
r

The Cinema

in India.

interesting particulars relating to
SOME
the motion picture industry in India

have just been revealed by a promiwho recently
film representative
returned from that country. It is curious
to reflect that out of the four hundred
million people in India, only a small
percentage of that munber know what a
motion picture theatre is. or have ever seen
a film.
At the most, there are only 150
" shows " being operated in the whole
country.
If even half the population of
India went to cinemas, it would be a
At present, the
wonderful film market.
greatest picture-going population is composed of Europeans and educated Indians,
and these, of course, represent a very
Out
small percentage of the population.
of the 150 shows, only 60 at the most can

nent

be termed

first-class theatres.

British Enterprise.

THERE
native

room for the production of
dramas, says this authority,
and there are a number of Indian
firms already producing there, which have
knowledge of the country and its customs.
The ordinary film is not viewed with
favour by the authorities, and it is expected
in a short time that a very stringent
is

The diffi<-ensorship will be instituted.
culties which outside producers have to
contend with are the religious rites and
customs of the country, and a knowledge
of these is absolutely necessary in the
production of a correct Indian native
drama.
It is interesting to know that
more than one British firm have already
established studios in the country, and they
can bo relied upon to conform to the

Xew

York, the Capitol, who
has done much in the way of unusual
picture presentation, has some very striking
views in regard to this subject. Discussing
the matter the other day, he said
" If, for instance, we have an Oriental
theatre in

:

and the theme of the feature is
laid in Egypt, I would compile a programme
in the following way.
I would use an
overture or prelude which would take in
subject,

numbers of the Ballet Egyptian,
y Louis Luigiiii. I would next get a short
scenic subject, say of the River Nile or the
Sphinx. While the orchestra was playing,
I would begin to darken my house a rich
red, and at a certain part of the music
would open up the curtain and show this
scenic of Egypt."
By this means the exhibitor considers
that a suitable atmosphere has been
created, and the audience is then in n
proper mood to watch the picture which
several

There

no doubt that

is

this elaborate

1

hatred may be, it is weaker than love.
This pboto-p!ay is a triumph for the
Ideal Film Company, and is remarkable
that it shows the lives of three generations.
The picture has been taken jn tlie locality
where the scenes of the story were taken.

1 1

follows.

HIS

world - famous novel, the last'
that Emily Bronte wrote, is a grim
story of hatred and love and in the
end love is the victor, for however terrible

A

Heathclifle
~"N

IMiKon Rosmer)

and Nelly De»n (Mrs.
Templeton).

a
nrrTiamiiii-M

method

of presenting photo-plays will be
used very much in the near future.

A

Some New Comedies.
REALLY

excellent series of comedies

are shortly] being released by the
Direct Film Traders, Ltd., and
picture-goers who are looking for laughs
should ask the manager of their favourite
theatre when he will be showing them.
The comedies are one and two-reel features,
and they abound in entertaining situations and star such well-known artistes
as Fay Tincher, Marie Dressier, Harry
Myers and Rosemary Thebe. One important fact is that there is no " beautychorus " padding to bore long-suffering
audiences. The first subject is an amusing
story of a telephone mix-up, entitled
"Hop 1-2-3."

We Learn From

Lessons

the

Films.
Those who apeak and then think are
always troubled with regrets.
*

*

•

"

The beauty of poverty is
from champagne headaches.
*

*

.4 heart is

more breakable than a

*

a

habit.

•

*

There are times when
and wealth pale into
beside

freedom

the
*

love,

ambition

insignificance

really well-grilled steak.
»
•
*

Life consists of cutting expenses down,
keeping appearances up, seeing through,
facing things out, and jogging along.
*

•

*

This Week's Best Films

THEphoto-plays which are
following

is

.

a~list of the best

being

re-

the
for exhibition at
nemos during this week, and the names
f (he star artistes
leased

" Molly of the Follies."
Marcjarita Fisher.

Ira

"

'ilajraph

Two Women."

Anita Stewart.

MALINS,

O.B.E., a well-known
British producer, and author of " How
I Filmed the War."

G.

H.

wishes of the authorities
productions they make.

m

"The Beetle."

Jury's

Maudie Dexham.
IF.

il-

F

" Satan Junior."

.

Viola Dana.
regard to the

Programme Building.

Stella

..

Mum

.

THERE
regard

much

to be done in
presentation
of
" Programme building,"
pictures.
ns they term it in America, is regarded us
most important, although it has not yet
advanced to a really high stage even
The director of the largest
over there.
is

still

to

the

"The

o' the Looms."
and Henry Victor.
Western Import. ." Wolves of the Border."
Roy Stewart.
"A Royal Marriage."
Dirc.t
H. B. Warner.

Hutcher's

Jury's

Lass

.

.

.

"Odds

Against Her."

Milton Rosmer.
" Virtuous

Gaumont

Men."

E. K.. Lincoln.
" Linked by Fate."
..
General Film
.

Heatbcufle (Milton Rosnicr> rftorll
demands " Wbere'l Caihy f

Malcolm Cherry.

i
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Rule tne Destiny of Tkree Generations

THE PROS AND CONS OF FFLM ACTING.
INTERVIEW WITH MARY JERROLD.

A

T
1

the Haymarket Theatre the other
evening, I met that distinguished

the spur of the moment, A8 it were, is, she
considers, beneficial to nervous persons

actress and charming woman, Mary
Jerrold, and within two seconds of our

medium of dramatic expression
which demands no " lines " is a positive
boon to good actors with bad memories
And then there are the advantages of openair work, and all the variety picture-making

meeting we were deeply immersed
film discussion

in

a

of course,
inclination, above

Mis? Jerrold

!

is.

both by profession and
a stage artiste but that does not
prevent her taking a genuine interest in
pictures, all the same.
She has made three
so far: "Disraeli," "A Sinless Sinner,"
and one for the Zodiac Co., the title of
which she couldn't recall, though she told
mo that it is a screen version of Mabel
Barnes Grundy's popular novel, " Candytuft
I Mean Veronica," in which she
Glynne's
plays the mother to Mary
"Veronica." This film, I believe, is still
all else,

;

—

while a

!

whose talents have a somewhat
limited scopes an ingenue type, for instance, who cannot fill any other role with
tho same success film acting is an ideal
a

girl

—

—

profession, in view of the fact that the reign
of most screen stars (unless they be
geniuses) is comparatively sbort in any
case, while their salaries are usually far
in advance of those the stage offers.

Her Film Favourites.

unreleased.

[

ISRAELI," my

initial film, in which
appeared with Dennis Eadie, did
not seem such a novel experience
as you might think," Miss Jerrold said,
'•
for I had already played in the stage
version.
But A Sinless Sinner was a

I

'

'

my

for that was
first taste
of a film play acted by a film company, and
I just put myself in the hands of the producer in the spirit of a beginner. I think
so much depends upon the producer and
Mr. Herbert Brenon was
his patience.
very patient, and so were all the others.
Indeed, I was particularly struck by this
quality which characterised the whole cast,
and realised how easily some little detail
might wreck the whole picture if it were
otherwise.
" Mr. Brenon, by the way, said that he
considered that we had artistes in this
country quite as good as those playing in
little different,

JERROLD

frequently attends the.
and greatly admires Mary
Pickford, whom she considers a
genius, in that she accomplishes so much
without, the aid of words, and succeeds *<>
marvellously in bringing the spirit of youth
and Paulino Frederick,
to the screen
whose films she never misses if she can
possibly help it.
" Pauline Frederick is & great artiste,"
she remarked, " and it was her acting which
"

ISS

M'

kin the Spirit of a Beginner.

D

Miss Jerrold thinks, too, that for

offers.

pictures,

—

really converted

me

The one and only

to films
Charlie has, of course;
!

provided Miss Jerrold with many a hearty
laugh, especially (she does not mind own"
ing) as the sea-sick one in " Shanghied
Asked whether she thought of appearing
in any more pictures. Miss Jerrold told me
that at present she had no plans in view,
but that she hoped to make some more, films
Not, however, while playing
in the future.
!

at the theatre.

May HjEnsCHEL Clabke.

but that unfortunately we
especially those of us on the stage
did not take film work as seriously as we

American

—

films,

should. I am quite of his opinion, and
now plainly see that stage people will have
to regard film acting more seriously in
the future."
Miss Jerrold had already met Marie
Sinless
Doro, the heroine of "
Sinner," when the latter was playing
on the stage over here some years
ago,; but the picture referred to was
her first introduction to Marie Doro,
tho film star.
" She looked astonishingly young,"
" She appeared as
Miss Jerrold said.
a school girl in part of the film, and
really she looked one, even among nil
the little girls we had at the studio.
Miss Doro is a great student of makeup, and thinks you can alter the
appearance and the shape of your face

A

to any extent you please, by its
I was much incareful application.
terested in some of her theories, especi.
n h more
ally as screen make-up is
subtle than that required for the

mu

stage.''

Nervous Before the Camera.

STRANGELY

enough, Miss Jerrold,
accustomed to large audiences as she
is, feels nervous before the eyes of the
camera
" I am usually nervous at stage rehearsals," she confessed, " but the camera
!

makes me

the time
Miss Jerrold dislikes, too, the various
ittle phases of film acting which most
legitimate players find tiresome or awkward the lack of words and continuity
of action, and tho consequent difficulty of
" losing oneself " in a part though she
thinks music must be an emotional aid
and she misses most dreadfully her audience
with their laughter and applause, and even
feel like

that

MARY JERROLD.
(Photo: Claude Harris.)

"

all

!

—

—

—

But
their sniffs at a tearful moment
she does find quite a number of advantages
attached to film acting.
The very fact of hating to do things on
!

Starlets.
\Yisdom from a woman weighs less with
a man than a bunch of pretty ribbon tied
in her hair.

woman

you've got to

never

make

»

her

'

*

Faint purse never

Some men

satisfies

love to her.

*

»

others.

*

*

*

Loving a

won

*

are always

fair lady.

»

up and doing
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IG

A

Story Telling of

SfrlencUJ Short

a

Man Wko Would

Rather Die Than Break His

Worl

I followed, and as I got just outside the door I
stumbled over the body of Mr. Parker. I saw he
had been stabbed in the back and was dead. Near
to the body I picked up the knife that you see on the
table. I rang the bell, and Mr. Cosgrove came out.
Her father's somewhat
I told him what had happened, and he came with
stern face softened as he
me and looked at the body. He made some remark
looked clown at her as she sat
on
that we must ring up the family of Mr. Parker, and
attitude
_
favourite
her
in
then we both came back into this room. I then
the arm of his easy chair.
" And you want me to
noticed that there were bloodstains on his hands,
and that there was also a bloodstained thumb mark
help the Connors ? " said
on the wallet, which was on the table when we came
the mill-owner.
" Yes, clad.
in.
I pointed out these things to the Rev. Cosgrove,
You see,
was
killed,
and
asked him if he had anything to say.
Jerry
since poor
"
" He simply remarked
No, I have nothing to
they have only had his
say.' I then rang up the house, and afterwards the
savings and what Mr. Cospolice station."
grove could give them. He
As the officer finished speaking, every eye was
has given them far more
turned on the young priest. He was still standing
than he could aTford. and I
is
erect
with his eyes fixed on the other side of the room.
man
am sure the dear
" You have heard what the officer has said, Mr.
going without food to do
" Do you agree
Cosgrove,"
said the police captain.
it."
"
" Very well, Helen. » I
with his story ?
"
is
correct."
Yes, it
Quite
think I ought to do some" This knife here
Do you know anything about
I will arrange with
thing.

daughter was a strikingly
pretty girt, with two bia,
dark blue eyes, and a clustering mass of golden curls.

•

:

1

the cashier, and see the
family do not want for
By the way, I
anything.
have engaged a young lawyer
Phillip Travers to see
he can trace poor Jerry's
He is a man
murderer.

named
if

A Fond

who has already made

Son.

have more faith

name in criminal law,
him than in the average
this afternoon, and should

a big
in

THE

and

in the big industrial town of Ironwell.
of the people he lived for the people.
He preferred to do good in this world rather than
preach about the next, believing, in his strong but
imple faith, that the best preparation for Heaven
,ia< to live a Godly and righteous life on earth.
In him the poor always found a friend and for

be here soon."
As he spoke there came a sound of a motor along
the drive, and a few moments later the butler announced Mr. Travers.
The lawyer was a voung man well on the right side
His face was boyish, but in the broad
of thirty.
high brow and the deep-searching dark eyes there
were indications of the gifts that had made him
','. '.
famous at such an early age.
,
He bowed politely as the mill-owner introduced
his daughter, and then grasped the hand she extended

Rev. Thomas J. Cosgrovc was not only a
popular priest, Imt one of the most popular

men

Porn

—

that reason he was always poor. In appearanee he
a big, well-set-up
vas just what he was in heart
man, with a strong, handsome fare, he drove trouble
nut of the lives of the poor with a smile and a helping
hand. His cheery face was a tonic to the old and
:'-eble, and the strong grip of his hand a new start
in life to those who were " under the weather " for
lie time being.
On the particular (lay we find him, our priest was
walking along at his usual fast gait on his way to pay
a visit to his mother, who lived with his sister, the wife
of Jerry Connors, foreman to Derril H. Parker, the
As he walked the
biggest mill-owner in the town.
priest hummed .a cheerful tune, and as he caught
sight of the cottage he broke into a run— for with all
In the
his thirty years he was still a boy at heart.
porch his old mother was sitting, busy as usual with
her knitting, and just inside he could see little Kathleen and the baby, with their mother standing
behind them, beckoning a welcome to the brother
she adored.
" Where's little Jamie ? " asked the priest, after he
had kissed his mother and sister and greeted the

—

children.

" Gone to meet his father coming

home from work,

,,

replied his sister.
" Good bov." said the priest, as he gave the baby
I'll just wait to see him
a playful dig in the ribs.
and have a cup of tea. Then 1 must be getting
'.'

back."
" You're always in a hurry, son, said his mother,
with a fond smile. " You've been a good son. I feel
1 would not care to live without you."
As the family were having tea little Jamie Connors
burst into the room.
" There's a man killing father with a big stone on
the bridge," lie gasped.
The priest waited to hear no more, but ran out of
the house and made for the bridge at top speed.
As he reached it he was just in time to see a man.
who had his back to him, throw Jerry Connors over
the parapet. Then he turned and ran.
The priest did not attempt to pursue the man,
but, taking oil his coat, he vaulted over the parapet
A few strong strokes brought him to
into the river.
his brother-in-law, who was just about to sink, and,
placing his arm under him, he brought him safely
to the bank.
As he swam he noticed a jagged wound in Jerry
Connors's bead. When he got him to the bank .Mrs.
Connors and Jamie were there. It Deeded but outlook to see that poor Jerry was done. As he lay in
" hook after
his wife's arms he managed to mutter
ncr and the kiddies, Tom." Then his head fell back,
and he was dead.
:

Derril H. Parker's

IN

Home.

the library of Derril H. Parker's magnificently
furnished mansion, Helen Parker was talking to
her father. Just turned twenty, the mill-owner's

I

detective.

He

is

in a strong grip.

coming

'

'

1, .,

...

time in her life Helen Parker felt
confused. There was a dominating personality about
this man— a personality that pleased.
Leaving the two men to their business, Helen wemt
to tell Mrs. Connors the good news that her father
had consented to make an allowance for her and the

For the

children.

first

...

The voung lawyer took a keen interest in Mr.
Parker's words, lis he outlined the story of the
murder of Jerry Connors, and expressed his willingness to take up the case. The mill-owner offered a
very handsome retainer, but Travers was not thinking
of that when he accepted the otfer. He was thinking
of Helen Travers, who had impressed him more than
any girl he had ever met before.
In Hie davs that followed Travers saw much of
Helen, and the strong liking he had first felt for her
Very soon he learned
quickly ripened into love.
that his affection was reciprocated, and, though there
was no thought of an immediate marriage, he was
pleased to know that Helen's father looked kiudly
on his suit. Hut Travers was far less successful in
his quest of the* murderer of Jerry Connors. Though
he bent his full energies and talents to the task, he
could not find the wanted man.
Matters were at this stage when Mr. Parker gave
a great reception. After dinner, when the dancing
had begun, Mr. Parker's butler came to him with a
message that he was urgently wanted on the 'phone.
Excusing himself to his guests the mill-Owner went
He was -back in a few minutes;
to the telephone.
and told his wife that the Rev. Thomas Cosgrove
wanted to speak to him on urgent business.
"I will take the car, dear, and be back in no
time," lie said, as he went out.
About forty minutes later there was another ring
at the telephone.
It was a police officer asking for Mrs. Parker, and
he reported that Mr. Parker had been found murdered
outside the residence of the Rev. Cosgrovc.
Leaving Helen to look after her mother, Phillip
Travers, accompanied by a doctor who happened to be
at the reception, took a motor-car; to the priest's
It was a dramatic situation that met them
house.
as thev entered.
The voung priest was standing facing an officer
and a captain of police. On the table in front of him
was a knife and a blood-stained wallet ou which was
the name of Derril H. Parker.
The officer was speaking to the police captain.
" 1 was on duty just outside this house, sir, when
I heard him tell
I saw Mr. Parker drive up in his car.
the chaulfeiir not to wait, and at that moment 1 saw
a lurking figure in the grounds here, but it disappeared
as Mr. Parker entered the drive. Not being satisfied.

it?"
" Yes,

it is

my

knife."

police officer looked at the priest keenly.
" You understand I am here on a very painful
There is no doubt that the
dutv, Mr. Cosgrove.
murder was committed with this krfife, which you
say is yours, and the lettering on that wallet proves
Is there nothing you
it belonged to the dead man.
can say that will help us to solve this crime ?-"
The priest shook his head.
" All I can say is that I am Innocent," he replied.
The captain looked at him in amazement.
" Surely, Mr. Cosgrove, you can see where all this
If you maintain
is leading me as an officer of the law.
this silence, I must do my duty."
" I have nothing to say," replied the priest, in a
low but firm voice.
The captain nodded to the officer, who produced

The

his handcuffs.
Without a word the priest held out his hands, but.
as soon as they had clicked on his wrists, the captain
gave an impatient gesture.
" Take them off. officer;" he said sharply, but not
sha'n't need those. You will come
unkindly. "
with as, Mr. Cosgrove."

We

The Condemning

*

Silence.

arrest, of the young priest caused a profound
sensation. Despite the overwhelming evidence
against him, there were few who believed him
And among those that defended him most
guilt v.
But neither she nor
strongly was Helen Parker.
those who believed with her could offer any explanaPhillip Travers
tion why he refused to speak.
visited him in gaol, and begged him to tell all he knew,
but the priest had but one reply : " It Is useless to
ask me, Mr. Travers. I have nothing more to say

THE

1 am innocent."
And that was the only reply he would give to
the magistrate when he came up for his preliminary

than that

'

trial.

,

,

in this direction, Phillip Travers tried to
get at the truth by finding the real murderer, for,
like Helen, he was" firmly convinced that Cosgrove

Baulked

was innocent. But here again he met with romplete
The officer who had seen the lurking figure
failure.
in the priest's garden could give no fuller description
of the man. It might have been Mr. Cosgrove. or it
might have been anybody. In the meantime, the
process of the law went on. The priest was com"

Travers did not spare
mitted to take his trial.
himself. Night and day he kept on at the case, but.
find.
-One day when he
could
he
not a single clue
returned tired out he Vas met by Helen.
" Anv news ? " asked the girl eagerly.
" None whatever." replied the young lawyer.
" Cosgrove is the only man who could help me. and
he has tied my hands because he will not speak.'
At last came the day of the trial. Just before the
prisoner was to be brought Into court Ids mother
came to the gaoler, and asked to sec her son.
The terrible tragedy had aged Mrs. Cosgrove. Her
step was faltering, and there were lines on her face
that told of many sleepless nights.
The gaoler shook his head.
" I'd like to, Mrs. Cosgrove, but It's dead against
the rules."
" Then will vou give my boy these flowers.' said
the old lndv. holding out a tiny bunch In her trembling
hands. " They're heartsease, and there ran Ih> no
heart in all trie wide world that calls for ease and
comforting like that of my son."
The goaler hesitated, and then beckoned DM
'

4

" There's a liigher law than prison law, he said
shall see your son."
He opened the door of Uie cell, and the poor
'

"

You
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mother's heart was wrung with grief as she saw her
son in prison garb.
With a try of " Mother " the young priest took
her in his arms.
" My boy
My boy " was all the distracted
mother could say.
" You shouldn't have come, mother. They ought
not to base lit. you come.
Heaven knows how
thankful I am to see your dear face, but this meeting
w ill only add to your sorrow."
He clasped her still tighter in his arms as his lips
1

!

!

moved

prayer.

in

" I suppose it is no use me asking if you will
speak ?
said Mrs. Cosgrovc, pleadingly.
" Don't ask me, mother
Don't ask me " replied
" You know I am innocent, but more I
the priest.
"
cannot say not even to you
" I know.
1 cannot understand it all, but I know
you feel you are doing your duty. 1 tell that to them
all.
They all believe in your innocence."
" Thank heaven for that " cried the priest. " Mr.
Travers told me so, and it has been my one comfort
!

I

—

!

!

in these walls."

came

WHEN

silent,

quietly to say the interview

is

a first-night performance.
But in the case of Mary Miles Minter, the
little Realart star, the

popular and charming

problem

is

easily

solved,

for

Mary Miles

Minter.

the elder completely respects Mary's desire to
attain complete culture, oven though she cannot
attend college like other girls because of her

work

in

moving

pictures.

Margaret Shelby is the official hostess of tho
Minter household, and many are the pleasant
parties she lias planned during tho present

engagement

of herself

and

sister in their latest

Realart picture.

Margaret
For Margaret

sister

never fails to come to the rescue.
Shelby is a perfect foil to her
Mary is serious, Margaret is gay
prefers a book before a blazing

company

SHELBY.
—

of that Talented Lxftle Film Star

beautiful and attracts a great
amount of attention from the opposito
sex, it is sometimes rather embarrassing
to have to say " No " to an invitation when one
cares moro for study and reading at home than
for the delights of the dance floor or stalls at

one

delights in the

and then the
must end.
W ith another tender embrace mother and son parted.
The trial was as short as it was terrible, charged as
it was with the intensity of emotion among those who
witnessed it. The people railed for the prosecution
gave their evidence in a manner which plainly showed
they would sooner have given evidence on the
prisoner's behalf, but still the remorseless facts came
out.
The blood-stained wallet bad been found on
For a few minutes they were

gaoler

MARGARET
The Charming Staler

sister.
;

YVhero

where Mary
Margaret

fire,

of jolly friends.

So Margaret is only too glad to assume her
younger' sister's social obligations.
For the
the two
understand each other
thoroughly,
and

the thumb print on the wallet
the prisoner's table
was his the knife with which the murdered man
had been killed was the prisoner's. Seated near Ids
mother, the priest listened to the evidence which was
sending him to a murderer's fate. Now and again he
looked at the kind face, now drawn with suffering,
and his lips twitched in pain. But in his eyes there
shone the light of a great resolve.
As he entered the witness box and took the oath,
it seemed to the hushed audience that he waTlooking
tar away from the court into another world.
In
quirt, low tones he answered the prosecuting counsel's
questions.
He had borne no grfldge against the dead
man. Mr. Parker was one of the best friends he had
ever had in the cause of charity. The witnesses for
the prosecution had only spoken the truth, and he
thanked them for the good opinion they had of him.
Then Travers, his counsel, rose iu his seat and
;

;

played his last card.
" Tell us now, even at the eleventh hour, all you
know of this terrible crime. I, as your counsel, feel
that if you tell us all you know you will at once step
from the witness box, not back to the dock, but into
Your aged mother sits
Uod's pure air a free man
in court waiting for you to speak.
See how she silently
beseeches yon to speak the word that will remove
the load of anguislf from her heart the word that will
convince the world that the faith she has had in your
innocence a faith which has never wavered, and a
faith that is shared by all those who know you
is
justified.
That word which will prove iu the eyes
of man that you are not guilty of this crime."
The young lawyer paused with dramatic suddenness
and pointed to the prisoner's mother.
The young priest followed the outstretched hand.
He saw the lips of the mother he loved so dearly anil
who loved him with even greater love, moving in silent
supplication, and he felt they were framing the
words he knew so well the words he had heard her
speak so many times in happier days. "
"My boy. I feel that I would not care to live
without you."
For one short instant he seemed to waver, then
his hands gripped the rails in front of him till the
whites of his knuckles showed through the flesh.
Turning to the judge he said in a low but clear voice
" I can only repeat what I have said before.
I have
nothing to say except that I am innocent."
There was a hush in court, and then came the calm
words of the judge.
" I am doing a most unusual thing, but one which
I am well within the confines of my duty as a judge in
doing.
I add my advice to that of your counsel.
There is yet time. Have you anything to say in your
defence ? If so I beg of you to speak."
And once again came the clear, low words
" Nothing; except that I am innocent."
It was the end.
Never had Travers pleaded so
eloquently as in his final speech. He laid stress on
the fact that the prisoner bore an unblemished
character that the witnesses for the prosecution had
given testimony to the prisoner's character
that
there was an entire absence of motive; that it was
obvious to all that the prisoner coidd clear himself
if he chose to open his lips.
But despite his eloquent
pleading, he could not remove the evidence of the
prosecution any more than he-had been able to make
his client speak in his own defence.
The. verdict was guilty, and the sentence death in

—

-

!

;

—

—

—

:

:

;

;

the electric chair.

The Fatal Hour.
IT was

the day before the execution. Travers and
Helen had moved all the forces at their command
to get the governor of the state to rescind the
sentence, but in vain.
At eight o'clock the next'
morning the piiest would be taken to the electric
I

zehair.

Impossible as the chance of saving Cof<|fcove seemed,
Phillip Travers and Helen would not give up hope'.
While the young lawyer made a last effort to find the

(Con'inued on page 18.'

With her mother. Margaret is a charming singer, and spends
many happy bours singing to her mother's accompaniment.

A charming picture of MARGARET
SHELBY in gown of satin and eld lace.

:

—

'

—

—
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murderer, Ilelcn decided she would make a final
wait to the governor, to try to persuade liim to grant
a reprieve.
It was a terrible night.
Such a storm had not been
known for years. Lightning lit up the sky for miles,
and as the girl drove on she heard the trees falling
around her on either side of the road as they were
struck down with the lightning.
It was early morning when she reached the governor's
house, but he consented to see her.

real

When he came down and found that the girl had
brought no fresh evidence, but was only reiterating
her belief In the priest's evidence, he shook his head.
" I am sorry. Miss Parker as sorry as you are.
But I must do my duty. I cannot stop the exe-

—

.

1

More

of

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS'

Secrets

of Happiness.

cution."

With bowed head Helen was leaving the room when
the telephone bell rang.
She heard the governor's
excited voice, and then the words
" Come back, Miss Parker ! "
When she returned to the room, she saw the governor
leaning against the wall, as though he had just gone
through a terrible crisis.
" Thank heaven we shall be in time " he said.
" Travers has just rung through saying he has got
the signed confession of the real murderer. I will
stop the execution at once." He told his secretary
to put him on the prison.
Then, as he waited, a
look of horror passed over his face.
Putting down the receiver he turned to Helen.
" I can't get through to the prison " lie said.
" The wires are down broken down by the storm "
For a moment Helen was too horror stricken to
speak. Then she rushed to the governor.
" Write me a note and I will do it," cried Helen.
The governor dashed off a note authorising the
execution to be stopped, and Helen flew to her car.
She drove as she had never driven before, praying
at every turning that she might not meet with an
It wanted but two minutes to eight when
Accident.
Helen reached the prison and saw the officials.
Snatching the governor's note from her hand, one
of the officials ran at top speed down the corridor,
shouting as he ran.
As lie dashed into the execut ion
chamber the young priest was fastened in the electric
chair, and the executioner had his hand on the lever.
" Stop " screamed Helen, as the official fell"
forward, waving the governor's note.
The young priest looked like a man who had risen
from the dead, as willing liands unfastened the straps
that bound him to the chair.
And as he was led
away, he stumbled and felt faint for the first time
entered
since he had
the death chamber,. But lie
quickly recovered, and in a calm voice said
" I must go to my mother at once."
Turning to Helen he took Her hands in lus.
" As for you and your friend, Mr. Travers, I feel
I can never thank you enough.
When you hear the
full story you will know why I kept silent, for though
spared
been
from
death
1 have
my lips are still sealed."
And it was a truly remarkable story that was
contained in the confession of the real murderer.
His name was Luke Darkin, and at one time he had
been employed at Dcrril Parker's mill. He had been
discliargcd by Jerry Connors for stirring up trouble.
In revenge he murdered Jerry, and then lay in wait
He was a drug fiend and a defor Mr. Parker.
generate.
On the night Mr. Parker was murdered,
he sent a message to the inillowncr in the name of
Mr. Cosgrove, asking him to come to the priest's
As Mr. Parker came to the door he stabbed
house.
him in the back with a knife he had found in the grass.
At the same moment he saw that the police officer
had noticed him. Terrified that he would be discovered, he ran into the priest's house, and throwing
himself at his feet confessed to the crime, having first
got Mr. Cosgrove's word that all he said should be
regarded as a sacred secret given under the seal of
Leaving the wallet which he had taken
confession.
from the dead man's pocket on the tabic, he ran upstairs as the police officer knocked on the door, and
while the priest and the policeman were talking, he
escaped through the window.
But remarkable as was the confession, quite as
remarkable was the way Darkin was found. The
day before the execution, little Jamie Connors was
going to his father's grave In the. cemetery, when he
saw Darkin theman he had seen murdering his father.
He followed the man, but the latter caught him
and locked him up in a iKiathouse. From there he
escaped and told his story to Phillip Travers. Tho
lawyer, with another man, went to the boathouse,
and found a menu of a Chinese restaurant. Believing
that the man who had murdered Connors was the
same man who had killed Mr. Parker, Travers, his
companion and Jamie watched the restaurant to
find tho man described by the boy.
At last he
came in, but in a fight which followed ho escaped
to the country.
As he was firing at his pursuers lie
was struck by lightning, but he lived long enough to
make the confession.
:

!

—

.
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As Phillip Travers and Helen sat together on the
day of the great release, the lawyer put the question
to Helen that meant so much to him.
" You must have read your answer in my eves."

" but being a lawyer I suppose you will
equlre something more definite, and the word is
"
Yes.'

said the girl

;

'

(Adapted, by permission, from the Caumont
photo-play.)

are
and as we read we
GOOD books
hear, see and understand in the way
real

.

.

.

feel,

the author did. If what is said appeals
to our way of thinking, a new world is unfolded to
our vision filled to the brim with things we con
think about and add to our stock of knowledge.

While we are buried

in its leaves

we may

live

over the thoughts that the writer lived. For
the time being he becomes as real and vital to us
Gradually,
as the dearest friend we possess.
as the time passes by, he creeps into our affections until our lives woidd not be complete without the comradeship of his cherished book.
Books that become our " pals " are not necessarily books of the so-called classical type. Little
known volumes may prove to have enough

thought stored away between their covers to
keep us interested all our days. The great books
will prove their worth in a short time no matter
how poor the binding, how bod the type or how
cheap the paper. These things are, after all, only
the outward manifestations and though we like
to see our friends dressed well, yet we know
that the clothes do not make character unless
And
there is character there in the first place.
so it is with book*. These little ungainly
volumes which we purcha«o on the stands may
who knows T
.
bo the classics of to-morrow .
*
»
*
,
.

WE

select our library carefully.
No matter
if we live in a tiny hall liedroorn on the"
top floor of a boarding-house we liavo a
shelf somewhere with a few good books on it.
Emerson's " Essays " can "be had in one volume
and are well worth having. No other American
writer has been so inspiring, so invigorating as this
thinker of Concord. One cannot read his
essays without having a desire to get up and do.
It is like a breath of fresh air ... a tonic
a stiff morning walk. t It stirs the mind of action
and inspires us to lift ourselves out of the rut
One returns to them
into which wo have fallen.
time after time, each reading opening up new
vistas of thought, new lines of mental development.
.

.

.

and uplift. The world's greatest men
have been readers would they have cared for
books unless they were inspiring ! It is said that
when Napoleon was being token to St. Helena
he advised one of the officers never to S!i]>

to inspire

—

reading.
Most of the things worth while are at soire
time or other stored away in books by tho
thinkers.
Every phase of history,- every movement to better mankind and lift it above the
drudgery of mere toil, every beautiful thought
is to Jje found in them, and the better tjie book
the more will be found in it of these verj
things.
When we have finished the day's work
we can pull down a volume from the shcltnnd i:>
a moment be lost in an entirely different world.
The man who neglects to read surely misses the
one best means of broadening his mind.

*

»

*

.

type is large, the paper good, and there are many
notes to help one over the rocky places. There
is no doubt of the truth of the saying that a ma-i
who reads Shakespeare consistently and with
understanding needs no other education. Like
the philosopher Emerson, he boiled down the
world's thoughts into terse sentences, and one
goes into a new universe when reading Gny of
the plays. It is a good thing to learn parte
of them by heart so that we can apply them to
our own lives. They strengthen the mind . .
their beauty lifts us into a great realism of
splendid thought . . . and they fill the heart
with a longing to do something great. Suc'i
books should become steady companions throug'.i
life.
No matter where our duties call us we
should see to it that we do not leave behind the x
thoughts of this master mind of Shakespeare.
The wry fact that we have them near us lifts us
out of the monotony of nothing to do.
*
*
•
choosing our books we must .bear in mi:ul
IX one
I*et
thing Jet them
be
inspiring.
them be of such a nature that when we n»n 1
them we will feel like going out into the woil.l
to accomplish something 613.
That is probably the mission of great books

AS

a man's stomach is what he eats, a nmn'i
mind is what he reads. It goes without
saying that no henlthy, active mind
could exist without the companionship of
Shakespeare. Nowadays it is possible to secure
the entire works of the immortal poet in one
volume. There is a special Oxford University
The
edition which can be had for a small sum.

f\

.

(Doug, gives us more good advice n-xt week

film.

ftu: 2<i m

The Only Way.

All

Joyce " I don't want people to think I'm
marrying that producer for his money."

will

:

Mabel (cuttingly)

"

—
:

Then

don't

marry him

"

!

Her Youth.
Qoest:

)

" Delightful party you are having to-

"

He Wanted.
Why don't you
l>e

try and make a name that
*
respected by all future generations 1

asked the producer.
" My dear 6ir," answered the actor, "
content"to make a fortune that
the present generation."

is

I

respected by

air.

all

night, old fellow."

Film Artiste

:

" Yes, I

wife.
It is the twelfth
thirtieth birthday."

giving it to my
anniversary of her

am

—

In Doubt.
" Our romance began

My

wife

in a most romantic way.
from drowning. She's 11
swimmer, you know," said the

saved

He Knew Her.
Screen- Star : " Well, tata, dearie
write before the end of the week."

;

I

Husband " Good gracious. Alice, you
make that cheque last longer thau that."
:

s'.ioll

tiui^t

me

magnificent
screen star.
" I notice you kept pretty close to the shore
last Bummer," said his friend.
" Yes.
I don't know if she would save me
again."

Naturally.

THORNTON filming a quarrel m
MARTIN
a scene between the hero anil the heroine
is

of Ethel M. Dell's story " Bars of Iron."
It is expected to prove a striking scene, altlu ugh
they don't come to blows.
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FILM STARS WITH MUSICAL NAMES.
a Note on Those of Some Famous Play ers, and
Incidentally, an Interview with a Beautiful British Star.

Being

you noticed what
HAVE
of our most famous

musical names somo

players have ?
Say
slowly, linger over their harmonies
Marguerite Clark, Elsie Ferguson, Dorothy Dalton,
Mao Murray, Irene Castle, Alice Brady, Ouida
Bergere.
Are they not lovely, ?
Equally musical are those of some of the popular
favourites of the British stage or screen.
Think
of that of Marjorie Hume, the brilliant young film
star who is the heroine of " The Great Day," the

them

adapted by Miss Eve Unsell,
from the Drury Lone drama by Louis N. Parker
and Geo. R. Sims, which is the F. P. L. British
stirring photo-play,

Producers'
Islington.

first

production at their

new

studios at

London.

Marjorie Hume
Note the music of its syllables.
And every look and movement of its graceful
owner is like her name living harmony.
!

—

Camera Consciousness.
was while she was playing
IT Maid of the Mountains,"

at Daly's in " The
that she was first

lured to the art of the screen.
Remembering
that she had also won stage success in " My Lady's
Dress," " The Man who Stayed at Home," and
the revival of " Milestones," I asked her as to
her early experiences of the films.
" Did you, in your first venture, miss the
audience, or suffer from camera fright ? "
" At first I did miss the audience, but did not
'

'

feel

Miss

'

camera

fright

'

so

much

as

camera con-

s-iousncsi.
I just realised that it was there,
and found myself inclined at first to act to the
rhythm of the camera's music. But I had lost
all camera consciousness by the timo I was at
work on my second film, and the work became to
me even more interesting than the stage. There
is more variety, and one can express so much more."

A Keen Artist.
PAINTIXG has aUvays been

more than a hobby
with Miss Hume, who, as a child was keen
to study art, and wa3 for some time a pupil
of Miss Edith McGill, the famous British artist
who has made a speciality of animal life.
Apart from her success as a painter, Miss
Marjorie Hume is talented in other ways, is very
musical, fond of books, and of all out-door life and
sports, particularly tennis, riding

and swimming.

The

last two accomplishments she learnt for the
purpose of her work for the screen, and she may
need to swim in the thrilling scene towards the
end of " The Great Day " which is set in a low,
riverside, underground cafe in Paris, called the
" Guardian Angel."
Strains of a Jazz tune set Miss Hume's feet
tapping. Laughingly she cried
" You can add that I am mad on dancing "
And anyway, it is the sanest kind of madness, and
howsoever much the London sky may be overcast,
Miss Hume is certainly one of those " earthtreading stars that make dark heaven light."
:

!

Hume

took the part ol the
girl in the film version of
Ethel M. Dell's story, "The
Keeper ot

mad
the

Door.'

MARJORIE HUME
Dav."

is one oi the most brilliant actresses in the British film world, and will soon
he seen in the star part of the film version of " The Great
Here are a Jew characteristic photographs of her. She is a firm believer in mascots, and has many weird little animals on her dressing-table.

—

so
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READY

Lights
Camera
Behind the utterance of these words
the magic command which embraces a
willing world in the soft arms of Romance
lies a
history of master mechanics and a story of ingenuous craftsmanship that the ardent movie fan
has possibly not had placed before him.
Through the permission of Thomas H. Ince. the
writer is able to east the spotlight on this very
interesting phase of "behind the scene " activities.
!

!

!

By

trie

World's Largest Motion Pidture Studic

HUNT STROMBERG.

—

Studied

By

FIRST

in

All.
of scene construction at the
fnce Studios is«he noted producer

line

Thomas H.

himself.
Like most successful kings of industry, Mr. Ince has the details of his organisation
at his fingers' tips.

When a scenario is accepted for production,
twelve copies of the continuity are distributed
among

as

many departments

directly or indirectly

with the actual production.
The various departmental heads and their assistants are required to become intimate with the
character of the story and its general requirements in all phases of development.
The casting director then selects the players
to surround the star.
Coincident with this production, the Director
allied

and his assistants convene in the office of production manager for the purpose of arranging a
definite- schedule for the construction and placement of all sets necessary to the picture.
After the production schedule is ratified, the art
director submits rough sketches for the approval
of the director, who must stretch his vivid imagination, and make sure that the contemplated sets
are in strict accordance with his ideas for carrying
out the action and " atmosphere " necessarv to the
theme and plot of the story.
The draughtsmen— a young army in number
then draw the plans in minute detail, after which
they are the subjects for examination, by Thomas
H. Ince and the director and continuity writer
of the play.
When the blue prints are finally
approved, the plans go to stage manager Harry
Schenck, and then follows the building of the sets.

How

TO

It Is

The technical

director, stage manager, art director, and carpenter helping in the construction
for Enid Bennett's new photo-play, " The False Road."

of a set

Done.

illustrate the painstaking care and mechanical
finesse which govern the erection of an

average setting.

For an episode

"The

False

in

lioad,"

Enid Bennett's production,
it was
found desirable to

"shoot " a snow scene on the studio lot.
Af the pictures on this page evidence, the
transformation of a lumber to a cabin covered with
snow and ice, was a job of no small undertaking.
Every detail of wintry wildness had to be cleverlv
visualised and executed.
Thanks to cotton bat tin,
tinsel, and thousands of bits of snow-white paper,
there arose a beaten path to a "little cabin around
the foothills " that challenges the most rigid diagnosis for realism and absoluto artistry of composition.

Generally speaking, from two to thirtv
are required for the building of the average
which is usually onlv used once.

days
set,

The end of a perfect day's work, and the beginning of actual production on the snow set. DIRECTOR
NIBLO, crouching to the left, is telling Miss ENID BENNETT to " register " her " feeling " of snowbound romance
!

Discussing a script for contemplated "sets."

Production
to Stage

Manager Thomas giving script with instructions
Manager Scbenck.

Building a miniature of a U.S. liner to be used as ap experiment in rehearsals for

ft

shipwreck

at sea.

Picture Sfiou; September 25/A, 3920.
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IN THE DRESSING-ROOM
—

The Motto

Mary Miles Minter The Feminine Star ^rVho Loves Sport
She Keeps Fit Her Sports Outfit Some New Ideas,

of

How

—

—

THE

production of a new film that displays
all the feminine charms of a popular and
beautiful screen star

is

bound

to

of the very newest sports clothes ideas from
them for you. And I was not disappointed.
Here are some of the items that appealed to me.
The newest sports hat is made of suede
leather, not only in brown, but in every conceivable shade to correspond with the suit with
which it is to be worn. Chief among colours
ranges the one of lemon suede, with its band
round the crown fringed on either side, and a
tab that fringed also just falls over the edge
of the brim.
By the way, the brims of these
hats are fairly small, and can be turned up or
down according to taste, while the crown is
usually cut in tammy fashion, puffing out a
little at the sides, and stitched with a couple
of rows of machining at every seam.
Tarns of
suede also form sensible sports wear. To correspond with the hat of suede I found sensible
gloves to match, with fringed pieces all up the
back of the gauntlet, while the latter was always
made full to extend over the cuff of the costume.
Other sports suits were furnished with hats of
velour, always in rather bright colouring, and
generally small of shape, the latter quite the
most sensible for rapid movement.

foster

every girl who witnesses it.
But don't bo fooled by a head of yellow curls
and wonderful features and frocks.
Merely
because a person possesses these important
requisites
does not
of a beautiful woman
mean that her life is " a' bed of roses." For,
besides the arduous duties of acting for the

Bnvy

in the heart of

—

is also the necessity to keep fit,
tho work of the star is to be carried on suc-

screen, there
if

cessfully.

Take, for example, Mary Miles Minter, the
Miss
golden-haired Realart star.
is a typical outdoor girl.
There are few
sports in which she does not excel, despite the
fact that she is the very essence of charm and
femininity to watch on the screen. She takes
good care to always eat the most nourishing of
" Eat all you want, sleep all you need,
dishes.
beautiful

Minter

and exercise

all

you can,"

is

the motto of this

dainty person.

When

asked what sports she liked best, she
answered " Tennis and horseback riding, rowing,

swimming,

golfing,

Which caused me
don't you like ? "

"
skating,
and
" Wei), what sports
the reply was prompt

and

to ask

And

Shoes and Stockings.

:

SHOES

were all of the brogue order, and a
few were in suede, but the predominating
leather was antelope, both plain and
stamped, and in brown, fawn and grey. Few
of them, however, showed the tabbed fronts,
which are so ungainly when the wearer walks.
Stockings, too, were quite an item of the
sports outfit, although I must admit they were

and to the point: " None."

A

Lover of Sport.

MINTER avers that to be
MISShealthy
and always in good

strong and
health the
young girl must of necessity indulge
in as many outdoor sports as she possibly can.
If it is not possible for her to play golf, or
indulge in horse-riding, then she says that she
should spend a good part of her spare time
walking in the open air.
" And I think rowing a splendid exercise for
girls," said Miss Minter.
"It is a sport that
every girl can indulge in, for the cost is not
heavy, and the strenuous movement beneficial, while the good,
pure air inhaled at the same
time will do one a world of good.
Personally," she added, " I like
to feel a pair of heavy oars in
ray hands, and know that I'm
actually working hard to make
tho boat move."
Swimming, too, she thinks
one of the most beneficial exercises in tho category, because
it brings into play all the muscles
of the body.
So you see that,
despite the fact that to the
movie fan Mary is a bundle of
femininity, she is merely a real

—

quite startling in pattern.
.

patterned

up the most sordid sports suit,
The blouse had given way absolutely and

entirely to the sweater, and this was either in
wool or very thick, heavy silken stockinette.
Bright colours in the majority,

they frequently had patterns of
sombre
hue
running
through them. Suits, too, were
decorated with either brushed
rabbit or teazle wool or bands of
leather,
both fascinating de-

more

The
simple

extra

tion

I

like to see

Absented,
1

them

"

freedom

for

and

fastening.

Girl's

Sports

rabbit wool is
particularly
fascinating

stockinette so charmingly, the
picture girl lias chosen these
fabrics for her new sports jumper.

The

illustration

shows you what

a delightful style it is, with its
soft turn-over collar which" ties
in the front.
The sleeves are
set flat into tho armholes and
finished with a cuff. Her choice
of colour has been mauve
stockinette
with grey
rabbit wool trimmings, to
correspond with the hat
of grey velour.

for

my

through

fingers

I readily

full well

that

should be able to get some

I
is

is

it

quite a pleasure to brush

for

it,

TAKES SUCH
LOVELY POLISH.

IT
I

my

run

I

and

it,

so

feels

It

when

silky

brush

a quarter

for

it

A
an

of

and morning, and it
looks like burnished bronze, and
seems to spring into waves of its

hour, night

own

accord.

much

boasting,

Well, after so
I
must confess

months ago

that three

it

was

the

most

UNASSUMING,
DULL,
LIFELESS, MOUSE-

COLOURED
hair
since
it

you ever saw.
But ever
I have taken to shampooing

every fortnight with Stallax,

seems

have

to

You

can obtain patterns

jumper in 22, 24,
and 28 inch waist sizes
from Picture Show PatDept.,
tern
291a,
Oxford
Street, London, W. 1.
Patof this

And

developed

and

vitality

although

28,314.

it

an

lustre.

so long,

is

it

it is

NOT IN THE LEAST
UNMANAGEABLE
and goes up without any difficulty, even within an
hour or
two of being washed. After
all that Stallax has done for me,
I

think

it is

only

into the secret.

OTHER

fair to
I

others

let

find that

GIRLS

WHO

USE IT
say

the same,

just

their

hair

is

and whether

black,

or brown,

chestnut,

it

26,

had some new
made," she
" Would you
?

all

the

and smart, and because this
ornamentation decorates woollen

suits

knowing

were

although

RUSHED

B'

Outfit.

just

satisfactory.

and

thick

astonishing

service must be simple of line,
fco as not to hinder action, and
to stand wear and tear."

continued.

suits

cut,

The Picture
Jumper.

t

sport3

in

strenuous
movement. Stamped or sueded
leather buttons formed decora-

1

1HAVE

actual

coats were'in the majority, cut
knee length. Capacious pockets
were added to both coats and
skirts, the latter occasionally
showing split-up sides to give

sports clothes for the girl who
desires to merely look "sporty,"
ut then there are those for the
person who actually engages in the various sports.
For the former the material
ran be as perishable and
delicate as you wish, and
he lines of the suit can be
as fancy as you like, but

Her Sports

rather

but
hair

vain,

coration.

hard -wearing garments when
they choose their sports outfit,
and desire their uniform to look
effective rather than to prove
effective.
Of course, there are

made

and

to brighten

sorts of sports and get full
benefit from them unless you
have the proper clothes. Few
girls realise the necessity of real

really

colours,

want to be
I
do think

don't

must say

diamonds, squares, and a
medley of patterns, they could be relied upon

girl, who believes in doing all
she can to keep herself fit.
"'
But," says Mary Miles Minter, ''you cannot indulge in oil

he costume

all

I

with

'

t

In

So Soft & Wavy

impart
gloss to

wonderful

golden,

seems

to

and
every woman's crowning
a

life

•

A

delightful

of

mauve woollen

terns one shilling each.
P.O.
to be made payable to the
'

jumper

trimming bands

for sports wear
stockinette, with

of

brushed grey

rabbit wool.

Picture Show.

A

Dresser.

glory.

ESTELLE.

—

.
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a

of

little

known

who

artiste

evidently

lias

n'rt.

realised the advantages of engaging a publicity agent.
About Madlaine Traverse. She is thirtv-threc. 8h*
was born in Cleveland, Ohio, and weilt 01 to ttit
stage at the age of fifteen.
Her hair is dark-bn « a.

and her eyes hazel-brown.

want

If you

to

know anything about Films or Film Piayenf

THE CINEMA AND THE LIBRARY.
I

T was

—

the public nothing but

picturised versions of all sorts of books irrespective of
their merit.
Let this be avoided, and the screen, while
using original material, can also be employed as a
medium for inducing the masses to become acquainted
with only what is the best in literature.
The opportunity thus afforded is one that libraries
in particular should not be slow to utilise.
The
majority of people who do not buy books for their own
use prefer to borrow them from a library either of the
free or the subscription kind.
The knowledge of this
fact is being used to an advantage in America where
many picture theatres and libraries co-operate whenever any adapted stories are screened. The picture
theatre announces where the book oi the film showing
may be had, and the library in its turn gives the picture
a gratuitous advertisement.
Thus the benefit is
mutual, and those
the play interests have no
difficulty in getting the book which they can read at
leisure.
EDITOR.

—

:

Young."
" Edwin* " (Crewe).

whom

—

THE

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?

TKBTAIX
1

Mid

—

uRilo

BILLIARD

"COMBINE" BILLIARD AND
TABLES from £34 10 0, or in 20

RILEY'S

DINING

at

home.

"Home"

Billiard
TaMcs tfive jnst the same
perfect (funicRj* their full
size tal.les. and are made
in tiiits to Jit every room.
Riley's

Prices from £J6 15 0. or

Billiard

Tal.le in to ,r bo*M*
let th? boys find their

amusement

"HOME"

There

iu

one to

lie

yunr

kilning table.

monthly payments,

SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL GIVEN.
A

full

list

of

accessories supplied

the whole delivered free
within one mile of nearest

Write for our price

E.

with every

and

table,

address

list

RILEY, LTD.,

J.

London Showrooms

:

to any
statiou.

tc-day.

Ellis

— Margarita

Fisher

Works. Accrington.

147, AlilersgaU Street, E.C.I,

worried, me
overmuch so far, so I
will answer your other
about Elaine Hammerstein. She is the granddaughter of the late

have

Oscar Hammerstein, and
born twenty-three

years

Her first
The Face

the

Moonlight."

ago.
picture w;is "

in

Brown wavy
grey eyes

(T r c 0 r k v ).
"Pearl " (I.lnnelly), L.
T. (Stbkc Ncwingtonl,
" Loi'lSA " (Egremont),

D.
"

"

YOU

your newsagent

a

!

TO-DAY

(Longs

J.

and give

regular order for

Woman's World
On Sale Every Monday.
Price 2d.
»•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«•••• •••••••••••••••1

—

who have written to your favourite also.
Ronald Power was in " Rock of Ages." Wanda Hawlev
was opposite Elliott Dexter in " Old Wives for New."
" KlDLET " (F.ltham).— These strong men of the
screen are usually silent about their matrimonii
affairs. I have heard the rumour about Pearl White,
but I have seen no confirmation of it. Jane Lee is
eight, and Katherine Lee is ten. Y'ou/say that «ome
of the answers are awfully funny. Now'l wonder if
I

that's

"

my

fault,

Netta

or

my

" (Dundee).

But how did you

find

misfortune.

— Y'ou

out

I

call

me

" a dear man.'.

was expensive

?

Thanks

to the kind support of yourself, your friends, ami
several hundreds of thousands of others, this paper
will always occupy first place among the film weeklies.
Frank Mayo, your favourite, was born in New York
in 1886; His height is 5 feet 1 1 J inches ; and his hair,
brown ; and eyes, grev.
Madeline (Paris).— I am pleased to hear that so
many of my French readers appreciate this paper.
Y'our English, believe me, is by no means bad, if

you have been studying our language for only a
few months. So far Antonio Moreno has not revealed his birthday, though he was born in 1888.
Peggy (Oxford). Y'ou say that when " the liero
and heroine kiss at the end of a picture, people in
the theatre have funny feelings down their backWell. I have never had this peculiar sensation myself.
Y'es, Ethel Clayton has been married.
Her husband,
Joseph Kaufman, died some time ago.

—

MEO

ight),

" (Hedditeli),

P.

—

si

ASS (Thornton Heath). Y'ou can write to your
age favourites care of one of the theatrical imperii
"The Stage," or "The Era."

like

I,. (Barons Court), L. F(Stoke Newington), ami
" Dl'LCIE " (Everton).
Have you kept jour back

numbers?

something

and

else

— Three

of

terribly sore nt

feel

neth Harlan

aged

—

twenty-five
you three
will have to toss up for

him

—

nov».

not married Just

is

But

you'll

have to

be quick.

CoLUMniA
Park).

(ISattersca
Tlianks for the

—

programme, which
interested to see.

I

I

was

trust

received the back
numbers sent you ? The
name you marked is that
3'ou

'

(More answers

you

so,

If

need to look hark
only a few weeks tor the
information you want,
and then you can think
will

will

pattern is given TO-DAY, next week
there will be a skirt, the following week
a jumper.
should get them all

week's issue

D.

heart when 1 breathe
again the now ancient
news that he is married.
His wife is Adrte Boon.
Niles hinvelf first appeared in this world on
July 29th, 1888, in Hartford, Connecticut.
Ken-

easy-to-make free patterns-

this

and

hair

her colour-

you
anxious to know about
Niles Welch, 1 notice:
and all of you I expect,

lou can make an entire
winter outfit with the aid of

Buy

—

'

M.

well).

PATTERNS
Woman's World

is

write to me again.
V. S. (Weymouth),
" Eileen " (Hampstcad),
and " Doris " (Camber-

THREE FREE
"

not

was

of

these

—

others

list.

Keep your Boys
at Home!
monthly payments.

:

matrimonial

was horn in 1894, and
Alice Brady in 1897. Y'ou

18

not been able to'sec everv one
of Pauline Frederick's films. Y'ou pitv me? We!!,
perhaps you can pick out from these few pictures of
" One Week of Life.
Iters the one you want
Phe
Stronger Love " " Paid in Full." and " Her Final
Reckoning."
Y'ou can have another batch i: this
lot does not help you.
M. L. (Glasgow).— Matt Moore ? Y'es, he is one of
the four Moore brothers.
Was opposite Louise
Glaum iu " Sahara."
H. M. W. (Norwich*. Most likely Rene Creste is
married; but if he isn't, don't blaine me.' He is a
charming actor, and modestv is one of bis traits.
Theodore Roberts was witli Geraldine Farrar iu
" Temptation."
G. H. (Horbury). Y'es, Longfellow's " Evangeline " has been filmed by R. A. Walsh, who is George
Walsh's brother.
" Bobby " (Wicklow). If writing to one film star
I liave

makes you feel excited, what sort of state will you
be in when a reply happens to come along. Of course,
you must be patient, for there must be hundreds of

ter).

TABLES.

but

;

So you think I ought to have
Well, I am sometimes Very Chatty, and
the V.G.
generally Very Cautious. James Y'onng is married to
Clara Whipple. His former wife, you may remember,
was Clara Kimball Y'oung. Marjorie Rambeau is
married to Hugh Dilman MeGaugiiy. and Robert
Gordon to Alma Francis. There you have a nice little
" Nora " (Barrow-in-Furness). Ralph Lewis was
in " The Ragamuffin." Your favourite is not married
now.
Irene Castle has been credited with having
Her present
started the " bobbed hair " fashion.
husband is Robert Treman. Basil Gill, who took the
part of Dr. Max Wyndham in " The Keeper of the
Door," has also appeared in " God's Good Man,"
" Spinner o" Dreams," " A Soul's Crucifixion," etc.
" SUNSHINE •' (Leices-

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RILEY'S

—

.

" Hazel " (Sydenham).
I cannot remember your
writing before, "Hazel," but I shall tell you what I
can now. In " Not Negotiable," the chief artistes
were Manora Thew, Julian Roycc, Gregory Scott,
and Arthur WaleoCt.
\V. S. (Ockley ).
So you have managed to keep your
New Year resolution by getting this paper omy by
ordering it regularly.
Congratulations.
Since you
wrote to me last, 1 can tell you this about Alma
Hanlon
She was born in New York in 1884, and
married Louis Wyfl." Two films of hers are : " The
Law That Failed," and " When You and I Were

—

—

this case

likely to arise is that
inclined to seize upon this

in

in this fil 11. So Roy Stewart lias captured vour fane \
He was born in San Diego. California, has black hair
and brown eyes, and is 6 feet 'i inches in height. No. it
isn't Henry Edwards, but Harry Edwards
no relation at all
who married Louise Glaum. Y'ou can
let me have the other questions in your next letter.
W. W. B. (Willesden). Y'cs, you have a good
memory, and it isn't because mine plays me false in

:

The only unwelcome feature

some producers will be
fact as an argument for giving

1

A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communication can be answered.- Address The
Editor, "Picture Show," Room G, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

inevitable that the practice of screening stories

taken from books should have resulted in a noticeable increase in the popular taste for reading.
Thousands of people, who had previously read no more
than a few books in their time, are now being awakened
to the absorbing interest of many others, by seeing them
picturised on the screen.
It may, therefore, be claimed
for the motion picture that in encouraging the reading
habit among the masses, it is doing it in a manner
that would not be possible to the same extent through
any other channel.

—

"MADGE" (Edgbaston). I think vour auntv
deserves to win the l>et, for you have not followed
the rule at the top of these answers. But I will s»vi
you five shillings this time. I don't belong to the fa
sex, of course. Yes, Mae Murray was the star in " T<
Have and To Hold," and opposite her was Wallaei
Reid. Tom Forman and Raymond Hatton were also

>

rt'xt

meek.)

"picture show"
PERSONAL.

4
<
4

4
.j

TO WHITE TO YOl'R FAVOURITE
WHERE
FILM STAR. — You are kjndly

requested
not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
number of other queries that hare to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, ami
enclose it with a loose. 2d. stamp to the Editor,
The Picture Show, Room fco, The Fleetway House.
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. i, and it will he
forwarded b> the next mail. If the letter weigh*
more than 1 or. it will require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and nionUon The Picti hi
Show' to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that *uch letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.
large

Bernard Dudley, Marjorie
Film Co.,

10,

Villis, c/o

Harm*

Limes Road. Croydon.

Mitchell Lewis,

select

Picture*

Corporal ion.

Hollywood, California. U.S.A.

Francis Bushman, Beverly Bayse,
Morosco,

New

Y'ork City, U.8.A.

(More addresses next week.)

c/o Oliver
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Mr J A
Hammcrton

ISonltoUICkitienl K Shorter I Edmund Gosse

The Eminent

Literary Critics

Fi-ofCarl

.

Van Doren

who formed

OuiUer Couch

SirF

Prof

Wed more

I

the Editorial Board of

"The

The Masterpiece Library
The Thousand

Best Complete Tales of

art of

of Short
all

man, by

civilised

men and women everywhere,

all

ages,

by

alike

all classes

of

has acquired more range, variety
of interest, and general power of appeal than any other form
of literature.
It has cradled the imagination of primitive men
quickening
and children.
It has cemented human society by

sympathy with

all

the dramas and humours of

common

before has any work with the scope and interest of "The
Masterpiece Library of Short Stories " been presented. The realms of
literature of all ages and of all countries have been searched, and from each
the gems have been rescued for the delight and entertainment of the present
generation.
The Editorial Board of "The Masterpiece Library of Short
Stories " has rounded off the work of thousands of years of storytellers by
making the first grand monument of universal literature devoted to the
delightful, vivid, popular art of the little prose tale.
Leaders

living

Literature,

of

who

banded themselves together to select what
was most worthy in the whole realm
Short Story Literature
of .the World's
carry weight
are men whose names
Arthur
Sir
among all book-lovers.
English
Professor
of
Quiller Couch,
William
Sir
Literature at Cambridge
the
most variously
Robertson Nicoll,
;

gifted personality

among London

Editors

;

Edmund

Mr.

Gosse, one of the greatest
on English and Continental
Saintsbury, most
Professor

authorities
literature

erudite

;

of

Sir

Frederick

critic of

wide, rare

the critics

all

Wedmore, author and

;

Mr. Clement Shorter,
and
;
whose influence on literary opinion is so
Seccombe,
far-reaching
Mr. Thomas
whose delight is to discover buried
Mr. Richard le Gallienne,
literary talent
as highly honoured for his achievements
refined

taste

;

;

A
The

in prose
this

and poetry

in

country

in

;

America as he is
Brander

Professor

Matthews, of Columbia University, who
has made the art of the short story
his special sphere of literary
research

and interpretation Professor W. P. Trent,
of
Columbia,
an eminent
leader of
cultured America
Professor Carl van
Doren, leader of the younger school of
American literary
men these under
;

;

—

genera]

the

Hammerton,
wide

direction
of
Mr.
the Editor-in-Chief,

knowledge

and

critical

J.

A.

whose
judgment

make him

a past master in the production
of
interest-compelling
works,
collaborated
in
the
selection
of
the
Thousand Best Short Stories of all times
and countries that are presented in the
great literary achievement now
offered
to the lovers of what is best
in
the
world of books.

Magnificent Library.

twenty volumes, each a masterpiece

in

its

literature, constitute a rich library in themselves.

department of short story
Paper, printing, binding
the library volumes that are,

You have in
appearance on your shelves, a joy to possess a delight to
read not only from the quality of their contents, but also from the clearness

all

are worthy of the contents.

from

—

their artistic

of printing,

and richness

of the bindings.

POST TO-DAY
the coupon here, and you will receive by return of post an Aft
Prospectus printed in four colours describing the contents of
every volume in detail, illustrating the different bindings,
and explaining the very convenient Subscription Terms

upon which the complete library (and the Jacobean
Bookcase if desired) is obtainable.

SOUTH AFRICAN
the Central

Gaihennel Seccotnbe

Stories

Sent carriage paid
on payment of only

it

MEVER

The

le

Times and Countries

Loved

the Short Story pleases everybody.

by savage and

Trent

Masterpiece Library of Short Stories."

20 Sumptuous Volumes

in

HTHE

Prof Dl»iAr
Matthfiw-s

readers should please post the coupon U

News Agency, P.O. Box 1033, Johannesburg

life.

5/.
as first subscription.

Weak and

The Magic

that saves

Wasted Baby.
Weighed only

Made Strong

Not only saves on the clothes and household furnishings bills,
but saves all the trouble of Home Dyeing too.
Drummer
Dyeing involves little trouble no guessing no risk there is
just one standard Drummer for every class of fabric.
And if
the article will wash, it will take Drummer Dyes perfectly.

21 lb. when 2 years old.
by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

—

—

—

Mrs. Bcrcess, 41, Phythian Street., St. Helens,
J / • *
says
" My little Edith was bom with a peculiar swelling at the bottom of her back, and had to have an
operation.
After that she was always weak and
puny, and seemed to get thinner every day. She
did not eat well but just lay about, a frail little
thing with no spirit in her.
At two years old she
only weighed 21 pounds, and hadn't even begun
to walk.
I got everything ordered for her, and
did all I could, but it was no use. Then a friend
advised me to give her Dr. Cassell's Tablets. I did. and it was really
astonishing how they helped her. She picked up wonderfully, and quits soon
wns eating better than ever she had done. Then she began to put on fle >h
and became quite active. Now she is running about ever so well and strong/-'
:

Colour-trick

.

follow

Just

the simple directions

One Dye

The Universal Home Remedy for
Nccyous Breakdown
Anaemia

:

So easy

Spinal Weakness
Neuritis

Try

Indigestion

Back Pains

Hats,

Drummer Dyes

are sold by Chemists,
Grocers, and Stores, everywhere.

Be sure

pay no morc"than the price printed

to

on the packet.

Dr.Cassell'sCo.,

Nervous Debility

Malnutrition

Sleeplessness

Wasting Diseases

Specially Valuable for Nursing Mothers and during the
Critical periods of Life.
Home Prices : 1/3 and Si", the S'- size being the more
Sold by Chemists in all parts of the world.
economical.

will.

Casement Curtains,
Overalls,
Covers,
Blinds,
Scarves, Stockings, Socks,
Children's Clothes, Ties. etc.

"Drun-.rr.er" on:

Cushion
Blouses

relative
to
the
suitability of Dr.
Cassell's Tablets
in your ease sent
on request.

Kidney Trouble

Paralysis

to use.

Light Blue, Saxe Blue,
Navy Blue, Light Green, Dark
Green, Emerald Green, Brown,
Nigger Brown, Red, Cardinal,
Maroon, Jazz Red, Daffodil,
Heliotrope, Mauve, Black — you can

Obtainable in

Free
Information

—

each packet.

all Fabrics.

for

mix any shade you

Tablets

with

given

DRUMMER DYES

Dr. Cassell's
Ne^e

—

—

Write now for Free Booklet
"Th: Art of Home Dyeing"

Ltd.,

Chester Rd.,
Manchester,

WM. EDGE & SONS,LTD., BOLTON.

Eng.

j&otxfi* e*< tide J{$>e\ atta/yi&t

NAPTHA

CROSFI ELDS' ENGLISH
SOAP

burden of washday in many thousands of homes. Its
marvellous cleansing powers make it the

Sold by all

friend

Grocers and Oilmen.

lightens

every

of

the

housewife.

Crosfields'

Naptha Soap quiekly expels all kinds of
grease and dirt from the clothes. There
nothing so ingrained that

is

its

it

For overalls, boiler
kind of soiled garment

action.

every

will resist
suits,

and

is

the

it

unrivalled cleanser.
This

is

the

Crosfields'

Simply soap the clothes
allow

to soak,

when a

Xa

fit

well,

ha

Soaf)

roll

gentle rubbing

them

Method.
up and

and thorough
and grease.

rinsing will completely dispel the dirt

JOSFPII

CROSF

EI.D

AND

SONS.

I.IVITRD.

WARRINGTON.

NS4—11
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DOROTHY DALTON. — Her
Ootobor
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'JoJ. 1920.
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Ml! G.P.O,

AS A

Latest Picture, 16 x 10,

THE LATEST STEPS FOR THE DANCING

NEWS I'.U'KU.

INSIDE.
*^f*

*^

SEASON.

The dancing season has begun, and so as not to be behind the times, OR A CAREW has been practising new steps during
her spare moments. Here she gives an exhibition of the new Hesitation Glide for the benefit of her admirers.

*^

—

—
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WE PAY FIVE

Autumn

our unrivalled

TIMES AS MUCH

D

AISY

"TO make

CLOTHS, NAPS,
COATS.

—

—

Kindly state your needs,
will
be
sent

patterns

FREE.

FIVE TIMES as much
as is usual.
And Daisy, though it
costs us five Ims as much to make, only

Also great variety COS-

ingredients

lutely

safe

headache

you

costs

Value

better
for an

blouse Fabrics.

more.
First

Cloth

12/11

below).
Always keep a Daisy handy
and be prepared.

Lovely Striped Tweeds
Super
Tweeds, Check Desicn
"
Hith

15/6

little

—

—

Five times

TUME. DRESS and

extra halfpenny you pay brings
back wonderful value
it is a 550° o investand
it
makes the cure of your headment
ache certain- Most of the ordinary headache
cures are made with acetanilid, but Daisy is
Tree frcm that substance (see Dr. Wallace's

That

cure.

id.

~
MAVBO
LG
Cheek Blanket

LOTHIAN."

HORLEY

Medically Approved.

to

Reliable

Check

-ETC.,

ETC.—

18/-

Tweeds

Costume Fabrics.

EASBY
Striped Tweeds
H U NTLEY,

10/-

WIQTOK.
Check Tweeds
" CYLVIDA.

in .11
1^/11

NOTHING BUT
DAISY FOR HEADACHE.
future

16/6

KINTORE."

class

Daisy alone has received written medical
approval. It is everywhere recognised as a
pure and harmless preparation which removes
the pain absolutely, but has no effect on the
system.
Read the letter below, and decide
in

Fashiop for Coats.

MINNOCK

Mixture Blanket Cloth 12/11

letter

extra
halfpenny.

selection

TWEEDS. BLANKET
etc.. for
COSY and BECOMING

of

Daisy absolutely safe and
we pay for our
absolutely sure

is

Fashions

You are invited to write for

take

'

12/-

Striped Wool Tweeds
'

iQ/f>

10/0

Wool Check Tweeds

HORNBY
W.iol Serge,

The "PABKHLRST."

The Absolutely SAFE Remedy
P)A1SY h

Dr. Robertson Wallace writes

by

sold

64, Has/market. Picradilly drcut. Lt.udoi). IV.
Dfar Sirs.— Your Daisy Hrauachc Cure UMrWtfl
my complete approval, ami 1 am especially
plea^l to note that you have ii-placetl the

^stores and chemists
everywhere at 2d.
each.
(or

8

2 3.

for II-,

60

for

20
6

ingreuieut acctani]i<l lantcrehrinl,
by an hinnitely safer ami more certain principle,
free from any possibility of causing; injury to the
system. I lay yreat stress Iwth on its vrftctcucy

'-.

rteprfeulog

DAISY TABLETS
(specially

convenient

1/3

form)

per

DAISY

:

tin.

ami safety, ami compliment you on your commen ial courage in placing an unusually coetly
formula, at a reasonable charge, at the comiuaml
of the public.— Yours faithfullyf

Ltd.

LEEDS.

(SifneiJ)

Kolvitsou Wallace, M.H.,

CM.

A

without fur collar), fashionable belt, gauntlet cutTa.
Tailor built to measure.
Without fur collar

extra.

meut forms FREE.

Write

R.npperton, near Cirencester, suys
" I am most pleased to toll you what a
lot of Kood (Jcriuolene did when my
little girl, Irene, had a rash breakout
on her fnce. Mhe was about (our years
old at tho time, and had always been
healthy, nnd 1 was alarmed when 1
found this rash in patches nil over her
face.
Tho patehes wore red and about
tho size of a sixpence.
I tried vnriovs
treatments for Irene, but ,tho rash
did not go.
Thon I tried Oennolene,
simply smearing if on, and actually
in three days tho rash wa< quits
has never returned."
:

Psoriasis

Ulcers

And

all cut,

Ringworm

Cuts and Burns
Skin Eruptions

Chapped Hands

Pimples
Chilblains
ulcerated surfaces.
the more economical
From

itching, or

forger size
Prices 1,3 and 31- per tin.
Chemists and Stores everywhere.
Ask distinctly for Oermolene.
Koran
opinion
as lo the aultahlltt? of uermolena in your
Free Opinion nnd
case, with treatise on skin ailments, address The Vcno
__
.
Instructive BOOIC. DrutjCo., Ltd., Manufacturing Chemists, Manchest.
r.
',

Si

Stanningley

LINBY " COAT.

made, correct cut, suitable
(or plaiu. L-heck, or stripe.
i:

onratriped

"Lothian" lVead

OA

'(*

OU/O

Carriage Paid.

Other designs—
sec Catalogue.

Patterns of Cloth*

FREE.

•

Road,

Leeds.

Direct Offer
The

Kumont

Stylish

at

Single-Breasted.

from

mention

THE
PICTURE
SHOW.

Tailor-made throuyjiout to your own
measure menu.

45/-

\

Don't

MADE TO
MEASURE
:

send

FREE

money.
Patterns

and aellmeasurement form.
Booklet

ISIIftat
antra
charge for over
loch bust.)

«

Don't rfcluy,

RAMON 1

tend

p.c.

LTD.. Dept. 48a. Finsbury
lavement House, London, E.C.2.

f Stained Linen restored
to
Snow-white purity
smear a
ttain,

lit:

Movol ovet

I-

yet it isn't.
Juit
the ink or ironmould

and within a few minutes not a trace

of

the rnarlt will remain
TKAPI HARK

MOVOL
REMOVER

STAIN

A

iktmbltful

of Movol 1* the
rinsing wattr
will nntovf ik*

Hn$t

lour

I

from

tekite
clothti.

FromChemlits.
Orocers.dEc.ln

Removes Ironmould, Ruat,
Fruit and Ink Stains from
White
Linen.
Clothing.

or. If

Marble, &c.

tube to —

fir*

1,-

I

SONS. LTD..

Follow carefully the directions gh
tach 4ube.

A

6d. tabes,

yon can't

obtain
2

it,

lor

send
large

BOLTON.

<£%

y^S

Italian

WARM WINTER COAT
or

Double

please

tisers,

from Fashion Rooms

This beautiful model tailor-made,
prices far below ready-made*.

Adver-

with

W. EDGE

The Aseptic Skin Dressing

11

smart, useful Coat, well

Hartley & Co.,

to

Almost sounds impossible;

i

Piles
Itching

bruised,

A

to

-

82 6
extra.
FREE PalUnu.

communicating

Germo.'ene, the Aseptic Remedy, marks a
New Era In Skin and Wound Treatment.
Mrs. K. Chrpton, " The Barrack?,"

Rashes

mea&ine
from 90 upwards.
Overceats made to measure,
84 90 -, 97 6.
Patterns, styles, and mcasure-

WHEtK

Patches on Child's Face Quickly Cured

Soothes at a Touch

Tweed Suits matte

The

MADE
TO MEASURE
WITH MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

Red Rash

Eczema

your requirements.

ASK FOR PATTKKXS OF SUITINGS FOR VOUR MENFOLK.

Black Wallaby collar,

D21,

and

Uivy Tweed Suitings

il n
iT, 0

Please star

Grey Opossum collar 48/*

Atk for

14/11

Patterns FREE.

97/-

to

all colours

DOUGLAS

chaiuiing Coat twith or

72/-

11)111

;
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Paragraphs cP Pictures. Pfayj and Players

whether to laugh or shiver at the
dauntless
layson,

Ben Turpin, the

and the

fear of the

—

>

jealous

peril of the

Jimmy

winsome

Fin-

Phyllis.

»

Setting the Fashion.

men
POOR
originality
!

They
as

are never allowed any
regards
their
clothes.

W hen a girl

Famous Readers of tke " Pidlure
SKow."
No. 38. -SYBIL SEALEY.
Sybil Sealey, whom you
HERE
cognise as Buster Keaton's leading

will

ia

re-

lady.

was Monday morning very early and
who had been away for the week-end,

It

Buster,

had not

Sybil employed her waiting
moments with the Picture Show, but that was
n long time ago.
Sybil realised this was a paper
she must not miss she has her own special
copy these days.
arrived.

—

A

Rest

From Wrong-Doing.

wore flowers at the back of her
waistbelt instead of the front it was voted
" pretty," and thousands of girls followed the
idea, and a fashion was started.
But not so with men. If they wear a double
collar with a dress shirt, or a hard hat with a
morning coat, they are " incorrect." Even Mr.
Asquith was not able to popularise the latter.
One little question of this kind stopped work
at the Vitagraph studios during the filming of
" The Vice of Fools," in which Alice Joyce is the

SON, the

handsome

star.

star,

It all came about because one member of the
cast appeared in a white waistcoat and a dinner
jacket.
" I shall have to request you to change your
vest," said the director, " it is considered improper to wear a white waistcoat with a dinner

Pathe's thriller,
Great Gamble."

Ella Hall, who also appears in Metro proiuc-

jacket."
The actor declared that his dress was in order
and a discussion followed, during the course of
which no less than six exclusive tailors were
rung up and asked, " Is it proper for a man to

IT'S good to be good," says Wamer Oland but
the famous screen villain is only to enjoy
this brief respite from dark deeds for a
matter of days, during which he is having a short
holiday away from the studio. He is due back
in a fortnight's time, then
back to the screen,
and villainy.

while

"Eggs Agnes Ayres."

" Coals to Newcastle."

;

—

"

wear a white waistcoat with a dinner jacket ?
Without exception the answer came back that
it was not in practice the custom was in
order.
Thus one man, in the Alice Joyce cast,
appears"' garbed in a style which Dame Fashion
decrees is the last word in male apparel.

largest

a subtle fascination about the
and it seems that once the lure
is upon you it can never be thrown off.
Bessie Love was anxious to visit New York, and
travelled three thousand and more miles to get
is

responsible
way to serve eggs, and the
epicures are unstintingly praising her culinary
art.
This is Miss Ayres' recipe for " Eggs Agnes
dish.
for this tasty

is

Ayres."

HUTCHI-

intrepid serial
now appearing in

" The

flush.

The

—-

was keen rivalry in the Harold Lloyd
THERE
studio, although, fortunately,
was of the
it

good natured kind. Mildred Davis and
Snub " Pollard would each endeavour to
outdo the other in thinking of the drollest po3es
"

a photograph. When Mildred appeared ons
in an aviation helmet, a bathing suit, and a
" Snub " admitted
pair of army shoes,
hU
defeat, and gave up the contest.
for

day

BERT
of

Experience.

a born director," was the comment
Maxwell Karger, Metro Director
General, as he watched Bert Lytell'
directing a police-court scene in his forthcoming
film play, " The Misleading Lady," at Metro
" But I'm curious to know how he
studios.
appears so familiar with police-court methods.
is

own an automobile."

A Coming

An Unpardonable

The Language

Thrill.

performance of the role
of the heroine in a comedy fight in midair, above the clouds, is one of the thrills in
the coming Mack Sennett comedy " Married
Life."
But I hear that you will be undecided,
when you see this fast-moving mirth-maker,

is

Sin.

the usual thing for folk to pretend they are
the screen, yet this happened

IT someone else on
in

real

life

in

California.

An

impostor

representing himself to be D. W. Griffith has
been fleecing guests in poker games. But the
real Griffith, the renowned producer, says he

of

Victor.

there, eagerly anticipating all the sights that
she would see.
But when she got there she
spent most of her time in the motion picture
theatres.
Bessie reminds one of the London
'bus driver who got his first day oft in ten years,
and spent it riding round the city on a 'bus.

PHYLLIS HAVER'S

the

husband

tions.

Scoop out large firm tomatoes. Put in them
a layer of minced ham, on the top of the
ham drop a raw egg. Over the top sprinkle
some grated cheese. Bake for twenty minutes
Serve on toast with parsley.
in a moderate oven.
first

EMORY JOHNSON,

never played poker but once in hi3 life, when
he made the mistake of betting on a "busted"

He Had Had

restaurants has
OXEa newNew York's
THERE
Agnes Ayres
movies,
of

CHARLES

It looks suspicious."
The young star overheard, and turned
" You forget, Mr. Karger," he said, " that I
:

of

Gowns.

TERRY says that a screen actress can
ALICE
depict the character she
playing

by her

is

" You can pick out the vampire
on pictures at sight," she says, " because the

gowns.

vampire cut has become almost a uniform.

why

not express other types as effectively

I

™

So

She is to carry this idea into execution in the
forthcoming Metro production, " The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," in which she is
She aims to
to play the role of Marguerite.
express the dramatic significance of each scena
in the

A

language of

silks, laces

and

flounces.

Well-Earned Rest.

WILLIAM
star

FAR NUM.

th?

versatile

who has worked hard

for

Fox

over a

year at the Hollywood studios, is enjoying a well-earned holiday at his beautiful

home at Sag Harbour, Long Island. Upon
his return to harness, he will start in the newFox studios in New York on several important
productions.

An

Expensive Joke.

LLOYD admits that the joke
FRANK
himself, but that he'd laugh louder

You

notice

MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN

holds a fearsome looking axe in her hand.

then comes GEORGE BEBAN and MARJORIE DAW.
an orange grove in Los Angeles to make way for the new "

SOL LESSER,

Next to her

is

They have been cutting down
" Theatre.

First National

is
if

on
it

hadn't cost him a goodly sum of money.
When Mr. Lloyd isn't directing pictures at tha
Goldwyn studios, he likes nothing quite so well
He owns two, and his
a3 driving his cars.
greatest perplexity is in deciding which one ha
The other day he made tin
shall take out.
decision easily, for a reason which you vrdl
He was going pretty fast dowa
discover later.

—

—

-

—
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"

PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.
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"

Head Over Heels."

inimitable screen comedienne, Mabel
THAT
Normand,
about to take a few weeks'
is

a road, when, through some misunderstanding,
he collided with another car which rolled down a.
Mr. Lloyd was unhurt and so was the
ditch.
car he was driving, sp he went over to the
damaged car to see if anyone was injured. The
driver was quite intact but gazing ruefully at the
smashed auto. Imagine Sir. Lloyd's surprise
when he found that he had run into his own car.
Another member of the family had wanted a
" And the reason I
ride and had taken it out.
did not drive it myself," says Mr. Lloyd sadly,
" is that the insurance expired on it the day
before."

vacation in New York. But it is not
she deserves them, for she lias been
working hard just recently on a new Goldwyn
" Head Over Heels " will cause
production.
much mirth to all who w itness it.
"

before

A

talented British film star,

Miss Violet Hopson, will be sorry to hear
that she has been compelled to give up
her film work for a few weeks on account of
illness.
She has not been well for some time,
and has been advised to have a complete rest,
't his is very distressing for Miss Hopson, who is
one of those enterprising women who are never
content unless they are " up and doing." She
says that she is already looking forward to the
time when she can get back to work.
-

The Obstinate Dog.
l;

Trent's Last
the new Broadwest film,
IN Case," it was arranged to introduce a dog
howling, and the property man spent a busy
time rinding the sort of clog required. After
much searching, however, they found a disreputable-looking mongrel, which the owner

The

Irresistible Actor.

created quite a flurry at the
studio the other day when she announced
that she was going to have one of the
biggest stars in pictures appear with her in
" Held In Trust," the photo-drama from George
Kibbe Turner's novel. Viola Dana and Alice
Lake were agog with curiosity as Miss Allison
li
such a
sang the praises of the actor who was
consummate master of his art, of such splendid
intelligence, and was so lovablo that he was
irresistible."

show
Teddy

Finally they persuaded Miss Allison to

them his picture. She
Whack, the dog actor.

did.

It .was of

Have You Seen Her

?
Miss Leal Douglas shopping in Bond
Street the other day.
She tells me that her
last big part on the screen was that of Tiny
Higgs in the Welsh Pearson production, " Nothing Else Matters," which is shortly to be
She told me that she thinks that her
released.
best vimpire role was as Milady, in " The
Three Musketeers."

—- —

MET

I

Sylph-Like Gowns.

PEACOCK

in all its regal beauty shines
in. reflected light from the glory of the
"
gowns worn by the " Madame Peacock

In her newest
personified by Mine. Xazimova.
picture of that name this brilliant actress will
dazzle the feminine world with her array of
They embody that
typical Nazimova'Creations.
sinuous stylo that is so becoming to the great
artiste. Several costumes of soft, clingy material
have the long, loose lines that only serve to
accentuate her sylph-like form.

The Storm Scene.
scor.es are shown in
the Elsinore," the new
Metro production. Many people who witnessed the pre-release of this film expressed great
curiosity as to how theso scenes were screened.
As a matter of fact, they wero only secured
The first attempt to
after several failures.
picture tho storm was made at sea when the
Nature supplied
cruising
the
Pacific.
were
cast
this storm, but with little result, for this proved
It was then
to bo a blurred reproduction.
decided to build a replica of tho ship at tho
and was
This
was
100
ft.
in
length,
studios.
erected on a rocker to give the rolling effect of
the sea.
Tons of water were to be projectod across tho
deck, with etyptric flashe= to simulate lightning.
The actors were on the dryland schooner when
the water was catapulted from fire-hoses with
such force that the boat cracked in the contre.
After the ship was repaired, precaution was
taken not to repeat such a catastrophe, and the
scenes were f-uceessfully filmed.
" Tlio Mutiny of the Elsinore" was adapted
from Jack London's novel.

wonderful
SOME
"The Mutiny

storm
of

—-

*

The Homes

of England.
will be a touch of the Mother Country
Kathorine
MacDonald's newest picture;,
in
" The Second Latchkey."
The scenes of
the story are laid in England, and in order to
obtain the proper realism, director Edwin
Carewo insisted that genuine English furniture
be used. He therefore obtained some charming
pieces of furniture from the homes of prominent
English people now residing in Los Angeles.

THERE

A Yearly

Dose.

LAKE nursing a bad ea«e of sunALICE
burn as a result of a week-end trip to the
is

beach.
She refuses, however, to bo
greatly upset about it, as she declares that it
is a yearly event, and she is glad that it is now
over.
She is planning a real vacation a? soon as
her new picture, " Body anil Soul, " is comi

H. H. VAN
scenario for

LOAN, who

is

responsible

^or

the

many famous photo-plays. His latest
work, " The Virgin o( Stamboul," starring Priscilla
Dean, is said to be his finest work.

K.

E.

LINCOLN.

happy snapshot

of

A

FRANKLYN FARNUM

a

is

favourite star.

also smiling the smile

of

an assured welcome.

THERE."
FROM "OVER
News from Los
Angeles.

Notes and

MAY ALLISON

guaranteed would howl whenever desired.
Accordingly the dog was transported to the
studio grounds, a brass band hired, and the
producer prepared to take the scene. The
members of the band played for all they were
worth, discord and harmony, but the dog simply
Eventually the producer gave
refused to howl.
it up as a bad job "and dismissed the band.
Just as the camera-man was preparing to pack
up his camera, however, someone in a house
This was quite
near-by commenced to sing.
sufficient, for the mongrel threw back its head
and howled as only a dog can- howl. The result
was all that can be desired, and the mongrel will
make his debut in " Trent's Last Case."

A

Diligent Worker.

ADMIRERS of the

pleted, and it will then be too late in tho year
for her to worry about the burning process.

Fay Film;r.

A "Jill of All Trades."
ROSEMARY THEBY, who

is to play the
leading feminine role in the gorgeous film

production of " Kismet," is in every way
an extremely capable young woman. She has
designed and made most of the beautiful dresses
which she is to wear in the famous Eastern story
and makes a speciality in her spare time of
knitting silk and woollen sweaters' of every hue
and design to wear with her sports clothes. She
is also a very clever mechanician, and not only
can she drive her car. but at a pinch dissect its
innards, take it to pieces and put it together
again.
In fact, a free morning generally finds
her in overalls doing garage work. She counterbalances these rather masculino accomplishments
by a variety of domestic virtues, however, for
she has made a hobby of interior decoration,
and can cook an exceedingly good dinner.
:

Successful Intervention.

STEVENS, the
EMILY
actress, after a long

famous 3motional
absence from the
screen, is returning to the flicker world in
a story entitled " The Sacred Flame."
Miss
Stevens is related to Mrs. Fiske, one of America's
leading actresses, and it was through the
intervention of her famous cousin that Emily
finally succeeded in overcoming her mother's
prejudices against a theatrical career for her
Miss Stevens entered Mrs.
talented daughter.
Fiske's company and received every benefit of a
thorough dramatic training.

Anything for a Change.

RAYMOND
character

HATTON,

probably tho finest
actor on the screen, is a past
master in the art of make-up, and has
played the parts of men of every age and type
crooks,
politicians,
actors,
doctors,
kings,
Now, it
lawyers, press-agents, and reporters.
is a well-known fact that most stars cherish a
secret hankering to do something outside their
usual line of work, and the versatile Mr. Hat ton
owns that it is his pet ambition to play
" straight " parts, and for once in a while to bo
Once he got the chance in Cecil do
just himself.
Mille's production. " You Can't Have Everything," and since then ho has got sort of restless
and longs to abandon the crepe hair, the artificial
wrinkles, and tho old character clothes, and
become as well known as Raymond Hatton as
he is as John Trimble of the unforgettable
" Whispering Chorus " or " Tho Firefly of
France."
-»-

A

Loss to Filmland.

THE whole
Clarine

world is mourning the death
Seymour, one of the most
promising of Griffith's younger stars, who
film

of

first made her name as tho «Cutio Beautiful
Tho Girl Who Stayed at Home." Miss
Seymour was taken ill a few days ago with

of "

acute intestinal trouble, and it was decided to
operate immediately in the hope of saving her
life.
At first her condition gave grounds to
hope that she would recover, but she gradually
weakened and died after a four days' illness at
the Miscricordia Hospital in Now York. At
tho time when she was stricken she was playing
nn important part in the new Griffith producWay Down East," and a brilliant future
tion,
was predicted for this beautiful yotuig girl,
though unhappily it was never to bo fulfilled.

Elsie Codd.

Pi'ture Show, Octoltr 2nd, 1920.

1

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE "PICTURE SHOW."

surprise to learn that she is very much at borne in an afternoon dress presiding over the tea
table.
Here is the evidence, caught in her dressing-room the other day, when she was
Chatting with Mrs.
EARLE.

EDWARD

congratul

>tes

him on

bis

win in the
Tournament.

South

California^

Golf

j

PRISCILLA DEAN with her new leading man — STANLEY
GOETHALS — in '"Outside the Law." By the serious expression
on the

little

man's face one would imagine she were praying for
him to be a good boy.

In " reel " life this is the villainess who pursues Ruth in " Ruth of the Rockies " ; but in
"real " life Ruth pursues her with a chair, as the villainess has just sprained ber toe.

Picture S'how. October 2nd. 1920.

SPLENDID SERIAL STORY.

BEGIN TO-DAY!

Tk^&UlC&pR HIS
Read This

First.

twelve
Sweet
THEamong
them John Galloway, who spent much
passengers,

Alice carried just

of his time in a harmless flirtation with

An

EntkralUng Story of

Irma,

doned gold claim.
Galloway had a contempt for Mallet, who treated
all girls as fair game, and was openly disgusted when
Mallet talked of Athalie Railton, the

was on his way to marry,
bad heaps of money.

girl

whom

he

chiefly because her father

The night before they are due to land the boat has
a collision and slowly sinks. John Galloway attempts
to rescue Irma Gale.
He entices her to take the vacant seat in one of the
A violent explosion
boats, and then goes on deck.
renders him unconscious and throws him in the water.
When he recovers, he finds himself in bed, with a
nurse attending him and calling him Mr. Mallet. Sho
tells him that he is sole survivor of the wreck.
Although he protests that he is not Dyson Mallet
no one believes him, but think that his brain has
become a trifle unhinged by the shock of the wreck.
He meets Athalie by chance one day, rendering
assistance to her car.

A

From
RAILTON

Voice

ATHALIE

the Past.
was accustomed to

before her dressing-table glass for
perhaps the normal amount of time which
a pretty girl allows herself for that captivating
business of making herself prettier.
This evening she sat a little longer because
the occasion was one which she deemed of
importance. Once or twice when sho shut her
eyes she fancied she could hear the rustle of the
wings of destiny.
sit

She was an

intellectual girl,

—

and although

in

the last three weeks ever since that meeting
with Galloway on the high road romance had
rather run away with her, she was still capable
of an intellectual outlook.
,
And her intellect whispered to her that if
the stars in their courses were propitious, events
were going to shapo destiny for her to-night.
And sho was glad.
But in spite of her gladness there were traces
of tears, and her eyes needed a little attention
which was not called for in the ordinary way.
In the last three weeks lifo had whirled
swiftly for her.
Old beliefs and old prejudices

—

had been brushed away like cobwebs.
For instance, she had learned that a man
could change his whole naturo completely in
seven years of world wandering.
The new Dyson Mallet, in all tho essential
matters which concern and attract a woman,
was no more like the old one than fire is liko
water.
Also— anu this was a matter which concerned
herself entirely
tho vows which she had mado
with regard to this same Dyson Mallet had
dissolved themselves into thin air, and sho had
let them dissolve without a struggle.
By means of ponderous hints which he
flattered himself were subtle, her father had
dinned Dyson Mallet into her ears until at
times sho was almost frantic.
There had been so much of it that in time sho
had grown to hate the name and to hate tho man
it represented. She told herself a hundred times
that if ever there had been tho slightest possi-

—

of her' marrying Dyson
Mallet,
tho
parental attitude had effectually disposed of it.
If he were tho last man on earth sho would not
bility

marry him.
Also, from what she had hoard of him whilo ho
was abroad not from her futhor but from
others he was the sort of man for whom sho
hod nothing but a fierce contempt.
And after meeting John Galloway on tho
High Boatl all these things had rather swiftly
faded away, and seemed now to belong to

—

—

another part of her

life.

Man

Fight Against Fate and of

Irma

however, took things a little too
Dyson
seriously, so John left her more to herself.
Mallet, John's partner was quick to take his place.
Dyson Mallet and Galloway were homeward bound
from Khodesia, where they had taken up an abanGale.

a

s

a

^fVonderful Love.

Since she had so quickly seen through
Galloway's pose as a motor expert, they had
met six times. Three times had been by accident, although as far as Galloway was concerned,
the accidents had been deeply laid and skilfully
carried out.
The other three had been a matter
of deliberate arrangement.
Twice since that first meeting he had, with
increasing feebleness, mentioned the matter of
After which, rinding
the mistaken identity.
that it seemed to trouble her, he had held his
peace on the subject, and tried not to think of
it

afterwards.

That was the cause

of Athalie's tears.

In spite of his apparent level-headedness and
even mental keenness in ordinary matters, in
this one particular, so it seemed to her, he was
unbalanced. She had heard her father speaking
of it, and
to be strictly truthful, had not
previously perhaps shown so much sympathy
as she might have done.
But since the motor-car incident all this was
different.

a man's mind by
had gone through was a
tragedy for her.
But it only drew her closer to him, touching
the mother love which had. been dormant in her
the

This dislocation of
horrible experience he

now.
Sho had not yet been to his house, nor he to
hers.
But to-night lie was coming.
a late summer one given
It was a hunt ball
by her parents. The house was not big enough
to accommodate many dancers, but the weather
promised to be on its best behaviour, and an
overflow on to the lawn was expected.
Mr. Railton had allowed it to be known that
the event was in the nature of a celebration of
until

—

—

Mallet's return, although.it was common
gossip that he was not yet in a normal state of
mental health.
The doctor, who saw his patient but seldom
now, had agreed with Railton that the mild
excitement of tho function might bo good for

Dyson

him.
in Galloway's manner at their
meeting, even more something
which she had read in his eyes, had sent her
heart off at a wild gallop.
Yes, she believed destiny was fluttering its
wings over her to-night. From that moment
when sho had read the message in his eyes her
heart had not altogether resumed its ordinary

And something

last

—

stolen

*9

She knew that whatever happened to-night,
or in the future, the waters of the lake would
never bo quite tranquil again.
Hers was not the only internal storm.
John Galloway looked into the glass as she did.
and saw himself grown haggard in the last few
days.
He had just got himself into one of Dyson
Mallet's dress suits, which fitted him like paint,
and was struggling with one of his white tics.
There was a desperate look in his steely blue
eyes.
If Billy O'Farrell, who sweated in that
hole in the ground in Rhodesia called the
Calamity Jane, could have seen him at this
moment, lie would have known that look in
John's face very well.
It meant that he wr as asking something of life
which he was not likely to get ; and if Fate
stood in the path with a flaming sword so
much the worse for Fate.
Just before starting on his short walk to the
Railton's, Mrs. Weston, his capable housekeeper, waited for him in the hall.
It was the first time sho had seen him in
evening-dress, and she was distinctly impressed.
Whatever his mind might be, she thought ho
was physically as near perfection as any man
she had seen, and was as good looking as any
man has a right to be.
But she did not liko the look in those steely

—

eyes of

his.

" You're not looking any too well to-night,
" How are you feeling ? "
Mr. Mallet," she said.
" Fit as a fiddlestring," ho answered, smiling.
" You haven't looked the thing for several

days past. I don't think the nurse should have
left you so soon."

Ho laughed.
" It's very kind of you to worry over me,
" But you'ro wasting
Mrs. Weston," he said.
your sympathy. Everybody seems determined
mo as an invalid, and if you all keep on
I shall get to like it.
I haven't had much
pampering in my life, and it's a change. But
I'll let you into a secret.
There is nothing tho
matter with me whatever, and I'm strong
enough to get out of this room by pushing my
way through the wall, if necessary. What's
to treat

that

— a letter for me

" It

came by

luxnding it to him.
" Poor fellow "
!

times frankly disappointed at

into other channels.

;

it.

heart, it seemed to her, had always boon
liko a placid lake, deep perhaps, but always
still,
set in tho mountains and sheltered by

Her

them from turbulent winds.
In tho past presentablo young men, quite a
number of them, had sought with praiseworthy
zeal, to make some sort of a commotion in those
waters.

They had quite definitely failed, and she had
come to the conclusion that she had no heart.
It was a disappointment, because sho had
always cherished tho belief that some day a man
would stir tho deeps in her. And if sho had been
asked for tho ono man in her circle who was tho

a storm.

to

do

Dyson

And now

she

said,

as

she

fool ? "
he told himself. " You're
disaster, dishonour, ignominy."
But he clenched his teeth, ground them
togethor, and deliberately forced his thoughts

headed for

indicated

post,''

murmured,

watched him walk down the well-kept drive.
Galloway was no sooner out of the house
than he started thinking at a tremendous rate.
What was he doing ? What sort of road was
this down which he was plunging headlong-?
What in the name of Heaven would be the end
of this business if he kept on as ho was going ?
Again he came upon a milestone showing
the mileage to London.
" Why don't you cut and run, you mad,

Sho had always been rather remarkable for
ami
her serenity. It was natural, not a pose
she herself had been a little surprised and at

least likely

she

pitiful

tranquility.

still

"

?

to-night's

this

thing

sho would have

Mallet.

this very

man had come —como

like

He had been doing this for days past now.
Living in the present. Thinking of the past
littlo as possible, and deliberately turning his
back on the future.
Again he ground his teeth. Somehow in tho
last few weeks the essential man in him had
changed. Tho great light had shono upon him
was still shining. Come what would ho could
not turn his face from it yet.
A native vein of obstinacy which had served
htm many a good turn in the past, served him
now a bad one. To distract his thought* ho
took tho letter from his pocket which Sirs.
Weston hail handed him.
Ho found it was addressed in an appallingly

u

—

—

bad hand probably a woman's
was addressed, of course, to Dyson
(Cintinned on

pom

8.1

writing.
Mallet.

It
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF PAULINE FREDERICK
{Special to the " Picture Show.")

PAULINE FREDERICK
The Great

Emotional Adlress of the Silver Screen.

PAULINE FREDERICK,

who has
earned the reputation of being the
actress
on the
emotional
finest
screen, made a great name on the stage
With
before she took to cinema acting.
the exception of Nazimova no screen
actress cau portray so powerfully thoso
great emotions on which the silent stage
Suspicion.
has to rely to tell its story.
In addition to 'her powers of dramatic expression. Miss Frederick
has one of tho most perfect profiles. A well-known photographer, who
lias posed nearly all the noted film stars of America, says that she has
the most perfect profile he ever saw. The line of her cKin and throat
is a joy to sculptors and artists.
In fact, she is known as possessing
the " face of a thousand expressions."
And back of her lovely face
there, is a keen intelligence and fine imagination.
Her face mirrors her
thoughts and emotions in a most expressive way, and it is this faculty
for showing what she feels which makes her one of the greatest screen
stars of to-day.

to perform.

the

title

of

This questioning won for her
the human question mark.

But she has never regretted her inquisitiveness, and avers that if more screen
actresses took pains to study the medium
through which their work is shown to the
public, there would be fewer good-looking

and intelligent actresses appearing, at a
Trust,
disadvantage in films. But Miss Frederick
not
says that she would
return to the legitimate stage for anything,
for she finds a peculiar pleasure in performing for the movies that no
amount of success on the stage can give one.
Her husband, Willard
Mack, writes the majority of her scenarios, and these which, of
course, are written with special regard to her abilities
are just the kind

—

—

of stories that she loves to act.

The Power

of the Pictures.

avers that the motion
MISSforFREDERICK
good or
and thinks that there are

picture is a great power
evil,
no limits to its possibilities.
of her pot hobbies, which she hopes one day will be realised,
is to have a company find the real atmosphere for their stories instead of
faking it. She says that " results would outweigh all expense incurred
if the whole company were taken to the actual places wherein the scenes

One

An

Early Start.

was born in the City of Boston, Massachusetts,
MISSandFREDERICK
was educated in the private schools of that city. When she

were

was quite a child she expressed a desire to go on
the stage, and while still a school child she played
" When
in
Mrs. Black Came Back " before
the
Dorchester Woman's Club. Her first professional effort
was in Boston, where she sang in a vaudeville theatre.
From this she graduated to the chorus of a musical
comedy, where her vivid and exotic beauty
marked her for a part in a new play, " The

Atmosphere means everything in
and the right environment would
have a splendid effect on the actors in getting
the best results from them."
a

laid.

picture,

Her

New

Horse.

Little

FREDERICK likes music
MISSwhen
she
at work on a

ability in another
in a new play

picture, for she says that it
helps her to get into the right mood
for the part she is playing.
So a

Gray Lady."
Soon Miss Frederick discovered that she had
branch of theatricals, and
showed such remarkable
dramatic power that she was persuaded to
remain a dramatic actress. Her most remark uble performance on the legitimate stage wa^
as Potiphar's wife in " Joseph and His
Brethren."

It

so

firmly

fixed

her in

is

violinist
who thoroughly understands the star's taste is usually
stationed in the wings, and he plays
softly while she is acting before the
camera.
She lias three cars and a horse,
and can handle any of the four,
although until a few weeks ago
this statement would not have been
truthful unless the horse had been
left out.
For she has only learned
to ride the horse during the past
few weeks. This new acquisition
of skill came as a result of some
scenes in Miss Frederick's latest
Goldwyn picture, '* Roads of Destiny," in
which the star was required to ride a horse. She
felt rather shaky as she was helped into the
stirrup, but the horse was a docile creature,
and in less than no time she was quite at
home on the animal. Now she likes nothing
better than a canter on her new possession
whenever she has the time to spare.

the

dramatic world that important producers
began to bid for her services on the screen.
Her dramatic abilities were even better
adapted to the screen than the stage, and
from the very first her success was complete.

The Human Question Mark.

FREDERICK has a charming
MISS—there
infectious mirth

smile

about

is

it,

and those who

see it are compelled to
There are many, however,'

smile with her.
who admire her most in pensive mood when
the corners of her mouth have a sad little
droop, and the big grey eyes have a faraway look. Anyone who has the good fortune
to talk with her has the chance to see all
these changing expressions, for her mobile
countenance changes constantly with her
passing thoughts.
Although she is keenly wrapped up in her
acting she takes more than a passing interest
in the actual working of the motion pictures.
She says that when she first came to it,
the studio was like a vast park or menagerie
to a child, and that she spent much of her
time looking around and asking how this
and that was done.
She wanted reasons,
explanations, and until she got them refused

you want to write to her, address

If

your

PAULINE FREDERICK.
The Mrs. Patrick Campbell

of the screen.

letter

:

Miss PAULINE FREDERICK,
Robertson Cole Productions,
1600, Broadway,
New York City.

"

-
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" I am not a bit tired, and I like a strenuous
time.
When I go to a dance I like to dance."
" The young bloods of the neighbourhood

Honour.

He had not yet quite got over the natural
repugnance to opening another man's letters,
and he shrugged his broad shoulders as he tore
flap of the envelope.
" I am using another man's money, living in
his house, wearing his clothes," he muttered

up the

May

"

grimly.

as well open his letters."

>

This letter was a shock. It was an illiterate
There were
scrawl, without date or heading.
some suspicious blots on it which looked like
It ran
tears.
:

" Darling,
this

—Why

are

you treating ma

You have been home

?

like

for nearly three

months, and you have never given me a word
or a look or sent me a line.
Are you pretending that you have forgotten
me ? Oh, you cannot be so cruel as that after

—

am

Dearest, don't think I
after nil the past.
complaining. I am not. I know how careful
know. But you used to
I
to
be.
you have
And you never used to
see me before often.
pass me even in the village without stopping to
speak to me.
" And since you have been home you have

passed me three times, and looked at me as if
you did not know me. I know it is a long time,
but I know you have not forgotten because of
your letters.
" You have been ill, and I have longed, oh,
dreadfully to be by your side to nurse you.
Who has a better right to nurse you than I ?
But you are better now, because I know you have
been out walking the country for miles around.
" Won't you come and see me, dear, and tell
me that you are still the same, and that you have
not forgotten all the past ? While I am alive I
shall never forget.
" This is Wednesday.
I shall wait for you
to-morrow night in Morden Woods you know
where, dear, under our tree. Come to me there,
dearest, like you used to, and tell mo that you
Ever your very own,
are still my own boy,
" Alice."

—

—

Galloway read this missive through twice,
and drew his hand across his brow.
" Living in another
" he whistled.
man's shoes is not to be a matter of such sweet
If I have to
apparently.
all
simplicity after
take on the other man's love affairs it is going
to be exciting."
He examined the envelope. It had been
posted in Talverton, the market town, about five
miles away.
His impression was that if had como from
soma girl or woman in the village who had
purposely posted it in Talverton.
He replaced tho letter in his pocket. Thcro
"

Phew

!

was nothing to be done about it.
He knew Morden Woods. Tho place was
not more than a mile from his own door, or
Dyson Mallet's door. But tho woods were
pretty extensive, and his hopes of finding a
"
mysterious trysting place

known

as " our treo

were slim.
Moreover he did not want to find

it.

More-

over again, at ten o'clock that night he expected
to 1)0 very much engaged elsewhere.
But tho letter effectually diverted his thoughts
from those other matters which would not stand
reflection*

A Breaking of Barriers.

for tho sixth dance.
GALLOWAY claimed her
much besieged by tho

He had

found her
youth of the county, who were not at all
disposed to give him all his own way.
He led her out on to the lawn, which was gay
Her eyes
with fairy lamps and paper lanterns.
The subtle
were flashing with excitement.
indefinable scent of her made his head swim.

The consciousness of her nearness tho light
the knowledge
touch of her hand on his arm
hat that flash in her eyes had come for him and
these were things which were
for him alone
;

;

t

—

thrilling

him

strangely.

Already some stern resolutions which he had
made before he started out wero going by the
board.
to dance ? " he asked, looking
into the glancing lights of her eyes.
" Yes, if you please, kind sir," sho answered
"That is what wo are
with a nickering smile.
here for."
" I thought perhaps you were tired, and would
"

Do you want

down

Some of these young sparks have
a rest.
been giving you a strenuous time."

like

seem to

like it too.

They

all

seem very fond

of you."

" I like

them

all to

be fond of me."

" And me ?" he questioned.
She did not answer. But she turned her head
away and would not meet his questioning eyes.
" Do you like me to be fond of you, Athalie ?"
he whispered.
"I should not like to think that I bored you."
" You don't. Make your mind quite easy on
that point.
But I am going to bore you now."
" How ?" she flashed at him quickly, with a
-

—

fleeting glance instantly averted.
" With this dance.
strong
Dancing is not
In
golden youth I never had much
point.
time for it. I have been told that I dance like
a cow, which is fair criticism, and, between you

my

my

and me, rather hard on the cow."
She tapped his arm lightly with her fan.
" That is called fishing for compliments.
You know you were always the best dancer in
the county, and dancing is like swimming it

—

is

a thing one ne%-er entirely forgets."

before ever I saw you ; and I shall always love
you.
" That is all. Whether you will find that
any excuse for me, or whether it makes matters
worse, I don't know.
But that, at least, is the
truth, if all the rest is lies."
" Dearest," she whispered, " don't talk like
that.
You are hinting me so. I understand
everything.
I know what you are thinking."
" You understand nothing. You know nothing.
If you did you would walk straight away
from me here and never willingly see me again."
" Dearest," she said.
" Listen to me.
You
have told me that you love me. Is that the

truth?"
" If there
the truth.

is any truth in me, Athalie, that is
You never need doubt that, and I
shall never change."
" Aud I love you, dear," she answered.
"I
tell you so now, if I have not told you already.
That is the great thing, and that is all that
matters.
These troubles of yours are nothing.
Believe me, dear, they will disappear, and I
I should be a
will help you to overcome them.
poor creature indeed if I allowed them to make
any difference."

They laboured down the length of the lawn,
and she looked up at him frankly laughing.
" This if you please sir, is a waltz. I don't
know what you are trying to do with it."
" Nor do I ?" returned Galloway ruefully.
" But I told you the truth before I started.
Now what do you think of my dancing ?"

" But, my girl, they make all the difference.
Great heaven, I have no right to lift my eyes
to you for a moment."
" I give you
" You have," she silenced him.
You have told me that you love me,
the right.
and I have the right to give my love where I
Very well then I give it to you. Now,
please.
you have made me very happy. More happy
than I can tell you. Don't spoil it for me. Let
us be content with our happiness to-night.
We will face these troubles of yours afterwards, and be sure you will not find me afraid
of them."
" But I am not the man you think I am," he

—

" Well, I think it is not so good as it used to
and that's being generous."
" Thank
you. I expected much worse.
Suppose we give it up before worse happens ?"
Under the trees where the fairy lamps were
not, they walked for several minutes in silence,
her hand lightly on his arm, the intimate perfume
of her enveloping him, so that he could think of
nothing but her thrilling beauty and sweetness.
In all his life he had never known girl's love
or woman's love as he was beginning to know it
now. Ho had been too busy trying to hew
a living out of a reluctant world to concern
himself much with visions of romance.
They went on a few steps and became separated
It was so black here under the
in the darkness.
But he
trees that they could not see each other.
could hear her
and always that bewildering
perfume of hers was in his nostrils, getting into
his brain it seemed and interfering sadly with
straight thinking.
" Where are you, Athalie ?" he murmured.
be,

began.
" You are my lover,
" Please," she begged.
and that is enough for me. I don't care who
you are or what you are I I love you. There,
You in. ike me blush
sir ; is that plain enough.
Are you convinced
at my own awful boldness.

—

now ?"
He took

her in his arms again, almost roughly.
" If only you meant that, Athalie.
If only
yoir'meant it knowing everything."
" I do mean it.
Whether I know everything
Now let us go back to tho
or not I mean it.
others or we shall be missed."
He kissed her again less wildly this time, and
she kissed him in return.
With a little sob of pure happiness she slipped
her arm through his, and they walked back

;

"

Here."

She put her hands on him, and he could just
see the luminous white of her neck and arms
and the sheen of her dress.

And

moment

together to the lighted lawn.
Hero several excited partners

who had missed
and she was whirled
away. But not before she had thrown him a
look which would have made a happy man of
any of thoso others who sought her so per-

.

painfully erected
He cduld hear the thud
barriers went down.
of their collapse beating in his brain, mingled
with the distant strains of the music on the lawn.
He found her in his arms, pressed to his heart,
her hair in his face and all the feminine sweetness and fragrance of her crushed against him.
not unwillingly, but with a wonderful passion of
surrender.
In the darkness their lips met in long disHo held her closer kissing
tracting kisses.
her eyes and hair, murmuring almost inarticulately

tho next

all his

their dances claimed her,

sistently.

They did not meet again until they said goodHe had two other dances on hor programme, but as she had missed two during that
momentous time when they were absent from
the lawn, she had to give, these to the disnight.*

appointed ones.
For a moment when they said good-night on
the lawn, she drew him into the shadows, aud
greatly daring, put her hands on his shoulders
and raised hor pure young face to his.
He kissed her reverently as if she were a sacred
There was a
thing, as indeed sho was to him.

:

" I love you
Oh, my
I love you, Athalie
sweet, wonderful girl, how I do love you,. dear !"
How long this endured neither of them know.
It seoincd a bewildering, sweet-scented eternity.
Then abruptly ho held her away from him, and
sho heard his voice broken and hoarse like tho
voice of another man
" Miss Railton, Athalie, forgive me, if you
I'm a madman. I must bo out of my
can.
mind. I'm an impostor. I have no right to
speak to you like this. No more right than any
man out of the street who has never seen you
before."
" Don't, don't dear," she murmured brokenly.
" Don't speak like that.
You must not. I
won't let you say those things."
!

!

glisten of tears in her eyes.
I am so
He would
•'

:

She would have put her hands on

frown on his
his mouth.

face, she

put her soft fingers over

And so she left him, and went to her white
room, eager to be alone so that she could taste
her cup of happiness to the full.
Here she experienced a young girl's most
perfect happiness.
Only once or twice she thought of those wild
words of his, and tho troubles which ho spoke so
gloomily about. Sho put them aside with a
confident smile.
You see, she thought his only trouble was this
strango hallucination of his due to the shock
of tho wreck.

his shoulders

again, but he held her off.
" Help
" Listen, Athalie," ho said sternly.
me to keep calm. It is hard enough. And
forgive
ino
later on, when you know all, try to
if you can.
I am
I am an impostor.
I say again.
living a lie, and 1 have no right to speak to you
you
or to
I am not fit to touch
ns I havo done.
speak to you. But one thing 1 said to you was
the truth, ami I am going to say it again.
" I lovo you.
1 havo loved you for years,

happy," she murmured.
have said something, but seeing the

WW

that he
it ho had conof
his
lovo.
her
sidered it unfair to
She loved him all the more, because of what sho
considered his honourable scruples.

Somehow he had discovered
mentally infirm, and because of

•

tell

(To be continued.)
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'T'HAT'S

a very pretty little frock of yours,
Miss Paige," I remark.
" Yes, I'm wearing it in my picture
with Earle Williams."
" Oh, if you two are going to talk clothes "
Must be getting
breaks in Ryan " I'm off

1

—

!

back, anyway.

Cheerio

"

!

PICTURELAND.

IN

Representative
Described by

Life

" lolling," though there's no
chap alive than Hart.

Collecting

H ims

he

is

be

making.

looking

off

the screen than

'"Funny how they

on.)

me

in the ' strong
silent ' stuff.
1 get heaps
of letters from your read-

all like

ers, begging mo never to
give up that type of role."

Lunch
and then

is

brought

in,

follows a yarn
such as one rarely has
the opportunity of enjoying.
chap,

Great

Hart.

—

Seen everything,

and which is more
done a tremendous lot of
thinking.

A

bit reserved

you know him, but
when you do, you feel
till

you've got a friend for

time to-day

I

am

photographed with a famous

and then
" Miss Paige wanted

(I
in a bracing wind.
find, too, I've extracted

here

is

ray latest portrait

which I have been saving

my

best for the

"
the set
" I'm so sorry, but
!

— my

for you.

Picture Show

very latest
Nothing but

I've bought

—a

fine

specimen."

Tea With Anita.

more on the road with a certain house
ONCE
on the mountain-top for my destination.
find
the family at home — Anita and
all

I

devoted husband and manager, Rudolph
her
mother,
and her younger
brother George, who is also of the picture
her

Cameron

;

fraternity.

After tea Mrs. Cameron announces "I'm
going to show you round the grounds as a
reward for your patience."
" Wait," says Cameron.
" You both make
such a pretty picture don't they, George ?
that I'm going to get my camera right away."
And so for the fifth time to-day I have the
honour of being photographed with a famous star.
Twilight and a delightful saunter with my
hostess round her picturesque garden, and then
hearty handshakes and a promise to come again
soon.
Then [home and to bed, with the
pleasing and virtuous reflection that I've done
a good day's work in a good cause indeed

—

—

the service of the Picture
readers all over the world.
Lights out

Snow and

!

I

feel

long,

I've been for a
health-giving walk

some

useful
for voy.)

information

"I

Then

get heaps of letters from your readers, " confided Hart.
me in the ' strong, silent ' hero parts best."

"They

!

Larry's Leading Lady.
It's getting late, and there's Hart
Jove
but must just pop over to Larry Scmon's

BY —

!

studio

first.

in the thick of his new comedy,
as I watch him making a scene, I decide
clever
youngster is funnier with every
this
that
picture he makes.
I tell him so a little later
when he breezes up to me baggy trousers and
all
for a chat.
" So glad you think so, I try to give the public
i
But here is the little girl who
the best I can do.
is helping me."
Whereupon I am introduced to Larry's leading lady, and immediately beg for a photo of so
f

him

I find

hnd

—

—

,

charming a damsel.
" Nothing like the present," says the comedian. And hey, presto, in a few moments we
(In the photo you will
are all taken together
!

notice that I am so dazzled by her smile that I
looking at the camera instead of at her !)
few more words with Larry, and then I am
off in a cloud of dust en route for the Hart studio,
jit's a mercy there are no speed " cops " around,

am

A

Ifor

I

am

late.

A

Bite

on

special sanctum, a
man's retreat, with deep chairs
for comfort, souvenirs of his trips
the walls, and a leather lounge which invites

1FLND

With BiU.
W. S. in his own

regular

.

its

At the end of a
couple of hours with him

life.

on.

new saddle

star.

Miss Paige and I chat awhile, the little lady
giving roe details of her work and hints of her
hopes and ambitions that will make a real fine
interview when I come to set them down later,

" I must go," she says.

W

my legs, " I must
Promised to call on Anita Stewart."
ell," says Hart in return, pulling up his

six-feet-one,
I must haste, too, before the light
goes.
Come over again soon and I'll show you,

that

greets me with a photograph in his hand.
" Just take a look at this," he says.
" I
believe it is the very thing you are wanting.
How's that for the strong
silent one ?
And he
smiles his genial smile.
(Hart really is far younger
'

fifth

oft'.

"

He

'

So for the

" Well," I say, stretching

more energetic

Ho has just come off the set, and is still
dressed in the uniform of the mounted police,
as a member of which he appears in the picture

Photographs,
Snapshots.

With

elf.

made

Larry introduced us, and

I

was so dazzled by her smile,

I

looked at the camera instead of

at her.

like

"
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
A Novel Film.
VIDOR. has produced
KING
which forsakes tradition

truthful in its delineation.
this original film, which is called

Whether
" The Jack

Knife

Man,"

with

meets

success or not remains to be seen.

Better Films Wanted
this departure, Mr.
DISCUSSING
"

.

Vidor

There

is no reason
in the
a motion picture should
be arbitrarily confined to the eternal
love story.
There is no reason why the
motion picture should not have as wide

says

:

world

all the important theatres in Japan,
of the better ones in the northern
portion of China. Japan, he says, with
her usual keen insight, is making full use
of the manifold possibilities of the exhibition of motion pictures.
Tho theatres
devoted to showing the films in China are
cleaner and better run than in Japan, but
not with the same profitable result. In
the showing of films in Japan, there is a
big difficulty to contend with, the simple
translation into Japanese of the titles
would not serve, as the amount of translation necessary to make the meaning of the
foreign pictures clear to the Japanese mind
would be so lengthy as to interrupt tho
continuity of the film.
Ordinary actions
of the characters *hat would be perfectly
clear to the European, are like Greek to an
Oriental.
In order to get over this, a
professional "reader"
engaged, and
is
he declaims the story in a dramatic voice
as it proceeds. This difficulty is even more
apparent in China where there are some
thirty dialects to deal with.
It is an interesting fact that the best
picture theatres in China are British
controlled by the British Theatre Company,
registered
under
the
British
Company's Act. It is the largest moving
picture concern in China.

and most

and

incident

ANITA

ADAMS.

seen

a film
almost
youthful
entirely.
It eliminates the
romance, has no hero character such as all
photo-plays have possessed up to now, no
" sweet young thing " to be wooed and
won, no deep-dyed villain, and no carefully
built plot.
As a substitute for all these one
time motion picture virtues, we are told
that there is a character study story of no
particular value dramatically but rich in
its

K.

why

field
of endeavour as fiction.
Our
greatest stories are character studies quite
often with no hint of romance.
Why
should the photo-play be limited in its
scope ? Tradition and no other reason.
A tradition that should have been outlived
long ago.
tradition that had its foundation with the opinions and wishes of the
old-time picture-goer who for the most
part long since ceased \o exist.
" The picture public of to-day does nob
demand the time-worn eternal romance
as the basis of its motion picture fare."
I have not yet had an opportunity of
seeing this film, but every effort at origin-

a

A

My Most Difficult Scene

SIM

DRESSING
content with the usual boudoir dressingNOTroom,
Anita Stewart possesses a delightful

bungalow that stands in its own
charmingly fitted up with all the
most modern comforts, and each room is in
perfect harmony.
little

grounds.

It is

At her dressing-table.

.

years ago
SOME
down with

tho Church "looked
horror upon the cinema
camera.
I had to use' a country
church in a picture, and after being most
politely refused at twenty churches, covering an area of fifty miles, decided to take a
church without asking.
I had found a
beautiful church, with
a country inn
within a dozen yards, where my artistes
could dress and lio low until the coast was
ear.
I had quite a lot of work to do
lere, six or seven scenes, and it was in the
days when I could not afford to return
without having carried* out liiy programme for the day. The weather was
glorious, and after cautious Mooting, 1
decided that it was safe to put up tho
camera. Just at this moment the
sexton appeared, and began to work,
trimming up some evergreens, and it
looked as if lie had a week's work in
front of him,
Eor a moment I was
baffled,
What, was to bo done ? 1
couldn't ask his permission, because he
would havo to consult the vicar, and I
had already had twenty refusals. An

—

idea enmo to me an inspiration.
I
approached his majesty the sexton.
Would you oblige me by helping in a
'

—

I am a man short ?
1 just want
to go in my motor-ear to the railstation, and help a gentleman wjth
the bacgage, then come back to the inn
with him.' The man was" delighted to
bo able to help me.
Certainly, if it
on't take more than half an hour, sir.'
Take him for a ten-mile run, and

film

you

way

ave a break down,'
instructions

tho

to

my

\iero

private

chauffeur,"

Sidxev Morgan.

SIDNEY MORGAN,
'
'

producer of

His latest film, " Little

Progress films.
Dorritt,

the

is

afgreat success.

As I have
remarked before, picture-goers are becoming
wearied with the similarity of films, and
the effect is being felt by the exhibitor
in his pay box.
It is a relief to find that
British producers are breaking away from
the eternal triangle film," and are digging
ality

should bo encouraged.

This Week's Best Films.
leased

rinemas

names

literature

and

Films

of English

Qaumont

i

.

..

Junk
hlrrd

.,

Walturdam

:

".The Social Pirate
Elvidgk.

'.'

"The Bond Between"
George Berav.
" By Right of Conquest "
.

.

.

.

Non.MA Talmadqe.

INTERESTING

comparison between the
motion picture in Japan and China
is made by Edward Kinsila, who has

tho star artistes
.

history.

in the Orient.

for

during

of

list of the best
are being reexhibition
nt
the
this
week, and the

is

photo-plays

'

deep into tho rich storehouse

a
which

following

Till:

Yilogruph

.

.

" Beating

Harry Morey.

the

Odds

An

interior

vim

oi

cue

ol

the rooms.

It is

fitted

np

in

CfaiM

PirrrRE
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A lover'i pleading
wins her heart in
Jane Goes A-wooiog.'

—
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THEDA BARA—THE
WHO

SAYS SHE

1MET Theda

TIRED OF BEING A VAMPIRE.

IS

Bara upon her return from

Paris, whence she had flown soon
She
after her arrival in England.
had been having a rest there, she said,
but had also found time to do some shopping.
She was full of her purchases,

which

some

included

wonderful

truly

gowns

for her future productions, which
described to me with the zest and

she
animation natural to every normal, dressloving female.
In the midst of her description, I found
myself gazing at her open-eyed and almost

open-mouthed.
Noticing my expression, which shecould hardly fail to do, Miss Bara stopped,

Why,

that you have satisfied public
pres -agent and film company
what
"

Now

portray

1

hopo

to realise

women,

real

in return.

you're

real,

human

you're

"
!

and
1

"

ambition to

women,

natural

1

'

my

women

as

women,
Not all

their

trials,

my

pictures

you

vampires, you

and

know

—

know

I

joys

—genuine

and sorrows.

have

been

about

U ruler Two

Flags,'
and Kathleen Mavourneen, l'orinstance
and I am glad to say that in Australia,
where these two films have been shown,
'

I am not known as a vampire at all, but
simply as an ordinary film star who plays

natural roles,

I cried.

and that

to be known in future,
film work again."

thought you'd be different er vamyou know, and that you'd talk
well, as vampires are supposed to talk,

PRIOR
Miss

!

—

— —

I

pirish,

"

And

that's how
have started.
But it didn't.

interview

this

might

Searching For a
to

New

her visit

Play.

to

this

country,

Bara had been playing on the
stage in a drama called " The Blue
Flame." The critics did not say that it
was a great play, but the public took it,
not for itself, then for the sake of the
star they love, to their hearts.
Anyhow,

created a sensation in America, and
for Miss Bara is a practical
woman, and doesn't mind owning it—she
is
taking it on tour when she returns
(which she probably will have done by
the time these words are in print) to the
it

a matter

is how
1 want
when I take up

if

for this reason

Her Screen Debut.

AS

—

" Though, doubtless,
replied Miss Bara.
I shall always play emotional parts, for I
am essentially an emotional actress. I
hope
vamping days are over, and that
in future I shall be able to portray euc)i

" Sure " laughed Miss Bara ." What
did you expect ? "
" I I dunno," I stammered foolishly,
" But, somehow,
feeling all fussed up.

and

my

'

and looked at me
"

now

of fact, J

didn't expect
at all the sort

to find Theda Bara
of woman she has been painted all
these y ars, and I was not disappointed.
I found just what I thought I should
a real woman, and I can tell you she is
mighty nicer than the Theda Bara of

—

States.

Although Miss Bara's primary object
England was to take a thorough

in visiting

To commence with, she is the
very antithesis of a vampire in appearance
(though her hair and big brown eyes are
dark), and secondly, her manner and
fiction.

conversation, as I have indicated, are
those, of any other intelligent woman,
although I do not deny that there is a
certain distinctive quality about her
that the average woman would be glad

— and strive
And

— to

vain

in

possess.

you another thing not
only is Miss Bara miles from being
"
"
herself,
but she laughs and
a vamp
I'll tell

;

always has laughed, at the long line
of those weird creatures she has created
for the screen.

Then why, you will (not unnaturally)
ask, has she portrayed them ?
" Well,-" said Miss Bara, when I put
the very same question to her, " doubtscreen
less you know the history of
debut, how I was given the lead in a
picture called
Fool There Was,'

my

'

A

which not only achieved tremendous
success but, for

some reason

or other,

immediately stamped me upon the
how
public imagination as a vampire
The
I was next given a part in
Kreutzer Sonata,' with the same
result, and how, following upon the success
of these two films, I was offered a contract
in a series
to star— to star, mark you
;

'

—

screen stories written expressly to
present me in the type of role in which
I had achieved popularity.
of

THEDA BARA.
Her Future Portrayals.

DID

accept it ? I did. Never have
I liked being a vampire, and never,
of course, have I believed there
sich animal,' but since the
was any
public did, and liked to see me as one,
and since, too, starring contracts do not
hang on every rosebush, I con;ented to
become one. Naturally, all sorts of wild
rumours and weird stories about me sprang
up, and naturally the company for which
I was working exploited my (supposed)
vampirishness to the full, but fundamentally it w<is neither film company nor pressI

'

ogen
public
"

who made me what
!

I £<m.

"

And new

that

you aie

rce.

It

w is

the

Miss Bara;

me that she had been looking
around for a suitable stage play to take
back with her, though how far she had
been successful she did not state. Upon

rest, she told

this information, I looked rather solemn.
" Does all this mean that it will be a

long time before you make any more
pictures ? " I asked.
Miss Bara smiled.
" I am afraid I cannot tell you at
present what my plans are in that respect,
but I think I can promise you that it will
not be very long before I have something
of interest to announce to my many filni
!
friends

May Herschel Clarke.

!
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rnung Story of

How

Lost

Faitli \n

Mankind was Restored

to a

Man

and Girl.

Special to the " Picture SIlOW."

After inspecting the mammoth twin engines, the
who was conducting the party suggested that
they should have a look at the stokers, and took
them to a platform from which they looked down on
sweating toilers, who. stripped to their waists, were
shovelling coal into the devouring maw of the furofficer

nace.

Van Surdam's

attention was arrested at the
John Arnold, who was working with a
The muscles of his splendidly
developed body rippled like snakes under the bronzed
skin as he wielded the heavy shovel, and as he turned
for a moment's respite she saw that he was singularly

Mrs.

sight of
terrific

energy.

good-looking in a strong, primitive way.
Moved by some impulse of pity she drew some
silver from her purse and threw it amongst the
stokers.
One coin happened to fall at the feet of
John Arnold, and, looking up, he saw the welldressed woman gazing down at him and his mates.
A savage fury swept over him as he took the coin
and hurled it back.
" Leave us alone, and take your money " he
shouted. " We are not circus clowns to be gazed at
!

for

your amusement."

Van Surdam's face went livid with passion.
" You insolent dog " he shouted.
" I'll break
!

your head for that
" The
" Come down and try," sneered Arnold.
"
only thing you can hit is the bottle
The men dragged the millionaire away snarling
and threatening, as Arnold sent a jeering laugh alter
"them.
Ethel Van Surdam was sccretlj' ashamed that she
had attempted to give the stoker money.
" There seems to be good in that man," she said to
herself.
But the next second she hardened her heart.
" I expect he is like the rest," she added bitterly.
But she was soon to find that there was a difference
in men.' That night, in the middle of a fancy dress
It was
ball, the Atlanta was struck by a destroyer.
at once evident to the captain and officers that there
was no hope of saving the ship.
" Lifebelts for the women and children, and stand
by the boats " yelled the skipper.
At the dread words panic broke out among the
passengers.
<
They were not a good set of men. Most of them
were of the type of Van Surdam, selfish men who had
been cradled in luxury, and who had never faced
anything harder than a thirst in the morning from
the excesses of the night before. The terror of death
I

!

seized their shrivelled souls, and what little manhood
remained in their bloated carcases went out through
their boots.
The old slogan of the sea " Women and children
first "—meant
nothing to them. Like rabbits
bolted to burrows at the sound of gun or the smell of
ferret,, they rushed to the companion-ways that led
to the deck, pushing women and kiddies aside with a
strength born of wild, unreasoning terror.

—

us
FEWarc woven
of

lives.

realise the vast number of threads which
in the loom of Destiny that rules our
It was many thousands to one agaiust

Van Surdaru and John Arnold meeting,
lithe!
except as strangers, yet meet they did, and under
the most romantic circumstances, as this story will
s^liow.

They came together In the steamship Atlanta.
John Arnold was one of the sweating gang of stokers
Mrs.
that worked below in an inferno of heat
Van C. Surdam, occupied, with her husband, a many
times millionaire, the most expensive suite of state;

rooms on the

ship.

Not many years before, John Arnold had ben a
successful engineer.
He had been engaged to (Han
Wilson, a society beauty, who at the moment he had
made the financial success that would enable him to
marry her, threw him over to run away with Harry
Van C. Surdam, who quickly tired of h'*r and deserted
Claire Wilson's heartless conduct destroyed
her.
John Arnold's faith in women
it nearly destroyed
him, body and soul. Like thousands of men before
him he sought forgctfulness in drink, and he had
reached the last stage of degradation when he signed
00 as a stoker on the Atlanta. Arnold hated women
with a hatred that grew greater and greater as he
brooded over his wrecked life.
;

Ethel Van Surdam hated men just as fiercely as
Arnold hated women. She had been forced into a
marriage with Van Surdam by her ambitious, selfish
and heartless mother, who in earlier days had hoped

marry Van Surdam herself.
Having failed to get his millions herself, she determined to enjoy them through her daughter, whose

to

happiness she deliberately sacrificed in order that,
she might live the life of luxury she had enjoyed
before financial ruin overtook her.
A few weeks of married life sufficed to open Ethel's
eyes to the character of her husband.
He was a
beast in every sense of the word.
His life was one
continuous round of selfish pleasures, and his mode
of living had so wrecked his ((institution that while
comparatively a young man, he was suffering from
heart disease that threatened to carry him olf.
In
order to prolong his useless life his physician had
ordered him a long sea trip.

As she stood on the promenade deck of the Atlanta,
Vau Surdam found herself wondering lor the

Ethel

millionth time why such men as her husband were
allowed to work their wicked will on the world.
" Yet, according to mother, he is no worse than
And certainly, from
others," she said to herself.
what I have seen of the men who" have visited us,
she Is right.
Beasts, all of them
Nobody would have imagined that such thoughts
occupied the mind of the envied Mrs. Van Surdam.
She was young and gloriously beautiful. Even her
habitual air of melancholy added to the haunting
mystery of her deep, \ iolct eyes.
Mrs. Van Surdam's morbid reflections were broken
by her sister, a pretty girl some years her junior.
"I'm so miserable, Ethel," said the girl. "I wish
now that I had not consented to come. Why could
"
you not let me stay at home and marry Jack Hare ?
" You "ill be glad you took my advice some day,"
replied Ethel. " I only wished to save you from the
misery that has been mine."
" But all men are not like Harry." protested the
" He only lives for himself and drink.
You
girl.
cannot judge the world by one man."
" It is not only one man. delir," said Ethel. " Since
my marriage I have met many. I have seen through
the veneer of politeness they wear.
They are all
bad. every one of them."
" You have only seen your husband's friends,"
said Janie. "and 1 admit they are a bad lot.
But
he wouldn't be happy in the company of nice men.
Jack says so. Anyway, this parting has only made
me keener to marry Jack. By the way. I almost
forgot what I came up for.
We are
going down to
"

Huge green seas, now pouring over the bulwarks
by reason of the ship settling down through the water
streaming in through her gaping sides, met them,
but they gaspingly fought their way till they were

—

met by the officers of the ship.
It was at this moment that Ethel Van Surdam
With
realised that there was a difference in men.
her hand in that of her sister, she saw the blue
uniformed men she had simply known as ship's
officers, holding back the shrieking mob of what she
had in her blindness imagined to be men.
One picture was photographed on her memory

1

Will you come ?
see the engines.
"Certainly, dear. I would do anything to please
you," replied Ethel, as she linked her arm affectionately in her sister's.
To Ethel's annoyance her husband insisted on

accompanying

Van

them.

He was

pretty sight.

Surdam

good-looking

was

not

in a way,
lines of dissipation

a
but

and
an habitual sneering expression. Although it was
early in the day he had been drinking, and he was
unsteady on his leg* as he rose to accompany his wife.
His physician attempted to dissuade him from
his features were

going.
" There's too

marred by

many

steps for that heart of yours,

Van," he whispered, •
Rubbish
returned Van Surdam rudely, as he
'.

'

lurched after his wife.

never to be effaced.
The third mate, a mere boy in years, was facing
the mob, revolver in hand.
" No man wants to come up here till every woman
and child lias passed, and" by Heaven, no thing

man

calling himself a

shall

I

He looked like a young god as he drove back the
cowardly curs who had tried to find safety over the
bodies of women. Among the frenzied faces Rhe
saw that of her husband, struggling to get past the
young officer. She saw the boy's brown fist smash
into the terror-stricken features of Van Surdam, and
" Call yourself a man, you whisky
heard the words
"
cask ?
:

as she saw all this. Mm
officer looked like a god, but he was only a
very ordinarv officer doing his duty, as thousands of
Just, an ordinary man,
his kind had done before.
*
doing his job.
She remembered as she gripped Janie's hand tighter
that the boy had very timidly asked her for a dance
She remembered, with someearlier in the evening.
thing like a groan of pain, that she had given him one
of her cold, contemptuous looks, thinking he was just
as all men a beast.
With a great humility born of truth that had come

To

Ethel

Van Surdam,

young
'

.

—

to her, she followed the women to the deck.
Hand in hand the two sisters stood on deck. AM
the boats were gone, or stove in. One by ono the

passengers were throwing themselves in the sea.
" We must 'swim for it," said Ethel.
The two girls kissed each other, and then, hand
hand, they jumped from the rail into the sea.

in

After the Wreck.
found herself carried out by
ETHEL
current, which soon began to carry

a strong

her clear
She looked out for Janie,
of the sinking ship.
but could not see her. For some time she swam
strongly, but at last her strength began to leave her.
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Gradually she felt herself sinking, and she was almost
under the water when she felt a man's arms under
She just recognised the face of the stoker,
then she sank.
Ethel Van Surdam awoke on the sands of the
island to find John Arnold looking down at her.
" Where are the others ? " she asked, as she gazed
around.
" There aren't any," replied Arnold grimly. " We
arc the only ones to reach the island, at any rate,
hut it is possible that sonic of them were picked up
by the destroyer that sank us."
Ethel covered her face with her hands.
'*
Janie, my dear sister Jauie, is dead," she moaned.
" Your husband was on the boat, wasn't he ? "
" No tears for him, eh ?
said Arnold sarcastically.
J ust like you women. You only think of yourselves."
Ethel scarcely heard the words. The terrible
thought had just struck her that she was alone on the
island with this man.
She remembered his outbreak of fury in the stokehold, and a great terror

A CHAT WITH PHYLLIS BEDELLS.

her.

seized her.

" Don't touch me, please— don't touch me " she
fried pleadingly. " See, I will give you this necklace.
Itis worth a fortune."
In her terror she tore the magnificent necklace
from her throat, and held it out to him with trembling
hands.
Arnold smiled sardonically.
" You need not be afraid of me.
I hate women as
much as you hate men. There is plenty of room for
the two of us on this island. As for your necklace,
it may- be worth a fortune in New York, but it is
useless here.
See, here is something worth more
than all your jewellery."
He pulled out a waterproof matchbox and a jack
!

knife.

" With these we can get fire and shelter," he went
" You and I have got to face this
on.
bravely and
sanely.
have got to look after each other,
because the chances are that if one died the other
would go mad. The first thing to be done is to start
a fire. This we must keep burning day and night as
a signal of distress.

We

The

r amous

nrta

who Danced Her M/ay

the People on tke Legitimate Stage, and

Audiences

Her Acttng

wttk

WHEN

I heard the glad news that Phyllis
was again immortalising her
wonderful art on the screen two pictures
flashed to mind.
One of an elfin maid, in filmy pink, drifting

and

Hippodrome stago

like rose-leaves

oa

bosom of the wind.
That was painted on an autumn night three

the

years ago.
The second, more recent, enchanted me at
the Duke of York's Theatre in the Spring, when
Miss Bedells and Novikoff drew all lovers of the
Ballet to the Russian Matinees there.
Our famous ballerina was 1st ill in t he fishermaid's costume she wore in " A Fisherman's
Love " when I peeped into her dressing-room
to have a " close-up," and coax a promise that
as soon as she was disengaged I might run out
to her flat, near Baker Street, and have another.

Enckants Film

Danctng upon

tke

you've
BUTcourse
"
?

"

had

lessons

Study.

" There's plenty of fish to be had, and a grove of
eocoanut trees," he said. " I saw a lot of birds, so it
ought not to be difficult to snare some so that we get
a variation from a fish diet."
" I couldn't find anything to carry the water
in," said Ethel, " but I thought we could make
something from the eocoanut shells."
Arnold nodded. He was already busy with one
of several cocoanuts he had brought with him.
In a few minutes he had made quite a presentable
jug from the shell, and they ate the inside of the
nut, first drinking the milk, which was delightfully
cooling.

The

watched his deft fingers admiringly.
" You were not always a stoker," she said, after
girl

a long pause.

"My

" No I was an engineer," replied Arnold.
old profession should be useful in fixing you up
sort of a house."
All that day he worked at making cups and
plates from cocoanuts and shells, and finding some
grass and branches for a bed for Mrs. Van Surdam.
He fixed the bed on the other side of the island.
" You will be quite safe here," he said, as he
pointed out the bed to Ethel. " I will sleep by the
;

some

signal fire."

Ethel sat thinking for a few minutes after he
-had gone, and then she threw herself on the bed
:ind covered herself with the bracken Arnold had
brought. All that day she had never felt the slightest
fear of Arnold, but with the coming of night all the
dread she had experienced at finding herself on a
desert island with him returned.
She shivered as
her vivid mind conjured up terrifying visions.
She felt that she could not sleep till she knew what
he was doing.
Very cautiously she made her way to the other
side of the island till she came to the signal lire.
A few yards away from the beacon John Arnold
lay sleeping peacefully, with his head pillowed in
hands clasped behind his neck.
The moonlight
shone foil on his face, and in the soft, mellow light
the watching woman saw his lips slightly move,
and as if he were smiling in his sleep.
" He sleeps'just like a baby, and just as
innocently,"
she whispered to herself.
Ami then, ashamed of her fears and doubts
she crept away to her own bed and slept peacefully
till the morning.
When she awoke, she hurried round to the other
side of the island.
Arnold had just come back from a dip in the
.sea. and he greeted her with a smile.
" 1 hope you slept -well ? " he
asked gravely.
(Continued on page 13. t
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As for lessons I've studied under CavalAlexander Oenee, uncle of Adeline Genee,
Cecchetti, and Madame Pavlova.
" Pavlova it was who told me my work was
life.

too technical, and, while telling all her other
pupils to correct their technique, she used to
say to me, Oh, Phyllis, be lazee.
Be lazee
She taught me more than anyone else the pcotry
'

'

!

of

dancing

me

to
find
of expression.

and

helped

my

power

The war

Mm

also

developed it.
You cannot
portray joy or sorrow unless

/

r;

/
I

/'

t o u
h e d
the heights
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have

0,1

%
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°f emotion.

charming

photo-

graph of Miss Bedells
in one of her graceful
dances.

Arnold got some dry wood,
and soon had a fire started.
Then he turned tq the girl.
" There's some water behind
those trees.
I saw it this
morning, so we shan't die of
thirst.
If you will try to find
something to put it in, I will walk along the beach
and see if I can pick up some shell fish."As he walked away Ethel gave a sigh of relief.
Her woman's instinct told her she had nothing to
fear from this man.
Already she found herself contrasting him with her husband, and, despite her distrust and hatred of men, she was already realising
dint they were not all alike.
Arnold returned in a little while with half a dozen
shell fish, which he opened and served in their shells.

Patssia,

England

of

lazzi,

the third was a home study of a
quiet, natural, unaffected girl, small
and lissom, in a simple little gown
of seal-brown crepe-de-Ohine.
She was
draping trails of smilax from a tall vase
filled with spikes of blue anehusa when
I was shown in to her drawing-room, and

SO

in

added.

I

Never been out

'

A Home

Screen.

The Greatest Teacher.

Bedells

across the

Hearts of

into tke

Wko Now

her wonderful hands mesmer-

ised me so that for a moment
I forgot to answer her greeting. Then it was the brilliance
of her eyes that enchained

" I've never for-

my
m other, who

gotten

me.

is

" So you've been dancing for
the films again ? "
I at last

managed

to

stammer.

" Yes," she answered, curlher slhnness into the
cushioned arms of a deep
" But I'm sorry
easy -chair.
ing

I

can't

about

you

tell

*

i

was when

men
|fi!

m

-

.

That
played

I

dancer

„

*

t

i

tBll^

|

\

?
.

s

on

to ri 1
cise several
of us. Then
n u
ber

^^llftL

N

|P|a5?™i^i.

!

AND

two chimed
"

'

But

'

!
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Show, I love dancing. They say my
step was a flicker.
I didn't grow up like
lots of children, I danced up.
And now I live
in the dance and for it."
first

tell

me

all this.

With the

vivid picture of a graceful fairy, of winged
feet

m

turn mocking and alluring, of a
vivid childish figure melting in the dance,
and
eyes that promised and sometimes challenged
for ever in my memory, Miss Bedells might
have
told me she was a naiad herself, and I
would

have believed her.
" I was born in Bristol, and I'm
all English,"
the ballerina went on.
" But where did you really learn
to dance ? "
I interrupted.

"I started at school and then trained with
Theodore Gilmer in Nottingham, and onlv broke
my studies there to appear in Alice in Wondernad' with Seymour Hicks at the Prince of
u ales's Theatre in London."
'

1

1

m

Flicker Across the Film.
you like dancing before the camera
" Like it
Please Miss Pictuhe

There was no need to

in

the east,
From that
o n e
of

them went

J-

..

to

the merits
a n d cl e merits of a

t

~

fell

discussing

;

'

'

and arms

X

-

;

the part of Queen' of
the Fames in Fairyland,'
a Lucogue
"
film

A

two young

Ik

v

./

!

critic,

noon.

anything

the meantime "
" You've
danced
across the silver sheet
before, though ? "
I

best

theatre one after
She said in
between the acts

/

/

i

this particular film in

remonstrated.
" Just once.

my

coming round to
see me after a
visit to some

in

w

what

ith

:

about

'

Phyllis Bedells ?
She's very good, but
she just misses it,' was
the reply.
" Looking back, I know
that he was right.
At the
time I speak of I was interpreting what I imagined

people felt under certain
circumstances.
Now I
know-.
Five years of war
taught me. Marriage and
separation, joy and sorrow
made me live, w here before
I'd dreamed.

Without knowing joy
and sorrow, at least, and
"'

possessing a great love for
music,
the dancer will

always

'

jpst miss

it.'

" I think most film stars
will agree w ith me."

Elizabeth Ckaiq,

"
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The

Isle of

Conquest.

"1

slept like a 'top.
to keep the fire in."

"

but

I

managed

{.Continued

page
to

wake

Why

from

17.)
in

time

WHY

;

do I like California ?
There are so many reasons.

as she

When
morning

must scrimmage round find see if I cannot find
vou some breakfast. I found a few things washed
iip from the wreck last uight, and have fashioned a

He pulled it from his pocket and showed it with a
kind of boyish pride. Ethel felt that she ought to
say something to show this wonderful mau that
she appreciated his chivalry.
" Since you hnte women so much," she said,
"
" how would it be if we pretended I was a boy ?
" I'll call you
" Splendid idea " said Arnold.
Now. Bill, go and fetch some water."
Bill.
He went oft with his fishing line, and came back
in about ten minutes with three decent-sized fish.
•'
They bite like anything " he said, as he dressed
Ihem with his knife and started to broil them over
!

invite one to teas and parties, they call at one's
home in the evening.
And there are some persons one cannot put
out of the house, you know. I like to have
friends, but they call on me, and I must call on
them in return. The whole day may be taken

!

fire.

Ethel Van Surdnm thought she had never enjoyed
such a breakfast as this primitive meal, cooked
With that wonderful knife Arnold had
in the open.
fashioned some wooden knives and forks, so that
they were able to dine like civilised beings.
Glorious, too, was the day that followed. Arnold
was working all the time, and the girl noticed that
He started to build her
all his labours were for her.
a house with branches and grasses, and fashioned
a notice-board on which he carved with Ids knife,
" No admittance till finished."
That night Ethel Van Surdam slept as peacefully
as she had slept in her nursery at home.
As the days wore on, she heard in snatches between
their work the story of Claire Wilson's selfish betrayal
of a straight man's love, and, in turn, she told him
that her hatred of men had been born of her ex-

in this way, and then when evening comes,
and I return home I am tired. I go to bed, and
have no time to read.
For two years I never read a book.
Here it is lovely, I read as mucli as I like.
But when I leave the studio, I leave business

up

behind.
The other night, I was reading a book, and 1
exclaimed, " Oh, how 6plendid this is ! "
" Will it make a good picture t " asked Mr.
Bryant, at once.
" Xo, I am reading it for my own development," I told him.
And that is right. I cannot sit down and read
a book to see if it will make a good play. And
the books that I read for my own development
are not the sort that make good motion pictures.
You couldn't make a play from Barwin's
" Origin of Species," or
The Evolution of
Man." You couldn't dramatise " Man's Unconscious Conflict," by Lay, or the " Martyrdom of Man," by Reed. And those are the

periences of Van Surdam and his associates.
"
are both finding out things under the canopy
Nature," said Arnold, when she had finished
her story.
At last the great dav came when the wonderful

We

of

Arnold took down the " No
house was finished.
admittance " sign and replaced it with another
"
which read,
Bill's House."
" You have been wonderfully good to me." said
Ethel, as she viewed the house. " You have thought

sort of books I like to read.
So I -never talk about the studio,

of everything."
It was with great difficulty that she kept back
the tears that welled into her eyes as she thought

When

he had finished,

it

to her.

I

" Then I am a boy no longer ? " said Ethel,
not quite knowing whether she was glad or sorry.
" No
because you have restored my faith in
women," replied Arnold, very gravely.

and a workshop,

;

The Dawn

California

of Love.
the

together

That

told Ethel all that was in his heart.
in the rosy
that spread over her checks John Arnold
loved
knew she
him.
" You see," he went on, " tlie chances are that
We have been
we shall never leave this island.
here for over three months, and it is plain to me
It is almost
that we are out of the track of ships.
Why should we
certain that Van Surdam is dead.
sacrifice the happiness that has come to us
Tell

One day he

?

fire.

" I wish to Heaven wc had never
Arnold, as he stepped forward.

As he had

•

!

't

"

" she replied.

»

Van Surdam was

!

" muttered

alive

and on

out in horror.
" Don't touch mc
#
I will not let. you
I bore
your caresses before, when I thought all men were
like you
but since I have lived on that island
have found that there are good men iu the
1
"
world
Van Surdam's face became distorted with rage
as he threw himself on his wife.
" You mean you learned from that man ? " he
hissed, as he clutched her by the throat.
Ethel gave one scream a« the man's grip tightened
on her. It was heard by Arnold, who rushed into
I

!

;

•

A month had come and gone, and John Arnold and
Ethel stood by the side of the signal fire.
In his
hand the man had a woven grass ring which
the woman. She took ofT her own
lie gave to
wedding-ring, and, throwing it on the lire, placed
her Wonder Man's ring on her finger.
But just as
she did so there camp a cry from the shore.
"
" Ethel
Ethel
Are you here 1
" It's Janic " cried Mrs. Van Surdam, turning
and running towards the sound of the voice.
I

feared,

lit It

the yacht, with Ethel's mother.
It was with a miserable heart that Ethel went to
the boat and sat down by her sister.
She looked at
Arnold, who sat with averted face, and her heart
went out with great compassion to the man \\l\o
had won her love.
Ethel found her husband in the saloon of the
yacht. As usual, he was three-parts drunk, and as
lie came to her with outstretched arms, she cried

" Living as we
have been under the open sky, one cannot use the
many cloaks that hide women's thoughts in the
cities.
But my love for you, John, is so pure that
nothing must sully it.
Let US wait another month,
and if by the end of that time we are not rescued,
or I have had no news of my husband, wc will be
married in the sight of God."
" Very well," said Arnold. " Wc will wait."

do

I like California.

was indeed Janic, and with her Jack Hare,
her husband.
Arnold listened with a dull pain as he heard
the girl telling her sister how they had been picked
up by the destroyer. For weeks they had been
cruising around the group of coral islands, and that
morning they had seen the smoke from the signal

blush

I

why

It

She listened with downcast eyes, but

do you love me

is

now

olive ?

You know

business

is

study, rest or play.

the sacred flame of love.
Every night Arnold asked himself what was best to
do. He loved Ethel with a love that wa* so pure that
The sinister fare of
it cnliftcd and ennobled him.
Van Surdam was between them. Was he dead or

inc. Ethel,

too.

hours is a factory,
absorbed in his own work.
California in recreation Jtouro is a place where
one may go for days without seeing a soul,
and that is what I love to do, or one may be in
the midst of the gayest crowds.
Sunshine, out-of-doors, a place to work or
in

where everyone

friendship between
who hail been so strangely thrown
began to change to something
stronger. They were now no longer the frank companions as they had been (luring their first weeks
on the island.' In the killing of the hatred that had
embittered both their lives there had been kindled

and

on,

my

my

It

read, " Ethel's House.

went
TIME
these two

when I'm

it.
When I go out the studio gate,
forget all about the things I leave behind.
At home, if Mr. Bryant starts to say something
about our work, I quickly put my ringers in
ears, and shake
head at him.
And when I am in the studio I forget everything outside.
So I like California, because it is a playground

away from

her Wonder Man had, by kindness and chivalry,
killed her hatred of men.
" There's just one thing wants altering." said
Arnold, as he took down the sign and, reversing it,
began to carve.

how

he showed

I get up at 7 o'clock in the
bathe, put on my make-up and go to

I

the studio.
When the day's work is over I go home, have
supper, read a little, go to bed early and rest.
After so many years on the stage, an existence
like that is heavenly.
Then in the New York studios, and always
in the theatres there are visitors.
Always
visitors.
Always people to meet. They come
to one's dressing room, they telephone, they

fishing line."

the embers of the

California.

NAZIMOVA.

By

adding,
never woke at all," replied Ethel
remembered her visit to the signal tire, " At
least, after 1 got to sleep."
Arnold nodded gravely.
" I'm glad of that," he said simply. " And now I
I

Like

I

!

the saloon.

I

He threw Surdam

!

eyes.

I

i
'I

olf

and faced

liira

with blazing

" You cur " he said
and there was all the
contempt lie felt for Surdam in his voice.
With an inarticulate cry of rage. Van Surdam
picked up a heavy wine bottle and rushed at Arnold.
The latter raised his hand to defend himself,
1

but

as

and

fell

;

Van Surdam rushed forward he staggered

unconscious.
of the struggle brought In the millionIJc bent over the still figure for
a few moments, and then raised his head.
" He Is dead.
Heart failure," he said slowly.
" I warned -him that any excitement would be
fatal.
In any case, he could not have lived much
longer."

The sound

aire's physician.

*

•

•

One year had passed since Van Surdam's death on
the yacht. Ethel had been staying with her sister,
now the mother of a bouny boy. As she was
playing with the child, the maid brought in a card.
" John Arnold."
Janie flung her arms round her sister.
" Y'our happiness Is coming to you at last "
" I'm so glad !
she whispered
Ethel placed the baby in the cradle and went to
meet her Wonder Mau.
" Will you wait for mc. dear," whispered John,
"
Arnold, " until 1 can make you a fortune ?
" No, I will not wait " replied Ethel. " I mean,
we have waited
long enough. You must inurry mc
"
'.

!

now, John

1

{Adapted from incidents in the Wallttrdair photopiny featuring Norma Talnwdgc and Wyndham
Standing.
By permi»iion.)
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HALLAM C00LEY
Tire Versatile Vitagrapk Star

Who
the

Has Been

D escribed as

Best Dressed

Man

on

American Screen.

the

COOLEV has been in
HALLAM
tures for six years, and during

pic-

that

endeared himself to all
movie fans who have seen him. He has
probably had as many roles calling for
time

lias

versatility of talent as
man in the world, and it

any leading
is

film
to his credit to

May/air, August 2"th, 1020.

—

My

dear Freda, I was indeed sorry to hear
that you did not enjoy your Pin is trip as well
as you expected.
The weather, as you say, was
very cold and disappointing. You ask why my
'kin is always in such a perfect condition, whatever the weather.
Well, my dear Freds, it's
simply bocauso I use only one kind of soap and
one kind of powder. 1 never use creams ; I
learnt the secret of making and keeping a good
skin and complexion from a leading actress who

recommended me to try " Cinema " Soap and
" Cinema " Crushed Rose Powder.
Each night
before going to bed I make a rich creamy lather
from the soap with very hot water, massaging
the cheeks vigorously with the tips of the
rubbing in an upward direction so that

lingers,

say that each part has been admirably performed.
He ran away from home when he was
quite a youngster and rotighed it all over
Finally,
the country for many years.
however, he landed in the picture world,
very
quickly
rose
to
be
star.
and
a

the creamy lather goes right into the pores.
do this for a few minutes until it appears to
darken this is really the accumulation of
dust and dirt.
Then, with a soft cloth or
sponge, I wipe this off carefully and then rinse
in cold water, the colder the better.
The skin
is then smooth, clear and soft with the natural

A

Soap is quite different from other soaps. It is
more than a soap, much more, being a food that
the skin has need of, a gentle cleanser and a
face cream combined.
When I first com-

Lover of Clothes.

was with Bessie EyeHIS ton inventure
a Selig Zoo wild animal
first

film,

and

since that time he has played

with Charles Ray, Henry Walthall, Tom
Moore, and many other well -known stars.
In " A Modern Pilgrim's Progress " he
took the part of the villain, but prefers,
however, to impersonate the snappy,
breezy, well-dressed man about town.
He
acted opposite Mabel Normand in " Pinto "
and with Charles Ray in " The Old-Fashioned Young Man," and is at present
a member of the all star Yitagraph
cast producing the "Island of Love."
This is a Gouvernor Morris story
adapted from the book, " On Trumpet
Island."
One of his pictures soon to
be released, produced by Fox, is
entitled "

Leave

I

—

glow

of

health.

•Cinema'

Yours

sincerely,

Josephine.
[A dvt.

many

Hallam is a keen athlete, a strong
swimmer, and is never happier than

when driving a fast car or riding t>
horse.
He is married, and has a delightful little baby of six months.
He was born in New York
in 1S88.
p-i
.

51

2

As supplied

Used by

to

elite

the

of

MissMary

Society

Pickfon/&

at home <3

other stars.

abroad.

CINEMA
SOAP

WILL MAKE
YOUR FACE

A PICTURE
The CREAM SOAP Exquisite

Skin Food, Face Cream, and Soap combined.
Sold by all high-class chemists
at lOJd. a tablet, and in dainty golden
photo boxes of 3 tablets, price 2/6.

SPECIAL OFFER

COUPON

%
Purchase a 2 i» box of " Cinema " Soap from your nearest
chemist, and send «s the 3 wrappers with 3d. for postage,
when we will send you free of any charge a 30 days' trial
of Ciueina Crushed Ro*e Powder, a 30 days' trial of our
famous Cinema Dentifrice, and a sample shampoo, with
a copy of Miss Mary Pickford's own directions for the
Care of the Hair. If your eh- mist docs not keep Cinema
Soap, send us bis name and address and 2 9, and we will
send you the box of Soap and other Cinema Beauty Aids
by return. If you seud P.O. for 17- only we will send
One Tablet of Soap, and samples of Dentifrice, Crushed
Roses, and Shampoos. Address
•

THE CINEMA SOAP

Co., Ltd.

Finsbury Park, London.
Seated on the verandah o! his beautiful Hollywood home.
He
possessor of brown hair and blue eyes.

is

six

ft.

tall

and the

|TI

Li.

1

;

to

film actress,
for he has as
as fourteen changes of clothes.

dear,

see,

menced using it I noticed a difference every
day, and when I had used it for a week or two
my skin was as good as it is now. The '" Cinema "
Crushed Rose Powder I use very sparingly
before going outdoors. This prevents dust and
dirt getting into the pores, and as it is a soluble
powder, it does good without doing harm.
Yoij can obtain both of these delightful preparations from any high-cl».ss Chemist.
1 see by the " Times " t.'iat Lady B. is
getting married again.
I should if I were her
she is so young to be a widow.
When are you
going to be married ? Lots of love, and remembrances to Jack.
!

Me."
In this film Cooley plays light
comedy star, and evidently endeavours to out-do the best-dressed
it

You

iDcpt. O).

!

!

Picture Show,

to

Instantaneous Hair Colouring
" Kopatine

"

Ioslantaneou*

•»
perfect
colours from
>h>a<io to Black, leaving the
stair soft and glossy. Absolutely
clean,
safe
and lm m ! »
Wilt oot w&sb or brush olT, or
•til the linen.
Does not stain
the skin. Specially suitable for
home U3e or whpii travelling.
Price 6 6. Double size. 10 6

f

"

Kopatine"

2nd, 1920.

THE DRESSING-ROOM
—

Powder — A. Rough Skin May Allison's Special
Powder Recife The Picture Girl' a Smart Coitume.

Choosing

a

Suitable

—

undoubtedly, the desire of every girl to
IT look her very best, and who can blame her
in these days of competition ?
But it is a
pity that in their anxiety to make the best of
themselves that quite a number of really
charming girls spoil their efforts by overdoing
things.
Especially in the line of powdering are
they culprits in this direction. The chin and nose
are the two features that suffer most, and these
features often acquire a state of whiteness which
makes the observer mentally wonder whether
the circus clown were being copied.
is.

a

Al-Khanna.

IN

Odder

henna colouring, giving permanent results in any ebads
Price 6 6.
Sold by Harrods, Selfridges,
or sent direct.
Appli'

tie&ired.
etc...

cations given daily in our
talons with the greatest
(all for advice or
write for booklet.
Kopatine Cu. (Dept, 64),
54, Buckingham Palace Koad,
London, S.W.I.

iuccess.

Girls who use an excessive amount of powder
are not only gHilty of making themselves very
unbeautiful, but they are also ruining the health
their complexions.
So many girls go on
dabbing the puff on their faces at all times cf the
day with never a thought of relieving their poor
pores from that load of powder. And the result
is that they soon have blackheads, and then
massive Oak Case 22-inch wonder how they got them.

This girl should use magnesia. There
nothing better for an oily complexion. It can
be bought in eake form, and either scented or
unscented, as the buyer prefers.
Another important factor to remember when
buying powder is to suit your complexion.
Many girls will choose a pink powder, which
gives a bright unnatural glow to their face.
Natural or white powder would suit their complexions more admirably, leaving the pink
powder for the pale girl. Always, of course,
buy good powder, but be sure that it is the
right colour.
Buy small boxes at first, to see
that it is the kind for you, and then stick to

figuring.
is

the powder that becomes you.

of

ith

coloured Horn, unbreakable
silent - runnin„
Motor, ll-in.nickelled Tun£
table, and extra loud Insu
lated Sound Box.etc. Large
stocks of Cabinet Gramophones Portable Hornless

richly

and exquisitely designed Table
Grands
ready for immediate
delivery direct from factory at

A Rough

Skin.

there are others who wash
THEN
their faces with warm water at

night to remove the powder, but
forget to use an emollient as their
And they find
dry skins require.
that their features soon show signs of

who

than shop prices roughness and fcaliness.
with 26 tunes
PACKED FREE,
The girl who powders and a little
Complete satis,
should certainly 4_
is really becoming
faction or money refunded. Write for
rid the pores of the powder by the ^1
monster Bargain Lists 10-DAY.
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. C.10,
use of warm water and a cold rinse at \JJ
BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM, night, and a cleansing cream at least
less

Sent

ON APPROVAL

and 600 needles.

—

—

CARRIAGE PAID.

1

This should be
rubbed well into the skin as soon as
every other night.

it

is

washed overnight, and

left

on.

Then it must be
moved first thing

thoroughly rein the morning
with. warm water. A good vanishing
cream rubbed into the skin before
the powder is applied wilr keep the
skin in good condition.

PAN
the

Pan

that does

THE

—

!

DO NT BE PUT OFF
ware.

with short-lived enamelled

INSIST

"Procurable at

MIND-MASTERY

e/.l

ON CAST IRON

I

Ironmonger*.

& SELF-CONFIDENCE

Are you "Master"

o( your mind?
Are you cleartitrong-wllled, self-confident, and successful?
Learn the secret* of Mind-Mastery and Strong Nerves. Banish
fthyness,
awkwardness, timidity, worry, self -fears, and
"Nerve*.." Learn bow to more than bold your own in tbetfavy.
-i

Array. R.A.F., the Professions, Business, and Society. Send
only 3d. •tamps for particulars of confidential Men to* Nerve
.strengthening methods. Used in the Navy from Vice- Admiral
to Seaman, and in the Army from Colonel to Private, M.C.'a,
l>.C.M.*s. and M.M/s.—UODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH. LTD..9J6,
Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, K.C.4.

Oatine

Is Ibe dirt that is in, not the dirt that is on>
that spoils the complexion. OATINE removes
all dirt From the pores of the skin thoroughly.
It

OTVTINF.

OATINt

CRE AM

contains nalualoil, 1/6 and 3/-.
vanishing cream, and nongreasy,
Of all Chemists.

SNOW

B

girl

is a
1/3.

No. 27,585

G

A

oi

Girl's Suit.
very fortunate pos-

.

1.

"Children's Fairy" is giving away 4 of
these simple patterns in all a sailor
dress a model of Jummy, *he baby
elephant a doll's nightdress and combinations—and a Cowboy's hat. Make sure
your children have them all— they are free
each Thursday inside every copy of

—

—

—

WEEK

Doll's Sailor

Dress

all

the winter weather. She has chosen
a chic little affair of Navy-blue gabardine that is smartened with bands of
Eatent leather— the latter having
een bought by the yard and attached
to the suit.
The skirt is bighwaisted and twogored, and mounted over a deep petersham band at the top. The sacque
coat has slightly double-breasted
fronts that turn back to form revers,
and join to the step collar, and the
sleeves are set into ordinary armholes.
The back is slit up the centre-baek
below the waist-line, where it is drawn
in by a patent leather belt.
You can obtain patterns of this
costume in 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch
waist sizes for one shilling each (P.O.
to be made payable to the Picture
Show) from Picture Show Pattern
Dept.; 291a, Oxford Street. London.
\\

patent leather.

Wonderful Patterns
For Boys and Girls.

THIS

ba

?^hTriml ng ,

De
ol D
fo

GIVEN FREE

should banish

sessor of a beautiful fur stole,
the Picture Girl has decided to
a smart suit for brighter days in

have

scaly skin,

for cooking
in boils quickly and thoroughly.
And the wear Why, a CAST IRON
saucepan will outlast a dozen of
enamelled steel or tin. Make sure
your cooking utensils are Cast Iron.
steel or tin

with a dry skin very easily
victim to a rough and
and not even for
night
can
6he
afford
to
one
neglect removing any powder she
during
the
have
used
day.
may
She should use plain warm wafer
to which a little almond meal has
been added, for strong soaps will
be most harmful to her skin. The
cream which rises to the top of a
bottle of milk is excellent for a dry
skin.
Then, too, the dry skinned girl
will do well to use as little powder as
possible, and to use a cream base for
whatever powder she does use.
The girl with an oily skin has still
more of a problem to cope with. No
sooner does she apply powder to her
features than they gleam forth with a
greasy shininess which is most dis-

oily skin

The Picture
the
)EING
1

falls

just right

with an

girl

rich and greasy foods, for diet has a great
influence on the condition of the skin.
Diluted alcohol (25 per cent, strength) rubted
into the skin occasionally will be found
beneficial, while a few drops of ammonia or a pinch of borax added to
the water in which the face is washed
will alleviate the trouble.
May Allison gives a recipe for a
wonderful liquid powder that will
stick.
It consists of one ounce of
pure oxide of zinc, one dram of
glycerine, four ounces of .rosewater,
and fifteen drops of essence of rose.
Sift the zinc, dissolving it in .just
enough ~t>f the rosewater to cover it,
then add the glycerine, next the
remainder of the rosewater. Add the
essence of rose last.
Shake the mixture well, and apply
to the skin with a soft sponge or antiThe faco must be well
septic gauze.
wiped before the liquid dries or it
This will be found
will be streaked.
a good powder for the neck and arms
for evening wear.

Don't Neglect the Skin.

it

Cast Iron
is

THE

But many girls make the mistake
of choosing the wrong powder for their
particular skin.
If you have a dry
skin, for instance, you cannot use the
same powder as the girl with the oily
skin will be able to use.

sm srsa

It's

For an Oily Skin.

The Ideal

COLOURED

Picture Weekly.

Picture Show, October 2nd, 1920.
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BEAUTIFUL HAIR
-nn-

HARLENE " HAIR-DRILL MAKES THE HAIR
GROW AND KEEPS IT IN HEALTH AND BEAUTY.
"

OUTFITS FREE.

1,000,000
of thanks are pouring in
from practically all parts of the
world where the writers express the

HARLENE "HAIR-DRILL"
QUICKLY BENEFITS.

satisfaction
at the success
achieved in the practice of "Harlene
Hair Drill."'
So necessary

In the course of a few days you will find
every strand of your hair waiving up to new
you will find a
vitality and new strength
new sparkle and freshness revivifying the
hair, and all the lost light and shade, as well
as the delicate tints of the hair, which have
been dulled down, will re-awaken, and your
hair will rapidly take on a new lease of life
and beauty.
" Harlene " is composed of the very elements that the hair will absorb, and so increase
This golden liquid
its growth and abundance.
is hair food, just as milk is the food for the tiny

ETTERS

I

—

greatest

¥3

is it

to-day that

men should preserve

a fresh,
smart .alert and
youthful
appearance, and
women
that
should look to
their
appearance, in which
the hair forms
so conspicuous
a part, that the
Inventor - Dis -

coverer

of

"Harlene HairDrill "

wishes

to be publicly known that
it

he

prepared
to despatch to
is

any reader of
Pictube Show

J57

AV

r

KLi JCj
..^gv^.

—

remarkable

powder

cleanses the hair and
scalp in a marvellous
manner, and prepares
both for the full benefit

subtle,

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
is one that no one can afford
you are a man who suffers from

This Free Offer

ageing baldness or if your hair is
weak, or impoverished, this offer is open to
YOU. If you are a woman whose youthful
looks are gradually disappearing as a consequence of the hair looking dank, dull, lifeless,
and thin, or coming out daily when you use
the comb, this Free Offer is also open for

of

ficient

Famous

to accept.

SPECIAL NOTIGE TO
THE GREY HAIRED.
// your hair is Grey, Faded, or quickly losing
its Colour, you should try at once the wonderful new liquid compound " Astol," a

remarkable discovery which gives back to
grey hair neiv life and colour in a quick and
natural manner.
You can try
Astol
free of charge by enclosing an extra 2d.
stamps for the postage and packing of the
" Harlene Hair-Drill " parcel i.e., 6(7.
stamps in all when, in addition to the
splendid Four-Fold Gift described in this
announcement, a trial bottle of " Astol "
will also be included absolutely free of

—

—

will

knowing that

|'

restrained,

F

below,

Cut out the coupon
and post as directed

to-day.

'

After a Free Trial you will bo
able to obtain further supplies
of " Harlene " at Is. Hd., 2s. 9d.,
and 4s. 9d. per bottle. " Uzon "
Is. l|d. and 2s. 9d.
Cremex " Shampoo
lid. per box of seven
shampoos (sin-

Brilliantine at

suf-

per bottle

this

Powders

Hair

*"
;

Is.

gle packets 2d.

each);

the

S

and

5s.

per

bottle from all

DRILL"
|h |^ 1h 1h
* M^M-*»M~t

and

" Astol " at 3s.

Hair 3.— THESECRETMANUAL
^?,7 * w7 "«
Dnll for
Days. 0F « HARLENE HAIRf

the day

all

Outfit will be sent to your

address.

and Tonic
enable you to

practise

you.

be a personal pride to you.

Free " Harlene

Food
to

fail

Let " Harlene Hair- Drill " enrich your hair
and increase its value to you. Simply send
4d. in stamps for postage and packing, and a

OF

getting thin,

YOU

to spare that time,

your hair

"HARLENE,"

containing

never

Two minutes a day is all you need to give
to " Harlene Hair-Drill,"' and in the " rushiest
of rushy " mornings you will always be able

TRIAL

BOTTLE

will

ONLY TWO MINUTES A DAY.

of "Hair-Drill."

2.— A

Hair-Drill "

for

trial

the dust and decaying matter that
chokes
out
the
life
of the hair,
giving a sense of
freshness and freedom to the scalp,
and
withal
a

1.— A FREE PACKET
OF"CREMEX"SHAMP00 POWDER. This

Harlene

by Royalty itself as well as by a
host of the world's most beautiful actresse3
and society men and women, this scientific
method of Hair Culture awaits your test and

And whilst it feeds and actually
promotes new hair growth, it cleanses away

stimulant, and dressing, which literally compels a magnificent growth of hair.

If

*

Vouched

children.

a complete 7 Days' "Harlene Hair- Drill" Outfit
entirely free of charge, so that they can test
in their own homes this wonderful hair tonic,

to miss.

Every day that you neglect your hair the
more is its poverty increased, but no matter
how difficult your case may be, no matter
what disappointments you may have had,

containing detailed
instructions for carrying out
tne « Hair-Drill."

Chemists

and

Stores, or will be
sent direct on
receipt of 6d.

but enticing perfume that the most fastidious

extraforpostage

appreciate.

from

is

The " Harlene Hair-Drill " Four-Fold
for you if you are troubled with

1.

Falling Hair

2.

Greasy Scalp

3.

Splitting Hair

4.

Dank or Lifeless Hair
Scurf

6.

Over-Dry Scalp

7.

Thinning Hair

8.

Baldness

TRIALOF
"UZON,"

Ltd.,
20, 22, 24, and
26,
Conduit Street,

h g

London, W.C.I.

4.

a

— FREE
i

fa-

Lamb's

class Brilliantine that gives to "Harlene-Drilled"
Hair the radiant lustre of perfect health, and
which is especially beneficial in those cases where

Gift

is inclined to be "dry."
Itgivesa final
touch of beauty to the hair, [and makes hair already beautified by "Hair-Drill" even more

the scalp

I

5.

Edwards'

Harlene,

There are no restrictions attached to this
Four-Fold Gift. Simply send your name and
address, written clearly on a blank piece of
paper, together with the coupon below, and
you may commence to gain hair beauty in the
delightful "' Harlene Hair-Drill " way.

beautiful.

HARLENE' FREE GIFT FORM
Detach and post to EDWARDS' HARLENE. Ltd.,
20, 22, 24, and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C.I.
Dear Sirs, Please send me your free "Harlene " Four-Fold HairGrowing Outfit as described above. I enclose 4d. in stamps for postage
and packing of parcel.
Picture Show, 2'10/1920.

—

NOTE TO READER.
Write your

FULL name and

address clearly on a plain piece of
coupon to it, and post as directed above. (Mark
envelope " Sample Dept.")
S.B. If your hair is GREY, enclose extra 2d. stamp 6d. in all
and a FREE Dottle of "Astol " lor Grey Hair also will be sent you.
paper, pin the

charge.

—

—

0.1

——
Picture Shoic, October 2nd, 1920.
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HER MOUSTACHE
FOR EVER AFTER 30 YEARS.
KILLED

I Told
Her Free How to Destroy All Trace
of Superfluous Hair Growths, Hever to

Return, just as

did.

I

ME HELP YOU ALSO

LET

FREE.

More
Are you a sufferer from Superfluous HairP Have you
tried every paste, powder, and liquid you ever heard or,
in the hope of getting rid of it for ever, root and all.
only to find that everything made it vorseP. Have you
submitted to the painful electric needle, only to find that
it. too. is useless
as well as dangerousP Havs you come
to tho conclusion that Superfluous Hair can never be
life obliged
or else be
subject to the remarks of others as long
as you liveP

cured, and that you

must always go through

constantly

temporary

use

to

no matter how stubborn your
growth or how many things have
failed. I want you to write to me. I
will send you free the same information which enabled a prominent Edinburgh lady to write: " You have a
wonderful way to cure Superfluous
Hair. I had a heavy moustache for 30
years, but there is no trace left now."

1

the friend in Kent says: " Since I
followed your advice lour months ago.
I have not a single hair left on my lip.
It is wonderful to be free from it after

And

being troubled so many years.
I myself was troubled for years and spent a small fortune without relief, until my late husband, a well-known
officer in the British Army, came into possession of a
closely guarded secret of the Hindoo Religion, by which
the native women of India are enabled to obey the laws
of their religion, that they must destroy all trace of
It destroyed
Superfluous Hair on all parts of their body.
my own growth for ever after all else failed, so that it
has never returned. It has done the same for many
others. It will cost you nothing except three penny
stamps for postage, etc.. to secure full details. Just cut
out and send me or copy the coupon below, with your
name and address, stating whether Mrs. or Miss. That is
Address as below:
all. Is it not worth the trouble?

same

or copy of

your name
THIS FREE COUPON with
and 3d. stamps.
Mrs. HUDSON: Please send me free full

to

be sent

and addrees
information

Address.
and instructions to cure superfluous hair.
Fhedkbica Hudson. No. M 4. No. 9, Old Cavendish
Street, London. W.l.
1

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS'

books
the
ALLthought,
and

1$

the

write

widow

belong* to a family

of a

with

her

prominent
every

Army

confidence.

wonderful garments are best known to those
who appreciate true value for their money.
There is sterling value in every garment made
mnd to! J by Noble's — the actual manufacturers.

STYLISH

COAT
S5363

Aspiration is behind
while volume. It was the motive power which
drove the author to produce it, and it should
become a part of the forces which drive us on
to victory.
Without such inspiration we grope
as children in the dark. We are without a light
to guide us on our way.
There is much to be gained both in pleasure
and knowledge by reading historical novels, and
the lives of great men. The books of Sir Walter
Scott and James Fenimore Cooper are rated
among the best in the world. Grant's autobiography, and the personal stories of other famous
Americans provide fascinating material with
which to establish and fortify our test for good
literature.
Tho tales of "modern American
financiers is another field of absorbing interest.
The man with small means can provide himself

with a working library for a very

B >oks

finished
tufts,

button front,

bu

full

tons.

side

The public library is always
hardly a town of any size but
what has one. When we purchase a book we
should be sure to obtain the best edition and be
careful that it is printed from good type and on
friends.
edition.

We

busL

pockets,
with

and all-round

Tit

belt.

and 38 ins. round
55/9
fV5>T FRCE.

a*. 3c>

price.

PATTERNS

is

Books are

likely to

become warm

should never purchase an abridged
*

*

*

not such an important factor,
although we like to have our favourite books
put up in a handsome fashion. With
Shakespeare, Emerson, Roosevelt, Scott, Cooper,
Harden and Hubbard one would have quite a
representative collection for a start.
It would
be easy to expand the list into many more. Of
course, thaso collecting a small library who
have a speciality, will want books dealing with
the subjects in which they are interested. However, every practical library includes books of
inspirational character, and if one makes a study
of the books written by great authors it will be
found that all of them profited by the reading
of books which caused them to think.
The
Bible causes us to think and no library is comis

it.

not the object of this chapter to deal with
a set course of physical culture, but rather
to emphasise the necessity of keeping our
physical house in order.
There aro plenty of
books on physical culture which can be relied
upon, and also any number of physical instructors who are able to advise and help along
a set programme. There are hundreds of places,
institutions, and clubs which provide gymnasiums

Length, 45 ins Colours* Mole, Grey.
Dirk Sate, Purple and Copper. In
stuck sizes to

money.

are cheap.

nearby and there

IT

sir eves

Ttuet

.

back,

little

of n>

•

t

it*

will

exactly wlut you
send lo you

»

*

*

no trouble at all to take exercise unconsciously, and we only arrive at this by
turning into an exercise any of our ordinary
physical actions during the day as we go along.
For instance, we can sit down in a chair and in
6o doing can add a certain amount of exercise
With very
to the action itself also in rising.

IT

is

—

little

effort

we can come

into

—posing the
be— holding the shoulders

sitting correctly

in

also the chin so that
sit

it

the

body as

habit of

should
proper position
it

becomes a hardship to

improperly.

do with general physujue.
In walking we can go along with a spring,
elasticity, and vigour of motion which forces a
fine blood circulation throughout the entire
system.
We can stoop over in the act of picking up some object from the floor and at the
same time make it a matter of physical exercise,
and we may take a hat .from the rack whilo
standing away from it, thus stretching ourselves,
as it were, into a little needful action. Putting on
an overcoat, or any part of our clothing, may be
done in such a way as to set the blood to racing
through the body. Morning and night upon
getting up and upon retiring there is every
All of this has to

—

—

reason to

make

it

a rule to exercise freely.
•

*

«

THEus down

morning exercise wakes us up and

finally at the breakfast table
a zest for tho food set before us.
morning bath is an agency for good in
fc

sits

with

The
this

given ourselves a good
shake-up from head to foot. By the same token,
exercises at night before retiring induces sound
sleep and takes away the strain of the preceding
day.
direction after

we have

(Doug, glues us more good advice next week

)
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Children

Write to-day for Noble's
Illustrated Fashion Guile.

JOHN NOBLE

habits.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE

send a selection

post tree,

of our own which will not make it a
hardship or a chore to keep ourselves in trim a
state of physical preparedness.
IT should become a part of our daily scheme to obey certain,
simple rules which tend towards an automatic
effort instead of a discipline, and we should
persevere in these until they become fixed

methods

is

Materials by the yard
Por ladies who prefer to hive their
clothes nmlr up themselves. John
Xoblr Limited,

and every other facility for those who determine
to build themselves up through consistent
physical exercise.
That is all very well to begin
with, but afterward we must have some simple

1
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cherish these

real in plans of our own.
the pages of every worth-

plete without
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zox
Headache or Neuralgia ta'*c a Utile
If you would like to rid yourself of that troublesome
harmless Zox Powder in acup of tea or water and the PAIN WILL CO IN A FEW MINUTES.
Powders
upon receipt of
To prove this we will gladly send you two Zox
stamped addressed envelope.
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know anythin

Dorothy

SUNSHINE AND SHADOW.

THE

matrimonial film play, with its undesirable
third party forming the " eternal triangle,"
continues to make its appearance under all
The advertising is clever, and
scrts of catch titles.
there is evpn the useful interrcgation mark following
"
"
husband
or " wife " as a bait for our
the word
curiosity.
But the tale is always the eld one, never
For the sake of variety, if nothing else, rt
different.
is time surely that some other theme was chosen.
Originality in the strict sense of the word may not
Everything in the way of ideas that
be possible.
the mind of man has found it possible to imagine has
been thought of and used at some time or another.
Vet many of these must still contain a certain newness
to us.
For, judging by the bulk of the photo-plays
produced, the popular practice seems to be to seize
upon a few ideas, usually cf the most sordid kind, and
l.arp on them as though they were the most attractive.
The truth, of course, is the opposite.
The simplicity of a story has never yet failed to
attract when the charm in telling it has been supported
by good acting and good production. The best recent
example of this type is that of " Daddy Long Legs,"

now

it was shown, leaving
behind all the productions which rested on the
worn-out theme the portrayal of vice. It was proof,
ii any were needed, that the public welcomes anything
which strikes a fresh and pleasanter note.

which created a record wherever

far

—

It is right, of course, that the screen should depict
bcth the shadow and sunshine of life.
But picturegoers are growing a little discontented at seeing too

much of the one and too little of the other. The story
cf dark deeds and doubtful morals has been given us
so often that the plot bas become threadbare and no
longer of value.
Yet there is plenty of other material
which could be profitably used to give us newer
'limpses of the brighter side of things.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time b efore publicat

ion, letters

cannot be answered

in the next issue ?
envelo pe must accom-

A stamped and add res sed
pany any
letter

letter requiring

should give the

an

full

early" reply.

name and

the writer (not for publication), as

about Films or Film Playenr

Every

address of

no anonymous

communications can be answered.

Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room G, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.
:

—

(Plymouth). Your
Flsib
second
question,
curiously
enough,
answers your first. Charles
F.ryant is the husband of the talented Nazimova,
who was born in Yialta, Crimea, in 1879. She was
educated at Zurich, Geneva, and Odessa.
Bobiue (London, S.W.). Hope on, my jolly lad,
and I'll do what I can. Yes, Milton Sills was Martin
Cdnrad in "The Woman Thoii (lavest Me."
L. M. (Camberwcll). Your " Cinema Guide " as
you call it, is quite good, but we had something like
it before.
Mary Miles Minter is 5ft. 2ins. in height,
and Olga Petrova is just three inches taller.
Kitty (Rhyl). To your collection of ages you can
now add the following : Creighton Hale is twenty'.iglit, Constance Talmadge is twenty, Alan Forrest

—

—

—

.

:

penalty of popularity.

unfortunately, not traceable
if you, have
all those
your caricature of yourself
I am sure you must be nicer looking.
Margarita
Fisher was born in 1894 in Missouri Valley
Iowa
She has copper hair and ercy eyes. Conrad N igel
was in "{Redhead" with Alice Joyce. Your question
four, which you have asked me for the second time
is so funny that I dare not print it for fear of
sending
everybody else into convulsions. Such comical
rumours, Connie, are not true.
REAnr.it (Winsford).— Glad this pa«e solves
so many of your difficulties. William Farnum
and
Jewel Carmen were iu " Les Miserables."
Mdlle. La T. (on tour).— Your letter was interesting, but don't forget, as a regular reader
unkindly request in every
issue of this paper that
addresses should NOT be

—

particulars given just recently concerning Monroe
Salisbury .and Milton Sills. So let us turn to Wyndham Standing and David Powell. The first named
is a Londoner by birth.
Forty Is his age, and his
colouring is brown hair and grey eyes. David is a
Scotsman, who played on the stage with a number
of theatrical stars like Sir Herbert Tree, Ellen Terry,
and others. He is now in America. He lias dark

hair

and eyes, and is
H. (Dartford).

5ft.

—I

lOins. in height.

agree that several British
productions are quite excellent. " The Starting
Point," I understand, was filmed in Cornwall.
8.

—

Lyma (Woking). Gladden James in " The Third
Degree." You ask me how old is William Duncan.
Alas
no one knows, but good, old Bill. And a
strong man's secret is difficult to get. Pearl White
is that artiste's real name.
Your other favourite is
not married now.
M. W. (Westcliff-on-Sea).—Mahlon Hamilton was
born in Baltimore. The actress you mention is not
married now. You want particulars about Frank
Mayo ? Here they are. Born in New York in
1886, i3 only half an inch less 6ft., and has brown
hair and grey eyes. Sorry, but I have not yet come
across the other partriculars you asked me to. I am
!

still

searching.

is,

— Even

curls depicted in

care of Buster Kcaton Come6250, Eleanor Avenue, Hollywood, California,

BOUMD VOILUMESo
We

of the Picture Show,
containing issues from Nov. to April, inBeautifully bound in pale blue cloth lined

have a limited number

Volume

2,

clusive.

binding.
These volumes can be obtained price 11/-,
post free to any address in the British Isles and
Abroad (with the exception of Canada, Australasia,
and South Africa) price 12/3 post free. Send your
order to-day to avoid disappointment, enclosing
P.O's for the amount above to The Publisher, the
Picture Show, 7-9, Pilgrim St., Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.

New

If
asked for by post.
every reader will remember that I shall -be saved
grey hairs. So you are
on the stage, and your
company has the first
electrocution chair used
,

New

in Sing Sing Prison,
York, in which a certain
criminal met his end ?

Well, it's doubtless quite
a nice piece of furniture
to look at, but I think
I'd prefer to use my own

humble

seat.

Vandi

(Croydon).

—

Remarkable Offer
—by RILEY'S
A BILLIARD TABLE FOR YOUR HOME
ON SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL.
CUCH

you and I, a 11 d
anybody else who cares
I am, indeed,
to join us.
a harmless creature, and
Yes,

my

even

" slight

sar-

is always tinged
with good humour, and
never with the venom of

offer

Mystery

Ford's

wh

i

c

h

latest
is

being

For back numbers write to the pubof

lishers

this

paper

(address as above).
In
" Raffles " John Barrymore took the title role.

Frank Morgan was
Bunny, Mike Donlin the
burglar Crawshay, and
Kat hryn Adams

as

Gwendolen.

W.

D.

John's
Wood).
No, " Rags "
and " The Ragamuffin "

—

(St.

latter,

which

was

called " The
re-titled
in this country for the
benefit of those who have
originally

Hoodlum," was

not studied American.
" Jean " (Balham).
Yes, both Harry Carey

and

Bryant Washburn

are married men.
latter's

wife

is

The
Mabel

Forrest.

(More answers next
week.)

can

is

made, and you

does not come up

Riley's " Home " Billiard Table
resting on ordinary dining
table.

A convenient size to fit over an
ordinary table. Measures 6ft. 4111.
by 3ft. .tin.
Other sizes prices
in proportion
r>Q
\ r
f\

—

from

.

.

XO

. .

I6[-

-

I

J

-

U

down

addition to the "

—

satisfaction to the most experienced
player- These tables are made with
all the exactness of Riley's world

Home

"

full-size tables.

matter what size your room

there

a Riley table to
on yourdining table.
is

fit

is,

it

r
WRITE illustrated
,„ J»
,

to-day

Billiard Table,

Riley's

/v ce

.

ust.

have another

COMBINE " BILLIARD AND DINING TABLE— really

a magnificent piece of furniture.

payments, spread over 20 months.

E. J.

will provide thorough
enjoyment during the long
winter nights and give entire

to rest

Riley's "Home"
Billiard Table
style— the "

Riley Billiard Table in your

home

No

further monthly payments brings to your home

In

A

famous

and 1 7

to

expectations.

shown

are two different pictures.

The

offer

are quite at liberty to
return the table free of
all cost
to you, if it

bitterness. " The
13 " is
of

Francis

an

only be made when
there is little likelihood
of the table being returned. Anyhow the

casm

human

I

U.S.A.
Harrison Ford, care of Morosco Studios, Los
Angeles, California, U.S.A.
Evelyn Boucher. Mary Glynne, care of Sfcoll
studios, Regency House, Park Road, Surbiton,
Surrey.
Mahet. Nof.mand. care" of Goldwyn Studios, Culver
City, California, U.S.A.
(Moie addresses next week.)

—

Connie (Portsmouth).

C

Roscoe ArbI'cKle,
dies,

:

abundant

!

requeue

kindly

are

these addresses for reference.

BUNANCaOR (Lewishani).— Whatever does your
nickname stand for ? Charles Bryant is an Englishman, and was born in Hartford, Cheshire. The
'<
other Nazimova films not mentioned are
Out of
the Fog," "The Revelation," and " Toy of Pate"
Christine (MorecambeV So you would like to
see a still better photo of Warren Kerrigan ?
I note
you have had him as your favourite for the past seven
years, which shows you are not fickle.
He and I ois
Wilson were the leads in " Three X. Gordon," but the
rest of the information

STAR.— You

Not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered.
If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
tnelose it with a loose 2d. stamp to the Editor,
The P.icti he Show, Room 85, The Fleetway House,
Farritigdon Street, London, E.C.4., and it will be
forwarded by the next mail.
If the letter weighs
more than 1 oz., it will require an additional id.
stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Pictirk
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep

.

shown.

(Bournemouth). Before you come to this,
Wynne, you will have passed on your way the

J?he part
'

pleasure.

Wynne

W11BHE TO WHITE TO YOUR FAVOUR!
FILM

short note.

Walter Jameson was played by Raymond Owens in
the first two episodes only of " The Exploits of K.l.iiiu
and after that this role was filled by Creighton Halo.
W. S. II (EarlsfleUD, Taff (Neath), H. C. s.
(Wimbledon), Snowft.aK!, (Gateshead), 1. M. (Edinburgh), F. T. (Weymouth), and D. S. (Newport).
Your questions have only recently been answered.
No doubt you have seen the answers since gritting,
but let me hear from you again.
W. P. M. (Walthamstow).— Yes, stardom is a
dignity to which some artistes attain alter many
years of really hard work. Your query about Mary
Miles Minter may be explained thus
According to
a contract she signed not long ago, report states
that she is not allowed to kiss, become engaged or
married until the agreement is over. Such is the

picture

thirty,

— Nice

of

Eugene O'Brien is thirty-six, and Mae
Marsh is twenty-four. The last named is married
to Louis Lee .Armes, and Creighton Hale to a nonprofessional.
Don't apologise. It's been a Rhyl
is

(Barking),

This also can be secured on easy

Cash prices from

JH-34 10,0.

RILEY, Ltd., Newton Works.Accrington.
London Showrooms :

r47, Aldersf.aU Street, E.C.
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Hullo!
Sir Kreemy speaking"
accents sweet, of course.
An
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Sir

—wbatgirldoes not long
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j&ved 4y cUl

Taste one yourself and see if you
know anything that equals it for
downright deiiciousness. Made of the
best ingredients. Sharp's Super- Kreem
is the purest, v)holesomest, and most
delightful sweetmeat yet produced,
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An invaluable form of
nourishment easily digested the more advantageous
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Maidstone.
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the more frequently taken'

can be made to

suit varying tastes.
refined and
strengthening Food, Beverage, and Stimulant all in one.

A

ofview
A n English Naptha
C7IRST,

there

Soap and a Great Labour Saver.

is

the

patriotic

point

of

view,

Naptha Soap is essentially English
at once gives to it the stamp of
excellence which is naturally associated with the
Crosfields'
and that fact

description

"Made

in

England."

The second

point of view is that Crosfields' Naptha Soap is a
great Labour Saver, as it does away witli the old way of hard
rubbing and scrubbing that wears out housewife and clothes
alike.
The pure Naptha and other high-class materials in
Crosfields' Naptha Soap expel the dirt quicklv from the clothes
with little labour, and leave them clean and sweet

Sold by
Grocers

all

and Oilmen
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Picture

No sisters in filmland are so envied to-day as Norma, Natalie, and Constance Talmadge. They are three big stars, and each have found fame in
their particular style of work. Norma as a tragedy queen, Constance as a .comedy queen, and Natalie shines as a director as well as a star. Their
early struggles as they fought for fame that has been hardly won is one of the great romances of filmland.
They are told for the first time in the
" Picture Show," and begin on page 19.
Photo: iVallurdaw.
-

.
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wish to call your attention to the
Splendid value we are showing iq
Blanket Tweeds, etc., for Fashionable
and Cosy Coats and Capes for to /II
Winter Wear.
From
*
*
upwards,
*
The Four Qualities mentioned below are well
recommended, patterns and Illustrated Fashion
Catalogue will be sent FREE on application.
*
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Lovely
Long Hair

Our Costume Tweeds in mixtures, stripes, and
checks are in charming variety.durable,
,„
smart, and reasonable prices.
From o/O

0

To have

lovely

brush thoroughly

long hair

FREE

Patterns

daily.

"

"

...

stripes, 54 ins.

They cleanse,
Sachets.
Try them
and preserve the hair.

Shampoo

beautify

REDMIRE

Blanket
Tweed, charming stladow

WET

Ic'ilma

anv address.

to

And about every two or three weeks shamshampoos,
poo with the delightful

upwards.

wuie

..

12:11

..

"WHARNCLIFFE"
Check Blanket Tweed,
dark combinations, neat
overchcck,54 ins. •»»
wide
1

next time.
In belxtecn the wet shampoos use Icilma
Hair Powder, the pioneer DRY Shampoo. A
little pon der— a gcod brushing— that's all.
Removes every atom of dust and urease.

0

DAWL1SH

"

"

Blanket

Tweed, choice mixtures,
Ideal for Coats,
5

1
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1

Blanket

Tweeds, delightful
checks, Scotch effects in
light colourings,
54 Int.
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Shampoos
Both

Sham'oos,

seven packets.

Natural Lynx Furs
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per packet:
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13 days without Food.
3 days without water.
Only 3 minutes without Air.
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The "LINBY" Coat
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Tailor-lmilt to measure. A
•j.i
and Manful Coat.
Well-made,
Correct cut.
Suitable design (or plain,
cheok, or striped, cloth.
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"
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Other Designs
see Catalogue.
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da-ring again ?

don't you buy

'Oak Trs«" Underwear ?

Coughs, Colds, Influenza,
Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh

and Whooping Cough
Reduce the

Air Ration

below Health Point.

The natural consequence is that the breathing is affectd, the bronchial
vttbee or bronchi became inflamed and couch, more or lev* serious follows.

If neglected, the entire respirator; system is weakened, and ttiat way
consumption lies. Children suffer more frequently from such complaints
than do their elders, the death rate among the very youim being truly
appalling, and in too many instances due entirely to thoughtless neglect.

Ths World's Supreme RemedyVeno's Lightning Cough Cure, so called because of the
rapidity with which it overcomes chronic coughs and cures
deep-scaled and long-standing cases of any of the aliove
named troubles. Veno's Lightning Cough Cure, in Upon
Competition with the world, was
is

UNDERWEAR
With the super wearing

AWARDED CRAKD PRIX AND COLD MEDAL AT THE
INTERNATIONAL

HEALTH

for its purity, efficacy,

Many thenunol
and

doctoi.s

Lave

EXHIBITION, PARIS, 1910,
and pharmaceutical excellence.

ff teetfaHriJlall from cured patients, v.-lentlflc
uteri leeelvetl.
:—
Thr following la an

Saves labour

made

men,

dimple

all

thas. Hyatt-Woolf. Esq., F.R.P.8., E R s L., in his work,
" Truths Abtiul Things Iff Lire On and Daily Uie," says
" / have experimental in the laboratory with Veno's Lightning
.

English Pricos,

1

3

A

ENO'S

fat-

ttmtU of original
portage.
Rrfvtr ait imi-

tat tent

U

l'rr,pr~-ti>rt

:

Thr Venn Drug Co..

Lid.,

of

its

smooth,

soft

to

tex-

"Oar Tree" will give utmost
from first to last: but,
above all, it is the most economical
you can buy because it cuts mending
to the minimum.
ture,

and

3/-.

vSSXmto

¥ COUGH CURE
N

your expectations.

wear because

.

Auk always fni Veno a Lightning Touch Cure. It la aolil by Chemist*,
H tores, and Medicine Dealera In all parts of the world. If your Chemist
[V oat of atock. hi' will get It for yon.

last

qualities.

mending because it is
and does last beyond

Delightfully easy and comfortable

:

Cough Cure, and I hai r likewise applied it in practice.
In all cases to which I applied it the influence of this remedy
1/fSla> msiof mil rt'itrl "
Rrdwed
was
most marked.
.

to

in

Mamtfaeluring Clemltlt, Manrhetlir, Bi

satisfaction

Illustrated Booklet post free :
name of nearest Outfitter
or Draper who can supply,
from, Dept. 18,

with

THE OAK TREE HOSIERY

CO. LTD.

25, Data Street. Manchester
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I called on her at the Ritz Hotel at six-thirty
on the Saturday evening, as she was resting

to dressing for dinner in a lovely
creation of silver lace and ermine tails, the very
latest model by " Molyneux," the most sought
after of all Paris dress designers of the moment.
She was so full of life when I saw her, telling
me of her ambitions, both in the film world and
on the stage, and of the real home in which
one day she hoped to reign " The mother of
ten children."

previous

—-

SHEbig

Famous Readers of tke " Pidture
Skow.
No. 39. — MITCHELL LEWIS.
With Fay Filmer

in Paris.

Hotel Continental, raris.
frocks
frocks
not only in the
salons,
but crowding every available
space in the suite of rooms in the

FROCKS
Hotel

!

!

!

where

Crillon,

Norma and Constance

'J'almadge, accompanied by Dorothy Gish, are
in residence
and at Claridge's, where Fanny
;

Ward

is

staying while she chooses the

best

models from the leading costumiers in Paris.
could fill page3 of the IVjTurtE Show
f
with descriptions of the wonderful trophies of
the dress-hunt captured by stars of the cinema
screen, but must leave these for next week.

Off to Italy.

NORMA,

Constance, and Natalie Talmadgc,
and Dorothy Ciish have just left the
Hotel Crillon by car for a quick tour of
Italy. Norma is enchanted with Paris.
" It is a city carved by love " she said.
" In New York we have wonderful buildings
they stagger 3'ou with their size and impress
But horeitseems that the city
> ou with the cost.
has been planned, not by dollars, but by love.
The artist's hand is to be seen everywhere."
Norma says she will never forget her visit
!

;

to Versailles.

" No -wonder the French people are such
marvellous actors," she said.
They have such
splendid backgrounds ready to their hand."
She was walking down the famous marble staircase of Louis the Fourteenth as she spoke. " I'
can understand how Marie Antoinette walked,
with her head held high, down this wonderful
staircase."

Good

to

—v»
Look

for her opinion on the people of
ASKKD
Paris, Norma— who, by the way.
a
great student of human nature — was
is

full of praise.

" The women are smaller than I imagined,"
she said, " but how beautifully they put on
their clothes
The care they take with their
coiffure and their feet
no wonder the restaurants have seats outside
It is a pleasure
to watch them— not only the fine ladies, but
the poor little work-girl. All have such wonderful taste, such pretty feet, silk stocking*, and neat
!

—

!

tell me of incidents that would interest thoir
mutual friends in Great Britain, with whom they
had made friends through the Picture Show.

Coiffure Hint.
the way, talking of

BY that

the

way

coiffures. I do think
the young girl in Paris is

arranging her hair should be followed
The hair is parted in
by her British sister.
three
the centre strand is coiled into a loose
knot at the nape of her neck. The other two
strands are arranged in " Mary Pickford "
curls to hang over each shoulder.
It is the prettiest fashion imaginable. Try it.
:

— —
*-+

A Sad Memory.
SURELY no bigger

tragedy has happened in
Cinemaland tnan the death of Olive Thomas
in Paris. I was probably the last person to

visit her.

we

let

take some scenes in their origin
The attitude of the papers is "Shall
him ? " But, as one reader pointed out,
to

1.

" the French people themselves did tins play
ten years ago, and it was not a success. An I.
anyway, who has power to" stop him ? "
I hear Doug, i.i really returning to Parn
quite soon, when he intends forming a company,
among which will be many French players.

Real Love Match.

ever there was a love match, this one was.
Jack anticipated Olive's every wish.
She
told me the only time she was really un"
Jack looked cross."
He
happy was when
hadn't left her for a minute during this trip,
except when she was buying frocks, and even
but
then Olive wanted him to go with her
Jack wouldn't.
" I should have felt so out-of-place, Fay,"
ha said to me. " I don't like to think of frocks
as frocks, but how wonderful my little wine

An Awful

Experience.

MOORE

TOM

made a real sacrifice in the
interests of art the other day, during the
filming of a scene in " Canavan." The
scene showed a humble home, and Tom, in th?
role of a street cleaner, was eating his supper.
The camera started to clic k, and the star buttered
his bread heavily and started to eat.
He kept
this up for several minutes, but as soon as the
camera stopped, he ran off the stage, and shouted
for water.
He coughed up as much bread a- El •
could.
The trouble was that the property man
had provided butter strong enough to blow open
a safe.

IF

;

"
looks in them
He smiled at Olive, and she smiled back at
him. They understood one another.
!

Something Useful.

SPEAKING

of useful gift*.

Colleen Moore recently celebrated her
nineteenth birthday anniversary. Among
the presents she received were
one season
pass to a picture theatre in Silver City. New
Mexico two home brew recipes (and she doesn't
like the stuff); one dog collar (she has no dog!
one baseball (from a person who heard that she
was fond of it, and evidently thought she
:

—

;

:

played

Kansas

it)

:

girl

one autographed photograph from 1
is ready to be a film star
one

who

;

ukelele (she already has four).

— —

Jack's Favourite.

*~>

A ND

"

you have no favourites ? " I asked
him.
" Oh, but I have " he replied.
" Look here "
He opened the wardrobe and brought out
The skirt
a simple little white muslin frock.
was full, with tiny box-pleated frills. It was
very suggestive of the frocks of our grandmothers' days.
" With this," confided Jack, with a boyish
smile, " she wears tiny rosebuds in her hair
and a bracelet of rosebuds on her wrist, and
"
she looks as sweet as
There was evidently nothing with which to
compare her, for Jack never finished the sentence.

/\

!

!

Was To Be Their Honeymoon.

It

Olive's stay
DURINGbeen
a bower

in Paris, her room
of roses.
They were
her favourite flower, just as jasmine
has always been her favourite and only 6cent.
This trip was by way of being their honeymoon
" I fell in love with her the minute I saw
her," said Jack.
" And," chimed in Olive,
"
mascot is

had

my

Chow dog

that was born on that day.
just five years old, and is waiting right

a

for

A
A

herself,

— —

At.

setting.

»-»

with her
blue eyes, finely marked eyebrows
and long, dark eyelashes, a baby pouting
mouth, and even teeth. As she sat up in bed
(she was resting before dinner) she looked
At the
os if she w-anted mothering herself.
foot of her bed sat her adoring sweetheart
and husband, Jack Pickford, reminding her to

A

shortly

— —

A Picture of

Olive.
looked such a baby

American, to play D'Artagnan.
This follow*
Doug.'s statement that fie intends ftlrfting " The
Three Musketeers," and is returning to Franca

He

is

home

me now."
Parting

SHALL

—

by them both in memory of their visit to Paris.
What happened afterwards was a great blow
to me. I only know when I left Olive, a few hours
before the accident, I left a care-free child and
an adoring husband, thoroughly in love with
life, and with each other.

—

Doug, as a Frenchman.
Paris press
THEheated
argument
is

should

Disappointment.

Bessie Love has
AFTER
California without having

returned

all,

tc.

visited Old
England. Whether it was the talk of
strikes or merely her love for California. Bessie
refuses to say, but in any case she decided

against the trip.
Charles Dickens's

may

A

be

made

in

" Old Curiosity Shop
Hollywood after all.

'

— —

Hair Hint.

HATTON, who plays
RAYMOND
in the coming film version

Weelum

of the stage
play, " Bunty Pulls the 'Strings," says he
has that picture to thank for saving his hair,
which was coming out very badly before he wacast to play opposite-Bunty.
He says the reason
is that as Weelum he parts his
hair straight
down the middle in the back of his head, and
" I've
brushes it forward over to his ears.
been told a number of times that if a man would
change his way of brushing his hair, it would stop
falling out.
But, of course, a man in ordinary
life hasn't a chance to wear his ha r in an outlandish way like this so I never had an opporI'll say it works,
tunity* to try the theory.
"
;

—

though

!

— —
*-t

Gift.
always prize the photograph (taken
together) that they gave me the photograph you probably saw in the " Sunday
Pictorial." It was the only occasion they had
been photographed together, and was signed

I

A

allow

at present holding quite a
as to whether France

Douglas

Fairbanks,

an

The Recipe for Happiness.
SHIRLEY MASON, the diminutive and

dainty
harder to
force a convincing laugh on the screen than
to effect tears or sadness.
She bases her state
ment on the fact that a motion picture actor
or actress when called upon to. register a smile
or laugh must be feeling in the proper mood
On the other hand, it is easy for ono to become
sad by recalling some depressing experience
which alone is sufficient to produce tears.
"If I do not feel happy when called upon to
produce a laugh, I just go and find cause to he
happy, and usually find the needed incentive in
the company of children. They are so natural,
and say such amusing things that their every
star, is of the opinion that

action just
selves."

makes me

feel

as

it

is

happy

as

them-

——

—

Picture Show,

"PICTURE SHOW" CHAT.

X

(Con

ed

f

3

)

m

Angeles.

Trilby in Real Life.
English members

of the medical faculty
introduced the other day to tho
Metro Studios by a local nerve specialist)
and authority of therapeutic suggestion, and

SOME
were

HAVE

I

am

standing on

my

head, or

It is too wonderful to believe,
fent
must tell you. Ever since I first saw
mine
in print, I have longed
a little gossip of
own one in which I can
for a paper of
gather together just the information and
and
pictures I know girls like to read about
at last this dream of mine is to become a reality.
Next Tuesday, October 12, No. 1 of the "Girls'
Cinema" will bo on sale at every newsagent's
and bookstall, price 2d. The " Oirls' Cinema"'

were particularly interested to find Alice Lako
at work on a scene in which she is supposed to
be put into an hypnotic trance. When the
command was given to " cut " and the cameras

*iy heels for joy.

r

—

my

—

.

your own Fay Filmer's own paper, and, girls,
X do so want to know if 1 have succeeded
in giving you just the paper you want. When
you have read your copy, will you write me,
please, just a line of criticism or praise ? I ask
this in friendship's name, for we have been
friends for some time now, haven't we ? Doii t
forget Tuesday of next week, October 12,

is

— v+

Just One

I

MUST

you

TERENCE CAVANAGH. WARNER OLAND.
who we are

shortly to see

as Richard Fehton in the
coming Gaumont photo" Saved
entitled
play,

From

The

latest studio portrait of
this favourite screen vilappear in the
lain, to

Pathe

" The Third
Eye."

serial,

the Sea."

that nothing will remove the mark, with the
result of the high-necked fashion

—>

New Club.
/f AY ALLISON

May's

Secret.
just tell

of one interesting piece

news connected with the " Girls' Cinema."
With No. 1 will be presented a beautiful
«o!oured plate of Mary Pickford wearing the
wedding dress in which she was married to
of

This picture is absolutely exclusive
the " Girls' Cinema," and has never been
It's a dream
published before in any paper.
of a frock, girls, and I can't describe the charm
yourself.
it
for
see
of the picture. You must

1\

1V1

mum

has started a club, the
which
enief requisite for membership of
maxiis that your hair must be. cut to a
^> an»
of eight inches in length. " Viola
Nazimova have already joined the club,

and
which

is

called the "

Bobbed Hair Club.

Doug.
»o

Prizes for " Picture Show " Readers.
you going to the great Victory Carnival
at the Crystal Palace on Saturday,
October 9 ? If so, remember that Fay
Filmer is awarding Fifteen Pounds for special
prizes for the best Picture Show costumes.
have been delighted with the number
1
Every
of prizes carried off by my readers.
week my postbag brings me a number of

ARE

photographs from lucky first prize winners
in fancy costume carnivals, and I have been
amazed at the striking costumes which have
been fashioned by clever fingers from old
of the Picture Show, and pictures
cut from its pages. And here is another chance
to represent your favourito paper and win a prize.

copies

—

A Fashion that Came

It was Stewart
real as well as a

Holmes,
"reel"

villain in her eyes.

In the play they have just finished, Holmes
bad man " of the story, and as the
villain was called upon to mark his victim
with an instrument used for modelling clay.
Holmes used some colouring substance for the
purpose of scratching a mark on the neck of
the little star, but he did it so effectively

Mary

I
I

HEAR that Gareth Hughes is as conscientious
any of the
a student of Shakespeare as
famous players of Shakespearian

roles.

For the youthful Hughes expects, eventually, to
add to "his fame, by enacting Shakespearian
male charactensaroles, and has studied every
tion in the works of the Bard of Avon.

American Venice

to

Become

Italian.

California, is to be converted into
This for
Venice, Italy, for a day.
v The Marriage ot
Venetian scenes for

VENICE,

— —

A Proud

Father.

DESMOND
WILLIAM
possession of a littb

proud in the
is
baby daughter,
time of
present
the
at
Joanna,
Mary
writing just two wesks old. His wife was
known to screen lovers as Mary Mclvor.

A

Talented Composer.

ORA

CAREW

is

not only an accomplished

and piauist, but also a comOpus One from her pen, a song
poser.
" Ruth," and is
in fox-trot rhythm, is entitled
wellshortly to be put on tho market by a
Also, as
known Am?rican publishing firm.
appearMiss Carew has interspersed her screen
ances with engagements in musical comedy, it
violinist

bo logically surmised that she has a voice.

may

William

Joe Ryan Reformed.
RYAN, hitherto a bearded

simply a paradox.
" Thoso who swear by Beethoven, Brahms,
"
and Debussy,"" she says, disown me because I
Dardanella and. Irving Berlin. The rest,
like
I can also enjoy
of them think I'm crazy because
'Tosca' and MacDowell." Slip believes that
stuff aro
syncopated
despise
who
the people
overlooking something, for while they are talking
are
about creating a national music, they
beginning
possibly neglecting to realise that the
of it may be all around them.

Asche," now under production at
on the
Metro's studio. They will be taken
with May
canals of the American Venice,
A gondola has
Allison as the central figure.
s shops at
been constructed in the company
Hollywood for the purpose, and minor changes
town upon
the
ot
appearance
will be made in the
the requirethe water in order to conform to
ments of the story.

—

.

villain,

has

JOEformed,

His whiskers
have been shaved off,

.

'

'

Another Marriage.

has mimed the wellPaul Sc.vrdon. She is
now pacifying the " fans " by the statement that there is nothing in her contract
that provides for action for breach in case ol
Anyhow, she says she lias no
marriage.
intention of leaving the screen.

BLYTHE
BETTY
known director,

and the transformation has
caused him to appear as a
young and dapper juvenile.
Ryan's last villainous role was in the
V'itagraph

re.

serial,

"Hidden Dangers."

Elsie Codd.

Fay
Filme-

Mrs. Fairbanks) on the verandah of Doug.'s

home

.

ceased to grind, Miss Lake, to the surprise of
the director and visitors, still sat immovable,
with her eyes in a fixed stare. She failed to
respond to the director's shouts, and several
minutes elapsed before it was possible to rouse
Much interested in the incident, Dr.
her.
Kerlburg had a talk with her after she had
revived, and came to the conclusion that she
had undoubtedly been the subject .of self" Desiring to play her part as
'hypnosis.
" she
sincerely as lay in her power," he said,
thought hypnotism, acted hypnotism, and felt
hypnotism. As a result, she was hypnotised
by her own thoughts." If such was really the
case, this is the first time that an actress fcai
played the part of a Trilby of real life ai d
acted before the camera in an unconscious state.

Tho trouble is, according to Ora, that to her
more orthodox friends her musical taste is

—

anticipated the latest Paris
the high-neckod frock for
her summer gowns, but it was not the
fashion that was the cause of her frocks being

was the

Hughes as Shakespearian Student.

in Useful.

LAKE
ALICE
fashion of

made in this style.
who has become a

9th, 1920.

" OVER THERE.'*
FROM
Notes and News from Los

Fay Filmer's Great Ambition.
yon ever had a great ambition
materialise ?
I have, and I don't know
whether

Odder

in the Beverley Hills,

where the

first

days ol their honeymoon were spent.

rkiurc Show, October

1920.

9(/i,

"

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE

PICTURE SHOW."

it

PINA MENICHELLI,
Wrapped up

in their work.

lACK PICKFORD

mysteries of taking motion pictures to Miss
of

ALBERT PARKER,
tere coaching his
portant part with

director of

little

(left)

MAUDE MURRAY

Norma Talmadge, is
who plavs an imBranded

his director,

AL GREEN,

MILLER,

explaining the
a member of the Board

Film Censors.

daughter,

NORMA in "The

and

Woman."

"Within the

A

the beautiful ItaUan film star,

who

" A Woman's Story," is one of the most
famous picture artistes of Europe. She recently renewed
her contract with her film company at a salary of
something like £75,000 per annum.
appears in

lines."
Very little space is allotted to cinema artistes for the enaction of some of their scenes.
triangular contrivance
called the camera lines
is placed before the camera, and the actress must not move
either to the right or left of it.

—

—

—

Picture Show, October 9th, 1920.

YOU CAN BEGIN THIS SPLENDID NEW SERIAL TO-DAY.

PR. ICE oP HIS

~Tke
Read This
Sweet
THEamong
them John

First.

Alice carried just twelve passengers,

Galloway,

An

who spent much

of his time in a harmless flirtation with

Enthralling Story of a

Irma,

however,

took

from Rhodesia where they had taken up an abandoned gold claim.
Galloway had a contempt for Mallet who treated
when
all "iris as fair game, and was openly disgusted
Mallet talked of Athalie Railton, the girl whom he
was on his way to marry, chiefly because her father
had heaps of money.
The night before they are due to land the boat has
a collision and slowly sinks. John Galloway attempts
to rescue Irma Gale.
He entices her to take the vacant scat in one of the
A violent explosion
boats, and then goes on deck.
renders him unconscious and throws him in the water.

When he recovers, he finds himself in bed, with a
nurse attending him and calling him Mr. Mallet. She
tells him that he is sole survivor of the wreck.
Although he protests that he is not Dyson Mallet,
no one believes him, but thinks that his brain has
become a trifle unhinged by the shock of the wreck.
He meets Athalie by chance one day rendering
assistance to her car.
Frequent meetings with Athalie soon convinced
John of his affection for her, and one evening he tells
her that he loves her, insisting at the same time that
ho is an impostor. She will not believe him, however,
and convinces him that she reciprocates his affect ion.
John opens a letter addressed to Dyson Mallet
from a woman that hints at a past love affair.

The

Girl

Who Knew.

GALLOWAY reached
JOHN
To
o'clock in the morning.
ridiculous,

because

he

homo at two
go to bed was

knew

that

sleep

would bo impossible.
Tho room which he used as a study he found
hot and close. He flung wide the French
windows which opened on to tho lawn, and
threw himself into an armchair close to them.
He had como to tho conclusion that dreams
were very good things at times, until you eamo
He had been walking in
to the em of them.
dreams all the evening. Now he had to face
And a pretty grim, unpleasant
realities.
appearing reality ho found it.
Ho sat a few feet inside tho open windows, and
Bright moondid not trouble to light the lamp.
light streamed into the room full upon him.
Not yet had he grown fully accustomed to the
manners and garb of the more cultured communi ics. He was an open air man and a toiler.
Now that the function of tho night was over ho
found his tight fitting dress coat irksome and hot.
I

In a

fit

of impatience ho stripped off the coat
The stiff collar
it on the settee.

nnd throw
foil

nved.

Then he rolled up the starched cuffs of
shirt and felt physically, at any rate, more at

his
his

e.no.
lint this did not

do much to relieve the mental
w«s suffering from.
What ho had said to Athalie Railton amounted

^tVonderful Love.

strange combination of circumstances for which

he was not originally responsible, he had been
put into Dyson Mallet's shoes.
But for all the rest ho and he alone was responsible.
Long ago,

by

drastic, action,

he could have cut

this web of error which had wrapped him
around so softly. In half a dozen different ways
he could have proved his identity at the expense
of a little trouble.

away

He had not done so. He had countenanced
tho deception by allowing it to continue.
In the end, posing as Dyson Mallet, for all
that ho had givin her his name as John Galloway,
he had told Athalie Kailton that he loved her,
and had left her under the impression that ho
wanted to marry her as indeed he did.
And the amazing part of it all was that, as"ho
sat there in tho moonlight reviewing tho few
hectic hours of the immediate past, he was not
even sorry. Calm as he was now and capable of
-a judicial view, the rebel in him was still uppermost and held the reins.
He had given much to life, and hadjaken
Now a door had been
little out of it in return.
opened to him, showing him what he had

—

missed.

So he sat there, his elbows on his knees and
his face in his hunds, as he tried to think the
matter out and weigh dishonour in the scales
against what he had seen through that suddenly
opened door.
The moonlight streamed in on him, showing
up the knotted muscles of his arms, and tho
tattooed Chinese dragon, exceedingly rampant
one more gift from the dead Dyson Mallet.
And a girl who had been hiding in the shrubbery for hours, camo out on to the lawn, a
furtive shadow, moving with a shadow's noiselessness.

She had seen the man come up and strip his
Now with the
off and roll up his sleeves.
moonlight bright on him, she saw the tattooed

coat

dragon.
He did not hear her light step on tho dewdrenched grass. Ho made no sign when she
crossed the threshold and stood in tho room a
couple of feet from him.
For a moment the girl bent yearningly almost
over him. The next she was on her knees with
her arms tight about his neck, and her face
pressed against his, wildly covering it with
kisses.

The girl
practically to a prosposal of marriage.
had taken it as such, as any girl would have done

Galloway came to his feet in one movement,
with him because her hands were
locked desperately behind his neck.
Ho was so completely staggered that for a
moment ho did nothing, but let the wild girl

in tho circumstances.

cling to him, taking her

In all probability it had not occurred to her
that ho had not, in so many words, asked her to
marry him. So ho could find no comfort from
this small reservation.
He had played tho cad. There was no other
description to fit tho case.
He was too strong and naturally honest to
attempt to persuade himself that he was not
altogether responsible for the situation which

Ho

Strain he

,

s

Fight Against Fate and of a

Irma

things a little too
Dyson
seriously, so John left her more to herself.
Mallet, John's partner, was quick to take his place.
Dyson Mallet ami Galloway were homeward bound
Gale.

Man

h

ul arisen.

A weaker man might have pleaded that he had
introduced himself to Athalie under his own
name- Also that ho hail, time after lime, insisted
to thoso about him that he was not Dyson
Wallet but John Calloway.
This was true so fur as it went, but in his
heart ho knew that he was an impostor,
By a

lifting the girl

fill

of frantic kisses.

did not know whether ho was awake or
dreaming.
When she flung herself upon him, ho had been
thinking of that last kiss which Athalio Railton
had given him, and momentarily his brain had
been obsessed by the wild idea that somehow
sho had crept homo ufter him.
Hut enlightenment soon came as he began to
make sense of tho girl's hysterical moaning".
" Dyson, Dyson," she murmured, choking
" Why are you treating me like
with sobs.
this ?
Why did you not como to tho woods to
meet me f I have been waiting there for hours.
Aro you going to desert me T 1 tell you, you
,

shall not."

As

gently as possible, he unlocked the clasped
his neck, and held her away

hands from behind

*9

little.
Ho was white and
when he spoke was cold.
making a mistake," he said.
Tho girl stopped her struggling. The moonlight was streaming full on his face, and she was

from him, struggling a
stern, and his voice
" I think you are

looking at it, peering at it intently.
" This is the test," thought John Galloway.
"It seems to me that I can save myself the
trouble of shouting my deception from the

house tops. Here is somebody well equipped to
shout the news, for me."
But some mad impulse urged him still to play
his part for what it was worth.
lie dropped the girl's wrists and she drew a
little away from him, still peering intently at his
face.

She did not speak, and at length it was Galloway himself who broke the silence.
" Where have you came from ? " he asked.
" From the lawn,"- she returned.
" 1 have
been watching you."
" But what brings you here in the middle

—

of the night

?

"

" I

came because you did not come to me in
Mordcn Woods, as 1 asked you to."
" Who are you ? " asked Galloway desperately.
The girl gave a short, bitter laugh. In turning
her head slightly, the moonlight fell on her face,
and the man saw that she was dark and pretty,

with small features, mosses of dark lustrous hair,
and slim almost childish shoulders and bust. He
judged her to be about twenty-five.
" You know well enough who I am, Dyson,"
You
she said, her voice hoarse with reproach.
need not pretend that you don't."
" I think I do," returned Galloway, slowly.
" You arc Alice.
What is your other name T "

—

Her eyes
"

flashed dangerously.

You know."

" I have forgotten.

was
"

It

is

a long time since

I

England last."
But not so long since you wrote to me,"
in

" My name is Alice
returned tho girl hotly.
Mercer.
I wish / could forget so easily."
" Have I then treated you badly ? "
" Badly Dyson, aren't you treating me badly

now
"

?

I

"

—

mean

in the past."

She lowered her head.
" N-no," she answered hesitatingly.
" I don't
Heaven knows there has been little
think so.
life,
happiness
in
enough of
my
but what there
has been I think you have given me. But for
every hour of happiness, you have given me a
hundred hours of pain and bitterness."
that been my fault ? " asked Galloway.
did not know what his object was in
making this conversation. He had no plan. He
was fighting for time while he found one if
"

Has

He

And ho wanted to know how far this
woman was in a position to wreck him.
Ho knew already that sho was suspicious.
He saw her from time to time looking at his face,
possible.

and then down at
reassurance.

his bare left arm as if for
realised that it was chiefly the
on which she relied for proof of

Ho

tatooed dragon

his identity.
" I don't know," she said wearily in reply to
" You used to say you loved me.
his question.

And

I gave you all the love I have to give to any
man. You used to say that some day you
would marry me. But now you have forgotten
even my name."
Suddenly the girl stepped closo up to him so
that her face was less than a foot from his own.
He had withdrawn a littlo into tho shadow, but
sho hooked her small fingers into the armholcs of
his waistcoat, and drew him out into tho full
light of the moon.
He allowed her to do so without resistance.
Abruptly, nnd before ho realised her intention,
sho flung her arms round his neck again, drew
his head down by main strength and pressed her
Ho felt her fingers groping^
face against his.
{Continued on page 8.)
j
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF HARRISON FORD.

(Special to the "Picture Show. ")

HARRISON FORD.
TO

bo able to dance is acknowledged to be one of the accomplishments
that is essential to the most approved type of leading man.
Yet
this is one of the things that Harrison Ford does not do.
He is one
of the best drawing-room lovejnakers on the screen, and is voted to be
one of our most romantic leading men, yet he cannot dance one step.
And it is not because he has not tried, for, as he says, " I simply cannot

learn,

and

I

has even had a phonograph installed in his little flat, and induced
of his lady friends to try t« teach him
but even that has
not brought success, and he admits that he has learned moro about
cooking than ho has about dancing during the two year3 he has been in
•
California.
And he can cook, which is perhaps a more useful accomplishment than
dancing, especially as his coloured cook is leaving him to enter the matrimonial world a few weeks hence. Then Harrison intends to become his
ow i chef, unless he can persuade his mother to stay with him.
Which only shows that outward appearances are deceptive, for Harrison
h is many of the fashionable foibles of the modern leading man, and no one
would suspect him of over doing his own cooking. His sleek, brown hair
is always well brushed back from his forehead, his brown eyes are always
liughing, and intelligent; while in dress he is absolutely immaculate,
aiopting at times even the eye glasses of tortoiseshell.
;

consummate

savoir Jain,

and ho remaino

Thought For His Cook.

!

that she evidently cherishes the coloured

woman's love

for brightly coloured

objects.

A

Perfect Love-Maker.
he. certainly can make love, and
if Harrison cannot dance,
that is an accomplishment worthy of attention in the movie world
When someone who had seen him in one of his love scenes in
the films wrote to him and asked him if he had any particular

BUT^even

is not the romantic, light-hearted type that he appears to be
in reality.
takes a great interest in the inner workings
of filmland and film acting, and thinks that mere handsomeness is
poor excuse for wanting to be an actor. He believes that the " mental
asp " of a role is most important of all, because the camera registers

He

philosophy of love-making, he confessed to nothing more intricate than
that when he played opposite such beautiful and charming girls a<
Constance Tahnadge, Vivian Martin and Lila Lee, he just couldn't help
making love to them.
' below the skin."
He is now leading man to Constance
Thus it is that he turns to literature's pages for inspiration, thinking that
m ich can be learned from historic personages. This trait leads him to Talinadge, and has already acted opposite
These
her
in a number of photo-plays.
become a collector of unusual books, and he makes a hobby of collecting
" The
art bindings and first editions.
And although he is a perfect limpet about include " Romance and Arabella,"
Veiled Adventure," and " Experimental
his personal affairs, he will talk interestedly and intelligently for hours
Marriage." The latter play was adapted
upon his books and art.
from " Saturday to Monday," during
which time the married couple dwell
Just a Stage Hand.
FORD was born in Kansas Citv, and received his education together, going their own respective
Harriboth there a-.d in Los Angeles. He left school when he was just' way for the rest of the week. But
of
fourteen to go on the stage, but. unfortunately, he got no further son says that this is not his view
married
life.
at first than being a stage hand.
But he says that he is glad of the
knowledge that he gained behind the scenes, for it will help him tremendLila Lee, whose first leading man he was,
o isly when ho starts producing, for that is his ultimate goal of desire when confesses that he is the nicest leading man
he has saved enough money.
She simply
she has ever acted with.
" It is my secret ambition," he admits, " to give private performances of delights in browsing through his library
C'hatterton, Davidson and Middleton, and I'm really glad of every little
and studying some Beardsley sketches that
bit of experience, for howhe possesses, for she doe3 draw a little
You don't say so."
ever insignificant it may herself.
seem to others, it will help
A friend— once asked him if he ever
me to realise my remotest became enraptured with any of the girls
ambition."
he had played opposite.
It was not for long, how" I
" Of course I am," he admitted.
ever, that Harriof them. And, personally,
son remained a admire every one
I think that it helps a fellow a whole lot
stage hand, for
soon after he in his work to have a spark of sincerity
'

a
g

HARRtSON

1

way down under.' John Barrymore
has it, and so has Elsie Ferguson, as well
as the strictly bred picture actresses, the

managed to secure

a couple of

minor parts,
one with Wm. H. Crane
in

" Rolling

Stones,"

and another with Robert
Edeson in "Excuse Me."
1 1 was in the former play
that he had to learn how
to do cartwheels and
various other gymnastics.

But

these strenudid not

Talmadges."

He recently had to learn how to pilot a
plane, as such was demanded of him in
a new

really

photo-play

entitled "

with

Vivian

Martin,

You Never Saw Such a

Girl."

He confessed to nervousness at first,
but says that he soon got used to it,
and now just loves a trip through the

ous evolutions

Do you

I

the gallant hero as before.

form of economy.
Oh, no " came the prompt reply. " I save them for my cook, who
She has several pictures
pastes them on cardboard and then frames them.
already, and they are to adorn the walls of her new home."
Which showi

Deep Thinker.

BUTonHarrison
the films

his

Who

Dance.

nourishes a particular warmth of feeling for his coloured cook,
has been looking after him the whole of the two years he ha-t
been in California, and doe3 not forget her even when ho is away
from the flat.
There was a packet of letters awaiting him at the studios the other
morning, most of them from movie admirers, and many of them bearing
foreign stamps.
The latter he commenced pulling off the enveloptM
Seeing that the majority of thee e
before he attempted to open the letters.
stamps were of quite a common order, a fellow-actor questioned him a<
to why he should collect such things, suggesting that it was perhaps a new

He Can Cook.

A

to

HE who

have tried."

HE some

Star

Cannot Learn

any way detract from

in

still

A

The Romantic

mean

clouds.

it ?

"

" Tell

me

all

about

it,"

1

It's

hard

to

belkv

—

—

,
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"The

Price

screams.
"It's all right, Mrs. Weston,'" said Galloway
" Don't worry, girls.
cheerfuly.
I'm very
sorry to have frightened you all and got you all
up in the middle of the night like this. Did
you think it was burglars ?

I>„hind his right ear, and suddenly, as he gripped
her wrists, she dropped her arms and flung
herself away from him.
Her face was white. There was a scared,
haunted look in her eyes.
" You," she cried in a sibilant whisper,
"
pointing at him, " you are not Dyson Mallet
C! alio way deliberately smiled.
" I haven't said I am yet," he replied steadily.
" You have done most of the talking up to now.

you have not asked me any direct
But tell me, why do you think I am

rate,

questions.

"
not Dyson Mallet ?
" I know, I tell you.
I know
I don't think.
you are not Dyson Mallet. Who should know
"
if I don't ?
" I ask you
how do you know ? I have
been away seven years and in your letter you
said you had seen me several times in the

—

drew

said in one of our long pow-wows over the
fire in the old log cabin at the Calamity
Jane.
Every man,' said you, ' has his price.
Whether he goes to his grave without having
to pay it, doesn't matter.
Somehow, somewhere, some time, it is lying in wait for him
t he price of his honour.
It may be a pot of gold,
or the bay wreath of fame, or old Omar's shallow
cup or it may be a woman's love.
"'
I laughed at you at the time, Billy, but I
laugh no longer. I have found the price of my
'

me

just now."
She pointed to the tattooed dragon.
" Now I "know you for an impostor.
Your
eyes are grey. Dyson lias one blue and one
"
brown. And and
" What else ? " asked Galloway with a smile.
"There is a little puckered scar behind his
right ear.
Oh
I have felt it there hundreds of
times.
Ho told me it was where a dog bit him
child.
when he was a
" But you
her face whitened again
" what are you doing here pretending to bo

;

—

honour, and it is a woman's love. I don't
know what has come over me. I am crazy, I
suppose, because the way I am looking at it at
this blessed moment, honour is a pretty small
jewel, with no more lustre in it than a bone
collar-stud, and I think I shall sell out."
Thus Galloway wrote in the course of a long
letter to his friend, the best friend he had in the
world, Billy O'Farrel, who toiled in that hole in
the ground in Rhodesia called the Calamity
Jane.
In the course of six well -filled pages he had
already narrated the facts of the case with

!

—

Mallet?
Oh. and

How dare you
A deafening

Who are you? Where
my letter. You opened
my letter

is
it.

open

crash

split

the silence

of

the

night.

Somewhere out on the lawn Galloway caught
momentary spurt of red flame.
ofj a

literal truthfulness.

sight

There was a splintering clatter of falling glass.
Instinctively Galloway had caught at the
girl and dragged her out of the line of the open
French windows. He felt her trembling as ho
held her in his arms, interposing his body
between her and the window.
Tlio silence which followed the report was
almost appalling.
"

What was

"A

it ?

" she faltered.

shot," returned Galloway.
"Somebody on the lawn shot at one of us you or nie
registered
clean
and
a
miss.
Stop here while
1 go out and have a look round."
" No, no." She clung to him desperately.
rifle

—

—

Don't go out there.
Don't go "
!'

You

will

be

killed

!

!

"

H'm

You

secin to

about

trying

!

prowling
"

know who
to

do

it is

that

murder.

is

Do

you ?
But she did not answer, only clung

to him,
a leaf.
Galloway heard a bumping overhead.
" The servants," he muttered, under his
" This will want some explaining."
breath.
The girl slipped from his grasp and disappeared through the French windows like a
Wash.
Almost before he could turn round sho

shaking

like

was gone.

He

Letter to Billy O'Farrel.
Billy, something you once

REMEMBER,

I

" I was not close to you then," answered the
" Besides, I expected some
girl breathlessly.
change in seven years. It was that which misled

?

'

under your own name

in confusion.

A

—

village."

Dyson
Dyson

—

" As a matter of fact I have just come back
from the dance. I happened to pick up this old
gun and was examining it when it went off.
Luckily I make a rule of never inspecting a gun
by looking down the barrel. I'm told it's a bad
plan.
But we shall want a new pier glass."
Mrs. Weston, who was in curl papers, thanked
Heaven it was no worse, and immediately became
aware of her burlesque appearance. She with-

!

At any

" It's all very well for you, Billy, but you
don't know the state of mind I am in.
" I'm in love with her
madly, desperately in
;
love with her. And as I've got nothing elsa
to sell, I sell my honour not to win her, but
just to keep to myself the amazing sweetness
and joy of her love for a few days longer.
" That's what it comes to. She loves me as
I love her.
She has told me so. And mind you,
I believe that it is me she loves, not the memory
of Dyson Mallet.
I don't believe she ever
loved Mallet.
Then,' say you,
why not try your luck

with an accompaniment of subdued

assisted

Honour."

JlL

ran to the open windows and peered out
across the shadow splashed lawn, but could
bco nothing of her.
He shrugged his shoulders, and realising that
he was asking for trouble by standing thus in the
full glare of the moon, he came inside again.
" Let her go," he murmured.
" Perhaps
that is the best solution. 1 have a sort of feeling
that Alice Mercer could exploit) that shot if
sho liked.
It may keep her quiet for a bit
until I have made up my mind what to do in tho
near future. 1
When Mrs. Weston appeared at the door with
a candle and followed by three scared maids
in their night attire, she found Galloway with
a Winchester rifle in his hands.
At the psychological moment he had remembered seeing a rifle standing in the corner
of tho room, and had snatched it up just as tho
housekeeper and the servants entered.
Mesidcs discovering John Galloway standing
in tho middle of the room with the rifle in his
hands, they found the big pier glass which faced
the French windows, shattered into a thousand
fragments that now littered tho hearthrug.
Mrs. Weston made respectful noises indicative
of extreme horror and linazement, and the girls

He

much to clear the
brain as to explain the
situation to Billy O'Farrel.
" I make no attempt to palliate or excuse,"
ho went on. " There is no excuse and no palliation.
I am just giving you the facts and making no apologies.
I cannot plead anything in
extenuation. My eyes have been open all the
time, or at least ever since I recovered consciousness in Dyson Mallet's house and so far as
I am a judge 1 have been, and am, in full possesion of my normal allowance of natural inwrote on steadily, as

cobwebs from

liis

own

;

telligence.
" What I

have done I have done
and the
surprising thing is that up to now I regret
nothing.
Don't imagine me standing aghast
before tho revelation of this appalling thing
;

which is my essential self.
" Nothing of the sort.
I am quite calm.
I
can hear you quoting
I could not love you,
dear, so much, loved I not honour more.'
" I have said it over to myself a hundred
times, my dear boy, but it just makes no differ1

:

ence.
" I

know now that 1 fell in love with Athalio
Railton when Mallet nailed her photograph up
in the smoke of our cabin.
It sounds mad, but
it's the truth.
" I

know, now, that when I was in my sick
room under the care of nurses and doctors, I
could and would have exploded their little mistake in five minutes, but for one thing.
" I wanted to see the flesh and blood original
of Athalio Railton's photograph,
That was

wha% made me

half-hearted* in my denials of
the identity which was being thrust upon me.
That was what made me in the end, sit down
and accept the part they assigned to me.
" And when at length I saw her well, that's
where 1 found the price of my honour lying in

—

wait for me.

am
"

And

I

have

sold, I tell you.

I

selling still.

Two

nights ago I told her that I loved her,
and sho is under tho impression that I have

asked her to marry nie. If I had been the
)>crson I pretend to be, there would ho no other

way

?

'

" There's tlie rub, Billy.
In the first place
I've got to confess that I am an impostor and a
miserable crawling usurper who has stolen into
a dead man's. shoes.
" She's a high-spirited girl. When she sees
what sort of a rogue's gallery 1 hang in, she will
turn her back on me and never look at me again.
" Because, you see, apart from all this, she is
a rich girl, and I am a penniless vagabond, with
a third share in the Calamity Jane as the sum
total of my worldly possessions.
" So when I have revealed myself in my true
colours, I cannot even ask her to marry me.
I must simply walk out of the picture.
" I supposo I haven't quite sold all my honour.
There is just enough of it left to tell me that 1
could not let the girl I love come to the conclusion that I am nothing but a common adventurer."
He sealed and addressed the letter, put his
hat on and went out by the garden gate.
He knew that by now Athalie and her father
would have started out from their house to walk
to his across the fields, and he had promised to
go to meet them.
It was two nights ago that they had danced
together on the lawn at her house. They had
not met since, and Galloway's blood was galloping already at the prospect of soon seeing her.
He had not seen or heard any more of Alice
Mercer. Certainly lie did not worry about her,
nor about the shot from the lawn. The position
was impossible and desperate enough of itself.
Alico Mercer could scarcely make it worse.
As for the midnight prowler, he dismissed the
affair as an accident.
Probably a stray bullet
from a poacher.
If he had gone by the road, he would havo
passed a cab coming from Talverton Station.
It swung into the drive of Mallet's house, and
a young good-looking girl alighted.
Mrs. Weston herself replied to the bell, and
looked with interest at the pretty, demure
figure, dressed entirely in black.
" Is Mr. Dyson Mallet in ? " asked the visitor.
" No, ho is not at tho moment," replied Mrs.
Weston. " But if you want to see him he will
not be long. He will be back in a few minutes.''
" Yes, 1 very much want to see him," said
" I have come from London on purthe girl.
pose to speak to him. I should liko to wait for
him, if I maj'. My name is Miss Gale, but he

probably won't remember me."
Galloway came back with Athalio and her
father.
It was easy to see that the

man was happy.
Though he danced on the crumbling edge of
tho abyss ho was happy for the moment.
And in Athalio Railton's starry eyes there was
•

a light that comes to a woman on this earth
but once in a life-time, and tlien not to every

woman.
" There's a Miss Gale waiting to see you, sir,"
said Mrs. Weston.

•.

Galloway frowned thoughtfully.
" I don't know the name.
Did she say what
"
she wanted ?
" No, sir.
She said you probably would not
remember her name. She has come from
London to see you. I have put her in the
library."

Galloway groaned inwardly, foreseeing another
of Mallet's sentimental entanglements.
When ho opened the library door ho found
himself confronting Irma Gale, who stood
looking at him with wide-opened eyes and a
blank stare as if hypnotised.

of interpreting what I said to her.
" I have not seen her sinco, but sho is coining
here this afternoon with her father at my invitation.
1 am giving her tea, bless you.
" And although I havo tried to tell myself
that I shall then placo the whole story of

Tho last time ho had seen this girl was on
board tho sinking Sweet Alice, when Jackson
and Mason handed her down a swinging ropo
He hail U'lieved
ladder into a pitching boat.
her doud liko all the rest'of that ill-fated ship's
company.

deception before them both I know
perfectly well that I shall do nothing of tho

Suddenly, without a sign, she pitched
length on tho floor in a dead faint.

black

sort.

—

my

{Continued next

wetlt).
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The Charming Film

who

Possesses

Her

a

Star
Small "Zoo of

Very Own,

YOUTH,
ness
She

freshness, beauty and dramatic sensitivewere the qualifications that carried
Virginia Faire into the motion picturo world.
was a happy schoolgirl of sixteen when

three picture magazines held a " Fame and
Fortune Contest."
Virginia did not dream of
entering the competition until her proud mother
enticed her to try her luck. And although there
were more than 20,000 competitors in the contest,
the judges declared Virginia to be the winner.
Virginia was delighted with her good fortune,
but her pleasure knew no bounds when Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal Productions,
asked her to enter filmland, and offered her a
fiv* years' contract.
She accepted with alacrity,
and a month or so later left New York for California.

Shortly after her arrival at the world's film
capital she visited the Universal City arena and
selected a bunch of pets.
She chose one little

black pig, that squeaks dismally when squeezed
one little white duck that waddles one hammerheaded pinto pony ; a baby lion, quite toothless ; and an adult lion, quite test}'.
The animal trainer marvelled at her choice,
and argued that they would all fight but Virginia
indignantly declared that she would soon make
them all love one another.
So it is that between the scenes of " Running
Straight," Virginia makes hurried visits to the
arena and carries on diplomatic negotiations to
make one pig, two lions, one duc-U and a horse
live together in harmony.
;

;

;

iiiiiiiiiiiniimiiiiniii

a

A
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lion

has recently been added to Virginia Faire's
collection o! pets.

i—
I

From

fj

El

the bridal path in
the change of

is

New York
scenery

to the mountain trails in California
experienced by Virginia Faire.
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
The Day of the Author.

ON

«.

must wait on
" 1

that.

front

trenches

line

and under

in the deserts of Sahara, America,

;

and Asia
on the top of*the Himalayas,
and in the valley of the Dead Sea among
the furnaces of the steel mills, and in the
;

;

swamps

country

on battle-

of the rice
;
ships and railway trains, in palaces and
hotels
among the cannibals of the South
Sea, in factory and in the school room."
The list, by no means exhaustive, ought
to satisfy the critic; but perhaps he is
unhappy because' scenes have not yet been
taken on the moon and stars. But then the
camera is comparatively only a recent
invention.
;

clever French
THEyears
returning
ago,

film star,

is

who was

such a favourite

to the screen,

and

is

now

busy on many new productions. He deserted filmland to join the army, gaining many distinctions, and
being wounded at Aisne.

A

broken mirror has

no disturbing
upon Max.

effect

know a wonderful

picture that was
built around a story that sold for fifty
pounds." remarked Mr. Carleton, " but it
will
never happen again unless some
author doesn't know his wares. Nowadays
one thousand pounds is only a fair price
for a story that will make a box office
attraction, and we hear of other stories
that cost fortunes.
The story is the
foundation of the picture, and should bepaid for according to its true value, just
as the star, the material and other elements
should be."

The only danger Mr. Carleton forsees
when producers lose their heads and
make extravagant bids in order to corner
is

authors as they did stars. If a story costs
more than its real value to a picture, failure
will result.

Where the Camera Goes.
IN

the

in
fire

the theory that every dog lias his
day, it is plain that the author has
at last arrived in the movies, and
that his day is going to last for a long,
long time," said Lloyd D. Carleton in an
interview.
Mr. Carleton thinks the day
f the cheap story has passed for ever.
No longer does the producer sketch a
story on his cuff, or the scenario editor
write out a story over night. Never again.
The producer now gives the story his
first and hest thought, and production

ADAMS.

K.

reply to a critic who complained that
" the claim of the moving picture
people that the camera went every.

Producer or Star ?
HAVE
received the following interesting
I letter from Hugh Dabernon-Stoke,
which deals withe the question of
publishing the names of casts, from the
artiste point of view.
" With reference to iemirks in your
leading article concerning the publishing
of names of casts in picture plays, may 1
place before you a case in point ?
I had
the pleasure of assisting The Stoll Film
Company in the principal character in two
or three plays, two in which I had the most
important part, " The Rocks of Valpre","
in which I took the part of Rupert AVyndham, and in " God's Good Man," in which

took the part of Oliver Leach. In
I
publishing the cast of these plays for representation on the screen, I requested that
my stage name, namely, Hugh DabcrnonStoke, "should be used in preference to my
private name, and was informed that this
When the trade show
would be done.
came on, my name did not appear in
Well,
either of the casts of the two plays.
sir, I leave you to judge of the reason for
such an omission. Personally, I am of the
opinion that English producers do not
publish the names of their casts for the very
reason that the picture going public are
more interested in the cast than they are
in tho producer and the producer sees to
it that they don't forget him.
If you
see the two plays above mentioned, you
I
will notice that the producer appears
very big and the cast very small.
If English producers imagine that
they are going to do their firms any
good by lording themselves at the expense of the cast, then all I can say is
that British production, from a world
standpoints doomed to failure from the
start, for the simple reason that the
public are not interested in the producer
I except in so far as the producer' is
'
master of his art, as in photo-plays of
D. W. Griffith and producers of his
calibre."

•What have
this point

other readers to

sary

This Week's Best Films
following
THEphoto-plays
leased

on

t

.

a list oi the best
which are being re-

is

exhibition

for

at

the

cinemas during this week, and tho names
J.

PARKER READ,

Jnr., a brilliant young
is at present pro-

photo-play director, who
ducing films starring

and

LOUISE GLAUM
HOBART BOSWORTH.,

of the star artistes

Caumont

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

" The Usurer."

Rene Creste.
Jury's

where was an exaggeration," Mr. W. D.
Hall, of Clermont l'hoto-plays, has produced the following interesting list showing
the places where the camera lias been.
" At the South Pole
almost at the
North Pole
at the bottom of tho sea
in the crater of more than one volcano
in the jungles of India, Africa, and South
America
three thousand feet under
ground, in the Lake Superior mines
in
balloons and aeroplanes as high as 10,000
feet above the earth
in the tombs of
Egypt in the tundras of Siberia in the
uncharted regions of the VJppcr Amazon ;

:

The Call of the People."
Ethel Barrymore.

.

"

.

" Burglar by Proxy."
Jack Pickford.
" The Usurper."
Gertri-de McCoy & Stephen Ewart.
" The Bramble Bush."
V itayraph'
Corinne Griffith.
" The Best Man."
Ward
J. Warren Kerriuan.
"A Woman's Law."
Sew Bioscope
Olive Tell.
"American
Import.
(He-Issue.)
Western

Walturdaw..

.

.

Phillips

.

.

.

.

Aristocracy."

Douclas Fairbanks & Jewel Carjie^

Max, the

versatile, endeavours to do three Ihinrs at Ami
on a ttool, balance a pot of Dowers on hi
bead, and play (be piano with bit leet

— balance

Picture

Show Abt Supplement.— October

2th, 1920.
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I

will recognise and synv
P VERYONE
pathise with the sweethearts on

this

page, snapped by the camera at that very

awkward moment when, wanting
a

good impression,

they are tongue'tied,

and cannot think of
a single

word

to say.

to

make

—
14

Picture

Moixroe
A lavonrite stndio
portrait.

MONROE

Show Art Supplement.—October

9th. 1920.
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SALISBURY,

the
a real
man of the great out'doors. He
is no drawing-room hero, but finds
his pleasures with Mother Nature.
When not working on a pic'
ture you will find him
on his western ranch.

Universal

star,

is

Alesaandro, hia favourite
character -In "The Heart
at an Indian."

A

characteristic
trndy.

*

«

-

X

T.W<
His favourite bobbies
are riding

^1
a

— and fishing near his
wonderful ranch.

IS

ctobcr 9<A, 1920.

MAE
WHO WANTS YOUR
Girl

called
Murray years ago in America
occasion,
call
ou
still
her
they
that's what

and
" Why," I exclaimed, as I shooU hands
with her the other day, " it's the girl with
"
the bee-stung lip
!

Mae Murray's beautiful
diately broke into smiles.

little

imme-

face

Fancy that title having travelled all
way to England " she cried delightedly, just as if she had met an old
the

!

And, folks, it suits her, for she has the
most beautiful pouting mouth you could
imagine, and she's every bit as pretty in
reality as she is on the screen, and that's
going some." Blonde hair, eyes which
vary from blue to grey, and from grey to
to the mood
—according
complexion.
—and a delicate
attractions a sweet, very

their

of

rose-leaf

owner

Add

these
feminine voice and manner, and you have
a star who is the dearest little girl you
could wish to meet in a day's march.

A

Impossible,
expected mo to believe her
Miss Murray when yuu are the I'rincess of
!

—

the story

!

Her Personality.

MAE

MURRAY'S

is

a singularly un-

and enthusiastic

spoiled

personality.

she were not very tired
and bored after a long morning crammed
with business appointments and (as I discovered later) minus breakfast, she replied
"
" Dear me, no
I am never bored
" I think we must seem a bored nation,"

Asked

if

.

!

!

" You Americans always
remarked.
"
seem so full of pep
" Ah, but we've had nothing like the
I

friend.

green

OF HER PHOTO PLAVS.

CRITICISM

the Bee-Stung Lip."
THE That'swithwhat
.Mae
they

*

:ay

to

Pleasure Trip.
MET Miss Murray

her
I arrival in England, and she was then
looking forward to a pleasure trip to
the Continent, embracing France, Belgium
where she intended seeing some sports
She expected to
Italy, and France again.
be gone three weeks.
" I'm on holiday because my story
wasn't quite ready Sor me," she told me.
" Mr. Lasky is anxious that I should appear
in none but really first-class stories."
Yes, Mae Murray is back with the.LaskyZukor forces. There was a rumour the
other day, you know, that she and her
director-husband, Robert Leonard, were
forming their own organisation, but the
picture potentates referred to came along
with such flattering offers that the star
just had to listen, and finally decided
Mr. Leonard had his own
to remain.
company, but, as his wife said, he
"
borrowed " at any time if
can be
the Lasky-Zukor powers wish.
shortly

after

—

'

'

!

strain you've experienced," she returned
" This is the reconstruction
gravely.
period, and you're just, convalescing, as it
were, after the horrors of the war."

A Message to
BEFORE we

You.
parted,

I

Mis^

asked

Murray whether she had any message
for the readers of the Picture Show.

" Please tell them," she said, " that I do
wish they would be kind enough to write
in to the offices of the company after seeing
pictures, and give their candid opinion
of them, so that I can find out just what
I want to please
they like and dislike.
them all so much, and it is difficult sometimes to ascertain their exact wishes.
And," she added, with her sweetest smile,
"
""
do please give them my love

my

!

Can you wonder that
Dear little Mae
a young girl of seventeen, whom Miss
the
boat coming across,
Murray met on
had in her possession a collection of no less
!

"

Her Favourite Role.

MURRAY'S latest three
MISStures
" On
With
are

pic-

The

Dance " (which created such a
great sensation in America), " The
and " Idols -of
Right to Love,"
Clay." These will be released through
>
Paramount Artcraft.
" My
continue to be
will
roles
heavies,' " she said, " because I have
played such parts in these three
'

pictures, and they have each been
The type of role I like
successful.
best is that which I had in " On With

the Dance."

of her scenes in " The Right to
as I can
especially beautiful
testify, having been privileged to see the
" stills " of them
and present in an entrancing allegory certain incidents in the

Some

—

Love " are

—

film which might have been ugly otherwise.
It was an artistic plan, and the producer,
George Fitzmaurice a master of the
beautiful, if ever there was one -is to be
congratulated upon it. These scenes have
mediaeval costumes and settings, but the
story itself is modern.
" There are not a great number of these

—

Murray explained, " because
people don't like fairy-tales."
And this fairy-like little person actually
scenes," Miss

HEN

Mae Murray

started

out to

than 200 pictures of her, all of which had
been painstakingly, culled from magazines ?
I can tell you I am mighty proud of the
beautiful autographed portrait of herself
am
Miss Murray gave me ! And I, alas
!

no longer seventeen

!

May Herschel
make

a

name

for herself she

Clabke.

was a very

ambition
Before she was twenty she had gained fame in the
"Follies," a clever party that gave midnight performances in New York.
Mae believes that instead of focusing the audience's attention on one particular
costume, an actress should rather see that her costume is so much in character and
keeping with her personality that the audience barely notices it. It should harmonise,
Thus plans she her costumes.
never astound.
Mae Murray hopes in the future to select her own plays.

young

girl

of

fifteen years.

definite, material success.

" Glad to see you again," says Charlie, as he
greets Max on his return to America.
The two
clever laughter-makers are firm friends.

MAE MURRAY.

—

But

she

had

one

object

and
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WHEN

pretty Kate Vernon returned from a
fashionable young ladies' finishing school at
Louis to her native village in Pike
County, Missouri, and entered her humble home,
Everything about thd
her heart tank vithin her.
bouse seemed so coarse and degrading. Her lather,
t lie
village blacksmith, was washing himself in. a
bowl at the kitchen sink, splashing all over the place,
and when be bad finished he reached tor the first thing
It haplie could find, which would act as a towel.
pened to be his wife's kitchen apron. Having used
it be threw it on the floor as he turned to his daughter
with a cheerful grin.
" Well, Katie glad to be home again ? "
" Of course I am, father," replied the girl, but
(here was no enthusiasm in her voice.
Kate went upstairs to change her dress as hc r
mother (whom she bad already seen) came bustling
Mrs. Vernon was a
in to tell her dinner vas ready.
pleasant-faced woman with a heart of cold, but she
was a bit careless- in her appearance. Kate loved her
mother very dearly, but just now, in the first impressions of her homecoming, she could only notice her
mother's untidiness. Having changed her dress,
Kate opened a trunk and took out a photograph of a
\ >iing man.
He was very stylishly dressed and good
He
looking, but it was in a cold and sinister way.
.vns not exactly the kind of man men would have
trusted very far, but to Kate Vernon be was Romance.
Xie had met him by accident in St. Louis, and they
had met many times secretly, despite the rigid super\ ision of the head mistress of the school.
" He would never marry me if he saw my home,"
St.

bought Kate despondently.
Could the man whose face she was looking at
have heard hcr he would have smiled sarcastically,
liobert Travcrs had never had any intention of
marrying Kate. There were many reasons for this
the chief one being that he had a wife already whom
I

—

be had callously deserted.
An insistent call from her mother brought Kate to
dinner.
It was served in the kitchen, and though
the food was good Kate had no appetite for it owing
to the way it was served and eaten.
Her father and mother preferred a knife to a fork
when they were transferring vegetables to their
mouths, and her sister Lisbeth dutifully followed
t heir example.
The meal over, Kate went to the sink
to help to wash up, and shuddered when she saw the
niece of rag her mother lianded her to wipe the dishes.
As soon as she had made the kitchen a bit tidier, and
was sitting down by the fire, mentally contrasting her
home with the school, a shadow fell across the stone
tloor.
Kate looked up and saw a tall man with a
strong clean-cut face looking at her smilingly from a
pair of deep grey eyes.
The girl's face lighted up in response, and she ran

meet

to

we

shall

be able to get the

may

sav right here I believe every word
it.
Just as the train steamed out of
the station a stranger jumped on his car
and showed him a note signed by the
managing director of the line on which
was written
Pass bearer on to your
car.'
Sam took the note to be genuine,
and went about his work. The stranger
offered to help him, and while
of

'

:

Sam was bending down arranging the registered mail
packets, the
the revolver

stranger took
out of Sam's

and

him a clip
over the head with it. Sam
got up feeling mighty dazed,
but he put up some sort
of a fight, till the stranger
again bit him over the
holster,

hit

bead and Sam remembers
no more, The fact that
found unconscious with two wounds
in his head bears out bis
story, and from inside
knowledge I think I can
say that he will soon be
released.
Sam says he
can recognise the strangei
again, and from what I
have been able to make
out, the guy has not been
able to get away.
I'm
on the look-out for him,
and I have wired all the sheriffs in the district
Ins description.
He's a good-looking fellow, bnt the
worst of it is, from my point of view, that his description would fit almost any good-looker.
But sav,
Joe, there's another thing I want to talk to you
about. You ain't by any chance told Kate that I
"
paid for hcr schooling, have von ?
" Never a won!," replied the blacksmith.
" What
makes you. ask ? "
" Nothing in particular," replied the sheriff, " but
I sort of thought that she looked at me kind of strange
when I saw her to-day. She has changed, hasn't she,
"
in the two years ?
" I should think she has," replied Joe Vernon.
Seems to me that she thinks we ain't good enough
for her now.
I was mighty keen on giving hcr a good
education, but. I'm not so sure we were right, Jim.
She don't say nothing wrong, if vou get me, hut you
can see by the way she looks at all of us, that she sort
of despises us.
She says to me to-day, after you'd
gone,
I do hope, dad, that when vou get in the
legislature, we shall have a different kind of home.'
I says to her
Don't you go count ing vour chickens
before they're hatched, it ain't certain that I'll be
elected.'
By the way Jim I heard that they were
going to ask you to put up."
The sheriff' nodded.
" That's so, but I haven't decided yet.
I'm not
very keen on polities."
Joe Vernon was about to reply when a piece ol coal
flew from the smithy fire.
" Drat that Bill Sarber," he exclaimed, " I paid him
for the best coal, and he's mixed it with clinker."
The sheriff picked up the niece of hard stone that
had flown out of the fire and looked at it closely.
" There's a fortune in this, Joe," he said.
That
bit of land we have between us Is choked with this

Sam was

t

'

film.

" Are you glad to see me, Jim ? " she said.
" No need to ask that, Kate.
I reckon there ain't
nobody more pleased to sec you than Jim Radburn,
Ycpt your dad and mam, of course."
Jim Itadburn was the Sheriff of Pike County and
be had just entered on bis fourth year of olllce with
be reputation of never having killed a man, though
he bad risked bis own life many times In the cause
I

duty.

oi

" I think

Governor to release him," replied the
" This is Sam's story, and I

Sheriff.

He had grown up

with Kate and before she had
school bey had been recognised by the village
as sweethearts.
But with the coming of Robert
Travels, Kate had forgotten all about Jim Uadburn
the
light
of
lover,
though she regarded him as a
In
a
left for

I

staunch friend.

The man was quick to s?e the difference in her
greeting to the way she had parted from him.
Uc
looked down at her kindly and tenderly.
" Two years' school has made a big change in you,
Kate," he said.
" I suppose it has, Jim," replied the gill. She gave
" Everya comprehensive glance round the kitchen.
thing Is so dillerent here from what I got used to at
college."
the

•tadbnrn

nodded

undcrstandingly

and

changed

the subject.

bad a blow to-day, Kate. You know Sam
Fowler, that's engaged to my sister Kmily ?
He's
teen arrested on a charge of being an accomplice in a
train robbery.
You know Sam is an express guard.
\ our dad just showed me the paper, and I'm going
down to the police-station to see what I can do."
" I don't believe Sam would do such a thing," said
" I've

Kate.
H I'm sure he wouldn't," replied the sheriff quietly
but he's not the first innocent man that has been
put in a guilty fellow's place. Well, so long. QueS3
I'd better be moving."
When Jim Kadburn returned that night he at once
sought out Joe Vernon.
Well, what's the news about Sam ? " asked the
blacksmith.
"

'

v

:

'

ftuff.
Look at It.
for ballast for that

Hard as steel. Just the thing
new railroad they're going to put
Don't say a word about this to anybody."
The sheriff left the smithy and strolled round to
the. house.
Kate was in the kitchen alone, and as he
walked In she came up to him.
" Jim," she said, "I want you to do mc a favour.
Don't stand against father for the legislature."
" You can consider my nomination withdrawn,
Kate," said Kadburn.
'There ain't nothing I
wouldn't do for you, Kate. I only wish you were as
bapny as you used to be before you went to school.
What's the matter ? Can I help ? "
No, Jim, I'd ask you if you could. It's something
private.
Don't ask me."
" Well, you know that you've only got to put up
your finger when you need mc, Kate," said the
" I'm going down town now.
sheriff.
See you
•
to-morrow."
down.

.

The Coming

KADUCUN
JIMKate
Vernon

of Travers.
was very much worried about
the days that followed.
Ho

In

would have given
yet he lelt that

lie

his life to save the girl pain,
could do nothing to help. He

knew that Kate no longer loved him, and though his
own love was stronger than ever, he did not mention
it.
It was not pride that kept him from speaking,
but the certain knowledge that it he asked her to lie
his wife,
it would hurt Kate to
have to refuse
him.
Matters were in this state when Robert Travcr s
turned up in the village and railed at the Vernons.
Kate did not know whether to be pleased or displeased at the visit.
She introduced him to her family, and from the
scarcely concealed sneer that passed over his face as
he acknowledged the introductions she knew be
despised her family.
As for the Vernons. they took no pains to hide the
fact that they did not like Travers.
Mrs. Vernon
had grave misgivings about the handsome stranger,
but she was an easy-going woman and made no objection to him calling on Kate and taking her for walks,
but one night when Kate returned she spoke to hcr.
" You been out with that Travers, Kate ? " she
said.

" Yes, mother," replied her daughter. Hcr pretty
was flushed, and there was a defiant note iu
"
hcr voice as' she added : "
do you ask ?
face

Why

" Because, I don't think that young man means
any good to you, my girl," retorted her mother
" He's above you in station, and I don't
tartly.
hold with girls going about with men above them."
" Then you shouldn't have sent mc to school," said
" Mr. Travers is just in the same closs as all
Kate.
the people I met at school, and now that I have been
educated it Is the only class I care about. None ol
you like him, I know, but that's because he's a gentleman. I suppose Jim Radburn has been talking about
him to you. He's jealous of Mr. Travcrs. But he
need not be, because in any caso I would not marry
Jim Radburn."
" Jim Radburn is too much of what I should cull a
gentleman by nature to say anything nbout anybody
unless he said it to their face," replied Mrs. \ernon
" Before you went to sciionl you thought
calmly.
he was nice, but since you've come back nobody in
the village is good enough for you — not even your own
family. Jim IUdburn has always been kind to you."
" I kno_w he has, and if he has not told you anything
you might as well learn from mc," said Kate.
Sine*
-

1 have been back he has done something for me
because he loves me, but 1 told him wc could never
he more than friends.
I learned things at school,"
" What never seems to strike any of
retorted Kate.
you is, that it wouldn't hurt you to sec things' my

way."
She dashed upstairs as she finished speaking, and
Mrs. Vernon sat down with a sigh.
The next day Kate saw Jim Radburn. and stopped
him as he was passing the gate. She had a grmiinw
regard for the young sheriff, and before she met.
Travers had derided tint It he asked her she would
marry him. Deep In her heart she knew Kadburn
was a man anv girl might be proud to marry, but

Picture
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Trovers hod cast a spell over her. He was always
throwing hints about her people, and tolling her

was above them in education. Little by
by Mattery and innuendo, he had poisoned the
Kate was determined
i Iri's mind against her family.
she would be a lady, and she thought it would be
nothing less than heir duty to let Jim Radburn know
that she could never marry him.
"Jim," she said, "why did you consent to withdraw your nomination ? "
" Because I love you, Kate, and, as I told you,
theie. ain't nothing I wouldn't do for you."
" I'm sorry, Jim," returned the girl, " I respect
you as a friend, but we can never be more to each
Other, My education stands between us."
At the word " education " the sheriff winced as
though he. had been slashed with a whip. So that
was the cause of Kate changing. In his generous
de-ire to give Kate something he himself lacked, he
had forged a weapon to destroy her love for him.
Kate could scarcely have dealt him a more bitter
blow. But the man's (Treat heart rose to the occasion.
There was nothing mean in Jim Radburn's make-up.
" I sec, Kate," he said slowly.
" Well, I'm glad
you got your education. If I can't be your husband,
I'll still be your friend, and something tells me that
there will yet be a time when you will need me."
He raised his hat and walked away.
That night Kate met Robert Travels in the woods
that -h
ItUJc,

beyond^hc village.
" I'm sick and tired of my family," she said.
" They don't understand me, and I don't seem to
understand them. I wish was out of it all, Robert."
" That's just what I've been thinking about all
day, Kate," said Travers, putting the right amount
" I've been burning
of sympathy into his voice.
to ask you to marry me every day since I came here,
but it's just the same with me as it is with you, Kate.
My family are very proud, and if I married beneath
me they would cut me off without a shilling."
" Beneath you ? " retorted Kate. " If you thought.
"
I was beneath you, why did you make love to me,?
I.

" I don't mean you, Kate," returned Travers
" You are above me in every way.
hastily.
It's

my

your family. If I told
mother that we. were
e-igaged, she would naturally wish to come down and
ste your people, and, much as it grieves me to say it,
dearest, I know she would never consent to outf
marriage."
" Then the only thing for us to do

"

is to part!
Kate hoarsely.
" No," said Travers.
" There is a way, Kate.
If we ran away and got married, and then' went to
ir.y mother, she never need know anything about
your family."
" You mean elop; ? " gasped Kate.
" Don't shudder as if it w;'.re some dreadful thing
1 was suggesting," said Travers, as he put his arm
" Hundreds of people
closer round the girl's waist.
have dene it, and if we don't take that way there is
no other."
With all his specious flattery and tender protestations of undying love it took Travers all his time to
persuade the girl to elope, but he did so in the end,
and they arranged they should go away that night.
When Kate reached home she went to her bedroom and hastily packed a few things in her bag.
Just as she had finished she heard her mother on the
stairs and she pushed the bag under the dressing-table.
" What's the matter, Kate ? " said Mrs. Vernon,
knocking at the door which Kate had locked. " Open
the door."
With a white face, Kate unlocked the door and
confronted her mother.
" I was a little tired, mother, and thought I would
go to bed," she said.
Mrs. Vernon looked at her daughter suspiciously.
Kate was not used to telling lies, and her face gave
her away.
" Well, there's no need for you to lock the door
if you did want to go to bed," said Mrs. Vernon.
J ust then her eyes caught sight of the packed bag.
" So that's it, is it, Kate ? You are running away,
and with that Travers. It is a mercy that I felt
a warning something was wrong. You stop there,
my girl. Your father must know about this.''
Mrs. Vernon rushed down the stairs, and went up
to her husband, who was talking to Jim Radburn.
In a torrent of words she told him what she had
discovered.
" And now, Joe Vernon, you've just got to go right
up and talk to that daughter of yours. I've warned
her again and again. Now you must act."
Joe Vernon looked helplessly at the sheriff.
" You talk to her, Jim.
She always did take
notice of you."
" There ain't no need, Joe," replied Radburn.

cried

.

" Kate just wouldn't do anything wrong. You just
take her to your heart again. I'll go down town,
and, to make sure, I'll keep an eye on Travers. I've
got my suspicions about that man.
Sam Fowler
has been released, and is coming to town to-night.
I got to meet him at Clark's stores with a detective,
so I'll be busy. Don't you worry about Kate. She'll
be in a different mind in the morning."

The Chase.
stores
CLARK'S
sheriff arrived.

was alL excitement when the
Sam Fowler was already there,

and was the hero of the hour. He introduced
Radburn to a detective the railway company had
put on the case, and that officer chew the sheriff on
one
"

side.

From

certain clues I have found the real robber
" I can depend
this neighbourhood," he said.
on ycur assistance, sheriff ? "
(Continued on page 18 )
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f SYLVIA breamer:
The Charming Film
Luck and Success

Star

is

Who

Due

Believes That All Her
Influence of Cats.

to the

AT

tho milcposts in tho life of Sylvia Broainor
aphynx-like cats have watched, with
eyes that hold the secrets of tho centuries,
to guido her on tho road to stardom.
And Sylvia has obeyed their mystic nods and
winks.
For the little Australian actress is a
strict adherent to the eulL of Catisin.
Sylvia was born in a large, white houso in
At the rear of tho house
Sydney', Australia.
was a big, white barn.
Rats and mice had been
troublesome in the barn, so Sylvia's parents
bought several eats to live there.
By the time Sylvia was a little girl, there wove
forty -nine eat s, all sizes, colours, and varieties.
She spent hours playing with the kittens, and
watching the bigger eats hunt mice and bask in
the warm sunshine.

Their Supernatural Powers.
noticed that good weather always came
SHEwhen
the cats began to wash themselves
;

and whenever they licked their soft fur
against the grain, washed their faces above tho
ears, or sat with their tails toward the lire, bad
weather was sure to follow.
Other strange things caused Sylvia to study
books, to find out if these little animals were
really possessed with psychic powers, or the
ability to foresee into the future.
As she read she became converted to the strange
cult of eats.
She learned the truth of what she

had already observed, aud a great many more
things,

for tho weather prophesies were but
simple examples of their supernatural powers.
So Sylvia Breamer decreed that, to her, cats
should be a symbol of luck, happiness, and success.

x

She soarod in the theatrical world, from a
chorus girl in an Australian musical comedy,
up the ladder to stellar heights, each rung was
climbed and progress made, only when black
cats crossed her path, or the knowing eye of a
feline advisor slowly winked.
She crossed the sea to America, and attained
the success that cats had prophesied. Her first
engagement in filmdon was secured in New York-,
when a little Maltese curled in her lap and purred
words of encouragemeitt.

The Art

of Expression.

her

IN novel latest
by

picture,

Robert

'Athalie,"

from the
which
Mayflower,

W. Chambers,

Sidney A. Franklin directed for
Miss Breamer, in the title role was required to play the part of a spiritualist.
It was from the soft, appealing eyes of a
Persian cat, that looked
Mrnfi
with mystic gaze as though
into the distant future, or
the years that had passed,
that Miss Breamer learned
to portray her role.
She studied for hours
the eyes of this cat, and
from the protean shades

Miss Breamer has a dozen cats at her home
which she cares for by scientific methods.

and

shifting glances, was
able to master the art of
psychic expression. In her
portrayal of " Athalie,''
the visions which she saw
and the revelations that
appeared to her in the
crystal of the '"fakir's"
home, were enacted in the
depths of her large, brown

eyes.

In her home at Hollywood, Miss Breamer has a
dozen cats, which she cares
for by scientific methods.
Her favourite, " Ming,"
which is the Chinese w ord
for " cat," played a part
in " Athalie."

"

Ming

is

a handsome

Persian, with a wealth of
love and knowledge in his
eyes.
It is this cat that
Sylvia studied for hours,

and which guides with a
psychic understanding tho
progress of her life.

With " Ming," a handsome Persian,
for hours, and which, sh:

whom

Miss Breamer

says, guides with a
psychic understanding the progress of her life.

studies

—

—

—

—
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" And on that oi
" Sure thing " returned Jim.
the whole town."
came
in, and as he
Travcrs
speaking
As they were
walked up to the counter Sam Fowler sprang at him,
shouting
" That's the robber, boys
Hold him
There was a quick, short struggle, and then Travers
broke awav. Before anyone could reach him lie had
turned and fired his pistol at the crowd. One man
dropped, mortally wounded, as Travers leapt through
Headed
the window carrying the pane with him.
by the sheriff and the detective, the crowd swarmed
outside
got
they
to the door of the store, but when
!

:

!

!

Travers was nowhere to be seen.
"Scatter and search, boys " shouted the sheriff,
" And if we don't get him, go for your horses, and
meet me at mv house. He can't be far away."
But, though the search on foot was carried out
thoroughly, no trace could be found of Travers.
The men then got their horses, and met outside the
Kadburn sent parties off in every
sheriff's house.
direction, but, having seen them ride away, he

More

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS'

of

himself went back to the stores. He had a lantern at
his saddle-bow, which lie took down and lighted.
Going round to the window through which Travers
had jumped, he flashed his lantern along the ground.
A few vards from the store he saw a patch of bloodstained turf, and he smiled grimly to himself. These
bloodstains which occurred at irregular intervals at
last brought him to the house of the Vernons.
" 1 felt I was right," said the sheriff to himself, as
" Ulad I sent Joe
he tethered his horse outside.

Vernon

enough awav."

far

He entered the kitchen softly, and the first thing
that caught his eye was a pail, with a lot of bloodstained bandages inside.
" Mu3t have cut himself mighty bad," he muttered.
" And Kate's been binding his wounds. Strange how
"
the worst men can appeal to the best women
Drawing his revolver he went upstairs.
Kate faced him at the door of her room.
"You've got
"It's no use, Kate," said Jim.
Travers in there, and I want him. He's killed a man
in Clark's stores."
" Yes, but it was in self defence, Jim Radburn.
You're not a man, vou're a bloodhound."
" I have my duty to do, Kate," said the sheriff,
verv quietly.
Stepping into the room he saw it was empty, but
there was a big cupboard on the opposite side, and
he guessed Travcrs was in it.
"Come out, Travcrs, or I'll shoot through the
door " he culled out.
Travers sprang out, pistol in hand, but Radburn
never raised hi3 own gun. He just looked the murderer straight in the face as he sal
" If you shoot, you'll bring the posse back and
Come with me quietly, and
they'll lynch you sure
I'll hide you in my house till I get you to the next
town where there is a stone gaol. Then you can have
1

!

I

:

!

a fair trial."
" I'll come," said Travers sullenly.

He

never looked at Kate, nor thanked her for

trying to save him.

Kadburn went down and unhitched
and led the way to his house.

his

horse,

there Travcrs suddenly pushed Radburn
in the back, and leaped on the Sheriff's horse.
" You've not got me yet " he yelled, as he gal-

way

Half

1

loped away.
fugitive, but none of hta
shots got home.
minute later a part of the posse
came galloping by, and, telling them that Travers
was just ahead, the sheriff borrowed a fresh horse
and went off in pursuit. A little further on the
sheriff took a side trail alone, for lie had noticed
another splash of blood. In a little while he came
up with the fugitive. Travers fired till his gun was
empty, and then he surrendered, whining for mercy.
As Jim covered him with his gun the posse galloped

Radburn

fired

at the

A

up, and as they saw Travcrs they shouted
"
Here is the murderer, boys. Lynch him !
Jim Radburn faced the crowd.
" He's my prisoner, boys, and he goc3 with n»3
to gaol."
But even as lie spoke Travcrs bolted and tried to
get to a horse. But he had not got ten yards before
:

Sara Fowler lired, and Travcrs
dead
Among the papers In Travcrs's possession were
(i ll

some which proved beyond all doubt that he had
lobbed the train. But there was another a letter
from his wife which showed what a callous villain
" 1 am willing to forget and
he had been. It read
forgive if you will come home."
Th" next day Jim Radburn saw Kate as he went
past the house. The girl's eyes were red with weeping,
and he could see she had had no sleep.
The sheriff put his hand kindly on Kate's shoulder.

find
expedient to
to the
AGAIN
personal pronoun, and therefore this
I

" Don't grieve about that fellow Travcrs," he said.

ma, Kate he wasn't worth It. He wasn't
even game.
See, we found this letter on him.
It
was from his wife that he'd deserted."

Kate read the

and then passed

hack.
"I wasn't grieving about him, Jim," she said.
" It was the way I treated you.
You are the best
ever hail."
[l lend
Jim Radburn took the girl in his arms.
" Do you think yon could learn to love mc Kate ? "
letter

it

I

tie

said tenderly.

Not
that

1

learn, Jim," whispered Kate.
have loved you always "

(Ailajited

Vholo-piay

"

I

know now

!

from incidents in

By

permission.)

the

Paramount Arlcrafl

is

to be devoted to " you

There are facts you may want to
one of them is whether

sure, and
I live up to

for

my own

or not

prescription.

do,

I

we

other departments.
Once
the world seems to
we do not need.
in

•

air
FRESH
in high

*

my

is

sit

down

in
things

hand us

security

•

and

intoxicant,

it

keeps

me

My system doesn't crave
stimulation, because my daily
exercise quickens the blood sufficiently.
Then,
too, I manage to keep busy.
That's the real
elixir
activity !
Not always physical activity,
either ; for I must read good books in order
to exercise my mind in other channels than
just my daily routine, and add to my store
spirits.

artificial

knowledge as

of

well.

*

*

•

which must
and then. For this
a little solitude is helpful. We have only
to sense the phenomena surrounding us to
know that we must have a working faith
something practical to live by, which automatically keeps us on our course. The mystery
inner-self,

—

of

somehow,

life,

loses its density if

we

retain

our spark of hope.

my

have held
Shakespeare in constant companionship. Aside
from the Bible, which is entirely apart from all
other books, Shakespearo ha3 no equal.
My
father, partly from his love for the great poet
and partly for the purposo of aiding me to
memorise accurately, taught me to recite Shakespearo before 1 was old enough to know the
meaning of the words. I remembered them,
however, and in later years 1 grew to know their
lull significance.
Then I becamo an ardent
follower of the Master Philosopher, than whom
no greater interpreter of human emotions ever
lived.
In the matter of sago advico there lias
never been his equal.
In " Hamlet " wo find
the wonderful words of admonition from
All

of

since childhood

life

»

matters not
these lines,
to

fit

it

is

no waste
in

Particular.
" Lucille," said the haughty

using the ocean.

I

J J

»

•

»

has come
THE time
has been a great

to close this little book.
pleasure to write it.
It
and a greater pleasure to hope that it
will bo received in the same spirit it has been
written.
These are busy days for all of u-s.
go in a gallop most of the time, but there

We

comes the quiet hour when we must sit still
and take stock." I know this from the letters
that come to me asking my opinion on all
People believe 1 am hippy
sorts of subjects.
because my laughing pictures seem to denote
In the foregoing
this fact— and it is a fact I
'

If. in the telling.
1 havo told why.
to
1 shall have been instrumental in adding
the world's store o\ happiness, I shall ever thank

chapters

my

" lucky stars."

If

—not,

I

T=tXJL

star.

may

is

ba'ho."

—

dear," said the film husband,
" here's ten
his
purse,
pounds 1 won playing at cards over at

producing

last night.

using money gained in such a way. IfaroM
promise mo that after you havo won onorgh to
buy the hat to go with tho dress, you will never
I dou't want
again touch those awful cards I
my husband to become a gambler 1 "

Her Remedy,

'.

EKE, my

Gordon's

judgment.
Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy,
But not express'd in fancy rich, not gaudy
F'or the apparel oft proclaims the man
And they in France of the best rank and station
Are of a most select and generous sheaf in that.
Neither a borrower nor a lender be,
For loan oft loses both itself and friend.
And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry
This, above all
to thine ownself be true;
And it must follow, as the night the day,
J'hou canal not then he false to any man."

of time to road
awhile.
They
life perfectly.

" Yes, madam," the maid answered.
" Look out of the window and see if anyone

" I

;

the practical side of

FILM

Too Awful

Of entrance to a quarrel but. being in,
Bear't that the opposed may beware of thee.
man thine ear, but few thy voice ;
Take each man's censure, but reserve thy
(Jive every

we may be with

familiar

them over again once
seem

;

*

»

how

no

:

Nor any unproportioned thought his act.
Be thou familiar, but by no means vulgar.
The friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,
Grapple them to thy soul with hoops of steel
Bat do not didl thy palm with entertainment
Of each new-hatch'd, unfledged comrade
Beware

I

J'olonius in his farewell speech to his son,
Laertes, as good to-day as four hundred years
ago,»and they will .continue to be so until the
end bf tiino.

IT

:

And

these few precepts in thy memory
See thou character
Give thy thoughts
tongue,
''

:

there
my
THEN
have attention now
is

we nave any complaint by reason of their
brusqueness, we have only to temper our
interpretation according to our own sens? of
justice.
In other words, jf we wanted to loan a
bnnkuoto now and then, we would just go
ahead and do it meanwhile, to save you th l
trouble of looking up these lines, here they
are in " Laugh and Live "
If

;

and it's easy !
have kept myself happy and well through
keeping my physical department in first-class
order.
If that had been left to take care of
itself, I would surely have fallen by the wayside
I

:

" Believe

resort,

it

chapter

final

and me."

know

—

—

Secrets

of Happiness.

1

You may have

it

to

buy

that dress you wanted."
Keluctantly the conscientious film artiste
took the money, then said with an expression
of rigid rectitude :
" Harold, I simply shudder at the thought of

held up by
THEas they had
usually aro
American
train

fierce bandits,

l>eon

films, and
sat in tho seats of the cars and
possible.
as
held their hands as high
trembled and wept, with tho exception of a
in

strong

men

Women

epectncled young woman from tho country^
A bandit approached her.
" Don't you daro to touch me " she shouted,
" or I'll scream as loud as 1 can I
!
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the
FORNatalie,

time the romantic life story of Norma,
aad Constance Talmadge bas been
written, and will appear exclusively in the " Picture
first

The early struggles ol these girls, teiore
they were stars, makes most fascinating reading,
especially at this time, when Great Britain is on their

Sbow."

ons

Natalie.
list

of holiday

THE EDITOR.

visits.

Her

ceased and was followed by an almost uncanny

THERE

silence.

First Public Appearance.
is
a rather expensive but very
comfortable boarding-house in a quiet
West London square which is largely
patronised by interesting people gathered from
all

"Arid, then, suddenly the silence was broken
by a sweet childish voice. I can hear it now,
and I shall never forget it. Very softly I
opened the door and peeped in. The great
dining-room was crowded with guests. In the
centre was a big table loaded with flowers and
Round it
fruit, and the remnants of a feast.
were seated fashionably dressed men and
women and young people. They were all very
silent and their eyes were fixed xipon a child
who stood on the table between two great
bowls of cut flowers. She was a tiny mite and
I heard, afterdid not look more than two.
wards, she was only eighteen months old.
"She was adorably pretty and utterly free
from self-consciousness and in her baby voice
Sunshine of Paradise Alley.'
she was singing
You cannot imagine how quaint and delightful
I have often wondered what became of
it was.
the child, she must be a big girl now."
And Miss Wyatt sighed as she contemplated

parts of the world.

this summer, after dinner, a
group of regulars were gathered together on the

One evening

terrace, sipping their coffee and chatting
pleasantly about books, plays and people.
Someone had been to a successful revue the
night before and commented upon the extraordinary popularity of a new song.
" Can anyone tell me why a song like that
becomes popular ? " lie asked plaintively.

little

" It is the singe*;" suggested a voioe, coming
out of a deep armchair from behind a cloud of
tobacco smoke.
" In this case the singer has sung many
better songs, and they have not become the
rage," objected the first speaker.
Then it is the music it can't be the words."
" It is neither one nor the other.
The words
are \isually silly, the music commonplace, and
the singer can't sing, and yet a song will leap
into popularity and all the world will go mad
over it. It is just luck."
" In a sense that is true," said the man who
had travelled. " Luck has a lot to do with it in
most- cases. But now and again a really clevtV
song will make a popular hit. Does anyone
"
remember Sunshine of Paradise Alley ?
There was a sudden silenco while people
searched their memories apparently without
Then, suddenly, there came a feminine
result.
chuckle from the other end of the terrace.
AH eyes were turned in the direction.
Miss Wyatt was a very quiet and rat her severe
lady of middle age. She was something of a
blue-stocking and had achieved a modest fame
She
as a lecturer on various scientific subjects.
rarely laughed, even a smile was unusual, and
unprecedented.
Hence
the
a chuckle quite
interest of the other boarders.
Miss Wyatt, finding she had attracted so
-

'

much

'

was induced to explain.
" Yes," she said, " I remember Sunshine
attention,

'

Paradise

Alley.'
America when I
It
lecture tours.

heard it sung once
was out there on one of
was sung out of tune and
I

of
in

my

—

it

"
was charming
There was a laugh.
" It doesn't sound charming," said someone.
" Yet it was. No
public
performance,
!

—

either before or since, ever

gave

me

so

much

pleasure."
" Personality is a great thing," remarked
"
really clfiver
the man who had travelled.
woman with the gift of personality will often
make you forget many technical defects. At
the same time, was your singer really badly

A

'

out of tune If
" Shockingly,"
another chuckle.

•

she said affectionately, at
the same time dropping on her knees in front
" We are all going to wear these
of her sister.
We are going
clothes, you and Natalie ana I.
we are going to act a play."
to dress up
Connie sat up with a jerk, her book quite for:

gotten.

A

Talmadge ?
But Miss Wyatt did not patronise the pictures,
and had never heard of the great star of the
cinema world.
Her story, however, has enabled vis to give an
account of what was probably the first public

Norma Talmadge.

The infant in arms was Natalie. Constance,
who is now perhaps the most popular comedy
actress on the screen was not yet born.
Idea.

Been paying a

!

visit to

"
the coal -cellar ?
" No, sweet child, I've been to the
I've been to the
other end of the house.
It's a bit dusty up there, I giant you
garret.
;

am

sticky, I am tired, and I know
I am hot, I
but I have not suffered
I am horribly dirty
Don't you note the gleams of triumph
in vain.
"
booful eyes ?
in

—

;

my

'

'

The speaker was Norma Talmadge, a very
pretty girl of fourteen. She had just burst into
the sitting-room, where her sister, Constance,
was lying on the floor reading a book.
Connie was a child of nine or ten, with a round,
dimpled, laughing face, and a pair of roguish eyes.
She surveyed her elder sister's flushed and duststained countenance with eager interest.
" You've been
" Norma " she exclaimed.
"
doing something naughty
tone
was
one
of
hope
rather
than reHer
proach, and she gave a little gurgling laugh as
she spoke.
" Not at all," replied the elder girl, with
dignity, at the same time drawing up her slim,
!

!

replied Miss Wyatt, with
" I'll tell you about it, if I
may. It was summer and I was staying at an
hotel in a famous holiday resort at the seaside,
or on the seashore, as they say over there.
You know what an American holiday resort is
Everyone is- out to have a good time
like ?
and a general atmosphere of frolic and jollity
pervades the whole place from morning to
night, and not infrequently from night to morning as well.
quieter tastes, I found
I confess, with
the continuous riot of the hotel a little trying,
and I often took my meals in private. One
evening, after I had dined in my own room, I
\va9 passing along the corridor outside the
general dining-room when my ears were deafened
by a terrific storm of applause from inside the
room. I was about to hurry by when the noise

my

graceful

figure

you know that

to
I

its

am

full

height.

a young

la 'y

?

"

Don't

I

know

how

I leave mischief and naughtito behave.
ness to little girls who don't know any better."
Constance giggled, not in the least offended,

the truth be told, not much impressed by
her sister's superior airs. She adored Norma
and admired her immensely, but they had
already been partners in too many mischievous
pranks for her to take her sister's scruples

and

if

seriously.
" If you haven't

What

!

play

?

"

she

asked

ex-

'The Beautiful Princess who

!

H'

play

citedly.

"

[ULLO, Norma

?

Norma laughed.
" You silly kid,"

—

Norma Has an

0in.lM,.ll f3HIII.IHI.<Bll.llMllllf3>»(K>.fe

Ml

" I've made a discovery," replied Norma
importantly.
"
In the garret ?
" In the garret."
Connio's eyes opened wider. She had visions
°f a dark secret long hidden in the old house,
"hich had at last come to light. Visions in
w hich mouldering bones and hidden treasure
played a prominent part. Norma's next remark dispelled her happy dreams.
" I have found some gorgeous old clothes."
" What ? "
" Heaps and heaps of 'em."
Connie returned to her book.
" I don't want any more old clothes," she
'"
I have all yours and Natalie's
said grumpily.
made over for me as it is. Don't, for goodness,
Oh, dear
I wonder if
sake, find any more.
I shall ever have a new frock straight out of a
"

shop

the passing of the years.
" Did you never hear any more of her ? " inquired one of the lady boarders.
" Oh, yes.
During my stay at the hotel I
She was
got to know the mother rather well.
a Mrs. Talmadge, ami she was on holiday with
her two children Norma, the little singer, and
an infant in arms, a few weeks old."
" Norma Talmadge " exclaimed several of
" Not the Norma
the boarders at once.

appearance of

HlllllQII

!

'

;

.0

III

done anything naughty, it's
because you couldn't think of anything," she
" What's happened, anyway ?"
said cheerfully.

"It is called
Loved a Slave,' " replied Norma promptly.
" Where did you get it from ?
Who wrote
"

it ?

" It isn't written yet.
I am going to write
it," said Norma calmly.
" Oil, and the scenery ? "
" I am going to design the scenery."
" And I suppose you are going to be the
"
princess, the beautiful princess ?
" That was my idea," admitted Norma.
"
" You sec;
" Oh, yes, I see.
And I suppose I'm going to

"
be the slave ?
" Well, dear

"

" Why can't I be the princess ? She'l! have
I'd like to look
all the best clothes, of course.
nice for once, if it is only in a, play."
Connie was pouting.
Norma put her arms round her sister's
shoulders and began to coax her.
" Now listen, dear.
I am the Princess Zaza.
You are Cyrus, my slave, and Natalie is Merlitta,
One day I notice you,
the humble girl you love.
and I am attracted by your gallant and manly
bearing.
I become very jealous of Merlitta, and I
You refuse. At
order you to cut off her head.
first you plead with me, then you defy me, and I
See how dramatic
oitler you both to be killed.
"
all is
it

?

" Jolly,"
commented Connie, not very
"
cheerfully, " but why can't I be the princess ?
Norma frowned and then a bright idea occurred
" Well, dear, you see it is like this,''
to her.
she said, " I want you to do your trick.''
" Hanging by
Connie's face lit up at once.
Norma nodded.
toes ? "

my

" But

how?"

asked Connie a little doubtDon't you think it would be better if
circus instead of a play.
My tricks
"
would be better in a circus and
" No, no, I can do it. You leave it to me.
But you see you must be Cyrus and wear boy s
If the princess were to hang by her
clothes.
fully.

"

we had a

"

toes

" I've done it before."
" But you've never been a princess.
PrinBesides we aro
cesses are frightfully dignified.
sure to have an audience. The Fenwicks will
Just fancy her
come and so w ill Miss Hawkins.
face.
Ami Peg wouldn't like it cither."
"

Peg

lets us

do as we

like."

" Yes, she's a dear, but there are limits.''
" Oh, all right, I'll be the slave, but I must
have a proper boy's suit."
" Rather.
You leave it to me."
Then she hurried away to write the great
tragedy, in her bedroom, while Conrsie went in
search of Natalie, her sister, who was only a year
older than herself
[Cor. tinned

on next page.)
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At the Dressing Table.
By Mimosa.

" SISTERS

Miliccnt Cheated Father Time.
hadn't seen Miliccnt for over three years,
when I called on her a few days ago. I knew
she had taken some sort of office work, and
from what I had heard of her from time to
time, hard work, early rising, and late to
bed, I quite expected to find her looking
older, and very much the worse for her
But far from looking
three years' work.
jaded and tired, I found her younger and
fresher than when I had last seen her.

Her complexion was smooth and clear, and
her hair brighter, and more glossy than before,
while the few wrinkles which I remember
had entirely disappeared.
How She Preserved Her Complexion.
persuasion she told me the
secret of how she had not only kept, but improved, her looks during the three years in
which we had not met, in spite of her hard
little

work and late hours.
She told me she owed the freshness

of her

complexion to the regular use every night of a
little plain mercolized wax. This she rubbed
gently into the face and neck, leaving it on
all night, and washing it off in the morning
with warm water. She had entirely given
up the use of powder, which she told me she
felt sure caused wrinkles, and was using instead a lotion made by mixing an ounce of
cleminite in about two ounces of water.
This lotion gives a most natural appearance
and is beneficial to the skin, and judging by
her complexion I can well believe it.
Removing the Wrinkles.
When I asked what she had done to remove
the little wrinkles which I remembered round
her eyes and mouth, she told me nothing.
The use of the mercolized wax had done the
This
trick without any effort on her part.
wax, it seems, gently peels off all the dead
outer skin, slowly and imperceptibly while
one sleeps, and with the dead skin, all line3
and wrinkles, leaving the fresh young complexion beneath clear and smooth.

A Slight Growth of Superfluous Hair.
There was another point upon which
Miliccnt used to
have a slight growth of hair on her upper
lip, which, I am forced to admit, entirely
spoilt her claims to being considered a pretty
girl, and this too had entirely disappeared,
owing to the use she told me of a little powdered pheminol. After two applications, she
said, all traces of the growth had disappeared,
but as a precaution she had used some tckko
paste for a couple of weeks afterwards.

was

very

MRS.

Kept Her Hair Bright and Glossy.
To keep her hair in good condition she had
shampooed it regularly every fortnight with
a dessertspoonful of stallax dissolved in hot
water, then dried it without rinsing (as this is
not necessary when using stallax) and given
Every month she gave
it a good brushing.
it a stimulant in the form of a simple tonic.
For one week in every four she massaged into
the roots every night a tonic made by mixing
an ounce of boranium with four ounces of
Bay Bum or Eau de Cologne.
Perfectly Natural Colour.
Milicent had always been naturally pale, and
I remarked on the pretty flush which had
come into her cheeks. This she confessed
was not natural (although it had deceived
even an expert like myself), but was brought
about by using a little pure colliandum, which
she applied to her cheeks with a piece of cottonwool. The beauty of this colour was, that it
appeared absolutely natural, for it deepened

A

atmosphere became warmer, just as a

natural colour would.

Parker Belmont's Clynol Berries for
Obesity.

(Advt.)

the Slave.
TALMADGE, the mother of the throe

girls,

introduced to the reader in the last
was a pleasant faced lady of

chapter,
thirty-five.

I will not do
of little worth.
one, not even for you.''

know

packed them away somewhere."

I

cussions.
The rehearsals

from which

too,

Mrs.

Tal-

madge was excluded, were a very serious business.
And then came the great night.
was a spacious

cellar in

formance was given and

it

which the per-

made an

excellent

theatre.

Nearly the whole of the place was devoted to
the stage, the audience being crowded up into a
corner near the door. This audionee consisted
These wore tho three
of seven people all told.
Fenwicks, old man Fenwick, his wife and their
eighteen year old son, Teddy. Then there was
Miss Hawkins, a rather prim old inaid, and two
other neighbours. Finally there was " Peg,''
the proud mother of the three performers.
Then the play began.
Norma, gorgeously arrayed as the princess,
was discovered asleep on her raised throne.
Slowly she awakened and gazed languidly about
the empty court. Then suddonly her cxpres>ioii
underwent' a change.
throo
Surprise,
anger,
indignation all
emotions appeared in swift succession on the
pretty childish face.
She put out a hand, and with a gesture, which
somehow suggested both impatience arid the
habit of command, she struck a gong.
Instantly a slave appeared bowing to the
ground, his bands outstretched.

—

The

most

illustrious
!

What

hast thou

skill

thou art less
yonder fly "

?

worthy of

Base, ignorant slave
my notice than even
:

'

" Yet have I spoken the truth, most merciful
" Spare mo
one," replied Cyrus, bowing low.
the head of Merlitta, ai.d I will do aught elso
that thou shalt command. Yea ! Even will I
imitate yonder fly, and walk upon the ceiling."
At this the Princess Zaza lost her temper.
Insolent slave " she shouted furiously.
" Dost dare to mock me ? Have I fallen so
By all
low !
I a target for thy jest ?
the sacred temple of my royal home, thou shalt
mako good thy boast, or both thy lives are
forfeit. Walk upon yon ceiling here, before mine
eyes, and yv»u and your wretched Merlitta shell
.'

Am

'

So it began, and for a whole fortnight the four
eager producers spent every moment of their
spare time on the great project.
The play itself was written in twenty-four
hours, but the costumes and the scenery required
a much longer period, and many serious dis-

It

it,

you presumptuous dog " cried
" Dost think,
the princess in bitter scorn.
miserable slave, it is in thy power to perform
aught else that can give me pleasure ? Yonder
fly that crawls upon my ceiling is more able to
minister to my amusement than art thou
else,

!

Her children called her " Peg," and treated
her as an elder sister. This suited her admirably.
She had only one rule for the managements of
her cliildren, and that was to let them do
exactly as they Jiked.
When she heard about the play, she was keenly
interested and got busy at once.
" We shall want a throne for the princess.
Something raised up so as to show off her robes
and give her a dignified look. What about
those boxes in the larder.
They will do.
We will cover them with the old red curtains
that we had last winter in the sitting-room.
I

curious.

How She

as the

19.)

The Princess and

How

I

page

Aught

I

After a

{Continued from

THREE."

him contemptuously for
He
and then bade him rise.

princess surveyed

a moment
obeyed trembling, but kept

his head nvertod.
Wretched slave," cried the princess furiously,
" I would look into thy face, and read what evil
deeds thou art plotting in thy low and cunning
brain,
Gaze at me."
Cyrus tho slave humbly obeyed, and turned

go

free.

But

if

you

"

fail

" I shall not fail, most gracious lady." There
was a note of cheerfulness in the slave's "voico
that was not quite in the part.
Across the roof of the cellar were several iron
rods, from which at one time hams and side* of
bacon had been hung with running hooks.
These were now rusty but quite strong. Cyrus,
the slave, sprang jauntily on to the royal throne,
and then leaping into the air, seized one of the
rods.
The next moment ho was hanging by his
feet.

" Behold, gracious lady, thus do I make good
boast." he cried and then added, gagging
" hook
One foot
Can your fly beat
a bit
"
that !
There was a roar of laughter from the audience,
quickly covered by a storm of applause. Connie
erectly bucked, swung round, dropped to the
floor, and bowed low before the throne.
" Most glorious and wonderful princess, qneen
of all the world, let the sun of thy mercy shine
on thy miserable slave. I am but the dust,
bonoath thy feet, but thou hast given me thy
word. It is not meet that the Princess Zaz<*
should break her word."
Then it was that Norma drew herself to her

my

;

:

full

!

!

height.

"Tho Princess Zaza never breaks hor word."
"Thou art free thou and
she said haughtily.

—

thy Merlitta.
Go," she said solemnly, " the whole world la
open to thee save only this palace of mino.
"
Leave mo hero in my splendour alone
Cyrus and Merlitta went softly out, hand in
hand.
The prinecM stood on the steps of the throne
a pathetic little figure in her royal robes, starinu
fixedly in front of her, the picture Of grief an
There was a long pause, and then
desolation.

—

!

I

tho curtain slowly
Mrs. Talmadge

fell.

his face to the princess.
From this point the action of tho play was
The princess foil in lovo at first sight,
rapid.

turned smilingly to Mr.
Fenwick, who was sitting on her right.
" Now you must come and have some reYou huvo been very patient," she
freshment.

and immediately her attitude towards her slave

said.

changed.

Tho man lookod at her curiously, as though
he had not heard what she was saying.
" Very
" Very remarkable," he said slowly.
remarkable."
" What ? The play ? " exclaimed Mrs. Tal-

haughty pride dwindled away, and she
became meek and timid as she strove to mako
herself agreeable to tho young man.
Cyrus tho slave displayed a surprising reluctance to accept tho groat honour which bis
royal mistress was so anxious to thrust upon
I for

•

him.
she extracted from him a confossion
that ho loved another.
" Lot the woman be brought forth," she com-

At

last

manded.
Little Natalie, as Mcrlitla. appeared upon the
There was a dreadful pause, and then
scene.
the princess handed Cyrus a sword which she
had conveniently at hand.
" Now cut off her head," -said the princess
royal wish to behold the head
calmly. " It is

my

my

of Merlitta rolling at

was too much.

"Dog of a elave " cried tho princess in a
" Doit dare to disobey the
horrible voice.
"
Princess Zaza ?
" Even so, most gracious lady." ropliod Cyrus,
Tho head of
but obdurate.
trembling,
Merlitta is a rare and precious thing where it is ;
!

if I

sever

it

" Well, yes. that is remarkable
said Mr. Fenwick, with a smile.
not thinking of the play just then.
ing of tho acting, and especially of
your oldest daughter. Didn't you

way."
1 was
was think-

in its

" But
I

the acting of
notice that T

It was astounding."
" Norma is rather quick,"

admitted Mrs.
Talmadge, a good deal flattered.
"Quick " exclaimed the other. "My dear
Mrs. Talmadge, it will surprise me very much
if she does not l>ecome some day a very great
!

emotional actress."

feet."

Cyrus was naturally very much upset. He
explained that he was willing to do any other
little thing tho princess might think of, but that

but

madge.

from her body,

it

will

be a thing

And that is how Norma Talmadge, who a few
years later was destined to become a great film
star, achieved her first dramatic triumph.
She has gained experience since then, but tho
conscientious devotion to her work, which slr>
showed as a child performer in tho cellar of mn
old Brooklyn home, still characterises oil *lm
doos, and apart from her beauty, it is the chief
secret of her dazzling success.
(To 6c continued next w:'k.)
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THE DRESSING-ROOM

IN

The Ex pression
Brows —

IT

the eyes

is

of tlie
Puffiness Under
moro

tliau

other

tKe

feature

-To Darken
Eyes —TKe

face that attract attention to the
beauty of actresses on the screen. By a
subtle movement of the eye, a flicker of the lid
or the lifting of the brows, do they portray certain emotions te the audience, and by the
brilliance of the eyes themselves do they appear
to be startlingly beautiful.
Truo it Is that the
eyes, eyelashes and eyebrows are most important
features, yet little attention is given to them,
no matter how much care the complexion and

A

become thin and poor.
As a matter of fact, goggles or covered in
glasses should always be worn for the motor
trip, for the irritation of dust from such a

Remember.

journey, even when they are carefully bathed
afterwards, will cause the eyes to lose their lustre
for a few days, and perhaps cause extreme pain.
Sparkling eyes are the envy of every girl,
yet they are quite simply procured for a festive
All that she need to do is to
occasion, anyway.
batho her eyes well a little while before going
out with plain cold water. A pinch of salt added
to the water will prevent any smarting sensation
that the cold viator may cause.

one, to be

powder from them,'
the face.

bound
and if

Flecks of

—

you have powdered
powder from the puff are
after

have attached themselves to the brows,
on continually these will prove very
harmful, and eventually cause the eyebrows to
fall
out.
Besides this, the accumulation of
powder forms dandruff, and makes them
look unduly dull and dusty. Therefore always
bear in mind to wet the finger tip and rub along
the brows immediately after every application
to

left

of powder.

To keep

the eyebrows in perfect condition
they should be brushed every night with a soft
little brush.
A toothbrush will answer this purpose admirably. This prevents tho formation
of dandruff.
When dandruff has already
formed, however, a little yellow
vaseline
should be
smeared
over tho top of the finger,
and rubbed well into the roots
every night, stroking the hair
from the nose towards the
outer corner of the eye in an
arch or level line according to
the shape desired.

Thero is nothing more disfiguring than
puffiness under the eyes, and this is indeed
'

It may eininate from
to deal with.
four causes, eye strain, late hours, and heart or
The
remedy
for the first is easy.
kidney trouble.
And when the puffiness
Just suitable glasses.
is caused by late hours, the cure is just " early
to bed and early to rise." But the latter causes
present difficulties, and only a visit to the doctor
will alleviate the trouble.

A Lotion For Styes.

To Darken the Lashes.
the morning a little bay rhum
IN should
be applied in the
same manner, dipping the
fingers into the bay rhum, and

to styes. If the styes are frequent,
a visit to an oculist is advisable.

very gently rubbing it into the
roots.
Be careful not to rub
too hard, or you will cause the

The Picture

IT

fall

adorned at
silken open
having been
her

own

all

suit

It

?

by

seams
the

stitch,

a

latter

by
Four

accomplished

clever

sleeves are let in

fingers.

A

flat.

band

finishes off tho lower part of the

blouse to correspond with tho
sleeve cuffs.
3S-inoh wide
quired.

Long Eye-

lashes.

a world of difference,

You can

curling eyelashes
make to the appearance
of a girl ?
Long thick lashes

Only

2

yards of

material

is

re-

obtain patterns of

22, 21, 20, and
28 inch waist sizes from Picture

lorn;

make the most indifferent eyes
look larger and softer than they
really are, besides improving the
expression
very considerably^
Here again you will find yellow

her

" bobbly V
buttons
decorate
each shoulder. The neck is cut
circular, and fitted with a band
that extends over the shoulders
to
the armholes where the

quite naturally .by the regular
use of yellow vaseline rubbed
over them with'a gentle stroking
movement every night and
morning. This is a slow process,
but do not get disheartened,
for it is also a sure one if persevered with.

WHAT

with

fashioned .from pale lemon
crepe-de-Chine, and is "simply

The brows can be darkened

of

wear

for

is

harmful.

The Beauty

Girl

new Navy gabardine

colouring i3 needed to
be accentuated, but for everyday it is as noticeable and ugly
is

Girl's Blouse.

blouse chosen by the Picture

when the

it.

folk with

you imagine anything
CANprettier
than the casaquin

out.
It is the foolish practice of
many girls to use eye pencil to
darken their brows. This is
quite permissible for theatricals,

as

this design in

Show
Oxford
for one

No. 28,307.

A

free

charge.

of

delightful

POST CARDS
VIOLET HOPSON

;

casaquin blouse ot

lemon erep>de-Chine,

''ecoratea

by an open Pitching.

Pattern
Street,
shilling

Dept.,

Mia,

London.

W.I,

each.
Postal
order to be ma le payable to tho
Pictuiu! Show.

A

Dresser.

(4 in series.)

STEWART ROME
GREGORY SCOTT
CAMERON CARR

i

:

.;

3d.

(3 in series.)

(2 in series.)

i

-

(I.)

each, postage extra.

ENLARGEMENTS
(unmounted, measuring 10in.x8in.)

VIOLET HOPSON

!

STEWART ROME
GREGORY SCOTT
CAMERON CARR

!

!

i

POPPY

j

WYNDHAM

1/- each, postage

:

6d. extra.

ENLARGEMENTS
(mounted, measuring 12

I

in.

x 10 in.)

VIOLET HOPSON

!

STEWART ROME
GREGORY SCOTT
CAMERON CARR

:

i

j

2/6

difficult

is the misfortune of many
weak eyes to be frequently bothered with styes
npon tho lids. A simple lotion
for their cure consists of one
ounce of camphor water and two
grains of muriate of morphine.
This should be mixed well, and
applied with a bit of cottonwool.
Overstrain is often the
cause of weakness and this leads

lashes to

in
future they
guarantee to
distribute photographs of their
artistes

cycling, or a long railway journey, the eyes
should be immediately bathed with warm water
to which a little boracic powder has been added.
They should then be gently tapped dry with a
This removes any dust or grime
soft towel.
that may have settled around the edges of the
lids, which if left would set up severe irritation
at the roots, causing the eyelashes to fall out and

important point, although quite
remembered with regard
to the eyebrows is to rub the grains of
littJe

that

cannot

lids,

immense

REALITY
a

regret

is

possesses perfect eyebrows
is the except ion rather than the rule, and yet it is
the easiest thing imaginable to cultivate pretty
lashes and brows.
While, with a little care and
perseverance, even their shape can be altered.
When the eyebrows are too heavy, although
this is seldom the case, they quite spoil an
otherwise pretty face, but when they are thin
and colourless, they impart a weak characterless
appearance to the possessor.

Point to

postage,

FILMS, LTD.,

care
necessary in preventing any
GREAT
irritation of the
and after motoring,

The woman who

A

and

BROADWEST

For the Motor Trip.

may

receive.
This is a pity, for they have an
influence in improving the whole face.

to the increased cost of

manufacture

vaseline a beneficial tonic. Rub it into tho lashes,
being very careful that nono of tho ointment
enters tho eye, or it will cause them to smart.
Many people are under the impression that
cutting tho edges of the eyelashes improves them
and helps them to grow. Perhaps the knowledge
that cutting the hair upon tho head makes it
grow is tho cause of this idea. But experts will
tell you that to cut the lashes is quite useless.

of

the

hair

Owing

La/hes — Care of tKe
Ptdture Gtrl s Casaquin.
trie

each, postage 6d. extra.

Apply:

175,

Wardour

DEPT.

2,

London, W.l.

St.,

No More
Pain
—
in

YourDailyLife
There is hardly a home in the world
where pain does not occur frequently
someone suffering from an attack of
Neuralgia, Headache, Rheumatic Pains or
any of the painful minor ailments that
attack the human body. Think what it
would mean to be able to relieve every
sufferer in your home
And here is a

—

!

simple remedy that banishes pain in a
To prove this astonishing
claim we will send you

few minutes.

A FREE TRIAL
PACKAGE
of

Antikamnia Tablets.

Many members

of the medical profession from every part of the world report
that Antikamnia Tablets never fail to
give relief from the pains of Rheumatism,
Headache, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Toothache, and women's aches and pains. There

are no unpleasant after-effects from
taking Antikamnia Tablets, wliich are
entirely harmless.

—

Test those claims lor yourself send your name
and address on a postcard to tho Antikamnia
Tablet Dept. (A78), 46. Holbom Viaduct,
London, E.C.I, and you will receive a generous
trial

package and an interesting book contain-

ing medical evidence free of charge.

,
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OLD

GROWING

TOO

HAVE

SOON.
Why

that

Dance

At The

especially middle
class and working class housewives, are so
much more often sufferers from ana;mia and
general debility than men of the same age ?
The answer is in nine cases out of ten very
simple they do not feed themselves properly.
The result 19 that they are consistently
under-nourished, and, in particular, that their
diet is dangerously deficient in those rare but
is it

women, and

NICE CURLS

or in the Park, on
the
River or at

Tennis or Golf,
there

—

is

always an

admiring glance for

woman who uses
Swan Down. It preserves
the

the natural beauty of the
skin, and protects the poreo

all-important food accessory substances which
recent research has shown to be absolutely
essential for the maintenance of health and

from sun and wind.

TETLOW'S

vitality.

When

the daily dietary does not contain a
siifficienc3 of these essential elements, ill-health,
or worse, is inevitable. The digestion suffers,
appetite is impaired, and the desire for food lost,
and so is set up a vicious circle resulting in premature ageing and a chronic condition of illhealth that takes all the good out of life.
Medicine 13 useless the only remedy is to
take proper food, at proper times, and to keep
on taking it.
Nothing will help more, or bring about a
quicker improvement, than the regular inclusion of BOVKIL in the dietary.
DOVRIL is rich in just those elements that
are required to make good dietetic deficiencies,
and to energise and stimulate cell activity.
A cup of BOYRIL at eleven in the morning
and
or as part of a light mid-day lunch
another cup before going to bed at night, will
make all the difference in the world to the
It is a
overstrained, over-tired housewife.
simple and easy way without any " dosing "
treatment " to make good the deficiencies
or
-

wire

—

Use Swan Down and look

WAVY hair.

i/our best all the time.

Sold in Five Tints at 1/3 Per Box.
Whi.e. Cream. Pink, Flesh and Brunette,
by all Stores, Chemists and Perfumers.

HENRY C CTELCH &
4

and

5.

Co.. Ltd., (Dept. S.A.)

EC<.

Ludgate Square, London,

—

NERVOUSNESS
the greatest drawback to life to any man or woman.
If you
are nervous, timid, low-spirited, lack self-confidence, willpower, mind concentration, blush, or feel awkward In th»
presence of others, send 3 penny stamps for particulars of the
Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treatment, used in the Navy from
Vice- Admiral to Seaman, and in the Army from Colonel to
Private.
D.S.O's. M.C.'s.
a. and D.C.M.'s.
is

—

in the daily dietary of the average

VETROS

unattractive hair. One bottle of
will keep
the hair in lovely curls for months, also invaluable for
making the hair (frow. Guaranteed absolutely harmless. Send for a bottle to-day. and make yourself the
admiration of all your friends. You will be delighted
with result. Price 2/9 per bottle, or3 bottles for 5/11.
post paid, direct from the makers. CHAPMAN, LTD.
(Dept. 23) 15, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.

—

—

VAMPING AT A GLANCE

woman.

MM.

OODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

The most wonderful Musical TMacovery of the
Age. It teaches you to play the piano beautlfully by ear and vamp to thousands of sough
in all keys with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE

[Advt.]

536.

without the ((lightest knowledge of music.
Simple as A. B.C. 164,000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money re*
turned if not as stated. Complete, post free,

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS
The "Picture Show.
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Every lady can have a beautiful head of CURLY and
There is no need to- have sleek, lank,

FACE POWDER

2/6

(per P.O.)—
t

Ludgate

Buildings,

Circus.

Shopping

Imperial Publishing

28, South Castle St..
Co. (I- Di
Liverpool. Established 1872.
i

Imperial

).

Ltd.,

London. E.C. 4.

Raincoats, Trenchcoats, Boots, Shoes,
Cutlery, Costumes,
Rings, Witches, &c.

made

Terms.
on Easy
30/- worth 5/. monthly, 60'worthlO/. monthly, Sec. Write

Easy.

MASTERS,LTD.,94,Ho Pe

free catalogue and order
form. Foreign apolicatiois inui'.ed

for

Stores, Rye.

(Estd. 1869

)

[/MONTH

Out on Thursday.

WHEtK

massive Oak Case. 22-inch
urn, uncoloured
breakable
silent * running
Motor. ll-ln.nicl;ellcd Turntable, and extra loud Insulated Sound Uox.ctc. Largo
stocks of Cabinet Gramophones Portable Homiest
im
snd exquisitely designed

ith

No. 2

I

communicating
with
Adver-

of

Children's

FREE
| Patterns
I

I
I
|
=

to
5

make

Different

Designs
with every copy

iclily

please

tisers,

mention

THE
PICTURE
SHOW.

Dress
|

1

1

1

I

3rands

ready

delivery direct

leas

than shop

prices.

ON APPROVAL with 26 tune,
PACKED m m
needlei.
CARRIAGE PAID. Complete satisSent

and

600

faction or money refunded. Write tor
monster Bargain Lists TO-DAY.
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. C.10,

JSJO.2 of "Children's Dress"
is even better than No.
and is certain to be in even

BAL8ALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM

1

greater

demand

;

so

make sure

Just like playing on a

YOUR copy
AT ONCE!

by ordering it
This second
issue is a Winter Fashions
number, packed with dainty
designs and
money-saving

of

practical

articles,

full-size."

VOU
1

will be delighted with the
perfect game obtainon a Riley
able
"Home" Billiard Table. It

containing

Free Patterns to make 5 different designs, a 4-page Art
Supplement, and fashions in
colour. No mother should miss

childrens

Dress
The Paper thai saves Mother 'sMoney.

•

Immediate
for
from fmeiory at

HOME

"

RILEY'S

TABLES

from

JC.8

is

BILLIARD

RILEY'S "COMBINE'' BILLIARD

DINING TABLES from
Either can be paid
monthly instalments.

There

fr

f.34 10s.

lor

In

1

eighteen

_

mile of nearest station.

SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL GIVEN.
Write to-day for Illustrated Price List.
Ltd., Ellis Works, Accrington

E J.RILEY,
lOMl:..

U7.

I

I./-..

•/••'•

l

is

on a

full-

one to rest on your

dining table.

Every tabic complete with accessories
and delivered free to any address
within

just like playing

size table.

I5».
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of

tlio

world.

you admire

Enid Bcnnct, being an Australian also,
So somebody you know

her, of counte.

says ho Is her cousin, and your friend's aunty knows
Elslo Ferguson's aunty.
Well, that's something.
I can give only some of the names in " Intolerance,"
as there arc too many.
Lillian Gish (The Woman
Who Roeks the Cradle). Mae Marsh (The Dear One),
Robert
n (The Boy), Sam de Orassc (Jenkins),
Vera Lewis (Mary T. Jenkins), Miriam Cooper (A
Friendless One), Ralph Lewis (The Governor), Margery Wilson (Brown Eyes), Bessie Love (The Bride or
Cana), Constance Talmudge (The Mountain Girl),
Scc.'ia Owen (The Frince*s Beloved), Elmo Llucoln
(The .Mighty Man of Valour).
K. M. F. (Peterborough).
Willi;im Russell was i:i
" The Lone Star." Mary Piekford's hair is as natural

Ham

If

you want to know anything about Films or Film PJavenr
TO SCREEN ASPIRANTS.

THE

following is an extract from a letter I have
received from Mr. George L. Cox in California,
who is directing the All-Star American Special?.
The moral it conveys should prove of equal value
to those who foolishly imagine that the film profession in this country is also open to receive anybody
who cares to apply.
" My foreign mail of late and that coming from
England in particular is burdened by an alarming
influx of foolish epistles, written by apparently inexperienced individuals, who have suddenly become
obsessed with the idea that America offers a haven
of comfort and wealth to all those desirous of entering
th9 picture arena, irrespective of their personal
Qualifications or fitness.
would most earnestly
I
advise all those who have been kind enough to ask
my advice to calmly consider the outlook before
casting their lot haphazardly.
" Briefly speaking, the distance between England and
New York City is a mere trifle of some three thousand
miles.
New York, we might say, is the first ' leg ' of
your journey, as Los Angeles, California, is the real
hub of the cinema world, and is removed from the
former city somewhere in the neighbourhood of
thirty-five hundred miles.
Foj the sake of argument,
we will say that you have covered the trip safely,
that your finances are still unimpaired, and your
hopes high. What then P For appearance' sake, if
no other, you become established at some moderately
expensive hotel. This involves a daily expenditure
somewhere between ten and fifteen dollars per day,
cot including incidental expenses. Finally, you get
your bearings, and wend your way to the various
studios, where you learn that few may enter unless
especially privileged.
At last you are directed to the
employment bureau, where a very matter-of-fact and
perfectly unsympathetic individual greets you indifferently.
He listens to your story and smiles,
then he hands you a neatly printed slip, resembling
a laundry list, and you commence to write your
historical data from date of birth up to the present
hoar
You give the colour of your hair and eyes,
the condition of your teeth, nationality, age, weight
and height, and other pertinent information tco
lengthy to enumerate.
You are asked to leave photographs of yourself, either ' straight ' or in ' costume,'
and last, but by no means least, the all-important
Question must be answered
YOU

—

—

HAVE

:

EXPERIENCE?

With what companies

HAD

have

you

worked, when and where ? You will find they are
very particular about the latter.
If you are looking
for a ' part,' they >vill wish to know the last picture
in, and by whom directed, and where
can be seen, in order that they may iudge how you
screen.
Then you are dismissed with the brief and
unsatisfactory information that if they need you they
will send for yon, and the little man at the employment
window indicates that you are through, and not to
tike up any more of his time. Then you wander,
a Lit crestfallen, to the next studio, where the same
routine is followed, until the day is done.
And so it
n-c; from day to day, until the tragedy of the
thing creeps into your soul, and freezes the marrow
in your bones.
" This is the cold, flat truth, unvarnished and
unpleasant to those in far away lands who would try

you worked

it

their luck elsewhere.
And
the facts in advance, rather
later at a greater cost to

it is

better that

you know

than wait and Jearn them
your pride, your vanity,

and your pocket-book."

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue f
A stamped and addressed envelope must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address cf

Pleaso seo instructions in th5 ft. 4 In. in height.
Personal Column.
M. H. (Birmingham). You do want to know a
lot, but since you say you cannot help it, I will try
to squeeze in all 1 can without crowding out other
readers. Yes, Nazimova is really forty-one, and she
does not miud admitting it, for she does not look it.
A previous answer to someone else gave more about
her.
Thomas Meighan is married to Francis King,
He has black hair, brown eyes, and his heiglrt is
" The Mysterious Miss Terry," and
exactly 0 ft.
" Arms and the Girl " are two of his pictures. Neither
of the Gish girls is married at the moment of writing.
In " Everywomau " there appeared Violet Hemming,
Mary Mclvor, Wanda Hawley, Kathleen Kerrigan,
Bebe Daniels, Theodore Roberts, Monte Blue, Irving

—

Curamings, James Neil, and Raymond Hatton. Many
thanks for those ten new readers. You're a brick.
" Biddy " (Bedford). So you imagine, " dear,
untried friend," that I am " a girl of about seventeen
or eighteen." You are so far out that I cannot even
measure the distance. Alan Forrest was opposite
Mary Miles Minter in " Rosemary Climbs the Heights."
True, she is old enough to get married, but she is
willing to wait.
Blue are her eyes and golden her
hair.
John Bowers was with Mabel Normand in " Sis
Hopkins." Jack Holt in " A Midnight Romance "
was the hero. I shall await, vour next in patience.
D. T. (Blaina) and " Gwennfms " (Catford).—
Herbert Rawlinson and Ann Little were the leads in
" The Black Box." Sorry, the other information you
want is not traceable, but don't let that keep you
from writing again.
"RUTH" (Walthamstow). Nay, I am not a
marvel, but quite ordinary.
Violet Hopson, as a
matter of fact, is taller by five inches than Mary
Pickford, who is only five feet.
"Picturite" (Wigan). In "The Wishing Ring
Man," the only two names given in the synopsis are

—

—

—

Bessie Love as Joy Havenith and J. Frank Glendon
as John Hewitt.
Edward Burns in " Under the
(ireenwood Tree." John Gllnden in " The Sands of

Time," was Kenneth Wayne. Rod La Rocque in
" Hidden Fires," and Matt Moore in " The Unpardonable Sin."
" HAZEL " (Sydenham).
Charlie Chaplin's leading
lady for some time has been Edna Pnrvian.ee, but the
names of all those who generally support him are not
given.
With Mabel Norniaud in " When Doctors
Disagree " were Alec Francis and George Nieholls.
In *' The Devil .Stone," Geraldine Farrar and Wallace
Reid were supported by Hobart Boswoith. Tully
Marshall, James Neill, Ernest Joy, and Mabel van
Buren.

my

as

!

:

:

—

:

—

— What
think who

Kitty " (Bradford).

a

of favourites
can have left out.
list

you have
I can't
you
In " Less Than the Dust," Mary Pickford had David
Powell for her leading man. The cast of " Under
Suspicion " is as follows
Hilda Bayley (Countess
Vassiioff), Jack Jannan (Xcdia's brother), Cameron
Carr (Count Vassiioff), Horace Hunter (Major Paul
Holt), Henry Latimer (General Noivard), Arthur
Walcott (Peter Kharloff), Dorothy Warren (Marie
Petrovsky).
The ages you want are
Douglas
!

:

:

Fairbanks, thirty-seven
Bessie Barriseale, twentyand Charlie Chaplin, thirty-one. The other
artiste does not state her age.
;

nine'

"

;

Movie Mad

" (Walthamstow).

— filad

you have

written at last, but I expect you have come across
on this page the information about Nazimova in
answer to someone else. Olive White is the wife of
burly Bill Farnum.
Yes, I was thinking of " The
Winchester Woman." featuring Alice Joyce, whereas
in " The Woman Thou Gayest Me," the star was
Katherinc MacDonald.
" Vera " (Watford).
Your typed effort was quite
creditable. Bert Lytell, husband of Evelyn Yauglian,
was born in 1888. One authority states'that George
Walsh has dark eyes, and another that they are
brown.
And as you like the latter we shall not
worry about the dilference in shade.
" All Favourites * (Mile End).— Seven weeks Is
a long time to wait for this paper to reach your part

—

no anonymous
communication can be answered. Address The
"Picture
Editor,
Show," Room G, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. *4.

Rome

but Stewart

is

not.

—

" Mary " (London, S.W.).
Do you know you
have resurrected an old question that used to haunt

me

quite a lot at one time ? Let me, however, give
it one more blow
I hope the final knock-out.
Mary
Pickford has no children. May that settle it. Yes,
Willard Mack (otherwise Charles McLaughlin) has
written plays and acted for the stage and screen.
He was in the film " The Woman on the Index."
"Child of -Nature." You don't want me to

—

—

answer you by post, and you don't want me even
name of your town ? How awfully
" The Way of an Eagle
mysterious
featured
Isobel Elsom and Andr£ Bcaulieu.
Sorry I cannot
enlighten you either, or I would. The other films you
name were not serials. Pauline Frederick has no
children so far as I know.
(More a- suers n?xt week.)
to print the
!

—

"

own.

" Mrs. Wiggs." (Wolverhampton).— Good morning
How's the cabbage patch ? This paper, which
you put first, has no connection with any Other film
-weekly, except " The Boys' Cinema."
Some of
" Nina the Flower
Bessie Love's old films are
Girl," " A Daughter of the Poor," and " The Heiress
at Coffee Dan's."
Ditto of Mary Miles Minter are
"Beauty and the Rogue," "Melissa of the lii!U."
and " Peggy Leads the Way." Qucenie Thoma? and
Frank Randall in " Meg o' the Woods."
K. Y. (Tiuibridgc Wells). Personal details about
Sessue Hayakawa as follows
Born on June 10th,
1889, in Tokyo, Japan.
Has black hair and eyes
is 5 ft. 7} in. in height, and is married toTsum Aoki.
Ho was originally intended by fond parents for the
Japanese Navy, but took to the stage instead, and
later went to America, where he began his screen
career.
He and his wife have no children.
" Elsie "(Wandsworth).
For your complimentary
remarks, I bow my gratitude. Jack Holt is married,

PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL.

£

<
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WHERE
FILM

TO WRITE TO SOUR FAVOURITE

—

STAR. You are kindly requested
NOT to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
number of other queries that have to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the nau.e of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp to the Editor,
The Picture Show, Room 85, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. If the letter weighs
large

more than 1 oz. it will require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra ounce. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Picture
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.
PICKFORD, Mary Pickford Studios,
Hollywood, California. U.S.A.
BERTIE GORDON, care of African Film Produc-

MARY

tions, 8, Leicester Street,

POPPY WYNDHAM,

W.C.

2.

care of Stoll Studios, Re-

gency House. Park Road. Surbiton, Surrey.

FRANCESCA BERTIXI.
Film Trading Co.,
Circus,

W.

4,

care

penman

oi London
Ind.
Street,
Piccadilly

1.

(More addresses next week.)

the writer (not for publication), as

:

" RlATA " (Glasgow).
in the following films

— Helen
Gibson
"

lias

" Sports for Boys " is an absolutely new
weekly dealing with every branch of sport.
Packed with photos. Star features in No. 1,
on sale this Wednesday, include The boyhood of JACK DEMPSEY. Special Articles by

appeared

The Dynamite Special."
of the Run," "Fighting Mad," and
Under False Pretences." She was born in Cleveland, Ohio, on August 27, 1894, and has brown hair
:

"The End

:

"

SAM HARDY, GEORGES CARPENTIER,

and A. G. HILL, and a grand new

and hazel eyes.

R.

"Joyce"

(Bexhill-on-Sea).—There is nothing at
all fierce about me, Joyce.
The fifteen episodes of
" The Iron Test " arc as follows
The Ring of Fire
The Van of Disaster, Blade of Hate, The Noose,
Tide of Death, Fiery Fate, The Whirling Trap, The
Man-Eater, Pit of Lost Hope, In the Coils, Red
Mask's Prey, Span of Terror, Hanging Peril, Desperate
Odds, and Riding with Death. This is what Edith
Johnson is like. She has light hair, brown eyes, and is

Boys

For

of

All

Ages!

:

No.

1

Out This Week

S.

WARREN

diagram

BELL.

GIVEN FREE!

SPORTS

serial

by

Splendid boxing

Ask

for

O
MlltWIIIIi

I

milium

On

Sale Every Weivetday.

ADER

yotjr

jopy to day

8

LlOO superb

illustrations

CEND to-day for the

Free Prospectus that will tell you all
the Edition-de-Luxe
aoout the Charles Dickens Library
the edition which the finest private
of the master's works
It contains unique
libraries in the world are proud to own.

^

—

—

no other edition whatsoever, and it
surpasses all others "in the splendour and number of its illustrations.
It is a monument of Scholarship and Art.
be found

features to

in

CHARLES
Sickens

Ubrafv
17

DO

forgo

not

and

possessing

ol

delight

the
enjoying

this

magnificent Charles Dickens Library.

Some

You

will get

more pleasure from these

CHARLES
DICKENS
Library

1

500 copyright

sumptuous volumes than from a thousand
and you will get it at
nights at the theatre
a fraction of the cost. The Charles Dickens
Library is an ornament of the home and an
an investment of
ornament of the mind

—

material value

;

600

classic

Artists.

a precious

— the

—

all

the

Cruikshank,
illustrators
classic
this edition hai
Leech, Phiz, Seymour
been illustrated throughout in every volume
by the inimitable genius of Harry Furniss.
great

—

of

a

thousand

inimitable char-

£lE DICKER

acter*.

—

them into your own home
Micawber, Pecksniff, Fagin, Mantalini,
Bring

They

are

all

real people

THE PICTURE SHOW" COUPON.

who

To

step right out of the pages of the book to

your home with
charm.
to you.

you and to
in to talk

Take the

first

the Educational
17,

New

Book

Co., Ltd.,

Bridge Street, London, E.C.4.

fill

—

Plea*e lend me per return full particular* •howing
Sin.
18-Volume Edition ot Diclten* W"'* 1
I can »ecure the
with it* 1,100 illustration* and including the VONBM called the
Dicien*' Companion, on fir*t payment of 7I-.

their oddities, their humanity, their

Ask them

know about

the great creator

edition is exhausted. The complete Library
can be delivered to you for 7/- down and
a few further monthly payments.

entertain

Companion — telling
you all you want
Dickens

to

Seize the opportunity before the limited

Pickwick.

extra volume

Special

the pictures by

all

by all
Dickens

illustrations

the

heirloom for your children.
In addition to

illustra-

tions by Harry Furniss.

;

more than merely

exclusive

Features of the

14,000 beautifully printed
pages will give hundreds of
hours of pure enjoyment to
yourself and your family.
Its

step

now by sending

how

this

-

NAME

coupon

ADDRESS

which brings you an interesting coloured prospectus of the finest Dickens Library in the world

Occupation

M

....

4
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BEAUTIFUL ART REPRODUCTION:

FRANK MAYO ENGAGED A COLOURED PLAYER.

A RED LETTER DAY
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SHE ARRIVED WITH HER FAMILY.

The "GIRLS' CINEMA."
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Charming

You can Play the

Styles for Warm Winter Wear, Coats,
Wraps, Furs, ffc, at reasonable prices,
in fact, we claim to save you money oh

PianoTo-day
Naunton

National

r

System

Music

no difference
whether you have had
not,

or

lessons

whether you are 80 years
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age or only eight, we guarantee that you can play the
piano to-day by this wonderful and simple system. There
no sharp-, flats, or
are

y

i

Vaf/

We have a very large variety of Blanket
Tweeds, Cloths, Naps, &c.
You have
only to send a postcard stat ing your requirements, when a suitable selection of
patterns will be sent FREE.

makes

previous

KSPI
^rTM
JBlWWWWW "*~-^^HB@£E&
&mZW/Mi

every purchane.
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Scarf
(as HlnBtr*tion.)

Wrap.
in
2* tone stripes,
latest cube border with
fringe
15 £ 68 inches.
Cream and Rose, Helio.
and Lemon, Helio. and
Crf am.Ffcy
>kv and
ami ;
lovely

charming

and no tiresome

wearisome exercises or
scales to be learnt. You play
correctly with both hands
Xo difficulty or
at once".

Cream,
and Ainei

6
JSzfS
aud POST

Fawn

drudgery whatever.

PAID.

Brown.

FAILURE IS IMPOSSIBLE.
"You cannot fail." All you
have to do is to sit down to

QuaUtieg

Olher

>

'

/nil Splendid

f'

54 inches wide.

"Minnoch"
lYintore

purest pleasure.

An

idea!

garment

tot

everyfor

to

Ask

Wool Check
s „ r . r anaius

An

Catalogue.

Cream

costs

three-ha pence
and it is remarkable
saving is
what
a
by its use.
effected*

only

The service of curtains
(that

most expensive

item) is lengthened by

for

patterns

they

quickly

from
deep

:

all

soil

WHEZK

and

frocks

have

that

a

little

Dolly Cream

massive Oak Cose. 22-iucn
coloured Horn, unsilent - running
breakable
Motor. 11-ln.nickelled Turntable, and extra loud Insulated Sound Ilox.etc. Largo
stocks of Cabinet Gramophones Portable. Hornless.
and exquisitely designed Table

richly

with

Adver-

tisers,

please

mention

Grands

THE
PICTURE

For Curtains and other
Dissolves quickly in very hot water.

things.

Use with

or without

Sent

and 600 needles.

SHOW.

PACKED FREE.

CARRIAGE PAID.
taction or

Complete

money refunded,

satis-

v/rite tor

TO-DAY.COMPANY, Dept. C.10,

monster Bargain Lists

MEAD

BAL8ALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM,
so

shades

cream can be
and the

Billiards for all

evenly,

-at home

is

in

the

WHETHER

rinsing
"

home

"

billiard

TABLES to rest on dining tables
are made in sixes suitable for any room, and arc
as their (ull-slie tables.
made
i
anfullv
a"
Thet3ft.4ins.slic. JC.I5-I0-0.. or In 18 monthly
for the average room.
suitable
Is
payments,
RILEY'S

"COMBINE" BILLIARD

TABLES

from

O*-I<>-0.,

or

in

6*

you live in
cottageor mancan
you
,.„.
have a Dtlliard
j

,

i

DINING

20 monthly

Every table sent on seven days' free

Sold by grocers,

stores,

accessories
delivered free to
Railway Station.
All

chemists and oilmen everywhere

at three-ha'pence.
leaflet

Sole Makers
D.7.

tor Immediate
from factory at

ess than shop prices
ON APPROVAL with 28 timet

payments.

starch.

Write for

ready

dsllvery direel

RILEY'S

DOLLY CREftM

Rd., LEEDS.

itti

Then
simply done.
original whiteness are most

their

lost

creamed by whisking
water when washing them.

your Mealolk.

palest ivory to

creaming
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blouses
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hanging them cream
instead
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Tweed

CARRIAGE PAID.

F2I,Stannmgley

Easy

Economy

12 II

H ARTLEY & CO.

Post Paid.
,
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s

latrst colourings

(or

Striped

Dolly

3'jituh.
ow-rcheck ..

All

measure in

MONTROSE 92/Tweeds

NA.MB
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Materials for Costumes. Bloutes, Underwear,
Nightwear, &c. in great variety. c atterns FREE.

suitable
day wear,
Clotbs or Tweeds

Made

1

Tweed.

ANY LENGTH CUT.

" Montrose " Coat

" Special No. 1." couta:uin« eight tuues, published at 3a. 84., also particulars of bow I
can liecome a thorough musician.
A'Ol'H.— Please Jill in Postal Order payable to .VaunfoVr .Vflfioaof Muste System. Ltd.

ADDRESS

"

"Montrose"
i<

AAUNTOS'S NATIONAL MUSIC

Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street. London. F..C.
aend heiewith postal order for 1/6. in return for which please send me yonr

I

6,

Per Yard.

«

mixtures

"WharAcliffe"

:

To tbe Manager.
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Value,

A Famous Four

—

and are Playing Perfectly. II they can do it
io can yon.
Xo one need ever say again. ,# 1 wish I could play," everyone can do it to-<lay.
Let ut tell yon all about this Wonderful. Simple, and Eapid System.
Take advantage o( the offf-r we make on the Coupon below, and by leturn ot post yon
will receive eiRht tunes which we guarantee you can play thus yon can prove for yourTbis small outlay
self tbe accuracy of our system an'i the aivuiacy of our statements.
will open up the delights of the vast realm of music to you, and g ive you many year* of
It.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER COUPON.
SYSTEM.

20

Knit Scanrrs,

Fltecy Hoot

29 0«

the piano with our music
and play it at once. Hymns,
Dance Music, Songs, Classics
anything.

Over 50.000 People are Playing By

"

Lamsdown
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to

difficulties

'
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"

Making

the best of your Curtains " to

WM. EDGE

& SONS, LTD..
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BOLTON.
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included, and everything
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Send for Illustrated Price
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PhoWrapks

Paragraphs oP Picture?, Play,* and Player,/*

and

Pages of gossip, pictures, a life story of Lillian
Gish and Richard Barthelmess, a long complete
story entitled " The Bondage of Barbara."
Fate and your Future explained, are some of
Look out for
the contents of this paper for girls.
the cover, the first of twelve famous Love
scenes entitled " The Kiss."
Buy a copy for Fay Filmor's sake. The price
is 2d., and in friendship's name send me a
postcard^to say whether I have succeeded in
pleasing you

The

—or

Thank you

failed.

— >—

!

"latest Fashion.

you that Leal Douglas has brought
fashion of painted gloves into this
country ? She recently flew to Paris
in search of film frocks, and brought back with
her a pair of long evening gloves, painted with
a neat little design half-way between the elbow
and wrist. This fashion was designed by an
enterprising French manufacturer who specialAnother pair had a silhouette
ises in novelties.
of a black cat, in velvet, neatly stitched on to

DIDthe

I tell

Famous Readers of the " Pidlure
Show.
No. 40. — DIRECTOR WILLIAM A. SETTER.
Show
NOTtheonlyfamousthe Picture
on the

read by all
but everymaking
of photoone connected with the
plays looks forward to the coming of our favourite
film paper.
Here we see the famous director
of the Carter De Haven Comedies recognising
a picture of a favourite actor in our paper.
is

folk

films,

the cloth.

The Price

is

'

The

Fateful Day.

YOUabout

will

excuse

tin's

paragraph being

myself, but I am so
must confide in someone, and
you, dear reader, will sympathise
To-morrow, Tuesday, is the fateful

all

excited I
I'm sure

with me.
day. the

day my own little cinema paper will be placed
upon the bookstalls and in the newsagents.
The "Girls' Cinema" represents the lifelong ambition of your own Fay Filmer. For
some time now I have tried to interest you with

my

Now

gossip.
interest you in a

the test whether I can
paper a paper for real girls.
is

Please Read This.
me tell you a

LETforemost

—

of Beauty.

CECILE SOREL
a beautiful
MLLE.
French singer who has an engagement in

Up

America.
to the time of writing

it is
doubtful
Mile. Sorel will fulfil her contract, as
she refuses to go unless the prohibition authorities of America allow her to take with
her forty cases of the best champagne.
Permission to bring the champagne was
applied for as Mile. Sorel has been in the habit
of taking champagne baths twice a week by
doctor's orders.
" Champagne baths are one of the greatest
" My
of all" beauty secrets," the actress said.
other recipe for good looks, a piece of raw veal
applied to the face at night, is not likely to be
affected by my American trip, as I understand
America has not yet prohibited the sale of veal."

about

it.

First

;

Famous Jockey on

She Must Wear a Wig.

the " millionaire
a fortune in his
profession, is to play the role of the
jockey in "The Killer," soon to be filmed.
He was the first exponent of the modern sty la
of horseracing.

All

She Needs.

COLLEEN MOORE

tells

me

she

is

contem-

making up a company of her
own relations. Her brother calls himself
plating

an actor, having served for three days as an
" extra."
A feminine cousin has a series of photographs
which she expects to be published following
a close up showing her admiring a male star ;
and her eleven-year-old boy cousin has acted
in the role of messenger boy
" If I could only find a relative to act a?
villain, my company would be quite complete,"
says Colleen.
!

—

+-»

His Hardest Trick.

WILLropeROGERS
on the

was practising with his
Goldwyn lawn, when a
spectator asked him which was the

hardest trick.
" The one you are learning," replied Will,
with his inimitable smile. He thinks they are
all easy once they are mastered.

Nazimova as Aphrodite.

NAZIMOVA
screen.

is" to appear as Aphrodite on tho
So Nazimova will bring to th>

silver sheet the character that created *
literary sensation when the novel was first;

A character that took the dramatic
world by storm when played by Mary Garden,
and which was introduced to the American

published.

MAYSheALLISON
har been
in

the Film.

SLOAN, known as
TODjockey,"
having made

whether

Godiva
little

just had her hair bobbed to
a point reaching to her ears.
But I hear she has solved the problem. For
the first time in her career she is to resort to a
wig
so it will not be her own tresses in which
she will be adorned when riding through tho
streets of Coventry.

Ashe," and she has

has just had a shock
given the part of Lady
" The Marriage of William
!

stage

by Dorothy Dalton.

and

with the first issue is given free
a beautiful coloured art plate of Maty
Pickfofd in the wonderful tulle frock in which she
was married to " Doug." Of course, you may
have seen Mary as a bride on the pictures you
did in the " Ragamuffin," you remember but
you have no idea of the charm of the frock
chosen, not to charm a cinema crowd, but the
man she means to charm for life. " Her

—
—

Wedding Day " is .a beautiful
must be delighted with it.

art plate.

You

And a Word More.

1HAVE

A

all the best stories for you. too.
rollicking school tale of Mabel Normand's

school days.
Mabel was more than once
on the verge of being expelled from school.
She was even more of a mad-cap in school than
she is on the screen. You can imagine what
enjoyable reading this makes and
Mad-cap
Mabel " is exclusive to the " Girls' Cinema."

—

P.S.

OTHER

A

stories to read.
dramatic new
of a girl who tried to " better
herself " entitled " Shown
By Her
Family." The story of " Heart O' The Hills,"
serial

Up

the wonderful story that Mary Pickford has
chosen for a screen play, which is released this
week. Then Wallace Reid is editing a page
and telling us of the girl to whom he likes to make
love on the screen.
Gregory Scott has a lot to
say to the up-to-date girl about her " glad-rag "
time. Violet Hopson gives the benefit of her
wonderful taste in advising girb to make the
most of themselves by telling them of the " Modes
of the Moment." and how you can make them
for yourself.
There is a fine new cinema competition in which £250 is given in prizes.

—

NORMA

and

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
Some

shopping.
---

-

-

of

snapped in Paris, where they have combined sightseeing with
beautiful purchases are described on page 24.

their

(Photi:

Dtttiy ttait," Piris.J

—

,

.
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FROM

m

"

It

Was.

HERE

MONROE
heading

a prohibition story
Buster Keaton anct his company were
on the train, which halted for a few
moments at a railway station. A little old
man entered carrying a covered basket.
His manner wasn't exactly furtive, and it
wasn't bold either. Approaching Buster, he
winked broadly, and asked
" Like to buy some nice cold tea ? "
He lifted the cover of his basket cautiously
and permitted a glimpse of some brown bottles
couched in some cracked ice.
" How much ? " asked Buster.
" Five dollars a bottle," was the reply, ac•
companied by another \yink.
Four bottles were purchased and the old man
extracted a promise not to open the " iced tea,"
\mtil after the train had pulled out of the station.
He said he might get into trouble otherwise.
When the train had left Santa Barbara, some
miles behind, the bottles were opened, and
•
Yes, it was just cold tea
is

!

imagine ourselves at some
thrilling

and terribly

As

it

happened, a heavy storm had been

raging overnight, and when Miss Wyndham
got into position, clinging to the rock, a huge
wave washed her away, and' the hero, told off
for rescue work, had to set about it in real
earnest.
This incident, however, was lost to
the screen, as such was the operator's horror,
that he forgot to turn the handle of his camera
at the critical moment.

She Declined.

OWEN was
SEENA
admirer to become

recently asked by an
the owner of a parrot.
" You'll never get lonesome as long a<
'
Miss Owen
Bill
is around," the writer said.
declined the honour gracefully, and told her
friends there is enough conversation around
her house now, [without any feathered bipeds
around to add to the volume.

A

typical

snapshot of

MABEL NORMAND,

taken

when she should be ready

to pose before the camera in
Read the amusing
a Paris frock and a flower hat.
career of Mabel when she was at school, which has
been written exclusively for. the " Girls' Cinema,"
out to-morrow, Tuesday, 3d.

Channel to Cherbourg, and becamo engaged in
conversation with the pilot.
" I suppose you know where all the dangerous
places in the Channel are ! " she remarked.
" No," said the pilot.
" You don't
Then why are you in charge
"
of the wheel ?
" Because," was the stolid answer, " because
I know where the bad places ain't."
!

Fay Filmer.

'

British Players in

American Film.

a coincidence that the company playing
Mrs. Humphry Ward's novel, "The Marriage
of William Ashe," is composed almost enEdward
tirely of British actors and actresses.
Slowman is the director, and Wyndhain StandBritish
born.
ing and Frank Elliot are both
May Allison is among the few Americans in
the cast.

IT

is

—

A

«~»

Costly Wreck.
of the most dramatic situations ever
photographed for the screen will bo
found in the new Robertson Cole film

ONE

ver s ion of " Iris," with Paulino Frederick in
the star part.
You will remember this photo-play was filmed
by the Hepworth Company with Henry Ainley
and Alma Taylor. The sceno comes late in the
play when the villain ejects the heroine from
iter home in London, and then smashes all the
costly furniture.
Willard Louis, as the villain, did his job so
thoroughly that more than £000 worth of
furniture was wrecked.

Welcome Back

to

Mae Marsh.

MAEa MARSHhave
is

to return to the screen, says

received from the Robertletter 1
son Colo studios in Hollywood.
picture
that
will
mark her return, after
The
nearly two years of domesticity, will bo tho
adaptation of the novel, "The Girl Who Lived in
the Wilds."

Either

Way.

LILLIAN RICH
consequently

On one

was born
is

occasion

an

in

England, and

enthusiastic sailor.
she was crossing tho

even

if

she

didn't like pictures, which, on the contrary, she does, there is one great advantage they possess for the artiste which is too
often denied those who work on tho legitimate
stage
they have given her her home life. She
and her husband, Howard Hickman, have just
built a new home, not hurrying the matter, but
making every little nook and cranny just as
they want it. Their little boy, " Sonny," has
his own suite, in which he passes a good deal o£
time with a specially constructed electric railroad, an elaborate toy that his parents gave him
last birthday.

—

dangerous position, from which we aro
only rescued in the nick of time. But rarely
Miss
«lo such instances befall us in real life.
Poppy Wyhdham, the popular film star, who
has just appeared in Stoll's production, " The
Tidal Wave," had, during one scene, to bo
marooned on a rock during a high sea, and
rescued by the hero.

of collecting rare Japanese

The Advantage of Pictures.
BESSIE BARRISCALE says that

Exciting.

some

is
now
own producing company,

makes a hobby

:

in

his

Angeles.

who

savage weapons, South Sea Island
pottery and draperies. He is also much interested in Indian legend and lore, and is one of
the few white men whom that noble and fastdying race regard as a brother. Mr. Salisbury
is fond of relating one of the most unique
'experiences of his picture career, when he was
photographed in a coffin for a scene in " The
Phantom Melody." " I climbed in," ho says,
" and they fitted the glass over me. I'll admit
that it was an uncanny sort of experience.
Afterwards the undertaker wanted a testimonial,
so I wrote him one to the effect that I had used
his coffin and hoped to use no other for many
years to come."

!

of us can
MOST
time or other

SALISBURY,

prints,

:

Too

OVER THERE."

News From Los

Notes and

A POSTCARD.
Finding Faults in Films.

FIVE SHILLINGS FOR

SPLENDID NEW FEATURE.
reader who makes a practice
EVERY
of going to picture shows
at times
is

irritated by faults that spoil tho
story for them.
These faults are either caused by lack of
knowledge or carelessness on the part of
tho producer.
The only way to prevent these mistakes
The result
is to publicly point them out.
of this should be that they will not occur
again.
Here is a chance for our readers to
better the pictured and win a money
prize.

A POSTCARD MAY BRING YOU

5s.

For Instance.

IN

"

The Island

Charlie and His Air Trip.

AS by

a sequel to Charlie Chaplin's kidnapping
air, when held up by a traffic officer
of " speeding," as duly
reported in a recent issue of this paper, Mr.
Reeves, the Studio Manager, has received a
letter from the judge in charge of the case, which
goes to prove that the dryness of the law is

on a charge

frequently
exaggerated.
business details anent the

play starring Norma Talinadgo and
Wyndham Standing, just released,
is a scene after Wyndham Standing
has been jilted. He gets drunk with
misery and throws himself with all his

His hair
clothes on into bed.
and his clothes dishevelled, yet

is

ruffled
his

when

landlady calls him next morning, his hair
is brushed as smooth as if he had just left
the hands of a barber.
This is the sort of thing that spoils an
otherwise beautiful photo-play.
Have you noticed anything similar ?
Address your postIf so, send it to me.
card Editor, Film Faults, Picture Show,
Cough House, Uough Square, E.C. 4.
A prize, of fls. will be awarded for every
postcard printed in the Picture Show.
The Editor's decision must be considered final, and no correspondence can
be entered into.

After

discussing

payment

of the fine,

His Worship humorously concludes

:

" I understand that Mr. Chaplin took a very
keen dislike to our roads down here, and after
Ins arrest declined to ride further upon them
thereupon making the balance "of the trip by
aeroplane.
Let me say that Mr. Chaplin has
the privileco of driving as fast as he likes in this
county if he drives high enough in the air. I
should suggest at least twenty feet above the
surface.
1 trust he had a good trip and didn't
meet with any aerial speed officers. Our traffic
officer advised me that he had a most pleasant
meeting with Mr. Chaplin, and that ho enjoyed
Very truly yours,
the situation very much.
"J. E. Keating,
"Justice of the reace."

—

Max

Learns English.'

LINDER,
MAXcomedian,
who

tho

inimitable

French

his own pictures
at Universal City, has enrolled as a member of the night classes which are held at the
is

Los Angeles Y.M.C.A.
of Conquest," the photo-

there

:

.

making

Max's knowledge

of'

English is very limited, and he usually makes
his wishes manifest through tho agency of his'
His conversation;
interpreter, M. Albert Petit.
up to now is practically confined, as ho whimsi-j
cally puts it, to the " imperative mood," and.
he is anxious to rhapsodise on tho set in art'
English that shall be at least comprehensible,
to his entourage, and to bo able, if occasion,
calls for it, to put the requisite amount of feeling
into an American cuss word. Hence tho night
classes, where, to prove that he is a thorough
100 per cent, democrat in the Land of the Free,'
Monsieur Linder will acquire the corresponding
English idioms for his aunt's pen and tho female
gardener's cat in company with tho humbler]
aliens who are qualifying for American citizen-1
ship. Captain Oodseil, in charge of tho oduca\
tional activities of the Y.M.C.A'., guarantees
that by the time Max starts work on his next!
picture ho will bo able to speak the Hollywood^
dialect, tho root of which is believed to lo

English.

Elsie Codd.

1
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR THE "PICTURE SHOW."

MARJORIE HUME received an urgent cable from Director Hugh Ford asking
"The Great Day" Company in Paris for rehearsal. The boat had
just left, so Miss Hume decided to fly rather than wait for the next boat.

her to join

Beauty and the beast
But ANITA STEWART

harm a

hair of her head.

1

is
,

The beast looks a little bit ferocious, doesn't he ?
very fond of her British bulldog pet, and he would not
betide anybody, however, who upsets his mistress 1

Woe

a hot summer's day one would not mind acting a delightful scene like this.
The dainty tea-table and " comfy "
basket chairs look really inviting.
It is a scene from " Blackmail," and in the picture you see LYDIA KNOTT,

On

.

FLORENCE TURNER,

and VIOLA

DANA.

SEENA OWEN'S

A

difficult seene is being discussed, and it looks as though two of the party were rather dubious about it, although,
judzine bv Director VAL PAUL'S beaming smile, he has no doubts upon the subject.
The other two shown in
the picture are H. H. KNIBBS (author) and
CAREY.

HARRY

latest from Paris is a
delightful evening frock composed of black
sequins, very simply finished with a larzj
butterfly bow.

"
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YOU CAN BEGIN THIS SPLENDID NEW SERIAL TO-DAY.

oR HIS
Read This First.
Sweet Alice carried just twelve passengers,
among them John Galloway, who spent much
of his time in a harmless flirtation with Irma
Irma, however, took things a little too seriously,

THE
r.alc.

Dyson Mallet,
so John left her more to herself.
John's partner, was quick to take his place.
Galloway had a contempt for Mallet, who treated
all sirls as fair gantc, and was openly disgusted when
Mallet talked of Athalie Bailton, the girl whom he
was on his way to marry, chiefly because her father
had heaps of money.
The night before they are due to land the boat
has a collision and slowly sinks.

A

violent explosion renders Galloway unconscious,
in the water.
When he recovers,
lie finds himself in bed, with a nurse attending him
and calling him Mr. Mallet. She tells him that he
Is sole survivor of the wreck.
Although he protests that he is not Dyson Mallet,
mo one believes him, but thinks that, his brain has
become a trifle unhinged by the shock of the wreck.
Frequent, meetings with Athalie Railfon soon
ronviuce John of his affection for her, and one
evening he tells her that he loves her, insisting .it
the same time that he is an impostor. She will not
lielicve him, however, and tells him that she also
leves him.
John opens a letter addressed to Dyson Mallet
from a woman that hints at a past love alfair.
One night Galloway is sitting by the window,
when a girl comes silently into the room and puts
It is Alice Mercer, who
her arms round his neck.
wrote to Dyson Mallet, for whom she takes Galloway,
While they are
l;ut presently linds out her mistake.
talking someone shoots at them from the garden,
and the girl runs through the window.
Two days later, Galloway brings Athal(p and her
lather home with him, and is told by Mrs. Weston
When he
that a Miss Gale is Waiting to sec him.
enters the room, Irma Gale falls in a dead faint.

and throws him

Irma

Gale's Story.

An

Enthralling Story of

Figkt Against Fate

a

Man
of a

and.

girl

floor against tho table at

which ho did his

writing.

Truly, the difficulties of impersonating another
with every hour. Here was
cne who had, it seemed, come back from the dead.
The door of the room was slightly open, and
through it drifted Athalie
Railton's light
It had the bubbling sound of pure
laughter.
happiness, and she was one who rarely laughed
fo far, nt any rate, as his short experience of
her went.
He strode to the door noiselessly over the
thick carpet, and locked it. A cold desperation
was growing up in him.
What further complication did this mean ?
He was glad indeed that this girl was alive. It
meant that some at least of the human freight of
the Sweet Alice had been saved.
But why w as she here ?
He laughed harshly. Here was one more who
could shout tho news of his identity from the
housetops, if sho wished. Alice Mercer had not

man were growing

:

denounced him

yet. Perhaps this ono would.
raised tho girl's head, placed a cushion
under it, and then stood up helplessly.
What to do with a fainting woman he had not

Ho

the remotest idea. In tho ordinary way ho would
have called tho womenfolk of tho establish,
incut and thankfully have loft it to them.
But now, with that dull feeling of desperation
creeping over him, he did nothing of the sort. Ho
iust sat down on a neighbouring couch and
watched her which in tho circumstances was
perhaps tho best thing he could have done.
;

Presently she showed signs of returning
consciousness. She was a pretty girl, in a smallleatured, dainty way. Galloway could not help
noticing that as ho watched her.
Not very
intellectual, perhaps, and inclined to flirt with
nnv man who would give her a load.
But
amiable enough, and of a kind and impressionable nature.
Also, he could not hip remembering his
parting with this girl, when ho had taken her

But oh

were

!

—

>

^fl/onderful Love.

Alice."
in his

arms on the deck

Sweet

of the

Alice,

and

kissed her.
Was that kiss going to lead to more complications, he wondered. He slirugged his shoulders.

What

did

matter

it

?

He had

complications

A

few more
in all conscience.
or less could not make much difference.
Besides, he remembered with satisfaction, this

enough about him,

was Dyson Mallet's house. Sho had come here
and asked for Dyson Mallet. He recollected that
a good part of the voyage she had spent in a
desperate flirtation with Mallet.
Her e\es blinked open. Sho lay there looking
at him lazily, only half comprehending.
But gradually, as ho sat looking on calmly, ho
saw amazement creep back into her face, and
then a softness of tho eyes and expression which
reminded him of that African night of stars off
Port Elizabeth, when he had pulled himself up
sharply on the edge of a flirtation with her.
Particularly he did not want to be reminded
of that night.
Sho raised, herself slightly on one elbow,
and looked at him with the ghost of a smile.
He returned it.
" Better lie there a minute or so," he suggested.
" You had a nasty faint, and it was so sudden
that I'm sorry to say I failed to catch you in
But I don't think you hit yourself
time.
FeriousU- and the carpet is thick. How do you'
,

Galloway stood staring nt the
FOR a moment
stretched unconscious on the carpeted

I am so glad to find that you also
rescued that you are alive when I
believed you dead. Everybody said thero was
not the slightest hope that you had been saved."
" Who is everybody ? " asked Galloway.
" The shipping people, chiefly. I went to the'
offices of the company that owned the Sweet
"

s

feel ?

*'

right now," she murmured. " It
of me. I don't know what camo
over me, I'm sure. But I have not been very
strong since the wreck."
Her hands wavered o\it slightly in his direction, but Galloway made no attempt to take
them, if that was the intention of the movement.
little shadow seemed to cross her eyes moment-

" I'm quite

was very

all

silly

A

arily.

She attempted to get up, and he immediately
assisted her, leading her to the couch and taking
a chair himself opposite.
There was n pleading look in her big,- pathetic
eyes. It occurred to tJallpwny for the first time
that she knew how to use theifi.
" You remember ino ? " sho asked.
" Of course," he answered
" how could I
;

And I am very, very glad to see you
?
and well, when I believed you —otherwise."
" But you knew the boat one of tho boats
was picked up ? The one I was in » "
" No, I didn't.
I understood that nobody
was picked up except myself."
forget
alive

—

—

"
Mr. Mallet, of course t
did not answer.
" I can't understand it," she went on.
" It
was in all the papers. Surely you must have
"
seen it ?
" I was
" I have been ill," said Galloway.
"

And

He

light-headed for a long time, and when I came
back to normal and asked about the Sweet Alice,
they told me that none of the boats were picked
up.
I suppose the news of your rescue camo
But I did not see the papers for a
after that.
t suppose
long while, and nobody told me.
they thought it better not to discuss the tragedy
with me. I havo been treated with far more
kindness and consideration than I deserve."
" Wo were picked up the next day and taken
" Thero
to Per'nambuco," continued the girl.
was no wireless on board, and we did not speak
to another ship, so it was some weeks, I suppose,
before the news reached this country. Then it
wos some time before 1 could get back to

England.

"

To

encpiire for

" Yes.
missing,

me

?

"

And

they said you were among the
and held out not the slightest hope
that you could havo been saved. It is very
mysterious, and wonderful.

Do you remember

those last minutes on the ship ?
Oh, 1 shall
never forget how splendid you. were to give up
your seat in the boat for me I
Galloway made an impatient movement with
his hand.
The trend of the conversation was
not at all to his liking.
" Nonsense. There was no question of giving
up my seat for you. Yo\i are a woman, and the
law of the sea, you know, is women first. So

—

tho seat was yours."
" Then," cont inued the girl, " whilo I was at
the shipping-office, I learned that Mr. Dyson
Mallet had been saved, and they immediately
gave me his address."
" Of course. You came here to see Mallet !
You were very friendly with him, I remember."
" I came to see him, hoping he would be able
to tell me something about you. You see, I was
still clinging to a straw of hope. And I was right.
Where is Mr. Mallet ? "
" Mallet is dead," said Galloway gravely.
" He jumped into the sea before the Sweet Alice

went down, and was drowned."
The girl stared at him blankly.
" But
but the shipping people said he was
saved. When I came here aud asked for him,
the housekeeper said he was out walking and
would be back in a few minutes."
" Everybody believes he was saved, but you
and I know he was not," said Galloway. " Mallet
was drowned."

—

" I

—

don't understand. Mr. Galloway."
afraid you will find it rather difficult
to understand. Miss Gale. I don't know that I
understand it all myself. But here are the facte.
I will givo them to you bluntly.
I am Dyson
Mil .:, or so I am accepted, and I am an
impostor."
,
Her faco grew whiter.
" 1 still don't, understand, Mr. Galloway."
" I am not Mr. Galloway," said the man,
grimly. " Only to you.
So far as anybody else
here is concerned, I am Dyson Mallet. When I
was picked up insensible and nonrly dead.
" I

I

am

1

Mallet's papers of identification were found on

me.
" Frionds of Mallet's came for me. and brought
me to his house. Ever since, I havo been
accepted as Dyson^Iallet, and treated as the
master of this house. A pretty story, isn't it t
"
I wonder what you are thinking of me ?
She swayed in her seat, and he sprang up
with concern.
" You are feeling faint again T Let mo get

you somothing."
" Please a glass

of water " she whispered.
unlocked the door and hurried out of (he
room- In a fow seconds he was back with a glass
of water. The girl was obviously very weak, and
he had to hftld tho glass to her lip*, bending over
her and supporting her head nt the back with his
;

!

He

h.ind.

They were in this position when Athalie
Railton camo noiselessly in at tho door and
stood in the room watching them. Tho smilo
which was on her lips when she entered, faded
slowly.

Galloway saw her, and called her. Sho came
forwani with her straight, considering look.
"

What

is

tho matter,

Dyson

(Continued on page

?

" she asked.

8.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF DOROTHY

DOROTHY
Tkc Laugking
k

Star

Wkose

Black

GISH.

Spec'a! to the "Picture Show.'

GISH.

Bobbed

Wtg

is

Her

Ma scot.

OROTHY

GISH and her sister
Lillian are as unlike as they can be.
Dorothy explains this in three
" Lillian is good," she says.

words
Dorothy began her screen career playing
serious roles, and strangely enough it took
:

—

a picture of tragedy a picture of the
Great War to prove that comedy was
her strong point, but it's true.
If you saw the D. W. Griffith play, '* Hearts of the World,"
you will understand. This was a play with the scenes set in
France, showing the havoc war made in the hearts of the people.
Everyone who saw the picture will remember Lillian Gish,
distraught with the horrors she had suffered by the invasion of
her country by the Germans, wandering on to the battlefield in
search of her lover, carrying, as a mother would her child, her
1

1

wedding

The

—

see you."

frock.

Little Disturber.

THERE

was one brief respite from the terrible tragedy of the
This was when the " little disturber " appeared.
The little disturber was a mischief loving girl, and for this
part Dorothy Gish was chosen.
Because she was so like her sister Lillian, to make
herself different, she wore a wig.
In the part Dorothy
achieved fame, and swore allegiance to her wig ; she has
worn it on the screen for every picture since.
film.

To Laugh

or Cry.
speaks laughingly now of the days when
she played nuns, cast-off daughters, wronged
sisters, etc.
She tells of the hours she posed before
her mirror, casting her eves sorrowfully down, or
tragically up
reading Omar Khayyam— anything to
get her naturally bubbling spirits down to the point

DOROTHY

;

required for the part.
But Dorothy has since learned that it is as hard to be merry
There are days when even her
all the time as it is to be sad.
high spirits cannot rise to the insistent demands of her director
to be funny.
" It's herd to make people laugh," says Dorothy.
" And
there are nights when I cry myself to sleep disappointed because I can't
think of something funny that has not been done before.
" Another thing that worries me is that some people seem to think
because I play the uncultivated girl on the screen, I drink out of a fintrerbowl and eat asparaeus with a knife, that I am really like that in real

DOROTHY GISH
at

home.

life.

"

We

have to do

many

things on the screen that would make us
shudder if we had to repeat them in private life. Again, many people
think that cinema actresses converse in slang.
True, slang words are
largely used on the screen to explain a scene
but, after all, that is the
producer's business, and not ours.
As a matter of fact, 1 rather pride
myself on being able to speak clearly and correctly.''

Sightseeing and shopping (both spelt with a capital S) has occupied
every minute of this holiday tour.
The Paris shops were a great
attraction, and Dorothy's luggage has considerably increased by her
visit there.
Florence, Naples, Rome, and our own beloved London are
among the pleasant memories Dorothy has to take back with her to

Her Closest Friend.

Lillian.
Added to this Dorothy takes back a box
which are some wonderful frocks for her sister.

;

AT

one time Dorothy Gish was known to cinema goers merely as
but to-day she has established for herself a very
high place among screen artistes by her clever work.
No article about Dorothy Gish would be complete without a reference
to the wonderful affection she feels towards Constance Talmadge.
The
two are inseparable, and when Constance decided to accompany Norma
Dorothy
at
once
to Europe,
coaxed her director into giving her permission
to travel with her friend.
Lillian's sister

;

of presents,

among

you want to write to her, address your letter
Picture Show,
Room G. The Fleetway House, Farr.ingdon Street, E.C.
Or if you wish it to reach her on her return to America
e/o D. W. Griffith Productions.
Longaere Building, 1480, Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.
If

c/o Tlie

:

"

PicluH Show, October

s

"The

Price

&

Honour."

^:Vrom

[Cont

)

Galloway looked down at Irma Gale, and his
eyes held hers for a moment.
" I want to introduce you," he said. " This is
Miss Gale Miss Athalie Railton.
Miss Gale
fainted when I came into the room."
" I am so sorry " said Athalie, -with ready

—

!

do anything ? "
now," smiled Miss Gale.
" Are you a friend of Mr. Mallet's ? " asked

sympathy.
I

am

"

Can

I

all right,

Athalie.

" Not a very old friend," said Miss Gale. " I
met Mr. Mallet on board the Sweet Alice."
" Miss Gale was picked up in one of the
boats," interrupted Galloway. " She was taken
to Pernambuco, and has only just got back to
this country."
" If it had not been for Mr. G
Mallet, I
should never have left the wreck," said Miss Gale.
Galloway laughed.
" Miss Gale is giving me more credit than I
am entitled to," he remarked. " I am sure she
would have been saved without my help. But
let us come in to tea.
Miss Gale will join us.
,

A

TO

Change of Character.

Galloway

the

tea

jvas

rather

a

grim

business. He felt that he was in the grip
of forces too strong for him, which were
hurrying hint down a rocky steep to disaster.
And the spirit of rebellion still held him.
Every time he looked at Athalie his resolution

ing,

and at

the

rest.

all

costs she

knew that she must read

Quickly she snatched half a dozen sheets of
plain notepaper from the stationery cabinet,
folded them neatly, and placed them in the
envelope. There was enough gum left to stick
it down securely, which she did.
The letter she placed in her bosom, and returned to the room in which they had had tea.
There Galloway found her.
Directly their eyes crossed he knew it was
to be a battle, and he set his teeth grimly.
" Well," he said quietly.
" I can see you
have come to a deoision. What are you going
to

do

1

"

" I have," returned Miss Gale, straightening
herself. There was no sign of weakness or faintness now. She was breathing quickly through
distended nostrils, and her small hands were
" When you first told me that you
clenched.
were posing as another man, living in his housa

and on

his

object was.

money.

Now

I

I did not know what your
think I know. You are out

you can get."
Galloway shrugged his shoulders and made no
answer.
The girl was showing one more side
of her character, and he was secretly marfor all

velling at it.
" You have got no principles," she continued
hotly, " or, if you have, you have thrown them
over.
Very well, I throw mine over also. You
remember our parting on the deck of the
Sweet Alice, when we both thought we
should never see each other again ?
.

He nodded gloomily.
" You took me in your arms and — kissed

grew weaker.

He knew it had to come to catastrophe and
discovery in the end.
But why throw away
the gift which was his before he was forced to ?
Irma Gale played her part surprisingly. She
addressed him always as Mr. Mallet.
Why,
he did not know, but he had an uncomfortable
feeling that that last embrace on the deck of the

me.
suppose that meant nothing, less than
nothing.
I was a poor, weak girl, hysterical
with fear. You did it to quiet me, as you would
have kissed a child. That is how you explained
it to yourself if you took the trouble to explain
it at all.
But do you know what that meant

Sweet Alice had something to do with it.
Also, he caught her looking at Athalie now
and then, and there was something sinister in
her look which made him shiver.
He wondered what was in her mind.
That was the worst of women. You could
never tell what they would do in given circumstances. Irma Gale had struck him as a rather
frivolous, light-hearted, good-natured girl when
he first played up to her girlish advances on the
voyage from Africa.

to

Later, in the stress of tragic circumstances,
she had revealed a depth and feverishness of
emotion which had surprised him.
There might be more surprises in store for him
yet, and he rather fancied there way.
When Galloway went to see Athalio] and her
father off, Irma Gale waited behind. She gave
him a look which told him quite plainly that
she had something else to say.
She went into the library, and saw on the
writing table the letter which John had written
to his old friend and partner, Billy O'Karrel.
Picking up]the letter, Miss Gale noticed that the
flip of the envelope was only partly stuck down.
She recognised the name.
Both Galloway
and Dyson Mallet had spoken to her about their
partner who had stayed behind in the so-called
gold mine in Rhodesia to look after their interests
and incidentally to discover the wonderful

—

which was to make them all rich.
She turned it over twice, frowning, and then
proved that she was a girl of very small scruples
by deftly inserting a paper knife under the flap
of the envelope and lifting it.
strike

On some reasoning of her own she felt that
she had an interest in this man and a claim on
him. Had lie not taken her in his arms on the
deck of the Sweet Alice, and kissed her.
As she drew out the letter she had perhaps
some qualms of conscience, but these sho swiftly
quieted by comparing her conduct with his.
On his own confession ho was playing a disgame deliberately and callously.
For what end he was playing she did not know.
At first she had imagined that it wus for money
and worldly considerations.
But, since seeing Athalie Railton, and reading,
as she very quickly did, the open secret in the
girl's eyes, she wondered whether money was
honourable

the incentive after all.
She took out the letter.

Eight pages closely
She had only road two of them whon
she saw through the window Galloway returning,
after he had shown his guests as far as the drivo
written.

mo

thrillingly interest-

?

I

" It meant that I loved you.
I loved you
before
but in that moment the ordinary conwere
ventionalities
forgotten, as they are now.
And I took it that you meant the same. Ever
since I have been grieving for you as a lost
lover."
She stopped, out of breath.
" I am very sorry, Miss Gale," ^aid Galloway
gravely.
" You mean that you are not in love with me.
That that kiss meant nothing to you ?
" You force me to speak plainly, Miss Gale.
I am not in love with you
I never have been.
As for that incident, when we parted on the deck
of the Sweet Alice, I think you do me an
injustice to read into it moro than was intended.
I acted on impulse.
Like you, I believed we
should never meet again. My impulse was to
give you what comfort I could.
You know
yourself that it would never havo occurred if it
had not been for the tragic circumstances in
which we were caught.
It %vas a perfectly
natural impulse. 1 am not ashamed of it."
" You kissed me as you would have kissed a
"
;

—

;

child ?
" Exactly."
" Well, I will

show you that

I

am

not a child."

His face hardened.
"

Do you mean

that for a threat ? '*
" I cortainly do." returned Miss Gale. " Who
"
is this girl you had here to-day ?
" I introduced her as Miss Athalio Railton.
That is her name," returned Galloway coldly.
" But who is she ? What is she to you ? I
am asking you a question, Mr. Galloway, and
I demand an answer."
" I prefer not to discuss Miss Railton with

you."

Her

lip curled in a bitter sneer.
" I am not good enough to discuss her with,
is that it ?
Well, we shall see. You are in love
with her. That is why I am forgotten. That is
why the kiss you gave mo was a child's kiss.
I think I can see through you pretty well, Mr.
•

Galloway.
I was good enough for you when
you wero penniless and a nobody. Now you see
a better chance for yourself, and I am forgotten."
" I think we shall do hotter to end this dis" No good
cussion," said Galloway abruptly.
can come of it, and it is not very dignified."

The
so well

fighting look which Billy O'Farrol know
had come into his face. His eyes glinted

ominously.
girl.

What do I enro about dignity " cried the
" And who are you to talk about it when
!

1920.

under another man's name and
Now, listen to me, Mr. Galleway,
then choose your own course.
Ycfu are not
content with stealing a dead man's identity,

you are living
in his house ?

you are trying to marry his sweetheart. Oh,
you need not glare
I know the girl.
Dyson
Mallet, showed me her photograph, and told
me he was going to marry her. You come here
posing as Dyson Mallet, and you think you are
going to marry her yourself. Well, you are not
!

Is that plain

?

!

"

Galloway shrugged his shoulders wearily.
" I have told you that I am not going to
discuss Miss Railton.
If you have anything
further to say please say it quickly."
" It will not take me long," returned the girl.
" You are in a pretty considerable mess, Mr.
Galloway. I offer you a way out."
"
"

What

is it ?

" Marry me."
Galloway laughed.
" Blackmail ? " he said.
" If you like. I am not afraid to contrast

my

conduct with yours. If you refuse, I shall tell
the truth about you."
" I refuse," returned Galloway calmly. " Go
and tell the truth and be done with it. I have
told it myself several times, and have not been
believed.
You will probably find yourself in
the same position."
She looked at him incredulously.
" I may tell you," continued Galloway
calmly, " that 1 shall deny your story ; and as
the lawyers and everybody else are satisfied with
my identity, you will probably find yourself
regarded as a harmless lunatic. I have plenty
of proof that I am Dyson Mallet, and I shall
keep to that character as long as it suits me."
And I havo proof that you are not," said
the girl.
" You will find that your unsupported word
will not stand for much."
" I havo

"

Galloway shook his head.

"

gates.

But thoso two pages were

To you

lbih,

more than

my

unsupported word,"

returned Trma Gale.^ " Once more I advise you
to accept my terms. Marry me, and I will say
anything you wish."
" You aro making a mistake, Miss Gale,"
said Galloway. " I know as well as you do that
I

cannot keep up this masquerade indefinitely.

don't wish to. I shall expose myself when the
time comes, and take whatever approbrium is
coming to me. Meanwhile I am not spending a
penny of Dysnn Mallet's estate except what it
costs to keep me, and as I am looking after
matters I consider I am entitled to that for
I

ivagos."
" Ah "

" I can seo
breathed the girl.
through you now. You will keep on *his deception until you have married Miss Railton. Then
you will have her money, and can afford to drop
the other."
Galloway turned on his heel and walked out
of tho room.
He hoard Miss Gale go a few minutes later.
Some time afterwards he saw the letter to
Billy O'Farrol lying on the table in tho library,
and took it out to the villago pillar box.
He had now reached a completely reckless
fraino of mind, in which he left himself entirely
in the hands of fate.
He argued that a confession now at tho
eleventh hour would do very little to palliate
his offence, so he might as well await discovery.
On tho way back from tho village he diverged
from his course in order to walk past tho house
of tho Railtons by the field path.
It was dusk now, and as ho approached ho
!

saw Athalie alone

in the

garden.

The field path was at the back of tho house,
and Athalie was walking on tho lawn in front,
but ho could seo

A

her.
fierce impulse

came to him to go
and toll her everything. Ho had
hand on the rail of the stilA, and was about
to vault over when he saw somebody coining
sudden

to her at once

his

down

tho drivo.

It was Irma Gale.
Sho went straight to Athalie.
They stood for a moment close together in
deep conversation. Thon they both went into

the house.
«
In tho shadowy field path Galloway watched
the door for a quarter of an hour. Then Irma
Gale camo out alone, and walked away down
tho drive.
" And that's that " muttorod John Galloway,
as ho turned and walked sombrely homo.
!
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ANTONIO MORENO.

The

He

ANTONIO MORENO

Can't you imagine him strumming away at an
old guitar beneath a latticed window on a gioriot:*
moonlight night, his radiant face upturned to
catch a glimpse of his adored one ?

is a past -master in the
art of make-up, as you will notice by a
What a
glance at these photographs.
change from the picture of his real self shown at the

top of the page— a handsome young man in the
prime of life to the photograph shown below
of an old man with white hair, pointed beard, and
lone flowing moustache.

—

Tony

sertal star who delights in character parti.
has never lost kis childish love of " dressing-up.

Tony's Opinion of the Handsome Hero.
cannot
MORENO
some hero —

He sa\-3
believes in character acting.
playing different characters in ray new
is, I disguise invself.
I did the same

han 1worse than thd

tolerate the ordinary

he says he

is

thing in my last serial,
The Invisible Hand.'
People say there are no chances in serials for real
acting.
I have determined to make chances.
I love to play characters
really transfor myself
to someone else play all the ages of man."

simpering ingenue. He is truly thankful
that producers are beginning to realise that the
public wants something besides "Plucked eyebrows and rouged, lips "—as he describes it.
No one could accuse Tony of playing the insipid,
handsome hero could they ? Why, whenever one
sees him on the screen, one feels the force of his
personality.
He is so full of pulsating life.

Tony's Opinion of Character Roles.

Iron Nerves Required.

"

I

am

•

That

serial.

1

IT'S

all

—

—

—

.

a
ONLY
could

rubbi«h to say that the public does not

like a favourite in a character role. Character
roles make favourites. Look at Chaplin and

man who

keeps himself perfectly fit
possibly play in the serials in which

Moreno takes the leading part. They are
exciting incidents, and the thrilling stunts

Dick Barthelmess, the Yellow Man
Lionel liarrymore, the Copperhead.
The public
loves thorn.
Only real actors can play such parts
effectively, and you only prove you are a real
actor when you can take on the character of

he has to perform could only be undertaken by a
man of iron nerve and cool courage.
In one film we see him making a daring leap for
the receding gangplank of a departing ship, and

another man."

in the

his character

Moreno

is

:

fill

;

a real artist

who enjoys assuming any

Many

—

One

perhaps make a feature

A

may

HE

would

like to act in a picture set in Spain,

Spanish life. He says he has the atmosphere of Spain, her traditions her mannerisms and language, and romance in fact, he
knows his old country thoroughly.
of

—

The

large coloured glasses and beard effectively
disguise Tony's handsome face.

Moreno's Hobbies.

hobby. He collects pictures of
he has assumed.
can actually play characters, I
pose them in portraits and stills." he told an
interviewer, to whom he was showing the?e
pictures.
He had one of a Spanish fellow which
was a particular favourite, judging by the smile
on his face as he gazed at it.
" It's a hobby." he explained apologetically to
"

film.

Film Dealing with Spain.

of

has a
TONY
characters

;

engaged, he

Disguises in " The Invisible Hand."
3011 see "The Invisible Hand," you

—

pictures.
All the same, for his own personal satisfaction, he wants to play in all sorts of pictures,
and all sorts of characters so when he has finished

now

and

will notice that Antonio Moreno's liking
for disguises has full play.
Two photographs of him taken in this serial are shown on this
page one as the stoic Oriental in the Buddhi
temple, and again with, his enormous coloured
glasses, patchy moustache, and funny little beard.
" The Invisible Hand " is a wonderful serial,
which you really must not miss when it is release !
this will be early next year.
When you have
seen the first instalment, you will not be able to
stay away from your picture theatre until you
have seen every episode.

—

is

film there are exciting diving, air,

WHEN

After Serials Perhaps Feature Films.
Antonio Moreno has appeared in
serials, and he says that he likes them,
although he does not want to play in them
for ever, because they do not offer as much chance
for real characterisation as condensed drama, but
they have a far greater following, as Tony can tell
by the number of letters he receives. He says by
these he can tell that he ha3 many more friends
now than he had when he appeared in feature

the serial on which he

same

motor-car scenes.

character, be it that of a dashing Don Juan, or a
decrepit old man.
It seems hard to associate
Tony with the part of an aged person, for he is the
spirit of youth itself.
He glows and effervesces
like a red wine of his own sunny Spain.

LATELY

of

ANTONIO MORENO
in the

next

as

an Oriental

Buddha temple scenes of his
" The Invisible Hand."

serial,

When

I

the interviewer, " this collection
of family characters."

—a

sort of

album

10
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Every' reader of "Picture Show"
should ORDER "Girls' Cinema"
to-day! Further particulars of this
great new paper appear on page 3.

OUR.

GREAT
NEW
COMPANION

PAPER

FOR
GIRLS!

OUT

GIVEN FREE!
Lovely

COLOURED

Plate

of

MARY PICHFORD
In
A

Her Wedding Dress

hitherto unpublished picture of Mary in the
beautiful dress in which she was married to "Doug."
Exclusive to the " Girls' Cinema," and FREE with
every copy of No. I on sale everywhere To-morrow.

TO-MORROW
Owe/d&fcf 0dJ2>
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ALMADGE

'

PICTURE SHOW.*

It

time tbe romantic life story of Norma,
*
Natalie, and Constance Talmadge has been
written and will appear exclusively in the " Picture

Read This

Ma.taJie

The early struggles of these girls, before
they were stars, makes most fascinating reading, especially at this
time, when Great Britain is on their list of holiday visits, and many
of you can boast seeing them " off " the screen.
THE EDITOR.
old Vitagraph Company had a studio in
Brooklyn, and the queer doim-" there were a
subject of some curiosity to the residents in the

The

First.

gave a rendering of " Sunshine
AWlirParadisemite
Alley " one afternoon at a seaside

5

little

in
hotel.

The singing was out of tune, but,
This was the debut in public o£

district.

" Well, I reckon

nevertheless, sweet.

Norma Talmadge.
Years after, when

!

A

Girl and a Boy.
sultry summer's day a boy and a girl
sat in a Brooklyn store and sipped ice
cream soda. Ice cream mixed with soda
is a form of refreshment much beloved by young
Americans, and with these two it was a daily

ONE

" I'll help you along
" You're some girl.

The

school fellows.
In America boys
are educated together and sit side by
side in the same class.
It is found that this
leads to wholesome rivalry and many charming
and innocent friendships. At an early age the
boys learn to respect the members of the opposite sex. who compete with them in the class
room, and; often beat them in the acquirement of learning. On the other hand the girls
get to know the boys and admire them for their
strength and iself reliance.
Thus a spirit of
healthy comradeship is created.
girls

sumed.
?

you go into a

leave school will
" asked the boy.

" I don't know.
" It's time you
getting on."

haven't decided yet."
thought about it, you're
I

The

girl nodded gravely as she scooped out a
cream from her glass.
" It's a solemn business, growing old, isn't
it ? " she remarked.
"It's all right for a boy," said Harry.
"I
shall go out West and get a job on a ranch, and
after a while I'll have a ranch of my own. That's
the life for a boy."
" That would be bully," admitted the girl.
" Don't they have girl ranchers ? "
" Of course not
Only in the movies," re.
plied Harry with a laugh.
The movies, which is the American name for
the pictures, was just coming into fashion.

bit of the floating ice

i

!

ice

South West, and by this time he is probably
running his own ranch, for he was a bright boy
but as far as we are concerned his chief title to
fame is the fact that in the days of his youth he
treated Norma Talmadge to two ice cream sodas
out of his own money.
The young people parted at the corner of the
street, and Norma went on alone in the direction
of her own home.
She had some distance to go, but she did not
hurry
she was very thoughtful. Her conversation with Harry Green had given her some;

for herself.

;

thing to think about.

was getting on

brief

announcement

to the effect that

ing at nine o'clock precisely.

Norma's heart beat wildly as she read the
announcement, and she felt the hot blood rushing
to her face.
Here, at any rate, was a
strongly guarded gate.

way

to get past that

She left the crowd of people and went on her
way, and this time hnr steps were hurried, trying
to keep time to the thoughts that went rushing
through her brain. A few minutes later she
reached homo and burst into her mother's
presence.
" Peg " she cried impetuously.
" I'm going
on the movies. I begin work to-morrow at nine
o'clock precisely."
Mrs. Talmadge always affectionately ca'led
Peg by her children did not display any astonishment at this rather abrupt announcement,"
"
not, my dear," she said in a placid,
" You are as pretty as a picture,
cheerful way.
!

—
—

Why

I am sure your acting is wonderful.
They
are going to give you a star part, I hope."

and

;

the sunlit street.
And rrow Harry Green passes out of this
story.
Soon afterwards he went to the groat

;

When you

?

cream sodas were brought and consumed, and then at last the pair passed out into

It was a very pretty girl who sat in the Brooklyn store sipping ice cream soda with her boy
friend.
She was not yet fifteen, but she was
remarkably self possessed, and had the ease and
grace of a well-bred woman. The boy, Harry
Green, was about her own age, a freckled youth
who surveyed his companion with frank admiration in his boyish eyes.
They had finished their sodas, for which each
had paid five cents, and there was no excuse for
further dallying in this agreeable and shady
place of refreshment.
The girl sighed. It was a very hot afternoon.
She and Harry were in the middle of a very
interesting conversation.
It was a pity it
should have to be brought to an untimely end,
but she had spent her five cents, that was her
limit for the day.
Did her expressive face betray her inmost
thoughts ? It is possible. It was a face which
in after years proved itself able to reveal every
emotion with unflinching truthfulness.
Anyway, Harry Green rose nobly to the occasion.
With an easy nonchalance he ordered
two more ice cream sodas, and paid for them
out of his own money. The situation was saved
the strained look passed from the girl's pretty
face and the easy- flow of conversation was re-

"

can," went on the boy.
don't think I know a
"

I

girl

The

out of school hours they go for any
pleasure jaunt together, it is the usual custom

store or office

1

reckless extravagance.

When

pay

if

opened her pretty eyes in wonder
lavishness of this kind was most unusual.
She
was flattered and even a little excited, clearly
she had made a conquest. She knew she was
popular with the boys, but never before had
admiration prompted any one of them to such

They were

for the girl to

a job somewhere,"

Have another soda

girl I like better.

treat*.

and

I'll finrl

" As you say, it's time I was
said the girl.
getting busy. I've got to earn my living, and
I've got to start pretty soon.
There's lots of
things a girl can do if she's bright."
" That's true, and you are bright, Norma
You'll cut ice whatever you go in for, I'm sure
of that.
If I were you I'd learn shorthand and
typewriting, and go into an office."
" I'll think of it," said the girl.

she and her two sisters, Natalie
and Constance, were schoolchildren, the three girls
pave a performance for their mother, Peg, and some
friend?, of a small play.
Norma's acting was so
remarkable that her audience predicted a brilliant
future for her. And they were not far wrong

was a

a certain number of " extras " were required
for a big picture about to be produced, and
applicants were requested to call the next morn-

first

Show."

onstajtce

SISTERS'
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—

Harry was

right

she
Quite

fifteen next birthday.
time she began to look around for work.
Norma was not the sort of girl to stay at home
in idleness until some nice young man should
come and ask her to be his wife besides, she
had two. yourger sisters, Natalie dear, good
sort, would always be mother's help, and Connie
was little more than a baby.
Turning these thoughts over in her mind,
the girl traversed the streets of what was then a
quiet, ordinary suburb.
Suddenly she stopped in front of a very high
wall.
Norma knew that wall very well indeed,
in common with nearly all the young people of
the neighbourhood, she often had dreams of
what took place behind it. For this great wall
enclosed the already famous Vitagraph studios
where the " movies " were made.
Norma hesitated for a moment, and then
crossed t he road so as to get a better view.
From her new position she was able to see the
glass top of the main studio, a few chimneys,
and the upper part of the main buildings. She
walked along, but still very slowly, and presently
she came to a gate.
This gate was guarded as closely as if it were
the entrance to a king's courtyard, and it was
impossible to gain admittance through the office,
except by definite appointment.
Little Norma know this well enough, nevertheless, she did not hurry by.
" It must be possible to get in?ide," she said
" Everyone in there was once an
to herself.
outsider like me
how did they make a beginning, I wonder."
As she drew near she perceived that a little
group of people was gathered out side the gate with
their eyes glued to a small notice that had been
affixed.
She joined the group and read the type;

;

written notice.

—

Norma laughed, and flinging her arms around
her mother's neck, kissed her heartily. Peg was
always so sanguine, so encouraging.
" No, dear, not yet," said the girl.
" I am
going as an extra ' one must have a beginning,

—

'

you know."
" Of course
tell me about it."
Then Norma, full of enthusiasm, gave an
account of the Vitagraph announcement, and
explained her plans. Mrs. Talmadge warmly
approved the project, and promised to accompany her daughter to the studio the next morn" Just to see you get fair play," she exing.
;

plained.

" Oh, Peg

Y~ou don't think they will turn
Norm* in sudden alarm.
Of courso not, dear.
Not if you get fair
play.
But there will be a number of applicants,
you may be sure, and we must take care you
are not lost in the crowd."
The lady's gentle
face now wore a very determined expression.
" Oh, Peg, you are a. darling " exclaimed
Norma, " and you think I shall succeed, and
some day be able to take leading parts ? "
" Of course you will, my dear," said the older
woman, a look of genuine surprise on her kind,
homely face. " What is there to stop you ?

me down

?

"'

!

exclaimed

"

!

.

Norma Makes

a Start.

you go to the theatre, you will often see
IF on the stage, in addition
to the regular
actors and actresses, a number of people
who have no words to speak.
Their business is to form a background
for the real performers.
They represent the
silent guests in the ball room scene, the crowd
on the race course, and so forth. The humble
but necessary folk are called sunernumerie 0,

more commonly, " supers."
In the picture business supers are

or,

called

When a big production is bein™
"extras."
arranged for, the selection and training of .'he
extras is a very important matter.
When
chosen they are drilled again and again, for
the producer has discovered that a good sceno
can easily be spoilt by unintelligent or badly
trained extras.

These extra people belong to

Many

all

classes.

them take up the

profession for the
fun of the thing, or as a sensation, not needing
the money.
On the other hand, there are also many
eager, ambitious young folk who take up the
work as the first step on the ladder of fame.
Then there are the old hands to whom a few
shillings earned in this way are a consideration.
of

If you saw them herded together on theii
visit to the studio, you would probably
declare that there was no real talent for actins
among the whole bunch of them. But ont
That pretty little girl, who
never knows.
looks so self conscious and so unhappy, may
(Continued on page 27.)
first

"

:
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FLICKERS FROM FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
The Importance of Titles.
GOOD deal of criticism has been

A

English

was

poetry

alliterative

" Piers the Plowman,"
land, born A.D. 1332 :

against those American
producers who change the titles of
they have filmed them.
classics after
Their desire, of course, being to give
better
their
productions
{' selling
titles than the original names bestowed
\ipon the children of their brains by
In the course
the authors themselves.
of a talk about film production, Bessie
this
subject
the
Love touched on
" Since the inception of the
other day.

ADAMS.

K.

—

e.g.

by William Lang-

directed

motion picture," said Bessie, " the title
And
has been the greatest bugbear.
nowadays, when so many of the famous
hooks are going on the screen, the difficulty
has increased many fold. Some of these
books have long and cumbersome titles
which, to the average picture-goer, mean
But to chango this means to
nothing.
incur the wrath of the author, and in a
measure to destroy the advertising value
the author's previous sale may
that
thinks
Therefore,
have
brought it."
IJessie, the producer is caught between
two fires between the protests of the
aithors and the literary world in general
on one side and the public on the other,
with the result that the latter must
But surely " the
override the former.
Public " would prefer the titles to be

—

How many

unaltered.
stance, would

people,

for

in-

have consented to " The
Admirable Cricbton " being changed to
" Male and Female," in order to satisfy a
film salesman's craving for

"
a " box-office

title ?

" In a corner seson, when soft was the sonne,
I shope me in s^roudes, as I a sAeps

were."

Thanks, " H. J." Your information will
no doubt interest our readers with literary
inclinations.

Advice to Editors.

CLARKE IR VINE, exploitation manager
for Maurice Tourneur, has sent
interesting letter to the Press

an
in

which he complains that the newspapers
of America do not devote sufficient space
to matters concerning the motion picture
industry.
The letter, which accompanies
a batch of entertaining. Press matter concerning the latest activities at his studio,
6tates
" Editor,
:

hello
If you do not need
news matter to-day, why not
on the old hook for to-morrow or
next week ? It is all new, and you know
picturegoers read your paper for studio
doings. Just give yourself a chance "

any

!

of this

slip it

!

Mr. Irvine argues that the number of
people who go to pictures exceed those
who watch baseball games, which attract
in the same way that football does over
here.
For this reason, he considers the
amount of space devoted to pictures in
the papers should be greater than that
given to accounts and reports of the
matches.

We

"

have

in

America,"

he

states,

" twenty-five thousand theatres showing
pictures.
How many big ball parks
"
have
'

you

?

Mr. Irvine's arguments are ingenious,
but, unfortunately, he does not seem to
have convinced the American editors
altogether, for he ends up in despair
" I do [not care whose Press matter
you use, but, for goodness' sake, use
:

"

something

!

We Learn From

Lessons

the Films.
Some

hinge,

and

all babies,

are born

ruler.'.

»

Mirrors

•

*

are

the

.

kind

poorest

of

flatterers.

•

•

•

The wine man guesses a woman's age
tens years too young.
•

•

*

Dampness caused by a woman's

tears

always oppressive.

is

•

•

•

Some

people are pleasant to talk
disagreeable to listen to.
»
•
•

and

Do

unto others as they do

you

to

it first.

>,

—but

to.

do

•

This Week's Best Films.
following
a
the best
THEphoto-plays
which are being released
is

AL GREEN,
Director of

Goldwyn photo-plays.

.

this

paragraph of mine on stars
ARECKNT
rhyming names has inspired
with

the following letter from a reader
" H. J." writes, "Dorothy Dalton, Ruth
Roland, etc. This is initial rhyming as
distinct from end-rhyming.
The rhyme,
appealing to the ear, is of course quite a
gnod advertisement, and an aid to remem" Ruin
bering tho name.
Examples
" A
seize thee, ruthless king "
Gray

week, and the names

Qaumont
UUal

.

.

:

—

;

the

star

;

" The Hushed Hour."
.,
Blanche Sweet.
" The Twelve Pound Look."
Constance Collier.
.

.

..

" Heart of the Hills."

Mary Pickford.
SloU

..

..

" The. Bondage of Barbara."

Mae Marsh.
.Vitagraph

F.L.F.S

mnn

—

of

.,

fi'alturdpu ..

:

struggling with tho Worms of
" wilful waste makes
late, "—Addison
Proverb.
woeful u-ant "
The earliest

strong

of

cinemas during

at listes

Those Rhyming Names.

!

list

for exhibition at the

.

.

" Cupid Forecloses."
Bessie Love.
.

.

"The Grim Game."
Houoini.

F.L.F.S

"Tho Lottery Man."
Wallace Reid.
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JACK

PlCKFORD

family, including

is

the youngest

member

of a most talented

"the world's sweetheart." Mary

Pickford.

Jack is only twenty-three years of age. and
and Lottie.
When
doesn't look a day older off las well as onl the screen.
met him during his recent visit to Paris (that ended so tragically
could not help but
for his pretty little wife, Olive Thomasl.
notice that he was absolutely unspoilt by his fame as a cinema
He was just a boy on holiday, with the same wistful look
star.
I

I

in

his

eyes,

'he

same illuminating

smile,

as

his

sister

Mary.

.

PitTrRE

Show Art

Sipplement, Oriohtr \bih,

1920.
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IWHEN IS ACTING NOT ACTING?
WHEN IT'S FILM

ACTING,

ARTHUR BOURCHIER.

says

Arthur Bourchier's Opinion of Films.

Made

RECENTLY

second
MB. " BOURCHIER'S
Macbeth," was, as you

had the great pleasure
and privilege of meeting Arthur
Bourchier, and,
what is more,
during the whole course of our half hour's
I

conversation the great actor talked of
nothing but films, although he never has,
and, I fancy, never will like them, his
appearances in three notwithstanding.
But what," he remarked, with refreshing candour. " can you do when a
m.m conies along and flourishes before your
eyes a cheque large enough to provide
yourself with cigars and ether luxuries
for two years in payment for two weeks'

work."
Mr. Bourchier gives every possible credit
to the pictorial glory of the screen
but
as regards film acting well, according to
him. the only thing wrong with it is that it
is not acting
or rather, if is but the
B C. of the business, which the man in
;

—

:

A

ths street, provided he had photographic
possibilities, could accomplish as well as
the most experienced Thespian.

The Voice

of the Director.

he remarked, with a smile,
WHY,"
" just as you are beginning to

work

yourself into the spirit of
Cut
a scene the director cries,
I
remember this happening to me on one
occasion. Tn the middle of a spirited bit
of acting on my part the director said
'
calmly
You needn't continue, Mr.
'

:

We

And the
cut long ago.'
beauty of it was that I hadn't the remotest
notion at which point they had cut.
" What I should like," Mr. Bourchier
continued, " would be to see a film produced by such a man as Norman Page,
my own producer here at the theatre, or
any stage producer who, in conjunction
with a film director to supply the necessary
technicalities of the studio, would in all
probability get superb results from
one has not
the cast, such as
witnessed hitherto on the screen. The
film producer knows the tricks of his
but 1 certainly think
J
trade, granted
/
that a stage-producer coxild teach
him how to use those tricks to better /
advantage; from the acting end of I
the business, anyhow."
Asked whether he considered pichad seriously affected the
tures
theatres, Mr. Bourchier emphatically
Bourchier.

Germany.
picture,
all

know,

" made in Germany," many of the
scenes being taken in an old Hapsburg
castle in Bavaria, the castle, by the way,
being razed to t-he ground at the conclusion of the battle. The picture was taken
about two years before the war, and tho
cadets, who took part in the skirmish,
put up, Mr. Bourchier said, an excellent
fight. (Naturally.) Mr. Bourchier and tho
the actor who played Macduff were the
only British members of the cast, and
although they were treated with great
civility, and even ceremony, during the
greater part of their stay, there were alwaj s
signs here and there of the event to come.

" Der

Tag " Toast.

WHEN,
was

for

instance,

Mr.

Bourchier

entertained by the Heidelburg College the mysterious toast,
" Der Tag " was given
while Macduff,
who appened to be an excellent German
scholar, reported afterwards to his friend
that during the speech which Mr. Bourchier
made in English the students
!

;

1

were

muttering

It

is

to

insults

tinguishel guest in

'

!

in

German

their

dis-

!

also interesting to note that

still

nearer the war, when Mr. Bourchier contemplated appearing on the German stage,
and in response to an old and urgent
reruiest of the Kai.-:er
before whom he

—

—

had on;e performed at Sandringham
acquainted his Imperial Majesty with the
fact, he was met at the German Embassy
with coll politeness, and nothing more.

—

;

said

:

I have ample proof that they
haven't, here at the Strand, where we
are giving seven performances weekly,
of a play which has already been
'*

No.

and making more money than
we have done with other plays which

filmed,

\
\
)

have been given eight or nine times
a week."

His Pictures.

MENTION filmsof — Mr.

Bourchier's

"Henry

three

VIII.,'!

"Macbeth," and the one which
he has completed recently, " The Great
"
recalled some interesting reminDay

—

ARTHUR BOURCHIER.

iscences.

With the

late Sir Herbert Tree, he was
present at the first showing, of the film
version of " Henry VIII.," which they
made together in the early days of the
industry in Britain, Tree taking the role of
Wolsey, for which, of course, he was
famed on the stage while Mr. Bourchier
repeated his triumph as the king-.
The
film was shown at the Talace Theatre in
the presence of a tremendous audience,
in the mid3t of which the two great
actors sat in state on a dais.
Tree, it
seems, followed his own scenes with the
keenest interest, and always a wit
at their conclusion remarked with great
fervour
" What an actor "
;

—

Such

is

Fame.

DURTNG

making of " The Great
which Mr. Bourchier appears as " Sir Jonathan Borstwick,"
the first taking of the great foundry scene)
filmed at the famous Beardmore works
was marred by a small Scotch boy, who,
just, as everything was ready for " shootDay,"

the
in

—

ing," darted out before the camera, crying :
" Ain't jou
Old Bill ? "
" Such is fame " laughed Mr. Bour'

'

!

but it is believed by some that tha
chier
director said something stronger.
:

:

\

May Hehschel

Clarke.

Picture Show, October Ibth, 1920.
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A SPLENDID COMPLETE STORY TELLING OF A GIRL'S WONDERFUL SACRIFICE FOR HER BROTHER'S LIFE.

named Wilbur Gray,

the District

Attorney. Never despise old men,
Williams, until you're sure they're
doddering.
I have heard something about these two men, but I
think 1 shall be able to beat them.
There's nothing more to be said,
except that you, Williams, will go
to -Washington to look after our
interests
and Wallace, our butler
here, will travel with rue as my
;

valet."

His Sister Betty.
THOMAS CROSBY,

R.

M'
The Choice.
" IT'S Myrtlevillc or prison. Richard Shclton. and
you can make up yoiir mind mighty quick."
The speaker, a tall, well-groomed man with
a handsome, but cruel face, looked down at a young
man who was seated before a desk with his head
between his hands.
" Hut it's my own town, Endersleigh," protested
,
Shclton. " I can't rob the people I was brought up
with
the friends of my father."
" Then you can stay here and go to prison as the
defaulting secretary of
The Bolivian Exploration
Co.,' " retorted Roger Endersleigh. " I want you to
get the facts well into your mind before you decide
finally.
For three years you have been associated
with me in promoting fraudulent companies. I admit,
between ourselves, that I was the brain behind all the
schemes, and you the tool that carried them out.
Hut that won't help you now.
The Post Office
authorities have got on to that last swindle of ours, and
they are after you. You, not me or Williams, here."
He pointed to a middle-aged man who stood leaning
against the mantel fireplace, smoking a cigarette.
" Reckon that's so," said Williams.
"That being so," went on Endersleigh, "you
cither come in with us on a last flutter by which
we shall clean up all the citizens of this little old home
town of yours, or you stay behind and go to prison.
Williams and I can get away, because we have got the
money.
You can't, because you dropped the last
note of your wad in that .gaming house last night.
It's prison or prosperity for you, my boy.
I'll give
you three minutes by the clock."
Richard Shclton raised his head and looked at the
clock.
His was a weak face, the sort of face that
could only fight the world on an assured income.
In a happier moment the boy
for he w.i* not
much over twenty would have been called goodlooking, but now he looked more like a frightened
I

—

•

'

—

—

rabbit,

The two crooks who stood watching him, scarcely
troubling to conceal the contempt they had for him,
would have bet the last note in their pocket that he
wilt.
And wilt he did.
You can count me in, Endersleigh," said Shclton,
a voice he scarcely recognised as his own.
" Shows sense, eh, Williams ? " said Endersleigh,
with a sneering lift of his eyebrows.
" Real horse sense," replied Williams.
" And now for the scheme," said Endersleigh.
" We go down to Myrtlevillc with our young friend.
We tell thcin how he has made good in New York,
and that already the biggest financiers have begun to
fear him.
I am the financier, who, quickly recognising his genius, backed him with my untold wealth.
We are out. to make the little myrtle flower bloom
in the wilderness, in which it has been too long
neglected.
must
Good phrase that, Williams.
I
remember to use it at the dinner. Nothing like a
good dinner with good wine to loose the purse strings
of the cautious. When I think, Williams, that I have
lived for over twenty years on dinners 1 have given,
and paid for, to cautious people, I am heartened in the
venture before us.
" Shclton 's sister is the private Secretory of the very
respectable Mr. Crosby, the chief of Myrtlevillc's
one and only bank. A real old-fashioned southern
gentleman, Williams. So you see we get to Myrtlevillc's money bags through the door of society.
Bless inc, it's so easy, that if it wasn't, for the iact
that wo all need the money I'd go for something
more difficult. But just one moment.
" There is a difficulty two, in fact.
One is a
bright young man, Calvin Stone, the most promising
The other is an old_mau
attorney iu that town.

would
"

in

,

—

sident

of

the

preMyrtleville

Bank, was seated

his

in

private office. At a desk on the
other side of the room was Betty
Shclton, his private secretary.
Betty was a girl who would have been noticed
in a crowd of beautiful women, not for" her good looks
alone though
pretty but
she was strikingly
because there was a certain sweetness of disposition
reflected in her deep, grey eyes.
" A girl incapable of a mean action," would have
been the verdict of nineteen out of twenty.
Mr. Crosby turned to her with a fatherly look
in his eyes, as he pushed away the papers he had been

—

—

signing.

" So your brother Dick

is

coming on a

visit,

eh

?

He has apparently made good in New Y'ork, according
to his letter. This man Endersleigh must be somelie is backing Dick it
He was a little
but apparently he has
"
settled down now.
Hallo
Here's Calvin Stone
The old banker smiled to himself as a tall, good-

thing like a millionaire, and

shows the boy
wild

when he

lias

left

if

something

in him.

Myrtleville,

!

!

looking young man entered the room carrying some
papers.
Calvin Stone was one of the cleverest
attorneys in the town, and did a lot of business for the
bank
but Mr. Crosby had noticed that young
Stone always contrived to have business whicl lie could
finish just as Betty Shclton was ready for lunch.
" Good-morning, Mr. Crosby," said the young man.
" Good-morning, Miss Shclton.
I hear Dick is expected iu Myrtleville to-morrow."
*'
Yes," replied the girl. " He expects to stay with
us for a few days."
She went on with her work, and Calvin Stone began
to talk business to the banker.
Ue finished as Betty put on her hat and joined
her at the door.
I suppose I shall not see so much of you now
Dick is coming ? " he said, jis they walked along to
the house where Betty lived with her aunt Ruth.
" Oh, I don't know Calvin
I expect Dick will be
very busy.
From what I gather from his letter,
Mr. Endersleigh and he intend to do spmc important
business in Myrtleville."
" Strange place for a New York financier to come
to for business." said Calvin thoughtfully. " I don't
think it is possible to boost the old town. We've no
industries worth speaking of. However, we shall see.
Anyway, I hope you won't forget your old friends in
the glamour which no doubt will surround Mr,
Endersleigh."
" You know I could .never do that, Calvin," said
the girl tenderly. " Here we arc at the gate. Won't
"
you stay to lunch 1
" No. thank you, Betty. I have a very important
appointment with
Wilbur Gray, the District
Attorney. I'll be getting along."
To say that Mr. Roger Endersleigh made a good
impression on the people of Myrtleville would be to
state a fact mildly.
Endersleigh was a bluff, liail-fellow-wcll-met type
of man when he wanted to make an impression.
He was very courteous to all the leading men in
the town, and did not make the mistake of looking
;

!

down on

Myrtleville.

Gradually he let it be known through Dick Shclton
that lie thought there were, possibilities of development in the town, and when the leading citizens
began to nibble at the bait be drew out a scheme for
the erection of factories, etc., in which lie showed—on
paper that Myrtlevillc only wanted a little pushing
to make it prosperous. The leading citizens, including
Mr. Crosby, expressed their willingness to invest, and
lormcd with a capital of one hundred
a company
thousand dollars.
Endersleigh was chairman of
directors, and Richard Shclton secretary.
Calvin stone at first had been somewhat suspicious
of Endersleigh, but lie bad to confess to.Betty that

—

the scheme seemed feasible, and that Endersleigh
seemed all that he represented himself to be. Aunt
Ruth was so impressed with Endersleigh that she
invested the whole of her savings Ave hundred
dollars— in the new company.
A suite of offices was taken over the bank premises,
and Endersleigh gave out that he had wired to a good
architect in Washington to submit plans for the

—

A few
factories, warehouses, etc., for the scheme.
days later he called on Mx. Crosby, in company with
Dick Shelton.
" Dick will need a little money for office expenses,
Mr. Crosby," be said. " As treasurer of the company,
it will be necessary to have your signature, so that
We have left the cheque
lie can draw the money.
blank, for we do not quite know what we shall need
the way of furniture, etc."
Mr. Crosby appended his signature, and Endersand Dick-left the bank.
" You might give me that cheque, Shelton," said
" Williams has been drawing on me
Endersleigh.
rather heavily at Washington, and I'm running a
in

leigh

bit short.

hundred

I shall put. in for five

we can pay

it

back

dollars,

and

later."

"

You don't intend to fill it for more and bolt, do
you ? " said Dick.
" Don't be an ass, Shelton " replied the elder
man. " Y'ou know the scheme as well as 1 do. We've
got to start erecting those factories, and then when
speculators see we mean business we will put the
whole of the stock on the market. I reckon with the
prospectus I have drawn up there will be a rush to
buy shares, and we can part with ours at something
like a hundred per cent, profit. If the others like to
hang on to theirs, that's their look out."
Dick Shelton knew that was the way Endersleigh
had made money in previous schemes, and his
suspicions were allayed. He handed over the cheque'
and they went home to dinner.
While the meal was in progress the servant came to
Dick Shclton to say lie was wanted urgently.
He found the visitor had refused to come inside the
the house, and on going to the door he saw it was
Williams.
The crook's face was very pale, and he looked very
!

excited.

" Whnt's the trouble

?

" asked Dick, turning colour

himself.

"Everything has gone wrong at Washington."
" I can't explain here.
Send
whispered Williams.
Endersleigh out, so that I can get my orders from
him."
Dick returned to the dining room and told Endersleigh that, he was wanted by a gentleman from
Washington,
" Tell

him I cannot, do any business to night. He
see me in the morning." said Endersleigh coolly.
" He says he must get back to night," said Shelton
" That is his excuse for interrupting
desperately.
you at dinner."
" Pity the poor financier. Miss Shelton." said
Endersleigh. " His business is never finished. If it.
were not for putting my young friend Dick into the
way of making his fortune. I declare I would withdraw from business altogether."
Dick Shelton groaned as he thought what Endershelp
leigh 's real business was, but he could not
admiring the nerve of the man as, with n polite bow,
lie made his excuses to the ladies and left the room.
He was absent for a few minutes, but when he returned it was impossible for Shelton to see by his face
what the nature of Williams's communication had
been.
" As I thought," he said as he resumed his seat at
"It was something that would have kept
the table.
Really somclmsiness men nowadays
till to-morrow.
are unable to rest outside their offices. My Washington friend's business could have been transacted
with a telegram."
He made no reference to the matter that night to
Shelton, and when that young man asked, Endersmust

leigh replied abruptly

:

"" There's nothing the matter at ail, except that
Williams is losing his nerve."
But It was a different Endersleigh who lay in l>ed
that night staring at the ceiling of Ids room. His face
was drawn and pale, and be listened nervously to
every strange sound in the street.
" Hah
I'm getting as nervous as Williams and
"According to Williams,
shelton," he muttered.
that cursed Post Office detective can't get here till
mid-day to-morrow. By that time Williams and I
will have cashed the cheque and be well away in the
I

car."
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Roger Endersleigh arose early next morning and
went straight to the hotel where Williams had stayed
the night.
" We've got to get away, Williams," said Endersleigh. " I've bluffed Shelton that there is no danger,
luit we must get to the bank before he gets round.
I've pot a blank cheque here which I will make out to
you lor all the money in the Myrtleville Development
Company.
I will introduce you to the assistant
cashier, and you can present the cheque. We couldn't
hope to get away with a stunt like this on a New York

but this guy will stand for anything."
They went round to the bank, and the scheme
The cashier saw Mr. Crosby's signature,
and those of Kndersleigh and Shelton, and though he
thought it strange that all the money should be paid
cashier,

worked.

cut to the man who was going to build the factories,
he paid out the money.
The two crooks strolled out slowly from the bank,
still talking about the scheme in hundreds of thousands
but once they got clear of the bank they
made their way swiftly to where Williams had left
the car.
It was then that Dick Shelton saw them.
Dupe as he was, he could see the two men were
getting away, leaving him to face the music.
" You're double crossing me, Endcrsleigh " he
hissed as he rushed up and gripped the bogus flnaneier
by the coat collar.
" Get away, you fool " snarled the elder man.
" We're coming back."
But Dick Shelton was no longer to be bluffed. He
hung on to Eudersleigh, and seeing he could not make
liim let go, the latter struck Shelton heavily in the
face. Then as the young man dropped to the ground
the two crooks made for the car. But as they ran
Dick Shelton raised himself up, and pulling out a
;

!

!

revolver, fired.

With a moan of pain, Roger Endersleigh threw up
arms and fell back, mortally wounded.

his

At that moment Calvin Stone, Mr. Crosby and a
number of citizens came running out into the street.
Realising that he had killed Endersleigh, Shelton
tried to escape, but in his blind terror he could think
of nowhere to go except to his sister, who had shielded
him and helped him all his life.
He ran to her room in the bank, but he had scarcely
got inside when Mr. Crosby and the others dashed in.
stranger the Post Office detective who had been
on the trail of Williams came up to Shelton.
" I've got a warrant for you, Richard Shelton, for
fraud
but I guess I've got to take you now on a
charge of murder."
Jietty Shelton gave a wild cry of despair as her
brother was led away, and when she came to herself
Calvin Stone was bending over her.
" Come home, Betty/' he said tenderly.
"
" repeated Betty bitterly. " What home

—

A

—

;

Home

!

We

there left now *
have been robbed of everything by my own brother a brother who is charged

is

—

with murder."

A WEEK

The

Trial.

later, when Richard Shelton was lying
in gaol awaiting trial for the murder of Roger
Endersleigh, Betty, who had been to visit him

in the cell, came home just as Calvin Stone was coming
out, of the house.
Betty looked like a ghost. She

had been very ill since her brother had been arrested,
but the keen eyes of the young attorney noted a

new

terror in her face.
What is it, Betty ? " he asked.
" Don't speak to me.
Don't ask me anything.
Please let me go in," replied the girl wearily.
Stone helped her to the door, and then seeing that
she really wished to be left alone, he went away.
" I wonder what that scoundrel brother of hers
told her in the cell 1 " he muttered as he walked along.
" He can't have confessed to any more crimes, surely."
The day of the trial came at last. Calvin Stone had
taken the brief for the defence, but brilliant lawyer
as he was, he could not hope to get his client free.
He could not plead that Shelton was an innocent man,
for the whole story of his association with Endersleigh
in a long series of frauds had now come to light
though, in view of the graver charge of murder, these
charges of fraud had not been put in the indictment.
Tne shooting had been witnessed by many people,
and as one after the other gave evidence, Calvin Stone
confined his cross-examination to trying to get them
to admit that Endersleigh threatened Shelton, and
that the latter fired in self-defence.
But they all
swore that Endersleigh was running away at the
time the shot was fired, and that he was shot in the
back.
Then when the case for the prosecution was over,
Stone, in desperation, yielded to Shelton's request
that lie should: be allowed to tell his own story in the
vitness-box.
The lawyer could not see any good
accruing from such a course, but he yielded because
he knew that no words of his own could save Shelton.
Calvin Stone listened almost listlessly as, wrhining
and whimpering like the cur he was, Richard Shelton
told how Endersleigh had got him iuto his power
and made him lead a life of fraud. Gradually he
worked up to the day of the shooting, which he

"

admitted.

Wilbur Gray, counsel for the prosecution, then began
his cross-examination. Almost the first question he
"
asked was
did you shoot Roger Endersleigh ?

"

:

Why

Dick shelton licked his dry lips, and looked to
where his sister was sitting in the court.
Calvin
Stone wheeled like a flash, and saw Betty nod her
head, then bury her face in her hands.
(Ccntinved on page 20-)

An effective model worn by
"The Man Who Had
Sweeping ospreys

Miss Day in
Every. bing."

decorate the
hat.

attractive

—
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Tke

Stainless

" I killed
Suction.

(Continued from

Ba

page

him because Ue ruined

my sister,"

replied

There was a stillness in court for a second that
seemed like a minute. Then every eye was turned on
Betty Shelton. The girl faced the stares with a dull,
unseeing gaze. She got up from her seat as she heard
her name called by the judge, and having been sworn,
she bore out her brother's statement. As she left the
box she fell in a dead swoon. It was Calvin Stone who
reached her first, and as he brought her back to consciousness he felt her shudder as she turned her eyes
away from him.
Richard Shelton was acquitted.
In a southern country the sworn testimony of
his sister that he had killed the man who had dishonoured her was more than sufficient to save him
from the hangman's rope. Dick Shclton became a
hero in Myrtle ville, and as he watched the young man
accepting the congratulations' of his friends, Calvin
Stone felt a fresh loathing against Shelton.
" Dick Shelton would never have risked his life for
anybody," he said. " There is some mystery here,
and I mean to get to the bottom of it "
He tried to see Betty, but the girl sent word that
she could not speak to him. Despite this, never once
did the faith of Calvin Stone in the girl he loved
waver. One day he found her in the garden.
" Why do you try to see me after what has happened ? " said Betty reproachfully, as he came to the
bench on which she was sitting.
" Because I love you, and I am never going to give
you up," replied Calvin firmly.
" But you must " cried Betty, as she tried to take
off a locket Calvin had given her.
" I will not take it, Betty," said the lawyer. " 1
believe in you, and have never lost faith. I shall come
back again."
That night Calvin Stone saw Dick Shelton in his
office, where he had forced Betty's brother to meet
him. The young lawyer put Shelton through a crossexamination compared with which the Third Degree
iuquisition would have been merciful.
And at the end of the sitting he had solved the
mystery.
Shclton confessed that when Betty had
visited him in his cell he had persuaded her to agree
to let him tell the couft that Kndersleigh had ruined
her as the only way to save his life. There was not
a word of truth in the story. Betty was as innocent
as the day she was born.
" So you let your own sister sacrifice her honour
to save your worthless life " said Calvin Stone, in
" If you were worth killing, I would
a fury of rage.
kill you myself
Go home to your sister, and tell her
I know the truth
Then I will give you twenty-four
hours to get out of the town. You know if the" truth
were known you would be lynched."
Having once more saved his miserable hide,
Uichard Shelton trawled out like the yellow cur lie
was, and Myrtleville knew him no more.
In the evening of the following day Calvin Stone
and Betty Shclton were walking arm in arm in Aunt
Kuth's garden.
"• I can't understand how
you continued to believe
in me after what I said in court," said the girl.
" I would believe in you against all the evidence
that has 'ever been sworn in the entire world."
replied Calvin as he took Betty in his arms and
!

!

!

!

kissed her.
(.Adapted from incidents in the Western Import film,
by permission.)

MARY
A

Clever

MILES MINTfcR.
Story

Titles
"

of

composed
ker

of

tke

Films.

T HE Charity
Gho3t

of Rosy Tay'or " haunted
Castle " so " Periwinkle " ran
away to " Anno of Green Gables " for
safety, where for " A Bit of Jade " she impersonated " Melissa of the Hills," and she was so
full of " Youth's Endearing Charm " that the
" Mate of the Sally Ann " fell in love with her.
Then '* The Intrusion of Isabel " made it look
like " No Wedding Bdls " at all, but as " Rosemary Climbs the Height9 " on most occasions,
she did so then, and love won despite V Powers
that Prey." So they went to see "
of
Stork's Nest," where " Barbara Freitchie " told
them that " Dulcie's Adventure " had been a
r

r

I

"

Emmy

very fortunate one, pnd

so,

upon becoming one

of the " Social Briars," true happiness
last to " The Amazing Impostor."

came

at

Written by Dolores Shelby, a reader of the

Picture Show. •

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS
Tke" Picture Show.
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ROSEMARY AND REMINISCENCES.

19.)

::

Tke Tkeb lan Angle on Rosemary
Tkeby s Personality.

ROSEMARY'—that's

—

for

reminis-

cences; Theby
that might bo
a variation on Thebes, suggesting
simultaneously Egypt and Spartan
Together they make
women.
the name Rosemary Theby, aud
give
incidentally
a
perfectly
suitable impression of the conversation and personality of a
perfectly

woman

satisfactory

leading

of the cinema.

As to Rosemary, she knows
more .about everybody in the
pictures than anybody but themselves.

She can

relate

how

but then, I'm not giving everything away that I know either.
Sufficient to say that Miss Rosemary ought to be official biographer.
Now as to Miss Theby the
Spartan part is no exaggeration,
the Egyptian perhaps is.
Yet
because at one
not altogether
time
this
actress
portrayed
Oriental roles.
She even did
a picture called " The Reincarnation of Karma," and
that is one of the landmarks
of picture exhibiting.
It's a long way from Egypt
to Mexico, and it is evident
that Miss Theby has been
following the line of progress
westward. That doesn't prevent
her making a return occasionally
to the Far East,
with which
associated
she was primarily

—

;

.

locally.

No More Comedy.
done with comedy,
SHE'S
ever.
Despite

how-

the fact that
every director who offered
A charming
her a part during two years wanted
her to play in comedy. For a
long time, too, she was considered for nothing
but vamp roles, like the Parisian adventuress
in Griffith's picture, " The Great Love." Every
once in a while she again becomes identified
with the vempirish type, although, like every
other screen actress, she says she doesn't want
to have anything to do with them.
" Fighting for your rights as a woman are as
nothing compared with the energy with which
you have to fight to be versatile as a screen
" Because I hapactress," said Miss Theby.
pened to get a part in a Vitagraph comedy
originally, and followed this up with some other
comedy appearances, no director would believe
that I could be serious.
"As a matter of fact. I couldn't be nnything
but serious. 1 couldn't discover anything in
the comedies wo made that was funny, aud so I
Why, I could
just played my parts straight.
not even see a joke until four years ago.
" People would tell them to me, and then
I'd

have to have them explained.

"

And yet they persisted in referring to me
•
as a comedienne.
" Now that I have learned what the plans
and specifications of a joke look like, they
always want to cast me in the most serious roles
But I don't mind that so much,
imaginable.
because I feel that the confining of seriousness
and humour

is

my

fortfl."

Declined With Thanks.

THEBY'
one of the picture actresses
MISSonly.
She has never been on the stage.
is

She had an ofter, however, a few years
ago to go with Chauncey Oleott.
" It was for seventeen "pounds a week, and
I was making about twenty-five pounds in the
films, so my commercial nature asserted itself,
and I declined with thanks," she declared.
"Sometimes, though, 1 wish I had accepted,
just for the experiencn."
The stage did, however, furnish the first
influence in shaping her career, for it was with
the ambition to appear in the footlight drama

study

'of

Rosemary Theby taken

gardens

one of the

in

of California.

that she studied at Sargjnt's school in

New

York.
" But when I went around to apply for a job,
I found there were too many on the same track,
and decided that I'd try the pictures.
"Armed with a letter from a friend, I went
out to Vitagraph studio, and they cast me as
one of three charming damsels who did nothing,
but had to do that fairly well. This picture
w as called The Wager.' "
'

Below

the Sea.

THEBY had her
MISSmaking
when she had

first thrill in

to

She went down

picture,
diver's

don a

twelve feet
of water near Catalina Island and crawled all
around the bottom.
Rosemary said she mieht have been able to
see more if tho suit had fitted her.
" You see," she said, " they don't make diver's
outfits for women, and the one I wore was
entirely too large for me.
That allows air to
circulate about one and makes navigation diffiWhen I clambered up the ladder with the
cult.
water pressure and the heavy leaden weights of
the suit to bother me, I thought I never could
p it one foot up above the other.
outfit.

On

in

Holiday.

has left for New York with
MISStheTHKBY
object of spending
a
holiday,

some shopping and visiting the
and everything else that picture people
do when they go to New York nowadays. It,
doing

theatres,

the first tune she has been back 'I ere in four
years, or about "six to lie correct, because she

is

was working

in Florida most of the last two
years she spent in the East.
The Spartan habiliments ft very nicely
around the personality of this actress, because
she is medium height, well proportioned, with
There is
regular features and dark hair.
nothing of the typical screen actress about her.
agreeable
SI,.'
is :i delightfully
woman, who
knows enough about women not to be catty.
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COLOURED

NARY

PICKFORO
This plate shows Mary in the
lovely frock she wore at her
marriage to " Doug." " Girls'

Cinema "

gives

YOU

to

it

and

cannot be obtained in any
other way. Beautifully printed

it

COLOURS

in

the

published for

" Girls' Cinema "
"Picture

Show"

stories, fashion hints,

No.

other good things

is

and
1

now

first

time.

you

a paper

should

and

can't help liking—

to get a

fail

copy of No.

articles of interest to

true

rollicking

girl,

no one who likes the pictures and 'reads
which is so full of splendid film pictures,

that a record

demand

is

certain.

Among

contains:

"Madcap Mabel "
The

every

j,

"Heart of The Hills

Mabel Normand's
story of
Schooldays written by herself.

The

story

famous

film.

of

Mary Pickford's newest and most
The story, that made all America cry.

Shown Up By Her Family "
A

of

story

striking

a

girl's

fight

to

"better"

herself.

Wallace Reid's own page -Life Stories of Richard Barthelmess
Lillian Gish— The "Glad Rag" page— Violet Hopson's Own Dress
page-^-Priscilla Dean's Beauty Hints— Fate and YOUR Future.^

and

"Who's Who
in

Filmland"

£250
In Cash

PRIZES

There

way
of

only

is

to

make

your

copy

one
sure
of

"GIRLS' CINEMA "

with the beautiful free
Plate of
Alary Pickford, and
it
by
ordering
that is

COLOURED

from your newsagent

TO-DAY!

YOU

appointed
order

not

dis-

Give that

!

NOW

CINEMA
M0utonlia0ctl2

See that

ate
!

GIRLS
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burn no coal for washing the clothes
I

—that's
r

why I've plenty for general use.

PHERE'S

nothing more worrying to the housewife than to be
it means discomfort and inconvenience for all
the household.
In the ordinary way wash-day added to her
worry, for the demands of the copper fire made a big hole in
the weekly ration.
Now, by washing in the Rinso way, the
clothes arc just as white and fresh, and coal is saved for general
use and comfort.
Rinso does the washing with much less time and trouble than
the old method required.
Rinso does in cold water what more
It washes
costly but less scientific preparations do in hot water.
while you sleep.
short of coal;

Just try the Rinso

SOLD
R. S.

all

HUDSON

Soak the
to

clothes

Grocers,

UMITIiD,

Stores,

cold water with

Liverpool,

That's all!

EVERYWHERE

Oilmen,

Chandlers,

etc,

West Bromwick auJ London.

in

B 116-81

in

dry in the morning.

PACKETS

IN
By

method.

Rinse and hang

Rinso overnight.

THE COLD WATER WASHER
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The

fact that Noble'i

value it unsurpassed is
worthily illustrated by the
charming garment shown below. *' NOBLE'*
garment* alwajs give complete satisfaction.

A CHARMING
DRESS

44 6

Navy

Useful Dress in Bollle, Grey.

and Nigger Gabardine Cloth. This
is
a smart and plcaMnp; design,
and is trimmed with floss
stitching in contrasting shade
In stock

to give stupe effect.

Front

sizes to fit—

Bust

Waist

at ms.
86 ins.

24 ins.
'2(1

Wins.

ins.

3840

28 ins

made

ins.

44 6

Price.
If

Skirt Length
84-SBins.
36-38 ins.

specially to measure*
price 49/8.

PATTER.XS POST FREE.
Materials by the Yard
For ladies who prefer to have their
clothes made up themselves, John
Noble, Limited,

will

send a selec-

tion ol materials post tree.

Write to-day for Noble's
Illustrated Fashion

List.

43, Brook S reel

Mills,

MANCHESTER.

DEAF
Are You
DANJHILL
NEW
12-tone

Test the

EARPHONE.

It gives perfect hearing. If yon are deaf
or partially deaf yon may now enjoy the
Every
delights of perfect hearing.

instrument guaranteed, and each

case,

ritted by a specialist. Long trial allourd
without obligation to purchase. Write
for full particulars NOW, before you
Sent FREE by
mislay, this paper.
return of post.— D. & J. HILL, 114,
Danjhill House, 267, Gray's Inn Road,
King's Cross, W.C.I.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical Discovery of the
It teaches yon to play the piano beautifully by ear and vamp to thou?«ands of songs
in all keys with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge of music.
Simple aa A. B.C. 164,000 sold and everyone
Aire.

delighted.

Success guaranteed.

turned

2/6

if not as stated.
(per P.O.)—
(L Dept.), 28.

Honey

re-

Complete, post free,

Imperial Publishing
South Castle St.,

Co.
Liverpool.

Established 1872.

5Buy Wfiem

Trie
Every

Children s
Newsbaber

Frtday

1ID"
2

THE NEW PATENT

SOUND DISCS
completely overcome DEAFNESS an-1
HEAD NOISES, DO matter of how long
standing. Are the same to the ears as
'asses are to th£ eyes.

Invisible,

Worn months without

imfortable.

removal. Explanatory Pamphlet Free.

THE

A.J.

WALES CO.,

171,

NEW BOND

ST.,

LONDON, W.l

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If so, let the Glrvan System help you
to increase your height. Mr.Briggs reports 5 inches increase ; Driver E. F.,
3 inches Mr.RatclirTe. 4 inches Miss
J.edell, 4 inches Mr.KetIey.4 Inches.
;

;

;

This system greatly improves
health, figure,

and carriage.

the

Send

3

penny stamps for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T.. 17, Stroud Green Road,
London, N.4.

—

—

'

;
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THE DRESSING-ROOM
—
—

Fa/hion and the Figure

The
is a~

IT

blatant

that,style

fact,

Choice of Colour
Picture

Girl

—

Inshould be shunned by the very thin girl.
dividuality in figure mwtf be considered, so that
good points are enhanced and bad points hidden.

Fashion for the Slim.

Make Your

are many fashions that come in
THERE
quickly, and, being of an appealing nature,

P

are charming for the dark girl.
but| ner choice should lie only in rose
Especially will old rose colour suit
tints.
her, for it will supply her skin with the desired
warmth. The fair girl will find the palor shades
of pink becoming, while cherry red in the form
of a jumper or hat. and as decoration to a neutral
colour, is admirable choice for her.
Green, in its various shades of jade and
emerald, is a prevailing fancy just now. But
these shades should be selected carefully, for they
quickly detract from the natural colour of the
skin.
The girl with the muddy complexion
must avoid all shades of this colour altogether
but they will become and modify the brilliant
complexion. The very pale girl, too, will find
them trying, for they will enhance the present
pallor of her skin.
Blue, however, brings additional colour to tho
face, and is therefore as unbecoming to the
florid complexion as it is beautifying to the overdelicate face.
Turquoise and powder blue are
most successful for the blonde, while the deeper
and richer tones of sapphire and royal blue are
for the dark-complexioned sister.

worn by the right person.
But when it comes to being donned by every
woman irrespective of figure and height, the
effect is often grotesque, and al! beauty and
charm of the style is lost. The short, stout
figure, for instance, looks' more dumpy and unAnd the gill whose walk is
gainly than ever.
not so graceful as it might be, appears to slouch
even more when clad in this loose fitting garment.
if

The cape

is essentially a fashion for the fairly
slim, tall figure that has enough grace about its

carriage to carry

it

Choice.

INKS

immediately catch on and become a rage.
The cape is one of these fads of fashion. And

—

propeily.

The Importance of Colour.

COLOURS,

too, should be selected with the
Because a colour becomes
greatest care.
popular, it is immediately adopted by
every girl to whom the said colour appeals,
without the slightest thought of its effect upon
her hair and complexion.
It is difficult to give a specified rule as to the
choice of colours for the blonde or brunette a« so
much depends also upon the complexion. For
the fair girl is as likely to bo the possessor of pale
cheeks as her darker sister and vice versa, and
the colouring makes all the difference. However,
a little advice with regard to colours will help

The Picture

laces and insertions
SOFT
have been very much

If it

is,

neglected of late in the

world of lingerie. But their
has been taken 'by
other items of decoration
pl.ice

that are as attractive as
they are novel. The Picture
Girl is always on the look,

pleasing.
choose it right

effect

is

out for something different,
that is why she was so
charmed with the set of
camisole and knickers that
she has just selected. They
aro materialised in white
crepe-de-Chine, although
lawn
would
be equally
effective, and pieces of pale
pink crepe have been inlet
on both garments with t be
aid of hemstitching.
And
novelty of novelties, small
bunches
of
cherries
are
embroidered on these inlet
panels
The decoration is

however, just squash your
away.

If it isn't,

inmost desire for tho
shade and select something more becoming to
your typo.

Dress

Up To Your

up to
DRESS
You will
wrong

if

Eyes.

your eyes."
not go far

you

do.

'

If

they have blue lights in thorn,
then moat shades of blue will suit
you, for the blue of your frock will
enhance the colour of your eves,
and form an effective combination.
So it is, too, with brown and hazel
eyes, the possessors of which usually
look well in all autumnal 3hades of
brown.
White suits the majority of folk,
but. the sallow brunette will find it
trying and must perforce usr> it with
discretion.
For pure white is
pitiless and tends to accentuate and
make "muddy looking" a Hallow
complexion. Pale cream is best
choice
for this girl, who should
never select a blue white. Glossy
black is too crude for the sallow
girl, but black velvet is permissible,

!

perfectly delightful.

The camisole is strapped
over the shoulders by bands
of ribbon and finished off
along the top-part with baby
open knickers
and camisole are both drawn
in by elastio at the waist
line. Another camisole patlace, while the

,

tern

relief

A

should be given by a touch
cream at the throat.
pronounced blue accentuates

sallowness.

Therefore

all

light

is

affair

—

included a crossover
in the pattern.
can obtain patterns

—

You

of this set in 22, 24, 2fl, and
28 inch waist size9 from

Show

PiCTirttc

Pattern

Ovford Street,
London. W. 1. Patterns one
shilling each.
P.O. to be
made payable to the
)ept., 2flla,

for the surface of this fabric will
soften the colour.
But even then
of soft

Girl's

Lingerie.

your choice.
If your fancy turns to a particular shad? that
you have never worn before, carsfully study
whether it really suits you before you finally
decide to buy it.
Hold a piece of the material
under your chin, look in a glass and see whether
the

PARIS.

Study the Complexion

medium shades have a tendency to rob
brunettes of their vividness, and -any surplus of
yellow in the skin can be neutralised by tho
right' dress colours.
Rich maize, yellow and
deep gold colour neutralise the sallow skin,.as
does also gold metal itself, and these colours
harmonise beautifully with dark hair and
eyes.
Orange, while too gaudy for most
occasions, will be effective for a scarf, hat, hair
band, or sweater.

—

a pretty fashion

SHOPPING IN

Lingerie.

tone3 of blue should be avoided.
Indeed, the
only blue that the sallow girl can safely wear is
a dark, dull shade of powder, or light shade of
royal.
Only the warm browns are for this
girl, never those of grey or olive tones.
All

Frills
or the silhouette will be entirely spoiled.
and hip fulnesses in fact, any undue decorations
just
as
woman,
the
stout
eschewed
by
must be
much as straight, plain frocks that tend to cive
the wearer the proverbial " lamp-post " effect

it is

October lbth, 1920.

Norma,

and design are

important factors in correct dressing. A
glance around in any crowded thoroughIf a woman is
fare will impress this upon you.
to appear well-dressed, figure and form must
of necessity be taken into careful consideration

A

s

SJioic,

No. 28.370.
camisole and

A

inlet panels of

charming set ol
showing

knickers,

another colour.

PrcTOTtE Show.

>

A Dresser.

Constance and Natalie
Frock Buying With
Dorothy Gish in Fashion-Land.

Talmadge

"
Three, Norma, Constance and
THENatalie
Talmadge,
love
Sisters

'

of

gratified their

[in Paris, an
they have been encouraged by Dorothy Gish
(who by the way couldn t leave Constance for
long). Dorothy, kind-hearted as ever enlarged'
her order h}' choosing clothes for Lillian, who
could not come on the trip owing td her cinema
work.

frocks to the fullest extent

I

Here is a brief description of the wonders of the
exclusive niQdels of
Madeline & Madeline."'
bought by them, and which, by the way, we
shall see on the screen.

Beads on Coats and Beads on Undies.
you know, everything now designed

AS

in

Paris is trimmed with beads, so Norma's
big coat of grey suede cloth has linos of,
silver beads across the deep collar, and beads
decorate the belt.
Then the brick-coloured gabardine frock
boasts a fringe panel back and front, composed
of double Berlin wool and wooden beads.
This
panel is reminiscent of a Jap curtain, wool in the
place of the reeds, and wooden beads in the place
of glass beads.
It is a most effective fashion.

A Leather Coat.
CONSTANCE has bought the very latest

coat,

a blue coat with trimming of leather.
Dyed blue leather forms a collar and a
deep hem on the coat. This in turn is trimmed
with a hem of musquash.
Another beautiful frock is bright red just the
right shade for Constance
trimmed with silver

—

—

lox.

One frock, chosen for Natalie, I must mention.
deep blue shade, with
tiny puff sleeves.
Worn with this is one of tho
new capes with a high collar and decorated « ith
flat bends.
Oh, and Natalie chose some most fascinating
It is a delightful frock of a

pink and white

For

lingerie.

Lillian.

LILLIAN

GISH. although a hard fate decided
she must stay in California, to work. i9 to~
benefit by her friends' visit to Paris.
Sister Dorothy had seen to that, she is taking to
Lillian a box of the most wonderful Paris surprises.

One of these is a delightful blue tunic frock
with short sleeves, and another is a wonderful
creation of black velvet with a band ot grey
clipped wool
tho very latest Parisian material,
technically known as " aguella."
Worn with this is a cape adorned with a
straight collar of " agnella," and bands of silver

—

lace.

This is not all. A eo9t also goes into Lillian's
box.
A coat fashioned in the new grey-blue
(with a huge collar that, will cover her to the
nose), with wide pockets.

Praise for Dorothy's Taste.

MADEMOISELLE MAG DA,

of " Madeline
Madeline;" was loud in her praises of
the taste of " Mees Dorothy." and certainly the frocks chosen by her were beautiful.
There was a wonderful black velvet frock,

&

made

in

two straight panels, the

fullness at tho

waist is dragged to the hips, and clipped there
with beaded fasteners.
With this, Dorothy will wear an "agnella"
coat in grey, cut short on one side, and long on tho
other.

Entirely of Beads.

AW ONDERFl'L

evening gown in jade and
white crystal is another of her purchases,
and think of Dorothy in a pale grey
taffeta frock on which is printed pale pink n>* •<.

The

skirt

i?

in tiers of scallops

—a

delightfullv

quaint frock reminiscent of the gowns our grandmothers wore, and 1 mustn't forget a grey chiffon
velvet, boasting a dull silver corsage, also a
wonderful array of undies of organdio and silver
flowers.
Even into these beads have bocu
wonderfully and artistically introduced.
Fay Fit mer.
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Books that

INCREASE

will

SALARY

your

10 volumes

5/"

with order

followed by monthly subscriptions

you have received the books

after

How
are

much are you earning ? Around you
many men who are earning more much

—

—

more than you are.
Every man can make what he is worth. Every
man can make himself worth more you can.

—

initiative meet
The manofthe rank and file of the
reward in the world of producing and commercial army
Your gets the average salary. Raise
industry and commerce.
knowledge can be increased, your yourself above the rank and file
by increasing your earning power
initiative stimulated and developed
and you will get your reward.
your money value raised.

Knowledge and
their

—

The 10 Volumes

New Harmsworth
are

the

guide for thousands of

with their position

and

is

that

helping

command

men who

of the

Self- Educator

to

better

a

proper

discontent

The stimulating guidance of these volumes has helped
is
developing the qualities
climb the ladder of promotion
These volumes constitute a
positions and higher salaries.

in life.

men

with

are inspired

—

Home

University

divided into 25 Departments or Courses of Instruction
which point the road to success in almost every career
1 Success
2 Geography
3 Arts and Crafts
4 Physiology and Health
5 Agriculture and Gardening

6 Chemistry
7 History
8 Civil Engineering
Transit

and

9 Literature and Journalism
10 Civil Service and Professions

Electricity

18 Manufactures
19 Astronomy, Geology, and
Archaeology
20 Mechanical Engineering
21 Languages
22 Dress and Housekeeping
23 Metals and Minerals
24 Clerkship

Music

25 Mathematics

and Mind

1 1

Life

12
13
14
15
16
17

Business
Physics and Power
Building Trades
Natural History

A

detailed prospectus of this great value-raising work is
yours for the asking.
Fill in the coupon on the left and

you

one free by return of post.
It gives full
particulars, and if you decide to acquire the books, they
are sent you carriage paid on receipt of first subscription of
5/-, and you pay the remainder of the price by monthly
subscriptions of a few shillings while you are receiving
the benefit of their contents. The books pay for themselves
and more by enabling you to raise your earning power.

THE "PICTURE SHOW" COUPON
for

will receive

—

Fill in

and post the Coupon TO-DAY

FREE BOOKLET

The Educational Book
17,

Dear

New

Co., Ltd..
Bridge Street,

London, E.C.4.

Sirs,

FREE

FREE

Please forward me
and POST
a copy of your beautiful
booklet, in colour, describing the 10 volumes of the ' New Harmsworth
Self-Educator," and giving the subscription terms for the work.

NAME
ADDRESS
P.S.4

.

—

.
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D. M. 0. (Kirbymoorside).
inquisitivencss.

and

IF you

want

to

A PLEASING

the policy
WHILE give
equal
to

American

anything^ about Films or Him Players

know
SIGN.

of this paper has always been
praise and rgpminence to
artistes and productions as well as

British, it is not unnatural that one should feel a
sense of satisfaction in noticing how rapidly our own
productions are pushing thelt way to the front. The
disadvantages under which the British producer has
had to labour in the past is now a matter of history
which will need no recounting. But his reward is at
hand, and the public is voicing its approval of his
efforts in a manner which ought to compensate him
for any loss of time.
In one respect, the difference in change between a
year ago and to-day is interesting. At that time the
bulk of the letters which used to reach me from my
readers were all about American artistes and their
work. But to-day there is a marked increase in the
desire to see more and more of home-made productions, with accompanying praise of our own stars.
Even the critics, who at one time could see nothing
good in the British film, would appear to have been
converted mainly, perhaps, by the quality of the
production being improved. Abroad, too, where
British pictures are being shown the same change is
Letters which reach me from readers in
noticeable.

—

Africa, Australia, and Canada, also
express the same interest in the screen productions of
India,

South

the Mother Country.
A word or two of explanation is necessary, however,
in regard to those particulars which so many ardent
The majority of
picturegoers are anxious to possess.
British artistes are not eager to disclose much detailed
It
is
not for us to
themselves.
information about
criticise their attitude, and the reason may not be
of the
character
that
remember
the
difficult if we
Britisher is not generally inclined towards the full
she
as
a film
he
or
But so long as
light of publicity.
artiste can give us good value on the screen, that is
if
his or
then,
And what matters it,
the main thing.
her eyes happen to be grey or blue ?

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?
A stamped and addr es sed envelo pe must accompany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture Show," Room G, The Fleetway
:

House, Farringdon

Street,

London, E.C.4.

—

D. S. (Newcastle). So everyone, you think, would
a photo of the " Answers Man." Well,
Of course, I remembered you
here ts the negative.
But why
as soon as I spotted your handwriting.
need curiosity like yours hesitate on the threshold
Yes, to Clara
Charles Bay married ?
of fear ?
Tom Moore is not married
irant, not to Elinor Fair.
Joe Moore is the husband ol
to Alice Joyce now.
Grace Cunard. Your questions have left me as lit
like to sec

<

as ever.
L. T. (Liverpool), A. O. (Fulham), DOREEN (Blackburn), E. B. (Watthanistow), Pretty PEGGY (Bcdlington), H. J. (Manor Park), E. H. (Bermondsey),
M. P. (Hadfield), and Laurette (Sunderland).
Supposing wc call this a cinema bran pic, and you
pick out your answers ? Ruth Clifford and George
Friendship's Name." Geraldine
Fisher in " In

Joan, the Woman."
Farrar and Wallace Reid in
June Novak's height is 5ft. 7ins. Cecil Tryan in
" The Spiral of Death," with Sansonia.
Irene Castle
Jeanne Eagels in " The
is now Mrs. Robert Trcman.
artiste's
is
Frederick
that
Pauline
Fires of Youth."
F, H. Shotwell in " The Tiger's Trail."
real name.
disWhite's
husbaud
i3
not
The name of Chrissie
closed.

of the Door."
N. C. (Bridgend). Opposite Thcda Bara in " Under
Kenneth Harlan
Flags " was Herbert Heyes.

The Keeper

birthdays of
pet secrets.

Who Won,"

your particular favourites are their
has acted in " The Man
The Edge o' Beyond," " Gamblers

Owen Nares
"

and others.
K. (Muswell Hill).
1885, and some of his

All,"

:

—

:

Hackett.
Lillie (Hjghbury). So you are keeping a " picture
diary," as you call it, and you want me to help you
to fill it up ? Here's something to note down.
Evelyn Nesbit, formerly Evelyn Thaw, was born in
Threntnm, Pa., and has brown hair, hazel eyes,

—

Jane Novak, who gives
her age as twenty-four, was born in St. Louis.
Height, 5ft. Tins., and colouring, fair hair ami blue
eyes.
Her husband is Frank Newburgh. Marjorie
Daw was christened Marjorie House at Colorado
Springs, Colorado, where she was born in 1903.
She has light brown hair, hazel eyes, and is 5ft. 2}ins.
No, it wasn't 1 you
G. L. P. (Burton-on-Trent).
saw. though I do really exist.
Ann Forest and
Allan Forrest are not related. The former was born
Edward
in Denmark and the latter in America.
Cecil was Angelc in " Her Barrier."
Lloyd Hughes
is silent, but I'll ask him again.

and

is 5ft.

:;;

in-,

in height.

—

—

" Ruby "
(Blackburn).
Katherine
MaeDonald
was born in Pittsburg, and she has played opposite
W. S. Hart in " Shark Monroe " and " The Squaw
Man," with Douglas Fairbanks in " Mr. Fix-It." and
h:i*jilso appeared in " Battling Jane," " The Woman
''Thou Gavcst Me," and others. She is 5 ft. 8 in. in
height, and has blonde hair and blue eyes.

—

Cat's Eyts " (Hereford). Yon should have
chosen a nicer name for yourself. Or is it because
you are very good at seeing in the dark ? In " The
Forbidden City," Norma Talmadge and Thomas
Meighan were the leads, and the others in It were
A. E. Warren, M. W. Rale, Reid Hamilton, and L.
Rogers Lytton.
E. H. (Seven Kings). Thanks very much for the
Interesting photo of yourself reading this paper.
But why conceal your Identity ?
" Edna " (Rosvth).
Francis Ford was born on

—

—

September 15th, 1883, and Rosemary Theby

in 1892.

Charlie Chaplin is thirty-one.
Your letter was charming, and
F. S. (Romford).
I think you must have dipped your pen in honey as
you wrote the end of it. How could I, therefore,
have the heart to decline to answer you ? Ethel

—

Clayton Is a widow. Her husband was Joseph Kaufman. She was born in Champaicn, Illinois, in 1890,
and measures 5 ft. 51 In. in height. Her hair is
auburn and her eyes. blue. Marguerite Clark was

born on February 22nd, 1887, and it Is her real name.
" Alice " (York).
Glad to hear from you once
more. Y'our trouble now Is that you don't like your
name one bit. You ought to take comfort in what
Shakespeare said. In answer to your six interrogaEddie Lyons was born in P.eardstown,
tion marks
Illinois, and his srrcen companion, Lee Moran began
Enid Bennett was born in York.
life in Chicago.
She does not state her age, so you will
Australia.
have to guess it. Jack Pickford, born In Toronto, is
twenty-four.
Gladys Leslie, who was born In New
York City, has JWit hair and brown eyes. Harry
Morcy was botWr Michigan in 1879. I'll have to
pass over Owen Karcs.
"The Picture Mima. Girt. " (Filston) and E. K.
(Mannamead). Was there ever a knight so popular
'Twonld seem
with the ladies as James of Harma
not.
And yet he will not say enough about himself
However, you both
to satisfy his fair admirers.
gleaned something al>out him, I take it, before you
" The
reached this issue. So let? me give his films
Happy Warrior," " Big Money," " The Splendid
Coward," " A Romany Lass," " Nature's Gentleman,"
Greyhound." " Power of Right."
Silver
'IJ'he

—

;

—

—

Two

twenty-flve, and hasn't a wife at the moment.
Leslie Austen
J. Warren Kerrigan was born in 1880.
was the artiste in " Mr3. Dane's Defence." The
information asked for in your first and last questions
lias just been given on this page to someone else.
Peter (Bayswater). I am glad to have yoitr
bouquets for British artistes, and I thank you for
I.Ike everything
the increase in our circulation.
else it is constantly going up, but it is the only
is

—

:

Knave

of Hearts,"

and "The Man

Who

Forgot,"

are all his.
It will be his turn next.
" DORIS " (Surbiton). So your friend was lucky,
and you were not. How's that ? 1 seem to rememBetty Compson was born
ber your name somehow.
in 1901. Eddie Lyons in 1887. arid Bobby Vernon in
1897.
Virginia Lee was born in Mexico, and has fair
Sorry, hut the birthdays
1iair and blue-grey eyes.
you want are not mentioned.
Yes. it was Edna Purvianee
A: E. (Johannesburg).
You can write to
in the Charlie Chaplin film you saw.
the lady care of this paper, and 1 shall be pleased to

—

—

forward your

letter.

I will tell
husband of

Y'ou ask

me

if

he

just as good-looking in private

is

as he is on the screen.
Well, I have never know n
him yet to change his face. In fact, he has had the
same one now for years and years.

life

—Tom

Moore was born in
" Just For Tofilms are
"
night,"
Go West, Young Man," " A Man and His
Money," " The Gay Lord Quex," and " One of the
Finest." Ralph Graves has not acted in tliis country
to my knowledge. " Sporting Life " is an American
production. Yes, Casson Ferguson was opposite
Mary Pickford in " How Could You. Jean ? "
W. F. (New Southgate). In " Come Out of the.
Kitchen," Marguerite Clark and Eugene O'Brien
shared the honours, and those who supported them
were
Frances Kaye, Bradley Barker, and Albert
J.

'!

—

George (Alost). What's your other name, George?
Please see rules above these answers. I am sure
your favourites would like to hear from a Belgian
admirer, and you can send them your photo if you
want to. When writing to them your full name
and address should bo at the top of your letter, and
not on the envelope addressed to them. Peggy
Carlisle, Marjorie Hume, and Basil Gill were in
"

thing that nobody minds. Hazel Daly was the heroine
" Brown of Harvard," and J. Frank Glendon
was the actor you want in " The Wishing Ring Man."
Yes, Harold Lockwood died some time ago. The
in

—

Anxiety is the mother
Therefore, ask when you will,
you what. I can. Joseph Schenck is
the
Norma Talmadge. Harrison Ford in
" Goodnight, Paul," was not in the other picture.
What a spot yours must be to have only one " most
awful picture theatre." Alma Taylor and most other
artistes do answer their admirers, but, of course, I
cannot say whether every letter would be answered.
You must try.
" Starstruck "
(Bournemouth).— Couldn't tell
you where Stewart Rome spends his holidays. If you
are lucky, you may run up against him one day.
Perhaps, he was too busy to reply personally. His
real name is Wernham Ryott, and lie was born in
Newbury. Civil engineering attracted him once,
then musical comedy and finally he made a beginniug
on the films with Hepworth's. He is not married.
of

—

E. F. (Walton).
So you have heard from quite a
your favourites, and now you are waiting for
others to reply.
May be they will in time. I shall
not forget your tremendous admiration for Frank
Kcenan. " Gates of Brass " was released quite
recently, but you will have to wait patiently till May
of next year to see " Smouldering Embers."
" Peteroffski " (Ripon).
What are you trying
to disguise yourself like that for?
In
Dutch," the leads were Albert Chevalier and Florence
Turner. The late Charles Rock was Old Bill in " The
Better 'Olc," while Bert and Alt" were Arthur Cleave
and Hugh E. Wright respectively. Marcia Manontook
the part of the drunken woman in " Stella Maris."
N. T. (Oldham). The British artiste you mention
does not evidently desire her husband's name to be
made public, so I really must not let you into tin;
secret without permission.
You will find a list of
film companies in the Post Office Directory.
" Yorkshire " (Grimsby).
Well, since you ask
me, I will tell you. I like short letters best, because
of the large number I have to read daily.
Yours,
however, did not exceed the limit. Now about
lot of

—

"My OH

—

—

Mahlon Hamilton.

He

is

thirty,

was born

in lSiilli-

more, Ind., and is the possessor of a pair of blue
eyes, brown hair, and a wife about, whom the
" Earthbound " is one of his
chronicles are silent.
coming pictures, while others he has appeared in are :
" The Hidden Hand," " The Death Dance," " The

Danger Mark," and " Daddy Long-Leys."
" IVY " (Brixton).
Yes, 1 will tell you about.
" Blue Jeans."
Viola Dana was the star, and she
was supported by Robert Walker. Sally Crute. Rns&rU
Simpson. Margaret MoWade, Henry Hallani, Clifford
Bruce, and Augusta Philips.

—

—

"Raymonde" (Brussels). If this is the only
English paper you read, you have chosen wisely.
Walker has not done very much screen work

Lillian

of late. So many of our favourites sometimes flit
across to the stage for a while. Anita Stewart was
born on February 17th, and she has golden-brown
hair and brown eyes.
I believe Ben Turpin's eye*
are as you sec them.
Norma Talmadge has no
children, so far as 1 am aware.
Don't be afraid of

bothering me.
" DORIS " (Sheffield). Why threaten to write me a
longer letter next time.
I rather like the length of
your present one and your appreciation, too, is quite
welcome. Lloyd Hughes is twenty-one, but I an
sorry I cannot give the information required about
Francis Bushman's little son.
(More answers next week.)

—

"PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL.
WHERE

TO WRITE TO VOIR FAVOCltlTK

FILM STAR.— You are kindly requested
not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to he
tnswered. If you wish to communicate at once
with any artiste not named below, write your
letter,
putting the name of the star on the
envelope, and enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp to
the Editor, The Picture Show, Room 85. TIM
House.
Farringdon
Street,
London,
Fleetway
E.C.4., and it will be forwarded by the next mail.
If the letter weighs more than 1 oz. it will require
an additional Id. stamp for each extra ounce. Such
letters cannot he specially acknowledged by the
Editor. Remember always, when writing to artistes,
to give your full name and address, including the
name of your county and country, and mention the
Picture Show to ensure the safety of a reply.
It
must be understood, however, that we e.innnt
guarantee that such letters will be replied to.
Please keep these addresses for reference.
.

stf.wart Rome. Violet Hopson, c.o. Broadwwl
Film Co., 175, Wardour street, W. I.
asl;> studios, Vine Street,
David Powi.ii.. c.o.
Hollvwood. California, F.s.A.
Henry Edwards, Ai.ma Tavior, c.o. Hepwortli
Walton-onPicture Plays, Ltd., Hurst Grove,
Thames.'
.Marguerite Courtot. c.o. Pathe Exchange, 25
Wc-t 15th Street. New Vork City. I'.S. \
(More addresses next week.)
I

ricturt
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27

1920.
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SISTERS THREE."

paoe

looked back at Norma.
He was frowning again now, and the girl
felt like sinking through the floor.
Then he

17.)

be a future Mary Pickford.
so

That hefty youth,
awkward and ill at -ease, may bo anotherMix. Tho history of the screen provides

spoke.
" Yes, perhaps you are right. She's pretty,
and sho looks as though she may havo brains.
Anyway, we can try her. You are engaged, iny
dear.
Run through that door into the studio
and hang around until you are wanted."

Tom

so many examples of amazing and successful
leaps to famo that it would be unwise to say
that anything is impossible. At tho same time
the failures are pathetic, and th°re are ninny.
It

was

this

hazardous proposition that

Norma Talmadge had decided

Then he passed

little

so light-heartedly

At nine o"clock precisely on the appointed day
she and her mother appeared at the Vitagraph
studio.
At first they could not get near tho
entrance, owing to the crowd.
Norma was
dismayed. It seemed to her that half Brooklyn
had been fired with an ambition similar to her

wildly elated.

She had made the plunge. She had passed the
the rest depended on herself. Would
make good ?
Anxiously she looked about her, and was

barrier

her mother's hand holding
hers reassuringly, and when she glanced upward,
she perceived that her parent's face was beaming

bewilderecL-by what she saw. The great hall
was crowded with people, for the most part

accustomed confidence.
In due course entronce was obtained, and
Norma and her mother, with some fifty others,
were conducted into a large room which ap-

"with its

standing about in groups. Nearly all of them,
both men and women, wero well-dressed ;
but what astounded Norma was the fact that
ail their faces were dead-white, with a chalky
whiteness like the face of a clown in a circus.
In the centre of a group at the far-end of the
sfudio an elderly woman seated on a bench
moaned pitifully. A number of people rushed
there was a hum of excited talk.
to her aid
Somewhere near a machine gave forth a curious
sound. A young girl, with the same dead-white
face, and an orange cap on top of her yellow
curls, hastened to the group.
'
You shall not " she exclaimed, with a
dramatic gesture.
The machine stopped clicking ; the group
dissolved.
The elderly woman pulled out

peared to be a sort of office.
Presently a big man with a worried face
joined them, and looked them over for some
moments without speaking. Then he shrugged
his shoulders and sighed. It was rot encouraging.
" Kindly stand in two rows, ladies and
irentlemon." he said at length resignedly " the

;

;

on this side, the gentlemen here:"
While the applicants were sorting themselves

ladies

out, he turned

when you grow

up.''

!

.

some
"

E

knitting.

We

will repeat that scene," said

The other laughed.
is not white.
We use a combination
and yellow make-up. The lights mako
look de-id-white.
It is necessary," she ex" The lights are so strong that if we
plained.
had no make-up, every blood-vessel in our
faces would be outlined in purple blotches.
It would look awful on the screen."

" It

of pink
it

A moment
alone

are a

new

arrival

?

" she said.

"
"

What do you think of
I hardly know yet,"

fully.

"

Do

they always do

it ?

friend

herself

being suddenly

The

girf wandered about the studio, taking
everything and learning what she could,
but no one seemed interested in her.
So the day wore on, and Noima began to be
alarmed. She wanted to know when she was
Remembering the big
going to begin to act.
man's instructions, however, she decided to
await events.
" Just hang about till you are wanted,'
he had said.
But the day passed, and then another day,
and still nothing happened, and the proces?
of
just hanging about " began to be something
of a strain to the active-minded little girl
who was so eager to begin.
Day followed day a whole week passed.
Norma had tho run of the studio. She made
friends with the other extras, but no one in
authority seemed to know what she was doing
about the place.
Then came the terrible moment when an
She nearly
official handed her an envelope.
burst into tears as she took it. This, of course,
was her dismissal.
She crept away into a
quiet corner, and, with tremulous fingers, opened
in

;

the en%e!ope.
It

.

.

Twenty-five dollars in paper money fell out.
was her first week's wages.
In alarm, she hurried back to the cashier.
" Is this all right ? " she asked.

"

You

new

away.

called

The man

" Yes," admitted Norma.

Norma found

after this

her

again,

once more, wringing her hands.
The girl with the orange cap rushed up
again. Someone held up a slate on which was
chalked, "Florence Turner. J. Finch, Cameraman. A Mother at Bay. Scene 4."
Norma was staring at the scene with wid<"onen eyes, when a low. pleasant laugh close
by her made her turn her head. By her side,
smiling down kindly at her, was a tall, handsome
woman of middle age.

"

the

stared.

What's wrong with

Am — am

I

it ?

" he

demanded.

come back next week

to

"
!

stammered.
reckon so," was the reply, accompanied

girl

" I

with a grin. " You don't expect we are going
to send your money home to you by special
"
messenger, do you ?
Norma gasped and flow home to her mother.
" Oh, Peg," she cried breathlessly, " do you
"
think it is all right !
" Quite all right, my dear," was the reply
Mrs. Talmadge made, with her cheerful smile.
Of course, it is only a beginning, but we must
not be impatient."
1

"

said the girl doubt"
it like this ?

YOU SUFFER

from nervous,

FREE

HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,

{Mere of these interesting revelations cf behind
thz scenes in movieland n:xt wetk.)

IF

If vou would like to rid vourself of that troublesome Headache or Neuralgia take a little
harmless Zox in a cup of tea or water and the PAIN WILL CO IN A FEW MINUTES.
upon receipt of stamped
To prove this we will gladly send you two Zox
addressed envelope.
or
post
free
at same price from
Of all Chemists and Stores in 1 6 and 3'- boxes,

CO., 11,

is how the movies are made."
" But why do you put that horrid white
stuff ofl your fa^e^ ?

a voice.

ZOX CURES HEADACHES3

THE ZOX

" Yes, this

The crowd reassembled. The elderly woman
put her knitting in a bag, and began to moan

''

Xorma's heart sank within her, the corners
of her mouth drooped, and she found hard
work to restrain her tears. Trie big man was
already passing on. when the lean young man
darted to his side and said something in a

:

she

felt

and entered into conversation
with a i»an. gaunt young man who had followed
him into the room.
The work of selection, however, was not
long delayed, and the pace at which it was
carried through nearly took Norma's breath
away.
The big man began with the ladies
first, and =tarted at the top of the row.
Those who did not please him he dismissed
courteously but rupidly. and passed on.
The
others he asked to stand out and wait.
And
then at length came Norma's turn.
The big man looked down at her and frowned,
and then the charm of her pretty, intelligent
face appealed to him, and he smiled.
Nevertheless, he shook his head.
" Sorry, my dear, but we
<\re not wanting
children.
You must come and see me again

on.

Like one in a dream. Norma passed through
the door pointed out to her. Her mother was
not allowed to accompany her, and she had
to face the ordeal of entering the great studio
alone.
She felt at onco horribly nervous and

to enter

own.
However, she

The other immediately stopped and

whisper.

{Continued from

E.C.I.

worried feelings,

lack of energy, self-confidence,
will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the

Mento-Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. — GODFRY
ELLIOTT-SMITH,
Imperial
Circus,

Ltd.,

536,

Ludgate

Buildings,

London, E.C.4.

Never say "Dye'"

FOR YOUR COMPLEXION
When

the face is disfigurecf by blemishes, or
the skin becomes coarse or dry, then is the

time you

need Oatine Snow, which, when

—

rubbed in, quickly disappears leaving the
skin cool, fresh and velvety. It is an ideal
skin food, removing wrinkles and filling up
hollows and ugly lines.

0f»

absolutely greiseless, and cannot grow hair. From all chemists, 1/3.
ask' for Oatine Toilet Preparations.
Oatine Face Cream, 1/6;
Oatine Tooth Paste, 1:3; Face Powder, 16: Shampoo Powders, 3d. each;
Soap, 4d., 10d.. and 1 4; Shaving Stick and Shaving Cream, 1/3.
is

Always

THE OATINE

CO.

1

LONDON,

S.E.I.

say

"

Make

it

sure

follow
given

with

dyeing

will

Drummer
is

carefully

"

Drummers

the

simple

" you buy,
directions

your
each
and
packet,
most assuredly be a success.
Home-dyeing has become an economynecessity to thrifty folk, and Drummer Dyeing is decidedly the simplest, surest method.

DRUMMER DYES
One Dye for all Fabrics. So Easy to use.
Drummer Dyes are sold by Chemists,
Grocers, Stores, everywhere.
Write

now

"The Art

—

for Free Booklet
of Home Dyeing."

WM. EDGE & SONS.LTD., BOLTON.
Be

sure

pay no more than
printed on the packet.

to

the

price
<I>I>

IRON

KEEP

ME

JELLOIDS

HEALTH.
*'

Xol

to

live

but

Health depends

to

FIT.

—

and
says the proverb
to be Healthy is life
a great extent upon the condition of the blojd.

Health, Strength and Vigour depend upon rich, vigorous blood.
If the hlcod be weak
and impoverished the whole system suffers ; for every nerve, every organ, every fibre of
the body depends upon the blood for nourishment. Consequently the sufferer feels rundown, weak, " nervy," depressed or exhausted the daily round of life becomes an
This is
almost unsupporiable burden
there is no energy for either work or play.
when Iron Jelloids are needed to enrich and strengthen the blood. Poorness of blood

—

—

is

known

as

AN/EMIA.

Df. T.

HATFIELD WALKER,

Officer

of Health, Longlown, wrote:

F.C.S., late Analyst for the City of Carlisle, &c., late Medical
"Since analysing your Iron Jelloids twelve months ago I have
In several instances
"regularly used them in my practice and have always found them most effectual.
"ordinary Pills had been taken for considerable periods with little effect ; but when (he patients were
"put on Jelloids they immediately began to improve. I have given them in several cases where the

"stomach

A

would not

—

tolerate the pills."

Fortnight's Trial (price 1/3)

will

convince you.

Pronounced Jsll-Lloyds.

Reliable Tunic for

Men

For Anaemia in Men and
For Growing Children

Of all

Women
...

Chemists.

A

Manufactured only by The Iron Jelloid

The

Inland and Abroad.
ti

No. 2 A.
No. 2.
No. 1.

Fortnight's Treatment, 1/3.

Co.,

Ltd

,

205, City Road, London. E.C.

J.

England.
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ALICE JOYCE.-A Beautiful Art Picture, 16xlO, INSIDE
October

2.11.1,1920

HELENE CHAOWICK WENT A-FISHING— HERE

IS

CI.

HER SPLENDID CATCH.

Helene Chadwick, returned from her holidays telling a thrilling story of a gigantic fish she caught one day— and no one believed her. No one took
her seriously when she told a shuddering tale of a squirming
bait on a hook, and sitting for an hour under the hot sun, and finally getting slapped
tne race by a Hopping wet fish as big as a whale— more or less. But she brought back a picture which told the whole tale.
It was quite a
coincident that the fish in the photo was not much smaller— only about five feet— than the one in the story.

in

:

rklure
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The Simple

Way

to

Beauty
Hands white and

attractive.

Skin soft and

smooth.

Complexion clear and transparent.
Thousands of women who now enjoy these
charms and win admiration everywhere owe
their beauty to Icilma Cream.

TT

serves

*

overalls, aprons,

many purposes and

so

pinafores,

ideal alike for

is

children's frocks

rompers, and the serviceable blouse,

The dyes are

you have not yet tried this simple way to
beauty get a pot to-day and let your face be
the judge. Icilma Cream is deliciously foamy,
delightfully fragrant, and completely different
frcm all others. It disappears into the skin
almost immediately leaving no trace behind
save enhanced beauty.
If

all

shirt

and

or dress.

guaran-

teed indigo or fast red.
Ask

your

usual

Wash-Resista
Overall,

,

draper

for

Wash-Resista
garment
other

Print,

or

Proprietors

Inin

THE
HOLUNSMILL
CO. LTD.

Cream

Manu-

Spinners and

Price 113 and 21- f>er po! everywhere.
Flesh -tinted Cream, 119 Per pot.

Use

it

daily

and

Dept. P.S
Portland Street.
Manchester, who are
facturers.

.

5.

also the proprietors
" Sunresista,"
of

look your best

"Marple"

Sheets.

"Sealfleece,"

etc.

9Suy 1§ljem

The

LET

Children

ID

Every
s

U/

SfNO YOU*

PHOTOCMPH

KI AO

MM

OP VOUtSLLP IN
AftT STUDY HANB

Newsf>af>er

The most wonderful Musteal Discovery

of th,

Ag*. It teaches yon to play tba piano beautifully by eat and Tamp to thousands of . i,..
in all keys with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE
the slightest knowledge of music.
v.ni: j
Simple aa A. E.C. 1*4,000 sold and everyoue
delighted. Enoceaa guaranteed. Money re*
turned if not as stated. Complete, post free.
(per P.O.)— Imperial Publishinc
Co. (1. Dept.). 28, South Cattle St.,
Liverpool. Established ls>*72.

mm

t

WHITE ON AST PAPCK • A RIAL
INlOT A > M OTO G H A P M

SKITCMCD.

3 Inches ; Mr efiatcltflV, 4 Inches ; Hiss
Lcdcll. 4 inches; Mr.lvetJe>,4 Inches.
This system greatly improves the
Send S
Uesvlth, ftgrtre-and carriage.
pt*noy stamps Tor further particulars
and £100 Gnarants* to Enquiry
liep*. C.T..

17,

Stroud Otcen Load,

l*ondon, N.4.

own

FREE
copy of

Stories "

the easy-to-make
of

it

by getting
Stories"'

be

pattern

GRACEFUL SKIRT.
"Handy

this

will

by your

of

this

sure
"HOME"

copy of

TO-MORROW.
sent

HANDY STORIES

-ral

.

on

7

and arc

• KIXK. the opportunity now to gel one of RJLEY'S
Ooli'l think because yon live in a
BILLIARD TABLES
cot tag" yon arc debarred trom having a mil laid Table. Riley s
have ronsidercd your reiinircrueuts, and bave made billiard
tables suitable for cottage or mansion.

WRITE THEM T0-DAV FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREE
.

rlinan dining table, easily placed
Tb. - table* i.-t "ii tlr
in positi on and eaally taken away.
(laa ut C13-19-* Is suitable for the average
room. Can be pnrvhascd by 1* monthly payments.
.

.•Ii

all ac-

srriage paid
ress

within

Kiln

Every

Tuesday.

fireside.

week's
given

Make

your

mm

let the Girvan System helpyi
lo increase your height. Mr.BriKps reports 6 Inches increase ; Driver K. P.,

This SKIRT Pattern

Handy

RUNCORN CHS S

'ARE
YOU SHORT?
„

Billiards

"

SMOULDtMS NOT LESS THAN

C ARRET STUOtO .26 C REG N WAY RO

VAMPING AT A GLANCE

With every

t

P C -Slit - PBOPILf PBIMRRID- WITH P.O.FOa StVtN I SI X AND
IN FIVE HAYS wi W.u SIN* YOU A BIAUTIFULIV P1MISMIO C t a vv NC

Friday

Price 2d.

's

TABLE
«.

RILEY, LTD..

aaaaaasanaal

huvr a "

COMBINE
C34-10-0, or

f.

Ellis

Isndon Mtoicrtomr

:

"

BILLIARD AMD DINING

In 20

monthly payments.

Works. ACCRINGTON.

1*7.

Alitrif.t

St.,

E .C.
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Pedographs

and

Paragraph? oP Pictures. Play^ and Player/

Poor Dorothy. She did not get as far as
London. While the party were touring Italy
on the very night which they thought was
the most perfect they had ever experienced
when they were in a gondola, listening to
wonderful music by moonlight in Vonice
Bobby Harron had the accident with the
revolver that proved fatal
and Dorothy Gish
w as his fiancee.
Of course, this broke up the
party.
Dorothy and Mrs. Gish rushed back
" It's just too terrible " said
to New York.

—

—

!

And

for the first time I saw the
tears start to her eyes. Constance is very fond
of Dorothy.

Constance.

»

Thoughtful Mary.

PK'KFORD
MARY
with the Talmadge
is

sisters.

MME.andDORALDINA,
screen

have too many friends round you when a
tragedy happens, as it did to Jack Pickford
when his little wife died, and she will just worry
till she gets brother Jack home again."

—

and
London.

Talmadge

Constance

life

Norma

—

be sent for straight
away to Cuba, where some of the scenes for her
new film are set. Constance also expects to get
to work the day she arrives.
They said good-bye to London regretfully
they hadn't seen half they wanted to ; but their
six weeks' holiday-making time was up.
expects to

London's Wonderful Plays.
was of the theatres that Norma spoke most.
IT She loved the way we serve tea at a matinee.
Constance, told me that you'd be lucky to
get a glass of water in New York. And of the
shows, Norma and Constance were both agreed
that Sir J. M. Barrie's play " Mary- Rose," at
the Hay market Theatre, was the most wonder,
fill play
they had evor seen.
Next to that,
they enjoyed most "The Garden of Allah."

Do you know why

sat in the rear

NORA

?

for

" Branded."

Him.

NORMAN McKINNELL.
the eminent London actor,
who is playing joint lead
with Malvina Longfellow,
in the B. and C. adaptation
of

" The Joan Danvers."

to rip a new gown to such an extent that it
defied repairs.
Then she was called upon to
tip out of a gondola and wade in the mud. You
can guess what her frock looked like when llin
episode was filmed.

damage
HOW much
a motion

a goat can do by butting
picture was demonstrated
being taken for the
were
scenes
when
Goldwyn production of " Bunty Pulls the
Strings." Over the- picturesque thatched -roofed
houses of the " quaint Scotch village " where
many of the scenes were filmed, clambered
blooming rose vines, transplanted the day before
To lend
at great expense from the hothouses.
rural colour to the setting, a goat or two was
allowed to nibble at will along the wayside
grass.
But the goats preferred daintier fare.
When the time came to shoot a scene with
several hundred villagers in costumes and
make-up, it was discovered that the recently
heavily flowered vines were devoid of blooms.
The goats had been busy, and very sly about

SWINBURNE,

whom we shall see in
the coming Gaumont
photo-play,
"Saved
from the Sea," also in

?

Miss Hopson says that if you want a real
career down a hill on a fire engine going
full speed ; there is nothing like it.

No Grass

-it

Dundee.

thrill,

at

entering

the time

Can you- imagine her sitting in the front
of a big fire engine, ringing the bell with all her
might, while Stewart Rome, Gregory Scott, and

in

Talmadge are on
way back to New York and work.
and Constance

when

in Dundee.

Hopson

of

query,

;

HOPSON tells me she had
VIOLET
during her visit to
her

Walter West

Norma

NORMA
their

Violet

first

on an entirely new phaso of her late
picture,
"The Marriage of William
Ashe," was whether it would require the
destruction of a new gown.
She has already spoilt two. First, she wa?
required to jump from a tree of such a height ;n

"Mary has

she thinks of everybody
" Just this mornbefore herself," said Norma.
It said, ' Take
ing I received a cable from her.
care of Jack, and bring him home.' That's
" She knew you can't
just Mary," said Norma.

the celebrated dancer
star, is another famous film
actress who looks forward to her weekly
copy of the Picttre Show.
Above you see her employing her rest time
by seeing if her favourite paper has mentioned
her latest dance frock, which cost only a few
shillings
this not being a case of _ economy.
The frock is simply composed of a fringe or
raffia with a few silver strands in it.
It is a
Hawaiian dance frock.

Not Again.
MISS ALLISON'S

also a great favourite

Famous Readers of tke " Picture
SKow.
No. 41. — MME. DORALDINA.

such a big heart

it, and only a toll-tale leaf on Billy's whisken
gave the clue.
The several hundred people
wore dismissed (and paid) for tho day, and
orders sent for more roses. All of which is ens
of the answers to " Why does it cost so much
money to make motion pictures ? "

into

Her Dancing Partner.

w

E

•

know Viola Dana can dance, and she
again dancing in " Cinderella's Tw in,"
her latest picture. However, it will bo
ball-room dancing that the little star will do in
this picture, instead of a mixture of the shimmy
and toe dance, which we are to see in her newest
picture production, "The Chorus Girl's Romance," in .which Wallace MacDonall. who is a
beautiful dancer, was her partner in the dancing
all

is

—

6ccnes.

Back Again.
CLEO MADISON,
Cleo

a

match.
She calmed down
explained the origin of this
but admitted that she
was a teeny weeny bit superstitious.

the player #ho
has been absent from the screen
for over a year, is to return.
You will remember, a little over
twelve months ago Miss Madison woj
the victim of a nervous breakdown,
due to over-work. Her doctors insists
on a long rest, and freedom from the
cares of her profession.
Her recuperation was so rapid, however, that within six months she found
it possible to return to important work
with Bert I.ytell in " The Price of
Redemption." Then she took another
rest.
Now she is to appear in a picture
in which Gareth Hughes is to play tin

She was sure it was a sign you were to
cry before bedtime if you sang before

leadine male role.
The
titled " White Ashes."

Because They Cried
TE just couldn't
and

all

the Time.

help it " said
" It is the mostNorma.
heart-breaking love story
so wonderfully well acted."
!

Constance and Her Superstitions.

CONSTANCE
lit

the

is

superstitious.

I

discovered this at her exclamation of horror when the waiter
a third cigarette at our table with

one

when

I

superstition,

film

en-

is

breakfast.

The Prize of Her
MAY, who

Rough on Constance.
must be a sore trial to have
IT superstition of this kind if you area

ANNpeared

me

with high

spirits

girl,

first

bubbling over
thing in the

morning as she is on the screen and
n hen she and Dorothy Gish get together
well, schoolgirl pranks are not in it.

Ray

in

had an investment to the amount

;

—

with Charles

,»

film ontitled " Peaceful Valley.
has been dubbed " The Mad Hatter
by her friends. She recently made no
inventory of her hats, and found she

like Constance Talmadge, for her
friend, Ann Palette, told
she was the

same mischief-loving

Collection.
has recently ap-

KID McCOY.

the well-known boxer, teaches CHARLOTTE
a few jiu-jitsu holds.

MERRIAM

of

i'400 in headgear alone, being tha
possessor of thirty-eight hats, overawing about ten pounds each.
But sua

—

"

4

"

Picture Show,
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thinks

that

the prize of

her

headgear which she
Zasu Pitts for five dollars.

{Cont
a

3

collection

purchased

weird

f om

e

JZ

)

is

a

from

—

CRISP,
DONALD
character

who gavo such a realistic
reading of the part of the pugilist

and

is

"

Broken Blossoms,
is in
England,
directing for Famous Lasky at the British
'

studio in Islington.
It
that Donald Crisp was

1920.

he was not his wife's dancing partner when she
won the cup.

That Wouldn't Do.

GENTLEMEN

of

colour

proverbially

are

born tired
and G. W. Brown, who has
been employed at tho Buster Keaton
studios, is no exception to the rule.
Brown.
" I think," he remarked, " work ought to be
stopped altogether, then there wouldn't be
;

Over Here.
in

October Z&rd,

not generally known
born in England and
For the past twelve

is

educated in London.
years he has been picture making

in

Los Angele3.

any

strikes.

1'

You

are right," replied Buster. "' The time
is coming when all work will be done by electricity.
All that need be done is to press a
button."
A look of slow horror spread over the other's
face.

"

That won't do at all," he said, in an alarmed
"They're bound to pick on me to press

way.

the button."

Miss Lake as a Professional Swimmer.

LAKE, once professional dancer, may
ALICE
add new lustre to her name as a profes-

BLANCHE STANLEY, who

gave us a very clever
character study in " The Skin Game," on the stage,
now to make her debut on the screen, in a Harma
photo-play, entitled " Brenda oi the Barge."

Beginning to swim as a
nervous amateur, Miss Lake has haunted the
beaches of Los Angeles until now, with the aid
of a Hawaiian girl, she has mastered every stroke

swimmer.

sional

in

is

" OVER THERE."
FROM
Notes and
from

the trickbox of the professional.

—

News

—
You Think.

What Do

writers have advanced the theory
MANY
that the perfect photo-play would be one

EILEEN SEDGWICK

JOSIE SEDGWICK.

JOSIE and Eileen Sedgwick were both born
in Texas.
Eileen is the younger of the
two.
They were on the legitimate stage
at the age of four with their parents and brother,
when they were known

as the Five Sedgwicks.
On the screen Josie has played opposite Win.
S. Hart, Fred Stone, Wm. Desmond, Will Rogers,
and was Roy Stewart's leading lady one year
in Western pictures.
She also played opposite
Jack Dempsey in " Daredevil Jack." She is at
" The
present with Charles Hutchison
in
Double Adventure."
Eileen has starred in forty comedies anil
twenty Westerns, and played with Eddy Polo
in " The Lure of the Circus," and was featured
in " The Great Radium Mystery."
She is
now being starred in a great serial, " The
Queen of Diamonds," which will be her

greatest work.

in
which there were no " titles " or
captions to explain the action. Their argument
is that the perfect picture will tell itself without
the aid of written language.

Rupert Hughes, one

" There can easily be too many title?,' said
" I am remindod of the
Mr. Hughes recently.
small boy who was annoyed by an excessive
number of captions and said, I came hero to
see a picture, and they make me read a book.'
" That-sort of thing should be avoided, but it
is futile and foolish to try to eliminate captions
altogether.
We should use the written language when it is necessary."
1

Fay Filmer

— —

A POSTCARD.
Finding Faults in Films.

FIVE SHILLINGS FOR

MADAME

SPLENDID

Ben's Eyes.

NEW FEATURE.

says that his
BENwereTURPIN
not responsible for his

EVERY

reader who makos a practice
of going to picture shows is at times
irritated by faults that spoil the

of Stars.

A POSTCARD MAY BRING YOU

the first beam of light was thrown
the screon Douglas and Mary were
seen in the centre of the hall.
Mary
Miles Minter, May Allison, Charles Meredith,
John Ince, Colleen Moore, and Ray Smallwood,
were among the familiar faces to be caught in
the shadows by the most casual observer.
There was a burst of applause when the

" Heart of tho Hills
the

now

man who plays tho part

when
Harold

funny pair of legs in the character of " Happy
Hooligan," and had to forco his optics to misbehave in order to get more fun out of the part.
One day, when ho was juggling with them in
the approved manner, they stuck, and have been
that way ever Kinco. Turpin says that when he
has retired from a screen career he is going to
permit a skilful surgeon to make him- the handsome man he once was. He also believes that
his increased popularity with Mrs. Turpin will
recompense him somewhat for the loss of
popularity with the public which the chtuigo

5s.

will necessarily entail.

showing,

of the hero,

Bootblack as Valet.

Mary grows up, is taken by
Goodwin, who has blue eyes.

ROGERS has an
WILLworshipper
the person

Allan Scars who takes the part in tho
earlier part has brown eyes.
Jason Honeycutt may change with tho
passing years, but surely ho cannot change

unruly bobbed head of Nazimova herself was
recognised on the stage. Sho told of her association with Gaudio, whoso camera work in
" Out of the Fog " was probably the most notable
of his productions for Nazimova, of his untimely
death, of her own sense of personal loss. " And
now," sho finished, " you are going to see it,
1 hope you will like it."
She ran off the stage,
to a scat Douglas Fairbanks had been using all
bis unquestioned athletic powers to keep for her.
—1-»

This is the sort of thing that spoils an
otherwise beautiful photo-play.
Havo you noticed anything similar ?
If so, send it to me.
Address your postcard Editor, Film Faults, Picture Show,
House,
Gough
Squaro,
Gough
E.C. 4.
A prize of 5s. will be awarded for every
postcard printed in tho Picture Show.
Tho Editor's decision must be considered final, and no correspondence can
be entered into.

1HEAR

P.S.— Don't forget No. 2 of the GIRLS' CINEMA
out to-morrow.
You'll be delighted with the
coloured plate ol Marguerite Clark and Richard
is

H;! rt

holiness.

— FAY

FILMER.

ardent

hero,

of tho coloured
bootblack "of tho Goldwyn
Studio.
Liko most cowpunchers, Rogers possesses u
wonderful collection of handsome riding boots,
but is otherwise not over-particular about the
kind of clothes he wears.
His friend, " Kid
in

his eyes.

Not Her Partner.

eyes

on the screen. He got his first engagement on the strength of a funny neck and a

For Instance.

IN

errant

initial successes

story for them.
Those faults are either caused by lack of
knowledge or carelessness on the part of
the producer.
The only way to prevent theso mistakes
The result
is to publicly point them out.
of this should be that they will not occur
again.
Hero is a chance for our readers to better
tho pictures and win a money prize.

her own productions for •Motro. The fact that
the proceeds of the box ollico were going to
the wifo and family of Gene Gaudio, camera
man for Nazimova productions, who has recently
died, caused an audienco of notables such as
is unusual even in Hollywood's colony of literary
and screen stars.

that Mrs. Eddy Baker, wife of the
comedian in the Christio comcdios, won tho
dancing cup at a big cinoma ball. For tho
information of those who saw Mr. Baker
dancing in the latest Christio Comedy, " Tho
Seaside Siren," it is said on good authority that

completed his new Vitagraph serial, " The
Veiled Mystery," and is to make an extended
tour of the big picture-houses of Mexico,
taking tho new serial with him. Tony is sure
to bo a big attraction, as his southern typo and
temperament will have a special appeal for
Mexican audiences, and he is the only American
picture star who is able to address them in the
Spanish tongue.
Moreno has signed up with
Vitagraph for another three years, and tells
me that probably " The Veiled Mystery
will be his last serial, as his long -cherished dream
is at last to bo realised, and he is to be presented
by Vitagraph in a special feature production
in the course of the coming winter.

story.

the Stage.
NAZIMOVA appeared personally
in the pre-view of her next picture,
" Madame Peacock," in I-os Angeles
the other Saturday night.
It was the first public appearance since her
retirement from the speaking stage to make

WHEN
upon

Goldwyn's eminent

authors, does not agree with this view point.
He believes that the screen should use' every art
and device possible to heighten the effect of the

Nazimova on

An Audience

of

Los Angeles.

the custom of many of the big American
IT exhibitors to arouse
special interest in a
new release by inviting the star of the
production to make a " personal appearance "
at their theatres, thus bringing the public
in closer touch with their own particular idols.
Tony Moreno has at last been persuaded to
succumb to the prevailing craze, only his
venture has been planned on a more ambitious
scale than is usually attempted.
He has just
is

Slickinn," has

now

entirely

on his own

initiative

taken charge of Mr. Kogers's wardrobe, and
by the star's absence from lu's dressingroom to 6verhaul his garments and keep them
brushed and pressed. It also sometimes happens
that when Kogers is talking to a friend "on tho
lot," Slickum will saunter up in a casual sort of
way and squint with a critical eye at the boots ho
is wearing.
If there is ns much as a speck of dust
to dull their brightness, he instantaneously
produces polish, brushes ami duster from his
person, and goes to work without saying a word

profits

*

or

interrupting

lie

evaporates

materialised

Rogers's conversation.
Then
as unobtrusively as ho has

Elsie Codd.
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you will not recognise this photograph.
Certainly this film star looks very different here to
It is GALE HENRY, who makes us all laugh in her screamingly funny comedies.
see her on the screen.
is playing with one o! her tavourite dogs beside a quaint artificial lake.
.

Perhaps

we

VIOLA DANA
ior her

new

has a strange visitor to tea
Viola was on location, getting scenes
" Blackmail,'' in which she is starring for the Metro Film Company,
and was vastly entertained by the little monkey.
!

picture,

RAYMOND HATTON
Goldwyn

picture

as James Clnney in the
"Stop Thief " in which Tom
Moore stars.
!

CHARLES HUTCHISON, who
there

to interest

him.

He

is

when
She

Hers you see

Madame

EDWARD

EARLE, who is
man in her first

DoraldiDa's leading

Metro starring picture, " Passion Fruit."

Rev. GEORGE LEKOI-CLARKE, the minister comedian, who is
appearing in comedies.
These will be shortly released over here, and
it
will be interesting to see the Rev. Clarke in his ne.v role.

Pathe's serial stunt king, has recently gone to the West, and finds rrach
explaining to an attentive audience of two
RUTH ROLAND and EDITH
(Mrs. Charles Hutchison)—the mysteries of the Pacific.

is

THORNTON

—

—
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lke^&U.\CEvoR HIS
Portallock Bay.
Can you hear me ? This
Are you ill?"
Athalie.
John Galloway groped wildly for

YSON

"

\j

!

,

his

drowned.

is mistaken
one believes

Not

I

am not
?"

ill

ill,

Her

—

—

—

it."

Galloway made a desperate

rally,

and laughed

his loudest into the 'phone.
" It's a shame,
" You poor thing !" he called.
and I'm a brute to be late."
" Oh !" she murmured softly, '' is it only
I thought you had decided not to come,
should bore you to death with a whole day

of nothing but
" Athalie !"

me and my

feeble chatter."

He heard her happy laughter.
" Oh
how you have relieved me.
!

It is fivo

minutes past ten, and if you knew all the horrible
disasters which I have been imagining in those
five minutes, I think you would be sorry for me."
" I am just getting my boots on.
I shall be
with you in ten minutes."
" Hurry
Hurry !" sho cried. " Thoro are
banners in the sky specially for us, and the bees
We have already
are humming liko mad t hings.
missed more than five minutes of it, and I have a
feeling, Dyson, that this is to bo my happiest
day. and I shall always regret every minute I
waste of it."
Galloway wrenched himself clear of the black
shroud of his thoughts, and literally plunged
He was
into a suit of flannels and white boots.
out of the house in seven minutes.
for
reason
why
but
mado
Ho stayed not to
her house across tho fields at his best pace.
What did it all mean ? This was the stuff of
madness. Ho had been awako all night, with
In that ono hour his
tho exception of one hour.
dreams had boen so hideous that he had resolutely refrained from wooing sleep again.
Last night lrma Gale must have told Athalie
muni have done. Why
the truth about him
else did she go to tho llailton's house, and go
inside with her ?
Consequently, although ho had not forgotten this appointment, he had not droamod of
keeping it.
lie expected perhaps a letter, porhaps a visit
from her father. There wcro othor possiThe only thing he
bilities equally unpleasant.
bad not expected was over to seo her again.
And here sho was, ca'ling to him joyously
speaking of banners in tho sky, and tho mad
inviting him to spend the
humming of bees
happiest day of her life with her.
was a mistake. There must bo a trap in
this somewhere which had not yot revealed
itself.
Or else he hardly dared frame tho
!

:

.

1

—

Galloway

be

to
falls

in

|

was

Alice,

also

;

but

thought— lrma Gale had not told. If she had,
how could there be that bubble of sheer joyous-

Athalie," he answered.
voice came a little uncer" You sound as if you are dying."
tainly.
" I assure you I am not," he answered.
" Vulgarly, I am in the pink."
There came the sound of an exaggerated sigh.
" Then you have forgotten, sir.
I am disappointed in you, and I think I am almost
heartbroken.
You have forgotten that this is
our day our great day, which we were to spend
And here am I waiting with
entirely together.
my hat on waiting to begin the most glorious
have forgotten all about
life
and
you
day of my

No,

whom

ncss in Athalie's beloved voice ?
Grimly he thrust it all out of his mind. He
deliberately delivered himself into the hands
satisfied to be the sport of fortune.
of fate
She wanted tliis to be the happiost day of her
life, and if any act of his could help to make it
Until tho night
But
so, he would not flinch.
when the night came he must tell her the truth,
if, by any weird flirt of fortune, sho had not
already been told.
such a dream of
She was dressed in white
sheer loveliness that his breath caught in his
throat.
She greeted him with portentous
gravity, but behind the solemnity of her eyes
he could see little elves of rare laughter peeping
at him shyly.
" Are you aware, sir. that you are going to
spend a whole day alone with me just our two
Are
selves, and nobody else in the world ?
you aware of it, sir, and do you think you will bo
able to support it without dying of fatigue ?"

in it, and mud, heaps of mud
and a
Many years ago you
just a little, sand.
and I sat on that strip of sand with bare legs and
feet, and you disfigured me for life."
" Athalie
what are you talking about ?"
" The Chinese dragon on
arm. Alone

know

better."
It was an unspeakable outrage," said Galloway thickly.
" I hated it until
I love it," she answered.

"
i'

to say clever things like
clever.
Of courso, you

out of a book, but you never wero
bookish seven years ago."
" I am seven years older, Athalie."
" Alas, and so am I.
But to-day I am just
ns old as I want to be, and younger than I havo
And meanwhile, while wo are
ever been.
talking, the banners and tho bees aro waiting

Do you know what this is to bo, sir ? "
am hoping a picnic," he said, having seen

must give way
f#ivolous,

—

to

all

my moods
is my

becauso this

to-day, however

day, and

yours.
Do you promise to do exactly
—
wish ?"
" Most solemnly I promise it."
" You'ro a doar.
And now do. you
whero we arc going, Mr, Mallet

— and
as I

know

if

yes.

hor.

She ran out into the gorgeous sunshine.
" Forward to Portallock Bay " she cried.
What had lrma Galo told her when she came
One
to tho house last night, ho wondered ?
thing was certain. She had not bot rayed his
secret, and although it hung like a sword over
the heads of both of them, Athalie, at any rate,
t

two baskets suggestively packed.
" You aro right, sir.
While you have been
wasting this glorious morning in soulless
sandwiches for you
making
have
been
slumber, I
Do you know I have
with my own fair hands.

—

will

!

I am considering the important
you, Mr. Mallet.
question of a bathing costume for you. Mine is
packed with the sandwiches."
" 1 will buy ono as we go through the town,"
said Galloway.
" Well spoken, sir."
Neither her father nor mother put in an
appearance, perhaps for diplomatic reasons.
At tho door she paused for the barost fraction
of a second, and he caught a half-wistful look
in her face.
Galloway drew back under pretence of
adjusting the strap of his basket. To-day she
seemed too bright and good for him to touch

it

—

Oh

to all

—

I may."
you may. Tho North Sea is free
And I think
since it was re-discovered.
be lather nice to be in the same sea with

"Capital

and nice as well as

;

little

And

!

been horribly worried to know how many sandwichos a man can eat. But it doesn't matter
I will carry the
1 think there will be enough.
sandwiches and the cakes 1 baked them myself
and you shall carry tho drinkables.
last night
They aro nothing very serious homo-made
lemonade only, in bottles. 1 pray you will like
In the old days I remember
Mallet.
it, Mr.
you wcro a toetotaller."
Her eyes Hashed daringly at him.
" Why
I am now, at any rate," he ropliod.
are you calling mo Mr. Mallet to-day, Athalie V"
" I don't know.
It is just a mood, and you

—

while ago, but now I think I love it.
here we stand talking the most foolish stuff
while this great day of ours is rushing into
What do
Eternity, bees And banners and nil.
you say to a swim in tho North Sea, which used
to be the German Ocean f"
a

day snatched from Eternity."
She clapped her hands.
" Oh
what a beautiful thing to say. You
know you keep on surprising me."
She paused to look at him with a straightbrowed critical air.

" I

my

;

" I am awaro of it, Athalie," he answered,
" And
feeling as grave as she pretended to be.
think, for me at any rate, it is going to bo a
1

for us.

—

you did it and wasn't I just proud of it when
it was done, although you were old onough to

—

You never used

;

!

;

"

an Egyptian

little,

!

that,
stole

like

with water

:

.

his head.

To Portallock Bay "
What is it ? It sounds

" Do you know," she murmured, " you have a
short memory.
Even in seven years you ought
not to have forgotten Portallock Bay. But you
need not blush at that, sir. I am in my most
charitable mood to-day, and I am ready to overlook and forgive all your delinquencies of the
Al! offthem.
I wonder if you appreciate
past.
that.
Well, take up your white man's burden,
Mr. Mallet. No, I insist upon carrying tho
sandwiches. It is threo miles to Portallock.
Can you walk so far ?"
" I can walk thirty with you, Princess."
" It is nice of you to call me that. Do yon
think nicely of me ? I believe you do.
No,
don't tell me, because I know you are always
Portallock Bay,
nice to me in your thoughts.
th.'.t is, a geographical bay
sir, is a real bay ;

writes a letter addressed to Mallet,
hinting at a past love affair. She goes to his
house, and linds Galloway impersonating his
friend.
While they arc talking somebody
shoots at them from the aardcD.

about.
"

with

shook

99

official.".

ALICE MERCER

the world to prepare for a gorgeous day. Galloway's head swam, but he steadied himself with
an effort and tried to force some naturalness
into his voice although, for the life of him, he
could not understand what the girl was talking
*'

John supposes
Mallet was engaged to

on board the Sweet
and John thinks she too was drowned
one d;lv she comes to see him.

was ten o'clock, and outside the window
the sun had conquered the mist and was telling

1

When he recovers he
He protests, but no

not.

love.

IRMA GALE

It

?

is

ATHALIE RAILTON,

life.

I

Alice.
for his friend.

"
"

of the

DYSON MALLET, whom

It was the next morning, and Athalie was
Speaking to him over the telephone.
Her voico was buoyant with girlish happiness.
She seemed to be bubbling over with the joy of

lest

Sweet

that he

sanity.

that

He

CHARACTERS IN THE STORY.
JOHN GALLOWAY is saved from the wreck

is

1920.

know nothing

of

it.

•

The Wishing Stone.
look at those
JUST They
wore in

gulls

'
!

Portallock Bay. Athalie
was pointing to a fishing-smack beached
Over it a thousand sen-binW
on tho mud.
whirled screaming nnd towering upwards like
column
of smoke.
twisted
a
" Now do you remember Portallock Bay,
v •
Mr. Mallet f "
Galloway shook his head gloomily.
" I have never seen it before,'' he said.

A

of white alarm sprang momentbut she laughed it away
into her face
quickly, almost nervously, and took his hand.
"Come, then, I will introduce you to il->
It has only one, and you
chiefest distinction.

arily

little flash

;

{Continued en pane
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF THOMAS HOLDING.

(Special to the "Picture Show. ")

THOMAS HOLDING.

The

Brlt.ih Stage

A

rtirfte

His Btggeil Success

HOLDING, who has mode
such a great success in the motion
picture world of America, is a
Britisher by birth, and that is rcrhaps
one reason why picture-goers in this
country take such a great interest in
him.
Born at Blackheath, in Kent. Thomas
was educated at Rugby, and while at
school he always figured prominently
Athletics and
in the various teams.
sports of all kinds were in those days
his first interest, and he confesses
somewhat sadly now that he did not
devote as much time to his studies as

THOMAS

in

wko Scored

America.

Besides playing for F.amou? Players,
the popular artiste has also appeared in

Morosco pictures, Petrova
after Olga Petrova

named

Keenan -Calvert,

Universal

picture-'

— and
and

tliH

Fox

companies.

His Varied Experience.

VVyiTH Olga Petrova, Thomas
\y Holding starred in " Daughters
of Destiny," a film which mo*'
picture- goers appreciated at the t ime of
its release. Other of his numerous suc" The Redeeming Love."
cesses are
" Bella Donna," " Tempered Steel."
"Marriage," '"Vanity Pool," "The
Danger Zone," " The Lone Wolf's
:

he might have done.

His Successes on the Stage.
over twelve years Thomas

Daughter," and " The Peace of Roaring

FORHolding

River."
So, you see. his experiences
have been very varied.
With brown-eyed Bessie Barriscalo
Tangled Threads."
he appeared in
Possibly no motion picture artiste

son, Maxine Elliot, and Nazimova
for this last-named artiste had a
sparkling career on the speaking stage
before she entered the picture firma-

has acted with a greater number of
leading ladies than has Thomas Holding,
and he is therefore more fitted to discuss
temperament and other
their art,
things than many people who have
professed to study these things.
But all attempts to make him talk

followed a career on the
legitimate stage, and he played
withsuch talented and popular artistes
as Edward Terry, Sir J. Forbes Robert-

ment.

As a

favourite,

footlight

Thomas

Holding toured throughout England,
and all over Australia.

Two

of

his

greatest

are of no avail. When invited to compare the moods or give opinions of
Geraldine Farrar, Olga Petrova. Nazimova or Pauline Frederick, Thomas is

lesitimate

Peg o' My Heart," in
which production he was the leading
man, and in the t'tle role of that evergreen play, " Ben Hur," at the Manhattan Opera House.
Each of these productions had protracted runs, and Thomas Holding
received many columns of praise from
the newspaper critics.
successes were "

silent.

" Picture-goers have an opportunity
of seeing the work of all these artistes
upon the screen," he says, " and they
surely do not wish to bring trouble
upon my head by leading me into
such difficult problems as these."

The Leading Man Type.
personal appearance, Thomas
INHolding is just the type for a
leading man. He has dark hair

Footlights or Arclights.
the early days of the screen

IN the

popular leading man received many generous offers to
leave the stage and devote all his
time and energy to the making of
photo-plays. But he was wedded
to his

first art,

and

it

was

and blue eyes, and is, so those who
have seen him declare, even moro
handsome off the screfin than he
His height is six feet, and
is on.

a long

time before he could be induced
to make one brief appearance
before the camera, and give up
the footlights for the arclights of
the studio.
One by one, however, Thomas'
friends and acquaintances in the professional world fell to the lure of the
screen,

and

in

time he succumbed

also.

U
1

11

bow to picture-goers was made
that very successful screen production,
'•
The' Eternal City," adapted from Hall
Caine's work of the same name.
His leading lady was then Pauline Frederick,
and Thomas Holding has since confessed that the
pleasure he experienced while acting with this
great emotional artiste did more than anything
else to convince him that there was something
in screen art, after alL
His

in

THOMAS
HOLDING.

If

So

tired.

you write

to

him, address your

letter

:

THOMAS HOLDING,

However, since that now far-off -day Thomas Holding
has appeared in a large number of successful screen plays,
and he never regrets the time when he gave way to the
persuasion of the motion picture director.

In dangerous mood.

he is perfectly proportioned in
every way. He has played both
W hero and villain with equal success, and perr
r
soi tally does not mind much what his role is.
P jJP
I
As a means of keeping fit, Thomas Holding
is a great believer in outdoor life and openair
Walking, rowing, motoring and
exercise.
swimming are his favourite recreations, and, according to his outlook on life, it needs a lot of indoor
attraction to take a man's thoughts off these.
There is just one other thing which cannot be
Of course, every
forgotten, and that is golf.
Britisher away from home keeps up his golf, and
Thomas Holding is no exception to the rule. It is
the great link, he declares, that keeps a man's
thoughts centred on his Mother Country.

1476.

Morgan

Place,

Los Angeles,
California.

I

don't understand you.

Must you

go.

GOOD-BYE.

—

—
ricture Show,
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have to make the most of, because Portallock
does not claim to be a remarkable place. The
guide-books ignore it altogether, but to me it
will always be wonderful."
" And to me after to-day," said Galloway.
She drew him to a big slab of grey rock,
smooth as a polished table-top.
" This," she said, laying her little hand on its
sun-warmed surface, " is the Wishing Stone.
If you only knew the hours I have sat on it
wasting my time, but enjoying the sunshine and
the birds.
I have wandered alone here for so
many hours that I have sometimes felt like Vere
Ktacpoole's island maiden in ^the Blue Lagoon.
You must know, Mr. Mallet, that the Wishing
Stone is not a selfish stone. You cannot wish
or if you do, you
yourself good-fortune on it
waste your time."

—

;

—

ness
" When you stand with your hands joined
across the Wishing Stone," she went on, with
mock solemnity, you may not wish anything
for yourself, either good or evil fortune, but only
for her whose hands are laid in yours willingly."
" Are your hands laid in mine willingly,
Athalie
"

?

a thing of the first importance. How splendid
she was
How admirably she had behaved all
day
How she had tried all day with her
innocent gaiety he could see through it, now
to chase away his cloud of depression, which she

" I shall never forget it, Athalie,
never forget the admirable little

ing at his heart

with
feel,

1

whom I have spent it. You have made me
more even than I already felt, how unworthy

am
"

and I shall
companion

of

your sweet
not say

a!!

You musf

"

you are "
" Yet before I leave you to-night, Athalie, I
have something to tell you which will change
your opinion of me very tragically, and perhaps
make this day a bitter memory to you.'
!

"

"

Hush

Very

!

She laid her soft fingers across his lips, and
brought her pure face so close to his that he
could smell the salt of the sea on her skin,
mingled with that natural fragrance which for
weeks past had spun itself into the texture of his
"

"

Then you shall not say it, sir
But I must say it, Athalie."
" Not to-day, Mr. Mallet.
Not to-day
please.
Because I ask it, and have you not
promised to give way to all my moods ? And
!

"

willingly

is

it ?

"

He

sat beside

our swim ? "
pondering the important question of
bathing-machines," said Galloway doubtfully.
She laughed happily at him.
" Como with me " she cried. " Do you see
that little hut on the sand-spit 1 I will race you
to it. No, I won't, because of my skirts. When
I am in my bathing costume I will race you to the

hesitated.

Then, with a prayer

sea."

" But what has the hut to do with

it ?

my hut. It belongs to the House of
Didn't it occur to you that we had no
The towels aro in the hut. That will
be my robing and disrobing room."
" And me ? " asked Mallet.
" You will disrobe outside, sir, behind the
hut. Yours will be nature's own robing room.
I will let you into a secret." she rambled
}
on. " There is hardly ever a soul to be seen in
this bay, and often when I am alone I have undressed in the sunshine outside. It is ever so
is

my
you

to the hut, skirts

and

r

all.'

The End of a Perfect Day,
was getting towards evening, and it had
IT been indeed a day of days.
They had raced and swum and lunched and
.swum again. All the long day they had had
Portallock

Bay

to themselves.

None but

You can
post

readers to have their copies bound also.
obtain binding cases for Vol. 3, price 3s.,
from the Publisher, 7-9, Pilgrim Street,
Ludsate Hill, London, E.C. 4.

free,

the

had watched their innocent joyousness.
it was getting towards the end, and
even in Athalie's starry eyes there was a hint
of quiet and sadness, like a child tired out with
play.

day

I

my

" Don't believe that I think all life is sunshine There must be patches of shadow but
we have all the rest of our lives to talk about
To-day is snatched from Eternity,
those.
and because of that there must be no shadow.
Besides, it is my day, and I have the right to ask
this one little concession from you."
" You have the right to ask anything from
me, Athalie."
" That, at least," she breathed. " You don't
know why it is my day, and you haven't even
had the curiosity to ask me."
" Why is it, Athalie ?
I thought you had
created it your day out of the joyousness of
that sweet mind of yours."
" No indeed, sir. This is pre-ordained as my
day once a year, and fortune and the weather
and everything have conspired. to make it the
;

greatest of

You

all.

mean
—you
twenty-three
it

is

"
your birthday ?
Mr. Mallet,"
" I pray you have

to-day,

she answered demurely.
enjoyed my birthday T
Your birthday My dear
"
!

on the broad slab of the
Wishing Stone, whore they had been consuming
bananas and cakes, and making do with the
home-made lemonade instead of tea.
" Have you enjoyed your day, Mr. Mallet,
or has this very imperfect companion of yours

sat there with her

head

When

!

know

said good-night at her gate.

It was
for the
in.

get in," she said, " I shall go
bed, so that nothing can como
between me and my thoughts. 1 am going to
think of our great day, and go to sleep thinking
of it. It is nine o'clock now. At half-past nino
I shall be snug in bed, and oxactly at the halfhour I -h. 1! say good-night to you dearest."
Galloway walked home slowly, and as ho
walked the blackness of the night seemed to
gather round him and press him down.
Ho dared not think of what ho had done
and what he had yet to do.
"

When

straight

I

to

—

;

The whole thing was a mystery. Why had
Irma Gale gone to her houso and not toid her
what she had certainly meant to tell ?
He found Mrs. Weston with a cold supper
ready for him.

He

sent her to bed, she being an

early soul.

Leaving the supper, he wont into the smokingroom.
As ho entered, ho saw that the French windows
leading to the lawns were wide open.
In the middlo of the room he stopped, rooted
to the floor.

In an armchair near tho window a man sat
Thero was no moon, and tho room was in
But there was enough starlight to
show vaguely that the man belonged to the

!

tramp

species.
in rags, his hair

He was

unkempt,

his boots

with string and caked with mud. Obviously
ho had entered by tho window. Ho was fast
asleep, snoring gently, his head lolling over
one shoulder nis mouth wide open.
Galloway struck a match, and immediately
dropped it with a shiver of horror.
tied

girl

;

and

I did not

!

She clapped her hands, laughing happily.
Galloway stood up abruptly, and took a turn
two up and. down the sand.
There was a sudden turmoil in his mind.
Somehow this announcement of hers had become
or

They

dark then, and ho held her in his arms
lost time. She did not want him to come

darkness.

'

am

" I

And now

sitting

her bound
she advises

is that there shall be no shadow on
wont to carry the
of days, because
dreams to-night and make
memory of it into
it longer, you sre.

gulls

They were

our

all

this

Ruilton.
towels ?

he slipped the

lovers.

SYLVIA BREAMER is delighted with
volume ol the PICTURE SHOW, and

my mood

"

in his heart,

ring on.

" Dearest," she murmured, her face pressed
" you have made me very happy "
;
She put tho ring to her lips and kissed it,
and afterwards made him kiss it.
He lifted her from the stone, and held her
in his arms as if she were a child, kissing her
again. He lived for the moment only, forgetting
deliberately tho reckoning which was to come,
which might even at this moment be descending upon him, to make waste and ruin of their
happiness.
If only he could carry her like this away to
some solitude where there would be only themselves and the sand and the sea for over. What
lover has not wished it ?
They walked homo through the lanes amid
the gathering dusk, arm in arm like country

i-cady for

!

head bowed.

Innocently, she held out the third finger of the
left hand. For the fraction of a second Galloway

to his

-

am

her on the Wishing Stone,

close to him, her

she lifted her eyes they were
tears.
Galloway caught her in his arms, crushed her
to his heart, joined his lips with hers and forgot
tho world, and the shadow of the sword which
hung over his head.
It was the first kiss of that long day.

then,
?
" If there is not in your heart the memory of
"
some other not impossible she
" There is no other, Athalie."
" In that case, Mr. Mallet, your wishes will
come true. So say the Law and the Prophet3.
Now enter the silence."
She broke away with a little laugh, her face
rosy red. Galloway was breathing harder.
" What did you wish for me, Princess T " ho
asked.
" Heaven knows. On y the best that Heaven
can give you, and we don't know what that is.
Beside-, 1 must not be more explicit. It is forbidden by- the Law and the Prophets. Are you

its

day and her birthday. But everything he had, the clothes on him, even the
in his pocket, belonged to Dyson Mallet.
He could not give her anything which did not
belong to himself.
Suddenly he remembered the ring he wore
on his little finger. It was a plain agate, a rather
ponderous and old-fashioned thing.
It had belonged to his mother.
He went back to her, taking the ring off.
" Athalie, I want to give you something to
remind you always of this day we have spent
together. This is my mother's ring. I have no
more venerated possession. Will you accept

money

Long moments she

And

will race

And she should have her perfect day unHe would tell her nothing—to-night.
He wanted to give her something as a souvenir

swimming with

the

whatever you have it in your mind to wish, for
"
her whose hands you are holding. Then
"
"
Athalie

—

batter-

!

sullied.

bowed.

Now

Mallet.

moment. You shut your eyes and
hold tight. For one whole minute you must not
speak or move, or you will break the magic
spell.
You must only breathe with discretion,
and for sixty seconds you are permitted to wish,

" That

—

had sensed immediately.
If only she knew the misery that was

and she leaned

dreams.

psychological

" I

!

!

of her magic

she said, meeting
his eyes with perfect candour and innocence.
" You are worthy of all that is best and least
blameworthy in this very imperfect girl. Indeed,
that,'

"

Mr.

1920.

to chase away that burden of sadness
which you brought to meet me to-day » "
" It has been the greatest day of my. life,
Athalie," said Galloway. " It has been indeed
a day snatched from Eternity."
" I hope you will always remember it as
that," she said quickly. '' Will you ? "
failed

"

" What then ?
" I will show you. You stand opposite each
Now you
other so, with the stone between.
give ine your hands across the Wishing Stone."
She took his hands across the slab of rock,
smiling into his eyes with bewildering sweet-

October 2lrd,

;

The man

in the chair

was Dyson Mallet

(An-jthzr real thrilling instalment nex:

!

Monday

)

'
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H.

WARNER

B.

Tke Popular Screen Actor who was
Born With; n Sound of

Bow

Bells.

HB. WARNER
who
,

He

is one of the many British
have gone to America and
made a great success there on the films.
was born in London on October 26, 187(i,

actors

you see he will celebrate his forty-fourth
birthday this month.

so

His Stage Career.

HE was

educated at Bedford and the UniverCollege of London.
He chose the
stage for his profession, and started his

sity

career in melodrama.
His first public appearance was in " The
Streets of London," in which his father also
took a part. He then appeared in " It's Never
to Mend" at a London theatre, which
well-known for its melodramatic performances.
From then onwards Mr. Warner became a
very popular actor on the London stage,
and appeared with Sir Charles Wyndhain,
Sir Herbert Tree, Marie Tempest, etc.

Too Late
is

His Film Career.
went to America to pla3> opposite
Robson, and followed up his
with even greater triumph

he
IN Eleanor
190.5

.

stage success
on the screen.
•

You may have seen him in some of the
" Man Who Turned White,"
following films
" Fugitive from Matrimony," " For a Woman's
Honour," " Houso of a Thousand Candles,"
" The
" Grey
Vagabond
Prince,"
Wolf's
:

Ghost," and " God's Man."

Baby Joan.

HB.andWarner
.

has

He

is

just over six feet in height,
and blue eyes.

fair hair

a devoted father, and he and
his wife think the world of Baby Joan, with
whom they spend most of their time when
1
daddie " is not acting for the films.
There are two photographs of Baby Joan
on this p*age, in one of which she is seen with
her father and mother. She has fair hair and
blue eyes, just like "daddie."
is

Mrs. Warner's Appearance on the Films.
WARNER is a very pretty woman. You
MRS.may
remember her as Rita Stanwood.
She has acted for the films, and appeared
with H. B. Warner in
The Lost Paradise."
This, by the way, was one of Mr. Warner's
' ;

most

famous parts.
The story illustrated
the great 20th century struggle between capital
and labour, and H. B. Warner's acting in this
film was described as superb.

Here yon see H. B.

From matrimony,'!

WARNER
while

in a scene from " A Fugitive
of this picture is a photograph of this famous
actor enjoying a quiet smoke.

with

on the

left

SEENA OWEN

:

to

Picture

FLICKERS FROM FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED
Films Ruined by Intrusion
IT

is

.

My Most

good to see a producer of the standing

of Albert (ireen attacking the presenthabit of inserting spectacular
scones in photo-plays when there is no consistent reason for them being there. " Not
long ago," he says, " I went to see a picture
of old-fashioned life,
whieh depended

day

Scenes

Difficult

BERTRAM

By

MY

ADAMS.

K.

.

PHILLIPS.

idea of difficulty implies so

many

my

things.
It has never been
fate to produce even one scene
with the final result of which I have been
completely satisfied, usually because of

simple charm and dignity
the stage it had achieved
lenown because of that very thing its

some difficulty unsurmounted. Upon reflec-

simplicity and intense humanness.
But
in the film production, although this
simplicity was carried out through a
greater part of the picture, and the symathies of the audience had been entirely
won,' they were as quickly dispelled by a
cutback to the courts of Solomon." All
leaders, are of course, familiar with this
sort of thing.
In this case the leading
male role, that of a grey-haired old seaaptain, was made utterly ridiculous by the
"
ight of the same captain in a " vision
dashing madly through luxurious settings
representing a palace, in order, apparently,
to show that the producer had plenty of
money to spend on his production.

most

wholly upon

its

for success.

On

—

I

'

'

t

tion,

therefore,

everything

WHEN

this trick of cutting back to
spectacular scenes was first done

my

in realising

that

dreams.

But on one or two occasions I havejbeen
near enough to prove that it was within
the bounds of possibility, and my happiest
*'

memory

in production

is

between two characters,

of a long scene

which the whole
story of the film in question was told by
spoken sub-titles, and where I endeavoured,
in

with some small success, to prove- my
theory that the camera photographs one's
thoughts, and that therefore what an
artiste thinks is vastly more important
than what he or she does when facing the
camera.
" Bertram Phillips."
.

—Two

Note.

Lavish Conventionalities.

me

appears to

it

have ever produced has been
have never succeeded

I

difficult, as I

Bertram

of Mr.

Phillips's

recent productions are " A Little Child
Shall Lead Them " and " Trousers." Both
these
pictures
feature
Miss Queenie

Thomas.

—by

D. W. Griffith, I believe— it
was made excusable by the novelty and
magnificence with which it was attempted.
I5ut of late, as Mr. Green remarks, it has
been appearing in almost every kind of
production from slapstick comedy to
tragedy.
Hardly any film is complete

We Learn From

Lessons

the

FUms.
The

girl

y

who marries for money sooner
would rather have

Inter discovers that she

attention.
*

*

*

A man who

spends hu life leaving footprints in the sands of time sometimes hoe
a son who tries to cover up his tracks.
.

»

»

*

Lots of burning questions go

Of

frco evils

Jealousy,

•

*

money,

not

Tact
down.

*

really

is

*

commonsense

<ts

if

boiled

»

•

L

Pie root of

is

evils.

•

off.

in enwkr.

»

choose the more interesting.
•

most

up

*

•

of people would get a good send
we were sure th-y would never

come back.
»

•

Money
here

ii

talki

;

but,

•

on

the other hand,

iuch a thing as hush money.

This Week's Best Films.
following
THEphoto-plays
leased

for

is

a

list

exhibition

during this week,
names of the star artistes

cinemas

ISroadwest

.

FRANK BORZAGE,

"The

at

and

re-

the
the

World's Best Girl."

Violet Hopson.
" A W'hito Man's Chunee."
J. Warren Kerrigan.
" The Home Town Girl."
.
F.L.F.S.
Vivian Martin.
Hcpworth " The City of Beautiful Nonijaunwnt

Director of Cosmopolitan Films Inc.

.

of the best

which aro being

.

.

sense.''

without

and

unnecessary
BOene of some description. This inconsistent practice betokens neither art nor
originality on the part of the producers
who have resorted to it. Albert Green says
hat " it is the director who can produce a
successful picture without resort to lavish

a

spectacular

•

conventionalities who will come nearest to
greatness."
It is a favourite phrase of
»oine people that " the film trade is still
in its infancy," but that is no reason why
tain producers should persist in treating
•

.

it

i

like

a

circus.

Henry Edwards and Chrissib White.
"The Silent Rider."
Direct
Boy Stewart.
Jury

" The Purchase Price."
Bessie Barpjscalk.
The Vengeance of Durand."
Alice Joyce.
" Roped."
Harry Carey.
"A Mutual Appenl."
Jean Sothern.
" Turning the Tables."

Yitagraph "

Gaumotd
Globe
F.L.F..^.

_

.

.

Dorothy Gieu.

Sh

ALEC FRANC

f

I'kti ke

Show Aht

Si fh.kmknt. Ortobtr 2ird, 1920.

OY

AT

11

:

the age of three-and-a-half years
the majority of children are still
in the nursery, yet it was at this
baby age that Gloria Joy commenced
lier stage career, while at five she was
under contract to star in a number of

photoplays. And now, although she
only nine this month, she has appeared in twelve feature pictures.
»^
She is a lovable little child,
and entirely unspoiled
by hef success.
vJwo)>V
is

\

-

.

I
A

quaint

little

figure

musical comedy.
Something Coming

I

in

Have

to Me.**

'Gloria

is

a

delightfully

Hull of mischief and

ready

for.

a

romp.

unaffected
child.

A

ready sympathiser. In her

latest picture play, "

Every

What

Woman Know*"

I'kttre

14

was the lure ol the
IT great
outdoors that
first
called
Emory
Johnson from his stool
an architect's office
the motion picture
world.
Here lie started

in
to

-

as assistant

camera man,

playing small parts in
his spare time.
But his
ability soon marked him
out for star parts, and in
less than three months
he was cast for lead oppo-

Marguerite Clayton.
Since then he has played

site

with

the feminine
all
stars of filmland.

The
indignant
lover.

Show Art

Si-pplemest, Ortnbtr 23rd, 1920.
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AT HOME.

S

ABOUT FILMS-AND JOHN'S FUTURE.

m

A

spare woman rose as I entered
tbe room ; a woman with her hair
parted severely in tho middle and
caught in a knot at tho nape of her neck ;
attired in a dark blouse, fastened high at
the neck with a brooch, a striped skirt of
some coarse material, and a Navy-blue
print apron, made with an eye to utility
rather than beauty. A woman such as
you might see at some cottage door, or
better still, as the landlady of some re"respectable
lodging-house. Indeed,
spectability " was writ large upon her
you felt she would make a special feature
of it, and charge accordingly in the bill.
Seemingly a woman bordering on middleage, until you came quite close to her and
saw that her eyes were young, her face
unlined-^save for two " crow's feet,"
carefully
applied and her smile the
kindest and jolliest in the world.
"
In " Mary Rose,"
It was Jean Cadell.

TALL,

—

at the

Haymarket Theatre.

An "Old-Timer."
commence
TO had
a

with, Miss Cadell and I

slight difference of opinion

;

nothing serious, you understand,
though the fate of this interview hung in
the balance for a perilous moment. Miss
Cadell took her stand upon the assertion
that
she had appeared in so few films
that really there couldn't be anything to
My line of
talk about in that direction."
defence being, however, that her appearance in half a film would provide sufficient
grounds for this interview, my epponent
tacitly agreed that I had the advantage of
the situation, and gracefully " gave in."
To be exact, Miss Cadell has appeared
" David Garrick " (in
in four films
which she played the part of Araminta
Brown),
The Man Who Stayed At
Home," " Anna the Adventuress," and
" Alf's Button." The last three-named
were Hepworth films
the first, a Nash.
This picture has an especial interest
in that it was made as far back as 1912.
" Quite pre-historic, in fact," re'

but if I were asked to play, say, a woman of
seventy on the screen, then there would
be a little difficulty, becauso the eye of
the camera can be so rutlJess. I think
then one would have to be old in reality
to carry off such a part satisfactorily."
I asked Miss Cadell whether she contemplated further screen work.
" I have no plans at present," she
replied, " and naturally my time is pretty
still,
I am open to
enjoyed
film
acting
with whom I
worked were so extremely nice."

just now
I
have

limited

offers.

hitherto

;

people

the

:

" John."

DURING

a pause in the conversation,
some photos of a dear,
sturdy, little boy, which adorned Miss
In answer to my
Cadell's dressing-table.
questioning look, she smiled and explained
I noticed

briefly

:

" He's mine."
And from the tone in which she said it
I knew at once that the young gentleman
in question was even as the apple of her
eye.
But I. don't believe Miss Cadell
would have said another word about him
had I not asked her to, for I sensed that
she likes to keep her little son apart from
her professional life, as something very
personal and precious. But she relented
so far as to tell me that his name wa<
John, that he was four-and-a-half years
old, and that, though he had not decided
what he wanted to be when he grew up.
his inclinations seemed to tend toward
soldiering, for only the day before he had
asked anxiously
"Are red-haired, men allowed in the
:

:

'

;

,

marked

my

hostess.
confers| upon Miss Cadell the
if
inelegant, title of an
"old-timer" in pictures.

And

honourable,
On the right is & photograph, not oi ALEC FRANCES the actor,
Alec Frances the home man, doing a little carpentering.
Music plays a big part in his pleasures, and on the left you see
him pouring over an original manuscript.

.-but of

"Poor Thing!"

REMEMBER

feeling very sorry
the girl who shared my
dressing-room during the making
of this picture," said the actress, with
a 6mile. " Poor thing,' I thought,
I wonder how she managed to get
her face burnt so badly.' I was not
left long in doubt, however, for upon
arriving at the theatre where I w as
playing at the time, and donning the
evening dress I wore in the piece, I
was horrified to find that not only
were my face and neck burnt, but
peeling !
I was far worse than the girl
I had pitied earlier in the day.
Those
studio lights must have been very strong."
" What were your sensations when you
first saw yourself on the screen, Miss,
Cadell ? A hoary question, I admit, but
the answer is usually interesting."
" Well, you see, I am always in character, so I don't mind what I look like,
though I admit one experiences rather a
sick feeling when the story works around

I

for

'

'

T

to oneself.
As a matter of fact, though,
I've seen very little of
screen performances, and then in the projection room."

my

Must Be What You Look.

went on to
MISSsheCADELL
had found character

say that
acting on
the screen exactly the same as on
the stage
but, she said :
" For screen work, I think one must
be what one looks
or is supposed to look
to a greater extent than behind the foot;

Like most Sim actors, ALEC FRANCES takes a keen delight in
driving bis own car. Here you see him and his wife taking a
trip through Southern California during a brief holiday from
film work.

Photos:

Coldwyn.

—

lights.

make

On

the stage, for instance, I can
myself, look practically what I wish,

JEAN CADELL.
(Malcolm JLrbulhnot).

Army

?

" (John's
rather fiery.)

locks,

learnt,

I

are

Would you like him to go on the
stage when he grows up ? " I asked.
" I'd much rather he didn't," John's
mother answered, " though I wouldn t
stop him if he wanted to. I would rather
that ho became a sailor or soldier, or
There's so muc!i
something ' open-airy.'
wa*te of time attached to theatrical work,
which isn't so bad for a girl as it is for a

man, and

as

I've

done

in

for

film

much

never done so

a

May

—

work

knitting in

film studio

well,

my

I've

life as

!

Herschei. Clarke.

a

.
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A SPLENDID SHORT STORY TELLING OF A FATHER'S

October 21rd.

1?20.

SELF-SACRIFICE.

:^bokdjbeweek;
x /ES, my

son Jacques will be home for C'hrisf1
friends, we will have sue .)
mas,' and then,
a gathering that our good Madame P.oucliard
justice
do
repast
which
will
serve
a
will be asked to
tp the best traditions of her cafe"."
Old Pierre du Val beamed on his three friends
over the top of his horn-rimmed spectacles as he
placed a letter iu his pocket. Feole Zellma, the 'cello
player, and Boris Romiuski, painter of miniatures,

"

Y

Madame Bouchard, and she supplemented this by
saying she had got an engagement in a city, office
and that her troubles were now over.
" Then that is well," said the old man.
" Now
that you are a neighbour you must come and see m r
and my friends. It may be that we can help you
You shall be as a daughter to all of us."
There were real tears in Ellen's eyes as she thanked
the old musician and his friends, and when she got
back to her room she resolved that she would use
every effort to save Jacques du Val if it should
prove that he was in league with Raul Vaux for
the sake of his father.
As the days went by Ellen got to love the four old
people more and more?, but she had nothing but
contempt for Jacques. He made no attempt to work,
and from what she saw and overheard, the girl Smew
that lie was getting Papa du Val into debt by Jils
repeated applications for money. Jacques had plenty
of good clothes, and almost every night he would go
to the Bohemian resorts in the city, returning in tlw
early hours of the morning more or less intoxicated.
From Ellen's own observations, and the reports from
other detectives in Fawnes's office, it was clear that
he was not associated with criminals, but lie was
mixing with the fastest set in town.
One night some of Jacques's friends called .it
Madame Bouchard's can? and asked to 6ee him.
They were all more or les3 intoxicated, and. to give
Jacques credit, he was heartily ashamed of them
but thinking they would be quieter if lie consented
to have a drink with them, he joined them at their

my

but old Jan van Mcyenride,
;
the sculptor, merely grunted.
friends,
artists in the truest
The foi'r were old
sense of the word, in that they lived for their ideals.
poor.
always
Consequently, they were
Papa du Val was the poorest of the four. In his time
a famous pianist, he had given away most of the
fortune he had made, and at an age when he ought to

beamed back at Jacques

have been living in comfortable retirement he was
compelled to cam a living as a music teacher. His
son Jacques, a wild scapegrace, had been given what
remained of the old man's fortune, to study art in
Paris, and rareiv a month passed without Jacques
writing for a remittance. It was of this Meyenridc
was thinking when he grunted.
" Then if Jacques is coming, it will not be long
before you are in the poor house," he said, after a
long pause.
Papa du Val fired up at the words.
" You are unjust, Jan. The bdy is a little wild,
but he is young. He must have his little fling. He is
not old, like us."
"I too was voung once," retorted the Dulrhman.
" I too was in Paris, and had my lling
but I did not
beggar my parents to do it. When 1 had money 1
spent it. When 1 had none I starved."
With another grunt, he knocked the ashes out of
his big pine and went off to his studio.
For a while the three friends sat talking, but the
sculptor had cast a gloom over the gathering by his
;

Zellma and Kominski knew there was
truth iu what the Dutchman had said, and even
Pierre had to admit to himself that his son had
disappointed him.
But his love for his onlv boy gave him faith, and
as he sat silently smoking his cigarette he thought

straight talk.

to himself
" All will be well. Jacques has sown his wild oats.
He will not disgrace me when he comes home. After
:

One cannot
one must come home sometime.
study in Paris for ever."
he turned
him,
and
struck
new
thought
And then a
all,

to his friends.
" You will find that Jan will be wrong," he said.
" It is 1 who know why my son is coming home.
He knows that I am too poor to send more money
that he may continue his studies, so he says to himself,
like the good boy he is: 'Is it not time I earned

"

I will go home and paint pictures.'
others had their doubts, but not for worlds
•
would they have expressed them.
" Time enough for us to talk like Jan if Jacques
turns out wrong," said Zellma, as he and hls.frleiid,
went to their rooms. " For the present, let Pierre

money
The

?

'

live in faith."

the friends been able to overhear a conversation in the office of John Kawnes, the celebrated
private detective, they would have been more than
Fawncs was talking to Ellen Vance, one
worried.
of lila most trusted assistants.
" We've got to get Haul VaUJi this time, Miss
Vance," he said. " The Paris police have cabled me
that he has got away with a valuable picture from

But had

art galleries, and they have got
one
the wire that he is going to sell it in America. He
our lingers so many times that
through
slipped
has
there won't be much reputation left to this firm if he

of their

famous

gets away with it again."
" Js he trying to bring the picture over himself ? "
asked Ellen.
" Much
" Not likely," remarked the chief drily.
He always employs someone for that
too clever.
part of the business. This time, according to the Paris
police, he has got a young fellow named Jacques du
Val, an artist who appears to have spent his student
days studying the fast life in Paris, to bring the
He Is on the Normandie, and
stolen picture over.
I want you to meet the boat and tell the Customs

people to examine his luggage carefully. Not only
and I
that, but if they do not find the picture
strongly suspect they won't, for this Haul Vaux is
a very' cunning criminal— 1 want you to follow Nils
Du Val, and stick to him till you can find out the
truth."
Armed with these Instructions and a full description

—

Jacques du Val, Kllen went to meet the Normandie.
She told the Customs officials to examine closely the
luggage of Du Val, and then waited to watch him
come down the gangway. She recognised him at oik c
from the description a young man, little more
than twenty, good-looking, but with a face that
already showed traces of dissipation. If he were in
league with Vaux, Ve possessed nerve, tor when the
of

—

—

not show the least
smoking a cigarette
with a thoroughness
he was suspected.
He had several pictures in his luggage all very
mediocre paintings, and mostly his own work and
there was certainly nothing in his possession remotely
The Customs
resembling the stolen masterpiece.
officials let him 'go, and reported to Ellen.
The girl detective! had a car waiting, and when
Du Val stepped into a taxi she told her driver to
follow hiin. -He drove straight to a picture dealer,
and came out in a very few minutes. From there he
drove to Madame Bouchard's cafd, where he was met
by his father. Ellen heard enough to know that the
voung man had been expected, and that there was
to be a partv to welcome him home ; and then she
began to think how best she could keep in touch
with young Du Val.

approached him he did
He stood carelessly
while they went over his luggage
that must have told him that

officials

sign of fear.

From

— —

inquiries in the eaii she learned that

Bouchard

let

;

table.

thftt

there was one unoccupied.
She at once decided she would take it. and having
seen inadanie, she arranged about the price and went
She reported to her
back to letch her luggage.
chief, and then walked back to the cafe carrying a
small baa. followed by a porter with her trunk
very shabby affair, for she had told Madame Bouchard
that she was a poor girl.
Once installed in her room, she heard sounds of
merriment coming from Papa du Val's room. She
had learned from madame that M. du Val and hir.
throe friends all lodged with her, and she judged this
was the party to welcome Jacques du Val. If she
could only get In that room she might find out something of importance.
A thought struck her.
She would pretend to faint ouUide M. du Val's
door. The least they could do would be to ask her
in till she recovered.
A little white powder judiciously applied made her
look really ill, and satisfied with her appearance, she
staggered along the corridor till she came to the room.
Then, with a moan of pain, she fell outside the doer,
taking care as she did so to hit the woodwork hard
enough for those inside to hear.
She heard one of the men inside say :
" What was that ? "
Then, as Papa du Val threw open the door, Ellen
fell into the room apparently in a dead faint.
Old Pierre du Val rushed for some water, while
Kominski ran to tell Madame Bouchard. When that
good lady arrived she explained with great volubility
that the girl had just taken a room above.
" Poor girl " Ellen heard Jacques say. " She has
fainted from lack of food. Look how white her face

with loud conversation and the singing of catchy
choruses.

Zellma put down his instrument in disgust, and
Jacques felt compelled to rebuke his friends. For a
time they were quiet, but not for long. One of them
began to' throw pieces of bread at Zellma! who had
begun to play again and one piece hit the musician.
This was more than the four friends could stand.
Old Pierre du Val went up to their table and told them
that if thev could not behave like gentlemen they

—

.

'

1

is

!

I

'!

good

people,

decided that

it

deception

on these
was time she

recovered.
When she opened her eyes, Tapa du Val insisted
that she should have a drop of wine, and when she
had quite recovered he courteously Invited her to
dine with him and his friends.
Ejlen tried hard to refuse, for by this time she was
certain that whatever Jacques du Val might be. his
father and the other artists were incapable of any
but having placed hcrmeanness, much less crime
nelf in the posltlou, she was bound to carry out. her
part, and she decided, after much pressing, that she
had better accept the invitation.
Never had she disliked detective work ro much as
when, the meal over, old Pierre began to ask her
kindly questions as to what she intended to do.
Ellen was obliged to Stick to the story she had told
;

had

sli"

bltteil:

1

The Scapegrace.
feeling rather ashamed at the
ELLEN,
she hail been obliged to practise

„

ashamed of himself as he stood hesitating at ticdoor. The truth was, he had fallen in love with Ellen
the fltfct moment he had seen her, and this was the
first opportunity he had had to' speak to the girl
alone, ne felt It was not a favourable moment for
him, but he had got up that morning full of good
intentions, and he wanted Ellen to know that he had
turned over a new leaf.
"vWhy are you so distant lo me, Ellen ? " he began :
but the" girl rose from the piano stool with an c\prcsslon of disgust on her face.
" You ask me that, with the full knowledge of the
" she replied scornfully,
life vou have been leading
" Tlien I will tell vou. I have no nsc for a young man
who sponge- on his old father. He has kept you all
your life, and since you have been home you have
done nothing but borrow money from him. instead of
working to keep him. Do you know where he has
gone now ? He has gone to get a position as night
caretaker at the art gallery iu order that he may. earn

yet how beautiful " said Romiuski. " When
better I must paint her."
What children you are " exclaimed
"Tut, tut
Madame Bouchard. " Who i>: it that talks of painting
It i9 food that is
when the poor child is hungry
required to bring back the roses to those ehe»ks."
" Then she must share our repast," said M. du Val.

And

—

Jacques reddened, for he felt certain that
heard of the row the night before. 11" felt

"

"

had better leave the place.
This was the signal for a general row, in which the
young men so far forgot themselves as to attack pic
bid men.
One of them struck old Pierre, and Jacques went
to the help of his father, striking right ami left at his
In the end some of the kltcher>
so-called friends.
staff arrived, and the disturbers were thrown out.
Feeling thoroughly ashamed that he should have
associated with such low-bred scoundrels, Jacques
begged his father's pardon and went to l>ed.
The next evening he went to bis father's studio,
Old
where the old musician received his pupils.
Pierre had just gone out, but Ellen— who had beca
taking lessons from him was seated at the piano.
The girl looked up, and gave him a very cold
greeting.

!

she

—

—

!

is

;

.

Papa du Val and Ids three friends were in their
accustomed corner. Zellma began to play his 'cello,
and the rowdy crew started to drown the music

Madame

rooms above the restaurant, and

—

more money
'

for
for yourself."

you to squander

!

Bead

this

letter

Ellen threw him a letter. In which the secretary
of the art gallery ratitled the appointment she had

...

mentioned.

.,

,

The flush' of shame mounted to the face of the
voung man as he read the letter.
" 1 know 1 have l>een a scoundrel, Ellen," he said,
" but I am not so bad as you think."
•

" Prove

It, then," retorted Ellen.
" I will go
" 1 will, and at once," said Jacques.
straight In the art gallery and take his place. When
1 think of mv loving old dad In that cold place, and
doing it nil lor me, I feel too ashamed to face you.
But you will yet find theic is some manhood lot in

me."

v

Snatching up his hat, he

left

the studio.
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IN THE DRESSING-ROOM.

Picture.

WHILE
Vaux was

was taking place Haul
closeted with tho dealer to whom
Jacques had taken the picture on his arrival
" I intend to get thai picture by
from France.
Wat lean, 'The Duchess of Angolcmc,' to-night,"
this convoniatloii

said

Vans.

will have to be pretty smart," said the
" It is in the National Gallery, and it is
di aler.
guarded as well as any bank in the City."
" I know all about that, my friend
but I have
slol»n pictures from galleries on the Continent
thereunderstand
which were equally well guarded. 1
is a" caretaker there at night, and that the place Is
how
1
tell
you
protected by electric alarms. Let me
intend to work. With three men, I shall get on the
the
supplies
roof.
First we will cut the cable that
As
electrio light ; Wen tap the telephone wire.
soon as the caretaker discovers the light is off he will
naturally telephone to the electric lighting station
in fact, he has orders to do so. His message will be
intercepted by one of my men on the roof, who will
tell him that an electrician is coming round at once.
When he gets inside he will ask tho caretaker to
conduct him to the switchboard. As he goes he will
leave the door open for me. While my man Is at the
switchboard keeping the caretaker in conversation
I shall slip in and cut the picture from the frame.
You say
Delightfully simple, but it cannot fail.
you have a customer who will ask no questions. If
so, you can rely on having the picture to-night."
Raul Vaux had made no idle boast. That night he
carried out his scheme exactly as h3 had said, without
i'ld Pierre du Val having the slightest suspicion.
But just as Vaux had got the picture and was
making towards the open door Jacques du Val walked
Vaux dodged back, anil then as the young man
in.
walked forward calling his father's name, he slipped
out into the street.
\t the sound of his son's voice Pierre came hurrying
forward.
" What brings you here, Jacques, and how did you
get in ? " he asked.
"I came to ask you to go home, father. This is
no place for you to waich all the night in this bitter
rold air.
Father, 1 have bitterly regretted that I
have been such a bad son to you. I saw things
clearly this morninc after the way my friends behaved
last night. I intend to work for you in future and
atone for the past. Let me begin by taking on your
••

rrepanng the Arms and Neck for the IDance— Whitening the Skin
to Develop Pretty Arms and Elbows
The Picture Girl's Jumper.

Iben you

THE

advent of the dance season comes so
quickly upon the end of the holiday season
that we invariably find our skin in a
difficult condition when it comes to tho wearing
of low-neckod, short-sleeved evening frocks.
The skin has become tanned and hardened with
exposure to the sun, and although this did not
matter in the least when summer frocks wer«
worn, it renders the appearance very unsightly
and ugly when soft diaphanous evening affairs
are donned. For tho very sheen and beauty of
the materials tend to show up in glaring

;

;

contrast any unduo redness or rougliness of tho
skin, especially when the brilliant glare of arc
lights shine upon it ruthlessly.
However, remedies aro easily available, and
the smallest amount of care and attention will
soon retrieve the softness and whiteness of both
arms and hands. This attention will be necessary
every day, and even when they have regained
their normal condition it should be continued to

keep them

every washing the hands and neck
AFTER
should be rubbed with lemon-juice,

and after the evening wash, which
relieves the skin of all grubbiness collected
in the day, the following mixture should be
rubbed well into the skin
Mix threepenny,
worth of glycerine and rose-water with the
Shake the bottle each time
jtiice of a lemon.
before rubbing into the skin.
Always re:

member that tho hands must be
with warm water before applying the
peroxide of

No,

jot in."

" The door was open, father. I came straight in,
and called you by name."
" I
" It is very strange," muttered the old man.
could have sworn I locked the door after the electrician

Tacques stayed a little time trying to persuade his
him to take his place, but the okl man
would not hear of it, and at last he had to let his
lather have his own way.
Soon after his son had gone Pierre began his round
<-i inspection.
When he came to the frame of " The
Duchcso ol Angolcme " he started back with a cry'
of despair. The picture was missing from the frame.
He at once rang up the police, who sent several
Old Pierre could see from their
detectives round.
maimer that they believed him to be the thief, and
it did not surprise him when they asked him to accompany them to the station. After he had told his story
to the man in charge, that official was about to order
Pierre to be placed in custody when one of the
trustees of the gallery, who had been summoned to
lather to allow

i

-

improved by a little exercise.
the outdoor games will enlarge the muscles and round
out the arms, though the
majority of them have
tendency to develop one

more than the
This

his eagerness that caused him to makcan
error in his preliminary sketch. He began to rub it

(Continued on page 20 )

Many

other.

quite feasible,
considering that in
most games the right

arm

is

given more
than the
If this is the

is

exercise
left.

be

of

times, increasing tho number as you get used
and pliable to the movement.
Xext raise tho hands forward from tho bed,
and bring them back as far as possible until
they touch the ground well above the head.
Then lower to the former position.
Another exercise is to placo the hands on the
hips, then thrust the arms out directly to the
side, above the head, straight before you, and
downward. Return the hands to tho hips after
every movement, and put some vigour into the
exercise.

Dumb

and Clubs.

Bells

MAY asserts that there
DORIS
dumb bells or Indian

in

;

attempted after a while.

The Charm

of the

with rough and ugly elbows
also coarse
skin on the back of the arms just above the elbow.
drying
is
Careless
tho usual cause of such a
state of affairs, and it will take some time Co
restore to its original soft whiteness. Purchase
some liquid green soap, which is yellow in colour.
Make a good lather with it, and rub well into
the skin. Leave it on for about five minutes,
then wash off thoroughly with warm water, being
careful to dry very thoroughly. After
this cleansing rub in a good skin food.
Should there be a tendency to a growth
of hair on the arms, careful choice
;

must be given

to massage cream.
containing cocoa butter must be
avoided, as this, though flesh forming,
has a particular tendency to induce
the growth of superfluous hair.

Any

The Picture

Girl's Jumper.
of georgette is an
invaluable possession at any
time of the year, although it
is perhaps more useful than ever
in the winter months, when festivities spring up like mushrooms in
the night.
Many of these little
affairs demand
the wearing of
something dressy, yet not elaborate, and here is where the georgette

A

JUMPER

-

.

occasion.
The Pic.
ture Girl has chosen

—^

black georgette for
her jumper, realising the usefulness
of a dark colour,
•** and she has trim-

its

med

it in novel fashion
with medallions of silver

To Plump

thread.

the Arms,
however, both* arms are thin
IF, and shapeless,
certain

self is

Repeat

this

several

would be invaluable lor dressy wear.

The jumper

it-

down in one,
Magyar fashion,

cut

and in
hanging loose

exer-

cises should be- indulged in
each day.
Here are a group of
simple movements that will help
their development. They will be
found most beneficial if done on
the bed before getting up in the
morning, when attired in light,
loose-fitting garments. Lie flat on
the bed, and take deep, slow
breaths, expanding the chest as
far as possible with each exercise.
Then slowly follow tho motions
No. 28,539.
of a circle, drawing the hands and
arms back until they touch the
Meda Uions in silver thread decorate
head, then bring them back to tnis veIy charming jumper, which
sides.

Rounded Elbow.

many women whose arms are quite
VERY
plumply developed otherwise are troubled

development.

the

like

:

movements with this
arm only will assist
beneficially

nothing

in so handy.
It can
be slipped over a taffeta skirt, or
even one of gabardine, and look
pretty and in keeping with the

—

,

is

clubs for the attain-,
ment of plump, pretty arms. Here's a good
exercise
Raise the arms forward and upward?,
over the head, holding the elbows stiff, and
the clubs as high as you can then lower them
to the sides, and down.
Do this with a sure,
swinging movement. Next swing the arms in
circles, one at a time, from front to back, and
vice versa.
These very simple exercises are the best to
begin with.
More complicated ones can be

jumper comes

particular attention should
be
paid to the smaller
the left arm, giving
it more exercise than
the
right.
Club
case,

;

money.
It was

will

—

in."

the police-station, offered to go bail for the old
musician, whom he knew very well.
Very sadly Pierre went home to tell Ms friends
the bad news. They at once ridiculed the idea that
anyone would suspect he was the thief, and they were
isht
for nobody in the city, with the exception of
the police, believed the old man to he 'guilty.
Days passed, and Jacques, true to his promise to
Fllen, tried hard to get work.
One day he called on the art dealer to whom he had
taken the picture, confided to his care by Haul Vaux
when he arrived from Paris. He showed the dealer
some of his sketches, but the latter shook his head.
" They are not in my line, my hoy" he said, as lie
handed them back.
\t that moment Vaux came from an inner room,
and seeing Jacques, he rushed up to him. After the
boy had told him he wanted work, he expressed a
desire to help him, and said he would call round to his
studio in the morning with a small commission;
On the following day Vaux appeared, and explained
to Jacques that he wanted a painting similar" to one
the young man had done for him in Paris.
" But," explained Vaux, " my client is very particular as to the size of the painting, as he lias a special
frame he wishes to use."
On the size being mentioned, Jacques said he was
sorry that he had not got a canvas big enough.
" I thought of that," said Vaux,
and I brought a
canvas along with me."
He took a canvas out of his bag, and telling Jacques
nc would like the painting as soon as possible, departed.
Yonng Du Val started on his task at once, so eager
was he to get the painting finished and draw the

hydrogen and rosewater

effective.
Mix this in a proportion of
three parts of peroxide to one part of rosewater, and rub into the skin after washing. Allow to dry on, and leave for half
an hour. Then wash off with'clear, warm
water.
Scantiness of sleeve in fact, actual
shortage of sleeve altogether at times
renders it essential that the arms should
be rounded and plump. If your arms are
not as well developed as you would
wish them to be, they can be greatly

found

am

came

washed
mixture,

so that the pores have been opened.
If this
mixture is' not drastic enough, a solution of

.

I cannot do that," said the old man ; " but
glad to hear you have decided to give up your
companions. Leave me now, Jacques, and to-morrow
we will talk things over. But first tell me how you

"

nice.

Some Simple Remedies.

duties."
1

—

How

from the
shoulders. The sleeves are
short, and the neck is cut
square.
Silver tassels
weight the points of the sleeve.

You can
this

jumper

obtain a pattern of
and 28

in 22, 24, 26

inch waist sizes, price one shilling each (P.O. made payable

The Picture Show), from
Picture Show Pattern Dept.,
291a, Oxford Street, London,
W.l. By the way, you can see

to

a whole host of different designs from which to select at
this address.
Dresser.

a

6
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WHY SUFFER"
WITH CORNS?
have used

Millions

a n.d
u e.j a y
corns are
learned
unnecessary.
15

1

Corns arc

~

common

as
be,

so

not

they

and
the time U coming
used

to

when

the

sufferer

from a corn

Will be

a rarity.

Blue-jay
Blue=jay

The
In a

is

little

stops

— the

jiffy

—on by

corn

— the

corns.

ending

of

applied in a

pain

way

the scientific

is

modern method

a touch.

forgotten-

is

time the corn loosens and comes

out.

Prove

to-night.

it

all chemists.
shillings, in two forms,
plaster or liquid; ask for the
form you like best.
Ask for and see that Blue-jay.

from

Blue*jay

Two

"

— but you've had two already !"

16 page illustrated booklet "All about Corns,"
Headquarters.
Blue.jay
from
free,
Dept. 3, .46, Holbom Viaduct, London. E.C.
Give tht name of your chemist.

post

doesn't mind when Bobby "comes
MOTHER
back " time after time for more Bird's Custard
— she knows how nourishing
how easily
it

is,

digested by small stomachs.

Not too many foods nowadays are safe to give freely
but you can put full confidence in BIRD'S.
to children
The finest ingredients in the whole World are sought
out, and nothing but the very best goes to the making

—

of Bird's Custard. There is no food purer or
nourishing for children or grown-ups.

more

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES,
Nervousness drptives you of employment, pieaanrea, and naafij
advantages in lift. II you wish to proaper and enjoy Hie.
strengthen your nerves, and regain confidence In yourself I"

Strengthening Treatthe
<:u»ianteed Cure in 12 davs. 1 .ted l.y \ ice-Admnal t..
Colonel to Private, I>.S.O. a. M.C.'a, M.M.'a. and
Merely send 3 penny stamp* lor particulars
D.C.ll.'a.
using

Mento-Nerve

ment.

.seaman.

—

GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,

Ltd.,

Imperial

336.

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.I.

Birds
Nutritious

Custard
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Masters' Famous "Aja\" 9#rrlo
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35/*

can be served either alone, in dainty custard
glasses — or with fresh stewed or tinned fruit,
or in a dainty trifle, or with a plain pudding.
In every case you secure the maximum of
niceness and nourishment, with the minimum
of time and trouble in preparing.
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BEGIN THIS LIFE STORY TO-DAY.

mS THREE

fr

ALMADGE

EXCLUSIVE TO THE
T70R the-flrst time
*
Natalie, and

Constajvx
Read This

First.

Nonna's acting was so

remarkable that her audience predicted a brilliant
future for her
And thev were not far wrona
1

When Norma was nearly fifteen she applied at the
Vitagrapn Studio, and was taken on as an "extra."

The Troubles and Trials of a Beginner.
IF we are to believe all we read there are many
screen stars who achieved success almost
without seeking it, and apparently without

\

working for

it.

Ono day they were obscure and unknown,
the next day they awoke to find themselves
famous.

Norma Talmadge had no

such good luck.
At the beginning she met with, not failure,
perhaps, but certainly very moderate success.
- In those days the art of the cinema was in its
infancy, and there were, no opportunities for
swift and sensational success.

Nowadays Miss Talmadge
thetic

very sympa-

is

and helpful to earnest young beginners,

but she has no patience with the frivolous girl
who, endowed with a pretty face and a boundless ambition, expects to win fame without hard
work. She has worked hard herself, and never
harder than in those early days.
Long, important plays were not then the
fashion.
The one or two reeler was in most
demand. For the most part these were trifling
little plays which did not provide even the.
leading performers with much chance for dramatic or emotional acting.
And Norma was not a leading performer.
After a few weeks of dreadful idleness at the
studio she was given a small part.
It was a momentous day for her
a day of joy

—

The joy came when she was

and anguish.

selected for the tiny part, but tho anguish followed swiftly after.
As soon as she faced the camera all her simple
naturalness deserted her, and she became awkward and self-conscious.
She was angry with herself, and this only made
it worse.
The producer was very patient with her, but
she seemed to see his face grow wearier and
wearier as he repeated again and again that everlasting phrase, "
will do that scene over

We

again.

Norma was
miserable

little

evening and

in despair,
girl

made

and

was a very

it

who left the studio that
way homewards.
and subdued when she en-

her

•

She was so quiet
tered her mother's presence that the keen eyes of
Mrs. Talmadge soon detected that something
was wrong. »
" What is it, Norma ? " she asked gently.

The girl's lips were twitching. She tried to
speak but could not. Then she fell on her
knees and buried her face in her mother's lap.
" Oh, Peg," she sobbed, " I have been given a

—

part and and I have failed "
" Failed ! " exclaimed Mrs. Talmadge.
!

"

A

daughter of mine fail
Nonsense
You mean
they did » not wave flags' and shout Hurrah
!

!

!

That's nothing.

Norma laughed

They

are jealous."

hysterically.

No, no," sho protested. " They were very
kind, everyone was very kind.
But I can't
**

"
I can't act
" But, my dear, I've seen you act "
" That was nothing " cried the girl impaticntly
"nothing at all. This is so different,
ever so different.
In the studio to-day I was a

act

!

!

!

!

;

!

NcitaJie.

— just

a wooden
I

stick

— and

was

it

my

never, ilever "
" Did they tell you so ? "
" They didn't need to.
Mr. Wilmore's face
was enough. He looked as though he was
attending a funeral just when I was trying my
"
hardest.
And oh
Peg
I did try
" Of course you did, my dear, and that is why
you are sure to succeed in the end," said Mrs.
Talmadge in her comforting way. " You can't
help it. It is in you, and it is bound to come out
if you go on digging for it.
No daughter of
mine is a quitter. I am quite sure of that."
Mrs. Talmadge's cheery confidence revived
Norma's spirits somewhat, and she returned to
the studio the next day grimly determined to
!

!

make another
She did a

fight for

!

!

it.

little better,

but her progress was

slow.

"

A

pretty child, but absolutely no talent."
She overheard that remark carelessly dropped
by one of the old hands, and it reduced her almost
to despair.

At the end of the week a messenger told her
she was wanted in the office. Her heart

tliat

sank into her boots.

had come at last. She was fired.
She almost fancied she could hear the formal

It

words.
" I regret to inform you, Miss Talmadge, that
services
are no longer
required."

your

Prepared for

her

?

feet and turned on him, her
big eyes aflame.
" You are a brute and I hate you " she cried
with a gesture at once passionate and dramatic.
The eminent producer surveyed the angry
little figure critically and thoughtfully stroked

She rose to her

!

his chin.

Now why

the deuce can't you do that before
" he said calmly.
Norma was taken aback. This was not at
all what she had expected.
"
I do my best," she said resentfully.
" Yes, but you can't act."
"You said that before!" retorted the girl.
" And I say it again.
You can't act a little,
but but," he added almost dreamily, " you've
•'

the camera

?

I—

—

got personality."

Norma looked at him doubtfully, half suspecting that this was another insult.
" Yes, you've got personality.
Do you know
what that means ?
" No, no, sir," admitted Norma.
" Well, I don't know that I can tell you what it
is," said the man, wrinkling •his brows, " but
It's rare,
it's a sort of a something that counts.
and it's valuable. When people see you on the
screen they will laugh at your awkwardness and
sneer at you for your incompetence, but they
won't forget you. When they see you again
they will remember that they have seen you
before.
well, it

the worst, she
entered the

know what

don't

I

it

is.

It's

—

it's

just personality."

is

He

repeated the word as though there was
magic in it as indeed there is. All the qualities
which go to the making of a great artist can be
acquired by laborious study, save only the
That is the gift of
divine gift of personality.
the gods, and if it is withheld by the capricious
hand of fate, then neither beauty nor industry
will avail to aclueve supreme success on stage

office and
found-, herself

in the presence
of
Mr. Wilmore, tho producer.

Ho

the

!

I have
been waiting for,
never get another.
Never,

shall

gentleman

" I suppose
blandly.
is the matter with you ?
" N-no, sir."
" You can't act "
The brutal frankness of the remark brought
the colour into the girl's cheek and a flash of
anger into her eyes.
Why couldn't he sack hor and have clone with
What right had he to torture and insult
it ?
replied

you know what

chance, the chance

and now

—

-

Norma,

Constance Talmadge has been

stick

little

of a small play.

story of

THE EDITOR.

mite gave a rendering of " Sunshine
in Paradise Alley " one afternoon at a seaside
hotel.
The singing was out of tune, but,
nevertheless, sweet. This was the debut in public of
Norma Talmadge.
Years after, when she and her two sisters, Natalie
and Constance, were schoolchildren, the three girls
!?ave a performance for their mother, Peg, and some
friends,

life

H0IIHU//6

" I I'm afraid I'm not very good," stammered Norma humbly.
" Very good
My dear, you are rotten bad,"

PICTURE SHOW.''

written and will appear exclusively in the " Picture
Show." The early struggles of these girls, be/ore
theyiwere stars, make most fascinating reading.

iortna
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tbe romantic
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was

—

walking up

or screen.

and down tho

Norma was confused and bewildered, and she
had but a very vague idea of, what was passing
in the man's mind.

room.
" Please sit

down,"
said,

w

scarcely

" Sure

h
a

glance at her,

and then continued to walk
to and fro.

?

replied

!

I'll

learn to act well

!

" re-

her eyes glistening.
That night Norma astonished the family by
suddenly remarking
" Peg, I've got something that is very raro
and very valuable."
"What is that, dear?" inquired Mrs. Talmadge with interest.
" Personality " repeated Norma grandly.

herself on the
edge of a
chair, and
at

"

" I will learn

seating

eyed

!

plied the

Timidly the
girl obeyed,

staring

Am I to stay on

" she asked at length.
" Stay on
Mr. Wilmore.
and work hard. You will have a lot of small
Study each one as
parts if you stay with us.
though it was a big part. If you can only learn
to act even a little you'll get on."
"

he
i|t

girl,

:

big-

the

!

man.
Suddenly he

great

Norma

in
front of her,
his hands be-

But she was learning all
impression.
the time, and acquiring an experience of enormous value to her, though she did not realise it

hind him, and
looked down
at her with a

then.

queer, scrutinising
expression on h i s
keen, clever

It

ing?" he asked
brusquely.

seemed

to her that she made little progress.
to study, never relaxr-

But she never ceased

face.

" Well, what
do you think
of oinema act-

Gets Her Chance.

fully a year Norma worked hard at the
FORVitagraph
Studios before she made any

stopped

—

NORMA TALMADGE
WYNDHAM STANDING
bom "Tbe

Isle

ol

with

in a scene

Conauest."

I

her efforts to improve. As her mother had said,
she was not a quitter.
She studied at the studio and she studied at
home indeed, she probably put in her hardest
work when she was at home.
She would stand for hours before a lookingglass studying gesture and expression.
(Continued on page 20.)

"

'

Piclurt

"

Continued from
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She only had one helping of pie to-night. You
must admit that looks bad. Love is a wonderful
Nothing else will put a healthy girl off
her feed.
You see if I'm not right. " We are

thing.

On

such occasions sbe often had as an admiring audience her two younger sisters, Natalie
and little Constance.
There never was a more united family than
the Talmadges. They delighted in one another's
successes, and no atom of envy-or jealousy ever
rame to disturb the serenitv of the happv home
.

,

life.

In the family circle Norma was now looked
upon as a very great person indeed. Natalie
admired her immensely, and Cormie simply

worshipped her.
"

Norma

wonderful,"

is

agreed

two

the

younger girls, and at this time neither of them
ever dreamed of following in their sister's footsteps.
It was

towards the end of her first year at the
Vitagraph that an incident occurred which
revealed to

Norma

making

that she was at last

some headway.
Jt was a trifling incident

in itself, but

it

meant

a great deal to the hard-working and ambitious
girl.

She came home one evening much more grave
and serious than usual, for she was naturally a
cheerful, lively girl, and generally had a number
of stories to tell of the amusing happenings of
the day at the studio.
But this evening she was exceptionally quiet
and preoccupied.
Mrs. Talmadge was quick to notice that her
daughter had something on her mind, but made
no comment. Like a wise mother, she decided to
wait until her daughter should think fit to
confide in her.
Little Constance,

alway3

mischief, wa.i

full of

less diplomatic, and began to chaff her elder
sister and to imitate her solemn demeanour in a

going to lose Norma. Isn't it a shame ? Isn't it
"
tragic ? Just when
"For goodness sake, child, stop your noninterrupted Mrs. Talmadge, halfsense "
laughing and half-angry. " Norma is much too
nice and sensible to waste her time with boys
at her age. Besides, she is a worker. She loves
her profession and she thinks of nothing else."
Constance looked ot her mother with a
mischievous twinkle in her bright eyes.
*'
You won't be able to keep us always, Peg,"
she said teasingly.
" I think it quite time you went to bed.
Constance," said Mrs. Talmadge, a little primly.
Whereupon the girl threw her arms round her
mother's neck and kissed her.
" All right, Peg," she said. " I'll go, and I
won't tease you any more. But Norma is queer
to-night, isn't she ? Perhaps she's working too
hard. Poor old girl. I'll be as quiet as a mouse
so as not to wake tier. Good-night, dearest."
And with another kiss she ran off.
When she crept tip-toe into the bedroom,
however, she found two candles burning and a
white-robed -figure standing in front of the
!

looking-glass.
It was Norma in 'her night-dress, and she was
panting, gasping, and gesticulating in a manner
which quite alarmed the younger girl.
" Oh " ejaculated Constance in astonishment
Norma turned her head and laughed.
' Come in, Con., I've something to tell you,"
she Kiid.
Constance clasped her hands, and her bright
eyes opened wide.
"
"
!

in sheer bewilderment.

most comical manner.

" Eh ?
was nil she could say.
" Aren't you in love ? "

Norma took

Connie's chaff good-humouredly
ns she always did, but she did not respond.
Clearly her mind was. engaged upon something
which prevented her from yielding oven to
Connie's high spirits.
She went to bed early.
At this time she and Constance occupied the

same bedroom.
" Don't hurry. Con." she said as she bade
them all good-night. " Stay up as long as you
like.
For once I can undress and get into bed
without vour cheerful chatter to keep mo

company.
She gave her

an affectionate glance as

she uttered the words, so as to deprive them of
any suggestion of unkindnes3.
It is a dreadful thing to say, Peg." remarked
Constance when the elder sister had retired.
" but 1 don't think there can be any doubt
about it. The long-dreaded calamity has fallen
upon the house of Talmadge at last."
" What in the world are you talking about,
child ? " asked Mrs Talmadge.
Constance wagged her pretty head

mourn-

fully.

Norma has

got a

young man

!

" she declared

a hollow voice.
Don't be ridiculous, you foolish child r"
" What else can it be ? I've always heard
love has that depressing effect upon the victim.
In real life, I mean. On the screen, of course, it
in

is

different.

and mopy.

But

in real

life it

Norma shows

all

makes yon sad
the symptoms.

"The BOND BEWTEEN "

Wo

°*Z

ed
17

r

f

out, when suddenly his eye caught sight of another
Taking a preparation. he
painting underneath.
began to wash the canvas, and when he had removed
t lie first layer he caw, to his astonishment, that he
was looking at the stolen picture " The l>nches»

—

of
•

Angoleme."
He at once ran out of the studio to challenge Vans

with his discovery.
On the landing he passed a man who looked at
him closely, but Jacques was too excited to pay any
attention to Mm. The stranger, who was a detective

from Fawnea's

-

" In

what

office, snrilcd

quietly to hlmscll.

aud

then dodged in the shadows as he saw old Pierre
coming up the stairs. The old man had come to we
his son, but as he entered the studio and saw the
missing picture he staggered back.
So the fear that had haunted his mind ever since the
night of the robbery that his son was the thief was
only too true. He remembered how he had thought It
strange that Ills son should have been able to get
into the gallery when he was certain he had locked the
clonr, and also Jacques's anxiety thnt he should be
allowed to take his place as caretaker.

"

t

Constance's face

Then she revealed her

fell.

dark suspicions.
Normo laughed again.
" You ridiculous kid " she said. " I've got
something much more important to think about.
I've got a real part at last. Only a little one, but
!

me mv

gives

it

"

Oh
"The

chance."

Is "that nil

!

little bit

sister

—

what's his name ?
elder sister stared at the eager little face

Oh, Norma, what

The

*"

play

I

too. but there is just one
can shine if if I can only dc

—

it."

Constance, rapidly overcoming her first disappointment, became eagerly attentive.
" Of course you can do it," she declared
loyally.

" Tell

me about

it."

Norma was quite ready to comply, and
seating herself on her bed she explained matters
while Constance undressed.
" In this new thing we are going to do tomorrow I am a nice little girl who lives a
sheltered life in a country house. I am not the
I am a little friend of the
lead, of course.
stately heroine, but I hare quite a nice part.
A young man from the City comes and makes
love to me. He is charming and I am fascinated.
He is always so sympathetic and kind, and I
make him my hero and dream about him, and
that sort of thing. I am miserable when ho
is out of my sight, and when he goes back to
the city I follow him secretly. I disguise myself

nil

P Covering

his face with his hands, the old

man

sat

As he did so the detective stepped Inside the
studio and fadd a hand on his arm.
" How did that picture come here ? " he said.
down.

" This

your son's studio, Isn't it t
" It Is not my son. I took the picture," said old
Pierre, very quietly.
As the detective was taking him away Ellen came
in. In a few words, the detective told her what had
happened.
" but
"You've got the wrong man," said Ellen
I suppose you must take him."
She at once rushed to Fawnes's office, and was
there informed that the man who bad lieen shadowing
Jacques had telephoned that lie had gone to the
is

;

dealer's shop.
" And that is where
said Ellen.

we
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as an ugly old frump, and get a job as a stenographer in his office."
" What an idiotic thing to do " commented
Constance.
She was now in her nightdress and seated on
her bed cuddling her knees up to her chin.
" Well, it is only a film,'' explained Norma
•

I

apologetically

in

response

the

to

sisterly

criticism.

My idea," she went
is to see my hero
as he really is in the stress and battle of city life.
Of course, I get a shock. Instead of the gallant
and courtly knight, full of loving kindness,
whom I knew, I find a cruel and avaricious young
man who has no pity on the widow and tht
"

on, "

orphan, and who is only anxious to make himself rich at the expense of others.
I am horrified

and return home a disillusioned little girl. In
the solitary grandeur of my rich and comfortable home I nurse my grief.
Are you
"
?
" Ye3, yes, go on. I think
replied Constance eagerly.
listening

" Well,

now

I

it

awfully thrilling,"

am

coming to the important bit
chance. Behold me on a marble

where I get my
seat in a retired corner of the grounds of out
ancestral home. I am the picture of desolation.
My romance is shattered. The very sunshine
seems to mock my grief. Suddenly along the
winding road a motor-car is seen approaching.
A young man descends, vaults the park railing,

and comes towards me.
smiling.

—Algernon
"

it is t

my

He

is

v*.-S

.

handsome and

—my one-time hero

fallen idol
Bruce. You sec what

It is

a

fine situation

—^^fe'^gKWI

" Yes, go on."
" I am so overcome that I can say nothing."
resumed Norma. " I am agitated and trembling,
but I have no power either to welcome him or
to send him away.
Then he begins to make
love.
I listen like one in a dream.
He takes
my hand in his, and at the same time produces
something from his pocket. It is an engagement ring. Whispering tender words of ndoration. he
attempts to put the ring on my finger. Then I
look up at him. His face is smiling and kind,
but suddenly it fades away, and I see another
hard, cruel, and avaricious, the merciless
face
face of the grasping money -getter. Then comes
-

—

my

bit."

As she spoke she sprang from the bed

to the

floor.

"

!

is silly,

where

Show,

shall clear

up the mystery.'

Accompanied by two detectives Ellen went

In

a

taxi to the dealer's shop.

As they reached a private room they heard voices.
Jacques was accusing Raul Vans of having stolen
the picture.
thirsting the door open, the detectives saw the
dealer covering Jacques villi a revolver, while Raul
was evidently making preparations to escape.

For a moment she stood erect, and her whole
personality seemed to change.
She was no longer the half-grown girl but n
woman faced by a tremendous emotional
ordeal.

"No, no, no
word with

" she cried,

and as she uttere;!
over-increasing emphasis slu>
shrank back, and the whole of her lithe youn™
body, as well as her extraordinarily mobile face,
seemed to express an indescribable loathing and
!

the

disgust.

The next moment she had flopped on to the
bed again, and was n girl once more.
" What do you think of it ? " she demanded
anxiously.

Constance, who hrwl been quite carried au.r,
scene, was clutching at her throat t.i
prevent herself from screaming.
For a moment she could not speak, but could
only stare at her sister with big. adoring eyes.
Norma " she said at length, in an awe-"
struck whisper. " Norma, you are wonderful

by the

!

!

(More of this interesting

life story

next week.)

In a few seconds Raul Vaux and the dealer were
handcuffed.
Then Jacques explained the way In which Raul
Vaux had for so long evaded capture, and, im ideut.ilK
'

cleared his father's name and his own.
" Yon sec this picture, gentlemen." he said, gnin?
up to. a canvas. "I Innowntly brought this ir.n
It m a vt\
Paris at the request of Raul Vaux.
poor painting, and not wortli more than a few pound1 wash off this painting, and, behold
But observe
you see underneath the masterpiece Which w4|
stolen from a Parts gallery."
He washed the picture as he spoke, and under Hie
daub ttiere was revealed a painting which even tin;,
detectives could see was a work of art
With this evidence before them, the detectives li id
no ditncultv in proving the innocence of Pierre da
Val, despite the fact ttiat the old man had eonfesse
to a crime he had not committed In order to save In
son.
And in the happy gathering that followed old
Pierre's release from gaol. Jacques added to tin jn\
of the companv by announcing in- engagement to
Ellen.
(AilaiM from inciilentt in the ' Ideal" phrto plan,
entitled " The Bvn-I llehretm," featuring (.A.'O/il.ft
bi:ba.\ a* nr.ititr: i>r val.)
!

I
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New G)mpaiaioi\Fkjper
BEAUTIFUL COLOURED

PLATE OF
MARGUERITE CLAQK
AMD
RICHARD BARTHELHESS
Quarrel

ieir First,

you seen "
HAVE
new companion paper

Cinema "

Girls'

yet ?

Our

going to be just as
popular and is just as interesting as " Picture
Show " and " Boys' Cinema," so you'll be missing
something good every week if you don't take it in
regularly.
No. 2 out to-morrow, is full of good
things.

The Second

"Their

First

is

COLOURED

Quarrel,"

free

is

entitled

Plate,

with every copy.

Other Special Features in No. 2
of "GIRLS' CINEMA" include:

"Madcap Mabel"
The true
Normand's
days,

stery

of

Mabel

rollicking School-

by

written

herself.

"Heart Of The Hills"
The

story of

Mary

Pichford's newest

and most famous him.

Shown Up By Her Family"
A

Story of a

girl's

fight

to

" better

herself."

Eugene O'Brien's own page— Life Stories of Wallace
Reid and Juanita Hansen The " Glad Rag " Page
Violet Hopson's Own Dress Page— Priscilla Dean's
Beauty Hints The Love Affairs of Kathleen Clifford
Fate and Your Future and many other good things.
Do not miss this grand number. Order a copy TO-DAY!

—

—

"Who's

Who

in

Filmland."

£250
Cash
Prizes
in

—

—
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CINEMA
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The Cynic and
the Beauty
Competition,

If you

want

to

know anything about Films or Film Players

THE NEW POSTER.

Powder Puffs
TPHE

in

" Daily

recent

the Balance.
Mirror "

Beauty

stone
like
a
Competition seems,
dropped in a pond, to have awakened
a series of ripples which penetrates to all
parts of society.

Hardly can one go to
or " American Night "

"

a " Victory Ball
for a few hours'

undiluted merriment not entirely unconnected with jazz, without finding that the
dancing is to be interrupted by a " beauty
competition." Certainly the winners of
these affairs do not leap into fame and for"
tune at a bound like " The Daily Mirror's
lovely find, but they probably enjoy a certain amount of private satisfaction.
One can imagine a cynic inviting his lf-dy
gueste to a beauty-competition dance. They
appear painted, powdered and marcelled.
They dance until the small hours, in the
tempered glaue of electric lights. Comes
the dawn. The lights are turned out; the
curtains pulled back to let in the cruel
" Ladies," 6ays the host,
morning light.
" will you take your places for the Beauty
Competition?" Need any more be said?
Few of us claim the perfection of beauty
" If
a3 set forth in someone's criterion.
you can face the sun when all the others
are sitting with their backs towards the
light," but under more kindly illumination
it is possible to look one '6 very prettiest at
a dance. One must admit that the heat of
ballrooms and the ardour of dancing are
foes to the complexion, and what maiden in
these days of serious dancing dares retire
too frequently to powder her shiniug little
nose?
Yet even this has its remedy, as the wise
Before coming to the dance
girl knows.
Phyllis bathes her face and neck with a
solution of pure cleminite, which she rubs
well into the skin with her finger-tips until
Thjs done, her complexion
it is quite dry.
assumes a peach-like finish, which will remain unchanged during a whole evening'*
dancing.
I suppose every girl would like a new
frock for each dance she goes to?. But even
the unemployed would find that rather a
strain on the' exchequer. It is a consolation, even if a poor one, to reflect that no
amount of frocks will give a girl real
prettiness which is what counts in the
end. A pretty complexion, which is the
beginning of all beauty, is quite cheap,

—

you know. For about one halfpenny you
can have a clean, fresh, new skin (not the
old one cleaned up for the occasion) for
every dance you go to.
I expect any girl could explain this
apparent mystery. For the benefit of those
who cannot, here is the solution. Get some
It is
mercolized wax from the chemist.
rather expensive, but it lasts a long time
with care. Smear it over your face before
going to bed, not using too much, and wash
The oxygen conit off in the morning.
tained in the

wax absorbs

the outer skin,

which has become rough and coarse, and
new skiu below a chance to show
Quite simple, isn't it?
itself.
Certainly, the sort of complexion you
get from using simple preparations like the
.ibovo should be an asset in any beauty
competition even the cynic's!
Vaeker belmont's clynol berries
[advt.]
for obesity.
gives the

—

been given recently, while the remainder do not giv«

OUTSIDE one of the largest and best-known picture
theatres in

London may be seen the new

poster,

which would seem to indicate that an improvement has at last been thought desirable in this particular form o! advertising.
The change has been
very slow in coming, tor while the quality oS pictures
everywhere ha; been raised, and theatres themselves

made more up-to-date, the
see displayed have remained
Tbeir speedy disappearance
sistent the effort to raise the

glaring posters we
the same from the
will

still

first.

make more con-

cinema to a

still

higher

level.

Bat even the present new poster will need to be further
improved upon, and not simply imitated. The most
that can be said in its favour is that it is artistic.
The old kind of poster has no such claim. It cannot
be regarded as even a mediocre work of art. Its
essence is exaggeration.
The incidents you see
depicted on it are nothing like those you are shown
on the screen. You feel somehow that you have
been deceived, and you begin to wonder when you
come across similar posters outside every picture
theatre, why truth should be so distorted and presented in lurid splashes of colour that are reminiscent
of the circus.
Undoubtedly the new poster does
not offend in this manner.
But if it aims at being
artistic it does not attempt, unfortunately, to score
as well in the direction of usefulness.

should illustrate for us something of the nature
of the story without telling us too much, or leading
us to expect more than we would see. And there
is no reason why it should not go a step further than
the old poster by giving us more about the cast.
The importance of this to all picture-goers is a point
which cannot be too often insisted upon. Two names
is not enough, and the printing of others, with the
parts taken, would give the new poster greater advertising value.
The suggestion should be worth conIt

sideration.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper
goes to press a considerable time before publication, letters cannot be answered in the next issue
A stamped anti aQdressea envelope ust accomi*

m

pany any

Every
requiring an early reply.
letter should give the full name and address of
the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communication can be answered. Address The
Editor, " Picture. Show," Room 85, The Fleetway
letter

:

House, Farringdon

Street,

London, EX.

4.

—

—

" Madoe " (Coventry). I trust you have not boon
grumbling at me as well for this is the soonest I could
answer you on this page. Owen Moore ts not
married "at present. In " The Light of Western
Stars," Winifred Kingston was opposite Dust in
Farnum. The Mexican villain was Frank Field. The
other information required has not been made public
as yet.
Ah,
E. P. (Kingswlnford).— Elmo Lincoln dead ?
Trust her
so Dame Rumour has been busy again.
Yes,
V.
Steel
was
maiden.
H.
In
gentle
oh
not,
" The Firing Line," but I expect it's David Powell
*'
"
Lives,"
Tangled
The
about.
thinking
vou are
Green God," " A Game with Fate," and " The Silver
Horde " are all Betty Blythc films.
" AMAR "
(Valparaiso).
So
you would like
more British pictures to come your way. In time,
no doubt, they will. No, I have never been to Chili,
but it will begetting like that here by the time you

—

read

this.

first wife,

Lamson was William Desmond's
but she is now dead, and his present wife Is
Lillian

Mary Mclvor.

Cladys Brockwell

is

not mnrrled now.

"Nugget" (Wokingham). — Welcome new

reader.

paper always prove as valuable to you as a
In " The Great Gamble," the artistes
real nugget.
were Charles Hutchison (Ralph Darrell), Anne
Luther (Alloe and Nell Morton), Richard Keill
(Richard Blake), Billy Moran (Shorty), and William

May

this

Cavanagh (Cooley).
W, E. (Bournemouth).—There have been coloured
films, but the process has not proved so far n comExperiments, however, arc still iK-ing
pictc success.
carried out. and It may not be long before the coloured
picture Is again Introduced with a better chance of
superseding the present type of film.
R. M. (Newquay). Glad to hear from you again.
Florence Turner left this country some years ago. ami
80 you are collecting birthdays ?
is now In America.
Here are a few names from yotu list. Marguerite
Clark (February 22nd), Elmo Lincoln (February
Oth), Marie Walc'amp (July 27th), Mae Marsh (NovemOthers have
ber 9th), Sessue Hayakawa (June 10th).

—

—

I

Carteret).

—

" Napthaii " (Bournemouth). The large nnm! or
of letters I receive (hold me not responsible for those
I don't) are kept iu front of me until they have been
answered in rotation. Don't forget this paper goes to
press some time in advance.
Of course, your handwriting and address are both familiar to me. Margarita Fisher's marriage was annulled some time ago.
Yes, I heard of the engagement. I am glad you value
this page so much, and others who read this might
adopt your method, if they like, of removing all the
" Answers " pages of the Pictcre Show and keeping
them between a spring-back cover costing 2s. 9d.,
thus having a useful and handy reference book about
film players and plays.
" Janet " (Cheltenham). The published east of
" The Bridal Chair " does not mention your brot tier's
name. In fact, the only names given are
C. M.
Hallard (Lord Louis Lewis), Daisy Burrell (Jill
Hargreaves), and Miriam Sabbage (Sylvane Sheiidan).
The Birth of a Nation " some of those win
In
played in it were
Mae Marsh, Miriam Cooper.
Constance Talmadge, Lillian Gish, Robert Hairon,
Marjorie Wilson, Bessie Love, and Seena Owen.
" Eileen " (Farcham). I don't blame you for not
wanting to give up 'this paper just because you are
" growing into womanhood." There are thousands of
grown-ups who read it regularly. Harry (i. Moody
was Tiger Face in " The Tiger's Trail." but I cannot
Texas Guinan was
find the other name you want.
born in Waco, Texas (from which she took her first
name), twenty-nine years ago. She has light hair,
blue eyes, and is 5 ft" 6 in. in height.
•'
LOVER OF THE P.S.' " (Inverness). Yes, Milton
Sills was In " The Yellow Ticket " with Fannie Ward.

—

:

:

—

—

'

He was

born in 1882, which makes him thirty-eight
this year.
You might ask him and see.
"FILM LOVER" (Gt. Yarmouth). I am sorry I
cannot enlighten you, though 1 hope you have bad
Of course, artistes are constantly
replies ere this.
on the move, and the number of letters they receive
each day would stagger any ordinary individual.
Dorothy Gish was born on March 11th, 1898. Neither
she nor her sister is married at present.
" Dorothy " (Barton-on-Humber).
I will give you
the two casts you want, since the other inform it mi
you require has doubtless caught your eye since
writing to me.
In " The Carter Case " there were
Herbert Rawifnson (Craig Kennedy). Margaret Marsh
(Anita Clark). Ethel (irey Terry (Cleo Hark), (oil
Aibcrtson (Marcellus Mason), and Kempton Greene
in " The Master Mystery." H011(lianee Dixon),
dinl was Quentin Locke, Margaret Marsh WS Eva
Brent, and Ruth Stonehousc was Zita Dane. '
C. L. (Peterborough). " Lena " (Southport). and
"NA5CE" (Cardiff).— Just for brevity's sake in me
answer you three together. Chic Sale and Peggy
Wood arc not stars In the strict sense of the word.
Olga Petrova was in " The Panther Woman." In
" The Divorce Trap." the part of the villain was
played bv Francis MacDonald.
"Doris" (Bristol). Here's something about
nenrv Woodward. He was born In Chaileetown
West' Ya.. and later on entered the United State*
But, like many others, the screen soon
armv.
attracted him, and some of the films in which he ha«
" Hearts Asleep " " Lawless Love."
appeared are
" The Mystery Girl," and " The Road Through UN
has
blue eyes and brown hair.
Dark." He
"Betty and Elsie" (Northampton). You ask
me If George Cheseboro Is dead or married. Well.
married.
You tui
1 understand he prefers being
doubt have seen htin in "The Lost City " the serial
now showing. Tom Mix is thirty-nine. The other
artiste does not give her age.
" Mariqtjita " (Brighton).— Old films, you know,
In "The Woman
arc sometimes difficult to trace.
Eternal," which made such an impression on you,
the
star.
was
Elaine Hammersteln
(Crewe).— Constance Talmadge was horn on
1,
1>
April 19th, 1900. In "The Danger Mark," the hen
was Mahlon Hamilton. Jt is possible the artistes you
mention mav be in this country by the time you readthis, as several arc reported to be coming over here.
L. B. (Handsworth).— Fancy anyone Imagining
Of course. Ins
Matheson Lang to be a Chinaman
\<
part In " Mr. Wu " was merely a clever disguise,
a matter of fact, he was born iu Dundee, and had it
parson,
have
been
a
might
stage,
he
not been for the
" VERA " (Manchester).
Rene Crest e was In
"Tih-Minh," and also in " Judex," but the particu\011r
lars vou require have not been made public,
first question was dealt with In a recent editorial.
(More iiriM, trt ntxt week.)

—

—

i.

" KITTY " (Hcokmondwike).
Yes, with regard to
Madge Kennedy is the wife of Harold
Peggy Hyland.
"
You
Is that really all you want to know t
Bolster.

contented mortal.

the information.
" The iNQCJsmvES " (Lymington).
All rerirterwho want answering must give their real names, an
now that you both have remembered to read the ruh
at the top of these answers, I shalt-tcll you vita
pleasure.
In " Sporting Life " there were Ralph
Graves and Constance and Faire Binney. with Warnei
Richmond as Joe Lee, Charles Eldridge [Mllee
Cavanagh), Charles Craig (Malet de Carteret). Henry
West (Craik), and Wiliette Kershawe (Olive de

:

—

:

—

I

—

Tkluve Show, October 25id,
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PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL.
1 A. A.

A. A. A.

-A.

W. S. HART,
California, U.S.A.

to

121.'.,

Bares Avenue, Hollywood,

TO WRITE TO VOI R FAVOURITE
FILM STAR;— You are kindly requested

Broadway,

New

CHARLES CLARY. MADGE KENNEDY,

cars

York

Not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to tho
large number ot other queries that have to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at ouce with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose 2d. stamp to the Editor,
The Pictirk Show, Room 85, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. If the letter weighs
more than 1 oz. it will require an additional Id.
stamp for each extra ounce. Sucli letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Picturb

of

Goldwyn Film

MARY

Co., Culver City, California, U.S.A.

ALLISON,

care of Metro Pictures Corporation, Hollywood, California, U.S.A.

BOBBY VERNON, WALTER

HIF.RS, care of
Christie Film Co.. 6101, Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Califoruia, I'.S.A.
ROBERT WARWICK, care of Lasky Studios,
Vine Street, Holljwood, California, U.S.A.
BERTIE GORDON, cute of African Film Productions, Ltd.,

-i.

Leicester Street,

W.C.

2.

ROBERT ANDERSON,

care of Universal
Co., Universal City, California, U.S.A.

£1,000
PRIZE

£1,000
New

Novel bv

A alitor

thz

First Prize for

of

"WITHOUT MERCY " & ••BLACKMAIL'-

—a

tale 2 million people will
Begin it
less interest.

Film

(More addresses next week.)

FOOTBALL

A Superb

you Free how
Reduce Your Weight

will tell

MAI' RICK COSXjSLIiO,

care of Vitagraph Film Co., 1600,
City, U.S.A.

WHERE

.

I

CAROL HOLLOWAV.

A A A. A. A. A. ^

^ A.

Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.

""TREBLES"

read with breath-

TO-DA Y!

I was just n strong yr>un2 woman, full of life ami
vigour, and fond of good tilings to cat, enjoying lite
to its fullest extent, wiien suddenly my weight began
to increase, and, strong a? 1 was, I began to red
the burden, especially as I am a business woman
and have plenty of work to do. While
earthly
self was rapi lly assuming abnormal proportions, the
progress in this direction brought sorrow and consternation, because 1 knew that I must give up
business or reduce my weight.
I began to feel
lonely, Because I lelt that my company was no longer
desired, and I made up
mind that I was at the
dangerous point of my lite.
One day an inspiration came to me, after I bad
spent true, money, and patience in vain effort
to become slim again.
I acted upon this inspiration
and succeeded, for :55 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in live weeks. I did not use drugs, practi ,e
tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor 'rear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple hom'j
method, and although this is some time ago, I have

my

my

never gained any weight since, and my health is
as good as 1 could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have
done, and 1 will tell you how, frer, if you will enclose

COLGATE'S
RIBBON DENTAL CROW
TKAM MAM*

two penny stamp* to pay prwtrtgc.
W. Grace Hart laud (Dept.
Diamond House,
Hatton Garden, London. E.C. L

Amateur Talent Wanted
*

* Thf
»

+

EX

A'tvc: tMf-r atbfc J* a CunsiiUsiiU

nnW. Not

a

Tumi

.

? with

t

J

tecdtOfi Producing Company
fyug connection
urgently requiring ^ if toil Ainat-iii-s, is ^prepared to
intervi.-w ami giv- advice to Ihcw d -siionsof entering
this prd&«SM n. ( .ui'liO opinion of Ability and prospects

NO FEES

m

cess
are required and applitaut.- irhaabawr tbral ilitv looked for ire offered positions.

! REC0F1LMS,

********

^

*
*
J

+

Piccadilly, LONDON, W.l. $
**************************
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The Joy
of Living
is

fully

appreciated by the

people whotake'Kkovah.'
They
" Of course,

it isn't

like to tuck the little
first.

At my

enjoy

it,

Cream.

age,

I

my

ones

bed-time yet
in

and see

know how

— I'm a big

girl,

but

I

do

that they brush their teeth

important that

is.

And

they both

Ribbon Dental
"
isn't he pleased

the darlings, 'cause they use Colgate's

Bobbie's got a

new

tube to-night

—

Sold by all Chemists

when

up

tone

occasionally

their

— just

systems

necessary and

keep themselves

fit.

you wish to feel fit.
really fit, and energetic
If

—

get
habit

!

in

in

the

—

a

"Kkovah

water
the morning.

makes

life

'

teaspoonful
first thing

worth

It

living.

COLGATE & CO. (Dept. 40)
Established 1806
46, Holborn Viaduct
London, E.C.1

In tins of
Grocers. Chimisls.

iedthiatt_

and
Boots'

all

Branches

Makes voir fit — keeps you fit.
SUTCUFFE & BINGHAM. Dd., MANCHESTER
nil!(lllllll!ltl!l!ll!lllllltlllllllllllll!lllll!!llllllllnTl
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OTiere
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no wea/tA li/ce 'ire
of Jove,
it's powers

Joy and wonder.

3c**

/CHILDHOOD,

brimful of energy, stands
on the very threshold of life, gazing
with eyes full of wonder into the vast
expanse.
protect and cherish their children's
by using Lifebuoy Soap. It wards
off those numerous ailments which prevent children
from developing their full and robust vigour, and
enables them to enjoy a healthy childhood.

Mothers

name Lever on
Soap is a Guarantee
offhrity anJ
Excellence

will

wealth of

life

Lifebuoy Soap safeguards the health of children
and parents alike. Its mild carbolic odour is a
sign

of

its

splendid protective properties.

Lifebuoy Soap

is

brimful of Health.

and hands with it —
Bathe with it — Shampoo with it.

Wash

face

MORE THAN SOAP— YET COSTS NO MORE.

LEVER BROTHERS

LIMITED.

PORT SUNLIGHT.
ti

197-34
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